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PUBLiC WORKS DEPARTMENT REORGANIZATION COMMITTEE. 

l\IINUTES OF EVIDENCE 
TAKEN 'BEFORE THE 

PlTBLIC WORKS DEPART~IENT 
REORGANIZATION COMl\iiTTEE. 

At Bombay, Monday, 8th January, 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.L, r.c.s. (President). 

Sta NoEL KEnsHAw, x.c.li. 
C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member :-

R.u BAHADUB GANGA RAM, o.t • .&., M. v.o. 

A. T. MACKENZIE, EsQ. 

R. J. KENT, EsQ., Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government, Bombay. 

D. G. l!ABRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

H. 0. B. SnoUBRIDGE, EsQ.; 1\L I. C. E., Sanitary Engineer, Bombay. 

Written Stat&ment. 
l. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods ol 

execution of public works.-! am of opinion that the 
methods for the execution of civil works are economical, 
and in all respects suitable for the purpose for which 
they were devised, provided the officers and subordi· 
nates controlling the execution are themselves efficient. 
With inefficient supervision, or management, all systems 
are liable to failure. 

2. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-Where 
large contractors are available, their services are usually 
employed, but, outside Sind, there are not many really 
reliable firms of contractors available, except in large 
towns. If the services of contract{)rs are to be more 
extensively employed, the rates will require to be 
~enerally increased because the present rates do not 
provide sufficient margin for contractors' profits. At 
present, piece-work contractors are extensively employed, 
and, as large contractors have to adopt the same system, 
the employment of large contractors requires that the 
rates should include the contractors' profits a8 well a8 

the piece-work contractors' profits. I have, in the case 
of masonry dam construction, had enquiries made by 
European contractors, and they have never resulted in 
any work {except iron work) being taken up by them 
as the rates were insufficient to yield them any sub· 
stantial profit. If firms without Indian experience are 
employed on large works they will, in my opinion, fre· 
qut>ntly find the work unprofitable, owing to their over 
<'Onfidence in the piece-workers employed by them and 
owing to their want of knowledge of the methods of 
executio11 which are most economical in this country. 
Provided all work, which is capable of measurement, 
is given out on piece-work, there should be no necessity 
to employ departmental labour on muster roll to any 
great extent. Where departmental labour is reduced 
to a minimum, the supervision required will be just as 
much in the case of large contractors as in the case of 
piece-workers. The only saving will be in "accounts." 

Against this must be set off the great difficulty experi
enced in getting large Indian contractors, working on 
regular controots, to remedy defects in construction or 
to remove faulty material. Their supervising staff is 
generally insufficient and insufficiently paid, rendering 
it necessary for the Department to give them indirect 
assistance, with trained establishment, without which 
works would not, unless of a simple nature, be rapidly 
and suitably carried out. Regular contracts in the 
Deccan frequently lead to disputes when the final bills 
come to be paid, particularly in cases where the margin 
of profit is low. 

(2). There are frequently loopholes in the contracts 
or specifications, which render it possible for contract
ors to make claims, and to succeed in getting payment 
for them, when such payments were never contemplated 
in giving out the controots. With piece-work controot· 
ors there is always a. remedy at hand. As soon as any 
defects are noticed the contractor can be made to correct 
them, failing which his contract may be terminated 
then and there. I am of opinion that the piece-work 
system is more suited to the Deccan whilst in Sind, 
where the majority of the work is earth-work, large 
contractors can be successfully employed. 

3. {In.) Changes in organization.-As I am ex· 
tremely doubtful whether any changes are necessary 
in the organization of, and in the method of executing 
works by, the Public Works Department, I do not con. 
sider that any radical changes are necessary in the or. 
ganization of the staff, beyond keeping the Department 
up to its full required strength by means of permanent 
appointments. Temporary appointments, except in the 
case of specialists, should be as few as possible. 

4. (IV.) Relations with other departments and aub
branches.-1 consider that the relations between 
the various sub-divisions in all branches of the Depart. 
ment are excellent, but that there is a tendency for 
BOme other departments to ignore the fact that engi· 
neering is a skilled profession which requires a special 
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training and that, where there is delay, it is not the 
fault of the Public WorkS Department itself, but is 
probably due eithel' to the system in force or to the 
failure of other departments to set forth their require· 
menta with sufficient clearness. 

5. (V.) Decentralization.-This is undoubtedly· de
sirable, and is steadily improving. It is a matter which 
has to be dealti with as special cases arise. I believe 
I am correct in thinking that the Public Works Depart· 
ment is decentralized to a much greater extent than 
many other departments in this country. Finance is 
the draw-back to thorough decentralization, and it is 
most difficult to devise methods of decentralization 
which are free from financial objections. It is a matter 
which might be left to the local Government to a great 
extent, but a step in the right direction would, I think, 
be made by reducing the control of the Government · 
of India in some cases. Here again finance is the main 
difficulty, but I believe that the local Government should 
have larger powers in the way of altering details of designs 
of large works which will lead to economy in construe· 
tion, or economy in upkeep, as also possibly in cases 
where the original designs are faulty. It is impossible 
to draw up large works which do not require numerous 
modifications when more detailed knowledge is obtained 
when construction has commenced. A step in the right 
direction would be to increase the provision made for 
error, or unforeseen items, considerably above 5 per 
cent. The increase thus made should be utilized solely 
with the sanction of the local Government, and more 
encouragement should be igiven for officers to effect 
savings consistent with .good workmanship and design. 

6. (VL) Simpiiftcation of procedure.-This is a 
difficult question to answer, and as a rule the restric· 
tions are imposed for reasons of finance. It is difficult 

to remove restrictions which have been framed to meet 
a necessity which has actually arisen, 

7. (Vll). Education.-! consider that the system of 
education in government engineering colleges is on a 
sufficiently broad basis to meet the needs of govern· 
ment and that the real attraction is, and must be, the 
scale of pay offered. In the lower paid posts I con- J. 

eider the education is possibly on too broad a. basis, 
and more time might profitably be spent on practical 
engineering such as levelling, survey, classification of 
materials, measuring work, simple specification work and 
the like. Too much time may be spent by men, who 
will never rise beyond overseer, in obtaining theoretical 
knowledge, and in the study of engineering out of books, 
which they are unable to apply in practice. So long 
as the sole· object of a student is to obtain a govern
ment appointment, irrespective of whether he has a 
taste for the work or not, no system of education for the 
engineering profession will produce m~~<ny fully qualified
engineers and architects. In addition to this the 
student, even from his early days, is not brought in 
contact with large engineering works to the same extent 
as the European student is. Again, manual labour of 
any kind is looked down upon by the student class, 
though there are now signs of improvement in this direc
tion. I am unable to say whether the needs of private 
agency are met. If this refers to contractors my ex· 
peyience is that they do not employ trained men, and 
they expect government to provide the expert super· 
vision. 
- 8. (Vm.) Practical training.-There would be no 
objection to" government permitting premium pupils to 
obtain practical training on government works, in cases 
where no private facilities exist for obtaining a suitable 
training elsewhere in India. 

M:s. H. 0. B. SHOUBlUDGl!l called and examined. - . 

9. (President.) The witness stated that he had served 
22 years in the Public Works Department, but that the 
major portion of his service had been spent in the lrri· 
gation Branch. His experience of the Buildings and 
Roads Branch had been limited to a few weeks in Bel
gaum. He had been Under Secretary, and was now 
8anitary Engineer to the Government of Bombay. The
only road& work he had done had been in connection 
with projects. 

10. Taking the Public Works Department as a whole, 
he was convinced that the present methods were suit
able and economical. He had no information as to how 
the rates paid for work executed by the Department 
compared with those paid by private contractors, but 
pointed out that the class and quality of the work had 
also to be taken into consideration in framing such a. 
comparison. 

ll. He was unable to say how many contractors 
there were in the Bombay Presidency, nor had he any 
information as to their resources. He had worked with 
private contractors in the Deccan, but his experience 
had not been altogether satisfactory. In Sind, where 
the work consisted mainly of earth-work of a simple 
and straightforward nature, he had been more success
ful ; but the Sind contractors were, in reality, merely 
a group of financiers who pooled the contracts between 
them and settled beforehand which ones each would 
take up. 1.hey were not " engineers " in any sense of 
the word-one firm consisted of a big local umindar in 
partnership with a Shikarpur bania-and employed no 
engineering sta.lf, but only mistris or daroga8, who were 
not usually even craftsmen, but merely labour managers. 
He had never had any contractor under him who 
employed any engineering staff, nor had he even found 
one who kept a man capable ·of setting out his work 
himself. The large contractors sub-let their contracts, 
on the piece-work system, to petty-contractors. In 
other words, they employed exactly the same agency 
as the Public Works Department. .As far as he knew, 
tht>y seldom employed labour direct on muster rolls. 
His general rule was to call publicly for tenders and, 
if he failed to get a pucca contractor, to give out the 

work on piece-work agreements, provided that it was 
susceptible of measurement. • 

12. The witness quoted the Darna masonry dam as 
an example. This work was 1! miles long and he had 
executed it by piece-work, the concrete costing onlY. 
Rs. 18, and the masonry only Rs. 20 per hundred cubic• 
feet. He admitted, however, that the work was under· 
taken some years ago, and that he was no longer able 
to obtain such favourable rates. A European contractor 
had come out to see the site of the dam before the work 
was set out, but, on being shown the plans, etc., had 
expressed himself as unable to work at anything like 
the rates offered and the witness had agreed that it 
would not be worth a big contractor's while to take 
it up. Hence no tenders were called for, and the work 
was carried out by piece-work.· 

13. He had employed a pucca contractor, the only 
one who came forward, when building the Chankapur 
masonry dam, as he had thought, in that particular· 
case, that it was more satisfactory from the point of 
view, both of himself and government, that a regular 
contractor should be engaged. In the case of the 
Nandur Madhmeshwar wier, he had started on piece· 
work, but foreseeing early in the work that he could 
not do his masonry at the rates estimated, he had tried 
to get a contractor to undertake it. Only one man 
was willing to come forward and take up the work. 
This contractor had previously done some four miles 
of excavation of the canal satisfactorily, and the wit· 
ness thought that he would possibly do the work better 
than he could himself, and so recommended him for 
the contract. This contractor, however, had proved to 
be an endless source of trouble in connection with his 
accounts. which, although the work was finished four 
or five years ago, had only recently been settled. He 
had great trouble in keeping the work going on· satis· 
factorily, and he and his assistants had to order faulty 
material to be removed almost every day. He admitted 
that, in the abovementioned case, he had expected a 
contractor to undertake work at rates which he himself 
found insufficient, but he had thought that possibly 
somebody else might be able to do the work more econo~· 
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.. 
ically than he could. They had always shown great 
consideration to contractors, especially if they could 
make out a good case for extra. rates or other conces· 
sions. In the particular contract referred to there was 
a clause which laid down that any materials ill the river 
bed must be removed before the floods a.rrive4 ; other· 
wise the contractor could not claim for thein. The 
contractor, however, left a large amount of materials 
in the river, and thell claimed compensation because 
they were washed away. The witness forwarded the 
claim to government, and the Chief Engineer after. 
inspection allowed the contractor half the difference 
between wha.t be Claimed and what the witnesa said he 
had lost, in addition to what the witness had already 
said he should get. This was purely a concession to the 
contractor and the Chief Engineer had mad~ this clear 
to the latter. · · · 

14. Even if large contracting firms were engaged, the 
supervision charges would be just as heavy as they were 
at present with the class of contractor now employed. 
He was unable to say whether, if large contractors had 
their own engineering staff, the supervision charges would 
be reduced, but thought that, even in that case, when 
working on a long dam, the contractor would require 
careful watching. He had been employed for nine or 
ten years on the construction of masonry dams. In 
the case of the Darna masonry dam, which contained 
fifty-seven or- sixty lakhs of cubic feet of rubble masonry 
and face work, he had had under him only one Assistant 
Engineer, two upper subordinates, and some few lower 
subordinates, possibly three or four. Even if a large 
contractor employed his own trained staff, he thought 
that just as 1arge a government staff would be neces· 
sary, especially in the case of a dam where good work 
was essential. 

15. It was very difficult to say whether his arguments 
applied to roads and buildings as strongly as · they 
applied to irrigation. In .the case of earth-work, for 
example, it was essential that all earth-work on irriga· 
tion works should be properly consolidated, and hence 
it required a great deal more ,supervision than, for in
stance, a railway embankment. He had seen cases on 
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway where three feet 
of metal had been laid under the rails because the banks 
had sunk. 

16. Although the greater part of his service had been 
in the Irrigation Branch, men holding similar posts to 
himself could be given a charge in either branch in the 
presidency. He was not altogether in favour of the 
system...in force in Bombay under which the branches 
were not separated, and engineers employed on irriga~ 
tion work could be suddenly transferred to buildings and 
roads or vice tJersi'i. He was inclined to consider that 
complete separation into two branches would be pre· 
ferable, but believed that the reason why this had not 
been done was that separation might involve the creation 
of extra districts which would possibly be uneconomical. 
In the presidency there was often a tank here and a 
tank there, and it was impossible to employ an irriga.
tion Executive Engineer to look after a. few tanks, which, 
under the present system, were in charge of buildings 
and roads men. Wherever there were la.rge irrigation 
works there was a separate irrigation district. Some of 
the most important works were irrigation works, and 
hence the best men were very often kept on them; but 
he considered that if a. man were not good in irrigation 
he should be given a chance in buildings and roads. 
In the converse case, in which a man who has spent a 
large part of his service in buildings and roads was sent 
to take charge of an irrigation district, he instanced 
one of his assistants, who had started in buildings and 
roads in Belgaum, and yet did well in irrigation later. 
He considered that the present system worked satis· 
factorily on the whole, so far as the Irrigation Branch 
was concerned, but, as that branch was somewhat more 
technical than the Buildings and Roads Branch, it was 
easier for an irrigation man to get into buildings and 
roads work than for a buildings and roads man to get 
into irrigation work, particularly in a case like Snid, 
where very special knowledge in regard to the silting 
of canals, etc., wu required, an4 where the majority 

of engineers had no buildings and roads work at all. 
17. He had been Sanitary Engineer for just over three 

years. His qualification for the post was his experi· 
ence of hydraulics as an irrigation engineer, a.nd the 
greater portion of hls present work consisted in water 
supply a.nd drainage projects. As regards hi& experi· 
ence before he became Sanitary Engineer, he had had 
one or two little works in connection with water supply, 
and, such works were mainly applications of hydraulics. 
An irrigation engineer was equally capable of designing 
a water-works scheme. Drainage required rather more 
special knowledge, but water-works in India generally 
consisted merely of pipe lines and reservoirs, and such 
work could equally well be done by irrigation men ; 
sub-soil water supply, about which he had not known 
much when he took up the post, was rather special, but 
he hoped that he now knew somewhat more about it. 
As Sanitary Engineer, he dealt with slaughter houses, 
beef markets, mutton markets a.nd works of that natwe 
in connection with municipalities. The designs were 
executed by the Sanitary Engineer and the main diffi· 
culty in such schemes was that of funds. He agreed 
that, in the case of a specialized appointment, it would 
be better to put jn a man with previous experience of 
similar work, but hitherto no such officer had been 
available. He thought he was right in saying tha.t 
only a few years ago there was, in Bombay, a single 
Sanitary Engineer without any staff under him at all, 
that officer's duty being merely to go round and advise. 
Subsequently, however, the scope of the Sanitary Engi· 
neer's duties was widened, and he was allowed to under
take the execution of projects in addition. 

18. It would, he thought, be an excellent proposal, 
provided there was sufficient work, for sanitary engi· 
neers to be formed into a. separate branch of the Public 
Works Department, that branch to be recruited direct 
from engineers who had taken specialized courses of 
training in sanitary engineering. At present he had 
two Executive Engineers under him, and a sub-division 
for Sind, and he anticipated that there would, in time, 
be plenty of work going on, but it took a very long time 
to get sanita.ry schemes sanctioned. He did not think, 
however, that there was sufficient work to' justify him 
in supporting a proposal that so small a service should 
be recruited separately from the general Public Works 
Department branches. There was, in Bombay, sufficient 
work for the employment of a Sanitary Engineer with 
the three assistants he had mentioned. His branch 
was the first to have its expenditure cut down on account 
of the war and he had had to reduce his establishment 
on that account. 

19. Besides being Secretary to the Sanita.ry Board, 
his duties embraced ·designing of projects and advising 
on sanitary matters. Although cel'tain Executive Engi· 
neers of ordinary districts had expressed a desire to b!' 
allowed to prepare and execute water supply and drain· 
age projects, he was not at all- certain that such an 
arrangement was sonnd. In. his opnion, all sanitary 
works should be under the Sanitary Engineer to Govern· 
ment, now that he had a staff capable of preparing 
designs and carrying them out. It was also very desir· 
able that the construction of such works should rest 
with the Sanitary Engineer, who was the officer respon
sible for the project and who had_ acguaintance with 
sanitary matters. · He was unable to agree that sani· 
tary projects, when completed, should be made over to 
the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works 
Department for execution. He thought it was feasible, 
in practice, to have a specialstafi engaged on the con. 
struction of sanitary works, although the latter were 
scattered over a large area. The number of such pro· 
jects waa limited, but a project estimated to cost 
Rs. 30,00,000 was under consideration, which would 
justify the formation of a special· executive district. 
He was now trying to work out a list of good schemes, 
and to get them sanctioned, so that they could be carried 
out with the m1nimum of establishment when the war 
was over. One executive district could supervise two 
moderately large projects ; say one costing Rs. 4,00,000, 
and one costing Rs. 8,00,000, The Sanitary Executive 
Engineer should have sub-divisional officers under him 

' 
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just as an ordinary district engineer had his sub-divi
sions. At present there were only three charges for 
the whole of the Bombay Presidency and Sind, and only 
one Sanitary Engineer for the whole presidency. This 
was an absurdly small allowance. 

20. Drainage works required a certain amount of 
special knowledge, .and water supply also was becoming 
specialized, as they were now going in for the bacterio
logical treatment of water, and hence his objections to the 
employment of ordinary Executive Engineers. He did 
not think there were any specialist sanitary firms in the 
Bombay Presidency, but there was one in the Central 
Provinces. That firm had come down to consult him 
about a drainage scheme which they were getting out, 
as they had heard that he was responsible for a cheaper 
scheme in Bombay, and they had admitted to him 
that the latter was extremely economical. There were, 
as stated, no private firms of sanitary engineers in the 
Bombay Presidency, but there were firms which were 
willing to take up sanitary work. He had, however, 
no personal experience of such firms. One firm of this 
kind were mainly iron-workers, but had undertaken a 
scheme for . the drainage of Deolali. This scheme was 
being designed by them and the Militll(y Works Services 
had asked him to go through the project and to advise 
them whether the arrangements proposed were suitable. 
He did not consider the firm to be sanitary experts or 
sanitary contractors in any way, and did not know 
whether they employed a sanitary expert in their office 
or not. They were, however, going to carry out this 
work as contractors. · ' , 

21. One little fact, which he thought was interesting, 
related to the question of the employment of contractors 
on the class of work he had already referred to viz., 
dam construction. The dams in connection with certain 
hydro-electric works were being constructed under the 
orders of a firm of consulting engineers at home, who 
were employing private contractors, but the same supply 
company had since decided to construct another masonry 
dam power project by the employment of piece-workers. 
He had given his . advice in connection with the design 
of the hydraulic portion of the latter scheme, and the 
late I,nspector General of Irrigation was joining the firm 
to supervise its execution. In the case of this masonry 
dam, the firm came to their present conclusion after 
experience of working with contractors. ' 
• 22. It was a question whether there was sufficient 
work to justify the employment of more specialists in 
the Public Works Department. At present, the Sani
tary and Architectural :Bralfches were in the hands of 
specialists. He did not think that it was necessary to 
specialize bridge engineering, since the number of large 
schemes under this head was so small that it was not 
worth while employing specialists for them. As to 
whether a.specialist was required in reinforced concrete 
work, he was not personally very fond of that material 
since it required closer technical supervision than could 
be provided at present. ,It might suitably be used in 
Bombay itself, where the Executive Engineer could see 
any part of his work every day, but he had seen work 
done in that material which he did not like at all, and 
some of which he would never have passed. He had 
not been connected with the work, but had merely seen 
it. He had even seen the construction of a bungalow, . 
for a specialist firm, in which the foundations had been 
put in without any mortar. 

23. As a Sanitary Engineer his work was mainly 
connected with municipalities, and he was trying to 
t>ffect improvements in the methods adopted for the 
construction of public w.orks in municipal areas. There 
should, he thought, be an engineer in every big munici· 
pality, and possibly an engineer for each group of smaller 
municipalities; thus Karachi and Bombay had their 
own engineering staffs, which were entirely self-contained 
and had no connection of any kind with the Public 
Works Department. These staff1:1 designed their own 
pt<ljeets, but government insisted on large schemes 
being sent up to them for approval. He.had had the 
project for the Karachi water-works sent to him for 
opinion, but the reason might possibly have been that 
in that case loans or granta-in-aid were required for 

the financing of the work. Municipal bodies in the 
B~mbay .Presidency were permitted to construct any· 
thmg which they could pay for themselves, irrespective 
of cost : but the moment government rendered any 
assistance"they could insist upon carrying out the work 
as a condition of its construction. In the case of water- J. 

supply and drainage works government had acted very 
liberally and were subscribing 50 per cent. of the cost 
of such projects as grants·in-aid, giving a loan for the 
remainder. A great many municipalities were rather 
glad of professional help as they had no staff of specialized 
sanitary engineers, the upkeep of which would be beyond 
their means. Many of them maintained a sanitary staff, 
but nothing more than a mistri in the engineering branch 
of it. Municipal bodieil carried out their ordinary public 
works through the agency of their Chief Officer. Poona 
had an engineer who was, however, a subordinate,. and 
who managed the repairs to roads. Smaller munici· 
palities did not do much in this respect, although every 
town had its roa~ and a certain number of school build
ings and municipal offices. With referenee to schools, 
when a' grant-in-aid was given, government might 
insist on doing the construction itself. Otherwise, he 
had only to pass the plans and was not concerned with 
the execution of the work. 

24. He had had no experience to speak of in regard 
to distxict and local boards, nor had he gone into the 
question ·of the powers of these ~odies. He was not 
concerned with local board works in Sind at all, except 
th11-t he had once had to sign a completion certificate for 
a school built with mud bricks and plaster. 

t 25. As to the internal working of the Public Works 
Department, he held the view that the control of the 
Government of India should be reduced. When he was 
Under Secretary, a large number of cases were always 
passing through his office which had to be submitted 
to the Government of India, and he thought that a 
reduction of this control would save a considerable 
amount of time on the part of the local Government ; 
he realized, however, that the difficulty was to a great 
extent due to financial considerations, He could give 
no details as to what powers had recently been delegated 
to local Governments as a result of the recommenda· 
tions of the Decentralization Commission, but certain 
cases had still to go to the Government of India, and he 
was of opinion that the supreme Government were 
tightening their control over big irrigation projects. 
He had had some experience in regard to excesses over 
estimates while engaged on those projects and thought, 
at the time when he was in r.harge of such works, that 
the Chief Engineer used to sanction a great deal more 
than he believed was now the case, even if he knew 
that an excess was probable. He believed that the 
control of the Government of India had been increased 
rather than decreased. He thought it probable that 
there had been excesses on some of the big irrigation 
projects, but was not certain of his facts. It was a 
point which he should possibly not have mentioned, 
but he considered that the delay which occurred in 
sending the details of sanctioned designs for the approval 
of the Government of India was in itself likely to cause 
an excess. He admitted that, as a general rule, he was 
allowed to incur an excess of 5 per cent., but thought 
that this allowance was .insufficient and advocated that 
the local Government should be given power to incur 
higher excesses and that such excesses should be anti· 
cipated when the project was sanctioned. Five per 
cent. was aJways provided in estimates for u~oreseen 
items, but he did not think that that was enough and 
would be prepared to recommend an increase· up to 
10 per cent., especially in the case of large projects 
which were really only finally worked up after construe· 
tion had been started, when full information was for 
the first time available. Greater care was always taken 
in drawing up the final plans for construction, while 
very often project estimates were rough estimates based 
on areas of water-way or otherwise approximately arrived 
al , 

26. He had attained the rank of Superintending Engin· 
eer only since he had been Sanitary ·Engineer to Gov· 
ernment. H~ had certain powers as a Superintending 
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Engineer, but he could not tell, without working in an 
ordinary division, whether or not they were adequate. 
He wo~ld be inclined to give Superintending Enginaers 
all the power that could reasonably be given, but, 
although this would be an advantage, he did not think 
the effect would be 'iery material. With regard to his 
experience as an Executive Engineer, he had no sugges
tions to make regarding the powers of those officers. 
He had exercised powers of technical sanction up to 
Rs. t>IJO, but, when working on a big project costing 
over Rs. 20,00,000, he had had practically no power 
at all as his minor works formed part of the larger pro· 
ject which was beyond his powers of sanction. 

27. There was an enormous amount of accounts '\fOrk 
in the Executive Engineer's office but, personally, he 
conRidered that it was most.ly very necessary. He had 
managrd the accounts alright on his big works, but they 
entailed a great deal of labour as there was a vast num
her of papers which passed through with the accounts, 
such as bills, etc. It was always a difficult question 
in this country, but he would like to see the Executive 
Engineer freed from his accounts altogether as was the 
pr:wt.ice at home. He thought he was correct in saying 
that in England the Resident Engineer measured the 
work, and the bills were then handed over to the Accounts 
Department for payment. He would not, however, 
employ the present accounts staff, which was poorly 
paid, for that purpose. He was opposed to the sugges. 
tion that the compilation of the :wcounts should take 
place in a central office, each Executive Engineer merely 
furnishing his cash book, vouchers, and such other 
papers as were required fot· the compilation, as he had 
always been able to get the work done without difficulty. 
Wht-n employing piece·workers, he in~isted on the bills 
heing put through quickly. He used to keep a bill 
regi8ter of his own, which he believed had since been 
intr·oduced as a ~<tandard form, and which was put up 
every week. He then went_through all the bills in his 
office and, if any were delayed, he demanded an ex· 
planation. With this system in force he had never had 
c>om viaints from his men that .they were not getting 
paid. As to whether there were grounds for the com
plah1t that the Executive Engineer was tied to his office 
by the large amount of accounts work which he had 
t.o do, particularly at the beginning of the month, he 
admit.ted that the Executive Engineer's more important 
functions were hampered, but was unable to suggest a 
remedy. The engineer must have some ~Wcounts to 
enable him to wat.ch his expenditure. The maintenance 
of some form similar t.o the "Works Register" was 
essential on big works, hut had not the same importance 
on small works. As to the objection that the engineer's 
time was taken up with the compilation of these accounts, 
although that officer had an enormous number of forms 
to sign which took him a long time, the actual. compiJa. 
tion was done by the accountant and the accounts clerks, 
who were really responsible. The engineer could not 
possibly go into all the details, but be was bound to 
sign them. The desirability of transferring this work to 
a central otrice was a question mainly for the Accounts 
Department to answ<·r. If that department were 
satisfied that they could do away with the executive 
officrr's control, he considered that that course should 
be adopted; but he would leave the paying of the billa 

he had never had any very great number on small works. 
The Executive Engineer might be hampl'red to a <'ertain 
extent by such objt'ICtions, but he had ne¥t:'r beE-n worrit>d 
by them except when they concerned works of import
ance. Some men, however, took personal exception to 
audit remarks. 

29. In regard to the fact that the end of t.he financial 
year occurred right in the miU.dle of the Public Works 
Department working season, he stated that, pl'rsonally. 
he had found this rather convenient than otherwise and. 
as an instance, he stated that when the Darna dl\lll wa~ · 
under construction the allotml'nt given him had for some 
reason or another been cut down. As he could not afford 
to lose all the labour on the works he told the contrart· 
ors that they would be paid out of the next year's allot
ment, and this had quite satisfied them. Further, he 
had always been ahead with his bills so the official yenr 
never bothered him at all. 

30. As to whether he had any suggestions to make for 
the removal of •·estrictions that would improve the in· 
ternal working of the Public Works Department, and 
increase its efficiency, he expressed himself unable to 
"give any opinion off-hand. He thought that trouble 
was experienced in getting plans and estimates for small 
works sanctioned, but, in his opinion, these plans and 
estimates were really necessary. 

31. He had had no experience of engineering education 
in this country, except that obtained by examining once 
or twice for the enpnl't'ring college in Sind and for Rani· 
tary engineering. He had, however, had practical ex
perience of the staff turned out from Indian engineedng 
colleges, both upper and lower subordinates. This staff 
came mainly from the ~oona College. He thought that. 
the education provided at the Poona.-.College turned out 
a very fair type of upper subordinate, if it were remem
bered that the native of India did not have the· same 
opportunity from childhood of seeing engineering workR. 
The students' ideas could not be broadened until a lnrgP ...
number of big works had been seen by them, and hi' 
considered that the men he had got at present were 
improving every year, and that the class of subordinat!'R 
was getting Letter. It was, however, true that nativE's 
of India were very fond of rushing to books, and it waA 
difficult to get them to apply book knowlt:'dge practically. 
He would like to see an improvement in the practical 
training given to these students, but that, he thought. 
could only come in the course of time. As to his exprr·i. 
ence of the practical training of students appointed aR 
probationers in the Public Works Department, he had 
only had one under him and that for a year or less. The 
training was satisfactory, but, in a case like the Darna 
dam, the probationer got practical experience of one claRR 
of work only. In buildings and roads, however, a pro
bationer could go round and see a lot of different types of 
works. He was inclined -to think that the theoretical 
training given to upper subordinates in the Poona Colll'ge 
Wli.S really higher than was necessary for the work with· 
which they were likely to be entrusted, but he had never 
gone into the question. He thought it possible that thl' 
standard of the theoretical part was too high and that of 
the practical part too low. . 

32. He was not prepared to express an opinion as to 
whether it was desirable that assistant engineers and upper 
subordinates should be trained in the same class and go 
through the same course. This was mainly an educa
tional matter. He pointed out, however, that certain 
posts of assistant engineer in the Public Workll Depart
ment were reserved for promoted upper subordinates. 

to the Executive Engineer, who should . be responsible 
for seeing that they were not unnecessarily delayed. 
He stated that he had not found any difficulty in connec· 
tion with the accounts rule which prohibited payments 
dnrin~·the last days of the month. He used to make 
payments every day of the month, but he believl'd that 
payments made during the last few days were not in· 
tludt-d in the aecounts of that month which were being 
conq.iled for submission to the Accountant-General. 
HI' admitt<'d that hE' might be wrong as he had not been 
in PXf:"(·utive <·harge for about four years. 

28. 'fhl' rxtraordinarily high proportion, (48 per cent.), 
of the l'Xpt'nditure of the Public Works Dt>partmrnt 
plact>d undt:'r obj€'ttion by audit, was proLaLiy mainly 
dut:'. to want of sanction to plans andl.'stimates. On Lig 
l•rtiJt'd~ the Jll'h'entagr of olojf:"(·tions was ,·rry lti,vh, Lut 

33. It depended upon the number passing out whether 
or not it would be practicable to introduce a scheme under 
which all students (both those who had got tovernment 
appointments and those who went into other lines) who 
passed out of Poona College should receive one or two 
years' training in the Public Works Department, but it 
would probably be praeticable to give Buch tr·aining to aR 
many as twenty-five. It was, however, very dellirable 
that all passed students of enginE-ering colleges should 
have the right to receive such a trainir1g, Lut the...e ktud£-ntR 
would have to pic:k up things for tl•trul'{'lreR, and HJJf:"(·ial 
tirue could nnt be spent upor(tl1em, Wl•t·n on tl.e Varna 
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dam he had had one man of this class and had told him 
what to go and look at, instructing him to come to him 
when in difficulty. He could not entrust such men with 
any responsibility, and it was not till they had had 
responsibility that they could be considered fully trained. · 

34. As to whether it was feasible for an Executive 
Engineer to control properly the training of one or two 
such men, he thought that'it could be done on large works 
where the men could be looked after. In his opinion, if a 
system of practical training for students were introduced, 
government should insist on a premium, as there would 
be a great outcry from the engineering profession at 
home if no premium were enforced. There was no 
objection that he could see to government undertaking 
the training of pupils, provided no facilities existed else. 
where in private firms. Where, however, such facilities 
did exist, he did not think government should take up 
the training, unless it were made a part of the qualifi
cations necessary for a degree. Where firms had works 
in India suitable for the p-qrpose they, and not govern
ment, should take the pupils. He would be unwilling to 
make it a condition of contracts that contractors. working 
under the Public Works Department should undertake 
the training of these pupils, if private firms did not take 
them, as contractors might reasonably object to be 
bothered with such restrictions. He thought work 
should be put first and training afterwards. 

35. (Sir Noel Kmhaw.) The work done on the Darria 
·dam had been on piece-work and not at schedule rates. 
He merely put down certain prices for excavation and 
other classes of work. The English contractor he had 
referred to had spent a day with him in his office and had 
been shown the plans, etc., but had lost little time in 
deciding not to undertake the work. The project had 
been passed by government. He knew, however, the 
case of a scheme which had been taken up by European 
contractors who had stated that they had never seen the 
ground at all. 

36. Government always wanted to know when alter
ations in plans were made, and when excesses were about 
to be incun·ed, and he thought that a bigger provision 
ought to be made for such changes at the start. It was 
undesirable to do this by putting on higher rates. Prices 
were rising every year, but the Executive Engineer was 
in most cases tied down to a fixed schedule of rates, 
although he himself never had such a schedule on irri
gation works. He thought that a yearly rate book 
should be introduced, as was the case in England, but this 
would entail considerable work and would need a special 
man to see to it. He had never done work in England, 
but thought that something on the lines of this rate book 
would be of assistance if it were revised year by year. 
He was not sure whether, in some districts, the rates 
were based on schedules which had been in force un· 
revised for several years ; he had never used a schedule 
of rates himself, so had never been tied down to one, but 
he thought that, in the Buildings and Roads Branch, 
there was such a schedule. He was also not sure whether, 
in examining projects, government paid any attention to 
the schedule of rates, as his experience had been mainly 
on irrigation works. . Rates did not vary much in masonry 
dam works. At Bandardara the rates for masonry were 
thirty to thirty-two rupees per hundred cubic feet, but 
this was purely a question of the difference in " lead " of 
the material. The engineers themselves worked out the 
rates, and government had very little to guide them. 
The engineers endeavoured to show on the plans what 
was required with as fair an amount of accuracy as 
possible. They made a few borings when the project was 
under preparation, but it often happened that, when they 
oame to the actual excavation, the rates were insufficient. 
As an instance, he cited the case of the Tata works 
where the preliminary borings showed good foundations 
all along, which was not the case when the work was 
opened up. In the case of masonry datru! or reservoirs 
the local Government was able to estimate the cost 
within 10 or 20 per cent. From the financial point of 
view, the Government of India would be very annoyed if 
the difference between the estimated and actual cost were 
JnQre than 10 per cent., and hence he did not .think_that 

the margin for unforeseen charges was sufficient, but 
considered that government ought to be prepared to 
spend more if necessary. No one could tell beforehand 
what the actual cost was going to be unless an enormous 
amount of preliminary work was done which would be 
costly, take a long time, and ·probably mean a rise in 
rates in the meantime. He thought it was right that a~ 
project should be estimated to cost a certain amount, but. 
the Government of India would be -wise to add on 20 per 
cent. and then allow the local Government to work up to 
this. He did not think they made sufficient allowance 
for unforseen items in the case of big works, such as a 
canal. Works varied according to their nature and 
character, and an addition of only 5 per cent. would 
probably be sufficient in the case of a building. 

37. As to whether, from an engineering point of view, 
the construction of roads was a simple matter, he stated 
that in some ways it might be a very serious one, and 
that, if a bad alignment were selected, bad soil might 
have to J>e gone through which could have been avoided, 
and r~.ttllah crossings might be chosen which would make 
cross drainage works expensive. A.highly trained engi
ueer was not required for the construction of roads, but 
general supervision of detail was necessary. He had 
never been in charge of roads for long, so they had never 
worried him to any great extent. It took some time to 
select an alignment and to prepare -the plans and esti
mates for the cross-drainage works, but when an Ex&m
tive Engineer had once selected the alignment the con
struction could be done by an inferior class of officer. AR 
to whether such work should be given to an Executive 
Engineer or a subordinate, he stated that there were 
other considerations which made this a rather delicate 
subject, but, personally, he did not think that it wa~t 
advisable to entrust anything which involved much ex. 
penditure to a lowly paid subordinate. 

38. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In sendingupaprojecttogovern
ment data in regard to the principal rates had to be 
given, and he had furnished such data in connection with 
the Bandardara dam. When he took over that work he 
calculated the necessary minimum rate for masoury, 
which included figures showing the price of carting, etc. 
He eventually got government to agree to raise the rates. 
He admitted that government maintained a schedule of 
mtes in the Secretariat, and that if these were departed 
from they would probably desire to kn:ow the reason why. 
All his estimates for sanitary projects and water supply 
and drainage schemes within municipal limits had to be 
submitted to government after preparation, to be checked 
by the Chief Engineer. 

39. With regard to the rates for sanitary projects he 
bad to send a list of items to the local Executive Engi
neer, who returned it after entering the rates at which 
the work could be done in that particular locality. A11 
Sanitary Engineer, govtlrnment had tied him to these 
rates for his projects, and as far as he knew they made 
no allowance for a rise of rates. 

40. He admitted that government insisted, in the case 
of dam construction, on a good percentage of borings and 
trial pits, but, even so, it often happened ·that the actual 
facts were misrepresented thereby. He cited the case of 
the Chankapur dam where borings were taken in a. pool 
and where, during construction, it took a year to get 
down to the bottom of the foundations. The actual 
foundation was laid twenty or twenty-five feet below 
some enormous boulders which had previously been taken 
for hard rook. Foundation work was a part of his duties 
at, the present time. 

41. (Rai Bakadur Ganga Ram.) He was a Cooper's Hill 
man and all the big works he had undertaken had been 
done by piece-work. He did each individual portion by 
piece-work, as for example collecting kanker by piece
work, and paying the rate for bricks at the kiln site. He 
made his own arrangements for materials, and gave the 
contract for work to a petty-contractor. In laying 
masonry it was usual to give over the material to the 
contractor within a certain distance of the work, leaving it 
to the contractor to get the material on to the ~ork. 
The quantity of mortar had to be watched, but ho had 
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uever restricted the supply of it to any cout.ra.ct<Jr in 
the case of a dam, as it was not safe, on work of that 
nature, to be too particular as to the quantity used. As 
to which of the three systems of piece-work in vogue in 
the Punjab he would prefer, t'iz. :-

(1) where the contractor finds his own labour and his 
own materials ; 

(2) where government supplies materials only, and 
(3) where government gives the contractor full rates, 

the contractor being required to take over materials of 
government manufacture ; 
he stated that he adopted only two systems, 

(I) where the piece-workers provided their own mate
rials and were paid for finished work ; and 

(2) where they were provided with materials for each 
individual portion of the work and had to put them to· 
gether. 
As to the third system, namely that under which the 
contractor had to purchase his materials from govern
ment, for big masonry dams in the Deccan he would 
most certainly insist that government should provide 
such matefials as mortar and bricks which latter, how
ever, were not very much used since bricks were not put 
into really first class masonry dams. In Sind, however, 
he had worked with contractors who burned their own 
bricks, put the work together, and were paid so much on 
the finished article. They were, of course, subject to 
supervision. The work in Sind was fairly simple and 
suitable for giving out to a regula.r contractor. The cost 
of the Darna dam was, speaking from memory, about 
Rs. 20,00,000 and the cost of the establishment wa.a about 
10 per cent. If he had made over the work to a skilled 
uontractor he did not think that he would have been 
saved anything except that it would have obviated the 
trouble of keeping accounts. Close supervision \\•ould, 
however, have still been needed. · 

42. At the time of his appointment to the post of 
Sanitary Engineer he was the senior officer on the list 
for promotion to the rank of Superintending Engineer, 
and the post he now held was offered to him. He had 
previously applied for it, but he had had no experience 
of sanitary 'works in England and had never made a. 
special study of sanitary engineering there. He had, 
however, seen works of this nature in England. He was 
carrying out some experiments on the Punjab system in 
connection with wells in Sind, and he had also works of 
the same character as the Ambala waterworks. In 
Bombay, however, water supplies were derived from 
sub-soil water, storage reservoirs and borings. 

43. He did not know what the present rules were in 
rega.rd to the limit above which accounts had to be kept" 
by sub-heads, as he was no longer an Executive Engi· 
neer, but he thought that sub-heads were only dispensed 
with in the case of items costing less than Rs. 500. ~. 

4.4. Asked whether, in making out a schedule of rates; 
he allowed a margin for the piece-work contractor's 
profits, he !lt.~ted that, when he started the Darna dam 
"'ork, he had no idea how much the masonry was going 
to co~t and had to discover the rates for himself as he 
went along. So long as he managed to get his labour 
he knew that he was paying a fair rate ; in general, the 
rate was directly dependent on the supply of labour, and 
when trouble occurred in obtaining the latter he had to 
raillfl the rates. Similarly at Chankapur he had not 
known what his masonry was going to cost. Piece.work 
tenders were sent to the Superintending Engineer for 
approval of the rates included therein. He thought that, 
on a big project, government ought to allow for an excess 
of 20 per cent. over the estimate. He had heard of cases 
of cent per cent excesses, but on the Darna dam he had 
had a large saving. He v.·as not able to say how much 
his highest saving had boon, but he had generally worked 
at somt'where about the estimated rates. 

45. The contractor employed by him in Sind had 
11upplied labour and burnt his bricks himself, but had had 
to obtain his limestone from the hills. He _had employed 
him because it was the custom in Sind. The Sind con
tractors usually gave out heavy advances, and he thought 
the system was suitable so far as Sind was concerned. 
lie had had piece·workers under him thet"e also, when 

on the De~rt Canal. He had no reason t<J suppo-...;e that, 
if he had done the work him;;elf, it would have cost less, 
but he believed that the rates had rilifn enormously since 
he was in Sind. 

46. He had no specialist 1..-nowledge when he was 
appointed as Sanitary Engineer, nor had any of his three 
assistanta. 

4 7. He did not know whether any engineering firm in 
Bombay employed an expert sanitary engineer. If such 
a man were required he might possibly be obtained from 
among the engineers who worked for the Bombay Muni· 
cipality. 

48. As already stated, his accouuta had never bothered 
him, although he always looked after them very carefully 
and watched rates and paymenta. He had been mainly 
employed on construction, and had always been ahead of 
his allotmenta, so was never rusht>d at the end of the year. 
He did not mind a.ccounta. He had spent about a month 
on nothing but accounta in his early days at Karachi. 
Although he could not say that the system was perfect, 
it was helpful to him in some ways. 

49. (Mr. Kent.) It was possible that, in the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, the Executive Engineer might be 
converted into an administrative officer. An Executive 
Engineer had a very extensive charge, not less than four, 
and generally about ive thousand square miles, and had 
to maintain a large staff of subordinates. 

50. He was under the imprt>ssion that, in the case of 
repairs at any rate, Executive Engineers were tied down 
to their schedules of rates, which were not of very much 
practical use, as works were generally given out on rates 
varying by 5 per cent. each way. . 

51. He thought that engineering students, aft{lr leavtng 
college, ought to pay a premium for receiving a practical 
t.raining either from a big contracting firm or on govern· 
ment work. If private firms undertook this training, it 
would be worth their while to take some trouble over 
their premium pupils ; if pupils did not pay a premium 
such firms would probably not take the same trouble 
over them., and he considered that government should 
demand a premium for the same reason. He·had never 
gone into the figures regardin~ the number of men turned 
out from the Poona College, but he thought that it was 
about twenty; five a year. In e11planation of his statement 
that small buildings and roads works would not be of 
very much use for the practical training of students from 
the Poona College, it would, he thought, be difficult for 
the Executive Engineer to give them personal attention 
unless they were on big and concentrated works, but 
buildings and roads work, being very varied, would be 
extremely useful if personal attention could be given. 

52. In a great many cases the executive officer was 
the same as the Chief Officer in municipalities in the 
Bombay Preaidency, but he was not certain whether this 
was the case in Poona. While at Ahmedabad, he had. 
sent in a recommendation to the Sanitary Board that the 
municipality should employ a thoroughly qualified engi· 
neer, and they had supported his proposal to government. 
The Municipal Commissioner for that town had also been 
of the same opinion, and the municipality had advertised 
and got such an officer. He was always willing to give 
assistance to places where no sanitary engineering staff 
was employed and the Public Work& Department, in 
general, gave assistance to towns where there were no 
engineers. The Public Works Depa.rtment had formerly 
carried out works on behalf of municipalities which had 
then no engineers; in Poona, -tor example, government 
had done a great deal of work for the municipality. Some 
of the engineers now employed in the places referred to 
were practically only mi8tria. 

53. He was not certain ll'hether the l:ianitary Engineer 
to Government had always been a member of the Public 
Works Department, but he believed it to be the case. 
Jf there 11·cre sufficient work to jwrtify it he would ad· 
vocate a separate branch of the Public Works Depart
ment for sanitary work, in the Mme eense as the archi· 
tectural, mechanical and electrical branches were separate, 
and he considered that this would be possible in about 
twenty yearfl' time. There 11·as enormous iieOpe for expen· 
diture in sanitary engineering. In rf€ard to recruitment 

B2 
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for the branch, men trained in England had usually very 
little knowledge of Indian conditions and it would take 
them some time to get the experience they needed. 'l'his 
might posijibly be a reason for not employing such men 
on sanitary works in India. The customs of the country 
counted for a good deal and they would know very little 
of them. 

54. Asked whether he had been over the Tata works 
at Kandala, which had been given out to a firm of English 
contractors, he said that he had not examined them in 
detail but had seen only portions of them. A consulting 
oogineer had been retained who drew up the project and 
employed contractors to execute the work. 

55. Except for one European firm, who were mainly 
iron-workers but sometimes undertook sanitary work, 

h~ knew of no sanitary engineering firm in Bombay. lie 
d1d not know whether the Indian firm which carried out 
the draina,ge of the Agricullural College at Poona em
ployed experts. He had seen this drainage work, but 
did not know anything at all about the firm. He did 
not approve entirely of the design of the work. J. 

56. In regard to reinforced concrete work he had no 
objection to it provided it were properly watched. The 
difficulty of supervision iri outlying places was a very 
sel'ious one, and he was unwilling to acknowledge, defi
nitely, that a specialist in reinforced concrete work was 
necessary, even if it were proposed that such an officer 
should remain at headquarters, and do all the desirrus in 
that material required for the whole presidency. 

0 

K. S. FRAMJI, EsQ., Executive Engineer, Kolaba District, Bombay. 

Written Statement. 
57. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works in this presidency 
generally, and with special reference to the Kolaba 
district, are that most of the original and special repair 
works are let out by contract or petty-contract, as far 
as possible, and are executed by the contractor under the 
4irect supervision of the Public Works Department staff; 
others, including current repair works, are carried out 
purely by departmental agency, either because suitable 
contractors are not available, or because it is more 
dtll>irable to do them in that way: It cannot be gainsaid, 
and even the most biased critics would admit, that the 
works executed by departmental agency will compare 
very favourably as regards quality and efficiency with 
works executed by large contracting firms, and are far 
superior to works executed by private agencies or local 
bodies without Public Works Department supervision. 

(2). With regard to the question ot economy, the fir~t 
impression likely to be created on a superficial consider
ation of the mutter is that public works, executed by 
contract, are more economical than when done de
partmentally, but a more careful and deeper consider
ation would lead to the inevitable conclusion that this 
is true only to a limited extent and that under normal 
conditions the latter method is the more economical. 
In places where local labour is easily and readily avail
able, works can be conducted by departmental agencies 
as economically as, or even more so than, by private 
agencies, for even if all works at a place or in the di~trict 
are given to one eontracting firm (this would, however, 
be undesirable and would not stimulate competition) the 
contractor will have to maintain a large establishment, 
and with the large percentage of profits he would expect, 
and very often the profits of a middleman as well, his · 
rates would not be cheaper than departmental rates, 
which too involve establishment charges, but no profits. 
A concrete example will serve to bear out the above state
ment. Departmental agency would prove even cheaper 
than at present if the existing system of entertaining 
" works establishment" as temporary employees exclu
sively, is done away with. The economy effected, in 
pensions, by charging " works establishment " as 1mrely 
temporary is, in my opinion, a false one, ~s the syst.em 
results in giving to the Department some worthless, · 
incapable and unscrupulous men, who have no sense of 
responsibility and take liijle or no jn,terest in their work, 
as they know that the greatest punishment inf:licted on 
them for bad and wrong work or behaviour is dismissal. 
They are the men who maintain " muster rolls " for 
labour, which is an account document of primary im
portance, Ill! on it depends a very large proportion of the 
expenditure on a work. Their service, therefore, should 
in my opinion be made more attractive by offering to 
l!ome, at least, of them employment on the permanent 
establishment and by extending to them the benefits, in 
regard to leave and pension, which are enjoyed by men 
in permanent government service. It is only then that 
this cla.ss of men could be made to feel the responsibility 
of their position and to work faithfully and with due 

zeal and diligence, which would rtll>ult in greaLer economy 
in the long run. 

(3). But, on the other hand, in a district like Kolaha 
where the conditions are somewhat abnormal and labour 
is very scarce and unobtainable in several localities, 
works, preferably done by piece-workers or petty-con
tractors, result in greater economy as the piece-workers 
generally look after the works personally, and thus save 
themselves a large amount of establishment charges 
and are naturally content with small profits, as thei!' 
investments are small. Another reason why works so 
executed prove economical is because the imported labour 
works at lower rates under piece-workers than under de
partmental· agencies, due to the fact that they receive 
from them advances or daily payments, whereas in 'tle
partmental works payments can seldom bo made more 
than twice or thrice a month. It is, however, a matter of 
common experience to find that in districts like Kolaba 
contractors and piece-workers are unwilling to volunteer 
to take up works and they have to be induced to do so 
in many cases. In absence of competition the raies 
demanded are very high at times, and to encourage 
competition it is essential to create a sufficiently wide 
field of selection of well-trained men. 

(4). In the case of repairs to, and maintenance of, road~ 
and buildings, the introduction o£ purely private agencies 
for such kind of work cannot be advocated, as many of 
the items of repairs are generally of an indeterminate 
nature, while contract is a definite undertaking. ~'here 
would, howev(lr, be no objection to giving out individual 
items of work on roads and builclings, e.g., collection of 
road metal, spreading and consolidating the same, white 
and colour-washing of buildings, etc., by petty-contract 
as is being done, at present even, to a great extent. 

(5). In short, it may he remarked that it is a mistake to 
suppose that, compared to departmental works, the con
tract system must inevitably result in economy; it 
certainly does not lead to greater efficiency, but it pos
sesses some advantages, the chief among which are that 
it sets free some establishment to look after and pay 
greater attention to maintenance and other works, and 
it simplifies accounts and control over expenditUl'e, a~ 
it does away with the necessity of maintaining and audit· 
ing several account documents as "muster rolls," petty 
bills for materials and of piece-workers, etc. \ 

58. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-If it i~> 
contemplated to encourage large firms to take up works 
by contract, the cost of the works will.certainly .n?t be 
lower than if done departmentally, while the effiCiency 
will deteriorate as in the mofussil, at all events, firms of 
standing would expect at least the whole work in. one or 
more districts to be entrusted to them, otherwise the 
probability of such firms being established in amall 
centres is very remote. Under such circumstances the 
firms would require to maintain as large an establishment 
as the Public Works Department does when conducting 
operations departmentally. This establishment would 
naturallv look to the firms' interests and not to tho in· 
terests of government, while supervision on works spread 
over a large area would require extensive and costly 
travelling. Hence, taking into consideration further 
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the large profits which such firms would expect, works so 
done cannot be economical or efficient. 

(2). On the other hand, the sy~;tem now prevailing to a 
great ex~t in several districts of letting out a work or 
group of works to small contractors who personally att~nd 
to such works and do not require any large establishment, 
has many points in its favour to commend its continu
ance and perpetuation,,but under somewhat improved 
conditions. It is a system which undoubtedly leads to 
c.:onomy if sufficient competition is forthcoming, and 
cn;;ures efficiency in consequence of the close check and 
control which it is possible to exercise, as a sufficient 
~Staff of the Department is still maintained to look after 
the works. It would lead to still great-er economy and 
cfliciency if a sufficient number of trained and skilled con· 
tractors with sound professional knowledge and with the 
l'equisite resources at their command as regards men and 
implements are available, which is not the case at present 
in many districts; consequently competition is absent, 
.Beb1dcs, the execution of works by contractors of the 
type ordinarily available requires the constant supervi
liion of Public Works Department staff to give advice and 
to help the piece-workers to understand plans and speci
fications, to line out works, etc. Under existing eondi· 
tions, therefore, it is neither possible nor desirable to 
entrutit the construction of works solely to private enter
prise without adequate supervision by the Department, 
as they have neither the knowledge nor the ability and 
means to carry them out unaided. It is highly necessary 
and de~irable, therefore, to create both a supply and 
demand for private enterprise-the former by giving a 
suitable trah~ing at college and on works to men who 
wish to earn their living by contracts, and the latter by 
encouraging and patronizing men who have received such 
training in preference to mere capitalists, without the 
rcquitiite training and knowledge. lf duly qualified 
tn·i vatC agencies are thus forthcoming and established, 
works could be executed by them efficiently with much 
le~s supervitiion and guidance than at ptesent, which 
means reduction in government establishment and con
.,;equent economy. 

(:1). 'fo sum up, it would not be suitable to entrust 
public works in the distt-icts to be executed by large 
contracting firms; this would neither be economical nor 
efficient; work, by petty-contract or piece-work, is suit
able, economical and quite efficient ; it could be made 
more economical by creating a. class of trained men and 
inducing competition; while, finally, works executed 
departmentally are economical and very efficient, greater 
<X"onomy and efficiency being possible if the prospects of 
"works establishment" are made more attractive. 

(4). With a view to relieving the Public Works Depart
ment of a portion of wovls: done.by it and other agenciet> 
it is suggested that the work of executing current repairs 
to govemment buildings, except perhaps residential. 
buildings, may be conveniently entrusted to and executed 
by the heads of departments concerned, with due re
strictions as to the amounts to be spent on them annually, 
us is the case at present, the expenditure being allowed to 
be accounted for by the Civil Department in their accounts, 
without reference to the Public Works Department. 
The buildings should, as at present, be allowed to remain 
in charge of the Public Works Department and to be 
inspected from time to time, with a view to make sugges
tions to carry out such repairs as are deemed necessary.· 
f01· the proper and due maintenance of the structures. ' 
The maintenance of such control is necessary as other
w~s~ it is likely, that in the execution of repairs by the 
l'l.vtl Department., the conveniences of, the Department 
wtll only be looked to i.u utilizing the grants of the 
buildings, ~he repairs essentially required for keeping the 
t>lrm·ture~ 111 good and sound condition, which is mainly 
attended to by the Public Works Department, being 
:>a<·riliced and neglected. 

(.i). Besides, at present, the Executive Engineer of a 
di.,;trid has generally to attend to a lot of local board 
work whid1, it ia suggested, the board tillould be forced to 
do ittll.'lf. For instance, sut·h work as the reviewing of 
plans and e~timates for petty-works like a well or a 
!K:hool houi>e t3ke~:~ up much time of the subordinate estab-

li~hment in visiting the sites in question, which may be' 
situated in out-of-the-way placNJ; again the preparation 
of projects for local board works which, for want of 
finances, may not be taken up for execution for at lea::;t 
ten or fifteen years thereafter causes a woeful waste or 
time of all concerned from the Executive Engineer dowu
wards, which could be more usefully employt>d in various 
directions. To effect complete decentralization it would 
be ne~essary to get all local board work done by its own 
agency with an independent t>stablishment except, say, 
works costing Rs. 10,000 and above. lt is admitt-ed t.hat 
this would cause a certain amount of overlapping and 
interlacing of work, and a needless duplication of •• works 
establishment," when works are carried out under two 
separate engineers within practically the same a.rt>a, and 
to a void this as far as possible it is recommended that, in 
addition to maintaining their own works and constructing 
works costing up to Rs. 10,000, the repairs of all goveru
ment buildings outside headquarters of the district may 
be executed by the local board to whom the same per
centage of establishment and tools and plant charges may 
be paid as is now levied by government for local board 
works. In that case it will not be necessary to assign 
the work of current repairs to buildings to the heads of 
departments concerned, as suggested above. 'l'ill ·such 
proposals are given effect to, I would sugge~;t that the 
preparation of plans and estimates .for all local board 
works costing under Rs. 5,000 and their execution should 
be done by them. 

59. (W.) Changes in organization.-In .so far as I 
do not recommend any great changes in the exi~;ting 
methods just at present, till the tone and conditions of 
private agencies are improved, except in the matter of 
assigning over work!! of current repairs to buildings to 
the heads of departments concerned, and in raising the 
limits of works to be executed by the local board, I do 
not think that any great changes in the organization are 
called for immediately except a slight reduction of the 
works est-ablishment. But as conditions change and 
reach the stage outlined al;>ovc, and when mol:!t of the 
original and specialrepainnvorks are done by contractors 
and piece-workers, it would be pollsiblc to reduce the 
number of sub-divi:sional oflicerlJ and probably, to some 
extent, widen the areas of executive charges, more 
especially if the suggestions made to enforce on the local 
board the obligation of carrying out its own works i1:1 
adopted. . 

60. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-The relations t>f the various sub-divi~Sionl:l 
of the Buildings and Roads Branch are all that could be 
desired, and where apy differences arise the cngineen:~ 
who are the respective heads of the sub-divisions can be 
left to themselves to satisfactorily solve them by a give 
and take policy. · 

(2). The relations between the Public Works l:>epartment 
and other departments are on the whole satisfactory and 
cordial, but instances are not wanting in which memhenl ., 
of the Civil departments interfere in matters of pul'ely 
professional and technical nature, with the result tha\ 
protracted correspondence unnecessarily ensues and con
siderable delay arises in the execution of wox·ks. 'l'herll 
should, therefore, be distinct ·rulings on the suhje(Jt, 
prohibiting such interference. Besides, if public funds 
are to b,e utilized to the best advantage, the independence 
of the Public Works Department must be strictly main
tained and any attempts to subordinate it, even in a 
remote degree, to the Revenue Department (like the 
Forest, Police, etc.) must be guarded again10t. 

( 3). Further, the prestige of the Department. should Le 
rest<>red to its former level by abolishing the proviucial 
service of engineers, the unf01tunate creation of which 
has lowered the pre!!tige undoubtedly to a great extent, 
and by maintaining only one service namely of Imperial 
service engineers as was the case prior to l!s92. 

61. (V.) Decentralization.-Further de<:entralization ill 
the Public Works Department itself would apl't'ar de>;ir· 
able by giving uew or incre~~.~>ed powers in the following 
respects:-

(a) the sub-divitiional officers may pBI>ii requibitions for 
petty stores required for current l'eJ!air works providocl 
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the ma.terialsAre included in a schedule ol rates which has (~}: In the other Indian colleges of -engineering the 
been previously approved by the Executive Engineer ; trauung and standards are almost of the same high 

(b) Executive Engineers may be given more lat.it.ude in order, .so i~ may be safely asserted that the system of 
- the matter of local purchase of articles of European manu· educatton m all government colleges is organized on a 

facture, the rules in force at present are unduly rigid ; sufficiently broad basis to meet the demands of govern· 
(o) Executive Engineers may be delegated with powers ment a~d other local bodies as railways, ptunicipalities .~_ 

to accord technical sanction to original works up to a and na~1ve states ; and that, while there is nothing to 
limit of Rs. 5,000, and to accept tenders up toRs. 10,000; complam of at present, there is every likelihood that in 

(d) Executive Engineers may be authorized to appoint the future the best possible candidates will not be attrac· 
temporary upper and lower subordinates against posts ted to the colleges unless the prospects held out are consi· 
and within the scale annually sanctioned by government, derably improved and measures are adopted to give local 
as also to grant sub-divisional allowances, to the extent talent a f~ll opening for development. Besides, speaking 
of the sanctioned scale for the district, to the subordinates mor~ p~ICularly of the Poona College of Engineering, the 
they consider most deserving, without reference to the admisSion to the college is at present restricted to about 
Superintending Engineer ; · 50 lll:en each year (including student.\! from outside presi· 

(e) Executive Engineers may be given the power of denc1es) and though preference is being given, in the 
sanctioning rents of government buildings, now sane· matter of admissions, to students of high acadelnical 
tioned only by Superintending Engineers, as the rent qua:J~cations, it ha:s been found in practice that many 
statements are prepared according to established rules aspumg and deservmg youths do not get admission to it, 
and there is 'very little audit. so that till this difficulty is removed a sufficient number of 

62. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-If efficiency and trained men will not be available and the field of selec• 
economy in the execution of works are to be aimed at, no tion of private ent!\rprise will not be sufficiently wide. 
changes appear necessary or would be desirable to be The college at Poona requires to be enlarged or one more 
made in the provisions of the Public Worlrs Deptrrtment college provided ; besides, in order to continue to draw the 
Code, which are not unduly restrictive, eJCcept as best available local talent to the profession, the total 
regards transferring the work of executing current repairs recruitment of engineers from Indian colleges into govern· 
of government buildings to the heads of the depart· ment service should be substantially increased and the 
ments concerned or to the local boards, as suggested conditions of service made as attractive as they were 
above. . prior to 1892 when the provincial service, with its de· 

63. (VU.) Education.-In a book entitled "Engineer· grading condition~, was organized; otherwise professions 
ing as a Profession " by A. P. M. ~'leming and R. W. more remunerative would attract the pick oflocal talent. 
Bailey (John Long Ld., London) the author~:~ speaking of (4). The one defect with the system of education is that 
the Roorkee Civil Engineering College have said " The there are no specialized courses and all students .are in· 
training afforded at this college is of a very high order and discriminately trained in all branches of engineering ; 
probably unequalled in suitability for civil engineering it is practically a waste of time and energy to train men 
work in India. by any college in this country." ·Further, in all branches and to employ them exclusively in one 
a very competent authority, a retired Chief Engineer of particular branch as Irrigation, Railways, etc. 
the Punjab, is also reported to have given his opinion 
that as far as 11ngineering courses at London University, (5). Besides, the present system of education imparted 
City and Guilds, Bristol, Manchester, Oxford, Glasgow 'Will not, unle-ss suitably modified, meet the requirement _ 
and other places in England could be compared, he found of the future engineering profession as now contemplated, 
on careful eomparison of exammation papers set in the since it does not cater for the class of students who may 
above institutions with those of Roorkee College that the wish t.o settle down in life as cont.ractors. It would be 
lat.t.er were II.!! good as the best and better than the rest. easy for the college authorities to arrange for a course 

(2). What is true of the Roorkee College is equally true, to meet such requirementS" in which such superfluous 
in my opinion, of the Poona College of Engineering which subjects as higher mathematics, science and advanced 
of late years has been expanding its sphere and scope of portions of engineering may be dispensed with and a 
work so as to impart a. thoroughly sound and advanced simpler but more practical course in civil engineering and 
training, theoretical and practical, in the various branches partly in mechanical be substituted, with an advanced 
of civil engineering (roads, railways, irrigation, water· course of workshop practice in filing, chiselling, turning~ 
supply, sanitary engineering, etc.), as well as in mechani· cast.ing, dressing of stones, etc. A special college diploma 
oal and electrical engineering. The college has been may be granted to such students. We shall then have a 
latdy;provided with a large and well-equipped engineering class of trained and qualified men who would be quite 
laboratory which can challenge comparison with those of capable of conducting, efficiently and econolnically, 
similar institutions in Europe and America and in which ,works by contract without such supervision or guidance, 
laboratory couraes are imparted in applied mechanics and who should \Je encouraged to take up works in pre· 
(testing of materials) and in experimental engineering feri.mce to the present type of so called contractors. It 
involving the details of construction and working·, of is but natural that only sons of persons having some 
various appliances in mechanical, hydraulic and elec· private means would join such classes. 
trical engineering. There are also proposals now being 64. (VID.) Practical training.-So far as the Bombay 
put forward before the Senate of the Bombay University -Public Works Department is concerned-and I believe 
of extending the advanced civil engineering course to • the same is the case in other provinces also-adequate 
four years, which will eventually separate out at a certain provision has been made of la.te years for the practical 
stage the courses which engineers and upper subordinates training of students who pass out of the Poona Engineer· 
will undergo. These new proposals, which will probably '.ing College and obtain the government guaranteed ap• 
take effect before long, provide for examinations which pointment as apprentice engineers. During the year of 
include~ besides written papers on all subjects of civil' apprenticeship they are posted on different large works 
engineering, mathematics and science, practical cxamina.. under construction and are required to take notes, with 
tions in physics, chemistry, surveying, mechanics, prime necessary sketches, regarding details of construction, 
movers and hy~raulics as also in the preparation of management of labour, manufacture of materials, etc. ; 
engineering pr~jects from given data. The minimum these notes are submitted for inspection and remarks to 
laid down for eecnring a pass in each of these practical the Principal, College of F.ngineering, through the Exec· 
examinati<ms is 40 per cent., while in the finru examina.· utivo Engineer and Superintending Engineer of tho 
tion the peff~llt~es required for seclll'i.n.a an ordinary divisions. This ensures the apprentice engineer nuder· 
pass and a first class are as high as 45 and 65 respectively. going a thoroughly practical training in the work he has 
These courses are, it must be admitted, very compre- to do in future, and it would greatly add to his general 
hensive and advanced, and the tests of such a high stand- knowledge and usefulness if, after a service of 5 or 6 years 
ard as will compare very favourably with those of many in this country, he is made to undergo, with a view to 
other engineering collegE'S in thfl advanced countries of specialization in any particular branch he or governme?t 
the wt'lrl<i • · may select, a year's further training in the countnes 
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which can impart the best tra.ining in that branch of of tht>m as are willing and signify their int(lntion may be 
enginet>ring as Europe, America, etc. given a year's practical training on works by being plact'd 

(2). Similarly, in the case of Europe-trained t>nginet>l'!l in small batcht'S undt>r different Ext>cutive Enginet>l'!l of 
who are admitted into the Public Works Department in districts where works of importance are under coMtruc· 
India, they should be made to undergo a year's training tion. Similarly, aU the students who have undergone 
in Europe before coming out to India and a further year's the particular coul'!le of training sug~ted above for the 
training on works in India in the special branch selected. contracton~' class should be forced to go through such 

(3). For the rest of the students that pass out of the practical training for a year or even two years hE-fort' the 
Indian engineering colleges,l would recommend that such diplomas are finallx. granted to them. 

MR. K. S. FR.ut:.ri called and examined. 

65. (Pruidenl). The witness ststeil that he had bad who was coMtructing a large building work costing about 
nearly 20 yrnrs' service in the Public Works Department, Rs. 60,000, to whom he had given the whole contract 
that he had been trained at the Poona Engineering Cot. after inviting public tenders. This contractor had been 
lege, and that he belor..gcd to the provincial service. He selected as his tender was the lowest of those received for 
had served for two years in the Irrigation Branch, had the work, and he bad been previously tried. He did not 
),een a. professor of civil engineering for three and a half t>mploy any superior engineering staff ; only the same 
years at the Poona College, ~tnd was now an Executive sort of man that the Public Work~ Department would 
Engineer in charge of a buildings and roads district. "!!ave t>mployed on a l"imilar work, viz., a whole time 

66. He had had no personal experience of work, either mistri. This contractor was working in all respects on 
for government or otherwise, done by large firms of the same lines that the Public Works Department would 
private contractors, but he had heard about them, and he have adopted ; he had previously been given piece-work 
cited the case of the Tata works where a masonry dam contracts on other works, and was not an engineer but. 
was being coMtructed by a contracting firm. No extra merely a capitaliRt who had been in the contracting 
efficiency had been obtained by this method nor wa.s business for some time and had learnt by experience 
any less estaLlishment employed than would have been something about building construction. He would 
the case had the Public Works Department executed the CE'rtainly not ca11 him a professional man. This contract· 
work. He thus confirmed what he had stated in his br employed one trained man who had formerly been in 
written evidence thli.t there was not very much scope for the Public Works Department as a subordinate, pro· 
change in the system adopted by the Public Work.q bably a lower subordinate, but not an engineer. The 
Department, under which works were cqnstructed with whole time «>mployment of such an agent on the work 
fair efficiency and economy. He did not, however, was one of the conditions of contract. The contractor 
know anything about the rates on tliat particular work, WM an Indian and had no partners .. He thought that the 
nor was be able to give any information as to how the system of employing such a contractor was a. successful 
rates of private cont.ractors compared with government method of getting work ·constructed as it relieved the 
rates. · With regard, however, to the eRtablishment em· Exec1:4tive Engineer of a certain amount of additional 
played, he knew for a fact that the engineers employed work, especially.accounts, which the latter would other· 
by the contractors were much more highly paid men wise have to do himself. The only practical difference 
than those employed by the Public Works Department. between this system and the piece-work system of con· 

67. Very few buildings were constructed by private struction was that in the latter the contractor was not 
agency for private purpoRes in his own district of Kolaba, hound as to quantities and time, as was the case with 
nor did he think that there was much work of importance the contract ~ystem. The amount of supervision neces. 
done in the mofussil generally either by private agencies sary ovPr this man was less than would have been re· 
or district boards, except perhaps a building such &.'! a quired in the case of piece-work contract works, distri· 
dharamsala or a school house, etc., here and there. buted over a large area, and this would have been the 
Except in large central towns private requirements in same even bad the work been done departmentally. For 
the majority of districts in the Bombay Presidency were instance the sub-overseer who attended .to this contract· 
extremely limited, and there was very little work to be ·or's work at Alibag was made to attend to both the 
done other than government work. , , contractor's work and to other works near by. The 

68. The present Public Worb Department syat(lm _employment of this large contractor for the whole of the 
might, he thought, be improved by the employment of work pid not reduce the amount of supervising estab· 
permanent inAtead of temporary establishment on works. lishment required• but it reduced considerably the labour 
At present, almost the whole of the establishment em· involved in accounts and similar matters. On the other 
ployed in the direct charge of works was purely tempo· hand he had not found an1 nece!':sity for putting on more 
rary, even to the office clerks in sub-divisions. All , men, so merely employed the same number of overseers 
members of the works establishment 'except those up to and sub-oven~eers on this work that h would have em· 
and above the rank of sub-overseer were temporary men. ployed if it had been given on piece-work contracts. This 
At times there were even sub-overseer!'\ who were work· large contractor could not lay out a building, the Public 
charged and temporary. It was the works establishment, Works Department had to do that for him, and as the· 
namely the karlcun and the mistri, who were respoMible work was concentrated work it required exactly the same 
for getting the work doue, and when there were no orig·" supervision as small piece-work contracts did under 
ina.l works under construction these men were employed ·similar conditions. This opinion was not based only on 
on the maintenance of buildings and roads. This estab· his experience of large contractors in the Kolaba dis· 
lishment was engaged by the Executive Enginet>r and its trict; in other districts e.g., Khandesh, he had found the 
cost debited to the work, provision for the same being ·same. 
made in the estimates by inclusion in the rates. In 70. There were sufficient substantial buildings even in 
addition to such ordinary establishment., there was a the districts to afford scope for the exteMion of the regu. 
further establishment which was employed by the Public lar contract system; but the contractors were unwilling 
Works Department, wherever necessary, on the supervi· · to undertake either works of any difficulty or work!! 
sion of new or original works, the cost of which was in· entailing risk or trouble. Several works had been offered 
eluded in the rates for the work. The percentage allowed to them but they had refused to tender, pleading the diffi. 
for the cost of works establishment on the cost of the culty of execution due to the nature of the work, its 
works was about 4: to 5 per cent. He himself did not situation, or the conditioM of labour. The contractor 
allow more than tbi!! amount, special subordinates being he had referred to above had been tried on a bridge pro· 
employed to look after larger works. At lea.At a portion ject for a road on the piece-work lly11tem. He started 
of this works esh.blishment should be made permanent the work but found difficulties and left it, being, of counw, 
in order to increase their probity and efficiency. under no obligaiion to government as it was a piooe· 

69. There wu, except occasionally, hardly any work in work under. Judging by his own experience he doubted 
mo/11.1sil toWM suitable for execution by large firms of whether it would improve maturs if large oontractora 
contr&ctors. He had at present a contractor under him, were employed on building! and road!.! work.i!,· but jf tl1t're 
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were a sufficient number of trained men available to take deal with him in regard to the works of the board. The 
up works individually or in groups it might prove success. question arose as to what was the correct width of berm 
ful, so far as operation.~ in the mofussil were concerned. to be provided for a particular road. The president of 
There was not sufficient government work in the dis· the local board passed the plan which had been prepared, 
tricts to employ fully firms of large contractors, who but his successor objected to the width, although the 
would only take up works costing more than, say, Rs. question was almost entirely a professional one. The 
50,000, but i1 a number of small works were grouped witness referred the matter to the Superintending Ehgineer -t 

together in one locality such men would perhaps come for orders, and that officer oonsulted other Superintend· 
forward to undertake them. The <jifficulty was to find ing Engineers who all agreed that the 'Widt,hs as provided 
trained men to take up the works. The men who did so were required for certain, special reasons. In, his dis
now were business men and capitalists and had generally trict, demands were frequently made by other depart
to rely on sub-contractors. These large contractors, ments calling for plans and estimates for buildings, and 
therefore, followed practically the same system as the after these had been prepared the ideas of the requisi. 
Public Works Department for works executed depart- tioning department sometimes changed and consequently 
mentally. The genuine "large contractor" should not be revised plans and estimates had to be made out entailing 
a middleman employing petty-contractors, but one who a great deal of expenditure of time, this being mainly due 
maintained his own establishment and managed the to the fact that the exact requirements were not suffi. 
whole work himself, his employees merely acting on his ciently specified in the first instance. These requisi
behalf and carrying out his orders. If, however, th• tion~ ought to have been looked into a little more care
term " large contractor " was understood merely to mean fully before being made, as in many cases, had they been 
a man who would be content with a single building work so treated, it would have been seen that, having regard to 
coAting, say, Rs, 50,000 or so, (although such a man was t.he financi~l conditions of the departments making them, 
really only a petty contractor), the system of employing the works could not have been carried out in some cases 
large contractors for large buildings and petty-contract- for ten or fifteen years to come. His complaint was that 
ors for small scattered· buildings would be suitable for other departments called for plans and estimates for 
work in the mofu.~sil. In regard to the statement made works for which it was practically certain that no fundi! 
in his writtt>n evidence that there was no competition would be available for a considerable period, and he 
among small contractors for. government works, he thought that before doing so they should take into con· 
Pxplainecl that he was referring only to the Kolaba dis- sideration the state of their finances and con.~ider what 
trict. In the Khandesh district he had known contract- possibility there· was of constructing the works in the 
ors willing to take up works. Special difficulties existed near future. 
in the Kolaba district, labour S'ltpply being very limited, 74. His second point of complaint was that, after 
nnd this was more or less the case in the whole Konkan. plans and estimates had been prepared, propQsals for 

71. Current repairs of, buildings might, perhaps, be changes were made by the officer calling for the 
made over to the departments which occupied them, but plans which thus had to be revised several times before 
he could not vouch for the success of such an experiment they were a<~mally passed, thus causing additional work 
nor state definitely that it would be a satisfactory system for the Public Works Department and the Executive 
of keeping buildings in repair. In regard to the sugges- Engineer. This was especially the case if the plans and 
t,ion that police buildings in the districts should, for estimate,~ were shelved for some time, and the work 
instance, be made over to the District Superintendent of taken np aHer the lapse of years. This would not be so 
Police with a lump sum grant for repairs, he thought that if the works were taken up soon after the plans -and t>sti· 
a specific allotment should be made for each building, to mates were sanctioned. The alteration of these plans 
be spent as the. Public Works Department thought suit~ and estimate.s caused a large amount of extra work for 
able, the allottnent being based on standard estimates. the Executive Engineer, thus, for example, a project for 
The same system might, perhaps, be followed as was a new road for a local board would cause considerable 
now adopted in the Salt Department in regard to current extra labour, ·if· the department which had called for the 
rrpairs (such as white washing, colour washing, etc.), and plans and estitpates desired·than;t. to: be changed after 
to cope with such work the local boards should be given they had once .been completed. ' · ~ . 
rxti·a e~tabli~lunent. Buildings at the headquarters of a _. 75. As to' whether he had any proposal to put forward • 
divigion should be left in the charge of the Publie Works for improving this state of affairs, he explained that his 
Department, as they were, generally speaking,, more _main complaint was directed agaimt the work thrown 
costly and import,ant. . •. • . . onto the Public Works Department by the local boards 

72. In regard to the criticism brought against the sys· that other government departments caused very little 
tem under whieh repairs were carried out in the Depart- work, and that in. the~e latter cases the Public Works 

· ment, and -under which the. Executive' El'lgineer was Department knew where they were, and could advise the 
• . responsible Jor preparin_g estimattlli in detail for annual . department as to the possibility of meeting their wishes. 

repairs, which was said to take up a considerable amount In the case of a local board, however, the Executive 
of that officer's time and to be unnecessary, and. to the Engineer had no option and could not refuse to do the 

- . suggestion that, within the limits of allotment, the Exec- · work. .. 
: utive Engineer should be able to carry out all necessary 76. He had had- but little experience of municipal 

repairs without the formality of an estimate, he ~tated bodies. The Public Works Departm.,nt drew up, under 
that be bad been a member of the committee appointed · the provisions made in the Public Works Department 
by the local Government two months previously to con- Code, plans and estimates for municipalities for works 
~ider this very question, and that the report of the com- such as drainage, which were executed by the Depart· 
mittee was now under circufation among the members. ment on behalf of those bodies. He was not sure of the 
They had decided that estimates should be done away limit above which the Public Works Department under
with, as they involved a large amount of clerical and other took the work, but believed it to be B.s. 2,500. The 
labour which was of little practical use, and had suggested municipality of Kolaba called upon him to prepare plans 
other methods of obto.ining practically the same control ·.and estimates for a project costing above Hs. 5,000 for 
over the expenditure on individual works. · the drainage o( a part of the town, and he had to prepare 

73. The statement made in his written evidence that the11e for them, charging them of course the us?al per
the relations of the Public Works Department with other centage tor establishment and other charges as latd down 
departments were quite satisfactory except in the one by government. ·He was not altogether s~re as t? _the 
respect that some departments were inclined to inter- relations of the Public Worki Department wtth muructpal 
tere with the professional side of the work, referred mainly bodies as the former had very little municipal work to 
to the question of the preparation of plans and estimates, do, tbe municipalities doing mos~ of it themselves. 
nnd he gave, as an imtance, a case in which an estimate for A municipality had, however, the rtg_ht to call upon an 
a large lOI.'a.l board work had }leen framed by the Public Executive Enainet>r to do work, and tlus call came through 
Works DepartmE-nt~ The Collector was the president the Collector."' He would recommend limiting the~e works 
of tb"' locat·.board and the Executive Engineer had to to tho~e in connection with which ~overnment g::we the 
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municipalities grants-in:aid. and would exclude ~o~ks 
which were purely theH' 0\'1<11. In the Kolaba d1stnct 
there were four or five municipalities which E"mployed 
their own engineering staff consisting ~f men of the c~ass 
of upper or lower subordinates who d1d work on b~d
ings, roads etc., without reference to the Executive 
F.ngineer. " 

77. Local and district boardli employed an overseer for 
each taluka, and in the Kolaba district there were seven 
or eight such overseers. and one at headquarters. There 
was no engineer in charge of these overseers. They 
corresponded in rank ~o the lower grad~ of upper s~~or
dinates and were RUbJect to no professiOnal superns1on. 

78. Local and district boards had very little powers 
thr•mselves exoept in t.he case of original works and 
repairs up to Rs. 2.500. Estimates for works costing 
above Rs. 2,500 had to be sent to the Public W m:ks 
Department. Estima.te3 for works costing below Rs. 
2,500 were prepared by the officers of the b?ard and s~nt 
to the Public Works Department for profess10nalscrutmy 
only. The Public Works Department did not necessarily 
inspect works executed by the local board.q, but acted 
only in the capacity of advisers. 

79. Government charged 2! per cent. on the amount 
of the estimates for scrutiny of estimates below Rs. 2,500, 
with the exception of estimates for sanitary works, such 
as for village water works, wells, etc. For works above 
Rs. 2,500 the plans and estimates were prepared by the 
Executive Engineer and the Public Works Department 
was required to underta.ke the construction of such works. 
The charge of 10 per cent. for establishment and 1! per 
cent. for tools and plant was made . where the Public 
Works Department employed their own establis~men~. 
The a.ct.ual oest to the Public Works Department m th1s 
respect varied from year to yea.r and he could not sa.y 
exactly on what basis 10 per pent. was charged to local 
bodies. 

80. The amount of local boarcf work that he had to do 
took up an appreciable amount of his time., 12 per cent. 
of the total expenditure- for the whole district wa.s on 
work of this nature during the last year, and the propor· 
tion had increased in the last three yeaf8. His district 
was a recently constituted one, having been started in 
1913 only. From his general experience he believed that 
the local fund work devolving upon the Executive 
Engineer amounted to about 20 per cent., but it might 
be more in certain districts., 

81. He considered that the local board:;; should be made 
absolutely self-contained, that "they should employ 
their own engineering staffs, and that they should exe- · 
cuw works costing more than Rs. 2,500. This syst.em 
would relieve the Public Work.q Department of a certain 
amount of unnecessary work a.t present devolving upon 
it, and he saw no reason why the boards should not be 
competent to do ;;heir own work if they had a properly 
organized establishment. He would not, however, advo- · 
cate the system if the president of the local board were a 
non-official, but only if he were the Collector with a. 
competent engineer under him. 

82. To the suggestion that certain government build
ings and roads might be transferred to the care of local · 
boards, he replied that he would trust them with the 
maintenance of buildings only, but not with their con
struction. Even if the boards employed qualified engint>er· 
ing ~Staffs the otjootion remained that. the engineering 
establishment would be absolutely without any superior 
eontroL In the Public Works Department the Executive 
Engineer was controlled by the Superintending Engineer, 
while in the case of local boards there would be nobody 
to supervhie the offioer in charge, awl it would hence· be 
unsafe to entrust him with government works other 
tha.n the maintenance of buildings. There were no 
excise or forest bu\ldings in his charge in outlying places 
in the dhitricts, as these buildings were managed by their 
1-e~pective departments. He was not in favour of making 
over thl" construction of works to local boards, and would 
allow them the mainltrtllltet of buildings only if compe· 
tent staff W&li employed. His objection to entrllbting the 
prepan.tion of estim&tes for, a.nd coru>trllCtion of, such & 

wrvk u a police station to the district board was that 
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the engineer in charge would have absolute power so far 
a.s the. execution of the work was concerned, and there 
would be nobodv to correct him if he went wrong pro
fe&.;onally, there· being nothing to correspond with the 
control w!Uch at present existed 'in the Public Works 
Department. In the Bombay Presidency the govern· 
ment roads were wholly maintained by the Public Works 
Department, and some of the more important looal roads 
had also been transferred to that Department for main· 
tenance. He could not say on what prinriple these works 
were classifiE'd, nor on what principles one road wa.s con· 
structed out of governmrnt funds and classified as pro- ' 
vincial, while another was constructed out of local funds 
and classified as district board, but very often roads 
constructed a.s local board were subsequently provin· 
cialized. As a.t present organized the district boards 
had not Rufficient staff, a.nd so they could not be trusted 
to undertake the maintenance of roads. The tendency 
was for them to hand over the more important ones to 
the Public Works Department in preference to main· 
taining them themselves, especially when the roads got 
into bad condition .• 

83. As an Executive Engineer he was entrusted with 
power to accord technical sanction to estimates up to 
Rs. 2,500. . He considered that this amount should be 
increa.sed, and that higher powers should be given to the 
more experienced engineers, considering that this would 
greatly reduce the work of the Superi.D.tending Engineer. 
He suggested that powers up to Rs. 5,000 in regard to 
the accord of sanction to estimates, a.nd up toRs. 10,000 
in regard to the acceptance of tenders might be given to 
the Executive Engineer. As to whether there wa.s any 
real advantage to be obtained from this differentiation, 
he explained that there were many more works costing 
between Rs. 5,000 and R~ 10,000 than works costing 
a.bove this latter amount, and it would be advantageous 
if the Executive Engineer could deal finally with all 
works costing less than Rs. 10,000 on the ordinary con• 
tra.ct system. . 

84. His powers in regard to the purchase of tools and 
plant were not unduly restricted. Once the estimate for 
the annual requirements of his district wa.s sanctioned 
he was able to purchase them up to that limit on his 
own responsibility. He had to submit the estimate, 
because he did not know what was to be his exact grant. 
It would, however, expedite work in certain caaes if his 
powers in this respect were enhanced. 

85. The power to appoint lower subordinates rested 
with the Superintending Engineer and with government, 
a.nd no authority lower than the Superintending Engineer 
had power to inflict punishment over this class. The Exec· 
utive Engineer could recommend a. man for punishment, 
but had no power ~ inflict punishment himself on men in 
permanent service, though he could do so in the case of 
men on the temporary establishment. There would, he . 
thought, be no ha.rm if the Executive Engineer were 
entrusted with certain powers of punishment over the · 
subordinate establishment, subject of course to certain 1. 

· restrictions, but he did not consider that he should 
be entrusted with full powers. 

Sll. The witness had been Professor of C~vil Engineering 
in the Poona College. He considered that the standard 
of instr.uction imparted in that college was quite satis
factory, as far as the engineers were concerned, being 
sufficiently high for the engineers, but perhaps a little 
too high for the upper subordinates. It was, however, 
difficult to differentiate between the classes, unless the 
system of recntitment was changed, because it was. not 
known during the college courlie who wa.s to be an upper 
subordinate and who wa.s to be an engineer. , In principle 
there ~as no objection to training engineers and upper 
sub?rdinates together, but the system certainly impol:led . 
a slight extra burden on the upper subordinates. He did 
not think, however, that the provincial engineers were 
trained more highly in theory than Wall necessary. The • 
remed~ he sqggested in l'egard to the training of upper 
subordinates was that at a certain stage the oourse should 
be differentia~. all the men going through the four 
years' course together for the first two years and a. change 
bein~ made in the third and fourth yea.r. , _ 

0 
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87. Under the present system, the educational quali· 
fication required for entrance was the intermediate 
examination, which entailed spending a year in an Arts 
or Science college. This resulted in students leaving 
Poona at the rather advanced age of 25 or 26 years, the 
average being 25. He did not consider that 25 years was 
too old an age for a man to start in professional life; he 
thought, indeed, that it was just about the proper age. 

88. He did not much care for the idea of a change in 
system under which the standard of education at entrance 
would be lowered to the matriculation, and a certain 
amount of general education such as in mathematics and 
the like introduced into the curriculum ot the engineering 
colleges as, even under present conditions, there was a 
certain -amount of complaint that men could not follow the 
lectures, and hence he did not recommend any reduction in 
the standard of education required for admission. If the 
admission test were reduced to the matriculation standard 
it would put an extra strain on the engineering colleges. 
As it was, the principal had great difficulty in selecting 
men for admission to the college, and had usually to take 
in B.As. and B.Scs. which accounted for the high age of 
most of the candidates, and for the fact that most of 
those who were admitted to the provincial service were 
graduates. These men were generally graduates in 
mathematics and science, which subjects were of great 
value to them in the engineering colleges. 

89. With reference to the suggestion that every engineer 
having passed his educational course should be given 
three years' practical training on work, he was of opin· 
ion that such a system could not be applied to each and 
every student, since some of them would be going in for 
private practice in Bombay and for such men training on 
irrigation works, for example, would be superfluous. He 
was not in favour of a course of practical training in every 
case, but men who desired to enter government service 
or service in native states or municipalities should have 
such training. The training of apprentices would in·' 
volve a considerable amount of work on the part of the 
Executive Engineer, who would have to go through their 
note books month by month, and to devote a consider
able amount of personal attention to their work. 

90. The average number of students turned out annu
ally by the Poona College was 32 to 35, but the tendency 
was for this number to increase. He complained of the 
restrictions placed on the admission of students to the 
college. There were many more men desiring admission 
than it was possible to cater for, and it was a great hard· 
ship that qualified men had to be refused. Such students 
had to go to the law and other colleges, which were aJ. 
ready over stocked. '.1.1he great majority of the students 
who passed from the engineering colleges got employ. 
ment either under government or .in native states or 
with local boards, and generally after a year or two 
almost every one had got something to do. There had 
been some slight difficulty lately on account of the 
curtsilment of expenditure on railways and other works, 
but under normal conditions there was 'ample oppor
tunity for all students to obtain employment. 

91. With regard to the ~uggestion that the Indian 
members of the Public Works Departme:1t who had been 
employed five or six years in the Department should 
have an opportunity of going to England for further 
t.raining or experience, it was merely his intention that 
the Public Works Department should have a. system of 
study leave somewhat on the same lines as other techni
ral services in India. 

92. In explanation of his complaint that there were 
no specialized courses in the POO,!.la College, he sta~d 
that formerly there were certain branches of study whiCh 
were considered optional such as architecture, sanitary 
engineering, mining, metallurgy, etc., to which students 
directed themselves according to their own choice, but 
under existing conditions this was no longer so. Every 
student had to undergo a certain course in sanitary 
engineering, water supply; drai!lage etc., and had no 
choice in the matter. He thought that for a man who 
ultimately wanted to settle down in private practice as 
a.n architect an advanced knowledge of irrigation, for 
instance, would be of no use. It would be.better if he 

had more training in architecture and less in other lluh· 
jects which would be of no use to him in after life. 

9~. (Mr. Cobb.) The average age of entrants other than 
B.As. to Poona College was about 21, and they had 
general!Y received their previous education at govern·, 
ment high schools or private colleges such as the Wilson~ 
College in Bombay. · 

94. The curriculum in these coiJeges was directed 
towards giving students a sufficient knowledge of science 
so as to prepare them for scientific engineering work when 
they got to Poona, and was a combination of science 
and arts courses. 
. 9?. Questioned as to his suggestion as to the special· 
IZatron of courses, and asked whether it would be a good 
thing if each of the engineering colleges developed special 
classes of its own, one for each important subject, he 
replied that he did not think that such a course was 
practicable, since the average man preferred to confine 
himself to his own presidency or province and not to go 
elsewhere for his instruction. The question of expense 
was also an important factor. 

96. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) With regard to his 
suggestion that temporary establishment should be made 
permanent, the witness explained that he had referred 
only to the unpensionable works establishment, and not 
to the regular est-ablishment. Even when a particular 
work was completed there was always a demand for a 
certain amount of works establishment on the maintenance 
of roads and buildings, and he employed in his district 
of three sub-divisions at least six or seven such men 
in each sub-division without interruption from year to 
year. 

97. There was no hard-and-fast rule as to the percent· 
age cost of temporary staff that might be employed on 
a work, this percentage cost was generally restricted to 
5 per cent. In his district it was often only 3 per cent. 

.98. Asked whether if he had a building to construct 
in an out-of-the-way place, which was the head-quarters 
of an irrigation sub-division, the rules would permit of 
his making over the work to a competent Assistant 
Engineer of the Irrigation Branch, he replied that the 
practice of making over works to another branch had 
never been adopted in the Bombay Presidency, nor did 
he consider that its introduction was possible. In the 
Bombay Presidency executive charges comprised both 
buildings and roads and irrigation works, and there was 
a minimum of overlapping. • 

99. Out of the 20 or 30 Btudents of his year at college, 
nearly all had been provided for as engineers, architects, " 
etc., and very few had taken to contractor's work. In 
those days there was a course in architecture in the 
college. There was no field for private engineers or 
contractors except in Bombay. 

100. He did not agreo that private practice, on the 
same conditions as were applicable to the Medical Depart· 
ment, should be allowed to Public Works Department· 
officers, because under present conditions it would impair 
the efficiency of the Department, the work done by it 
being very heavy as compared with that done by the 
Medical Department, even taking into consideration the 
fact that medical men were bound to attend to their 
cases at a moment's notice whereas Public Works men 
could if they wished, do so at leisure. 

101. If he were allowed to retire after 20 years' service 
on full pension he would do so, if he had the chance of 
being admitted into a firm and taking up private practice. · 

102. As to how he analyzed his rates and what per· 
centage of profit he allowed to the contractor when 
framing his schedules he explained that it was very diffi· 
cult for Executive Engineers to gauge the exact amount 
of profit necessary for contractors, and that the latter 
always complained if they did not get at least 10 per 
cent. He had found from experience that a profit of 
10 per cent. was sufficient for piece-work contractors. 

103. In the case of large 11ontractors, however, who 
would expect more in consideration of the expenses 
involved by reason of the establishment they would 
ordinarily main'tain, he would fix the. minimum at 15 
per cent. This would, of course, depend on the extent 
of the \rorks which the contractor took up, but .. if he 
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could persuade ·,.·skilled contracting firm to take up 
several works together, he thought he might be able 
to save an extra 5 per cent. on the cost of government 
establishment. 

104. The reason why local boards in the Bombay 
Presidency transferred their roads to the Public Works 
Department was that the former considered the work 
of the latter to be more efficient than that which they 
were capable of doing themselves, since, as at present 
constituted, the local board establishment was very 
poor-poor in ability and in fact in everything, even 
in integrity. . · 

105. He recommended that the educational qualifica
tions required for entry into the Poona College should 
not be raised from the F. A. to the B. A. merely because 
the Roorkee College had fixed the B.A. for their entrants. 

106. He was in favour of .the introduction of spe
cialized courses into the Poona College in such subjects 
as sanitary engineering, and recommended an extension 
of the present three years' course by an extra year in 
the case of selected men, this extra year being devoted 
to such spe<Al subjects. 

107. (Mr. Mackenzie.) It would give welcome relief 
to Executive Engineers if some method could be arranged 
for taking away unimportant works from thei-r charge 
and handing them over to other agencies. As far as he 
himself was concerned he would be glad to be relieved 
of all such works. But even if this were done he doubted 
whether it would result -in any alteration in the ~xtent 
of charges or in the reduction in staff, as the relief would 
have to be very appreciable to enable the Executive 
Engineer to undertake a bigger charge than that he held 
at present. If the amount of this relief developed to 
the extent outlined in his memorandum he thought that 
it might lead eventually to the expansion of. executive 
charges, but considered that the substitution of other 
agency, whether private or qw:zsi-public, for the Public 
Works Department staff would result in loss of efficiency. 

108. Asked whether t]ljl handing over of small 
and unimportant works to private enterprise would tend 
to encourage self reliance and independence among 
Indians, he replied that while ther:e would be no harm 
in this course if capable Indians were selected for the 
work, he did not think that there was at present enough 
engineering talent among them for the purpose, if adopted 
on a large scale. 

109. Men turned out· of eri.gineering colleges did not 
' as a rule take up contracting as a. profession, but they 

would be good enough to undertake work as engineers 
to local bodies, provided proper supervision were exer
cised over them by the Public Works Department. · 

110. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He thought that the class 
of teachers obtained for the engineering colleges was 
good enough, and that the salarieA off11red were sufficient 
t.o attract really capable men. If a suitable course of 
instruction were provided in the engineering colleges 
it would, he thought, be possible to prepare men for 
subsequent work as contractors, a ·certain amount of 
theoretical education heing omitted from their course 
and practical instruction substituted. For these con
tractors there would have to be at least two years' 
training on works, to fit them for their profession, before 
they were given their contractors' diploma. The two 
years' training on works should be compulsory and they 
should receive theoretical and practical training both 
inside and outside college. It wQuld be essential that 
the practical training of these men should be given by 
otht>r contract,Qrs, a. knowledge of prices, materials and 

I 

management of labour, etc., being thus acquired by them 
during this-period. It was not possible to give inst.ntc· 
tion in all the branches of contracting work during the 
educational course, but a knowledge of estimating, 
methods of buying, etc., could he acquired while at 
college. - 1 

Ill. (Jfr. Kent.) He did not think it proper to entrust 
a. work to an engineer of the Irrigation Department, 
even thoullh the place where the work was to be executed 
was nearer to the irrigation engineer's headquarters. 
His reason for this opinion was that the sub-divisional 
officer in charge of irrigation had practically as much 
to do within his own sub-division a.s he could undertake 
in the ordinary course of his duties. If, however, the 
irrigation Executive Engineer came forward with a re· 
quest that the suh·division near his headquarters might 
be made over t.o his charge, the witness did not think 
that there would be any objection to such a transfer. -

112. He did not think that it was necessary to separate 
the Buildings and Roads and Irrigation Branches, even 
in Sind, where the bulk of the irrigation work of the 
Bombay Presidency lay. 

113. In regard to specialization, he thought that a 
man who had received special education in a certain 
branch should be encouraged to study that subject 
further on actual works, but considered that the system 
under which a man could be transferred from one branch 
to another after a certain length of service was unobjec· 
tionable, and that the present a.rrangement worked 
very well. 

114. His suggestion that ~ontractors should. undergo 
training in a college for three years, and a practical 
course for another year, referred more especially to the 
small contractors in regard to whom difficulty was found 
in iselated districts, owing to their Jack of engineering 
knowledge. He did not refer to big contracting firms, 
but the petty-contractors, who were available, were all 
ignorant men and hencb required training. 

115. Local agencies, such as the local fund engineer 
establishment in a distrfct, should contain not only, 
subordinates, but also an engineer to supervise the 
subordinate staff. Works costing up to Rs. 10,000 
which were now executed by the Public Works Depart· 
ment might then be transferred to them. The local fund 
engineer would have nothing to do with works exceeding 
Rs. 10,000, which would be done by the Public Works 
Department. He advocated this limit as there would 
be nobody with the requisite .-professional knowledge 
to control the local fund engineer, or to' correct him if 
he went wrong, and hence there was a possibility that 
public money might be wasted. 

116. Any arrangfment-- under which the locat fund 
engineer and, the Public Works Department engineer 
would work side by side would be uneconomical, -and. 
there would be a certain amount of overlapping of estab
lishment. To prevent this as far as possible he sugges· 
ted that a portion of the maintenance of the buildings 
at headquarters, and the whole of the maintenance of 
buildings outside headquarters, should be entrusted to 
that engineer. He did not think that it would be feasible 
to hand over the whole of the government works now 
carried out by the Executh·e Engineer to the district 
engineer with a subordinate staff, subject to supervision 
by government Inspectors or Superintending Engineers. 
He considered that the result would be to increase the 
burden of the local board engineer to !he same 
extent as, or to an even greater extent than, that of which 
the Executive Engineer now complained. 

G. WrrT'I:T, Esc., !I'.R.t.B.A., Consulting Architect to Government, Bombay. 

Written Statement. (2). The present-;;ystem has grown up naturally along 
117. (l) Economy and suitability of methods of execu· with the development of the country, where men, espe

tion of public works.-The .first point that appears to cially engineers, have had to undertake a great variety 
me to call for consideration is the existing arrange· of duties; now, however, it has been found a.!Jvisable 
ment of groupirtg together, adminis'rativelv and t,() specialize and I think this policy should be followed. 
praetically, the desi!!n and erection of buildings and as far as praeticable, in the case of roads and buildingM. 
the ron~tru('ti?n and t;naintenance of roads as one (3). The two employments aprear to me to be so di!J· 
Lrarwh, m wln(·h tht' umts are more or le11s interchange· tinct that, in the interests of economy and effici~ncy, 
able. apecially train~:d _men should be employed in each. 1 

o2 
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cannot be economical to employ a skilled builder in super· 
vising road repairs, or tend to efficiency to employ 
a good road man to superintend building operations. 

(4). I would suggest the formation of separate branches, 
one for the.--euperintendence of the construction and 
maintenance of roads, which should be a road surveyor's 
or .road engineer's department, and the other for the 
design, constructic:m, and maintenance of buildings 
which should be an architect's department. 

(5). With regard to the latter I fear some misconception 
exists as to what the work of an architect is, from the 
fact that the expression $< a building of an arch!tectural 
nature " is occasionally met with in India, apparently 
to distinguish such an one from some other class, but as 
architecture is the science of building all structures are 
of an architectural nature provided they are properly 
designed and truly constructed. The thought, however, 
underlying the expression appears to be of an -erection 
on which time and money have been expended in embel
lishment or decoration, This idea is altogether incorrect, 
a building richly ornamented does not mean that it is 
in any way more architectural than the simplest of 
structures, as the architect's function is not to invent 
decoration but to think out construction in its most 
perfect expression, and I am certain it would be found 
advantageous to employ competent trained architects 
in the design and erection of all buildings in India, with· 

• out consideration as to whether this is unimportant, 
or that out of the way ; it must be remembered that these 
works remain as lasting monuments of our time, and we 
shall be .judged by them in comparison with the works. 
of the past in India in which a high standard of construc
tion and expression has been set. 

(6). One most important point that has to some extent 
been lost sight of is, that the architect 'to fulfil his proper 

·function must be the master builder as well as the de· 
signer, he must control•and superintend the erection of 
his works, as \tnder .these conditionS only is it possible 
for the structure t9 realize the designer's intentions and 
for the builder to develop his own capabilities. A de· . 
signer restricted to an office and paper may be compared 
to a composer without an instrument. 

(7). Under the existing system of carrying out public 
buildings it is not possible for the designer to undertake 
the superintendence. of all his works as they are so wide
spread, but in the interests of efficiency this arrangement 
should be made, wherever practicable, and, where the 
architect himself cannot be in charge, I should like to 
see a trained dllputy capable of interpreting his inten
tion.~. 

(8). The methQds adopted for the execution of civil 
works under the control of the government architect 
in Bombay are as follows. New buildings in the city 
are now undertaken in what is termed the " Architec· 
tural District,'' in charge of an engineer responsible 
to the government architect, the latter acting in the 
position of Superintending Engineer for the district. 
This answers well but it could be improved if the district 
was in charge of a trained assistant architect wi~h the 
powers and staff of an Executive Engineer, provided he 
possessed the knowledge of departmental routine and 
procedure necessary under the existing system. When 
plans and probable estimates have been sanctioned 
by government the work is thrown open to tender 
and in most cases th.t lowest is accepted, and the work 
carried out under the charge of overseers on whose 
ability much depends as they take the place of the 
clerks of works in Europe but lack the practical 
knowledge of the latter, being usually men taken from 
engineering colleges where the training is theoretical 
and they have to pick up their t~ractical experience 
as they go along, whereas the clerk of works iS always a 
master craftsman in at least one trade to begin with, 
and possesses the sure knowledge that can only be ob· 
tained by actually doing the work. 

(9). I should like to see the overseers in India recruited 
from the craftsmen and furnished with the theoretical 
knowledge they need after they have acquired practical 
experience for themselves. The tradesman at home 
•ttends night classes to fit himself for work as a foreman 

or.clerk of works and it may be possibie.to arrange some
thing of the kind in India in spite of the differences of 
condition~ and customs. 

(10). With regard to the submission of plans and esti. 
mates to Government for sanction, I think it would be.z. 
better if in the first instance no detailed costs were filled 
in the bills of quantities but only lump sums furnished. 
The rates filled in are based on the costs tendered for 
similar works in progress but there is no doubt the figures 
get about among the local contractors and form the basis 
of their tenders. I should prefer the bills of quantities 
to be made out in blank and to submit them with lump 
sum totals along with the plans for sanction. This 
would save labour in the Secretariat where the rates 
entered appear to be carefully scrutinized a.nd in some 
cases returned for revision, whereas these are only pro· 
bable costs furnished by the architect, the real rates will 
be tendered later by contractors in competition with 
each other. What government are concerned with in 
cases where work is open to tender is not the estimated 
rates but the total cost of the scheme. If the cost is 
too much it cannot be reduced by altering probable 
costs but only by altering the- structure or omitting 
items, all of which appear on the drawings or in the 
schedul&of quantities. 

(ll). With regard to the system of preparing schedules 
of quantities, at present all works in a building are billed 
together, floov by floor, and one contractor tenders for 
the lot, arranging his own sublets. In my opinion, it 
would be preferable, in places , where there are firms 
representing the different building trades, to make out 
tpe schedules for each trade separately that is, mason, 
joiner, tiler, plumber, plasterer, smith, painter and 
glazier, and permit small firms to tender for their own 
particular, work as well as larger contractors for the 

' whole. In this way the lesser craftsman would have an 
opportunity which is open only to the capitalist at 
present. . 

(12) .. With regard to buildings to be erected in the- dis· 
tricts, the method adopted at present in most cases 
is for the local engineer to ascertain the requirements 
from the department for which the building is to be put 
up, and prepare plans which are forwarded to the govern
ment architect for his views. In the majority of cases 
it iS found advisable to rearrange the plans and prepare 
fresh designs, so that it is economical for the local engi· 
neer to spend the least 'Possible labour in setting out the 
requirements, in fact, a statement of ·accommodation 
with carefully detailed plan and sections of the site, 
together with information as to directions, surroundings, 
approaches and climatic conditions are-.. preferable to 
work fr.om. It is a gr11ve mistake to think an architect 
can prepare satisfactory exteriors for a bad plan, as the 
appearance of a building is the expression of its internal 
arrangements and purpose. 

(13). I would suggest altering the present method to 
this extent at least, that when it has been decided to 
erect a building in a certain locality the officers of the 
department/ concerned should deal directly with the archi· 
tect, who would first visit the proposed site, either person· 
ally or by deputy, and obtain and discuss the require· 
ments on_ the spot before preparing the preliminary 
sketch design. The architect would consult the district 
engineer regarding the materials and labour available, 
local building rates and all technical questions, with which 
he would naturally be familiar. This arrangement 
would give more satisfactory results and save much labour 
to the engineer and his staff. . 

(14). At present the execution of works in the districts 
has to be supervised by local Executive Engineers under 
the Superintending Engineer of the division as the dis· 
tances are so great that it would not be possible for the 
government architect, with his present st!tff, to visit 
them sufficiently often to be certain of satisfactory 
workmanship, but it is undoubtedly in the interests 
of buildings in this country to arrange, wherever possible, 
that the architect who designs the work should also 
superintend and control its erection, and I should like 
to see the further extension of the employme11t of tho 
architect in his proper sphere. ~ 
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(15). In a province like the Bombay Pret!idency, I 
should like to see branch archite--ct<~' offices established in 
the principal building centres. There would then be 
opportunity for the architect to study and become con
versant with local building traditions and the surround· 
ing influences which direct the trend and development 
of style and methods suited to a particular district, and 
by this means advance the art of building in India. 
It may be objected to such a course that it means dupli· 
eating officers in certain districts, but it should be possible 
to arrange areas in which the architect would take entire 
charge of all building works and relieve tpe engineer 
to undertake a wider sphere in his own particular branch. 

liS. (n) Encouragement of other agency.-Under 
the existing system, I think private - enterprise is 
encouraged wherever practicable in- the construction of 
public buildings. No architect or engineer will employ 
departmental labour where it is possible to obtain a 
contractor to undertake the work on reasonable terms. 

(2). I am strongly in favour of any alteration in the 
existing system that would tend to -encourage the growth 
of capable firms in the building and allied trades. At 
present building contractors, even in, a city like Bombay, 
are little better than suppliers of labour and materials, 
with the exception of a few firms engaged in special 
trades, mostly under European management. The 
difficulty lies in the fact that the contractor is rarely 
a tradesman himstllf, but is usually a capitalist employing 
mistris for any practical knowledge he requires, which 
throws a great deal of what should be the contractor's 
work on the overseers in charge of the building. This 
is not a satisfactory state of affairs as it is rare to find 
a good firm in any trade in which the head is not a prac· 
tical man. 

(3). If contractors could be persuaded to put their sons 
to a trade instead of to college with a view to their be. 
coming more efficient, tradesmen than their fathers it 
would be a step in the right direction. 

( ~ ). At present the Indian building contractors do not 
possess yards or workshops, they convert the building 
sites for the time being into temporary shops where all 
the work is done by hand. This is not an economical 
practice in a city like Bombay, where high land values 
put a premium on speed in construction. Materials 
ought to be prepared in the builders' yards and supplied 
on the works in such quantities to make the use of steam 
or electric cranes feasible, at present there is not, to my 
knowledge, a derrick in use on a building in Bombay, 
the nearest approach being a steam '"inch which I ha-:e 
employed at the Museum and Jehangir Hall for hoisting 
concreting materials for dome construction. 

(5). Improved methods will come in time and every 
encouragement should be given in that direction, but it 
is necessary to proceed with caution as Indian condi
tions differ greatly from those in Europt. As an in· 
stance, one contractor with advanced ideas erected a 
small pneumatic plant for stqne dressing but it failed, 
the Indian workmen could not stand it ; they certainly 
did not like the innovation, but apart from their dislike 
they were physically unable to stand the strain of the 
vibration set up by the tools, and I believe somethitlg 
of the same difficulty has been met in attempting to..nse 
vibrators for consolidating concrete. In another case 
a stone sawing and planing plant was set up, but this 
was not a success, the tools could not be tempered in 
Bombay to work the local basalt. 

(6). One direction in which improvement could be 
effected is with regard to the quarrying and supplying 
of stone. At present this .is undertaken in a very casual 
and unsatii<factory manner and the supply is often in· 
adequate, t>ven for the present leisurely methods of 
building. Plots are let out to contractors for particular 
works and he either digs out the stone himself or sublets 
the work to some one else and it is carried on without 
tackle and without flystem. I think it would be a wise 
step now for government to take stock of the varieties 
and available sources of supply of building stone in this 
presidency, and to obtain the advice of an expert on the 
subject of developing quarries and transporting the 
matorials to the chief building centres. 

(7). At present the construction of public building~'~ is 
entrusted to private firms, but it is necessary to provide 
adequate supervision a.s the contractors are not crafts· 
men, and until the Indian contractor improves, or is pre· 
pared to employ skilled and trustworthy foremen, the 
present supervision cannot be reduced, and if it were 
taken over bv the contractor he would have to include 
the charges iii his estimates so the, cost of works would 
not be altered. 

(8). I have already made a proposal for altering the 
present system of scheduling quantities to encourage 
smaller firms in special branches of the building trades 
to tender for their own portions of large works. 

(9). With regard to the upkeep of public buildings in 
towns and districts where the tradesmen are available 
the re~ponsibility should rest with the occupants, sub
ject to an annual inspection by a clerk of works, who 
would. where necessary, specify where repairs were 
required. · 

119. (IV,) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches .. -With regard to the Public Works 
DeJ'artment meeting the needs of other departments 
and the relationship of the special branches I have stated 
my views on the advantages of the department, or body 
for whom a building is to be designed, dealing directly 
·with the architect regarding the plans, in place of with 
the district engineer. • 

.,. 120. (V.) Decentraliration.-With regard to decen· 
tralization within the Public Works Department itself, 
this simply means the extension of the present policy 
of ei\)ploying specialists in their o~ branches, and is 
undoubtedly the means by, which higher efficiency in 
deRign and execution of works is to be attained. I have 
already suggested the ailvisability of putting all building 
works in charge of the Architectural Department, and 
establishing bre.nches in suitable centre!". I should also 
think it would be advantageous to have a special engineer· • 
ing section for the design and construction of stone 
1md concrete bridges, where experts would be able to 
develop and improve on existing methods as they pro· 
ceed, in place of a district engineer being called on to 
design and construct perhaps one big bridge in his career 
and necessarily tied to text books for his design and 
having to experiment with his methods of construction. 
A reinforced concrete specialist would also be a valuable 
addition to the Departn:ent. He should be an 'engineer 
who has had practical experience at home and would 
design and advise on all reinforced concrete works to 
be undertaken. 

121. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-One of the 
difficulties in this country is to keep abreast of the 
improvements in fittings and appliances connected with 
the building trades. At home agents regularly lay all 
new developments their firms bring out before people 
interested in the building and allied trades, and either 
exhibit samples, or arrange for the person interested 
to visit show rooms or works in which the article has been 
installed. l!nder the existing system there is very little 
inducement for firms or their agents to approach gov· 
emment officers in India who deal with buildings. If 
the powers permitting. the local purchase of materials 
imported into thQ country were extended and greater 
freedom allowed in placing orders with local agents, 
instead of having to indent on the Stores Department, 
it would encourage firms in the country and local agents 
of home firms to bring samples of new or improved goods 
to the notice of po11sible buyers and also to keep stocks 
in this country. 

(2). A permanent building trades exhibition would 
be a useful institution in Bombay, if it were arranged 
as a live place where agents exhibited their goods, fur· 
nished quotations, and booked orders. This might be 
considered when the north wing of the Museum of Wet.t· 
em India, which is to be the Industrial Section, is erected, 
a portion of it might be utilized as a building trade. 
exhibition for Indian and home firms. It would not 
only be of assistance to the buyer but it would stimulate 
the Indian manufiK'turer to compete "itb the home 
productions. 
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(3). With regard to the regulations governing the accom· 
modation ,to be provided in residential quarters the 
present arrangement is that the cost of the house should 
be fixed in proportion to the pay of the occupant, regard
less of the fact that th!:l cost of construction may be 
double in. one district what it is in another. I think 
this could be improved by laying down definite areas 
of accommodation for different grades of pay and draw
ing up general specifications for-. the standard of finish
ing. This would save a good deal of time and labour 
at present spent in discussion. 

122. (VU.) Education.-! do not know whether the 
system Of education in government engineering colleges 
is sufficiently advanced to provide fully qualified engineers 
though I doubt it, bt't at present there is no adequaie 
provision made for the education of intending architects. 
In Great Britain the old system was to article a lad as 
pupil in an architect's office and much was left to chance 
and the youth's own application as to what he learnt. 
Now architectural schools and colleges have been estab
lished where a student learns the history of building and 
the principles of planning, design, and construction 
and is fitted to enter an office, where he is able to acquire 
the practical knowledge of works to prepare him for 
private practice. 

(2). The School of Art in Bombay at present provides 
a good 'morning course of instruction for architectural 
draughtsmen, supervised by an architect on the staff 
of the school with the assistance of local architects, and 

so far as I am aware is the only institution of the kind 
i~ India. This school ought to be developed into a full- . 
time college o~ architecture with the necessary buildings, 
~t,aff ~nd eqmp~ent to_ t:ain students to take a degree 
m their profession, that ts to become Associates of the .z. 
Royal Institute, and also to be recognised as Bachelors 
in Architecture by the University of Bombay. The 
institution of a. school of this nature would tend to raise 
the standard of young men entering the profession and 
do much to improve present day building in India. 

(3). A scheme for the course has already been formu. 
lated in consultation with the University and College 

--a.uthori~es and I hope will receive the encouragement 
and assistance necessary to make it an established fact 
at an early date. -
, 123. (V:i:n:.) Practical training.-! do not know 

what p~ovis~on is made for. practical training on works 
for engmeermg students, but no provision of this nature 
has so far been made for students of architecture. The 
b~st education a student could be given, after finishing 
his college course, would be to enter an architect's office · 
and assist in. the preparation of the working plans for 
a new building, and when the work is commenced to be 
sent on it as an inspector of works throughout its con· 
struction. When a college _of architecture is established 
a training on these lines night be arranged for at least 
a certai~ number of the passed students, by placing 
them With the various governmellt architects in India 
as vacancies and opportunities occurred. 

MR. G. WITTET called and examined. 

124. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
Consulting Architect to the Government of Bombay, 
and that he had held that appointment for nine years. 
He had had ten years' experience in England prior to 
recruitment, had come out to India as an assistant 
architect, and had' been appointed as Consulting Archi
tect three years after arrival. He had thus had twelve 
years' Indian experience, during the whole , of which 
time he had been stationed in Bombay. 

125. As Consulting Architect, he was responsible for 
the design of all important buildings constructed by 
government in the Bombay Presidency, and his advice 
was freely sought in regard to smaller works also. The 
plans were generally sent up by the Executive Engineer 
of the district concerned, and in many cases it was 
necessary for the Consulting Architect to redesign the· 
whole projoot. The chief ·buildings in the presidency 
town were not only designed by him, but were also 
executed under his supervision. 

126. The witness suggested that further specialization 
within the Department was desirable, buildings being 
separated from roads, and entrusted to men who had 
made the subject their life study. If possible, all build
ings, including those scattered throughout the districts, 
should be placed in the charge of architects, even though 
such an arrangement might, at first, involve a certain 
amount of duplication of staff. It would possibly be 
difficult, in some . cases, to avoid overlapping, and he 
had not suffi,cient experience of conditions outside Bombay 
to enable him to formulate a practical working scheme, 
but he considered that the suggestion. he had made was 
an object which should be aimed at in any reorganiza· 
tion of the Department. A certain number of building 
centres should be formed into a division, as had already 
been done in the presidency town where all government 
buildings of importance were in exeoutive charge of the 

• Consulting Architect. Some of the larger centres, such 
aa Poona, Karachi and two or three others, probably 
cOntained sufficient buildings to justify their being formed 
( ach into a separate division under the charge of an 
nssista.nt architect. The criterion would be the amount 
of work to be done, and it would be necessary, before 
arriving at a decision, to take out details of expenditure 
on buildings in these places. The scheme was based 
on the general principle that the architect was a master 
builder as well as a designer, and that the scope of his 
activity should not end with the design of the building, 
bllt th&t he shopJd alsq be responsible for its !!onstruction, 

127. There were probably forty or fifty architects 
of sorts in Bombay, practising privately as architect 
engineers. It wa~ difficult to say how many were really 
qualified, but he doubted whether there were more than 
three or four to whom the President would care to entrust 
the construction of a house for himself. There were 
possibly four or five among them who were Fellows, 
or Assoc!ates, of the Royal Institute of British Archi· 
toots, qualifications which connoted a certain standard 
of efficiency. There were, according to the directory, 
sixty-one architects and surveyors in Bombay altogether. 

128. He thought that the appointment ·of a govern· 
· ment architect must have been decided upon, because 

the need for such an officer was felt. Presumably the 
fact that government did not go into the open market 
for the design and construction of their buildings was 
only due to their desire to employ the best man they 
Qould get for the work ; it was, in any case, much cheaper 
for them to retain a salaried architect than to pay the 
fees of private practitioners. 

129. The witness considered that, under the present 
system, all architects should be specially recruited, 
and that the architectural branch should be constituted 
as a specialized branch of the Public Works Department. 
GoverDl!lent would, however, have a much better chance 
of getting good architects to come out, if the men had 
reasonable prospects of permanent employment. At 
present they were all on short term contracts, and their 
appointments were- unpensionable. Men would pro. 
bably be more anxious to serve if their futures were 
assured, so the system suggested would probably prove 
more ~ati~factory from the go1ernrr:ent point of view 
also. There would probably be more discontent amongst 
government architects but for the. fact that the various 
provinces were altogether separate, there being no con-

.. nection between them, so that the disparity of terms 
was not so obvious. Government did not hold out 
much in the way of prospects to young architects, and 
the initial salaries offered were miserably insufficient. 
Although these men came out to India as officers .. their 
pay was so small that it was extremely difficult for them 
to live in a place as expensive as Bombay,.•nd this 
naturally led to discontent after a very short time. 

130. In regard to the facilities for the education of 
architects in India, he knew of only one school, the 
School of Art in Bombay. This contained a draughts· 
men's class, which although it had been started seriously 
only about seven years ago had grad\lally developed 
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and expanded and now provided a fairly good course 
for students; this was, however, not nearly sufficient 
for the training of an architect. There was no course 
for architects in the Poona College. He would like to 
see a college founded with a full time course in architec· 
ture and attached to the School of Art in Bombay rather 
than to the Poona College. There was, he thought, 
a sufficient demand in India. to justify the expenditure 
on such a BChool, the measure of the demand being the 
Ia.rge amount of bad work which had been done in India 
during recent years. '!:here was always a demand for 
draughtsmen, for whom some training at least, and 
preferably, a college training, was required. It was not 
sufficient that a draughtsman 'Should merely be able to 
draw, but he must also be able to understand what he 
was drawing. 

131. In regard to his own experience of building 
work in Bombay, and of the system under which such 
buildings were erected, he explained that special work, 
such as reinforced concrete domes and concrete piling, 
was usually done departmentally. Otherwise the work 
was put out to tender in the open market, and contractors 
took it up. These men were, however, not contractors 
in the real sense of the word but merely material and 
labour suppliers. Contractors in Bombay who under
took building contracts employed no engineering staff 
but only mi8tri8, who, although some of them were 
fairly competent, had generally but little kn~edge 
of the outfit and plant required. 

132. The Bombay Municipality wall self-contained 
and had an engineering staff and architect of its own. 
He had advised the Bombay Corporation on certain 
matters, but had never designed any buildings for them. ~ 
He designed the big hospital in Bombay, which was, 
however, a private work, having been employed for the 
purpose by the King Edward l\Iemorial · Committee. 
His employment had yet to be arranged with the muni
cipality and required the sanction of government. A 
good deal of building was done by private firms in Bom
bay, but he had no idea of the comparative cost of build
ings coastructed by government and those constructed 
by private enterprise. 

133. He thought that the present system of employ
ing a government architect for the execution of work 
was cheapt'r than going into the open market. His 
pay was less than an architect's percentage on his 
work would ·be. The whole cost of the government 
architect and of the staff employed by him on the pre
para.tion and execution of projects including the Executive 
Engineer attached to his office and the outdoor staff 
amounted, during the last ten years to only Rs. 4,58,800 
as against Rs. 9,33,000 which would have been payable 
to private architects for the same work, calculated at 
2! per cent. for preparation of plans, working drawings 
and specifications, 2! per cent. for supervision of works 
actually executed by the architectural district and 2! 
per cent. for surveyors' fees and establishment on the 
latter works. 

134. In connection with the preparation of estimates 
he thought that it would be better if, instead of costs 
being furnished in detail, only Jump sums were shown 
when: estimates were submitted for sanction. The final 
rates were really fixed by the contractors who tendered 
for the work and he did not want the rates which he 
anticipated made public, Rates furnished to govern
ment by the architect were apt to become known, and 
so form the basis of contractors' tenders. 

135. In regard to his suggestion that tenders should 
be called for each separate class of work, such as 
maso~ry, joinery, etc., he thought that the adoption 
of tins system would lead to more competition among 
"tha waller tradesmen. 

· 136. 'Ole witness complained that his operations 
"·ere hampered by the rules regulating the local purchase 
of store~~, and that he was not allowed sufficient latitude 
in the matter of purchasing such stores from England. 
He did not see enough of novelties from home, because 
no encouragement was offered to agents of· E.uglisu 
fi.rm.6 to bring them out to India. He coll!idered that 
~nore elaeticity should be allowed to officen; and that thE-y 

should be authorized to exercise discretion as to buying 
locally or indenting upon the India Office. • • · 

137. He maintained a staff of his own in his office, but 
rather than introduce a system under which students 
who had passed out of Poona College should be admitted 
to his office to be trained as architects, he would prefer 
that they should receive a preliminary training in the 
office of a private architect before they came to him. He 
admitted that students sometimes had to labour in an 
office without getting much opportunity to learn their 
work as architects. 

138. He thought that overseers employed on build· 
ing works should be recruited from craftsmen rather 
than from the present type of men as were obtained 
from the Poona C{)llege. He had had practical expe· 
rience of the upper subordinates produced by that col· 
lege and some of these who had been attached to his 
office had turned out vl.'ry well indeed. Craftsmen in· 
tended for employment on other duties would have 
to be educated before they learnt their trade, and study 
certain of the subjects which they would be required to 
know as overseers later. He-did not know of any system 
of night schools in Bombay but thought that. their intro
duction would be an excellent thing. 

139. He would like to see a Buildings' Trades Exhibi· 
tion of a live nature instituted in Bombay, in which the 
exhibits would be continually changed. He did not 
know whether such an experimen~ has ever been tried 
in India. He did not think there was a. Buildings' 
Trades Association in Bombay, but there was an Archi.
tects' Association, of which, however, he was not a mem· 
ber. · 

140. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He could, if necessary, pre· 
pare plans for an electrical power-house, and thought 
that it would be advantageous to employ an architect 
even 011 a work of that kind. In such cases the architect 
would collaborate with the engineer, and the result 
would be a structure in which the nature and purpose 
of the building would find expression. I.eaving aside 
the question of the appearance of buildings an architect 
was in a bl.'tter position to obtain general convenience 
of arrangement than an engineer, since the former was 
trained with this particular end in view. Once the 
requirements were laid down it was part of the archi· 
teet's duties to show how they could best be met. Taking 
the case of the railway stations now being built in America 
the engineer specified what was required in regard to 
the arrangement of the lines, but the general design 
and lay out were entrusted to an architect, 

141. It was, in his opinion, desirable to have a separate 
tender for each particular trade in building work. At 
home the architect preferred to deal with a single large 
contractor, and this would be the better plan in India 
also if such contractors were available, but the so-called 
contractors in this country were capitalists and nothing · 
more. His idea was to . encourage small contractors, 
a policy which he believed would in time lead to competi· 
tion and a reduction of rates. , 

142. He had two classes of staff under him, the men 
who came out from home as assistant architects, and 
the men whom he got in this country the latter being 
mainly draughtsmen for his drawing office, or Public 
Work8 Department subordinates who were attached to 

' his office as estimators, or as superintendents of works. 
He would prefer that the men who superintended work 
should be drawn from among the Indian craftsmen who 
knew. exactly what building meant. 

143. (.Mr. A. T. Mackenzie.) In regard to the question 
of the local purchase of stores, the witness wa.s asked 
whether he thought it would be feasible for the Govern- • 
ment of Bombay to appoint a goTernment buyer who ' 
would reside in Bombay and obtain tenders when re· 
quired, either in India or from England. The tender 
would be accepted a.nd the stores obtained by this officer, 
who would be paid a certain percentag:e on the amount 
of the order but would receive no commission of any sort 
from the seller. The witness wa.s afraid tha.t this syBtem 
would bnng no new materials to the notice of the archi
tect. When, howe,.er, it wa.s pointed cut to bim that 
the bnyer would be in cl068 tou.eh both with the office 
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of the witness, and with the building trades elsewhere, 
and would be responsible that all goods delivered were 
in accordance with specifications, the buyer receiving 
only a small percentage, say 3 per cent. on an engine 
and I! per cent. on a simple order for pipes or girders, 
the witness admitted that this would be at least a step 
in· the right direction and a great improvement on the 
present system, besides being much more expeditious 
than indenting on the India Office. There were all 
sorts of improvements continually going on at home 
in such details as window fittings, etc., which he never 
saw out here, and. even if he found them in a catalogue 
it was hardly possible to indent on the India Office for 
a small quantity. If, however, they were obtainable 
from a firm in India merely the required number could 
be ordered. It was with this object in vieW' that he had 
suggested a Buildings'' Trades Exhibition. · \ 

,144. Asked whether architects looked upon the build
ing arts as an expression of the emotions, and whether 
it was possible for a European to express the emotion 
of an Indian in architecture, he replied that he did not 
think it was exactly. personal emotion but rather the 
intent and purpose of the building which should be ex
pressed ; for example, if a court were to be built the archi-

• teet would endeavour to make the structure express 
itself as such. Indian art should, however, be as far 
as possible an expression of Indian emotion and it would 
be an excellent thing if an indigenous school of architec
ture could be provided. At the present time Indians 
had to go to England for their training in architecture. 

145. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) With regard to_ his 
remark that the' designs of buildings, whether big or 
small, were sent to him for 'opinion, and asked whether 
he gave his opinion simply on the architecturnl features, 
or on the plan, or on the structure generally, he replied 
that he began with the plan, then dealt wit.h the struc· 
ture, and lastly with the appearance of it. - The plans 
of buildings which he received from the engineers had 
usually to be revised. 

146. In the technical schools they trained pupils to 
wi>rk out calculations, stresses, etc. This was also 
taught in the draftsmen's class in Bombay and it was 
part of an architect's curriculum in England. 

147. He could not say, even roughly, what would 
be the extra cost of splittjng the Public Works Depart
ment. into two branches. 

148. Designs for imperial works were submitted to 
the Consulting Architect to the Government of India, 
but not those for provincial works. The latter were 
scrutinized by the Chief Engineer. He hoped that the 
new Customs House which was an impet"ial work 

designed by him, would be one of his best buildings 
in Bombay ; it was designed in a strong and simple 
style. . 

149. He was very interested in Indian architecture 
as a whole, especially in that on the western side of India -~. 
during the 15th and 16th centuries and he was trying 
gradually to get opportunities of developing this. He 

. had utilized Indian motifs in the Prince of Wales Museum. 
He endeavoured to do work suited to the aspects of partie· 
ular places and conditions ; thus, in Sind, if funds 
permitted, he would provide a double roof with an air 
space in between. In other places a dome was often a. 
very suitable form of roof. 

1~'i0. (Mr. Cobb.) He had found no particular diffi· 
culties in supervising the work of contractors and he was 
assi8ted in. such supervision by the subordinates attached 
to his office. He had got men who had been with him • 
for ten years and who knew fairly well what he wanted. 
These subordinates were permanent men but his Execu· 
tive Engineer was always liable to transfer. 

151. In connection with the education of craftsmen 
and clerks of works, he considered that they would have 
to be able to read and write a certain amount of English. 
What they really required was a general elementary 
~ducation. 

152. The Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India had, in general, no connection with provincial 
buildings, but above a certain sum-at present 16 lakhs 
-the sanct.ion of the Government of India was required 
to such works, and the plans were sent to the Consulting 
Architect. Plans prepared by the witness had been 
revised by the Gov~rnment of India, and they generally 
came back with recommendations in regard to structure 
and materials. Provincial buildings costing less than 
Rs. 16 lakhs were usually designed by him and approved 
by the Chief Engineer without any outside help. 

153. He did not see how all the architects in all the 
different provinces in India could be combined into a 
single service on definite terms and placed under the 
direct professional control of the Consulting Architect 
to the Government of India. The Bombay Presidency 
alone was as big as Great Britain and Ireland put together. 
It would be .merely a duplication of labour if the Con· 
suiting Architect to the Governmeflt of India came down 
and inspected plans prepared by_ the Consulting Architect 
to the Government of Bombay : all plans and estimates 
for provincial works costing over a certain amount 
al.ready went to that officer, and the Government of
India exercised a still closer control over imperial build· 
ing projects. ' 
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Written Statement. 
154. (I.) EconomY and suitability of methods of execu• 

tion of public works. and (ll) Encouragement of other 
agency.-1\ly experien•:e in work in the Public Works 
Depa.rt.m61lt bas been 61ltirely in the mof~Msil where, 
with few exceptions, the actual constructio::r of all works 
ha.s been in depa.rtmental ba.nds, the supply of materials 

etc., only being more or less under petty c;ntra~tors. 
My experience, however, of the actual control of works 
ceased in 1899, and it is, 1 believe, a fact that even in 
the mofussil there has been considerable extension of 
petty-contract work since ~hat time, while in .Bombay 
it is,- I think, the custom for practically all work to be 
done by petty-contract. I use the word " petty-con· 
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tract" in the sense that such c6ntracts generally apply years' practical training on works before they can be 
to the construction of "Works of no great magnitude, admitted as associate members of the Institute of Civil 
though such works include buildin~s of a considerable Engineers. There is in India nothing to correspond 
size, -and do not include important works requiring a with the A.:M.I.C.E., and any man obtaining hi~ degree 
considerable amount of plant, or constant engineering at one of the Indian uni>er~ities now considers himself 
supervision, such worl\s being even now generally fully qualified as an eRgineer to design and encute 
carried out departmentally. works. There are certain difficulties in introducing such 

\ (2). The point on which evidence is required afPears. a system in India in that, w]lile a student at home begins 
to be the possibility of extending the practice of carry· his training immediately on leaving school, it is neces. 
ing out, works by contract. The comideration of this sary for a student here to put in at least one year at an 
question involves a distinctism being drawn between Arts college affiliated to the Univer8ity. after passing 1 

large contracts, in which the contractor employR his his matriculation, before he can enter an engint'ering 
own engineers to de~l with the engineering details of college affiliated to the University. The result of this 
the work, and who af?ain arranges with his sub-contrart- is that ari 'English student genE'rally passes his 
ors for the execution of sections of the 'WOrk, and sup- A.M.I.C.E., with its requirl:'d practical training, at an 
plieR all plant that may be required, and small contract.'! earlier age than an Indian studt'nt obtains his theoretical 
which I have referred to above as petty-contracts. degree. 

(:.!) •• ~s regards the first of these, I may @ay at once (2). Und£'r the present regulations of the Bombay 
that the state of thing~ in India is not sufficiently ad· Univer~ity a stud£'nt is required, after\obtaining his 
vanced for it, to be possible to entrust such works gener· neressary qualification in Arts, to put in three years 
al1y to Indian agencies. at an en~tineering college before appearing for his B.E. 

(4 ). I am not aware of any inf.ltances of goverrommt degr..ee. The demand for entrance to the engineering 
works of such magnitude being £'arried out except by college has of late years been so great, from students 
departmental al!"ency, but euch works have in the ca8e who have considerably higher qualification in Arts 
of local bodies been sometimes carried out by other tha1l the minimum required and are consequently of a 
agencie~, s.renerally by contrnc:tn;:' firm~ hnvi!1g thf•ir greater age, that the authorities have been able to fill 
head-quarters out~ide India. It mu~t be remembered their classes almost entirely with students having these 
that contractors are now to a great degree ETecialists, higher qualifications. This, no doubt, results «n the 
and that large firms do not confine t}ll?ir cperations to instruction· on engineering being more. quickly and 
any one country. They are aln:oEt al'l'fays finr,s with easily assimilated and, with the 3 years' course at pre
a strong financial,backing, are in a position to Ed off sent required, does not possibly do much to raise the 
the loPs on one work against thr gain on another, and average age of the students who obtain their B. E. 
are in possession of large quantities of suitable plant degree. A new aourse has now been approved by the 
for the execution of the special work which may be Faculty of Engineering, and is under consideration by 
in hand, while having a staff trained in carrying out the SynCKcate, extending over 4 years. Should this 
work under their own system. Even such firms are course be adopted it will to some extent prevent the 
not always entirely satisfactory, n.s their establiRhment rush there now is to cover the full couree in the time 
have frequently little experience of the class of labour allotted to it, and willl~ssen the importance of previous 
.they have to employ, while their methods of work are grounding in Arts colleges, and will probably render it 
often strange to Indian labour and to the supervising possible to lower the general age of students on admis· 
establishment that they are able to obtain in India. sion to the college. The course is a satisfactory one, 

(5). The field of work in India alone is so restricted in my opinion, on the whole, and attaches much more 
that no firm whose operations were confined to India importance than before to -such practical work as can 
would I think find it financially possible successfully to be given in a college; but it cannot provide the neces· 
undertake the occasional work which might be obtained. sary practical training in the execution of works with· 
I am strongly of opinion therefore that, at the present out which no engineer can be considered as fully quali· 
time, no extension of the system of contracts for such fied. · 
works is possible or desirable and that works of thi~ 156. (VIII.) Practical training.-Tbe necessity for 
kind must continue to be carried out by departmfntal practical training as a qualification for the diploma 
agency. As regards other works, where conditions are granted to successful students of the Victoria Jubilee 
fayourable, I have no hesitation in advocating the ex- Technical Institute bas been recognized by that In
tension of the system of executing work by contract stitution, and an effort 'Was made to introduce a (,1Vstem · 
so far as possible; but I am doubtful whether it will by which a student after paesing through his thioreti
be found possible for contractors to employ their own cal training would have been required to put in two 
engineering staff to deal with the engineering details years' of practical work before being allowed to appear 
of the work in most cases, nor do I think that an exten- for his final examination for the diplome. whether, in 
sion of the contract system would enable any large mechanical, textile or electrical engineering or chemistry. 
reduction to be made in the superior engineering e~tab- During this period of practical training it was intended 
lisbment required for a proper supervi~ion of such works; that he should receive a living wage from the firm he 
the reduction in the government establishment that .e was apprenticed to ; but, though ample promises of 
would be possible would rather be in the subordinate support were received from mills and engineering firms 
establishment which is now employed in connection with when the scheme was first mooted, it was later on found 
the minor details of the work, and in the office and impo8sible to obtain definite promises for the admis· 
account establishments who have to deal with the large sion of a stated number of students each year. The 
volume of correspondence and accounts necessitated by scheme has, therefore, for the present been reluc·tantly 
the practice of carrying out works departmentally." abandoned. • · · '· 

155. (VU.) Education.-! am of opinion that the (2). It is suggested that it is equally necessary that 
theoretical qualificatiollll of n1en turned out from the all 'engineers shall be required to have a certain amount 
government rolleges are general!y satisfactory but that of practical training before they can be considered as 
their practical training requires considerable improve· qualified. 
ment. This fault is more or less inherent in all college (3). There are two ways in which this most deeirable 
educatio~ bu~ the difference b~tween English and Ind_ian object could ~e obtain~d: The first, that the t'niversity 
methods Ill th1s that, whereas m the former a theoretical should make 1t a condition of Jlermission to appear for 
tra~n!ng is consider~d as c?~plemen~ary to ~ prac~ical the degree of B. E., that a student bad been apprenticed 
t~ammg, th~ th?OretJc~l tra1m_ng and 1ts resultmg uruver- for at least two years to a recognised firm of engineers, 
s1ty de~ree 1s, m Ind1a, ~ons1dered ~s the h_a~ mark of or had been employed by a recognised local body and 
an engmeer. The neeess1ty of practical trammg before had been actually engaged during that time on engi
llny man can be considered fully qualified is now recog- neering construction, or partly on construction and 
ni~~ ~ England by the requirement of the Institute partly in the office; while the second wopld n~et~sitate 
of CJ\'il E11gmeers, that men shall have at least two the institution of some asscciations to whom the right 
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would be given to confer a. further degree without fur
ther examination . on students who had obtained 
their engineering degree at the University and had 
complied satisfactorily with the conditions as regards 
practical work, or with e:x;amination in the case of 
students who had obtained the necessary practical ex:· 
pt'rience but who had not obtained an engineering degree 
at the University. 

157. (General.) I should like to remark on the great 
im~roveroent there has been since qualified architects 

have been employed to design and supervise important 
buildings, and to express a hope that this specialization 
may be carried as far as possible, not only M regards 
architecture but other branches also, such as sanit-ary 
engineering. -~. 

(2). The Public Works Department has in the past 
undoubtedly suffered owing to the want of specialists, 
but it is not only in the Public Works Department that 
the same fault is to be found in India, but in private 
practice as well. 

Sm F. I.. SPROTT called and examined. 

HiS. (PrM'Ideilf.) The witness stated that he was the 
Chairman of the Bombay Port Trust, and· had held 
lhat post for about six or seven years. He was a mem
ber of the Public Works Department, and was holding 
the rank of Chief Engineer in that Department. 

159. The range of the operations conducted by the 
Port Trust was a very wide one, and works of varying 
magnitude were constructed by them. As examples of 
large works he instanced the new dock completed nearly 
three years ago and a scheme, recently completed, which 
involved the reclamation of some 600 acres. Some . of 
the subsidiary works undertaken in connection with 
these projects were also on a. very large scale, and nPmer· 
ous smaller works were required for their nutintenance 
and development. The Port Trust constructed their 
own buildings and railways, so their experience of work 
was very considerable. 

160. The Port Trust utilized nearly every known 
method for the execution of work. The decks referred 
to had been constructed by a big firm of -English con
t.ractors, t-he reolamation work was carried out depart· 
mentally, while the major portion of the subsidiary 
works was giYen out on piece-work. Large firms of 
English . contractors maintained their own staff, but 
usually gave out sub-contracts to -Indian contractors. 
A certain amount of work was done by them by the 
direct employment of labour, but piece-work was the 
system usually adopted. 

161. It was extremely difficult to say whether. con· 
tract or piece-work was the more economical ; it de· 
pended entirely on conditions. For ordinary work, 
such as is generally carried out in India, he was strongly 
in favour of a considerable expansion of the petty-con· 
traM. system, under which the supply of both la hour. 
and materials would be entrusted to the contractor, 
the supervision of the work remaining in the bands of 
the departmental engineer. 

162. He was u!lllble to say bow many contracting 
firms were established in Bombay. Those employed by 
the Port Trust maintained no engineering staff of their . 
own, employing only mistris to supervise the work. 

163. It was extremely difficult to compare the rost of 
the work undertaken by the Port Trust with that under· 
taken by the Public Works Department, as the character 
of the work was entirely different. He was unable to 
furnish any information with regard to works executed 
by private enterprise in Bombay, but. consideret\, 
that there was undoubtedly eufficient work available 
in the presidency town to admit o~ t.he establisbme~t 
of a certain number of firms of buildmg contractors. -. 

164. The statement made in his written memorandum 
that works belonging to local bodies had sometimes 
been carried out by other than government agency, 
generally by contracting firms having their headquarters 
outside India, referred to such bodies as the Port Trust, 
and not to munidpalities and local boards. 

165. The witness considered that, eyen if the system 
of giving out work by contract was extended, there 
would be little reduction in the cost of the government 
supervising establishment, though some economy might 
he effected in office work and accounts, and perhaps in the subordinate establishment. Effective. supe,rior 
supervil.'ion would still be as necessary as ever. 

166. Turning to the question of engineering education 
in India, he bad been a member of the committee which 
had recently J!On.~idered the engineering rourse.s in the 
f'ooM College of Engineering, and which hlld recom· 

mended a new course of four years' duration in sub
stitution for the present course of three years. He 
agreed that students left college too late in life, -and 
stated that the average age at which they did so was 
murh the same as the age at which men came out from 
England having completed their practical training: 
The committee previously referred to had, however; 
not considered this question. 

167. In regard to the suggestion that the standard 
of education required for entrance to Poona College 
should be lowered, so that a boy could be admitted 
direct from school instead of after one or two yeRrs in 
an Arts college, and that the courses in th~ college 
should be altered so as to include not only engineering 
subjects but also a certain amount of general education, 
he considered that there were, perhaps, advantages in 
such a proposal although it was by no means free from 
difficulty. He agrerd that men did waste a considerable 
amount of time in the Arts colleges on subjects which 
would be of no use to them as engineers, but the instruc· 
tion which they obtained in English was of great. import· 
ance to enable thrm to follow the lectures in the engi
neering college... It might, however, prove feasible 'to 
combine the two cour~t's to ~ome extent., admitting 
matriculates to the college, and giving them a certain 
amount of instruction in English while there. 

168. He considered that the proyision CJf a t:wo years' 
course of practical training for students on leavjng 
college might be arranged for, but was very doubtful 
whether the rniversity would agree that t"his ~bouid' 
be a condition for the grant of a degree. There would, 
however, he believed, be no insuperable difficulty in 
establi~hing an additional djploma, similar to the 
A.M.I.C.E., wl1ich would serve a~~ a mark that the student 
had received '8. practical training; the diploma might 
be given by some association such as the Civil Engi
neers' .Aseociation, '\'lhich would have to be endowed 
wHh the nece8sary powers. He was not aware that 
there was a Civil En?ineers' .Association in Bombay, 
but there was rertainly one for the whole of India. He 
had had per~onal experience, on the Port Trust works, 
of five or six men who had graduated from the Poona 
College, and considered that after they had had two 
or three years practical training they turned out fairly 
well for the most part., although they were useless when 
they first left college. ~ 

169. With regard to the suggestion that further special
ization, should be permitted during the college course 
he stated that, although the suggestion sounded attract
ive, he did not personally think that there was yet a 
sufficient field for specialization in India.. There was 
ce~ainly none in private work, and in government. 
work it existed to a limited degree only. In the case 
of electrical and sanitary en!!'ineering there was little 
demand for engineers with such qualifications, the main 
need being for electrical foremen and men of that type. 

170. There was something in the suggestion that the 
theoretical course for upper subordinates in the Poona 
College might be cut down, and his own experience of 
the men employed by him undoubtedly showed that 
thev learnt li'Ore theory than they actually needed. 
Under the Poona system, however, where engineers and 
subordinates were trained together, it would be difficult 
to divjdA the course, as it was only at the end that it 
was known which men would enter the provincial engi· 
neer and which the upper subordinate service. .At 
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present the only differentiation was that between the 
engineering class and the lower subordinate class. 

171. It would be possible for the Port Trust to take 
for practical training, a certain number of graduates, 
who were not destined for government service, and 
places could probably be found for two men a year. 
A similar scheme had been proposed in the case of students 
from the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, but had 
failed to mature owing to the difficulty of obtaining a 
definite agreement from firms to employ a certain number 
of men and to pay them a living wage during their 
apprenticeship. The cause of failure lay rather witb the 
employers than with thP. apprentices because, although 
when the scheme was first mooted a considerable number· 
of firms had e~'"Pressed themselves willing to take the 
students and pay them a wage of Rs. 30 or Rs. 35 a 
month during a two years' apprenticeship, they refused,. 
when the time came, to give any definite assurance to 
that effect. This. scheme had no connection with the 
training of civil engineers. He considered that if a two 
years' course of practical training could be arranged_ ~t 
would be necessary to give the students a living wage 
during their apprenticeship, as a very large proportion 
of them ,were extremely poor and would h~ce be unable 
to meet the cost of the training themselves. 

172. (Mr. Cobb.) The University regulations laid down 
that students should take a portion of the Arts course 
before entering the Poona College. After spending two 
terms in the college, and passing an examination satis
factorily, students were allowed to take up specialist 
courses, but one year in an Arts college was necessary 
before this might be done. 

173. There was a considerable difference of opinion 
on the question whether the practical training should 
follow the theoretical training or be sandwiched into 
the college course. Personally he thought that it was 
doubtful whether by the latter method students would 
reap the full benefit of the practical training though 
he reqognised that they would more readily assimilate 
their theoretical training if they had some practical 
experience. · The system might, however, prove useful 
in giving the students some practical knowledge of 
machinery, which was entirely lacking in the present 

. 'graduates, and would enable them to get a better grasp 
of the theoretical work. e 

174. Before taking the Universit1-eourse these students 
were, for the most part, educated in high schools. He 
considered that seventeen was about the correct age 
at which they should leave these schools, but they would 
have acquired little more than a smattering of English 
by that time. Occasionally a man was found who 
could speak fairly fluently at this stage, but his know· 
ledge was usually of a somewhat parrot-like description. 

175. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The Port Trust had 
engaged the firm of English contractors previously men· 
tioned because the construction of the docks was beyond 
the scope of any Indian contractor, especially in the 
matter of plant. The English firm did not belong to 
a. single individual but to a group·of capitalists, so that 
it had a very strong financial backing. The contract 
amounted to nearly Rs. 3,00,00,000. He was unable to 
say how much of the profits went to the sub-contractors 
employtd by the firm, nor could he say how the rates 
given compared with the ordinary local rates. Such a 
comparison was, indeed, impossible, as the circum
stances were entirely different. The contractors them· 
selves undertook such items as pumping, drainage, in· 
surance, ere., and sub-let those for .{)rdinary excavation, 
building, supply of materials, etc., to their petty con· 
tractors. Tenders were called for before the work was 
commenced, but no Indian firms tendered for it. 

176. The Port Trust maintained a staff for the depart
mental execution of work. The percentage of the cost 

of establishment to the cost .of work varied consider· 
ably from year to year, but he had been accustomed 
to provide about 5 per cent. in_bis budget for capital 
works for his engineering establishment, excluding that 
of his Secretary. This percentage had sufficed so long 
as large capital works were in progress, but it was now 
no longer sufficient. The· percentage was intended to 
include the establishment employed on design as well 
as that actually employed on construction. 

177. He had not recommended iowering tAte standard 
of education necessary for admission to the Poona. College 
to· the matriculation stand.~trd. .All he had said was 
that he thought that the present system, whereby 
students remained in the Arts colleges until they passed 
their B.A. or Intermediate Arts and then went on to 
the Poona College, involved waste of time. The mini
mum time laid down by the University, viz., one year 
in an Arts college after_passing the matriculation, was 
suitable, but he understood that a very large number 
of men who entered Poona College had already passed 
the B.A. examination, which entailed three, and possibly 
four, years in an Arts college. It was very desirable_ 
that students should get to their work in the engineer· 
ing college as early as possible. He was aware of the 
practice obtaining in medical colleges; where students 
entered after taking their B.A. degree and then went 
through a five years' course, at the end of which they 
began life as assistant surgeons on Rs. 100 per mensem, 
but his own experience in Bombay had been that 
anything which tended to lengthen the college course 
was always very strongly opposed. 

178. It would be possible . to get the A.M.I.C.E. 
papers sent out from England, but he did not think 
that that degree was generally known in India and • 
thought that one conferred by an association in India. 
itself might be preferable. 

179. (Mr. Mackenzie.) All over the world officers 
were useless until they had acquired a certain amount 
of practical experience. This experience could not be 
obtained merely by going about on works and taking 
notes ; a sense of responsibility was also necessary. This 
subject was fraught with difficulty ; on the Port Trust 
works, for example, if a. man undergoing practical 
training were given a responsible post he woald require 
very careful supervision, and hence the Trust could not 
afford .to. give any great responsibility to a. candidate 
under· training. It was extremely difficult to formulate 
a satisfactory method of giving students a practical 
training sandwiched into their college course. 

180. There was nothing professional about the Civil 
Engineers' Association, to which he had previously 
referred; he had merely instanced it as a body which 
was in existence, and which might possibly be developed. 

181. (.Mr. Kent.) The figure of 5 per cent. allowed in 
his budget for establishment was certainly a much lower 
figure than that at which the Public Works Department 
could execute works ; the reason lay probably in the 
fact that the Port Trust works were u.sually concen· 
trated, and on a. very large scale. 

l82. It would, he thought, have been possible for the 
Po.rt Trust to have executed the Alexandra. Dock with 
their own professional staff aided, perhaps, by experts 
from England, though there would have been difficulty 
in regard to plant. The Port Trllllt had carried out 
its big reclamation scheme with its own staff, but had 
had to procure special plant for the purpose. 

183. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) It was true that the 
Port Trust carried out certain classes of work, such as 
road making, which were of a similar nature to those 
carried out by the Public Works Department in Bombay, 
but he was unable to say how the Port Trust rates com
pared with those paid by the Public Works Department. 

W. F. STUABT-MENTETH, EsQ., M.LE.E., A.M.~C.E., Electrical Engineer to Government, Bombay. 

Written Statement. 

18·1. (Qu,dlfic,Jiion~.) I was educated in England, took an 
engineering diploma at a technical college, was apprenticed 

to a. firm for three years in London, then came to India 
as engineer for a. large tea company. In 1897 wu ap· 
pointed municipal engineer at Darjeeling. In 1903 was ap· 

• pointed municipal engineer at Lahore. In 1905 joined the 
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Public Works Department as a temporary engineer, was 
attached to the Secretariat t>n a large reclamation scheme 

' for a short time; tentatively held charge of a division 
in the Roads and :Buildings :Branch; subsequently was 
engaged on electrical work directly under the Chief 
Engineer and nowr act in the capacity of Electrical Engi
~eer and Adviser to Government; .with the status of 
an Executive Engineer, and a division comprising the 
whole presidency. I have had 19 years' engineering 
experience on civil •and electlical works in India, of 
which 10 years have been spent in the Public Works 
Department. 

185. I have been indirectly connected with the Secre
tariat for 7 years and have held charge of an Executive 
Engineer's division for 2! years. As I joined as a 
specialist, my experience of the routine and methods 
of the Roads and Buildings branch of the PubliO' Works 
Department is limited as my work has been done directly 
under the Chief Engineer. My remarks therefore are 
governed by that relationship and are principally con
fined to electrical works. . 

186. (I.) Economy and ·'suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-In the first instance we 
endeavoured to carry out all works by local firms. The 
experience was not satisfactory ; we found it to be more 
satisfactory and much more economical to do work 
-departmentally, purchasing the material from local 
firms ; this applies to repairs also. We found repair 
work most expensive and the quality of the work bad 
and unreliable. We have to maintain establishment to 
run plant installations; we have also to maintain elec
tricians permanently for night and day work on certain 
important buildings, such as hospitals; these meD we 
have gradually trained and we hwe a hold on them; 

~ we employ them therefore on new works and can rely 
on the work being carried out properly. Through 
having an establishment of skilled workmen we are in 
a position to do better work than contracting firms who 

· , engage fresh establishment, which is generally untrained, 
for each work. Departmental work is also more economi
cal as we not only save contractors' profit and· contin
gency charges, but we save on subsequent repairs and 
additions by being able to utilise the large quantity of 
wastage material of a work. Our establishment is also 
in a position to carry out the many alterations and 
additions which every installation continually requires 
promptly which, if attempted by other agency, would 
involve delay and be very much more costly., The 

. method adopted for electrical work is undoubtedly the 
most economical and reliable for the prompt execution 
of works. We could, however, effect greater economy 
which .would' at the same time encourage local. enter
prise if restrictions on local p~rchase were removed. 
We find it. very difficult t.o work an estimate when pur
chasing through the Director General of Stores. There 
is no question that local firms would welcome and benefit 
by the withdrawal of these restrictions. ' It would also 

- encourage :Btitish firms to open branch offices in India 
which is a great want that I have been Rtriving for in 
connection with this presidency. (Attention is invited 
to the instances quoted at the end of this statement.) 

187. (II.) Encouragement pf other agency.-1· can 
speak with some assurance on this matter in connection 
with civil engineering works, having had experience as 
a municipal engineer. While municipal works are 
carried out generally at cheaper rates than those of the 
Public Works Department I have no hesitation in saying 
that such work does not compare in quality with that 
of the Public Works Department. My experience of 
municipal work is that conditions absolutely preclude 
reliable and first class work being carried out. This 
applies to roads and sanitary building work as practi
cally no local boardS or municipalities are in a position 
to do any electrical work. The work of a municipal 

• engineer's office has to be experienced to be understood, 
and the difficulties the engineer has to contend with 
in India are unlimited and insuperable, and bear no 
comparison with any other country in the world. To 
attempt to dismiss contractors or establishment. for 
bad work is more likely to result in the dismissal of the 

municipal engineer. Minor repair works a muruci
pality might undertake; they' would undoubtedly wel
come anything that would bring in extra expenditure, 
but the quality of the work would not compare with 
that of the Public Works Department and in point of J.. 

ecqrtomy it would certainly result iu a small saving on 
one hand and greater loss on the other. 

(2). When electrical work was commenced it was given 
out on contract to local firms; in many cases, however, 
although this work was executed at exorbitant rates, 
the results were so unsatisfactory that government was 
involved in considerable loss which resulted in orders 
being passed to discontinue giving work to certain 
firms. As far as electrical contract work is concerned 
therefore we have done our utmost in this respect. 
Mushroom firms abound but electrical· work must be 
done by skilled labour and such labour is very limited 
in India; we are now trying to meet this labour difficulty 
by licensing electricians. In electrical work, more than 
any other, unskilled work rapidly yields disastrous 
results. We had an important installation done under 
contract by a local firm in 1913 which has not even 
survived its completion, and consequently has not yet 
been taken over. The work will have to be redone 
eventually by government. The. work was given on 
contract to encourage and assist the firm although it 
could have been carried out directly by government. 

(3). To encourage local electrical enterprise we must 
encourage" turn over", that is, sale of material, in the 
first instance, by local purchase and by standardising 
pressures of supply so that stocks are not too varied. 
Local firms only undertake contract work with a view of 
selling their material, they prefer to sell the material 
direct rather than undertake the erection of it. 

( 4). As regards electrical work which is of a special 
nature, it is quite impossible to employ loccJ b~ards for 
construction or maintenance of such works. 

188. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-The electrical branch of the Public Works 
Department does work and gives assistance freely to 
medical and educational departments in connection with 
their electrical apparatus, and experience shows that it 
would be more economical for government if such 
departments .made greater use of the expert knowledge • 
of ,this office in such matters. 

~). The relations between sub-departments of the 
Public Works itself are satisfactory but possibly might 
be improved if the Department was organized on a 
different basis, so that the heads of various branches 
were in a better position to meet and discuss l)latters 
personally.,. Thtt only instance I know of conflicting 
interests affecting work is in the case of the Telegraplf 
Department which is an Imperial department with the 
monopoly of telephone work for all Tndia and thereby 
prevented the introduction of a most useful systAm of 
telephone inter·communication in a government office. 

189. (V.) Decentralization.-The operations of the 
Public Works Department comprise all branches of 
engineering, the prir1tliple of which come under the 
following heads :~ 

Irrigation ; 
Buildings and Roads ; 
Electrical Works; 
Sanitary Works; 
Mechanical anrl Water-Works. 

These branches centre in two Chief Engineers, the 
Secretary to Government, and the Joint Secretary to 
Government. Either one or the other of these officers "'
has to be an expert therefore in branches of engineer-
ing with which he may not have any experience and 
therefore has often to decide on points in which his own 
experience ca.nnot guide him. Th,ese branches should, 
I think, be separately represented and should be collec· 
tively under the Chief Engineer and attached to his 
office so that he has at his immediate disposal experts 
in each branch ; these experts should be Chief Engineers 
of their own branches and deal direct with their own 
Executive Engineers. They should have mechanical, 
electrical or sanitary laboratories and complete libraries 
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at their dL>posal, and every possible facility should be 
provided so that these officers are always up to date 
and thoroughly expert in their respertivf> branches. 

(2). Exr.cutive Engineers shoulrl. be given great~r powers 
than at present, and should be relieved of account work. 
An Executive Engineer at pre~ent is unduly hampered 
with a tremendous amount of office and account work, 
so much so that he practically becomes a clerk instead 
of an expert engineer. In my own case accounts matters 
involve my signing my name at lea.st 1,200 times on 
various forms, etc., every month in a period of fourteen 
days. This practically ties me to my office table at 
headquarters a.nd prevents my giving necessary and 
importa.nt close supervision to works in the presidency ; 
this has directly resulted in great loss to government. 
The Executive Engineer shQuld. therefore be relieved ot 
all account work and have under him an accounts officer 
solely responsible for such work. At present a mass 
of accounts have to be sent to tjle Accounta.nt-General 
twice in each month pur(_:ly for audit purposes. This 
represents an enormous amount of labour involving 
enrl.less correspondence which could be avoided at a 
great saving to ·government if' the accounts were fre
quently under audit by travelling auditors as done in 
the case of municipalities. In my own case about 50 
per cent. of my time would be saved to government 
if this course was adopted ; it would react at once in 
increased efficiency of estR.blishment and improvement in 
work generally, through being able to exercL~e more 
supervision. 

(3). I can only say that having worked as an Executive 
Engineer for some time I do not yet know all the Code 
rules and hope I never shall have to. To attempt.to 
analyse the Code in detail is quite impossible, I should 
like to see it entirely abolished and a new system intro
duced baseil on commercial practice. I consider much 
wider powers should be given to an Executive Engineer. 
He should be able to sanction estimates up to Rs. 10,000 
and accept tenders up to Rs. 25,000 and should also 
be given a discretionary grant up toRs. 10,000 to enable 
him to execute minor works promptly. In my own 
case petty original works have to be referred to govern· 
ment for funds, the delay involved is always a source 
of irritation and inconvenience, frequently the adminis
trative expense to government of sancticming such 
funds exceeds the coBt of the actual work. 

(4). The Executive Engineer should also be given wider 
discret.ionary powers in executing works generally by 
modifying rules 761, 329 (1), 312, 782, 1056. / 

190. (VII.) Education.-As regards electrical work the 
system of education appears satisbcrory hut the diffi
culty is that the classes who are able to take up theoreti
cal engineering training in India are not those that 
make engineers. The electrical engineer has first of all 
to be a practical man, able to do work with his own 
hands and show others how it is to be done. The bulk 
of students that attend the coileges have no practical 
ability whatsoever, never will and never ca.n have it; 
consequently, these students after qualifying are suitable 
for purely clerical or educational work only. The cap
able, practical engineer is to be found in the uneducated 
classe!l, and I have had many in~tances of such men 
who, if they had been able to acquire theoretical train.. 
ing as well, could have risen to high appointments.' 
On the other band I have had innumerable instances 
of the educated classes who have taken high degrees 
in engineering both in India and Europe· who had ab· 
solutely no aptitude for engineering work whatsoever. 
·Education in the former case is mol)t necE'ssary while 
in the latter case it is absolutely wasted. 

191. (Vill.) Practical training.-It is 've~ diffi
cult to know how to meet these conditions, hut ·I think 
a syst~m of practical training in workshops with evening 
dasses should form the preliminary qualification for 
entry into teclmical colleges. It is necessary to a!':~ure 
that the student has practical ability before he receives 
theoretical training as an engineer for electiical works. 
In my opinion, 90 per cent. of the students who go 
through technie'al and t>ngineering colleges at present 
1on1 Pntirely unsuited for engineering work. 

-. 
(2). The educational authorities seem to consider that 

the practical training wlrich they give students in a 
college is adequate for making them qualified engineers; 
this seems to be the principal fallacy of the systt>m ; 
the practical training the student obtains is valu!'less. 
I speak from personal experience of tM practical train
ing I received myself at. the principal technical college 
in London as compared with the subsequent training 
I received as an apprentice. Practical training can • 
only be acquired in large engineering works, and govern
ment should provide that prospective _engineering 
students can obtain such training by apprenticeship 
through a complet~ course in railway workshops and 
large manufacturing firms ; this course should be pre·"" 
scribed so that the student obtains experience m all 
branches and is not merelv tied down to a lathe or a 
vice for the whole period .of his apprenticeship. A 
student should also 'enter as a paid apprentice and not 
as a pupil, and be liable to immediate dismissal for 
obvious incompetence. 

192. (General.) In connection with · the engineering 
establishment of the Public Works Department, I would 
invite attention to the conditions of service of temporary 
engineers under covenant, appointed by the local Govern· 
merrt, as compared with the Imperial engineers ap
pointed by the Secretary of State. The qualification:; 
of such engineers ;may be as good or better than those 
of the Imperial engineer but the conditions of service 
and emoluments bear no comparison. Taking my own 
case as an example, after 10 years' service wita the local 
Government spent in organizing and developing an en
tirely new branch of engineering, my emoluments are 
17 per cent. less than those of an Imperial engineer, 
and I, receive no pension or provision for retirement. 
The local Government cannot itself appoint a temporary 
engineer without the sanction of the Secretary of State, 
and it has happened that, after engagement on certain 
definite terms by the local· Government. the Secretary 
of State has, some considerable time after engagement, 
modified and amended those terms. This could· not 
possibly occur in commercial or any other service. . I 
consider therefore that the local Government should 
have absolute authority to appoint temporary officers • 
at once and on terms uniform with those of th~ Imperial 
engineer if the qualifications of the officer justify it. 

(2). There is no question that the Public W9rks Depart
ment is a highly organised engineering department 
with many brilliant engineers, but it is noticeable that 
they have only made a mark in the engineering world 
in one branch of engineering, namely, Irrigation. Some 
of the best engineering ability of the Empire undoubtedly 
enters .the Department and apparently dies then~ without 
any marked result. In thi~ respect the Department 
s.eems to be responsible for the loss to some.extent of a. 
valu~le national asset. The fault, in my opinion, lies· 
in the system and. organization o! the Department. The 
system enables an engineer,. after liaving joined, to sit 
tight in his appointment and to ri<>e automatically until 
he receives his pension doing only such work a.s he has 
to do. He has no incentive for original work or to 
keep up to date in his profession. He has only to study 
his "COde and account rules and conform to them, and his 

. future is assured, unlike the engineer in · the open 
market whose future prospects depend on his working 
continually, studying and keeping in touch constantly 
with modern progress and pushing himself by llheer • 
ability through a crowd of competitors. 

(3). The Department seems to suffer from over-organi· 
zation. It is analogtms to a. large mill of many units 
mechanically driven by chains of geared wheels, in 
which the output and cost of work is high through losses 
in gC!}ring. In such case modem progress would demand 
ea.ch unit should be separately driven with electrical 
energy direct from the source of supply. Reorganiza· 
tion on analogous lines in the Public Works Department 
would undoubtedly add to its efficiency. The engi· 
noors should be given more respomibility and incentive 
for ori~al work ; advancement should be by shown 
ability: the Code and account rules should be 8Cl'apped 
a.nd an entirely new system based on modem metho::L. 
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introduced. The engineer would then be·a.bl; 'to leave 
the Department as .an engineer and find employment 
elsewhere. The present system practically ruins the 
Public Works engineer for any employ:Q'lent outside 
_the Public Works Department. .. : 

(4). The future progress and development of India 
demands a body of skilled engineers which the country 
itseH cannot possibly supply at present, and is unlikely 
to be able to supply for some generations to come. The 
Public Works Department is the best means of supply-

. ing that . need if properly reorganised. Devolution of 
engineering works at present to local bodies will, in my 
opinion, be uneconomical, unsatisfactory and a retro
grade· movement that will tlltard the development of 
the country. 

COAu of loss and delay in ordering material through the Director 
General of Store&. 

1. In February 1915 we indented on the Director General 
of Stores for laborMiory equipment estimated to cost £1,229. 
The indent comprised electrical plant, switch boards and 
instruments. The Director General placed the whole order 
with a firm that manufactured electrital plant only ; this 

• firm then sub-contracted the rest of the order. with a firm 
. that made switch boards only; this firm in turn again sub
contracted with an instrument manufacturer for the supply 
of the instrument portion ; the result was that the Director 
General's quotation amounted to £2,610 exceeding the cost 

of supply by a local firm by £1,139 ; that is it doubled 
the cost of the work; the material has not yet beert 
supplied. ·. 

2. Batteri!ls of a certain make were ordered in 1912. 
The Director General supplied batteries of another make .l 

which could not be utilised and contended that these bat· 
teries were identioa.l in all respects with those that had 
b~en ordered b~t afterwards admitted and regretted his 
miStake. Battenes Will'& then ordered and supplied locally 
which involved government in a loss of nearly Rs. 4,000 
and several months' delay. 
' 3. Switch boards ordered through the , Director General 
of Stores in May 1912 arrived broken and 1! years expired 
before their replacement was effected. 

4. A Cooper Hewitt printing machine was ordered from 
the Director General of Stores; on arrival, one lamp was 
broken, the cost was borne by this office ; a new lamp which 
was then ordered was again broken and the cost again borne 
by this office. Lamps were then ordered from a local firm 
and supplied intact within three months. A delay of nearly 
two years occurred through this order being placed with 
the Director General of Stores. • 

5. A motor pump estimated to cost £60 was ordered 
through the Director General of Stores ; intimation was 
received that the cost wou.ld exceed the estimate by £165; 
the pump was purchased locally for £62, 

6. Motors for printing machines estimated to cost £41 
were ordered through the Director General of Stores ; a 
cable was received intimating that the cost would be £108 ; 
the motors were then purchased locally at half the 
Director General's cost, namely £54 • 

... 
Mn. W. F. STUART·MENTETH called and examined. 

193. (Pre.side11t.) The witness stated that he had been 
Electrical Engineer to the Government of Bombay""t'or 

1ihe last ten years. He had taken a college diploma in 
electrical engineering in England, and had speciali~ed in 
that subject although, in the earlier years of his service, 
he had done a certain amount of civil engineering. His 
work consisted in erecting and maintaining all electric 
installations pertaining to government buildings, and in 
giving advice to government in connection with schemes 
which necessitated the issue of licenses under the Elec
_tricity Act, since he acted as adviser to government in 

· regard to the administration of that Act and of the rules 
thereunder. His work extended throughout the Bombay 
Presidency and included also the installations in Aden 
and Sind. There were installations, mostly government 
property, in Karachi, Belgaum, Jalgaon, Ahmedabad, 
Mahableshwar, Poona, Rajkot, etc., which were in the 
direct charge of electricians, engaged on a temporary 

. basis, and over which he exercised supervision. 

194. There were very few electrical firms, either for 
contract work or supply, in Bombay. He could think 
of four only. Even these maintained ~o qualified staff 
llapable of undertaking the erection of an installation. 
The weakness lay in the supervising staff ; in general the 
men employed _were qualified to manage the work in 
the head office, and nothing more, although there might, 

· perhaps,~be one man _qualified to supervise work in out
stations. 

195. It was very difficult to say how the cost of in
stallations put up by government compared with ·the 
cost of those put up in private buildings in Bombay or. 
elsewhere because not only the rates, but also the quality 
of work, had to be compared. Electrical installations i1.1. 
government buildings differed entirely in quality from 
those erected in private houses. The former generally 
cost from twenty-two to twenty-three rupees per point, 
while there were firms in Bombay which would carry out 
an installation in a private house for ten to twelve rupees 
per point. In one case, however, the work was perma
nent, while in the other ·it would probably require re
doing within three yeus. Government had often to 
redo work executed not more than three years previously 
in bungalows which they took over. 

196. He had had no experience of municipal work for 
the past eleven years. 

197. Referring to the rules regarding the purchase of 
stores, the witness stated that it took much longer to get 
stores through· the India Office than to get them direct 

from firms in England. In the latter case they could be 
obtained in two or three months, while if the India Office 
were indented upon there were indefinite delays. He 
instanced the case of an indent which had been sent 
two years ago and had not yet been complied with, there
by stopping a most important work. It was true that 
the war had delr:.yed matters, but a local firm could 
have-obtained the material in a much shorter time. He 
did not attach much value to the inspections done by 
the India Office. When he was at hom~ he had made in
quiries at the office of th~ Director General of Stores 
regarding· inspections, and had found no caee in which 
any examination or inspection had been rarried out by 
the Stores Department which could not equally well 
have been carried out in India. Firms iJ:! India not only 
supplied exactly according to specification but also under
took the responsibility that what they supplied was in 
order, whereas, in the case of materials or plant obtail).ed 
direct from England, there was always considerable 
trouble in replacing anything broken en route. Increased 
local purchases of stores would certainly tend towards 
the establishment and development of firms in India. 
At present the Director General placed all orders for 

, electrical materials with certain firms in England ; if 
local purchase were encouraged those firms VIOuld have 
to come to India to get their work. There was, he 
considered, sufficient scope in India to admit of competi
tion among electrical firms, as work of that nature was 
developing rapidly. 

198. With reference to ·the system of licensing local 
electricians which he had suggested with a view to im· 
proving the quality of the work turned out by them, 
the witness stated that in Bombay the main difficulty in 
the ext>.fution of electrical work and the maintenance of 
installations was the lack of skilled labour. In order to 
obtain a class of qualified workmen it was necessary to 
license such men as skilled electricians. In New Zealand 
certain qualificatiQ,ns were required before a man could 
be granted a license to work as an electrical labourer, and 
he advocated a similar system for India. Only men 
holding such licenses could be employed on wor_ks. No 
new legislation would be required. The question had 
been discussed at the annual electrical conference, held in 
Calcutta and it was there decided that such a measure 
could be' enforced nnder the Indian Electricity Act. The 
Bombay Lighting and Tramway Companies had also 
complained in regard to the want of skilled labour, and 
had suggested that some such system of registered con· 
tractors or labourers should be introduced. 
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199 In regard to the su(l'gested reorganization of the 
electrlcal branch of the Public Works Department to 
which he had referred in his written·memorardum, he 
considered that the Electrical Engineer to GoYernment 
and his staff should be a branch of the Public Works 
Department and agreed that t?e branch shoul~ be under 
the orders of the Chief Eng~neer. He admitted that 
this was more or less the system at present in for~e _but 
advocated its extension so as to eml>race all specialized 
branches, such as the mechanical, sanitary, etc. T~e 
lrrigation and Buildings and Roads Branches should, m 
his opinion, be separated, and the Chief Enginee~ in the 
latter branch should have under him an expert m each 
specialist sub-branch. Such experts should be at ?ead
quarters to facilitate di~cussion and reference ?n mter
con!lected subjects. Th1s was already the case m regard 
to the Electrical Branch but not to the Mechanical, 
Architectural Roads and other branches. His idea was 
to have each 'of these branches ur..der a specialist who in 
tum would be under the Chief Engir..eer. In other words, 
that the Chief Engineer should preside at a Round Table 
of experts, so that, in considerin~ any large p:oject, 
these experts could readily suggest Improvements m the 
project. It would be necessary to co-ordi~ate the8e 
separate branches by placing them under a single he~d. 
(Mr. Kent here explained that there we;e ~wo Secretanes, 
one for Irrigation and the other for Bmldin~ts an~ Roads. 
The Buildings and Roads Secretary ~ealt also w1th elec
trical and railway matters. The seruor of the two dealt 
with establishment questions. There was only one 
electrical expert and that was the present witDess. There 
was a single Consulting Architect who also was under the 
orders of the Chief Engineer and Secretary to Govern
ment, Buildings and Roads .. The s~me was the case 
with the Sanitary and Mecharucal Engmeers.) 

200. The 'burden of worli thrown upon him by the 
accounts system was very heavy and considerable relid 
was required. As a municiral engineer he had never 
been hampered by a mass of accounts. Municipal ac
counts were done by the accountant, who was absolutely 
responsible for them. At present, although there was an 
accountant in his office, he had to initial everything that 
the accountant did. He suggested that the accountant be 
empowered to deal direct with the audit office in suc·h 
matters, and that the accounts branch be entirely sepa· 
rated froin the executive branch ; if the Executive En¢· 
neer wished to see how his works were progressing he 
could always call for the accounts, but the work of book
keeping and compilation of which he complained could 
be done as easily by the accounts officer as by the Execu
tive Engineer. At present he had to sign and 8end a 
mass of forms to the Accountant-General at various in
tervals for audit purposes. His signatures, in most 
cases, were a pure formality and a waste of time which 
should be spent on technical work, and if a system of 
travelling audit were introduced the above could be dis-

-pensed-with. The present travelling audi~ was simply an 
office inspection combined with a .check audit. The 
monthly accounts should be done away with and travel
ling audit should take the place of the present system, 
the accounts, instead of going to the Accountant-General's 
office at the close of each month, being audited from time 
to time in the office in which they were prepared. 

of an unll~ualt)haracter to Jllgher authority had b~n too 
narrd'Wly interpreted by his su:reriors; ie had merely, 
in his written evideftce, enumE:rated such clauses as 
might in hiw opinion suitably be modified so as to ~ve 
more powl!r -to the· Executive Engineer. The sending 
of documents to government entailed delay which 
could be avoided by conferring upon Executive Engineers 
the larger powers he had referred to. In regard to para· 
graph 1056 which Jaiadown that no work might be 
undertaken in the workshops of the Department other 
than workrequired for the various branches of the De· 
partment, except un~er some f!eneral or special order of 
the local Government or Administration, he thought 
that the rule was unnecessarily restrictive. To quote an 
instapce an electrical apparatus belonl!inl!' to the :Medical 
Department went wrong, and he repaired the apparatus 
at their request. The Accountant-General raised the 
objection that it infringed the rule, although it was done 
by one government department for another. He did not 
know what the object of the rule was; in the case in 
point there was no electrical en~neering workshop in 
Pombay which rould have done the work. Thc.>re were 
electrical firms which took up a certain amount of rerair 
work, but they could not have repaired medical apparatus 
of the type referred to. 

202. He considered that both preliminary and general 
education was over elaborated in India, and he often 
found that students who came to him from the technical 
colleges, although having received 'an elaborate education, 
had no aptitude whatever for practical, mechanical or 
electrical work, whereas the first essential for an elec. 
trical en~neer was that he should be able to us& his 
hands. The Victoria. Jubilee Technical Institute held -
classes in electrical engineering, and there was also a 
course in electrical engineering in the Poona College of 
Science. He had had experience of students from both 
these institutionS', and considered that. neither was suffi
ciently praetical. Consequently, although the theoretical 
train..i.&>g of the students was sufficient, they were unable 
to apply it in practice. He had found some excellent 
practical men among the uneducated Indians who, if 
they could have obtained a better eduration would have 
attained to much higher positions, but such ml'n could 
rarely read or write. The remedy, he considered, lay in 
an improvement of the preliminary .education. Youths 
should be allowed to go to workshops and become 
apprentices, and, after qualifying as practical men, they 
should then go to the technical colleges. He knew of no 
system of night classes in Eombay, but considered that 
it would be a great advance if such classes could be in· 
stituted, · 

203. Practical workshop training in Europe was ~ven 
both before and after the college training. He could not 
say definitely which system would be the more advan-· 
tageous in India, but thought that practical training 
before the college course would perhaps be, better as 
showing whether the ftudents had aptitude for practical 
work or not. 

204. In regard to the conditions of apJ ointment of 
himself and of other electrical specialists, the witness 
stated that he had been engaged on a temporary basis, 
on a fixed ~Salary and for a fixed number of years. He 

201. There was considerable difficu;ty. in working in· 
accordance with the provisions of the Public Works De
partment Code esrecially when work had to be executed 
urgently. He had no discretionary grant from which he 
could incur outlay on urgent requisitions, and this some
times occasioned considerable delay and unnecessary 
expense. So far as he knew the Chief rngineeP; under 
whom be worked, had no discretionary grant for ~uch 
purposes. In regard to paragraph 761 of the Public 
Works Department Code which dealt with the accept· 
ance of tenders and of which he had complained, be con
sidered that if the Executive Engineer were competent 
to execute the work he should be emrowered to frame 
and accept tenders for it. His powers in this respect 
, hould therefore be considerably enlarged. He did not 
wish to create the impression that that rortion of the 
Faragraph which neces~tated the sulmi~sion of ter:ders 

considered th~tt he should be brought on to the perma
nent list; it was an anomaly that while he was temporary 
some of the men of his own establishment were perma-
nent. He did r.ot think it was fair that specialists should 
be engaged on less favourable terms than civil enldneer 
officers appointed by the Secretary of State at home . ., 
If the qualifications of the former justified their selection · 
it appeared unreasonable that the terms accorded t~ 
them should be so jll'eatly inferior to those granted to · 
the latter. Electrical engineer!1 should be recfuited and 
treated on exactly the same terms as the Public Works 
Department officers of the Imperial service, and the local 
Government should have power to appoint its own officers 
without the delay involved in making referencetlthrou~h 
the Government of India to the 8ecrt>tary of State. 
Though his agreement expired at the" end of 1915, the 
agreement for 1916 ar:d onwards 'ftS~ 11till ur.dfr considfr 
ation, and he did LOt know what terms vould be decided 
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on eventually. He considered this a hardship and most 
unfair on an officer, an(l that the local Government 
should be empowered to re-engage an officer at once, on 
stated terms, on the expiry of his agreement. 

205. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) Wherever there was a public 
supply government took its electricity ·thereftom and 
power stations were only built by governp:~ent where 
there was an important instaiiation.and no public supply. 
Such plants were designed as economically as possible to · 
meet the existing demand plus a small margin for future 
extensions. Government buildings only were considered 
and no supply was given to the public. The same policy 
was adopted in regard to Government House installa-
tions. . 

206. With regard to the question as, to who should issue 
the licenses which he had suggested, the witness stated 
that under his scheme a licensed electrician or a licensed 
wireman would; in the first instance, obtain a certificate 
from the firm which emplQyed him stating that he had 
teen engaged o.q practical work for some time, and alw 
a co1tificate that he had passed a wireman's examina· 
tion, i.e., one from the firm and one from a technical 
institute. Licenses would be issued to these men by the 
Electrical Engineer to Government, or by government. 
As tG why a man who already possessed one certificate 
from a firm and another from a technical institute should 
also require a government license, he stated that he 
considered it essential that some token of government 
approval should be given, since government would, 
under this system, have to satisfy themselves as to the 
maa's qualifications. At present he could not get 
trained men at all, and it was possible for an ex-servant 
to go out and seek employment on electrical ·work. 
The whole object of the license was to obtain a 
class of skilled workmen, and oo considered it neces
sary that a regular licensing authority should be con
stituted. Government issued certificates to inspectors 
of boilers and prime -movers, and a similar system 
might be adopted with regard to electricians. These 
certificates would require to be renewed from time 
to time. The question of permitting municipalities to 
issue l1censes had been discussed at a conference of 
electric inspectors, and the conclusion arrived at was 
that it would be hopeless at present to give that power to 
municipalities, and .that it would be better to recognize 
only government certificates. In London, a certificate 
was given by the City and Guilds for wiremen's classes, 
'9ut this did not preclude other people from working as 
wiremen, a11d there was no necessity to base the certifi. 

- cate on the result of an examination. If licensed labour 
could be got, the next step should be to get licensed con· 
tractors and compel them to use licensed lahour. He1 
would not however make it a condition that they should 
use none but licensed labour. It would be sufficient if 
the foreman engaged on an installation were licensed, to 
ensure tb.e employment in that capacity of. a man who 
knew the rules of construction and the main principles on 
which th& work should be carried out .. 

207. In reply to a question as to what he meant by the 
term " commercial practice " when he suggested in his 
written evidence that the Public Works Department 
Code should be abolished and a new system introduced 
based on commercial practice, he &xplained that he would 
place the Executive Engineer in the same position as that 
in which the manager of a branch firm in India is placed, 
with considerable responsibility, and able to do a great 
deal more than he could do under the existing rules. At 
present the Executive Engineer had little or no power of 
initiative without reference to the Superintending Engi
neer or other superior officer. As to whether he had 
worked out any scheme based on commercial practice, 
which kept in view the fact that commercial firms need 
loQk only to their own interests whereas the Executive 
Engineer was working always in the public eye, he stated 
that he had not done so but suggested, as a single instance, 
that instt>ad of having to account for his expenditure 
undt>r eight different heads the Executive Engineer 
should carry out his work under two heads only-repairs 
and original works-and leave the further a!locati"n to 
be done by the accountant. 

208. (:Mr. Mackenzie.) With re_gard to a proposal put 
forward that the Government of Bombay should employ 
a government buyer, not an official but a man of business 
who could act on their behalf as an agent for gettin~ 
supplies of stores, etc., he considered that it would be a 
very much quicker, more satisfactory, and easier method 
than that of indenting on the Director General of Stores. 
It was suggested that such a buyer could obtain tenders 
from firms both at home and in India, and that if any 
plant or materials were ur~ently required, he could cabie 
home, get the tenders, and lay them before the purchaser 
who would re able to make his selection. A certain 
percentage would be paid to this agent who need not 
necessarily be a whole time man. but one in trade and in 
touch with all the firms. He would be responsible for 
the goods being up to sample and government would 
get the very best materials possible and save themselves 
the trouble of calling for tenders from all the different 
firms. The witness thought that this procedure would be~
infinitely better than the present procedure, but did not 
think that this would be a better system than· that of 
allowing the Executive Engineer to order direct from 
home or from firms in India, especially as it was some
times necessary to make modifications during the execu
tion of an order. He "as not sure that better terms 
could be secured from firms in England through such a 
buyer than could be had from branch firms established 
in India, and he was desirous of seeing firms encouraged 
to come out to India and believed that if there were 

·prospects of a sufficient turn-over they would do so. 
For this reason he suggested that the purchases ~hould be 
made in India. 

209. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witness stated 
that he obtained a diploma from the City and Guilds 
Central College. He was articled to a firm of hydraulic 
and electrical engineers in london, and did a certain 
amount of civil engineering work. He had taken a 
course in the City and Guilds for two years, and in the 
last year had specialized in electricity. He had been 
doing electrical work from the time he came to lndia. 
He was appointed municipal engineer in Darjeeling and 
thereafter was at Lahore for one year, but left the latter 
appointment because there was no electrical work there. 

210. His ~ain grievance in regard to his status was 
that the local Government was not empowered to fix 
terms for him. In his own case his agr~ement had expired 
a year ago and he had bf'en working ever since without 
knowing what his actual position was. He thought that 
he would be even worse off than at present if, having 
been in government ~ervice for ten years,. he were to 
leave it and start private practice, as experience and 
training in the Public Worka Department were not held 
in high esteem by engineers in other parts of the world. . 

211. He was precluded from accepting any fees or 
. commissions for private practice without sanction from 
government. He considered that if electrical engineers 
were allowed private practice as in the case of medical 

. men it would add to their experience and increase their 
efficiency. He considered, however, that the conce-ssion 
should not be given in the case of subordinate officers of 
the Public Works Department as there was a danger of 
the privilege being abused, and quoted cases which had 
occurred in his own office where instruments had been 
smuggled out for private use by subordinates. He could 
give advice in regard to any electrical scheme which did 
not entail any expense to government, but tefore he 
could take a fee he had to refer the matter for ~anction. 

212. As to the suggestion that the Director General of 
Stores should be in India and not in England, he con· 
sidered that it would be better and more expeditious 
than the present arrangement ; but he still thought that 
the best method would be that of ordering the materials 
direct from the firm. As practically no electrical appara
tus was manufactured in India he did not know whe
ther, before indenting for an article on the India Office, 
any certificate was required that similar articles 
of Indian manufacture were not available in India. 
(Mr. Kent pointed out that such a certificate was 
required.) 
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213. (Jf r. Kent.) The witnf"SS explained that it was 

only in places where no electrical supply echeme existed 
that government would con~nt to put up a plant to 
supply government buildings with electricity. Govern· 
ment invariably took their supply from public supply 
companies, where available. 

214. With reference to his remark in his written evi
dence that the administrative expense to government of 
sanctioning funds sometimes exceeded the cost of the 
actual work he stated that he was referring to the neces
sity for obtaining sanction for very small sums, sometimes 
only a rupee or two, for the execution of original works. 

215. He maintained, as stated in his memorandum, 

.. , ... 
that government service- had a. '"somewhat deadf'ning in
fluence. As to whf'tber he"would be as valuable as he 
was if he were made pernHmf'nt he replied in the affirm· 
ative, but pointed out. that if a man roEe purely by rota· 
tion and had no incenti're to b!'come proficient in his pro
fe!'sion, ~t was bound to exercise a dead!'ning influence 
on his work. Jn explanation he addt>d that he did not 
make a grievance of the fact that he had not been made 
permanent, nor indeed was he particularly anxious for 
permanency. His only point was that local Governments 
should have power to appoint electrical engineers on 
Imitable terms, without referl:'nce to the GovPrnment of 
India. 

DR. H. N. ALLEN, B.So., PH.D., Principal, College of Engipeering, Poona. 

Written SI'Lfement. hoped that when the war is over, government will be 
~216. As far as the lecture room work is concern!'d I able to provide the necessary funds. 

consider the present course for the B. E. degree of the 224. It is proposed to start a school of architecture in 
Bombay University satisfactory for training engineers Bombay, a~d to introduce !t degree in architecture in 
to meet the needs of private agencies, as well as of the Bombay University. This is also being delayed on 
government. , acrount of the war. Although no special instruction in 

217. It is felt, however, that far better results could be architecture is now given in this college many of gur 
obtained if a larger amount of practical work, and partie- graduates obtain employment in architects

1 
offices in 

ularly of workshop practice, could be includatl ; and a Bombay. When the degree is introduced the pressul't' 
proposal to increase the duration of the course from on our accommodation here, which is evidenced by 
three years to four years, leaving the syllabus for the constant endeavours in the Legislative Council to increase 
written papers practically unaltered, and requiring a the number of annual admissions, will, it is hoped, be 
considerable extra amount of practical work, has been somewhat relieved. · ' • ' 
approved by the Advisory Committee of the College, and 225. The collefle is able to attract a number of young· 
by the Faculty of Engineering of the Univt>rsity. This men of considerable ability and, as the number of appli·' 
will probably shortly be placed before the Senate of the cants is large, it is possible to select candidates wliose 
University. educational qualifications are of such a nature that there 

218. Up to the;~ present there has been no special-pro· ifl a probability of their being able to go through the 
vision in the College of Engineering, Poona, for training course satisfactorily, With the proposed new courses 
men of the overseer grade, but the majority of our there should be, no difficulty whatever in obtaining a 
graduates have to take up work of this character. As a. sufficient number of men of, good ability to be trained.as 
matter of fact, government appoints the candidate who engineers and also men of sufficient ability for the diploma 
takes the first place at the. B. E. examination as Appren- course. 
tice Engineer, and he rises to the higher grades of the 226. It is hoped too that improvements in the high 
provincial service automatically. They also appoint three schools of the presidency will gradually make the men 
passed B.E. candidates annually as overseers, and these that come to us more practical. Until recently the edu
men, who may only stand a few marks below the first cation given in these schools has been very bookish, and 
man, cannot, under ordinary circumstances, rise above many students are inclined to rank their memory above 
the rank of sub-engineer. their int~lligence. 

219. Many of the passed B.E.'s, however, attain the 227. The question of the training on works of our civil 
ra.nk of e?~ine~r. in the neighbouring feudat(iy states, engineering students is a difficult one. Only the Appren-' 
Wltb muruc1pahbes and local boards, and with private tice Engineer appointed annually by government ie 
firms. ·formally given a course of training in the Public W ork.s 

220. There certainly seems to he room for a three Department. . 
years' course, of a thoroughly practical nature, interme- 228. There is a feeling among the college staff that the 
diate between the en~rineer's course and the sub-overseer's overseers and sub-overseers should be regarded as being 
course, and the AdviSory Committee have recommended in training. when they join the Department, and that 
that such a course should be introduced. A detailed their superiors, while making them do their routine work 
syllabus for the same has been drawn up by thf' college properly, should regard them as pupils and, .as far as 
staff, ~nd will be considered by the Advisory Committee . possible, vary their work from time to time, so as to 
at the1r next meeting. It is considered that the amount enable thf'm to get an all round experience. • 
of theory it is proposed to teach in this diploma course 229. The note books sent in to the college periodically • 
will be quite sufficient feor !he class of man it is proposed by. the Apprentice Engineen; under government regu· 
~o tr~in, and it is hoped that those who have bef'n through lahons, do not always show that the training of these 
1t will prove more satisfactory assistants than those young men is carried out by giving them work to do 
who, often with great difficulty, manage to pass, with and seeing that they do it properly. A welcome change 
marks approaching the minimum, the present B. E. course. of method was noticed recently on the part of one Execu • 

. 221. The. sub-overseer course bas recently been re- tive Engineer, who placed the Apprentice Engineer in 
VISed. It IS exceedingly practical and is turning out a his office for a month and made him do the work of the 
vt-ry useful type of man. head clerk who had gone on leave. Too oftt>n the note-

,222. Presumably the proposed changes in the Public books only seem to record that the Apprentice Engineer' 
VI orks Department will not diminish the total number of has a sort of roving commission to visit works in progre;s 
men of t.he engineer grade rf4uired in the presidency, and where be makes sketches and takes notes, but cannot be 
t~t>re Will also be openings for men who have takt>Ii the said in any way to supervise the work or to control 
diploma course and the sub-overseer course, either under labour. This was noticed when our new laboratory 
government or with contractors: so that anv such building was constructed. , 
changes need not be considered in connection ,rith the 230. It would certainly be a most excellent thing if all 
propo8ed changes in the college courses. who go through the proposed enjlineers' course could be 

!liven a rt'al working apprenticeship, either in the Public 
223. Considerable extra expenditure will be necessarv Works Department or with private firms, not IU! Jlentle

in order to introduce the new courses, both for addition~! m~n of leisure strolling over works with a note book, but 
staff and for extra accommodation and equipment in be~ng placed under finn authority, and expected to earn 
worki;hop •. drawing halls, lecture rooms and engineering a small living wage by bard work; being at the same time 
mu~<'um, 1f the work is to be done satisfactorily. It is privileged to have !L variety of experience. 

VOL. n 
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DR. H. N. ALLEN called and examined. 

231. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Principal of the Poona College of Engineering, with 
which he had been connected for the past 15 years, first 
as Professor and then as Principal. He was not a member 
of the Public Works Department but belonged to the 
Educational Service. He joined the college as Professor 
of Physics and electrical engineering ; he had no .degree 
in electrical engineering, but he had studied · at the 
Central Technical Institute for about -a year, and had 
also had practical experience with Messrs. Siemens 
:Brothers before joining the service. 

232. The annual number of admissions to the college 
were about 50 to the civil engineering (B.E. Civil) 
course, 10 to the B. E. Mechanical course, 30 or 40 to the 
workshop classes for sub-overseers, 6 or 8 to the Electrical 
Apprentices' course and 15 to the Mechanical Apprentices' 
course. The question of introducing an intermediate 
course in civil engineering, as at Roorkee, had been under 
consideration, and the Advisory Committee had recom
mended to the University that three separate courses for 
engineers, overseers and sub-overseers should be insti
tuted. It' was intended that the higher civil engineering 
course, from which the provincial engineer would , be 

· taken, should in future extend over four years, while the 
upper subordinate course would last only three years, 
the latter being simplified and made1nuch more practical 
than• at present. The lower subordinate course had 
recently been revised so as to cover three years. . 

233. It was difficult to say what was the average age 
at which students entered the higher .course, which was 
at present common both to engineers and to upper sub
ordinates, but it was probably about nineteen or twenty ; 
it tended to get somewhat high as, although the 
minimum educational qualifications required were fairly 
low, a number of graduates competed who were rather 
older. These graduates· had already finished their 
general ,education in the Arts colleges, but in making 
eelections he insisted that they should have taken 
mathematics, chemistry, or physics as their subjects in 
the B.A. examination. 

veiJ: larg? demand for admission to the Poona College of 
Engmeenng, and as many as 300 applications for entrance 
had been received in one year, mostly from men who were 
more or less qualified for admission. There was a-~_ 
fair scope for the employment of engineers in normal 
times, but on account of the war the demand had de- . 
creased slightly. . 

238. He had tried to keep an account of the careers of 
his students. The number of government appointments 
for passed students was limited to four-one Apprentice 
Engi~eer and .. three. overseers. Other students got 
appomtments m spec1al departments such as the Sani
tary Department and in the municipalities, or in native 
states. There was scope in India for the employment 
of the students turned out from the Poona College of 
Engineering, but not all as engineers-many, of them 
took np appointments as overseers. 

239. The limitation of the number of admisl'.'ions to 
the Poona College was based on the want of accommoda. · 
tion and th'i! inadequacy of the staff to cope with more. 
It was, to a large extent, a question of funds. If the 
college was to be expanded and more men trained, it 
would be considered better to split up the courses. train-
ing some rather more a.nd others rather less. · 

240. Private enterprise afforded scope for the employ
ment of students, and the Parsee students all went into 
firms of that nature and into municipal service. As far 
as he knew they never entered government service 
no'\f-a-davs. -

241. He considered that the courses in the Poona 
College of Engineering when modified as proposed would 
not only meet the needs -<Jf government service, but 
adequately meet the neads of private enterprise in India 
also. · 

242. There was no difference between the claes of 
engineer required by -government and by a private firm 
and although the college was de~igned with the primat·y 
object of turning out civil engineers suitable for govern
ment service, they were equally suitable for private em
ployment .. 

234. He was averse to any lowering of the educational 243. He thought that the staff of the Poona College 
qualifications required for admission with a view to J was adequate for what they were doing at present, but 
obtaining men at an earlier age, considering that such a it would require augmenting somewhat when new courses 
proposal was neither advisable nor practicable, although were introduced. It was, in his opinion, quite satisfac
there were advantages to be gained by fixing an age tory. The ·men to fill the higher appointments in the 
limit ; the men he was trying to get, and whom he found staff of the college were, in general, recruited through 
entirely satisfactory, were those who had passed the the India Office direct from England, but the' last appoint
previous examina,tion and had shown that they had a ment was made during the war, and, as they could not 
very special aptitude for mathematics and had done well get a man from England, they obtained one in India who 
in English. He generally obtained such men at about had had a wide exper;ence of railways. A portion of the 
eighteen years of age, as they finished their school staff of the college was recruited from the Public Works 
course at about seventeen years. He would not advocate Department, and they had at present a professor who 
lowering the age of admission to eighteen or eighteen had been an Executive Engineer in the provincial servico 
and a half years, but would prefer to put it as high as .of that Department ; he would revert after three or five 

• twenty. ' years' service and another offioer be deputed. A good 
235. He could not advocate any scheme under which many of the junior staff in the engineering branch of the 

boys who had passed only the matriculation standard college were got from the Public Works Department. 
would be admitted to the college,· and thus give11 a 244. With regard to the suggestion that the present 
longer experience there, as he considered that it was ·system did not allow for specialization in the different 
advisable they should get their "knowledge in the Arts branches of engineering, and to complaints which had 
colleges ; this had the advantage that they learnt more been made that the college turned out civil engineers 
or less to understand Englishmen' talking English. A not specialized in any particul11r branch, and that four 
good many- of the students who came from the high years ago there had been more specialization than there 
schoolP, where they had been taught entirely by Indians, was at present, he considered that it was desirable that 
had a bad pronunciation and found difficulty even in students should be more or less all-round men when they 
taking down dictation from an Englishman. It was left the college. He thought that the men turned out 
more satisfactory to allow them to acquire their know- at the present time were better, even in special work, 
ledge of English in the Arts college rather than to teach than those previously turned out. A great many people 
them English in the engineering colleg~:. misunderstood the functions of the college which could 

236. He did not consider that their literary education at best give only a preliminary training, Students had 
was too extensive ; in fact there were many people who to get their practical training outside. In the new 
objected to taking a previous man at all and he himself courses, the college syllabus wodd be revised so as to 
would not be willing to accept any lower qualification. include a substantially larger amount of workshop prac
His predecessor had thought it bt~st to take graduates as tice, and it was not necessary to go further than that. 
far as possible. 245. It was rather a moot point whether practical 

237. It was necessary that some limitation should be work should be given before, after or during the college 
placed on admissions to the college, in order to keep course, and one upon which he preferred to express no 
down the classes to a reasonable size There was a opinion. This que~tion ha(l, }lowever, been carefully 

I \ 
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considered by the Advisory Committee and the general 
cons~nsus of opinion was that, on the whole, and having 
regard w Indian condition&, the best plan was w give it 
after. A scheme for the combination of the practical and 
theoretical training of students, which entailed spending 
hall a vear in tho coll!:'ge and half a year in the work
shop, hMI also be.en considered by the Advisory Committee, 
but had been rejected as unsuitable for Indian conditions. 

2!6. Both he and the members of his staff, judging trom 
the state of the note books of students who were under
going practical training after the completion of their 
college course, which note books according w govern
ment orders are periodically sent w the colleg€ for exami
nation in order that the college authorities may be abl€. 
w judge of the adequacy of the training given, were 
under the impression that such students were roo oftm 
treated rather as visitors on the works, a position which 
was not calculated w give them the training they 
required. 

247. He had seen an Apprentice Engineer going round 
the works taking 'notes in a note book wilen the new 
laboratory for the college was being built, and this had 
helped to con~rm• t~e impressi~n. Soi?-e E_x~utive 
Engineers certamly did take an mterest m trammg the 
students and gave them something definite to do. There 
was no provision made by t~e college for the. practical 
training of students who did _not sec~e government 
appointments after the completiOn of thetr course, as far 
as the higher courses were concerned ; but there was 
provision made for apprentices in the mechanical and 
electrical branches. The average number of students 
who passed out of the higher civil engineering class was 
35, of whom four got government appointments. 

248. It would be an excellent thing if the Public Works 
Department could take a number of passed students for 
practical training for at least one or two years after they 
completed their college course, and if possible similar 
arrangements should be made with certain private firms. 
It was, however, doubtful, whether many students, unless 
they were forced, would undertake such a course of 
training, even if arrangements were made by the Public 
Works Department. In the case of the higher mechanical 
branch, they had made a recommendation to the Univer.· 
sity that students should not be given their degree until 
they had received two years' practical training, but he 
was afraid that the University was unlikely to agree. 

249. On three proposals which had been suggested to 
the Committee being put before him, mz., 

(1) that a premium should be demanded from the 
students for their course of practical training, 

(2) that students should receive this practical training 
free of cost, and 

(3) that students should be paid to qndergo this prac
tical training, 
he was of the opinioa that some sort of inducement should 
he given to the students. Some of the mechanical appren.:: 
tices received a stipend, and the firms to which they went 
paid them something in addition, so that altogether they 
got a living wage. He would agree to the postponement 
of the grant of a. degree until a student had had two 
years' practical training, and that this practical training 
should be considered as part of the degree course, but he 
douht.Pd very much whether the University would accept 
such a proposal. As already stated such a proposal had 
been made to the University in the case of the mechllnical 
degree, and the result was awaited, As w the sugges. 
t10n that a second degree or diploma should be conferred, 
by some suitably constituted body of engineers, on 
students having had two years' practical training he 
doubted whether such a body existed in India,. but 
the suggestion would commend itself w him if such a 
body were constituted. He had no practical suggestions 
to make pn the point. 

250. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) There was great difficulty in 
keeping a record of his men's careers after they had left 
the college. He had tried in various ways and had 
uked them to write after leaving college, but his efiorts 
had not been altogether successful. 

251. Very little manual .vork was actually done by 
appreoticea engaged on public works; their time should, 

he thought, be mainly spent on superintendenc& and not 
on doing manual work themselves. , . 

252. Sub-overseers went w the Public Works Depart
ment, and were put on work at once although they had 
no previous practical experience. They drew the pay of 
sub-overseers and were not regarded as pupils. 

253. (.Jfr. A. T. Mackenzie.) He thought that a better 
class of teachers would be secured if better salaries were 
given w them. Every effort was made w get the best 
class available for the salaries that were paid. 

254. As w the grounds on which he chose the sub
ordinate!! who were employed as instruotors, the main 
qualifications required of such men were that they should 
be graduates of the college, practical men and able to 
speak English fluently. For a vacancy which had just 
occurred, he was trying w get the Publio Works Depart
ment w choose a man. 

255. (Rai Baluulur Ganga Ram.) There was a combined 
course for the tnining of overseers and engineers ; over
seers started on a pay of Rs. 60 plU8 allowances. In · 
general, the first man on the list was a graduate, but last 
year it had happened that the first man had only passed 
the previous. The minimum qualification required in the 
case of a sub-overseer was the school final which was 
equivalent w the matriculation. These men started on 
a pay of Rs. 30 per mensem. · 

256. There was a Professor of Civil Engineering in the 
Poona College and he was competent to lecture on special 
subjects such as sanitary engineering, but if tber• were 
to be further specialization in other subjects, such as 
municipal engineering, etc., one professor would not be 
able to undertake the whole work. Formerly an officer 
from the University was deputed to give lectures to 
students specializing in sanitary engineering. 

257. Four men were given guaranteed 'appointments 
after leaving college, and the remainder were provided 
with posts in municipalities, native states, local 
boards and private firms. Some of the men who had 
left the college in the past had occasionally taken up law, 
but he thought this was no longer the case. He had no 
information as to whether any of those who were not 
provided with government posts became contractors, but 
he doubted it ; they had neither the business capacity 
nor the capital to set up in that line. He could not say 
whether or not it '1\ ould be possible to teach students 
special subjects with a view to enabling them w become 
skilled contractors, in the same way that men were 
trained for business careers in the College of Commerce in 
Bombay, and was unable w suggest any special means of 
training a student with this object in view. 

258. Some of the Parsees set up firms in Bombay, and 
it was quite possible that of these some did contract 
work. 

259. (.Mr. Cobb.) Some of the teaching staff in the 
Poona College "ere permanent, but otbere were liable to· 
occasional transfers. 'l'he relations between the students 
and the teaching staff were good and there had been no 
trouble in that connection. • 

260. With reference to his remark that the boys turned 
out from the high schools would be unable to understand 
English, this was a question of fact and was due to a 
defect in the educati0'8. in).parted in the high schools. In 
his opinion E.As.' at about the age of twenty were the 
best material for the "College training. Very few, how· 
ever, could pass this examination at such an early age. 

261. There would not, he considered, be enough students 
to allow of specialized training in four or five different 
aubjects after two-thirds of the course had been gone 
through, and, in the new scheme, it was proposed to take 
only a dozen or so in the degree course and, if this sm~~oll 
number were w be split up into small groups for special 
instruction, the expense of training each student would 
become excessive. Specialization should commence after 
graduation. Students in the Poona College specialized in 
two subjects, t-'iz., civil and mechanical engineering, and 
there was no room for further specialization. 

262. (Jlr. Kent.) Under the new scheme the students 
of th.e contemplated three years' course would attend 
some of the same lectures during the first year as the 
engineering students of the four years' course, after which 

E2 
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certain selected men would be picked for the latter. He 
could not say .definitely how the details of the scheme 
would be managed but the overseers would be put into a 
separate class at this stage. At first, at any rate, they 
would attend certain lectures with the de"'ree candidates 
as this would conduce to economy in stat( Of the four 
guaranteed appointments one would go to the Apprentice 
Engineer, and the remaining three to the overseer class. 
All that the men in the engineering course would thus 
have to look to was one guaranteed appointment. He 
anticipated that there would be no difficulty in providing 
the remaining students with appointments, as l\fysore 
would probably take two or three, Baroda one, the 
Bombay Municipality one or two and so on. The Regula
tion allowed government a certain discretion in regard to 
allotting the guaranteed appointment to the first student 
on the list but that Regulation had never been taken 

. advantage of. He had discussed the matter some time 
ago with Mr. Beale and Colonel Soudamore and they came 
to the conclusion that exceptions should be of very rare 
occurrence. 

263. Even if sufficient accommodation and teaching 
staff could be provided for as many as 300 students (who, 
he had previously stated, had applied for admission to 
the college), there was not sufficient demand in the 
Bombay Presidency for so large a number. Had there 
been such a demand, he would certainly have received 
more applications from employers, and more advertise
ments calling for engineers would have appeared in the 
papers. The result of such an extension would probably 
merely be to launch a large !lumber of discontented men 
upon the country. • 

264. In selecting students for admission to the college, 
he was guided mostly by academic qualifications, Ques· . . ,_ 

tions were asked as to their theoretical qualifications and 
if the replies were considered satisfactory, the men 'were 
called for an interview. He laid great stress on the neces· 
sity for a personal interview, which he considered to be 
most important. 

265. With regard to the suggestion that it might be 
possible to create contractors by giving them a course of 
training at Poona College, he was of the opinion that such 
a course was not feasible, and was not worth consider· 
ation. 

266. Adverting to the student who used to go round 
taking notes when the new laboratory at the Poona 
College was being built, he stated that it would have 
been better had tnis man been employed, for instance, as 
the head clerk for a month or as an overseer for a month. 
He would, however, have been unwilling to put a man 
with no practical experience whatever in a position of 
responsibility on such an important work as the new 
laboratory building. 

267. (President.) The suggestion that the time spent 
in studying heat, light, sound, etc., might be devoted to 
applied mechanics, materials and details of construction 
would r!)quire very careful consideration. He was per· 
sonally of the opinion that the former subjects could not 
be out down. .. 

268. There was no course of book-keeping and accounts 
·in the civil engineer's class. There was such a course 
in the sub-overseer's class, and he did not think there 

. was any necessity to introduce it for the engineers. 
269. (Mr. Mackenzie.) 1'he fee for the engineer's class 

was Rs. 60 per term for studePts who passed their quali· 
fying examination in the Bombay University and Rs. 75 
per term for those whO qualified at any other University 
except Bombay, for 2 terms a year. 

T. ~· DAwsoN, EsQ., Principal, Victoria ~Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay. 

Written Statement. 
270. (VU) Education and (Vill) P.ractical training. 

-As I have had little or no connection with the work of 
the Public Works Department, I confine myself to these 
two points. 

1 
. .. -

(2). To quote the .opinion of many persons whom I 
interviewed with Lt.-Col. Atkinson in thd inquiry. of 
1912, it would appear that the system of training for 
engineers in the engineering colleges was generally snit· 
able, and produced a class of man who ultimately car• 
ried out his work successfully, but that much of the ad· 
vantage of this education was negatived by the fact that 
men left their college with very little practical training, 
with no idea of a business-like organization of labour 
and materials, and with no experience of the control of 
workmen. 

(3). Practical training is most essential, and in this 
country absolutely necessary, as from a fairly long educa
tional experience I find it is not sufficient to say how 
work is to be done,. but actually to show practically 
proper methods of executing such work, and, therefore, 
practical training should occupy a greater period of time 
than is at present allowed for in a college course, which 
should be supplemented with at least one year of outside 
experience under some responsible engineer, and oppor·. 
tunities should be given to students actually to take part 
in pra.ctical work and be taught how to handle men and 
materials economically. 

( 4). The age at which a student begins his actual engineer· 
ing education is a great handicap against him, and it is 
hardly fair to expect a man to pass his intermediate 
examination and then take a four years' engineering 
course, supplemented by a year's outside training, and 
then at twenty·five or twenty-six years' age to offer him 
a sa.la.ry of Rs. 50 per month, or about what is paid to an 
uneducated carpenter or mason who is working under him. 
Onle$8 some considerable change is effected m this direc· 
tion I doubt whether suitable candidates will be attract
ed in sufficient numbers to meet the increased demand. 
for men which any change in the Public Works Depart
ment establishment might make, or private enterprise 
demand. 

(5). As a remedy I would suggest that the entrance 
standard of the engineering colleges should be "lowered 
and students induced to enter at an earlier age, that some 
of the subjects at present included in the curriculum be 
excluded, and more practical work carried out, and that 
in giving out .contracts for government work it should 
be insisted on that the contractor or engineer should 
agree to take a certain number of students who had com· 
plated their college course, give them administration and 
control of sections of work according to their ability, and 
pay them a wage of at least Rs. 45 per month during the 
period they are under training. 

(6). By reducing the age and standard of entry I believe 
you would get a student keener on his work, adaptable 
to change iu educational matters, and more easily trained 
in method and discipline than an older student whose 
ideas are somewhat controlled by the literary atmos· 
phere of his longer period of education. In other words, 
take your material young and you can make something 
of it,' at least that is my experience in the Victoria Jubilee 
Technical Institute. 

(7). With regard to the courses laid down for the degree 
in civil engineering, it should be clearly understood that 
I do not deprecate the value of science, but where the 
time available is so short it appears to me that the amount 
spent in heat, sound, light-energy, heat-energy, sound
energy, prime-movers theoretical and practical, (purely 
a v:techanioal engineering subject) might well be devoted 
to applied mechanics, materials and details of construc· 
tion, and a sounder training in practical mathematics. 

(8). A great amount of improvement in the character 
of work done might be made by extending the classes for 
training building mistris on the lines of what has been 
started at the Technical School in Dhulia, under the con· 
trol of the Committee of Direction for Technical Educa.· 
tion. In this class, selected students who have had a 
three years' training in carpentry are put through a further 
course, where they are taught very simple mensuration 
and estimation of quantities and general building construe· 
tion ; only a few of these men have yet been turned out 
but the reports received of their work are satisfactory and 
amply justify a trial of the scheme in other places. 
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:M.B.. T. S. DAwsoN called and examined. 

271. (Pre.::idenL) The witness stated that he was the 
Principal of the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institut.e, and 
had held that appointment for about ele-ven years. He 
was also a member of t.he Committee for Technica.l 
Instruction, for the Department of Education, in the 
Bombay Presidency, and a member of the Advisory 
B~ard for the College of Engineering at Poona. 

2i2. His own institute was not a training college, and 
did not give men collegiate courses at all·; it was a purely 
technological institution. The staff was not an examin-

allotted for practical work, both in the institute and 
outside. This was now insisted on and the students 
course might hence be said t<> be of the nature of a per· 
petual examination. 

277. He did not agree with the views expressed that the 
Poona Engineering College was unable to take in students 
at the age the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute took 
them, because the educational standard of students of 
this age was insufficient. He considered that the lecture 
work of the institute was probably quite as advanced as 
any done at the Poona Engineering College, but the insti
tute gave the students a good deal of general educational 

· instruction which was not undertaken at Poona. It 
was true that when students came to the institute their 
knowledge of applied mathematics was exceedingly poor, 
but since they had started a course in this subject they 
were finding no difficulty in taking men of the age referred 
to. 

. ing body, except in so far that the board ot the institute 
appointed their own examiners. The institute had a. 
mechanical engineering section, an .electrical engineering 
section, a plumbing section and a sanitary engineering 
section. As regards the sanitary engineering section, 
the title must be interpreted in its limited sense, as the 
course dealt rather with the repair and maintenance of 
sanitary appliances than with sanitary engineering as 
understood by a civil engineer ; instruction was however 
given in a separate course in piping arrangements and 
small septic tanks, etc. There was a chemistry section 
which dealt with both organic and inorganic chemistry. 
After instruction in these sections a student had tQ deter· 
mine which of the courses in applied chemistry he would, 
take up, e.(J., fuels, soap manufacture, dyeing, bleaching, · 
etc. There was a textile section which embraced spin· 
ning, weaving, and complementary subjects, -and in which , 

, there was a hand-loom weaving class for the sons of 
weavers. The instruction given in the institute was 
therefore fairly extensive, but th&. only branches which 
could be held to fall within the s9ope of what is usually 
understood by civil engineering were the sanitary engi· 
nearing and plumbing sections. 

273. The institute was supported by government. It 
received a grant from government, who had a controlling 
voice in its management and nominated the greater 
number of representatives on the board. The institute 
was under the control of this boar4, which contained also 
representatives of the Bombay Municipality, the Mill· 
Owners' Association, and the Trustees of the Ripon 
Fund. 

27 4. As to whether the class of training given in the 
special branches of this institution, the mechanical 
engineering branch, for example, was intended to turn 
out a mechanical engineer or only a subordinate of that 
profession, the witness stated that he used the term 
" mechanical engineer " as denoting a man who had gone 
through the mill from the bottom. Such a man might 
be a. mechanical engineer from the start, and yet hold no 
respon..~ible position for many years. He was inclined to 
think that the instruction given in the institute was 
equivalent to that given in European institutions of a 
similar nature, and the institute had, on more than one 
occasion, succeeded in getting medals from the -City of 
Guilds, London. 

275. The educational qualifications for admission to 
the institute were the school final, or study up to the 
matriculation standard, but it was not necessar,v that a 
student should have passed the matriculation. The 
institute generally got twice as many applications for 
admission as there were vacancies. The minimum age 
limit was sixteen and no one below that age was admitted, 
but older boys of seventeen and eighteen years were 
taken in. The average age at present on joining was 
about seventeen.. . 

276. The length of the course at the institute was four 
years, but in the final year six months of practical train· 
ing was arranged for outside the institution in BOme 
recognised establishment, where the students could see 
work carried out under the charge of a responsible officer, 
and learnt<> realize the commercial value of work. This 
period of practical training was a necessary qualification 
for the diploma of the institute. The difficulty of get· 
ting the men to do a prescribed amount of practical work 
had previously been so acute that some four years ago a 
rule was introduced by which no student was allowed to 
go up for the annual examination unless he had. during 
the year, obtained at least i5 per cent. of the marks 

278. As to whether any difficulty was encountered on 
account of deficient knowledge of English on the pal't of 
the students, the witness stated that the boys who came • 
from Mysore and Madras had generally sufficient know
ledge for the purposes of the institute, but that those 
coming from the Bombay Presidency· were not always 
so good. No instruction in English was, however, given 
at the institute as it had not been found to be necessary. 

279. He was unable to say off-hand whether it would 
be possible to insist upon a. year's practical training in a. 
workshop for all students either before admission to an 
engineering college, or after they passed out of such a 
college ; it would. depend to fOme extent upon what;..op· 
portunities could be given to these men and whether the 
authorities would undertake to provide such opportu
nities, or left it to the students themselves to acquire the 
experience. • ' 

280. Asked which of the three following alternatives 
he thought would be best ; 

(1) that a. certain amount of practical training should 
be given before entering college ; . 

. (2) that the practical t.raining should be given during 
the college course ; or 

(3) that practical training should be given after com
pletion of the college course ; 
he stated that his opinion was that the practical training 
should come after the college course, for the reason that 
most civil_ engineering work consisted of surveying, 
levelling, estimation of weights and quantities, and 
superintendence of works, the object being to see that 
both the quality and quantity of the work were as they 
should be. 

281. A scheme had been instituted for the purpose of 
giving a. practical apprenticeship of two years' duration, . 
with firms in Bombay, to students from the institute but 
bad failed because, out of all the firms which had ori· 
ginally agreed to take these students, only four wore 
prepared to fulfil their promise wht-u the time came. 

282. With regard to the six months practical training 
which his students took in their final yo1.r, the institute 
had personal influence with the staff of the firms which 
undertook the training, and hence experienced no diffi. 
culty in placing the students. The men did their six 
months' outside practice in the first hall of their final year, 
and took up a more advanced course in the la.st six months, 
after which they sat for their final examination. In 
regard to practical training after the completion of the 
course, he suggested that the engineer, or officer in charge 
of the practical training of a student, should pay the latter 
a sum of at lea.st Ra. 45 a. month. In his opinion appren
ticeship '1111thout payment was worthless, the student 
himseH taking no interest in his work because he wa.e 
receiving no payment, and tho firm being apt to think 
that it was not their business to look after him and see 
that he was doing the work given him, because they were 
paying him no wages. If a. wa.go of Ra. 40 to Ra. 45 
were given to the student, he thought that the engineer, 
or officer in charge, would see that the student eai'DCd 
this wage, and did as much work as he possibly could. 
He admitted that the English practice was rather to 
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favour of the payment of premia by the students for the 
pra.otical instruction they received, and stated that this 
had been so in his own particular case. But for Indian 
conditions he was of opinion that the students should, 
undoubtedly, be given a living wage, without which 
neither they nor their employers would take any interest 
in the instruction given. He further suggested that those 
contractors who were given government contracts by 
the Public Works Department should be bound to take 
a certain number of pupils for practical training. He 
admitted that what he' advocated was contrary to the 
whole. theory of contracts, which was to secure the best 
man for the work, but considered that unless something 
of this sort was done it would not he possible to give the 
students the necessary practical training. His sugges
tion that the Public Works Department should be re-

• quired to take in hand not only students who would ulti
mately secure appointments in that Department but 
also others as well was made under the impression that 
a reorganization of the Public Works Department was 
likely to take place. A training under the Public Works 
Department would probably be better than the training 
under a contractor. 

283. The Trades' School at Dhulia was one of the best 
.up-country schools of its kind in the presidency. It was 
not a technical institution, though it might, perhaps, be 
called a technical school, and no science course had to be 
gone through by the students. It was purely a trades 
school which gave instructions in carpentry, etc., after 
which most Qf the men, who had done their three years' 
course in this subject and satisfied the examiners, entered 
a final course and were given an opportunity of taking a 
two years' ~ourse· during which they studied building 

. construction as applicable to very simple designs, and 
, elementary estimation of weight~ quantities, etc. The 
school did not turn out men of the sub-overseer class, but 
men of a type which might be compared with jobbing 
builders. This scheme has been in operation at Dhulia 
for about five years. ' Last year all who passed out of 
this school succeeded in getting appointments. They 
generally started on Rs. · 20 to 25 a month. Two such men 
were ill business at Dhulia doing building work and as far 
as reports showed the scheme was quite successful. The 
Committee of Direction. for ';l'echnical Edu()ation had 
submitted a proposal for the establishment of schools on 
similar lines in other places in the presidency. The 
general education of the men: who joined the Dhulia 
school was about up to the sixth standard in t.he verna· 
cula.r. The best men reached that standard bu9 did not 
go beyond it. The students of this .school were drawn in 
nearly ewry instance from the her3dltary castes of carpen
ters, smiths, etc., and the school had hence got. hold of 
the right type of men, but one man he remembered had, 
prior to Joining the school, been some sort of _minor o.ffi
cial on a railway. No fees were charged for mstruct10n 
in the Trades' School at Dhulia, and scholarships were not 
given. Asked whether the men were fed as well a'! 
educated free at this school, he stated that only the educa
tion was free, though the men were allowed, if they were 
good enough, to take up small contracts for such furni
ture as desks, tables, etc. The materials were brought 
into the school and the men were allowed to make them 
up under supervision, and realize what they could. Some 
of them, after completing their day's school work, went 
out and worked with contractors, as only six hours school
work a day was insi8t00 on. He added that this type of 
in~>titution could be developed with advantage to the 
country, and that his committee, of which Sir Frederick 
Sprott was a. member, concurred in this opinion. The 
mistri.s at the Dhulia school were taught a certain amount 
of blacksmith's work so that they could make small 
bolts, ·clamps, staples, and in fact anything that they
might require for a small contract. 

2S4. (.Vr. Cobb.) Witness stated that there were many 
schools in the presidency where training in hand-loom 
weavfu.g, carpentry and smith's work was given, but he 
did not think there were any schools which gave instruc
tion in boot-making. He added that, at Parel, instruc
tion was given in sign-painting and book-binding. He 
did not know of any school for printing work in.the Born-

bay Pre~id~ncy, but th~:> Ch~rch Mi<!sion at Ahmednagar 
had a prmtmg works. He did not think that this works 
was a school of the nature referred to. 

285. The curriculum followed in his institute occupied 
the whole day. Instruction started at present at 10-30A.M., 
and ~ast~d till 4-30 P.M. As soon as the new building for 
the mst1tute at Matunga was completed it was pro
posed to start work at 8 A. M. and finish at 5 P.M. except on 
Saturdays. The students now gave their whole time to 
the institution : the electrical engineering men, for 
example, had to run the power station, and certain squads 
were told off-three mechanical and two electrical-to go in 
the morning to see the coal weighed and maintain records 
of the £!ay's work. This system had been found success· 
ful. Rome years ago the institute started an evening 
class for machine-drawing, and lectures on applied mechan
ics, steam and steam engines, but although it started 
with 150 students the number dropped to something like 
10 after six or seven months' work. This he attributed 
to the long hours the men had to put in before the classes, 
and he did not think it possible to run evening schools 
unless students were left free during the day. A man 
could not start at six in the morning and work till six in 
the evening with only' one hour's rest during the day, and 
the~ take .up other work afterwards. He did not think 
~here was much hope of establishing evening classes, 

. except perhaps on• railways. There was a school for 
·apprentices belonging to the Great Indian Peninsula 
l{,ailway, but although these men were let off in the 

· morning from ten to twelve o'clock, and were paid their 
time for going to the school, it was not a success. 

28~. (Rai Bahadut Ganpa Ram.) .Asked whether the 
institute .could supplement the instruction given at the 
Poona College of Engineering, by giving students a course 
of practical training in certain special subjects, the 
:v.itness stated that the only subjects in which such train
ing could be given were sanitary and electrical engineer
ing. He thought that it would be feasible to give the 
men who passed out of the Poona College, as sanitary 

· engineers, one or two years' apprenticeship at the Vic
toria Jubilee Technical Institute, during which thev 
wruld receive a practical training in sanitary enginee;. 
ing, and that his. board would agree to such a proposal. 
He could not, however, agree to take up any other class 
of engineering except sanitary work for the purpose of 
supplementing the Poona College courses. 

287. He was in favour of the suggestion that, as men at 
)>resent entered the Poona College at too late an age, the 
educational qualification required for admission should be 
reduced to the matriculation. 

288. Whh regard .to the suggestion that a boy of 15 
or 16 should have a two years' training at the Victoria 
Jubilee Technical Institute, and then go to the Poona 
College, this would be of no use whatsoever, because there 
was nothing parallel in the two systems of instruction, nor 
would any ;practical object be effected if some of the better 
students of his institute, who understood English better 
than the majority, were selected after having been trained 
at the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute up to about 

·the age of twenty or twenty-one, and given the privilege 
of entering the Poona College. B.etter engineers than the 
class now turned out by the Poona College would not, he 
considered, be obtained by this means, as the ~ourses in 
the institute, in sanitary and mechanical engineering for 
instance, followed by a civil engineering course at Poona, 
would produce a hybrid who ·would be neither artisan 
nor engineer. 

289. (Mr. Kent.) The course at his institute extended 
over four vears. If, however, a man had received his 
education in civil engineering at the Poona College, and 
it was considered desirable for him to receive practical 
training in some special branch of civil engineering work~ 
e.g., sanitary engineering, it would be possible for him to 
spend only two years at the Victoria Jubilee Technical 
Institute instead of having to go through the whole four 
years' course, by receiving his instruction in that class of 
the institute which allowed of specialization in a techno
logical subject for a period of two years. The four years' 
course at the institute included a number of subjects 
which the student would probably havo already studied 
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at Poona, such as physics, chemistry and mechanics, all 
of which formed part of the course in sanitary engineering 
given at the i.Mtitute, and such a man could, thereforE~, 
apply his whole time to the practical study of the subject 
he took up. There were four examinations in plumbing, 
for instance, in the institute ; these were progressive 
examinations and the student who came from Poona 
should be able to take the first and second year's exami· 
nations in one year, as he would be able to devote douhle 
the time to his special subject. The student ought also 
to be able to take the third and fourth year's examina. 
nations in one year for the same reason. 

290. Student.s of the institute received instruction in 
physics, mathematics and chemistry in the first year, 
physics and chemistry in the second year, chemistry and 
hygiene in the third year and hygiene in the fourth year. 
Hygiene would, therefore, be the only subject left for a 
student to take up in the second year, and the rest of his 
time could be devoted to the practical work of plumbing, 
etc. Under these conditions the student should there
fore get through the four years' course in two years with· 
out difficulty. 

291. The length of the course at the school at Dhulia 
was three years, to which another two years were added 
for the mistri class. The whole time of these men, was . 
not, however, occupied by the school. Last year they 
were allowed three days in the week for work outside. 
Of the men in that school 95 per cent. came from the 
hereditary carpenters' and smiths' castes. The three men 
he had examined last year had had letters offering them 
work in the Public Works Department when they had pas· 
sed their course, but he did not think that masons passing 
out of the Dhulia school would be competent enough 
to do mason's work in the Public Works Department im-
mediately after leaving schooL • 

292. (President.) The municipaJity gave the Dhulia 
ilchool a grant, and the Department of Education also 
contributed a grant-in.aid, this grant-in-aid being equal 
to half the salary of the teaching staff and half the amount 
spent on furniture, etc. Government thus supported the 
school to a considerable extent, The government. grant 
was earned upon conditions which were irrespective of 
the amount of work or the number of students turned out 
by the school. It was paid under two beads, the total 
amount being equal to half the salaries of the teachers 
for the year, and half the amount spent on funuture, fk 
The first grant was divided into three se<>tions, one for the 
percentage of I!Uccesses at the annual examination, 
another for attendance throughout the year, and a ~hird 
for general development, i.e., increase in the number of 
students. The first of these sections was sub-divided into 
three classes. If a teacher obtained 75 per cent. of • 
succeSI"es at the examination he got the full grant, if he 
obtained 50 per cent. he got half the grant, and if he ob
tained 33 per cent. he got a. third of the grant. The 
witness had advocated this scheme with a view to getting 
the teaching staff to put their backS into their work, as 
now, if a teacher did not earn his grant, another man W!tS 
put in his place. · 

293. He was of opinion that it would be useless to 
introduce a special course for men who were desirous of 
taking up contracting work since business and commercial 
methods could not be taught in an educational establish· 
ment. These methods , could only be learnt in an at
mosphere of work such as contractors had to deal with. 
Successful contractors in England were often men who 
had started as jobbing brick-layerS~ .. Ffe remarked that 
in one well known firm of contractors all three partpers 
had worked as dockmen in iheir early days. - ·: . 

C. C. SwETENHAM, EsQ., Deputy Accountant-General, Bombay. 

Written statement relating to the Public Works Depdrt- -The tendency to reliance upon eo~tr~ctors has doubt. 
ment accounts system. less in some provinces and cases led to the money spent 

N. B.-The opinions expressed in this memorandum a.re in a district going into the pockets of contractors not 
purely personal and are in no way thos~ of the Accounts belonging te it, i.e., going out of the district. This present 
Department. · system has, I think, arisen to some extent from the con· 

294. The Public Works Department is divided into stant endeavour to cut down the cost of establishment 
three main sections :- especially in the skilled grades, which i8 shown distinct 

Railways, and apart from the actual eost of work8 and not as portion 
Irrigation, of the cost of the works themselves. We have thus 
Buildings and Roads. ., .. closed an avenue to freer employment of the educated in' 

For the purpose of this note, railways are disregarded. India. Su~h educated labour has not on its part been 
The Irrigation and Buildings and Road Branches deal tak~n up ·and <employed by the contractors whom we 
with the construction and maintenance of canals, tanks have substituted for our former departmental agency. 
and other irrigation projects, and of roads and buildings. The general benefit to the community is doubtful. 
They include such undertakings as electrical installations 297. The accounts may be divided into groups :-
and the running of workshops and store-depots, also (i) The initial dealing wit.h the individual original tran. · 
water.supply and sanitation. Details differ in t~e nrious sactions ; 
provinces. In some, for instance, the Pubhc Works (ii) The consolidated grouping the individual tran· 
Department collect irrigation revenue, in others, this is sactions by works and main account heads monthly, and 
done by the civil officers. In some provinces local and comparing actual expenditure with grants and sanctions. 
district boards carry out a certain amount of work on (iii) The ab11tract•, bringing out the net expenditure and 
buildings and roads in their own jurisdiction. revenue monthly and annually on the finance heads 

29.5. All important work is usually executed under the concerned for comparison with the budget estimates and 
supervision and control of Public Works Department grants by the higher authorities, i.e., the local Govern. 
officers, but sometimes by civil officers in special cases. ments and the Government of India. 
The execution is effected either by contract, by the 2. The earlier stages of the Public Works Department 
Depart111ent itself with its own labour and materials, and accounts proceed on two different lines, which are finallv 
sometimes by a mixture of both methods. tallied and check one another :- • 

296. Of late years, the tendency has been for less and (al accounts of individual works; 
les~ work to be done departmentally, and more to be done (b) account of cash, stores and book adjustments. 
by contract. In fact, the Department may be said to In addition to these we have the expenditure on estab. 
have no\f passed from the era. of departmental execution lishment and tools and plant, which is- not treated aa 
to that of oo11tract. The results have been :- portion of the cost proper of individual work in the depart. 

(a) a reduction of the book eoRt of establishment and mental sense. 
supervision: 298. The principle underlving the more advanced 

(b) reduction of the subordinate and superior staffs methods adopted by Public Works audit officers towardll 
with technical training ; the offices accounting to them, was that no QW)Unl 8h0t1.ld 

(c) loss of experience in the method of organizing local be exacted from the executive officer11 which cOtJ.ld mt>rt 
labour and resources ; • rwoperly or mot'l! reailily be prepared by the audit offir# 

(d) gradual subservience to contraetol'fl, to rings, and tt.rl~lf. Exceptions occurred when, on a gener4J •• return" 
liability to the cost of work incrt>a.sing all round. bemg demanded by government, it wa.a found that the 
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time and amount of work involved would cause least 
embarassment to the ordinary staffs if the work were 
distributed over several offices instead of allotted to one. 

2. There appears to be always a natural tendency, in 
the absence of close supervision, for audit or indeed any 
office . to relieve itself of work if it can induce any one 
else to undertake it. This leads to friction and protest 
and consequently has to be carefully guarded against. 

3. It is evident that the audit office must be supplied 
with facts, as accounts are supposed to be records of 
facts and not fictions. These facts in their turn must be 
limited to what is essential for the audit officet's pur· 
pose. There must be also a g1tarantee that the facts 
supplied to audit are full, i.e., sufficient for the purpose 
required, and correct. Consequently, the accounting 
office must prepare, examine and sign various docu
ments, which otherwise might be waste paper or mere 
fiction. As there is no one else in a Public Works divi
sion competent to give :such guarantee, the Executive 
Engineer has perforce a considerable amount of office 
account work to perform in addition to his executive 
work proper. It has always to be borne in mind however 
that his prime duty is the proper execution of work and 
thut the accounts, being but a record of his operations, 
cannot take first place in his duties, , 
· 4. In the exercise:-of his account duties, the Executive 
Engineer is on a d!fferent footing in respect of assistance 
to officers like the Collectors of districts, who are fur
nished with a. treasury officer who largely relieves them 
of the routine duties in connection with the district init
ial accounts and returns to audit. 

5. The Executive Engineer in addition to the ordinary 
account for establishment and contingent expenses that 
other civil officers chiefly deal with, has the accounts of 
his works and operations. In this he is unlike all other 
officers except the Forest Department. On the civil side, 
special accounts and procedure are adopted for the forest 
operations. · , 

299. The accounts officer has now a large number of 
• functions. They rel~~;te to :

(a) Account. 
(b) Audit. 
(c) His position as agent or watch dog for the con-

trolling authorities. · 
(d) His position as financial adviser to the local author-

ities including help in budgetting. 
(e) Statistics. 
(/) Currency and Reserves. 
(g) Purchase of bullion. 
(h) Government loan issues. 
( i) Trusteeships. / 
(j) Control and management of the establishments, 

sometimes large, under his orders. 
N. B.-(f) (g) (h) (i) are duties belonging purely to the 

civil accounts side. 
300. His chief difficulties arise from work connected 

·with:-
(a) Audit. _ 
(b) His position as agent for the controlling authorities. 
(c) His position as financial adviser. 
In the exercise of these duties he is sometimes rigor

ously limited in his discretion. When he has discretion, 
he has to hold the balance between the Imperial Govern
ments and the local authorities he has to deal with. 

2.-.He is now immediately under the orders and subject 
to the advice of the Comptroller-General who himself has 
at last been made independent of the execution and ad
ministration so far as his promotion and decision are 
concerned. 

301. It "ill be seen from the above brief resume of an 
accounts officer's functions that there will probably arise 
many occasions for divergence of opinion and friction 
when rules and orders have not been too clearly formu
lated, or when the raving for uniformity has permitted 
him little discretion and latitude in dealing with partic-
ular local circumstances. "· 

302. The principal causes of friction are as observed 
above:-

(a) Want of clt>arness in rulings by the higher author· 
ties, 

(b) Want of elasticity in rulings. 
(c) Desire for uniformity in detail as well as principle. 
(d) Restriction of discretion. 
303. As regards uniformity, the idea has probably been 

to prevent the tendency to go as you please. It has 
its limited advantages. - " 

2. The latter-day tendency is to permit latitude in 
detail, while insisting on uniformity in principle. This 
can of course like any other non-rigid rule, be taken ad
vantage of. But the gains must be balanced against 
possible losses. 

3. As regards restriction of discretion, this was pro
bably intended in the cases concerned to strengthen weak
backed audit officers in transactions with more powerful 
personalities, especially when, as U$ed to be case, the pros
pects of audit offices might be seriously influenced by the 
report of the very officers they were suFr:osed to hold in 
check. 

304. It is with some reluctance, on personal grounds, 
that I now deal, as requested, with the amalgamation of 
the public works and civil a.ocounts. 

2. My original attitude in 1909-10 towards this amal
gamation was that it was an ideal scheme, but that its 
practicability was doubtful owing to the amount of work 
to be dealt with in an amalgamated office, the work in the 
existing offices being already in many cases excessive. 

3. The ostensible objects of the amalgamation were 
greater efficiency and economy. It was hoped to secure 
this bf :-

(a) Local centt·alization of control under one accounts 
office. 

(b) Saving of work in accounting Public Works Depart
ment offices and audit office. 

(c) Speeding-up of the submission of accounts. 
(d) Economy by combining work in the amalga· 

mated offices. 
(f) Greater efficiency of audit. 
4. I may as well point out to start with that the fusion 

or so called amalgamation of work and staffs commenced 
in September 1910. It is now January 1917, and the 
operation has not yet been completed in a period exceed
ing six years. This mere fact appears to carry with it 
the condemnation of the amalgamation. The natural 
inferences are either mismanagement or impracticability. 

5. I am. personally of opinion that whether practical 
or not the whole matter has been mismanaged by those 
who started it. 

305. The proposed fusion started on the assumption 
~y the civil authorities that :-
. (a) There are always questions cropping up in the 
public works accounts, and friction, Therefore that system 
is bad. 

(b) We have less trouble with the civil accounts, 
Therefore, that system is better. 

(c) The public works must accordingly be incorpora· 
ted with the civil accounts. 

2. The difference of the operations of the two depart
ments, the difference of the status, powers and dis
cretion of the two sets of accounts officers, the difference 
in dealing with personal governments like those of the 
United Provinces and the Punjab and council govern
ments like those of Bombay and Madras have to be taken 
into account in considering (a) and (b). It was in the 
non-regulation and personal government provinces that 
friction usually occurred, owing largely to the want of 
knowledge of the Public Works Department methods and 
system (established by India) on the part of the higher 
locally trained authorities. It was apparently consid
ered impossible to make the alteration necessary in the 
Public Works Accounts Department itself. 

306. The public works accounts offices, when the 
amalgamation was proposed, could not claim that their 
sy-stem was yet perfect. Nor could they, being unac
quainted with the civil account system, deuy that that 
system was better. The civil authorities, therefore, who 
knew little about the Public Works D_epartment account 
system and probably but little more about the civil, 

• carried the day, holding out the two hopes of economy 
and speeding-up to be accomplished doubtless by a 
certain amonut of " spade work," which however would 
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be relieved by sympathetic consideration in reducing 
work, better prospects for the staff, etc., etc. The work to 
be done consisted, :-

(a) In abolishing work rendered superfluous by the 
amalgamation. · 

(b) In simplifying or standardizing work and accounts. 
(c) Amalgamation of the two staffs, both of superior 

officers and men. 
307. As regards results to date, it may be briefly stated 

that as regards executive offices :-
(a) No real reduction of work in Executive Engineers' 

offices has taken place. Some alteration of names and 
forms has taken place. . 

(b) Their power of ready-account, review and control 
over their operatious has been reduced, vide the aboli
tion of the schedules of expenditure of works, and the 
splitting up of the establishment bills. 

(c) ,The check over accounts in the Executive Engineers' 
offices tends to be impaired. 

(d) The so-called "speeding-up" is not an" econom
ic " speeding up. 

(e) There has been a demand for more establishment 
on account of extra work alleged to be entailed. 

308. As regards the effect on the Accountant-General's 
office>:-

(a) So far no tangible economies have become appa· 
rent or simplificatious. 

(b) No alterations have been effected that could not 
equally well ha1·e taken place without amalgamation. 

(c) The" speeding-up" is of more nominal than practi
cal value. 

(d) The" speeding-up" has impaired "works" audit 
and tended to render it perfunctory and trivial. I find a. 
large number of remarks now in audit notes regarding 
the fees leviable from dak-bungalow visitors. 

(e) The so-called " speeding-up " has led to a rush of 
work at certain periods instead of a more even distribu. 
tion. 

309. On the whole, I may briefly state it to be my 
opinion that :-

(a) No appreciable economy has been effected either in 
accounts or executive offices. 

(b) The efficiency has been impaired in the local and 
audit account offices. · 

(c) The local centralization under one accounts officer 
involves too great a qua.ntity and variety of work for that 
officer, who after all is but huma.n, to deal with 
adequa.tely. 

(d) The standa.rd of efficiency in civil accounts offices 
and the training of their staff, both superior and subor
dinate, is inferior to that of the late Public Works 
Accounts Department. 

310. The disposal of work in India and elsewhere 
must depend upon the terms upon which the staff to.deal 
with it can be engaged and supplemented, i.e., the flexi
bility of the staff and the variability of the work it ha.s to 
cope vl"i.th. 

2. In India practically all office employment is upon a 
monthly basis. The result is that ordinarily work is so 
arranged that a month's work is disposed of finally in a 
month, tha.t being practically the " economic " speed, 
If we require a month's work to be disposed of in ten days, 
we require to entertain three times the staff that can dis
pose of it in thirty days, and, therefore, squander the 
excess staff for the remaining twenty days. Such extra· 

I 

vagance is only justifiable in extreme cases. In ordinary 
cases, we may take it as an axiom that the economic scale 
of establishmt>nt for India is that which is capable of 
doing a month's work in a month, neither more nor less. 

3ll. The ideal dangled hl'fore our eyes of " speeding· 
up. " the accounts for the Governmt>nt of India contained 
two fallacies :-

(a)' First, that such "speeding-up " was essential. 
(b) Secondly, that the civil accounts were finally booked 

and audited long before the public works accbunte. 
"' 2. As regards (a), the Government of India used to be 
provided with approximate figures of past and future 
expenditure under the Public Works Department system 
three days later than they are provided with the civil 
accounts now, i.e., on the 17th of each month. The 
approximate were rarely materially different from the 
finally audited figures and could be utilized in all but 
infrequent and unlikely emergencies, when special steps 
could be taken to ensure a<Jtuals. -

(b) In point of fact, although the civil accounts were 
booked in the audit office earlier than the public works 
accounts, their actual final audit was not complete for 
some time after the final audit by the Public Works 
Department, the delay sometimes stretching into months. 

312. As .regards the amalgamation of establishments, 
this has apparently been hindered by the difficulties of 
reconciling the interests of the various establishments 
and their vested interests. Possibly the solution will be 
simplified by the dying-out or retirement of the existing 
members. · 

• 

313. The real factors of efficient ec!)nomic organiza.. 
tion and disposal of work are -. 

(a) Specialization of function. 
(b) Standardization of work and results. 
(c) Co-ordination of work inside the office and outside, 

These imply limitation to the scope of work, if the 
highest efficiency is to be obtained. Judged by thell(l, the 
so-called amalgamation is a retrogressive movement. 
There can be no absolute uniformity of accounts and 
methods in dealing with different sets of circumstances. 
Nor does such uniformity exist -ilven on the civil 
accounts side. 

314. The accounts establishment should be limited in 
extent and scope to what can properly be controlled by 
their superior staff and the main operations with which 
they have to deal. They should be fully manned. Their 
officers must be of acknowledged status and han, direct 
access to the government to which attached. They 
must be independent and under the direct and sole orders 
of the Comptroller-General and the Government of India. 
Their discretion must, subject to reference to the Comp· 
troller-General, be nnlimited, except in matters of main 
principles. We should then have but little friction with 
local Governments, and the Government if India would 
not be wearied with unnecessary matters of detail. 

315. Even before the amalgamation, some public , 
works accounts offices were undermanned both in sub
ordinate and superior staff. This is bad economy, as 
their work must necessarily increase with the gradual 
development of t!le country's resourees. It is a question 
whether a much greater increase of the superior staff 
would not repay government. After all, it is a matter 
of insurance. 

MR. C. C. SWETENHAl\1 called and examined. 

316. (Prtllident.) The witness stated that he was a 
member of the Finance Department and had had 29 
vears' service, of which the first part had been wholly 
~pent in the Public Works Accounts Department, which 
had, for the last six years, been amalgamated with the 
general Finance Department. 

317. He explained the statement made in his written 
evidence, where he had mentioned that certain changes 
had been made by the Public Works Department with 
the objeet of cutting down establishment and showing 
a better return, by !laying that the cost of establishment 
wa.s generally gauged by the percentage that it bore to 

VOL. n 

the expenditure on works and repairs carried out by that 
establishment, and that if, for instance, in eome provinces 
the cost worked up to 25 per cent. and in others to 33 
per cent., the administrative authority naturally wanted 
to know why the 33 per cent. could not be cut down to 
25 per cent. In considering the possibility of such a 
reduction the Public Works Department had, however, 
to take into account a large number of local circum
stances. The percentage figure depended to a certain 
e:x.tent on what claBses of establishment were included 
in the cost of works, the practice in which respeet differed 
in the various pro'rinoes, and also, largely, on the amount 

r 
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of work that was carried out for local boards, or as con
tribution works, either without any charge for establish
ment at all or at a reduced cost, in regard to which the 
local Governments concerned exercised discretion. 

318. The reason why the actual expenditure on Public 
Works Department establisl:rrnent did not show a reduc
tion but rather an increase during late years was, he 
considered, due probably to increases in the pay of the 
staff, and to expansion of the work of the Department. 

~ His personal impression was, however, that the percent
age cost had been largely decreased. At the same time 
he was not sure that this percentage cost of establishment 
was a sound criterion upon which to base deductions, 
as the tendencv had been for less ·and le.ss work to 
be done departrrentally and more to be done by 
contract, and since naturally the contract price in
cluded the cost of certain establishment that would 
oth;;rwise have been borne by the Department, the cost 
of the departmental establishment was really reduced 
only by transfer of the expenditure to the head of cost 
of works executed under contract. He .was of opinion 
that the substitution of contract for departmental 
work, while causing a decrease in the cost of the Indian 
establishment employed by the Public Works Depart
ment, did not increase the cost of the Indiaon establish
ment employed by contractors to any ~aterial extent. 
because contractors employed only mistris and trusted 
to the Executive Engineer, on whose shoulders fell the 
burden of keeping these mistris in check, to supervise . 
the work. By this means, however, the work was put 
through with a smaller amount of Indian establishment 
in government employ. , 

319. The present scarcity of men for the filling of posts 
in the Public Works Department, and the inability of 
that Department to relieve more officers for war service 

, constituted, he thought, an argument against any further 
reduction of the present Public Works establishment. 
The more establishment there was, the larger would 
be the number of posts available for educated men, and 
th~e more scope there would be for reduction in the case 
of emergencies like the present war. 

320. Contract was not, in his opinion, an economical 
method for· the execution of works. In India it tended 
to raise rates. The gradual rise in rates all over India 
was partly due to the natural rise in prices which had 
taken place, but also to the tendency, when works were 
given out on c::ontract, for the contract rates to go ttp at 
once to the full estimated rates. This tendency of rates 
to rise higher and higher was very marked, and although 
an officer might get tenders for a certain work 5 or 10 
per cent. below standard rates, he usually found him
self sooner or later in the hands of a. ring of contractors. 
Standard rates were, as a rule, worked out upon past 
actuals, that is, they were practically frame1 upon the 
eontract price:;;, and not upon real cost of execution 
asoertained by departmental execution. They conse
quently tended to move in an exceedingly vicious circle. 
A sufficient proportion of departmental work was the 
only corrective. 

321. With reference to the statement in his written 
evidenr.e that accounts were divided in ,the ·audit office 
into three stages-the initial, the consolidated and the 
abstract, he explained that the possibility of transferring 
tha preparation of the consolidated accounts from the 
Executivl\ Engineer'>~ office to a central' office, and of 
allowing the Executive Engineer to be responsible only 
for his initial a~-ounts, i.e., his records of payment,s 
and his vouchers, which were all that he required for his 
owu purposes, depended upon whE're the limit between 
in.iHal and oon..oolidated accounts was drawn. By initial 
1\CCOunts he understood. that the Executive Engineer's 
individt•t.i. transactions, i.e., each item of payment and 
rooeip~. Wt>ro meant. As, however, an Executive 
Engineer's control and scrutiny was by works, it was, 
he considered, necessary to have these individual items 
of payment grouped under their respective works in 
order to lE't that officer know how his work.~ expenditure 
wa.s progrt>ssing. To take away this grouping of tran
sactions by individual works from the Executive 
Engineer would, he thought, be inadvisable, although 

that procedure was followed, to a certain extent, on 
railwavs. 

322: An Executive Engineer was supplied with a staff 
to which was entrusted his initial and elementary 
accounts work. The Executive Engineer, besides super-., 
vising the construction of works, was also a disbursing 
officer and, as far as audit was concerned, he was the 
officer who guaranteed the accuracy of the facts supplied 
to audit, and audit 11-ccepted no lower authority as a 
guarantee for the facts put before it. He did not agree 
with the contention, submitted in evidence by certain 
Executive Engineers, that t.he compilation of their month· 
ly accounts was detrimental to their executive duties and 
constituted an unduly large proportion of their work, 
engaging the whole of their staff for several days, and 
taking up a considerable amount of time besides neces
sitating some hundreds of signatures on the monthly 
account forms and statements. The question of signing 
so large a number of certificates, statements and forms 
had, however, always been a debatable one. He was 
not personally in favour of this system and did not believe 
in meaningless signatures. He believed, however, in 
insisting on proper scrutiny, and in enforcing that scru
tiny to a reasonable and practicable extent. He admitted 
that there was undoubtedly a tendency on the part of 
audit to in~ist on signatures here, there and. every
where, in order to relieve its apprehensions and he thought 
that these apprehensions were, in the case of the ordinary 
Executive Engineer, unnecessary. 

323. The tenth of E'ach month was too early a date, 
he thought, to be fixed for the submission of an Executive 
Engineer's monthly accounts, as it did not allow for their 
proper. or adequate preparation and 11hortened the time 
at that officer's .disposal for check, comparison and 
scrutiny of such items as he might reasonably desire to 
see, hampered his movements, and gave him very much 
less latitude for his executive dut,ies. He considered 
that, if a later date were fixed for the submission of 
the accounts, the Executive Engineer would have more 
opportunity for attending to his executive .duties. 

324. He believed that there was an order m Bombay 
prohibiting payments during the last days of the month, 
but was not able to make a definite statement on the 
point without a reference to the rules. If, however, it 
was the case, he thought it was a recent innovation. 

325. ·The large percentage of 48 per cent. of the whole 
of last year's public works expenditure in Bombay 
which was placed under objection by the Accounts 
Department, was based on the value of the transactions 
objected to as compared to the total expenditure. He 
knew of numbers of cases of works done in anticipation 
of sanction, works done without estimates, or without 
sufficient estimates, and these formed a very large per
centa.ge of the objections, which were based on the value 
of the transactions and not on their number. For 
instance, if objection were taken to expenditure on a 
work costing Rs. 50,000, sanction to the estimate for 
which had not been obtained, instead of this being re
corded as a single objection, the value of the whole 
transaction would be added to the total amount held 
under objection and thus swell the so·called per~entagE'. 
The witness did not therefore think that th1s large 
percentage of objections wa.s a fair criterion upon which 
to base any opinion. 

326. With respect to the criticisms made against 
the Audit Depart!hent for objecting in regard to certain 
matters in which the Public Works Department was the 
best judge such as the rates paid for particular classes 
of work, the \Yitness stated that in the old days, before 
the Public Works Department committees of 1887 and 
1888, one of the functions enjoined on the audit officer 
was that of scrutinizing rates. After the reports of these 
committees had been received it was decided that the 
question of rates was primarily one for the controlling 
officer and that the function of audit should be confined 
merely to pointing out any marked abnormality in rates, 
or the payment of rates in excess of sanctions. He 
thought that the action of audit, so long as it was confined 
to this, was legitimate, and added that, so far as he knew, 
it was so confined. If an audit officer went beyond this 
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limit, he would, he tliought. be exceeding his powers. 
327. Thejupervision given by superior officers in t.he 

Accounts l)epartment over public works objectionable 
items statements was as follows : These statements 
were put up to the gazetted officer who was pasR· 
ing the accounts, and that officer glanced through 
them to see that there was nothing abnormal in 
the incidence of payments nor any impropriety of 
la11guage, that there was nothing calling for further 
SJ~ial action and that there was nothing prima facie 
unreasonable in the objections. He admitted that a. 
very large number of unreasonable objections were 
set up, some of which might escape notice, but it 
was the recognized duty of the officer to see that the 
objections were reasonable i.ti themselves and were ex-
pressed in reasonable language. · 

328. The removal of the restriction placed on an Exec· 
utive Engineer by the Public Works Department Code 
in regard to the making of advances to contractors was, 
he thought, a matter for the controlling officers to 
decide, as were all questions in regard to the latitude 
to be allowed to the Executive Engineer. The accounts 
officers were merely agents of the controlling officers, 
and it was they who had laid it down that advances 
to contractors should be limited to a certain amount; 
the accounts officer had only to see that the rule was 
enforced. There was no special sanctity in the rule 
from the accounts point of view, provided adequate 
safeguards for recovery were adopt-ed. 

329. He did not think there was any objection to the 
proposal that the Executive Engiueer should be relieved 
of certain minor duties by the allotment of his annual 
grants for repairs in the form of a. lump sum for each 
building, which sum he would be entitled to spend with· 
out the necessity of preparing estimates detailing the 
nature of the expenditure involved. It amounted simply 
to substituting a standard grant (what is called a ' fixed 
contract grant' on the civil side) for an annually recur· 
ring one. He considered that there was a large amount 
of time wasted in compiling these estimates year in and 
year out and in obtaining fresh sanctions for them. 
They ought, after a certain length of time, to become 
standardised. 

330. The main benefit to be obtained from estimates 
and accounts was that after a time it was possible to lay 
down a certain standard of expenditure, which, for a 
period, at least, could be held to be appropriate. Hav· 
ing established such a standard, it was use\e~s to repeat 
annually the work that was necessary in establishing 
it. Thus if the cost of repairing a building had been 
Rs. 50 a year for the past five years, it could normally be 
concluded that it would be Rs. 50 for another five years. 
He suggested a periodical fixing of such standards, a 
five years' contract grant being given as was done on 
the civil side. Some such system might, he thought, 
be adopted in the Public Works Department with great 
advantage, as it would afford considerable relief to the 
engineer. On the civil side various. civil officers were 
given fixed contract grant.s for five years, and they bad 
absolute discretion in regard to the spending of this 
amount upon the various objects indicated as. within 
the scope of the grant. Lump sum grants should also 
be pl11.ned at the disposal of Executive Engineers for minor 
works and repairs, &ven though this might lead to a 
further sub-division of accounts. l\Iere accounts diffi. 
eulties, however, should not be allowed to stand in the 
wav of executive facility. 

ill. The witness rema~ked, with regard to a suggestion 
that an Executive Engineer might be permitted to utilize 
that portion of his budget grant which he expected to 
lapse at the end of March on works which it was proposed 
to undertake in the next financial year, that lapses on 
the Public Works Department budget as a whole did not 
inYariably occur. Lapses occurring in certain districts 
owing to special circumstances, e.g., plague, famine, 
etc., were often utilized in other divisions which had 
found that they were able to pu.sh on their worla more 
rapidly than they had anticipated and were hence clam· 
ouriug for fuuds. Whenever funds were available 
owing to lapSClil elsewhere the Executive Engineer who 

required extra money usually got what he wanted. 
Thus the savings of one division were utilized in another~ 
as far as po.'lsible, by the transfer to the Jatt('r of the 
funds which the former had not been able to utilize. 

332. He did not altogether understand the exact 
object of the proposal thatl, in order to avoid lapses, it 
should bl! made possible for funds to be carried over from 
year to year since an officer could continue his work in 
the following year, pending receipt· of orders on the 
budget, subject only to the restriction that the monthly 
expenditure should not exceed one-twelfth of his previous 
average annual expenditure. There was therefore so 
far as he could see no object in carrying forward these 
budget balances as there was no unreasonable restric
tion on the Executive Engineer's expenditure. The 
procedure of audit in such circumstances was to enter 
the expenditure in the statement of irregularities for 
remedy. In cer'..ain cases, so far as his recollection 
went, as, for example, in the case of repairs, audit raised 
no objection for the first three or four months of the 
year. In certain other cases audit called for prompt 
and adequate appropriation of funds. He thought that 
the latitude allowed to the Public Works Department 
in regard to expenditure was sufficient, but admitted 
that objections in regard to such matters were some· 
times overdone by the Audit Department. 

333. In regard to the suggestion that, as the 31st 
March, the date fixed for the termination of the financial 
year, was wholly unsuited to the Public Works Depart
ment as it occurred in the middle of the working season 
and hence prejudiced the execution of works, a later 
date might be adopted, he explained that the whole 
of the imperial accounts were supposed to be closed 
on that date and that grants are dealt with on that 
basis. There would, however, he thought, be no 
insuperable difficulty in acceding to the suggested 
alteration so far as the Public Works Department was 
concerned. U, for example, it was decided that the Public 
Works Department financial year should terminate at 
the end of May, the audit office could always take 
ten-twelfths of the annual expenditure for budget pur· 
poses and as a basis for its accounts, showing the public \ 
works accounts for the general financial year, and aiso 
for the Public Works Department budgetting year, as 
separate items. At the same time it had to be remem
bered that the working season was not the same in all 
provinces. In Sind, for instance, the working season 
terminated with the advent of the hot weather at the 
end of April. 

334. With reference to a proposal that the present 
system of conducting audit in a central office should 
be done away with altogether, and that a system of 
travelling audit should be substituted, he expl_ained 
that it· was necessary to distinguish between audit and . 
accounts, and that accounts would have to be submitted 
for compilation and inclusion in the general imperial 
accounts. Audit by the agency of a travelling staff was 
tried in the Bombay Presidency by Major Le Bretton 
in the nineties or later eighties, but was given up. The 
main difficulty was that only a low-paid staff could be 
engaged on the work and that there was much disparity 
of treatment, while the system entailed very little, if 
any, gain. There would also, he thought, be constant 
friction between the Executive Engineer and the subor
dinate audit staff which had to deal with that officer's 
accounts, and he did not think that the system could 
suitably be applied to the Public Works Department, 
in spite of the fact that local bodies had adopted it. He 
had not himself dealt with the local funds audit or muni
cipalities' accounts, but from inquiry he had concluded 
that this method would be inappropriate to the a.coounts 
of the Public Works Department. 

335. (Sir Noel Ker&llaw.) He did not think that a 
system of travelling audit would result in a reduction 
of the volume of audit objections by reducing corre
spondence and enabling personal explanations to be 
obtained from the Executive Engineer, since these objec
tions were chiefly due to want of estimates, which were 
probably being held up in some controlling office. Theae 

r2 
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~40. As normally an. auditor did not intervene in the objections are also often due to want of appropriation and 
want of revised estimates. He was very much opposed to 
the travelling audit system for several reasons, the chief 
of which was .. that audit would have- to be conducted by 
a subordinate agency and that in a very short time the 
Executive Engineer's establishment would be in a state 
of friction with the auditors. The reason why the system 
of travelling audit could be enforced in England was 
that in England there was both a different climate and 
a different class of man. He had done inspections all 
over India at different times of the year, and he consi· 
dered that, as to~ during the hot weather incon
venienced even superior officers, the much greater dis
comfort which would be caused to the subordinate staff 
should also be recollected. In the present inspecting 
accounts subordinate staff, the maximum pay of the 
senior man was about Rs. 200 to Rs. 250 a month. Then 
there were chapra.sais who were very much more lowly 
paid, and who found constant touring both a trial and 
an expense. 

336. (Mr. xtW,t.) In considering whether chaprassis 
appreciated touring on account of the allowances they 
got, a distinction should be drawn,between a district 
chaprassi and an accounts office· chaprassi. So far as 
witness knew the accounts office chaprassi had very 
little claim on the local people. His own men always 
shirked touring either by taking leave or by pleading 
indisposition. 

· case of rates, .except in cases where the Execu;ive Engineer 
was bound under rule to report an excess in rates to higher 
authority, such as the Superintending Engineer, he 
considered tnat it was not necessary to consider the 
suggestion that the Accounts Department should not be 
allowed to interfere with an Executive Engineer in regard 
to rates so long as the latter was working within his totals 
or sub-totals. As stated before, an auditor, when raising 
such an objection, simply acted as an agent of the con
trolling officers. He merely pointed out that one of their 
requirements was not being fulfilled. It was necessary 
to recognize this fact in all charges brought against audit, 
as in the majority of cases audit did not function as an 
audit officer but merely as an agent of the controlling 
authorities with a view to enforcing the rules framed by 
the latter. Audit would, he considered, be wrong if it 
went beyond this, as it was in no way concerned with rates 
until the amount sanctioned was exceeded. Its function 
was solely to confine itself to pointing out 'abnormalities 
and bring them to the notice of the deciding authorities. 
Audit had done its duty so long as it informed the Superin· 
tending Engineer of such cases. The classification of 
objections, he explained, was broad, and it was not possible 
to state precisely what items should come under this 
head. There was, he thought, no object to be gained in 
differentiating between items in a more meticulous 
manner. 

337. He did not think a subordinate travelling staff 
of auditors for the Public Works Department would 
either give satisfaction or would tend to decrease the 
amount of work in the Executive Engineer's office now 
complained of, while, if a man competent to accept the 
Executive Engineer's explanations were deputed for 
the work, the expense of the system would be considerable. 
He believed· that travelling audit would prove more 
expensive, would lead to more friction and irritation, 
and would be less efficacious than the present system. 
He admitted that his statements were based on the sup· 
position that a man drawing a salary of only about Rs. 
200 per mensem. would be in charge of the travelling 
audit establishment. 

338. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In regard to objectionable items 
he explained that the initial objection was raised by the 
auditor. All auditors were divided into auditors and sub
auditors. A sub-auditor did the book-check of the 
accounts, i.e., he compared the figures, and if he noticed 
for example that the expenditure on any work exceeded 
the amount sanctioned he noted the excess and passed it 
on to the auditor, who examined it and embodied it in 
the statement of objections, which he then submitted, with 
the rule and a note as to the action necessary, to the 
gazetted officer, who decided whether the objection should 
stand or be amended. In routine cases the sub-auditor 
was the initial objector, but in all important or doubtful 
cases the auditor was responsible for the objection. The 
auditor could alter, if necessary, the statements of the 
sub-auditor, after perusing the rules and taking the 
circumstances of the case into consideration. But in 
going through the detailed accounts again it was generally 
the case that both the auditor and the gazetted officer 
added to the objections noticed by the sub-auditor. It was 
not usually the case that the objections were reduced. 
The gazetted officer decided whether the explanation 
of the Executive Engineer should be accepted, but in 
routine cases sanction was generally accorded without 
d('lay and the objection dropped. 

339. A travelling auditor would not be competent to 
deal with cases of the nature referred to in the objection 
statements, and therefore the travelling audit system in 
the ~blic Works Department would not reduce the 
number of cases that went up to the :gazetted officer for 
decision. Travelling auditors would have no· power to 
waive objections. In a number of cases the Executive 
Engineer could merely state that he had passed the esti
mate to the Superintending Engineer, thus absolving 
himself from responsibility. 

341. The personality and training of the accounts officer 
made a considerable difference. He thought that the 
spirit formerly displayed by certain accounts officers 
of trying to find as many objections as possible was 
dying out. He added that the tendency that formerly 
existed in the Public Works Accounts offices of regarding 
public works as intended primarily for purposes of 
accounts prevailed in all accounts offices, and there was a 
tendency to demand that everything should be done to 
meet the convenience of the audit officer. This tendency 
was one of the difficulties with which an audit officer had 
to deal in managing his staff. 

342. (Rai Bahadut Ganga Ram.) He was unable to say 
how much had been saved by transferring the public 
works accounts to the Accountant-General's office, as 
no figures had been worked out. 

343. The date fixed for the submission of accounts 
used to be the 20th of each month, but was now the 5th. 
The alteration was made in accordance with the general 
principle of speeding-up the accounts. He thought that 
the proposal that accounts should be submitted quarterly 
instead of monthly would lead to a great accumulation 
of work rather than to an automatic working out of 
objections. The strength of the staff in the accountd 
office was calculated on the assumption that it would 
deal with a month's work, in a month, and if three months' 
work were suddenly thrown upon it, the strength would 
have to be increased. He admitted that quarterly 
objections did work themselves out to a certain extent, 
and that for this reason certain quarterly and half-yearly 
statements were now submitted to government by the 
Accounts Department, instead of monthly statements as 
formerly. The same procedure might perhaps be applied 
to the Executive Engineer's accounts and there would 
probably. be no real harm in it, but it would be opposed 
to the generally recognized principle that objections 
should be raised as socm as the irregularities occurred, and 
that such irregularities should be promptly remedied and 
not allowed to continue as might happen if objections 
were raised only quarterly. In practice, however, he 
was not certain whether any very useful object was served 
by taking up objections every month. 

344. His opinion that contract work was usually more 
expensive than departmental work was based on the 
fact that ever since he had been in the audit office con· 
tractors' rates had been rising; he had, however, no 
practical experience of the two methods. The depart· 
mental method of construction, where the Department 
supplied its own materials and employed its labourers 
direct on muster rolls must, he thought, be cheaper than 
any other. It was true that the records of the Accounts 
Department showed that rates and prices had gone up 
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everywhere in India. .and. not only in the. Bombay 
Presidency, except possibly ~ B~uma. and ~rta.m remote 
localities, where eommurucations had Improved and 
p<lpulations increaacd or settled down .. 

g45, He was unable to give any information tending 
to show that the direct employment of labour by the 
Public Works Department had been generally given up 
throughout India, but he had, d11;ring .his se:rlce, gained 
experience of nearly every provmce m India and could 
state therefrom that the tendency of Indian operations 
was, wherever contractors were available, to abandon 
departmental construction in favour of contract. There 
were, however, some p!!rts of India where contractors 
were practically non-existent. Rates had risen every· 
where, but he thought that the tendency of contract· 
work was to stimulate this rise since any increase of rates 
was in the contractors' interests. 

346. (Mr. Kent.) As he was convinced that the more 
extensive employment of contractors had led to increased 
rates, he thought it would .be permissible, from an 
accounts point of view, to allow engineers, in estimating 
the cost pf works, to treat the rates they entered oon
fidentially and to give to contractors tendering only a 
rough lump sum estimate, ami a schedule showing the 
quantity of materials required for the work. These 
estimates should never leave the office of the officer who 
prepared them, and so long as the confidential figures 
were entered in the record of expenditure, the Accounts 

Department could raise no objection in regard to the 
system on which tenders were called for. 

347. In connection with his former remark that annual 
repair estimates were unnecessary, and that he was 
inclined to advocate the provision of a specific sum for 
this purpose for a. period of years, he admitted that he was 
speaking merely as an outsider and that his views on the 
subject were of value ouly in so far as such an individual 
could frame an opinion. 

348. In connection with the Public Works Department 
establishment charges he explained that it was not usual 
in the Accountant-General's office to calculate these 
charges on the actual cost of construction p/IU estab
lishment, direction, accounts, etc. Establishment per
centages were worked out on the proportion borne 
by the actual cost of establishment to the total cost 
of the works and repairs executed by that establishment. 
The meaning of a statement that the cost of establishment 
was 20 per cent. was merely that the expenditure on the 
regular establishment employed was 20 per cent. of the 
amount spent on labour and materials, The actual cost 
of establishment was not added to the latter in obtaining 
the percentage, e.g., in the case of a work costing one 
lakh of rupees for which the establishment charges came 
to Rs. 20,000, the percentage that the cost of the estab
lishment would bear to the whole expenditure was cal· 
culated in the Acccunts Department on the actual cost 
of the work (one lakh) and not on that cost pliU the cost 
of establishment (one lakh and twenty thousand). 

At Bombay, Thursday, 11th January 1917. 
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D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

C. J. HANSOTI, EsQ., Superintending Engineer, Bombay. 

Written Statement. 
349. (I.) Eoonomy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works.-The methods at present adopted 
for the execution of civil works are on the whole 
economical and suitable except in case of small outlying 
buildings like police out-posts and local board echools 
or wells in outlying villages. It would be more economi. 
cal to entrust these wotks to the Department or agency 
concerned for execution and maintenance. 

350. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under 
the existing system, private enterprise finds its field 
in the contracts given out for execution of works under 
the supervision of public works officers. Works are 
gp,nerally given out by contract if capable and reliahle 
contract{)rs are available and come forward to under
t .• tke them at rea.'!Onable rates. Where no capable men 
are available, a.s is often the case in the mofussil, or they 
ask for exorbitant rates, works are executed by depart
mental agency or by giving them out by piece to different 
petty contract{)rs. 

(2). Except in the presidency towns like Bombay, 
trained or skilled contractors with sound professional 
knowledge and possessing the requisite resources as 
regards men, money lUld implements are not generally 
available at present, and no Bombay contract{)r would 
go out to the mofll88il for work of the nature and cost 
usually carried out there unless they could expect to have 
a high percentage of profit. The employment of large 

firms. would not, therefore, be in any way economical 
and is certainly likely to result in less efficiency of work. 
Close supervision is required of the work done by most. 
contractors, and they are often required to be guided 
in their work. 

(3). There is scope, however, for the further encourage
ment of private enterprise by the more general adoption 
of the system of work by contract in preference to that 
by departmental agency wherever possible. I would, 
however, deprecate the giving out of all works in a dis. 
trict wholesale to one individual or firm, as it is likely to 
become a sort of a moncpoly with the same individual 
or firm due to the inve.~tment required for tools and plant, 
and the result would, under the circumstances, be an 
increase in cost and deterioration of the efficiency and 
quality of work, as competition would be difficult to get. 
Even under the present system, it is at times found that 
contractors combine and tender for works and materials 
at high rates or decline to supply road materials broken • 
to the spt>eified size, and departmental agency has 
then to be employed to break the combine or to get 
materials of the requisite size and quality. If such an 
agency -did not. exist, the hands of government would 
be forced, and they would have to give the higher rates 
demanded, and to accept materials not in accordance 
with specifications. The enforcing of specifieationa 
results often in delay. Again. big contractora expect 
large profitl!, and I have often found it more economical 
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to give out works by piece to smaller men who are satisfied the best of the successful students. The promotion from 
with smaller profits. I would not, therefore, advise any the lower subordinate grades should be restricted and 
sudden or sharp departure from the present methods, confined to exceptionally able and efficient men of good 
but would advocate the giving out of work by contract training. 
under departmental supervision wherever possible. 352. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub- ~-

(4). Under the circumstances described above, it is branches.-The relations of the various branches of 
necessary t{) keep up the departmental agency for super-· the Department among themselves as well as with other 
vision as also for execution of work whenever necessary. departments are satisfactory. 1 think, however, that it 
Its task may, however, be lightened by giving larger 
powers than exist at present to those district local boards would conduce to greater economy and rapidity of con· 
that employ an efficient staff, to execute their works bv. struction if works designed by sanitary and other experts 

are entrusted for execution to the district Executive 
their own agency. It may also be possible to entrust E 
the· construction and maintenance of small and lee:s ,ngineers who have better local knowledge and command 
important government works in places where no other of resources than the officers appoint-ed speciallv for the 

work in the expert branch. • 
works exist under the Public Works Department agency 
to such local boards. For the maintenance of small or 353. (V.) Decentralization.-The power of selected 

. single works lying in out-stations. either the agency of the Executive Engineers to sanction estimates may be in
department concerned or that of the district local board crea..qed to Rs. 5,000 and that of accepting tenders to 
may be employed. Rs. 10,000, the Superintending Enginerr's powers being 

351. (ill.) Changes . in organization.-The present proportionately increased. Sub-divisional officers should, 
syst-em of recruitment of the Public Works Department under the sanction of the Superintending Engineer, 
engineers requires to be modified with a view to the larger be empowered to enter into contracts up to Rs. 200 for 
employment of Indian college engineers on the same e~h work or sub-work, the limit being increased to 
salary as the engineers recruited from England. The Rs. 500 in the case of Assistant Engineers of two years' 
present division of the service into provincial and im- standing. 
perial should be done away with, and all engineers should The provisions of the Public Works Department Code 
be classed as one, as they used to be before l89:J, and are not, generally speaking, unduly restrictive ; but 

. should form the Indian Engineering Service. This will some relaxation is necessary in them-:Iispensing . with 
ensure better esprit-de-corps by removing any possibility th~ ~etailed estima~e~ for current repairs to ordmary 
of the suggestion of inferiority of the provincial men, b?Jldmgs an~ recogmzmg the agency of the ~ower subor
and improve the emoluments of the latter which are , dinate establishment as competent for recordmg measure· 
unsatisfactory at present and make them discontented. "' ments of works except for the final bill. 

{2). As capable engineers are being turned out by the 354. (VII.) Education.-The system of education in 
Indian colleges, and as Indians are naturally in a position the only government engineering college at Poona 
to be more in touch with Indian conditions, and to under- in the Bombay Presidency is, I think, organized on a 
stand and control Indian establishments and labour sufficiently broad basis, and is adequate to provide 
better than non-Indians, it is desirable that the propor· fully-qualified engineers for government and other 
tion of Indian engineers in the Department should be agencies. The college, however, is in need of a larger 
increased, and I would suggest that it should be 60 per patronage from government to attract the best possible 
cent. of the total strength. The recruitment in England students, as the other large employers like railway com· 
may also wit.h advantage be by open competitive examina- panies and manufacturing firms reserve their patronage 
tion from graduates in engineering of the Universities for European engineers. Instead of the one engineer 
of Great Britain and India.. a-ppointment guaranteed to its students, two, and more 

(3). No improvement is necessary in the class from which if possible, shquld be guaranteed, and the grade in the 
the subordinates of the Public Works Department are upper subordinate establishment to which the other 
drawn except that the employment of military subordi· successful students· are appointed should be changed 
nates in the civil branch may be discontinued as un· to first or second respectively in the case of men who 
necessary and unsatisfactory. The civil subordinates have passed in the first or second clas~. 
are most.ly drawn from the engineering colleges and are 355. (Vill.) Practical training.-! think it would be 
generally satisfactory, but the scale of the pay of the well if a !ew of the Indians who have received their 
upper subordinates should be improved, and the long scientific training either in English or Indian colle~es 
wait in the second and third overseer grades should be are appointed to the Department for practical training 
curtailed to five years in all instead of eight .to attract for a year. 

MR. C. J. HANsOTI · called and examined. 

356. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
Superintending Engineer of 24 years' service in the Public 
Works Department, which he had spent in the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, except for two or three years on 
special irrigation works. 

357. The contractors available in the districts in which 
he had served were not technically trained, but were 
ordinary capitalists employing· mistris who had learnt 
a certain amount about construction work by experience. 
They were all merely petty contractors. Large con· 
tractors were ready to take up buildings costing as much . 
as a lakh of rupees or more-petty contraetors only 
those costing up to thirty or forty thousand rupees. 
There were a. certain number of contractors in the Surat 
district who were able to undertake the construction of 
the larger works. They required supervision as they 
did not employ any engineering staff but only mistri.~. 
He preferred to execute works by contract rather than by 
departmental agency wherever suitable men were avail· 
able. As t~ what steps might be taken to encourage 
contractors. he suggested that they should be given 
petty Works to execute until. IL'I they gained experience, 
they could be entrusted with larger works. This was, 
in fact, an&logous to the present syst-em although occa-

sionally works were executed departmentally which 
could without risk have been transferred to contractors. 
In the ordinary Executive Engineer's" charge there was 
not enough work for any number of large contractors, the 
expenditure usually varying between three and four 
lakhs of rupees per annum, of which between one-third 
and one-half was for original works and the balance for 
repairs. Works costing more than Rs. 5,000 were termed 
"major" works, and probably two-thifds of the original 
works fell under that classification. There was alw&ys 
a. danger of contractors combining, and forcing up rates 
unduly. He had recently had practical experience of 
this in the Kaira district in the case of a large work. 
The contractors had formed a ring and demanded exor
bitant rates, and he had had to reject all the tenders 
and order the sub-divisional officer to execute the work 
by piece-work, which he had succeeded in doing. For 
this reason he thought that the Department must always 
be maintained in such a form as would enable it, if neces· 
sary, to undertake work departmentally and thus break 
up such combinations. 

358. The present system was, he thought, economical. 
The Public Works Department rates compared very 
favourably with those paid by private mill-owners and 
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generally ra~s for local board and J!rivate work we~ 
approximately the same a.11 those patd by the Pubhc 
Works Department, although their works were not so 
efficiently executed a.11 those of the latter. Referring 
to the tstablishment charges of the Public Works Depart· 
ment hi' pointed out that, if a man built a private 
residence, he did not ~>sually employ any skilled agency to 
MUpcrviBe the construction although he probably 11pent 
a certain amount ut his own time on the work. ]<'or 
professional supervision he probably employed only a 
mis:"ri, and consequently did not pay as much as the 
Public Works Department, but the resulting work was, 
of course, inferior. 

359. The average area of an Executive Engineer's divi· 
sion varied between four and the thousand square miles. 
There were, on an average, five or six sub-divisions in 
each Executive Engineer's 'cha.rge although in some dis
tricts there were six or seven, even eight. A sub-division 
was generally in the charge of an upper subordinate and 
occasionally of an A.~sistant Engineer, only rarely was it 
in the charge of a lower subordinatl>. The annual expl'!nd-

' iture of a sub-division was from fifty to sixty thousand 
rupees. 

360. He was of opinion that the upper subordlt\ate 
class was quite satisfactory. With reference to the 
suggestion made to the Committee that the theoretical 
training of upper subordinates was too elaborate, and that 
they were deficient in practical knowledgf:, he stated 
that they naturally required training for some time when 
they first came from the collcg,·, but that in about a year 
they gained the necessary experience. tipper subor
dinates were certainly more highly trained than was 
actu~tlly necessary for the work they were required to do, 
but in his opinion all that was needed was a little moro 
practical experience to start with. He suggested that 
their pay should be enhanced in view of the facts that 
the cost of living had increased and that men who went 
into other busine11ses were hotter paid. He doubted 
whother governm<>nt service attracted the best men, 
and stated that there had been cases in which mgineering 
graduates standing high in their examinations had nfused 
to enter it, preferring to take up private practice or native 
state service. 

361. His experienco of the lower subordinate establish· 
mont had also been satisfactory, and he did not agree, 
with the opinion that the "works '' establishment was 
inferior and unreliable, nor would he recommend that 
any of the latter should be made prrmanent. It was 
true that thev continued in service for a considerable 
time, but he did not think that even if they were made 
permanent there would be much difference in the stand
ard of the work produced. At present they could he 
dismissed at any time if they did not work well and hence 
he thought that the Executive Engineer had a greater 
hold over these men than if they were on tho permanent 
staff. Nor did he think that it· would lead to better 
results if the lower subordinates were either re.duced iD 
number or abolished altogether, and more upper subor
oinates employed in thPir place. He did not agree with 
the majority of the criticisms levelled against the lower 
subordinate establishment, and considered that the 
existing organization was as good as could be. devised 
for the purpose in view. 

362. Plans for work reqwred by municipalities were 
generally approved by the Public Works Department, 
and if costing more than a certain sum the work!! were 
u~ually entrustod to that Department for execution. 
There was no compulsion in the matter, but municipali
ties generally camo to the Public \Vorks Department 
for the execution of large works and the approval of plans 
and estimates, except in cities like Ahmedabad which 
had a. Lig municipality with an engineer of its own ; 
in Surat the mWlidpality always applied to the Public 
Works Department for the important works. 

:l6:t District boa.rds were bound by rule to hand 
ovor certain classes of works for execution by the Public 
Works Department. The class of roads generally looked 
aftt~r by the local board3 was confined to small rural roads, 
more or less country traeks, some of which were bridged, 
but rarely metalled. The agency for the maintenanee 

of local board roads depended upon the opinion of the 
officers concerned. He had known some cases whf!re 
local boards had wished' to takc, over roads from the Pub
lic Works Departmf"!nt, and others in which they had 
tried to hand over such roads to that Department. He 
suggested that local boards should, to some f!Xtcnt 
at any rate, employ their own staff and manage their 
own works. They could now execute works costing 
lrss than Rs. 2,500 and if they employed a bf.tter ageney 
their powers might very wdl be increased. He admitW, 
however, that this system would lead to duplication 
of staff to some extent, and suggested that certain gov
ernment works in outlying places should also be handed 
over to the local boards. He would not recommend 
that main or important roads should bt handed over to 
thl' di~trict boards. 

364. He did not approve of the proposal which had 
been put before the Committoo that the Roads Branch 
should be separa.too entirely frott. the Buildings. and that 
there should be two separate branches in the Public 
Works Dtpartment-one of architects who would be 
rc~ponsible for the building'!, and another of general 
engineers who would be responsible for roads and other 
works, considering that it would be a veory expensive 
arrangement as there would be two separate establish
ments working in the same area. This would be very 
inconvenient and although it might be suitable for a 
place like Bombay it would not work well in the mo· 
fu11~il • . The experiment might, however, be tried in a 
builuing centre where there were a large numbf!r of 
buildings to be constructed. 

365. With regard to the s~>ggestion that the depart· 
ment which occupied a buil<!ing might be given a grant 
and made responsible for the ordinary current annual 
repairs, he doubted whether such an· arrangement would 
be either a vf'!ry satisfactory or an economical one. For 
the repair of buildings scattered over a district, however, 
he suggested that either the agency of the occupying 
department or that of the district board ,should be 
employed. 

366. The power of technical sanction of a Superintend. 
ing Engineer was limited to Rs. 20,000 and this, he 
thought, should be increased to Rs. 50,000. On general 
principles it would conduce to greater efficiency if these 
powers wore enlarged. The power of technical 11!3nction 
of an Executive Engineer was limited to Rs. 2,500 and 
he suggested that, in the case of selected offi(){'rs only, 
such powers might be increased to Rs. 10,000. .Junior 
Executive Engineers might continue with the lower 
powers, 

367. He had never, as an Executive Engineer, found 
his accounts works ~ very heavy burden nor prejudicial 
to his executive work. His accounts work had occupifd 
about two or three days each month, but even on those 
days be had not been wholly employed. He did not· 
think that the accoW\ts system was so complicated as 
to intedere to any great extent with his executive work. 
He thought, however, that it might be simplified in cer
tain details, and quoted the preparation of works ab· 
':!tracts as a case in point. 

368. He had had no occa.~~ion to complain that the 
rules prohibiting the local 'purchase of stores were pre
judicial to efficiency or expedition. He admitted, bow
ever, that he had to apply to government for sanction 
to the purchase oJ certain articles, which caused some 
delay. 

369. He wa.s in agreement with the suggestion that 
the preparation of detailed tstimates for all repairs to 
buildings should be done away with, and that Rimply a 
lump sum should be given to be spent at the discretioa 
of the Executil"e Enginfer. This procedure would, he 
thought, obviate a lot of effice work. 

370. At present for every building to be constructed 
plans and estimates had to bo prepared, and there was 
always a considerable amount of such work in prOb'Tl'f>ll 

in the office of an Encutive Engineer. It did, sometimea, 
~app<'n that designs had to be prepared 111ore than onre, 
m some cases three or four times, owing to an officer 
cha.ngin! his mind, but he did not think that it oouJd 
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be said that such a state of things was general or that it 
constituted a grave inconvenieqce to the Department. 

371. With reference t<1 the suggestion put forward 
before the Committee that an estimate should be split 
up into different classes of work, and tenders called for 
each-for instance that instead of a contract being given 
for a whole building tenders should be accepted from a 
carpenter for all the wood-work of the building and from 
a mason for all the masonry work-he stated that that 
was exactly what was done at present under the piece
work system, under which wood-work would be given 
to one contractor, masonry to another and so on. 

372. He did not think that it would be possible to 
arran~o within the Department for the provision of one 
or two years' practical training for all the students who 
passed out of the Poona College but they could certainly 
arrange for a certain percentage. If the number which 
passed out of the upper course of the Poona College 
were limited to twenty-five or thirty, practical tra,ining 
for. them could probably be managed. H<) could not 
say whether the students would accept the offer of such 
training if they were given an option in the matter, but 
he ~·lieved that a large number of them would do so. 
The students should, he thought, bt given a living wage 
during the period of practical training. 

373. (Mr. Cobb.) Ho certainly thought that there was· 
scope for an extimeion of the contract system, and sug
gested the issue of general instructions that works should 
be done by contract· as far as possible. Some officers 
appeared to prefer to do their works departmentally. 
He would not give the maintenanco of roads to contract
ors except as regards the supply of materials. In the 
case o! a long stretch of ro!!.d of fifty miles or so it would 
be impossible to give the repair work on contract as there 
would be so many detailed pointq which would require 
attention, and if the contractor did not work properly 
there would always be trouble and differences of opinion. 
The repairs to buildings would be an ,eaRier matter to 
deal with than the repairs to roads. Less trouble would 
also be entailed, as a miatri could be employed for such 
work, which would then be executed on the piece-work 
system. Only when suitable contractors weM not avail
able would he do the work departmentally. Ho was of 
opinion that the number of contractors was and would 
go on ~adually increasing. _ 

374. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Ho had graduated 
from the Poona College. of Engineering and had pa~sed 
first on the list in his year. The second man on the list 
got in as an Apprentice Engineer; the third and fourth 
went to Mysore. Seven passed in the new course, and 
about forty in the old course. Some ol these forty had 
taken up private practice and some were employed in 
native state~, while a few abandoned engineering al:
togcther and joined the Revenue Department as tahsil-
~~ . 

3i5. He stated that he had been an Executive 
Engineer, Buildings and Roads, ior a long til'lle. The 
largest building a~tually constructed under his super· 
vision was one costing about Rs. 2,00,000 at Ahmedabad. 
This building-the Science Institute-was designed by 
the Consulting Architect. The largest building which 
he ha.d designed cost about Rs. 60,000. All designs 
were submitted to the Consulting . Architect, the limit 
below which this was unneceRSary being about Rs. 20,000. 
Government, or in certain cases, the Superintending 
Engineer, decided which buildings should be designed 
by tho Consulting Architect. Somotimes there was ·a 
difference of opinion on the subject and consequmtly 
correspondence ensued. No difficulty, however, had 
bt>en experienced in regard -to the system in general, 
as it was merely a matter of giving tho architect informa
tion as to local conditions. The Consulting Architect did 
not intltrfere in every design, but only when govorn
ment saw that there was an important building to be 
oonstntcted and consequently desired his ad-rice. 

3i6. Ho had meant " daily la hour " when he had· 
referred to "departmental agency." The piece-work 
oontractQr generally made his own arrangements for 
materials, but in certain cases they were supplied by the 
Public Works Department, and the cost was deducted 

from his bills. If. the contractor were a good man he 
could be entrusted with the supply of materials which 
were usually not manufactured by the Public Works 
Department hut purchased locally. 

377. There was an irrigation division at Ahmedabad, J 

Tht> irrigation rates were just about the same as the 
building rates ; the railway rates were generally higher, 
but the witness could give no reason for this, nor could 
he state..whether the railway work was superior in quality. 
It wa~ done with great expedition and contractors always 
preferl'f,d railway work as they could get much better 
profits there. 

37fl. He had not experienced any difficulty' in the 
purchase of stores through the Director General of Stores. 
He thought that the suggestion that the Dire~tor General 
of Stores should be located in India was a good one, and 
if such a course were adopted he did not think that it 
would lead to a rise in the prices of stores. 

379. He did not consider that the overseers turned 
out by the Poona College were more highly trained than 
was really necessary. 

380. As to the suggestion that the sub-overseer class 
should be abolished and a mistri class substituted, the 
latfer being taught only the rudiments of drawing, esti
mating, etc., he did not think that these men would 
ever come up to the standard of the lower subordinate 
establishment as they had not so much intelligence. 
Mistris were not required to do handicraft work only, 
but supervision work also. 

381. He divided the lump sum grant placed at his 
disposal according to the requirements of each district. 
Each Executive Engineer supplied him with his require· 
ments and on that basis he distributed the grants. In 
general the percentage of capital cost allowed for repairs 
to buildings was about one per cent. but it dependtld 
very much on the nature of the building concerned. 

382. He could not suggest any way of reducing the 
correspondence work of the Executive Engineer, all of 
which he considered was necessary. Neither could he 
suggest any considerable reduction in the accounts work. 
The Mcounts were submitted on the tenth of each month 
and there was a little difficulty in that respect. It would 
be a relief if instead of monthly there were quarterly 
accounts, and ,he did not think that the adoption of such 

. a system would impair the efficiency of the Depart· 
ment. In this way the number of objections would be 
considerably lessened, as many of them would dispose 
of themselves automatically. 

383. (Mr. Jfackenzie.) Even if departmental and piece
work were very much reduced, and true contracts-sub
stituted, he did not think that very much benefit would 
be derived therefrom except perhaps a small reduction 
in the lower classes of establishment ; the Department 
as a whole would not be much relieved and the same 
superior supervision would be required, even if the con
tractors employed a better supervising agency themselves. 
As far as the necessity for the departmental establish
ment was concerned there was little differenco between 
the regular and petty-contract systems except in the 
matter of accounts nor did he think that the introduction 
of the regular in place of the petty-contract system 
would be of any very great value to the people in general 
as training them in habits of self-relianco and indepen· 
cence ; there was, as he had said, very little difference 
between the two with the exception that the regular 
contractor was usually tho more moneyed man. He did 
not think that large contractors would be ablo to afford 
to utilize trained engineers if they took up contracts 
for buildings worth Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 1,00,000; indeed 
it was doubtful whether large contractors would compete 
for work worth only about Rs. 50,000. There were no 
m~n of the stamp required in the mofussil. The obstacle 
in the way of small contractors was lack of capital, ~nd 
they lived in many cases from hand to mouth dependmg 
entirely upon the payment of their bills. They had to 
pay the ordinary rate of interest, as well as in somA cases 
a share of their profits, to the money-lender. Large 
contractors, however, had generally. capital for the wcrk 
thev undertook and could command lower prices by ad. 
va.~cing money. With regard to the suggestion that 
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the Public Works Department should ~lso pay ready 
money at frequent intervals he thought that it would 
be inconvenient if the engineer had to make payments 
'so often. In certalh cases they were made fortnightly 
and occasionally weekly, but in general monthly pay· 
ments were the rule. It took a certain amount of time 
to dispose of bills, which had then to be passed by the 
audit offioor. 

384. Sub-divisional officers were not allowed an im· 
pl't"'lt, but had a cash account. They could not pay more 
than Rs. 10 or so in cash. In rare cases, however, they 
were empowered to pay cash up to Rs. 50. They sub· 
mitted their accounts monthly. 

385. There would be some risk if advances were made 
to contractors, but he doubted whether any loss would 
be entailed to government by such a system provided 
that it were applied to approved contractors only on 
proper security. It was possible that it would facilitate 
work and result in some reduction of rates. 

I 

386. Qn its being pointed out to him that in Madras 
nearly all the roads in the presidency were in thecharge 
of local boards, who employed men on Rs. 800 or R~. 
900, he stated that this was not the system in Bombay 
where the local hoards employed ·only overseers, but he 
thought that a start might be ruade in that direction. 
Rome local boards were, however, begging government 
to take over their roads as they had no proper establish· 
ments, and the Collector of Ahmedabad had asked the 
Executive Engineer to take over a road. He believed 
that a scheme which would allow local boards to employ 
a superior establishment was under consideration by 
government, but he thought that its adoption would 
lead to overlapping. Even if the Public Works Depart. 
ment were relieved of their roads, government super· 
vision would still be required. 

387. If the Public Works Department were relieved 
of all roads and of aU small buildings in out-of-the-way 
places, and had only to deal with big buildings, there 
would be practically nothing left for the Department 
to do. He did not think it would be to the interest of 
government to abolish the Buildings and Roads Branch, 
because the aggregate cost would not be reduced and 
there would he a Joss in convenience and t>fficiencv. 

388. To entrust local boards with the execution of 
their own buildings and the maintenance of their roads 
might prove valuable as training in self-government, 
but he doubted whether the members of such bodies 
would take the necessary trouble to inspect works. His 
experience of municipalities was that members would 
not actually go out and see things for themselves
at any rate this was the case in Ahmadabad-they left 
every thing to their officers. 

389. There were type designs for most buildings, 
which were only altered to suit local circumstances 
or requirements. In the case of an important or costly 
building the designs were given to the Consulting 
Architect ; otherwise they were done by the Executive 
Engineer. 

390. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) As an Executive Engineer 
he had boon employed in signing forms and accounts 
for about. two or three days in the month and the time 
actually spent in the month on such work was five or 
six hours altogether. He had to sign his name about 
three or four hundred times in those five or six hours. 
Some of the documents were merely compilations which 
did not require looking int() by the Executive Engineer 
and his signatures t.o which could, in his opinion, be 
ca<~ily dispensed· with. 

:JH 1. Wht•n work was to be commenced the fact was 
advertised in the papers in orC.er to attract contractor'!. 
He dt•preeat<·d the giving out of all works in a given 
an•a to a single firm as it would create monopolies. 
Petty contract()rs were supplied with tools and plant by 
go,wnmt•nt. and in the case of a work which required 
roll(·rs or costly plant they were supplied with these 
thi~s also. 

:l\'12. H6 stat~'<~ that there wt>re few district boards 
in the Bombay Presidency which ~mplo~'t'd an efficient 
11taff and tht> Nnployment IJy them of su(·h a staff would 
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lead to overlapping. The witness h&d no idea how the 
system worked in 1\f&dras. U the energies of the local 
board11 were directed solely to the outlying parts of the 
district, and of the Public Works Department to the 
inlying parts, overlapping in big places and at ht~ad· 
quarters would be obviated, but the Public Works Depart· 
ment had at present very little work to execute outside 
headquarters. 

393. (Jfr. Kent.) With reference to the statement 
in his written memorandum that contractors with sound 
professional knowledge were to be found in Bombay 
he explained that he was referring to firms of architects 
and engineers in Bombay and not t() contractors proper. 
He did not know of any persons who were traine~ con
tractors in the real sense of the word. 

394. In suggesting that a considerable proportion 
of the work of an average district might be transferred 
to the agency of local boards if they employed efficient 
staff be was referring to the local boards' own work, 
and did not mean that a proportion of the .government 
work now carried out by the Executive Engineer should 
be transferred. The system would lead to a certain 
amount of overlapping and would not be altogether 
economical. He coxtainly thought that- it would be 
necessary to retain government supervision even if the 
roads. were transferred to local bodies employing efficient 
staff. As to what form this supervision should take 
and assuming that all the roads were transferred to local 
bodies who employed their own staff, he suggested that 
there should be a Superintending Engineer for every five 
or six such local bofiies. His functions would be that of 
a travelling inspector and he would have to see that the 
work was properly dornr. It might be necessary to have 
one or two Executive Engineers under him. This would 
possibly be an improvement on the existing system, 
which latter, however; gave no_ cause for complaint. 

395. The largest district he had ever held charge of 
was Ahmedabad. As t~ what proportion of his time 
he had spent on actual supervision of work and what 
proportion on office work he stated that he had visited 
his works almost every morning, beginning at 7 or 8 A.JIL 
and going on till 12 mid-day, and then spent from 2 to 
5 or 6 P.M. in his office, that waR to say about eight hours 
altogether, equally divided between works and office. 

396. (Mr. llfacken.>.ie.) In explanation of his statement 
that works amounting to Rs. 2,500 were submitted to 
the Consulting Architect, he stated that such works 
were not carried out by that officer but were sent to him 
merely for suggestions as to improvement in appearance, 
etc. He was not quite sure whether any definite money 
limit had been fixed. 

397. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The scheJule rates 
were revised by the Executive Engineer once a year. 
In preparing these no percentage was added for the con· 
tractors' profits, but certain establishment charg('S 
were allowed. Personally he would be willing to allow 
5 to 10 per cent. for such profits. These schedules were 
prepared from the actual cost of construction in previous 
years. 

398. (President.) He admitted that certain graduates 
of the engineering college entered the Revenue Depart
ment and added that they joined that department direct 
from the college. Heing a graduate of the engineering 
college was on'9 of the qualifications for entry into the 
Revenue Department., which took graduates of science 
as wE:ll as of engineering. There was no harm in this, 
as men obtained a. SGund general training in the college. 
He did not think it desirable to prohibit graduates of 
t>ngineering from entering another department. 

399. The Ex;:,cutivo Enginet>r exercilled powers of ap· 
pointmerrt, disrni.P.sal and punishment only in regard to 
works establishment and offir.e clerk!!. He had no powers 
over the lower subotdinate establishment, .although he 
could report them t«J higher authority or transfer them. 
He considered that this svstem worked well and that it 
was unnecessary to give' more powers of punishment, 
etc., t.o Exeeutive En.tiLcers. There was no real objection 
to doing llO but thE- r.c•c:::P~itv fur the reference to a bi~her 
ofTc~r eonstitut&l a. v.1lualJie protection for the lO'wer 
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subordinates. He did not think that this protection ing )ower subordinates and to force them to content 
Wl\8 so great as to deter Ext:cutive Engineers from report- themselves with inefficient staff. 

F. ST. J. GEBBIE, EsQ., Chief Engineer, Sind. 

Written Statement, 

400. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods ot exe
cution of public works.-As far as Sind is concerned I 
consider the methods at present adopt.ed for the exe
cution of civil works are in all respects suitable for the 
purpose for which they were devised, 

401. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-There 
is no existing system of private enterprise in Sind 
except house building in Karachi. In the past two or 
three years very many houses, meant for occupation by 
Europeans, have been built by Indian landlords and 
speculators, and I have watched the construction of most 
of these houses and fiats. I have no hesitation in eaying 
that if the work, even in the very best of these buildings, 

· bad been paised by any Executive Engineer in the Depart
ment, he would have got into the most serious trouble. 
I can give examples of this. About two years ago a 
certain firm in Karachi decided to build a bungalow for 
their manage!'. This bungalow was designed by an 
architect, who is an A.R.I.B.A., and was constructed 
by a local firm of contractors under the architect's per
sonal supervision. Eefore the bungalow was occupied 
the manager asked me to inspect the upper verandah 
which be said he did not think was safe, I did so and 
found that it had sagged at both ends and the floor was· 
cracked badly in many places. The flooring was re
inforced concrete and can still be seen by anyone who 
wishes to inspect it. Quite recently all the tiles in the 
flooring of the ground floor rooms have had to be removed
and replaced because the filling underneath had not been 
properly rammed and all the floors settled very badly. 
If work like this is done under the supervision of what is 
supposed to be a qualified architect, it may be imagined 
what the class of work is when it is left entirely to a con· 
tractor, nominally supervised by a landlord who knows 
nothing about building construction. · 

(2). In another case, a firm was building new offices 
which were ultimately to be a double-storied building, 
but in the meantime only the ground floor was being 
constructed. The roof was reinforced concrete and the 
whole of it collapsed, just as concreting was completed, 

, J 

because the contractor had not troubled to see that the 
timbering rested on a solid foundation. This same con
~rac~r i~ doing similar work for this Department, and 
Is domg 1t very well, but only because he is being super· 
vised by competent engineers. 

402. (IV.) R1!lations with other departments and snb
branches.-In Sind, at any rate, the relations between 
the Public Works Department and other departments of 
the administration are quite satisfactory. 

~03. (VD.) Edncation.-We are now getting a very 
sattsfactory class of men as upper subordinates but 
the lower subordinates are not quite so good, ~nd I 
think the reason for this is the almost impassable line 
drawn between the upper and lower subordinate rank. 
It seemi to me we would get better men as lower subor
dinates if this distinction were done away with and all 
subordinate!! had to begin at the bottom and work their 
way up, just as members of the engineering establishment 
have to. 
. (~). ~he ?a~aram ~eth~al Sind Ar~s College is the only 
mstttut10n m Smd whiCh teaches engmeering and, as the 
teachers are men of no particular professional standing 
it is quite impossible for them to turn out fully-qualified 
engineers and architects. The direction and extent of 
improvement is obvious in this case. -

404. (Vni.) Practical training.-! do not think ade
quate provision is made for practical training. Govern
ment might undertake to provide practical training 
on works, and tl:e extent to which it could be provided 
would depend on ~he number of works in progres~, but, 
to have any practical result, it would be absolutely essen
tial that any one wanting this practical training should 
enter into some form of apprenticeship for a definite 
period. If they are allowed to come and go as they 
please they would learn nothing and only be a nuisance 
on the works. When I was in charge of the Jarri'rao 
Canal, one young man asked if he might be allowed to 
get some practical experience of irrigation work, but he 
stayed less than a week, as his idea of acquiring prac
tical knowledge was to sit in the office reading files, etc. 
I could not order him to go out on works, but I could 
order him out of the office, so he went. 

MR. F. ST. J. GEBBIE called and examined. 

405. (Pre..side?lt.) The witness stated that he was Chi6f 
Engineer to the Government of Bombay in the Irrigation 
Branch, and that he bad had 23} years' service which 
had been spent entirely in the Irrigation Department 
in Sind. 

406. The Irrigation Department in Sind looked after 
buildings, but there wero practically no roads, with the 
exception of one provincial road four miles long, and on~:. 
local road twenty miles long. Ordinary building"~ were 
looked after by the di~tl'ict engineer, but this formed 
only a very small part of his work. 

407. Thero were altogeth(lr four architEcts of different 
qual.i1lcations in Karachi of whom two were Associates 
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and one was 
self-taught. The .witness had no information in regard 
to the fourth. 

408. Private builcling work in Karachi was executed 
in various ways, but he bad not much information in 
this connection. The work was mostly done by petty 
oontractors, and the supervision carried out by the person 
fur whom the building was being erected. There was 
practically no expert supervision at alL 

409. He was unable to give any definite comparison 
betwten the rates paid by the Public Works Department 
and those charged by private enterprise. 

- 410. The Karachi Buildings Division, which was 
devoted entirely to buildings, under the charge of an 
Executive Engineer, included the buildings at Hyder
•bad and in the Ptlrsia.n Gnlf. He approved of the 

proposal that this division should be in charge of an 
architect, and should be taken away from the ordinary-
Public Works Department staff. . , 

411. The upper subordinate staff in Sind was quite 
satisfactory. He thought, however, that during their 
college course they spent too much time in learning 
theory, physics and chemistry, etc., which could be better 
employed on practical civil engineering work. His lower 
subordinate staff was not so satisfactory. 

412. The ordinary works establishment in Sind con
sisted mainly of men called ' Darogas ' whose work was 
merely the supervision of labour. These men had no 
technical qualifications of any kind beyond the capability 
of making simple measurements. Some of this " works " 
establishment was employed continuously although 
engaged on a temporary basis. He was doubtful as to -
the advisability of forming this establishment into a. 
permanent government service, because the men were 
unskilled and had no professional training. M i8tris 
were usually selected from among the best masons. 

413. A reorganization of the Department based on 
the permanent employment of a certain number of 
practical workmen such as masons, carpenters, etc., 
in the position of mistri~, and tho reduction of the 
present lower subordinate staff would not, he thought, 
work well in Sind, because the number of such work:p1en 
employed there was very small. It would not be worth 
while to make a special branch for that establishment 
in Karachi as so few. men of that type were required. 
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Rather than effect a reorganization in Sind, based on an 
increaao in the upper subordinate staff, which he con
siderc:d satisfactory, at the expense of the lower subor
dinates, he would prefer to abolish the hard and fast 
barrier between these two classes and make all the subor
dinates in the province start from the bott.om and work 
their way up. Thi'! would not, he thought, result in any 
reduction of efficiency because at present the same 
cla.ss of man applied for both upper and lower subordinate 
posts. He was not sure whether, if all subordinates ware 
in one class, it would still be possible to obtain such a 
good typo of man as tho present upper subor~ate, 
but he was convinced that tho typo of lower 8Ubordina.te 
would be considerably improved thereby. 

414. His establi~hment in Sind was largely recruited 
from the Dayaram Jethmal College, and no lower subor
dinates were recruited from the Poona College of 
Engineering. Of his upper subordinates, some· had 
been transferred from Bombay, and some were Bindhis 
who, having taken their L.C.E. degree, were appointed 
direct from the temporary establishment. The Dayaram 
Jethmal College was an aided private institution more or 
less subsidised by government. Four appointments 
were guaranteed annually to the engineering classes of 
this institution, one for upper subordinates and three for 
lower subordinates. The educational qualification for 
admission to the college was the school final or matric-

• ulation, and the length of the course was three years. 
Students thus passed out of the college at the a.ge of 
about 22 years. He thought that the best of tho students 
of this college compared favourably with those of the 
Poona Coll£ge, but that in general the men of the lattor 
college were better. He believed also that the Poona 
College took much older candidates, and that such men 
did not usually finish their course till the age of 25 or 
26 years. From his own expP.rience be thought that the 
Poona system was the better and turned out a superior 
class to that produced by thE Dayaram Jethmal College, 
this being mainly due to the fact that the former college 
had a better teaching staff. In connection with the 
engineering training of boys, he thought thaf the most 
suitable course was to take them direct from school 
into the engineering colleges so as to facilitate the provi
sion of a course of practical training after they left college 
and before they actually took up employment as engineers. 

415. He had had experience as an examiner of the 
Dayaram Jethmal College, and confirmed the general 
complaint which had been made by other examiners 
that the students who graduated from that institution 
had a very deficient knowledge of English. This, he 
admitted, was rather against his argument in favour 
of s~ch students entering an engineering college direct 
from school. 

416. The system prevailing in the Bombay Presidency 
undtr which an officer could be transferred from the 
Irrigation 'Branch to th<:> Buildings and Roa.ds Branch, 
and vice t-er~a. was, he thought, a. bad one. He was in 
favour of having two branches absolutely self-contained, 
with promotion from top to bottom in each particular 
branch, but he was somewhat douttful as to whether this 
could be arranged satisfactorily. It might happen, 
fQr example, that of two men of the same standing, one 
in the Irrigation and the other in the Buildings and R.oads 
Branch, one might get quicker promotion than the other, 
and this might lead to discontent. Such discontt>nt 
would have no legitimate basis, but it would probably 
exist. 

417. He was in favour of a system under which all 
passed students of the colleges of engineering should ha¥e 
the right to undf'rgo one, or pt>rhaps two years' practical 
training in the Public Works Department, pro'l"i.dt\d that 
a proper syst~m of apprenticeship were introduced. 
He suggested that t~uch students should enter into an 
agreement that they would undergo such training for a 
Ctlrtain period, as was the system in England ; he was, 
however, not quite sure whether it would be necessary 
to impof.e a pena!ty for bread1 of such an agreement. 
Judging from his experience of th(;m, he thought that 
many of the studentt~ of the Dayanm Jetbma.l O:lllege 
would welcome a system under •·hich they could be given 

a practical training in the Public Works Departm<>nt. 
He did not think it was necessary that all such students 
should be given a living wage, as some of them could 
quite well afford to keep themseh·es. 

418. The accounts system in force in the Irrigation 
Branch was analogous to that in force in the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, but the amount of detail in the former 
was much less as it was concerned mainly with large 
works. He had no suggestions to make with regard 
to possible improvements in the present system, but 
thought that it was pretty clear that some ~provement 
was required. The matter was, however, too trehnical 
for him to express an opinion on. It was difficult for 
him to say exactly what proportion of an Executive 
Engineer's time was spent on accounts, but he thought 
that it averaged two and a. half hours a day which, 
in his opinion, was an unduly large proportion. He had 
no remedy to put forward for improving this state of 
affairs, but suggested that an expert should be deputed 
to look into the matter. H tho whole of the monthly 
compilation and classification of accounts, together 
with the preparation of the monthly statements, were 
tran&ferred to a separate central accounts' office, it would 
save the Executive Engineer a lot of trouble. The adop
tion of a system under which the accountant ~of each 
office would be the officer re-sponsible .for the accounts 
would also save a. lot of trouble and time, and he was 
prepared to recommend it. The Executive Engineer 
would have to remain responsible that the measurement 
book mtries and the vouchers for payments made wore 
correct. Somo Executive Engineers wont into the ques
tion of the classification of aecounts themselves, but 
others left this largely to .their accountants. 

419. The powers of Superintending and Executive 
Engineers in the Irrigation Branch were the same aa 
those of similar officers in the Buildings and Roads 
Branch. His 0'\1\n powers were limited to Rs. 20,000, 
and he thought that further deoontrali1.ation was desir
able. A Superintending Engineer should be given powers 
up to Rs. 50,000 and an Executive Engineer up to Rs. 
15,000 or Rs. 20,000. It was, however, necessary to resttict 
the powers of certain individual officers, and hence he was 
oi opinion that, while further powers should be delegated 
to each class, local C'..overnments should be allowed, at 
their discretion, to restrict them in particular cases as 
they saw fit. 

· 420. (Bir Noel Kershaw.) His remark that the average 
time spent by an Executive Engineer on his accounts 
was two and a half hours a day throughout the month 
applied only to Sind, but he believed that the accounts 

·work in the rest of the presidency was just as heavy, 
if not heavier ; he had, indeed, always understood that 
this wurk was lighter ,in Sind tha.n it was in Bombay 
and the Deccan. He had a qualified accountant whose 
salary was Rs. 80 rising to Rs. 450 per month. This 
accountant was quit-e competent to undertake the res
ponsibility which nominally fell on the Executive En
gineer. It would be a good thing if, in addition, the 
correspondence ari~ing from the accounts were made 
over to tho accountant. There would be a considerable 
saving of labour on the part of the Execctive Engineer, 
who would thus have considet~•bly more time at his dis
posal to spend on the actual work of engineering. 

. 421. 'Ihe average working day of an Executive 
Engineer in the Irrigation Bfanch depended on the 
amount of inllpection he had to dl}, which varied from 
district to district. It averaged probably eight or nine 
hours. 

422. (.Jfr • .Jlacken:ie.) He did not think it necesoarv 
for the Executiye Engineer t.l) spend oortain S}X'.Cihed 
days at headquarters Hery month because of his accounts. 
They did howe¥er undoubtedly inc:reaso correspondence. 

423. The Public Works Department Code required 
rerision from begimJng to end. It wl\8 too larg.,, and 
the frequency w1th which standing orders were is~ued 
madn itjmpossible for anyone to bo 11ure exactly how tho 
rules stood. The Code should bo re-publii!hed more 
frequently, and the issue of correction lllips to covl'r 
every pO&>ible contingency should be a.ba.ndonoo, 
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424. (Rai Ba1u:ulur Ganga Ram.) He was in favour of 
the proposal that the architect should be made respon
sible for the construction as well as for the design of his 
buildings. It would, however, be necessary to select 
the architect carefully before placing him in so respon
sible a charge. In the particular case cited in his written 
evidence, the faulty construction was entirely due to 
lack of supervision over the contractor's work ; the 
ordinary contractor really ~required much more super
vision than he actually got. He had not gone into the 
matter, but he believed that architect's charges were 
7 4 per cent. including superv..sion. The building he 
had referred to was built for a Calcutta firm but the 
architect was a Karachi man. 

425. There was no separate Buildings and Roads 
Branch _in Sind, all buildings being under the Irrigation 
Branch. He had no idea as to how the establishment 
charges were divided up, but this was probably done 
by the Accountant-General. • 

426. He had some men serving under him who ...oame 
from the Poona College of Engineering, but very few who 
came from Roorkee. It was difficult to compare the men 

from the Poona Coll~ge with those from Roorkee, as the 
men who came to Smd from the latter coll('ge '\rere mili
tary men, i.e., sub-conductors, etc. 

427. (Mr. Cobb.) The college in Sind supplied him 
~th subordinates who, he thought, were sufficiently qual- ~ 
ified and who were younger, as a rule, than those obtained 
from other colleges. They had passed through the 
engineering branch attached to the Arts college, and the 
teaehing in this engineering branch was fairly satisfac· 
tory. He would, however, prefer to take men with a 
little more practical experienc~, and would make it a 
condition that such men should have taken a course 
of practical training on leaving college extending over 
six month'! at least or preferably a year, in order to enable 
them to acquire some experience in the management 
of labour. ~ 

428. (.Mr. Kent.) He would support the proposal 
that an Executive Engineer should have in his office an 
accounts officer of superior rank, though not necessarily 
of the standing of an Assistant Engineer. Anything 
which would take the accounts' work from the hands 
of the Executive Engineer would be welcome. 

H. D. GILL, EsQ., Partner, Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas, Bombay. 

Written Statement. 
429. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works, and (ll) Encouragement of 
other agency.-Speaking as representing the Bombay 
Chamber of Commerce, and from my own experience 
as a manufacturing engineer in this country, I consider 
that the working of the Public Works Department is, on 
the whole, satisfactory, and that while there are directions 
in which private enterprise can and should be encouraged, 
no drastic changes are necessary. 

(2). As regards earthwork, building and masonry work, 
I think that, generally speaking, the present system of 
doing such work departmentally, or through petty con· 
tractors under close departmental supervision, is probably 
the best and most economical under the conditions whieh 
obtain at any rate on this side of India. With few excep· 
tions, these works are not of such magnitude as to be 
worth the attention of the large contractor with his 
expensive plant and machinery. The methods of the 
ordinary Indian building contractor are no doubt capable 
of much improvement, especially in a city like Bombay, 
but, where low cost rather than expeditious construction 

~ is the first consideration, existing-methods are not so 
easily beaten as may appear at first sight. 

(3). In the case of iron and steel work, the manufacture 
of this requires a works equipped with suitable plant and 
machinery, and such engineering works are in the main 
already run by private enterprise. In some cases the 
erection of the finished iron or steel work at site is done 
departmentally, and in others by the manufacturer or 
another contractor as circumstances may appear to 
dictate, and I do not think this can be much improved 
upon. 

430. (V.) Dooentralization.-The chief direction in 
which private engineering enterprise can be encouraged 
is by relaxation of the present rules relating to the local 
purchase of engineering stores and materials and, con· 

sidering the importance of having in this country ample 
stocks of these things as well as a flourishing engineering 
industry, not only to meet the pressing military require
ments in times like the present, when shipping facilities 
are becoming more and more restricted, but also in times 
of peace, for the development of the vast agricultural 
and mineral wealth of the country, I submit that any 
measures having these objects in view merit the serious 
attention of govemment. This, however, and the safe
guards necessary in order to protect British imperial ' 
interests are perhaps matters which more strictly come 
within the scope of the Indian Industrial Commission now 
sitting. 

431. (VII.) Education.-! have little or no direct 
knowledge as to the system of education in the govern· 
ment engineering colleges of this country and am, there· 
fore, not able to offer intelligent criticism on their currie· 
ula and methods. It cannot be too strongly emphasized, 
however, that'book learning is only a part and, perhaps 
I should add, only a small part, of what goes to make a 
capable engineer. Engineering, ,much as it depends on 
correct theoretical knowledge, is not by any means, the 
exact science which many suppose, and it is only in the 
hard school of practical training and experience that the 
necessary confidence and judgment can be acquired to 
successfully apply theoretical knowledge. There are 
also other qualities such as initiative, ability to accept 
responsibility, leadership, etc., and I fear that my ex· 
perience with the _product of the government engineering 
colleges, limited though it is, is such that, judged by these 
standards, the result, with few exceptions, is disappoint· 
ing. In course of time, as engineering becomes a larger 
and more flourishing indigenous industry, the present 
prejudice amongst certain classes against manual work 
and false notions as to the indignity of labour may dis· 
appear, but for the present this places a serious disabilitr 
on indigenous talent. • 

• MR. H. n: GILL call('d and ;'xamined . 

432. (PrMident.) The witness stated that he was a 
partner in the firm of Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas. 
The firm was mainly employed in the execution of struc
tural steel and iron-work, but various kinds of work 
were undertaken by it, on behalf of government, in connec· 
tion with~ irrigation, building and railway projects. The 
staff employed by the firm were specialists in steel and 

·iron-work. 
433. All the head officials of the firm were Europeans, 

even down to the foremEln, and in addition, three Eurasians 
were employed in responaible posts. As regMds Indians, 
they were engaged only in subordinate positions, as 
rni.slri•. The reason why a firm of so long standing in 
ln·lta as 'Messrs. Richardson and CruddM bad no Indinns 

holdin~ posts of responsibility was hecausc snitable men 
had not been found ; had they been able to- obtain suffi· 
cient!y skilled agency amongst Indians, they would 
have welcomed their employment, as they \l'ere anxious 
to see Indians on their staff and holding good posts. 
They had made efforts· in that direction but had not 
been succe~sful. 

434. The firm had not had very much experience of the 
youths turned out from the Poona College of Science. 
Some students had come to them for a few months' 
practical training but were paid nothing. The general 
experience of the firm in regard to these students was that 
they lacked application, and if any work was wanted 
from them they generally fell sick. They did not appear 
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to be really anxious to do any practical work. The 438. (Mr. Cobb.) Students came to his firm presumably 
firm had ne'rer t(l!)tOO the theoretical training of these in order to acquire a practical knowledge of the manu
students. They had. however, had some E-xperience of facture of iron and steel-work, and an acquaintance 
the output of the Yictoria. Jubilee Technical Institute with works in gem•ral. With the consent of the firm the 
in Bombay and had found th~e men to be of much the foreman wru~ only too glad to help such l'ltudents to gain 
flame type as those from the Poona. College. They did practical knowledge if the latter desired it. The..qe 
not show themselves capable of undertaking responsible students usually stayed only a few months with the firm. 
work, and the firm did not find them much superior to They were suppo!led to do the ta.sks of workmen, to which, 
the ordinary workmen employed, who came as boys, however, they seldom took seriously. Such studE-nts did 
starting on four annas a day, and worked their way not receive any salary while with his firm, although 
up at the trade. regular apprentices were paid. 

435. The witness appeared before the Committee as a 439. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He would not advo-
representative of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce. cate the transfer of the Director General of Stores t.o 
In rc:-gard to the expansion of private industry, as oppo8ed India all at once, as he considered that there was a pos.si· 
to the present departmental system for the execution of bility that such a move might prove a failure. It was 
works, the general views of the Chamber of Commerce "" rather a big question and be was not prepared to say 
were that private enterprise should be encouraged by all that all his difficulties would be removed if the Director 
possible and reasonable means, but that it would be a General of Stores' office were located in India. 
mistake to make any sudden or draatic change. He was 4.40. When the hblic Works Department ordered iron 
of opinion that one of the directions in whirh change and steel materials for· a. bridge they sometimes asked 
should be effected in the present system, in order to give the firm to undertake the construction of it as well, in 
encouragement to private enterprise, was the relaxation which case it was carried out by the firm's QIIWJl staff. ' 
of the rules relating to the local purchase of stores. He It depended on circumstances what percentage his firm 
thought that private enterprise should be encouraged allowed for the employment of extra staff on the erection 
rather by developing existing firms than by creating new of a work. They employed their own men, and regulated 
ones. He went on to say that Rule 1 of Appendix 30, the staff to be sent out according to th~r magnitude of the 
Public Works Department Code, which relat.ed to the pur- work. For instance, if a. large bridge were to be con
chase of articles manufactured in India from Indian structed, they would send one of their European foremen, 
materials read quite ~:>atisfactorily, but he thought t.bat the percentage o{ whose salary to be charged to the work 
Rule 8 nullified it to some extent. This rule, he suggested, would be calculated on the n11mber of months actually 
was an inducewent to officers to err on the safe side, spent on the erection. Smaller contracts were frequently 
and to send an indent through the Secretary of St_ate put in the charge of a competent Indian mistri. 
for materials, which they were, in reality, authorized to 441. He thought his firm would be willing to take five 
purchase locally if they exercised their powert~. As re- students for practical training, and give them current 
gar<L~ Rule 2, he considered that if imported articles wages. He explained that the ordinary choleras employed 
could be supplied by firms in India at t.he same rate as by his firm started on four annas a day, and worked up 
that at which they were imported through the Storr.s to eight annas and a rupee as they got older. There was 
Department, they should be purchased locally, a procedure also a class of apprentices in his firm who were educated 
which would give ~uch firms as his own an opportunity of m~n, and started on eight annas a day. His brm 
stating whether they couM produce such articles. This did not pay anything to the students who came for a few 
system, he added, would, if enforced for some timE', weeks only to acquire pra.ctica.l knowledge. 
encourage local manufacture. As regards Rule 3, he 442. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He was not in a position to say 
advocated that, although an Indian firm might not have where the Director General of Stores would have· to be 
a particular articlt'l in stock, yet if they could quote located were he transferred from London to India. He 
£heaper rates than the Stores Department in England, thought there would be difficulty in effecting this transfer. 
the article should be ordered from the Indian firm. He 443. He did not think it would be a fea.sible schen1o 
believed that this Rystem worked satisfactorily in the care 1or a local Government, e.g., the Government of Bombay, 
of large municipalities, e.g., Bombay, which had adopted to have a ' buyer' for the purchase of stores, who would 
it. He considered that the local purchase of stores was not be an official but a business man and who would 
the main item in regard to which the Puhlic Works obtain tenders, lay them before the local Govarnment for 
Department could do more to encourage pri\"ate enter- selection, obtain the goods, do the testing, make the 
prise. payments, and receive a commission from the local 

43fl. In connection with the criticism on the Public Government, because an Executive' Engineer would muoh 
Works Department that it did not encourage, as mueh prefer to place his orders direct as he knew best what he 
as it might, the use of indigenous materials, as for example wanted. He foresaw difficulties in adopting this system · 
lime and cement, l1e bad not noticed any tendenry of of a ' buyer,' and thought that the whole question was a 
this sort. It was, however, a subject on which he was matter for the Public Works Department themselves 
not competent to speak. His firm was mainl.v concerned to decide, as it involved internal organization. He 
with iron and steel. They had used Bengal pig-iron for considered, however, that plenty of firms could be found 
many years and accepted the steel turned out hy the who would be willing to take up the post of " buyer,'' • 
Tata Iron Works so long aa it came up to the British though, from an industrial point of view, it would not be 
standard specification. He could not say whether there desirable to empower this' buyer' to purchase stores from 
was any tendency on the part of the Public Works Depart- England. There were several firms in India similar to 
n1ent to adhere too rigidly to the use of imported materials. his own, which were confined to India and were not 
His firm had a large experience of Public Works Depart- branches of a firm in England. It was necessary to 
ment contracts in connection \lith steel and iron-work, keep in close touch with home manufacturers as many 
•·hich w~ not confined merely to the supply of materials articles, such as engines, could not be obtained in India 
but extended to the construction of bridges and other and hence had to be imported, although he thought that 
structural work. Some of the bridges supplied by them they would, in course of time, be madr in India. He 
wert" erected by the Public Works Department and others thought that, if one firm were appointed as 'buyer,' 
by his firm. With the exception of the local purchase other firms would express c:l.issatisfaction, and that this 
of stores he had no suggestions to make as to improving ' buyer' would have to give up private practice and be a 
and encouraging private enterprise, and thought that government official rather than a whole-time man en
the Puhlio Works Department had given sufficient scope gaged for the purpose. Such a. man, being a gonmment 
to private enterprL~ in other respects. official, would be liable to get into a groove, &nd tbft 

437. He had no information to giv1.1 on behalf of the amount of work which would have to be done would 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce ft'garding building eventually require a whole department rather than a 
~ntractors in Bombay, and this quc:'Stion had never been single man to cope with it, as wa.s now the practiee on 
dl.Seussed by the Chamber u no building contractors railway11 where there were store-keepers and a regular 
were repre:sented on that body. etores department. 
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444. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He recollected that, during so .wide!~ different in the case of machine-made work 
tho construction of a bridge by his firm for the Public as 1t was m that of work ~r~ecuted by physical and manual 
Works Department, the Executive Engineer had super- labour. · 
vised the work, but he was not able to say whether the 446. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witness stated 
Superintending Engin£er also came to inspect it. He that he was aware of many instances where structural .. 
added that it was usual for the Public Works Department works; whic.h could have ~een executed by firms in India,' 
to have a subordinate constantly on the spot to super- had been g~ven to firms m England, and instanced the 
vise construction, and in the particular case he had in case of a bridge for the erection of which his firm had 
mind, the subordinate was probably an upper subordi· not been allowed to tender. This bridge was similar 
nate. to one his firm had recently erected at Kalyan. His 

445. (Pre~~ident.) As to the comparative efficiency of firm got a certain amount of railway works to construct. 
tho lndi~n .staff. of ~is firm with the staff employed by a He explained that railways indented through 'their own 
firm of similar size m England, he stated that the output boards in England for what they wanted e 1 · 
f th lndi taff · d bl I · b ' · · · ' mp oymg o e a;n s was conSI era ~ ess-a ~ut one-t~d consultmg engmeers at home for this purpose, As stated, 

of the output of the correspondmg stafi m England. however, his firm was occasionally called upon to take 
He added, however, that this output varied and was not " up work for railways. 

W. E. Co~ESTON, EsQ., Divisional Forest Officer, North Thana. 

Written Statement. 
447. (.1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-As regards the upkeep 
of roads, roadside trees and. all ordinary repairs not re
quiring engineering skill the methods employed are neither 
economical nor suitable. 

448. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-ln all 
the more unhealthy and remote parts of the Konkan 
the upkeep of roads which are generally speaking only 
used by country carts chieVy for carriage of forest mateHal 
and grain should be carried out by contractors working 
under the control of the Collector of the district. Local 
contractors are in a position to carry out road repairs . 
more economically than any government department 
can and the Collector has more efficient means of control 
than any other officer. As there are in forest districts 
many reliable men who are accustomed to carry out 
government contracts during the fair season in the 
government forests, there should be no lack of competi
tion. 

(2). Their cart work in the forests ceases from June lst, 
and dors not recommence till October or November. 
They keep large numbers of well-trained teams of buffaloes 
and bullocks which could well do rolling work and carting 
of mr tal during the rainy season. 

(3). The contractors the~nselves are personally interested 
in the upkeep of the roads. M.:any of them are well-to-dcr 
land-owners and they command labour throug!:10ut the 

. year in the villages through which the roads pass. ln 
some parts the forest contractors have almost complete 
control of alllocat labour, with the result that the Public 
Works Department subordinates find it very difficult to 
get their ordinary annual road repairs done at the proper 
time, consequently delay occurs, dry weather sets in, 

· the work is scamped and hurried and in spite of ample 
• allotments the roads are in a chronic state of disrepair. 

(4). This lack of command of labour leads the Public 
Works Department subordinates to push up the rates 
in order to attract labour and in many cases they accept 
bad material, especially road metal In Kanara, though 
the Public Works Department rates for mftal are usually 
one to two rupees per 100 c. ft. higher than those paid by 
other departments, the metal is on the whole rather 
inferior in quality, and in parts of Thana, where the 
Public Works Department are paying Rs. 5 per 100 c. ft., 
the rate paid by the local contractor, that is the wagt s 
l't'()('ived by the villag6rs who actually do the work, is 
about half this sum. 

range forest officer was ordered to fence an area for a 
plantation. He was of many years' service and conse
quently more experienced than the average man. On 
one side no fence was J;equired but th".l range forest officer 
did not realise this latter fact. Ee drew up an estimate 
of Rs. 169 per acre, assuming -that an area of one acre 
:would req.uire roughly 70 x 4 yards =280 yards of fenc
mg, the Side of a square of -one acre equalling approxi· 
mately 70 yards. When carrying out the work he put 
down twice as many yards of fencing as was actually 
needed. Further he used six 1 0 ft. teak posts where 
only one 6ft. post was required, also he o~.~sed five strands 
oLbar.bed wire where three sufficed. Consequently, the 
quantity of teak posts actually U8ed was 6 X lOft. where 

· 6 ft. only were needed, and the quantity of barbed wire 
was 10 yards where only 3 yards were required. By 
the time he had fenced in 8 acres he had used up all the 
available material. When the divisional officer came to 
inspect the work he had to have it all takon up and was 
able to fence the 40 acres efficiently with the material 

- which the ranger had used for 8 acres, that is to say 
the cost of fencing was reduced by tths, and as a matte"r 
of fact the actual expenditure per acre worked out to 
about 15 rupees less than :foth the ranger's estimate. 
It is difficult for any one accustomed to European work 
to realise th€ extraordinary bungle intelligent well· 
educated men in this country can make of a very simple 
job. 

(7). To avoid such blundering, the supervision of all 
simple works such as road repairs should be placed more 
in the hands of the working class of man, and to bring 
this about it is strongly r"lcommended that (a) the up· 
keep of roads be given out on contract, (b) the work be 
placed under the control of the Collector of the district, 
(c) tht Executive Engineer be made as~istant to the 
Collector as far as these contracts are concerned, and that 
he should inspect the road and pass a certificate of com
pletion of the contract upon which the Collt~ctor will 
pay the contractor direct. The subordinate Public Works 
Department serv-ice should have nothing whatever to do 
!~'ith the upkeep of road!! gi1•en on con/met. After years of 
departmental forest works in Kanara one learns that 
the average government subordinate is a clog in the 
machinery, and that a practical contractor working 
directly under the control of an imperial officer in whom 
he has confidence, and working in competition against 
other contractors, can execute work efficiently and econom. 
ically where the government official would fail. 

(5). The government subordinate, whether Public Works 
Depa.rtment, Forest Department or of any other govern
ment service, is usually a man who never has been a 
workman himself, consequently he never really realises 
what good economical workmanship means. In European 
countries this class of work is under the direct control 
of a ma.n who has risen from the working class, in this 
country the Public Works Department overseer or range 
forest officer belongs to a class which looks down upon 
manual labour. 

(8). It is quite probable that tho Public Works Depart· 
ment may raise objections to the Executive Engineer 

• being placed as assistant under the Collector. At the 
same time the divisional forest officer both in the l'lladras 
Presidency and in this presidency is . regarded as an 
assistant to the Collector in all except purely technical 
matters. 

(6). As an extreme instance of what this may mean 
I quote a case which came to my notice recently. A 

(9). Some step is required to decentralize the present 
system of Public Works Department work in the matter 
of roads. At present they have their own Secretariat, 
and in matters in which undoubtedly the district officers 
ought to be able to use their influence even the Collectof 
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cannot eaEily introduce local improvemenu in the me
thods employed. 

(10). The Forest Department certainly finds the Public 
Works Department difficult to approach and we have to 
look on and see government money wasted. This is 
wrong, we are all officers of one government and any 
government officer ought to be in a position to put a stop 
to any obvious waste. To quote a local example, at 
Manor and Kase in North Thana range offices and 
rang~rs' quarters were constructed by the Public Works 
Department. The sum expended on these was roughly 
8,000 rupees apiece. Although these buildings are situated 
in the midst of extensive government foresu, where 
teak of good quality is abundant, the timber used in the 
buildings was jarrah wood from Australia ! Teak was 
locally available at a cheaper rate than jarrah. It 
is a far superior timber for the purpose, but when the 
divisional foreat officer objected to the use of Australian 
wood, he was told that the estimates had been drawn 
up for jarrah wood and it was too late to alter them. 

(11). The Public Works Department are at present 
constructing a ranger's quarters at Harsul in Peint, 
Nasik District. The estimate which the Executive 
Engineer kindly lent to me is Rs. 9,600. Compare this with 
the actual cost of the following six buildings for rangers' 

- quarters and offices in the northern division of' Kanara 
constructed by the Forest Department, who of course 

. show no charge for timber and have many local facilities 
such as .their -own saw-mills and so on. 

Dan deli range officers' quarters and office 

. Rs. 

1,355 
1,355 
1,355 
1,200 
1,500 
1,000 

Bomanhalli do. 
Virnoli do. 
Kulgi do. 
Gund do. 
Supa do. 

• Total 7,765 
Average 1,294 

The above buildings in Kanara would have cost at 
least two or three times their actual cost had they been 
handed over to the Public Works Department. 

(12). One reason for the high rates in the Public Works 
Department works is the system of estimate. To 
ensure getting the work done the Public Works Depart
ment subordinate establishment place the estimates as 
high as possible, and in many cases the subordinates 
think more about getting through their allotments than 
they do of economy in their work. Where such large 
sums are expended, this system by which the people who 

. frame the estimates are the people who spend the money 
seems wrong, hence the proposal to put the upkeep of 
roads in the hands of the Collector who not onlv has far 
more influence in the district than the Executive Engineer 

but has officers all over the district under him re&dy to 
bring to his attention the condition of the roads and any 
deficiencies in the method of their upkeep. Unfortunatcl' 
in this country officers of the subordinate establishments 
of government departments are placed in a difficult 
position owing to the cU&tom among native contractors 
to tcy and get round them by bribery. This is an addi
tional reason for the proposed change. 

(13). Another matter which requires looking to in the 
heavy monsoon zone of this presidency is the cultivation 
of roadside trees. Where a ~ood rainfall is assured 
nothing could be easier than to grow roadside trees. 
Yet, in districts where trees such as species of {leU& and 
the mango grow as weeds in the forest and really require 
no attendance and no watering, one sees elaborate arrange· 
ments and much unnecessary labour expended by the 
Public Works Department. 'l'he resulu are astonishu1gly 
poor. Many of the seedlings are over-watered, practi
cally all are exposed to damage by cattle, the tree guards 
are such that cattle in the. hot weather are tempted to 
nibble off the tender green shoots. The plants are often 
put out after the monsoon in October and November 
instead of in June and July. Species which as seedlings 
naturally only grow in the dense evergreen forests are 
given no shade. They are rarely if ever soil-mulched at 
the right time of year. Now almost any local villager, 
if he so wished, could make a much better effort to raise 
these trees than the Public Works Department subordi
nate. As it is, the cooli is ordered to carry out the work 
in accordance with the ideas of the Public Works Depart· 
ment subordinate and he does so. · 

449. (ill.) Changes in organization.-In many cases 
the temptations placed before low paid subordinates are 
such that the authority, that is, government, is morally 
wrong in placing men of low pay in the positions we 
frequently find them and some effort should be made 
to rectify this. The upkeep of many roads should be en
tirely removed from the subordinate establishment and 
for this purpose some modification in the staff is neces· 
sary. 

450. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-It does not meet the needs of. other 
departments which require their works to be carried out 
economically. The result is officers of other government 
departments, e.g., Salt and Abkari, Forests, have to spend 
much time on building and road works, which in reality 
are not part of their duty and for which they have re
ceived little or no training. 

451. (V.) Decentralization.-Decentralization is ne. 
ce;;sary as indicated above, and, as far as ordinary road 
repairs and works not needing the skill of an engineer are 
concerned, the Executive engineer should be assistant 
to the Collector just a~ the divisional forest officer is in 
matters not requiring special technical training. 

MR. W. E. COFLESTON called and e:Jtamined. 

452. (Presid~nt.) The witness stated that he was a 
member of the Forest Service, and that he had served 
for practically 20 years in the Kanara district, which 
was a thickly wooded and thinly populated tract. There 
were five forest officers in the district, who managed 
between them three thousand square miles of govern
ment forest. He admitted that it was not a typical 
district. 

453. The suggestion in his written evidence that the 
maintenance of roads should be taken out of the jurisdic
tion of the Public Works Department and made over to 
the Collector, with a view to their being kept in repair 
by contraetors, applied to the less important metalled 
roads-roads surfaced with laterite, and unmetalled tracts. 
Under this system the Collector, who would receive 
reporU! from all the district officers regarding the state of 
these roads, would have more efficient control over their 
maintenance than the Puhlic Works Department had at 
present. Although a district officer might have no 
engineering qualifications, he could report on the state of 
the metallin~t of an ordinarv surface road. The district 
staff were &'l much interested in the upkeep of these roads 

as the ordinary public were. He admitted, however, 
that control in the matter of bridges could not be given 
to the Collector in thi.R way. He did not know bow far 
it was the case that the system advocated by him was 
the same as the present system, under which the Collector 
is the chairman of a district board and is responsible for 
the maintenance of certain provincial and district roads, 
but he believed that in some cases roads were in the 
charge of local boards. He was of opinion that it would 
be more economical for district boards with the Collector 
as president to maintain the roads, but could not say 
whether the work would be more efficiently executed 
by such agency than by the Public Works Department. 
Some of the forest roads were metalled and the divisional 
officer, with his staft, supervised their construction. 
He knew of only one road, about fifteen mileJ_long, which, 
although so constructed, had been handea over by the 
Forest Department to the Public Works Department 
on account of the heavy traffic that passed along it. 

. He explained that usually the Forest Department began 
by making a rough road sufficient for their own purpose 
and then banded it over to the Public Works Depart. 
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ment when the amount of traffic that passed along it 
converted it into an important road. This, however, 
was not the class of road which he suggested should be 
handed over to the Collector. Only what might be 
called third-class roads on which there was really no 
important traffic, such as government tracks, forest 
tracks and so on, should be made over to the Collector. 

454. It was left to the option of the Forest Depart· 
ment to decide whether they would maintain the roads 
they constructed or hand them over to the Public Works 
Department. He admitted that the tendency of the 
Forest Department at present was to divest themselves 
of the responsibility of maintaining these ro!).ds by making 
them over to the Public Works Department. 

455. Owing to the Collector's influence with village 
officials, even in thinly populated tracts, he thought that 
that officer would have a better chance than the Public 
Works Department had of securing the labour required 
for the maintenance of unimportant roads. By " in· 
fluence " he did not mean that the Collector would exercise 
any undue influence in securing the supply of labour, 
but people looked to him as their natural protector and 
all comphiints were made direct to him. The supply 
of labour, etc., for forest work was provided by coli· 
tractors. Such men were always available during the 
monsoon, and it would be a good thing if they took work 
under the Public Works Department during that season, 
as they alone had ~ontrol of the local labour and hence 
would find no difficulty in supplying it. He explained 
that it would be very easy for the Collector as head of 
the district to induce contractors to ·take work as he 
could use pressure if necessary. He considered that 
there were many reasons why contractors liked to do 
work for the Collector. That officer was the district 
magistrate, head of the revenue establishment, etc., 
and contra<'tors are more ready to do things for him than 
for anybody else in the district. Though this officer 
was in a position to use any amount of pressum, he did 
not anticipate that he would do so in practice. 

456. His experience in Kanara district was that the 
Forest Department was able to construct metalled roads 
much cheaper than the Public Works Department. He 
had compared the rates paid by the Public Works Depart· 
ment and by the Forest Department and had found that 
the latter were the cheaper. For instance, in Kanara, 
if the Public Works Department rate for road metal was 
Rs. 6 per hundred cubic feet, the Forest Department 
could probably supply similar material for Rs .. 4-8. The 
rates, of course, depended on the distance of the quarries, 
and the rate he referred to was for the metal in site on 
the road. For the same lead in both case~he Forest 
Department got metal at a cheaper rate than the Public 
Works Department because they had more influence 
with the contractors. 

457. Forest officials had practically no training in 
engineering ; even the men who were trained in the college 
at Dehra Dun received very little training in that sub
ject. He explained tha1T the object of his proposal was 
not to oust the Publie Works Department altogether, 
but to make th~ Executive Engineer an assistant to the 
Collector and thus place him in the same position as a 
forest officer, i.e., subject to the control of the Collector 
except in purely technical matters in which he would 
t>xercise an entirely free hand. 

458. The principles of road making were usually under
stood even by the coolies or mukadamas "themselves, 
ani it did not require a trained engineer to metal a road. 
He thought that the construction and maintenance of 
roads could safely be entrusted to contractors without 
t'xpert supervision. The Executive Engineer would see 
witether the work was done properly or not, and the 
('ollt'Ctor would make the payments. This last was 
esst>ntial as lltherwise he would have no control over the 
works. Ther~ was a general complaint among the people 
and private contractors that the officers who framed the 
estimates had control over the works and over the dis
bursemf'nt of the funds. 

459. The rates were at present settled by the Executive 
Engineer, but the subordinate establishment wa.s always 

pressing for higher rates. The fact was that government 
could not get the work done at the same rate as the con
tractors could. 

460. The fact that the Collector was the head of the 
district would not keep down the rates. This could only "' 
be done by competition among the contractors themselves. 
Under the system at present adopted by the Public Works 
Department the work was often not done by contractors 
at all but by men who were working under the Depart· 
ment, whibh fact constituted the reason why wealthy and 
influential men in the forest districts would not touch 
Public Works Department work. He suggested that 
contracts for long lengths of roads should be given out to 
big contractors. 

461. The Forest Department in North Thana had not 
constructed any quarters for their range officers, indeed 
there was very little money spent on building work either 
by the Forest Department itself or by the Public Works 
Department on their behalf, the amount of such work 
?ein~ extraordinarily limited. There were at present 
m North Thana three rangers' quarters built by the 
Public Works Department, but he could not say why 
the work had been given over to them, but probably 'the 
Forest Department had no trained men, and hence had 
asked them to undertake the buildings. He believed 
that a forest officer signEd the plans and estimate for 
every work undertaken by the Public Works Department 
on behalf of the Forest Department, but the district forest 
officer had no control over such works; The witness 
-did not himself sign the plans and estimates prepared by 
the Public Works Department for the construction of 
rangers' quarters, as these were simt to the Conservator. 
The Public Works Department had standard plans for 
such quarters which were approved by the Conservator of 
Forests. With reference to the comparison made In his 
written evidence between certain quarters built by the 
Public Works Department and those built by the Forest 
Department, he admitted that it was possible that in some 
cases the work done by the Forest Department did not 
come up to the standard required by the Public Works 
Department. He was, however, of opinion that the 
Forest Department should construct their own buildi~gs. 

462. He did not know whether, at any time, arboricul
ture on roads·in the Bombay Presidency had been in the, 
hands of the Forest Department, nor had he heard that 
this system had been tried in certain divisions but had 
failed badly. These roads. as far as he knew, had always 
been in the hands of the Public Works Department. 

·463. His cenbal idea was that the Executive Engineer 
should be an assistant to the Collector in the same posi·' 
tion as the forest officer. The advantages that would 
accrue from this would le that the Collector would be able 
to give more assistance in regard to the supply of labour 
than he could under the present system. He had a 
much greater control over labour than any one else, 
since he could call upon his executive officers for assist
ance. There was, at present, a lack of co-operation 
between the different departmt'nts. There was one 
Executive Engineer in each district and the Executive 
Engineer's division was coterminus with that of the civil 
district. He had no experience of one Executive Engineer 
being in charge of two districts, but if there were such 
cases he admitted that the adoption of his system would 
be somewhat more difficult. 

464. (Mr. Cobb.) He could not say why the construc
tion of certain rangers' quaTters mentioned in his written 
evidence had been made over to the Public Works De
partment, nor why an estimate for Rs. 8,000 had been 
sanctioned, w1len the average cost at which they could 
have been constructed by the Forest Department was 
only Rs. 1,294. The particular wor~ referred to was 
constructed in another circle, and it was possible that the 
Forest Department had no qualified ranger to undertake 
such work. 

-465. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Even if the Forest 
Department were allowed 5 per cent. for establishment, 

• the question of its undertak-ing a certain work itself would 
depend upon whether the Department had competent 
staff or not. At present they did r.ot charge anything for 
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eJStablkhment, but they would be quite willing to aocept 
'a percentage for such chargeJS and do the work themselves 
if they had the ntiJCei!S&ry qualified staff available. The 
\t"itness could not say whether the ra~ of o per cenli. 
would enable the Department to undertake all ita own 
works. This ti'U only an average rate and the actual rate 
would vary according to the distance from the quarries, 
etc. 

466. The estimate for Rs. 9,601J referred to in his 
"ritwn statement as submitted by the Public Works 
Department for the construction of a ranger's quarters 
probably included the cost of timber. He considered 
that the difference between the Forest Department 
estimate and the Public Works Department estimate 
would not have been reduced to any great extent, even 
if the cost of timber had been included in the Forest 
Department estimate. .. 

467. The Executive Engineer should be made an assist
ant to the Collector, not because the latter would then 
make the payments but because of the large number 
of roads in the districts and of the fact that the Collector, 
as head of the dktrict, was more concerned in the upkeep 
of these roads than anybody else. He thought that this 
would conduce to economy and efficiency. He did not 
know of any case in which an Executive Engineer was in 
charge of two or three districts. He did not wish to 
imply that the Collector had not already sufficient work, 
nor did he desire to add thereto ; he had made his sugges
tion purely in the interests of economy and efficiency. 

468. The Forest Department did not charge anything 
for the timber utilized for the construction of quarters 
and other purposes. That was the practice, though the 
witness could not say whether it was according to the 
Code or not. The amount of timber used was written 
off by the Conservator in the timber returns, but no 
money value was placed opposite the entry denoting the 
timber utilized. 

469. (Mr. ll!ackenzie.) The forest officer was an assist
ant to the Collector in regard to such matters as grazing, 
supply of fuel to the villages, etc., and he admitted that 
under the system which he proposed the Executive 
Engineer's work would be in no way parallel. It was 
only in the interests of efficiency that he had proposed 
to make the Executive Engineer an assistant to the 
Collector. 

470. He could not say what would have happened 
to the Executive Engineer refened to in his written 
evidence, who had insisted on using jarrah wood because 
it had been entered in the estimates although good teak 
wood was available in the forest at a much cheaper rate, 
if the matter had been reported to the Chief Engineer. 
He admitted that it was not a typical case, but an ex
ceptional one. 

471. A forest officer could not give any instructions 
about road.side avenues unless he were asked to do so. 
It was a matter in which the forest officer could render 
considerable assistance to the Executive Engineer, but 
he had not known a sin~de instance in which a district 
Executive Engineer had gone to the forest officer for 
advice in such matters. 

472. The rainfall in Kanara varied from 30 to 200 
inches and during the monsoon it was difficult to do 
road repairs. These were generally held over till Sep
tember, but one could work on the eastern side of the 
Kanara dititrict in June, though even there the state 
of the roadl! adversely effected progress. The soil in the 
Kanant. district varied There was a lot of laterite while 
on the higher hills there was granite and in the east black 
cotton soil. The witness considered that the metal 
broken by the Forest Department was as good as that 
broken by the Public Works Department. A forest 
officer had grea.t advantage in the matter of obtaining 
labour and had control over labour and carts, etc. Owing 
to his bcing assistant to the Collector, he could get con
lliderable usistance from the mamaltadars. 

4i3. (Sir Sotl KerBhaw.) He had made no report to the 
Executive Engineer when he had found that the seedlings 
on the ra.dl were not planted either in the proper places 
or at the proper $e11.600., 14 the departments did not co· 
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operate. That was why he wished the Executive Engineer 
to be under the Collector. He instanced the case of a 
forest officer who asked the Public Works engineer for 
the loan of two rollers. The latter replied that they 
were required and tha~ he con.Id not have them, although 
as a matter of fact the rollers were not moved for a con· 
siderable time. The matter was not reported, as the 
Public Works Department was not under the Collector. 
There was no officer to whom such complaints could be 
made a fact which, he considered, constituted a defect in 
the adminktration. The witness suggested that there 
should be some such officer, a.nd repeated his statement 
that the departments did not co-operate at all. 

474. He was of opinion that the people had learnt to 
look after roadl! and that it did not require a trained 
engineer to lay metal and keep roads in repair, a.nd hence 
he had suggested that the roads should be handed over 
to the Collector. 

475. (Mr. Kent.) H the Public Works subordinate 
staff were abolished the procedure that the witness would 
suggest might be somewhat on the following lines. 
The Executive Engineer of the district would draw up a 
contract for the construction of a road, and would call 
for tenders and allot the work to a contractor. The 
c~~tractor would complete ~e work without any super
VlSlOn at all. After completton the Executive Engineer 
would inspect it, check it with the estimates and report 
to the Collector that the work had been properly done. 
T~e Collector would then proceed to pay the bill. The 
witness added that this would be possible in practice, 
and that there would be no necessity for anybody to. 
act between the Executive· Engineer and the contractor. 
In the .Forest Department the officers had worked direct 
with the contractors, and not let the rangers or any 
other subordina~s have any dealings with them. He 
thought that contractors could be found who would 
cany out work properly and that the Executive Engineer 
would be able conscientiously to certify that it had been 
properly done, although he had not supervised it from 
start to finish. In certain districtl!l at any rate contractors 
could be found who would carry out work efficiently 
and economically without constant supervision. 

476. With reference to the suggestion in his written 
evidence that road repairs should be made over to the 
working class of man, he explained that contractors 
now-a-days employed men of the working class who 
acted as head mukadam and who could bring their own 
men and do work without eupervision on the part of the 
contractor. The contractor only made the payments. In 
some districts one could get excellent men to whom 
lengths of roadl! might be made over and wh~ would do 
it properly, some of them having already done work 
under the Public Works Department. -"!'he witness con
sidered that such work could be left entirely to these 
!Den. He a~itted that they had received their training 
tn the Public Works Department, but considered that 
they were more efficient in the supervision of work than 
were the subordinates employed by the Public Works 
Department. This working class of men, whose employ
ment he advocated, were men who had constructed roads 
themselves, while in the case of the Public Works De
partment the man in charge was usually one who had 
never even mt>nded a road himself. 

477. 1.'he witness thought that if the Executive Enginee; 
were assistant to the Collector it would obviate the com
plaint of the Public Works Department that sufficient 
facilities did not exkt for obtaining timber direct from the 

· Forest Department. He admitted that there had been 
cases in which the Public Works Department had asked 
for timber from the Forest Department ami had been 
told to get it direct from the forest contractors. Per· 
sonally, he 'lll"ould like such a procedure stopped He 
thought that the suggestion that the Forest Department 
sho~d send monthly or quarterly l!ta~ments of timber 
available to the Public Works Department would be 
feasible in practice, but added that there were different 
systems followed for the sale of timber, a.nd that in hie 
own di'ri.sion for example the whole of the timber wae 
sold in August. 
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Written Statement, 
418. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-There is certainly an 
Impression abroad that works executed by the Public 
Works Department are expensive, and the impression 
s~m~ to be so general that one might be pardoned in 
thinking there may be some truth in it. The impression 
seems to have reference more to the construction of 
buildings than of roads, presumably because so many 
people build houses whilst so few ever construct roads. 
In discussing this question with unofficial Indian gentle
men, they generally compare the rates paid for their own 
h~uses, or fo~ buildings in which they are interested, 
With rates patd by the Public Works Department. Not 
being. engineers, t}leir opinion as to the quality of the 
work m each case Is, however, not of much value and it is 
therefore possible that the higher rates paid by the 
Department results in a more durable structure beina 
erected and in a greater expenditure on upkeep which 
more than compensate for a greater initial outlay. Where 
building contractors are available, the method of the 
Public Works Department appears to. be thoroughly 
sound, at least in theory. An estimate is prepared and 
tenders invited, and if no contractor is willing to under
take the work within the amount of the estimate, the 
work is carried out departmentally. It is possible that 
a. contractor demands higher rates from the Public 
Works Department, because of the number of officials 
whom he has to satisfy that his work is being properly 
done, and because of the streng position of the Depart
ment should dispute arise during the progress of the 
work. Railways are in a position similar to government 
and the supervision by their engineering staff is as 
thorough and irksome as supervision by the Public Works 
Department, yet their contracts are not unpopular, 
because their rates are higher. In my opinion economy 
and efficiency depend more upon the quality of super
vision than its quantity. Constant inspection and direct 
supervision by reliable officers is preferable to super
vision through subordinates. In this respect an owner 
supervising the building of his own house has an ad
vantage, as he is constantly, perhaps once or twice daily, 
inspecting the progress of his building, he settles differ
ences promptly and gets the work completed as soon as 
possible, all of which is an advantage to his contractor. 
Where qualified contractors are scarce, more work must 
be done departmentally and the work of supervision in 
consequence increases. More supervising officers ·of the 
right stamp and m.ore touring on the part of the higher 
officials is in consequence demanded. The question of 
direct supervision by reliable officers is no doubt fully 
appreciated by the Public Works Department, but I 
should like to quote actual examples from my own ex
perience. Whilst in charge of the Salsette Development 
Scheme, I had the advantage of the assistance of an 
Executive Engineer. The actual works executed under 
his direction were not numerous, and he was personally 
able to supervise them constantly. The rates paid 
compared favourably with the rates paid by others and 
the works were carried out with commendable prompti
tude. ,The contractor admitted to me subsequently 
that his favourable rates were due to the certainty of his 
getting his money, and to the fact that the only person 
he had to satisfy about his work was an officer whom 
he could trust to treat him fairly in case of difficulties 
arising, and who would not give him unnecessary trouble 
whilst the works were in progress. I think this example 
eupports the contention that economy is secured by direct 
and constant supervision of superior officers. Executive 
Engineers should be constantly on the move inspecting 
works in progress and in these days of motor cars and rail
ways frequent tours from headquarters seem to be more 
desirable than prolonged tours with cartloads of personal 
and office kit. Frequent transfers of officers also in my 
opinion affect current rates especially as regards the 
wpply of road metal. Advantage is taken of a change 
in personnel to raise the rates and form combines. An 
oflioer well acquainted with his charge is able to check 

rates. f~om his own ~e~sonal experience and, ~inquiries 
and IS m a better pos1t10n to break up " rings '' which 
contractors sometimes form. 

479. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-Private' 
enterprise is at present encouraged by the system of 
calling for tenders and as far as my knowledg~ extends 
Executive Engineers prefer works being done by contract 
to departmental agency. It saves them trouble and much 

• accoun~ work. It seems however to be the general cry 
that reliable contractors are not easy to obtain. If the 
difficulty is not due to any preference of the Department 
to do work departmentally, then it must be due to the 
unwillingness of contractors to accept Public Works 
Department contract!!. I have discussed the matter at 
length with,Jhe leading contractor of the Dharwar dis
trl:ct, who nas taken Public Works Department and 
l'allw~y c~n~racts, and I requested him to give me his 
candid opm10n why Public Works Department contracts 
were unpopular, and he replied that it was due mainly 
to the .a~oyance that could be caused by subordinate 
~upem~mg officers. He seemed especially keen on 
Improvmg the status of the works mistri, and declared 
that matters would improve considerably if mistris were 
more reliable and suggested that much could be effected 
by employing a~ mi8tri8 permanent government servants. 
Contractors even in a wealthy district like Dharwar 
are scarce, few are able to read plans and none of them are 
qualified engineers. The majority of them are small 
men, illiterate and capable only of doing petty works, 
contracts such as supplying metal and picking roads. 
To encourage the smaller contractors, I think that ad· 
vanoes 1night be allowed before a work is started so as 
to do away with the intermediate sowcar. The grouping 
together of works might also be encouraged so as to 
attract contractors oi higher standing, e.g., contracts 
might be given for the maintenance of all buildings 
within a given area, or for the repair of certain lengths 
of roads. Petty contracts for small portions of roads 
have no attraction to any but the very small men, but 
if the upkeep of fairly long portions of road, say thirty · 
miles in length, were given on contract it might encourge 
the creation of a better class of contractors who would 
depend largeiy upon the Public Works Department for 
their livelihood and in consequence have every induce
ment to do reliable work and have some pride in keeping 
their good name. I am informed that this system of 
giving out lengths of road on contract for annual repairs 
is followed successfully in the Mysore State. As regards 
the construction and upkeep of public works by agencies 
other than the Public Works Department, I .can only 
suggest further powers being given to local boards as they 
improve their own engineering establishment. ll a local 
board creates a Public Works Department of its own with 
a qualified engineer at its head, it could be safely en
trusted with all its own buildings and roads, and in time 
it might then be found convenient to arrange with the 
local boards to maintain provincial and imperial roads, 
on behalf of government. At present the talulca board 
overseers are not over-worked and in some districts are 
paid as well as sub-overseers in the Public Works Depart
ment. With the supervision of local board members I 
think they would be quite capable of erecting simple 
structures such as schools and dhara7118alas even if the 
cost of such structures exceeded the limit of Rs. 2,500 
imposed by government. The granting of further powers 
to local boards in respect of the construction of works 
must however be considered separately for each board in 
reference to the strength of its engineering establishment. 
If a good case is made out, then an alteration of the 
maximum prescribed could be made. Even under their 
present powers, it is quite open to a board to take over 
many local fund roads that are in charge of the Executive 
Engineer, but my experience is that the boards are not 
keen on this, but on the other hand the tendency is . 
often to place more roads in charge of the Executive 
Engineer. 

480. (m) Changes in organization.-The object of the 
Department should be to obtain as many reliable officers 
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68 possible. I a.m informed by contractors that the 483. (VD.) Education and (VID.) Practical training,
sub-overseera from the government engineering college The impression is that the training given i.a noL 
are more reliable than the old claas of sub-overseers. sufficiently practical and tb&t admissions are unduly 

481. (IV,) Relatiolll with other departments and sub- • restrictiv:;~. I have no experience of the working of the 
branches.-I think Executive Enginoors should sub- government engineering college and can offer no opinion, 
mit diaries of their tour to their departmental superiors but it seems to me that a.dmissions should be confined 
through the Collector, just in the san:e way ae the diaries as ~ar ~ possible ~ those who are likely_ to follow tho 
of the other district officials are subtmtted. The Collector engmeermg profeSS'lon. Two of the higher revenue 
knoW!! the state of his district communications probably officials in the Dharwar district have passed the college 
a~~ well as any officer, and his remarks on the Executive course and obtained their engineering degrees. Neither 
Engineer's diary might well assist the Superintending bad any intention of becoming engineers. One of them 
Engineer in controlling the Executive Engineer's tour entered the college as he did not possess the necessary 
eRpecially where the Superintending Engineer was new· qualifications to enter an Arts college, but his sole object 
to his charge. . was to obtain a degree and enter government service as a 

482. (V.) Decentralization,-I think a discretionary graduatf>. The other entered the Revenue Department 
grant should be given to Executive Engineers for obviously as he considered its prospects at that time were better 
necessary and urgent repairs such as damage to a kachert than the Public Works Department. 
wall, or wash-a-ways on roads. 

MB. E. G. TUJ!.NEB called and examined. 

484. (President). The witness stated that he was Collec· Public Works Department, unless the local body obtained 
tor of Dbarwar and had held the position of Collector for special sanction to do the work themselves. In such cases 
six years. there was no difficulty in obtaining sanction. 

485. The methods employed by the Public Works 488. The Executive Engineer was really the engineer 
Department could, he thought, be improved if subordinate for the district, and executed all the work which was paid 
supervision were reduced in favour of that by more for out of the funds in the district board's budget. In 
qualified officers. In support of this argument, be had taluka boards, of which there were eleven in the Dharwar 
quoted in his written memorandum an example from his district, men of the type of sub-overseers were employed 
own experience which had occurred while he was in on a pay of Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 a month. The !mit up to 
charge of the Salsette Development Scheme, where he had which a local board could execute works was Rs. 2,500 i 
had the assistance of an Executive Engineer under whose above that limit the work was constructed by the Execu· 
direction certain works had been executed. The develop· tive En~neer. 
ment scheme concerned the lay-out in connection with 489. Provincial roads were entirely in the charge of the 
the town planning of Salsette, in order to provide for its Public Works Department, and all the. more important 
future extension. At times of plague people left Bombay roads which were paid for out of the district local board's 
and built houses on the island of Salsette, without any budget were maintained by the Executive Engineer on 
supervision or control, and the gradual development of behalf of the board. Only small roads in the talukaa were 
a town-planning scheme had hence been found necessary. directly in the charge oi the taluka boards. A provincial 
He had been entrusted with the control of building road was one for which government paid, and which 
operations and it was his experience that the work done generally passed through more than one district. He 
there by his Public Works engineer was better and more thought that district boards had made over certain of 
economical than the worlrs constructed by local municipal their roads to the Public Works Department because they 
agency. had no engineer of their own. They employed only men 

486. Instead of relying so much on petty contractors, of the miatri class. 
he suggested that the Public Works Department should 490. There was no tendency for district boards to 
do more to encourage large contractors; he would like to create Public Works Departments of their own, but, 
get a better class of contractors in the Dharwar district should they do so, be saw no objection to the roads being 
if it were possible ; at present there were none to be handed over to them. In that event more work might 
found. In the whole district there was only one fairly large be given to them and the limit of Rs. 2,500 raised according 
contractor who, he believed, had formerly been employed to the circumstances of each case. The district local 
in the Public Works Department as a sub·overseer. board of Dharwar incurred an annual expenditure 011 
This man had then set up for himself, but witness did roads of about Rs. lllakhs, and he doubted if this Wall 

• not know whether he had retired from the Public Works mfficient to justify the employment of a trained engineer. 
Department or had left the service for other reasons; he That district was one of the wealthiest in Bombay and· 
was a fairly wealthy man and could execute work up to · paid a land revenue of Rs. 30 lakhs. ' 
the value of about a lakh and a half of rupees. There 491. He did not agree with the proposal that the various 
were two other men in the Dharwa.r district who were civil departments should be made to undertake the annual 
fairly large contractors in comparison with others in the • repairs to their own buildings, except in regard to such 
di~tric~. The Public Works Department did endeavour items as whitewashing, etc., as all structural repairs 
to give work to such contractors but, as previously stated, required expert mpervision. He did not think, for ex· 
there was difficulty in finding them. One method of ample, that any advantage would accrue if he 11ere given 
encouraging large contractors would be to give out on a lump sum grant for ordinary current repairs to revenue 
contract all the fairly long roads in a given area, inst.ead • buildings, as the Public "orks Department could do this 
of getting the ·work done by piece-work. This method, work better than he since they generally had a sub. 
however, had not yet been tried in the Dharwa.r district. divisional officer on the spot, and more plant, etc., than 

487. There were seven municipalities in the Dharwa.r contractors could obtain. 
district each of which employed an overseer or local miatri. 492. He thought that the Executive Engineer Bhou)d 
These municipalities were "Self-contained and their building submit his diary through the Collector who knew hie 
work was done sometimes b:v their own agency and district probably better than anyone else and hence wu 
sometimes by the Public Works Department. The in a position to say which roads were good and which bad. 
estimated co:st of one building which was being erected This would also give the Collector an opportunity for 
by the Pubhc Works Department for one of them was representing his own views in regard to the condition of 
R11. 25,000. It was his experience that even in a large the various public works in the district, and would bt> 
municipality, i.t., a town of 60,000 inhabitants, the much more satisfactory than writing a special report. 
municipality prefemd to employ the Public Works criticizing another officer. 
Department when any large work was to bt- constructed. 493. A graduste of an engineering college Wall qualcfied 
8mall.er _wunicipalitie!l did not have much in the way to enter the provincial service of the Revenue Depan. 
of huildmg work. In regard to school buildings, where ment. He did not wish ro debar BUch men from enterilir 
EO''ernrue,lt gave a grant they were constructed by the the Revrnue service, but t1ought tl.at, Lf.fore *-'•ey ..... r., 

JJ2 
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admitted into engineering colleges it should be ascer
tained, as far as possible, whether they" intended to follow 
the eDgineering profession or not. He would not, however, 
go so far as to prohibit students from entering any other 
department than the Public Works Department. ' 

his present work which could then be trans£ &i' red to the 
local board. · 

494. (Sir Noel Kersltaw.) He was informed by a retired 
officer of the Mysore State that the system there in vogue 
of giving out the annual repairs on lengths of road on 
contract had proved a success. 

495. He thought that the submission of the Ex~utive 
Engineer's diary through the Collector would result in 
increased co-operation between the Superintending En· 
gineer and the district officer. 

496. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) In referring to large 
contractors in the Dharwar district he had meant men 
who would undertake the execution of a large work and 
do it satisfactorily. A big contractor with a reputation 
would not, he thought, require the same amount of 
supervision as a petty contractor. His main contention 
was that more direct supervision by the higher officers 
of the Public Works Department was required, and that 
men of the sub-overseer class should oot be employed on 
supervising work, unless they could be trusted to perform 

· it satisfactorily from all points of view. · 
497. He was president of the Dharwar district local 

board. He did not wish to press them to engage a 
qualified engineer, but if they did so, he saw no objection 
to the Executive Engineer being relieved of a portion of 

• 

498. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He had no knowledge of the 
roads in Bellary nor did he know whether they were 
under the local boards. 

499. (Mr. Oobb.) In the case of repairs to school 
buildings a schoolmaster "as allowed a very small sum 
for whitewashing, but nothing else. School fees were 
credited to the treasury. The repairs to all schools under 
talulca boards were done by the board's overseer, and the 
money debited to the educational fund. He thought that 
if government buildings were made over to the local 
boar~s they could carry out small repairs efficiently, but 
supervision could not be dispensed with. ' 

500, (Mr. Kent.) With reference to the question 
whether revenu~ officials welcomed applications from 
graduates of engineering colleges for posts as mamla· 
tadars, witness stated that he had already had two 
L. C. E.'s as Deputy Collectors, but he thought that they 
had practically forgotten all they ever Imew of engineering. 

501. He thought that the mistri class could be 
improved by forming them into a permanent government 
service, and this opinion was endorsed by a large con
tractor with whom he had discussed the matter. 

502. He was not in favour of giving discretionary 
grants for repair works, as for example, to a head constable 
in charge of police lines situated far away from civilised 
parts, but would much sooner leave such repairs in the 
hands of the Public Works Department . 

At Bombay, Friday, 12th January 1917. 
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R. J. KENT, EsQ., Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government, Bombay. 

D. G. HaRRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

J. W. MAcKISON, EsQ., M,tO.Jil,, Executive Engineer, Bombay Municipality, Bombay, 

Written Statement. 506. The duties of the Executive Engineer are-

503. The Engineering Department of the Bombay 
Municipality is under the direction of the Executive 
Engineer and is divided into seven branches, viz. :-

( 1) Drainage, 

(a) to control generally the engineering operations of 
the municipality ; 

(b) to exact from all employes under him a strict per· 
• formance of the duties assigned to each ; 

(2) Roads. 
(3) Buildings. 
(4) Regulations 

(c) to receive reports and communications from the 
Deputy and Assistant Engineers ; 

of buildings under the Municipal (d) to examine estimates and drawings and inform 
himself of the progress and completion of works ; 

Act. 
(5) Mechanical and Workshops. 
(6) Lighting. 
(7) New Outfall Sewer. 
504. Tho following superior staff assist the Executive 

Engint'Or in the conduct of his duties :
Deputy Executive Engineer, Drainage. 
Deputy Executive Engineer, Mechanical Branch. 
Assistant Engineer for buildings and architecture. 
Assistant Engineer, General Br~tnch (Personal Assist-
ant to the Executive Engineer). . 
Resident Engineer, Love Grove outfall works. 
505. The Excutive Engineer personally conducts the 

executive duties of the following branches :
(1} Roads. 
(2) Buildings. 
(3) Regulations of buildings under the Municipal Art. 
(4) Lighting. 

(e) to suggest projects and designs suitable for effect· 
ing the objects proposed to him by the Commissioner or 
the Corporation ; 

(f) to dispose of such matters as may be left to his dis
cretion by the Commissioner or the Corporation ; 

(g) to bring clearly before the Commissioner, accom· 
panied by his own remarks, all subjects reserved for his 
decision. 

507, The Executive Engineer is responsible that all 
projects for new works either prepared by himself or 
submitted to him by his deputies and assistants are pre· 
pared in a complete and proper form. He is also profes
sionally responsible for the charapter of all such designs 
and estimates submitted by him or through him. The 
Executive Engineer prepares annually the portion of the 
budget estimates relating to his charge and after the 
close of each year submits a report of the progress Pl!lde 
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during that year and generally carries out the duties 
connected with the Engineering Department. The 
Executive Engineer also advises the Commissioner and the 
Corporation on all matters pertaining to private . or 
public bodies such as the Bombay Port Trust, the C1ty 
Improvement Trust, the Railway, Tramway, Electric 
and Telephone Companies. 

508. Most of the new works pertaining to drainage and 
sewerage and costing over Rs. 3,000 are carried out by 
special contract. New works costing under Rs. 3,000 are 
carried out by the annual repair contractor. A few 
new works and also repairs and minor works which can· 
not properly be entrusted and minutely supervised are 
carried out departmentally. The staff engaged on 
drainage work conRists principally of -

1 Deputy Executive Engineer, Drainage, 
2 Assistant Engineers, 
l Head Surveyor, 
1 Chief Inspector, 
1 Head Plumber, 

the total annual cost of the whole establishmt:nt includ
ing labour and including that employed on loan works 
being about Rs: 2,40,000. ~ 

509. New road construction work is generally carried 
out by contract, but all other works pertaining to roads, 
such as road widening, diversion, lowering or raising the 
surface, full metalling and patching works, bot~oming, 
concreting, tar painting and watering are earned out 
departmentally under the Executive Engineer assisted by 
a permanent staff of-

1 Superintendent. 
7 Inspectors. 
7 Assistant Inspectors. 
7 Mwis. 

4 7 M ukaJlams. 
The number of coolis employed on the roads averages 
about 1 600 and costs about Rs. 2,55,500 per annum. In 
additio~ to the ordinary work of road maintenance the 
staff shown above also a1!tends to the restoration of road 
openings (extending to about 2Q, miles in length annually) 
made by other departments such as the Water and 
Drainage and by companies such as the Telephone Com
pany, the Gas Company, the Bombay Electric Supply ~nd 
Tramways Company, the Calender Cable and Constructton 
Company, the Telegraph Department, licensed plumbers, 
etc., costing nearly Rs. 3,00,000 per annum. 

510. New municipal buildings of importance are erect
ed under contract. Repairs to buildings in municipal 
charge and minor structures are carried out by the annual . 
petty works contractor when the cost thereof in any case 
is less than Rs. 3,000. There are about 413 municipal 
buildings and structures distributed throughout the city. 
The staft employed on buildings works consists of-

1 Assistant Engineer, Buildings and Architecture, 
1 Architectural Surveyor, 
5 Inspectors, 
2 Estimators and Measurers, 
l Surveyor, 
1 Quantity Surveyor, 
7 Draftsmen, 
3 Tracers, 
2 Mistri8, 
3 Mukadams, 

the total annual cost of the whole establishment being 
about Rs. 37,000. 

511. Many of the provisions of the Bombay Municipal 
Aot. relating to streets and buildings and the whole of the 
building bye-laws have been delegated to the Executive 
Engineer. Plans for new private buildings or for altera
tions or additions to existing buildings submitted for 
approval number about 3,500 per annum. Each plan is 
oarefull.y scrutinized to ensure compliance both struc· 
turally and sanitarily with the Act and the bye-laws and 
to ascertain if any land may be required for road improve· 
ment. The buildings under construction are regularly 
visited and reported on by the staff. From two to three 
thousand notices are annually issued against house 
owners under various sections of the Municipal Act and 
about 700 prosecutions are annu~lly ins.tituted in .the 
magistratea' courts for non-compbance w1th the not1ces 

served. The notices issued for the removal of dangerous 
or ruinous buildings number from 300 to 400 annually 
and about 120 cases of insanitary huts or dwellings are 
also dealt with. 

'£he Executive Engineer is assisted in this work by-
4 Divisional Superintendents of Buildings, 
12 Inspectors, 
12 Assistant Inspectors, and 
24 Mukadams, 

the total annual cost of the staff being about Rs. 1,01,800. 
In addition to the above there is one acquisition officer 
with an assistant and clerk engaged on the acquisition of 
properties required for improvement schemes, over· 
bridges and street widenings under setback regulations 
and otherwise. The annual cost of this establishment is 
Rs. 7 ,344. Section 344A of the Municipal Act provides 
that every person who intends to erect a building shall 
employ a person who shall be competent to the satis· 
faction of the Commissioner to supervise the erection of 
such building and the Commissioner may in each case 
require that the person to be so employed shall be a 
licensed surveyor. Under Section 355 of the Municipal 
Act the Commissioner may, grant t.o any person he thinks 
fit a license to act 'as a surveyor or as a plumber for the 
purposes of the Act. Each such license is for a renew· 
able period of one year. Under Section 356 of the Muni· 
cipal Act the Commissioner may, with the approval of the 
Standing Committee, from time to time prescribe regula
tions for the guidanc(l of licensed surveyors and plumbers. 
The Executive Engineer has been specially empowered to 
exercise the powers of the Commissioner in respect to 
licenses to surveyors and plumbers and has issued licenses 
to 61 surveyors and 132 plumbers. 

512. All mechanical works pertaining to the several 
departments of the municipality are carried out depart
mentally by the staff engaged at the municipal workshops. 
This includes such works as repairs to tools, plant and 
machinery including repairs to pumping plants, steam 
rollers, motor wagons, labour carts, watering carts, meat 
vans and also sundry new works. Large castings are 
obtained through private agency. The staff of the 
mechanical branch workshops and pumping stations 
consists principally of -

1 Depu~y Executive Engineer, Mechanical Branch, 
1 Head Foreman, 
1 Senior Engineer, 
9 Assistant and Supernumerary Engineers, 

the whole staff costing about Rs. 1,61,800 per annum. 
In addition to this, there is a staff employed for the work· 
ing of steam tip and petrol wagons which costs annually 
Rs. 27,186. 

513. The lighting of the city with gas is done under a 
contract extending over a long period. The lighting 
with oil in outlying districts is done departmentally, the 
oil and lamps however being obtained by contract. The 
number of oil lamps is 1,344 and these arc being rapidly 
replaced by gas lamps which now number 6,253. The 
total annual cost of street lighting amounts to about 
Rs. 3,92,285 for gas and Rs. 29,887 for oil or in all Rs. 
4,22,172 exclusive of experimental high pressure gas 
lighting. The street lighting is supervised by three 
lighting inspectors assisted by fourteen mukadams. The 
cost of this establishment is about Rs. 7,104 per annum. 

514. The first section of the new outfall sewer along 
the foreshore was carried out through the agency of a 
local contractor at a cost of about Rs. 2,50,000. The 
remaining work in the deep sea, estimated to cost 
about Rs. 21,00,000, is being carried out departmentally, 
as no contractor in India was found willing to undertake 
this very risky sea-work. The staff engaged on this 
work consists principally of 

1 Resident Engineer, 
1 Foreman Diver and Works Manager, 
2 European Divers, 
4 Chinese Divers, 
1 General Foreman, 
1 Mechanical Foreman, 
2 Assistant Foremen, 

and costs about Rs. 68,000 per annul.l), 
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515. The municipality bas a central stores for the sup-~ efficiency being thereby secured. The following reso~ 
ply of articles to its various departments. The difierent l.. lution was also passed :-
articles of stores are divided up into about 70 groups or 1 "That it is very desirable that all quarries from which 
"schedules" and tenders are annually invited by the stone is obtained for the repair of public roads be owned or 
store-keeper. Municipal works contractors are generally leased by the County Councils." ' 
allowed to obtain and use their own materials, but they 519. (ill.) Changes in organization.-In the event of 
can also obtain: them at the municipal central stores. municipal works now executed by the annual petty 
In the case of large works, however, the contractors are works contractor~ being undertaken departmentallv 
compelled to obtain such articles as cement, pipes, bends, additional labour would of course be required, but litti~ 
junctions, manhole covers, eli<'., from the municipal addition would be needed to the superior staff as those 
stores where large stocks of these articles are held in now engaged in supervising would be available for the 
reserve. This is done with a view to economy, as the conduct of operations. 
contractors could not buy them cheaper elsewhere, and 520. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub .. 
to ensure the use of good-quality materials. The engi. branches.-The Municipal Works Department meets 
neering department has also a separate annual contractor the needs of the other departments of the administra
tor the supply of materials not in common use or such as tion satisfactorily. 
cannot conveniently be stored. Materials such as metal, 521. (V.) Decentralization.-Further decentralization 
sand, sand-stone and rubble-stone which are required in within the Municipal Public Vl'orks Deparf.ment is not 
very large quantities for road maintenance are obtained desirable. · 
on annual contracts. Coke for use in steam rollers and . 522. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Code is not 
tar for tar macadamising of roads are obtained from applica.ble to municipal works. 
the Bombay Gas Company on annual contracts. 523. (VU.) Education.-The system of education and 

516. For the transport ot road materials the muni· the standard of instruc!iio~ in government engineering 
•cipality employs bullock carts which are supplied by an colleges appea.rs to ~e suHici.ent. . 
annual contractor. Bullock pairs are similarly obtained 524. (V~.) Prach~al tr~g.:--.'~he great defect m 
for working hand roUers and for roadwatering, the t?e educ.a~10n of engm?ers m !nd~ IS the lack of prac· 
carts in the latter case being provided by the munici· t~cal t.rammg. ~here 1s nothmg m the nature of appren· 
pality • tlceship or pupilage. The student when he graduates 

' . . . considers himself a fully qualified engineer and the fact 
(2). ~our reporter ~oes.not have an mt1mate acquamt- that he has become a Licentiate of Civil Engineering is, 

ance Wl~h. the orgaruzat10n, methods and procedure of under the Municipal Act considered a sufficient test of 
the .BUildings and Roads Branch .of th.e government professional qualification to secure his admission into the 
Publ!c. Works pepartment, but durmg. his 26 ye~rs of closed profession of licensed surveyors. Section 355 (2) 
muruc1pal serVIce. and five ~ears of ~nvat~ practice. he of the Municipal Act runs as follows :·-
has had a ~ery Wide a~d vaned ex~ene~ce. m the. des!gn " If any applicant for a license to act as a surveyor is a 
and execution of all kinds of public buildings, City 1.m· Licentiate of Civil Engineering or a person whc has passed 
provemen~ schemes,, sea walls, sea outfalls, recla~ation some test of professional qualification equivalent to that 
works, b?dges, dram.age and water-works and m the for a Licentiate of Civil Engineering, his application shall 
construct10n and mamtenance .of streets, roads, t~am· not be refused by the Commi!&oner, except with the 
ways and sewers both by pnyate agency ~nd direct approval of the Standing Committee and upon the ground 
labour. From personal observatiOn and expenence yo~r that the applicant is unfit through incompetency, mis
r~porter would affirm that ~s .a genera:I rule such muni· conduct or other grave reason to hold such license." 
ctpal works as the. l~rger b~dings, mam sewers and new No graduate should be recognised as a qualified engineer 
roads (often r.equmng spemal plant and a lot o~ casual until he has served an apprenticeship of at least three years 
labour) can with a~vantage and economy be. earned out with a competent firm of engineers and had one year's 
und~r contract, whil~t on the other hand nunor and all practical experience either in an engineering workshop or · 
repair .works and mamtenance can more advantageously on engineering works. The result of the present system 
and w1th g.reater economy be ~one de,Partment~y, and is that very few of the 61 surveyors licensed by the muni· 
more especially so when there 1s a skilled pubhc works cipality have any clients of their own or are consulted as 
agency as at present employed. professional men. When any engineering or arcbitfc· 

517. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of e:s:ecu.. tural work is requ~ed, it is the common practice of la~d-
t• f bli ks -Th methods at present adopted owners and proprietors to have recourse to the family 
10n o pu c wor . e · · Th' · di 'd 1 h · all rt' Jl by the Bombay Municipality for the execution of works m•~tn. IS m Vl ~a • w o IS gener. Y a pa Ia Y· 

are economical and suitable for the purpose for which tramed craftsma~ w1th a more or less Imperfect k~ow
they were devised with exception in regard to minor ledge o~ the ':"a~Ious trade~, acts as agent and ~dVIsE>r. 
andre air works presently carried out by annual petty As he himself IS mcompetent to.prcpare and submit pl~ns 
works pcontractors. Such works would be done better for approval and to ~omply With the statutory reqm.re-

d t 1 t d art tall ments, he employs a hcensed surveyor to do so accordmg 
an a ess cos ep men Y· to his directions and subsequently employs the various 

518. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under the tradesmen and controls the building or other operations 
existing system private enterprise is sufficiently en· himself. The surveyor thus in many cases hecomes a 
couraged and with the exception of the larger buildings, mere tool in the hands of the mislri on whom he depends 
main sewers and new roads as above stated it is not for employment. If engineers had a better practical 
desirable to entmst the construction work of this muni· training and their advice could be relied on, their status 
cipa.lity to private agency. All road and other main· would be raised and the family mistri would disappear. 
tenance work and also works involving health consider· (2). What is wanted in this country a great deal more 
ations such as the jointing of pipe sewers and water than the training of Pngineers is the training of workmen 
mains can best be carried out departmentally. In this and inspectors. At present masons, carp~nte~s, plumbe:s 
connection reference may be made to the Record of and other craftsmen serve no apprenticeship to their 
Proceedings of the Irish Roads Congress held in Dublin calling. This should be made obligatory by legislative 
in 1910 when there was a large representative gathering enactment and only holders of approved certificates of 
of road engineers in attendance and when the quest.ion competence should be allowed to be employed in the 
of the contract and direct labour systems waa.discussed. several crafts. Inspectors should be men who have 
In Ireland, where the road conditions are not very dis- served an apprenticeship to one craft and who possess a 
similar to those in India, both the contract system and general knowledge of others. l'hey should preferably 
the direct labour system have been in operation. At be selected from men who have, on account of their know· 
the congress in quf\stion the preponderating weight of ledge and skill, been promoted to the positio~ of ~oreman, 
opinion was certainly in fa~our of the dir~t labour and should have had .control. of men and mater1als. 
svstem and instances were g~ven of substaptial reduc· . 525. (General.) Until considerable advance haS" brrn 
tions being t>ffected and at the same time of increased made on existing conditiops it dol's not appe!!-r to be 
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desirable to entrust works at present carried out by the 
Public Works Department to private agency, as it is 

very improbable that there will thereby be any. gain 
either in e~nomy or efficiency. 

MR. J. W. MACKISON called and examined. 

526. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Executive Engineer of the Bombay Municipality, and had 
held the post for six years. He had been recruited from 
Scotland and was now in charge of the whole of the 
engineering establishment of the municipality. 

527. New roads for the Bombay Corporation were 
built by contract, but repair work was generally done 
departmentally. The Corporation did a good deal of 
building work in Bombay. 

528. There were about a, dozen private contracting 
firms in Bombay capable of ubdertaking works of practi-

-cally any size, but their staffs were not trained and re· 
quired constant supervision. The heads of these firms 
were not craftsmen themselves but were more of the 
nature of financiers than tradesmen. They employed 
mistris who had a fair idea of the different trades, but 
very few had an engineering staff. When working for 
the Bombay Corporation contractors generally utilized 
the Corporation's staff to set out their work, and required 
an enormous amount of supervision. The Corporation's 
m.en did practically the whole of the management and 
were kept continually on the spot. The Bombay Corpo
ration generally employed an inspector on the direct 
supervision of a work, and probably a few mistris who 
remained constantly on the spot. The superior staff also 
went round periodically to see that things were progress
ing satisfactorily. The municipality employed four 
superintendents to supervise the erection of all buildings 
in the city. Under these were the inspectors who, before 
they could rise to the rank of superintendents, had to 
qualify by passing the L.C.E. examination. The 
municipality insisted on these inspectors being either 
L.C.E. or B.E. men. Under these inspectors were 
assistant inspectors who were not necessarily L.C.Es., 
but prom.o..tion to inspectorship was barred unless they 
had passed that examination. Inspectors and assistant 
inspectors corresponded roughly to the upper and lower 
subordinates of the Public Works Department. 

529. The mistris of the Bombay Municipality were 
employed in various ways, some in detecting unauthor
ized wotks and encroachments, others in watching the 
proportions of concrete and mortar and the quality of 
materials put in by contractors. On municipal building 
works the mistris were temporary men specially engaged 
for each job. As, however, all the buildings in the city 
required supervision, several mistris were employed to 
go round and see· that the building rules were not con
travened by contractors. The Bombay Municipality 
thus found it necessary to employ a staff consisting of 
various grades as previously enumerated. 

530; He approved of the suggestion that the lower 
· subordinate staff of the Public Works Department should 

be largely reduced and practical workmen substituted in 
their stead. He was also inclined to advocate a similar 
system in connection with the assistant inspectors and 
mistris of the Bombay Corporation, but thought that, 
before it was introduced, these mistris should have 
more practical experience in their trades. 

531. The Bombay Corporation found it necessary to 
supply large contractors with the materials required for 
construction, as for example, cement, etc., as the latter 
found it difficult to obtain the quality specified by the 
Corporation, and were not to be trusted to obtain such 
materials themselves. The Corporation obtained the 
materials they required through the agency of the muni
cipal central stores. About seventy schedules for various 
materials were issued every yeo.r. All the pipes, machin
ery and a portion of the cement required were obtained 
from England.. Some cement, however, was obtained 
locally. The purchase of materials from England "as 
entrusted to supply firms who had agents in lklm.bay, 
bttt special machinery and plant were secured direct 
from the latter country. This procedure had been 
found quite satisfa.otory. 

• 

532. The percentage of establishment charges fixed for 
the Bombay Corporation was 5 per cent. of the expendi
ture on works. This, however, did not include the 
superior staff but onJy the men directly employed on 
works. It would include the resident engineer and 
foreman specially appointed for a work. It was very 
often found possible to work on a lower percentage. 

533. Repair works were better and more economically 
carried out departmentally than through contractors. 
When the services of a contractor were utilized it was 
generally found necessary for the Corporation staff to go 
into more detail in the preparation of plans and estimates 
for the sanction of the Commissioner than would other
wise have been necessary. A contractor always worked 
on hard and fast rules, and in ordinary repair work the 
employment of such a man resulted generally in numerous 
demands for small extra payments for petty items. 

534. An outsider was sometimes asked to undertake 
the preparation of plans and estimates for a building but, 
generally speaking, such work was done by the estab
lishment of the Corporation which system, he thought, 
was better than going into the open market. 

535. The architectural branch had recently been 
strengthened by the appointment of a qualified Assistant 
Engineer for buildings and architecture recruited from 
England and the Corporation usually carried out, with 
their own staff, any architectural work that was required. 
He had very little experience of the employment of 
private contractors in Bombay for the preparation of 
plans~ 

536. He had found that the men turned out from the 
Poona College were quite capable, but required more 
practical experience. He thought the Bombay Corpo
ration would be prepared to take a small number of such 
men as apprentices, and that other public and private 
bodies should also do so. These students should, he 
considered, undergo a practical training of at least two 
years' duration, and he would prefer three so as to allow 
of a year's experience in a workshop. His own office 
would certainly be prepared to take a limited number of 
these men. At the present time it took on such men as 
tracers, but there was not a proper system for training 
them. He thought that the correct course to adopt 
would be to give them. Rs. 25 a month during the first 
year rising to Rs. 40 in tlae last year. 

537. The Assistant Engineer for buildings and architec· 
ture employed by the Bombay Corporation prepared, in 
the first instance, the plans of new buildings ; but the 
witness was required to satisfy himself that all projects 
for new works, either prepared by himself or submitted 
to him by his deputies and assistants, were prepared in 
complete and proper form, and he was also held profes
sionally responsible for the character of all designs and 
for estimates submitted by, or through, him. 

538. In connection with the system of accounts followed 
by the Bombay Corporation, he had a chief clerk, and 
accountant and a. large staff of clerks. The head of each 
branch was responsible for his own accounts, which were 
submitted after compilation to the central accounts 
office of the Corporation, and the Executive Engineer 
was responsible for the accounts of his whole Depart
ment. He thought that, under the present system, an 
excessive proportion of the time of the Executive Engi
neer's staff was employed on accounts work, but this was 
an almost universal complaint, and in no way peculiar to 
the Corporation. 

539. Practically all works had to be sanctioned by the 
Commissioner in the first instance. In the case of a 
large project the Commissioner accorded his sanction 
to the whole work, but, in the case of alterations and 
additions, the Executive Engineer could carry them out 
subject to a maximum. cost, of Rs. 2,000. When it was 
desired that alterations should be made in a building, the 
construction of which has been sanctioned by the Com
missioner, it was not necE>.ssary to submit the detailed 
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plans and estimates to him again. Contract!j. were sane- charge fixed the rates, but the witness was unable to give 
tioned by the Commissioner and by the Standing Com- detailed information in this connection. 
mittee. 548. The cost of the superior staff engaged on the con· 

540. In connection with the system of licensing sur- struction- of works was allocated partly against the Loan 
veyors he said that a large number of buildings had Funds and partly against Revenue. Exclusive of this . 
collapsed in Bombay and hence it was thought that some cost, the total percentage of establishment charges did ' 
responsibility should be thrown both upon the owners of not exceed 6 per cent. on the work executed and this in· 
J>roperty and upon the architects employed by them. it eluded the preparation of plans and estimates, and office 
was, therefore, laid down that all plans should be sub- establishment. He was not sure whether the accounts 
mitted through a licensed surveyor. The Corporation . _establishment was included in this figure, but believed 
was bound to accept any surveyor who had passed the that it was allocated partly against'' Works" and partly 
L.C.E. examination whether he had any practical against " Revenue." The Bombay Municipality em· 
experience or not. Such men, after submitting the plans ployed a regular salaried auditor for their accounts and 
and obtaining the approval of the Corporation, were sup- . in addition two outside auditors to whom they paid a 
posed to look after the construction of the work them- fixed sum for the work done by them. 
selves, sending in a certificate on completion to certify 549. He thought that the Corporation would be will· 
that all the materials used had been of good quality and ing to undertake the practical training of students and to 
that they themselves had actually supervised the work. pay them a living wage only to the extent of the number 
After receipt of such a certificate the Corporation sent of vacancies in their staff. Such men wonld be taken on 
their own superintendent to examine the work and as apprentices. To undertake the training of more men 
satisfy himself that it had been built in accordance with than the Corporation had room for would mean a dis
the plans. As a matter of fact the witness had found location of the duties of their senior officers. The limit, 
that very little supervision was exercised by these licensed he thought, would be four or five annually. 
surveyors. 1.'he majority of them depended for their 550. Licensed surveyors, lo>efore they could practice as 
instructions not on the client but on the mistri, who was architects, were charged Rs. 75 by the Bombay Corpora
generally a hereditary craftsman who did all the work tion for their licenses. The architectural assistants 
for a particular family, and it was these mistris and not employed by the Bombay Municipality furnished the 
the clients who actually retained the architects. ' complete designs required for the building to be executed. 

541. When contractors were employed on fairly large The Executive Engineer gave an indication of what he 
works the.v, in their turn, largely employed petty con- required in the first instance and went into tho matter in 
tractors. more detail on the completion of the design. 

542. (Mr. Cobb.) Great trouble was experienced by the 551. He did not know how the rates paid by the 
municipality in supervising contractors. Their work Bombay Municipality for bricks compared with those 
was most inefficient as they were apt to employ ordinary paid by the Public Works Department. The former 
coolis as carpenters and masons. The municipality had paid Rs. 16 toRs. 18 per thousand. 
had to strengthen their ~_ye-laws very considerably on 552. (J/r. Mackenzie.) The Bombay Municipality em· 
this account. ployed contractors for special works, even though they 

had to supply the engineering staff themselves, because 
543 .. Most of the inspectors employed by the Bombay contractors could command a better supply -of labour 

Municipality were recruited from the Poona College of than the Corporation. He admitted that this system 
Engineering. These men required a good deal of expe- did not encourage indigenous engineering talent as the 
rience before they could be relied upon to supervise a contractors depended on the municipality to supervise 
large work, but they were the best class of men which the their work. . . 
municipality could obtain. 553. If the ,~.~Jstem of taking apprentices from colleges 

544. In regard to the question of obtaining the Com· were properly organized, such men would in time be 
missioner's sanction prior to the execution of a work, he allowed to draw up plans themselves and would there· 
remarked that very often it was the Commissioner him· after be sent out on to the works to obtain the necessary 
self who initiated proposals. Funds were then voted for practical instruction. Th('re was at present no system 
the building in the annual budget, and the scheme was of apprenticeship at all, but he thought that, if such a 
laid before the Standing Committee in contr~ct form for system were introduced, although a great deal of trouble 
then· acceptance. Although buildings were designed by would be experienced on the part of the staff undertaking 
the Assistant Architect, reports regarding them were the training, the students would be greatly benefitted 
made by the Executive Engineer direct to the Commis- thereby especially in regard to building work, and that 
sioner, the engineer for buildings and architecture being such training would eventually fit them for supervisor's ' 
subordinate to the Executive Engineer. posts, which they would probably fill better than the 

545. When special stores were required by the Bombay present class of entrant. They would he employed in 
Corporation they engaged the services of Sir John Wolfe the first instance to assist senior men in measuring up 
Barry. It was difficult in Bombay to obtain information works and in preparing plans, thus gaining experience by 
regat·ding all the recent improvements taking place in observation as they went round. Apprentices in England 
England, although the Corporation kept themselves did not invariably pay premiums, but some were taken 
fairly up-to-date by taking in all the best engineering on, as they were required, to.do the less important work__ 
papers published in England and America. such as tracing, writing out specifications and schedules, 

546. The figures he had submitted in his written etc., thus giving some return even during their appren· 
memorandum (paragraphs 508 to 510) included the cost ticeshlp to the firms which trained men. As far as his 
of labour and establishment, but not that of materials. experience went these apprentices, after receiving their 

547. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The Bombay Corpo· training, left and sought employment elsewhere. 
ration was not bound, and had never found it necessary, 554. He was not able to give any information as to 
to obtain materials from th& Director General of Stores at why there was such a difference between the charges for 
the India Office. The rates paid by the Bombay Cor· establishment and supervision in the Public Works 
poration for stores were not, he thought, very different Department and those in the municipality as he had 
from those paid by the Public Works Department and the never gone into the question. 
former were often supplied with copies of the Public 555. (Sir Nee! Kershaw.) Licensed surveyors were at 
Workll Department and Improvement Trust rates. He present employed by the Bombay Corporation. He did 
could not, however, say for certain whether stores were not attach much importance to these men who were not 
supplied by the India Office at cheaper rates than those at generally engaged by responsible parties, and who did, 
which the Corporation obtained them. The latter had for the most part, simply what the rni8tris asked them to 
their o"NNt specifications, which were much the same as the do. They were not paid a percentage as a professional 
British standard specifications. The Bombay Corpora· man should be paid but were merely given a. few rupees 
tion had a central stores which arranged for the supply of which could not be held to constitute a proper romunera· 
materials to all its departments. The storekeeper in tion. They were useful in a way, but he thought that a 
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practical training for licensed surveyors should be in
sisted on, i.e., that they should be compelled to serve an 
apprenticeship before being admitted to a closed pro· 
fession. 

556. C<lntractors were bound to purchase certain 
stores required from the municipal stores. He did not 
think that contractors objected to this restriction as 
good material was thus procured. He admitted, however, 
that contractors demanded high rates for labour. They 
generally paid ten to twelve annas for their labour 
whereas the municipality when doing a work them
selves paid only seven or eight annas for their labourers ; 
the contractors, however, employed stronger men from 
whom they got more work and they were able -to push 
them harder than the municipality could. 

557. (Mr. Kent,) The mistri8 employed by the Bombay 
Municipality were of considerable importance in the 
building operations of the city ; they acted, in fact, as 
controllers, agents and advisers. They had no general 
knowledge of trades and only a moderate notion of the 
prices of materials and labour ; occasionally they acted 
as small financiers. He thought it possible that these 
men could be improved by the issue of licenses in the 
same way as plumbers, who had to obtain licenses to 
carry on their trade. Each craftsman should serve an 
apprenticeship in his respective trade after which a license 
would be issued to him. This system, however, would 
have to be introduced very gradually. He thought that 
such a craftsman with a little theoretical and 'practical 
training would be a more efficient supervisor of works 
than the present Public vrorks Department sub-oversoor 
and agreed with the suggestion that such men might 
well be substituted for the sub-overseer in that Depart
ment, He considered that the present subordinate staff 
employed by the. Public vrorks Department on super
vision, i.e., those corresponding to the inspectors employed 
by the municipality ... were too highly trained theoreti
cally and advocated a.college course of two years' practical 
and three years' theoretical training for such men. The 
practical training should be given before or along With 
the theoretical training, and it would often be possible to 
arrange practical work for them during the term. In 
order to curtail the length of the period of training he 
suggested a system of morning classes during appren
ticeship and referred to the practice obtaining in England 
of holding both morning and evening classes. This he 
thought would obviate the late age (now about 25 years) 
at which such men would be sufficiently trained to take 
up employment. 

558. The materials, i.e., stores and machinery, ob· 
tained by the municipality from Englalid were both in
spected and tested there by Sir John vrolfe Barry, who 
was their consulting engineer. 

559. There were two reasons why road repairs in 
Bombay city were done departmentally by the muni
cipality and not on the sysR:m of giving out lengths by 
contract ; firstly because the municipality had to supply 
the rollers required, secondly because it was very diffi
cult to control the quantities of material supplied by the 
contrac~rs, or to check the material ·actually put into 
the road. 

560. There were two or three good architectural firms 
in Bombay, 

5'61. For a large work which was at present being 
constructed by the municipality at l::ove Grove, they 
had . tried to get a contractor in India but had failed to 
do so. One firm in England had tendered for the work 
but their rates were exceedingly high. The municipal
ity was now doing the work departmentally. 

562. The Bombay Corporation had never asked the 
Public vrorks Department to carry out works for them in 
his time. vrith reference to the King Edward Hospital 
and to the fact that it bad been designed by the Con
sulting Architect to the Government of.Bombay for the 
Corporation, he explained \hat, if he had had to carry it 
out, he would have required additional staff as it was a 
work costing about Rs. 30,00,000. The Corporation 
did not prepare the plans and estimates of this work as it 
was altogether special, only part of the funds being 
provided by the Corporation and the balance being met 
by outside donors. The question of whether the Corpo
ration would construct this work according to Mr. vrittet's 
plans was under consideration, but he understood that 
government were contemplating carrying it out on be
half of the Corporation and other donors. 

563. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) vrith reference to a 
suggestion that works designed by the Public vrorks 
Department might be executed by the municipality in 
return for a percentage allowance for establishment he 
explained that it would be a very unusual procedure for 
one body to carry out works designed and estimated by 
another. It would require a special staff and would 
also throw an unlimited amount of extra work on thll 
present staff which was already fully occupied. He 
admitted, however, that he had not considered the ques
tion before. 

N. MAuGHAN, EsQ., M.I.C.E,, Drainage Engineer, Bombay Municipality. 

Written Statement, 

564. (U.) Encouragement · of other agency.-For 
large works I have always found it far more satisfactory 
to carry out works Ly contract provided experienced 
contractors of some standing can be obtained and effi
cient and reliable supervisors are appointed. A con
tractor has mc.ny advantages over a government or 
municipal officer in arranging for the satisfactory exe
cution of any work. He is bound by no departmental or 
other rules. He can obta.in materials and labour where he 
likes, he can employ labour by piece-work or by time, in 

' short he is his own master and does as he likes provided 
he complies with the terms of his contract. I do not 
know what rules prevail in the Public vr<JkS Department 
l't'garding carrying out works departmentally, but in the 
Bombay Municipality an officer must obtain all his 
materials from the Stores Department who may or may 
not have what he requires in stock. Also he may not 
employ labuur except at certain fixed rates, such rates 
bcing ba&-d as a rule on a favourable market, that is to 
say when labour is plentiful. Small works can frequently 

be carried out to advantage departmentally, the reason 
being that they only attract a second-rate class of con· 
tractor of little experience, but for the reasons given 
above I have always found that for large works the 
contract system is superior. ' 

565. (ill.) Changes in organization.-! have very 
little knowledge as to the inner working of the Public 
vrorks Department, but I ho!J and have always held the 
view that the Public vrorks Department does not give 
sufficient encouragement to its members to specialize in 
the various branches of engineering. My views of course 
are based on my knowledge of th<Y Bombay Presidency. 
I understand that an engineer who has for instance spent 
most of his service on irrigation works may be trans· 
ferred on promotion to a position where he bas to deal 
with the maintenance of roads and buildings or he may be 
asked to draw up a scheme for the water·supply or drain· 
age of a city. No engineer can be or ever hope to be an 
expert in every branch of civil engineering, and I am 
therefore of opinion thai government should encourage 
specialization t.o a far greater extent than they apparently 
do at present. / 

MR. N. MAt'OHAN called and examined. 

t)()6. (Pmidnll.) The witness !Ita ted that he was 
Drainl\~ Enginrer t.o the Bombay Corporation, and had 
he!J that appointment for 16 years. 

VOL. U 

567. He staWd that all the large drainage works of the 
Corporation were given out on oontrad and were not 
done d••partmentally. There W(•re no sanitary engineer. 

I 
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ing firms in Bombay in the strict sense of the word. 
There were, however, firms of ordinary contractors who 
wore accustomed to excavation work, etc., and who under
took sanitary engineering work as well. These con
tractors were not specialists in any way. 

568. The drainage schemes of the Corporation were 
prepared by the Corporation staff and after approval by 
their consulting engineer at· home they were constructed 
by contracting firms who were, however, primarily finan
ciers. These contractors did not as a rule employ petty 
contractors. but did the work themselves, and very rarely 
sub-let their contracts except occasionally in the case of 
excavation. They employed no enginearing staff beyond 
a miatri, and required very detailed supervision. He had 
a whole-time permanent inspector allotted to each work 
who supervised the constl'l!ction with the help of mistris. 
Contractors all the world over required strict .supervision, 
as they all worked for profit and therefore did the work as 
cheaply as possible. · ' 

569. The cost of establishment in his branch was more 
- or less uniform whether there was much work going on or 

not as practically all the staff were permanently engaged. 
At a time like the present, when finances were at a low 
ebb, the percentage would be high, but ordinarily he 
thought that on an average expenditure of five or six 
lakl1s a year the cost of establishment would come to 
about Rs. 24,000. This included all the special estab
lishment employed for the supervision of drainage works 
but not direction and accounts charges. 

570. The witness was responsible for the whole of the 
accounts of his branch, and submitted them monthly to 
the Chief Accountant. Only a small proportion of his 
time was taken up by this work, and he did not consider 
it to be a heavy burden. His accounts clerk compiled 
the monthly accounts and submitted them through the 
head clerk and Assistant Engineer, so that they came to 
him cut and dried, and Unless there was any special point 
requiring settlement not much of his time was taken up 
in that way. Nor did his Assistant Engineer find the 
accounts work heP,vy, and in general the objections 
raised were not excessive. He made payments to the 
permanent staff, but as regards the contractors he had 
simply to give a certificate on the bills and the payments 
were then made by the Chief Accountant. The witness 
was not a.llowed to make any advances to the contractors 
but could certify ad interim payments for work done, 
which payments were made by the Chief Accountant. 

571. He could sanction works up to about Rs. 100. 
All other estimates had to go to the Municipal Commis· 
llioner. When a work was in progress any changes in 
design or method to which there might possibly be an 
audit objection had to be.sent up for sanction, in order 

. to satisfy the ·Accounts Department._ 

572. The large contractors employed in Bombay did 
not keep any permanent supply of labour but engaged 
their men from time-to time and paid them direct. · 

573. As regards the plea for specialization in India put 
forward by him in his written evidence he explained' 
that what he advocated was, for instance, that the ap
pointment of Sanitary Engineer to Government should 
be filled by a man with a special training in that branch of 
engineering, but not by one who had never specialized, 
but had merely been transferred from the Irrigation or 
the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works 
Department. .He meant that it was not sufficient to 
create a post of Sanitary Engineer to Government, if 
the officer selected to fill that post had no training in 
sanitary engineering. 
· 57 4. He was not concerned with the purchase of stores, 
He gave an estimate of his requirements to the central 
storekeeper who made the necessary arrangements for 
supply. He had nothing to do with the actual purchase 
of stores nor with the system adopted for that purpose, 
but he tested such materials as pipes, cement, etc. 

575. (Rai Bahadur'Ganga Ram.) The witness had spe· 
cialized in drainago engineering. He had been articled 
to a firm of consulting engineers in Westminster who 
were experts in water and drainage engineering. 

576. The contractors he employed did not sub-let 
their contracts but worked by daily labour and probably 
made a profit of between 10 and 15 per cent. He was of 
opinion that, even if they were skilled engineers, the fact 
would not relieve the supervising establishment to any 
large extent. Everything they did would still require 
checking. There would not, in his opinion, be much 
difference in this respect between a contractor who was a 
skilled engineer and an ordinary contractor, except that 
the former would probably do his work more expedi
tiously. He would, however, require equal supervision 
and hence there would be no saving in establishment. 

577. (Mr. Kent.) He considered that the system of 
getting stores from a central depot was more satisfactory 
than that of each officer obtaining his own stores in the 
open market provided there was a competent store. 
keeper to see that articles did not run short. When he 
was first appointed to the municipality the different 
departments' purchased their own stores, but owing to 
objections raised by the Accounts Department to this 
practice the system of having a central stores depot 
was introduced. -

578.: (President.) He did not think that there were in 
Bombay any firms of consulting engineers who were 
competent to undertake the design and construction of 
drainage or' water-works schemes for towns. The exist
ing firms were merely ~ontracting firms, and not con
sulting engineers as the t\m.l!·was u_nderstaod in England . 

P. G. :MEssENT, EsQ., c.u., M.I.c,E., Chief Engmeer, Bombay Port Trust. 

Written Statement. 
579. (VU). Edutation.-1 may say that I do not 

consider that the instruction given at the Poona College 
or any other engineering college can turn out fully quali
fied civil engineers until their theoretical training has 
been supplemented by two years' practical training. 
The Institution of Civil Engineers now insist on two years, 
apprenticeship or pupilage before admitting as an Asso
ciate Member, without examination, anyone who has 
t.a.ken one of the recognised engineering degrees. The 
term is three years in the case of anyone who has not 
taken a degree but he must also pass the examination of 
the Institution. I havE! at present on my permanent 
and temporary staff nine grsduates of the College of 
Engineering, "Poona, who took their degrees in various 
years between 1882 and 1913. They are a.ll now useful 
assistant& 

(2~ I consider that both the present and proposed 
COUI'S('!S ai Poona are good ones and that those who take 
their degree become useful assistants after two years' prac· 

tical work provided they are keen on their profession and 
continue to read up engineering books, especially those 
treating of the particular branch on which they are em
ployed. The only fault I have to find is the late age at 
which the majority pass out of the Poona College. The • 
most of them are 25 years of age. I consider they should 
have finished .~heir two years' practical training by this 
age as is the case in England. I may mention that my 
last two Assistant Engineers from England, after taking 
what is practically an engineering degree at Cambridge, 
served three years' pupilage and were employed as 
Assistant Engineers in England at the age of 25. 

(3). I have also had several students from both Poona 
College and the Victoria Technical College for a year's 
practical training as mechanical engineers in the Port 
Trust workshops. They generally have· a very theo. 
retical knowledge but are not very good at practical 
work. Those who are anxious and willing to get on 
learn more quickly than the apprentices who have uot 
had the advantage of a college education, 
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• M:x. P. G. '.MESSENT called and examined. 

580. (Pre.sidenl.) The ·witness stated that he was the 
Chief Engineer of the Bombay Port Trust and that he 
had held "that appointment for 19 or ·20 years. He had 
not been appointed direct to that post but had come out 
from England in 1884 as an Assistant Engineer and 
had been subsequently appointed as Chief Engineer. 

581. He employed two Honorary Assistant Engineers 
(upJ!Pr subordinates with honorary rank of Assistant 
Engineer), together with a staff of overseers, super
visors and so 0:1 for supervision work in addition 
to Assistant Engineers from England. Men were taken 
on according to the amount of work in progress, 
but there were half a dozen men permanently employed. 

582. Several of the larger works of the Bombay Port 
Trust had been carried out by. contractors. but their big 
reclamation scheme had been done departmentally. As 
examples of large works executed by contract the witness 
instanced the Prince's Dock, the Victoria Dock, the 
Merewether Dry Dock and the Ballard Pier, all of which 
were carried out by European contractQrS. The Alexandra 
Dock and the Hughes Dry Dock, lately completed, were 
also constructed by a firm of contractors from England. 
These were special works, and such as no Indian firm 
could undertake. A good deal of the ordinary building 
work of the Port Trust was done by Indian petty contract
ors. It was not the general practice to give out a large 
work to a single contractor. The witness instanced the 
case of Transit Shed No. 14 in the Alexandra Dock which 
cost about Rs. 1,40,000 in which the excavation work was 
given to one contractor, masonry to another, windows to 
another and so on, and stated it as his opinion that thr.t 
was the best method of getting work done. The whole of 
the transit sheds and wharves in connection with the 
Alexandra Dock were carried out by small contractors 
with the exception of the iron-work. In addition to the 
superior staff the Port Trust employed several mistris 
continually for direct supervision of work. These mistri8 
were mostly practical masons. In particular cases the 
Port Trust employed a European masonry inspector on 
their dock works, otherwise an overseer and a sub
engineer were continually on the spot. "The 111.istris he 
had referred to were all temporary, and although some of 
them had been for many years in the service of the Port 
Trust none of them had been brought onto the permanent 
staff. 

583. Very little of the Port Trust work was executed 
by private engineering firms in Bombay. Items of work 
such as reinforced flooring, steel-work, etc., were occMion· 
ally given to such firms but otherwise the witness had 
had very little experience of them. Firms of that nature 
were ready to execute work either on plans and esti
mates drawn up by themselv:~ pr on those drawn up by 
the witness, but in the former case all plans and esti
mates had to be approved by )lim .• · 

584. The Port Trust occasionally engaged private 
archit.ecto~~ for special buildings but did not employ a whole
time architect of their own as there was not sufficient work 
for the latter. '\\11en a private architect was employed 
he was responsible, in accordance with accepted principle, 
not only for the design but also for the structural stability 
of his work. The execution, however, was supervised by 
the Port Trust officers. 

585. In connection with the system of accounts 
followed by the Port Trust he explained that he had a 
book-keeper who kept the accounts necessary for his own 
information, but that he in general had nothing to do 
with them. 'l'he Chief Accountant, who was entirely 
separate from his office, maintained the accounts which 
were subject to check by a government auditor. This 
system worked satisfactorily, but the number of objec· 
tions was very large. 

586. He had Be\"eral graduates of the Poona Engineering 
College on his staff and considered that they were 
satistactory on the whole when they had gained some 
practical experience. These men were taken direct from 
the college &nd trained by the Port Trust and had to be 
given pay at the commencement, otherwise they would not 
eome. He mentioned that hie last two English Assistant 

Engineers had received their engineering training in 
England. He h.ad no experience of Indians who had 
received their training in England. 

587. He thought that the upper subordinates turned 
out by the Poona. C<lllege of Engineering were given 
rather more theoretical training than was really necessarv 
for the class of work they were required to do, but wa"s 
not in favour of any" proposal for reducing the theoretical 
course and giving more attention to practical training 
in college as practical training to be of any use must be 
given actually on works. He did not place much reliance 
on workshop training in colleges and considered that 
there should be a special period of two years' practical 
training added to the college course. He thought that 
the Port Trust would be prepared to take apprentices for 
practical training for such a period, and that they would 
probably even be willing to take one or two such men in 
addition to their actual requirements, but this would of 
course depend on the exteut..gf the works being carried 
out. Only such men as were really required could bo 
given a living wage and he did not think that the Port 
Trust would be justified in giving such a wage to other 
apprentices. He doubted whether it would be feasible 
to introduce a scheme under which the. conferr\pg of the 
degree would be postponed until the two years' practical 
training had been completed, and a certificate had been 
obtained to that effect, as it would be rather hard on 
students who were unable to get a chance of such 
training, but if arrangements could be made for every 
student to get such a chance he would be in favour of the 
scheme. He had, however, been a Fellow of the Bombay 
tTuiversity for 20 years, and from his experience of that 
body could say that they were not likely to accept the 
proposal outlined above. He thought it would be more 
feasible if, after the students had obtained their college 
degrees and completed their two years' practical training, 
a further degree or diploma were conferred by some private 
association with a charter on the lines of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers in London. He was doubtful, however, 
whether such an association, competent enough to confer 
a degree, could be instituted in Bombay, and whether, 
even if so instituted, its stand.I'tg would be recognised. 

588. The men he employed were generally taken 
direct from the college. These men .joined the profes
sion at a somewhat advanced age (very seldom under 25) 
considering that they had no previous practical training. 
The mail from England had usually had three years' 
practical training by the time he came out. He was in 
favour of the proposal that the age for admission into the 
engineering colleges should be reduced so as not to make 
it necessary for students to pa.ss the B. A. examination 
before entering such colleges ; it would be much better if 
they passed out at 23 than at 25. , He did not give much · 
weight to the objection that if the proposal were adopted 
the educational standard of the students on entering the 
engineering colleges would be so low that they would be 
unable to follow the specialised courses of engineering, 
and thought that they were in general sufficien,ly 
intelligent to follow such lectures 11-nd that they had an 
adequate knowledge of English for the purpose. The 
Technical Institute, Bombay, admitted matriculates while 
the Poona C<lllege practically took only graduates. 

589. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) 'the last two engineers 
engaged by the Port Trust from England had come out 
with degrees in engineering from Cambridge, had had 
three years' practical traiuing and had worked as Assistant 
Engineers on works in England. One had been employed 
in the Enfield Small Arms Factory and the other on 'the 
Liverpool docks. The men whom the Port Trust obtain· 
ed from England as engineers had always been in employ· 
ment for a year or two and sometimes for three or four 
years as A>aistant or Resident Engineers before coming 
uut to India. 

590. Ha admitted that, if an .u.sociation could be 
formed for the whole of India which would grant diplomaa 
or oortificat('os to studentll to the effect that they had 
andergone a pra.ctica.l training in cmgineering, it would 
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have greater weight than the one already suggested 
which applied to Bombay alone. 

591. He had not sufficient comparative experience of 
the students from the Poona. College and the Technical 
Institute, Bombay, to form an opinion as to whether thore 
was o• was not* a great distinction between them as 
regards practical work. ' 

592. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He had never comp~red the 
rates of the Port Trust with those of the Public Works 
Department but thought that there was very little 
difference between them. 

593. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram:) The rate of Rs. 23 per 
thousand referred to in his statement (not printed) was 
for the best bricks delivered at the site of work, and the 
rate of Rs. 30 paid for lime concrete was for ordinary lime 
concrete of!Iy, not cement concrete. · 

• Mr. Messent afterwards wrote that he had seen 
Mr. C. Anderson, Mechanical Superintendent, Bombay Port 
Trust, who said that the men who came to the workshops 
from the Technical Institute were better trained in practical 
work than those who C.lme from the Poona College, and 
that the foreman and mi8tris concurred in this view. 

594. The cost of the establishment employed on works 
varied from year to year ; it had been as low as 3 per · 
cent. but, for many years, never more than 6 per cent. 
of the cost of the works. Tlris included only his office 
accounts establishment and not the Chief Accountant, 
who was ~arate. 

595. In reg~ to the big works executed by European 
firms, such firms required detailed supervision. The only 
advantage in (lmploying skilled European contractors 
·Jay in the fact that they had the necessary plant and skilled 
establishment. 

596. (Mr. Cobb.) There was a Stores Department in 
the Port Trust but no great quantity of stores was kept 
there. That department was supplied with a schedule of 
demands and called for tenders for the total amount each 
year. Everything pos8ible was purchased in Bombay, but 
special stores such as cranes, etc., were obtained direct 
from. England. The system of local purchase was quite 
satisfactory except at the present time on account 
of the war. 

597. (.Mr. Kent.) A certain proportion of the subordi· 
nate staff employed by the Port Trust was permanent, 
but all mistris were temporary. 

The HoN'BLE DEwAN BAHADUR K. R. GonBOLE, M.I.c.E., Executive Engineer (retired). 

Written Statement. 
598. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of execu• 

tion of public works.-The Public Works Department 
system is expensive for the execution of ordinary build
ings and roads works in India. The Public Works 
Department establishment charges come to about 24 per 
cent. of the cost of works, and, including work-charged 
establishments, these charges will amount to about 
30 per cent. of the cost of works. A cheaper system is 
desirable for the execution of ordinary roads and buildings 
works and their repairs, which do not require technical 
knowledge and supervision of a very high order. The 
present Public Works Department system, which was 
devised for early British rule days, is capable of modi
fication now, in the interests of economy. 

599. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under 
the existing system theta is little or no encouragement 
for private engineers and engineering firms. The cheaper 
agencies that can be brought in for the execution of 
ordinary roads and buildings and their repairs are (a) 
private engineers a.nd engineering firms and (b) district 
board engineers that a.re under contemplation in tbis 
presidency. 

and other places in the presidency. On the develop· 
ment of the above agencies, it will be practicable to 
contraet the Roads and Buildings Branch of the Public 
Works Department to a considerable extent, after 12 or 
15 yeats.· This will lead to the abolition of several 
roads and buildings districts. 

{4). I would retain the present Superintending Engineer 
for professional supervision and advice as regards all 
public works in his circle. He should have a staff of 
qualified engineers and subordinates attached to his 
office for supervision of works and for the execution 

(2). The ordinary buildings and road works required 
in this presidency (taluka katcheri~~. sub-judges' court~ 
district bungalows, dharamsalas, rural schoolt'l, dis
pensari<>s, police lines, road drains, road culverts and 
small road bridges, etc.), have got type designs and stand· 
ard plans and quantities already worked out for them. 
No designing is therefore required in such oases. All 
these works and their repairs and the repairs of roads 
and buildings generally might be handed over to district 
boards, who will execute them at about 10 per cent. of the 
estimated costs by their own enginet'ring staff. A limit , 
might be fixed as to the works to be handed over to the 
district boards. I would set this limit at Rs. 20,000 for 
each individual work. Large works and. special works 
such as large buildingas suspension bridges, girder 
bridges, etc., which require high technical skill might be 
designed by, and executed under the supemsion of, ap
proved privat~ engineers and engineering firms who 
should be paid percentages on costs as their remunera
tion. The percentages should vary between 5 and 10. 
District boards will also be at liberty to employ ap· 
proved private engineers and engineering firms for 
the execr.tion of boards works. 

of special works, such as large buildings or sets of build
ings and bridges which are beyond the capacities of , 
district board engineers and private engineers or engi
neering firms. Such special works should be carried 
out as temporary executive charges which will last until 
the completion of the work or works concerned. All 
works carried out by local boards or otherwise, which 
can be measured and specified with exactitude, should . 
be given out by contract to. registered approved con· 
tractors or contracting firms, the contraets being for 
periods of 10 or 15 years in the case of road repairs 
and. other annually recurring works, so that the con· 
tractors might make economic arrangements for the 
labour and materials required. All private engineers 
and contractors to be entrusted with the execution of 
public works must have professional training, and some 
of the partners of engineAring firms and contractors' 
firms doing public wgrks mu~t also be men with pro
fessional training. This should be a condition of regis
tration, and no work should be given to other than 
registered engineers, contractors and firms, the registers 
being kept in Superintending Engineer's offices. If the 
above procedure be gradually introduced cheaper 
agencies will become available for the execution of public 
works without loss of efficiency, and material encourage· 
ment will be given to the dt.vclopment of engineering 
training and private enterprise. 

600. (ill.) Changes in organization.--The class of sub· 
overseers with general training up to the'matriculation 
§tandard, and professional training of threo or four years 
in engineering, as ~iven at present in the Poona College 
of Engineering, should be more extensively employed 
and trained on government works by the Public Works 
Department than at present. These men will be specially 
serviceable in the new contractors' and engineers' firms 
and in the engineering staffs of the district boards. 

601. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 
branches.-! think, in the case of roads and buildings, 
the engineer in charge should not be interfered with 
by any other engineer, except when he requires outside 
assistance himself. The Superintending Engineer can 
insist upon outside assistance being called in when he 

(3). The designing and construction of mills, factories, 
large schools, colleges, etc., by private e~eers and 
engineering firms, at a remuneration of about 5 per 
tent. of the cost, are already in operation in this presi
dency. This system prevails in Bombay and its suburbs 
and is practised in Poona, Ahmedabad, Sholapur, ete. 
It might gradually be extended to other district towns considers this course to be necessary. · 
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602. (VD.) Education.-! think a.ooount.s and book
keeping should find a place in the present engineering 
college coui'llCS. This will enable the students to be 
useful in busineBS and on works earlier than they are at 
present. · 

603. (VIU.) Practical training,-The present visits of 
final year students of the College of Engineering at Poona. 
to works in progress should be longer and their study of 
act..ual processes more thorough than at present. En
gineers in charge of government and state-aided works, 

The HoN'BLE DEW AN BARADUB K. 

604. (Pre~~idenf.) The witness stated that he retired 
from the Public Workll Department in 1903 with the rank 
of Executive Engineer. Since that time he had taken 
up the construction of a few works, and had al!sisted 
in the promotion of two railway feeder lines. He. had 
also boon engaged on preliminary work in connection 
with railway feeder schemes. 

605. He had not taken up regula.r private practice, 
but had constructed buildings and done other professij:mal 
work at the request of certain associations who had 
pressed him to undertake the work, and had also done ' 
some work for the Tata Iron and Stool Works. This 
latter work he had undertaken, not as a contractor, 
but only as a consulting engineer. 

606. The witness here remarked that he would like 
to make one or two statements in order to make his 
position clear, before the Committee proceeded with his 
examinat.ion. He stated that he wanted to draw a.tten
tion to the heavy establishment charges of the Public 
Works Department. For instance, the Bombay pro-· 
vincial budget grant was about Rs. 100 lakhs por year. 
Out of this goYernment spent about Rs. 30 lakhs in the 
way of establi~;hment, and h~ had attempted to show 
in his written evidence that this charge of Rs. 30 lakhs 
could be reduced in certain ways which he had suggested. 

607. He was of opinion that the Public Works Depart
ment was not economical because its establishment 
charges were too heavy for the class of work ordinarily 
carried out. These charges he put at a bout 24 per cent. 
It was here pointed out to him that the information 
supplied to thll Committee by the Governmc,nt of Bombay 
showed that the charges in the Buildings and Roads 
Branch for the last four years had been only about 15 
per cent., i.e., the net cost of work had been about one 
crore of rupees (100 lakh~) and the cost of e~tablishment 
had been about l5lakhfl. He then stated that he might 
be wrong, but remarked that he had prepart.Jd his figures 
from the budget statements that were supplied to him 
as a member of t.he Bombay Legislative Council. 

608. The central idea which be had put forward in 
his memorandum was that district boards should employ 
their own engineering establishment~ not only for the con
struction of th~ir own works, but also for the construction 
and maintenance of a large portion of minor government 
works costing less than Rs. 20,000 together with all road 
and ot,her repairs. He had had experience of district 
boards in that he had, since his retirement, been a member 
of the Poona district local board for 5 or 6 years. Al· 
though in the Bombay Presidency district boards had, 
at present, no engineering staff of their own and the 
bulk of their work was carried out by the Public Works 
Department he thought that, if these boards had such a 
st.aff they would welcome the opportunity of being 
allowed to carry out their own works. He waa of opinion 
that this change would be popular with the boards, 
and mentioned that the change was alread,r in contem· 
plation as the Local Boards Act of the Bombay }>resi
dency was being re-modelled and the bill, in which a 
provision was being made for district boards to employ 
their 01111 engineering establishment to carry out thtir 
works, would shortly come before the Bombay l.f:gis· 
lative Council 

609. District boards at present generally employed 
mi8trw and sub-overseers, whom they pla.ced in charge 
of talul'll8, These men carried out their works badly, 
u there was pr&etically no profesllional supervision 
over them. This, he oonsi.dered, acoountod for the 

railway and other workshop superintendents, and en· 
gineering and contractors' firms receiving government 
patronage, should be &!!ked to give all practicable faci
lities to advanced students for gaining practiea.l acquaint
ance with engineering practice. Two years' apprentice· 
ship in a recognised engineer's or contractor's fum, 
after the completion of theoretical studies. will be a very 
great advantage, but unfortunately this cannot be 
insisted upon at present as there are very few firms 
in India where the apprenticeship can be served. 

R. GoDBOLE called and examined. 

tendency of district boards at the present time to transfer 
the maintenance of their works to the Public Works 
Department. He was also of opinion that minor govern· 
ment works should be constructed by district boards 
up to a limit of Rs. 20,000. He fixed this limit so that 
the works would be within the capacity of the type of 
engineer which the bqards would necessarily tmploy. 
To meet the contention that the system he advocated 
would involve a duplication of staff in the district by 
there being two establishments, one maintained by the 
district board and the other by the Public Works Depart
ment, he proposed that, when the district board had its 

, own establishment for minor works, the Public Works 
Department establishment should be gradually done 
away \lith. As major works would probably be few 
they could be otherwise arranged for, and a saving in 
esta hlishment charges effected. He coneidered the 
substitution of a district board enginEering staff lor the 
present Public Works Department agency to be an ad
vantage, because wllile the Public Works Department 
staff was very highly trained and therefore much mere 
expensive than a district board staff of the nature he 
proposed would be, the latter would still be quite com· 
petent to .Jiarry out the average run of minor works 
now undertaken by the former. He stated, however, 
that there was a certain amount of duplication at present 
as the boards had a minor establishment for the execution 
of certain of their smaller works. 

610. The funds at the disposal of some of the district 
boards were at present too small too justify the entertain· 
ment of a staff of their own sufficient to carry out public 
works. He was of opinion that this difficulty would be 
met if these boards were allowed to undertake, in addition 
to their own Torks, the minor government works he had 
suggested, and he believed that this would jlliltify the 
entertainment of an engineering establishment for each 
district by its board. In the presidency of Bombay 
there was at present only one instance of an Executive 
Engineer's charge extending over more than one district, 
viz., the dii!tricts of Surat and Broach. 

611. District works should be carried out by •.&he . 
increased employment of large contractors rather than 
by the petty piece-work system, as, although in the 
districta contractors wel'f> not at present available for the 
execution of work, he was of opinion that this difficulty 
would be removed if the contract syst£ m were encouraged. 
In the case of special works like road repairs requiring 
large quantities of metal annually a contract should 
be given out for a substantial number of years-ten or 
fifteen. This system would have no tendency to create 
monopolies because in each district there would usually 
be four or five different contracting firms who would 
compete with one another for the contracts. The ad
vantage of this method would be that the contracting 
firm could employ special ma.chinery and plant and 
appliances, and hence probably be able to do the works 
at less cost. He would not, however, @i.ve all the work& 
in the district to one firm. He believed it would be quite 
possible to give out a oontract for ten or fifteen yeartJ 
ahead, as th~ contNWwr could estimate his rate& for 
the whole period if he were allowed to make hie own 
arrangements for such items aa metal and tranilport. 
Such a contractor would probably use his own atone
breaking machines and thus erunue a pretty cona~t 
rate for metal. He admitted in this connection that 
labour rates had increased in recent ye&n~, but conaidered 
that this difficulty could be got over by giving the OOD• 
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tract to an influential man who would employ machinery had passed out of that institute whose standard of 
and so gradually reduce the labour factor. education, being much lower than that of the engineering 

612. The main advantage of encouraging the employ- B.Es. of Poona, had placed them at a great disadvantage 
mont of sub-overseers at the expense of mistris as sug- in after life. He admitted that engineers when they 
gested in his written evidence would be that the necessity passed out from Poona were not good practical men, c 

for entertaining overseers would be obviated. Under but added that those who obtained appointments in 
the system at present in force the man in immediate the Public Works Department became useful after a 
charge of a work was the mistri while the setting out and couple of years, while those who took up work with 
planning were done by the overseer. Under his scheme private firms had usually to gain their experience at the 
the sub-overseer would be in charge of the work, and expense of their employers. 
would thus do both the overseer's and mistri's work, 615. (Mr. Cobb.) He thought that the practical course 
i.e., he considered that the present establishment of over- of training should be given to students after they had 
seers and mi8tris was unnecessary. He thought the con- completed their theoretical course of education. It 
verse proposal of encouraging the employment of mistris would be difficult to carry out in practice the system of 
at the expense ot sub-overseers, giving th~ former a bettet having a practical course sandwiched into the theoretical 
training and taking them on to the permanent Public course, as there would be a liability on the part of the 
Works Department establishment, should be discouraged. students to forget during their practical training what 
He considered it preferable to give a course of practical theory they had already learnt. Students passing the 
training to sub-overseers because, though mi8tris after matriculation at about the age of seventeen should go 
training would probably be better guides in directing to an Arts college for one year for their general education 
a work, he doubted whether they would make better and then enter the engineering college. This, he con. 
supervising officers than sub-overseers since, when left sidered, would do away with the age difficulty. -
to themselves, they were prone to dishonesty. If they 616. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The local board 
were made permanent there would be the great disadvan- ' engineers suggested in his scheme would be 'on a common 
tage that when there were no works these mUJtris would cadre, and be placed under the control of the Super· 
have to be kept on although there was nothing for them intending Engineer. The service should be a pension
to do, whereas sub-overseers, on the other hand, were able one, pensions being given by the local boards. The 
capable of drawing up plans .and schemes and of making details of the scheme would, however, have to be worked 
designs of work which mi8tri.~ could not attempt. out. Personally he had little preference whether pen· 
· 613. He expressed himself in favour of the proposal sions were introduced or a provident fund system in
that all passed students of the Poona Engineering College stituted, but in general officers in government service 
should receive one or two years' practical training under preferred pensions. 
the Public Works Department whether they ultimately 617. Although the Port Trlil!t were willing to undertake 
entered that Department or not, but he was doubtful government work with an establishment charge of 5 
whether the scheme was practicable. Thoug!l he con- per cent.,_he thought that when works were made over 
11idered this system would afford an excellent trai~, to local boards under his scheme the cost of establishment 
he anticipated difficulties on the grounds that the number allowed should be 10 or 12 per .cent. He explained that 
of large engineering works going on at one time in the at present the Public Works Department incurred a 
province was generally limited, and that the staff who cost in this respect of 20 per cont., that Department wast
undertook the training of these students would not be ing a lot of time in projects which never came to any· 
able to find the necessary time. He admitted, however, thing. He did not think that any amount less than 10 
that if the number of students undergoing training at per cent. would pay a local board in the case of minor 
any one time was limited to thirty there would be works. 
sufficient work in the Bombay Presidency to admit of · 618. He considered that contracts should be given 
that number being taken. The students, he thought, out for a longer period than five years in order to enable 
would welcome this courstl of training if they had not contractors to invest in special machinery, as the cost 
to bear all the expenses themselves, and if they were paid of labour in the Bombay Presidency was rising, and 
stipends or maintenance allowance during the period, unless machinery was introduced the difficulty would 
i.e., were given a. living wage. He suggested that this liecome still more acute. Even at present it paid to use 
wage should he Rs. 50 a month, in spite of the fact that machinery if the quantities of work to be carried out 
the men who would eventually enter the Public Works were large. 
Department would start on only Rs. 60, since the nature 619. He had never held an appointment as Executive 
of the training would make it necessary for them to shift Engineer in the presidency town, but had served only in 
from work to work. It was, however, possible that the moj1•ssil, where he had been in charga of both build· 
Rs. 30 would suffice. ings and roads and irrigation works. He had had no 

614. He did not approve of the suggestion that the necessity to compare the rates in thrse two branches 
educational standard required for admission to the of the Department but they were usually about the same. 
Poona Engineering College should be reduced to the 620. With regard to the training of mistris and sub
matriculation so as to allow of the students undergoing overseers, he considered that a sub-overseer with extra. 
two years' practical training after leaving college before training would make a much more usoful man than a 
they became too advanced in age, because, if men with mistri in the same circumstances. He was of opinion that 
a general education only up to the matriculation standard mistris should not be encouraged to learn levelling, 
passed out from the college as engineers, they would surveying, etc., because although in some cases a mi.stri 
not be able to maintain their social position in after life. could not be dispensed with, he had found by experience 
This, he considered, would be a great disadvantage. that it was impossible to train such a man :t:or higher 
He was in favour of a certain amount of general education work. Such men only commenced to learn at the age 
being given before the engineering course. It would of 40 or 50. 
not be feasible, he thought, to give men with a matric- 621. (Mr. Mackenzie.) All works that could be 
ulation standard of education a course of general edu- measured and accurately specified should be given out 
cation in such subjects as English and mathematics in on contract, and the private engineers and contractors 
addition to tht'ir actual specialized engineering courses who were entrusted with the execution of public works 
while in the college, because for this general education should be professionally trained men. He admitted 
it was necessary that students should be in touch with that there were no such men at present, but this pro
professors of the right typ~ This could, he thought, fessional training should be made a condition of permis· · 
be better given in an Arts college. ~ attention was sion to undertake or tender for works. He would en· 
drawn to the fact that the Victoria Jubilee Technical courage trained contractors by giving them prefp,rence, 
Institute in Bombay trained men in special engineering so that in time existing contracting firms would take in 
work and required for admission only an educational trained men as their partners. There were at present 
qualifieation such as the school final or matriculation, some contractors of this stamp who got works. He 
to which he replied that he had come acrOi!S men who cited the caso of a railway contractor who had had hie 
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sons and nephews trained as B.Es. and stared that the 
sons and nephews were of 'great help on works. This 
contractor with his sons and nephews got a good deal of 
railway work and were always in demand. There were 
also a few other men who had trained engineers on 
their establishment. A previous prof<'ssional training 
should be encouraged as far as possible ; for example 
if two contractors offered to do a certain work the Exec· 
utive Engineer should give preference to the firm with 
a partner who had this training. This he thought would 
start the ball rolling and lead other contracting firms to 
take into their establishments professionlf!t.J.-traincd 
men. Executive Engineers, however, were sometimes 
very chary in giving contracts to men who knew too 
much. He knew from experience that it was very difficult 
to settle the final bills of such contractors, as the extras 
often claimed by them were extortionate and made the 
engineer's life a burden to him. 

622. :Machines could compete successfully with labour 
as regards expense where there was a large mass of work 
to be done and a large quantity of metal to be broken, 
even though the average daily wage of a cooli in the 
Bombay Presidency waa about six anras. The whole 
question, however, depended on the quantity of metal 
to be broken. He had had practical experience of such 
machines and was sure that if there were enough work 
to engage a machine all the year through it would be 
more economical to use one. 

623. (Mr. Kent.) For the convenience of contractors 
and in order to facilitate the use of their stone-breaking 
machines, be would give each of his contractors only a 
small concentrated piece of work at a time ; for instance 
in Poona be would give out a contract for roads in the 
cantonment and roads in the suburbs within a radius 
of five miles of Poona city. He admitted that this would 
amount to throwing on the Public Works Department 
the responsibility for additional work in the district. 

624. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He was of opinion that the right 
stamp of man would not be procured for a local fund 
establishment if he was engaged for only a short term of 
years under a provident fund scheme, since the candi
dates for short-term appointments were invariably 
inferior to the class who entered government and other 
services where their tenure was secure. Though per
manent men were the exception in Europe, his experience 
was that in a backward country like India where condi
tions were different every man tried to get a post where 
his bread was assured for the whole of his working life. 

625. The Public Works Department at present did a 
lot of useless work which was all charged to work that 
was useful. This wanted looking into. He cited the 
case of a bridge the plans and estimates of which had 
taken twenty-five years to prepare and had bad te be 
done over again just as the bridge was about to be con
structed. This involved a very considerable waste of 
paper, besides which, as the bridge bad to be designed 
some seven or eight times, the Executive Engineer must 
have wasted a lot of his own time. 

626. He admitted that in the case of the preparation 
of big projects such as a large ghaut road ora series of 
aeut-etariat buildings there was no corresponding expendi
ture on works to show and hence the percentage cost 
of establishment for the district would look very much. 
worse than ~ really was compared with that of a private 
agency such .as a municipality, but he was of opinion 
that after making all allowances the Public Works Depart
ment system was much more expensive than that of 
utilizing private agencies. He added that, in Bombay, 
the cost of establishment on buildings carried out by the 
Public Works Department far exceeded that on similar 
buildings constructed by private firms. 

627. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The average annual cost of 
works constructed at present by the district board of 
Poona was roughly about Rs. 1,00,000. If under the 
scheme suggested by him certain Public Works Depart
ment works were transferred to the district board he 
thought that the following establishment would suffice. 
For carrying out minor works, such as road repairs and 
the construction of smaller buildings, a college-trained 
engineer, taken in the first instance from the Publlc 

" 

Works Department, would be employed on a saJary 
of Rs. 250 to start with and be allowed to rise to a maxi
mum pa.y of Rs. 500. The district king divided into a 
certain number of talul:as, ea.th talum would have an 
overseer in charge of it, and the engineer would supervise 
the whole districe' At pre.sent in each ordinary Publio 
Works Department district there was an Executive 
Engineer, an Assistant Engineer, seven or eight upper and 
lower subordinates, some· milltri& and road insnectors 
and a staff of clerks and an accountant. • 

628. If works to the extent of Rs. 3,00,000 were given 
to each district board the sum which the board would 
have available for establishment at 10 per cent. would 
be Rs. 30,000 a year or Rs. 2,500 a month. This amount 
he considered would certainly enable them to maintain 
the requisite establishment and he felt confident that the 
saving thus effected would be the difference between 
this 10 per cent. establishment charge and the present 
Public Works Department charge of 25 per cent. His 
attention was again drawn to the fact that the Publio 
Works Department establishment charges were not 25 
per cent. but only 15 per cent. 

629. Although be was not aware of the details of the 
present course given at the Poona Engineering College 
he considered that the theoretical education was higher 
than was necessary, and that some of the subjects such 
as higher mathematics, integral calculus, optics and 
astronomy should be omitted, as upper subordinates 
had no use for them. Instruction in mathematics should 
stop at trigonometry. More time would then be available 
for the practical training of the students, who would 
then leave college a little earlier in life. He added, with 
reference to the contention that it was not possible to 
tell at an early stage of a man's college career whether 
he was going to be an upper subordinate or an engineer, 
that a scheme was being formulated in the Poona College 
by which this difficulty would be removed. 

630. (Mr. Kent.) Districts in the Bombay Presidency 
had no organized local fund engineering establishments 
at present. There were, however, establishments con· 
sisting of local fund overseers, sub-overseers, and their 
staffs. He was not able to give the percentage that the 
cost of these district board establishments bore to the 
total cost of works constructed b.l them but mentioned 
that, although be was doubtful as to the actual figures, 
in the case of one taluka board the expenditure on works 
was Rs. 8,000 and the men employed on construction 
were on~ sub-overseer, one clerk, and one peon, whose 
salaries amounted to Rs. 85 a. month..;_a little over 12 
per cent. In the majority of cases the sub-overseer in 
each taluka drew from Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 on the average; 
On being informed that the cost of establishments under 
local boards worked out to about 9! per cent. of the·tota.l 

·cost of works constructed by these establishments, he 
replied that this was lighter than it should be because 
the quantity of work given to such a. board at present 
was too small and ought to be increased. He added 
that the cost of the establishment suggested in his scheme 
would bring this percentage up to 12 or 15 per cent. 
15 per cent. on the cost of works might, he suggested, be 
taken as a standard. He admitted that this staff would 
be inferior technicaHy to the present Public Works 
Department agency, but it would be efficient enough 
for the nature of the work it would be employed on. 
It would be subject throughout to the control of the 
Superintending Engineer. 

631. Although it would be cheaper it was not desirable 
at present to give out works to architectural firms in 
Bombay instead of employing a Government Architect. 
When well-established arebitects of the right stamp were 
fort~coming, he thought it would be time enough to 
abolish the Government Architect. He expressed sur
prise on being informed that figures had been worked out 
for the last six years showing the actual work done in the 
Consulting Architect's office, the cost of the works exe
cuted, the cost of the preparation of plans, and what the 
fees at the rates laid down by the Institute of British 
Architects would have been had such works been en
trusted to private a.gf"ncy and that it had been found 

• 
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• 
that the cost was exactly half of what it would have 
been had private agency taken up the construction. 

632. He admitted that the Indian sub.overseers at 
present employed by the Public Works Department 
were not efficient in the nse of their hands, and were not 
able to explain or show the unskilled riu\chanic how work 
should be done, but thought that Indians were improving 
in these respects. He remarked, with reference to the 
suggestion that Indian sub·overseers after leaving school 
should go through a couple of years' practical tr.1ining 
on & railway or in shops such as the Victoria. Jubilee 

· Technical Institute, before they entered upon their engi· 
neering college theoretical course, that he thought it would 
be better if the two courses were made to run concur
rently. This was possible now so far as the Poona College 
of Science was concerned, as he had heard that all the 

. sub-overseer class in that institution were now made 
to work in a workshop attached to the college for a few 

~hours a day. 
633. In the majority of executive districts in the 

Deccan the number of major works going on at any 
particular· time was very small. He considered that 
a work should be classed as a major work if it cost above 
Rs. 20,000. District boards would, he thought, accept 
a scheme of district fund engineers borne on a common 
cadre with a lower· paid basis in one district and a higher
paid basis in another, for which the district boards would 
have to II!eet the cost, but over which they would have, 

for practical purposes, very .little control, if provincial 
works were handed over to this establishment to con. 
struct. There would be difficulties in some cases. Some 
local boards would object to pay high for their engineers, 
and "'ould prefer to select their own men, rather than to 
have a man taken from a common cadre and posted to 
their district. Appointments should be made subject 
to the approval of the Superintending Engineer, who 
would see that the man was properly qualified and that 
no undue influence had been exercised in his appoint. 
ment. 

634. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The Madras system of having 
local fund engineers in entire charge of all roads except 
a few ghaut roads might be applied to Bombay, and he 
was of opinion that this system was suitable for ordinary 
road works. Under it t!J.ere were various classes of 
district board engineers who were not on a common 
cadre and were not transferred from one district to the 
other unless a vacancy occurred in a senior class. The , 
districts were divided into three classes-first, second 
and third, and if a vacancy occurred in the first-class 
a man from the second-class was appointed to fill it. 

, The appointments of these local fund engineers were 
in -the hands of government. He considered, however, 
that in Bombay appointments of this nature should be 
made by the boards subject to the approval of the Super
intending Engineer. 

At Bombay, Monday, 15th January 1917. 
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Written Stateme11f. 
635. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-1 am of 

opinion that private enterprise is not encouraged by 
the present system of the administration of the Public 
Works Department, and I think it desirable to entrust 
the designing and supervision of the construction of 
buildings to another agency than departmental. The
designing and supervision of public buildings in England 
are generally entrnsted to architects in private practice. 
As inst3D.ces within my own knowledge I mention the 
new Admiralty offices and the offices of ~he London 
County Council Architects of position are asked to 
prepare designs, the designs are submitted to a co~~ttee 
of experts or qualified assessors and the work IS gtven 
ttl the suCCt\.qgfnl competitor. A system of this kind would 
encourge architects in India and would give a status to 
their profession which at present it lacks. 

(2~ The competition should be conducted in accordance 
with the conditions drawn up by the Royal Institute of 
British Architects. These conditions are roughly as 
follows:-

In evt>ry competition one or more fully-qualified pro
fessional assessors should be appointed to whom the whole 
of the dt~signs should be submitted. Ko pr01_noter of a 
competition and no assessor engaged ~pon 1t, or .an:y: 
employee of f;'ither, should compete or assJst a eompttltor, 

or act as architect or joint-architect for the work. 
Each design should be accompanied by a declaration, 
signed by the competitor or joint competitors, stating 
that the design is his or their own personal work, and 
that the drawings have been prepared under his or their 
own supervision. Premiums should be paid in accord· 
ance with the assessor's award, and the author of the 
design placed first by the assessor should be employed 
to carry out the work, unless the assessor is satisfied 
that there is some valid objection to such employment, 
in which case the author of the design placed next in order 
of merit should be employed, subject to a similar condi
tion. The award of the .a.sscssor should not be set aside 
for any other reason, and the selected architect sho~ld be 
paid in accordance with the schedu~e of charge~ ~anct10ne~ 
and published by the Royal Institute of Bntlsh Archl· 
toots. The competitions should be announced by ad
vertisement, inviting architects willing to compete for 
the intended work to send in their names with such infor· 
mation as they may think likely to advance their claim to 
be admitted to the competition. From these names the 
promoters with the advice of the assessor, should select a 
limited n~mber to compete, and each competitor t~us 
selected should receive a specified sum for the preparatiOn 
uf his design ; or by personalinvitation to a limited nu!Dber 
of selected architects, 
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(3). An architect having been chosen he should be per· 
mitted w engage a contra.cwr in whom he has confidence 
and the agreement under which the structure is w be 
erected should contain a clause which will make the 
architect master on his own building. The clause should 
be something like this : '' In the event of a.ny question 
or dispute arising between the building-owner or the 
architect and the contracwr as to the intent and 
meaning of the specification, or of the drawings, or as 
to the intent and meaning· of any part of the tender, 
or as to the manner of executing the works, or the 
quality or description of the materials, implements. or 
plant used in the works, or as to the mode of measurmg 
the works, or payment, or .as to the interpretation, 
meaning or effect of the contract, or as to any 
other matter whatsoever connected with the contract, 
such questions or disputes shall from time to time, as 
they occur, be settled by the architect, whose decision 
shall be final and binding on all parties.'' Under the 
syfltem I suggest the best design would be obtained, a 
competent contracwr would be employed and the archi· 
teet would not be obstructed in the execution of his worktl! 

(4). In my opinion architectural work should be done 
cheaper by private enterprise than by the Public Works 
Department, because the establishment of an architect, 
I imagine, must be less expensive than that of a. public 
departme.nt. To teat this opinion I give the cost of the 
designing and supervision of four buildi.ilgs erected under 

.. my supervision; the first two are in Bombay and the 
last two are in a suburb of Bombay. 

Rs. 

(1) Cost . , • • 2,53,692 
Architect's fees and mistri's wages • 14,500 

(2) Cost • • • . • 49,973 
Architect's fees and mistri's wages 3,279 

(3) Cost • 35,142 
Architect's fees and mistri's wages 2,477 

Rs. 
(4) Cost • • • 43,930 

Architect's fees and mistri's wages 3,016 

(5). As a further test I submit building rates (not 
printed.) at which a structure was erected by me in 
Bombay in the year 1915-16. 

636. (vn). Education.-Technical education in India 
should be broadened. The men now practising in India 
as architects have been trained more as civil engineers .. 
than as architects-the result being that the designing of 
buildings has not been their chief concern. There are 
signs however that this defect is disappearing. A number 
of juniors are coming to the fore in Bombay who have · 
been trained in England and who have won the degree 
of Associate of tho Royal Institute of British Architects. 
The work of these men is very promising a.nd with ex· 
perience they will make successful architects. Indians 
have won distinction in the professions of law and medi· 
cine, and so far a.s I can see they should be as distinguished 
in the profession of architecture. A training, with an 
e:mmination, similar to that of the Architectural Associ&· 
tion of London should be added to the instruction 
rxisting in India and the education necessary to make' an 
architect would then be obtained here. The govern· 
ment might also establish a few architectural scholarships 
to enable the brilliant men to continue their training 
in Europe or America. ,. · 

637. (General.) For many years I was on the board of 
a Bombay suburban municipality, and for some years 
I was chairman of the Building Committee of that body. 
We found that our finances would not permit of us 
employing professional help of sufficient experience, and 
it has often struck me that if a number of small munici· 
palities or boards could be joined the financial difficulty 
of obtaining competent technical advice would disappear. 
I submit this suggestion to the consideration of the 
Committee. 

M.B. W. .A. CHAMBERS called and examined. 

638. (President.) The witness stated that he had been nothing extra forlt, so this charge wa.s also included in 
practising privately as an architect in Bombay for twenty the 5 per cent. 
yeaN. In addition to designing works he also supervised 642. With regard to the responsibility of the architect 
their construction. for the structural stability of his buildings the law laid 

639. There was an association of architects in Bombay down that, if an architect certified a building to be correct. 
which consisted of about sixty members. All licensed ly built and if after a certain number of years it was 
surveyors practising in Bombay were members of it. discovered to be defective, the primary responsibility 

• He did not come to give evidence 'as a representative o! rested with the contractor, but the witness believed that 
that association and had not even talked the matter over the owner could take action against the architect if the 
with that body; he was speaking entirely on his own work and materials had been passed by him. 

• .behalf. Under the Municipal Act any person who held 643. He was of opinion that the post of G<lvernment 
a licens& (and every L.C.E. was entitled to hold such a Architect should be abolished and that the architectural 
license) could practise as an architflct in Bombay. There work required by government should be thrown open to 
were about sixty licensed architects in the city but the public competition among private firms. He admitted . 
m11jority of them were really architect engineers, and that there were not many such firtns in Bombay who 
there were only two English firms and three or four Indian would, at present, be capable of competing, but he be. 
firms which could be considered as fully-qualified archi· lieved that, given the necessary training, such fil'lllil 
tects according to English ideas. would be forthcoming as soon as a. demand for them 

640. He employed no civil engineer on his staff. When arose. Under existing conditions private architects 
he undertook the construction of a; building his practice did not get the best buildings, and were shut out of 
was to appoint to the work a s1,ll'veyor paid by himself government work. If the system of competition sug-. 
and a mistri paid by the owner. He gave a certificate, gested in his written evidence were introduced, on the 
however, as to the wages due to this mistri. There plan of the competitions conducted under thE regulationtl 
wore about a dozen such mistris whose livelihood de- of the Royal Institute of British Architects, where the 
ponded on him, and who were paid by the person engaging " owner of the building paid for the cost of the preparation 
the witness as architect. of designt1 by the competitors, goyernment would have 

641. Altor plans and estimates had been prepared the to give a. fee for the preparation of each competitive 
contract for construction was drawn up between the design. He did not know what fee was laid down by 
contracoor and the owner of the building. The architect the Institute but thought that it covered the cost of 
was mentioned in the contract, and acted as arbitrat-or paper, etc., and ensured that the competitor was paid for 
in case of dispute. The fee p«"rmissible under the rules his labour. It was a long time since he had been in 
of tho Royal Institute of British Architects amounted England, but he believed that a. fee of about Ra. 500 
oo 5 per cent. on the amount nf the contract. This 5 per would be sufficient to cover the cost of each set of 
cent, which was calculated on the final bill of cost, in· drawirigs. The decision as between competitors would 
eluded both the designing of the building and the super- rest with a profflseional assessor, who might be the 
,·ising of its construction, but was not intended to include Government Architect. He explained that the euggestion 
quantity survl'YS as in England where quantity surveyors made in his written evidence that this officer 11hould 
forml•d a di~tinct. branch of the profession. In Bombay, be aboli.isho;d was intended only toe imply that tho 
howuver, tho ar('hitt:ct himsdf supplied quantities, getting Consulting Architect to Gonrnment should not be a 
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practising architect, but he thought that there would 
be no harm in that officer's retention as a consulting 
architect pure and simple. He did not think that there 
was any objection to the criticism of designs prepared 
by others by a man who made DQ designs himself, · 
provided that the latter was competent and had sufficient 
experience. That in fact was the type of work upon 
which the witness was largely engaged at present. 
, 644. He was of opinion that a clause should be entered 

in all contracts making the architect sole master on the 
building as otherwise his position would be intolerable, 
as it would not do to have another supervising staff 
interfering with the. actual construction of the work. 
That was the practice followed in the case of private 
work and the clause was in accordance With the rules of 
the Royal Institute of British Architects. 

645. He did not know what it cost government to · 
design and supervise a building. He had, however, given 
figures to show what it cost others to employ him so 
·that a comparison might be made. On being informed 
of the fact that the Government Architect had supplied 
c6rtain figures showing that the cost of his establishment 
was considerably ·less than 5 per cent. the witness ad· 
mitted that as a business man h6. would not in the cir
cumstances advocate his scheme. He thought, however, 
that it would be wise for government to encourage the 
people of this country to take up the profession of archi· 

... tecture. He admitted that the figures quoted by him 
showed that the cost of employing him occasionally 
exceeded 5 per cent. In the case of a hospital at Bandara, 
for example, the cost of which was Rs. 43,930, his charges 
were Rs. 3,016, i.e., 'llbout 7 per cent. This variation, 
he eX-plained, was caused by difference in mistr~' wage~, 
some buildings taking a. long6r time to construct than 
others. 
• 646. His scheme was intended to apply to big cities · 

only and not to the mofussil of which he had had no 
experience at an: He thought that there was sufficient 
work in Bombay city to make it worth while for archi· 
teots of standing to come and set up in private practice. 
There were one or two large buildings in Bombay at 
present which private architects would be very pleased 
to get. If it were known that government were throw
ing open works of this nature a considerable number of 
men would come out from England, and Indians also 
would qualify themselves for such work. He did not 
consider that the amount of government work in Bombay 
would be small as compared with private work seeing that 
at the present time there were the Customs House, the 
Freeman Thomas Hospital, and a large hospital at Poona 
all under construction, any of which was sufficiently big 
to tempt an architect to put himself to a little trouble 
to obtain it. 

647. Private bodies in Bombay employed private 
architects. The Bombay Corporation had employed the 

• witness largely in the valuation of land. When they 
built the municipal offices they engaged a private archi
tect, and the Great Indian Peninsula. )':'tailway employed . 
his own firm for the construction of the annexe to the 
Victoria Terminus. They had, however, now brought out 
a man from home, but he believed that they were making 
a mistake, The Improvement Trust also employed their 
own architect, but that body built their offices under 
the system which he had suggested. The Port Trust 
also had employed his firm and still, he believed, employed 
private architects. The committee of the King Edward 
Hospital, however, had employed the Consulting Archi
tect to the Governm6nt of Bombay for the preparation 
of the design of that building, as they had an idea that 
the Government Architect would be more competent 
than a private practitioner. This idea, he considered, 
was erroneous. 

648. His firm had hitherto refused to enter into public 
competition With other architectural firms, as there 
was usually no professional assessor. If there were 
such an assessor he thought that his firm would be 
glad to compete. In that case it would not make 
much difference to architectural firms whether junior 
firms competed with them or not. He did not think 
i~ was quite ~o!-'fOOt to say that lll'Chitectural fi.rJns of 

standing in Great Britain invariably declined to ·enter 
into competition. On the contrary, there was a great 
desire on the part of firms of standing to compete unless 
they had reason to believe either that the competition 
was not a fair one, or that personal motives might in
fluence the committee. He admitted that it would be 
unpleasant to 'be beaten by a junior but was willing to 
take the risk if a professional assessor were appointed. 
As a man who was used to looking at drawings he would 
distinguish at once between the work of an experienced 
man and that of a junior ; the difficulty in regard to 
construction would be easily overcome, as it was in the . 
case of the London County offices which formed the subject 
of a world-wide competition which was won by a junior 
man. The Council gave him the work, but appointed 
their own engineer to carry out the construction with 
him. 

649. He was not sufficiently acquainted with the 
Bombay School Qf Art to give any opinion as to the work 
done there. He had been to that school occasionally 
and considered that some of the work done there 
WlLS distinctly good. The witness was in favour of a 
college for the training of architect~! but suggested that, 
instead of the college being located in Bombay, it 
should form a part of the ~ngineering college at Poona. 
The man who showed aptitude for designing might 
thus be given architectural training in addition to his 
engineering course. He did not want a completely 
·separate course for architects, but considered that the 
moment a man showed any sign of being a designer, 
as distinct from an engineer, he should be encouraged 
to take up the architectural branch. The right line 
of advance, he thought, would be for all the men to 
take the civil engineer's conrse for a limited number 
of years, and then for some of the students to be given a 
specialized course in architecture. 

650. He had been trained l connection with Kensing· 
ton Schools, and had passed his examinations in building 
construction and designing. He then entered an archi
tect's office as pupil for three or four years before coming 
out to India. He doubted the efficacy of an examination 
as a real test, and hence suggested that before any man 
went up for his examination he should be given a practical 
training in an engineer's or an architect's office. IDs 
impression was that no man was allowed to compete for 
an examination under the Royal Institute of British 
Architects unless he had served a pupilage in an archi· 
teet's office, and great value was attached to this pre
examination training. He thought it was absolutely 
essential that a man should have such practical training. 
The way to encourage it was for government to lay 
down that before a man started work he must have been 
trained jn the office of a qualified architect as pupil or 
assistant. Personally, he did not like taking pupils, 
but his experience of his own head assistant, who had 
been a pupil under him, led him to think that the system 
of pupilage might be a good one. It would be feasible 
to carry out this suggestion if it were laid down as a 
condition of passing the examination that previous train· 
ing with an architect's firm wa.a essential. The students 
should pay a premium for their training as was the prac· 
tice in England. He did not agree that they were so poor 
as to be unable to pay, and instanced the case of a Parsec 
who had had to spend about Rs. 20,000 to get such train· 
ing in England as it was unavailable in India. On the 
whole he believed that the scheme would be practicable 
if it were laid down that before getting their diploma 
students must undergo a period of one year's practical 
training with a firm of architects. He believed that 
architects would be only too pleased to give such training 
and students only f,oo pleased to accept it ; he received 
many applications for training at present and applicants 
had offered to pay premia, but he had hitherto .not de
sired to burden his office with them. If, however, it 
were known that this was the only method by which 
these men could be trained, architects who were anxious 
to see the profession progressing would take them in. 

651. He had been chairman of the Public Works 
Committee of the Bandara Municipality for many years. 
That municipality had occasionally had bi~ schemes W 
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carry out but ha.d been unable to afford to pay for the ~ 656. His_ ~uggestion that a.rc~tects sh~~d take up 
necessary professional advice. He instanced the case the s":pe~Ion of ~he con~t~ction of buildings as w?ll 
of a reservoir for the water-supply of Banda.ra where the as theu destgn applied to c1tu~s only and not oo the diS· 
municipality had been unable oo obtain professional~- tricts, as all his experience h~ been confined t? the 
vice and expreilll6d his belief that, if two or three muniCI· larger ~wns. . Th.ere was very little work of a swtable 
palities in the vicinity had joined oo share the expenses, nature m the dtstricts, although there were a large number 
the scheme would have matured and all the municipali- of small buildings which accounted for a good deal of 
ties joining would have benefitted. He did not think expenditure. He believed either that designs for tht>se 
it would be advantageous for government to employ a were prepared by the Gi>vernment Architect or that 
whole-time professional adviser oo give advice oo munici- type de~ were fo~o~d. The.re _was therefo~ no 
palities on schemes of that nature. field for pnvate practice m the districts. H a pnvate 

652. (Sir Nod Kershaw.) In view of the fact that ar~hi~ect we.re asked to supervise the construction of a 
there were many contractors in Bombay who would be ~~t deSigned by another he thought he would agree 
ready to tender for an architect's work, and in whom 0 1 

. • . • - ·a 
architects would have confidence, he had suggested in his 657. The rates he ~ad submitted m his wntten eVI ence 
written memorandum that, after the architect was chosen, for 1915-16 :were ~mved at as follows. He.~t prepared 
he should be authorized to engage a contrador for the a schedule m w~<ili he e~tered the quantities and such 
whole buildin . rates as he considered fau. The contractors were then 

. g . . . asked to compete ; they were not allowed to alter the 
65~. With r.egard to the con:petitlon suggested by him rates in the schedule, but the one who gave the largest 

h~ did not. think that profess10nal assessors. would fo~ discount got the work. He added that although he 
cliques which would try to run down expen~nc~d a~chi· could not say how far it was true, there was an impression 
tects. and suppo~ ne.w men who were theu. mferwrs. abroad that government were too exacting in their work, 
Architects had faith m each other. He admitted that and he believed that it was on this account that private 
in ~ngland several leading architects refuse.d to ~ompe?' architects got better rates. He instanced the case of a 
a.gamst one. another, but thoug~t that architects m India. surveyor who had left his service to take up government 
should be ~1!en a chance of sh~wmg what they were worth. work as a contractor, but who had given it up because 
A competitiOn ~etween architects ha? been held for the he found that government were too exacting. He did-~ 
~ouses of Parliament, and an architect who. was pre. not think people were apt to be careless with government 
VIously unknown beca!lle famous when he destgned the .money, his experience being that government were 
Royal Courts of Justlee. just as keen about cutting fees as anybody else, and that 

6M. Contractors in England wore bound by law to sign they scrutinized their bills very closely. They were as 
a form of contract in which the architect was named as economical as private agency in that respect. He could 
the final arbiter. He was not aware of any instance in not say whether his rates were less than government 
which contractors objected to this. In the competition rates as he had not had government ratee to compare 
suggested by him a limiting price for the building to be with them. 
designed would be entered on the form, as was generally 658. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) There were four 
done in England, but the architect's fee would be cal. English-qualified Indian firms of standing in Bombay. 
culated on the actual cost of the building. He did not Some had no English qualifications, but all had Indian 
think that it ha.d been found a common experience in qualifications and were experienced men. 
competitions in England that the cost of the building 659. He would have no objection to taking up a work 
designed was out of all proportion to the limit fixed in even if he was asked only to prepare a design and not to 
the competition. The competitive system was almost superintend the construction. 
universally practised in England, and professional papers 660. He was not able to say whether, if the Govern· 
like the ' Building News ' and ' Builder ' had columns ment Architect were limited to consulting work and all 
devoted every week to such competitions. It had not other government work were given to private archi· 
been his experience that such competitions led to grave toots, it would be more economical, but he thought that, 
over-estimating, but he was unable to speak definitely on as government ware owners of large properties ail.d re
the matter as he had been in India for about thirty years quired the advice of an architect, they should pay for 
&nd had bllen only a. junior when he left England. that advice either in the form of a consulting architect 

655. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The clause in the contrMt form or a private one. He cited a. similar case of a. Gi>vep.I· 
stating that an &rchitect should be the final arbiter ment Architect in England and remarked that as govern· 
applied, he thought, oo ,engin~;~ering as well as architec- ment employed private architects for the erection of 
tural contracts. He had heard the argument that it their buildings, the officer referred to must have sufficient 
was rather unreasonable to make an architect arbiter on consulting work to do as otherwise he would hardly 
what was virtually his own contract, but it was the uni- be ;I"etained in the post. His fees for consultation were 
versa.l practice. The architect was in a very difficult Rs. 30 an hour, which was charged according to the time 
position, he was paid by the owner, and yet had some- spent on the work. A large proportion of his clients 
times to give decisions against the latter. The qualities, were solicioors. His contracts were based on the forms 
therefore, required in an architect were uprightnt»~s, of the Institute of British Architects and were drawn 
honesty and impartiality. If a case of this nature were up by him. A lawyer was not consulted. 
ta.km to court ho did not think that a judge would hold 661. When stating in his written evidence that the 
the clause unreasonable, unless the contractor could show rate for brickwork was Rs. 38 per hundred eubio feet, 
that the architect was in collusion with the owner. For he had calculated it on the current rate for bricks of Rs. 22 
example, in the case of a building contract where a dis- per thousand delivered on the works, allowing 1,300 
pute had arisen and tho architect's certificate was criti- bricks per hundred cubic feet of masonry. He did not 
cised by the builder, the matter had been referred to the know the current rate for bricks at kiln site. The bricks 
witnoss oo decide whether the architect's decision should he had referred to were " Billimoria" bricks, whkh 

. be upheld or not. He had had the advantage of the were the best obtainable in Bombay. Besides thaill, 
opinions of solicitors and counsel, and had heard one· there were Jlatunga and Kalyan bricks, of which the 
solicitor argue th<lt even if the architect's certificate latter was of a hotter type than the former. 
'll'ere •-rong tht> law laid down that the architect's decision 662. He considered that special training in architee,.. 
mus~ be followed. This impressed him very much, a.s ture should be given to students before they entered 
the solicitor quoted cases in support of it. He admitted college, and wa.s willing oo train such students in hi.a own 
that a cLl.Uiie appointing the architect arbiter might firm. 
appear to be unfair, but it prevented & lot of wmece.;sa.ry 663. lli rerieed his own raws very frequently owing to 
d.J.spute. He ha.d had a. large e%p6rienoo oi legJ.l uu.twrs in the ris~:~ an:i bll in wagte a.nd prices of ma.te:ill!. 
India and was able to assure tb~ Com.mittf\6 that so long 664. (Jlr. Cobb.) lfu i.mprebSion w&~ thJLt there wae a 
u the architEoCt w.w not proved t<~ be corrupt the clause general tendency for public.bodiea in England to employ 
wu upheld. outeide a.rchitecta for their designa, u in the ca.110 of the 

1:2 
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County Hall to which he had referred. He admitted, 
however, that this was an exceptionally large buildiRg 
and that public bodies employed their own architects as 
consulting architects. 

665. With reference to the remark that government 
were too exacting, he stated that architects would be 
prepared to deal with government in the same way as 
they had to deal with other difficult clients, and that 
personally he did not think that government would 
be more difficult to deal with than certain other clients of 
whom he had- had experience. It would, of course, 
depend to some extent on the personality of the govern· 
mont engineer. If any private client wanted him to 
make changes in a design after acceptance he would 
certainly do so provided it were not a structural change, 
It would not do for him to have the reputation of being 
a man who never listened to his clients, but on the other 
hand he would not allow unnecessary interference on the 
part of his clients. His remarks as to government being 
too exacting were based on what he had heard from 
contractors and not from architects. It was not his 
personaJ experience. • . 

666. He considered that the system adopted by govern
ment for the execution of repairs to buildings was suitable 
and as the works were of a petty nature he did notre· 
commend any change. . 

667. (Preside11t.) Under his scheme, government would 
maintain a Consulting Architect only, and there would be 
no necessity for the employment of other superior estab
lishment on buildings made over to private architects. A 
subordinate Public Works Department staff, to supervise 
repairs, would alone be required. He instanced the caSlt 
of the High Court in Bombay, repairs to which were done 
at present by the Public W<>rks Department engineers 
and never 'by an architect. The government~ engineer 
could, however, not be abolished entirely as he would still 
have roads to attend to. -The subordinate Public Works 
staff that at present constructed buildings would do the 
same work but under the orders of the private architect 
who would be engaged. 

668. (Mr. Kent.) He considered that, if the Consulting 
Architect's appointment were abolished as proposed by 
him, it would lead to ~ubstantial additions to the work 
of the private architects in Bombay. He did uot suggest 
that one firm of architects should get the whole of the 
government work ; each would get a portion of it, doing 
the private work they were now doing in addition. He 
admitted that the number of qualified architectural 

• firms capable of undertaking government :work was small, 
but did not agree that this would lead to the '\vork being 
centered in one or ~wo firms, for if government changed 
its policy and created a demand for qualified architects, 
and if some regular system of education were adopted, 
a better class of qualified men would a.t once become 

available. At present, when all the plums were kept away 
from the private practitioner, there was no encourage. 
ment for men to train themselves in the profession. 

669. Under his scheme for the training of architects 
much would depend on the professor, who would have to 
decide which boys showed aptitude for designing, and 

; select them for architectural training. His scheme was 
based on the principle that a man coming in touch with 
students was capable of judging the trend of their in· 
clinations. As to the length of time required to turn 
out a. good architect he believed that the accepted prin· 
ciple in England was that a man must be in an office 
for three years and that some were there for four. He 
believed that the Institute of British Architects had laid 
down that no one should compete for an examination 
unless he had been articled to a firm for three years or 
had been an assistant in an office for seven years. He 
admitted that under his scheme a young man aspiring to 
be an architect would have to start with a firm in Bombay, 
get articled there, and then go to a college of engineering 
and undergo a three years' course of training there, but 
hE did not think that this would result in the production 
of a hybrid type of architect engineer. The trouble was 
that at present a man, having passed his examination, 
got his L.C.E. and opened an office at once. This was 
as fatal a case as that of a doctor starting practice inime· 
diately after passing his examinations, and would be 
avoided if his scheme were adopted. 

670. He considered that it would be desirable to con- . 
duct the training of architects in Poona, as there was 
already a college of engineering in existence. there. He 
admitted that Bombay afforded greater. facilities, in its 
·surroundings, for architectural education and that he had 
mentioned Poona only because there was a college thefe 
already. He would have no objection to the institution 
of a college in Bombay. He had not sufficient knowledge 
of the Bombay School of Art to be able to give an opinion 
as to whether, if a scl!ool for architects were opened, 
it should or should not be attached to that school. He 
believed that ·the staff of the school was fully qualified. 

671. The statement put in by the Consulting Architect 
to Government compared his charges with those of pri
vate architects, calculated at 7! per cent. He explained 
that this included the 5 per cent. allowed by the Institute 
of British Architects and 2! per cent. paid to the quantity 
surveyors, but added that it was, unfortunately, not the 
custom in Bombay to charge for the preparation of 
quantities separately. This had to be done within the 
5 per cent., so that to compare a private architect's fee 
with those of tbe Consulting Architect to Government 
2! per cent. should be taken for drawings, and 2! per 
cent. for the nrchitect'e supervision, to this being added 
the mistriAl' wages. He generally paid Rs. 50 to 100 a 
month to his mwtria. 

G. T. MAwsoN, EsQ., M..SOC. C.E., M.C.I., General Manager, Messrs. Marsland, Price & eo .• Ltd., Bombay. 

Written Statement. works compares very favourably with the construction 
and upkeep 'of other classes of buildings, public and 

672. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of execu· private, in this country, and the existing arrangement 
lion of public works.-1 think the methods at present could not, I think, be improved. 
adopted for the execution of civil works are econom· 674. (VU.) Education.-My firm have tried several 
ical and suitable for the purposes for which they are graduates of the Poona Engineering College, but have so 
devised. _ far been unsuccessful in obtaining a suitable civil engi· 

673. (II.) Encouragement of other a.gency.-Private- netr from this institution. They therefore find it neces· 
enterprise is generally .encouraged, but more support ' sary to engage Europeans in England to design and super
could be given. The constructio~ and upkeep of public vise their work. 

" 
MR. G. T. :MAwsoN called and examined. 

675. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
representative of the firm uf Messrs. Marsland, Price and 
Co., Ltd. 

676. The chief work undertaken by the firm was rein· 
foroed concrete; in which they were specialists, but they 
also undertook steel, sanitary and general building work. 
The firm employed their own permanent engineering 
staff, but not a permanent staff of architects, as they had 
not sufficient arehitectural work to render such a measure 

necessary. Work was undertaken by the firm for private 
persons and in the case of buildings the firm usually sup· 
plied full plans and dtsigns. 

677. Private enterprise was generally encouraged by 
the Public Works Department, although more sup~rt 
might be given if all work were let out o~ contract, 1ll· 

stead of being done departmentally, and if the present 
restrictions on the purchase of European stores were 
removed. He would advocate a system under which 
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all public works would be given out to large contracting 
firms in preference to the employment of petty cont~t 
orB or piece-workcrB. The latter syst~m, he explamed, 
entailed giving the masonry work to one petty contract
or, the brickwork to another and so on ; where~ if one 
large contracting firm were employed, all the different 
petty-contractorB at present engaged on a single building 
would disappear and it would be constructed both quicker 
and cheaper and generally prove more satisfactory. 
His reason for believing that it would be cheaper was 
that under the present system each petty ~contractor 
employed got only a small amount of work on which, 
however, he had to make a profit. He generally em
ployed his labour direct and avoided petty contractors as 
far as possible, as he loo]ted ,upon them as a constant 
source of trouble and annoyance. The employment of 
large contra.ctorB would, he thought, avoid the present 

· multiplicity of accounts, which could thereby be largely 
simplified. Thero would also be a saving in supervision 
charges, as large contractors could be relied upon to 
carry out their works without the detailed supervision 
necessary under the piece-work system. The firm em
ployed a permanent labour force. 

678. The theoretical training of the students turned 
out by the Poona College was, he considared, excellent, 
but they were found deficient in practical training. From 
his own exp~riencc he had found that students were un
willing to be employed in the drawing office, considering 
that it was not tho proper place for them, but that they 
should be put immediately on to practical work as engi
neers in charge. They would not do manual labour, 
were not reliable. and had absolutely no sense of re
sponsibility. He thought that improvement in the prac
tical training of students could possibly be effected by 
sending them to private firms, if any could be found to 
take them, otherwise by taking them on to government 
works for a course of such training. He had had experi
ence, in the course of business, of at least thirty graduates 
of the Poona College. No graduates were with his firm at 
the present time. The last man taken was on probation 
for a period of six months but stayed only for two. The 
scale of pay given to such men was Rs. 125 for the first, 
and Rs. 150 for the second year. The whole of the super
vising staff employed by the firm were Europeans, with 
the exception of the out-door staff, who were men of the 
sub·overseer type ; these men were not taken from the 
Poona College but were more or less practical mistris 
trained on the firm's own works. Private firms wotJd, 
he thought, possibly be prepared to take students for 
practical training for one or two years. Hill own firm 
would certainly do so but would prefer not to pay them, 
as in that case they would cost more than they were 
really worth. They would, howevor, be prepared to. 
pay them a. living wage of Rs. 35 per mensem if they 
guaranteed to stay with the hrm for three years, as they 
would become useful towards the end of such a. period. 
This wage would be increa~ed if they eventually proved 
8UCC€'ssfuL 

679. (.Mr. Gobb.) Past students of the Poona College 
would not, he thought, be willing to undergo practical 
training for Rs. 35 per month, nor was this really to be 
expected. He could not now obtain men of that stamp, 
but the ordinary type of draftsmen made good substi
tutes. Such men usually got their preliminary educa
tion in a high school, and entered a tracer's office at about ' 
the age of sixteen or t;tcventoon. He had also had expe· 
rionce of Indian overscem in Salsette and had found 
them very good men. 

680. (Rai Bahad••r Grlln{la Ram.) The firm employed 
daily labour for both in-door and out-door work. The 
auporvisor in charge made the necessary pnyments to the 
labourerB Lut was not altogether to be trnsted. The 

witne~. or one of the other Europeftll officers engaged by 
the firm, occll."ionally went round to see that the men 
were actually paid. He could not say what the vouth 
who stayed with the firm for two months wa.s doing at 
the preeent time. He might have loarnt a few methods 
from the firm and have started business for him· 
self. The pay of the mistris engaged by the firm varied 
between RB. 45 and Rs. 75 a month; occasionally such a 
man was paid as much as Rs. 90 a month.; The pay of 
the supervisorB varied between Rs. 90 and Rs. 450. 

681. H the Director General of Stores was located in 
India and ordered materials dirt'Ct from local firms he 
thought t.hat his. ~rm would get better patronage and 
would he m a pos1tJon to compete with firms in England. 
It was rather doubtful whether this would encourage 
local manufacture in India, but it would tend indirectly to 
keep more money in the country. H iron and steel were 
more extensively purr.hased in India it would le~td to the 
establi8hment of further iron works in that countrv. His 
firm did not deal in machinery neept as importers. 
Messrs. Marsland, Price and Co. did not manufacture 
eit~er ordinary or clay hrieks, but another firm, with 
which he was connected, did so, th>:lir rates varying from 
Rs. 20 to 26 per thousand according to distance. The 
fact.ory of the firm he referred to was situated about 24 
miles north of Bombay. Pressed bricks, manufactured 
by this company, lcould generally be &upplied for about 
the same price as hand-moulded clay bricks, and he 
thought that government and the railways wore gene
rally aware of this advantage, but petty contractors were 
not, the latter being less progressive than government 
departments. · 

682. Indian cement, he considered, compared very 
favourably wit~ imported cement. The former was 
just as uniform as British cement. 

683. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The firm undertook lump sum 
contracts for buildings, but would have to look very 
carefully into the matter before they could consent to do 
so in the case of bridges. Lump sum contracts would 
not b~ ~uitable for either roads or tunnelling. J'hey would 
be w1lling to undertake the construction of a masonry 
dam provided very careful borings were first made, As 
to earthen dams, be thought that the firm would have to 
act with great caution in undertaking such a work. Con
tracts out in the districts would be accepted only if they 
were large enough to make it worth the firm's while. 

684. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He believed that the Public 
~orks Department usually employed one upper subor
dinate and one or two mi8tris for the supervision of a. , 
large work. .. ll the system suggested by him were adopt-
ed there would be a saving both under this head and 
under that of accounts. 

685. It would, he thought, be beneficial if the Public 
\yorks Department employed specialists more exten· .
slvely than at present. In spite of the fact that his 
firm specialized in reinforced concrete, he would advocate 
the appointment of a government specialist in tbB.t 
branch, and did not consider that such an appointment 
w~uld operate contrary to the interests of private enter
pnse. But even if the Public Works Department em
ployed their own specialist, and that officer designed all 
concrete works, the witness would not recommend that 
such works should be carried out by the engineering 
staff of the Department as that would constitute a rever
sion to the system of carrying out work departmenta.lly. 

686. The student previously referred w whose pay wa.s 
Rs. 125 per month, and who had left his firm after serving 
only two months, had had no practical experience before 
joining the firm. He thought that he had p&IIB6d second 
on the list at Poona, 

687. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witnCSII stated 
that he would be quite satisfied with a profit of 10 per 
cent. on every work undertaken. 

F. J. PRESTON, EsQ., JUC.E., Chie-f Engineer, G!'f>at Indian Peninsula. Railway. 

Written Statement. 
6eS. (VIn.) Practieal training.-The idea is pre\"alent 

amongst techniC'ally trained Indians that when. they 

have sue«;ssfully completed t.hell' college et>une they 
are fully eqwpped for any app(Jlntmtnt. It will be seen 
from the 1912 Report of (.i.-ut..Col Atltineon and 
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T. S. Dawson, Esq., that they recognised that this was 
an idea. to be discouraged. Nevertheless government 
has now forced the railways to accept a certain number 
of Indian gentlemen, and pay them salaries of-

Rs. 200 a month for the first year, 
Rs. 225 a month for the second year, 
Rs. 250 a month for the third year 

to learn their work. In England such men would have 

to pay premilll:rul, instead of getting salaries which no 
student at home would dream of for several years after 
leaving college. A pupil is more likely to learn if some 
one is paid to teach him than if some one has to pay for 
the privilege of teaching him. In 1904 a committee ' 
appointed by the Secretary of State recommended tho 
premium system to the Government of India but nothing 
seems to have come of it. 

MR. F. J. PRESTON called and examined. 

689. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Chief Engineer of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
Company and that that company had adopted the con· 

•' tract system for all except ve~ small works. It was 
usual to employ large contracting firms ; petty contract
ors were very seldom employed. Three or four English 

,. firms of contractors had been employed, but the bulk of 
the work was given to Indian firms. He was not able to 
say whether these large contractors employed their own 
engineering staff, but knew that they employed mistri8 
as supervisors. The supervision over these contractors 
was performed by the-railway .staff of Assistant Engineers 
and railway supervisors. 

690. He had had V< ry little practical experience of the 
Public Works Department methods and was not able to 
compare the supervision during construction over con
tractors exercised by the railway company with that 
exercised by the Public Works Department, as the rail
way works lay only along the line, whereas the Public 

. Works Department had works scattered all over the 
, eountry. Repairs of the line were done by regular labour 
·gangs and were not given out on contract at aU. He did 
not think there was much difference between the rates 
paid to contractors by railways and those paid by the 
Public Works Department. The railway occasionally 
paid higher rates when they wanted a work done quickly. 
Time was a more important factor in railway work than 
in most other branches of engineering. 

691. Railway district -engineers had a great deal to do 
with accounts, and spent a lot of their time on them. The 
monthly accounts. were compiled in the district engineer's 
office, and ware not sent to a separate office for compila
tion. The pay-sheets and contractors' bills were sent 
each month from the district engineer's office to the chief 
audit office in Bombay, where they were checked. The 
railway company utilized travelling auditors for the in
spection of their accounts. These auditors were mainly 
employed on supervising the accounts of stations, though 
sometimes they examined an engineer's office. He was 
of opinion th&t too much of the time of the railway com
pany's district engineers was occupied ·with accounts 
work, to the detriment of their executive duties. 

692. The railway company obtained most of its stores 
from England except small articles which were purchased 
locally. The stores purchased in England were not 
procured through the India Office, but through tht:~ rail
way company's home board, to whom indents were sent. 
from India by the railway officers. He did not agree 
with the contention that it would be of great benefit to 
India as a wholt> if tho local purchase of imported stores' 
v•ere encouraged to a greater extent than at present, and 
considered that the most economical system was the 
present one of obtaining stores from England through 
the home board. 

693. The practice of employing Indian engineers 
under training on his railway tm Pruaries of Rs. 200 nsing 
to Rs. 2SO was a new practice only recently adopted, and 
was the outcome of an order from the Railway Board 
suggesting the advisability of emplo)'ing a·certain number 
of Indian engineers of. good family. The selection of 
these Indian engineers rested with him, as head of the 
railway engineering department. No distinction was 
made between men with English and those with Indian 
dt1grees, the only qualification insisted upon being that 
they should be men of good family. 

69-!. The Indian engineering staff employed on the 
Great India.n Peninsula Railway consisted of draughtsmen 
and survvyors from the different tachnical colleges, who 
rnerally remained with the railway for two or three 

years. If the~e men did well they were ocrasionally 
raised to the position of Assistant Engineers. They were 
not given out-door work in tho first instance, but started 
in the engineering offices, from which they were drafted 
to out-door work. He was of opinion' that the theoret
ical training of these graduates was very good and that 
some of them turned out to be good practic~J-1 men as well. 
He approved of the suggestion that students should be 
given a course of practical training while in college. 

695. His attention was called to a statement in his 
written evidenc& that a committee appointed_ by the 
Secretary of State in 1904 recommended the premium 
system for en~ineers to the Govl.:lrnment of Incia. He 
admit.ted that th~ pas~age in this report to which ho had 
~eferred rdated to Indians v.ho had received their engi
neering education in England. There was so far as he 
could see no reason why facilities for the practical train· 
ing of Indians who took their training in engineering in 
England should not be given on Indian railways and in 
the Public Works Department as such engineers were 
not at present able to got practical training in England, 
but he considered that thay should pay pi't'mia for-their 
training, which system, he thought, would ensure more 
attention being given to them. He was not inclined to 
advocate the grant of a living wage to engineers under 
practical training, and did not think that the low pecu
niary circumstances of candidates formed a sufficient 
justification for such a course ; in England if a man 
could not pay a premium he had to take up work as a. 
draughtsman, or go into workshops. 

696. (Mr. Cobb.) The biggest contract which the 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company had recently 
given out was.for the construction of a tunnel at .Mom bra, 
which had cost about 20 lakhs. The railway's engineers, 
who always supervised big works, were supervising this 
work also, Tenders had been invited and four Euro
pean firms and possibly one Indian firm had tendered for 
it. The contracting firms which had undertakm the work 
had their own engineer (a European) living at Thana. 
No difficulty was experienced by the fact that there were 
thus two engineers on the spot, one belonging to the rail· 
way company and the other to the contracting firm. 

697. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) He was not able to 
say how many Indian engineers on the average were 
employed by his railway company, as the figure depended 
upon the number of resignations and retirements from 
time to time. The company employed ntarly a hundred 
enginwrs altogether, out of which Indians did not, he 
thought, constitute as much as 10 per cent. All the 
railway's permanent engineers came out from England, 
and were appointed by the home board. For addi· 
tiona! work temporary men were taken on in India. 
About sixty-four engineers were employed in the railway's 
regular maintenance corps. Selection and not competi
tion was the method adopted in recruiting the railway's 
engineers in England and the Groat Indian Peninsula 
Railway had never had an Indian engineer appointed by 
its home board ; the board did not often get the chance 

· of appointing one, as Indian t>ngineers at home had not 
experience. He himself had appointed '!evaral Indians 
to the temporary Assistant Engineer staff of the railway, 
and one to tht·permanent staff, with the board's sanction. 

698. The Great Indian Peninsula Railway had their 
own architect who had no responsihility for the actual 
construction -of works 'but prepared designs and gave 
advice to <llitrict engineers. . 

699. The railway company had a general Stores Depart
ment from which the Engineering Department got its 
stores. He was not able to give any information as to the 
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rules which regulated the purchase of stores by the St<>res 
Dlpartment. 

700. The rate of Rs. 14 for 1,000 bricks mentioned by 
him in the list of rates (not printed) attached w his 
memorandum referred, he thought, w bricks purchased 
at thekiln site. 

701. (Mr. Jfacl.:en:w.) The railway company did not 
give out lump sum contract6. Schedule rates, in which 
particular quantities were not specified, were U&d, and 
contractors were paid at these rates. Tenders were not 
accepted at a specified percentage above or below the 
schedule rates ; the contractors tendered at certain rates 
and the railway company did not specify any particular 
quantities or totals. This was done in order to enable a 
contract to be closed by the company irrespective of 
whether the whole work had been completed or not. 
The rates laid down in the list attached w his written 

evidence were the railway's rates for places near Bombay. 
"(lp.country rates were in some cases cheaper. 

702. (Sir Noel Kerslww.) The firm of contractors who 
had undertaken the construction of the tunnel w which 
he had previously referred were Europeans. He was 
not able to say whether they had any Indian engineers 
on their staff. 

703. (Mr. Kent.) Sometimes the railway company gave 
their contractors facilities for the carriage of materials 
to the site. of work; at other times forwarding orders 
were issued and the cost of carriage by railway deducted 
from the contractors' bills. 

704. (President.) The contractorS! employed by the 
railway company were not obliged to take their materials 
from the railway st<lres and could make their own arrange-"' 
menta, but sometimes the railway insisted on them using . , 
cement from the stores. 

The Ho:N'BLE M.B. F. G. PRATT, I.c.s., Commissioner, Northern Division. 

Written Sta!ement. 

705. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of execution 
of public works and (V.) Decentralization.-The opinion 
is very generally held that the methods now adopted for 
the execution of civil works are unsatisfactory. It is 
hard for a layman without special experience and inside 
knowledge of the Department to say exactly what is 
wrong or what reforms are required. Laymen can only 
judge by results and their general impression is that 
efficiency and economy are often conspicuous by their 

, absence. Buildings are costly and ill-finished and bad 
work especially on roads is often observed. This may 
be due to the fact that the subordinate agency is badly 
trained, unpractical and inefficient or that superior 
control and supervision are defective, and both causes 
may be in operation. It may, perhaps, be not irrelevant 

to suggest that some inquiry may be made as to the dis
ciplinary powers now possessed by Executive Engineers. 
In a private firm a lazy or·· incompetent subordinate or 
servant will soon get the sack. Is it as easy as it ought 
to be for an Executive Engineer to weed out his bad 

1 bargains in the same way ? Or would such a measure 
involve so much red tape and correspondence, and 
difficulty of getting sanction, that the Executive En
gineer will usually take the easier course and get the 
offender quietly passed on to some other district ? 

706. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-The sub-. 
stitution, wherever possible, of private for departmental.: 
agency would be a highly desirable reform, but I think 
it very doubtful whether' that substitution could .. be 
successful at present except in a very few large towns 
and cities. 

The HON'BLE MR. F. G. PRATT called and examined. 

707. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Commissioner of the Northern Division of the Bombay 
Presidency, which appointment he had held for eighteen 
months. He had had experience as a Collector almost 
continuously up to 1909, but beiween 1909 and 1915 
he had been Settlement Commissioner and, as such, 
had not been in touch with district work. 

708. In the Northern Division there were practically no 
firms of substantial contractors who would be able to 
take over fairly large government works from the Public 
Works Department. There were also no architects in 
the strict sense of the word, but there were a number 
of buildings firms in Ahmedabad, a place with a popula
tion of 11-bout 250,000, which was the headquarters of the 
division and the second city in the Bombay Presidency. 
These firms were sufficiently competent to be able to 
construct fairly good buildings. He did not know of any 
firms of expert builders in the Northern Division not 
even in Ahmedabad, and did not think that the con
tractors there had made building-work a profession. 
When a building was required the contractor who under
took the work provided both labour and supervision. 
The building firms were really contractors for the supply 
of labour and materials. 

709. He expressed his inability to substantiate, With 
any definite data in rega.rd to expense, the remark in his 
writt-en evidence that the buildings erected by the Public 
\Vorks Department were generally supposed to be costly 
and ill-finished, and explained that when recording that 
statement he had in mind only general impressions. 

• He had not compared the Public Works Department 
building rates with those at which private agency con
structed buildings but had received report6 from his 
(}Jllect()rs comparing the results of work undertaken by 
these two agencies, the re_sult of which comparison was 
very much to the disadvantage of the Public Works 
Dt>partment. "He was not, in a position to e&y whether 
such lay criticism was really valuable and admitted that 
it was more in the aature of 11n tmpres.Jion than a. proved 
fact, · 

710. He did not approve of the suggestion that all 
current annual repairs, apart from structural repairs of 
importance, now executed by the Public Works Depart
ment for other departments should be made over to the 
latter to carry out with the aid of a. lump sum grant, 
and considered that oo entrust the current repail'l to 
a mamlatdar's building, for example, to the officer con
cerned would amount to a repetition of the inefficient 
taluka-board . .overseer. He was not inclined to change 
his opinion eTen when informed ~hat the repairs in question 
would amount, in many cases, merely to colour-washing 
and tile turning. . , 

711. The relations of the Public Works Department 
with the other departments in regard to work executed 
by the former for the latter were, he considered, on 
the whole satisfactory, though occasionally an adminis
trative department was not pleased with the work done 
for it. On a few occasions he had himseU found fault 
with work done for him. One such case was where he 
had had to intervene and insist upon a mamlatdar's 
kutcheri being re-constructed and not only tinkering re
pairs done to it, as the cost of these repairs would have 
been a pure waste of money considering that, even after 
they had been carried out, the kutcheri would have been 
positively dangeroua to inhabit. This however he ad
mitted to be an exceptional case. 

712. Except for complaints relating to inefficient work 
on roads, (one of his Olllectors had complained abOut. 
the inefficient methods adopted for road construction. 
a.s distinct from maintenance, in Gujerat) he was not 
aware of ~ny cases which could be made uae of to aupport 
the Public Works Department officers' contention that' 
officers of other departments interfered unduly with 
them in purely prof68sional matters, nor had he had 
experience of a case where an administrative department, 
after requisitioning the Public Works Department to 
prepare a plan and estimate for a building, had frequently 
changed its ideas in regard to ita detailed requirementt,. 
and so nece!!hitated oonst&o$. ab:rations in the project. 
He had never hMl cwcasion to notice the repeated return 
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of plans on account of changes in the views of an ad
miniatrative department as to its requirements except 
in the case of schools, in regard to which he recollected 
fairly frequent chopping and changing of plans to meet 
the requirement.q of the sanitary authorities. 

713. The only works with which, as Commissioner, 
he was concerned were small works covered by his minor 
works grant, for which the procedure for obtaining ad
ministrative sanction before construction was very simple 
and clear. He was, therefore, unable to suggest any 
modification in the present system of obtaining adminis
trative sanction to construction work to meet the Public 
Works Department contention that the present procedure 
was unnecessarily cumbersome and inconvenient. 

714. As a Commissioner he was empowered to give 
administrative sanction to the construction of buildings 
the cost of which was covered by his minor works grant: 
Though this grant included buildings costing up to a 
limit of Rs. 5,000 it was very rarely the case that the 
cost of buildin~s sanctioned by him reached as much as 
Rs. 3,000 or even Rs. 4,000. ' 

715. Although the prices of buil4ings had risen and a 
Commissioner's limjt of sanqtion for minor works had not 
been increased for many years, he thought the present 
system quite suitable and considered that it was un
necessary to raise the limit of sanction from Rs. 5,000 to 
Rs. 10,000 because in his case, at any rate, his experience 
was that the average cost of the minor works sanctioned 
by hi:ni was very much below Rs. 5,000 and was often 
only about Rs. 600 being the cost of constructing an 
extra. room to a. building or some similar work. 
· 716. There were thirty-three municipal urban councils. 

In the Northern Division, and, generally speaking all 
these local bodies made their own arrangements for their 
works except big towns like Ahmedabad, Surat and others 
with a. population of about 150,000, which obtained the 
a.ssistance of the Public Works Department. These 
large cities utilized the Public Works Department staff 

. for the preparation of plans and tstim.ates for large sani-
• ta.ry works, water-works, and drainage, and also for the 

actual construction of the same. Recently, however, a 
.l!!uropean engineer had been engaged at Ahmedabad 
on a substantial salary, and witness thought this officer 
would himself do some of the work which used to be 
handed over to the Public Works ,..Department. As -a 

•, general 'tule, municipalities in the Northern Division 
constructed their own buildings, though the staff they 
had at their disposal was usually very inefficient and 
underpaid. _ 

717. The rule empowering a district board to carry out 
work of its ow:a up to a limiting cost of Rs. 2,500 and 
requiring such a board to submit the plans and estimates 
of any work the cost of which exceeded Rs. 500 to the 
Executive Engineer for prior sanction was in force in the 
Northern Division. He was strongly in favour of the 
proposal that district boards should be encouraged to 
provide themselves with a satisfactory engineering staff 
of their own for their own works but considered that the 
feasibility of this scheme depended upon the amount of 
expenditure which each board could incur, i.e., upon 
whether this expenditure was large enough to justify 
the entertainment of an engineering staff. He thought 
the district boards would welcome a change in this 
direction and would like to have their own engineers if 
sufficient work were available, but added that the boards 
would view the change from the pQint of view of the 
expense it would involve. As a business proposition, 
however, he thought they would like it. 

718. He was also prepared to recommed that such 
district boards a.s had a. competent ·engineering staff 
should be allowed to construct and maintain, within a 
certaiu monetary limit, minor government building works, 
such as police stations in outlying places, provided the 
boards themselves desired to do so. He explained that 
by this he meant that he was not quite sure wnether a 
municipal engineer who had his hands full with the work 
of his own board would or would not be able to take on 
additionnJ. work. Such an officer might be able to attend 
to a minor government bui)ding while repairing neigh
bouring roads belonging t() his d!Erict board, but the 

deciding factor was, he considered, the competence of the 
engineer. This competence did not altogether depend 
on the amount the district board was prepared to pay 
for its staff, as a certain amount of supervision and con. 
trol was also necessary. Under the Bombay Municipality 
Act, even in the biggest municipalities, government had 
power to order the removal of an engineer if this was 
necessary. Although under this Act the qualifications 
for an engineer were not laid down, government could 
veto the appointment of a particular municipal engineer, 
or, if such an officer had been appointed, they could 
order his removal. This applied to all except small 
municipalities. It would therefore be a. good thing 
if the government control over the appointment and 
removal of the district engineering staff were maintained. 

719. 'The principle followed in the classification of 
roads in the Bombay Presidency into provincial roads 
and district boards roads was that main trunk roads, 
whtch formed through communications between different 
districts were classed as provincial roads and roads which 
supplied the wants of ~me district only were classed as 
district board roads. No general rule however could be 
laid down to distinguish between these two classes of 
roads, as in some cases important district board roads on 
which there was a great deal of traffic had been provin
cialized. District boards were always glad to have the 
construction and maintenance of their roads taken 
off their hands by the Public Works Department 
becau~e such boards were usually terribly hard up for 
money and could not afford to attend to the rE!'pairs 
necessary for such roads. 

720. The reason why certain roads, fo'r which the dis
trict board provided funds, were handed over to the 
Public Works Department for maintenance was, he 
thought, the result of the rules under the District Board 
Act, which insisted that original construction work costing 
above a certain amount and also its subsequent main
tenance should be done by the Public Works Department . 
If this was not the reason, he thought that it was pro
bably due to the fact that district boards could not usually 
trust their inefficient staff with the money and had no 
really competent staff for the ma.intenance of the roads. 

721. Provided a district board had a competent engineer 
of its own he was of opinion that, if it were allowed to 
construct and' maintain its buildings and roads, there 
would not be reasons for fixing a money limit on the cost 
of buildings or expenditure on roads above which the 
construction should be transferred to the Public 
Works Department. 

722. The scheme under which the local bodies and 
district boards that could not afford to employ engineering 
staff of their own might combine with one another and 
employ an engineer between them "as worth trying, and 
he was not aware of any reason why it should not work 
well. The possibility of friction owing to the demands 
of separate individual bodies upon a single staff should be 
considered, but he thought this was not an insuperable 
difficulty if it was assumed that these various bodies 
desired this arrangement and had, asked for it. He 
approved of the scheme of having a common divisional 
cadre for the engineering staffs of district boards so as to 
hold out prospects to engineers in small districts of 
being transferred to better appointments in larger ones. 
The district boards would, he thought, have no objection 
to such a scheme and, as they had at present no engineers, 
there would be no question of lessening their control over 
the appointment and management of their staffs, though 
the desire to be entirely self-contained in the matter of 
staff might spring up and constitute a difficulty. 

723. He had had a good deal of famine experience. 
Famine works were at present practically entirely managed 
by the Public Works Department. Even if the scheme of · 
having a district board engineering staff came into force, 
he did not think that it would make much difference as, 
though he might be considered to be rash, in his opinion 
fainine administration in Gujerat was a thing of the past. 
Although a famine had occurred five years ago in the 

. Panch Mahals, the last serious famine in the Northern 
Division had occurred in 1899, and he did not thin~ 
that. that division would ever have many people on famine 
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works again. The reason for this belief was his experience out by the Public Works Dl:'partment. This depended 
last year when there was nearly complete crop failure over largely upon how much work of their own they had, 
large tracts and the situation in some of them was practi- and upon the competence of the engineers employed by 
cally the same as it was in 1899 when people died like them. If, however, these requirements were fulfilled, 
flies. It was not easy to say where the difference lay. he saw no reason why a. scheme of local fund engineers 
The division was not very much more secure than for- in Bombay similar to that in force in Madras should not 
merly so far as irrigation was C?ncerned but co~munica- work economically. 
tions were better and people ~lllgrated more .easily. ~he 730. He did not know what percentage the cost of the 
inhabitants of Palanpur, for mstance, who m ~899 d~ed _ present local fund estkblishment bore to the total amount 
without a struggle, last year moved w~olesale mto ~md of work done by them. Even when informed that, 
and got work . there. ;here was. n~. dmtre~s. Fammes for the wholo presidency, it amounted to 9} per cent. he 
of ~he future m the Nort~ern DtVJSlon _would. be more was still of opinion that a district board engineer, though 
easily ~anaged because of mcreased credlt and mcreased he might not be able to carry out works more cheaply, 
economtc strength generally. H~ _was ~ot able to sp~ak would probably be able to do them more efficiently, since 
for the De~can ash~ w~ not famJhar w!th that ~o~t~on it was possible that at present the Public Works Depart
of the pres1dency, but m r:gard to the Northern Dtvmton ment engineer had not enough time to attend to the dis
he thought that the Famme Code could be taken to be ... trict board works as well as he ought to. 
obsolete. 

724. Even if it were assumed that there were tracts 
where a famine might occur, and although the big famine 
of 1899 had involved the employment of very large 
e.stablishments, it would not be worth the while of govern
ment to take power to requisition all the district 
board engineering establishments as the whole of 
these establishments would be but a mere drop in the 
ocean of what would be required for a serious famine. 
These establishments could, however, be made the 
nucleus for expansion as was the case with the present 
Public Works Department agency. He did not think 

·- the introduction of this district board engineering estab
lishment would place the country in a very much worse 
position than it was at present should a famine occur. 

725. (Mr. Cobb.) The municipality at Ahmedabad had 
constructed buildings of its own and was now engaged 
in building a large market. He was not sure whether 
this work had been given out on contract or was being 
done by the municipality itself by means of ordinary 
labour contract arrangements. This municipality was 
responsible for the schools in the city and ought to re
build them but were not doing so at present. 

726. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) His observation, based 
on his general impressions, that the cost of works con
structed by the Public Works Department was excessive 
when compared with those constructed by private agency, 
referred to ordinary private builders' work and not to 
work undertaken by contractors. -~ 

727. There was no rule in the Bombay Presidency 
similar to that in fprce in the Punjab under which the 
appointments of local board engineers were subject to 
the approval of the Public Works Department. The rules 
under which the appointment~£ municipal engineers was 
subject to the approval of the Public Works Department 
applied only to city municipalities. 

728. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The attention of the witness 
was drawn-to his previous reference to a report received 
from one of his Collectors criticising the Public Works 
Department construction of a new road. He admitted 
that he was not able to vouch for all the statements 
contained in the report but observed that the criticism 
was directed against the professional methods of the 

' Public Works Department. 
729. (.Mr. Kent.) A district board would naturally 

welcome the taking over of a road by government and the 
provision by the latter of all expenditure incurred in 
maintaining it. He was not able to state definitely 
that district boards would welcome as a business proposi
tion the suggestion that, if they had a sufficient and 
competent staff of their own, they should take over, in 
addition to their own works, certain works now carried 

731. The' present district board staff consisted gener· 
ally of an overseer, and possibly a sub-overseer for e¥h 
tahsil and sometimes a district board overseer for each 
taluka. He admitted that under the district board 
engineering scheme there would have to be some increase 
in the subordinate staff of the district in order to cope 
with the extra work, and as in addition to this it was 
proposed to employ a fairly well-paid engineer to control 
public works in each district it did not seem possible 
that the percentage cost of this establishment would be 
as low as 10 per cent. which was the percentage at present • 
charged by government to local bodies for works carried 
out for them by the Public Works Department. 

732. With reference to his previous admission that he 
thought it possible for local bodies to combine and employ 
an engineer between them, he remarked that he consid
eted that this scheme would work even though the 
average area of some districts in the Deccan at present 
was 5,000 square miles, seeing that the Khaira and Panch 
Mahala districts were now under one Public Works 
Department engineer. He admitted, however, that 
together the area of these two districts did not exceed 
6,000 square miles, but added that improved communi· 
cations made a difference now-a-days and that on the 
analogy that a Commissioner had to control several dis
tricts (in his case six districts), and so had time to attend 
to only important matters, a district board engineer 
should be able to control more than one district by ;.• 
leaving smaller matters to his subordinates. The form 
of control to be exercised by government over the dis
trict board engineers 'should be analogops to the control 
government had at present over engineers in municipal
ities. Their appointment should be approved by govern
ment, and government should have the right to remove 
a man if he were found incompetent. This might, 
however, involve a certain amount of inspection by a 
government expert in order to ensure that work we.s 
being properly carried out, as was now done in the case 
of municipalities. He was not, however, prepared to 
say that government control over district board engi· 
neers by means of an inspecting staff was essential, but 
thought that it might turn out to be necessary. He was 
unable to say how far the scheme of having district board 
engineers would effect the duties of the present Chief 
Engineers and Superintending Engineers of the Public 
Works Department, but thought that even if the scheme 
came into force there would still be enough work for 
these officers to do. At present the Executive Engineer 
in each district was usually 3 nominated member of the 
district board but did not as 3 rule, he though1t sit on 
municipal committees. 

0. C. ORMSBY, EsQ., JU.C.E., Chief Engineer, ll!essrs. Pauling & Co., Shirawta. 

Written Statfmenf. 

733. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-Though the 
annual expenditure on roads and buildings in the Bombay 
Presidt'ncy must be large, the area over which the 
expenditure is incurred is so great that the organization 
of any contractor carrying out all the presidency work 
would have to be on more or less the same scale to that 

.\'OL. n 

of the Public Works Department. But a considerable 
portion of the government supervision must remain as 

·presumably the contractor would not be allowed to certify 
his own bills for work done. No oontractor would care 
to carry out such work deprtmcntally, and the final 
result would be that all of it l'rould be let out in •mall 
sections to petty contractors and the rate paid to thfl 

L 
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contractor must allow for (a) cost of financing petty 
contractors, (b) cost of organization, (c) profit. Against 
this might be set a small saving to the contractor due 
to his employing the cheaper form of labour which cannot 
or will not work without frequent cash advances. But 
from what little I have seen of the Public Works method 
of carrying out small works, I believe that the petty
contract system is adopted when possible and therefore 
to introduce a contractor would probably involve addi
tional cost to the government without any corresponding 
advantage. Under the present system government 
can regulate its expenditure to suit the state of the public 
finances. Policy may force it to economize in one de
partment in order to provide funds for other purposes. 

(2). Again, even after a. certain expenditure has been 
sanctioned for a.n individual year, famine, floods or other 
causes may force the greater part of the expenditure 
to be incurred in quite a different part of a province to 
that for which it was projected. These alterations in 
policy as regards expenditure, though comparatively 
simple to a government whose total expenditure on public 
works in India will not vary greatly on an average, 
would make things most difficult to a contractor for a 
certain district, as his staff might be disorganised and 
his financial arrangements upset. He would be unlikely 
to agree to provisions for such contingencies being made 
in his contract and if such were not made he would cer-

• tainly ask for some compensation. But the Delhi New 
City is a. very obvious example of road and building work 
where it would appear that a contractor might be usefully 

employed and there are other similar cases to be found in 
the large irrigation works carried out by the Depart
ment. 

734. (Vll.) Education.-The quality of the assistants 
with whom I have had to deal, and who have been edu
cated solely in India, varied greatly and the root of the c 

trouble usually seemed to be that though they had 
acquired a considerable amount of " book-learning '' 
they had no idea as to how the information gained there by 
could be turned to practical use. The following is an 
example of what is meant : An experienced draughts
man was told that it was only wasting his time to take 
into consideration more than two places of decimals 
while working on the calculation of earthwork areas. 
A few days later he was given some other calculations 
to make which dealt with very small angles and for 
which the use of sines and cosines was required. On 
handing in his results it was obvious that they were hope
lessly wrong and his explanation was that carrying out 
previous orders he had neglected all but the first two 
decimals. In the first case the omission of the decimals 
involved a possible difference ·in payment of one half- -
anna, in the second it would have meant the complete 
disorganization of a railway station. This difficulty 
with Indian-trained students might be considerably 
reduced by rendering it obligatory for the second years' 
training to be spent on works where the students would 
see the principles, which they had been taught in their 
first year's course, applied in actual construction. 

MR. 0. C. ORMSBY called and examined. 

735. (President.) The witness stated that he was the ered that the best method of construction was through 
representative of the firm of Messrs. Pauling and Co. piece-work petty contractors. The majority of the con
whose headquarters were located in England. tracting firms had not sufficient money at their command, 

736. The firm undertook contract work in India, their and although after taking up a contract they would work 
head office being in England with a local office in Bombay. very well for a few weeks, their labour decreased in a 
They had carried out three large works on contract, very short time owing to the fact that their men were not 
two for the Tata 1Iydro-Electric Company and one for paid, the result being that it was necessary to give ad
the Great Indian Peninsula. Railway, the latter being vances, failing which progress on the work gradually 
a special piece of tunnelling in connection with the diver- slackened off. 
sian of the railway line at Mom bra. The supervising staff 739. His firm had tried many graduates of the different 
employed by the Tata. Hydro-Electric Company consisted Indian engineering colleges, and he considered that the 
of a consulting engineer who was in charge of the whole theoretical part of their training was satisfactory. Two 
work, a consulting hydro-electric engineer, a resident of these men came from the Poona College of Engineering 
engineer, two 9r three English assistants, and a consider- and one from Roorkee, and proved satisfactory. The 
able staff of Indian assistants. As the work was spread pr.actical side of their training was deficient, and he 
over ten miles the exercise of a certain amount of super- considered . that, if more attention were given in this 
vision over the different gangs of men employed was direction, they would learn better how to apply their 
also necessary, and this was entrusted to a subordinate book-learning. He had taken one or two men direct 
staff. The Great Indian Peninsula Railway exercised . from college without any previous practical experience 
very little supervision in the case of the tunnel ; only a but had found them to be of little use. He thought that 
resident engineer was employed, and no subordinate his and similar firms would he ready to undertake the 
staff was maintained. The senior staff employed by practical training of some of these students on works 
his firm were more or less permanent men; juniors were in progress, so long as they did not make trouble and 
usually engaged for each particular work. . - applied themselves· to the work on which they were 

737. His firm carried out work departmentally only employed. It would be an easy matter to put such men 
if special skill were required, or if the work was such on different classes of work for a few months on each. 
that it was impossible to fix a rate ; the filling in of an The best method of training students for the engineering 
uca.vation, for example, after timbering was finished, . profession was, in his opinion, the adoption of 'the 
would always be done by piece-work. Piece-work con· ' sandwich ' method which was the system recommended 
tractors were usuaily employed, as his firm had recog- by the Institution of Civil Engineers. He explained 
nized that departmental work was not generally profitable that under this system the students, after they had reached 
and that better value was obtained by the former method. a certain pitch in their theoretical training, would be 
There were, however, exceptions. He could state, from sent on to works, returning thence to their oolleges to 
experience, that a. considerable amount of trouble was finish •their theoretical training. . 
given by petty contractors engaged on contract work; 740. On the whole he doubted whether there was 
their progress was not quick enough, they vexy often pmch scope in India for the employment of large con-. 
did not pay their labour, and they were continually tractors in connection with the Buildings and Roads 
asking for increased rates with the result that his firm Branch of thP. Public Works Department; such firms 
had discontinued the practice for that class of work could not afford to work at Public Works Department 
when rapid progress was essential. For masonry work rates, the work being so 'scattered and disjointed. 
also he was inclined to favour the employment oi depart- 741. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The different engineering 
mental labour, provided it was on a suflicient.ly large _colleges would, he thought, experience no difficulty in 
scale to allow of very thorough supervision. giving practical application to the 'sandwich' course of 

738. They did not usually give out large sub-contracts, training which he had advocated except in the first year 
as they ha.d trit>d two which had not been a. succe8S.. So of its adoption, after which things would automatically 
far as his experierr.e of Indian conditions went he conBid- settle themselves. The present course of theoretiral 
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training extended over a. period of three years, but by the 
adoption of the 'sandwich' system the second year's 
training would become the third. 

742. (Rai Bahadur Ganga· Ram.) His firm had been 
undertaking work in India for the past six years. Had 
the Railway Department not employed a large firm like 
~1essrs. Pauling and Co. they would undoubtedly have had 
to engage extra establishment and thereby incur increased 
expenditure. It was rather difficult to say exactly how 
much the saving had been in thi~ connection. The con
tract for the railway work undertaken by his firm con· 
tained a. schedule of rates, but he could not say to what 
extent the rates tendered by his firm differed from the 
ordinary rates paid by the railway. The principal item 

was for tunnelling. The rate for masonry was based on 
the railway's schedule of rates, nothing extra being allow
ed on this item to his firm. 

743. One particular Indian assistant whom he bad 
engaged pr!fVed to be a very good man indeed. After 
leaving the firm this man returned to the Public Works 
Department as an Assistant Engineer and was now work· 
ing in Delhi. He did not know whether any such men 
after leaving the firm, set up as contractors themselves. ' 

744. (Mr. Cobb.) His firm did not employ students at 
the present time but only passed or failed men. Some of 
these had proved very satisfactory. He would prefer 
to get them at an age of not more than twenty-two. 

At Bombay, Tuesday, 16th January 1917. 
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The HoN'BLE :MR. B. S. KAMAT, Contractor, Poona. 

Written Statement. 
745. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works cannot be regarded 
as economical, considering the fact that the percentage 
of charges for establishment to outlay on works and 
repairs varies between nearly 20 to 30 per cent. Neither 
are the methods suitable at the present day for the purpose 
they were originally devised. Since the early days when 
they were devised, various changes_have occurred in the 
country ; there has been a considerable development in the 
local boards ; plans for small buildings such as kutcheries, 
dispensaries, school-houses, etc., have been mostly 
'Standardized ; for purposes of supervision on the part of 
the engineering staff, communications have improved 
owing to roads or railways or motor-car facilities ; and 
if private agency of trained men from the engineering 
college is to be introduced to undertake the execution of 
work there is a sufficient output every year available. 
The present system therefore can be rendered less ex
pensive by (i) the Executive Engineers being relieved of 
local board works up to certain limits, as is already 
con~mp~ted ?Y government, on.ly works requiring high 
engmeermg skill or works of spee1al magnitude being left 
to the Executive Engineers; (ii) by repairs to civil 
buildings of a small nature being left to the civil officers 
concerned, subject to certain limitations and final 
approval by the Public Works Department. 

746. (0.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under the 
existing 11ystem private enterprise, such as it is, is availed 
of by the Public Works Department where possible, 
though it cannot be said that private enterprise of the 
right type is sufficiently encouraged. In Bombay as well 
as in the mofussil buildings are let out by contract, or 
material purchased by calling tenders. But with certain· 
notable exceptions the bulk of men who undertake works 
are not professionally' qualified, nor do thev maintain a 
qualified staff of assistants in their employ ; in many 
cases they are illiterate or St"mi-educated. This entails 
naturally a very close supervision on the part of the 
Public Works Department to ensure soundness and good 
quality of work, and requires guidance at e-very stage 
to keep the contractor's mistri to the plans and speci· 
fications. 

'.(_ 

(2). What is necessary, therefore, is to introduce trained 
men or private engineers, or civil engineers' firms to 
undertake works, or to insist on contracting firms of 
standing to maintain qualified staff. Works should be 
entrusted to only recognised men or firms. In Bombay 
there are such firms who undertake the designing and 
supervision of large buildings at a percentage over the 
costs, the actual construction being in the hands of con· 
tracting firms working under their supervision. In the 
mofussil it is possible to encourage on a. 1tider scale 811ch 
enterprise. Probably in the beginning such a. qualified 
agency may demand higher rates for work than now in 
'vogue owing to the necessity of having to maintain a 
trained staff, but in a few years the play of competition 
would come in and the rates demanded would not be 
unne~essarily high. The supervision on the part of the 
Pubhc Works Department would not be so expensive over 
such a private agency, the unqualified contractor would 
go to the wall, and firms or men with a. reputation to lose 
would take his place. Each contracting firm will- no 
doubt have to be guaranteed a sufficient amount of work 
per annum in the sphere allotted to it, provided it shows 
good work. , 

(3). If such a system of private enterprise is encouraged 
both for construction and upkeep of buildings, there would 
be considerable relief to the Public Works Department 
from the present detailed supervision, with the result that 
eventually the divisional charge in suitable places can 
be enlarged, and the Executive Engineer would be able 
to devote himself more to projects than to routine work. 

747. (ill.) Changes in organization.-If the modifica. 
tions in the present system outlined above are accepted, 
namely, the transference of small works to the local 
boards, ~nd the wider employment of qualified private 
agen~y, mstead of t~e present expensive departmental 
one, 1t would be prachcaLle to enlarge the executive unit 
of t~e Department in certain places. The Superintending 
Engmt;er may be retained for professional advice and to 
oo-ordmate the workofthedistricts in his circle. When· 
e¥e~ necessary for any special works only temporary 
engmeers may be entertained. 

748. (Vll.) Education.-So far as I can judge from the 
graduates turned out from the government t>ngineering 
oolle-ge, the system of education i.e organized on a suffi. 

L2 
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ciently btoad basis to meet the needs of private agency ; 
it attracts suitable candidates ; the standard of instruc· 
tion is sufficiently advanced to provide fully efficient and 
qualified engineers for employment by private engineering 
or contracting firms. The only improvement necessary, 
to my mind, is the need for greater opportunity for 
practical touch with works for the students, and to 

. specialize in any particulu.t branch of study as railway 
construction, or irrigation, or masonry and designs. 

749. (VIU.) Practical training.-There appears to be 
greater need of practical training for students on works 

in progress. ~uch a training is essential, not only to any 
se.lected candidate or candidates, but for all students. 
~mal year students ?f. the engineering college should be 
given x_nore opportumt~es than ~t present to visit large 
works m progress, for mstance 1n the docks or railways 
etc., to watch the details of work, management of labou; 
a!ld so on ; an~ wherev~ possible they should be appren • 
tiCed to recogmzed engmcers or private engineering firms 
to gain a practical knowledge of labour, actual construc
tiorr, the keeping of accounts, etc. 

The HoN'BLE MR. B. S. KAMAT called and examined. 

750. (PreBident.) The witness stated that he was a of registration of contracting firms, and suggested that 
building contractor of Poona and that he worked chiefly a condition of registration might be that these firms 
on the Great Indian Peninsula. Railway. He was also should employ a certain number of engineers, i.e., 
contractor for the limestone quarries in the Nizam's L.C.Es. and B.Es. on their staff. He did not think this 
territory, and s.upplied stone to the whole presidency and would prevent the formation of new firms, or close the 
to the railways ail well. He was not· an engineer by market to expansion. At present the whole field was 
profe~~iot1.J>~tl.lJt!!Jl&.!l'!lr.!l~ ,2ra:c;!!cal_!!J2,C:Q.en.se. open to petty contractors who were willing to cut rates 

· '-751. He did not .employ any-permanent professional at the expense of the quality of their work. He 
staff, but, whenever a particular work necessitated it, advocated also the formation of trades unions of eon. 
he engaged such a staff temporarily. He had executed tractors, and desired that government should recognize 
building work connected with railways, but not for the them. This would give the contractors some status 
Public Works Department. His firm had specialized in ~hi<'h would result in giving them a sense of responsibiJ. 
railway work, and had been engaged for about thirty 1ty. Government contractors should be distingnished 
years on railway work of different kinds, e.g., construction from those employed by local boards as he had ad. 
of engine sheds, platforms, bridges, culverts, etc. They vocated that certain works should be handed over to local 
seldom tendered for building contracts in the Public boards entirely. 
Works Department in Poonaas they preferred to restrict . 75~. The witness ha9 had no direct connection with 

·themselves to railways, but occasionally they had done district boards, but had been connected with a suburban 
a certain amount of Public Works Department work also. municipality and with the city municipality of Poona. 
There were a number of contracting firms in Poona, but The Poona Municipality carried out its own public 
few of them were capable of undertaking large works. W?rks, and maintained a trained municipal engineer 

· The heads of these firms were not trained men nor did with a separate staff for professional supervision. For the 
they usually employ a trained staff. There were two or supply of materials, etc.,. it employed petty contractors 
three firms working for the railways which employed a and for bnilding and other -work it confined itself t~ 
professional staff. The contracts which the firm two or three good men who, however, had no monop
uadertook were carried out by their own labour, but they _- oly in the .real sense of the term. The town roads 
employed piece-work contractors for such small items of in Poona were maintained by the municipal engineer, 
work as collection of bricks, lime, etc. The firm employed and the metal for these roads was purchased by 
their own masons and carpenters paying them at daily the munieipaljty. He had had no direct experience 
rates. of district .boards. He believed that the more advanced 

752. He considered that the employment of large district boards would welcome a system under which 
contractors was preferable to that of petty contractors they would employ their own staff rather than entrust 
since the latter were mostly illiterate and depended solely their work to the Public Works Department; for example, 
on their mistris. Large contractors could understand the Poona district local board would be very glad 
plans and designs, and hence could supervise work from to manage their own public works with the aid of a 
a professional point of view ... The advantages that would district engineer, in which case they ·would .QO.nstruct 
accrue from their employment were firstly, the creation their own roads and buildings. He considered ·that 
of a greater sense of responsibility on the part of contract- government should make a small beginning in 
ors themselves, and, secondly, the reduction to a great the direction of· entrusting the construction and main· 
extent of the detailed supervision which the Public Works tenanee of minor government works to such district 
Department had now to exercise. He did not agree with boards as Poona and Ahmedabad, and suggested making 
the view that large contractors require!! t.he same amount over all government roads, except the main provincial 
of supervision as the petty contractors and, as far as routes, to the district boards. The provincial roads 
his experience'went, he thought that, i£ an engineer knew should remain under the Public Works Department, 
that a respectable firm of contractors were carrying on a as in their case it was necessary that some continuity 
work, he supervised their works less than those of petty of policy should be assured, and a certain standard 
contractors whose operations had to be watched, very of efficiency maintained. The district boards were not 
carefully. Large contractors could also be trusted in sufficiently advanced at the present stage to enable 
regard to the quality of their work. , them to maintain such roads; in any case, the capa-

753. To ensure the supply of good contractors they bilities of the boards varied considerably, and the 
should be guaranteed a certain amount of Public Works feasibility of the scheme must depend _largely on the 
Department work every year. The Public Works De- amount of work which any particular district board 
paJ:tment was in the same position as the railways which, engineering staff could undertake. The execution by 
though they did not give a. guarantee, always gave a the district boards of all local works, if supplemented 
particular kind of work in a. particular area to a~ specified by the addition of small government buildings, would 
contractor and did not, as was often done_ in the~ Public justify them in appointing an engineering establishment 
Works Department, turn him out when the work on of_ their own. The expenditure on public works by 
which he was engaged was finished and give the new the Poona district board was about one lakh of rupees 
works to another man. Under the Public Works system a a year and this, coupled with small government 
contractor had no fixed interest in any particular area. buildings, would give sufficient work for the engineering 
The witness believed that a somewhat similar plan staff of that board. An experienced sub-engineer would 
to that which he recommended had been followed in be able to manage a district of that size, provided that 
the Excise Department whereby certain liquor eon- all plans handed to him for execution were first approved 
tractors were guaranteed certain shops provided they by the Public Works Department. Such an engineer 
did no illegitimate business. He would favour a system would be able to take over and manage such buildings 
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as kutcheria, dharamsaliu, schools, etc., with the super
vision of the works committee of the board. He would 
have no objection to the inspection of such works by 
superior officers of the Public Works Department, and 
thought that that Department should have the right 
to come and supervise any particular work, and to 
point out defects when discovered. 

755. As regards the powers of appointment and dis
missal of officers appointed by the district boards he 
thought that, on the analogy of the municipalities, 
the district boards should not be interfered with, but 
agreed that a statutory provision in regard to the dis
trict board staff, similar to that which existed for the 
municipal staff, should be made. In case fault wero 
found with the work executed by a district board the 
man responsible should be punished, and he thought 
that government should have powers of punishment 
over the local board staff in case of proof of dereliction 
of duty. If it were found that government money was 
being wasted, he did not consider that the district board 
should be held responsible. A similar waste sometimes 
occurred in the Public Works Department. 

756: He considered that a scheme under which the 
petty repairs of certain government buildings would 
be made over to the departments concerned would result 
in the saving of a good deal of-time. A mamalatdar 
could easily be entrusted, for instance, with such work 
for his buildings, and an officer could make a round 
and see that the right number of men were being employ
ed. He admitted that a mamalatdar would have no 
previous experience of work of this nature but explained 
that, as thes& repairs were for the most part very simple, 
he would in course of time be able to manage. He con
sidered that repairs could be done by the district board 
staff in headquarter towns and even in talukas. Re
pairs to primary schools throughout the districts were 
carried out by the local boards, and they might also 
be allowed to undertake the repairs to Collector's build
ings, kutcheris, etc. 

757. A number of overseers and graduates of the 
Poona College worked under his firm, which employed 
them temporarily. They generally got -men who had 
retired from the Public Works Department and as such 
were very good, but occasionally they tried men direct 
from the college and these were not quite so satisfac
tory. They had to be taken on as apprentices and had 
to be taught all the details of the business such as the 
keeping of the muster rolls, the supervision of labour, 
purchase of material, measurements, etc. He endorsed 
the view that the theoretical training at Poona was 
satisfactory,· but considered that there was a lack of 
practical· ttaining. As a remedy, he suggested that 
students should be placed in charge of certain works, 
for instance on big works in Bombay, on railways or on 
irrigation works, before they got their degrees, and 
suggested postponing the conferring of a degree till at 
least one year's practical experience on works had been 
gained. As a practical man he considered that, unless 
an engineer took practical trainin", he could not be 
said to be qualified. He was not in favour of putting 
this training in the middle of the theoretical course, but 
preferred that it should be at the end. Such training 
should be given by the Public Works Department by 
posting such men as Sub or Assistant Engineers wherever 
big works were goi~g on. Some of the firms in Bombay 
mtght also ?e w1lling to take candidates for training. 
He :was not m favour of giving these men a living wage 
durmg the period of apprenticeship, and he thought 
that even without such a wage students would be willing 
to undergo such training if they were given a chance 
of experience on big works. If, however, they were 
put onto ordinary works, there might be complaints 
and the students might not stay on. He admitt~d 
the difficulty that the number of large works going 
on at any particular tim&- was limited. He did not 
think that the ·present age (twenty.five or twenty-six) 
at which these men entered professional life was too 
ad\·anced, nor did he think that the year's practical 
training suggested by him would make much difference. 
lt would be of great advantage to the students. He 

[Contintud. 

was ta.ot in favour of lowering the educational standard 
for admission into the engineering colleges and introducing 
a certain amount of general education into the courses 
of the latter. He would prefer one year's practical 
training added at the end of the college course to the 
proposal made by the University ttt extend the college 
course to four years instead of the present three~ 

758. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) A great saving in the super
vising establishment would, he ~bought, be effected 
if large contracting firms were employed, as at present 
there was a regular chain of officers who were respon
sible for supervision. If the firm of contractors em· 
ployed maintained a trained staff of their o~n 
capable of understanding plans and quantities 
and following a plan without committing a mistake, 
and if the contractors' status were recognized, it would 
only be necessary for ali Assistant Engineer to go round 
occasionally at certain stages of the construction and 
to certify that the work was of good quality. He did 
not know how the system worked ~mtside India, nor 
did he know whether it was ever tri11d in England, nor 
could he say whether the Indian oontractor required 
better supervision than the ·European contractor. . 

759. He would _not extend the system proposed to 
the construction of bridges, etc., requiring high technical 
skill, as in those cases detailed supervision on the part 
of an engineer was necessary. But in the case of small 
buildings there was at present too much supervision, 
and much of the work executed by the Public Works 
Department was of so simple a nature that large con
tractors could carry it out without any supervision 
at all. A large contractor would be willing to undertake. 
such work if he were guaranteed a minimum amount 
of work in a particular area. He thought that if 
a large amount of work were going on in a particular 
district, a contractor would be satisfied if he were given 
only a portion of it. He instanced the case of the 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway which gave, for instance, 
a length of 320 miles between Poona and Raichur in
cluding bridges, culverts, etc., to two or three big firma 
of contractors. The railway works whether large or, 

~ 11mall were distributed every year among these firms, 
Similarly, if the Public Works Department divided 
the work in a district between two or three contractors, 
they would be willing to undertake it. He admitted 
there was a difference between Railway and Public 
Works Department work, but, in these days of railway 
communications he did not think it would be impossible 
to divide the work of a. district between two or three 
contractors. 

760. (.Jfr. Mackenzie.) From the budget statement he 
calculated that the percentage of S\lpervision charges 
in the Public Works Department came to between 20 and 
30 per cent., but in tlie case of his own works he would 
consider 15 per cent. a fair charge. The only man he· 
would employ for constant supervision on a work costing 
say Rs. 50,000 w~:mld be a trained mistri. 

· 761. He preferred the system of giving practical 
training at the end of the college course, the last year 
of the course being spent not only in visiting works 
but in actually doing practical work, managing labour, 
watching carpenters, masons, etc., under the orders of 
an Executive Engineer. For instance if a bridge was 
being constructed half a dozen students should be 
detailed for the work. These students should live 
at their own expense and should be expected to manage 
the whole thing under the orders of the engineer in 
charge. In this way the students would obtaiA 
practical training. He considered that it was only 
fair that students should bear the expense and that 
government should not be burdened with it. He 
admitted that this would be some restriction on the 
class of men who would join the engineering profession. 
but he would prefer to have fewer men with practical 
training than a larger number without it. 

762. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He inherited his LU8i
ness from his father and had been engaged on it for 
seventeen· or eighteen years. !;I!Jlad had no training 
~htr!,_ ~ejoinedt as he had not. intenCft.lrWTakeup i:ou· 
t~actix.tgout ~ad in~ended to ~ollo~~.~o~~~!__P~vl':*~~u. 
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763. It was not compulsory for railway enginee• to 
call for tenders, and such an engineer, if he were satisfied 
with a. particular contractor, could at his discretion give 
him any work he cared to. 

764. The rates of the railways and the Public Works 
Department differed in different localities, but generally 
speaking the railway rates were a little higher. 

765. He reckoned his establishment charges at 10 per 
cent. on the work executed, and considered that 15 per 
cent. would not be excessive, but the Public Works De
partment rate had gone up to 25 per cent. in certain 
years. 

766. In Bombay itself there were probably men who 
had passed the Poona College course and then become 
contractors, but he did not think that there were any 
outside Bombay. The obstacle to their becoming con
tractors was usually want of capital, and there was 
possibly also a feeling that the status of a contractor 

· was not good enough for them. Certain persons con
sidered it beneath. their dignity to take up contracting 
work, as the majority of contractors were illiterate, and 
hence the educated L.C.E. hestitated to join their ranks. 

767. (Mr. Cobb:)' He considered that if the work of a 
district. were distributed between four or five reliable 
contractors and a schedule of rates were prepared, these 
contractors would not bid against each other. He did not 
think that they would form combinations or rings. They 
would col'lform to the schedule. The system would result 
in great saving on account of the reduction possible 
in the supervising staff, as a single Assistant Engineer 
w0uld be able to look after the various works. 

768. (Mr. Kent.) Under the scheme he outlined for the 

Poo~a district; the .Superintending Engineer ~ould be 
retan~ed ~nd an Assistant Engineer would look after all 
the diS~riCt work, 1_1nless, of course, there was a big work 
of a highly techmcal nature on hand. This Assistant 
Engineer would have practically the same powers as the 
p~esent E~ecut~ve Engineer, who could then be dispensed 
With .. His duties woul~ be to supervise works in progress, 
and, m regard to designs, he would submit those for 
work.s costin~ more than a specified sum to the Superin
tendmg Engmeer. The Superintending Engineer would 
have the right to inspect the works whenever he chose 
or when he was consulted. ' 

769. The witness did not advocate making over the 
provincial roads to local boards, but the boards could 
manage their own roads. The government engineer 
would look after the government buildings and the pro
vincial roads, leaving the rest of the work to be looked 
after by the local board. The transfer to the boards , 
of the small buildings and local board roads would re
sult in a great simplification of his duties, and at the same 
time would be more economical th2,n the present arrange
ment. At present, local boards had to pay 10 per cent. of 
the cost of construction and maintenance of their roads 
to the Public Works Department. They maintained only 
a very poor staff, but he had no idea of the cost. On 
b~ing informed that it came to about 9! per cent., the 
Witness admitted that there would be no saving in that 
case. 

770. All the staff employed by his firm were Indians, 
and those who were temporarily employed from the 
Poona College were quite adequate for the purposes 
for which they were required. 

The RoN'BLE MR. LALuBJIA.I SAMALDAS MEHTA, c.I.E., AG:Em, MESSRS. MaRSLAND, PRicE AND Co., LTD., BoMBAY. 

Written Statement. 

771. ~.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The methods for the execu· 
tion of civil works by the Public Works Department are 
not quite suited to the present conditions. They are 
again not as economical as they can be if they are modi
fied to make them suitable to the altered conditions. The 
percentage of the establishment charges according to 
the budget estimates of 1916-17 comes to a little more 
than 30 per cent., but the correct percentage, after making 
allowance for the works done by the Department for 
local boards, is about 25 per cent. This percentage is 
much higher than that for 1914-15, owing mainly to the 
total amount of the expenditure on works being Rs. 86 
lakhs as against Rs. 51 lakhs provided in the budget for 
1916-17. Private agencies can carry out the works at a 
lower percentage of expenditure than even that of 1914-15. 

772. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-'rhere is 
a great deal of force in the suggestions contained in 
the Government of India's resolution appointing this 
Committee, about the possibility of works of a simple and 
unimportant character being carried out at reduced cost 
by contract, or by local agencies under government 
supervision. As the field of selection of men by local 
bodies making the appointments of engineers for local 
works is likely to be a restricted one, and as local bodies 
that are new to this kind of work will not in the beginning 
be able to exercise as strict a supervision and control as 
men of the Public. Works Department, it is possible 
that in the earlier stages of these reformed methods 
some of the works will not satisfy the requirements of the 
Department. But as things settle down, and as men 
selected locally get more experience, and as local bodies 
get used to exercise the requisite control, works executed 
by them will reach, in the not remote future, the present 
standard. Both government and the public must, 
however, be prepared to make allowances for a little set
back from the standard for some time, in the expectation 
that in the long run the improved methods will prove 
economical without leading to inefficiency. No account is · 
t~ken in the above proposals of the educative effect 
of these reforms. Private enterprise is not sufficiently 
encouraged under the present system. It is not only 
possible, but very desirable, that the construction and 

upkeep of certain classes of work should be given to pri
vate agencies or to local bodies. Road-making is a 
speciality to a certain extent, and unless the officer in 
charge of this branch not only knows his subject but has 
the requisite knowledge of the materials, metal, etc., 
required for road construction and repairs, and has interest 
in the work, really good roa_ds cannot be constructed, 
nor kept in a fit condition. A separate branch of the 
Public Works Department must be created for this pur
pose, and not only provincial but important roads under • 
local bodies should be placed under that branch, govern
ment relieving the local boards of the expenses in connec
tion with the upkeep of these roads. 

(2). Smaller works in the mofussil may well be handed 
over, as said in reply to (I), to the district board engineers, 
who, it is proposed, should work in consultation with the 
district local bodies. ' 

(3). Work of a special character, such as that o(rein
forced concrete, should be given to approved firms on a 
commission basis. One of the reasons why such firms 
ilan do this class of work cheaper and better is that they 
have specialized in that branch and have trained experts 
to carry out their work. If approvtJd firms are promised 
all work of a particular character they can easily get 
trained men from England and train local men in that 
branch of work. Such contracts should be for the whole 
work and not for portions only. These firms have an 
advant41.ge over the Public Works Department of govern· 
ment inasmuch as they can dispense with the services 
of the ' inefficients,' while government will hardly do so, 
even if they can. 

773. (ID.) Changes in organization.-If the present 
policy of entrusting the exec\ltion of works to the Arc hi· 
tectural Department is to be extended to the mofussil, 
it would be advisable to have three branches of the 
Public Works Department, viz., the Roads, the Irriga· 
t.ion, and the Architectural Department each under 
men who have speoialize-6 in that branch. This will 
prevent overlapping. • 

774. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-Complaints are often' made by revenue 
officers about the Public Works Department not being 
very attentive to their proposals for the construction of 
small buildings, like schools and chawkis, under their 
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charge. Some systematic co-ordination is necessary if 
the requirements of other departments are to be 
properly attended to. 

7i5. (VIll.) Practical training.-Though the theo
retical training received by the students at the Engineer· 
ing College, Poona, is on the whole satisfactory, there is 
little practical training, and consequently most of the 
l!'raduates require a sort of apprenticeship for a year or 
two· before they feel confidence in themselves. This 
dPfect of practical training is felt by them more when 
they take employment under private firms than when 
they enter government or native state service, as in the 
latter case there is a fixed routine, which a new graduate 
can easily master, and also as his work for the first few 
years is neither arduous nor requires much initiative. 
In the case of private firms much more resourcefulness 
is expected from them, and new graduates find it difficult 
to give satisfaction to their superiors on account of their 
having received very little practical training at the 
college. Suggestions have been made before the Com
mittee about the necessity of lowering the standard of 
entrance to the engineering college, and of reducing the 
theoretical training to the bare necessities of the case, 
and increasing the practical training, ~o that a man on 
completing his course and going out lU the world fee~s 
confidence in himself and can properly carry out his 
duties as an overseer or a mb-engineer. On the other 
hand, there are proposals before the Syndicate of the 
Bombay University to improve the syllabus and extend 

the period of study in the engineering college, but the 
new syllabus, I understand, does DOt provide for greater 
practical training. Both these proposals, if carried out in 
the spirit in which they are made, '1\·ould lead to satis· 
factory results. The new mb-overseers, who will be 
recruited from the former class, will be more competent 
for their work and would be less discontented with their 
position. Similarly the new graduates will, in their 
turn, be able to do as good work as the men brought out 
from England. I do not mean to sav that the best men 
of the college are in any way inferior to their English 
colleagues. One has to mention Sir M. Visvesvasiya's 
name t~ give an idea of the innate capabilities of the 
class of men trained at the College of Engineering. What 
I want to bring out is that, under the new course with the 
added practical training, many more capable engineers 
will be turned out than at present. To carry out this 
ideal, government should take up every year the first 
three graduates instead of only the first one as Assistant 
Engineers and should also give a higher salary to the 
other graduates than they do a.t present, as that will 
attract a better class of students. The starting salary is 
npw hardly more than what a capable mistri will expect, 
and it is no wonder if the graduate with the practical 
training feels disheartened if he is not offered much more 
than that. It may not be out of place to suggest here 
that if these proposals are carried out there should not be 
two separate services-the Imperial and Provincial-but 
all engineers should be classed in one service. 

The HoN'BLE MR. LALUBHAI SA.MALDAS MEHTA called and examined. 

776. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
Agent for the firm of Messrs. Marsland, Price and Co., 
Contractors, and controlled the finances of the firm. The 
technical side was conducted by the Manager, Mr. Mawson. 

777. The present Public Works Department system was 
more expensive in the matter of establishment than it 
should be. The percentage cost of the departmental 
establishment for 1915-16 was 22t per cent. but the 
total expenditure, he thought, included expenditure on 
works done by this agency for local boards. The firm 
allowed only eight per cent. on the cost of works for , 
general supervision charges. Thisjncluded the salary of 
the manager, the salary of the accountant and the salaries 
of the assistants working in the office, but did not include 
the salaries of the men actually employed on the works, 
i.e., the foreman and assistants engaged in supervision. 
It. included the accounts establishment, and also some· 
thing more which was not included in the Public Works 
Department percentage, v·iz., the interest on money. It 
did not include the remuneration of the firm's agent whose 
remuneration was 10 per cent. ·On the net profits with a 
minimum of Rs. 500 per month. This remuneration,· 
however, seldom reached Rs. 12,000 per annum. 

778. 1lis sug{estion that local bodies should carry out 
their own works, instead of having them constructed 
by the Public Works Department, referred only to the 
smaller class of works. Many of the district bodies 
would welcome such a system, especially those which had 
influence in the district and confidence in themselves, 
but probably others, which had no real cont.rol, would 
fi~ht shy of it. It depended very much upon the men 
who managed the works, but he would advocate a begin
ning even though there was a likelihood of a set-back 
in the standard of efficiency in the earlier stages, and 
would push on with the system in the expectation that, 
in thl)long run, it would prove both efficient and econom
irll.l. He admitted that he had not thought out, 
definitely, what small government works should be 
handed over to the local bodies but sugge&ted that, in 
the case of schools for example, good type designs should 
be prepared and the work given to those local bodies who 
employed engineers competent to undertake_ their ~on
struction. Such buildings as outposts and police stations 
and r<>gistration offices, in outlying portions of districts, 
should al~o be made over to these bodies. Registration 
of!lces in large towns should be retaiued by the Public 
Works Department, as they were usually buildings of 

considerable size. He had not considered the educa
tive effect of his proposal but thought that i~ would be a 
step towards introducing one more department of local 
self-government. It would be an advance in the direc
tion of increased control alao, education in which respect 
was required if further powers of self-government were . 
to be delegated in other departments of administration. 
There was some justification for the complaint that at 
present these local bodies, being manned by people who 
had no experience of this control, were given to nepotism , 
and countenanced slackness. The Public Works De· 
partment should, therefore, be given some control over 
these bodies in order .to ensure that M-ley did their duty 
properly, and to brmg them to book when mistakes 
needing correction oc01~rred. 1'he government control 
over the public Mrks branch of district bodies would be 
accomplished, if government experts were sent out to 
advise on the construction of works. In the case of 
buildings he considered that, till government found that 
local bodies. were ~ble to construct their works properly, 
an annual mspechon by government agenc" should be 
c~rri~d out. Powers ol appointment, sus~ension and· 
d1sm1ssal should be delegated to the local bodies but 
if government found through their inspecting staff that 
these bodies were abusing their powers, they should 
retain the right to withdraw these powers and to have 
their work done by the Public Works Department. 
Government had _powers, under law, in regard to the 
approval of appomtments and removal of engineers in 
the lar~e~ municipali~ies, and he thought that they should 
have s1mdar powers m the case of local bodies. 

779. Roads should be made the work of a separate 
depa.rtment altogether, as he anticipate~ that, when 
architectural work extended to the mofusatl, there would 
be a specialized department of architecture. Roads 
constiooted special work, and should be constructed and 
maintained by a separate branch of the Public Works 
Di,partment, since very few people took an interest in 
road engi~eering. If the roads were taken away from the 
local bod1es they would have more funds at their dis
posal, but if thia separate department were not created 
they should be left to the local bodies. 

'780. In view of the fact that in Bombav there were 
complaints that the work of the Executive "Engineer and 
the Government Architect overlapped, he suggested that 
thr~e. separate Departments of Irrigation, Roads, and 
Buildmgs should be formed, and he believed thAt thU! 
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scheme would prevent such overlapping. In order to 
provide scope for the three separate engineers (for irriga
tion, roads, and buildings) the present area of each district 
could be extended. He considered hi., proposal sound in 
principle as this was an age of specialization. If it was 
intended to restrict the Consulting Architect merely to 
designing the works, and then handing over the designs 
to contractors, or the Public Works Department, he 
did not desire any separation, but, if the object was to 
specialize in architecture and to train architects for this 
·purpose in the School of Arts, government should, later 
on, hand over the construction of buildings to the 
Architects' Department and separate it from the 
other branches. It would not be sufficient to have 
special architects only for large cities such as Bombay. 
Poona, Ahmedabad and Karachi. He was not 
acquainted with government ,views on this subject, 
but, if H was intended that this specialized Depart
ment of Architecture should be instituted in the 
districts, he thought that the Irrigation Department 
should be made a separate branch altogether. So long as 

. the Governmel\t Architect controlled the building opera· 
tions of the Public Works Department he admitted that it 
would be a step in the right direction if his scheme were 
adopted only in regard to the big building centres such 
as Bombay, Poona, Karachi, etc., leaving buildings of 
no great importance scattered throughout the districts 
under the Public Works Department engineers. He 
added, however, that his suggestion was based on the 
hypothesis ~hat the architect's sphere of action would 
be extended to the whole presidency. If, however, 

· · general public feeling and the views of government were 
against it, he was not person~lly prepared to press for the 
employment of architects throughout the presidency, or 
for the separation of the Irrigation Department. 

781. He had worked out no figures in support of his 
suggestion that the charges under his reorganization 
scheme might possibly be very much larger. All special· 
ization had drawbacks at first in regard to expens-e, 
but better efficiency was attained. 

782. He recommended that the Public Works Depart· 
ment should endeavour to do more to encourage private 
contractors by giving out more works of a substafitial 
size on contract, an~ not executing such works depart· 
mentally or by petty-contract because, at present, good 
firms would not come forward to take up work. Compe· 
tent contracting firms would come forward to undertake 
substantial contracts if they. had an assurance that 
government would give them preference over petty 
contractors, and gqvernment should give this assurance 
if they wanted first-class work to be done. He ad-mitted 
that he might have been prejudiced by the information 
he had received that work carried out under the petty
contract system was usually not up to the mark, but he 
thought that the standard of work executed under that 
system depended mainly on the supervision exercised by 
the Public Works Department staff. With a competent 
staff who kept their eyes open better work was of course 
done, but this was not always the case. 

783. He believed that the Public Works Department, 
and not the district bodies, undertook the construction 
-of small buildings such as schools and chowkis. This 
was why he had stated in his written evidence that there 
had been complaints against the Public Works Depart
ment. He referred the Committee to Part 2 of the Land 
Revenue Report for 1914-15 where certain such com
plaints had been made. 

784. (Mr. Cobb.) His firm's establishment charges 
were about 8 per cent. whereas similar charges in 
the Public Works Department were about 22 per cent. 
He had worked out the latter from the figures for 1915-16. 
It had been suggested to him that one reason for this 
difference of percentages was that the Public Works 
Department was unable to do away with the services of 
inefficient pt>rmanent employees. His firm gave their 
inefficients three months' salary in lieu of notice1 as such 
mt-n might let them in for a heavy loss. It depended on 
gavernment policy what lines the Public Works Depart
ment should follow in order to get rid of men of this kind, 
and involved a much larger question than he could answer. 

The groupi~ of, districts. together might do so~ething 
to reduce this d1fference m establishment charges 

785. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) About 10 per. cent. 
o.ver and above the 8 per cent. establishment charges 
was u~ually allowed in the firm's tender for profit, but 
so~etJmes they accepted a profit of only 5 per cent.' 
This 8 per cent. included the fees of the firm's buyers 
in England and also the interest on money used. When, 
how~ver, there was less than the average amount of work 
commg to the finn their establishment charges ran up to 
14 or 15 per cent. · . 

786. He was under the impression that local board 
engineers took less interest in roads than in buildings 
because roads required more special knowledge, and his 
experience did not lead him to think that Public Works 
Department engineers took more interest in roads because 
they drew travelling allowance. 

787. If a provident fund scheme were substituted for 
the present pension system, and power given to the 
Public Works Department of getting rid of an inefficient 
man on 6 months' notice as was now done by railways and 
certain large firms, he was afraid that the popularity of 
th service would be affected and was not sure whether 
the efficiency of the Department would be improved. He 
was informed that, in the Punjab, a large Qllmber of 
temporary men were employed subject to removal at 
only one month's notice, and that many of them spent 
all their lives in the Department; he considered, however, 
that men could not be expected to put their hearts into 
their work under such conditions. Young men did not, 
as a rule, leave the Department in order to take up private 
practice, as they had not had sufficient practical training. 
Even if they were given eight or ten years' practical 
training, and the option of leaving with the accumulation 
from their provident fund, they would require more 
capital to enable them to start as contractors. Certain · 
engineers had, however, taken up private practice in 
Eombay'as architects, charging a fee of about 5 per cent. 
on the work done by them. He thought also that it was 
possible that an experience of eight or ten years' servic.e 
in the Department might accustom them to take things 
easily, which they would not be able to do in private 
practice. 

788. (Mr.' Mackenzie.) He had heard of the Madras 
system of local fund engineers for the road work in dis
tricts, but had not studied that system, and was there
fore unable to express an opinion as to whether it would 
be successful if extended to Eombay. He was sure, 
however, that the engineers in Bombay were in no way 
inferior to those in Madras, and hence imagined that if 
this scheme were introduced it would be just as successful 
as it had been in Madras. Even at the risk of work not 
being up to the mark, he would advocate the transfer 
to local boards of the smaller public works in the districts. 

789. With regard to the suggestion that all roads and 
buildings within a short distance of big centres should be 
entrusted to local boards, and that the Public Works 
Department should attend to roads and buildings in out. 
of. the-way and difficult places, he did not think that this 
would be fair to the Public Works Department. If 
repairs to government buildings were entrusted to local 
boards the work should not be given over to contractors 
for a term of years, as it was possible that a contractor 
might do only such work as was actually necessary and, 
after getting his money for a few years, leave the remain· . 
ing portion for his successor to execute at a loss. He did 
not think that the rewnue- officials would have leisure 
to supervise the annual repairs to the buildings under 
their control, as he believed that they were already hard 
pressed with work. and had a considerable amount 
of touring to do in addition. 

790. Contracting firms would only undertake large 
reinforced concrete work in districts if they could get 
metal easily. His firm had, however, undertaken certain 
small work.i of this nature but had not made much mof!ey 
on it. They had undertaken works cos tine: R:~. 15,000 and 
Rs. 20,000 at Baroda under the Gaekwar's government, 
and had repaired a bridge at Hyderabad with reinforced 
concrete, the latter having been work of an urgent nature. 
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7!H. His firm employed only men from England who 
had gone through a thrre years' course of practical train· 

ing. ' 
7!!2. Referring to engineers who had passed out of the 

collc·ges in India, he stated that if a practical course 
of training were given along with the college course it 

• would not be necessary to gi\'"c them a salary during the 
JWriod they received the practical training, nor would 
this be necessary if they served aftrr their college courEe 
a.s apprentices, and were not expected actually to do 
work. But if they were given work they would expect 
at least a <;ubsistence allowance. 

703. Unless the theoretical course in the Engineering 
Collcgl! a.t Poona were reduced there would probably be 
V«'ry few student'! who would take advantage of a course 
of practical training, even if offered to them as proposed. 
Aft~r passing the matriculation, students entered an 
Arts college anrl after a course of one year there they 
had to put in three years in the engineering colleg!'. He 
had heard that there were proposals for extending this 
engineering course to four years. .AI! there W<'re very few 
students who could afford to pay a premium for their 
practical training, he considE>red it preferable that they 
should be given a living wage, but admitted that private 

1lractitioners would not pay such a wage unless they 
got some work out of the men. His firm had brought 
out two men from England without experience and had 
engaged them on a salary of £10 a month for a year or 
two, and after they had acquired practical experience 
and a knowledge of the language had raised this salary 
to Rr. 350 a month. · 

794. He was not well acquainted with the local fund 
engineering system for roads work in Madras, but whel'
evet he had been in that presidency he had found the 
roads in an equally bad condition as in the Bombay 
Presidency, and doubted whether results had shown that 
there was' any advantage to be gained from the system. 
He admitt~d, however, that he had only visited places 
in the vicinitv of Madras. 

795. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) In support of his contention 
that government departments should adopt means for 
getting rid of their inefficients, he cited the case of a man 
who had been engaged by his firm as foreman in their 
workshops. This man possessed the Manchester degree 
and had had practical experience, but, since it was found 
that he could not pull well with, and was not able to 
carry out the orders of, the firm's manager, his services 

were dispensed with. In two or three instances it was 
found that, wh!'n the firm had dismissed ineffieients, 
they had secured better employment under government. 
33 per cent of the men engaged by his fitm from England 
were found to be not up to the standard required. 

796. The firm's procedure in connection with the selec
tion of men from England was as follows :--

Their agents in England were asked to adv('rtise 
get applications, and send them out. Then the opinio~ 
of tht> firm's manager on each man was aRcertaincd and 
put before the board with the applicant's testimonials 
and a history of what work he had done. l\lore import
ance was attached to the kind of work an applicant had 
done than to his d<'grees, although the la.ttt>r did count 
for something. All his m!'n had English d('grees excrpt 
perhaps the Chief Accountant. who had done good work 
as a contractor's clerk of works. The firm r('quired a 
dt>gre~ which in~ieated some sort of university training, 
to whiCh a certam amount of value was attached. 

797. (.Mr. Kent.) He thought that, if other d('partments 
had to undertake their own repairs to the buildinl(s under 
their co·ntrol, the system would be liable to breakdown un
less they employed their own engineers. who would have 
to be almost as capable as the presrnt sub-engineers or 
overseers of the Public Works Department. Such 
engineers would, however, be employed by the local 
boards, and hence the best plan would be to utilize their 
services thus getting the work done by a professional 
service. , 

798. Even if a local fund engineering department was 
started with the idea that they should carry out all local 
works, the Public ·works Department, divided perhaps 
into three branches for Irrigation, Roads and Architecture 
as he had suggested, must continue to exist to such an 
extent as to enable it to undertake guidance and control.~ 
This Public Works Department establishment would be 
considerably smaller than at present, though it would not 
be possible to eliminate the Executive Engineers, who 
were the officers who_ would have to provide this control 
and guidance. The lower subordinate staff, however 
could be eliminated altogeth('r. He was unable to sa; 
whether the system suggested by him would be econom
ical or not, but, if necessary, he would do away with 
every man under the rank of Executive Engineer. He 
was no€ in a position to say whether the numb('r of Super
intending Engineers could be reduced. 

DuRGDAS B. ADVANI, EsQ., Architect, Engineer and Surveyor, Karachi. 

Written Statement. 
799. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of execu

tion of public works and (IV.) Relations with other depart· 
ments and sub-branches.-Thc procedure in the stages 
preceding actual construction requires to be modified so 
a.s not to cover inordinately long periods of time, as it 
now does in many cases. I think the present machinery 
for making designs and for executing works to be too 
Costly. For new works the estimate for the cost of making 
designs and for carrying out works is taken at 23 per cent. 
of the cost of the whole work. For works which govern· 
ment carries out on behalf of other bodies they charge -
the same percentage except in the case of local boards and 
in some instances the municipaliti('s where a 11maller 
percentage is charg('d. I consider 23 per cent. to be too 
heavy a percentage. The costliness of the establishment 
in ita higher branches, and the centralized· character of 
the huge organization account for this heavy expenditure. 

800. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-My opinion 
is that the work at present done by the Public Works 
Department in the Buildings and Roads Branch could 
be done by private agency. The work of preparation of 
plans and estimates and supervision could be handed 
over to qualified men by a system of competition. Offers 
for designs, estimates and supervision of works, or for 
h'pairs to t>xisting worklr, in a sub-division, or a district, 
rould be invited from qualifit-d men whol't' names have 
ht>en appro,·cd and ref!istered, muc:h in the same way as 

VOL. n 

is done in the case of contractors. The person whose 
offer is accepted will make plans and estimates, and will 
execute the work as he would do for a landlord. , This 
method would give great incentive to private enterprise. 
Qual.ified men fr?m Indian colleges would, I think, 
readily take up thJ.S work. The works can be carried out 
in their entirety by these men, and the Public Works 
Department will become a department of control and 
gene~al ~upervision. The !~cal boards and municipalities 
can, m like manner, get the1r work executed through this 
agency, subject to general oversight by the Public Works 
Department. 

(2). With regard to the large cities, the extent to which 
private agency would be competent to execute works can 
be j~dged fro~ ~he lar~e private buildings in Bombay 
and m other c1t1es, wh1ch have been designed by and 
constructed under the supervision of private architects. 

(3). The system outlined Lyme could be given an ex· 
perimental trial in some of the diiltrictR. Under thiJ 
system a general reduction of the Public Works Depal't· 
me.nt e~ta.Llishment will have to be made; the district 
uruts will have to be considerably enlarged. At present 
the Public Works Department does meet the needs of 
other departments, but it would continue to do 110 under 
the system advocated by me, through private agency. 

801. (V.) Decentralization.-Ccrtain recommendationa 
of tht> Dt-ceutralizaticn C'orumiRBion f!N'm to hive 
alread~· been ginn ttfect to, 1 uch u the enhancement 
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of the powers of sanction in the case of local Govern
ments. But further decentralization is necessary chiefly 
in regard to alteration in works in progress, and the· 
acceptance of tenders for works sanctioned by higher 
authority. 

(2). The powers of technical sanction in the ease of 
Executive and Superintending Engineers should be in
creased. At present the limit of Rs. 50,000 prescribed 

. for Superintending Engineers is not reached in practice. 
The amounts for passing tenders should likewise be raised. 

(3). The extent to which decentralization can be carried 
into the subordinate grades also needs consideration. 
The powers of sub-divisional officers should be increased. 
It might become necessary in so doh1g, to raise the status 
of subordinate officers. There has already been a loBg
standing demand by _these officers for betterment of 
their pay and status. Also, at present, a very small 
number of higher appointments is open-to these officers. 
This number should be considerably increased. 

802. (Vll.) E:lucation.-A good deal of specializa
tion seems to be necessary in the collegiate courses. 
For example, a student who desires to qualify for a 
higher course in architecture is not at present able to do 
so. Similarly, higher courses of mechanical, textile and 
electrical engineering are not generally provided in the 
University Colleges of Civil Engineering. Generally 
speaking, the prospects for students passing out of the 
Indian colleges are lower than those to which the educa
tion they acquire should entitle them. I can quote the 

_instance .of an India~ student who went-;;-ut to England, 
after takmg the textile diploma from the Victoria Techni
cal Institute, Bombay, with the object of obtaining 
higher textile education. H~ went to the :Manchester 
University, but found that if he joined the B. Sc. course , 
of the Manchester University in textile, he would learn 
nothing more than he had done at Bombay. Passetl 
students from this institute are able to obtajn subor
dinate posts. They start with about Rs. 60 per month 
and rise on an average, I think, to Rs. 150. I consider 
these prospe«>ts to be incommensurate with the stand
ard of education imparted to these students. The same 
may be said about the Poona College of Engineering. 

(2). The question whether the colleges attract suitable 
.students is bound up with the question of prospects. 
The Poona College offers the chance of only one appoint
ment in the higher provincial service, and yet some 
first-class University graduates join the college. The 
competition for admission to this college is so keen that a 
restriction has had to be placed on the num\Jer to be 
admitted annually, which is at present forty. I think 
one appointment in the higher grades to be totally in-
adequate for this college. . 
. 803. (vni.) Practical training.-Facilities for post

,eollegiate practical training should be provided in gov
ernment or private workshops or on the works. It is 
needless to say that, in view of the improved prospects 
which such training would promise, the demand for it 
would he great. 

MR. ADVANI called and examined. 

804. (President.) The witness stated that he was an government should· wholly employ private architects; 
architect, and that he had been engaged in private .._it would be cheaper and prove a great incentive to private 
practice in Karachi for about seven years. enterprise. He had no remarks to offer, however, when 

805. He had received a college training, having passed it was pointed out to him that, in Bombay, the Govern
the civil engineering course at the Karachi College, and ment Architect designed and constructed buildings at 

·has served for some seven years in the Public Works rates cheaper than those charged by private firms in 
-Department as an upper subordinate.' On resigning that city. _On being asked whether, in the circumstances 
this appointment he articled himself to an architect who of th·e case, he thought it right that a government archi-
had formerly served in the Public Works Department teet should be employed, he replied that it depended 
as Executive Engineer, specialized in buildings, and later entirely upon whether government wished to encourage 
opened a. business of his own in Karachi. He was not a private enterprise or not. 
Member of the Institute of Architects in England. 810. He did not consider that the number of qualified 

806. There were about six firms of architects in Karachi architects in Karachi constituted a suitable field for 
and their qualifications differed; two, which had only competition,butwasoftheopinionthat,withanincreased 
recently established themselves, had' English qualifica- demand for building work, there would be a correspond. 
tions, and two had Indian qualifications. There were ing increase in the number of architects. He himself 
also a number of small architects who were not fully had actually constructed some buildings for a munici
qua.lified and who did only a very small business. · pality outside Karachi. If private architects establish£d 

807. He had employed an L.C.E. who, however, . themselves in parttcular centres and were given the work 
had recently left him, and then another ·experienced in the neighbourhood, he thought that they would be 
practical hand as assistant besides an office ·Staff. The ready to undertake the construction of such government 
number of clerks of works employed depended on the buildings as police quarters, etc., even in villages 30 or 40 
works he had in his charge. They were not permanent miles distant from a railway, as also primary schools 
men, but rather of the mistri class and were taken on scattered throughout the villages in Sind. Taking into 
from work to work. · consideration the government, lliunicipal and local 

808. ThefeescbargedbyarchitectsinKarachidepended board work available in a motussil district, there would, 
on the nature of the works undertaken by them. There he considered, be sufficient work to justify the employ
was no fixt!d charge, and the rate of the Institute of ment of an architect for such a district. The Karachi 
Architects were not followed. He thought that they Municipality had recently invited competitive designs 
averaged about 5 per cent. of the cost of the work, the for a new building in that town and a number of architects · 
fee including the preparation of plans and supervision had competed, including some from outside Karachi. 
of construction. He agreed, however, that the best policy for the Karachi 

809. Under the system in vogue in Karachi the archi- Municipality to follow was to employ its own architect 
teet was responsible to the owner for the stability of the and builder. In connection with public competitions 
building and for the quality of the materials used for· for the construction of buildings he proposed that the 
its construction. It was the landlord's part, if he desired officer in control of the particular works should be the 
the construction of a building, to see that he employed assessor. As a result of the adoption of such a scheme he 
a proper architect. He was of opinion that the present considered that the Public Works Department establish
svstem in connection with the construction of buildings ment could be reduced and the district units considerably 
by the Public Works Department was extravagant, and enlarged. A general oversight only would then be exer· • 
that 23 per cent. for the cost of establishment as provided ci~ed by a superior engineer over the work of a certain 
in the Public Works Department Code was excessive. number of private architects. 
It was then pointed out to him that the actual cost of 811. In regard to the engineering education of students 
establishment in the Bombay Presidency averaged only he thought that there should be more specialization, espe-
15 per cent. but he still thought this amount excessive cially in architecture. He was of opin~on tha: the~e 
and considered that 10 per cent. should beth~ maximum. specialized courses could be more convemently given m 
~e suggested that for th,~ ~~truction of buildin~s :flomba!, not at t)le Sc!Jool of ~ts as tp~~ot school alread;v 
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served its own purpose, but in an altogether separate 
iru;til ution designed for the purpose. 

812. It was desirable that the prospects of the pasi'!Cd 
student6 of the various engineering colleges should be 
improved as the wages at present earned by them were 
insufficient considering the courses of instruction which 
they had undergone. He instanced the case of a man 
who, on passing his textile examination in the Bombay 
Technical Institute found, on going t.o Manchester 
University for higher training, that he had nothing more 
to learn there in the B.Sc. textile course, and yet the 
Bombay. iru;titute men started with about Rs. 60 a 
month. Government maintained at present a certain 
number of appointments connected with the textile 
industry, and he thought that they should give a limited 
number of such appointments to men who had received a 
practical training in the subject, thereby raising their 
status considerably. 

813. It would be a good thing if practical training was 
insisted on in the case of each student turned out of the 
Poona College, and he suggested that the Public Works 
Department should be responsible for the practical train
ing of all students from the various engineering colleges 
whether they intended to enter government service or 
not. From his experience of the passed students of the 
engineerihg colleges he was of opinion that they would 
be prepared to undergo a practical course of training if 
they were given a living wage of about Rs. 30 or 
R~. 40 a month. 

814. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He held neither a 
University degree nor an architect's degree and was not 
an L.C.E. He worked with an architect, as a premium 
pupil, for one working season. He had obtained previous 
experience in the Public Works Department on various 
irrigation and building projects, and on the construction 
of different classes of works. 

815. He believed that government gave their higher 
textile appointments to men returned from England, 
i.e., men who had received their general education in 
England and had also acquired their knowledge of textile 
engineering there. · 

816. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In connection with the en· 
couragement of private enterprise, and t.o ensure qualified 
men from Indian engineering colleges obtaining employ• 
ment, he was of opinion that government should take 
up the matter and create a demand for work which, in 
turn, would create the supply. There was such a large 
number of L.C.Es. turned out of the Poona College 
that restriction should be placed on the number of ad· 
missious. The yearly output of the Sind College was 
about four or five of whom practically all were employed 
by government. ' 

817. (Mr. Kent.) He did not regret having resigned\is 
appointment after serving for a few years in the Public 
Works Department, and thought that others who had 
received the same amount of training would do much 
better if they followed his example rather than continued 
in their appointments. He referred to his brother who 
was in receipt of a certain weekly wage in England, and 
who had taken his B.Sc. degree in electrical engineering 
and had received his practical training in one of the best 
workshops in Manchester. It was pointed out to him 
that, because of the scarcity of labour at the present time 
in England, boys of fifteen years of age and less were 
receiving thirty shillings a week even though they had no 
practical experience whatever. Asked whether his 
brother would have obtained an appointment on thirty 
shillings a week a. few years ago, he said that, as far as 
he remembered, the office of the firm• under whom he 
had received his practical training assisted him to obtain 
his present appointment. · 

818. He could not say that the supply of young engineers 
turned out of the Poona College would not, with the 
restricted number of admissions, be in excess of the 
demand, but he knew of a number of young men 
from that college who had remained out of employment 
for several years. 

819. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) There was a system 
i.!l force in Karachi under which architects were granted 
licenses at the discretion of the Chief Officl.'r. His 
assiAtant held such a. license and ile had preferred him to 
hold it as he him~elf was a municipal counciUor. 
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At Nagpur, Monday, 22nd January 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, Esq., c.s.r., I.c.s. (President). 

. Sm NoEL KERSHAW, K.c.B. 

• C. S. CoBB, Esq., M. v.o. 

And the following Co-opted :Member :-

RAI BAHADUR GANGA RAM, c.t.E., M.v.o. 

A. T. MAcKENZIE, Esq. 

G. A. DURIE, Esq., A.M.r.c.E., Superintending Engineer, Central Provinces. 

D. G. HARRIS, Esq. (Secretary). 

G. L. THOMSON, Esq.,· Superintending Engineer, Nagpur. 

Written Statement. 
:V.B.-The views in this memorandum deal solely with 

the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works De· 
partment in the Central Provinces and Berar. • 

820. (!.) Econdmy and suitability of methods of execu· 
tion of public works.-On the assumption that no 
drastic alterations are to be made. in the organiza· 
tion, methods and procedure of the Department, there 
is still Rcope for considerable improvement. I would 
preface my remarks by .stating there is no. room for 
further economy in rates of construction. Rates have 
risen, but not in proportion with the rise in wages and 
increased cost of materials, also supervision is better _ 
and there is le~s room for illicit profit by scamping. 'In 
fact the difficulties experienced in obtaining contractors 
rather points to the fact that rates are too low. I am 
aware there is widely held opinion that the Public Works 
Department is a most expensive agency for construe· 
tion, an opinion I wish to challenge most emphatically, 
and I would welcome an inquiry from the leading gentle
men in Nagpur who have had occasion to employ private 
agency for ~onstruction as to whether they have been 
able to ·compete with the Public Works Department 
in quality and cost. _ 

821. (II.) Encouragement of other agency,-The 
questions at issue can be broadly sun!marized under 
three heads :- "" 

(a) entrusting works and maintenance to private 
agency; 

(b) the fuller employment of local bodies; and 
(c) the reorganization of the Roads and Buildings 

Branch of the Public '\oorks Department. 

(2). I have no hesitation in stating in reply to the first 
question as to " entrusting works and maintenance to 
private agency ; " 

(I) that no such agency exists in these province~; 
(2) that if such agencies did exist, the result would 

not lead to econo1py. 

(3).•The conditions under whkh construction is carded 
-out are far mo1·e difficult than in a. European country, 
where the local resources are fully developed and the 
best possible materials of recognized quality are obtain
able in the market. In the majority of cases it will be 
necessary to select your brickfield and to manufacture 
your bricks, to select your lin1estone quarry and to 
manufacture your mortar, etc., etc. . 

(4). I have not come across any private person or firm 
b!.'longing to these provinces. who possesses both the neces
sary capital and technical knowledge to undertake con
tract work a.s understood in a. European country. The 
Public Works Department are thus perfo~e not only 
engineers, but also contra;ctors, and have to supervise 
the arrangements for materials and labour, lay out the 
work, m-easure up the progress, and make out bills, and 
the so-called contrarti"lrs are ouly petty contractors. 

I 

Even these petty contractors are obtained with increa >· 
ing difficulty. A large majority carry out their work 
with borrowed capital, and the capitalists find it is ,more 
profitable to embark in trade than to finance building 
enterprises, 

(5). The suggestion to employ private agency under 
government supervision means the introduction of 
middlemen working at a profit, in lieu of departmental 
control at cost price, and it is not possible for economy 
to ensue by such introduction. • 

(6). In my opinion, encouragement should first be given 
to the supply of materials by private agency. Lately 
a contract has been entered into with a firm for the 
supply of seasoned sawn teak wood scantlings in this 
circle, but I know of no other firm c~tpable of supplying 
seasoned local wood- There is considerable scope for 
local enterprise in the manufacture of bricks, lime, 
supply of building stones, e~c., etc. 

(7). Some so-called decentralization has recently been 
· effected in the Central Provinces by the handing over 

of the less important roads and more isolated buildings 
to the rlistrict local fund engineers for maintenance. 
It would appear that the proposal arose not so much 

· with a view to decentralization of the Public Works 
Department, and the institution of a more efficient 
and economical method of carrying on the•-work, as 
with the view of placing sufficient funds at the disposal 
of the district hoards to enable them to entertain better 
staffs, and more especially an efficient local fund engi
neer. Instead of handing over the roads and buildings 
to the district boards, and engaging a lo_cal fund engi
neer in an advisory and supervising capacity, the engi
neer was made an executive officer for the numerous 
districts in his circle and the provincial roads and build· 
ings were handed over to him for maintenance, thus 
causing greater centralization instead of decentralization 
and imposing duties that were impossible to carry out 
with efficiency. ..., 

(8). In pEJ.ragraph 746 oi the Report of the Royal Com
mission upon Decentralization it is recommended "that 
routes of general trade or through traffic should be main· 
tained by government, that main local roads should 
be a charge of district boards, that sub-district boards 
should be responsiblo for minor roads, i.e., those situa
ted 'l'tithin the tahsil or "other sub-district area.." 
This recommendation is not a sound practical solution, 
as it involves the touring of the district by three different 
staffs, and the employment of local contractors by three 
different agencies, entailing competition and scattered 
charges. Further, the same pow~rs of reorganiza~ion 
and technical knowledcre are requtred for the effi01ent 
maintenance of a main" local road as for a main trunk 
road, and I see no valid reason for discriminating between 
the agencies for their maintenance. I would theref.ore 
advocate that the maintenance of all roads and build
ings in any district should be entrusted to one agency, 
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either the Public Works Department or the distri<.>t 
boards suitably constituted for the purpose. 

822. (W.) Changes in orgau.ization and (IV.) Relations 
with other departments and snb-branches.-Two of the 
present defects of the Pub~ic .Works. Dep~rtment ad
ministration are that the provinCial and lmperUI.l branches 
work side by side with identical duties, on different 
rates of remuneration; and that highly trained As~istant 
Engineers are recruited, who, for the fir~t few years of 
their service, have few opportunities of putting their 
advanced tr:tining into practice. 

(2). The maintenance of road~ efficiently and oconomi
cally requires firstly, detailed supervision, secondly, 
methodical organization, and thirdly, a technical know· 
ledge which can largely be obtained by practical ex
p!'rience ; and it is frequently the case that a youth 
ft11l of ambition to design and coiL~truct some monu
mental work, finding himself relegated to measuring 
up stacks of metal and paying ooalis, loses interest 
in his profession and adopts an attitude of carrying on 
t,o the detriment of his efficiency and capacity for higher 
posts. On the other hand, the district boards in t~e 
Central Provinces have not so far been able to obtalD 
a trustworthy staff capr.ble of carrying out extensive 
maintenance efficiently and economicall~'· Under the 
circumstances, I would confine the, Public Works Depart
ment roads anrl buildings to a small corps -l'elite consi~t
ing of a Chief Engineer and Secretary, with an Architect, · 
Sanitary Engineer, Electrical Engineer, and bridge expert 
as his technical advisers in one central office. This staff 
with the necessary number of assistants should for the 
present prepare the designs and estimat,es of all ~port ant 
original wOrks, and supervise the construction, and 
subsequently, as the province develops, their duties 
would be confined to passing projects by private agency 
and inspecting the construction on behalf of govern· 
ment. All the maintenance and construction of un~· 
portant original works which will include buildings on 
standard plans should be entirely entrusted to the pro
vincial or district staff. 

The provincial or district staff should comist of a 
circle engineer under each Commissioner, an Executive 
Engineer to each district with an Assistant Engine~r in 
all important tahsils or sub-districts, and a sub engtneer 
in the less important tarsils or sub·districts. The Chief 
Engineer should periodically inspect the circle engineer's 
offices and see that the organization and administration 
of the circle is proceeding on proper lines. 

(3), Salaries to be fixed for the posts held and promo· 
tions made entirely by selection from less onerous billets 
to the more onerous. Officers of exceptional merit in 
the provincial or district establishment could be enrolled 
in the imperial branch after a period on probation. 
Junior officers in the imperial branch should also do a 
turn of duty in the provincial, or district branch, so as 
to become conversant with the methods of construction 
prevalent in this country. 

(4). There is no ~~.rchitectural staff in the Central Prov
inces and the appointment of an Architect for the 
province is most necessary. . Executive Engineers a?d 
Superintending Engineers, apart from the lack of spocial 
t.r11.ining. have not got the time required to devote to 
this spocial branch. 

Electricity is in its infancy in the Central Provinces, 
and unless it is de~ired to develop the latent powers of 
the rivers now untouched, the existing s!Qff and ita 
relations with the other sub-divisions -of this branch 
of the Public Works Department are satisfactory. 

As regards sanitation-on the one hand the com· 
ruunity are not educatOO. up to re.alize the nece&'lity 
for any improvement, while, on the other hand, the 
province .i.r handicapped by the absence of any officer 
who ba.s specialized in this branch. The principle of 
cUTying out sanitation works by the ordinary staff 
under the gl•neral superYision of a :::;anitary Engineer 
l"<t 1 consider, suitable for the present 

823. (V.) DtOelltraliution.-As l'fga.rds department· 
al d~ntraliJ.atio~ though the nectl8111.ity ill nearly 

univer8ally acknowledged, the failure to put it into 
practice is, I consider, due to the responsible officers 
feeling that their stalls are not sufficiently efficient to 
be entrusted with enlarged powers. The improvement 

. in the staff can be eff('('ted in the gu.etted ranks by 
insisting on promotion- b~lection only from the com· 
mencement of their services. I consider the incremental 
system of promotion as a narcotic which tends to kill 
competition and encourages a spirit of minimum effort 
to avoid the withholding of the recognized annual im· 
provement in salary. If the Executive Engineer and 
Assistant Engineer ranks were once more divided into 
three grades each, and promotions made from grade 
to grade by selection only and the unde.iliable.s weeded 
out, it '!Ould be impossible to find junior low-paid officers 
in the most important divisiqns and the ~nior highly· 
paid officers in the unimportant divisions. In the non· 
gazetted ranks the conditions of service should be con
siderably imrroved to attract men of higher social 
standing to compete at the training colleges. 

(2). Further, in the Central Provinces, there should be 
an increase in the number of upper subordinates SQ as 
to allow selection for promotion to sub-divisional charge. 

(3). As regards granting increased power;~, there iA not 
much scope for enlarged powers to sub-divi>ional officers, 
as it would not be fair to ask them to make final pay
ments without granting them competent assistance to 
check the correctness of the accounts. Greater powers 
might with ad\'anta.ge be given to Executive Engineers 
and Superintending Engineers especially the former, the 
details of which are beyond the scope of this memora.n· 
dum. . 

(4). I endorse the finding of the Royal Commission 
upon Decentralization as to the necessity for the revi
sion of the Public VVorks Depa.rtmant Code which is 
both cumbersome and unduly restrictive. 

82!. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-There is, 
however, room for economy in time and labour by de· 
centralization, and simplification of procedure. This is 
not confined to the Department only, hu• extends to 
the other branches of the administration for whom the 
Public Works Department carries out work. For instance, 
the Public VVorks Department are called on for a. stage 
I estimate for a building for another department. This, 
in due course reaches the head of the indenting depart· 
ment and is administratively sanctioned and is returned 
for the detailed drawings and estimate. The detailed 
drawings and estin1ate are countersigned by the local 
officer of the indenting department in token of his ap· 
proval, and sanctioned technically by the engineer 
in whose powers the amount of the estimate lie~, and 
is then once more submitted to the head of the indenting 
department for approval. It is frequently the case that 
this officer has changed his mind, or did not grasp the 
import of the stage I design, or finds he is UIIJI.ble to 
finance the project, and the Department are sometimes 
called on to revise the detailed project time after time. 
If it is possible to eradicate the submission of the de
tailed project to the head of the indenting department, 
and to limit him to the administrative sanction of the 
stage I estimate, more care would he taken to see that 
the stage I proposals fultilled all requirements and al. 
terations could be effected in this stage with the ullnj. 
mum of labour to the Public '\'orks Department. 

825. (VU.) Education.-The education in the Roorkee 
Engineering College gives a good general foundation 
and is sufficiently advanced for the rank a.nd file; selected 
officers after a few years' service should he encouraged 
to spedalize a.nd to go through a.n advanced couree, 
both theoretical and practical, in Europe. 

826. (vnL) Practical training.-The Apprentice Engi· 
neers po8W to this province are gi\·eu au adequate 
practical training to tit them to till the poHt of suL-divi· 
sional officer, but I com.ider that •hen oflic.'t'fll are ap· 
proa.ching the time for promotion to Executive Engi.n· 
ecr and Superintending Engineer, they lihouJd be en
eo!ll'a€«1 to vieit and write note~ on importa1.t worb 
under coJlBtruction in India. 
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MR. G. L THOMSON called and examined. 

" 827. (Pre..sident.) The witness stated that he was a the mason class, had already been tried and found to 
Superintending Engineer and that he had .served 191 be an improvement upon the existing system. This 
years in the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public system would, he thought, be followed to a greater ex
Works Department. In Rajputana and Central India tent in the futuro as they had made arrangements in 
there, was no distinction between the Irrigation and the Nagpur Circle for the departmental supply of all 
Buildings and Roads Branches so that, while in Raj- wo.od, and hence wood-work would in future be cut out 
putana he had been in charge of both branches. He had of the tender leaving only tile labour to be contracted 
had 5! years' experience in the Central Provinces. for, for the supply of which a man of the carpenter class 

828. In the Central Provinces there were separate would probably como forward. In calling for tenders the 
branches for irrigation and buildings and toads, and rates included in the estimate for each class of work 
till quite lately there had been a separate branch for were disclosed. Tho contractor saw the abstract of 
eanitation in so far as there had been a Sanitary Engi- the estimates and usually tendered at a percentage 
nocr whose works, however, were executed by the roads · al:love or below the estimated rates. 
and buildings staff ; the :&Jcctrical Branch was confined 832.' He thought that a system of contract under 
to an Electric Inspector. only. The Irrigation Branch which the rates for the work would be kept absolutely 
had only recently been established. It was ori~nally confidential and the estimates show only· quantities 
manned from the buildings and roads staff, but at the would be hopeless. He explained that when he was 
present time officers wore- posted direct to it. As far in Amraoti one of the first things ho had to do was to 
as he knew the two branches were wholly distinct and revise tho schedule of rates. He called up a number 
officers were not transferred from one branch to the of contractors in order to obtain information, and found 
o}her except in special circumstances. that only one of them had the remotest idea as to the 

829. There were at the present ,time, he thought, ten quantity of mortar required for 100 cubic feet of masonry. 
executive charges in the Buildings and Roads Branch The witness did not see lfow such men could possibly 
of the Central Provinces. Previously there had been tender unless they were given some indication of the 
twelve, but two had been closed during the war. The correct rates. 
average area of an Executive Engineer's charge was • 833. With· regard to the encouragement of a better 
9,800 square miles, and it included more than one dis· class of contractors in the province, he thought that 
trict. The average expenditure incurred by an Exeou- bettor men wight be induced to come from outside if 
tive Engineer in the province in· normal timos was better wa.ges were given to them, but a type possessing 
Rs. 5,00,000, and Rs. 7,00,000 in the larger divisions. both technical knowledge and capital, which did not 

ll30. Contractors, as the word was understood in Europe, at present exist, would first have to be de•eloped. In 
did not exist in the Central Provinces. The contractors reply to a question as to whether there was anything 
available were all piece-work contractors who could not in the system at present followed by the Public Works 
even set out their own buildings, could not measure up Department which discouraged contractors, he stated 
or prepare their own bills and a good many of whom tbft he had it on hearsay evidence that unnecessary 
could scarcely read drawings ; all of them hence needed trouble was given to contractors by the lower ·subordi· 
constant supervision. The Public Works Department had nates, not so much in connection with supervision as 
had experience of the employment of large contractors in the matter of wilful delays unless a quid pro quo was 
in connection with sanitary works and also in special given to make things run smoothly. 
matters like electrical installations, but not for the 834. Contracts for the construction of roads were 
ordinary construction of roads -and buildings. The generally allotted in lengths of about four miles. For 
large buildings in Nagpur had, he believed, been built a heavy glw.ut r~ad the lengths would probably average 
by substantial contractors but this was before his time. three miles, while in the open country they would be a 
So mr as his own experience went, there were no large little longoJ.' The amount of such a contract was about 
contracting firms· available in the province, a few Rs. 30,000 including earth-work, consolidation and 
which had considerable capital being otherwise unsuit- metalling. More contractors were available in the pro· 
able for employment. vince for road-work than for anything else because earth· 

831. The system usually followed for the construction work, he thought, was more paying and admitted of a 
of works by the Department was as follows :- larger margin of profit than building work, especially 

First of all, when the estimates had been sanctioned, if strict supervision was not exercised. There was 
tenders wera called· lor for the whole work. If a ten- nothing to prevent a contractor from taking over two or 
derer came forward and was accepted by t.hc proper three sections of a road if he so wished, and the Depart· 
authority, he made his own arrangements, witl! a certain ment would agree, he thought, if they found the man 
amount of assistance from the Public Works Depart- capable. 
ment, for the requisite supply of labour and materials.. 835. The maintenance and repair of buildings were 
The local officer then set out the work and the contractor classified as pucca and kutcha pucea and there were 
proceeded. In the case of buildings, of whatever size, less pucea buildings and as a rulo a fixed percentage 
tenders were invited for the construction of the whole on the capital cost was allowed. For pucca residential 
work. Occasionally works were given out in portions buildings one per cent. on the capital- cost was allowed 
but this depended on the contractors tendering. Roads, for repairs, and ! per cent. was allowed to accumulate' 
as a ruie, were divided up into sections and there was for special repairs, which later amount need not be 
nothing to prevent a large contractor ten~ering for m.ore spent in any particular year but was carried on over a 
than one sootion. Latterly no tenders for large build- series of years. The whole of such maintenance was 
inga had been received at reasonable rates, with ~he in the hands of the Executive Engineer. 
resuit that tho execution of such works had been camed 836. The lump sum grant made over to an Executive 
out departmentally through petty con~ractors. He ~X· Engineer for repairs could be spent by that officer subject 
plained that, under this latter system, mstead of payrng to certain rostrictio}1s. The allotment for repairs was 
a mason 80 much per day for his work he was paid on divided under three heads, annual, periodical and occa• 
the amount actually done, the Department supplying ~.U sional. Tho annual repairs were those done every year 
the materials. In such eases tho . petty contractor did without any alteration, such as inside colouring and 
not tender for the masonry work, but merely undertook whitewashing, oiling of wood-work on buildings, and 
to do the labour portion of it at a given rate. It was spreading sand on approach roads. The allotment 
not really a system of contract at all but one of labour for this first head was fixed. Under tho second head, 
by piece-work. Having failed to ~et. contrac~rs to periodical repairs, such as painting a building once in 
take up the oonstruction of a whole building, the sunplest six years, the engineer got. one-sixth of the amount 
thing was to deal with the labour direct. The system every year for each building, and he had to arrange 
under which timber·work was given to a man of his programme'so that he did one-sixth of all the build· 
the carpenter class, and building work t,o one of ings in his 9harge every year. The allotment for occ~· 
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aional tf'pairs confri~ted of the balance betwl"en one per 
cent. and the tQtal of the allotment for a.nnua!Md periodi
cal repairs. These repairs were those for which it W'll.l! 
not worth while framing an estimate, but the Executive 
Engineer could not excr.OO the one per cent. limit. 

sa7. The sum allotted for repairs to each particular 
building wll.l! bMocl on standard estimatc3 and the Exec
utive Engineer was not giveJ1 a lump sum grant. For 
Mnual and periodical repairs an Executive Engineer was 
tied do\\n to fixed allotments, but he .-was allowed a 
certain amount of scope with regard to oecasional re
pairs; ewn for this, however, he was limited to the 
extent that, if year after year he spent more than one 
per cent. on a particular building, the rent of that build
ing would have to be increased. He was permitted 
to utilize the savings on one building on repairs to an
other. The rent of a building was not revisod if the 
sum expcndod on repairs exceeded one per cent. in any 

. particular year, but only if this allotment was exceeded 
in a series of years. 

838. In most places in the Central Provinces repairs 
were done by means of petty contract.ors, but at head
quarters a good deal of departmental labour was em. 
ploycd for such work, tho former method not being 
popular owing to the difficulty experienced in g~tting 
reliab!t~ contractors to take up repair work. He ex
plained that contr~U?tors often sent in ·petitions com
plaining that the tenants gave them trouble by. sending 
their cooli' away on the ground that the time chosen 
for repairs was unsuitablt-, 

839. The procedure in regard to road maintenance 
was as follows. In the firRt instance, the life and cost of 
annual renewals was found from actual experience and 
failing that was based on the heaviness of the traffic, 
nature and width of metal, ete., and tho period variod 
from four to ten years. Then the cost of the maintenance 
gangs was estimated, which amounted usually to about 
a hundred rupees per mile for a first-class road, and 
after this the cost of maintenance of bungalows, river 
cros~ings, and any special subsidiary works was added. 
On the whole total the cost of road maintenance was 
based and reduced to a fixed rate per mile. The entire 
sum was han9ed over to the Executive Engineer if the . 
budgettcd amount permitted, and that officer then 
prepared the various detailed estip:mtes himself, obtain-

. ing the approval of the Superihtending Engineer in 
cases where the detailed estimate for a road exceeded 
the standard estimate bv more than 5 per cent. The 
Executive Engineer had· full powers over the mainten
ance grant for roads, and obtained sanction only to the 
contractm·s' agreements. The renewal of coats of metal 
on particular lengths of road was done by petty con
tractors, all materials being supplied by contract, but 
the rest of the annual repairs were done by small depart. 
ment.al maintl:'nance gangs who were retained throughout 
the vear. Contracts were not made, however, for the 
actu~l work of consolidation as this depended largely 
on the weather. In the case of metalled roa.ds the 
actual consolidation by steam rollers was carried out 
departmentally, but piece-work contracts were made for 
pit·king up the old surface, and spreading the renewal 
metal, and for numerous road11 the consolidation by 
bullock rollers was generally carried out by contract. 
With a pll'ntiful rainfall consolidation could be done 
cheaply but with a scarcity of rain it was expensive, 
and therofore no bl'nofit accrurd by tying the con
tradot· do\\n. As a matter of bet, in the case of road 
maintenancl:', the annual contract entered into was 
usually one for the supply of metal, the whole of tho 
ac·tual consolidation and other pt'tty repairs being.done 
departnl('ntally. He consideroo this to be the best 
8yst•·m, but &<W no objection to a reliable contractor 
l!t·ing gin•n the maintenance of a road provided that 
~uth a contractor wue tit>d do\\n to a p<'riod of years, 
ht· duubt.-d, howen-r, wheth(•r this class of rontracklr 
was availablt•. Sul·h a svsh•m would lossen the amount 
of Public Works Dt']lllrtmt•nt. ~tahli,;hml·nt now re
quin-d for supcn·ision by rt-dm·ing the num!,er of lmh. 
vn·~'(·rs. lllli~t·s and time·k~pers, (A matt in the 

c ... ntral Provinces was the hood of a gMg of cooli& &lld 
his position corMlponded to a mi.•lri in othfr proTince~.) 
He sugge~too that the eontrsctor ~hould l;c bound for 
a term of wars because, e-vt'n if he seanrpffi his work 
in the first 'trw '\"t'ars, it would not be profitable to him, 
eventuallv, if a ·fairlv long period were fixed, as the life 
of a mile' of road deyl('ndt)(} a great dral on the consoli
dation and quality of metal used. 

840. It. was considerably more difficult to get eon· 
tractors to take up building work scatter('<! over a largu 
area, in a. district than was the ea.~& with buildings in 
towns. The onlv increM£ ia rate-a allowed in the forme.r 
ca.~e was for carting. 

841. There was a Echedule of rates in fo~e in the 
Public Works Department in the Ct'ntral Provinces 
which had been rcvisoo some four years ago from begin
ning to end, o.nd which could be reviEOO, \\ith the ap
proval of the Chief Engineer, if at any time an Execu· • 
tive Engineer was dissatisfiod '!ith a certain rate. This 
schedule was revised from time to time on the ba.~is of 
tho actual cost of materiah in each Jocalitv and the 
actual current rates for labour. The total 'amount of 
labour requirod for each item was fixed for the whole 
province, for instance, if for 100 cubic foot of work four 
masons were r~u.ired this number was con.~idl'rod as 
constant throughout the province, although the pay 
of the men omployed varie.d considerably. In framing 
this schedule the actual cost of building work in the 
previous year was not taken into considoration. 

842. The opinion he had expressed that the work of 
the ,l'ublic Works Department was economical was 
based' on 1be fact that when, at tho instance of the Gov· 
emment of India, the question as to whether rentable 
buildings could not be built more economically had been 
taken up, his precedcssor had mado inquiries from local 
people in N'agpur and had been informed by them that 
they could not compete ''"ith the Puhlic Works Depart· 
mont, which fact he had duly reported. He had never 
made a comparison between the rates paid by private 
pe~ons for rnW'onry and those paid by the Public 
Works Department. He did not know what private 
people paid hut, on one occasion, he bad been taken by 
a certain individual to see some masonry he was doing 
and had found the work infinitely inferior to that of 
the Public Works Department. The rates paid by dis· 
trict boards used to be cheaper than those of the Public 
Works Department, but at the pres<>nt time he undor- · 
stood these boards, as well as other local bodies, had 
adopted the Public Works Department rates. The 
rates of the Bengal N'agpur Railway used to be higher 
than those of the Public Works Department but had 
since been reduced. 

843. He did not consider the present departmental 
specifications unduly high in the case of permanent 
buildings. 

844. He could not say definitely what the percentage 
charges for establishment amounted to either in tho 
Central Provinces as a whole, or in his own eirclo, but 
thought that they were ~0·9 per cent. last year for the 
whole province. . 

845. Municipalities, in connection with their own 
work, c..::uld seck the advice of the Executive Engineer 
at any time. Larger munieipalities, however, had their 
own engineers, but as a rule, an ExecutiYt' Engine<·r WIIJI 

an tx-officio m~mber of a municipal board. .Mur.ticijld 
plans and estimates had w come before th' 
civil authorities who, in some cases, consulttd 
either the Exe<'utive Enginec!' or Superintendii1g Engi· 
neer before according th~ir approval, as the powell\ of 
such bodies were verv limitlxl, and estimates f(Jr 'trater. 
works required the a"pproYal of the 8anitary En~. 
He bt·lievocl that the limit fixl>d was R'l. l,OOiJ. IL:l 
was doubtful as to wh~ther the plana and ('>ltilna.tte 
of municipal school buildings, ftc., had to be approved 
by the Swperinrending Engin6t"r in H,o Nagpur Divi
llion, as he 1ras unable to recall any in~tan<:e of web 
pi!Uls being wbmitted to him. Ho knew, how.,\·er, 
that whl'n be wa.s Executi\·e Engineer in Berar all !lur:h 
plans and e~Stimat(1) had k~n approved by him. Tho 
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plans and estimates of district board works exceeding 
Rs. 5,000 were sent to the Superintending Engineer. 
Certain plans, and estimates for district board works 
had formerly been submitted for approval to the Execu
tive Engineer, but he believed this was no longPr the 
case since the appointment of the divisional local fund 
engineer. 

846. The engineering staff of district hom ds consi8terl 
of a district engineer of tho supervisor grade and a divi. 
sionallocal fund engineer in each Commissioner's circl~. 
The grade of these district engineers corresponded to 
that of an upper subordinate of the Public Wmks De
partment, while the status of the divisional local fund 
engineer corresponded to the grade of Assistant Engi ... 
neer. 

847. The system of divisional local fund engineers for 
local bodies had led to extreme centralization in the 
Central Provinces. These bodies had made this local 
fund engineer, who was in charge of -very scattered · 
work in five districts,· personally responsible for the 
whole work, i.e., they tried to make him an executive 
officer in five districts at.onco. The Borar system was 
far superio1~ in that, in that divli.ion this engineer was 
relieved. entirely of his accounts and ~was really an ad
visory officer, not responsible for the actual execution 
of works, but a consulting engineer in regard to- plans 
and estimates and an inspector of works in progress. 
He also signed completion certificates and wrote inspec
tion reports. The charges of the other divisional local 
fund engineers were too large for efficient working. 
The system led to overlapping of the duties of the Public 
Works Department officers and those of the loctf fund 
engineers, in that one had often to traverse the roads 
maintained by the other in order to get to his own work 
and both had usually a few buildings in their charge 
in the same place. Instead of each having separate 
areas they were each responsible for scattered portions 
of the same area. To remedy this state of affairs the 
witness considered that all.roads should be entrusted 
to a single agency which, he thought, should be that 
of the local bodies provided they were given a better 
staff than they had at present. 

818. He proposed that local bodies should not only 
construct and maintain the small buildings required by 
themselves but should also construct and maintain 
similar buildings on behalf of government, and should 
even construct more important government works 

technical work, devolving less technical work onto 
less highly trained officers. 

849. His echeme contemplated a ~eparate engin~er 
for each district to be maintah1ed by the local bodies 
of that district. Each of the circle engineers should 
receive a salary rising up to a maximum of Rs. 1,500 
per month, and should be given the status of a provin
cial service Superintrnding Engineer and be maintained 
by the provincial government. The status of the dis
trict or Executive Engineer under his scheme • would 
b~ t~e !'arne. as that of an Executive Engineer of the pre• 
vmc1al service, whose salary was about two-thirds that 
of the impe1ial Executive Engineer, and he would also 
have an Assistant Engineer in charge of each of the mme 
important talisils or talukas. It was pointed out to 
him that V~hereas at present the Buildings and Roa~s 
Branch of the Public V\orks Department in the Cer.tral 
Provinces confi~ted of ten Executive Enginef'r;t, two 
Eupel'intending Engineers and five di>isional fund en!l:i· 
m·~rs, making ·a total of feventeen officers, hb Fche~e 
<>ontemplated five cirrle engineerf, twenty-two Execu-
th·e Engineers plus an ;mperial staff to supervise them 
or an increase of 75 per cent.. The witness was, how· 
ever, still of opinion that his scheme would prove econom
ical and explained that it was a. mistake to judge 
economy by the percentage of establishment charges 
which figure gave little idea of the true cost of such estal;. 
lishment. The question to be considered was, whether 
by having better supervision it was not possible to save 

, the equivalent or more. Expenditure was increasing 
very greatly in the Central Provinces, and he considered 
the present Pubic Works Department staft absolutely 
inadequate. As-'fhe amount of work varied in difierer{t 
districts, Executive Engineers should be promoted from 

· hillet to billet. Their pay, however, would remain the 
~arne in each billet. ' 

850. The district local loodies' establishment should 
be entirely under the district local board except the 
circle engineer who would be under the Commissioner. 
Recruiting for this service could possibly be done by 
the circle engineer, but the filling of the ~~:ctual posts 
might be left to a great extent to the district boards, 
i.e., they could choose their own engineers from the 
existing district engineers. Beyond the fact that these 
engineers would be servants of the district board and 
not of government, 4e had not thought out the details 
of his scheme and was not able to say whether he recom
mended a general combined list forming one service for 
the staffs of all the districts or a separate service under . under supervi~io9. All roads, whether provincial, dis

trict or otherwise should, he thought, be made over to 
district boards. For the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the Public Works Department a small imperial ser
vice of specialists with assistants should be constituted. 
He thought it advisable to \;ring all these Rpecialists 
w1der one head. i.e., the Chief Engineer and Secretary 
to Government. The duties of this staff would, in the 
first instance, be to prepare estimates for all the more 
important original works whether required by govern
ment or by local bodies, and to supervise the construe- . 
tion of the same, but they would have noth~ to do 
with accounts or l\ith the engaging of contractors. This 
staft would form a corps of inspectors of works. and 
would carry out inspections during the construction of 
works by the local board in the same way as an architect 
carries out inspections of buildings under construction, 
and in addition they"'vrould be responsible for the pre
paration of plans and estimates for large project~. He 
thought this would prove a satisfactory system for the 
Central Provinces, and that the roads and buildings 
would be properly constructed and maintained thereby .. 
He explained that the reason why he had suggested 
this system was that at vresent a very large proportion 

· each district. 

of the engineer's time was spent in doing work which a 
less highly trained officer could do, and the policy of 
making an officer jack of a.ll tradefi seemed to him to be 
a false economy. It was wasteful to entertain a highly 
trained engineer and to give him work 90 per cent. of 
111hich could be done by a less qualified officer. It would, 
therefore, be l•ettt"r to have fe'l'er highly qualified engi
neel'2 and to keep them SQlely for the lllQre difficult 

851. Under his scheme government control over the 
funds expended on its behalf by these district boards 
would presumably be secured by having the accounts 
audited by some public official. He did not consider 
that any further precautions were ne~ded than were 
at present considered adequate. If government were 
dissatisfied they could withdraw the powers delegated 
to district boards and take back their own buildings 
and roads or else appoint a private agency to do the 
work for them. 

852. The inspection of works would be carried out 
by the circle engineer, who would be selected from 
amongst the district. engineers by the Commissioner ; 
such an officer would be capable of seeing that the roads 
were properly maintained. The Commissioner would 
have full powers over the district boards, the circle 
engineer acting as his adviser in connection with all 
matters relating . to public works, and the Commis
sioner being given power to deal with instances of bad 
work reported to him by the circle engineer, although 
not 'o the extent of actually fining district boards. He 
did not contemplate any control over this district board 
staff by the Deputy Commissioner. 

853. He had not had any experience of famine in the 
Central Provinces nor in other British territory, but 
had had such experience in Rajputana and Central 
India. In the case of famine occurring after the intro
duction of his scheme, though it would still be necessary 
to have a central authority to see that famine programmes 
were drawn up, the actual preparation of plans and 
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estimates would devoh·e on the district board staff, 
and each district staff would, he considered, be able to 
manage famine work~ in its own district. Government 
should have power to requisition, in the ca.'!e of famine, 
the whole of this district board staff for famine work. 
He could not sav, in view of his lack of experience, whe
ther thi~ would. constitute a satisfactory organization. 

854. If his scheme was not adopted and the present 
' organization of the Public Works Department continued, 

he recommended the appointment of an Architect for 
the Central Provinces. He considered that no matter 
how small the amount of building work in the province 
was, an Architect should be appoinred, and he believed 
that there was certainly enough to keep such an officer 
fully employed. He had no knowledge of any privare 
archirects in the Central Provinces at the present time. 

855. He did not agree with the conrention that the 
Roads Branch of the Public Works Department should 
be separared from the Buildiugs Branch as this would 
lead to overlapping, but was of opinion that, for con
struction only, a separare Architectural Branch should 
be created. These Architects would undertake ··the 
preparation of all standard designs and be available 
for consultation when necessary. 

856. He did not know of any building centres in the 
Central Provinces of sufficient importance to justify. a 
separate building division to which an Architect could 
be appointed instead of a civil engineer of the Public 
Works Department, but remarked that requirements 
varied a great deal ; there might for a short period be 
sufficient building work in Nagpur, for example, to 
justify the employment of a whole-time Architect, but 
as a rule this was not the case. The Archirect he had 
suggested would be really a Consulting Architect who 
would be concerned with the designs of buildings in the 
province but not with their actual constnretion which 
would continue to be carried out by the present staff. 
This officer would also inspect works from time to time 
to see that his ideas had been carried out and might, 
if he thought fit, suggest alterations. 

857. For the appointment of Sanitary Engineer in 
the Central Provinces, now in abeyance, the officer 
who was considered best fitted for the post had been 
selecred from amongst the most senior engineers. So 
far as he was aware no special training was demanded 
as a qualification, although he recollected two cases 
in which the officers who filled the post had gone through 
a course of sanitary engineering in England. He did 
not think that the sysrem was suitable and suggesred 
that it would be preferable if a man who had specialized 
in that branch of engineering from the beginning of 
his service were selected. An officer who had not con
siderable experience of sanitary engineering in India. 
should not be appoinred to the post. Junior men should 
be employed as assistants to the Sanitary Engineer and 
when such an appointment fell vacant the best juniM' 
man, not necessarily in the province, should be selected 
to fill it. He thought that in a few years there would 
be quire enough work for a Sanitary Engineer and an 
Assistant Sanitary R'ngiueer in the Central Provinces. 

858. He admitted that there was not sufficient work 
at. the present time in the Central Provinces to justify 
the appointment of a whole-time bridge expert, but 
considered that there ought to be one, as the bridges 

· in the province wanted developing and th" construction 
of a great many more bridges was needed. Hitherto 
it had been the practice in the Central Provinces not 
to bridge large rivers, but this policy was mainly due 
to the want of funds, and he thought the time had now 
come \\hen such rivers should be bridged. This bridge 
expert would not be required to construct ordinary 
petty bridg('s over small rivers and streams, but only 
to dt•sign brid!!es over large ri\"ers. 

8:1!!. He had recommended in his written evidence 
that, in ordt>r to impro\·e the E>xisting organization of 
the Public Works Departmt>nt, promotion should be 
~tiHn more by seloction than was the case at present 
and that the time-seale should be abolished. He was 
~nable to a>tatt> .(ktinitely how long that seale had been 
Ill fon'e but Wtl.<l under the impression that it had been 
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in existence for some eight or ten years, nor could he 
sav whether the effkoiencv of the Department had de· 
c~a.sed during that period·, as he had been in Rajputana 
and Central India where the establishment was verv 
limited and recruited entirely from men not required 
in other provinces. He thought, however, that the" 
existing conditions were decidedly , bad, and attributed 
this state of aflairs to the time-scale as, under it, there 
was no scope for giving a man accelerated promotior( 
for good work and holding back a man who did not 
exert himself. There was an efficiencv bar in the time
acale, but, in practice, this was not ~xerci••1ed unless a 
man had done very badly indeed, and an increment 
could be withheld at any time. Although a man had 
to be certified.fit before being promoted to the rank of 
Executive Engineer, he was under the impression that 
practically every man got his increwent and was pro· 
rooted to that rank. He considered that the fault lav 
in the practice but was encouraged by thfl system and 
admitred that the responsibility for the practice lay 
with the Department itself. The Superintending Engi· 
neer did not promote officers but only certified whether 
they were or were not fit for promotion to executive 
rank. Actual promotions were made in the Secretariat 
by the Chief Engineer who, however, had not an un· 
fetrered hand in the matter, but was subject to the 
control of the Chief Commissioner. He had not enough 
knowledge of other departments, where the time-scale 
was in vogue, and so could not give an opinion as to 
whether those department~ also suffered in the same 
way by the promotion of inefficients. . 

860. Confidential annual reports on the work of Public 
Works Department engineers were made out by the 
superior officers of that Department, but the Deputy 
Commissioner or Commissioner did not see these reports, 
or give any opiniQn on the work of the engineers in ques
tion. He did not consider that the Deputy Commis• 
sioner or Commissioner were in a position to give an 
opinion on the technical aspect of an officer's work, 
although they might perhaps be allowed to have a voice 
in connection with the selcetion for promotion of an 
officer, from other points of view, as was the case in 
other departments. 

861. He did not agree with the suggestion that the 
position could be remedied to a certain exrent by making 
the Executive Engineer an a.Rsistant to the Collector in 
the same way as forest and medical officers were at 
present, as the positlon of the Executive Engineer was 
not on a par with that of these officers. The forest 
officer was generally confined to one district whereas 
the Executive Engineer in the Central Provinces had 
three, and the former officer was engaged in revenue 
matrers with which the Deputy Commissioner also was 
intimately concerned. As regards medical officers, he 
had never understood why the Deputy Commissioner 
should report on them. He was opposed to the pro
posal that, in order to ensure better organization and 
efficiency, the Publir Works Department should be 
brought into closer relations with other branches of the 
administration and especially with the head of the 
district, and explained that he saw no reason why closer 
relations should not be established without the Execu· 
tive Engineer being subordinated to the Deputy Com
missioner. It was not unusual at the present time for 
the Executive Engineer and Deputy Commissioner to 
tour together and Stttle their requirements as they went 
along without one being officially subordinared to the 
other. 

862. He did not object to the present method of ob
taininp; administrati"\"e sanction, but thought that this 
sa!l('tlon once accorded should be made more binding, 
He agtf(f"d that there was justification for the complaint 
that the plans and estimates prepared by the PuLlic 
Works Department for works for other departments 
1rere frequently altered so that the formet had often 
to revise and re-revise its estimates several times. HP 
con>idered that other d~:partmentil should be bound 
strictly to the original admini~trath•e sanction which 
had be-en oLtained at the first stage, and should not be 
permitted to demand alteration afterwards. 'When ad· 

N 
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:ministl-Rtive sanction wa<~ given at stage I of the plan 871. The Superintending Er.gineer appointed all lower 
and estimate it should then pass eut of the hands of subordinates, both permanent and temporary, in the 
the head of the department altogether, but not neces- lowest grade, but promotion above this was made by 
sarily out of the hands of the local officer of the depart- the Chief Engineer. ·As regards temporary establishment 
ment. This latter officer would then be able to ~ettle the Superintending Engineer had power to make ap- , , 
My slight alterations required on the spot. In this pointments up to Rs. 120 a month. The lower sub. 
way the work would be more satisfactory, since the ordinates appcinted by that officer had to be p~ed 
bead of the administrative department concerned would students of an engineering college. The Superintending 
be forced to examine them at stage I more carefully Engineer had full powers over temporary staff whose pay I 
than he did at the present time. Changes in plans and did not exceed Rs. 120 a month, and over 3rd grade 
estimates, with the exception of standard plans, were sub-o;verseers on the :permanent staff, but that 
the rule rather than the exception at the present time. officer had no powers over temporary staff whose pay 

863. Referring to his remark regarding decentraliza- exceeded Rs. 120 a month, nor over permanent staff 
t:on in his written evidence, to the effect that the failure above the rank of sub-overseer, 3rd grade. An Executive 
to put it into practice was due to the responsible officers. Engineer could appoint or dismiss temporary men under 
feeling that their staffs were not sufficiently efficient, a certain pay, but had no such powers in respect to the 
he explained that this was the main reason why there permanent staff. He did not recommend any increase 
had not been more decentralization in the past. He in the disciplinary powers of Superintending and Execu· 
was in favour of further decentralization, especially to tive Engineers, as the whole of the staff was on one list, 
Executive Engineers provided that adequate selection and hence he thought that it was a little difficult to 
was introduced. delegate powers of reduction and promotion since this 

864. Under his powers as a Superintending Engineer he would cause inequalities in the rates of promotion and 
could give technical sanction to ordinary works up to' reversion. He was not aware that powers had been 
a value of Rs. 25,000 and up to Rs. 50,000 for works thus delegated in other departments. Looking at the 
·on a. standard plan. He thought these powers should question merely from the point of view that Executive 

' be increa..'lEld to Rs. 50,000 for ordinarv works and should and Superintending Engineers had trouble in getting rid 
be unlimited in the case of standard plans.· • of their inefficient staff by the fact that they were not 

865. Executive Engineers could sanction works up to a given the necessary disciplinary powers, it would certainly 
limit of Rs. 2,500. He thought that these powers should be an improvement if such powers were delegated to 
be enlarged and suggested that they be given po'\Vers them. 
up to Rs. 10,000 for original works not constructed on 872. The accounts system was very complicated, but 
standard plans. He would not, however, lay down that he thought that, in practice, an Executive Engineer very 
everj Executive Engineer should have these powers, but often signed his accounts without wasting much time 
would give the local Government discretion to delegate over them, relying upon the efficiency of hi~ accountant 
authority to individual Executive Engineers as they for their compilation. The engineer, however, had to 
thought fit. look into the initial accounts in detail. He was in favour 

866. He did not recommend any increase of power to of the proposal that the ExecutivJ Engineer should have 
sub-divisional officers as he did not think it was fair nothing to do with the compilation of accounts and that 
to give them powers unless they were also given a staff the responsibility for their compilation should devolve 
to help them. At the present time the sub-divisional wholly upon the accountant. This system would, he 
officer had no accountant who could check his final thought, constitute an improvement in organization. 
bills for example. Sub-divisional officers made pay- 873. The present system of audit led to a large number 
ments on final bills up to Rs. 200 but had no powers of of references and caused unnecessary trouble ~and work 
technical sanction. to the stafi qf the Executive Engineer. The actual per-

867. He allowed 5 per cent. in his estimates for con- centage of payments brought to notice by audit as really 
tingencies ; this he considered was sufficient for buildings objectionable was very small, but audit objections rar. 
and was not so inadequate as to lead to the necessity for into large sums when they were due to faults in proce· 
the preparation of revised plans and estimates and un- dure such as expenditure without estimate or excess ovel' 
necessary applications for sanction. For roads, however, allotment. The present system of accounts had a ten
this percentage might, he thought, be increased to 10 dency to take up so much of the time of an Executive 
per cent. as no one could be absolutely certain of his Engineer that that officer's executive work was seriously 
facts when drawing up plans and estimates of this nature. interfered with, and it was in this respect prejudicial to 
He did not, as a Superintending Engineer, get any dis- the work of the Department. 
cretionary grant for new construction, but there was 874. There was no system of travelling audit in the 
such a grant under ' special repairs ' and ' tools and Central Provinces, but merely a yearly inspection of 
plant.' · divisional offices by Comptrollers and Examiners of 

868. He thought that Commissioners and Deputy Com- accounts. Audit was done on the monthly accounts, 
missioners, occasionally gave Executive Engineers very and when he made his annual inspection the Examiner 
small amounts as discretionary grants for minor works. took up one particular month and test-audited the 
These Executive Engineers, should also be given a dis- accounts of that month in detail. He did not see aey 
cretionary grant for petty improvements to roads. objection to the introduction of a system of travelling 

869. The money limit for a minor work in the Central' audit, under which a staff of travelling auditors would 
Pro\"inces was Rs.. 5,000. He was of opinion that this visit the Executive Engineer); office and audit that 
should be increased to Rs. 10,000. He believed that officer's accounts on the spot. 
this would simplify procedure as, though minor works 875. There was· a school of engineering in Nagpur 
were sanctioned more easily than larger works, they which had recently been started for the training of lower 
were as a rule more difficult to finance. This increase subordinates. The upper subordinates employed in the 
from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 would, he thought, con- Central Provinces were usually recruited from those 
stitute a.n improvement in the administration of ·the who had passed out of the Roorkee College. The train
Department. • • ~ ing given to these upper subordinates in the Roorkee 

870. He believed that the rules regarding the purchase College was quite satisfactory, but he thought that they 
of stores were unpopular in the Central Provin<:es, but ought to be given more opportunLty of specializing, 
did not wish to criticise them as the present • system After a period of service, men who had done well might 
seemed to work all right ... The rule under which certain be given an opportunity of going through a further 
stol'l's had ta> be obtained through the Secretary of State course, in other words he recommended a scheme for 
did not hamper the working of the Department, as the study leave similar to that in force in other depart
engineer was given fairly wide discretion as to local ments. 
purchase provided prices were favourable. The existing 876. He was of opinion that the course of theoretical 
r1l.le& were, he thought, sufficiently liberl\1 !!.nd he diq training given at Roorkee for lower subordinates (al
not desire that they should be relaxed ~hough not for upper subordinates) was more advanced 
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than 1ras required for the claM of work they were called 
upon to perlorm. This theoretical COI11'8e sho~d be 
considerably reduced in the ease of lower subordinates 
and more practical training given to them. 

8i7. He "·as in favour of the propos,al that lower sub
ordinates should be largely, if not wholly, abolished and 
that in their pla.ce more men of th~ miB!"' class shoul~ 
be recruited. It would be a dec1ded Improvement if 
practical ,n,istri& repla.ced th~ sub-oven:eers at p~nt 
1eeruited from college. He did not constder that tramed 
8ub-overseers were needed to assist in the preparation 
of plans and estimates which mistriB were not competent 
enough to undertake, and thought there was too great 
a tendency at present to indent on_ lower su~ordinates 
for the preparation of plans and est~mates whtch ought 
to be prepared by more se~r. office~s. A ~rubordinate 
should be constantly superv1Smg his ·work, and not · 
flitting in an office making out estimates. He was in 
favour of the proposal that there should be a radical 
reduction in the lower subordinate establishment, and 
that mistril recruited from practical craftsmen should 
be substituted for the present staff. ' 

8i8. (Sir Noel Kershaw). Jfistris, now-a-days, had 
sufficient education to enable them to understand their 
work and to read plans. It would be a great advantage 
if they had a more general education although he feared 
that it might tend to spoil them. He agreed that educa
tion ought not to spoil practical411klen, but there was a 
tendency for it to do so in this country. 

8i9. The system of travelling audit would be an ad
vantage in that it would reduce correspondence c<;~n
siderably' by enabling the Executi\ e Engineer to settle 
most of the objections with the travelling auditor on 
the spot, and it would be an additional advantage if it 
were not performed so frequently, as he considQJ'ed t~at 
the monthly audit at present in force was unnecessarily 
frequent. Though this was introduced for the immediate 
detection of faults. he did not think that its cost w ~ 
justified by the assurance of early information, and 
considered that there would be little loss of efficiency 
if it were done at less frequent intervals, say quarterly. 
In many cases objections would disappear autotnatically 
during the periods between audit. 

880. In regard to the primary accounts, the Executive 
Engineer should be responsible for the correctness of all 
payments· and allocations, but the actual compilation 
could be done by an accounts officer. The Executi>e 
Engineer would indicate to the accounts officer to which 
particula.r work each item should be allocated. 

881. He admitted that the fact that there were very 
few Assi~t Engineers in sub-divisional charges and that 
of the number of upper subordinates holding such posts 
a certain proportion were really lower subordinates, con· 
stituted the chief reason why he did not advocate any 
increase in the powers of sub-divisional officers. 

882. At the present time, officers and rubordinates in 
sub-divisional charge made all running payments on 
sanctioned works, the accounts for these payments 
being managPd by the sub-divisional officer with the 
assistance of his clexks. The sub-divisional officer was 
not allowed to make final payments which had to go for 
verification to the divisional office. There was, as a 
result of this system, delay in making the final payments, 
hut he did not think that this was any hardiliip as the 
contractor would already have been paid nine-tenths of 
the amount due for his work ou I'Uililing bills and there 
would only be one-tenth out.;;tanding. The delay due to 
this procedure did not usually excE-00 a month. 

883. lf local Go>enmlents were instructed tn delegate 
further powers to Superintending and Executi>e Engi
neers, he believed that thev would use their discretion 
more largely in regard to the promotion oi such officers 
than at present, which would be an ad>antage. In 
rt-gard to the control of local board works he did not 
think that there would be any ad>antage in withholding 
payments due on other accounts, as local boards in the 
(.'(·ntral ProYinces had wrv small funds of their o1m. 
He sugge~tt-d that if anytLing went nung government 
bhould depute a special ofh(·er in independent charge to 
put things right, thus p~ing the local boards kl the 

.. 

extent that they would lose in prestige on account of 
not being able to manage their O'IVll affairs. He ad· 
mitted that he relied for the success of his scheme on 
the prestige of these local bodies and on the fact that 
the local board engineers would be aware that their 
salaries depended on their work being done satisfactorily. 
The only other means of safeguarding itself would be 
for govenm1ent to retain power oo withdraw the powers 
delegated to local boards. 

884. He had full powers as oo the appointment and 
dhimissal of temporary men, but in regard to permanent 
men he could only recommend their dismissal He had 
had occasion to recommend that Assistant Engineera 

· should be passed over for promotion, but his recom
ruendations had not always been acted upon. He agreed 
that Chief and Superintending Engineers had leas oppor· 
tunity of knowing the qualities of an Assistan' Engineer 
than the Executive Engineer had, but the final decision 
as to the supersession of an Assistant Engineer rested 
with..Jhe Chief Engineer, the charge sheet in this connec
tion passing through the hands of the Superintending 
Engineer. The Chief Engineer did not always accept the 
views of the Superintending Engineer, if he considered 
either that the punishment was too severe or that the 
fault had not been proved. No disciplinary action could . 
be taken without a charge sheet and a written defence 
by the officer accused, and he explained that it was 
often rather difficult to prove a charge in writing against 
an officer. Faults were condoned too much at present, 
a fact which was attributable to a great extent to the 
practice of not exercising sufficient selection. He thought 
that this practice was, in some cases, due merely oo 
tender-heartedness and there was always a tendency 
on the part of the Chief Engineer to hesitate in the case 
of dismissals, since no pension is given for short service, 

. and the officer dismissed probably had only a small sum 
to his credit in the provident fund. 

885. The average value of the major building works 
carried out in the Central Provinces in the course of a 
yea.r was between Rs. 12 and 19 la.khs. The Govern
ment Architect whose appointment he had suggested 
would receive a salary of Rs. 1,000 rising oo Ra. 1,500; 
he did not think it would be possible to secure the 
services of a competent man on less than this figure. 
He did not approve of the proposal to give the Architect 
2! per cent. of the cost of each work, and to instruct 
the Executive Engineer to see that the buildings were 
erected in accordance with the Architect's designs, &II 

the latter should visit the works during construction 
and thus have an opportunity of making alterations if 
he so wished. It was possible to alter the appearance 
of a building, in regard tO minor details, even after its 
construction had been commenced. The Public Works 
Department budget grant was not . a stationary figure 
in the Central Provinces. In the last few years it had 
been quadrupled, and he prei!Umed that in a few more 
years it would be quadrupled again. Therefore, if an 
Architect could be secured with good Indian experience 
and a knowledge of local conditions, there would be 
plenty of work for him in time. .At present there 
was no such offiCt>r in the province. He laid etresa on 
pre·dous experience and cited the case of an ArchiUict 
in Central India who had no knowledge of looal condi
tions, 1rith the result that the houses designed by him 
were altogether unsuitable for that Agency. He added 
that he had not worked out figures in connection with 
the cost of his scheme. 

886. (Mr. Macb>nzit.) The travelling audioor would be 
required to audit the accounta of a month or more ot 
each division on a specified date, but not neoe8118l'ily 
to take up all the a.ccounta of the divwon on that date
It 'Ina possible, however, th.at this specified date might 
not suit the Executive Engineer and it would be decideiliy 
otjectionable if he had to come to hiB office at the ~in-
ning of every month. • 

&87. The leniency to 11hich he had referrtd in regard 
to diiim..ibsals of offkera applied aliio to aupersei!~Jiona a.nd 
postponementa of incrementa. He remarked that it 
1ru rather difficult to II&)' •·hether, if a man'1 increment 
was po..--tponed, ho &hould then:by become junior to a 
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man of the same standing whose increment had not 894. (Rai Baha~ur Ganga Ram.) As a rule, in calling 
been postponed, but he was of opinion that the fact that for tenders, a notice was put up at the Executive Engi· 
a man's increment had previously been postponed should neer's office. In the case of a big work a circular was 
be taken into consideration in making selections for the sent, ro:md to every con~ractor ?n the Executive Engi-
rank of Superintending Engineer. neer s hst. The Executive Engmeer always kept a list .z. 

888. An extra pensio:n was given to officers who had of approved contractors. ~ , 
served as Superintending Engineers for three years, but 895. Any local body who asked for a schedule of the 
this did not, he thought, apply to men who had recently Public Works Department rates in the Central Provinces 
joined the service. He could not say whether the ad· receive~ a copy. It was not necessary to ·interchange 
ministration Was loath to pass over a man for the post rat~s With local bodies as in practice these bodies merely 
of Superintending Engineer as it debarred him from adopted the Public Works Department rates. ' 
obtaining this extra pension, but he was of opinion that 896. At stage I of the plans, the estimates were based 
there was a tendency not to utilize selection sufficiently. on plinth area, and there was a printed statement show-

889. The Public Works Department was ancillary to ing the cost per square foot of plinth area of works 
other departments, in that every other department was already constructed. Last year; however, information 
dependent on it in some way or other and hardly any had been collected showing cost per unit of the cubic 
other department could gef on without its assistance ; contents. 
the result was that the Public Works Department was 8~7. He explained that the powers which he possessed 
' maid of all work ' to the other departments iii the . of. according technical sanction to works designed on 
province and hence had to satisfy a number of masters. .. standard plans up to a limit of Rs. 50,000 were neces- · 
It would not be possible to add the Deputy Commis· sary since the cost of buildings' such as police lines, etc. 
sioner to these by making that officer responsible to might· accumulate to that amount. The maximum cost 
the other departments for the efficiency of the Executive of any single building constructed on a standard plan of 
Engineer's work. He did not see any advantage in which he had had experience was that of a circuit house 
making the Executive Engineer an assistant to the costing Rs. 25,000. High schools were also constructed 
Deputy Commissioner. In the case of forest and medical on standard plans. 
officers, it was only where their work trenched on partie· 898. Personally he was in favour of a provident fund in 
ular tracts over which the Deputy Commissioner_ or place of pension. He approved of the suggestion that 
Commissioner exercised control that they were subject government should be given power to get rid of a man 
to the control of these officers. It would be difficult with whom they were dissatisfied on six months' notice 
to put the Public Works Department officer in the same and that an employee should also be given the option of 
position because, outside his f::echnical duties, there was leaving at any period of his service taking with him 
not much left in regard to which he could be made sub- what he had acc•Jmulated in his provident fund. 
ject to the control of the Deputy Commisssioner or Com· 899. Accounts for major works (works costing over 
sioner. Rs. 5,000) were kept by sub·heads, but all sub-heads 

890. It would be of great benefit if more practical · costing less than Rs. 500 were lumped together into 
training were given to all officers in the Public Works one. · · 
Department. He considered that these officers should 900. It was only by applying to firms that it could 
be put on probation in the Department on joining and, be ascertained, before indenting on the India Office, 
if they showed progress, given opportunities of taking whether any particular article of indigenous manufac· 
a further course which would include practical training. ture was obtainable in India. Beyond such application 
Their salary need not necessarily be less than they would there was really no guide as to whether articles were 
get on confirmation, but they would not be confirmed obtainable in India or not. 
unless reported on as suitable. In order to give Indian 901. He approved of the suggestion that the Director
REs. this practical training he considered that the General of Stores should have his head office in India 
best method would be to place them in definite charge instead of in England, and considered that this would 
of a portion of a work, but admitted that there would expedite matters, and would still enable such articles 
be difficulty in doing tliis for an unlimited number to be obtained from England as could be got cheaper 
of people. If, however, it could be done, he thought that there. Though it might cost more to have the Director
these B.Es. would be entitled to a small salary and he General of Stores in India, he thought it would be more 
would allow this even in cases where they were not in economical in the end. He had sometimes found that 
charge of a definite work. firms supplied materials to the India Office in England 

891. He had not much experience of the training given at a cheaper rate than they would supply them to an 
in the engineering colleges in India, but considered that individual in India direct, and it would hence be advan· 
it was always an advantage to have as much practical tageous if the India Office representative were located 
training as possible running concurrently with the theore- at Bombay. 
tical course. He had, for example, never met an engi· 902. When a municipality asked the Public Works 
neer recruited from an Indian college who was able to Department for advice as to the preparation of plans, 
drive an engine and it would be a great advantage if no charge was levied by the Department. When, how
such instruction were given at those institutions. ever, works were executed by the Public Works Depart-

892. He was of opinion that the tendency ill the Central ment for a municipality or local board a charge of 10 
Provinces was to make flUb-overseers responsible for per cent. was made for establishment and ll per cent. 
plans which ought to be prepared by the upper sub- for tools and plant thus making Ill per cent. in all. 
ordinate or gazetted staff. With "reference to the pro· Advice was given free although it entailed extra estab
posal that rnistri.s should be given a little general educaL lishment. 
tion so that they could replace sub-overseers, he remarked 903. The circle engineer whom he had suggested in 
that a good sub-o~erseer was .very hard to beat and t~at his s?heme w_ould be equivalent to the present Superin
such a man imbibed practical as well as theoretical tendtng Engmeer. 
experience, although as a rule sub-overseers were weak 904. As a Superintending Engineer, he had been 
in detailed knowledge, not possessing the detailed kno-.v· privately consulted by the Co~issioner in connection 
ledge of a 1nistri. The majority of sub-overseers re- with the appointment of the divisional local fund engi· 
cruited in the Central Provinces were from Roorkee. neer,. but there was no -rule specifJ.in.g. that he should 
Formerly, there had been a college in Jubbulpore from invarmbly be 110 c~nsulted. The div:t;>t~nal local fund 
which such men were recruited for the province. engineers were appomted by t~e C!<>mmisston.er, and w.ere 

893. enless a temporary man had a college qualifica· in charge of more than one distrtct. He did no~ thmk 
tion or had pas..~ the local examination held by the such an officer could be transferred from 9ne ctrcle to 
Superintending Engineer, he was not made permanent. another, but imagined that local arrangements between 
Temporary men were engaged, ho~ever, for temporary two Commissione~ ~~uld be made for such. transfers .if 

urposes such as surveying, even if they had not had necessary. The. diVISional loc~ fund. engmeer was m ! college training. no way responsible to the Chief• Engmeer. 
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905. (Mr. Cobb.) An attempt had been made in the who had had practical experience in England and would 
Central Provinces to give local bodies some of the work give them a more thorough knowledge of the various 
at present executed by the Public W~rks Dep~rtmen~ methods of doogning. • 

11
ith a corresponding grant for establishment m addi· 912. It was of some advantage for a Supt>rintending 

tion to the work they had always done. The only con· Engineer to have had eight yE'ars' expt'rienco as an A..'ll!ill· 
trol exercised by government consist.ed, in the witnesses' tant Engineer and fen years' as an Executive Engineer. 
circle of inspections by the Superintending Engineer who Ee added that a man would find out his own mistakes 
drove' over the roads and made inspection notes. This after he had inspt:'Cted two or thtt.e works which he had 
control, he admitted, was nominal and he had found himself designed. 
{ 1om his experience that work of this nature executed 913. He would be very diffident in ft:'Commending that 
by the local bodies was not well done. He considered, such contractors as existed in the Central Prorinct:'s 
however, that the experiment had not been given a fair should be entrusted with the execution of any large 
trial as the work was centralized in the hands of one works without close supervision. 
man who had to look after scattered works in five dis·· 914. Percentage charges of establishment were not a 
trict; with the help of an insufficient and inferior estab· reliable measure of the efficiency or economy of the 
lishmcnt. To render such an experiment a. success the work of the Public Works Department, and the spend
engineer establishment woul~ have to. be incr~ased and . ing of. an extra percentage on supervision. might be 
both the quantity and quahty of thell' staff Improved. · beneficJ.aL These percentage charges wl're very mis· 
He had never considered how the necessary govern· · leading, partly becaut'le the present establishment could 
ment controrcould be established over local board engi· not be reduced below a CE'rtain amount, so that when 
neers and over the expenditure uf government grants; the budget grant was low there was a high percentage 
he had merely arrived at the opinion that the local boards of establishment, and also because a number of scattered 
rather than the Public Works Department should con· works required just as much establishment as one or 
struct the works in question because, when he first came two big works although 'hey might not entail half the 
to the Central Provinces, he had found that these two amount of expenditure. 
agencies overlapped each other, and that the Public 915. The inducements for contractors to take up works 
Works Department was recruiting men too highly trained were not very great at present and the risks these con
for the class of work that had to be performed. tractors ran were very grave. A contractor was liable 

906. Roads were always consolidated during the rainy to serious loss through xgaking advances to coolia or 
season and the actual cost of this consolidation depended for materials. One of the reasons why contractors 
to a large extent on seasonal conditions. If there was could not be secured more readily was that they had to -
a plentiful rainfall water was available close by and the 'square' subordinates. This 'squaring' ()f subordi· 
cost was not so much as in a year in which the rainfall nates was ingrained in the East, and one or two gentle· 
was scanty. The metal collected was measured before men had told him that they had originally wanted to 
and at the end of the consolidation season, and it was become contractors, but were deterred from doing so 
assumed that it had all been put on to the road and had owing to this propensity in the lower subordinate class. 
not been used el~e~here. Consoli~~t~on was carried o~t 916. There was a large programme of road construe
under ~he superVIsion of the sub-divisional officer and his tion in the Central Provinces reserved for famine works. 
subordinate ~tali. . . . The construction of a. new road in ordinary circum· 

9?7. B~ his remark that It was diffi~ult to get nd of stances was quite exceptional as the budget provision 
an meffie1en~ permanent servant he did not. mean .to for this class of work was so small. If a contractor 
convey the Idea that there was extreme laXity of dis- were induced to take up about ten miles of a'nte 
cipline in the ~ublic Works Department, but that there of road it would be apt to lead to trouble {:;, Iaffo:~7~: . 
was room for unprovement. It was a very ra~e occur· facilities to encroachment on the road boundaries. There 
renee indeed for a per~aD:ent servant of the P~blic Works would also be difficulties in maintenance as the contract· 
Departmen~ to ~e dtsmissed from the serVIce on the or himself would not be interested in encroachments 
ground of meffi?1ency. . . and the government supervision over the road would 

908. He cons1dered that the fact th~t the Chief Engt· be very much less. At present one officer maintained 
neer was also Secretar~ .to t~e Public Wor~ ])(>part- fifty miles of road and if any encroachments on that 
ment of the local Admuustratwn was benefiCial to the road were reported he would get into serious trouble. 
service. A large contractor would only take up the maintenance 

909. (Jfr. Durie.) The efficiency of the Public Works of a road if he were given considerably more than ten 
Department compared woll with that of other branches miles, and that for a period equal to at least twice the 
of the administration. He was not aware that the life of metal used on the road. Such a contractor would 
Public Works Department was worse off than other not find it economical to allow bad repairs, thus causing 
departments in connection with such matters as that the road to deteriorate, but he admitted there would 
of getting rid of inefficient employees, but he had no be a tendency on the part of a contractor to put down 
detailed knowledge of other services. a thin instead of a thick renewal coat at the end of the 

910. He wa.s of opinion that transfers between the period of maintenance. 
Buildinge and Roads and Irrigation Branches should not 
be made at all, but, if necessary, they should take place 917. As a private person who was building a house 
at the commencement of a man's service. It would was usually not pressed for time and as the specification• 
he a retrograde st.ep for a. man who had specialized in adopted were generally lower than those of the Public 
irrigation to spend part of his time on buildings and Works Department ~he rates of ~hat Dep~rtment ~hould 
roads, and he thought that such a. man ought to stay be co~pared not With tho~ pa1d fo.r pnvate building11 
in his own particular branch. An officer should specialize but ~th .t~ose of such _bodies as railways, port trustt', 
at the commencement of his career so that he would - muruc1palitiet1 and the like. . 
bo more efficient when he attained the ra.nk of Superin· 918. As a rule the Public Works Department con· 
wnding Engineer, and hence his opinion that the two structed work much more rapidly than a. private person 
br~ches of the Public Works Depa.rtment should be kept but the Departmen~ was g;eatly handicapped by th; 
quite separate. present da~ of closmg th~ linancia.l year. For example, 

911. In connection with the small Imperial service of when ~~anctwns were oLtamed in April, it wa.a too late 
spl'Cialista which he had previously suggested, who would to make arra.nge~ents for brick-burning before the rains, 
spend their time in impecting and preparing designs, an.d as construction could not be commenced till the 
ho thought it would be necessary for these officers to bncks were ready the work could often not be commenced 
go through a period of service in a district. This term . bef~re December, and hence the charges of delay brought 
tlf service might be fixed at one or two years, whieh agalDSt the Department. If the financial year oommenctld 
would suffice to acquaint them with the methods of on the 1st September there would nut Le so many com· 
work even if tht>v did not undert&ko actual execution. plainu about the dilatorinesa of the Public WorluJ J)e. 

This would facilitate recruitment at a later a.ge of men pa.rtment. 
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919. In connection with the appointment of an expert 
Architect which he had previously suggested, it wcrnld, 
he thought, 1ft, possible to have a separate Architectural 
Branch in the Secretariat to deal with designs for the 
Central Provinces, and for the execution of the work 
to be entrusted to the Executive ~gfueer with .occasional 
supervision by the Architect. 

920. If the control of works were banded over to 
Commissioners, certain works would be pushed on at 
the expense of others according to the predilections of 
the officer concerned, and as a Commissioner's term of 
office was limited to only a few years his successor might 
reverse what had been done in the past. It was a great 
advantage to have some continuity of procedure and 
this could be effected by the introduction of a programme 
of communications and new construction, for the whole 
province, framed by the head of the department, with 
the approval of the head of the province, who would 
see that the development of the province was carried 
oat on regular lines. It was inadvisable to hand over 
such programme of communications to district boards. 

921. Bridge experts with railway companies in England 
were really consulting engineers. Such officers would be 
capable of carrying out the 9Uperstructure of a bridge 
in India but would not be able to advise on the founda. 
tions which varied tremendously. The average engineer 
in India had experience of only three or four bridges in 
the course of his service, whereas a. bridge expert who 
constructed only bridges would be able to gain experi
ence quicker than a. man who constructed bridges in a 
single district at infrequent intervals. 

922. He considered that1the new promotion rules were 
not satisfactory as no record of a man's service was 
maintained which could be used as a guide to selection 
when the question of his promotion came up. It would 
be an advantage if a record were kept sho~ng what 
work each man had actually done, i.e., what buildings 
he had constructed and what roads he had aligned, etc., 
and the Chief Engineer, with this record before him, 
would be in a better position to judge of each man's 
capabilities. 

923. If extra ptwers were delegated to sub-divisional 
officers, which involved the grant of funds to them, their 
office establishment would have to be increased, as they 
had not at present any clerical staff capable of checking 
the expenditure of such funds. It might relieve the 
Executive Engineer, but it would tend to increase the 
sub-divisional office staff. Sub-divisional officers made 
payments but were not able to pay final bills beyond 
the limit of Rs. 200 without check in the divisional 
engineer's office. 

924. He had not come across any subordinates who 
could tell him, if a pump was out of order, what was 
wrong with it, or who could put matters right. These 
subordinates had a.s a rule no detailed knowledge of 
mechanical engineering but left everything to the mistri 
and ·even he had usually only a very hazy idea of the 
principles on which a pump was worked. Sub-?verseers, 
ought to have the handling of all plant on their works, 
and hence he thought that it would be a good thing 
if they learnt to drive a steam roller, for example, and 
generally to drive and repair simple machinery, although 
he admitted that it was impossible to obta.in at a low 
salary a man efficient in all trades. He was of opinion 
that it was a mistaken policy to have cut down the 
workshop training given at the Nagpur Engineering 
School from about fifteen hours a week to two. 

925. The records kept by the Executive Engineer 
which were useful to him were his register of works, 
his cash book and his register of receipt and issues of 
stock. He could, if necessary, be relieved even of his 
contractors' ledger.· A lot of the work which was done 
in the Executive Engineer's office was of no assistance 
to him in checking his work, and he agreed that the 
compilation of accounts might well be made ov~r to a 
central office. This would not, however, result m any 
ultimate reduction in establishment, but would merely 
mean the transfer of the Executive Engineer's accounts 
staft to the Comptroller's office. 

926. He agreed that most of the objectionable items 
noted on in the Comptroller's office could be disposed 
of finally by the Superintending Engineer, without being 
sent to the Executive Engineer for explanation, but the 
latter officer would still have a considerable number to ~ 
explain away as the Superintending Engineer . had not 
sufficient local knowledge for the purpose. He was not, 
therefore, in favour of a Superintending Engineer being 
made the audit officer in regard to the Executive li:ngi· 
neer's accounts. 

927. (President.) He did not see any reason why a • 
Superintending Engineer should have powers for com-' 
munications up to only Rs. 10,000, whereas for build
ings be had powers up to Rs. 25,000, and consij;}ered 
that such an officer should be given if anything more 
power for roads than. for buildings. 

928. With reference to his scheme for a district board 
staff two points were put to him, firstly, how govern
ment control would be exercised over government funds 
and, secondly, whether the staff which he had suggested 
should be employed under that scheme would be more 
numerous and would involve more expenditure 'than the 
existing Public Works Department establishment. He 
was asked to elaborate this scheme in a note and to 
submit it to the Committee later and this he promised* 
to do. 

• Mr. Thomson afterwards submitted the following note :-

A proposal for the re-or11anization of the Roads and Buildings 
Branch of the Public Works Department in the Oentral Pro· 
vince:t and Berar. 

This proposal is based on the desirability of removing 
the following defects now extant :-

(a), Dual agencies for the execution of work in the dis
tricts.-It is not economical to have the Public Works Depart
ment staff and the district fund staff working side by 
side in the same area, traversing each other's roads m the 
course of their inspections, and competing against one 
another for >the supply of materials and for the sam~ con· 
tractors. 

(b). Dualism in the Public Works Department itself.
The imperial and provincial branches of the Public Works 
Department are recruited from officers with a diiierent stand· 
ard of qualifications, are remunerated at different rates of 
salary, are promoted under different rules, but are employed 
side by side on identical work. 

t (c). Radical defects in the pre:tent IJYStem of carrying out 
district fund works in the Oentral Province:t.-The divi. 
sional local fund engineer is placed in executive control 
of petty works and maintenance in the whole area of a divi
sion, cOmprising, as a rule, five districts, the works fre
quently being entrusted to him for the sole reason thai 
they are situated in inaccessible places. He has to work 
with a staff that is largely recr:uited by men weeded out 
of the Public Works Department, or men who prefer a 
servi9e because there is less efficient control. 

It is impossible for him to carry out his duties efficiently. 
The district councils, on the other hand, complain that 

they are called upon to finance and sign completion reports 
for works carried out by a staff not under their control, but 
under the control of an officer who is only able to do so 
in a most superficial manner. 

(d). The wasteful employment of highly trained engineers.
The highly trained engineers recruited at home are employed 
for the first 20 or 25 years of their service on works of a 
very varied nature, the majority of which could be carried 
out as efficiently by officers with lower technical qualifica
tions, and in some cases more efficiently, as the officer with 
the higher training and more ambitious aspirations is unable 
to throw the same interest and concentration into the un
ending drudgery of measuring up, making petty payments, 
and woli driving. 

On the· other hand, there is the residuum of important 
work which not only calls for the services of a highly trained 
officer but can be best entrusted to one who has specialized 
in on: branch, and has not dissipated his energies on several 
branches. 

ENGINEERING STAFF. 

The proposal in outline is.-A Chief Engineer for the pro· 
vince with an architectural assistant, a Sanitary Engineer 
and road expert on his stafi, with a divisional engineer 
for each division who will be government servants ; while 

t This is the case in the Central Provinces and not Berar. 
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the district stall will be aervanU! of the district councils, 
and will consist of a district engineer, with an a.ssistant 
di~trict engineer for each importan.t taksil, and _an upper 
eu bordinate for ea.ch of the less 1mportant takstl~. 

. ExECUTION oF wonv. 

The di~trict engineer to be the executive officer, and 
will, a~ a rule, carrr out the whole of the maintenance and 
original works in his district, whether financed from .loc~l, 
provincial or imperial funds, and the whole of the d1stnct 
~La.ff will be under his orde~. 

He should be relieved of the annual repa~ of unimportant 
or scattered buildings as they can well be entrusted ~ t~e 
local representative of the department concerned, while m 
the case of any large provincial project, such as a difficult 
length of new ro~, or ~ big bridge, ~he Commissioner and 
Chief Engineer will decide whether 1t shall be entrusted 
to the district staff, or to a. special staff pla.c~ under the 
divisional engineer advised by the road e~pert. Sma!l 
municipalities should be encouraged to entertam a subordi· 
nate ; larger municipalities, an Assistant Engineer ; and the 
few big municipalities, an Executive ~ngineer. . . 

As regards sanitary ~orks, .the Sa~ntary Engmeer . w1ll 
be the coneulting and mspectmg engmeer ; small proJect.\! 
may be prepared and executed by the district staff ; but 
private agency should be encouraged to come forward for 
the large works. • 

POWERS OF SANCTION. 

Since the Chief Engineer will have five divisional engi. 
neers under his control, the local Administration should 
be allowed to delegate to the divisional enginee~ larger 
powers than are now given to Superintending Engineers : 

e.g., technical sanction to original works not on standard 
plans Rs. 50,000. . . 

Original works on standard plan, unhmtted. 
Maintenance, unlimited. 
The district engineers' powers should be regulated by 

the Chief Engineer under the advice of the Commissioner 
and divisional engineer, subject to a limit of technicai 
sanction to-

Original works not on standard plan !ts: 10,000. 
Original works on standard plan, unlim1ted. 
Maintenance, unlimited. 

CONTROL. 

The divisional engineer will inspect the district and sub. 
district offices, all works financed from imperial or provin. 
cial funds and such local fund works as the district councils 
desire ; w'hi!e the accounts will be audited by the Comp· 
troller's staff. . 

The divisional engineer will give orders direct on techni· 
cal matte~ on works financed by provincial or imperial 
funds ; but in all other matters he will either address the 
district council or the district engineer through the council. 

In rare cases it might be necessary to take the extreme 
step of employing a special staff to carry out government 
works in a district. 

CoNDmONS OF SEBVICB AND BBCBUTTMENT 01' TBB STAFI'. 

TM Chief Eng•'neer,-As greater powe~ are to be dele· 
gated to the divisional. engineers, ~nd as the Chi~f En~i
neer will have experts m three maw branches as hts a.ssts· 
tanta, the Chief Engineer, Irrigation, should be able to fill 
this post in addition to his own duties. 

T'M Arckitedural AMU!tant to be either a Public Works 
Department engineer, who has qualified as an Archited. 
or recruited in the open market, but it is most desirable 
that he should have local experience. 

1M Sanitary Engineer, with one or more a.ssistanta, to 
be a special branch, which may be entered by Irrigation 
Public Works Department office~, with not more than 
12 yea~· service, or specially recruited in the open market. 

The Road Exptrt will be selected from the special staff, 
already mentioned under the paragraph dealing with the 
execution of works ; he will be engaged on the preparation 
of projects and inspection of construction of difficult lengths 
of roads and large bridges. 

The Divi8i0Ml Engineer.-Vacancies to be widely adver
tised and applicanta selected by a board, consisting of the 
Chief Engineer, the Commissioner concerned, and, if possible, 
the divisional engineer va-cating the appointment. Prefer
ence to be given to district engineers already serving in 
the provincePo 

Di&trict Engineer&._;,V acancies to be widely advertised and 
applicanta selected by a board consisting of the Commis· 
sioner, the divisional engineer, and two representatives of 
the district board. 

A11s'i8tant District Engineer.-Va.cancies to be widely ad. 
vertised, and applicanta selected by the Deputy Commis
sioner, divisional engineer, district engineer and two 
representatives of the district board. 

Salary to be for the post held, and promotion from less 
important posts to more importa.nt posta by selection 
only. 

In lieu of pension, a provident fund to which the employ. 
ing agency will also contribute. Services to be tenninable 
by a. short notice by either party. · 

Finaneing establishment charges.-Since the staff will draw 
a fixed salary, but will be called on to estimate and super· 
vise, and sometimes construct departmentally, pro~cts 
which are financed by other than the employing agency 
there must be a fixed scale of fees for the services rendered, 
to be adjusted periodically by book transfer. 

It must be borne in mind that a higher scale must be 
paid for small or isolated works, that much greater super· 
vision is required in this country than at home ; and that 
no percentage on the expenditure can be said to be too . 
high as long as it effectB an ultimate saving, either in tho 
estimate or execution of the work. · 

In the same wav, it is sound to insist that local bodies 
should pay fees to government for services rendered, even 
if those services are limited to technical sanction, as they 

'a.re thereby encouraged to engage a better class engineer 
who can be entrusted with larger powers. 

B. C. DuBE, E.-;q., Executive Engineer and Under Secretary to the Hon'ble the Chief Commissioner of the Central 
· Provinces, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 

929. (I.)· Economy and suitability of methods of execu
tion of public works.· -Civil works are executed in the 
Central Provinces, by the Public Works Department, by 
the following methods :-

(1). A time-limit contract. 
(2). A pieee-work contract. 
(3). The direct payment of labourers engaged and 

materials used, known as the departmental method. 
The first two methods are generally adopted and in
frequently, due chiefly to lack of capable contractors, 
the departmental method is resortt>d to. The first two 
methods are fairly economieal. Thert'l is no doubt that 
~iven the right ~an in charge of departmentally exe
cuted works, government obtains the best value. When 
the man in charge is eithex incompetent or dishonest, 
the work becomes expensive. \\hat is required is the 
right man in charge. 

930. (ll.) Encouragement. of other agency.-Such 
pri,·ate ent<'rpri.se as exists is fairly sufficiently encour· 
a~ed. and the Puhlic Works Department system pre· 
\'ents the formation of rings of contract.ortl.. Open com· 
petition in bidding for works is adopted and the methods 

are healthy. The works executed in the Central Pro
vinces are in scattered places, sometimes not easily 
accessible by roads, and contractors will not take up 
works at places where the scheduled rates signify loss 
to them. Private enterprise is generally financed by 
speculatwg Marwarm. The average contractor pays 
about 12 per cent. interest for his capital These interest 
charges have to come out of profits, which are small. 
The building trade in these provinces il not yet an 
attractive proposition, and private enterprise is confined 
to uneducated men, without much capital or scientific 
training. All the same, good work at economical c08t 
is done as a rule. It may sometimes be expensive, 
but it is good value. If you build a hou8e in stone for 
a man, whose orrlinary needs do not go beyond a house 
in mud, the former is expensive. The indigenous in· 
habitant has elemenhry taates, and the Public Works 
Department builds largely for simple needs in a some
what, but not excessively, substantial manner. The 
Public Works Department is quite capable, if Mked to 
do so, of putting up flimsy, cheap and peri~hable &true· 
tures. Tho8e who want such class of works done for 
them should say so, and the Public \\ork.s De:ru:tment 
rules should be so changed that a modification of Sp!'ci· 
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fications of any work may be perm~ible, without much 
red tape. The standard of specifications prevailing in 
the Public Works Department is high. There is often 
a good deal to be said for cheaper specifications, but 
the PUblic Works Department practice is to use rl.J,ther 
superior materials and better workmanship than the 
public has a taste for. The Public Works Department, 
however, builds for a certain amount of permanence 
as a rule, and rarely for tnte expression, and does so 
economically. The only remedy is to educate the public, 
so that their culture improves. If, h{lwever, it is con
sidered necessary to entmst the constmction and upkeep 
of certain classes of public works to agency other than 
the existing Public Works Department and no objection 
exists to incurring more expenditure, which such a course 
will, in my opinion, render certain, it should be stipulated 
that, as the Central Provinces is a poor province, any 
extra cost of such experiments is to be borne by the 
Imperial {iovernment. 

(2)- The profits expected.by large firms will be 15 per 
cent., and probably not less than 25 per cent. on' the 
real value of work done by them. The exact percent· 
age of increase in the cost of work that this course would' 
involve depends on the following :-

(i). Assuming that the large contractor's organization 
is well mn, the profits aimed at will depend on the firm's 
desire to expand its business and the standard of super· 
vision by government inspectors ; also to the extent to 
which revision of estimates, plans and rates due to clever 
changes in foundations and specification will be passed 
by the inspectors. A clever firm would be constantly 
suggesting changes in all plans and estimates to increase 
the original contract amount, and the higher its stand
ing the less amenable will it be to control, even from 
government inspectors much less from lay departments. 
I make this forecast with deliberation and confidence, 
and consider that the cost of work, when finally paid 
for, will be greatly in excess of the contracted amount, 
perhaps in every case. 

(ii). Assuming that the contractor is asked to invest 
more than lO per cent. on the value of the work which 
he does in or,_, year, he will expect a 25 per cent. profit 
to cover-

(a) D,lanager's wages; 
(b) engineers' and work stitfi wages ; 
(c) office staff and law charges; ~ 
(d) interest and depreciation of tools and plant; 
(e) travelling allowances; 
(f) 12 per cent. on the capital invested. 

To these profits must be added the cost of the supervis· 
ing staff maintained by government, which will cost 
about lO per cent. more. So that one may expect 
an addition of 35 per cent. to the present costs. I reckon 
that the Government of India is prepared to pay the 
bill for these charges, if made. 

(3). We have some experience in these provinces of 
the piece-work system combined with departmental 
work. The secretariat building, the post office, the 
council hall at ~agpur are examples of this method. 
They are economically built and cannot be said to be 
expensive. No local or imported contracting firms 
could have executed the works as a whole at a smaller 
cost. • 

(4). The question of trained men available for work 
is important. No sub-divisional officer can be a good 
one, unless he has done work of a mistri, a time-keeper, 
a sub-overseer, a sub-divisional clerk, a paymaster, 
what in India. we call a " Har-fun-nw.ulah," or a sort 
of "jack-of-all.trades." There are no established trades 
for the supply of building materials in the majority of 
places where buildings have to be put up in India, as 
is the cnse in England. This class of training is neces
sary for any technical profession a man may specialize 
in. The Public Works Department produces general 
practitioDers in the building trade. 

(5), To do thi$ "wk, a. good Executive Enginu.: has 
to bE' uot only highly competent technically, but to be 
uncollilllonly :.,:hrewd as a businessman. The class of 
men whom Wfl are likely to appoint directly either from 

England or India have to be trained 'before... they can 
be of any use in controlling rates: 

(6). The rates in the Central Provinces are carefully 
analyzed, and I can say that they are unfavourable to 
promiscuous profiteering if the supervision is good. I 
can also say that the substitution of inspectors and -t 

contrac~ors for the Public Works Departmental agency 
would mcrease the cost of works substantially: without 
the outturn being, necessarily, better value. • 

(7). With regard to the question of handing over un
important buildings and roads to local boards, the ex
perience in these provinces is that owing to lack of funds 
the local boards cannot afford to employ a trained engi· 
·neer for a reasonably small and compact territorial 
charge., The result has been that supervision is in· 
adequate a»d the roads have .deteriorated and the 
repairs to buildings are not carried out in time. On 
general principles, the existence of two agencies side 
by side does not effect economy, nor can the experience 
gained by one set be utilized by the other. 

(8~ The burden of executing local· works in the interior 
of the Central Provinces falls on the subordinate revenue 
officials, who act as stiffeners to local self-government, 
and these officials are frequently transferred. 

(9). Government cannot shed off the responsibility of 
lending its officers to arrange for the execution of un
important ctvil works for the simple reason that the 
majority of district councillors are too apathetic. Also, 
it has to be noted that the construction agency of dis
trict boards cost them 15 per cent. on an outlay of 
Rs. 15,48,046 for the year 1915-16. The government 
pays the district boards 11! per cent. on the estimated 
cost of transferred works. This is not sound business 
for the district boards. The corresponding cost of con
struction establishment for provincial civil works was 
14 per cent. on an outlay of Rs. 51,16,411, vide page 47 
of the Finance Schedule for the year 1915-16. 

931. (W.) Changes in organization.-The present 
systems of recmiting the.,engineer service are not .satis
factory, chiefly, because the financial inducements are 
not sufficiently attractive for the best talent in either 
India or England. Recmitment from England should 
be confined to practising specialists, while the rest of 
the work can be easily carried out by engineers trainea 
in Indian colleges. 

(2} The needq of this province require that there should 
be a qualified Executive Engineer in each district, and 
this P?ints to a larger cadre. 

{3). This province lias the following civil divisions and 
districts :-

Nagpur Division l
]. Nagpur. (a) 
2. Wardha. (b) 

. 3. Chanda. (b) 
4. Bhandara. (b) 
5. Balaghat. (b) 

!
6. Jubbulpore (a) 
7. Saugor. (c) 

Jubbulpore Division . 8. Damoh. (c) 
9. Seoni. (c) 

10. Mandla.' (c) 

{

11. Raipur. (a) 
Chhattisgarh Division . 12. Bilaspur. (b) 

. 13. Drug. (c) 

! 
14. Hoshangabad. (b) 
15. Nimar. (b) 

Nerbudda Division • 16. Narsinghpur. (c) 

Berar Division • 

17. Chhindwara. (a) 
18. Betul. (b) 

[

19. Amraoti. (a) 
• 20. Akola. (a) 
- 21. Buldana. (b) 

22. Yeotmal. (b) 

The first-class districts which should be in charge 
of the best Executive Engineers are marked (a) and are 
six in number. The second-class districts whi£h should 
be in charge of the next best men are marked (b) and 
are ten in number, and the third-class, which should 
be in charge of upper subordinates or junior assistants 
are marked (c) and are six in number. I would pr?pose 
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that ooch civil di~trict should have an Executiv-e Engi· 
neer and there should be three cirde1 oflltlperi~ 
The 'present charges of Executiv:e E~eer and Superin· 
tending Engineer are too larg~ m terr~tory for adequate 
supervision, and every Executive Engmeer should carry 
out all government cit"il wor~, district COttneil or looal 
fund wor~ exupt municipal original work-8 beloul 
R8• 5,000. 'The local bodies should continue to pay the 
urnal percentage charges. ~ere ~ould also be .a .s~ni
t~ry Engineer, and some special earutary wo~ks ?IV18tons 
and sub-divisions wherever enough work Justifies the 
creation of new temporary divisions. The pay of the 
establishment of all classes should be refixed on an 
increased scale, and I guarantee economy and efficiency. 
I do not wish to fix the cadre ~;trength at this stage, 
but would preSil for the acceptance of the principle. 

( 4 ). Tlie provincial engineer rises to Rs. 8.50 per men~em 
after 19 yenrs' service. This is a meagre prospect. He 
has to meet the following monthly expenses:-

Government provident fund • . 
Minimum life assurance premiums 
Education of three or four children 
House rent • 
Servants 

ToTAL 

Rs. 
101 
35 

300 
85 

100 

621 

· 933. (V.) Decentralization and (VI). Sim.pli.6eation of 
procedure.-With regaro to d('IC'entralization within 
the Public Works Department, I would MY that it is 
very desirable. This applies to :-

(i) aceounta procedure; 
( ii) ad.ministra tive procedure ; 

(iii) executive procedure. 
(2). With regard to aooounta procedure, I may say that 

a strong committee consisting of an equal number of ex
perienced public works officers and accounts officl."rs 
should be appointed to consider the replacement of the 
present system of account by a simpler s~tem. 

(3). With regard to administrative procedure for sane· 
tioning estimateJ, the powers of Executive Engineers to 
Mnction estima~ for original works may be increased. 
The existing powers are given in tht> Central Provinces 
lllanua.l of Orders, Volume III, 92, 93 ,94, 95, 96 and 
97. 

(4). In my opinion Superintmding Enginftlrs should 
be generally delegat«i the powl'rs of the local Adminis
tration, a.nd the Executive Engineers should exercise 
most of the present powers of the Superintending Engi· 
neers. The Chief Engineer's powers will then remain 
purely advisory for large projects, and he will serve 
aa the administrative link between the Chief Commis· 
sioner and the Public Works Department dl'&ling with 
the budget, superior establishment and other matters 

Th (Rs 810-Rs. 62l)=Rs. 189 are left for living of imperial policy. 
us '· h' h · very inadequate (5). I would suggest that the Code should be so altel'('d 

expenseR, w lC' 
18 

• • h h t f k h ld t I (5). The salary of the Indian ~ollege e~ineer should- t at t e unspent gra.n or a wor s ou no apse. 
be raised and, considering that hiS work 18 of a respon· An aceount form should ~e added to show a ledgrr 
8ible nature, the best men, if such are to be encouraged, a.ooAdo~~ tof t~ach .work. Tfh 18 h~~befen dtone fby tdh& loc·ka.l 
should have the same prospects e,s men in the executive .IIlllllS ra lOn m case o gran.... or rans erre wor s 

d · di i 1 servici"R who are no better. For in~tance executed by the local fund agency. 
:~o f~d~n~ can ri~~· to be Deputy Commissioners and (6). This will mean fluctuating b~dgeta, ~bich may 
four Indians can rise to be District and Sessions Judges. emb~rrass the <klver.m;nent of India, but 1~ may be 
An ,-ndian in government service can rarely expect to possible to finance c1vil ~or~ from loa~, m~tead of 
rise h~her than an Executive Engineer, and the ma,xi. fT?m current re"':enue. This ~nngs the subJect m touch 
mum pay to which he may rise by professional merit With the operations. of the Finance Department of ~he 
should be Rs 1 500 per mensem from a minimum of <klvernment of India, but does not appear to be lDl· 

Rs. 800 per ~er:sem. There should be three grades of possi~l~ of solution. If the official yea~ was abolished 
Executive Engineers. for Civil works great advantages are certam to be secured. 

(6). It is not nect>Ssary to promote every man from the 934. (VU.) Education.-The system of education in the 
assistant to the executive class, as is done at present. Thomason College, Roorkee, of which I am an alumn 1H 

The time·scale system of promotion is not fair to the is organized on a sufficiently broad basis to meet the 
man \'lho is given heavy charges. needs of private agency aa well aa of government. I 

(7). There should be no promotion from the non-gazet- may say that outside local fund works, the private 
ted to the gazetted ranks. This lowers the prestige of the demand in these provinces is nil. The Roorkee College 
service and, as the Executive Engineer has to live and has cesaed in recent years to attract suitable candidates, 
move amongst the district officers, the solidarity of the ·because of the miserable prospects aa submitted above 
district unit of government is adversely affected by the of the provincial engineer service. The men who obtain 
presence of men, who are personae non graJ.ae. The pay the guaranteed appointmenta used to be, specially the 
of As~istant Engineers should be fixed at Rs. 300 per top few, of the stamp who could have passed the Indian 
mensem rising to Rs. 700. This will adequately provide Civil Service examination had it been held simultane- · 
for such men as are not likely to be good Executive Engi- ously in India. and England, but this cannot be said of 
neers. The terms " Provincial " and " Imperial '' should many who are coming out of Roorkee now. They are 
be abolished. lacking in general culture. Some turn out well ; others 

(8). The criterion is the class of work to be done. Both do not. But this is true of Europeans as well when 
have to do the same work, and the best provincial man they join the service. The capadty to express oneself 
is frequently better than the average imperial man. with felicity and to persuade financing bodies to invest 
The reorganization should take this faot into considera· their funds is an art which needs further development, 
tion. The recruit from London n1ay be given a.n extra but this is true of the engineering profession all over 
allowance of 10 per cent. per men.9em. This will meet the world. I have no doubt that, if government wished 
the cost of voyages. As a matter of fact, the Indian it, the best Roorkee engineers could at a pinch be of 
eolleges can provide sufficiently good men to man the military value too. I have no experience of the work· 
entire Department. It is only a question of time, \'\"hen ing of other colleges in India. The difterence between 
perhaps no necessity may exist to obtain recruita from a Roorkee product and other college producta in India 
the O\'erse.u to hdp us in executing our civil work& is that the Roorkee man comes out better grounded in 

932. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub- essentials of practical work and is early made to feel 
branehes.-The relations of the Public "orks and behave like a gentlema.n and an officer from the 
Department \'l"ith other departments are satisfactory. day he enters the engineer cla.ss. The traditions of the 

(2). l~prowmt>nt is urgently .necessary in the. cla.ss college require the student to play up, and the dillcipline 
from \'lhlch tht> mbordinates lS drawn. The line on under the Royal Engineer officers is of the best. The 
which impronment should be effected is ro inc~ only directions in which I 11·ould suggest an improve
the salarit>s. . A sub-overseer should oomme.nce l!el'Vlce ment is that the Indian engineering colleges should be 
on lts. 50, ri~mg up to Rs. 150 per melll!em m 20 years. more in touch with current engineering practice and 
An upper subordinPte should commence on Rs. 150, should act as resea.reh in.stitut.;,s, and help more in de
ri~ing up to Rs. 500 .in 25. yl'&rtl Thf're should be no eiding formul;e and co-efficienta for Y&l'iou.B problel'Jl&. 
other da.ss o£ subordmate m permanent state employ. The l!tudy of eoonomi<'S should be in'!isted on in all 

YOL. U 0 
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colleges, and steps taken to instil " money-se!se " into 
students, which maketh a man make one rupee go as 
far as two.. I do not think an engineering college is 
wanted for the Central Provinces. There is one scholar
ship of Rs. 40 per mensem tenable for Central Provinces 
students in the engineer class. This should be raised 
to perhaps ten of Rs. 60 per mensem, as the cost of 
living has increased. The average expenses of a student 
would now be about Rs. 125 per mensem. During 
1900-03 I used to spend about Rs. 100 per mensem. 
The Nagpur Engineering School will meet all local de
mands for future lower subordinates There should be 
only two classes of subordinates, as has already been des
cribed. There is no necessity for classifying them upper 
subordinates, supervisors, sub-engineers, etc. All designs 
and estimates must be framed by Executive Engineers, 
who should have an adequate and trained staff of 
draughtsman and computors. There are no large con
, tracting firms established in this provi!}Ce of substance 
standing and experience. There is no necessity to create 
them. If there are 22 divisions, a large proportion can 
be run by Indian-trained men, say, 16, and the rest by 
Europeans. 

935. (Vm.) Practical training.-Regarding train
ing, there are two things: First.ly, if you train a quali
fied man who is apt, keen, active and reasonably free 
from original sin, you can train him for a sub-divisional _ 
officer's work in one year. This is the period prescribed 
for qualified students from Roorkee to make them fit 
for an Assistant Engineer's post. The Public Works 
Department Code does not specifically provide a period 
of training for others who are appointed directly as 

, permanent Asidstant Engmeers. In my opinion, they 
should be trained for one year. Three years is the 
period when an Assistant Eniineer can be said to be 
reasonably familiar with Indian conditions. Ten years' 
service makes him fit for an Executive Engineer and use
ful as an adviser on local projects, from the adminis
trative and financial point of view. There are, of course, 
exceptions in both directions. Secondzy, a good deal 
depends on the Executive Engineer who trains the fresh 
material. If the Executive Engineer himself is an in
competent man and has not got the capacity to inspire 
a generous enthusiasm for the profession in the disciple, 
the result is that the training is prolonged and is some
times negative. The engineering profession involves the 
rounding off of many eccentricities, and there is nothing 
more wholesome than a good " Guru " or trainer. I 
think the training should continue throughout one's 
service, and a periodic course and test in modern practice 
should be prescribed for each engineer, at intervals of 
eight years, corresponding to the Chatham course. 

(2). A man should not be trained for more than one 
year in India to see if he is fit for service in all respects. 
Once government decides to take a man on its permanent 
service, the trlining is thus for so long as the man is 
in service. · 

936. (General.) I now proceed to make some observa· 
tions on the alternative_ proposals for the execution of 
civil works, and to discuss the arguments which impart 
to these alternatives a plausible air. 

(2). The increase in decentralization made in recent 
years does not go far enough, and the essentially de
partmental character of the Public Works system will 
remain so, under any reorganization whatsoever. The 
regulations now embodied in the Public Works Depart
ment Code have a meticulous nature, because they are 
founded upon distrust of human nature and, although 
the Code can be simplified, it cannot be altogether done 
away with, as it will arise in some shape or other, regula
tions being the essence of the art of administration. 
Technical departments are naturally conservative, and 
poor countries cannot as a rule afford costly methods. 
The craze for modernity will receive its effective reply 
when there is no money to pay for it. As I have said 
before, there is no established private contracting agency 
in these provinces of recognised skill, standing and 
substance, except perhaps one firm. The better class 
of Indians will not take civil engineering as a pro
feStlion, whrn thf';r may have "to waste their sweetness 

in the desert air." So long as the plums of the pro· 
fession and the " izzat " carried with government service 
are not open to them, the better class of Indian will 
give a wide berth to a career in favour of others where 
his industry and brains will have a better market value. 
The provincial engineer service no longer attracts the .~. 
best men, because it is not suitably paid. The failures 
of Indian colleges go to England, as a rule, to come 
out as !iO-called engineers, doctors and barristers. Tht"re 
are exceptions, of course. The struggle for existence is 
very keen now-a-days, and students in India have a verv 
hard time. It is more likely that the talent which rna}· 
be drawn to civil engineering as a profession will b.e 
diverted to scientific agriculture, the metallurgic tra.des, 
cotton spinning and weaving, medicine and perhaps 
educational work. So long as the masses of the peoplt~ 
are not educated, thtfte is no chance of the service of 
a civil engineer being generallyrapplied for. Mass educa
tion is a primary condition of more refined ideas about 
how to live life. The modern products of the engineer
ing colleges in India are more than good enough for 90 
per cent. of our work for which we do not require 
specialists. What we want are good men thoroughly 
trained to do our ordinary bum-drum work of roadR 
and buildings. Anything modern and elaborate can be 
paid for by obtaining advice from practising firms of 
engineers, as is done at present. The present Public 
Works system is conducive both to economy and gives 
the best results. The defects are that a man is given 
the work in a.n area which requires two men and iR hide
bound by a lot of office work and tied to his table to a.n 
extent: which no private employer would tolt>rate. 'fht> 
impatience with the so-called stereotyped and inelastic 
methods is another mode of resenting order and method 
in business, the wholesafe abolition of which is sure to 
lead to disaster. The delay complained of by any dr
partment is due to the necessity of consulting many 
other departments, who are required to be consufted 
under the rules of procedure. Every large cont,ractor 
and private civil engineering firm is free to tender for 
any work, and no hindrance is placed in U1eir pat.11 in 
tills province, They do not tender, even those from 
Bombay or Calcutta, because the rates obtaining in 
this province do not permit them to make adequatn 
profits and p<-rhaps t.hey are shy of the Public WorkR 
system. If more comprehensive measures, e.g., the 
abolition of the Public Works Department, are contem
plated, I can only say that the system is sure to ari8e 
in another and a more sinister form-with all or more 
of its faults, very little of its efficiency, a dea,J of waste 
and more delay' than at present. The development of 
other departments has resulted in large increases of 
personnel, which have to he paid for, while the Publir 
Works Department offers a convenient mass of clay, 
whlch is pared down, until it~ stafHs now under-manned, 
under-paid, overworked, with Executive Engineers who 
h~We been automatically promoted, and has become fit 
for a commission of inquiry into its methods. The 
best indigenous talent will become available to govern· 
ment, If more posts on increased pensionable salaries 
are assured, and a healthy state of civic interest can only 
develop when people have become more civilized. 

(3). A new system whlch contemplates the substitution 
of honorary administration directing a less highly trained 
agency cannot cost less by reason of loss of efficiency. 
The work of honorary magistrates is a case in point. 
Any reduction in the standard of supervising agency, 
upon the integrity of which depends the effective value 
for outlay incurred under conditions likely to prevail for 
the next fifty years in these provinces cannot be se1iously 
advanced for adoption. The probability of an engi
neering firm undertaking to run their show with the 
aid entirely of decently paid Indians is nil. The firms 
will be out for profit, and it is more likely that a one
man concern will be evolved in each district if anvthing 
like a decent living is to be made by the better-class 
Indians. There is no room for more. Let each man 
be trained to his job in the next ten years, and one day, 
let the government proclaim that hereafter every dis
trict engineer ce.1ses to be in government employ and 
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"·ill L•:ncdurth man.n.ue the work on hi~ 0\\11.. For financ
i~rg, if DPCl'f'~ary. tf;.o,wratin:~ flocil'tie~ rould give as 
t·ncourag<'ment to each contractor a short-term loan 
on a low rate of intl'mt to the t'xtent of lO ptr cent. 
of the Yalue of work to be done in eaeh di~trict in a year. 
The nece~sary change could then be introduced by a 
~<troke of the pen. l"nder th!'~e circum8tances perhaps 
!iix iru;pectorl! with forty-four trub-ins)Jf'Ctor!! coulJ. run 
the province. But this proces~ will cost gon•mment a 
good deal. l'nless there is some truch 8ystem as the 
present Public Works Department, men would be un. 
willing to ri~k their destinies by worlcing under district 

council!" or any pmu:lwyr:ti system. What guarantf!:' is 
thPre that n.'sp~:-ctable printe t'ngineering firms 'l'lill 
reccive fair treatmrnt and payments in timl" from Sf'lf· 
gowming bodie-3 'l'lithout all sorts of trouble ! As far 
as I can 8('(', the time is not ripl', for this province at 
leMt, for creating large contracting firms 'l'lith thf'ir own 
staff of expert enginl'f'rs for the simplt' ffason that this 
protince cannot afford such firms for many more years, 
a.nd o'l'ling to the situation caused by the '1111U thl're is 
likely to be scarcity of funds for one generation at 
least. 

l!R. B. C. DuBE called and examined. 

93i. (PrVJidenl.) The witness Gtatcd that he was an 
Executi\'e Engineer with thirteen year~~ and four months' 
service all of which had been spent in the Buildings and 
Roads Branch in the Central Provinces. 

938. He considered that the existing Public Works 
Department system of carrying on works was much 
more economical than W'hy system entailing the employ
ment of large contractors would be. His opinion was 
ba.sed on a comparison of the rates, as well as of the total 
cost of the buildings at Akola, as a result of which he 
found that the Public Works Department rates were much 
cheaper than the rates paid by private persons, provided 
the specifications were the same in both cases. Large 
contract.ors required a profit of fifteen t.o twenty-five 
per cent. on the value of all work done by them, while 
the margin of profit allowed to petty contractors was 
only five per cent. which, however, he thought was too 
low and should be raised to from 15 t.o 25 per cent. ac
cording to the status of the contractor. The larger con· 
tractor would demand a higher profit, as he would employ 
a skilled agency and better staff, and expect a fair return 
for his work. He instanced the case of a large contract. 

. ing firm which wa.s paid 17 per cent. on the value of the 
work done by them in Kagpur. He anticipated that if 
a system were introduced under which contractors were 
]Jermitted to prepare their own plans and execute the 
work, subject to inspection by government inspectors, 
such cont.ractors, exercising the dual functions of con
tractors and engineers, would be continually making 
changes in the plans after they had been sanctioned, 
!'specially in regard to foundations. Kobody could 
foresee what foundations would actually be necessary 
for a building until they were put down, and it would 
be possible for such contractors to make them say 3! 
feet deep instead of 5 feet, a fact which would be very 
difficult to discover later. ruder the presrnt system, 
although contractors were employed, the engineers kept 
foundations very much in their own hands. 

939. He was emphatically oppo~f'd to the making
over of any government works to district boards, or 
fWiln of the latter's own works, with the exception of 
\'ery petty ones.· He did not think that district boardR 
could control a staff, whether it was good or bad, and 
they were quite inca.~·ablo of exercising powers O\'er a 
technical department. Hence he did not consider that 
it would serve a.ny useful purpose to associate district 
councils with the detailed organization for the execu. 
t.ion of civil works. The control of distric·t eouncils 
over works should be confined to a decision as to what 
was to be done, in other words to the accordance of ad
mini8tratiYe sanction, and it was useless, in his o!Jinion, 
to collfe.r upon them any powers in regard tQ the detailed 
rxecution of works. Thev should not be entrusted 
even '1\ith their own work~ unless thev were of an un
important nature and their aggregate value did not 
uceed a few thou~>and rupees. Ht' objected strongly 
to the propol'\al that di~tri(-t councils should employ a 
tompett'nt engineering staff of their own to tarry out 
both thf'ir own and gowmment works in the di:>tri<:t, 
1111 they would nen:or have more than a nominal control. 
At prest>nt, allsuc·h work '\\·as done by heads of de)!art
mE'nte and Commissioners-and he was averse to di8· 
trict councils being given powers of control 'l'l"hieh thl'y 
\\·ere not competent to discharge, nor did he think it 
desirable in the present circumotames of the country to 

\ 

entru~t thf:'m with such powers. In his opinion di~triet 
boards were absolutely incompetent E>ither to execute 
works or to mr.nagt' their own engineering staff. There 
would be serious objections if the scheme were intro· 

. duced., Bills would not be pa.id in time, a.nd neither 
the ~<taff nor the contractors would get fair Jreatment. 

940. He suggested that there should be an Executive 
Engineer for each district. In his '1\littf'n evidence he 
had propost'd twenty-two divisional charges, of which 
eix were important, ten fairly important and six Wtlre 
small Each of these should be in charge of an Execu
tive Engineer of which class six senior and ten jtmior 
officers should be maintained, while the smaller divisions 
might be in charge of Assistant Engineers or upper sub· 
ordinates. He propoeed that there should be three 
Superintending Engineers for the Central Province-R. 
He considered that an increase of pay was eS!!ential, 
because the cost of living had increased and the responsi· 
bilities of the offiee!1l would be con~iderable, and his 
scheme was not at all expensive considering the money 
which government was spending on the reorganization 
of other departments. He admitted that the co~t, com
pared with that at present incurred, might be con~ider· 
able, but thought that it. would be ju~tified by the re
sults anticipated from it. It was always a good invest
ment to pay one's servants liberally. The result would 
be that everybody would be satisfied and supervision 
would be more effective. He did not consider that the 
present establishment eharges were high compared with 
the work done. These charges came to 14 per cent. 
excluding the pay of the Superintending and Chid Engi· 
neers, and this in his opinion Wll.'! a moderate figure. 

941. He considered that the Executive Engineer's 
powers of technical sanction for original works should 
be raised from Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 5,000, but that the 
limit for minor works should be maintained at Rs. 5,000, 
and that there Wll.'! no necesfity for raising it to B.s. 
10,000, as most of the works in a district were small 
and did not generally cost more than Rs. 5,000. Every~ 
thing above Rs. 5,000 should, he thought, go to the 
higher officers of the Department for sanction. 

942. The power!! of sub-divisional officers were quite 
sufficient and should not be increased. At present they 
were empowered to make payments for final bills up to 
Rs. 200, and he would not trust them with higher powers 
II.'! their statUll wll.'! not sufficiently good. They should 
not be given power to accord technical sanction to plans 
and estimates, even for small amounts, as the technical 
qualifications of sub-divisional officers were, on the whole, 
inferior. 

943. He agreed that, from the point of view of the 
Public Works Department, it would be a good thing 
for the engineers to be fflieved of the repairs to build· 
ing8, and for tht'ISe to be tntrustOO to the different depart
ments concerned, but coll8idered that from a.n economical 
point of view it was not a sound proposal, as other de. _ 
partments would not be able to carry out their repairs 
as chea1Jly as the Public Works Department could. 

9!4. The aecounts system was rather CQmplicatoo, and 
he thought that the better the Executive Engineer '111'81 

the lt:-iill time he devoted to tl::.e routine. The routine 
atcounts wm·k was fairly heavy, but he pell!Onally spent 
Yery little time on it and lt:ft it to the accountant, He 
nE-ver worried about the routine li"Otk. The Comptrollbr 
sent Lim a rtgister of audit objoctioll8, and he had found 

o2 
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that there was no harm done by paying only moderate 
attention personally to routine matters of accounts. He 
could not give any opinion on the suggestion that there 
should be a separate accountant in the divisional office, 
who . would deal direct with the Comptroller and be 
responsible to the latter for all the accounts. 

945. He was trained at the Roorkee College. The 
engineering students and upper &Ubordinates were 
educated separately at that college. He considered 
that the upper subordinates of that college were good 
all round men both theoretically and practically and 
that they proved altogether satisfactory. He did not 
endorse the opinion that the theoretical training of the 
upper subordinates was too high for the class of work 
they were expected to do. He did not think they were 
wanting either in theoretical or practical training, and 
did not consider/ any improvement was called for in 
that respect. 

946. He suggested that the Roorkee College should 
also perform the functions of a research institute ... There 
was at present no research institute for the Central 
Provinces· where, for example, different kinds of timber 
could be tested, where sand could be sent to show the 
rate of percolation of water, or where varieties of lime 
could be tested. The addition of this work to the func
tions of the college would not impair the educational 
side of that institution but would rather assist it, as 
students would be .continually in touch with such pro
blems, would take part in discussions, and would benefit 
by seeing how the experiments were conducted. 

947. He suggested that there should be periodical 
examinations, both oral and written, of Public Works 
Department officers at eight years' intervals up to the 
time they had put in twenty-four years' service, so as 
to keep the engineers in touch with current improve
ments, even if this involved sending them to' England. 
The superior officers of the Department, the Superintend
ing and Chief Engineers, could superintend this ex· 
amination. He was of opinion that, even after a. man 
had put in twenty-four years' service, he was capable 
of improving his knowledge and that there was no time 
in a man's life when it could be said that he was not 
capable of further improvement. A somewhat similar 
system of examinations was followed in the Medical 
Department. 

948. (Mr. Cobb.) He asserted that there was a good 
deal wrong with the Department. In the first place, 
a man had too much to do. Everybody was over· 
worked throughout his service, ,and everybody except 
the Chief Engineer was under-paid. The latter officer, 
he considered, was over-paid. That was the reason 
why good men did not devote themselves more zealously 
to their duties. If the men were better ,paid super
vision would be more effective. He did not mean that 
the present supervision was extremely defective, but it 
tended to become so. If an Exeoutiv.e Engineer did not 
inspect his works his subordinates committed irregular· 
ities, whereas if the supervision was improved no sub· 
ordinate could impose upon the Executive Engineer. 
He did not mean to imply that there was want of dis
cipline, but there was want of time on the part of the 
~xecutive Engineer for the proper supervision of the 
work, as'he was given too much to do. He had works 
scattered over a very large area and subordinates, find· 
ing that he was not visiting the works, frequently com· 
mitted irregularities. The witness, therefore, proposed an 
increase in the number of Executive Engineers, putting 
one in e1wh of the twenty-two districts. 

949. District boards were very inefficient, and nothing 
would improve their efficiency. The execution of civil 
works had, he thought, no educative 'Value whatever, 
and the transfer of the execution of government works 
to those bodies was unlikely to improve them in any 
way. The only thing that would improve them was 
generaJ education, to make them realize their respon· 
tiibilities. 

950. (Ra& Bahadur Ganga Ram.) By the expression 
" What is required is the right man in charge " in his 
written memorandum, he meant a subordinate who 
wuuld take the trouble to account for labour employed 
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and measure the work faithfully and honestly, and an 
Executive Engineer capable of organizing works. It was 
the Superintending Engineer who could judge whether 
these men came up to this standard or not. If it were 
found that a man was totally unfit for an executive or.~: 

~subordinate charge, the proper remedy was to dismiss 
him altogether. 

951. He considered that the standard of specifications 
of the Public Works Department for district board 
works was high, not so much in the case of schools, 
as of cattle pounds, etc., although in some instances 
schools were also more expensive than was necessary 
and could be cheapened by a lowering of the specifica
tions. He would not, however, lower the specifications 
in the case of police buildings as the inhabitants of a 
small village were more concerned in looking after the 
repairs to a school than those to a police station. By 
saying " The only remedy is to educate the public, so 
that their culture improves " in his memorandum he 
intended to convey the idea that the maiority of vil
lagers were little removed from savages and, therefore, 
did not appreciate good buildings. They lived in mud 
houses and did not care how their buildings looked. 
Until they improved in this respect the specifications 
of village schools, etc., might well be lowered to make 
them conform to the environments of the village. 

952. In stating that any extra expenditure involved 
by the substitution of any other agency for the existing 
Public Works Department agency should be borne by 
the Imperial Government, he had mea:ut that, as the 
Central Provinces was a poor province with little revenue, 
any additional expense involved in the experiment 
should be met by the Imperial Government, and the 
burden should not be thrown on to provincial revenues. 
He added that this was his personal view, and that he 
was not speaking on behalf of his government. 

953. In explanation of the remark, " The burden of 
executing local works in the interior of the Central Prov
inces falls on the subordinate revenue officials who act 
as stiffeners to local self-government," in his written 
evidence, he stated that, when a road was to be repaired 
in a tah.sil or taluka, or an approach- to a river ghat was 
to be cut, the local board member for that area was 
usually aske4 to see to it. The latter did not generally 
do so, and after several reminders had been sent to him 
the work was finally donEt by the tah.sildar himself. In 
this way practically all civil works were carried out by 
the officials, and the so-called interest which the district 
councils took was purely imaginary. The district board 
members never went near their works and the local 
revenue officials had to do everything, these revenue 
officials being in fact employed in giving energy to a 
lifeless mass. He admitted that he was decidedly 
opposed to local self-government so far as the manage· 
ment of civil works was concerned. He did not think 
that local bodies should have anything to do with a 
work, beyond deciding what was to be done and pro
viding the money. Beyond the powers of adminis· 
trative sanction it would serve no useful purpose to give 
any more. It was also, he considered, to their own 
benefit as they mostly did not know anything about 
an engineer's work, and merely a. few made claims to 
powers, which in all instances they did not know how 
to exercise, He held that the statement in his written 
memorandum that the '' Roorkee College has ceased in 
recent years to attract suitable candidates " was per
fectly true. He agreed that the market was overstocked 
but not with the right type of man. 

954. As the province was a. poor one and could not 
afford to have a technical college of its own, he had 
suggested in his written evidence that, in lieu of the 
one scholarship of Rs. 40 tenable by Central Provinces 
students at Roorkee, ten scholarships of Rs. 60 per 
mensem should be substituted, as the cost of living 
had increased. The average expenditure of a student 
was, he admitted, Rs. 125 a month. 

955. By the expression " original sin " in the following 
passage in his written evidence " Firstly, if you train a 
qualified man who is apt, keen, active and reasonably 
free from original sin, you can t1·ain him for sub-divi· 
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1<ional offict>r"s work in one year," be meant habits which 
could not be easily got rid off, and which were obsta.cll'S 
in the way of a man's deriving full benefit from his practi
cal training. For instance, a. ~an might have lazy 
habita, bt> a late riser, too fastidious- about his clothes 
or too fond of games, a.nd be unable to shake off these 
peculiarities. These came under his classification of 
''original sin.'' 

956. Petty-contractors were content with a profit of 
five per cent. only, which W8.8 the margin allowed a.nd 
with which they were satisfied. He could not, however, 
~<ay how much profit they actually made. The large 
firm he had alluded to charged 17 per cent. on the value 
of the quantity of w.:.rk done calculated at the estimatOO 
ratoo. 
· 957. On being informed that there l\-11.8 a research 
institute at Poona. of which, however, little advantage 
wa.s taken by engineers, he explained that the Central 
Provinces w8.8 more nearly connected with Roorkee than 
with Poona College. 

958. (Mr. Mackenzie.) As a very large number of 
l:ichools were required all over the country for primary 
education, the expense of providing schools was practi· 
cally prohibitive unless the specifications were lowered, 
and he considered that it would be very much in the 
interests of primary education if such a lowering were 
effected. 

959. He admitted that he wanttd a research institute 
for '' testing " rather than for " original research," a.nd 
that any engineering workshop might ea.sily be fitttd 
for such work. It would, however, not take up much 
uf the time of the professors and might be useful to 
the students, and could be done at Roorkee or perhaps 
at J:>oona, if there was already a good laboratory there. 

!!60. He knew of only one case of an officer whose 
promotion had been postponed on account of inefficiency. 
That officer had since been made Executive Engineer, 
but his promotion had been postponed for six months. 

961. Students coming from the engineering colleges 
would be able to get a really good practical training if 
they wt>re employed in various divisions under competent 
Executive Engineers, who would be given extra. allowances 
for training them. The Central Provinces could pro· 
bably provide training for six to eight such students, 
though they could not all be provided with appointment& 
H<~ ~:onsidertd that such students should pay a fee to 
the Executive Engineer, and he believed that they 
would be willing to do so if there was a demand for 

their services. This training would be of the greata~t 
ad•antage to the students. 

962. (Sir ~;otl Kershaw.) With reference to the remark 
in his written statement that "modem products of the 
engineering colleges in India are more than good enough 
for 90 per cent. of the work, for which we do not requir11 
specialists,'\ and to his suggestion that an increMe of 
salaries was required, he stated that he wanted .this 
increase for the best men of the class only. In spite 
of the fact that men could be found at the pre-.sent price, 
he advocated an increase of salaries as be considered 
that the best men were deserving of more pay. If people 
knew· that there was no prospect of increased pay for 
the engineering service the best available talent would 
ceaae· going to the colle-ges. The number of the best 
entrants was diminishing, but they were still living in 
the hope of such a.n increase. They had great faith in 
government, but there was a strong feeling that tht>ir 
pay had been kept back unfairly. 

963. (Rai Baluulur Ganga Ram.) The witness could not 
say whether it would be preferable to have a provident 
fund rather than pensionable service, as he had not 
thought over the matter. Personally, he would take 
up private work if he were given a proportionate reward 
for the service he had put in, and told that his salary 
would not be increased. 

964. (Jfr. Durie.) The complaints of other depart. 
mente that there was delay on the part of the Public 
Works Department in carrying out their works would 
be greatly mitigated if the departments made up their 
programme of construction earlier. The present proce
dure, he thought, was very cumbersome. 

965. (Pre8iden.t.) He had had experience of Berar, 
having served there for about five years, and on that. 
experience he considered that the local board sy~tem 
W8.8 not satisfactory. 

966. He W8.8 not in favour of the proposal to reduce 
the number of lower subordinates and to employ praoti· 
cal mistri8 in their place, nor did he think that it would 
lead to better work. He suggestOO, however, that more 
practical training might be given to the lower subordi· 
nares. He was of opinion that uneducated men, however 
skilful, oould ea.sily be bribed to pass bad work, a.nd 
that mistris would be more prone to corruption than 
the lower subordinates, belonging as they did to a lower 
class. He would prefer that they should not be employed 
on supervision 'trork at all. 

At Nagpur, Tuesday, 23rd January 1917. 
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' Trritlen Slulwlellf. 

~b;. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of execu· 
tion of public works.- The tXl"'(;Utwu of ctvil "01k.o 

i~ carried out at pre-J>ellt economically, iilld ill suit
able to the times, &nd Wllil the civil prl«:tition!'r comes 
into being tht>re cannot be any cbangt'. At present 
there is no private agency whic-h could carry out the 
works. 

• 968. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-When 
'lrorks are sanctioned, tendeN are publiclv called fur but 
contractors do not a.s a rule come forwa~ Mu~t of the 
"1\orks, therefore, are carritd out departmentally. The 
reason for the deart~ .of contractors is, in my opinion, 
due to better supervwon by sub-dhwonal office111 and 
~xoc~tive Enginee111 than formerly. Private agency, u 
1t e:nsts at home, is unknown in India.. Tho Indian 
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oont.ract{)r, not being an engineer, requires constant 
supervision, so much so that I find it easier to carry out 
works without them. It is laborious but saves worry 
and trouble in the long run. Litigation is avoided and 
better work is done. Private agency, as it exists at home, 
is educated and capable of carrying out works without 
constant supervision which is necessary in India. The 
contractors there are also pract.ical engineers, and do not 
requi!e a departmental subordinate staff to lay out and 
supervise their works. In short, no change can be made 
until the contractor, or in other words private agency, 
is capable, as at home, of carrying out works without 
constant departmental supervision. 

(2). The time may come when private agency will be 
competent to take up public works, but it certainly will 
not be as economical as at present. 

(3). The Public Works Department is not only an 
agency for carrying out public works, but also a part of 
the administration, and, as such, I doubt if there is any 
agency in the world which can compete with it. There is 
certainly no other agency which could run famines such 
as those of 1896-1897 and 1899-1900. If such a job 
was left to private agency, the result would, in my 
opinion, be more disastrous than the German invasion of 
Belgium. The members of the Public Works Depart
ment are trained in this form of administration which 
requires sympathetic and timely treatment. Any Public 
Works Department division is ready to employ something 
like fifty thousand people within forty-eight hours. There 
is no private agency whirh could do likewise in forty-eight 
days. • 

969. (m.) Changes in organization.-! have no 
objection to the present system of recruitment of the 
Public Works Department I think, however, that the 
training is defective in both thl} imperial and provincial 

' services, more especially in the former. A man on arrival 
in India should undergo a period of apprenticeship for , 
at least a year. Bot41 should submit note books monthly, 
and they should be examined at the end of the period in 
local materials, rates, labour, etc. This would give them a 
better chance of running a work on their own part afier
wards instead of depending on their subordinates and con
tractors. They should have a thorough knowledge of a sub
divisional officer's work, as this is the basis of aU construc
tion, If any individual should specialize in any particular 
branch, I would keep him on that branch and allow him, 
even after his apprenticeship, to visit other works of the 
same nature in the division or province. I would not give 
a. man a roving commission, as he then become'S a sort of 
rolling stone. He should see a work through, from start 
to finish, and submit a report on what he has leamt. It 
is the small details which count in India. For instance, 
it is of more importance to know how much fuel is re
quired to burn a lakh of bricks than to copy plans and 
estimates of a big work, which he is not likely to carry out 
or design himself. In cases where men go home for 
training, the same procedure should be adopted. 

(2). Regarding the subordinates of the Public Works 
Department, I do not think that the recruitment could he 
improved upon, except that the stiffening of the ranks of 
upper subordinates from Roorkee by more military men 
would be an advantage, and, as the Roorkee lower sub
ordinate is the best trained man of his class in India, 
there should be more of them turned out. 

970. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 
branches.-The only branch where I think a 
change is necessary, is that between the sanitary and 
executive branch.· An Executive Engineer works under 
the Superintending Engineer of the circle excepting on 
sanitary works, but when he comes under the Sanitary 
Engineer he sen·es two masters neither of whom troubles 
himself about his work done under the other. I have 
heard Sanitary Engineers say that they find it difficult ti'J 
get Executive Engineers to carry out their orders, in the 
1:11\me spirit as they carry out the Superintending Engi· 

n.eers' orders. I have nothing to ~ay againHt the rela· 
hons between the Public Works lkpartnH·nt ;md otlwr 
departments. I always found the latter conducive to 
economy and rapidity in the execution of work. 

971. (V.) Decentralization.-! am of opinion that , 
this caunot be done without increasing work and respon· 
sibilities of sub-divisional officers and Executive Engineers. 
There is no doubt that many snb-divisional officers could 
be given greater powers, but that is not fair to the indivi· 
dual, without increasing his pay and staff. A sub-divi
sional officer might pay larger bills, but his office staff must 
be. competent to audit and cneck the bills ; at present 
they are not so, and the auditing, checking and final pay
ments are done in the Executive Engineer's office. 

(2). Ther!l is no doubt but that private firms pay their 
men much higher wages than we do in the Public Works 
Department and, from my experience, I do not find the 
men employed by firms any better than our sub-divi
sional officers. Usually, the private individual is a spe
cialist, such as a builder. He would, most probably, be 
j,ncapable of surveying or laying out a road. Our sub
divisional officers must have a knowledge of all the 
branches of the profession, and it is remarkable the 
amount of good work turned out on a very small pay. 

972. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-Regarding 
the Public Works Department Code, I do not <Jtmsider any 
change necessary. The,·rules and regulations are well 
framed to suit the times and country of which neither 
has changed as far as Public Works Department work is 
()Oncerned. 

973. (Vll.) Education.-! consider that the engineer~ 
turned out in this country are sufficiently educated for 
the work they are required to do. They are qualified to 
carry out works in private employment, but so long a~ 
government jobs are available they will not take up 
private practice, and I do not blame them. As stated 
above contracting in this country is a very hard work. 
There are no such facilities as one gets at home. The 
private practitioner in England, when he takes up a job, a 
building, calls in the different trades, such as brick-layers, 
stone-masons, carpenters and joiners, glaziers, plasterers, 
painters, etc. These trades, I might say, sub-contractors, 
complete their part of the construction, as the building 
is made avail.able for th€.m. In India, the engineer, or 
contractor has to do the lot himself by employing in· 
dividual tradesmen as daily or piece-work labourers. He 
will have to make his bricks and tiles, burn his lime, 
make his mortar and quany his stone. He must break 
his ballast for foundations. There are no trade journals 
to guide him as regards rates, nor is there any recognized 
market where he can get his materials ready for the work. 
The amount of trouble involved in carrying out ~~ony large 
work does not, therefore, encourage private agency. 

974. (VIII.) Practical training,-! would give every 
encouragement to Indians who have received :;cientific 
training, either in England or Indian colleges. Provided 
that no expense be incurred I would give them a training 
under an Executive Engineer for two or three years. • 
This has been done in Nagpur. A gentleman was 
trained here at the expense of a native ~tate. He got a 
much better training than he would have got elsewhere. 

(2). Another man, who applied for training, was sent to 
this division, but as he was m~,de to understand that he 
would not get a government job he left after a few 
months, saying he could not afford to stay on. It was a 
pity and a case, I think,.where a scholarship would have 
been of great assi~hmce. I have had cases of lower sub
ordinates who have been under training here both in the 
workshops and on worl\s, and have qualified and gone 
out on their own part, grateful for the assistance given 
them. 

(3). I am convinced that, with govemmont assistance 
in training, the 8ystem of private enterprise will got a 
start, but I doubt if anything can be donr for many years 
without it. 

MR. J. DESMOND called and examined. 

975. (Presidwt.) The witness stated that he was an 
Executh·e Engineer, and had st~rved twenty-four years in 

the Public Works Department. The last ten years of 
his service had been spent in Nagpur. 
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976. There had been a number of large buildings con· 
strnctoo in Xagpur during his period of service there, the 
firKt with which he was connected having be-en the new 
secretariat. Tendet'll were called for this building, and a 
large local contractor took it up, but suitable terms could 
not be arranged for the execution of the omam~>ntal 
work. The witness, therefore,.. took over half the build· 
ing and constructed it departmentally; the contrac~r 
was first offered twenty per cent. above the rates which 
witnef!s had worked out, but refused that perce-ntage. 
Construction ha.d commenced, and the foundations wQ.i,.ch 
co11t upwards of Rs. 1,50.000 had actually been comPle· 
ted, when the contractor threw up his contract, the total 
C8timated amount of which was Rs. 10,00,000, making the 
excuse that he was too old for the job, the real reason, 
however, being that he was unable to undertake the 
execution of the ornamental work. 

977. The other large building with which he had been 
connected, and which had been undertaken by a local 
(jontractor, was the post office, the estimated cost of 
which was Rs. 4,50,000. The contractor, however, failed 
to complete certain parts of this work aL~o and these had 
to be_ carried out departmentally ; both contractors, in 
fact, had refused the same class of work although in both 
cases a rate twenty per cent. above the estimated cost of 
departmental construction had been offered. These two 
instances were his only experiences bf the employment of 
large contractors in Nagpur. 

97!!, The hall of the council chamber in Nagpur, 
which cost Rs. 4,00,000, had been constructed by petty 
piece-work contract, and, so far as his experience went, 
much better work was obtained under this system. By 
petty piece-work contract he meant that all the wood
work in a particular building was given out to a carpenter, 
the stone work to a mason, and so on, and this was the 
Rystem invariably followed in Nagpur. In the case of a 
brick building, however, the whole contract was usually 
given to a bricklayer at a specified rate. There was no 
contract.ing firm in Nagpur capable of undertaking a big 
work. 

979. He was in charge of buildings in the dil'ltl'ict as 
wdl as in Nagpur itself. 

980. He thought that it would be an improv<"ment if, 
inst.ead of road maintenance being exeouted by depart· 
mental labour, a contractor were engaged to maintain a 
snbst.antial length of road, but no such contractor was 
available in Nagpur. He had never met a man who 
would be willing to take up, say, twenty miles of road 
mnintenance. If, however, a contractor could be found 
to do so, the witness considered that he would require 
actually more supervision than wa.~ at present neceRsary 
in order to ensure that the metal was really put onto the 
road. In any ca.~e. conRolidation wot.ld have to be done 
departmentally, as no contractor could be entrusted with 
such work. 

981. He had made a provisional comparison of the 
rates for buildings constructed by private agency, and 
tho11e for buildings constructed by the Public Works 
Department, and the ronclusion he had arrived at was 
that the rates paid by private persons were higher than 
those paid by the Public Works Department. The 
majority of private persons obtained the materials for 
the construction of their buildings from the Public Works 
Department, and were even ready to pay that department 
t•·n per cent. more for certain classes of materials, such. 
as bricks and lime, than they would have paid in the open 
market. 

982. With regard to the fea.sibilitv of a system under 
which all work in & particular distri~t shouid bt> given 
out to a large contraetor for & term of years, the witMss 
stat<>d that he ha.d tried a similar method el6ewhere, in 
connection with the collt'etion of mt>ta.l for roads. He 
had advrrtised. and ha.d sent out a circular letter to all 
the \'illagt>s in the district, asking l*OPle to take up lengths 
for a certain number of years, but he did not get a !lingle 
rt•ply from anyone. Ht~ was of opinion that the presE"nt 
nwthod of construction and maintenance of roa.ds wae ae 
ll<'onomica.lae poRSi.ble. 

983. The rate charged for bricks was the actual cost of 
manufa('ture, including all capital co*, and th~ cost of 

acquisiti~n of land. In fact the rate charged indudt>d 
e¥erything except & sinking fund. 

984. He Wa.t! ex-officio member of the Xagpur :.Munid· 
pality, and the ratea paid by that body as well as those 
paid by the district council for the execution of works 
wert practically the same as the Public Works Depart· 
ment rates. 

985. He thought that municipalities and district 
boards, instead of having a certain number of their work!! 
carried out by the Public Works Department, should 
construct the whole of their work themselws, but at 
the present time thl"ir staff was in!mffident for thc 
purpose. 

986. In connection with the proposal that not only 
&hould municipalities and district boards do all their 
own work but should, in addition, undertake gov6l'n· 
ment works also, he explained that these bodies had not 
at the present t.ime a sufficiently trained staff, and that. 
consequently, the roads would deteriorate in 1\ very short 
time. If, however, an adequate staff were engaged, it 
would simply mean the transfer of works from the Public 
Works Department to these bodiNI, and even in that 
case the same Public Works llipartment staff would be 
required with the result that no saving at all would be 
efft)()ted. 

987. He did not agree with the suggestion that repair!~ 
to all go,·emment buildings should be done, not by thc 
Public Works Department, but by the department ar· 
tually in occupation, for example that tho Revenue 
Department should look after tho repairs to all tahsil.~, 
and that the Police Department should be responsible 
for the repairs to police stations, etc. Such repairs, he 
thought, would not be carried out either so well or so 
cheaply a11 if they were done by the trained staff of the 
Public Works Department.. Even if the maintenanre 
and repairs of such buildings were taken out of the hancl11 
of the Public Works Department, he did not thinlt that 
they would be very much relieved. Although the ex. 
penditure in tllis connection was already large, he thought 
that it would be still larger if it were done by the depart
ment.R concerned, but his chief objection w the proposal 
was that the buildings woul1l not be kept in ~ueh good 
repair. 

988. He thought that some change waR neresRary in 
regard to the relations between the ~anitary and execu
tive branches of the Public Works Department b('causl', 
in the construction of a large sanitary work, the Execn· 
tive Engineer had frequently to serve simultaneously 
under tht Sanitary Engineer and the Superintending 
Engineer. He was, therefore, subject to two different 
departmental heads which fact was apt to cause diffi· 
culty, 

9S9. He considered that the present system for oh. 
taining admir..istrative sanction was quite suitable. Hll 

had not found any difficulty in this connection, nor had 
he experienced much inconvenience owing to the ad· 
ministrative officers making unnecessary alterations in 
plans after sanction had been accorded, thereby necell· 
sitating revised plans and estimates. He couid quit•' 
understand a medical officer, for example, even though he 
might have approved the original details, changing hill 
mind in regard to the design of a medical school ; such a 
contingency must be expected. 1 

990. For the repair of government buildings in Kagpur 
they had standard detailed estimates, i.e., standard 
measurements of the various cla.sse!! of work to be done in 
each building. For colour-washing plans and estimate!! 
were not required, as the totals could be taken dir{•f·t 
from the measurement book. He had complete fX'wer 
over the allotment he received for repail"K to huilding• 
in his (U>ision, and was authorized to ~pend it as he 
thought fit, prm·id•!d he did not exceed the allotment for 
an.y particular class of buildings.. He did not, for example, 
think he could ~pend any, port19n of an allotment whidt 
had boon sancttnned for repairs to police buildings on 
an ooucational building, but the iiafl(·tiontd ali•JtDJent 
for police work could be Rpent on any putic·ula.r police 
building. 

991. He had powcr11 of technical sanction up to 
Ra. 2,500, and conwdet'f'.d that the work of a Superin-
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tending Engineer would be reduced, and more oppor
tunity given to him of really supervising his circle if 
the powers of the Executive Engineer were increased. 
It was true that occasionally Executive Engineers had 
only three or four years' .service, but he considered that 
so long as they were competent larger powers should be 
given to them, as this would result in a reduction of office 
work all round. The Executive Engineer should be 
empowered to accord technical sanction up toRs. 10,000 
on original works designed by him, and up to any amount 
on works constructed on standard plans. · 

992. By giving sub-divisional officers better pay a 
better class of men would be obtained. The present 
class was inferior, this being due to the fact that a good 
many sub·divisions were manned by lower subordi
nat::Js instead of by upper subordinates. Even if upper 
subordinates were always placed in charge of sub-divi
sions he would not give these officers more power than 
they had at present, as they were very poorly paid-their 
salaries varying from Rs. 100 to Rs. 450 a month, and 
yet they were entrusted with the expenditure of lakhs of 
government money. He was of opinion that it was 
more pay, and not more power, that was required in their 
case. 

993. He was not, from the accounts point of view, in 
favour of the suggestion that, in order to simplify pro
cedure,. the standard for minor works should be raised 
from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 ; such a course would not 
tend to improve matters, as the accounts of minor works 
were not kept in detail, and hence there would not be 
1!0 much check as at present existed. 

994. He did not think that the accounts of the 
Executive Engineer were unnecessarily complicated, or 
that they caused so much work as to interfere with the 
other duties of that officer. The witness spent most 

·of his time on his works, and not in the office. He spent, 
perhaps, a couple of hours a day on his accounts through· 
out the month. On the first days of the month, however, 
when he had to submit his accounts, he had to spend more 
time in his office. During this period the proportion 
might be unreasonable, but it was nevertheless neces
sary. The accountant did tht~ compilation of the monthly 
ao~ounts, but the Executive Engineer was responsible 
and had to check and sign them. When the monthly 
accounts were put up to him he had to sign his name 
some hundreds of times, but he checked only the most 
important items. 

995. The present audit system did not, in his opinion, 
create unnecessary work ; he had no objection to a fair 
and square audit. The percentage of objections was 
verv small; as was also the amount of time he had to 
spend on them. He had no criticisms to make on the 
present system. . 

996. He had had a good deal of experience of engineers 
tumed out from the Roorkee College and had found 
them very good men. Their theoretical training was 
always good. He himself had received his ~raining at 
the Roorkee College. He did not agree that, m the case 
of upper subordinates, the theoretical instruction given 
to them was in excess of the requirements of the work 
which they had to perform, and he would not reduce 
this theoretical training, but he considered the men 
themselves were deserving of more pay and had suffi· 
cient knowledge to demand it. -

997. He considered that all men passing out of the 
Roorkee College, whether they entered government 
tervice or not, should receive a practical training of two 
vears instead of one, and believed that every Executive 
Engineer could find time to give this training to passed 
students. He himself would be prepared to take a 
certain number of apprentices. .. 

998. He would give the Assistant Engineer under· 
going practical training a living wage of Rs. 100 a m~nth, 
the upper subordinate Rs. 50 and the lower subordinate 
Rs. 20. He thought that every man who had passed out 
of a government collega should be thoroughly trained, 
and not be turned adrift on the world half trained and 
unable to secure a job; he recommended that a stipend 
should be paid to them by the Education Department. 
The Public~ Wo1-ks Department was, he thought, in a 

position to give a practical training to all passed students 
of engineering colleges. They could be made use of while 
undergoing this practical training, and in their second 
year the Public Works Department might give t.hem a 
small stipend for the work they did. ..r. 

999. He had had a good deal of experience of lower 
subordinates, and was absolutely opposed to the proposal 
that the Public Works- Department could be orgacized 
on better lines by the substitution of mistris for the 
present class of lower subordinates, the object of that 
pr~f.f~osal being apparently that practical craftsmen such 
as masons and others should be put in charge of the 
duties at present performed by sub-overseers. He 
explain~d that these sub-overseers were capable of laying 
out works, surveying and estimating, which the mistri 
would never be able to do. He himself employed lower 
subor'dinates on the surveys and preparation of plans 
and estimates for all roads. The mistria in Nagpur 
were not craftsmen ; they usually commenced as time
keepers and rose to be mistris. They were in no res· 
pects master masons and carpenters. This class of 
man was utilized by the Public Works Department, 
when they had a job to do on piece-work, and wanted 
someone to look after a certain numtier of masons ; in 
that case they usually chose the best mi8tri for the 
purpose. 

1,000. In addition to his permanent establishment he 
employed a certain amount of " works establishment " 
on buildings. The latter establishment consisted of 
mistria or time-keepers, and they were not continuously 
employed They were taken on for a particular work and 
when that work was completed they were dismissed. 
When more than one work was under construction at 
the same time they were occasionally transferred from 
work to work. 

1,001. He did not think that it would be feasible to 
introduce a system under which a; certain percentage of 
the temporary " works establishment ,, would be con· 
verted into a permanent pensionable. service. 

1,002. (Mr. Cobb.) The· Public Works Department 
was not only an agency for the execution of public works, 
but was also an administrative department, in that 
they carried out works in the case of famine. Although 
the latter works 'Were carried out under the orders of the 
Revenue Department, that department only decided 
the locality in which they were to be constructed and 
the Public Works Department, being the administrative 
department concerned, dooided what works were to be 
done. t 

1,003. He did not think it would obviate delay if each 
department were made responsible _for carrying out the 
repairs to its own buildings. 

1,004. In regard to the ~upervision in connection with 
repairs to roads, be explained that the stacks of metn.l 
collected by the contractor for such repairs were actually 
measured up before the metal was spread. The sub
divisional officer was responsible for the supervision, 
but whetl1er he could always be trusted or not was 
rather a difficult question to answer. He in turn was 
supervised by the Executive Engineer, who passed the 
final bills, and who had before him the road metal state
inent, showing the amount spread and the balance on 
the road side. This statement was kept in the office of 
the Executive Engineer. The bills for metal were paid 
by the middle of June, before consolidation had com· 
menced. 

1,005. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He did not know 
the plinth area cost of the Bansi Lal Bank in Nagpur. 
This building had been designed and constructed depart· 
mentally, under the petty-contract system, by au engineer 
who was the late Secretary to the Civil Station Sub· 
Committee. The building was standing alright, but the 
cost of construction had been increased owing to the 
bricks having been obtained from the Public Works 
Department, with the usual enhancement of 10 per cent. 
over stock rates. Octroi duty had also been paid on 
the stone and other materials coming from outside, 
whereas the Public Works Department were exempted 
from payment of such duties, 
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1,006. With refe~nfe to the diffirulty, p~vionsly 
referred to, that tho Ex~utivo Engineer had to serve 
two ma~ters whm f'n;_ra~ed on the construction o( sani
tary w·orkR, ho explai~cd that when the plans and esti· 
mates w< ro in the hands of th11t officer he was quite capa
ble of carrying out the work, and hence he considered 
that once a proje~t was sanctioned its construction 
~hould be left entirely to the Executive Engineer. 

mend on the ground that their pay WIU! insufficirnt, he 
ilid not agree that it \>as a qu~tion of more training and 
not of ~ore pay bf>~ng requi~. It was not fair to give a 
man a Job for which he WM not paid suffidenUy ·well. 
Ho a.rlmittoo, however, that these men undrnnmt thrir 
trai.uing with full knowledge of the prosrocts before 
them, and of the faet that their chancl'8 were limitoo. 
They were aware of the distinction between the A$istant. 
Engineers and the upper subordinatr.s, but the fact was 
that the latter weie actually doing the work of As.<~istant 
Engineers, in other words, their pay was limited, but 
not their work. 

1,007. In regard to correspondence, he stated that as 
& rule he wrote the originals of all letters, anrl the office 
typed them, the originals being kept as office copies. 
If his accountant drafted a letter, the witness initialled 
it and a copy was kept. La£t year the number of re-, 
ceipts and is~uc.~ totalled about eleven thousand each. 1,013. (.Mr. Durie.) The Nagp~r Quarter Guard House 
A separate number was given to reminders, but these was built departmentally, by the Poli('e Department, at 
were very few and did not materially affect the totals. a cost of. Rs. 13,974 against the Public Works Drpart-

1,008. He was aware of the fact that a mi11tri clus had ment estunate of Rs. 13,940. Tho Police I'r.partmcnt 
onco been started at Roorkee, but did not know why it took up the work as an ilnprest holder, but supervi· 
had been discontinued. He did not disapprove of the sion was exercised by the Public Works Department. 
mi~tri class l1eing revived, but thought that if a little The Police Hospital in Kagpur wa.-; built at. a cost 
general education was given to them they would be more of Rs. 11,000 a.gainEt the Public Works Department 
useful. estimate of Hs. 20,000. This estimate was not officially 

1,009. (llfr. Macken~ie.) There was. not, he thought, prepared by the latter Department, but wa.~ obtained 
anything special about his division to which could be informally b~ the District Superintendent of Police. 
attributed tho small number of objections raised in regard The constructwu was supervised by the Public Works 
to his accounts by the audit department. It was simply Department, and the witne~s had not seen the estimate 
a matter of management. which had been sent direct to the Inspector General of 

1,010. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The contractors in England, Police. Had the Public Works Department prepared the 
referred to in hi.s written evidence, were not trained ootimate, offidally, it would probably have amounted to 
engineerP, but haq gained their knowledge of engineering practically the same u ..the actual cost. The actual 
by experience. · _d(;tails wore not traceable from the expen~e state. 

],Oil. Generally speaking, he thought that depart- mont ; for instance the supervision charges were paid 
mental repairs to police buildings, in out-stations, could by tnc Public Works Department, while tho mistri8, 
be more satiRfa.ctorily and quite as cheaply carried out by sub-overseers and water-supply, etc., were paid for by 
the Public Works Department. · the Police Department. Tho latter also employed police 

1,012. In regard to the delegation of powers to upper labour in the construct,ion of the building, which pro
subordinates,· which he bad not been able to recom· bably made a slight difference. 

The HoN'BLE :M:&. R. C. H. Moss-KINo, LC.S., Inspector General of Police, Central Provinces. 

Jl' rill en .~tatement. 

1,014. I 'presume that I have been called on to give 
eyidencc as representing tho Police Department, and 
because that department has fairly extensive require· 
mcntR in the way of buildings, and I am, therefore, in 
a position to say something as to how these requirements 
have been mot under our existing methods of work. One 
very important point to which inquiry is being directed 
is whether the existing system sufficiently encourages 
private enterprise and whether it is posRiblo and desir
able to entrust public works to agency other than depart
mental. 

1,015. So far aR I am aware tho Public Works Depart
ment work entirely through contractors. They per
form the part' of the architect in framing designs and 
cstimat(ls, and for the rest merely control and supervise 
work which is done by private contractors. The present 
system would therefore .,;cern to encou~a,ge private enter~ 
prise in the form of what, at any rate for the Roads and 
Buildings Branch, I believe, I am correct in de;;cribing, 
as pctt.y contractors. As regards the possibility and 
dcsir11bi!ity of replacing departmental by some other 
agency, which must presumably be private agency, I 
am totally unable to say anything. The Police Depart
ment. has never employed any such agency hitherto, and 
we have no data or knowledge whatever on which to 
hMe any opinion or comparison. I propose therefore 
to coniine myself to a consideration of the existing system 
arid a!-!eneies by which our work is being done at present. 

1,016. The pcsition in regard to police buildings is 
not uncomplicat.l'd. There are three agencies employed 
in tht'ir construction, repair a.nd maintena.nce, namely 
the Public Works JX·partment, the divisional local fund 
and tho Police Th>partment it£;df, on thll regpoctivc books 
of which all our police buildings are borne. These 
" book " entries have nothing .to do with the initial 
con:>tru~tion, tl,ey merely assign the re~ponsibility for 
maintcnll.llce and repairs after coustruction, i.e., the Public 
Works Departm .. nt ~ay construct a building which is 
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then transferred to the police " books,''- thereby making 
the Police Department responsible for its maintenance 
and the provision of. funds therefor. With ordinary 
police expansion, more and more buildings have been 
transferred to the " books " of the Police Department, 
the ge~cral principle adopted in these transfers being 
that this department could more easily maintain build· 
ings which were not conveniently accessible to the Public 
Works Department. The Police Department also have 
departmental powers of construction up to Rs. 2,500 
(Appendix B B B B, Civil Account C<ldo). Recently with 
the introduction of the di,'\l!ional local fund llCheme 
which came into practical effect from about 1915, the local• . 
fund has been added as a third agency concerned with 
police buildings. Tho principle followed in the distri.' 
bution of buildings among the " books " of these three 
agencies is :--' · 

Dit'isioru!l lrx:a.l /und.-Olr~ain roads have been 
banded over to their charge and buildings· on theEe roads 
are on their books. Buildings at 116 places are now on 
the loca.l jund books. 

Public Jrork8 lJeparlment.-This Department has fJn 
its books buildings which a1e at headquarters of dis· 
tricts, and which are easily accessible by road or railway. 

Poliu. Department-The Police Department has the 
remainder on its books, taking over thede buildings 
which neither the Public Works Department nor local 
fund want or can suitably arrange to have~ their charge. 
The distribution of buildings among the books of these 
three agencies is not based on any monr·y limit. • 

1,017. Buildings are divided into throo elassea-
(i). MajOf' tt•orhr include all buildings costing over 

Rs. 5,000 ; these are constructed 110lcly by the Public 
\forks Dcp&Itment. · 

(ii~ Mi11or u-orl& cover all buildings costing up to 
Rs. 5,000. Thl'be are conbtructetl either by thq PuLliu 
Works Dt:·partment or the h·al fund, the agency em. 
ployed dl:'pr•nding on the " book " division mentioned 
above. 
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(iii). Petty CO'Miruction and repairs is in practice only 
a separate nomenclature for minor works costing up to 
Rs. 2,500 which are done by the Police Department for 
buildings on their own books. What the Police Depart
ment do as petty construction would be a minor work if 
done by the Public Works Department or local fund. 

1,018. Budget prorision-
:Major worl·s.-All buildings to be constructed are 

provided for in detail in the Public Works Depattment 
budget. 

.Minor tcorks.-A lump grant, usually Rs. 30,000, but 
liable to variation according to financial considerations, 
is provided in the Public Works Department budget for 
works to be done, both by that Department, and the 
divisional local fund engineer. 

Petty construction and repairs.-A sum of about 
Rs. 60,000 is included in the police budget for depart
mental construction work, and also for annual repairs to 
buildings on police books as well as those on the books 
of the local fund. The Public Works Department also 
include in their budget a lump grant for all buildings to 
provide for annual repairs and maintenance of buildings 
on their books. ' 

1,019. Sanction.-Administrative sanction is neces
sary for all major works and holds good for three years. 
Minor works can be sanctioned by the Inspector General. 
As regards plans and estimates, they are for major works 

1 
prepared by the Public Works Department and are sent 
up by the Superintending Engineer for administrative 
approval of the Inspector Genonl after which they are 
sanctioned by the Superintending Engineer. For minor 
worksl they are prepared by the Executive Engineer 
and are sanctioned by the Inspector General, but, if the 
cost of the work is between Rs. 2,500 and Rs. 5,000, the 
professional approval of tho Superintending Engineer is 
necessary. For petty construction works, the contract
or prepares or gets prepared the plar.. and estimate which 
is sanctioned by the District Superintendent of Police. 

1,020. It will be observed that any specified work 
which does1not cost more than Rs: 2,500 can be done by 
either the Public Works Department, the local hmd or 
the Police Department. Tho position can best be ex· 
plained by an example. · A sub-inspector's quarters is 
wanted at a cost of about Rs. 1,800. If the place where 
the building is required has government buildings on the 
books of the local fund, the work can be done by that 
agency and the cost be charged against the Public Works 
Department minor works grant. If not, it can be done 
either by the Public Works Department, as a minor work, 
or by this department as petty construction. There is 
no fixed principle by which it is laid down that the Public 
Works Department Qr the· Police Department must 
do such a separate new w6rk. It is only a matter of 
funds, and the Inspector General may, if he has sufficient 
funds under Public Works Department minor works, have 
the building constructed by the Public Works Depart· 
ment or he may get the work done by thi~ department 
as a charge against " Peey construction and repairs." 

. 1,021. If, however, the work happens to be additions 
and alterations to existing buildings, e.g., four extra 
quarters added on to a set of constables' quarters at a 
station·house, the agency which carries out the work 
must be that on whose books the builcl.irigs are borne. 

1,022. Annual repairs and ·maintenance, e.g., white
washing, repairs to walls, windows, tiles, etc., are done 
by all three agencies. The Public Works Department 
maintain out of the lump grant for " repairs " in their 
budget all works on their books. From the budget grant 
of " Petty construction and repairs " under Police, both 
the Local Fund and the Police Department maintain 
their re.spective " book " buildings. 

1,023. Petty works may be either original or repairs. 
Paragraph 6-15, Volume I, Public Works Department 
Code, dl'lincs the distinction. "'bat this means is that 
any work, however petty, or a building on the Public 
Works Department or local ftmd books which does 
not exactly follow the standard plan on which the build· 
ing was originally built, is an original work and must be 
done as a minor work and not as a "repair " e.g., flag
flooring to the verandah of quarters built under a plan 

only provicling for rammed murram, the substitution 
of Mangalore tiles for country tiles, the provision of an 
extra skylight or ventilator and so on. In this connec
tion, it may be noted that it is quite immaterial that the 
standard plan may subsequently have been altered. For 
_example, the standard plan for sub-inspectors' quarters .t 
now allows of flag-flooring while the older plans allowed 
of improved cement and so on. But if we want to 
"repair" the broken cement floor of an old sub-inspector's 
quarters on the local fund books by replacing it with a 
flag-flooQilg, we cannot do it as a " repair " or provide 
the money from our " Petty construction and repairs " 
grant : it has to be done as an original work and the money • 
provided from the minor works grant. That grant may 
be exhausted, and we may have money to spare in our 
" Petty construction and repairs '~rant, but this is no 
good. By the Code it is an " original " work and must 
be treated and provided for under its own proper head. 
If the work, ,however, follows the original plan it is a 
" repair " being paid for by the Public Works Depart
ment if the building is on their books, or from " Petty 
construction and repairs " in the police budgej:, if it is 
on local fund books, e.g., replacing on the same plan the 
roof of a station-house blown down in a storm, re-tiling 
with the same kind of tiles. For buildings on police 
books there is no such distinction between original or 
repair works. . 

1,024. Finally, residential quarters for gazetted officers 
and offices of the District Superintendents of Police are 
under the control of the Commissioner of the division, , 
and the Inspector General of Police has nothing to do 
with them or the funds, beyond giving his formal approval 
t9 any project. 

1,025. District Superintendents of Police regularly 
submit their requirements for major works. From these 
requisitions works are entered up into a general pro· 
gramme, which we call the " B " programme, under the 
orders of the Inspector General. .Each year this general . 
programme is taken up and works selected are brought 
on to another programme, the " A " programme, in an 
order of urgency. In May every year the Inspector 
General selects works from the " A " programme for in
clusion in the ensuing year's Public Works Department 
budget on intimation from the Chief Engineer of the 
probable grant fo;r that year. The Public Works Depart
ment budget is discussed at a conference at Pachmarhi 
in June, and approximate grants apportioned to depart
ments. As soon as a work is brought on to the " A " 
programme, administrative sanction is applied for, 
the cost being worked out approximately according to 
standard estimates. When a work is taken from our 
" A " programme for inclusion in the budget, the Public 
Works Department are asked to prepare stage II plans 
and estimate, and this is invariably about .6 to 9 months 

' before the following financial year starts.· A statement 
of works in progress is received from ~perintending 
Engineers on the 5th November, and this shows whether 
the full allotments are likely to be spent in that year. 
With this as a basi8, a final programme of works is made 
out and sent to the Public Works Department Secre
tariat on the 15th November for inclusion in their final 
budget estimate. Meanwhile, plans and estimates have 
been prepared by the Superintending Engineers, and are 
approved and sanctioned as they come up. In regard to 
site plans the District Superintendents of Police are told 
to arrange for selection of sites as soon as a work is ad
ministratively sanctioned, with a view to there being 
no delay in starting work in case any land or buildings 
have to be acquired. The committee for selecting a 
site consists of the Deputy Commissioner, Civil Surgeon, 
Executive Engineer, and the District Superintendent of 
Police, or their representatives, and the site plan has to 
be approved by the Superintending Engineer, Inspector 
General of Police and the Commissioner of the division, 
When the Public Works Department final budget esti· 
mate is out, the necessary allotments are given to Super
intending Engineers who arrange with the Executive 
Engineer for the commencement of works. This is usually 
in April or May. We have nothing to do with the final 
detailed stage III plans and estimate unless the 

1
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estimate is materiallv altered. General rules in regard 
to proecdure are in Book Circular III-27. 

1,026. In regard to " minor " works costing not more 
than Rs. 5,000, Deputy Inspectors Gl.'neral maintain a 
programme of works and have powers. of sanction ~or 
works costing up to Rs. 2,000. "orks exceedmg 
Rs. 2.000 and up toRs. 5,000 are included in a programme 
maintained by the Inspector General in consultation 
with Deputy Inspectors General. Pfans and estimates are 
prep~red by the Executive Engineers as soon as a work is 
brought on to ~ programme, and they are kept pending 
in this office until funds can be allotted. The standing 
Public Works Depart,mP-nt budget for police is Rs. 30,000, 
this varying more or less according to funds available. 
Immediately we know what money we have, the In
spector General allots to Deputy Inspectors General a 
certain amount keeping the balance for himself. ·Works 
are then selected and plans and estimates sanctioned, 
allotments pl:1('ed at the disposal of the Executive Engi
neer and district officers informed. 

1,027. In regard to residential buildings_ i.e., _buildings 
which are not rent free, e.g., quarters for a c1rcle mspector, 
administrative sanction has to be obtained for all new 
works and that of the local Administration in the Pu blie 
Works Department for any additions or alterations 
(Public Works Department Manual, Volume I, paragraph 
24)., For example the Police Department in the Secre· 
tariat has to be addressed to construct a circle inspector's 
quarters · tho local Administration in the Public Works 
Departm~nt has to be asked to sanction such things as a 
bathing platform, water-pipe, skylight, etc. . 

1,0:.!8. A monthly progress report of expenditure and a 
completion •rep'Ort is prepared by the Public Works 
Department, passed by the District Superintendent of 

• Police and filed in this office for minor works (Public 
Works Department Code, Volume I, paragraph 824). 

1,029. The local fund engineer "cheme was started 
in 1913. Under this system, which came into practical 
effect about 1915, certain police buildings have been 
made over to the local fund and any additions or 
alterations to these buildings (minor works) and new 
minor works are done by the local fund engineer and 
his staff, who are paid by the district councils and are 
under the control of the Commissioner. Tho divisional 
local fund engineer prepares plans and estimates and 
when the Inspector General or Deputy Inspector General 
sanctions a work the Finance Department is asked to 
transf~Jr funds from the Public Works Department to the 
Civil Budget. Major works have not yet been given for 
construction to this agency. 

1,030. Repairs arc also done by the divisional engineers 
for buildings at 116 places in their charge. The money 
for this is included in the police budget under " Petty 
construction and repairs " tmd allotted "to District 
Superintendents of Police who issue transfer receipts to 

, the district council as required for presentation at the 
Treasury in exchange for cash. ' 

1,031. The standard cost of buildings is that of the 
Public Works Department. The estimate for every 
work is increased by 111 per cent. to cover the cost of 
establishment and tools and plant, and any savings 
<•ffectrd on any work are rrtransfrrred to the Public 
Works Department minor works head. · 

1,032. As a private departmental matter, the police 
have been instructed to prepare and submit to the Jn. 
Mpector Gt>neral periodical returns of inspections of police 
buildings by divisional en!!ineers and tht>ir subordinates. 

l,ltl3. Appendix: BBBB of the Civil Account Code 
allows of any work costing up to Rs. 2,500 being done 
dt>partmontally by tho police. The procedure is that 
District Supt>rintt>ndt>nts of Police submit annual lists 
of works rt•quirod and aecording to funds available the 
lnsplle'tor Ge-Mral first allots money for • repairs ' proper 
and the balance is divided between the two Deputy 
lnspedors Grneral who allot money for construetion of 
certain dt:finite works. The normal amount of depart
nwntal work done is from Rs. 15,000 to Rs. 20.(H)0 a 
year on original construction. During 1907-1910 a 
mut·b largt•r amount of work than usual was done by the 
police 011ing to ~ocation of district& In the Nagpur 

di~trict an t>xperimrntallll'hrme bas ~n in forre from 
1907 by which all original works and repairs to all police 
buildings are carried out d<"partmrnt.ally up to the limit 
of Rs. 2,500 and in this district the Public Works Dt'part
nJf'nt have transferred all buildings to the books of the 
police. 

1,034. The drpartmt>nt on occasion carries out work 
costing more than Rs. 2,500 acting as an imprcst holder 
for the Public Works Dcpartmrnt. In such cases, which 
are not common, the District Superintendent of Poliec 
~as to keep to the Public Works Department plans and 
estimates. 'fhe Nagpur Lines Quarter Guard was built 
by us in this way. 

1,035. The Police Department spend about Rs. 25.000 
to Rs. 30,000 a. year on annual repairs proper, which in· 
cludo white-washing, tile turning, replacing broken wood· 
work or flag-flooring and any portions which have been 
broken down. Except in the Nagpur district, we only 
do repairs to works on our own books. 

1,0:16. Such being the ,existing systom with rrgard to 
police works, it remains to consider whether it is an 
economical and suitable one. To take our own Police 
Department agency first, I think we can elaim for it that 
it is economical, at any rate in initial conshuetion, and 
it has the merit of simplicity, there being no complica
tion of accounts, no administrative sanctions or various 
stages of estimates involved. For economy, I would 
cite the following instances :-

(1). Station-house 'Malthone, Saug-or district, br.ilt for 
Rs. 2,000 against the Public Works Department esti· 
mate for a similar building for Rs. 3,700. 

(2). N'a.gpur Quarter Guard built at a cost of Rs. 13,974 
against the Public Works estimate of Rs. 13,940, but the 
work included several extraa not provided for in the 
estimate, such as extra skylights, a clock and clock tower, 
(the clock alollfl costing ns. 700) distemper colour-wash, 
better doors, etc. 

(3). The Police Hospital, Nagpur, built at a cost of 
about Rs. 11,000 against the Public Works Drpartmont 
estimate of about Rs. 20,000. 

One reason for this economy is that a.t headquarters, 
the police can use for unskilled labour like levelling and 
digging ef foundations their own labour at a cheaper rate 
than can be paid to ordinary roolis. Moreover, wo deal 
direct with the producer and do not have to pay middle· 
men's profits. For example, for bamboos, ballia and 
timber we go direct to the Forrst Department and not to a 
contractor. But while perhaps this advantage of econ· 
omy may be urged in favour of departmental work at 
headquarters, I am not at all sure that it ean equally be 
urged in favour of work done out in the districts. 
Moreover, the quality of t.he work must depend very 
largely. on the personal equation of th11 District 
Superintendent of Police who may or may not be a. 
practical commonsense officer and interested in the 
work, but has of course never any technical qualifica. 
tions. It is a fact that most District Superintendents 
of Police have a. strong objection to being entrusted 
with derartmental building work, and with that 
objection I sympathize. It is not our work as police 
officers.;. we are liable to be blamed for faulty work and 
yet none of us have any technical experience or 
knowledge. I do not feel at all certain that, at any rate 
for buildings out in the rM/u~sil, our departmental work 
is necessarily economical in the long run. I am in
clined to think that repairs and maintenance of d(·part
mentally-built works probably cost more than they should, 
though it is im:fllssible for me to obtain anv actual evi
dence to that effect from figures and records available. 
I have alrt>ady mentioned spocial conditions existing in 
the Ka.gpur district and I mav note that the Dil>trict 
8uperintend~nt of Poliee backed by the Deputy Inspector
General bas JUSt submitted proposaL! for handing Lack to 
the Public Works D('partment the mainh:nance of the 
buildings 1rhich ·were, and ought to be normally, on their 
books and in their tharge. ~partmentai building 
adds _very considerably to _our offiee work. Gt"tterally 
speaking, so far as I can judge, I Ldieve it to le more or 
less a fM·t that such work 8J! we have done up to date baa 
been on the whole sati~faetory, but I should be inclined 
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to ascribe this more to luck than to jud!!ment, and I do 
not think that as a department we can~ over feel rea1!y 
confident of avoiding blunders in our building. With a 
cost limit of Rs. 2,500 such blunders may not be very 
serious and I do not think that under existing circum
stances our departmental agency can be dispensed with, 
but I should deprecate any extension of its employment 
on the ground that we have not and never can have the 
necessary knowledge. 

1,037. As regards the local fund agency, the scheme 
has not yet had time to settle down and I have not suffi. 
cient experience of it at present to formulate any definite 
opinion as to its success or failure, but I may remark 
that the 11 t per cent. addition to the estimate, which I' 
have already mentioned, is bound to make it an expen
sive agency from our point of view. Inspection returns 
have up to date indicated generally that inspection and 
control is not altogether satisfactory, which is probably 
due to the shff being insufficient or to its having too large 
a charge to look after. The procedure and accounts 
would also seem to be susceptible of improvement ·vide 
:paragraphs 1,029 and 1,030 8Upra. For mil;lor works it 
would seem simpler for the Comptroller to adjust the cost 
by h.ook transfer from Public Works Department minor 
works to the Civil Budget " Contributions to local 
funds "· and eliminate the Inspector General and the 
Finance Department altogether. In the case of repairs, 
a simpler method would similarly seem to be for the 
Comptroller to adjust the amount as a direct contri- · 
bution to the local fund from the Public Works Depart
ment and thus relieve the District Superintendent of 
Police of anything to do with what does not seem to be 
really any concern of his. 

1,038. Coming to the Public Works Department, I 
do not think I can say anything as to its economy or 
otherwise. Taking the percentage for the last four 
years, 19.12-13 to 1915-16, of the two heads" establishment 
and tools and plant " on the total roads and buildings 
budget I work out that government is paying for super
vision from 16 to 18 per cent. on the value of work done. 
To this would have to be added something for the Public 
Works Department accounts branch, which I believe 
costs some Rs. 65,000 a year and part of which must at 
any rate be debitable to the Roads and Buildir1gs Branch. 
Whether this is a cheap rate to pay for supervision I 
have no means of judging and only an engineer could be 
competent to express any opinion as td whether the 
Public Works Department rates and specifications are 
economical or not or testify to the actual quality of their 
work in relation to its cost. 

1,039. As regards suitability, our police requirements 
while fairly numerous are oiindividually small. Practi
cally noneJof our works outside headquarters cost 
more than ·Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 12,000 and many of them 
much Jess. It is only occasionally for our headquarters 
lines a ·d kctwali.s that we require works running into 
the twenty or thitty thousand mpees. . Moreover most 
of our requirements are at places out in the districts, 
often remote and difficult of access and whatever agency 
we employ for our buildings we must have one capable 
of meeting what I imagine to be these, somewhat adverse 
conditions. Personally I think that the Public Works 
Department can probably be as suitable an agency as 
any other from our point of view. It is obviously very 
difficult for a layman to criticise the work of a technical 
department, and I hope that it will be understood that 
in ma.ldng any remarks on the subject, I am speaking 
purely as representing a department which has to occupy 
the buildings constructed by the Public Works Depart
ment and has at any rate that not unpractical claim to a 

.. voice on the subject. I would also wish to acknowledge 
the large amount of very excellent work which has been 

·done for us by the Public Works Department in the past 
and the cordial assistance we have received on ·many 
ocra~ons from its officers. We have, howe>er, in prac
tical working noticed various pQints 'l'rhich, rightly or 
wrong1y, appear to us susceptible of improvement and 
I would mention the following:-

(l). Jraste of time.-The Public Work~> Department 
final bud~et is known ~arly jn t\pril but actul!l "'.?rk on 

new buildings included in it is not started at once. :My 
records and reports from Executive Engineers shew that 
in the first quarter of the year practically no work is 
done not only on new works but even on incomplete 
works left over from the previous year. In practice 
work is not started·in earnest until after the rains or at 
the beginning of the cold weather. This may possibly be 
due to some delay in the communication of allotments 
between the offices of the Chief, Superintending, and 
Ex!)cutive Engineers and to the lower subordinates, but 
what it means is that six months in the year arc more or 
less wasted and the Public Works Department have 
accordingly only about half a year to get through a full 
year's work. The result is that we get large sums sur
rendered from new works on which the Public Works 
Department are unable to spend the full allotments. 
As late in the year as November the budget of the suc
ceeding year is framed on reports from Executive Engi
neers shewing how much they can spend in the current 
year, and yet not three mOflths later we get money given 
up of which no use can be made and which lapses to gov
ernment, and the programme of works for the ensuing 
year has to be recast. This means that either allot
ments originally designed for new works have to be 
reduced or some of the less urgent projects cut out to 
find money for works in progress for which the money 
provided in the previous year has not been spent. If 
the Public Works Department year were altered to com
mence say from 1st October there would be the whole 
open season to get through the major portion of the work 
while finishing inside buildings could be done during the 
rains, There ought not then to be much excuse for 
surrenders of grants and if any were anticipated it should 
be possible to intimate them in the hot weather so that 
any petty works could be taken up out of these savings. · 

(2). Delay in starting work.-The present procedure by 
which works are selected, included in the budget, site 
selected, funds allotted, works started is most cumbrous. 
It is true that it is the exception that there should be any 
hitch in the preparation of all these multifari01is prclim
ina!ies leading to the actual commencement of work, 
but the fact remains that these prt'liminaries involve the 
lapse of many months before work can actually be started 
on a major work. The money limit for minor works is 
Rs. 5,000. It is not known on what principle this limit 
was fixed. It would, however, simplify procedure eno.r· 

.mously if the limit were raised to say Rs. 10,000. This 
would allow of practically all our ordinary requirements, 
station-houses and quarters, reserve inspectors quarters 
and so on, being taken up as minor works and we should 
only require very few major works in connection with 
headquarters lin1\S. 

(3). Surrenders and lapse of rnoney.-I have a.Iready 
mentioned how surrenders are made often late in the year 
and without notice and when no use can be made of them. 
Even when ·communicated reasonably early the Public 

· Works Department are often unable to suggest any works' 
to yvhich they can be transferred, although when no 
such suggestion is made by them we inquire whether 
such a course is not possible. • All these surrenders 
lapse to government which seems to be unbusiness
like and certainly not tending to economy. What it docs 
tend to is a hurried expenditure, possibly injudicious, 
in order to try to avoid a lapse. No allowance on accounf 
of any provision that may have lapsed during one year 
is made during the following year. It simply means 
that the Police Department loses for good and all certain 
money which the Administration intended it to have the 
benefit of, and this through no fault whatever of its own, 
and we never get our budget increased on account of 
lapses. Whether this can be altered I cannot say, but I 
venture to maintain that it is an unbusinesslike and 
inadvisable system. I give a few examples of sur
renders made by the Public Works Department, 

(a). Patharia station-house and quarters, Bilaspur 
district, under construction. 

This was- urgent work for whic4 full amount was pro
vided. The Public Works Department have surrendered 
Rs. 5,900 saying that the sanction to start work came too 
late for collection Qf any materials before the rain<!. l t 
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is not stated whose fault this was. This sum will 
have to be provided for in 1917-18. Meanwhile we have 
been able to transfer P.s. 4,500 of this money to two 
other works. 

There is another similar case of quarters at Ansingh 
in the Akola. district. 

(b). Manora quarters, Akola. district, un.der construc
tion. This was an urgent work. The est1mate was for 
Rs. 11,250. The Public Works Department specially 
adked for a big allotment to have it nearly completed 

,:during 1915-16. But at the close of that year they sur
rendered Rs. 6,500, ·saying that the work was delayed by 
shortage of labour owing to cotton season. Funds had 
therefore to be provided in 1916-17. 

(c). Palari station-house and quarters Raipur dist~ct. 
This work was of an urgent nature and we had prov1ded 
the full amount of Rs. 10,500 with a view to its being 
completed this year (1916-17). The Public Works De
partment surrendered a sum of Rs. 4,50? sa~g that ~t 
was not required this year, no reasons bemg gtven. This 
sum will have to be provided again in 1917-18. We 
have been able to transfer Rs. 1,200 out of this saving to 
a work in Drug. ' 

(d). Nimbola station-house and quarters under con
struction. This work was selected as necessary by the 
Inspector-GeneraUn 1913, but could not be taken up 
owing to want of fund.q til11916-l7. Meanwhile a site was 
selected and plans and estimates sanctioned. The Public 
Works Department have surrendered Rs. 4,000 out of 
the allotment of Rs. 9,900 and I have just now, at the 
moment of writing, received the following report on the 
subject from the Deputf Commissioner,. Nimar. 

" The site for a stat10n house at N1mbola was first 
selected as far back as December 1913. The Executive 
Engineer sent up a draft notification for the acquisition 
of land in May 1915. In June following he was asked to 
have the land demarcated. This he did in March 1916. 
Then it was found that the site selected was unsuitable. 
Another site was selected in September 1916. · This time 
the Public Works Department prepared a wrong plan. 
An objection was also filed by the owner of the land. A 
correct.ed plan has just been received and I think the 
land should be formally acquired by the end of February 
1917." The Public Works Department arc unable to 
suggest any other work on which they can utilize this 
saving during the current year and the whole Rs. 4,000 
will therefore have to be re-proyided next year. 

( 4 ). Restrictions of the Public IV arks Department Code.
These are on occasion meticulous to a degret! that prac
tically hampers work. I refer to paragraphs 1,023 and 
1,027 supra for the kind of thing I mean. 

(5). Repairs.-As already stated the Public Works 
Department include in their budget a lump provision for 
repairs for all buildings in their charge. We know 
nothing whatever about the expenditure of this money. 
We do not know how much any individual Executive 
Engineer is allotted, how much of this allotlllent he car
marks for police buildings or how he spends it, whether 
in total or in detail. It is not open to us to know whether 
in any one year repa1rs of police buildings have had to 
give way to repairs of buildings of other departments, 
or if we knew it to make any protests. FI'flm our point 
of view this is not business. 

(6). Sal'ings.-For major works we know nothing at all 
about savings made on the allotment'!. At present any 
such saving~ are I understand added to the Public Works 
Department general reserve by the Chief Engineer. For 
special reasons the Inspector-Gene-ral can obtain a grant 
from this reserve, but there is no earmarking for police 
purposes of any savings of money intended for police 
Lene!it. Similarly in the case of minor works the progress 
a.nd completion reports which for Public Works Depart
ment minor works come to the Inspector-General's office 
for rt'ICOrd aro usoll'SS : our records shew that the com
pletion certificate often comes so long as a. year late, and 
the report of the final cost of the work even later, wh(·n the 
ve~~.r hll.ll long closod a.nd all savings have of com-se lapsed. 
it is true that any minor works savings are generally 
small on any one work, but collectively they are alway~ 
to be found usefuL It may not be possible in all CJ£es 

to intimate savings in time for their utilization elst-~here, 
but it should presumably be·possible in some cases a.nd 
savings would seem legitimately to bclongto u~. At 
prl'sent, we never get a chance of using a.ny. 

(7). Absenu of competition and of any forfeit or penally. 
-These are factors which in genoral operate in favour of 
efficiency. I confess that I do not see how they ca.n be 
introduced in respect of any government agency, a.nd 
this is probably a defoct inherent in the employment of 
every such agency. It is apt to operate hardly against 
the customer department. I would instance the Pinjar 

. police buildings in the Akola district built in 1911-12 
and quarters at Kamptee built in 1912-13. In both 
these cases, soon after the completion of the buildings. 
cracks were noticed and in order to prevent fwther crack. 
ing the Public Works Department submitted estimates 
for " improvements " in the form of sand casing round 
the foundations, which possibly ought to have found a 
place in the criginal specification. As to this or where 
exactly the fault lay it is not for me to say but at any rate 
it would appear to lie with the building and not with the , 
customer department. But all that happens in such 
cases is that the Police Department has to find the money 
which it can ill afford for these " improvements " and 
such penalty as there may be would seem to fall on us. 

(8). Unnecessary waste of timt, labour and slati(jnery in 
Public Worl:.!1 Dw1rtment otfices.-lt is a fact that wo 
have printed standard plans and estimates sanctioned 
for practically every class of buildings, station-house 
and quarters which we require, including details like a 
latrine. Speaking as an outsider I am unable to see 
what possible practical purpose can be sorved by the pre· 
paration of the elaborato plans and estimates technically 
known as stage II for standard plan buildings. Even 
if we want a latrine built by itself up comes a plan, beauti
fully drawn on tracing cloth and signed by various offi. 
cials which is merely a replica of our printed standard 
plan designs. I can instance a case where at the police 
quarter-guard in the Raipur lines, small spaces had been 
loft between the rafters and battens at the top of the 
wall. Through these small spaces sparrows intruded and 
conducted Zeppelin raids on the police arms and stores 
and we wanted these spaces filled up. The actual cost 
of the work was Rs. 26 and the requisition involved the 
preparation of a. beautiful plan on tracing cloth showing 
the whole building, with illustrative details of the rafters 
and battens and tho spaces to be filled up. This elabo
rate procedure is followed in every single instance. I 
give another example. In the same lines at Raipur we · 
have a block of 26 single constables' quarters in two 
sets of 13 back to back. We wanted a small window 
.3!' x 2l' opened in each quarter. For this work we 
received a tracing sheet plan showing the whole block in 
plan and elevation with the proposed windows shown • 
neatly in JCd ink in every one of the 26 precisely similar 
quarters, the measurements being neatly marked for 
each one of the separate 26 windows. The cumulative 
waste of this sort oi thing must be concidcrahle. . . 
· (9). Inadequacy of superrision.-It seems to me that 
the class of subordinate staff which the Public Works 
Department employs, perhaps has to employ, requires a 
very considerable amount of strict supen·inion to ensure 
work being carried out correctly, to avoid wa;.te and to 
control generally the outlay. I am incliw.-d to doubt 
whether the supnvi~ion is in fact sufficientlv eli!Jrcised. 
Whether this is due to insufficiency of superior staff ur 
to some other rea8on I cannot say, but I wuuld instance 
the following cases which vro:.1ld seem to illustrate lack 
of supervision. 

(a). Hingna station-house a.nd quarters in the Nagpur 
district built in 1911-14. Cracks showed themseln11 in 
the w.alls of the station-house and quarters, the ceiling 
boarding was badly done, and the plastering and point
ing was not up to specification. The reasons of these 
defecta, which were put right by the PuLlic Works Depart. ' 
ment, were the use of inferior mortar and unseasoned 
wood. I was told that the Public Works Department 
sub-divisional officer had been censured. 

(b) Rupjbar 8tation-house and quarters in the .&.Lt,. 
!-(hat district built in 1912-14. The stone-flagging Wat:t 
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badly aone, t~e ground not being properly rammed, 
inferior hricks used, tiles not laid properly ; rafters 1 !" 
to 2" in diameter instead of 2!11 according to specifica. 
tion, the wood used also being inferior. The Public 
Works Department removed the defects, but pointed out 
that 1l'• to 2" rafters were quite strong enough. If this 
be so, it is not clear why a 2lp diameter was specified. 

(c). Sihawa station-house in the Raipur district built 
in 1913-14. Soon after the building had been completed 
it had to be re-roofed and funds provided from the nll.nor 
works grant beacuse the tiles used wore so inferior that 
they were useless. 

(10). Self-contained administration.-The Public Works 
Department stands alone among a:n the departments of 
government in having a Public Works Department 
officer in the dual capaeity of Chief Engineer and Secre
tary to Government. It is impossible for me as an out
sider to say how far this may bo practically necessitated 
by the work of the Department but it would not prima 
facie seem to be a sufficient a.nswer that the government 
is in need of expert advice. The Medical Department is 
perhaps even more technical than the Public Works, 
but. while the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals 
is naturally the government's expert adviser in 
technical medical matters, he is no~ a Secretary for 
the department nor have I heard it suggested that his 
not being so has created any difficulty or led to any in
convenience in the administration of the department. 
The same may be said of the Forest Department and it is 
not clear to me why this cannot hold good in the case of 
the Public Works Department, and I believe that if. it 
could be introduced it would help the Department con
siderably in their dealings with other departments. At 
present there is a feeling, which seems to me not without 

a certain amount of excuse and justification, that- one 
cannot get past or outside the Public Works Department 
and that no independent outside opinion or judgment 
is obtainable on ordinary matters connected with the 
Department. It is true that it is open to a head of a ..!. 

department in the event of disagre'3ment with any other 
head of a department to refer the matter to his own ad. 
ministrative Secretary and the Police Department could 
therefore refer to the Chief Secretary. But this would 1 

be making a great deal of what are nearly always in them
selves and intrinsically comparatively petty matters 
and speaking for the Police Department I can say that 
this course is not in practice resorted to. In fact I can 
only find one case on record in which the Inspector
General carried the matter beyond the Public Works 
Department. Generally speaking, I am inclined to think 
that if it could be found possible to appoint a Secretary 
from outside the Public Works Department the Depart-

, ment would gain appreciably from an improvement in 
its relations wW1 other ,departments. 

1,040. In making the above remarks I have ventured 
to include one or two suggestions as to the possible line 
of improvement but generally speaking it seems to me 
that such suggestions are beyond my province. Some of 
my remarks will perhaps be admitted, at any rate parti
ally by officers of the Public Works Department them
selves, and if so and to such extent as this may be the . 
case, it seems to me that any suggestion for alteration 
or amendment can obviously come with the greatest 

. force and with informed knowledge from within the 
Department itself. I am not in a position to say what 
difficulties, technical or other, may stand in the way of 
introducing changes or what may be the best way to give 
effect to any changes which may be' considered advis
able. 

The HoN'BLE MR. R. C. H. Moss· KING called and examined. 

1,041. (Pr~idenl.) The witness stated that he was the 
Inspector General of Police in the Central Provinces and 

. that ho had held that appointment since September 
1914. 

1,042. The police buildings in the Central Province~ 
were constructed and repaired under three different 
systems-

( a) by the Police Department itself, 
(b) by the divisional local fund, and 

. (c) by the Public Works Department. 

Police bllildings at 116 places were;naintained by the 
divisional local fund. He was not aware, for purposes 
of comparison, how many buildings were maintained by 
the Public· Works Department and Police Department 
respectively. The construction of police buildings by 
tho Police Department was decidedly economical and the 
work was probably efficient, but he was doubtful whether 
this was the case in regard to maintenance and repairs. 
He was not able to say whether the sum spent on annual 
repairs to police buildings was higher than what it would 
have been if the Public Works Department had under
taken the construction work, i.e., whether the work 
turned out by the Police Department was as durable as 
that turned out by the Public Works Department. 

1,043, Departmental construction was as a rule unpopu· 
Jar with police officers. Viewed in the light of the general 
int6I'OSts of government, he considered that it was an 
tmsuitable system as it added very considerably to the 
work of the police owing to the fact that they had no 
technical knowledge to aid them. Though it might be 
E>conomical, he did not think it was a system which should 
be extended to any substantial extent. In N'agpur 
it was interfering st:oriously with police work, because in 
that {listrict the Police Department constructed all 
police buildings costing less than Rs. 2,500 and under
tool!: their maintenance also. This was a special experi
ment started in 1907 which had been in force ever since. 
His personal experience of this experiment was that 
though the actual constntction and repair work had 
generally been well done it had involved a tremendous 
llomount of office work and had distracted the attention 

I 
of the police from their ordinary work. Hence he con
sidered that although it might be economical, the system 
caused too much interference with the legitimate duties 
of the police to render it desirable, and he was of opinion· 

'that the experiment, although it had been in force since 
1907 in the Nagpur district, should now be abandoned as 
placing too heavy a burden on the force. 

1,044. Construction and maintenance of buildings 
by the Police Department had been found to be f~irly 
economical as far as district headquarters ·were con
cerned, but he was doubtful whether this was the case 
with police buildings in outlying places. The Public 
Works Department would naturally prefer to make over 
to the Police Department police buildings in. outlying 
places, and the interests of tho two departments con· 
fl.icted to that extent. In spite of the fact that it had 
been found economical for the Police Department to 
construct and maintain its own buildings in district 
headquarters, he would prefer that all police buildings 
should be taken over by the .Public Works Department, 
as the advantages to be gained py relieving the police 
were greater in his opinion than any disadvantages which 
might be sufiered in other Fays. He had no objection, 
however, to the Police Department taking over the annual 
repairs to police buildings in such outlying places as were 
not accessible to the Public Works Department. 

1,045. As the system of having a divisional local 
fund engineer had been in force only since 1915, he was 
not in a position to express an opinion as to the 
efficiency of that officer. He complained, however, that 
this system had proved expensive as 11! per cent, had 
to be paid by the Police D~:partment for establish· 
ment charges which cut down the police budget to that 
extent. Under the Public Works Department system his 
department was not charged for supervision, and hence 
work done by the local fund for the Police Department 
had involved an extra charge of 11! per cent. over the 
cost of similar work done for the latter by the Public 
Works Department. This might not be an extra expense 
to government as a whole, but it reduced the amount 
available in the Police Department budget. If, 
however, provision were made for this charge in the police 
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budget he had no objection to raise to the di,;8ional 
local fund engineer system on the score of expense. 

I ,0!6. The procedure of obtaining administratiYe 
san<:tion to major works, which he had referred to in his 
written evidence, was suitable and he bad no criticislllil 
to make in regard to it. He did not think that the con
tention of the Public Works Department that a great 
deal uf trouble was caused them by the fact that heads of 
departments frequently changed their ideas after sane· 
ti•:>n bad been obtained applied to the Police Depart
ment, as nearly all works for that department were built 
on standard planR, the only work he recollected which 
was not co,·ered by a standard plan being a kolu'Q.li. 

1,04 7. In order to simplify procedure and to avoid 
delay after the Inspector General of Police had sanctioned 
the Exocuth·e Engineer's plan and estimate, he suggested 
that the minor r-orks standard should be raised from 
Rs. 5,000 tofu. 10,000. Major works took twice as long 
to commence as minor works and the Inspector General 
bad to think about them some eighteen months or two 
years prior to the time of their actual construction. It 
was necessary for that officer to consider in February 
1917 what works he would require in 1918-19 and to 
submit draft proposals in May 1917. He did not ask 
for administrative sanction to a major work until he had 
put it on to his " A" programme, and the delay he com
plained of was due to the trouble involved in getting 
such a major work definitely and specifically included 
in the Public Works Department budget. If the limit 
for a minor wor~ were raised as he suggested, he would , 
himself be competent-.to sanction a considerable propor· 
tion of the works at present classed as major works. 

1,048. It had been his experience that, under the 
present system, a certain amount of waste of time occur- · 

·red on works in progress at the beginning of the working 
season. This was possibly due to Executive Engineers 
wanting to ·know their precise allotments before they 
proceeded with their works. There was therefore, a. 
distinct hiatus at the commencement of each new finan
cial year. He based this statement on _information 
gathered from his progress reports which showed the 
expenditure on each work and which were sent to him 
quarterly by the Public Works Department. His com
plaint against the Public Works Department budget 
system was that it resulted in surrenders and lap3es of 
unexpended balances at the end of the year, and, as the 
Police Department never got anything extra to com
pensate for these lapslls, he considered t~at they suffered 
loss in consequence. 

1,04!). The money· available for public works twas 
granted annually as a. specific sum and lapses in 
one year's budget were not re-granted in the 
next, thus resulting in the grant for new works in the 
latter year being decreased. These lapses were not 
taken int<> account in settling the police budget, and 
hence the police programme of work was delayed by the 
loss of time involved in this procedure, and he recom
meonded that the same amount of mon&y should be 
allotted to his department every year. The advantage 
of this proposal would be that he would have the money 
for certain of his police works nine months earlier than 
he now received it. 

l,Oi")(). When repairs were carried out by the Public 
Works Department for the Police Department, the latter 
were given no information as to the sums that were 
spent on each building. If this information were not 
withheld, and the Police Department knew the amount 
available for expenditure Oft repairs to their buildings, 
they would be in a position to f!.uggest the variouii repairs 
that should be carried out. The distinction in the Public 
Works lkpartment Code in connection with repairs wa.s 
also, he remarkt'd, & stumbling block at present. rnder 
the Code roles the Public Works Department could not 
allow the Police Departml'nt to replace, for instance, 
a broken cl'ment floor by a fiaggt'd door on the ground 
that the lattt;r was an original work and not a repair aa 
adinod by the Cod6. The di.;tinction betwe-en original 
work and N'pairs in the Code should be N'uwved 
and the Police Department should be· given a freer 
h&nd in judging wha.t constituted N'palr work and 

what original work. ruder the prt"Sent ruling his 
department were unable to wpair police lines of 
antiquated patt10m and to bring them up to modrrn 
requiN'ment.s un]('SS they prcpan-d a Sp<'Cial e~;timate. 

1.051. He criticised tho present Public Works !\>part- ... 
me[Jt plans for small petty works as king too elaborate 
and sugge.sted that a sating might be efft'Ctcd by drawing 
up simpler plant<. 

1.052. For the good of the general administration and 
of the Public Works Department iu.elf, he was of opin· 

. ion that the Chid Engineer should not be also Soorrtary 
to Government in the Public Works Department as this 
organization had tended to detaeh the Public Works 
Department from the other branches of the admini."· 
tration, and make its interests too separate and isolatrd. 
If this organization wero:~ changed he thought there would 
be an improvement in mutual relations of the depart
ments and that the fooling which undoubtedly existed at 
present that it was not poE<Sible to get past or outside 
the Public Works Department would disappe:u. This 
fooling re-acted both on the officers of the Public Works 
Department and on those of other departments, whose 
point of view was not sufficibntly understood by the 
former. In regard to the Police Department in partic
ular there was a tendency on the part of the Public 
Works Department not to give sufficient consideration 
to the wishes of that department in regard kJ building 
construction work. 

1,053. (Sir .\"oet Kmhaw). He explained that the 
:Malthone station-house referred to in his WTitten evideneo 
was not an exceptional station-house, but was a good 
building for the Police Department to have constructed. 
The Police Department were not allowed to construct 
expensive buildings like the Nagpur Quarter Guard, 
except as an imprest holder for the Public Works 
Department. 

1,054. (.Mr. Jfackenzie.) The Secretary to Govern
ment in the Public Works Department should, he thought, 
be recruited from outside the Department, as an ad· 
ministrative Secretary and should administer the Depart• 
ment in the same way as was at present the case with 
other branches of the administration. He was not 
aware that the tendeney now-a-days was in the direction 
of making the heads of professional departments the 
administrators of their departments even though they 
wero men of the same profession the!llildves and he did 
not think this was the ease elsewhere in the Central ProV'· 
inces. He met the contention that the port trusts and 
improvement trusts had engineers at their head by ex• 
plaining that under his scheme the Chil'f Engineer would 
still be at the head of the Public Works Department 
although that officer would not be the administrative 
head. His proposal contemplaWd a senior officer in the 
post of administrative Secretary, whose duties li'ould be 
to deal with all references which required the orders of 
the local Administration. 

1,055. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) When the Public 
Works Department constructed minor works for the 

·Pblice Department they did not charge the latter II! per 
cent. for establishment, aa was the case when the oon· 
struction of police buildings was undertaken by the divi· 
sionallocal fund. Nor did the Public Works Depart
ment make over to his department any money for estab
lishment charges when they transferred minor works for 
execution by the Police Department. This he explained 
was due to the fact that minor works ·were allowed for in 
the Public Works Department budget. The funds for 
the building and repair work done in the Nagpur dis
trict by the Police Department since 1007 were the funds 
included in the police budget for petty construction and 
repairs. 

1,056. Police departmental construction ol buildings 
in the Xagpur district had been found to be t(!onomical 
in initial construction. He did not think the police in 
outlying places in1pressed labour ; the) paid for every 
man whom they employe.d at the m~r., \et rate. The 
reason 1rhy contractors took 1rork from the. police at a 
lower rate than from the Public Works ~partm1·nt was 
because, under the forrucr agl'ncy, they did not oomu 
into oontact with PuLlic Works Dtpartment lower 
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subordinates. He had never heard of contractors having 
received assist'l.nce from the police in impressing labour. 

.1,057. (Jfr. Cobb.) In the case of buildings which they" 
m<1>intaiued, the Police Department decided for them. 

1,060. He did not think that the police buildings con
structed by the Public Works Department were of too 
p~cca a nature as the police needed durable buildings in 
vm:v. of the fact that police circles did. not change very 

• gelves which should be repaired and had an entirely free 
hand in the matter subject to money provision ; but if 
the buildings in question were not on the Police Depart· 
mcnt's hQOks, the Public Works Department arranged for 
repa.irs and the Police Department had no voice in tho 
matter at all, and although they could draw the atten
tion of the Public Works Department to any require
ments which they noticed, it rested with tlie latter to 
carry out the work thus indicated or not. It would be 
more convenient to allow the decision to rest with the 
Police Department in these latter cases also. 

1,058. In connection with his proposal that the Chief 
Engineer and Secretary to Government in the Public 
Works Department should not be one and the same 
person, he admitted that more outside criticism of the 
Department, which was desirable from an administra. 
tive point of view, waS' secured by the present system, 
but stated there was a P,revalent idea that criticism was 
'not encouraged, and if givim, was ineffective. It was 
a matter of detail whether the Secretary fol,' the Public 
Works.Department should be .,attached to some other 
department of the administration or not, depending 
merely on the amount of administrative work required. 
Possibly the Public Works Department was too large 
to be attached to another. Under his scheme the 
Chief Engineer would still be the technical adviser to 
the administration., 

1,059. (Rai Baluidur Ganga Ram.) Ho expressed his 
inability to give an opinion as to whether the specifica
tions for police buildings were ~ecessarily high or 
not, and also whether, if high, they could be reduced. 

rap1ctly. He had never compared the specifications -~. 
for police buildings in the Central Provinces with those 
of another province. · 

1,061. (.Mr. Durie.) In his written evidence he had 
recorded that the police station-ll'ouse at Malthone was 
bui~t by the Po~ce Department at a cost of only Rs. 2,000 
agamst a Public W:orks Department estimttte for a simi· 
lar building of Rs. 3,700. He· explained that he did 
not mean to convey the impression that the Police De
partment could always do such work cheaper than the 
Public Works Department, but that in this particular 
case a building had been constructed by the former at a 
cost which was lower than the estimate for a similar 
building prepared by the latter. This particular station
house was of the same class as those constructed by the 
Public Works Department in the Jubbulpore Division, 
the rate for one of which he had taken into considera-
tion. '\. 

1,062. He had' not had any personal experience of w.ork 
slackening off in May and June, as he usually ceased 
touring in April, and hence ~ad little opportunity of 
inspecting works actually under construction. 

1,063. The surrenders of funds on account of the 
Palari and Nimbola station-houses in the Raipur dis. 
trict, mentioned in his written evidence, were due to the 
sites for these buildings not having been settled. Funds 
were n,ot allotted till sites had-been finally decided upon: 
The Deputy Commissioner was responsible for fixing the 

'site. 

P. S. PATUcK, Esq., I.c.s., Deputy Comlllissioner, Narsinghpur. 

Written Statement. 

1,064:. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works, and (II.) Encouragement of 
other agency.-The ordinary work of the Public 
Works Department in a district might be divided 
into (1) maintenance and repaiis of (a) government 
buildings and (b) roads, and (2) construction of new (a) 
buildings and (b) roads. The work of maintenance and 
repairs of buildings or roads does not require great tech
nical knowledge or skill, and I am of opinion that this 
work should be tlone by a district engineer, with the 
necessary subordinate establishment, under the control 
of the district council and the Deputy Commissioner. 
The· engineer employed must have sufficient qualifica
tions to do this work without much supervision regarding 
technical details. New buildings are not constructed in 
districts every year, excepting small schools or cattle 
pounds, and I am of opinion that all government build
ings costing under Rs. 30,000, should be constructed 
under the district engineer. He should be considered 
competent to prepare plans and specifications and esti· 
mates for sucn buildings and able to take the respon
sibility for their construction. No technical sanction 
of a higher authority should be necessary for such build
ings. For buildings costing more than Rs. 30,000 and 
for new roads technical sanction of a higher authority 
might be required. 

(2). At present some roads and government buildings 
in the district are maintained by the c.istrict council, 
and others by the Public Works Department. 'Owing 
to this division, two separate establishments of subor-"" 
dinates have to be maintained, and these establish
ments are supposed to be supervised by engineers who are 
in charge of more than one district. For example, in 
the Narsinghpur district, the sub-divisional officer and his 
establishment costs about Rs. 5,000 a year, and the dis
trict council spends about the same amount on its local 
establishment. In addition, there is the Executive 
Engineet and his establishment, to supervise the sub
divisional officer, and there is a divisional local fund 
engineer to supervise the district council establishment. 

The cost to the local bodies in the Narsinghpur district 
of the divisional local fund engineer and his establish
ment is about Rs. 2,500, and the portion of the cost of 
the Executive Engineer and his establishment, which 
could be considered as debitable to Narsinghpur district, 
would scarcely be under Rs. 6,000. Thus, excluding the 
cost of direction, the establishment for works in this 
district costs about Rs. 18,500. The amount spent. by 
the Public Works Department on works in 1915-16 wa:~ · 
about Rs. 70,000, and by the district council and local 
bodies about Rs. 40,000, and thus the establishment 
takes up about 16 per cen.t. of the cost. As most of these 
works are given out on contract and--there is generally 
some separate establishment included in the estimates 
16 per cent. represents practically the supervision charges 
and this seems to me unduly high. If the two subor: 
dinate establishments are amalgamated, it is easy to get 
a qualified engineer and a· sufficient staff to do all the 
work in the district at a cost of about 10 per cent. or less 
on the total amount of work done in the district. 

(3). For works costing over Rs. 30,000 the check on the 
district engineers' work will be exercised by Superin
tending Engineers. I think two such engineers should 
suffice for this province for this work and general super
vision, as works costing over Rs. 30:000 are not very 
numerous. At present, all original works over Rs. 2,500 
require the technical sanction of the Superintending 
Engineers. It seems to be scarcely sound that Executive 
Engineers should not be trusted to prepare proper plans 
and estimates for works over Rs. 2,500, .and that their 
work should require to be checked by a higher author
ity. From buildings built by the Public Works Depart
ment under the present rules, it could scarcely be said, 
that the checking of plans and estimates has prevented 
defects from escaping notice or that the buildings 
constructed are any the better for such checks. 

( 4 ). I am of opinion that it is not so much the chl:',cking 
of plans and estimates that is necessary, as proper super· 
vision of works on the spot. The qualification and char· 
acter of the officer who supervises the construction of a. 
building determine whether it is properly constructed 
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or not. 'Cnder the present system, the local officer who 
looks after the construction is an upper or lower subor
dinate. The Executive En~;,rineer visits the work only 
occasionally. If each district bas an engineer the local 
supervising officer will be a better qualified and a more 
reliable person. 

(5). The above contains sujlgestions regarding the ordi
nary routine work in a district. When important orig
inal works, like a building costing about a lakh or a 
costly bridge. or an extensive drainage scheme, is to be 
taken up, I think, tenders should be called for invariably 
from engineering firms or contractors. It will not be 
easy at first to induce firms to come over to the prov
ince for taking up works, but I scarcely think with some 
encouragement it should be difficult to get reliable engi
neer contractors to apply for works costing say about a 
lakh. With a profit of about 10 per cent., if the work · 
could be finished in about six months, there is sufficient 
inducement to engineers to tender for such works. I 
think, as a rule, the engineer who makes out the plans 
and specifications of a work should not be the engineer 
who takes the contract for constructing the work. The 
former should be the supervising officer, and the actual 
construction should be by a firm unconnected with the 
person whose plans and specifications are accepted. For 
the present, till reliable firms of consulting engineers 
increase in number, it would be necessary for govern
ment to keep a permanent staff to prepare plans and 
specifications for original works, and to supervise the 
actual construction of these works, but I think the ulti
mate aim ought to be to get such plans, etc., prepared by 
consulting engineers and pay them some commission for 
the preparation of the projects and also for supervision 
during actual construction. 

(6). In Wardha the survey ..was made and the plans 
and specifications for a surface drainage scheme were 
prepared by a private firm of engineers, and the con
struction of the drainage was also entrusted to the same 
firm, as far as I remember, on the following conditions. 
The cost of the scheme was calculated at the Public Works 
Department rates and it was agreed that the firm of 
engineers should receive 17 per cent. of the actual cost of 
the work done as their commission and about 25 per cent. 
on the savings on the estimate. I do not consider that 
such an arrangement is either economical or sound. I 
think the firm should have been kept in supervising 
charge only and tenders should have been invited for 
rates at whicl1 contractors would agree to do the work. 
As the project was estimated to cost over R5. 1l lakhs, 
I scarcely think there should have been much difficulty 
in getting tenders. 

(7). As India contains numerous districts which are not 
fully developed, there is constantly a demand for surveys 
for new roads. J think that if tlus work could not be 
done by district engineers, temporary engineers and 
surveyors should be appointed for this work unless there 
is sufficient work to justify the employment of a. per
manent staff. 

1,065. (ill.) Changes in organization, and (V.) Decen~ 
tralization.-The suggestions made above require 
the reorganization of the whole Public Works Depart
ment establishment. The idea is to keep a permanent 
establishment for the routine work of maintenance 
and repairs to roads and buildings, and original works 
of small value under the local bodies, and the district 
officer, and to make use of private engineers for all orig
inal works, the cost of which is sufficiently high to leave 
such a margin of profit as would induce private engineers 
to tender for such works. To supervise these works, and 
also the work of the district engineers, two or more 
Superintending Engineers should IJe kept by government 

who, in addition, till firms of consulting engineers become 
more numerous, will prepare plans and specifications 
for all large works. From the Type Budget appended to 
Book Circular, Part Ill, No. 27, it appears that 21 per 
cent. of the cost of public works is spent on establishment. 
As in addition, some establishment is included in the 
estimates of most works and as the estimates must in· 
clude the contractor's profit, which could scarcely be 
under 10 per cent., it seems to me that the present syst.em 
of constructing public works is rather an expensive one,e 
and the method suggested above ought to result in some 
decrease in cost. 

(2). The question of the pa.y of the district and Superin· 
tending Engineers, the number of such engineers required 
for different districts, whether they should form a joint 
graded service, or not, these are questions of detail 
wluch could only be settled after considering the expen· 
diture on public works in different districts. In 
my opinion, the disttict must be considered a large 
enough area to justify the employment of a responsible 
and a fully-qualified engineer, and the present system of 
having subordinates in charge of works in a district, 
subject to supervision by an Executive Engineer in 
charge of a division, should be done away with. There 
ought to be a complete decentralization of powers, and 
the engineer in a district should be given more respon
sibility aad powers than at present. The number of 
returns and reports should be cut down and check and 
supervision and audit should be local. I am informed 
that a sub-divisional officer has to send copies of hir 
cash book fortnightly, eighteen returns or reports monthly, 
three quarterly, four half-yearly and seventy-five yearly, 
and thus a. great deal of his time must be spent in office 
instead of on works. . .-

(3). Another matter wluch seems to me to require al
teration is the present practice of having a practically 
separat~;J organizatioil for doing works, outside the control 
of the local bodies or the government departments 
which financil the works. For example, the water
works in all municipalities are financed by municipal 
committees, but they have practically no voice in the 
management. The establishment is not under their 
control, and the committees have no power to prevent 
waste. '!'he subordinates in charge are not under their 
orders, and as their work is supervised by officers who are 
generally not on the spot, the supervision is seldom very 
effective. Similarly, when any government building 
belonging to any department is being built, the local 
officers of that department have no voice in the method 
in which work is b:Jing done, and so take little interest 
in the way the work is done, and if some officer ventures 
to point out defects, the Public Works Department 
officers consider it an unnecessary interference with the 
work. This same system has been adopted in the divi
sional local fund engineer scheme recently introduced. 
The divisional engineer and his subordinates are not 
nuder the orders or control of the district council or other 
local bodies which pay them and supply funds for works. 
All that the local bodies have to do under the present 
rules is to select the works, approve of the estimates, and 
leave the divisional engineer and his subordinates to do 
the works. When the ;ork is completed, the local bodies 
have to give a completion certificate, and if the work is 
bad, beyond fining the contractor and a deal of grumbling 
nothing else can be done. I think the agency under 
v.·hich a work is done, must be subject to the control of 
the body that finances the work, and I think one great 
defect of the present divisional local fund engineer 
scheme, is that the en~neer and hia subordinate~~ are 
not under the control of the local bodies which finance 
the llCheme and the works. 

MR. P. S. PATUCK called and examined. 

1.0611. (Pruident. 1 The witness stated that he was a 
Deputy Commissioner and had 17 years' service. 

l,Otii. In hie written evidence he had put forward a 
echeme for the roorganization of the Public Works De
partm~r.t under which all except '\"'ery large buildings 
a.nd all roads were to be made over to a district engineer-

VOL. U 

ing staff under tbe control of both the district oouncil 
and the Deputy Commissioner, He explained that hie 
intention was that in regard to buildings belon~ng to 
government the engineer should work under the Deputy 
Commissioner, who had at present a certain amount of 
IDOntrol over tl1e district council The service contem• 

Q 
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plated in his scheme was practically a local board service 
controlled by the local bodies, but with a voice in the 
management of government buildings reserved for the 
Deputy Commisaiouer ; in other words, so far as the staff 
undertook government works it would receive orders 
from the Deputy Commissioner, and so far as it under· 
took district council or municipal works it would work 
under the orders of the local bodies. This system, he 
considered, would work satisfactorily, which view was 

• supported by the fact that at present the divisional local 
fund engineer in his division, though paid by the district 
councils, took instructions from the Deputy Commis· 
sioners and local bodies of five districts and was under 
the control of the Commissioner, though the latter officer 
never gave orders to him direct regarding works. 

1,068. The appointment and dismissal of the divisional 
local fund engineer rested with the Commissioner, but 
the former officer received requisitions for work from 
both the local bodies and, in connection with government 
work, from the Deputy Commissioner, or other govern
ment officers: He was of opinion that the power of the 
appointment and dismissal of the district engineers sug
gested in his scheme should be vested in the Deputy Com· 
missioner, who would also give him government work 
to carry out, while local bodies might requisition him for 
whatever work of their own they wanted done. Local 
bodies should have a voice in the construction and main
tenance of all works which they financed. This system, 
he thought, would work better than the present divi
sional local fund engineering scheme, and the dual control 
over the district engineer would cause no inconvenience. 
At present some government works were managed by 
the district boards' establishment, and some by the 
government sub-divisional establishment. 

1,069. A scheme on--somewhat similar lines to his own, 
· but with the difference that. the control would lie entirely 
with the district board, who would employ its own engi
neering staff to do all its own works, and also to under
take the maintenance and construction of certain govern
ment and municipal works as contribution work, was 
put to him and he remarked that this was practically 
what his scheme amounted to, but added that the only 
question that would still have to be considered was the 
appointment of some central controlling authority when 
there were several local bodies in a district, as if the 
interests of local bodies were not coincident there would 
possibly be some friction. This central authority would 
regulate such questions as the relative attention to be 
given by the engineer to municipal work, district council 
work and government work. In ·connection with this 
regulation of work, he proposed to give a certain amount 
of power to the Deputy Commissioner as the central 
authority, to interfere when he .found that there was 
friction. Payment of salary, etc., might, however, be 
made by the district council. With the Deputy Com· 
missioner represented on the district council there should 
not, he considered, be much possibility of friction. As 
between a government service for government works in 
each district managed by the Deputy Commissioner, but 
available for the works of local bodies in the district on 
application to that officer, and a wholly district council · 
se1·vice, he preferred an intermediate course as he did not 
desire his district engineer to be wholly under the Deputy 
Commissioner, or the Deputy Commissioner absolutely 
without a voice in respect to the works in his district, 
and added that he did not think that the engineer would 
fall between two stools if the Deputy Commissioner acted 
in a reasonable ml~nner. 

1,070. ln regard to the criticism that the public works 
expenditure in some of the districts in the Central Prov· 
inces might not be large enough to justify the enter· 
tainment of a district engineer of the competency he de-, 
sired, as for example in Narsinghpur where this expen· 
diture was only Rs. 1,10,000, he explained that for such a 
district as Narsingbpur a competent engineer of the 
status of a sub-engineer could be obtained on a salary 
of Rs. 300-500, but for the larger districts a more effi· 
cient man ou a higher salary could be secured. In res
pect to subordinate establishment he emphasised the 
fact that a.t present there was in each district a dual 

establishment consisting of two ~rdinary sub·divisional 
officers drawing about Rs. 150 a month each and four 
sub-overseers, two employed by the Public Works and two 
employed by the district council. He did not think 
that there was enough work in his district for four sub
overseers. If the public works and district council staffs 
were reduced by amalgamation, he considered that it 
would be possible to employ an engineer on Rs. 300-500 
to supervise the work in place of the present sub-divi
sional officers, and the work of these engineers could be 
supervised by Superintending Engineers, each in charge 
of several districts, on about Rs. 600. He expressed 
himself as unable to give an estimate of the amount of 
work each Superintending Engineer should have, and in 
regard to his own district remarked that there was not 
sufficient work there at present to require extra super
vision, but he thought that possibly in future there might 
be works important enough to require more supervision 
than the ordinary district engineer could give. 

1,071. A district engineer on Rs. 300-500, an overseer 
on about Rs. 70 or R8. 80, two sub-overseers on about 
Rs. 50 or 60 each, with some clerical establishment 
such as draftsmen and the like, was the district engineer
ing establishment which he proposed. Extra work in 
any particular district could be met by enga-ging a sepa· 
rate works establishment. He cadculated that the cost 
of such an establishment would work up to a percentage 
on the works expenditure of something less than 10 per 
cent. The engineer he proposed ought to be r1uite com
petent to carry out the ordinary routine work of a dis
trict, but if a large building such as a hospital were to be 
constructed the plans and estimates prepared by this 
engineer would have to be checked by some supervising 
authority. Rules might be laid down for tho control of 
money payments, which )VOuld be verified by members 
of the district council and by tho Deputy Commissioner's 
staff. If the engineering staff were put on to govern
ment work, such as police buildings, the District Superin
tendent of Police would see that the work was carried 
out properly. His whole object in giving the control of 
this staff to the peputy Commissioner was to avoid 
friction. 
' 1,072. Large works costing about Rs. 30,000 might be 
entrusted to private agency. If such works were adver
tised he thought that competent firms of engineers 
would tender for them~ Though there were no engi
neering firms in Nagpur itself, he was of opinion that 
firms in Bombay and Calcutta might possibly find it 
worth their while to take up such works, and suggested 
giving the scheme a trial. It was pointed out to him 
that such a scheme bad been tried and failed ; he re· 
marked that he was not aware that the advertisements 
circulated included places outside Nagpur. He added, 
however, that his suggestion was a mere idea, and that 
it seemed to him that too many engineers at present 
desired to take up permanent service rather than to set 
up on their own account. A private firm should not be 
allowed to start the construction of any work unless 
thcrr was a supervising agency present and government 
work should be supervi~ed by a government agency. 

1,073. In support of his contention that other branches 
of the administration should have more voice in the 
methods by which works were executed for them by the 
Public Works Dep(trtment, he cited as an instance the 
case of a civil court, which was being built at Narsingh
pur, and added that he did not think the District Judge 
took any interest in the work and was, so far as its exe
cution was concerned, practically a nonentity. The 
construction was left entirely to the sub-divisional 
officer and engineer. The District Judge should be at 
liberty to see that bad work was not done. He further 
cited the case of a hospital recently built at Narsingh· 
pur under , the divisional local fund engineer and 
remarked that the Civil Surgeon had a great deal of 
trouble to get the engineer to comply with his wishes. He 
also complained that under the present system the 
engineer in charge of a work was not usually on the spot, 
with the result that the work was left to a subordinate, 
and the engineer very seldom knew what materials were 
actually being used on the work. 
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1,074. He was of opinion that district councils, at the The Superintending Engineer would be in general charge 
present time, were in a sufficiently advanced stage of according to the amount of work, of six, seven or eight 
development to justify government in making over to districts and would be an inspecting officer instead of an 
them buildings for maintenance, together with funds executive officer. He was not able to say how many of 
for the purpose. In order to secure efficiency of work the present Executive Engineers could be dispensed with, 
the necessary government control over the district as this required some knowledge of the amount of work 
staff should be vested in the Deputy Commissioner, in so in districts other than his own, but surmised that at the 
far as government buildings were concerned. If this beginning the number of these officers might safely be 
officer found that a district engineer had failed to spend reduced to half. 
the sums of money provided for the repair of govern· 1,078. In respect to the control which the Deputy Com· 
mont buildings efficiently, he would exercise his control missioners could exercise over tho district engineers in 
over this engineer by punishing or dismissing him. cases of unsatisfactory work, he admitted that, at present, 

1,075. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Control by an officer this control was very slight, but added that under his 
,outside the district staff was not required at present as scheme government would not be in a worse position, 
far as repairs and minor works were concerned. The than it was at present. This control would practically 
engineer appointed to each district should be qualified amount only to either punishing or dismissing thl' 
enough to be depended upon to check estimates, and no engineer. 
control should be necessary over that officer in this res- 1,079. (.Mr. Durie). He thought any engineer who had 
pect. A competent engineer on a salary of Rs. :!CO to passed his examinations ought to be competent to pre· 
Rs. 500 ought to be quite sufficient for the minor works pare specifications and estimates for a. building costing 
and repairs in a district. , Rs. 30,000, even if he WM employed on a salary of only 

ks. 400 a month. 
' 1,076. As most buildings in his district were built on 1,080. He admitted that there had been cases where 

black cotton soil it had generally been the experience suggestions made by other departments to the Public 
that the walls cracked in the first year. He did not WorkB Department, in connection with works executed 
know whether this was due to bad materials, or bad for the former by the latter, had been adopted, as in 
workmanship or to defects in the plans, but he was of the case of the Jubbulpore Normal School, in regard 
opinion that, if the engineer had more opportunity of to which he thought the Public Works Department had 
looking after the work himself, there would be much less adopted suggestions made by the principal of that 
chance of bad_ work or bad materials being passed. institution. But he added that there had also been 
The responsibility for this, under the present system, instances where the reverse had been the case and where 
seemed to him to be divided. As Deputy Commis- suggestiom; made to the Public Works Department had 
sioner, he would trust the engineer entirely, provided been resented. The acceptance of suggestions depended 
that officer personally looked after the \\orl{s. considerably on the personality uf the officer m charge 

1,077. (Sir Noel Ker.~hawJ. 'fhere were, in thil Central of the work. 
Provinres, twenty-two districts that would ha"\'e to be 1,081. \Sir Noel Kershau•.) He had no practical expe· 
provided with a di>trict engineer under his scheme. He rience of the system, obtaining in England, and did not 
had conside£ed only the circumstances of ~is own dis· know that in England many surveyors dzawing less than 
iriet in which he thought that the CC·st of the establish· Rs. 400 a month we1e entrusted absoluttJy 'lith the 
mont required under his scheme would be much less than designing and execution of works which cost considerably 
it was at present. The subordinate staff would be one more than Rs. 30,000, He had heard uf a large building 
overseer and two sub.overseers instead of as at present costing over Rs. 80,000 designed and constructed by a 
two sub.divisional supervisors and four sub.overseers. divisional local fund engineer in India. · 

. J. M. V ACIIA, Esq., Executive Engineer, Cent,ral Provinces. 

Written St•zteme1d. 

1,082. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works are neither 
economical, nor efficient. They were adopted at a time 
when the country was very backward, and were most 
probably best suited to the conditions prevailing over 
fifty years ago. With the rapid strides that the country 
has made, especially during the last twenty years, this 
scientific department instead of leading, or even keeping 
pace \\1th the times, has lagged· behind. No doubt 
engineers have done a. lot for India, even during the last 

_ twenty years, but, considering the numerous resources. 
and the vast scope _at their con,mand, neither much in· 
genuity nor originality appears to have been shown, nor 
can tho works be said to have been executed economi
cally by the adoption of the best methods and means. 
This can be attributed in a great measure to the obsolete 
system of the Department tending, in such matters as 
accounts, correspondence, petty works and repairs, to 
take up an amount of an engineer's time out of all pro
portion to the magnitude and importance of the work 
in hand. 

(2). An Executive Engine~r. worth the name, is wasted 
in au oniinary division as at present worked. In an 
average division considerably over half the expenditure 
is on the maint{mance of roads and buildings, and on the 
construction of petty works rt'quiring little or no engineer· 
ing skill. The Exoentive En;::ineer has to keep up a heavy 
corrc~pondence, scrutinise, check and control expen· 
diturc, see to the proper and timely compilation of 
aceounts, look to the mainten:mee of a large number of 
buiJ,lings scattcrcJ aU over the division and about a 

thousand miles of roads, besides preparing plans and 
estimates for a number of new works, and seo to their 
prompt and economical execution. It is not to be 
wondered at if, under such circumstances, he is obliged 
to leave a good deal of important work to his meagrely 
paid sub-divisional officer. 

(3). Tho Executive Engineer gets, probably, a pay of 
Rs. 1,000 and more, while some of his sub·divisional 
officers are mere sub.overseers drawing a pay of Rs. 50 
to Rs. 60 per month. No business firm would ever think 
of having a manager on a salary of B.s. 1,000 per month 
and his next I!Ssistant, who spends Rs. 1,50,000 a year, 
keeping his own aecounts and cash book and drawing. 
his own cheques, on a paltry pittance of Rs. 60 per month. 
Seeing the absurdity of this position the local Adminie· 
tration now calls a sub-overseer, ·who is placed in charge 
of a sub.division, an overseer, 2nd grade, temporary. 
It does not, however, alter the man, call him by whatever 
name you like. The case only illustrates the methods 
usually adopted in the Department to remedy crying 
absurdities. 

(4). There are so many measures devised both in the 
Public Works Department Code and in the innumerable 
circula.rs issued by the local Administration, to check 
the irregularities and abuses of a bad and fat<lty system, 
that no Exe.ct•tive Engineer can possibly have the time 
and energy to exercise the supervision and control called 
into requisition by an initially bad system, which U. 
rendered worse bv indifferent administration. 

(5). The methods and system now in 1186 are pra.c:tica.lly 
the same as prevailed when the means of corumunica.
tion in India were limitoo, and civil works to be executoo 
were few, with littlo or no facilities for their exooutior. 
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Circumstances ha.ve now changed, but still the same 
obsolete methods are followed. The same backward 
class of people are mostly kept up as contractors, and 
even in some cases works are carried out departmentally. 
In India, the European method of inviting tenders from 
contractors, who submit their own designs and estimates 
for the works, is mostly unknown. This is not due, 
however, to any inherent defect in India, but to the want 
of demand for the class of contractors. All the public 
works in India, even the petty ones, are carried out on 
the designs and estimates prepared by the Public Works 
Department. A contractor is mostly an intermediary 
between the workers and engineers, to relieve the latter 
of the necessity of making direct cash payments to work· 
ers.. He acts merely as an engineer's money distribu
·tor, and understands little about the work, except to 
purchase materials and to some extent to get together 
the necessary skilled and unskilled labour. 

1,083. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-In 
big towns, like Bombay and Calcutta, many private 
people have to undertake large constructional works. , 
They follow mostly the government method, and get 
designs prepared by an engineer and give· the work out 
to contractors only for construction. But there are now 
coming forward a class of contractors who submit their 
own designs and estimates and contract for the work, 
a much more satisfactory system, as the contracting 
parties know what they are in for and do not care to be 
saddled with excesses over estimates prepared by others. 
In a place like Bombay, where thirty years ago private 
engineers hardly numbered two, they are now to be 

•. counted by the dozen, and all in good practice. What 
the -practice is today in Bombay and Calcutta will be 
the practice in a large number of towns in India in a few 
years more. It is the method of work of the Public 
Works Department which, instead of _helping the pro
gress and development of the country, generally tends to 
retard the same by its adherence to obsolete methods. 

(2). It is often rem:uked that these obsolete methods 
are tollowed because there are none better available, and 
there is no help but to follow them. But no systematic 
efforts hava ever been made to help the Department out 
of these methods, by the.spread of technical education, 
gradu'\1 reorganization by decentralization, and doing 
away with the class of low-paid subordinates. It is the 
present Public Works Department methods which dis
courage private enterprise, and no patch-work modifi. 
cation would mend matters. It is the present system 
which has kept men with engineering qualifications, 
energy and enterprise, from taking to contracting,, and 
has suppressed the growth of a decent class of contractors. 
Modifying the system on the lines briefly outlined 
below with well-paid engineers and assistants, who work 
as advisers and inspectors, a good class of self-respecting 
contractors will arise and with the mutual superiority of 
both the classes the present groat wastage by leakage 
through low-paid supervising staff, which is the prevail
ing evil of the existing system, will be mostly checked 
and the works will be executed promptly, economically 
and efficiently. The system will encourage both the 
engineer officers and the contractors to do their best. 

(3). The people of India are accustomed to look to 
government for example and guidancE:. Engineering 
plays no mean part in the industrial development of a 
coUntry. The government should, therefore, institute 
a system of executing civil works suited to the present 
timo, and the industrial devalopment of the country. 
The existing system was suited to the old times when 
the whole idea was to secure some plain buildings to hold 
offices in and to open out the country with cart roads. 
The start having been well made, the requirements are 
no longer rudimeutal, but demand development on more 
.dvanced lines. 

(!). Ordinary civil huildings works, 'on standard plans, 
or below eertai.n fixed amounts, say Rs. 25,000, will be 
entrusted to the district board or some such loea.l body. 
Similarly, all original road works under a certain limit, 
sav Rs. 50,000, will bo executed by the district board. 
Ali important buildings and roads constructed by local 
boditl8 from the Public Works Department fund~ will be 

inspected by the Public Works Department officers, who 
will countersign the completion certificates. Only roads 
connecting the headquarters of districts will be under 
the Public Works Department for maintenance. These 
roads will not be maintained on the present system, but • 
will also be given out in whole lengths for maintenance 
to contractors, who will be paid quarterly for their proper 
maintenance on the bills submitted to the sub-divisional 
officer. All the buildings and other roads will be handed 
over to the local bodies for maintenance, funds for the 
same being allotted from the Public Works Department 
budget. ' 

(5). The reforms proposed do not intend to pass the 
unimportant works of the Public Works Department to 
the local bodies to be executed by them in the same 
inefficient and uneconomical way as at present. The 
local bodies will have before them the Public Works 
Department as a model, and with the freedom of action 
and greater touch with the public that they have they 
will be able to work on efficient business lines. The 
decentralization proposed by transferring roads, build
ings and unimportant works to the local bodies will· 
in course of time, with increased responsibilities, culti
vate a spirit of public duty in the members of the local 
bodies. Up to now the people are too much accustomed 
to look to government to arrange everything for them. 
The materials with which the public bodies are at present 
required to work, and the Public Works methods they 
are required to follow, are no way such as to engender in 
the members of the public bodies the spirit of self-help 
and public duty. · 

1,084. (m.) Changes in organization.-All officers 
of the Public Works Department should be on one 
imperial Jist of the Government of India, and no 
officer should be kept in a province more than eight 
years. This will give a broader outlook to the officers 
of the Department, so very necessary in a profession 
like that of a civil engineer. It will also indirectly remedy 
the defects of working in a groove and at times in a clique, 
and tend to encourage initiative which is such a great 
and important factor in the economical execution of 
works. 

(2) With the system outlined below the present class of 
subordinates will not be required in the Department. The 
technical subordinates, viz., draughtsmen and estimators, 
required will correspondingly be of a better class and 

' qualification. A class of mistris, like foremen, will 
again spring up efficient in their respective branches of 
work and will supervise the labourers of the contractors. 
The present sub-overseer class is an anomaly, as he is 
neither a mistri nor an engineer. There will be no place 
in the reformed Department for him. The present 
upper subordinate class will also disappear, and in its 
place engineers from the provincial colleges will be ap. 
pointed as sub·divisional officers, holding the same l!tatus 
and pay as Extra Assistant Commissioners. 

1,085. (IV.) Relations with other departments and su~ 
branches.-When the Department will be organized 
efficiently as below to meet the Iequirements of the time, 

• and the works are carried out economically and expe· 
ditiously, its relations to the other departments of the 
Administration will naturally improve. 

1,086. (V.) Decentralization.-As regards the prac· 
ticability of improving the present Public Works De
partment by decentralization within the Department it 
may be said that the present Public Works Department 
methods are so much behind time and deep-rooted that 
no system of decentralization can remedy the inherent 
defects of greatly antiquated methods. Much of the 
decentralization work introduced in the Department of 
later years has not produced satisfactory results and has 
not tended to efficiency and economy. 

(2). It is mostly due to these antiquated methods of 
work in the Department that the otherwise admirable 
provisions of the Public Works Department Code have 
partially failed to check abuses resulting in the uneco
nomical execution of works. The Public Works Depart
ment Code rules have thus naturally, to some extent, 
restricted or retarded the economical, efficient and prompt 
execution of workll. It is, however, the Public Work!! 
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Department staff, and metLrds adopted by them, which 
are found unsuited to cope with the expanded works 
under the present adv8Jlced circumstances. But for the 
restrictions wisely laid down in the Public Works De
partment Code, there would ha,•e been greater waste of 
public money. 

1,087. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-There is 
no re&BOn why the Public Works Department should not 
be developed, within a reasonable time, into calling for 
tenders for work, the necesfl&ry data being supplied, and 
the contractor submitting his designs and estimates for 
the construction of works within the stipulated time. 
The contractor will submit his own bills to the Public 
Works Department sub-divisional officer, who may be 
called the Inspector of Works, and he will pass it on to the 
Comptroller for payment. The Public Works Depart
ment officer will have nothing to do with the accounts. 
All final bills will be passed by the Executive Engineer, 
who will forward them to the Comptroller. The work 
of the present Executive Engineer will thus be limited to 
put into shape the requirements of other departments, 
and call for tenders and get the work constructed ac· 
cording to the approved designs. He and his assistant, 
the Inspector, will make periodical inspections of the 
works in progress to see that they are executed accord
ing to the specification. 

1,088. {Vll.) Education.-It is not a little discon
certing to see that notwithstanding the universally 
recognised fact that India has reached a stage when the 
development of technical education is highly necessary, 
students are refused entrance in more than one engi
neering college in India, on the ground of insufficiency of 
accommodation and danger of overcrowding the profes
sion. Considering the fact that there are very few govern· 
ment engineering appointments, the desire of a much 
larger number of students to join the civil engineering 
profession only shows that there is great demand for 
engineering education on its own merits. Not only has 
the government neglected the expansion of engineering 
institutions, so as to keep pace with the development 
of the country, but even the quality of education imparted 
is not uniformly good. It is rather invidious t{) make 
comparisons, but I had once engineers from the four 
colle~~:es of India, at one and the same time, working 
under me on some original works, and I had no hesitation 
in classifying them in order of merit as under:-

{1). Roorkee, {2) Sibpur, {3) Madras and (4) Poona. 
(2). From personal knowledge of the education in 

Roorkee and Poona, I can say that the system of educa
tion in the two colleges is so very different that I consider 
it a misfortune that circftmstances should compel a man 
to join the Poona College. 

(3). I have some knowledge of the Englisi1 engineering 
education, and I can say that in the Roorkee College the 
Government of India have a valuable asset for the de
velopment of the civil engineering education in India. 
Roorkee C'A>llege should be made an imperial engineering 
institution under the Government of India. It should be 
opened to those students from the whole of India who 
can pass the Roorkee entrance test. Similarly, the other 
engineering colleges in Bombay, Bengal and the Madras 
presidencies should be enlarged, brought up-to-date and 
increased in number. One, or more, new provincial 
colleges may be opened for the Punjab, the United Prov
inces and Central Provinces. Those wanting to learn 
engineerin!!, who cannot, or do not, join the Roorkee 
Colle!!e can join any of these provincial colleges. With 
the great expansion of the civil works in all the provinces 
in India durin~Z the last two decades. there has been 
little correspondin~Z expansion of the engineering collegea. 
The en!!ineerin!! education should form a charge on the 
Public Works Department budget of the provinee, in
cludin~ the imperial grants concerned. with a fixed 
minimum percentage on the budget, the expenditure in 
a.ny year being not lower than that of the previous year. 

(.&). Students should be allowed to keep such terms in 
different provincial colleges as they like. The profes
IIOrs, whose cla.ssea the students attend during a term, 
should take tl.e fees. This generally encourageal a pro
fe&!Or to draw students from all over the country to his 

class, by greater devotion and interest in his work. Moving 
about in difJerent parts of the country is becoming general 
now, and at no distant date there will come a time when 
an Indian engineering student will be anxious to learn 
different branches of engineering in different colleges 
in India wherever the professors of the particula.r branches 
be men of more than ordinary fame. Professors in the 
engineering subjects should be nominated from the 
Public Works Department for periods of about five years. 

(5). '111ere should be an Imperial Engineering Advisory 
Board of Visitors for all the engineering institutions. 
The Board can try to bring the working of all the colleges 
in a line, by noting the good points in each and com· 
municating them to others, and may also have a voice 
in the appointment of a proper class of professors. 

{6). The present system of education needs modifica-
• tion, on lines which will ensure a better class of recruits 
for the public service, and will create a class of private 
practitioners and contractors, who will undoubtedly play 
such a great part in the industrial development of India 
as no member of any other learned profession can. Be
sides the fact of the education of the engineering col
leges in India not being uniformly good, there are two 
main remediable reasons why the best possible candi
dates are not attracted at present to the engineering 
colleges. The first rt>a..'!on is the introduction of 
the restriction that au Indian-educated engineer can 
join only the provincial service, and not the imperial. 
The better class candidate is practically debarred from 
joining the engineering colleges in India as not only 
does the provincial engineer get two-thirds the pay of the 
imperial r·ngineer, but an Indian, finding the imported "" 
engineer as a class in no way superior to him as far as his 
work is concerned, naturally feels it a sort of slur to be 
called a provincial engineer, and in a way considered 
inferior to the imperial engineer in status, though capable 
of doing equally good work, if not better. The second 
reason is that owing to the present faulty and antiquated 
methods and system of the work of the Public Works 
Department, there has hitherto been little scope for engi
neers to do independent work as private practitioners, 
contractors, or as engineers for contracting firms, which 
latter have been necessarily few. There has also been 
little scope for doing work for local bodies as the Public 
Works Department generally executes works for thew 
also. 

(7). The system of education in all government colleges 
is not organized on a sufficiently broad basis. After 
a three years' general engineering course and passing the 
final test, each student should specialize, for at least one 
year, in one or more subjects such as architecture, irri
gation, railways, hydro-electric engineering, sanitary 
engineering, ferro-concrete· engineering, mining and 
mineralogy, geology, etc.', and the diploma should be. 
granted after an engir;eer has specialized in at least one 
of these subjects. An important omission in the cur· 
riculum of all engineering colleges is architectural engi
neering. An engineering debating society should also be 
a compulsory adjunct in all the colleges, as the passed 
students to be successful business men should be able to 
place their ideas clearly, concisely and convincingly before 
their clientele. Many an otherwise good engineer, through 
want of this training, fails to utilize his abilities and 
attainmenta t{) the full advantage. In the debating 
society different engineering subjects would be often 
discussed, after visits to the works under construction 
in the neighbourhood. The students \l·ould be required 
aftenurds to summarise the discus.siou and state clearly 
the opinion formed by them. There should be an ex
amination at the end of each quarter, and these quarterly 
examination marks should be added to the final examina
tion marks to ascertain the place of a candidate according 
to merit. Every passed student should be allowed 
facilities by the principal of the college to undergo a 
course of practical tzaining on a.ny large work selected 
by the sjudent with the principal'• guidance a.nd advice. 

(8). From my experience of tlrenty-six year• in the 
De-partmoot, my two years' training in England a.nd li:a: 
year&' observation of tLe er;gineering workt in Eurol-'6, I 
ca.P safely assert that India can e&llily produce ita own 
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engineers, more 110 than it can its own lawyers, and 
these too of a. class who can hold their own against the 
engineers of any other country in the world. The few 
Indian-trained engineers, who have been in the public 

. service, though often not enjoying the advantages and 
opportunities of the imported engineers, and working 
under certain disadvantages and disabilities, have fairly 
succeeded in holding their own with their confreres. From 
actual data. it is found that the percentage of officers of 
the Department who have risen to the higher adminis
trative posts is greater in the case of Indian and Anglo
Indian engineers than that of the imported ones. When 
reorganized on the proper lines, the Department will 
require half the number of its present officers. Most of 
that number can, with advantage to the country, be ap· 
pointed, from those educated in Indian colleges. The 
imported men should be the best of their class available. 
Nobody who has not practised his profession for at least 
five years should be imported. They should be ~:,rraded 
with the Indian-appointed men, taking their posit.ion in 
the list according to the length of time they have worked 
elsewhere in the Empire. This will enable them to 
come out to India on good salaries. The number of 
imported men should be just sufficient to give a tone to 
the Department. An Indian-trained Assistant Engineer, 
before rising to the higher class, should undergo a course 

of one year's training in England, being granted six 
months' examination leave, and six months of his fur
lough being utilized for the purpose. He should not go 
up for this training -till after he has put in three years' 
active service. ~ 

1,089. (Vill.) Practical training.-Ail students who 
pass out from Indian colleges should have facilities for a 
course of practical training in India for one year. Such 
practical training in India for a period of six months on 
two or three works should also be given to those recruited 
from outside of India. Indian college students, besides 
those in government service, should also be given faci
litiea, at their own expense, for a course of practical 
training in England within five years of passing out. 
The students on practical courses in England should pay a 
maximum fee of £5 per month for their practical training. 
It is very necessary that the Superintendent of the practi
cal course should be a man of some influence with the 
eminent engineers in England, and an-angements should 
also include references to the presidents of various 
engineering institutions through the Secretary. No 
Public Works Department man from India should be the 
Superintendent of the practical course, as he has little or 
no influence with the English engineers, besides being 
mostly out of touch with the engineering practices in 
England. 

MR. J. M. VACHA called and examined. 

, 1,090. (President.) The witness stated that he was an 
Executive Engineer with twenty-six years' service, all of 
which had been in the Buildings and Roads Branch. 

1,091. The present methods for carrying on works 
were neither economical nor efficient. His main com· 
plaints against the present system were (ll that the 
superior staff had a great deal too much to do with petty 
works and repairs, (2) that it was too much occupied 
with accounts, correspondence· and other office work, 
(3) that the subordinate staff was very inefficient, and 
(4) that. an Executive Engineer's charge was not of suffi· 
cient importance to give him that class of work which an 
officer of his position wa.s qualified to do. The present 
expenditure in an Executive Engineer's charge was on an 
average five or six lakhs of rupees a year, about two 
lakhs for construction, and the remainder for mainte
nance and petty works. The amount of expenditure on 
roads and buildings varied considerably, but generally 
there was more spent on original building work than on 
roads. Out ·of Rs. 2,00,000 of expenditure, about Rs. 
1,50,000 would be for major works and Rs. 50,000 
for minor. The major works would consist mainly of 
buildings, mostly not very large ones, and only a small 
proportion would be roads. The largest building in any 
ordinary division, except Nagpur, would be a high school 
or very rarely a k'utcheri costing about fifty or sixty 
thousand rupees. He did not agree with the view that if 
the area of an Executive Engineer's charge were extended 
it would become too large for Lim to look after properly, 
since under his scheme he would have a better class of 
sub-diYisional officers and Assistants. The functions of 
the Executive Engineer should be practically what tiie 
functions of the Superintending Engineer were at present. 
He would prepare his own plans and estimates and super
vise the larger works, and he would go ttwre into details 
than he had at present time to do. The present Super
intending Engineer was also more of a clerk than he ought 
to be. • 

1,092. With reference to the remark in his written 
statement that while the Executive Engineer got a fairly 
blgh rate of pay the man next below him was sometimes 
a sub-overseer on Rs. 50 or 60 a month, he explained 
that this fact was due to the dearth of educated men in 
the circle. For years together he had had lower sub
ordinates in charge of sub-divisions. and the reason that 
the Superintending Engineer gave for this was that he 
was short oi upper subordinates. 'l'here were only 
eighteen upper subordinates in the circle, of whlch nine 
w;re men who, after repeated trials, were considered 
unfit to hold charge of a sub-division rnd could only be 

put on to odd jobs, with the result that lower subordinates 
had to be appointed to take charge of sub-divisions. 
He admitted, however, that at present, out of the forty
four sub-divisions in the province three were held by 
imperial engineers, five by provincial engineers, twenty
eight by upper subordinates' and only four by lower 
subordinates, but what he had state_d had actually hap
pened in his division for five years. He added that out 
of the twenty-eight upper subordinates referred to, 
there might be some who were not substantively of that 
rank, as recently sub-overseers placed in sub-divisional 
charge had also been given that status temporarily. 
His contention was that thei·e should be a better class of 
officers just below the Executive Engineer, on salaries of 
not less than Rs. 150 to Rs. 200. The present class of 
sub·divisional officer was incapable of discharging the 
functions which should rightly fall to him. He did not 
agree with the view that the best candidates available 
were attracted to the Department by the present rates 
of pay. On the contrary, the fact was that it was very 
difficult to obtain good mert, and for this reason a 
number of incompetent persons were tolerated in the 
Department. He admitted that all the men who came 
from the Roorkee College, where he also had been educa· 
ted, accepted government service because there was no 
private field for· them. The reason why sub-overseers 
joined the Department on so low a pay as Rs. 30 a month 
was that they had an idea that the Public Works Depart
ment afforded opportunities for making money irregu· 
larly. The pay of Rs. 30 was only considered as a 
sort of passport into the Department. Upper subor
dinates could notre expected to live on Rs. 60 toRs. 100 
for years together. His whole contention was that the 
right stamp of men were not attracted to these appoint
ments, and that the class of candidate which entered 
was not good enough. 

1 ,093. He admitted that there were no large private 
contracting firms of standing in the province which 
could take up large works, but considered that such 
firms would spring up if the Department were managed 
on lines ·calculated to give them encouragement, by 
extending technical education and improving the subor· 
dinate establishment. He did not mean to suggest that 
technical education would produce contractors, or that 
all contractors should l:e engineers, but he thought that 
they would employ passed students of the engineering 
colleges if there was a sufficient number available. At 
present the number of engineers was quite inadequat~. 
He instanced one case 'l'l'hen an engir.eer had hen re
quired, but nor.e was available, ar.d a sulJ·OYcrscer who 
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had been w Eni!land for six months had t<> be appointed ted candidat~. only the number should be enlaJ'Iled so 
in that place. - He considered that there was ample as t<> allow of all the students obtaining training. U 
ecope for the employment of large number of engineers. should not, however, be compulsory for all students to 
'Ihose who considered that the market was over-stocked take this training, but government should arrange for all, 
simply looked at the matter from the Public Works so that all who desired could have it. They need not be 
Department point of view only. He admitted that it paid anything during the period of their apprentice&tip. 
"'as the invariable practice oo call for tenders, but com- The witness did liOt agree with the view that the students 
plained that the proper class of contraeoor . was not were too poor 00 maintain themselves after the end of 
available, this being, in his opinion, due oo the faet that their college coUise, and that unless they were paid a 
no respectable man "ith any sense of uprightness would living wage during the period of apprenticeship they 
take a contract from the Public Works Department on would not take advantage of it, considering that they 
account of the corruptibility of the subordinate staff. would avail themselves of the opportunity even without 

1,094. He considered that there should be more decen- pay. 
tralization in the Department. He was against the 1,098. He suggested that arrangements should be made 
system of employing petty contracoors as was done at 1or students who desired to go oo England oo get practical 
present. He advocated the employment, at the outset, training there. He had not seen the report of Sir Theo
of one or two large contraeoors for eaeh district who dore :Morrison's Committee; but did not agree with their 
would not only collect material, but who would also recommendation that not only Indian students, but also 
repair roads and maintain them. throughout. He did students educated in England, should get their praetic~l 
not agree that the roads would not be so well kept under training in India., as arrangements for such training 
this system as under the departmental system under could not be made in England. He suggested that there 
which gangs were employed. No supervision would be should be some obligation on the part of the contracoors 
necessary over these contracoors as they could be trusted. employed by the India Office oo take students for prac
If it were found that the work was not properly carried tical training, and that government should use its in· 
out payments should be withheld. He considered that , fluence with engineers and contraeoors to do so. He 
contraetors could do the consolidation work properly cited the case of an engineer who had not been able oo 
and stated that he had already bad that work satisfae- obtain praetical training until government exerted Us 
oorily done by tlus method. They would also be able oo influence in the matter. 
maintain roads, The best system of maintaining roads 
was to give out long lengths to large contractors, and not 
oo employ rctty contractors at all. He bad no kno\\
ledge of the system of road maintenance practised in 
Europe, but considered that the method proposed was 
well adapted oo India. He believed that a somewhat 
similar system Wll.B followed in the Abkari department, 
where work was given out oo contraetors by districts. 

1,095. His experience was that the students turned 
out by the Hoorkoo College were the best. He had also 
experience of men from the .Madras, Sibpur and Poona 
Colleges. He had soon the work of two students of the 
Poona College, had himself attended the college for a 
short period in 1889, and had also some relatives who 
were being educated there. He could, therefore, speak 
with up-to-date information about that institution. 
The principal of the college, instead of being an engineer, 
was a science man, and a man from the railway had been 
brought in as a professor on civil engineering. He had 
heard several complaints from the students about the 
lectures. He suggested that professors for the engi
neering colleges should be recruited from the Public 
Works Department for a term of years. At Roorkoo 
they had a very good system of recruiting professors from 
the Military Works Department, and the principal of the 
Poona College of Science had, iu past years, always 
been a Public Works Department man. He considered 
that the syst.em of deputing Public Works Department 
men for teaching purposes was a good one, and added 
that it had boon tried in some provinces, although \\ith 
what results he could not say. 

1,096. He suggested that there should be an Advisory 
Board for all the engineering colleges. They would see 
that the colleges kept pace with modern development, 
that the students were up t() the required standard, that 
no college became backward, and would deal with other 
cognate questions. They would advise govemment and 
the principals of the colleges from time to time, and 
'1\:o~ld make a tour once a year, not only visiting, but 
gmng adnce as well. The Chief Engineer of the pro
vince visited should be on the Board. 

1,097. He considered that all students should have 
one year's practical training, and was not in favour of 
extending the period to t1ro years, as men put in charge 
of sub-divisions very soon picked up the work. During 
the theoretical course the students should visit works in 
progress in the district and take notes. The practical 
traiuing of one year should, he thought, be given to all 
atudenu passing out of the colleges, 1rhether they were 
to enter government service or not. The arrangement 
ahould be on the lineo at preoent in vogue for a few eelec-

1,099. He recommended that there should be a system 
of study leave under which officer11 in the Department 
could go 00 England for a certain period for training. 

1,100. He suggested the abolition of lower subor· 
dinates and the substitution of mi.<ttri& in their place. 
As 00 the objection that mi.stri.<! were uneducated, and 
would hcnoo be unable 00 do the work at present done by 
the lower subordinat.l, he remarked that the latter were 
doing work which was not properly within the scope of ' 
their duties. They took measurements and kept muster 
rolls and did both poorly. The mutri had a professional 
mind, could recognize the quality of work, and lay out 
works and buildings. . As regards estimating, he consid· 
ered that this work should not be done either by milllru 
or by sub-overseers, but by the sub-divisional offioor. As 
regards the objection that the mistri being less educated 
would be more prone 00 corruption, he remarked that 
the latter's demands would probably be less than those 
of a lower subordinate as his status was lower. 

1,101. He proposed that the Executive En!rinoor 
should be relieved of all accounts. -He should simply 
certify for payments, which should be made by the 
Comptroller. This would not involve the contracoors 
going to headquarters as the Comptroller could send 
cheques oo them. At present the aooounta.nt's position · 
was anomalous. He was supposed 00 be under the 
Comptroller, but at the same time the Executive Engineer 
was responsible for the accounts. He admitted that the 
accountant was subordinate 00 the Executive Engineer 
also, and was supposed 00 be the head of the divisional 
office in the absence of the Executive Engineer, but he 
was more concerned with the accounts than with the 
executive work, and looked oo the Comptroller rather 
than to the Executive Ene,inoor. It would be an im
provement on the existing state of affairs if the Exec
utive Engineer made the payments, but the actual ac· 
counting were done by a. separate and independent ac
counts branch. 

1,102. He proposed that tfutrict boards should do all 
their own works costing less than Rs. 2,500, and should 
also take o~er govemment works up oo that amount, all 
works ~ostmg ~ore than RL 2,51)() remaining 'Mith the 
Executive Engmeer. There would be no duplication of 
staff, a.s the Executive Engineer would be relieved of a 
lot of his present ,.·ork, and his staff would be corrM
pondingly decreased. He admitted, however that it 
might happen that on one or two roads the cfutnct and 
Executive Engineers might be looking aft« building• in 
the same area, and that this •·ould involve a certain 
amount of duplication. He conlidered that tL.e ma.i.D 
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roads and through communications should remain with square and strings, using triangular checks. Buildings 
the Public Works Department, his underlying idea being were very rarely laid out with theodolites, so the majority 
that the Department should keep one or two roads as of the works could be managed by mistris, and if there 
models for the district boards. was a really important building it could be laid out by an 

1,103. He did not approve of the idea of making over overseer. He added that mistris did not do the surveys l 

repairs to buildings to the departments occupying them. for roads. 
It had been tried before and had not been very successful. l,lll. He agreed that there should be one cadre for the 
The departments concerned had to depend on their staff of district boards, managed by the Commissioner, 
clerks and subordinates for carrying out tt1ese repairs. so that if a man proved wanting in one place he could be 

1,104. The roads that had been made over to the dis· transferred to another. Promotions would be made by 
trict boards had not been properly kept up as the boards the Commissioner, but transfers within the province by 
were not given a proper staff. It was laid down by govern· the Public Works Department Chief Engineer. 
ment that a district board should have a supervisor. 1,112. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witness went to 
A lower subordinate was, however, appointed and called England for two years' training, and specialized in sani· 
a supervisor. It would be well if government laid down tary engineering, and had also had practical training in 
that each district board should have a supervisor in charge • iron works and in workshops. When he came back the 
of the district as at present, but that the supervisor should Secretary of State specially drew tlie attention of the 
be a man of the real supervising class. The system Government of India to the advisability of utilizing his 
would not be expensive if roads as well as petty govern- services as Sanitary I<.'ngineer. He had had no chance 
ment· buildings were made over to the district boards. till 1894 when the Government of India asked for his 
The work would be sufficient to justify the appointment services, but the local Government would not spare him. 
of an engineer on a pay of Rs. 200 toRs. 250, and a man In 1906 he was recommended for the post of Sanitary 
could easily be obtained on that pay. Engineer, Central Provinces, and on being asked verbally 

1,105. The divisional engineer would look after this whether he would a?cept it he expressed his unwillingness 
officer. The work of the latter would not be too much for · to do S?· . H~ admitted, however, that he had been sent 
him as his duties would in some districts be largely per- to spee1abze m England at gove:nment expense. 
formed by the Superintending Engin~er. He would make 1,113. With reference to his statement that nine out of 
the district boards contribute for the services of the Super· eighteen upper subordi~:ates had been condemned as 
intending Engineer, who should be paid from the same unfit, he considered that government kept them on as 
funds as the other staff, i.e., from district board funds, there was always difficulty in getting subordinates, and 
and such provincial funds as might be transferred to the as under the present rules it was not easy to get rid of 
district boards. He was certain that, if the district them. In the Central Provinces there was no engineering 
boards were given proper staff, they would be able properly college, and consequently the province got only the 
to manage all the works that might be transferred to leavings of the other provinces. 
them, but could not give an off-hnd reply t? the quest~on 1,ll4. With referencs to his statement as to his inabiJ. 
what redress ~overnment would have if, even w!th ity to obtain an engineer and to his having had to appoint 

, proper staffs, 1t was found that the works were bemg a sub-overseer, he said that he had advertised in the 
neglected. papers but that there had been no response, and the man 

1,106. He thought that the five per cent. allowed for selected .happened .to have been a sub-overseer in 
contingencies in prepal'ing estimates was quite sufficient the. PunJab. He dtd not stay long, but went back to 
and caused no inconvenience. Pat1ala. 

'1,107. He considered that the present system of getting 
stores from the India Office was quite suitable and that 
no alteration was required in the procedure. He pre· 
ferred getting stores from England to buying locally, 
because they were of better quality and much cheaper. 
Four years ago he had got cement through the India 
Office which was of much better quality and cheaper 
than any cement obtainable in India. He did not think 
that the system involved any unnecessary delay. 

1,108. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He suggested that pro· 
lessors of engineering colleges should be ~ominated by 
the Public Works Department for a period of five years, 
and that the nomination should be made either by gov· 
ernment or by the Advisory Board which he ha'd pro· 
posed He admitted that it would eventually mean that 
the appointments would actually be made by the Chief 
Engineer, and that there was a risk that, in making such 
appointments, the Chief Engineer, instead of seeing that 
a man really fit for the college work was chosen, might 
nominate a. man whom he considered unfit for the De· 
partment and wanted to get rid of. -

1,109. There should be some rules as to what classes 
of men should be appointed by the district boards. In 
their earlier stages he did not think that there would be 
any objection to government having a voice in these 
appointments, and saying that a particular man should 
not be appointed as an engineer; this would give govern
ment some sort of control over the boards in regard to 
the execution of the government work made over to them, 
and would llllfeguard government interests. He consid
ere-d that if the district boards were satisfied that a 
particular roan should be appointed, and government 
was not satisfied, the latter should have a right to ask 
the board t:> dismiss the man. 

1,110. (Jlr . .Jlackenzie.)--He stated that mi81ris could 
not use theodolites. They measured buildings with a 

1,115. The }:Jiggest metalled road he had charge of was 
one of three hundred miles in the Eastern Division. The 
same men who metalled the road did the consolidation. 
The Public Works Department measured the metal 
before consolidation. 

1,116. There was a circular order which distinctly 
enjoined that road repairs and metal consolidation by 
steam rollers should be done by daily labour and not by 
petty-contract. 

1,ll7. He was of opinion that lower subordinates 
should be altogether abolished provided, however, the 
whole of the system was changed as suggested by him. 

1,ll8. When he sent an indent to England, for the 
cement he required, he was not required to give a cetti· 
ficate whether a similar article of· i~.digenous manufac· 
ture was not procurable in India. 

1,119. (Mr. Cobb.) If anything wer.t wrong in spite of 
proper staff and proper supervisiot', when government 
roads and buildings were made over to district boards, 
he suggested that the contractor should be held respon
sible as he did not want the district boards to work on 
the Public Works Department system. They should 
not maintain roads on the lines of the Public Works 
Department, but should entrust the work to contractors. 
If anything went wrong the contractors should be heavily 
fined. There should be a clause in the contract making 
the contractor responsible for proper work and imposing 
a penalty in case of default. He considered that con· 
tractors would be forthcoming who would sign a contract 
to that effect. He thought that if there were a better 
and broader engineering education, engineers would be 
available to act as advisers to contractors. Thus the 
bettering of engineering education would tend to the 
introduction of a better class of contractor. 

1,120. He was in favour of admitting more students to 
the engineering colleges and of opening a new college at 
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Bombay instead of enlarging the Poon.a College. If a 
new college were opened at Bombay a much better 
class of students would be attracted as people did not go 
to Poona \Jeca.use the education given there was not 
good enough. After passing thr~ugh that college ~ere 
was no opening for them except m government eerv1ee. 
This he considered, was not the fault of the students but 
of the training, and students with good prospects did not 
go to that college. He did not want the new college to 
start with the same sort of staff as there was at the Poona 
College, but would advocate a staff composed of prof~· 
sional engineers. Students should have passed thell' 
first arts examination before admission to the collegei 
He considered that, if a coilege were opened at Bombay, 

there would be a sufficient number of students ava.ilab)e 
for it in the Bombay Presidency. 

1,121. (Rai Bahadur GaJU]a Ram.) The witness went 
to Roorkee to become a contractor as'he learnt that that 
was the best engineering college in India. On coming 
out of the college he found that it was very difficult for an 
honest man to get on as a contractor in the Public Works 
Department. There was too much dishonesty in the 
Department for such a man. 

1,122. He had had experience of Bera.r and considered 
that the combined cadre system in force for the district 
boards there was working satisfactorily. He had heard 
no complaints about it. 

At Nagpur, Thursday, 25th-lanuary 1917 • . 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.L. I.c.s., (PreJJident). 

Sm NoEL KERsHAw, K.c.B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member :-

RAI BABADUR GANGA R.ur, c.I.E., M.v.o. 

A. T. MACKENZIE, EsQ. 

G. A. DURIE, EsQ., A.M.r.c.E., Superintending Engineer, Central Provinces. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

The HoN'BLE !I~R. J. WALKER, c.r.E., Lc.s., Commissioner, Nerbudda Division, Jubbulpore. 

Written Statement. 
1,123. (General.) As I understand the resolution, the 

Government of India contemplates that there should 
be a radical examination of the methods under which 
public works are carried ou~ and, for the purpose of 
tlus examination, classifies these methods as (1) execu
tion departmentally by the Public Works Department, 
(2) execution departmentally by local bodies' engineer. 
ing staff and (3) execution by private contractors sub· 
ject merely to inspection, Tho references that I have 
received do not, however, attempt to define the essen. 
tial distinction between execution departmentally and 
execution by private contractors. Pure departmental 
execution, I presume, means that the Department sup. 
plies the materials and provides the labour. I presume, 
however, that it is not only such execution that is con
sidered to be "departmental." The amount of work 
executed departmentally in this strictly narrow sense 
is, I believe, relatively very small and the great bulk 
of work is executed by the Public Works Department 
bv means of contractors of the classes mentioned in 
p~ragraph 751 of the Public Works Department Code. 
Such contractors undertake works of construction under 
RU pervision, the contractor providing the whole or part 
of tho labour, material or plant required by the engi
neer, but performing the work under the engineer's 
dif(l('tion. The employment of such contractors for the 
pl'rfonnance of any work in no way relieves the engi
neer from responsibility as t() the manner or time in 
which the work is done, and the contracts framed give 
the engineer full power to aet for himself in cases in 
which the contractor delays or fails to do the work to 
his satiilfaction. I presume that the alternative method 
of execution by contract, which the resolution has in 
Yil'W, is a. method essentially different from the Jnetbod 
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of execution by contract by which the great bulk of 
public works are a.t present carried out, and that 
the sort of contractor contemplated is a. contractor who 
would be able to perform the work without the detailed 
direction now necessary in the ca.se of contracts under 
the Code, and who would be competent to turn out 
satisfactory work if subjected merely to a limited amount 
of departmental inspection. 

(2). As far a.e I am aware, in most districts in this pro. 
vince, contractors capable of undertaking works illlf any · 
importance in this method are practically unknown. 
The only instance that I am aware of contracts of this 
nature being given is in the case of the execution of 
large drainage schemes by Messrs. ---, and the 
precise terms of the contract given to that finn 
and particularly regarding the degree of supervisio~ 

,to be exercised by the Public Works Department, 
are not known to m!l. Possibly, in the execution of 
some of the larger irrigation works and no doubt 
in railway works, contracts of this cla.as may have been 
given. In building work at Nagpur, I believe, in the 
p!l.St large contracts have been given to certain firms. 
But I am not aware whether, in the case of consider• 
able firms like these, the close supervision required by 
paragraphs 751 and 773 of the Public Works Depart· 
ment Code was in any way relaxed. t'ntil private 
enterprise develo~ firms capable of undertaking work 
as a sort of engmeer-contra.ctors it is inevitable that 
resort, as at present, must be had to contractors work· 
in~ under close departmental supervision and, as 1 have 
Bald before, I presume that, for the purpose of thia re
ference, the execution of works by contract of thia kind 
is to be regarded a.e execution by the Department. 

(3). ~ far a.s the poseibll!ty of the utilization of private 
enterprase for the execut10n of works is concerned, it 

R 
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does not seem to me that much distinction is possible 
between execution by the Public Works departmental 
staff and executipn by the local bodies engineering 
staff. Local bodies engineering officials, in executing 
works requiring profe<~siona.l skill, are practically in no 
different position from engineers of the Public Works 
Department, and the fact that an engineering depart
ment is labelled the Local Fund Engineering Depart· 
ment can make no difference in the responsibility of 
the particular engineer as to the execution of the work. 
If the amount of professional knowledge required is so 
slight that a work can be carried out by village 
agency with the assistance of local board members, or 
can be carried out by ordinary contrtctors under super· 
vision by members of local bodies with the assistance 
and advice of the local engineering officer of the local 
fund public works establishment, the responsibility for 
its execution must lie with the local body concerned 
and the execution cannot be classified as departmental 
execution. In respect of all other works carried out 
by the local fund public works establishment, the 
position is, I think, on all fours with the position of 
works carried out by the Public Works Department 
engineering establishment. 

(4). Efficient execution by departmental agency is, of 
course, impossible without an adequate agency, and 
adequate agency is not obtainable unless the volume 
of work to be done is sufficient to justify the cost of 
entertaining a properly qualified staff. In order to 
supply the volume of work necessary for the entertain· 
ment of a qualified staff under the local fund engineer
ing scheme, a number of provincial roads and other 
works have been transferred to the charge of the local 
fund agency. It may be noted, however, that transfers 
have been often made on the ground of particular works 
being remote from headquarters, which eannot ,con· 
veniently be visited by the Public Works' staff so that 
the transfers, while aiding in the financing of the local 
fund engineering scheme, have tended rather to make 
the charge of the divisional engineer, regarded as an 
Executive Engineer's charge, difficult for adequate inspec· 
tion. On the other hand, I believe that the effect has 
been to reduce the charges of Public Works Depart· 
ment sub-divisional officers, in some ca~s, to less than 
what an officer of that class could reasonably be ex
pected to look after. 

(5). In considering the local fu~d engineering sc~eme, 
it is of interest to look to the history of the policy of 
the Administration in the matter of the executive agency 

" ftli local works. This is reviewed at some length in 
the Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, Public Works 
Department's letter of the 7th November ~~88, which 
is printed in pages 161-164 of the 1st edit10~ of the 
District Council Manual. In that letter the Chief Com· 
missioner came to the conclusion that the execution 
of works for district councils must be the task of the 
official district staff. All works requiring prof{)Ssional 
skill were to be placed in the hands of the Public Works 
Department officers, an? for the e;xecutioD; of all w?rks 
not immediately requinng professiOnal skill and direc· 
tion, the Deputy Commissioner of the district, with. his 
subordinate staff of all grades, was to be the respons1hle 
executive agency. District councils were, however, to 
retain all their powers of initiation and financial control 
and they were to decide on the works to be undertaken, 
settle their order of urgency and request the commence
ment of work, but their responsibility ceased when 
they had decided that certain works be undertaken and 
had allotted the necessary funds for carrying them out. 
In that letter it was contemplated that each district 
should be provided with an engineer officer and a suit· 
able staff. The next stage was reached when Mr. (now 
Sir Reginald) Craddock, then Commissioner of the 
Nagpur Division, initiated the scheme for the provision of 
a divisional local fund engineer. The scheme suggested 
is set forth in Sir Reginald Craddock's letter of the 4th 
January 1906. In that letter Sir Reginald Craddock 
emphasised the point that neither the district council 

nor the Deputy Commissioner had any skilled expert 
staff to supervise the mates, mislris and sub-overseers 
employed for the petty works left in their charge, and 
also that for more important work the Executive Engi
neer, owing to the burden of his proper duties, was un. 
able ~ give them the necessary attention with any . .;:
reasonable degree of promptitude. In dealing with the 
matter, Sir Reginald Craddock did not refer to the 
pronouncement made in 1888, that each district would 
be provided with an engineer and a suitable staff, and 
in fact based his proposals largely on the ground of the 
inadequacy of the Public Works Department engineer· 
ing 8taff, quoting an instance of an Executive Engineer 
whose char~ extended to the whole of the Nagpur 
Division except Balaghat. In considering Sir Reginald 
Craddock'~ proposals, it does not appear that the Ad
ministration went into the question why the policy 
stated in 1888 had failed. Obviously, the policy then 
declared could not have been given effect to without 
a considerable expansion and reorganization of the 
Public Works Department staff, and was in1possible 
with a single Executive Engineer in charge of four such 
districts as Nagpur, Chanda, Wardha and Balaghat. 
After trial of the divisional engineer scheme in the Nagpur 
Division, Sir Reginald Craddock. recorded, as Chief Com· 
missioner, a note dated the 6th May 1910 outlining tho 
scheme now in force. It was then decided that there 
should be a divisional. local fund engineer for every 
revenue division, and the hope was expressed that the 
Public Works e~tablishment could be lessened and that 
one Public Works division should be reduced. The 
scheme thus involved the creation of an engineering 
eetablishment, separate altogether from the engineering 
establishment under the Executive Engineers of the 
Public Works Department of the Roads and Buildings 
Branch, and working side hy side with the latter through· 
out the province. 

(6). As regards the working of the divisional local fund 
engineering scheme in this division, as I observed in 
my review of the reports on the working of the district 
councils and local boards for 1915-16, I do not consider 
that it has yet had a. fair chance. It has been working 
only for about three years. The services of the late 
engineer had to be dispensed with, owing to lack of 
control and want of proper supervision on his part. 
Criminal proceedings had to be instituted against over
seers and contractors in two districts for malpractices, 
and they were sentenced to imprisonment and fine. The 
present engineer, :Mr. Hira Lal, -was appointed only in 
February last, and the standard of work under his control 
is, I believe, rising rapidly. Apart from unsatisfactory 
staff the following appear to be the main obstacles to 
the success of the present scheme :-

(i). The divisional local fund engineer has too much 
ground to cover with a charge reaching from Burhan
pur to Sausar. He cannot possibly see all his works 
sufficiently, especially when he has one or two important 
works which must take up much of his time. With so 
large a charge much time must be wasted in travelling, 
even if communications are good. He can hardly comply 
with the requirements of rule 137(12) of the Local 
Fund Account Rules under which in the case of works 
costing more than Rs. 2,000 he has to give them that 
amount of attention which an Executive Engineer would 
give to works under construction in his charge. Also, 
being a divisional, and not a district officer, he cannot 
maintain that closeness of touch with the officer in 
executive charge of the district which it is desirable that 
all departmental officers in the district s~ould main· 
tain, and especially an officer doing work for local 
bodies. 

(ii). He has too many masters. Counting government 
in all its departments as only one employer in all the 
five districts, he has to deal with twenty other employers, 
viz., with five district councils and with fifteen munici
palities.-
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Aa Mr. Wills observes, an extract • from whose letter 
I am attaching to this report, the divisional engineer 
and district supervisor cannot be made directly sup
ordinate to the local bodies in their present stage of 
development. A certain amount of friction has occurred 
from the claims of local bodies to assert their authority 
over the local fund engineering department, and some· 
colour is given to these claims by a reference to paragraph 
9 of Sir Reginald Craddock's note of the 6th May 1910, 
11,ferred to in paragraph 5 above, in which it is said that 
local bodies would not object to the system as the district 
overseers would be entirely under their orders. It is 

· certain, however, that Sir Reginald Craddock did not 
contemplate that the local fund engineering staff should 
be under the orders of the local bodies in respect of the 
execution of works requiring professional skill In para· 
graph 23 of the note attached to the Commissioner, 
Nagpur Division's letter No. 902, dated 20th February 
1906, to the Chief Secretary. He had noted aa 
follows:-

" In a separate note I have strongly urged the employ·· 
mont by local bodies, both district and municipal, of a 
joint engineer of their own. The more important work 
which requires the skill of an expert must be executed 

*Extract from letter No. 2313, datedt'M 22nd Deeember 1916, 
from C. U. Wills, Esq., l.C.S., Def.lldy Commissioner, 
Betul, to t'M CommissioMr, N erbudda Division. 

• • • • 
(6). But in these political times when' efficiency' indicates 

a narrow bureaucratic outlook, and a strict adhesion to 
principle suggests a want of sympathy, we may take this 
opportunity of considering further the relations ·between 
local bodies and their engineering staff. These relaLiolll!, 
to my mind, should present no di.fliculty. The district 
council which provides the funds must necessarily control 
the scheme of expenditure. Individual members should also 
he encouraged to criticise the character and cost of works 
constructed, but these criticisms should be conveyed to the 
local fund engineer by the council in its corporate capacity 
through the- Deputy Commissioner. Neither the divisional 
engineer nor the district supervisor can be expected to be 
at the beck and call of the district council, and to accept 
direct censure at their hands; nor are the members in a 
position to decide on matters of professional detaiL At 
present the council must be content to formulate their 
demands, and must rest content if they are complied with 
with economy and despatch. In years to come, when the 
status of the members and their sense of public responsibility 
develop, it will be possible to entrust them with the more 
personal function of guiding, checking and accelerating the 
individual activities of the divisional engineer and district 
eupervisor. But this function is at present best performed . 
by the Deputy Commissioner. In a small mofuasil head· 
quarter town, the members of the looa.l bodies do not occupy 
a sufficiently strong social position to permit of their deal·"" 
ing directly on terms of personal authority with qualified 
engineering offic.ers. Yet such qualified officers are essen· 
tial. 'l'herefore, the mediation of the Deputy Commissioner 
ia neoessary. Later, when the corporate dignity of local 
bodies is established, it will be time enough for the local 
fnnd engineering staff to come in 11.8 the immediate subordi. 
nates of the local bodies whom they serve. 

7. My conclusion in this matter is therefore 11.8 follows. 
'l'here is BOOpe for wide development of the duties entrusted 
to the lo011.l fund engineering department. (All roa.ds, for 
instance, except the main provincial arteries of traffic should 
be entrusted to the local agency.) But this involves the 
employment of mt>n of such standing as divisional engineer 
and district supervisor that they will demur to being made 
dtrectly subordinate to the local bodies in their present stage 
of. development. If we raise the cry, as I have heard it 
J·aised, that the local fund engineer and supervisor are the 
~tmzniB of the council and must look to them in a~ respecta 
for guidanoo, counsel and control, then at any rate for 
the few districts of these provinoee with which I am well 
acquainted, friction and failure and deterioration are in· 
t'vitable. 

Therefore, the authority uf the local bodies mUilt, in per· 
~ona 1 n1a tters, be exercised in regard to divisional engineers 
and district supervisors through the mediation of the Deputy 
Com.m~ont-r, v.·ho is in a po.,ition at onoe to gi"fe weight 
to ~e 'Yishes uf the council and at the same time to im pre..s 
thell' Vlewe upon the engineering eta.ff. 

• • • 

.. 
by experts and supervised by l"Xpt'rhl, but the scletti(ln 
of works, the kind of works to be exN:ntt>d, the relati-re 
urgency of works, and the supply of funds for their. 
execution mllSt rest with the local bodies. Moreover, 
if the engineer made the acquaintance of lccal board 
members, in whose circles work lay, he would soon him· 
seH become conversant with the capacity for assistance 
in supervision over minor . works that he might expoot 
from them, and his appointment would not be a bar 
or hindrance to their taking a due share in the affairs 
of their circles." Rules 137(11) and (12) of the existing 
Local Fund Account Rules are in accordance with thl'se 
views, and show clearly that the responsibility for the 
execution of such works rests with the divisional local 
fund engineer. 

Under the rules in force in divisions in the Central 
Provinces, the local fund engineering staff is under the 
direct orders of the divisional local fund engineer subject to 
the general oontrol of the Deputy Commissioner of the 
district, and the Commissioner of the division. Local 
bodies may for any special work give direct orders, 
which may be complied with, provided that it is clearly 
understood that such instructions must not in any way 
clash with any orders given by the divisional local fund 
engineer. Some modification of these rules, I under· 
stand, exists in the working rules in force in Berar, and 
before the receipt of the present reference I had asked 
the Commissioner, Bera.r, for information on the point 
with a. view to addressing the Administration regarding 
the issue of orders to make the matter perfectly clear. 
I have not received full information on the subject, 
but it seems to me that, for the scheme on its present 
basis, the orders in force in the Central Provinces should 
be maintained, and I agree with 1\Ir. Wills that they 
need give no occasion for friction if the authority of 
local bodies over the divisional engineer and district 
supervisors is exercised through the Deputy Commis· 
sioner as he recommends. 

(iii). A third matter which impedes the succ681l of the 
scheme is the delay which is involved under the present 
account rules before any payment can be made by a 
divisional local fund engineer. The Commissioner, Berar, 
has lately recommended that the delay be lessened by 
allowing payment to be made to contractors as soon aa 
the completion report that the officer in charge of a 
work is required to submit is signed by the supervisor. 
The matter is now under consideration. But it seems 
to me that as prompt payment is essential to obtain 
work at cheap rates, we mllSt go much further than 
this and bring the matter of payment on running bills 
into line with the practice in the Public Works Depart· 
ment.. At present a divisional engineer cannot pay a 
eooli employed for petty· work without the sanction 
of· the president or chairman of some local body. 

(7), Matters (ii) and (iii) mentioned in the last paragraph 
do not constitute insuperable obstacles to the further 
expansion of the divisional local fund engineering scheme. 
But I have come to the conclusion that the considera.· 
tions mentioned under head (1) are fatal to the scheme 
working quite satisfactorily, and I consider that the 
scheme should be a district and not a divisional one. 
The present occasion, when the organization, method1 
ll.nd procedure of the Buildings and Roads Branch of 
the Public Works Department are boing subjected to 
radical scrutiny, seems to me to be a favourable one 
for the advancement of this view. I see no reason why 
the policy declared by the Administration ln 1888 should 
not have succeeded if it had been possible to give proper 
practical effect to it and I am inclined to think that the 
la~r policY: of attempting to maintain two separate 
skilled public works agencies for the execution of ordi· 
nary roads and buildings works throughout the province 
has proved a mistake. The earlier scheme was I think, 
bound. to fail in so far aa it contemplated that districta 
should be charges of Public Works sub.divisional officers 
and not of Public Works divisional officers. It is the 
di~ional officer, i.e., the Executi-re Engineer or hie 
eqwvalent that is in immediate charge and in waom is 
ves~ t.h~ management of all public works in a division 
Sub-dimtona e.re formed merely to fa.cilita~ the traua· 

B2 
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action of business and to complete the chain of respon· 
sibility, but responsibility remains with the Executive 
Engineer and he is the real executive unit. No doubt 
the meagre funds available for the Public Works De
partment budget, thirty years ago, made it difficult to 
make Executive Engineers charges coincide with revenue 
districts. But the case is different now, and I believe 
that there are few districts in which the volume of com· 
bined government and local fund work would not suffice 
for the employment of an officer of the status of an 
Executive Engineer, or at least of an officer in charge of 
a.n independent sub-division. There are also a very 
few districts in which the amount of purely government 
work, and that of local fund work, would justify the 
entertainment of two officers of that status in the dis· 
trict. The present local fund engineering scheme re
produces, in an aggravated form, the main defect of the 
earlier scheme, in that the officer in immediate charge 
of the management of works has a more unwieldy charge 
than-any Public Works Department Executive Engineer 
ever had. If further transfers of government .works 
to local bodies are made, the effect will be further to 
lessen the raison d'etre of the Public Works Depart· 
ment and to accentuate the awkwardness of the Execu
tive Engineer in charge of local fund works being a divi
sional and not a district officer, 

On the whole my conclusion is that the best policy is 
a reversion to that of 1888, except that district charges 
should be charges of an Executive Engineer or his equiv· 
alent and not mere sub-divisions. 

(8), This proposal may seem reactionary, in that a 
government department would take over all the public 
works of local bodies requiring professional skill. But 
I do not think that interference in the execution of works 
requiring professional skill is a true function of local 
self-government, or has any such educative value in the 
development of public spirit in local bodies as would 
justify any serious sacrifice of efficiency or economy. 
The maintenance of two separate skilled agencies for 
the execution of ordinary roads and buildings divided 
into executive charge of inconvenient size and arranged 
without reference to the integrallllit of Administration, 
viz., the district, can be neither efficient nor economical. 
In exceptional oases, where the control of the works 
of a local body requires the whole time of an engineer 
of adequate statllll, the local body might entertain its 
own engineer. But such cases would be extremely rare 
in these provinces. 

(9). For the successful working of the scheme proposed 
it is, however, I think essential that the Public Works 
Department should be brought more into line with other 
departments in its relation with the administrative head of 
the district. The Public Works Department should be 
regarded as a department of the administration, and not 
as a department of quite exceptional independence. 
The Executive Engineer should be the assistant, for 
local purposes, of the Deputy Commissioner in the same 
way as the Civil Surgeon, the Forest Officer and the 
Police Officer are in respect of their departments. In 
this connection, I would invite a reference to the obser· 
vations of Sir Reginald Craddock in paragraph 15 of his 
note prepared for the Decentralization Comniission 
printed on page 135 of Volume VI of the minutes o( 
~vidence taken before that Commission, in which this 
point is very clearly brought out. Such " localization " 
as it may be called of the Department is particularly 

, necessary if the Department is to execute works for 
looal bodies, since it is reasonable that the party supply
ing the funds should have some opportunity of express· 
ing his views regarding the execution of a work, and the 
prestmt constitution of the Public Works Department 
affords little opportunity for this. 

(10). The system proposed would not directly affect 
the possibilities of the execution of works by private 
agtney. But the eloser touch of Executive Engineers 
with local conditions that would result would tend to 
facilitate the discovery and encotiragement of such 
capacity on the part of private agencies as exists. Also 
" ·verv considerable latitude should be permitted to 
lucal hodies in the classification of their works as re-

quiring or not requiring execution by skilled agencv. 
A money limit should not be imposed, but such clas;i. 
fication should depend not only on the nature of tho 
work but on the existence or non-existence of a member 
of the local body capable of looking after the execution 
of the work either directly or through contractors work· 
ing under him. In such cases, though the member 
should have the advantage of any advice or other assist· 
ance that the local Public Works officer could give, 
the local body and not the Public Works Department, 
would be responsible for the execution of the work. 

(11 ). I venture to express regret, however, that opinions 
should have to be given on the present reference before 
the evidence taken and the recommendations made 
by the Indian Public Services Commission are known. 
Among other matters, that Commission was generally 
to consider the requirements of the public service and 
to recommend such changes as may be expedient, and 
the result of its inquiry in respect of the Public Works 
Department would have been of much value in dealing 
with the present case. 

(12). As regards the particular points mentioned in 
paragraph 2 of the resolution, I would submit the follow· 
ing observations. 

1,124. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-Constructive criticism of 
existing methods is rendered difficult by want of ex· 
perience of any other methods. I presume that by 
economy is meant cheapness together with efficiency. 
On the whole, I think it may be said that the Depart
ment is efficient in its work, and that though there have 
been failures, the work is generally well done. I do 
not, however, think that it can be claimed that tho 
work is cheaply done. Apart from the cost of staff, 
the rise in rates of recent years has been very marked. 
I am unable to say whether the rise has been altogether 
inevitable. The best, check· on the rise of rates is the 
encouragement of competition among competent con· 
tractors, and whether such competition has been duly 
encouraged is, I think, impossible for any one outside 
the Department, as it is now constituted, to say. Rates 
once fixed tend to become customary rather than com· 
petitive. A private contractor could generally secure 
better results from the rather unsatisfactory Indian 
labour available, and could act more freely in in1porting 
more suitable labour from E-lsewhere, where necessary. 
But the larger the responsibility, the greater will be 
the profit which a contractor would expect for under
taking a work, and this increased profit has to be set 
off against the greater· expenditure on government 
staff and the less effident labour associated with depart· 
mental execution of work either directly or under mere 

.petty contractors. It would be interesting if a com· 
parison of this nature were worked out in respect of 
the cost of the Nagpur and other large drainage schemes 
executed by private firms of contractors. Clear orders 
also seem necessary in the matters of the technical survey 
of the work done by such :firms and of the inspection 
of it before it is finally taken over. 

1,125. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-AI'I I 
observed in the last paragraph, I think it is only the 
departmental officers who can say whether privato 
enterprise ha.s been sufficiently encouraged. It must be 
of advantage to the country if a class of firms should 
arise which have a reputation to keep up and who~e 
sole considerat,ion is net to make as much money as 
possible out of a job, but who would also aim at ~o~d 
workmanship and appreciate the advantage of this m 
expanding their business. Such firms would afford an 
opening outside government service for business and-.: 
engineering abilities. In the ordinary district charges, 
which I recommend should be formed, the growth of 
such firms would not, at any rate, for a very long time, 
render possible much reduction of the superior execu
tive staff. Each district would still require an officer 
of the status of an Executive Engineer, or his equivalent, 
to make the necessary survey and inspection on be~alf 
of his employers, both government a.nd local bodies. 
There might, however, be some saving in thE> staff of 
subordinate engineering officials. 
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1,126. (In.) Changes in organization.-The main 
modification of the organization of the staff of the Build
ings and Roads Branch of the Public Works' Depart
ment that I recommend is that it be organized on a 
district basis with an engineering officer in immediate 
charge of all public works in the district and subordinate 
to the district officer in all but purely professional matters. 
The organization of the staff of the Department above 
the rank of Executive Enginem- would, I believe, require 
little change to give effect to this principle but some 
modification might be advisable. 

1,127. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.--It may .be said that the Department 
meets the needs of other departments inasmuch as it 
carries out works when they are duly sanctioned. In 
so doing, however, the Dep*i;ment has a tendency to 
take too much on itself in the matter of the aocelleration 
or retardation of the execution of works. As regards 
the relations of the Buildings and Roads Branch with 
the other sub-divisions named they are, I believe, satis
factory. But the sub-divisions named are in this prov
ince quite minor. 

1,128. (V.) Decentralization.-! have been unable to 
examine fully the question whether further decentra.liza. 
tion within the Public Works Department itself is 
needed. In regard to technical sanctions the powers of 
11elected Executive Engineers might, I think, be expanded. 

1,129. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-Tlie general 
tenor of the Coile, as now framed, tends to ac· 
centuate the excessive aloofness of the Department 
from the general administration to which I have referred 
above. Paragraph 2 of the Code lays down that no 
general rulings of other departments are applicable 
to the Department, except the rules cont.ained in the 
Civil Service Regulations, unless they are published in 

the Public Works Department. Paragraph 3 says that 
no order of go>ernment relating tQ the subjects dealt 
'\\ith in the Code, passed. before the issue of the present 
edition of it, should be quoted or trusted to in deciding 
or submitting for orders any question regarding the 
business of the Department. I notice that paragraph 
377 quotes section 161 of the Indian Penal Code as 
if it were a departmental regulation, printing two 
of the explanations as notes and omitting altogether 
two of the explanations which constitute this section of 
the Penal Code. The Code aims at being a complete 
official mile mecum for officers of the Department 
throughout India, and implies that the ordinary exec
utive instructions applicable to officers of all depart· 
ments do not apply to officers of the Public Works De· 
partment proprio vigore, but only by virtue of the Code. 
The Decentralization Commission has condenmed this 
idea, and it seems very desirable that the Code should 
be recast as recommended in para~ph 229 of that 
Commission's report. Any special instructions regarding 
the relations of the Department to the Military De· 
partment should form a separate section of the manual. 

1,130. (VU.) Education.-.As there is no engineering 
college in the province, I am unable to say much. Judg· 
ing from the number of applications that I received 
when advertising for a divisional local fund engineer, 
it would seem that the existing outturn of qualified 
civil engineers is adequate. That, however, may have 
been mainly the result of war conditions, and to obtain 
the full amount of ta~t available the provision of an 
engineering college in every province would seem to be 
desirable. 

1,131. (VUI.) Practical training.-! am not aware 
whether any provision is made for the practical train· 
ing on works of students who are not destined for gov
ernment service. 

The HoN'BLE MR. J. WALXER called. and examined. 

1,132. (PreBidenl.) The witness stated that he was the 
Commissioner of the Nerbudda Division of the Central 
Provinces, that he had held the post of Collector for 
about 13 or 14 years, and that in both these capacities 
he had had a certain amount of experience of the work 
of the Public Works Department. He had also had 
experience of local self-government as exercised by local 
bodies. 

1,133. In connection with the statement made in his 
written evidence to the effect that the divisional local 
fund engineering scheme had not been in force for a 
sufficiently long period to enable him to judge of its 
results, he explained that he had only had his present 
division in mind, and added that during the six years 
that he had held charge of the Nagpur Divi~on the 
t!Cbcme had worked sat.isfactorily, although the rules 
were somewhat fluid. It was felt, however, even at 
that time, that the local fund engineer's charge was 
too extensive. Before 1910-11 the scheme was in force 
only in the Nagpur Division ; in that year it was ex
tended to other divisions, and in order t{) provide a 
Sl!fficient amount of work, a large number of provincial 
works ·were handed over to the local fund agency. Thls, 
however, had the effect of accentuating the difficulties 
of the scheme due t·o the charges being too large. 

1,13!. The government roads and buildings handed 
O\'N' to the cimsional local fund in hia dh·ision were 
not at first always maintained in as good a condition 
as they had been before _the transfer. This he attributed 
to defecth·e staff and defective supervision, the former 
of which was now, however, distinctly improving. He 
explained that his re-marks applied chiefly to roads; 
he bad r~'<'e-ived no complaints about buildings, although 
he knew of some very bad construction work done by 
the di,·igional local fund enginee-ring est.ablishment for 
Iota! bodies. Though, personally, he had not noticed it 
particularly, he judged, from the complaints that we-re 
madt>, that the condition of the roads had deteriorated 
since the introduetion of the divisional local fund engi· 
n<'l.lr. This dewrioratiou he attributed to the fact that 
the establi::hment employed by the district boards had 

not been good enough for the work they had to do ; 
he added, however, that a suitable establishment was 
now being obtained. The salary paid to the divisional 
local fund engineer in his division was Rs. 400 on first 
appointment, and he hoped, if that officer did well, to 
raise his emoluments by the grant of increments. 
Formerly, each district had only a district owrseer on 
Rs. 80 or Rs. 90, but this system had proved a failure, 
and it was felt essential that better 111t1n should be ob· 
tained. Suitable men were now appointed as district 
supervisors on salaries of Rs. 100 rising to Rs. 150, and 
these, he thought, would be able to keep the work up 
to the standard required. In his division there WAA, 

for practically every tahsil, an overseer or sub-overseer 
ou about Rs. 40 subordinate to the district supel'Visor. · 
Thls constituted the present organization in his division 
for the execution both of works of local bodies and, 
in addition, of certain roads and buildings transferred 
to them by government. 

1,135. Given an energetic and reasonably honest staff, 
the present district establishment of the divisional local 
fund was competent t{) carry out in a satisfactory 
manner the amount of work at present allotted to it. 
The divisional local fund scheme had, however, proved 
unsatisfactory owing to the fact that not only had the 
divisional local fund engineer too large an area under hit; 
charge, but also that he had to consider the interests 
of too many masters or employers, including the dis
trict councilil, the municipalities and the notified areas 
and dispensary committees. He considered that it 
would be an improvement if that officer were rendered 
altogether independent in the execution of works of 
the control of those bodies and worked under the direct 
orders of the Comnlillsioner, with the supervi;;ors and 
sub-overseers in the districts subordinate to him. The 
witness admitted that it was an anomalous pO!!ition for 
a staff, paid by the local bodies, t{) be subordinate to 
an engineer who, as he proposed, would be subordinate 
only t{) gonrnment, but he saw no way out of the diffi· 
culty, as it seemed to him e6sential, if the dhisional 
local fund engineer were to be responsible ae an cxecu-
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tive agency and not merely as a superyising officer, that 
the subordinates who were actually carrying out the 
work should be subject to his orders. 

1,136. This proposal raised the question whether the 
divisional loca.l fund engineer should be an executive 
agency in charge of the actual execution of work, or 
whether he should be simply an inspecting or consulting 
engineer. The witness favoured the former alternative. 
It would be dangerous, he thought, to regard a super· 
visor, or any other engineering subordinate below a 
certain degree of efficiency, as an executive unit, and 
there were not sufficient local works in the districts to 
justify the employment of an efficient engineer for each. 
If the divisional local fund engineer were made simply 
an inspecting officer, and not an executive officer, it 
would, he considered, be necessary to improve the dis
trict establishment, but even then he doubted whether 
this staff could ever be constituted as an independent 
executive unit. f 

1,137. In prefe~ence to this divisional local fund engi
neering scheme, he sugges~d a reorganization of the 
Public Works Department, the object to be aimed at 
being the employment of an efficient staff in each dis-
trict. He explained that he had only proposed this 
alternative after a careful consideration of the difficulties 
inherent in the existing arrangement, a consideration 
which had led him to the ()Onclusion that this alternative 
offered the best solution of a somewhat difficult prob· 
lem. The district agency which he proposed would carry 
out practically all the works required by the local bodies 
as well as those required by government, and by this 
means he hoped to avoid the duplication of Public Works 

- Department and local fund staff that existed at present. 
The total expenditure on public works in a district, both 
by government and by local bodie~S, was sufficient to 
justify the appointment of a district engineer of the 
class he proposed. He liad arrived at this conclusion 
after consideration of the statistics for Narsinghpur, the 
smallest district in his division, in which· the total works 
expenditure was about Rs. 1,25,000. If a percentage of 
the expenditure in each district were allowed, and utilized 

·to meet the cost of the dist.rict engineering staff, it would 
be possible even in a small districts like Narsinghpur to 
employ a district enginter of the lowest grade on a 
salary of about Rs. 400 a month. An officer of the 
same status as the present provincial service Executive 
Engineer would be appointed to the postr of district 
engineer and such an officer could, he thought, suitably 
be recruited in India. .Although the present salary of 
a. provincial service Executive Engineer was Rs. 535 
rising to Rs. 850, his experience when advertising for a 
divisional local fund engineer had shown him that there 
would be more than sufficient engineers available even 
on tile minimum salary he suggested, t'iz., Rs. 400. 
The expenditure of Rs. 1,25,000 on works might possibly 
justify the appointment of an officer of the status of 
')!!. Executive Engineer on Rs. 535 rising to Rs. 850, 
even in a small district like Narsinghpur, as there would 
probably be a reduction in the subordinate establish· 
ment at present employed by the Public Works Depart· 
ruent, as his scheme would eliminate all duplication. 
The witness was here informed that the figures supplied 
t(l the Committee showed that in the Central Provinces 
the percentage of establishment charges on the cost of 
works varied between 15 and 16 per cent. to which he 
t-eplied that, even so, an expenditure of Rs. 1,25,000 
would be quite sufficient to justify the appointment of 
the district organization which he had proposed. He 
had not, as a matter of fact, worked out his scheme in 
detail in regard to the cost of establishment, and ques
tions would doubtless arise if it were accepted as to 
whether these charges were susceptible of reduction or 
not; but he believed that his proposal would prove 
fea&ible, even if the cost of the establishment were esti· 
mated at as low a figure as Rs. 12,000 per annum. 

1,138. He did not approve of the suggested combina
tion of two small districts into one charge, and explained 
that one of the greatest benefita of his scheme was that 
the executive units which he proposed would coincide 
with the civil revenue districts. He would rather have 

an extravagant percentage for establishment charges 
in~m~~~~~po~~dis~~~a~ 
bination of two such districts involving ~ smaller per· 
oentage. It might be possible to appoint officers of the 
type of the present provincial Assistant Engineers to 
small districts on lower rates of pay than those which 
he had previously suggested ; an Assistant Engineer 
capable of holding charge of an independent sub-divi· 
sion would, he considered, do excellently for such a 
charge. 

1,139. His rough scheme contemplated that the whole 
district- staff proposed by him should be placed under 
the Deputy Commissioner. He had not considered, in 
detail, what supervision would be required over his dis
trict units, but he assumed that some system, entailing 
the employment of officers of the type of the existing 
Superintending Engineers, 'would be adopted. Possibly, 
one more Superintending Engineer than at present would 
be required, making three such officers, one for Berar, 
one for Nagpur and Chhatisgarh and one for the Ner
budda and Jubbulpore divisions. This increase in circle 
charges would, he thought, prove necessary both in 
view of the conditions inseparable from the work of 
local bodies, and also because the district staff would 
require more supervision than the present Executive 
Engineers of the Public Works Department required. 
His scheme therefore entailed, provisionally, the em
ployment of a Chief Engineer and three Superintending 
Engineers as a supervising staff, the Superintending 
Engineers being administrative officers as well as inspec
tors of the works done by the district staff, and exercis
ing such powers of technical sanction as might be con
sidered suitable. • The Chief Engineer would be the 
departmental head of the engineering staff. The Superin
tending Engineers might be described ~J>S an imperial 
service, and it would be an incentive to good work if 
it were understood that district engineers of proved merit 
were also eligible for entry into that service. 

1,140. On its first introduction, the service he proposed 
would have to be a government service. He had been 
unable to frame any workable scheme under which it 
could for the present at least be anything else, but al· 
though under his system local bodies would be unable, 
ih general, to carry out even their own works, otherwi~c 
than through a government agency, they might still 
be given II. free hand to select certain of these works in 
particular cases and to be responsible for their construc
tion. He admitted, however, that such selection could 

·only be very rarely exercised, and that the delegation 
of power to local bodies to construct work at their ovm 
discretion, and with no technical staff of any kind, would 
have to be very limited. 

1,141. In rega:rd to the contention that any measure 
which took away from local bodies even the-small powers 
which they now possessed and gave them no scope at 
all for administering their own works would be regarded 
as a retrograde step ; he stated that he did not think 
that his scheme would take away any material powers 
from the local bodies, and that the administration of 
their works would remain in their hands, it being only 
in the execution that the difficulty lay. 

1,142. He did not think that it was possible entirely 
to dispense with the control of the Deputy Commissioner, 
and hence it would not be feasible to remove the distdct 
engineering staff from that officer's control, and make it 
subordinate only to the district council, but if a scheme 
could be devised whereby that staff could be constituted 
as a council establishment without lessening its efficiency 
(having regard to the needs of famine, etc.), he would 
welcome such a transfer as being a thoroughly popular 
measure and tending towards the encouragement of self· 
government. He was afraid, however, that it would be 
extremely difficult to work out a scheme under which 
each district staff would be an isolated self-contained 
unit, although he would favour any scheme under which 
both district board works and government works would 
be made over to the district council if a practicable 
solution to the problem could be devised. · 

1,143. The district councils in his division were, 
however, not at present sufficiently developed to be 
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entrusted "IIIith the full administration of a trained staff. 
To obviate this be IJilggested an alternative proposal, 
which contemplated the institution in each district of 
110mething in the nature of a '.' ~ard of W ~rks "co~~ 
of representatives of the distnct coun~il. nnd pnnCl~ 
municipalitk-a, with the Deputy:..Comnu.sswner as prest· 
dent. The necessary administrative control could, . be 
considered be entrusted to IJilch a. body, but the creation 
of yet a.n~ther board was IJI!.desirable if it could be 
avoided. At the present time, however, the maintenance 
of government roads and buil~gs .could not be .m~e 
over to a. purely dist~ct orga.mzat10n, 88 ~he. district 
councils were not IJilffictently developed to JUstify such 
a step. • 

1144. The per110nnel of the Board of Works suggestkd 
by 'him would consist, .~ a. .s~all distri~t where there 
were no important muructpalities, of poss1bly two me~· 
bers of the diatrict council and the Deputy Comnns
Rioner. In a. larger district like Nima.r there might be 
a. member from each local municipality, two from the 
district council and the Deputy Commissioner as chair
man, This Board of Works would exercise adminis· 
trative control over tha district staff, the whole of which, 
with the exception of the engineer, might be placed 
entirely under it. As, however, i~ was essential to get 
first-class men as district engineers, and also in view of 
famine difficulties, he thought that the district engineers 
11hould be excluded from the control of the Board of 
Works and formed into a. service for the whole province. 
There would also be more chance of promotion if those 
officers wore incbrporated in a service, an engineer in 
charge of a. small district having, as a. member of that 
service, the prospect of being transferred eventually to 
a larger one. He thought also that, as the whole scheme 
would be in the nature of an experiment, it would be 
more prudent to have officers of an independent service 
in direct ch~~orge of the works. 

1,145. The district engineers would be borne on a 
provincial cadre administered by the Chief Commi.ssioner. 
He was not prepared to express an opinion as to whether 
district boards should be given disciplinary powers over 
this service of district engineers, but added that he 
helieved that this principle had been accepted in some 
provinces, and that local bodies· had been given powers 
of appointment and dismissal subject to the approval of 
government. 

1,146. Provided the quality of the district staff pro· 
posed by him were kept up, it would be quite adequate 
to cope with famine works if governntent reserved to 
itself the power, in such cases, to indent upon the staff 
which would be numerically stronger tha.n the present 
Public Works Department establishment. 

1,147. If a.ny scheme were introduced which would 
result in the whola district staff being placed entirely 
under the district board, a.nd being entrusted not only 

• Mr. Walker afterwards submitted the following note:-

with local works, but with government works also, he 
considered it essential that government should retain 
power over the appointment and dismissal of district 
engineers, even if this power were limited only to approval 
and confirmation. At present, the government control 
over district boards had been decentralized and was vested 
in the Commissioner ; he believed that the law required 
that a.ll appointments made ~y district councils on salaries 
of over R& 100 should receive the sanction of govern· 
ment, while in. addition governntent had pours to require 
the dismissal of any district council servant. (The witness 
promised * to submit a detailed note on the point.) 

If the ·scheme of transferring works to district 
boards as preVious!~ suggested were introduced, although 
he was of opinion that government should have very 
full powers over the appointment and dismissal of 
the district engineers, he considered that a good 
deal of power could be delegated to the boards so 
far as the subordinate staff was concerned. Govern
ment had power under the Local Self-Government Act 
to require district councils to comply with their wisht>S 
in cases of bad maintenance of roads, defective con
struction of governntent buildings, or waste of govern
ment funds. In addition, governntent could hold the 
Executive Engineer responsible and pass such orders on 
the district council as might· be ca.lled for. Under 
Section 32 of the Local Self-Government Act of 1883, 
the powers reserved to government nre very wide and 
the Chief Commissioner could even snspend the func· 
tions of a district council if it were considered necessary. 
· 1,148. At the present stage of development of district 

boards, control would have to be exercised by a govern
ment agency, but later it might be possible to transfer 
it to a Board of Works such as he had suggested, and as 
soon as the. district councils proved their ability to under· 
take satisfactorily the execution of works, the latter 
could be handed over to them in their entirety. Under 
this scheme, the Public Works Department Buildings 
and Roads Branch, would be brought into much closer 
relations with the district administration, and it would 
result in the district engineer-instead of being a de
partmental officer, subject only to departmental con
trol-being to some extent, at any rate, under the control , 
of the Deputy Commissioner or other district officer. 
This scheme would also be an improvement on the 
existing system, as at present, in the great majority 
of cases, the executive officer responsible for the works 
resided perhaps a hundred miles away, and the depart
mental representative on the spot was a subordinate 
possessing very limited powers of discretion, while the 
mere fact that the Public Works Department was stndi· 
ously declared tQ be independent made it difficult for 
the district officfr to inquire into, or expedite matters, 
which be was enabled to do in the case of his Forest or 
Police officers. He admitted, however, that the position 

Control of government over ~t~ff employed by district councils in the' Central Provinces. 

The same in Berar except that Commissioner's approval 
is necessary. (Section 18 of the Law.) 

The same in Berar, but all appointments to posts on Rs. 20 
or upwards have ro be reported to the Deputy Commis· 
sioner vidt Rule .., on page 31 of the Rural BOards pam
phlet. 

The same in Berar (Section 19 (b) of the Law). 

Under Section 21(1) of the Local Self.Government Act 
the district council may employ "such officers and llllr· 
vanta as may be necessary" • • • • and 
may assign to them "such pay" • • • • aa it 
thinks fit. 

2. The power to create posts is, however, limited by 
Rule 128 of the District Fund Aooount rules, under which 
the creation of posts of over Ra. 15 per mensem requires 
the sanction of the Commissioner. (This limit ia to be 
raised to Ra. 100 in the revised rules which have been pub. 
lished for objections.) . 

3. With regard to the power to appoint particulAr pel'IODI 
to a duly sanctioned post there is no m1e limiting the di1o 
eretion of the district council which il given by eection 
21(1~ 
4. AI. regards discipl.ina.ry powers, the Commissioner may 

require a district council (or looal board) to dismiss any 
person employed by the eouncil or board whom. he may 
consider unfit. (Section 21(4) (b).) 

5. The Commissioner also has power to limit the number 
of persons employed by a oouncil or board; or to cut down 
any pay, etc., aa he may oonsider lltl0ell&r1· (Seot.ion 21(•) 
(b).) 
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of the Forest and Public works Officers were not quite 
analogous, as the work of the former brought. him into 
more intimate touch with the people of the district than 
that of the Public Works Department officer did; but 
he still adhered to his opinion on the ground that as 
the district engineer would be the agent of the l~cal 
bodiest it would be more essential than ever that he 
should be brought in some degree under the control 
of the Deputy Commissioner. 

1,149. ~eyond suggesting that the Public Works 
Department should be brought into closer touch with 
the general administration, as represented by the execu. 
tive district officer, he had no suggestions to make in 
connection with the relations of the Public Works De· 
pa.rtment with the other branches of the administra· 
tion. 

1,150. He was of opinion that the powers of practical 
control exercised by the Public Works Department over 
the budget ·were too wide, with the result that that 
Department allocated and re-allocated ftmds without 
sufficient consideration of the needs of other depart· 
ments. He had, however, no serious complaint to 
make, but remarked that the present system, whereby 
the Commis~ioner alone had control over these re-alloca
t.ions and distributions of grants, resulted in inform&· 
tion in regard to changes made by the Public Works 
Department not being received until a long interval 
had elapsed. For instance, if the Public Works Depart· 
ment were mo.king a bridge over a nullak, it sometimes 
happened it was not till long after the event that he 
heard that this bridge had been given up and that they 
were making a crossing son:iewhere else. As Commis
sioner, such changes were reported to him, but the 
Deputy Commissioner never heard anything about them. 
He cited the instance of a court-house which had been 
urgently required, and for which the necessary funds 
had been allocated, but subsequently transferred by the 
Public Works Department. This state of affairs would 
be remedied if the Executive Engineer were brought 
into closer relations with the Deputy Oummissioner. 

1,151. In regard to a point, previously raised, that 
changes in the views of the administrative departments 
concerned as to the works required by them frequently 
nesessitated the revision, of plans and estimates, and 
sometimes repeated revision, his experience had been 
that such cases were uncommon. The usual reason for 
such changes, so far as he recollected, was that· the ad· 
ministrative department had decided on something 
better than it had originally anticipated that it would 
be able to afford, and such changes were, he thought, 
legitimate. He admitted that it might prove very 
inconvenient, and personally did not plead guilty to 
the charge. He had never bad any ptactical difficulty 

,in obtaining administrative sanction to estimates, and 
consequently did not think it would make much differ· 
ence if Commissioners and Heads of Departments were 
empowered to sanction minor works up to a limit of 
Rs. 10,000 instead of Rs. 5,000 as at present. Although 
there would be no harm in increasing these powers of 
sanction, he did not consider that it was essential. 

1,152. (Sir Koel Kershaw.) A district council would · 
feel its position very acutely, if, in consequence of waste 

. of government money, the remedy of removing the 
district engineer from the district council's control were 
applied by the head of the administration. Sooner than 
have this happen, the district council would take good 
care that the work in qut~stion was well done, but the 
quality of the work would, of course, depend on the 
6lliciency of the technical staff. If, however, the course 
suggested were to be taken, it would mean that the 
district councils would go back to the position they 
occupied up to 1883 when the district funds were man. 
aged by the executive authorities. The system which 
was in force under the Local Government Board in 
England, and which entailed the surcharging of indivi· 
dual members for money that was wll.'lted, would have 
a very repressive effect on the enthusiasm of district 
councils, and he did not think that its introduction 
would be feasible in India, 

1,153. If the suggested Board of Works we~e intro
d~ced, h? saw no reason to anticipate confusion and 
difficulty m regard to the respective limits of the authority 
~f the Board, and that of the district council or Commis
Sion~r. ~he Board ~ould be a representative body 
dealing mth a staff which was working for a large number 
of masters, and its introduction was proposed to obviate 
the vesting of control in the district council alone; It 
was. an almost n~cessary consequence, in every branch of 
busmess, for bodies of employers to have a little Board 
of their own. Though such a body was not essential 
in view· of the remedies permissible under the Locai 
Self-Government Act, to which he had previously re
ferred, he considered that everything possible should be 
done to avoid having to enforce those remedies, and 
that such enforcement would be a. far greater evil tn11n 
the constitution of a small committee. He admitted, 
however, that he was not altogether in favour of the 
introduction of this Board of Works, if any other feasible 
solution could be suggested. At present, when parti· 
cular roads were transferred to a district board, govern
ment merely required the maintenance of a ledger account 
of the expenditure of the grant for the roads and there 
had been instances in which the roads were not well 
maintained, and there had been cases where difficulties 
ha~ arisen in getting the estimates and allotments passed, 
owmg to the cumbersome method in which money was 
provided through the district funds. The Board of 
Works, however, could certainly not help much in this 
respect. If it were thought more acceptable that the 
Deputy Commissioner should be brought back into the 
district council again, in some capacity, he would be 
willing to substitute a sub-committee of the district 
council for his Board of Works. He recognised that 
once a separate body, such as the Board of Works which 
he had suggested, was set up, it would be very difficult 
to get rid of it again and that it would be easier to deal 
with a sub-committee. 

1,154. (Rai Bakadur Ganga Ram.) The divisional 
local fund engineering scheme was an improvement 
on the system previously in force under which it bad 
been found impossible to get works done at all, and 
under which every work costing over Rs. 1,000 bad 
bad to be executed by the Public Works Department. 
Before the introduction of the present system the local 
fund system of works bad been microscopic, By the 
orders of 1888, to which he had previously referred, 
the power to execute civil works was taken away from 
local bodies, and every work costing over Rs. 1,500 
had had to be done by the Public Works Department. 
Works requiring no particular skill, however, were 
carried out through the agency of the Deputy Commis· 
sioner, in other words, by the tahsildar, who employed 
overseers or m1:stri~, but in most cases only a mistri 
on Rs. 30 or Rs.. 40 a month. The taksildar was presi· 
dent of the local lalttka board, or tahsil, or sub-district 
board, and this agtJncy was hence a purely executive 
one under the Deputy Commissioner and taksildar. 
His desire was to have only one agency in each district, 
both for government and local fund works. He did 
not complain of the qualifications of the present sub. 
ordinate staff, but he aimed at obtaining for the works 
of each district men of the status and qualifications 
of Executin Engineers. • 

1,155 . .As divisional engineer, the Superintending Engi
neer appoillted under his scheme would have no powers 
of appointment, dismissal, transfer or punishment over 
the district engineers. That officer would be the tecbni· 
cal adviser of the Commissioner and, if he noticed bad 
work, would report the responsible engineer to the dis· 
trict board. Ail to what control the Board of Works 
should have over tlie district engineer, whether it should 
be able to dictate to him in regard to executive matters 
(as for example whether a particular work should be 
done by daily labour or under the contract system) or 
whether it should accept contractors' tenders, . these ., 
were~matters which would require a considerable amount 
of working ou. The question of the power to accept 
tenders was certainly a diffirult one, ard he was not 
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pr1·pal"f~ tQ say ()IT-hand wheti'!pr it should be ¥C<ted 
in tho lo<·al b1/(lic1 or in the ('ndnoer. 

LJ,)fl. T!,e style of lmildillf!s ~rected by the Public 
\ro;ks Department for administrati,·e departments in 
the Central l'ro,·incea waa suitable, and waa not in any 
way extrava;.:ant. If the specifications erred on the 
hi.t.dt Hide the fault Jay, not with tl1e l'uiJiic Works De
partment, Lut with t!.e administrative department con
t.•t.•rtwd. As the administrative head of a divi~ion, he 
conHidercd that as a rule the stvle of, and ac(·ommoda· 
tion provided in, buildings erec~d Ly the Public Work~ 
Department were not extravagant, with the exception, 
J•erltapR, of the new type of tah-~il office for ~;mall iflhsils. 
ThiH cla~tl of office "·a;, constructed in areordancc with 
a Rt.'lndard plan, and the respon~ilJility for the plan lay 
with the Admini~tration, and not with the Public Works 
lJcpartment. He did not think that the buildings 
cre<:ted for the Police Department in the Central Pro
vinceR were unduly expensive, although occasionally 
this might he the case. 

1,157.~ If his sug~estion were carried out, and the 
diRtrict engineer plaeed)mdcr the control of the Deputy 
Commissio;1er, he admitted t:mt it would he right, when 
invcRtigating a question of wastage of government 
money by the engineer, to hold the Deputy Commis
sioner jointly responsible. 

l,liiS. (JJ!r. CoM.) The district engineers, of the status 
he had su.•.!gcsted, were not designed to fit into the pre
sent hierarchy of Executive Engineers of the Public Works 
Department. If _his scheme were introduced, the pre-

sent Executive Engineers could, durin~ the transition 
stace, be plaeed in larger districts than the district 
engineers, and go>ernment might pos..o;ibly make special 
grants in order to rued the extra cost involved. Whrn 
the scheme was established, however, there would be, 
to the extent of twenty-two to ten, a new hierarchy of 
engineers on a new scale of salaries. 

1,159. (Jir. llurie.) In connection with the a('('elera
tion and retardation of the execution of works, it was 
a fact that any re-allotment of funds had to be supported 
by a re-appropriation statement which was sent to the 
Commissioner. He thought, hOWC"\"'Cr, that the rowers 
of Executive Engineers to transfer funds from one work 
to another should be limited, and that it was preferable 
that this power should be exercised ty the Adminis
tration, as distiret from the exccutire department. 
This ~rroccdure would not usually entail undue delay, 
even if it happened in a. particular case that an ergi
neer working on a brirlf!e found that the foundations 
were likely to give a lot of trouble, and the Deputy Com
missiOner was out on tour, unless the latter, not being 
a. professional man, refused to agree to the transfer. 
To obviate this, there would be a. provision for reference 
in cases of difference of opinion in regard to professional 
matters, as was the ease at present with the Forest 
Department, and the power given to· the Deputy Com
missioner in this respect would have to be subject to 
certain restrictions which would require to be worl{ed 
out in detail. He "l':aa, however, not inclined to give 
Executive Engineers unfettered powers. 

RAo SAHIB R. R. AnRYANKER, L.C.E., Divisional Local Fund Engineer, Central Provinces. 

Written Statement, 

1,160. (G~ncral.) I should begin the expression of my 
views on the various issues raised in the Government 
of India Resolution No. 06-E. A., dated the 24th Novem
ber l!ll6, by submitting at the outset that I feel ex
tremely diHidcnt in offering any definite views on the 
various points which have been now raised for discus· 
sion before the Committee. Since passing the L. C. E. 
from the Collei!e of Engineering, Poona, I have been 
throni-(hout working under local bodies, and I have had 
litUe to do with the Public Works Department direct. 
Only dllring the last two years certain roads and build
ings have been handed over to my charge for mainten
ance, and since that time I have come into closor oontact 
with the Puulic Works Department. The time at my 

~ disposal, moreover, was very limited, and I could not, 
therefore, go as minutely into the various questions as 
I should have otherwise done. The intimation about my 
nomination as a witness before the Committee reached 
me only on the 22nd of December 1916 and I have done 
my ·best under the circumstances. With these few 
remarks, I beg to submit my proposals as follows:-

1,161. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works are, (a) by con
tract; (b) piece-work; and (c) departmental agency. 
l'ast. experience shows that the first two are more econom
ical. and. arc generally adopted wherever practicable. 

(a) If a reliable contraet.or can be had, which is very 
rare, at lellllt in the parta I have to deal with, tl1is system 
is mO!'t economical. 

(I•). \\'here reliablo and solvent eontriwtors are not 
available, what is called the piece-work system is 
fl'Surkd to, by which material is supplied or directly 
Jlltrcltast•d by the Department and the labour is done 
by contract under strict supervision. 

(c). l>l']Hl.rtmental a;yency is the best, in the absence 
of honcBt contractors and suitable piece-workers, if 
the suhonlu_,ate in charge is honest. hardworking· and a 
man of busmess habits, a combination of qualitit>s not 
('a,;~· to have ut,)P"-8 suitable arrangements are made for 
prof~·s.•io!Hll pr:wtieal education by reforming the engi· 
lll"<.'nn;: l'ollq.!es tlwmselves. 

(~). In tlw lkpartmental 1l!.'dWY one j!ets an equivalent 
return for the amounts ~pent. But it all depends upon 
the houe_,;ty of the lower Rubordinate staff, as tbe U}•per 
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subordinates have hardly any time to supervise closely 
each and every work carried out departmentally, In 
nwfu8.~il places, especially those situated away from 
headquarters, it is very difficult to check the accounts 
of the subordinates. lienee, in regard to buildings, the 
contract agency is generally adopted and is found con· 
venient and cheap. There is a certain binding upon 
the contractors to finish the work in accordance with 
the specification, and also within a certain stipulated 
time, and this responsibility urged upon the contractor 
by regular agreement greatly helps the lJcpartment in 
pushing the works through. In big places, suoh as those 
at head quarters like Na;;rpur or Jubbulpore, where all 
kinds of materials are readily available and the working 
staff can be easily controlled by the Executive Engineer , 
the departmental agency is found cheap and economical 
in the long run. This experimcut is actually being 
carried out by the present Executive Engineer, Nagpur 
Division, No. I. For road works, materials such as 
metal, moorum and sand are secured by contract and 
the consolidation and repairs are done by departmental. 
agency consisting of a permanent gang under the super
vision of time-keepers and sub-overseers. So far, no 
contractor haa come forward to do the mainter ance 
of roads. At any rate, I have not heard of the road 
maintenaP-ee being carried out by contract. But this 
is one of the important items of public works where 
there is much waste, and if private enterprise is encouraged 
to do the road maintenallce there will be great eeonomy. 
But the question is one of ways and means. 

1,162. (D.) El:couragement of other agency.-By 
private enterprise I ur.derstand-

(a). enl!ine.ering firms headed by a man with technical 
knowledge and with adequate facilities about finane~, 
which can take charge of any -work right from the prfl. 
paration of a project to ita satisfactory com}Jletion: 
or 

(1J). a Lody of soh-ent contractors, not necessarily 
qualified, but who have gnined experience in the work· 
in~ of the PuLlic Works Departm{'nt, and •·ho can 
afford to &J'point a suitaiJ!e techrieal staff; or 

(c). a good honeilt contractor of Jor:g !!tanding. 
(::'). Out ()f these, (o) and (I,) are not availaUc in tlle110 

provinces, owiOj! to the llCattered nature of the work1•, 
'3uclj firms 11 ill have to Bpt"nd money over tl1e work 
staff, in addition to the government inspectors, and 

8 
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in a province where works of a lakh or two are scattered 
all over at ten different places over a large area, no 
private firm will be tempted to take up such works. 
ln the presidency towns like Bombay and Calcutta, 
where skilled arid trained men are available, where all 
sorts of material can be easily had at a moderately cheap 
price, private firms are readily available, and are actually 
doing works, and it is only in these places that private 
enterprise is both sufficiently encouraged and works 
executed by these firms are cheap as compared with 
those done under departmental agency. The firms now 
in existence at Bombay or Calcutta, or similar firms 
that may hereafter come into existence will not, I am 
afraid, be willing to come and work in a province like 
Nagpur where the situation of works is very unfavour
able and the labour and materials, especially of European 
make, extremely dear. The firms will naturally expect 
about 10 or 15 per cent. over the estimated amount 
prepared under the existing schedule, as they will have 
to locate & number of their qualified and well-paid agents 
in different places. Thus, it appears to me that there 
is no likelihood of any economy being effected. How
ever, the experiment is worth trying, by floating a firm 
of loJal contractot·s of long standing with all the facil
ities of finance, exemption from royalty, etc. Finance 
is the principal difficulty in the way of private enter
prise in the building and allied trades in these provinces. 
The only source from which the firms can borrow money 
is a local Marwari or a bania who is always reluctant 
to advance large sums, and for the little money he may 
advance he charges heavy rates of interest, viz., nevei 
less than 12 per cent., and sometimes even more. If 
arrangements are made to advance money to local firms 
through co-operative societies, a beginning in the matter 
of giving encouragement to private enterprise may be 
slowly and cautiously made in some districts of the 
province. In this respect, co-operation of the revenue 
officers will be a great help as rega.rds safety of the monies 
advanced to local firms. Up to now only one European 
firm has come into the field in these provinces, and they 
are doing works at 17! per cent. upon the estimated cost. 
Whether thi$ enterprise is considered economical from 
the government point of view I cannot say, as I was 
never in charge of their work. But somehow or other 
the local bodies, whose work they ate at present doing, 
have not been satisfied with their work. 1'he building 
trade is not very attractive, and it will not be paying 
to European firms of long standing to take up scattered 
works in these provinces, as the profits accruing will 
not be enough to pay their own staff. I therefore ven
ture to suggest that the only possible way to encourage' 
private enterprise in these provinces is in the shape-of 
firms consisting of local respectable contractors having 
a qualified Indian engineer on their staff. The difficulties 
regarding finance can be overcome by advances from 
co-operative societies. Co-operation, and sympathy of 
the Public Works Department, is also necessary. Prompt 
payments are essential, and I have no doubt that as 
the status of contractors and private engineers will 
increase the treatment accorded to them by thtJ Depart
ment will also improve. The adoption of this means 
will not only be a step in the direction of decentraliza
tion, but will stimulate the growth of professional 
engineering firms and will thus encourage industrial 
activity of the country. The last named kind of private 
enterprise, ~>iz., (c) a good honest contractor of long 
standing, is already encouraged in the Public Works 
Department. There is a wide scope for a reliable con· 
tractor in the Public Works Department and the officers 
of the Department are always ready to welcome such 
contractors, as they relieve the superior officers of the 
bother, worry and responsibilities in carrying out each 
work. But such contractors are very few. The pre
sent class of contractors consists of untrained Telangi 
Kunbis who, if left to themselves, even for a little while, 
in>ariably substitute bad material and workmanship, if 
there i.'l.. the least possibility of their being able to do 
so without fear of detection. 

(3). It is absolutely noo~ry to exercise some super
vision over such contractors, and it is this necessity of 

constant supervision in the present situation that is 
responsible for the costliness of execution. A sub-divi
sional officer considers himself fortunate if he gets a 
respectable, competent and reliable contractor. But 
the price of material and labour going up day by day, 
the rates not having been raised proportionately to the 
increase of .the dearness of labour and material, good 
contractors are not tempted to take up works in the 
Public Works Department. In railways, most of the 
works of construction of banks and cuttings is done 
by contract where Kachhis are generally working. On 
interviewing several of the contractors, I am led to • 
believe that the Department is always willing to increase 
the rate to suit local conditions. However, there is 
much scope for improvement in the method of encourag· 
ing this kind of ent.erprise by a single eon tractor. 

(4). There should be a Jist of recognised contractors 
ior each district, and option as regards execution of 
works should first be given to them. Furthermore, it 
will be of advantage if a particular contractor is ear
marked for certain areas or districts. 1\fen who live 
upon contract work are at present always impatiently 
watching for the sanction of the yearly budget, and 
they do not know where they will get their works in the 
succeeding year. . 

(fl). If, on the other hand, these contractors are ear
marked for a particular area, or a district, and if they 
know that they will got works continually within that 
area for a. period of at least three, years, they will make 
all the " bundobust" in advance. Labour has become a 
difficult problem in these provinces, and unless advances 
are made to them they will never stick to one master. 
The contractors will keep material such as bricks, wood· 
work and metal at the quarry, ready in case they are 
given hopes. If the Department assures them prompt 
payment, and assures work for long periods, good and 
respectable contractors will no doubt come forward •. 
This will in fact be the first step towa.rds encouraging 
private ·enterprise. But the present rules, and the 
usual red tape, prevents officers from encouraging such 
contractors. No sub-divisional officer, or an Executive 
Engineer, can guarantee work to any contractor, unless 
he gets estimates dnly sanctioned by the Superintending 
Engineer. "''J:Icn individual contractofJ arc encouraged, 
in the manner here suggested, the time will probably 
soon come when they will t.hemselves form regular work
ing firms ... I have no belief in the "tender" system. It 
is merely a farce. The officer "ill ultimately select the 
contractor whom he considers fittest for the work on 
hand. To facilitate work the divisional Executive Engi· 
neer, or the present Superintending Engineer, should 
prepare a list of recognised contractors for each district 
and the Executive Engineer should have power to 
select either of them without further reference to his 
superior. A contractor reported to have been d(ling his 
work badly may be struck off from the government 
list. 

1,163. (W.) Changes in organization.-Now, as 
regards any modification of the present organization of 
the Public Works Department, these v.ill nat.urally 
emerge out of the suggestions that I will now proceed 
to make, as regards entrusting more works to local bodies 
employing a skilled public works agency. Before doing 
so, however, I wish to place before the Committee a 
brief roview of the present divisional local fund engineering 
scheme in these provinces. The correspondence on the 
establishment required for local fund works began as 
far back M 1903, and overseers and sub-over~eers were 
appointed for each tahsil to carry out the work8 of 
local bodies under the control of taltsildar11. But the 
staff in the Central Provinces mostly consisted of 
untrained men, whose salary was between Rs. 25 and 
Rs. 50 per month. They used to carry out minor 
works up toRs. 500, and all works of O'Ver Rs. 500 or any 
work requiring higher technical skill were referred to 
the Public Works Department. 

(:!). In Bcrar, a more efficient staff was appointed, 
owing to the resources of the district boards being much 
more ample there than in the Central Provinces. Tho 
staff mainly consisted of a supervisor for each district 

• 
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anti a ~nh·O~P~r for t'ach 'tal11!il, aAAisted bv rulditional 
over~ool'll 8./'eorrling to th~ n~~turo of the w~rks in Cl<'h 

di~tJict. Hut, l.'\'f'U "ith this superior st.'lff, the rnll'tl' 
rlirl not anthori1.e thl'm to caJTV on original works over 
R~ I ,04'10. All original work~ o~e-r Rs. 1.000 and 
rPp;li!'l! of largr·r am-ounts wr·rc entm~too w the Public 
Wnrh Drpar1ment. Rut it"wa~ ~oon noticed that, in 
both the pro\·inces, the Public Works Department had 
enough of their own works to do, and naturally thPy 
could not drwote as much time as they wore cxpceted 
to rb to local board works. The amount placoo at 
their di~po~al was not spent to its fullest extent, 
Nominally, the PuHi" Work~ Dr-partmrmt wa.s supposed 
to suf)f'rvise works of local bodies; but in practice, it 
was found impos~ihle for them to do so, as thry had 
no ~pllcial 11taff at th()ir di8po~al for the inspection of 
lue~l bonrd work!~. This ~tate of affairs continued till 
19()6. whrm Rir Reginald Craddock, the then Commis
Rioncr, Nagpur Division, drew up a tentat!ve scheme 
regarding the appointm(lnt of a divi~ional local fund 
engineer for the Nagpur Division. Accordingly, a local 
fund cngineor was appointoo for the first time in the 
Nagpur Division in 1907. His duties were to design 
larger works and larger projects, to make stan-:lard plans 
for smaller work!!, check estimates over Rs. 500 and 
gencrall.v to make periodical tours of inspection, and 
advise the local boards in technical matters. He had 
also to undertake all larger works of district councils 
and municipaliticR in the division, who paid a certain 
fixed contribution· towards his salary and establishment 
on the basis of thoir average income. - The dispensary 
works, whieh were hithe~to being carried out by the 
Public Works Department., were also entruswd to him. 
The divisional local fLmd e:lginccr of the Nagpur 
DiviRion had thus to deal with five district councils, 
twenty munidp:tl committees, and about thirty dispen
sary fund committees. The district staff consistOO of a 
sub-overseer for each tahs1:l, with a diotrict overseer at 
the hcadquartrrs of larger districts like Nagpur and 
Chanda. The scheme was tried in thc·Nagpur Division 
for about three ve:trs and it was noticed that the council 
could spend th~ whole of their allotment without any 
lapses as in former days. The quality and the efficiency 
of the work was also greatly impro'W'd, and the local 
Admini~tration, thought it best to apply the scheme to 
other divisions of the province as can be seen from the 
following remarks ma.de by Sir Reginald Craddock, in 
his note dated 6th May 1910, regarding the divisional 
local fund engineeri 'g scheme. 

"To remedy this state of affairs, I proposed, when 
Commissioner of the Nagpur Division, to appoint a 
loca.J fund e:1gincer who would undertake all the works 
which district. cluncils and municipalities now pay for. 
This was sanctioned, and for the Inst three ye:trs there 
has been a local fund ellgineer in the Nagpur Divi-

• Rion, who has considerably improved the celerity and 
efficiencv of pnblic works construction." 

(:l) The scheme having thus proved successful, divi
sion:tl eBg-incers weN· appointed in all the divisions, 
including Bcrar. But the district staff was not con
sidered strong enough to cope with the increasoo work. 

· Liberal grants for schools, sanitation, wells, improve
mt>ut~ to village roads were being received by the govern· 
mt•nt year after year, and it was deemed necessary to 
entnrtain a more qualified staff w take charge of each 
distrit·t. But the rosourccs of the councils in the Central 
Provinces W('re not sufficient to 'lneet the expenditure 
of & wl'll-qualitied st.aff, and hence it was dedded that 
the distriet councils should take over certain roads and 
buildings under their management from the Public 
Works lh'partment, in order w enable them to appoint 
a better qualified st.afl from the supervision cha.rg€-s 
they might ri"<'Cive from the Public Works Department 
for the tran~frrroo roads and buildings. The J*I'CI'nta.ge 
charge for supervL~ion is fixed at lll per crnt., of whi(·h 
10 p••r cent. is for supl'rvi~ion, and ll per cent. for tools 
and plant. on the total allvtmrnt placffi at the disposal 
of the di~tritt council. The said transfer of buildings 
and 1\>:kls ll.('tually took p~r by the t>nd of 1914-15, 
and SUJltn'~Jrs wure appointed in all the dietridB. 

I givr brlow, in a tabular form, tl1c amount.q !l)'('nt, tho 
exr-~>nditure incurred on e~t.'lblishmrnts. and the pcr
centlt~ which the chargrs of ('Stablishmrnt br~r to the 
adnal expenitituro on works undrr th~ di~trict councils 
in the y~rs 19U-15 and Hl15-16. 

A "rr~e eXpm-
diture on district CtlSt of Contribution oouneil works district hrw.uds local TOT¥-· Pfffi'nt-

in 111<> Na!q>ur st.alf. fund engi~r, age. 
Dinsion in 1914-
1!1 and 1915-16. 

'B>. Rl. B.,, R•. 

2,71,300 31,03~ 12,Ul . 43,413 16 p<"f CIIIJt. . 

No'l'B.--()f whirh 12 per eent. repnsents district staff ; 4 per cent. 
I'CJ>re,ents local fund enpneer. 

(.f). The average percontagt> of C-<~t,'lhlishment works out 
to 16 per cent. of which414 per cent. i~ the cost of the 
divisional local fund engineer and his staff, the remaining 
12 per cent. being the co~t of district staff; in· other 
word~. the cost of establishment under " Dir('('tion " 
and "C',onstruction" came to 4 per cent. and 12 per 
cent. respectively. The divisional local fund engineer 
has been placed in executive charge of all works 
going on in the division, and is held personally rcspvn• 
~ible for the completion of the programme of works 
s~nctioned during the year. Consoqueqt on the tr&.n8fer 
of certain roads and buildings from the Public Works 
Department to the management of local bodirs, certain 
definite rules were framed on the line of the Public Works 
Department Manual of Orders. By virtue of thcfe rules, 
the divisional e:1gincer baa. been made responsible for 
the execution of all works over Rs. 200, with the help 
of his subordinate Btaff which is to work under his orders. 
Works below Hs. 200 are supposed tO be carried out 
by the local boards through village agency. Since the 
framing of these rule~. all tt e district council works have 
been completed and thr nnnual allotment for trans- · 
fcrred roads has also l&"n spent to its fullest extent, 
and the local bodies are n .. 'tt in a position to undettake 
any large building "projects in thair districts. In fact 
since the introduction of the £cheme, the local bodies 
have been al.lc successfully to carry out larger building 
project-s costing up to a lakh. Still the fact cannot be 
disguised that there has been general discontent about 
the scheme among the local bodies concerned. The 
entire divisional engineer and district staff practically 
forms tlicir Public Works Department, and is mainly 
paid by tht>m ; yet the councils soem to view the scheme 
llith some amount of displeasure. So far as I can 
analvse the situation, the councils seem to want to 
hav~ execution of works in their own hands, and the 
subordinate staff to work under their own orders. There 
is considerable force in the argument that if local self. 
gowrnment is to be real, the diatrict Public Works 
Department staff should be under the administrative 
control of local bodies. But, so long as each district 
council has not the I"f'SOUrcM to maintain a fully com
petent engineer for itsolf, the present arrangements 
seem to me inevitable. Another objection to the ~~theme 
is that the local bodies do not con.~ider that a single 
enginrer could do the work of a whole division, This 
view also is largely correct. Looking to the vast area. 
of five districts tl.e engineer ill to travel, and looking 
to the number of works scattered over the large area 
in his charge, it is not possible for one single engineer 
to give as many viFits to works as he is expected to 
do. 
· (5). B('Sid6S tllli; there are several obstacles in his way, 
namely, (a) enormous ddays in payment to contract-ora; 
(b) unnecessary interference in the cxocution of works 
requiring professional ilkill; (c) dual control over the 
flllhordinate staff. If these ol.sta.drs are removed, and • 
di8trict engint-ers 11ub~titut&d, l\·hich I am going to pro
pose for thr pr('l!ent, the divi~ional local fund engineering 
Feheme will, it appears to rne, be an ideal arrangement. 
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Since the transfer of roads and buildings, the Public 
• Works Department have reduced some of the sub-divi
sions, and by further decentralization and re-organiza· 
tion it is possible for the Public Works Department to 
effect further rm).uction in the staff. My proposal is 
that a qualified engineer should be appointed for each 
district, and to him should be entrusted all construe· 
tion of original works up to Rs. 50,000, whether belong· 
ing to local bodies or not ; the maintenance of feeder 
and unimportant roads is already entrusted to him. 
The distinction between the so-called " ~ mperial " and 
" Provincial" works should be done away with. For 
instance the post office and the tahsil buildings in Brahma
puri arc maintained by the Public Works Department, 
while all the other provincial buildings are maintained 
by the local fund engineer. 

(6}. As regards execution ol works, it must always rest 
with a well organizod trained staff under the technical 
contrul of Public Works Department officers. Tho oxperi-

, mont of getting district council schools, and other works, 
carried out departmentally through members was tried 
in one of the districts of tho •Nagpur Division, and it 
proved a complete failure. Almost all the works were 
badly done, and in most cases the estimates had to be 

_revised in the light of the expenditure incurred by the 
non-official lay member. Thoro are very few non-official 
members who evince active intcre~t in the works, 
and those who are willing to spare their time do so only 
in case the work conduces to the improvement of their 
own villa.gc. The district councils make th('ir own 
budgets ; sanction the programmes of yearly work and 
retain the classitfcation of works and the financial con
trol entirely in their hands. Since the introduction of 
tho scheme, powers of district councils in respect to 
administrative sanction of works, and also in respect 
to establishments, are grca1Jy increase~ Tho chairman 
has power to sanction any requisition up to Rs. 300. 
The council can sanction an estimate up to Rs. 5,000 
as against Rs. 1,500 in former days. Similarly with 
regard to establishments, councils can appoint any sub
ordinate on Rs. 100 without reference to the Commis· 
sioncr. With these increased powers on the part of the, 
district councils it is quite possible to entertain the 
services of the district engineers at each district and posses
sing powers approximating to thoM of an Executive 
Engineer. This district engineer should be regarded as 
a local executive officer in his district (both for the local 
board as well as the Public Works Department), and 
should work under the civil control of the Deputy 
Commissioner, I further beg to propose that the 
exfcutivc unit of the divisional Commissioner should 
coincide \'lith the executive unit of the Puhlic Works 
Department. The co-ordination of the Public Works 
Dop;utment divisions with revenue divi!i'ions will facilitate 
working a groat deal, and will also rcuu~e unne<·e3snry 
correspondence and delays. Several estimates of the 
Public Works Department are to be administratively 
approved by tho divisional Commissioner. If a senior 
Executive Engineer, wit.h powers of a Superintending 
En"ineer is plnccd in charge of a dh'ision coterminus with 
the" divi~ional Commissioner, the work of the Public 
\Vorks Department administmtion will greatly improve. 
The divisionnl Executive Engineer will then remain under 
tho civil control of the divisional Commissioner. The 
executive st:l!I will thus roughly consist of five divi
~ionnl Executive Engineers, \'lith powers of the Superin
tending Engineer, and twenty-two district engineers; 
with powers of the present Executive Engineer of the 
di,·ision. 

(7). Under tho arrangement suggested above, the direc
tion of general policy vests in the local bodies, as regards 
'thdr own works. while the execution of works with 
ccrh\in resl1rvations vests in the Public Works Depart
ment. The district councils and local bodies may cause 
the district engineers to furnish any returns, or reports 
on progrt'SS of work,-~r on other matters appertaining 
to tlwir admu1i:!tration, and they should rota.in the 
financial eontrol. But with regard to execution of works 
the di.:ltriet engineers should have a fre~ hand in the 
~ua.ttcr, and should work under the techmcal control of 

Public Works Department 'exrerts. This 8yst()m will 
have t~e advan,t~ge of. ensurin'g a conti~uous and strong 

• executive adm1mstratwn, by an officwnt paid staff 
while. m,aintaining the c?rp?rate control and activit; 
of d1stnct boards or chstrwt councils. This system 
will also remove the difficulty now experienced in the 
administration td local fund public works, especiaJly 
when non-officill4 chairmen are busy profesHionnl men. 
At present chairmen of local board~ are authorized to 
carry on works up to Rs. 200, with the help of village 
agency. But this is not actually done in practice. For 
a ~rk of even Rs. 10, the sub-overseer is asked to 
prepare an estimate and furnish a bill. This mav be 
done away with. 'l'he limit of nilnor works carried out 
by village agency should be raised even up to Rs. 500, 
and the chairman vf th() local board, whether official or 
non-official, should have all discretion in regard to the 
disposal of such works. 

(8). Again, I would like to point out that the existing 
system of execution of civil works in each district, 
through the dual agency of Public Works Department 
and local fund divisional engineer, though it may be 
suitable to some extent, cannot be considered to he 
economical. There is, it appears to me, an unneces· 
sary duplication of executive machinery. The staff of 
each agency, while passing over either the roads or 
buildings, whether in the constructiOJ,l or in maintenance, 
devote their attention to only such works as are 
within their own jurisdiction, and naturally overlook 

• such works as are in charge of the other agency. They 
cannot make for economy as, under those circumstances, 
thl'l time and energy of both the ageJtcies are part.ially 
wasted. On the other hand, if there is only one agency 
in a district, there will be no such waste of time and 
energy, as full advantage could be taken of such journeys 
for purpose of inspection and control. There would at 
once be a saving on one set of establishment and travel· 
ling allowances that have to be paid. Again, if there is 
only one agency of execution in a district, it could have 
full command oyer the local labour, and avoid competi· 
tion between contractors of both the agencies. It is 
now to b,e considered which of the two respective agencies, , 
local fund or regular Fublic Works :Cepart.ment should 
be expanded, and which reduced. To stimulate indus· 
trial activities, and as a further step towards decentr;.J. 
ization, the expansion of the local fund agency is 
obviously the one which must be advocated. Instead 
of having local fund engineers for each civil division, 
as at present, the introduction of district engineers 
with qualifications of Assistant Engineers, but with 
powers of the present Public Works Department Execu
tive Engineers will, it appears to me, promote both 
economy and efficiency. As regards superior engineer
ing supervision of works, requiring higher technical 
skill, and for the general supervision over district Engi· 
neers, divisional Executive Engineers, of the rank of t.he • 
present lst grade Public Works Department Executive 
Engineers may be advantageously and economically 
employed, and the functions of Superintending Engi· 
neers should be merged in those of the Chief Engineer. 

(9) .. I now come to the Public Works staff. The Pu!Jlio 
Works Department of the Central Provinces ar,d Berar' 
at present consists of 1 Chief Engineer, 2 Superintending 
Engineers, 10 Executive Engineers, and, on an average, 
4 sub-divisional officers, under each of the Executive 
Engineers. The administration of the Department is 
under the Chief Engineer, and his staff consists of 1 
Under Secretary and I Assistant Secretary with a fully
equipped office. If the figures of the cost of original 
works and repairs, and the expenditure incurred on 
!lstablishmcnt for the last three years are taken into 
account, it will be seen that about 30 per cent. of the 
total outlay on establishment is spent on the staff under 
the bead " Direction." It seems to me that some 
economy is possible in the establishment charges, by 
reorganization of the staff and decentralization of powers 
to various subordinate officers, as outlir.ed by me above. 
In the year 1914-15 the original works and repairs cost 
about Rs. 61,67,000 in rewnd figures, as against the 
establishment charge of Rs. 10,19,000 which are equiva. 
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• 
lent to 16·94- per cent. on total outlay. In the year 
HH5-16 the tot<ll outlay was estimated at Rs. 52,4.),000 
and Hs. 10.31!.000 on works and establishment, respec· 
tivcly, and the percentacre which the charges for estab· 
li~hment bear to the estimated expenditure on worka 
and repairs came to ahout 19·64. In 1916-17 the estab
li~hment charges are estimated at 24-·36 per cent. of the 
total outlay on works Rs. 42,i0,000 and on establish· 
ment Bs. 10,40,000. The latter two are estimated 
fi)!ures, while the former is actual. Thu11, on an average 
the percentage which the cost of establishment bears 
to the expenditure on works and repairs comes to about 
20 per cent. These charges are exclusive of the works 
establishment which are charged to the estimates, which 
1 am informed are never more than 4 per cent. Out 
of the 20 per cent. on establishment 6 per cent. are 
appropriated by " Direction," i.e., the Chief Engineer 
and 2 Superintending Engineer11, with their establish
ments, and the remaining 14 per cent. cover the "Con
struction," i.e., the Executi\'e Engineers, sub-divisional 
officers and other lower subordinate staff. In ease 
the district engineers' scheme, as suggested before, is 
considered practicalJle, and is accepted, it is possible 
to effect. some economv .in the higher Public Works 
fltaff. There are in all twent.y-two districts in this prov• 
ince of which 11ix are considered first-class, ten second· 
claRS and six third-class. For a first class district, a 
district engineer of the rank of provincial Executive 
Engineer will be.· necessary. For a second-class district 
Assistant Engineers, first grade, and for a third-class 
sub-engineers: first grade, with powers of Executive Engi· 
neers, will be able to cope with the \\·ork. The diVJ· 
sional Executive Engineer v. ill be an officer of the rank 
of senior Executive Engineer of tried abilities. It is pre
mature to offoc definite suggestions regarding reorgani· 
zation on these lines at tlus stage. But. one thing i1 
certain that there could be no reduction in the " Con
struction " and " Supervision " staff as long as the 
present methods of t.he Public Works Department are 
not changed. But with centralization of powers in the 
divisional Executive Engineer, some economy in the 
higher staff, namely, the Chief E~ineer and Superintend
ing Engineers, is likely to be effected. As regards the 
main trunk roads, they must remain exrlusi\'ely under 
the Public Works agency, and under the direct control 
of the divisional Executive Engineer, who v.·ill have a 

• separate staff consisting of upper subordinates and sub· 
overseers according to the lengths of roads. There will 
be one objection to this s)'stem, namely, that the dis
trict and divisional st.aft will travel for inspection by 
one and the same road, but this is unavoidable in view 
of the importance of the maintenance of these roads. 
For Luilding projects over Rs. 5o.OOO, a special tem
porary stalf may be appointed, from time to time, charge
able to respective works. 

(10). l\ow that the standard plans are prepared and 
adminttratively sanctioned for various classes of ch·il 
buil<lit ,~. and archit.ectural designs required for imperial 
works like counril cl,anlbers, general post offices, etc., 
etc., are generally rec!"ived from the Government of 
India Archit{'('t, the work of,. the divisional Executive 
Enl-'ineers and district engineers will be rendered rather 
ea~y and where standard. plans exist, the final disposal 
of all the works could safely be entrusted entirely to 
those oflirers. 

(II). As far as my information goes, I ran say that there 
ifl too much oftlcc work for an Ex('('utive Engineer of the 
divi~ion, owing to his powers heing restricted, with the 
result that the actual ex('('ution of works is naturally 
ldt to his assistants. If the )fanual of Orders is so 
rel'ist-d as to j.!ive more powers to the divisional E:x('('U· 
til'e Engineers and di~trirt enl!ineers, with regard to 
s:mrtitlll of estimates and rontr:wt~. the offiee work will 
he I.!Tt'~ltlv r('llured, and they "-ill be more free to make 
JM•riodie;lj insp('('tions. It ~·ill be a f!Teat relit"{ if an 
att;•mpt is mad!" to discoura:-'e red-tapism "l1ich generally 
t'xi~tli in all ottict'.s. 

l.IU... • (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
1\Ub·branches.-So far u my experienc-e gOt'S, tl.e t'ulolic 

Works Department meets the needs of the other 
departments of the admini~tration, and thl" relations 
inltT st of the nrious sub-divi~ions of tht" Buildings 
and Roads Branch, sanitarv, arrhit€Ctural, electrical and 
civil en!,rin~ are satisfact()ry. Sometimes, complaints 
are heard regarding delays in complying with the v•orks 
of certain departments. but they are unavoidahle, owing 
to the multiplirity of bodies and departments they have 
at pret~ent to deal with. 

1,165. (V.) Decentralization.-F urther dl:'('entt aliza. 
tion, within the Public Works D<'partment, is desirable 
with regard to (a) establishment, (b) &('COUnts branch, 
(r) administration. As to (a) I have made a few remarks 
wlule dealing with point (III.). As to (b) it is advantage
ous to appoint a committee consisting of experts in the 
accounts branch, and experienced offirers in the J>uLlic 
Works Department to consider if the present account 
rules cannot be simplified. As to (c) the powers of 
Superintending Engineers and Executive Engineers should 
be greatly increased as regards sanrtioning estimates, 
etc. I ha,·e alreadv su!!gested that the divisional Execu· 
ti\'e Engineer should ex~rcise the powers of the Superin
tending Engineer, and the funrtions of present Superin
tending Engineer should be merged into those of the Chief 
Engineer. 

1,166. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Public 
Works Department Code is not being made use of in 
the Local .Fund Department, and henee I am unable 
to say anything on this point. 

1,167. (VD.) Education and (Vlll.) Practical train· 
ing.-The education ia large colleges, sueh as Roorkee, 
Sibpur and Poona is excellent. But more practical 
training will improve the career of the students, and 
will make them fit both for private. enterprise and gov
ernment appointments. At present, the students have 
too much theoretical work to do while in college. The 
syllabus, wluch is at present very exhaustive, requires 
radical change. There is too much chemistry, physics, 
and branches of mathematics such as conic sections, 
ete. It will be better if the principal of the college is 
selected out of the PulJJic Works Department. In the 
Poona College of Engineering, where I studied a few 
years ago, it was the practice to appoint senior Executive 
Engineers of the Public Works Department as ilfincipal 
before .being raised to the position of Superintending 
Engineer. The object of this, apparently, seemed to be 
that the students should ha,·e the advantage of being 
coached in a practical manner, so as to make them tit 
to take charge of any offiee in the Department after 
they pass. Among the departmental principals I know 
of are Mr. H. F. Beale· now the SuFerintending Enl!i
neer, Central Division, Bombay, ~Ir. F. L. (now Sir 
Frederick) Sprott, the President of the Bombay Improve. 
ment Trust, and Major (now Colonel) Scudamore, R.E., 
the present Superintending Engineer of the Southern 
Division of the Bombay Presidency. After )fajor 
8cudamore retired from the coll~e, a professor of science 
has been made the principal of the engineering collel!e. 
Provided a senior Executive Engineer, with re<tuisite 
qualifications for the headship of an engineering colle<,.te 
is a>ailaLle, his appointment would be an ideal arrange
ment. Another ad\'antage of a departmental ofiicer 
being the principal of the f•ngineering college is tl1at 
he, in his ea~acity as Superintending Engineer, may 
sel('('t some of the picked students for hold.ing awoint· 
roents of temporary Assistant Engineers in (·harge of 
large \l'(;rk'>, or to be the head of a private enterprising 
firm that the Gol'ernment of India now desire to encour&j.!e, 
The students must be taken to works in prOj!rC!'.il and 
shown what they have to do in the \II orld. At present 
there iA 110me ptactieal training given in the sltape o! 
road or irrigation sur\'eys and gt'ologieal excursion a, but 
the studenta are not ripe e11ough to grasp the instruo
~oo imparted. I may t('('ommend tl;at after comJ,)et
~ng the theoretical cour!ile, one ~-ear'l! praeti(·al training 
In the coll(i!e itself be made compulsory. 'file college 
should undertake some huild.ing projf'(·til every year 
to be U('('uted under the supen·i.lion of 11enior Htu
denta. 
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RAo SAHIB R. R. ABHYANKER called and ex~mined. 

1,168. (President.) The witness stated that he was· a 
graduate of the Poona College ant} that he had put in 
eleven years' service, all of which had been under local 
boards. For about four years he was district super
visor in Berar, and had been local fund engineer for 
7 years.' · 

1,169. He expressed a preference for the .employment 
of ~ontractors for the execution of works, if such con
tractors were available~ and suggested that a contractor 
might be earmarked for a certain district, or number 
of districts, although he admitted that he could not 
always get good contractors for carrying out local fund 
works, and that the number of such men who could 
execute a work from beginning to end was very limited. 
Some undertook the work and left it before completion, 
greater difficulty in this respect being experienced in 
outlying places than at headquarters. 

1,170. He recommended that the system of road 
maintenance by contract should be tried, as he thought 
it would result in greater economy. He admitted, 
however, that he had not himself tried it as there were 
several difficulties in the way. The system had been 
introduced, in so far as metalling and consolidation of 
roads were concerned, bu~ repairs had been done depart
mentally. Under the existing system, there was a good 
deal of waste, as road gangs were constantly employed 
apd unless they were properly looked after and super· 
vised they wasted their time, and the roads deteriorated. 
There was only one sub-overseer for a whole district 
who was supposed to look after road maintenance in 
addition to his other duties. To remedy this defect 
the efficiency and number of the staff should be increased. 
The complaint that the establishment charges were 
already too high did not hold good in the case of local 
fund works. , 

1,171. One of the difficulties in the matter of the 
employment of contractors was that, as a rule, they 
had not sufficient funds. He had suggested in his 
written evidence that the co-operative credit societies 
might be induced to help them, but admitted that he 
himself did not know anything about the aims and 
objects.of these societies, and hacl. only m,>de tho sugg ,g.. 

tion as he learnt that they gave money at a low rate of 
fu~~ , A 

1,172. An advantage of the system . of registering 
co1tractors, and giving them all the works in particular 
districts, would be that such men, being assured of 
work for three or four years, would be able to keep a 
supply of materials ready. Thus, if one of them had 
au opportunity of getting certain materials cheap, he 
would purchase them for stock. He did not think that 
this would crush competition, as no big contractors 
were in existence at present, and he had suggested this 
method merely as the first step towards the encourage
ment of private enterprise, and believed it was in fact 
the only one by which contractors could be encouraged. 
He would stop the system as soon as new firms of con
tractors were forthcoming, but considered that there 
~as not much likelihood of that. Applications for 
registration should be forwarded by the Public Works 
Department to the Superintending Engineer, or to the 
district mgineer, in the case of local board works, 
with reco!llmendations as to whether the applicant was 
solvent, whether he had previous experience of contract 
work, whether he could afford to keep a mistri or a. 
sub-overseer and whether he was in other respects a. 
good man. If these conditions were fulfilled, the appli
cant would be registered as a contractor. He admitted 
that this system would tend to create monopolies, but 
was willing to risk this in order to stimulate interest 
in contract work which was at- present entirely want-
ina ' 

i',l73. He had had local fund experience in Berar, 
but at that time there was no local fund engineer there; 
his CXJ:)erience in that capacity had been confined to 
Nagpur. The local fund engineer, among his other 
duties, prep::u:ed projects ; all projects costing over 
Rs. 5,000 being se-nt to the Superintending Engineer 

for approval. The latter ;crutinised them, and, if 
accepted, they were sanctioned by the Commissioner. 
Local bodies did not pay for the technical assistance 
of the Superintending Engineer. 

1,174. The witness was in executive charge of all 
works in his division. and was himself responsible for 
their execution. The system was not satisfactory, as 
he had too many masters to serve. The requirements 
of the boards clashed with ·one another, and he was 
often placed in difficult positions. The district staff was 
very bad, consisting only of a supervisor on Rs. 125-
150 and a sub-overseer for each taluka on Rs. 50 pl118 
Rs. 15 travelling: allowance, these salaries being quite 
inadequate for the duties to be performed. The sub
overseers had too much to do and were too few in 
number. He did not get good men as supervisors, as 
the pay was not attractive enough. He recommended an 
increase)n the number of subordinates, and an improve- · 
ment in the prospects of the supervisors, suggesting 
that if supervisors could rise to ].{s. 200 the posts would 
prove more attractive. He admitted this would entail 
a good deal of expenditure, and that the scheme pro
posed would not be cheaper than the existing ~ublic Works 
Department system. The cost of the district establish
ment amounted at present to 16 per cent. of the work 
executed by it, or to 12 per cent. if minor works under
taken on behalf of munieipalities were added. 

1,175. The divisional local fund engineering scheme 
was unpopular for two reasons, ~· _ 

(1) that the district councils wanted to execute their 
own works; and, · 

(2) that they wanted charge of their own staff, and 
wished to select their own contractors. If the divi
sional local fund engineer wished, for example, to 
make an advance, or some similar concession, the dis
trict councils were unwilling to permit it without their 
formal approval. If there \'1-ere a slight change to be 
made in an estimate, they wanted to be consulted, and, 
in general, they desired that the engineers should be 
under their orders. He admitted, however, th~t they did 
not want to interfere in the actual construction of works, 
but that all tha:t they really aimed at were powers of 
control. They felt that some of their powers had already 
been usurped. 

-1,176. The whole of the district staff employed for 
the execution of works was under the orders of the 
divisional local fund engineer. Appointments were 
made by the district council on his recommendation. 
The Deputy Commissioner had power to dismiss over
seers, and the Commissioner to dismiss supervisors, on 
the recommendation of the divisional local fund engi· 
neer and the cistrict council. As a matter of practice. 
all correspondence of this nature passed through the 
district council. The staff were· paid direct by the 
council, and the complaint of the latter ~as that they 
were actually paying for a staff over which they had 
no control whatever. The witness also complained that 
he had too large an area to supervise,-and stated that 
the. only remedy .for this defect was to increase the 
number of divisional funtl. and district engineers. With 
reference· to the remar)( in his written statement that 
there was unnecessary interference on the part of dis
trict councils in regard to professional matters connected 
with the execution of works, he admitted that they 
did not often interfere in the actual construction of works 
but only in the selection of contractors, although 
occasionally they interfered in the actual construction 
as well. 

1,177. With reference to the remark in his written 
statement, that the experiment of getting district schools 
and other works carried out departmentally through 
members was tried in one of the districts of the Nagpur 
Division and proved a complete failure, he explained, 
in detail, the experiment which was tried in the'Warda 
district. About half a. dozen schools were to be built 
by the members themselves. In the case of one school 
for which a sum of Rs. 2,900 had been sanctioned, he 
was asked by the district council tQ advisCl when the 
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work reached the roof le>cl. He inspected the work 
and found that the moncv had teen altoi!ether "'·a.sted. 
An extra ~rum of Rs. tfH) 'had to be spent and the esti
mat-e to be revised. The experiment did not fail Le
cause the particular member was unduly extra¥agant, 
but ten such ca!!es had bee:J. tried and in each one the 
experiment had pro\'ed a complet-e failure. although 
eadt tirue the members had thought that they could 
do the ll'ork cheaper than by utilizing professior>al ager:cy. 
In these cases there was no direct suprvi•ieon, although 
a supenioor used to go to give technical help wh~ne>er 
required by a member. The witness had not himself 
had much experience of small works carried out by 
individual members. The work referted to abm"e waa 
given to a maltptzar. He was hence unable to recom
mend any sy~tem under which works might be carried 
out by members, or even by responsiL!e malguzors. 

1,178. The scheme he recommended .was that there 
should be one district engineer in e-ach district respon
sible for go\'ernment. works and for all local board 
works as well, i.e., only one agency, thereby a ¥oiding 
the present duplication of staff. The Executive Engi· 
neer, who must be a government officer, should be 
under the control of the Deputy Commissioner, just 
as the Civil Surgeon and Forest ofllcers were. He would 
have· no objection to any scheme under which district 
engineers would be placed under the district councils, 
if the latter were rich enough, and had sufficient works 
to enable them to maintain an Executive Engineer of 
their own. He did not, however, think that the stage 
had been reached where government could safely entrust 
its works to the dstriet board agency, as the latter 
could not control such large works a.s the Public Works 
Department had to do. Of the two alternatives, that 
the dstrict engineer should be a government servant 
subject to the Deputy Commissioner, or that he should 
be a district council servant subject to the dstrict 
council, he recommended the first. If he had to do 
public works, he must be responsible to the Public works 
Department. As regards local board works, the boards 
might direct him, and he might correspond direct with 
them, and the district councils might require him to 
furnish reports, but he should be subject to the techri
cal control of the Public Works Department. His 
objtction to the proposal to hand over government 
works to the district councils was that the latter would 
not have sutlicient control over the <:.istrict engineer, 
and hence the work would not be so efficiently done. 

1,179. Under the scheme proposed in his memorandum 
he divided the province 'into twenty-two districts of 
three classes, with the following rates of pay attached 
to the district engineers-

First class 
Second class • 
Third clas.~ • 

Rs. 
600-850 
40{!-600 
250-400 

There would also be a certain number of diviS:onal 
Executive Engineers on Rs. 1,:!00-1,500 with powers of 
~uperintending Engineers. He thus proposed the creation 
of more Executive Engineers, with lesser salaries and 
enhanced powers, and also more Superintending Engi
neers. According to his calculation this scheme would 
effect a saving of Rs. 2* lakhs annually. 

• Mr. Aohyankcr aflff'lmrds elaboraJ.dlw"8 scM. me, IU foUows, 
in a lttter d<ued the :!6th Janll.{Jry 1917. 

The Department will be under one Superintending Engi· 
nocr (Imperial) with powers of the Chief Engineer, U8isted 
by one l'ndcr &>cft'tary, with a staff as large as the present 
t:'upcrint(lnding Engineer's oilioo. He will aLso act a.s the 
&ocft'tarv w the Hon'hle the Chief Commissioner iu the 
Public \\'urks Departml"nt. 

l'ndcr him there wiU he five Executive En~rineers in charge 
of the five civil divisions of the provinoe with powers of the 
Superint(•ndin~ Engineer. 

.For each of the civil dh;trictti there will he one dh;trict 
engineer with powers of tho prtll!ent Executh·e Engineer. 
Uut of the t Wl'nty.two district.!, six are considered tinst
dil&~, ten st·o.md-ciil.SS and six thlni·da&~. 

fur • fir.st-cl.a.;;s district there sh•mH be • district engi
neer of the rank of present provincial Executive Engineer • 

... 

1.180. The main trunk roads should be in charf!e of 
the dinsiorcal Executi'>e Enginl'el' (an officer excrcisirg 

· the same powers a.s the pr('S('t:t Superinter:diDg Engi· 
n~) 11·!to should have a separate staff for the construc
tion and maintenance of such roads and for lar1=e build· 
ings. His objection to handiPg Ol'er the main roads 
to district engir.eers was that they would, except in small 
etations, be already "ery busy al!d it mi;;:ht not be 
possible for them to de¥ote sufficierot attention to this 
side of their work. He thert>fore propo,•>;t'd that the 
main roads should be 11.t:der the Supcdntending Engi· 
necr as a safeguard against deterioration. He admitted, 
however, that the maiuterance of trunk roads did not 
require any great e~~·ineering skill, and that he had 
made his proposal only with a l'iC"I'i h> reduce the 'f.·ork 
of the district engineers. He also admitted the general 
proposition that a district officer could look after a road 
much better tl:.an a Superintending EnginS*lr who had a 
large area to superl'ise. -

Ll81. He suggested that students should undergo one 
year's practical training to be carried out in the college 
which should undertake some small building projects 
and execute them under the supenision of senim 
students. He admitted, however, that it would be a 

Out of the ten district engineers of second-class districts, 
five should be Assistant Engineel'l', Imperial, and five junior 
provincial Executive Enl(inoors. 

The six third-class diStricts should have suh-engincers, 
first grade. . 

With these few remarks I herewith enclose a statemen~ 
showing the cost of the stall required. 

Stalement skowi111} t.~ cwt of tlul staff required. 

Particulars. Pay per 
mensem. Per annum. 

B.s. :&. 
Superintending Engineer and his staff lUI 6-1,000 

per Surerinl~nding En11ineer 1st Urcle, 
tw~ page 6J o( Public Works Depart-
ment, Buildings and Roads Brandl, Pro- 1 
vincial Civil Works Rudget for 1915-16. I 

1 Under Secretary on Rs. 1,000 per menaem 1,000 x 12 = 12,000 
including local allowance, et<:, 

5 Di\isional Engineel'!l average pay for UOO X 5 x 12 •84,000 
~~~~ ~~- t!;tl~ pltU tra1elliug allounce I 

Ottiee establishment for a bon B.s. 700 750 x 5 x 12 -45,000 
plus travclliug allowance &. 50 total. 

Subordfuaw exeeutive >tad to superville 
roads of through commurucatiou-

2 Supen·isoa @ ILl. 2,;0 
including travelling 
alloo.ance • • • 500 

2 Overseen @ B.s. 150 
including tra l'elling 
allowance a • • 300 

4 Sub-ovcrseea @ Rs. 70 
including travelling 
ailowa.Dce • 280 

TOTAL Rs. 1,080 1,080 X 5 X 12 ""6-l,SOO 
---1, 

JBC c~au Dl.$tml.! (6). I 
6 District. engin..ea nerage pay for e.ac·h 900 x 6 x 12 .. 6t,SO 

Rs. 700 plu.~ tra,·ci:ing ~Uo\\ll.nce Rs. 200 I 
total. 

I 

2nd Clan Diltrid1 (10). : 
5 Assistant Enginoors (Imperia.!) average ; 800 x 5 x 12 • (S,OOO 

pay B.s. roo pttU travelling ailowa.Dce 1 

B.s. 200 total. ' 
5 Assistant Engineen, 1st grade, avera~e ' 650x5xl2 •39,000 

pay Rs. 4511 plu1 •a,·elling allowance 
Jl.o. 200 total. 

Jrd ('IIUI Di8tridl (6). 
6 J)ist.rict. engu-s of the r,.llk of Sub- , t50x6xl2 -~2,.00 

En~ineel'll, aYerage pay_& auu pltU tra· ; 
..-elliug aiJowance B.<. I ;,o total. 

Offi(-e esta.l.Jislwlent of :!2 JJ~otrict Engj. , 600 x 22 x 1~ •1,~8,4< 0 
~. I 

Lmw s~~- ttn.6 lor zt DY.. 1 

15 Supenison ~ &. 250 
incluJ.wg t,rHC>llirag allow· 
:moo • • • • a, j 50 

22 O\·crseers @ Rs. 100 in· 
dudiUg tra\dliDIJ ii!lO~'&JI("e ;J~.::OO 

100 tiUtHI\'Cr&<:*I'S "Y .li.<!. 7\J 
inclu.liug tra\dUlJ;;. allOW• 
&nC<I 7,000 

TO!AL &. 12,\liioO 

GRUD lOYAL 

12,!150 X 12 " •1,66,~ 

7,17,&c.O 
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better pla:J. if, at the end of their college course, students 
were rer1uired to undergo practical training either in the 
l)ublic Works Department or under some reliable con
tracting firm. He considered that during this period 
11tudents should be paid about Rs. 60 a month, as unless 
they were paid a living wage they would not undergo 
the course proposed. He admitted that they got only 
Rs. 60 a month, even when appointed, but added that 
they received, in addition, travelling and divisional 
allowances which brought their emoluments to nearly 
Rs. 100. 

1,182. (Jlr. Cobb.) He admhted that the main reason 
why district councils were discontented was because 
they ,;anted to have the power to seTect their contractors, 
which power they had formerly enjoyed. They took a 
good deal of interest in their own works, and took res
ponsibility when they were allowed to do so. The 
school work referred to by him, as having been carried 
out by a meml\er of the board, was given to the member 
practically as a contractor. He was entrusted with the 
work and the necessary funds were placed 1!-t his disposal. 
There had, however, been a great waste of money which 
the district councils had had to make good. They 
made no difficulties about it, as the member was one 
of themselves, but stopped the practice of giving work 
to individual members. 

1,183. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) 'J'he witness had 
measured the work on the school when it came to roof 
level, and had found excesses in the purchase of inaterials. 
40 000 bricks were required, while the number of bricks 
p~rchased was 70,000, and there was no satisfactory 
explanation as to where the rest of the bricks had gone. 
He reported the matter to the district council, but 
they took no notice of it. He also made a general reporC 
to the Deputy Commissioner who stopped the practice 
altogether. . . 

1,184. One of the duties of the divisional fund engi
neer was to make standard plans for the smalle~ works 
such as primary schools. He admitted that there were 
Public Works Department standard plans, but these 
were on a costly scale, and as a very large number of 
schools were required the divisional fund engineer 
prepared his own plans, reducing the cost. These 
plans were submitted to the district council, whet ob· 
tained the approval of the sanctioning authority. The 
Public Works Department plans were good enough, but 
sometimes a school was required to be built for as small 
a sum as Rs. 500, and as the demand for education was 
steadily increasing standard plans were prepared to suit 
local conditions. 

1 185. The rate of 12 per cent. for establishment 
cha~·ges included 4 per cent. for direction: 

1,186. He did not know that t.he system of road main· 
tenance by contract had been tried and had failed, but 
suggested that even in that case it should be tried again, 
If the system were adopted he would simply measure 
and mark the metal collected, and, by going over the 
roads from time to time, would see that they were kept 
in condition. 

1,187. He passed out from college in 1904 and was 
for some time supervisor in Amraoti. He doubted 
whether he would prosper if, with his twelve years' 
experience, he started work as a contractor. He did 
not consider that contracting was attractive at the 
present time. 

1,1&8. He considered that practical training should be 
given to students, and that some system should he intro
duced under which marks should be allotted both for 
practical and theoretical training, the conferring of the 
degree depending on the aggregate number of marks thus 
obtained. 

1,189. (J!r. Mackenzie.) He got an appointment almost 
immediately after passing out of the college, and had 
had no previous practical training at the time. He had 
obtained his practical training during his service, which 
had been under local boards throughout. At first his 
duties consisted in constructing small schools, but later 
on he had been entrusted with larger buildings and had 
been employed on the maintenance of roads. On corning 
out of college he knew nothing about machinery. 
:Mechanical engineering was his optional subject at 
Poona, and although he had leamt some elementary 
principles while there, he did not know sufficient to be 
able to apply them in practice. 

1,190. With reference to his statement that sub·divi
sional officers got travelling allowances in addition to 
pay, which increased their emoluments, he was aware 
that travelling allowance was not supposed to be a 
source of income, but when a sub.divisional officer was 
1n charge ·of a large area he usually made something 
out of it. 

1,191. (Sir Koel Kershaw.) With reference to the ques
tion whether there was no legislation which prohibited 
members of district councils and local boards from having 
any interest in the contracts of these bodies, he explained 
that the member to whom the construction of the t1ehool 
was entrusted did not take it as a contractor, but was 
supposed to execute the work under his own supervision 
as a member of the board acting thus as an agent of the 
board. 

1,192. He stated that the rates for divisional local 
fund works were practically identical with the Public 
Works Department rates, and that the actual cost of 
constructio..1 was also about the same. 

The HoN'BLE RAO BAHADUR K. G. DAMLE, B.A., L.L.B., Vice-Chairman, District Board, Akola. 

Written Statement. 

1,193. (I.) Econoqly' and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-Not. heing in direct contact 
with the working of the Public W~rks. Dcpartmen~, 
I cannot say whether its pre~ent workmg 1~ as econonu
cal as it can possibly be under the present Circumstances. 
,Judging, however, from the figures for the last two 
years for the Central Provinc'lS and Berar, the exp~nses 
on the Public Works Department establi8hment form 
very M<lrl.v 20 per cent. of the total ·expenditure 
annually m~J.de by that Dcparti:\Ont on _Pt~hlic wo~ks. 
Theso figunl'l lead to the concluswn that 1t. ~~ exce~s1ve, 
if not e~travagant, to spend on mere e~tablishment as 
much as one-tifth of the tota.l cost. If m the ca~e of a. 
private work estimated to cost Rs. 100 a. .~an lS told 
that he will have to pay Rs. 20 as superVIsiOn charges 
and that ho will have further to bear the charges of a 
contractor's profits, at le:tst 10 per cent., he is practi
callv told that for a paymeut . of ~· 10~ he will get 
a ":ork ext>cuted tho value of whtch ts Rs. 10. The man 
is ~nro to remark that it is not economical to entrust 
a work to the Pnhlic ~Yo~ks Ikp~rtment. 

(~). The poptJar preJudtce3 agrunst . the extravagant 
estimates and expenditure of the Public Works Depart-

mont is proverbial and well expl'€s~cd in common pnr· 
lanco by the expresginn 'Pnblw Waste Department.' 
which i~ used to des~ribe the working of this Depart
ment. Tlris popular prejudice may, or may not, be 
well founded ; but tho natural question arises why shottld 
there grow up such a strong popular prejudice against 
this Department. Anyhow, it is for tho members of 
that Department dispassionately to come forward and 
remove this prejudic•J. 

(3). A private owner will try every nerve to sa~e a8 

much as he possibly c:1n, or to reduce the expemhture 
to the lowest possiblo minimum, when he gets a work 
executed under his rlirect supcrvi~ion. He is not inclined 
to make a liberal estimate for the work he wants 1zl get 
done. Ho will actua.lly seo the work while it is in pro
gress and after satisfJing himself that overyt!:ing i~ 
economically and well done, will pa:r for the ~ode. fl., 
wiil ca.refully ex<tmine each item of ~xpcnd~tur;;, es~1 
mated for and will see that each item IS carrwd out U\ 

the host poos:ible manner and at a cheap priee. He 
will be scrupulously anxious to sr.cure economy, because 
the money goes out of his pocket directly. The sanw 
amount of m·er·scrupulousness in the framing of an 
estimate cannot possibly be expected from his servant. 

• 
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however cliligent and faithful be may be, because be 
will not have the penitent heart to fool the loss when 
his pocket iB not touched in the leA~t. The estimates, 
therefore, prepared by the Public Works Depa~ment 
muRt in the nature of thlnll'S, be preRumed to be liberal 
to ~me extent. In drawing up 8 standard schedule 
of rate!! 8 fairly large margin is necessarily allow~ for 
the contra.ctor's profits. In fa.ct, where there J8 no 
natural incentive to exert and go about finding where 
the same material can be secured or the same work 
executed most chMply, tbe tendency is to avoid going 
into greater details and to fix an arbitrary mean as a 
suitable measure for calculation. 

(4). In the case of district board works, I have found 
that contra.ctors readily rome forward for cf'Ttain classes 
of works, but are vary reluctant to take up others. For 
building works they very often express reluctance, say· 
ing that the rates usually proYidecl do not l~ad to a 
profitable working. In the case of works whiCh they 
readily undertake the inquiry 8hows that the rates 
provideil for them l~a~e an attra.ctiv~ margin of profit 
to them. This parttahty for a certam clas,s of works 
on the part of contractors shows the unsatiRfactory 
preparation of the schedule of rates. If the schedule 
of rates drawn up by the Public Works Department 
were worked up. with a scientific accura.cy, and the 
differences due to iarying local conditions were accu
rately measured and inoorporatOO. in such scheduled 
rates, there would be no valid reason, ior co':trac~rs 
fighting shy of one class of works and eagerly JUmpmg 
at another. 

(5). In spite of this obvio11s and inherent elasticity in 
its compilation, the schedule of rates is largely followed 
both bv the district boards and the Public Works De
partme~t. with the natural result that honest contra.ct. 
ors h~tve to lose in certain classes of work and to gain 
in others. This encourage> bad working. As cont.ract
ors cannot afford to lose, their works cannot. be up 
to the mark. Such works as t.hey ao have to he passed 
as a matter of course. These obsc,rvations are intended 
only to point out that it is extremely neeessary that a 
strong committee of professtonal experts may be asked 
to examine the position and to lay down a schedule 
of rates for general guidance. After this is done, 'there 
should be one independent itinerant officer for a. pro
vince to ma.ke constant personal inquiries in different~ 
loealities and to suggest alt~rations in the rates from 
time to time and from district t<> district. 

1,194. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-! 
have been continuously working as Vice-chairman, 
Di~trict Board. Akola (Berar) since 1903, and worked 
as Honorary Secretary, Akola Municipality. for about 
Rix years before that.. My experience, therefore, of 
the working of the Public Works Department ia ex· 
tremely limited, blling confined only to such works a.s 
were transferred for execution to that DepartmPnt 
under the rules in' force for district board works. The 
works usually got done by the local bodies, through 
th:1t Department, being quite simple ,in rharacter and 
cheap in cost, as compared with the government works, 
the experience I gained from the works executed for 
local bodbs by this d.epartn ent is natur;\Ily bound to 
la.ck in extent and variety. But ha,'ing had to control 
a loeal fund public works staff. which consists of sub
on:TRoers, overseers and supervisor, the last of them 
JIDilsMs.ing qualifications equal to those of the members 
of the upper subordinate establishment of the Public 
Works Department, whose methods of working are 
al~o r<"!!nlated bv the svst~m and rules in force in the 
Public Works Th.>partm~nt, I think I have had sufficit>nt 
opportnuilies to form an opinion on some of the points 
falling ";thin the sco~ of the inquiry entru~ted to 
thi~ rommittt>e bv the Government of India. 

(:!). l wish to offor my t'XJWriCUCt', with special refer. 
l'll<'ll to tho ~tll!l!~tion whi('h ur(!'es that much ~rreater 
Ul<ll ran be m&de by (!'OvernrMnt of Jural bodies who, 
at P"~"nt. «>mploy a skilled puhlic works agt>nry and 
thE-n t<l ofl\'1' ~>nc·h .,-nl'ral I'('IIHirks M I "ish to m~kll 
on a ft·w other points eovl'retl by tloe inqui1y, 

VOL. II 

-... 
(3). The lOI'a) fund. public works staff entt-rta.ined by 

the Akols District Board, consi~ts of (1) A )(l('a.) fund 
!!Upervisor getting a pay rising from Rs. 150 to Rs. 350 
per mrn!'em, (2) throo ovrfSt.'t\rs whose ~mlaries range 
ootween J¥. 60 and Rs. 100, (3) elevt>n I!Ub·OY("rs~rs 
whoRe pay varies between Rs. 40 and Jtq, 60. Eaeh 
member of the~ staff gets a fixed conveyance allowance 
and travelling allowance ll.<'cording t<> the Civil Servire 1 

Re'l'Ulations. The annual aYerage expenditure on works 
executed by this staff is Rs. 1,70,000 in round figurrs. 
The nature of workll usually done by them is very simple 
t.g., school buildings, serqis, rhattlci.,, bazMr sheds and 
cattle-pounds, veterinary dispt'nsa.rit'.\1, board offices· 
sinking or de!lpening of wells, construction of roads and 
causeways, ma.intenance of roads and general repairs 
to existing board works. Professior.al check and super· 
Vieion over all distriet board works in· Berar are exercised 
by a local fund di'vi~ional en¢neer, whose pay ranges 
between Rs. 400 and Rs. 600 per month. For each 
taluq, there is a taluq board constituted which works 
under the control of the di~trict board. Ea.ch toluq 
board has its sub-overReer, who executes works costing 
under Rs. 200, and such work!! above Rs. 200 and 
below Rs. 500 as are entrusted t<> him by the district 
board. The sub-overseer's work!! are checked and 

·supervised by overseers, who are in their tni:n controlled 
by a local fund supervisor. 

(4), In the ca.~e of huildingA, ordinarily the same kind 
of work, but. of a greater magnitude, is done by the 
Publi<1 Work~ Department in the district. The Execu
tive Engineer's charge of buildings ordinarily cqvers 
government buildings and roads in a district, and the~e 
buildings are the Deputy Commis~ioner's court, different 
offices, civil courts buildings, high school and anglo· 
vernacular school buildings, dispensaries, police and ferest 
offires, quarters for government servants and the like. 
The construction of roads often involves bridges, culverts 
and causeways. The architectural value of the two sets 
of buildings-one executed by the Public Works Depart. 
ment and the other by the )gcal fund public works 
staff is pra.ctically the same, under ordinary circum. 
stances. If a district board school contains small dimen· 
Aions of structure, the anglo-vema.cular or high school 
contains very much the same kind of structure, but of 
greater dimensions. A mere increase in lengths, breadths 
and heights makes no material difference in the quality 
or order of a work. The actual execution of these large 
works in the Public Works Deparqnent is done exactiy 
by officers who rank equally with the members of the 
district board localfund public works staff, There are 
standard plans and specifications for many buildings in 
both the departments, and in cases where variations 
are required, a proper scrutiny is exercised in both the 
departments. In fact the procedure adopted in both 
the departments, for the execution of works, is identi· 
cal. All things being thus equal, the government can 
very well exercise economy oy entrusting to the dis
trirt hoardl! many of its simple works, large as well as 
small. In my opinion, it is possible for the govern• 
ment 1:9 reduce much of the Public Works staff in this 
way. 

(5). In the case of government buildings to be executed 
in a -given district, the simplest way I could BU/Zgest 
would be for the government Public Works staff to 
design a.ad plan out these buildings, wherever no 
standard desigus "'ould &uit, and leave the execution 
work to the district board local fund puhlic works 11taff, 
which would prepare the necessary estimates. 'These 
estimates may be scrutinised by the Public Works 
Department. Once the estimate so prepared and scruti
nised is duly approved, and the ..amount of estimate 
sanctioned and allotted to the di~trict hoard, the matter 
of ext'<'ution should devolve on the dil!trict board Jc,tal 
fund staff. Ordinarily, large government buildingH, the 
construc·tion of whkh would require profersional ~kill 
anq control of a higher type than tl1at poilloltAI!OO and 
exereised by the distri<·t board local fund flU iJlic work. 
staff, are very rare. Such government building~ as 
require l'xtrnnrdinary skill, or ~upei'V'i.i!ion, may continue 
to Le dune Ly the PulJ!ic Worki Depa.rtment. 

T 
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(6). The case of repairs to existing buildings stands, be well d?ne and t.he govem~e~t will save considerably 
however, on a different footing, ordinarily speaking, on estabh~hment. In my opmmn, therefore, time has 
they call for no extra or special skill. Ordinarily these come now for the government safely to trar,'!>fer a large 
repairs consist of (1) lime plaster, (2) colour-wash, (3) portion of its building work to the district board agency, 
cementing, (4) oiling, (5) replacing panes, dooW:J, shutters under nece8sary and proper restrictions. What these -~. 
or windows, (6). turning tiles, and other similar minor restrictions should be it is not necessary for. me to state 
patch works. , ~ here. Those are details which can be worked out later 

· (7). For the execution of these repairs; supervision of a on, by both the departments. All that I feel con-
highly paid staff of engineers is certainly not wanted. strained to observe is, that it is quite pos~ible for the 
Now that·, in Berar, a competent and qualified staff of gbvemment, and that the government would be taking 
sufficient strength is actually employed by the district a right step to devise a scheme for- the transfer of many 

. boards to execute such kinds of works, it is certainly of its building works to the, district board agency. 
profitable and nece3sary that full advantage of this (11). Although I recommend the transfor of many 
local staff should be taken for the execution of govem· ordinary government building works in a district to 
ment buildings. It is quite possible to suggest a suit- the distr1ct board agency, I do see the necessity of leavi.ng 
able scheme for transfer of works in this direction, with-, to the government some measure of powt.r of inspection 
out incurring any danger of deterioration in quality of and checking. By the proposed transfer, the people of 
worH wlrich would be carried out. The quality of the district, whose representatives control the district 
work will not suffer. The Public Works Department board affairs, will virtually be taken into active con
will ba considerably relieved, and its time and attention fidence, and their sympathies and co-operation will be 
better utilized for higher and intrinsically much superior secured to a great extent in the administration of 
kinds of public works, and the district boards will expenditure on works of public utilitv, and such direct 
greatly benefit by the proposed transfer. association of the popular element ·in one important 

(8). (a). The one great advantage to the district board administrative branch will materially add to the moral 
local fund public works staff from tlris transfer of govern- strength and popularity of district~ administration. 
ment buildings will be that it will have many more• (12). In thll"ftttle of roads, the above remarks wilT find 
opportunities afforded to it for executing a variety of greater support. The most important a.nd technically 
works, big and small, than it at present. possesses. difficult part in the construction of roads is their align· 
Given greater opportunities for practical work, the staff ment, drawing and specifications.. This ~hould be done 
will have more occasions to apply its theoretical know· by the Public Works Department. Once that is done 
ledge to practical working, will keep up its efficiency the district .board ·agPncy should be resorted to, in the 
and will make its way for still greater efficiency by show- usual way, for the actual execution of road works. The 
ing better work. The district board works, at present, ' technically difficult and otherwise important part in the 
are comparatively few, and hence th~r opportunities construction of roads being thus controlled and managed. 
to db bnilding works are also few. At present, it is by, the superior officers of the Public Works Depart
the complaint of many, that being unused to do a variety · ment, there remains very little in road making that 

· of works, they have unleamt what they were taught need bother the attention and occupy the time of the 
in the schools. By the suggested transfer of works, highly-paid staff of the Public Works Department. 

·the district board can supply a good amount of work Road makJng in this latter stage, and its annual main· 
to their staff for the application of their book knowledge tenance, can pe safely entrusted_to the district board 

• to practical work to -acquire efficiency. agency. 
(b). From the district board point of view, they have (13). In the case of original works, both of buildings ' 

on hand small works, scattered over wide areas, at places and roads,~ I have so far defined at what stage the 
beyond easy access, where building material and ordi- goveJtlment ean safely delegate execution to the dis. 
nary manual labour are difficult to obtain. 1ransport of trict board agency. In the ca.se llf repairs, however, 
materials in small quantities acroes rough country roads I see no necessity of the Public Works Department 
to distant places, far in the interior, is one great difficulty attending to it•. Repairs to· buildings and repairs to 
which requires to be overcome. The cost of building is roads call for no extra skill. They form part of the 
comparatively so small, the worry and trouble involved ordinary routine, and can l•e well managed by the dis· 
in personal supervision· is so great and the carriage of trict boards. Considering the annual enormous expendi. 
material is so expensive, that there is very little margin ture incurred by the government on original works and 
of profit which can induce a contractor to undertake , repairs in the Buildings anif Roads Branch of the Public 
ordinary district board works. The paucity of substan· Works Department, and the heavy estahlishment charges 
tial works is, therefore, one of the reasons why the dis- borne for tlris expenditure: it certainly seems necessary 
trict boards cannot readily command contractors. Many that.a large saving should be effected by the govern· 
young and intelligent subordinates are dissipating their ment in this direction. 
energy and wasting their time in arranging for details .(1.4). The following t~ble shows the expenditure on 
in execution of small works, which have properly to be · or1gmal works and repairS :
attended to by ordinary mistris, on petty remunera· 
tion. In other words, the staff employed by the dis· 
trict boards does require a higher kind, and a greater 
amount, of work than they are put on at present. 

1914-15 

1915-16 

Year. 

TOTAL 

ORIGIN At. REPAffiS. 

Buildinll!l.·l Roods. Bull dings. Roads. 

Bs. I Bs. :rlls. Bs. 

4,00,519 2,03,621 U,l0,520 4,08,664 

4,76,5961 2,07,108 [1,29,004 8,79,678 

.1 8,77,1151 4,10,729 J 2,39,524 

---
7,88,842 

(ll). There being no sufficient inducement offered by 
.the district board for profitable working, no body of 
local contractors can possibly grow up. There is hardly 
any appreciable scope for competition, and consequently __ 
the staff has often to dQ largely what it is really for a 
contractor to do. By the proposed transfer of govern
ment buildings for execution to the district boo.rd agency, 
the fiold of work will be largely enlarged, stronger induce
menta can be offered and a body of contractors will 
nahm\tty spring up, much more room will be created The above figures will sho~ to ~hat extent delegation 
for rompetition and in a short space of time a class of to district board agency Will relieve the government, 
trained contractors and trained workmen will become and how far the establishment can be reduced at 20 per 
available. The district board vrithin its limited area. ceat. To all intents and purposes the highly-paid 
·will have then sufficient means placed at its command, ' establishment appears to be wasting its time in getting 
in its humble way t() stimulate private enterprise and re~ai:s done to building and roads and in getting 
to create and fo.~ter local industry. buildmgs constructed. 

(10). I am positive that if the proposed transfer of . 1,_195._ (m) Ch~ges in ~rganiz~tion.:-To avoi~ the 
works be given a fair trial, the government works will disSipation of a highly-cultivatt)d mtelligence, and the 
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unneoossary wasre of valuable time and trained labour The latter class st~ds on a very low level in point of 
of the majority of the members of the Public Works education, and the lofty sentiments of public duties 
J:XJpartment staff, it seems desirable that a complete and the corresponding sell.lle of its he.avy responsibilities 
reorganization of the Department should take place, are not yet visible in this cla.sa, at least to that extent 
and to secure economy, without· sacrifice of efficiency, to which thev should exist in a non-official chairn1an. 
the Department should be recruited in both the superior .As regards the class of pleaders, they do posse.ss the 
a.nd lower grades of service as largely as possible from requisite amount of learning, and can acquire the re
the Indian graduaoos of engineering. f.;uitable changes quisite social status, and can display t.act and excellence 
no>ed be introduced in the roorganization Etcheme. To in tlie method of working. In the progress of time, 
attro~.Ct the best local intellect for the engineering however, at a district place, the professional ino.:ome 
profession and for the Department some higher posts of a pleader, owing to competition which is growing 
11hould be reserved for the first two or three candidates keener and keener every day, and owing to the harder 
who top the list of successful candidates at the annual struggle he has to make for his existence, and for the 
competitive university examination in engineering. sat-isfaction of his' ever-increasing -ambitions, is bound 
Promotion to higher grades and pay should be ~!ely to decrease. In fact there would be no surprise if the 
regulated by merit and not by reference to mere length person at the head of the district board was a gentle
of service. · man getting a monthly professional earning far below 

1,196. (Gen.errtl.) So far in dealing with the question the monthly salary of an Executive Engineer whom he 
of delegation of government work~ to the district board was called upon to control. In practical workin~ this 
agency my remarks touch one side only, 11iz., tha economy apparent incongruity would appear to be a serious impedi· 
effected by the government so far 118 its departmental ment to an efficient administration of the loeal body. 
expenditure is concerned. I shall have to see how far This practical objection pre-supposes that the virtue ~f 
such delegation will affect the pecuniary responsibilities integrity and the strength of character which can com· 
as well 118 the ability of the district board to bear this mand resp(lct and obedience are the attendants of riches 
ext.ra charge and to maintain an efficient admiuistra·, or opulence. Personally, I am not of such an opinion. 
tion. There are many noble exceptions to this practical remark. 

(2). From the strength of the staff the district board Persons can be found who can worthily fill the office 
commands at present I believe that, although for the of a non-official chairman although their financial status 
purpose of &llocating respoMibilities and systematising might not be 118 great as th~t of the subordinates whom 
work the establishment actually employed seems neces- ~hey are asked to control. The difficulty, if it be eve]: pre· 
sary and desirable, the staff does not seem lo be giving sented in its accute form, can be br-at got over by the 
a fair amount of return for the remunerations they . district officers intervening, to guide the local bodies in 
receive. In other words, the staff can still bear a fur- making a proper selection of their chairman. There is 
ther charge of works without diminishing their efficiency. no reason1 agail!, why the non-official chairman who is · 
To occupy their full time and to derive the maximum annually to be elected should not be paid a decent 
of benefit from their professionally-trained way of work· honoratium for the responsible work imposed on him. 
ing tho district board can, with advantage, ask this (4). There is one more question which is likely to arise 
staff to do more substantial work. Nevertheless, the and it is this. Will the non-official chairman ever care 
staff will have to be furth61.' strengthened in proportion to inspoct so many scattered works controlled by a 
to the amount of extra burden imposed on them. highly-paid &ubordinate, and will_ not such delegation 
Possibly the prospects of remuneration will have to be result in unduly strengthening the hand of the sub· 
improved, and if the trial of the proposed scheme of ordinate who will practically run the district board 
delegation proves successful, and is eventually carried administration? To this I may suggest a remedy. 
out to the full extent, the district board will very ·likely Non-official members are busy in their own W&J"'!, and 
have to employ an officer of the rank and pay of an are not expected to nndergo the necessary penwnal 
Executive Engineer. The extra cost of a very qualified trouble and expenses for illllpection duty. Time is 
establishment will, no doubt, be adequately covered valuable to them. In such a case, the most effective 
by the percentage charges which the government will remedy is to place facilities of conveyance at their dis· 
have to contribute over and above the actual cost price posal. Free' motor service to non-official members will 
of the works delegated. From a financial point of view save their time and enable them to move out and inspect 
as wcll118 from the point of efficiency the district board work. In other words, 'means can be found to make 
will not be a loser. non-officials move out and exercise a real check on the 

(3). There is one aspect of the situation, herein con- --working of the highly-paid wbordinates. . 
templated, which requires to be rather seriously con- (5). I advocate the delegation of works to the district 
11idorod. In the progress of local self-government, board agency, even though I appreciate the force of the 
where the general cry is for greater expression of the objections pointed out above. These difficulties have to 
popula.r voice in the control and administration of local be faced, and the people have to be trained in the art 
concern, and when the government is also preparing of admini8tering their own public aflail'Jll. So far then 
to meet this popular demand by gradually entrusting I have dealt with the question of delegation of govern. 
the administration of local bodies to the care and control ment works to the district board agency, and have delib· 
of non-official popular representatives, such 118 by allow- orately advocated such delegation, fully convinced, ILl! 

ing these local bodiils to elect their non-official chairmen I am, that such a step will eventually prove greatly 
and to frame their o"ll budgets of revenue and expendi· economiCAl to the government, and largely beneficial to 
ture, etc., we have to considor whether district boards the local bodies . concerned. It is not po81!iblo for me 
can get, as their chairmen, non-ufficial gentlemen who sharply to define the manner and extent of reduction 
by virt.ue of their learning, tact, social standing and that can very likely be effected in the Public Works 
personal character will be qualified to control a paid staff wherever such delegation is posRible, on IIC(',ount of 
servllllt of the position and rank of an Executi,,e Engi- the district board po88681!ing a qualified staff to under
neer. In a district place, we have to look out for such take the government works. I merely expre&'l, a,; my 
a man from two classes only, from the pleaders' class opinion, that some reduction is pol!l!ible in the Pt.blic · 
or from the class of affluent landholders or merchant& Works Department in the way aforesaid. 

The HoN'BLI R.t.o BAHADUB K.. G. D.t.MLI called and examined. 

l,Hl7. (Pruidt:nt) The witness stated that he wa.s 
Vice-chairman of the Akola I:>i:;trict Board, and had 
hold that otli.CEI sinoe 1003. The Deputy Commissioner 
was u-offido eha.irma.n of the board. 

1,198. The executive charge of the district board was 
iu the h-1::d~ of the vire-chairman, who pra.ctically oon· 

trolled_ t_he whole of its adm..ini&tration. The Deputy 
Co~l!llilSlOner only checked and illllpected works, and 
p~g1dtod at m~mgs of the boarrl, and oocaaionally any 
pomts upon wh1ch orders 'll'ere dt.sired were referred to 
him. The 'll"itn('o!l!l Aug~t~ that the chairman might 
be a non-official member uf the board, and that the 

T2 
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Deputy C{)mmissioner need no longer have· any control 
over its affairs. He would tum the vice-chairman into 
a sort of executive officer who would be a whole-time 
paid servant of the district board, at any rate in tht' case 
1f those boards who could afford it. If, however, a 
special officer could not be obtained for this post, an 
honorarium might be paid to compensate the holder for 
~he labour and t.ime involved. He also suggesteq that, 
in connection with inspections, non-official members 
should be provided either with a free motor service 
or with their travelling expEm.ses. The fom1er method, 
he considered, would he the more effective remedy and 
wovld save vn.Iuable time. 

1,199. Works erected by the district board w6re cheaper 
than those erected by the Public Works Dep~rtment 
because, from the figures worked out by his Secretary, 
he found that the establishment charges of the latter 
amounted to 20 per cent., whereas the district board 
charges amounted to between 12 and 15 per cent. It 
was, however, pointed out to the witnesg that the estab
lishment charges of the Public Works Department 
amounted only to about 15 or 16 per cent., so that there 
was very little difference between the two. The rates 
paid by the Public Works Department and by the dis-
trict board, were about the same. -

1,200. The di!!trict board maintaffied a Jargor staff 
than was really IJ.ecessary. It could not, however, be 
reduct'd as under the new scheme the wluka hoards wore 
independent, and were required to maintain a sub-over
seer, although there was not really enough work for that 
officer. The local fund public works staff en1Jertained 
hy the Akola District Board consisted at present of a 
local fund supervisor whose pay was Rs. 150 rising to 
Rs. 350 a month, three overseers whose pay ranged 
between Rs. 60 and Rs. 100 a month, and eleven ~ub· 
overseers, i. e., six for the taluka boards, and five for the 
district board, whose pay varied between Rs. 40 and 
Rs. 60 a month. The whole cost of this establishment 
worked out to about 15 per cont. of t.he cost ~f works. 

1,201. The sanction of the Commissioner was required 
to the appointment of thfl Secretary and any person on 
the local fund public works staff. This sanction was 
required, both to the (•reation of such an appointment, 
and to the actual man selected to fill it.. Thus, the 
sanction of the Commissioner might have to be obtained 
to the appointment of a sub-overseer. In Berar, govern
ment had power to suspend the district board if tha 
Jatter proved inefficient. 

1,202. He advocated that government. should transfer 
the cons.truction and maintenance of all roadt! and build
ings, with the exception of some of the more important 
work.Q, to the district board, government preparing the 
designs of the buildings and leaving the construction 
entirely to the district board, supplying the latter with 
the necessary funds. As to what government control 
would be required, should such a scheme be contem
plated, he t.hought that the appointment of the divisional 
engineer should be approved by the Commissioner, or by 
some professional man, t.g., the Superint.ending Engineer 
and that government should further have the power t{) 
inspect and check worko. He agreed with the 8uggostion 
th·\t, if government after having inspected works con
sidered that the di~trict engineer was incompetent, 
they should have the power to dismiss him. He had 
not thought out the mattt'r definitely, but agreed 
tht\t if governm(;'nt, after an in~pection, found th~tt 
<l considerable amount of money had been wasted by 
the district board or boards, they must have some 
power of control, sine~ the amount of gM"ornment 
money spent by these boards would be proportionately 
largt'. If the district boards did not spend their money 
efficiently, he suggested that government might perh:1ps 
take over the aJilanagement of the works temporarily, 
or in~ist on the appointment of a separate officer for their 
exect~t.ion, who would see that expenditure was properly 
incurred. The salary of this separate officer would then 
be paid by the district board. He did not think it would 
be poss.ihle, if it '\\-ere proved that money had been iWI\sted 
bv the district board, to hold the members of the board 
pe!"Wnally responsible; nor did he think it would be 

I 

satisfactory if, supposing government had given a certain 
sum for the maintenance of its O\\n buildings and this 
money had been wasted by the district board, govern
mont had the power to require that amoUllt to be sot 
aside by the board by curtailing expenditure unde.r some 
other head. 

1,20:1. He thought it would have a good educative 
effect on the district board local fund publio works 
staff, if, as he had advocated, certain government build
ings were transferred to the local board. He considered 
that, so far at least as Berar was concerned, the district 
boards had reached the stage-at which they might be 
entrusted, not only with tho execution of their own 
works, but also with that of government works. He did 
not agree with the suggestion that members of district 
boards should take over and supervise the construction 
of buildings instead of handing them over to the district 
board staff. These ·members, as a rule, were not pro· 
fessional men and could not be expected to exercise 
proper supervision ; it would be possible to trust tliem 
to see that tho work was going on properly, but the local 
fund staff would have to exercise the necessary profes
sional supervision. 

1,201. With reference to the proposal that the con
struction of schools and wells, instead of being carried out 
through the district board staff, should be handed over 
tr: malg1tzars, he explained that pettyworks costing 
Rs. 50, and loss, were already entrusted to the villagers, 
but that works costing over Rs. 50 were generally exe· 
outed by contract. He thoug~t that villagers wore quite 
capable of carrying out works costing less than Rs. 50 
and suggested that small works of the value of Rs. 50 
to Rs. 100 might also be executed by them, but he would 
not yet go beyond the latter figure as, in his opinion, 
they were not at. present prepared to execute works the 
cost of which exceeded Rs. 100. He thought, however, 
that if they showed signs of improvement, their powers 
might be increased. 

1,205. Under the scheme outlined by him, the district 
staff would be responsible for the construction of local 
board works and also for the construction of govern
ment works. As regards supervision, he explained 
that at the pr~sent time the board had a district engineer 
who was in charge of two districts, but if government 
WC':!'ks were transferred to the district board, they migbt 
each maintain an engineer with a Superintending Engine~ 
to control them. His scheme contemplated a district 
engineer for each district, and for the professional super· 

· vision of these officers a Superintending Engineer, or a 
selected divisional engineer, in other words, the district 
board staff would be subject to inspection by an officer 
of about the status of a Superintending Engineer. As to 
the latter officer's powers, tho witness con.sidered that he 
should check plans and estimates, and if, on inspecting 
particular works, he found that the work had not been 
properly dono, he should take those responsible to task 
and be given power to require the district board to carry 
it out satisfactorily. 

1,206. If alignments, plans, etc., were prepared by 
government, all roads including ma.in roads should be 
handed over to the district board for construction and 
maintenance. This system would be as efficient as the 
existing one, and would save staff, since tho local fund 
supervisor at present had to travel throughout his dis
trict and, as he went.from one place to another, he could 
without difficulty inspect government as well as district 
board works. 

1,207. It was his experience that the theoretical train
ing of the existing establishment employed by the district 
boards, was really higher than was necessary for the class 
of work they had to perform. So far, the district board 
had been called upon to execute only the smaller class of 
works, and the subordinate staff obtained for this purpose 
were mostly men who had passed the upper subordinate 
examination. Mistris could not do the work of these 
subordinates, as they had no theoretical knowledge; 
they were only of use in exacting work from labourers. 
He thought, however, that these upper subordinates 
should be given the class of work for which they were 
intended. The district board works requirillg the 
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a.twntion of upper subordinates were at present so very 
few that their appointments were not justified, and the 
maximum benefit was hence not derived from them. 
In Berar, the svswm of a combined cadre for engineering 
appointments ~·as still in force and worked satisfactorily. 
There waa no friction between district boards in connec· 
tion vrith appointments, aa these appointments were in 
the hands of the Commissioner and the board had nothlng 
to do with them. Asked whether this position was 
satisfactory to the board, be stated that it would do at 
the beginning, at any raw, and that the boards would 

· have to be content with this state of things. The advan. 
tages of the combined cadre were so great that, instead 
of the individual, the local board should be sacrificed. 

1,20~. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The alignments, drawings 
and specifications of new roads would, if the system 
advocated by him were put into force, be undertaken 
by the Public Works Department, and some of the more 
important works would also be left to government agency. 
In the caae of the construction of a. bridge, for example, 
a Superintending Engineer would have to draw up the 
design. He did not know whether the number of these 
officers would have to be increased, as he was not con· 
versant with the practical working of the Public Works 
Department, nor oould he say whether the drawing up 
of plans and specifications would occupy the whole time 
of such an officer. 

1,209. (Mr. Mru;kenzie.) The local fund supervisors 
were not in a position, he thought, to prepare their mm 
schedules of rates; the Public Works Department 
schedules were far better. The only objection to the 
Public Works Department schedule was that contractors 
always showed preference for certain items from which 

he inferred that in some other cases the rates were too 
low. 

1,210. (Rai Bahai,n· Ganga Ram.) It would not, be 
thought, be possible to make the chairman of tho distriCt 
board responsible for government money which had 
been wasted by that body. 

1,211. The 12 to 15 per cent. l'.stablishment charges 
of the district board indudcd supcrvi~ion, and the board's 
share of the divisional local fund engineer. It did not 
include any share of the Superintending and Chief 
Engineer. It was pointed out to him that direction and 
supervision cost 4 per cent., and that if this amount were 
added to the district board's 15 per cent., there would 
be no saving. He had built a bouse of his own, a portion 
of the construction of which had been done by a con· 
tractor, and a portion by departmental agency. The es· 
tablishment charges bad been very small-about Rs. 200 
a year. The cost of the building, which had been de
signed by a friend, a local fund engineer, amounted to 
about Rs. 30,000. 

1,212. (Jfr. Cobb.) The members of the Akola District 
Board took an interest in their local works, and were 
quite willing to give their time and energy without pay
ment. The witness added that this should be the spirit 
also in other parts of the province. · 

1,213. (Mr. Durie.) H the Public Works Department 
did any work for the district board, a percentage of 111 
w~charged. 

1,214. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The non·official 
vice-chairman of the district boards were practically 
all pleaders; there was, however, a gentleman of' the 
medical profession on the Amraoti board. 

The HoN'BLE R.&o BARADUB N. K. KELIUR, President of the Balaghat Municipality. 

Written Statement. 
1,215. Before I proceed to place my views on some of 

the points before this Committee, fet me submit humbly 
that it was with unduo haste that witnesses were required 
to sead in their written evidence. If a fortnight's time 
is needed by ~e Committee composed of expert and 
experienced men to study the evidence of witnesses, a 
witness whether belonging to the Department or a stranger 
would require much longer time for study, to be able to 
place before the Committeo anything approaching in· 
tclligent views. Although this CommitttJe was notified 
in Novembl~r last, and general public opinion or criticism 
was invited, it is generally understood that those that 
are selected or nominated by the local Government are 
alone examined verbally before such Committees. In 
consequence o{ this prevailing imprPSSion very few volun
teer their evidence. Within such a ~;hort notice, I believe, 
even engineers and others who have been closely a,.<;.~O· 
ciat.ed with the Department would find it difficult. f.o write 
an elaborate or comprehensive note. It must be much 
more difficult for a man like me who has spent his life in 
the legal pl'\l{ession, which il:i innocent of the technicalities 
of the engineering department. My only object in mak· 
ing thi11 complaint in the beginning of my evidence is w 
point out that evidence required '1\'ithin such a short 
notice is not likolv to be of much US!l w the Committee 
or may even fail'to place all aspects hefore it. I ma; 
rna~ it dear that I have made these remarks in the 
interest of the Department, which, justly or unjustly, 
i:~ d~JSCribed in ordinary or loose parlance as a public 
Wll.'!ta department. There can be no two minds that 
there is mUl'h in the Department which is capable of im· 
provt-ment. At the same time it must be recognized 
that looking to its importance it cannot be c:fupen:>ed 
with. A department which is victim to notorious bOil· 
tility &nd pnjudice on the part of the public de..erves 
more patient trial. 

1,216. It may be noted that the public at large are 11till 
una.ble to understand the precise object of appointing 
this l}lmmittee at the present moment. Eoonomv would 
to a la.rge exttmt depend upon the recommendations of 
the Pubbc _St~ni<E'e Commi;;.sion ~·hich are anxiously 
aw.uted. \\ e are not certain which of their rec~lll.lllend· 

ations are likely to Le accepted. However, I hope that 
the deliberations of this Committee would help the 
government in deciding which of the recommendations 
of the Public Services Commission should be accepted. 

1,217. I have never been in the service of this Depart· 
ment, nor have I ever worked as a contractor under it. 
My only claim to appear in the witness chair before this 
Committee is that I have been aliiBociated with the affairs 
o~ the municipa~ty and c.Jstrict council of Balaghat 
Slllce more than 20 years, and on several occasions I 
have conducted civil suits arising out of Public Works · 
Department contracts of large values. The Bala.gha.t 
Municipality is one of the poorest municipalities in the 
province, and does not on an average spend more than 
Rs. 1,500 annually on public works, both construction 
and repairs or maintenance. The Bala.gha.t District 
Council is richer than the Bala.ghat Municipality, but !18 
compared with some of the other district councils in the 
provinces it is poor. On an average, now-a-days, it does 
not spend more than Rs. 45,000 on all sorts of work:i, 
and before the transfer of some of the district roads to 
that body it spent a much less sum on such workB. In 
addition to this, I have been watehing, with interest, 
the methods of this Department since long. These, if 
any, are my qualifications for being a witness before this 
Committee. Having said so much· about my qualifica· 
tions, I shall now proceed to answer to the best of my 
ability and information some of the questions which are 
at issue before this Committee. 

1,218. The Public Works Department seems to be a 
well-org~ed depar~ent and ha.s done and ill doing uae
f~ serVlce m developmg the country. In the organiza· 
tion and methods of this Department it strikea one that 
economy, without prejudice to efficiency, is possible, 
and o~e wonder:fl w~y is it that so long_no attanpt was 
made m that direction. Economy is pouible, or rathl!l' 
~due expenditure is visible even to a layman, in two 
ltems-firstly, establiAhment; and, aecondly, repair• or 
~am~ce. The ex~ expenditure is markedly 
vw.ble m the ease of mamtenance undl!l' eommunieationa. 
To illustrate this I take the figuret for the Jut three 
years only, ti:., 1914-15, 1915-16 and 1916-17. I take 
the a.ct.uals for the lirst yea.r, and the budget eatlm&tee 
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for the latter two. Original works and repairs in the first 
year cost in round numbers Rs. 61,67,500 as against 
establishment charges amounting to Rs. 10,19,000 and 
odd, equivalent to 16·94 per cent. tn the outlay. In. 
1915-16 the total outlay and establishment charges 
were estimated at Rs. 52,45,000 and Rs. 10,30,000 res
pectively, ·i.e., the establishment charges were 19·64 
per cent. on the outlay. In 1916-17 the establishment 

, charges are estimated to cost 24•36 on the outlay as 
-follows: outlay Rs. 42,70,000; establishment Rs. 
10,40,000. The above figures represent the provincial 

;---works only. If we put imperial and provincial together, 
we find that in the first two years the· percentages are 
slightly in excess and in the last year it was slightly below 
the provincial averages. To these establishment charges 
we have to add the works establishment charges which are 
generally debite4 to particular works. I have not been 
able to find these figures, and cannot say if .the charges 
are enormous or otherwise. These figures lead one 
to think that the ~tablishment charges are out of pro
portion to the programme of works as judged by the total 
outlay. 

1,219. The establishment charges are divided into t~o 
heads "direction and supervision" and "execution.~' 
In a year like 1915-16 the former, I belfeve, approximate 
about 6 per oent. and the latter 13 per cent. or so. In 
my opinion, with proper decentralization and reorganiza-

\ tion of the Department, charges under the former head 
·may be saved and those under the latter can be reduced. 
Roughly speaking, according to my scheme, the establish· 
ment charges may be reduced by 25 to 30 per cent., and, 
if the contractor's agency is substituted for departmental 

. work, further reduction is possible. 
· 1,220. The Chief Engineer and the two Superintending 

Engineers '\lith their staff, etc., are responsible for the 
direction and supervision charges. Their duties, though 
specified in the rules or orders scattered here and there,· 
are not quite clear to the public, and it is difficult to under
stand why, having regard to the nature of the works that 
are generally constructed in these provinces, in the name 
of direction and supervision such a costly agency or 
any agency at all is necessary, leaving aside the charges 
on account of the Sanitary Engineer and his staff, which 
are included under the head "direction." The Chief 

. and the Superintending Engineers appropriate between 
themselves nearly 33 per cent. of the total expenditure 
on establishment. What direction and supervision on 
their part is necessary to justify such an enormous expen
diture t Buildings like council chamber, post office, 
laboratories, university, etc., must be few and far between .. 
I believe that the Chief Engineer or the Superintending 
Engineers are not architectural experts, and the Govern
ment of India's Consulting Architect is invariably con
sulted for works requiring architectural skill. For su~h 
buildings a special expert may, if necessary, be employed 
and his charges debited to that particular work. But 
this tremendous recurring expenditure in the name of 
direction or supervision can on no account be justified. 
On going through the statements- appended to the final 
issues of the budget estimates, I find that the buildings 

, constructed are generally used for residential purposes 
or for office and schools, and as such do not require much 
engineering talent. I understand that for most of these 
buildings standard plans are prepared, and with certain 
modifications suited to local r.onditions they are con
structed very nearly in accordance with 1hese plans. 
If, however, for any class of buildings standard plans are 
not prepared they may be prepared and kept in readiness 
for reference. '\'.'bat direction is either needed, or can 
be expected from such high-paid officers? l\fost of the 
direction, if any, given by these officers must be paper 
direction given from the desk, from within the four walls 

.of the office chamber at the headquarters. For such 
direction they must to a large extent depend upon the 
reports received by them from their local subordinates. 
It is impossible for them to inspect, indeed it would be 
waste of power to expect them to inspect, all such works. 
Without personal or local inspection direction must be 
nominal, or at any rate must be of such a nature that it 
can be dispensed with. 

1,221. The same remarks may apply to the construc
tion of roads. On going through the statements above 
referred to, I have come to the conclusion that the con
struction of roads, including bridges and culverts, is not 
so very difficult, and ordinarily should not require so 
much engineering skill as to justify such a costly direction 
at the top. Even with such costly direction we find that 
the buildings are often cracked or leaking within a few 
days or months after construction. Their repairs,have 
to be undertaken comparatively early. Bridges or anicuts 
costing several thOusands have been washed away. I do 
not think such instances would have been innumerable 

. in the absence of such direction. From such experience 
as I possess, I am strongly inclined to the view that the 
stability of any work depends principally on the honesty, 
business habits, skill and tact and, above all, industrious 
habits of the local subordinates. , 

1,222. There, however, we find that many of them are 
low-paid and others, though •in receipt of substantial 
salaries, are either unqualified or inexperienced. Speak· 
ing in the interest of economy, and without in the least 
intending to foster racial feelings, I think, in a spending 
department like this, Indian staff would be more efficient 
and suitable. . In the first place Indian staff is less 
costly; in the second place, as the works are executed 
by Indian labour or Indian contractors,. Indian officers 
are better understood and controlled by their country
men. An Indian officer can detect any fraud or corrup
tion among his countrymen more quickly and easily 
than any officer belonging to other race possessing gene
rally insufficient knowledge of the vernaculars and 
innocent of the trade tricks which are used in such busi- · 
ness. It is probably on this account that some of the 
Indian contractors, of course selfish, are found praising 
a European officer in preference to an Indian. · 

1,223. I am afraid I have diverted a bit from my main 
point. To come to that again, I have dealt with the 
original works, roads and buildings. I shall now turn to 

· maintenance and repairs. I understand that the direc
tion charges are or ought to be debited to or spread over 
these works also. Large sums are annually spent on the 
repairs of buildings and maintenance of roads. In some 
years they are about half the amount spent on original 
works; in some 'nearly two-thirds, and in others approxi· 
mately equal. Nearly one-fifth or one-sixth of this 
amount is spent on the repairs of buildings and the rest 
on the maintenance of roads. I have not been able to 
find out how much in each case is spent on ordinary and 
how much on special repairs. Presumably, ordinary 
repairs or maintenance must be absorbing a very large 
bite. Here again the public are unable to see the 
necessity for direction for such repairs or maintenance 
as we every day see done to buildings or roads. 

1,224. I am not an expert. I do r_ot mean to imply 
that direction is absolutely unnecessary ; but we have to 
look to the nature of the works. In any case, I believe 
that the proportion of direction charges is comparatively 
too large. The general complaint m· criticism against 
the direction officers is that the procedure is elaborate 
and is responsible for so nruch red-tapism and delay. 
Looking to the figures for the last two or three ye.ars ~ne 
is inclined to subscribe to these criticisms. The directiOn 
officers spend annually from Rs. 25,000 to Rs. 28,000 
for contingencies, and the subordinate ones between 
Rs. 36,000 to Rs. 42,000. A good 'deal of time must 
have been spent in correspondence and returns, mu~h of 
which, I fancy, may be unnecessary or can be. avmded. 
It is probably on this account that we often notice delays 
either in undertaking or starting works. 

1,225. For'reaso~s not known to me irrigation is e~
cluded from the scope of the inquiry entrusted to thts 
Committee. For my purpose I think it necessary to 
refer to this branch. I have attempted to show above 
that, having regard to the fact that most of the w~rks 
are standardized and with regard to others standardiza· 
tion is possible, and that the works are not of a~ extra· 
ordinary nature, and those of such a nature betng few 
and far between, direction is either unnecessary or may 
be merely formal. In any event it can be entrus~d to 
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the Irrigation Branch ~ithout adding any material Executive Engineers, sub-divisional officers, and so on. 
burden on that branch. The establishment charges under this head are be~een 

1,226. I have gained an impression, from the perusal 13 to 15 per cent. a year. I have not been able to ascer· 
of the Public Works Department Manual of Orders, tain ~hat portion of this can be debited to original 
that the powers exercised by the Chief Engineer or Sup_er· works and what portion to m&intenance and repairs. 
intending Engineer can be delegated to the Executive Under this head I think, with a reorganization, economy 
Engineer. I understand that the Executive Engineers is possible. Within the limited time at my disposal I 
submit cut and dry BChemes or projects to these officers could not sketch out a reorganization scheme. One is
for sanction. In many cases their sanction is formal, under my contemplation, and if possible I shall try to 
and in others the alterations or modifications made by produce it before the Committee in the course of my 
them are not very significant. The point I place before oral evidence. The rough outline of my scheme is that 
the Committee for consideration is whether, with proper for engineering purposes the districts and divisions should 
decentralization, it is not possible to abolish or minimize coincide with revenue districts or divisions. This will 
considerably the direction charges. Subject to standard reduce the number of sub-divisions and divisions from 
plans and administrative sanction, I do not see why the 40 and 10 to 22 and 5. Though the district engineers 
Executive Engiheers, at least the senior ones, whose know· will have to be paid more than the sub-divisional officers, 
ledge and experience are for all practical purposes pre· reduction of establishment charges on the whole seems 
cisely the same as those of the Chief or the Superintending possible. Under this scheme there will be proper divi
Engineer, should not be invested with pO'Iyers and func· sion of work. Work will be expedited. .For want of 
tions at present entrusted to the latter kind of officers. proper distribution progress is delayed and that causes 
In support of this I may cite Rule 63 at page 203, part III, Joss of_time and money. Pelays in the progress of work 
Central Provinces Gazette, relating to the powers of and in the payments for work done are to some extent 
the divisional local fund engineer. If in the matter of responsible for the higher rates that have to be paid. 
appointments and appeals against unjust treatment of 1,230. Some engineers would not grudge working 
subordinates or for other administrative purposes, a under, or in cons11ltation with, the district or dhisional 
central agency is needed, one of the Secretaries to the revenue officers, though othPrs seeni to think that tbey 
local Administration may be able to do it, or if a man are and ought to be independent of such revenue officers. 
with engineering talent or experience is needed the Personally, I think that some sort of check on the part 
amalgamation of this branch with the Irrigation one of superior revenue officers would tend not onlv towards 
may be suitable.· economy, tut perhaps to efficiency too. • 

1,227. I have already state<l above that I have never 1,231. In the interests of economy, I would suggest 
worked under this Department in any capacity. With the that, wherever possible or convenient, the functions or 
limited time at my disposal I could not place before the at least some of them which are at present performed by 
Committee other details. From all I know I am con- the R<fads and Buildings Branch establishment may be 
vinced that the question of either altogether doing away transferred to the Irrigation Branch. For instance in the 
with or minimising the direction charges is one that Balaghat district where extensive irrigation works are 
deserves serious consideration on the part of this Com· going on the Irrigation engineers have, in the discharge 
mittee. It has become now a topic of public criticism. of their duties connected with irrigation proper, to pass 
Economy under this head would do a great deal in saving along roads in charge of the Roads and Buildings Branch. 
large sums of public money and would also economise Why, 11irnultaneously, should not the Irrigation people 
public time. be able to supe~e the construction or maintenance and 

1,228. I am told that the requirements of each revenue repairs of such roads or of the buildings along them 7 
division, and the allotments'"to be made to it, are duly It won't interferE! ·with their ordinary duties or impose 
considered and provisionally settled at the annual confer· on them heavier or arduous duties. In my opinion this 
ences of the Commissioners. Executive Engineers can suggestion is worth consideration. 
give adequate advice to the Commissioner in this mAter. 1,2::12. Ha~ing shown that economy is possible in 
This co-ordination between the revenue officers and the establishment I will proceed to show that economy is 
engineers has a great bearing upon the question which possible in works also. I shall first of all take up repairs 
I have taken the liberty to place before this Committee. or maintenance. In the earlier part of this note I.have 
Before closing my remarks on this point I may mention spcei!ied the sums that are annually spent on them. 
that officers are not promoted to the Executive Engineer's Except collc.ction of metal and muram and perhaps . 
grade, and allowed to hold independent charge of divi- white-washing or so, maintenance arid repairs are gener
sions, unless they have put in at least ten or eleven ally done departmentally. It is in the maintenance 
years' service. With their education, and so much or repairs more than in the construction that there is a 
experience, I believe that they ought ordinarily to be good deal of leakage and fraud. There supervision Is . 
able to perform the duties for which at present reference primarily c:.r principally in the hands of low-paid mates 
has to be made to the superior officers. Cases may occur or mistri& or e;ub-ovorseers. Supervision by the superior 
in which after the commencement of the work some staff is periodical and nominaL The usual methods by 
modifications requiring additional cost may be found which fraud is practised, or leakages are caused, are · 
necessary. I do not see why, with the combination of that tho same metal or mttram is measured and paid for 
his professional skill with the administrative talent of more than once. Adequate work is not exacted from f1e 
the Commissioner of the division, the Executive Engineer labour employed and labour shown as employed : Jr 
should not be able to deal with the modifications. Except public work is really engaged otherwise. These arc open 
in so far as the pecuniary jurisdictions are concerned, secrets. They can be checked or minimised by givutg 
the duties, and I may add even responsibilities of the contracts. It should not be difficult to get contr~tcrors; 
Executive Engineers and his superiors, seem to be maintenance or repairs do not require engineerl:"g ~kill 
identical. If to a divisional local fund engineer in receipt or technical knowledge. If arrangements f;(. let out 
of a much lower salary moro extensive powers in the maintenance and repairs on contract are made 5 to 8 
matter of acoordi.ng professional or technical Sa.nction per cent. saving is anticipated. It will not be difficult 
ue under contemplation, it is difficult to understand to get contra.cwrs for this work. I do not profess to be' 
why &n Executive Engineer should not have the same, competent to point out all details, I have ventured 
especially as we often notice that sanction and other to point out a prominent few. <:ostly establishment 
work is mostly a matter of routine. and the dilatory procedure seem to me to be 110me of the • 

1,229. I have laboured so far only on one branch of princival causes oll'ing to which we find thd the methods ' 
the establishment simply to show that even under the are neither economical nor suitable. 
existing conditions, and in the absence of trained private 1.2:13. Closely connected with this, or probably with 
l.jlency, economy is possible, provided it is regarded as the qu&tion a.s to the employment of other agency ill 
a wat-chword. The same principle in my opinion holds the question to ·what extent or the COtll!truction and 
llood in the case of other establishmt>nt under the hl'&d repairs ur m:.intenance of what c·W..~- d public 
"Cow!tructivn" or " Execution," Thifr consists of • works should Le entrusted w the lu<' .. l hodi~ I have 
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from the beginning opposed the divisional local fund 
engineering scheme. It has had sufficient, trial. ~en 
years' experience has shown that, both from the pomt 
of view of decentralization, as well as from any other 
point of view, the scheme hll.\1 been a. failure. It has in 
no way increased the responsibilities or powers of the 
local bodies. An officer, who for all practical purposes 
can appropriately be described to be a government 
servant, with his staff, is imposed on the local bodies to 
execute certain kinds of works. The procedure laid 
down for the execution of works through this officer is, 
in substance, the same as laid down for the guidance of 
the Public Works Department officers. In other words, 
the local fu.nd engineering scheme is another branch 
of the Public Works Department. It has strengthened 
or confirmed the popular belief that the execution of 

. public works is & thing departmen,talized, for which 
private talent has no scope and private enterprise can 
get a slice of profits only through the mercy of depart· 
mental officers. Instead of stimulating private enter· 
prise Ob_ even preserving local industry it thas just the 
opposit~ effect. The old mis!ri class has practically 
disappeared. The sub-overseers are more theoretical 
than practical. Even the works which ought to be done 
through village agency have to be done through this 
agency. I have not been able to understand why in 
rural areas village schools, cattle pounds and sarais 
should require the services of a trained engineer of any 
grade. In my opinion substantial ones with perhaps 
less cost can be constructed by village rnalguzars. I have 
seen school buildings constructed years ago by the mal· 
gumra still serving the· purpose for which they were 
built.. For schools, cattle pounds or even for saraia 
we do not require architectural or ornamental buildings. 
All we want is the sort of buildings in which the- villagers 
ordinarily or usually reside or in vrhich they house their 
cattle. With s11ch intelligence and educati<·n as an 
average rnalgumr in these provinces possesses, such 
works and repairs to them can be done by them. I 
shall have no hesitation in entrusting to the village 
agency the sinking, construction and repairs of village 
wells or the planting of groves or trees along public 1'6ads 
or ordinary repairs to roads. Either in the name of 
efficiency or professional skill, or on· account of want of 
trust in the villagers, no practical or adequate use of the 
village agency seems to have been made in the execution 
of many works, which ought to be done by them, but for 
which under the existing system we Mve to look to men 

' who have adopted or who have been trained in the 
western system of engineering. I do not condemn the , 
western system. In tho int.frest of economy and expedi
tion, as well as a matter of practical convenience, I think 
that the works of the kind specified above will not suffer 
owing to the absence of such engineering skill. It will 
stimulate local industry if village agency ~s utilized in 
this manner. In the rults recently promulgated the 
local Government has recognized this principle. Under 
these rules local agencies. can be used for original works 
or maintenance or repairs not exceeding Rs. 200 in value. 
That principle may be applied, wit.hout restrictwm, to 
works mentione<l above and extended in case of others 
as soon as possible. If supervision and advice of an 
export or a skilled enginef.r is needed or sought for, it 
should be given and in every case care must be taken 
to avoid red.tapism. Unless an entirely free hand is 
given to the local bodies in the mana~ement. o~ t~eir 
works, the object the Government of lnd1a has m JSSumg 
this resolution will never be accomplished. 

1,234. In the &foresa.id discussion I ·have assumed 
that dopartmenW agency is necessary for the execution 
of public works. In the present state of the provinces 
this must continue for some time. The time has, how
ever, come when a serious effort ought to be made to 
transfer to private agency most of the functions which 
at present are exercised by the Department. In the 
I>epartment, I would include local bodies also, because in 
both c&ses the system is the same, though in one it 
appears to be less expensive ?r costly th~n ~he ot~er. 
Neither, however, stimulates pnvate enterpnse mvolvmg 
skill, talent or architectural knowledge-. • 

I 
(2). Except, perhaps, in one llr two cases, no attempt 

to my knowledge has so far been made to encourage 
or stimulate such enterprise. I say so, notwithstanding 
the fact that mos_t of the work is executed by private 
contractors. Only manual work, or labour and materials, .;; 
are supplied by these contractors, but for everything 
else they have to be at the mercy of even the lowest 
paid subordinate of the Department. This is humiliat. 
ing. The system has created a deep-rooted impression 
on the public mind that in the execution of public works 
private agency can play only a subordinate part. Gov. 
ernment alone can remove this impression by changing 
their precedure and system. If government hold out 
prospects or guarantees to approved contractors, I think 
capable contractors firms will settle in these provinces 
at no distant date. All that is required is guarantee 
of works, at least for a sufficiently long time. We had 
in these provinces some respectable contractors. Their 
number is diminishing now. They used to make a decent 
income out of the Public Works Department contracts. 
Now the complaint is that respectable people do not 
come forward to work as contractors. On the other 
hand it is asserted that this is due to the fact that the 
treatment the contractors receive from Public Works 
Department officers is not what it should be. What
ever may .be the fact, I believe it would not be difficult 
to revive confidence in the public mind, and, with govern. 
ment sympathy and goodwill;-to have in each district, 
or in some districts, firms of respectable contractors. 
Such contractors, firms may be licensed and their private 
staff of miBiris, etc., may also be licensed, later on they 
themselves may be able to engage their skilled staff. I 
understand that, at present, te-mporary establishment 
is engaged to do the survey and other preliminary work. 
That work could be done by the contract system. The 
same agency may later on be engaged to execute the work. 
If this or similar procedure is adopted, economy is bound 
to follow. If the government really mean to relax the 
departmentalization of the execution of the public works, 

_ there are numerous ways to stimulate private enterprise 
and thus to economize time and cost. I did not believe 
in the stock argument that the country, or any part of 
it, is not ripe for the introduction of a novel system or 
for the modific,ation of the existing scheme. It will 
never come if the present system or red-tapism continues. 
G~ernment must take the lead or initiative. · 

1,235. Another difficulty which these contractors, 
professional or otherwise, labour under, is the want of 
adequate capital to carry on works. Advances from 
government, at least on a large scale, are perhap~ out 
'of the questio!l'. However, I believe it is within the 
bounds of possibility to remove this difficulty by or· 
ganizing credit co-operative societies of contractors, 
or of persons for the supply of labour and materials. 
'This is not.merely an idea}, but can be converted into a 
fact. One of the.... reasons which I have been_ able to 
discover as to why public works are costly is that the 
contractors have to borrow capital at exorbitant or even 
prohibitive rates of interest. Co-operative organization 
is th.e''best means for the solution of this difficulty. I 
know the difficulties in organizing such societies. Though 
they may not be insurmountable, a thorough preliminary 
investigation or organization would be indispensable. 
I have talked this matter over with some engineers and 
others, and everyone seemed to think that it was a 
feasible suggestion. If the government takes up "this 
suggestion I believe useful results would follow. Before 
closing my remarks, I again beg to urge that materials 
won't be forthcoming unless scope for their use is ex
panded. 

1,236. I may remark that the word decentralization 
used in the terms of reference is not sufficiently clear. 
If that word is used to indicate the delegation of powers 
and functions of superior officers to those of lower grade 
I need not sav more than what I have already said. 
If however it ·is meant to indicate the creation of a 
separate or self-contained ~epa~tment, ·within the Dep~rt. 
ment, with a separate d1rect10n staff and so on, I thmk 
it would be objectionable, 
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1,237. I h&ve got no pel'80nal expe;ience of the matters 
1pecified in the terlll8 of reference tn. reg.vd to educ~ 
tion pnctioo.l training, and the r.,Ia.ttons of the Public 
Work& Department to other departments, but the general 
impression is that training is becoming more and more 
theoretical and it is not as practical as it ought to be. 
It ia noticeable that stude!lts from some of the engineer· 
ing oo!legee in this country are not fit to take up pra.ctical 
work. If they are taken kl works, and made to work 
there &8 students U. the medical colleges are asked kl 
attend- patients, useful results may follow. It would 
be advisable if trome of the departmental works both of 
oomtruction, repairs or maintenance are entrusted kl 
the colleges or schooiR for the purpose of imparting 
practical training to the students. The methods adopted 
by the Public Works Department to meet the needs of 
the other departments have improved though complaints 
are still heard that the progress of works is unduly dilaklry 
and sometimes the comtruction is unsatisfactory too. 

This may be due kl the employment of untrained con• 
tracklrs or inexperienced supervising staff ; for either 
I have suggested a remedy. 

1,238. The main object of this Committee is kl devise 
means to stimulate private enttrpri.se, which for want of 
employment or capital is engaged in subordinate service 
on low-paid salaries. So far as government, service is 
concerned, the method of recruitment is rathtr destruc· 
tive to Indian interest. Appointments by selection in 
preference to those by competitive examinations are 
not likely to be conducive to Indian interests. The 
only other alternative is kl entrust the execution of the 
works and the preliminary surveys, plans, estimates, 
etc., kl the bona fide lndian.q, As far as possible com· 
P?tition letween Indian and European firms should be 
dlS~ouraged and preference should invariably be given to 
Indians. Unless that is kept in view the objects of this 
Committee will not he realized or fulfilled. 

The HoN'BLE RAo BARADUB N. K. KELKA.B called and examined. 

1,239. (Pre,.,ident.) The witness stated that he was 
the ]>resident of the '.Municipality of Balaghat, and that 
he nad held the post for some years. For the past three 
years he had also been a member of the district council. 

1,240. Comidering the class of work. the Public Works 
Department were called upon to perform, he was of 
opinion that their direction staff was too large and that 
consequently the charges for direction were capable of 
reduction. The officers included under the head ' Direc
tion ' were the Chief Engineer and the two Superintending 
Engineers, and this staff he considered to be unnecess<trily 
costly. He suggested that one officer of the rank of 
Superintending Engineer, whose salary would be-between 
Rs. 1,750 and Rs. 2,000 and who would be Secretary to 
the local Administration and act as the conne.cting link 
between the administration and the subordinate staff of 
the Public Works Department, would be quite sufficient 
for the whole province. Whether this officer could 
exercisE' sufficient supervision over the provinee depended 
mainly upon the nature of the supervision. Layme9 
like himself were generally under the impression that a 
Superintending Engineer's work was mainly confined 
to the office, and his district was only very occasionally 
visited by such an officer. He did not know what amount 
of time a Superintending Engineer spent on tour, but some 
idea could be obtained from the travelling allowance 
drawn by that officer as shown in the budget. There 
were many works which it was unnecessary for the Super
intending Engineer to visit. He thought that the Exec· 
utive Engineer ought to be able to carry out all the work 
in a district, without the detailed supervision now exer
cised over him by the Superintending Engineer. 

1,241. He suggested that tho Irrigation and Buildings 
and Roads Branches should be combined, wherever 
possible. With the exception of places where specia.Iiza; 
tion was really necessary, he was opposed to the view 
th ~t there should le mo:·e specialization in the Depart· 
mont. For ordinary roads, such as existed in the Balaghat 
di~trict, very little specialir.ation was necessary, and the 
~;amo r1.1mark applied to the class of buildings found in 
tho ordina.ry district. 

1,242. Not onlv the direction, but also the executive 
staif of tho Pubiic Works Department, was klo large; 
and the scheme he favoured for reducing the cost of works 
was that which had been suggested by two previous wit
nesses, namely, district schemes with an Executive 
En~tineer fur t'ach divi~ion. He ha.d drafted out a rough 
forecast and, a.crording to his estimate, the total coat 
amountt'd to Rs. 6,96,600. He went on to exr•la.in that 
thoro were twenty·two di.'ltricts in the Central Provinces 
a.nd Uerar, and hence twenty·two district engineers 
would le r.eoessary, sit being of the tirst.cl&SS, ten of the 
eecond-cla.ss ll.lld aix of the third-cla.ss. The pay of the 
first-class engineers would rll.llge between Ra. 600 and 
R~ 700, thAt uf the &ecOnd-elass betwetm Rs. 400 and Rs. 
5tl0 and that of the third-class ~tween Rs. 250 and 
Rs. 350. The cost of the first six district engineers 
wvu!J be 6 x 8.)() (including travelling allowsn('(l) x 12= 
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Rs .. 61,200 a month. For the supervision of these dis. 
trict engineers there would be five Executive Engineers
one for each division-'-whose pay woltld average Rs. 
1,300 a month. Above the Executive Engineers would 
be a Superintending Engineer, who would also be Secretary 
to the local Administration, on a. salary of Rs. 1,750 to 
&. 2,000. Whether these district engineers would be 
under the control of the district bodies depended on how 
far the powers of these bodies were to be extended. 
If it were contemplated that the district engineer should 
be in the same position as the present divisional fund 
engineer, he would give no extra powers to the district 
board, but if these engineers were to be placed under the 
local bodies for administrative purposes, then he would 
ce:rta.inly be in favour of giving those bodies com~lete 
control of them. If, however, municipalities were to 
be included .among the district bodies, he was not in 
favour of t~e delegation and would give the power only 
to the district council. 

1,243. He would view with approval, a system under 
which all public works in.a. district, including both gov· 
ernment and local works: would be managed bv a 
board of works who would employ such staff as they 
considered necessary. On it being pointed out to him 
that one of the objections to the system· was that some 
of the districts such as Balaghat were too small and had 
not sufficient public works or expenditure to justify 
a staff of that strength to look after them, the witness 
suggested two alternative solutions, either the institution 
of a provincial cadre, or the confining of the experiment 
to districts where the expenditure on works was sufficient 
to justify it, for example Nagpur or Jubbulpore. If it 
succeeded in those places, it might be then extended to 
other districts, with such reductions in staff as might be 
found ne.cessary; but it should be tested by experin!ent 
first. 

1,244. He was of opinion that there was a good deal 
of money wasted on repairs to roads mainly due to in· 
sufficient supervision. He did not think that an ine~·ease 
of staff would meet this difficulty, but advocated the 
employment of contracklrs for such repairs, althou~h 
he had no practical experience of such a system, r.or did 
he know whether it had already been tried in lrdia. 
On being informed that the system had already teen 
tried and had been found so inefficient that it had had 
to be discontinued, the witneil.il stated that so long as 
supervision was dependent on mates and supervisors, 
the work was bound to be inefficient, but if a lump sum 
contract for a length of ten to twenty miles of road were 
given. to a contracklr and supervised by an officer of 
supenor rank ":ho would make periodical inspectil)n•, 
say about four times a ye&F, the difficulty would be over
come. He had no experience of road maintenance in 
E~ope, nor ~d he know whether such a aystem had teen 
tried and failed even in more advanced countries. rn· 
leu he was informed of the reallOil why thia system had 
proved a failure in England, he wonld recommend it• 
adoption in India. He had I'ODsulted 10me retired 

v 
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engineers in Nagpur in this connection several of whom 
had expressed their willingness to take up such work. 

1,245. He recommended that certain portions of the 
work of local bodies, such 38 wells and school buildings 
should be made over to local board members, or prefer
ably to the headmen of villages (malguzara) for con
struction, plans and estimates being prepared for them 
in the first place and handed over to them for execution. 
Such men would, he admitted, probably have to make 
a little money out of the transaction, but this might be 
looked qpon 38 an honorarium. There was a law under 
which no local board member could take up a contract, 
but witness thought it could be relaxed; he did not see 
any harm in allowing members of a municipality or dis
trict board to take up a contract for the construction of 
a school, for example. _ 

1,246. He recommended that the headmen of villages 
should be made responsible for the upkeep gf the arbori
culture within village limits. Personally, he had no 
experience of this system, but he admitted that a similar 
system had been tried on a very large scale in the Central 
Provinces under which malguzars had been made res
ponsible for the maintenance of the road-side trees in 
their villages, and that it had had to be abandoned. 
He believed that the complaint of these mal1J11zara was 
that they had not been adequately paid, or had not been 
paid at all, for the work that was expected of them. 
He thought they would be willing to take up such work 
if they were paid the present, or even smaller, rates. 

1,247. He suggested that buildings for local bodies 
such 38 schools, pounds and aerai8, which had been 

·constructed by the Public Works Department, were too 
good for requirements and he believed that the question 
of simplification of designs with a view to reduction of 
cost \\'as now under consideration by local bodies. The 
district council decided what buildings were to be con
structed, but they had to be built in accordance with the 
plans of the divisional fund engineer. In the past, all 
school buildings had been constructed in the same style 
as the other houses in the village. He did not mean to 
infer that the buildings erected by district councils were 
extravagant, but they were unnecessarily good. It was 
generally thought that district councils were supposed 
to erect buildings according to standard plans approved 
by the Director of Public Instruction, but in reality all 
that that officer laid down was that a sehool room should 
be of a certain size and. have a certain amount of light 
and so on; it had, however, lately been the custom to 
erect unnecessarily good buildings for village schools. 
The whole question was raised in council some time ago, 
and it was then agreed that such buildings should prefer-
ably be less costly. -

1,248. He advocated a system under which the appoint
ment and dismissal of works establishment should be 
under the control of the bOa.rd of works, and considered 
that it would be quite reasonable on the part of govern
ment to make over a large amount of work and money 
to district bodies, provided they retained a representative 
on the board. He thought that, if the Public Works 
Department staff were made over to district councils, 
it would be quite sufficient if government retained control 
over their appointments and dismissal. If, however, 
this staff were handed over entirely to the control of the 
local bodies, the Commissioner would act as government 
representative, and the peputy Commissioner would 
have the same control which he at present exercised 
over their other affairs. When he suggested in his 
written memorandum that local bodies should b3 given 
an entirely free hand in regard to their 0'\\'n works, he 
did not mean mote than that. 

1,249. He suggested that contracts should be given 
for the construction and maintenance of original works 
for a certain number of years. Such a contract would 
be given to an approved contractor, and would be con· 
tingeont on continued satisfaction in the execution of 
works being shown, i.t., govmnment would be bound 
beforehand to give all its work in a certain district to a 
particular contractor for a term of years. The rates 
"·ould be fixe-d from time to time, according to circum
saances, as the contractor would probably be unwilling 

to work on fixed rates for a long period, At the present 
time, contractors complained that they were changed 
so often that they could not maintain a sufficient staff 
ot ooolill, etc. In connection with the grant of licenses 
to contractors, he st-ated that in the first instance he would 
look to their monetary condition ; in the second place 
he would see whether they had a sufficiently competent 
staff, and thirdly he would ascertain whether they had 
had experience in the execution of public works, and 
only if a. contractor were sati~ac~ry in these respects 
would a license be granted to him. By the adoption of 
such a system, it would be possible to know at once 
whether ~ny particular contractor were financially 
sound, which would be of great value to the engineer 
in charge, otherwise if a new engineer came to the 
dis~ct, he would not know whom he could safely select. 
This system would also lead to competition between 
contra~tors, a list o~ w~om would be kep~. A youth 
who Wished to start m life as a contractor would derive 
great benefit by being employed under a licensed con
tractor, as having worked for such a man, he would 
probably find no difficulty in subsequently obtaining a 
license himself. 

1,250. He suggested that the surveying of roads 
should also be carried out by contractors. There were 
no such surveyors in his district, but he thought that, 
if suitable prospects were held out, surveyors could be 
obtained from other parts, e.g., Bombay or Calcutta. 
He had no personp..I knowledge of the class of firm which 
would take up such work, but had been told, in Bombay, 
that there were people there who would be willing to do 
so. 

1,251. He was of opiuion that competition between 
English and Indian firms should be discouraged as the 
latter could not, at present, compete with English firms. 
If the tenders of two firms one of whom was English 
and the other Indian were equal, preference should be 
given to the Indian firm, provided its standing was satis
factory. 

1,252. (Mr. Cobb.) In 11he event of his scheme being 
accepted, he..- would give district boards a great deal 
more work to execute than at present, but was rather 
doubtful in regard to municipalities. The reason for 
this distinction was that municipalities could not afford 
so costly a staff as district boards, and hence the former 
had to get their work done by UBskilled agency. Costly 
works, in the Balaghat district, were executed by govern
ment, while for the construction of original works the cost 
of which was very small a low paid mistri was employed. 

1,253. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Under his scheme 
the travelling allowance granted to a first-class engineer 
would be Rs. 150 a month ; to .a subordinate it would 
amount to Rs. 100 a month. The total cost of his scheme 
worked out to about R~. 6,96,000 as against Rs. 10,40,000 
at present spent by the Public Works Department. 

1,254. \Vhether the district engineers would be placed 
under the control of the boards of works depended on 
the powers government was willing to confer upon 
them. Government would have to be r·epresented on 
these boards, and he advccated that the Deputy Com
missioner, or a person deputed by that officer, should .f;e 
selected, but not necessarily as the chairman of the board. 

1,255. So far as he remembered the retired engineers 
whom he had consulted were quite willing to undertake 
repairs and maintenance of lengths of road even at the 
present rates. 

1,256. If powers of dismissal were given to a board of 
works, they should be given powers of reduction also. 
It depended• upon the nature of the evidence against 
him whether an engineer who had been badly reported 
upon would be dismissed at once or not. 

1,257. When he had suggested that --the surveying of 
roads should be undertaken by private firms, he had 
meant engineers in private practice and not contractors. 

1,258. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He admitted that India waa 
indebted t<l the Public Works Department for all its 
railways and roads, in fact for most of the material 
progress India had made. When he stated in his written • · 
evidence that the Public Works Department had been 
described by some people as the " Public W 38te Depart. 
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ment," be had made the statement not necessarily as 
reflecting b.i8 own opinion, but merely for the information 
of the Committee. He admitted that it wa.e almost 
the only large spending department, and hence was 
naturally the object of criticism. 

1,2.59. If an Indian firm employed a. staff composed · 
entirely of Europeans, he "·ould still call it an Indian 
firm; the employment of English subordinates would 
not necessarily make it an English firm. He advocated 
that Indian firms should employ Indians a.s far as possible, 
but that would be a matter for 611Ch firms themselves 
to consider. lf they wished to employ European 
agency he would not debar them. 

1,260. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) If the work to be carried 
out by district agency was partly government and 

partly local board work, the board of works would include 
a. member of the loca.l board as well as a governmf'nt 
representative; and the engineers who executed both 
kinds of work would be under the control of the board 
in regard to both. 

1,261. (Rai BaAadvr Ganga Ram.) To facilitate the 
promotion of a particular engineer 1rho had done good 
work, witness suggested the institution of a time-ecalt', 
or even a provincia.l cadre under the control of the district 
boards. 

1,262. (J/r. Jfackenrie.) In his written evidence he 
had taken out the ratio of the establishment chargt'S 
to works charges for the years 1914-1915, 1915-1916, 
and 1916-1917. He admitted that the fact that these 
were war years probably affected the figures. 

W. R. STEVENSON, EsQ., Assistant Comptroller, C'Amtra) Provinces. 

(The views expre~:;sed in tb.i8 note are purely per8Qnal and 
are in noway tho~~e of the Accounts Derartme11t.) 

Written Sw.tement. 
1,263. Prohibition against making payments during the 

last days of the month.-! am not 61lre what prohibition 
is referred to. In paragraph 2 of Amalgamation Memo· 
randum 8, dated the 5th April 1912, all sub-divisional 
cash books are to be closed a few days earlier than 
the end of the month, the actual date being left to the 
discretion of the Executive Engineer. As a matter of 
fact, the date generally adopted is the 25th, but in 8Qme 
l•ases it is the 27th. I have not known Executive Engi· · 
neers to object to this rule on the grounds set forth. In 
paragraph 85 (l) of the Central Provinces Public Works 
Department Manual of Orders, Volume III, it is laid down 
tl:at no bills should be prepared after the 20th March." 
This is intended to prevent hurried payments at the close 
of the year in order to utilize the grant. See also para· 
graph 79 of the Manual. In my inspections, so far as I 
ran trace, I have objected only to the majority of the 
payments being made on the last working day of each 
month, and have urged the desirability of the payments 
being made throughout the month. The rea.eon for tb.i8 
objection is that under the present practice there is a 
congestion of charges and scrp.tiny is imperfect, as the 
accounts have to be closed in the divisional office in 
time to admit of the monthly accounts being prepared. 
I find that in most cases contractors' bills on running 
account are not even paid once a month, as required by 
Public Works Code, Volume I, paragraph 777. When 
I have referred to this delay I have been told that the 
work has not made sufficient progress. 

1,264. Early date prescribed for the submission of 
the monthly accounts.-1 do not understand how 
on earlier closing can interfere with executive work 
when the working month is, for the Executive Engineer's 
otlice, the calendar month, and for sub-divisions the same 
working petiod, except that the cash books are opened 
on the 26th of one month, and closed on the 25th of the 
following. The Executive Engineer need not necessarily 
return to headquarters to examine his books and sign his 
monthly accounts, as under Public Works Code I, pa.ra· 
graph 1357, the account-s can be si,aned by the account· 
ant " by order ", and the Executive Engineer can check 
his books when he returns to headquarters. 

1,265. Prohibition against making advances to con• 
tractors.-The prohibition referred to is that in Public 
Works Code I, paragraph 779, I am not prepared 
to say that in practice it is not a wholesome and necessary 
rule. Contractors should be able to carry on work with 
monthly payments and not require advances. The 
Public Works Department often helps contractors in 
tlae matter of paying them on the eecurity of "materials 
at site", even when according to their a,crreement thev 
ni'E'd not be paid except for tinished work. • 

1,266. Escessi.veneaa of audit objectiona.-It ia a pity 
tlaat 80Dle concrete e:u.mples of objections due to 
errora in the system of audit l\'ete not furn.i.shed. It 
entirely depends upon what an executive offi.c« onder· 
tt<ut<Li by an audit objection, to judge whether the num her 

is excessive. Take· for instance, objections raised by 
the audit officer to want of sanction !o repair estimates, 
and absence of detailed estimates for the various irriga
tion works. The regulations require the audit officer 
to notice all 6Uch absences in the matter of sanctioned 
estimates, and if the audit officer did not enforce them 
the audit of work accounta. would be defective. 

Some objections formerly taken to excesses over esti. 
mates are no longer raised, since the powers of Executive 
Engineers have been extended. I should like to add 
that 61lfficient advantage is not taken of paragraph 4 of 
the dote on standard form No. 27. I have, through the 
medium of audit notes, and personally at inspections, 
urged the full use of this means of explaining any dis· 
crepancies or irregularities, so that the audit office may 
not make inquiries on them in the audit note. An 
account officer is bound to be thoroughly satisfied in all 
res~ects with ~he schedules and vouchers sent up for 
audit, otherwlSe he must refer to all shortcoming• 
in the audit note; and in the statement of objectionable 
items which goes through the Executive Engineer to the 
Superintending Engineer, he notices all other defects in 
respect of estimates or allotments and certain other items, 

1,267. tTnsuitability of lnancial rear.-I am quite 
in agreement with this objection. In my opinion, 
the officia.l year, if it begins on the let October, will 
suit the needs of the Public Works Department. The 
report of the Currency Commission has recommended 
the official year to begin on lst November. 

1,268. Changes in budget BJStem.-Thia point haa 
been settled by the recent orders of the Government of 
India giving power to the local Administration to reallot 
lapses of budget grants of one year in the following, in 
~espect of the Public Works Depa.rtment. : 

1,269. Compilation of divisional accounts in a central 
audit oflice.-I do not favour the compilation. of 
the accounts in the Central Audit Office, that is. 
the Comptroller's, because it would not be as convenient 
for all concerned as the Superintending Engineer's office 
of each circle. The Superintending Engineer would 
control the accountant, or chief accountant, aa the ease 
may be. This is likely to prove an economical arrange· 
ment as well as possesaing other advantages over the 
compilation in the Comptroller's office. . 

1,270. Formation of a separate Accounts Branch iD 
each divisional oflice.-Tb.i8 proposal is not one that I 
~an recommend. 

1,271. Personal views on other pointa,-If the Com· 
mittee desire to inquire about the question of peripatetic 
audit, I am prepared to state my views, u I worked 
tb.i8 system for about fifteen months, 110me years ago, 
in the Bombay Presidency. 

(2). It seems to me that it would be poeaible to abolish 
altogether the upkeep of a register of works by sub· 
heads, and simply to keep it by aub-works. If thie 
appears too drastic a change, theo I would auggt'll!t the 
limit being raised from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 25,000. Whw 
the sub-heads are separately detailed. there eeem1 to be 
no need for striking any rates, only qua.ntitiee ol. worll: 
done (and not rates) would be weful. I aay thia, becauae 
I have never seen any Uiie made of the~~e ratee, and tber 
art> nN'dle£~~ clerieal lat.our. 
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MB. J. STUART-MILNE (Comptroller, Central Provinces) and MR. W. R. STEVENSON called and examined. 

(The views expressed are purely personal and are in no 
way those of the Accounts Department.) 

),272. (President.) Mr. Milne stated that as Comp
troller in the Central Provinces he was the head of the 
Accounts and Audit Departments there, and that 1\fr. 
Stevenson was the Assistant Comptroller and would 
give evidence on any particular technical points upon 
which he might be consulted. 

1,273. He agreed that the system of accounts followed 
in the Public Works Department was very complicated, 
and that the maintenance of the divisional accounts by 
the Executive Engineer occupied such a substantial 
portion of that officer's time that it was very detrimental 
to his executive work, and remarked that he had prepared 
a scheme which he thought would remedy this difficulty. 
This scheme was drawn up purely from the accounts point 
of view and had nothing to do wf'!Jb the executive portion 
of the Executive EngmE>-er's work. He considered that 
the compilation of the Executive Engineer's accounts 
on the monthly forms was unnecessarily complicated 
and took up too much of the time of the executive staff, 
but he was opposed to having an independent accountant 
in each Executive Engineer's office, directly responsible 
to the Comptroller, and preferred, as an alternative 
that the Executive Engineer's accounts should be com
piled in a central office. He suggested that, with. each 
Superintending Engineer at the headquarters of a circle, 
there should be a chief accountant, under whom would 
be an ordinary acm;mntant and a staff for the compila
tion of the accounts of the circle concerned. One accounts 
clerk, as distinguished from an accountant, would be 
retained by each Executive Engineer to help that officer 
in passing bills, doing simple arithmetical checks and 
other minor details. As the accounts would go up to the 
chief accountant in the Superintending Engineer's 
office for compilation by the accounts staff there, t~e 
, Executive Engineer "'ould have no accounts correspond
ence and very little accounts work left and would hence 
bo free to go about his division and attend to his executive 
duties. 

1,274. All compilation accounts work would then be 
concentrated' in the Superintending Engineer's office, 
where the chief accountant, who would be a whole-tUne 
gazetted officer, would be responsible for it. The Exec· 
utive Engineer would, however,, be primarily responsible 
for the allocation and classification of the accounts. If 
the accounts came up to the witness as Comptroller in 
this way, it would be very much easier for him to audit 
them, and he surmised that his scheme would save the 
coat of three accountants and ten clerks. 

1,275. Under his scheme, each Executive Engineer 
would be responsible only for the preparation of his 
original ,records and for the submission to the circle 
accounts officer at the Superintending Engineer's head
qua.rters of a copy of his cash book, showing what pay. 
menta had been made, and of his vouchers, from which 
materials the central accounts office would compil&-
Ule accounts. The Executive Engineer would have no 
correspondence, or dealings with objectionable items 
statements, and, as payments were usually made by the 
sub-divisional officers, the Executive Engineers would 
he relieved of an immense amount of their present 
accounts work. ·Another point in favour of his scheme 
was that the whole of the accounts would be received 
by the circle chief accountant and would thus be in 
much earlier a.nd the Superintending ·Engineer would 
see the results about a month earlier than at present and 
be in a better position to understand the state of the 
finances of each of his divisions. The scheme, if adopted, 
would also economise in staff and be a very great improve
ment on the present system. 

1,276. In the last appropriation report by the Comp· 
troller-General the percentage of t<>tal audit objections 
to total expenditure for the year 1913-14 was 28 per 
cent.; the following year it was ;].7 per cent., and last 
year it was 21 per cent. These objections were mostly 
of a technical nature, i.e., in many cases the conect 

procedure' had not been properly followed, and the 
majority of the objections were to excesses over esti
mates, want of estimates, want of appropriation, excess 
over appropriation, miscellaneous irregularities and so 
on. 

1,277. In connection with audit ~bjections to rates he 
explained that the procedure followed was as laid down 
in the Government of India Code, and that an audit 
officer was bound to take notice of any rate which differed 
from the usual rate. He instanced a case which occurred 
some months back in which the Accounts Depa1tment 
had noticed that for the same class of work two different 
rates had been given ; they had naturally questioned 
this. Mr. Stevenson here explained that it was natural 
that such a case should be challenged and added that the 
Accounts Department would not be ·doing its duty if 
it passed two diff~rent rates for the same kind of work 
in the same plac~ and in the same account. The two 
payments were for the same description of work in the 
same district, but were not for the same work. 1\{r. 
Milne then remarked that as a general rule the Accounts 
Department took no notice of rates, and left them to 
the local Administration and engineers concerned. 

1,278. There would be no objection, from an accounts 
· point of view, to the suggestion that, if it were considered 
undesirable to let contractors know the rates entered 
in the estimate, Executive Engineers in calling for tenders 
might show them only the total quantities and no rates 
at all. Mr. S•evenson remarked that it was only in 
connection with repair estimates that it was usual to have 
a schedule of rates and to quote these rates to contractors 
asking the latter to bid at a. percentage rate below theD' 
and that in the case of original works contractors were 
not shown the rates at all, the rates quoted being COIL· 

pared with the estimated rates before a contractor was 
selected. In the Central Provinces, when the quantities 
were communicated to contractors, they invariably 
replied that they would do the work at the Public Works 
Department estimated rates. This was not, he thought, 
the practice in any other province in India; he himself 
had served in the United Provinces and Bombay, where 
tenders were invited in the ordinary way, the des(lription 
of the work and the quantities being posted and con
tractors being asked to quote rates for them. No money 
figure denoting the total was mentioned to the contractors. 

1,279. The criticillill against the accounts rule which 
prohibited an Executive Engineer from making payments 
during the {ast days of the month was not applicable 
to the Central Provinces, wl).ere no such rule was in force. 
Mr. Stevenson explained that the month for sub-divi
sional officers was calculated from the 25th of one month 
to the 25th of the following month, in order to enable 
these officers to send in their accounts five or six days 
earlier, but that this did not prevent them from making 
payments to contractors; for example, if a sub-divisional 
officer closed his books on the 25th of a certain month, 
a payment made on the 26th would be entered in the 
Qccounts of the following month. 

1,280. M:r. Milne did not agree with the contention 
raised by certain Executive Engineers that the lOth of 
the month was an unsuitable date for the submission 
of accounts on the ground that it "as detremental to the 
executive duties CJl those officers, since the "'ork of com· 
pilation occupied not only their whole attention; but 
also that of their staff, and stated that there was no 
necessity under Code rules for the officer himself to be 
present; the accountant could send in the accounts. 
The lOth of the month had been fixed as the date for 
submission in connection with the speeding-up of the 
accounts, after the amalgamation of the civil and public 
works accounts, since it was essential to get all the 
government accounts ready at the same time, and the 
Public Works Department had hence to fall into line. 
There was objection, therefore, from an accounts point 
of view, to fixing a lat~r date than the lOth. 

1.281. He expressed himself as absolutely in agreement 
with the contention that the present ending of the 
financial year, riz., the 31st March was unsuitable as it 
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occurred in tL.e middle of the Public \Yorks Department 
working eeaaon. The 1st of April was an inconvenient 
date to st&rt a new financial year not only for the Public 
Works Department, but also for other department& 
He here read out an extract from the Repo1t of the Indian 
Finance Commission on this subject as follows:-" It 
is dear in fact that from the financial point of view 
the present date is almost the most inconvenient 
possible for the budget, and the suggestion has therefore 
been made that the date of the beginning of the financial 
year should be altered from the 1st April to the 1st :Kov
ember or lst January. There may be administrative 
difficulties in carrying this suggestion into effect, but 
financially it would be a great improvement." The 
witness remarked that the lst November would be an 
excellent date for the Public Works Department, as there 
would be seven months of the working season available 
for carrying out works. It would also prevent the rush 
of expenditure in March, and other objections, which 
now cropped up every year. Tlris change, however, 
could not be made for the Public Works Department 
alone; it would have to be a general change affecting 
all departments. 

1,282. In connection with the question of lapses 
of unspent balances, he quoted the follo1111.ng extract 
from the Government of India letter No. 705 A. G., dated 
the 16th October, 1916, on the subject :-•' They (the 
Government of India) are of opinion that the best 
method of preventing hasty and wasteful expenditure 
towards the close of the year is to get Public Works 
officers to realise that there will ordinarily be no 
difficulty in getting lapses re-granted for the year follow
ing, and that this is preferable to rushing through expen· 
diture in March without proper safeguards for its appli
cation. 'l'he sooner officers can foresee and report 
lapses, the. easier the process of re-granting will be. I 
am therefore to request that when the first edition of 
the revised and budget estimates is submitted, an accu
raw forecast (showing details by works) of lapses which 
will occur in the current year and which it is proposed 
to spend in the coming year may be made out and the 
necessary reductions and additions suggested in the 
reVIsed and budget estimates respectively. Similarly, 
when the second edition of the budgets is submitted 
alterations due to further anticipated lapses on works 
in progress should be suggested for adoption, but it is 
undesirable to introduce alterations in the third edition 
unless they are of a really important and m·gent charac· 
ter ", and remarked that ordinarily Executive Engineers 
and omer officers were supposed to submit their accounts 
as soon as possible after the end of a year and amounts 
trhich lapsed were re-allotted practically as a matter 
of cow·se. The Government of India had suggested the 
above procedure to meet the conditions of the present 
financial year. He thought it was the only solution 
under exi~ting circumstances and that from the accounts 
point of view there would be greater objection to any 
other systt'm being introduced in regard to lapses. 

1,283. Though the system was not in force in the 
Central Provinces, he saw no objection to the proposal 
that the Executive Engineer might be given a contract 
grant in respect to repilis for a period of years in the 
111me way that a revenue officer was at present given 
a contingent contract grant, for example, if an Executive 
Engineer spent half a lakh of rupees on repairs to build· 
ings on an average every year over a period of years, 
~:ouch an officer might be given in future a contract grant 
for a period of five years and the sa'1.ngs of one year be 
~>et against excess expenditure in another or du versc.i. 

1,284. He . expressed himself as being personally in 
agreement wuh the Code rules which prohibited advances 
to contractors, as he considered that contractors ought 
to possess sufficient capital to make such a course un
De<'e&larv. A conu·actor who lived a hand-to-mouth 
e-:ai~tenc~ ought not to be encouraged. Irom an accounts 
point of view outstanding adnnce aceounts meant a 
tremendous lot of extra work, being entered in objection 
lltatements and thus swelling their size. He had never 
heard of any inquiry into this suuject having been 
undert.ken in the Central Proviuct'tl. 

1,285. (Sir Koel Kershatc.) About twenty-two differ· 
ent kinds of schedul€6 were submitted monthly to the 
Comptroller by the Executive Engineer •. The S~p«· 
intending Engineer and not the Executive Engineer 
would, under the scheme he suggested, submit t.heee 
echedules. Only cash-books, vouchers and notes show· 
ing how the payments were to be allocated, i.e., the same 
records that the sub-divisional officer now submitted 
to the Executive Engineea-, would be sent by Executive 
Engineers to the Superintending Engineer. He was ol 
opinion that his scheme if introduced would relieve an 
Executive Engineer of about 80 to 90 per oent. of his 
ordinary office work. He remarked that he would like 
to combine with his scheme a system of peripatetic audit, 
which he considered would further reduce work. Local 
funds in the Central Provinces had at present a system 
of peripatetic audit. He added that Mr. Stevenson 
had had experience of such a system in Bombay, which 
1\Ir. Stevenson admitted and added that the system 
was abolished because the Government of India were 
not really in favour of it. The idea. wu that of a Bombay 
officer, Major LeBretton and, though it wu not very 
favourably accepted at headquarters it nevertheless 
appeared to him to be the best system of audit, and the 
Executive Engineers in Bombay were very sorry when 
re\ersion to the old system was decided upon. During 
the working of this scheme the Bombay Presidency 
was divided into four circles and four auditors were 
appointed with staffs to do the peripatetic audit, but as 
these officers were not given gazetted rank, it was con· 
sidered necessary for a Deputy Examiner of Accounts 
to inspect their work every six months and an Examiner 
of Accounts ~ inspect the same every year. AU thill 
swelled the cost. Personally, he considered that there 
was no necessity for these inspections, as those who had 
seen the auditors' work admitted that there was nothing 
to inspect. No audit objections were i1111ued during this 
time, attention being drawn to expenditure not covered by 
Code rules in a register kept in the Executive Engineer's 
office. The auditor kept a note of what he had written 
in this register and generally found, when he returned, 
that a reply had been made to his remark. Mr. Milne 
added that he thought the combined scheme would mean 
a great saving to government. 

1,286. The chief accountant proposed for the Super· 
intending Engineer's office would receive gazetted rank 
and a salary of Rs. 450-600 and be in a position to argue 
and talk over matters with the Superintending Engineer. 
The peripatetic auditor might be an Assistant Comptroller 
or feputy Comptroller, who would tour with a staff of 
audit<>rs. The chief accountant would be the Super· 
intending Engineer's financial adviser. 

1,287. This scheme would remove, he thought, the 
present difficulties experienced by Executive Engineera 
owing to the lOth of the month being fixed as the date 
for the submission of their accounts. Superintending 
Engineers would not have much extra work, as the chief 
accountant would be competent to sign and submit all 
accounts to the C<1mptroller, while the staff collected in 
the Superintending Engineer's office from the division• 
would be quite adequate for the work required. 

1,288. (Mr. .Mackenzie.) Superintending Engineers 
would be acquainted with the details of the Executive 
Engineer's work and could, while on tour, receive personal 
explanations from these officers in regard to objection. 
able items, looking into matters themselves where ncc€6· 
sary. The system would not materially increase the 
Superintending Engineer's work, if a gazetted account. 
officer were appointed as he proposed. Besides thil 
the Superintending Engineer would also be in a position 
to see exactly how his divisions were getting on u the 
accounts of e~h division 11\'0uld come to him every month. 
'Ihe difference bet111·een a gazetU:d and a non-guktted 
officer was merely a difference in statu.s. 

1,289. (Rai BaJuuJur Ganga Ram.) llr. SteveuJ;On 
stated that the limit fixed for 'trork for which account. 
•·ere kept by sub-heads wa.a Rs. 5,000. H.is experience 
had proved that tLe rf¥isten of worb were practically 
useltl!li in their present condition ; he therefore 111ggesUd 
thc.t tL..ia l.im.it might be raised to Ra. t5,tMJ0 if it. wen 
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intended to keep sub-heads at all, otherwise accounts 
might be kept by sub-works. For small repairs there 
were no sub-heads, but for large repairs costing more 
than Rs. 5,000 sub-heads were kept. 

1,290. Mr. Stevenson explained that the peripatetic 
audit was carried out in the Bombay Presidency once a 
month, and that he began his audit with the Sind pro
vince. It took two or three days to audit the accounts 
of one division, but this period varied according to the 
size of the division. He had a staff of four men under 
him. He prefelTed a monthly to a quarterly clearance 
of all questions of expenditure, and although he admitted 
that a quarterly audit would save in travelling allowance, 
he did not approve of it as during that period the accounts 
would have to be booked unaudited; if however the 
Government of India altered the system, he saw no objec· 
tion to a quarterly audit from an accounts point of view. 
The Comptroller made an annual inspection of Executive 
Engineers' offices and a certain number of sub-divisional 
offices and undertook a test audit of one month's accounts. 

1,291. His remark that advances to contractOrs were 
objectionable was made from the'point of view that it 
would give extra work to the Accounts Department 
in keeping the accounts of such advances. It was, 
however, left to government to make advances permis
sible by abolishing ths Code~ rule. 

1,292. Mr. Stevenson admitted that when contractors 
were called for and no original rates shown them, it was 
not possible absolutely to 'prevent leakage of information 
as to the estimated rates, but added that in most offices 
the men were reasonably honest. 

1,293. From every point of view the 1st of November 
was a better date for the commencement of a new finan
cial year. Budgets could then be produced three or four 
months earlier. The idea in fixing this date was to see 
the result of the monsoon as until the monsoon was well 
established the estimates for the following year could not 
be framed. The ,change of the date for the submission 
of accounts from the 20th to the lOth was made by 
government after the amalgamation of t~e public works 

and civil accounts. The amalgamation l1ad been in 
force in the Central Provinces since 1912. 

1,294. The sub-divisional officer was also a disbursing 
officer. If the chief accountant he proposed were 
allowed to sign the accounts, it would not be necessary 
for the Superintending Engineer to be at headquarters 
on cert,ain days every month. So far as the accounts 
were concerned under his scheme, the Executive Engineer 
would be in the same position as the present sub-divi· 
sional officers were, and would keep only his cashbook. 
Every item would be posted from the vouchers in the 
Superintending Engineer's office by the staff there, divi
sion by division, and the results would be presented to 
the Superintending Engineer in the register of works 
immediately thereafter. One advantage of this system 
would be that the Superintending Engineer would know 
at once where an Executive Engineer's work \\aS faulty. 

· 1,295. In respect to his previous remark that con· 
tractors in the Central Provinces invariably ·tendered 
at Public Works Department estimated rates Mr. Steven. 
son explained that this had always been the case and not 
merely since the war broke out. 

1,296. (Mr. Durie.) When informed that Mr. Durie 
had recently accepted a tender in Jubbulpore from a 
contractor at 2i per cent. below estimated Public Works 
Department rates; he rejoined that Jubbulpore was one 
of the best stations from a contractor's point of view, 
and that contractors in the province generally did not 
tender below estimated rates. He very seldom found 
anything but the rates entered in the Public Works 
Department estimates in his records. 

1,297. Mr. Milne reported that there was a good deal 
of room for a simplification in the forms of accounts, 
heads of classification and the restrictions on Executive 
Engineers' powers to write off tools and plant. There 
should be a special committee appointed to discuss this 
question. On the civil side detailed heads of classified 
abstracts were being cut down, and he thought it would 
be possible to do the same in the case of the public 
works accounts. 

At Nagpur, Friday, 26th January 191?. 
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Written Statem~nl. 
1,298. (t~eneml.) The Public Works Department has 

been the drudge of all services. To borrow the words of a 
great English statesman, it has " rendered more services 
and ~eived less gratitude than any institution in the 
land." Imperfections lie on the sul'.face; one hears often 
of failures and rarelv of achievements. To ask, so late in 
the dav, 11·hether tho Public Works Department meets the 
needs 'of other departments, is to ask whether India has 
bet>n lying still or moving all these years. And yet for 
"·{']!nigh a century that Department has been striving to 
make India what it is to-day, and has guided from in
ception to fruition works of magnitude and importance 
such as were never before chronicled in India., or even 
out of it. It has supplied roads and railways, the vital 
organs o1 industry and commerre ; it has raised temples 

for the worship of faith and learning, science and art, 
law and order, justice and discipline ; it has converted 
deserts into lands flowing with milk and honey ; it has, 
indeed, provided the very main springs of material pro· 
gress in ~very department and direction. One by one 
its component members have been separated and set up 
as independent departments. Two Royal Commissions 
have been sent forth to feel its pulse and examine its 
residut\1 constitution and vitality. The pc:.lliatives sug
gested by one had hardly had time to take effect, when 
the other came to prescribe more soothing remedies. 
Before the arrival of that prescription, a third Committee 
has followed armed with new in~truments of analysis and 
research. And the public is lost in wonder whether the 
Committee has assembled to bring new life and vigour, 
or to bear the pall and write an epitaph. 
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(2). The gracious meesage to the j.oople from o~r beloyed 
eovercign before be left our shores sent a thrill of new 
hope through all JoyaL India, which is still pulsating 

• through her veins. And the Public Services ColDJ'll.ission 
which followed eoon after with the royal command to 
examine and report on the limitations that exist in the 
employment of Indians, gave rise to hopeful anticipations 
in all departments of the public service. And now, for 
the sole benefit of the Public Works Department, a Com
mittee h&B been organized with a view to secure, more 
particularly, the substitution of private for departmental 
agency, not non-European for European. In this pro
vince there is at present little or no scope for putting this 
suggestion into practice and in all India what private 
agency of any significance is mible which is not wholly 
European 7 It is our firm and deep-rooted conviction 
that beneficent measures are coming for the good of the 
Indian and the non-Indian alike. Those measures have, 
however, not yet seen the light of day, and in thE' gloom 
of uncertaint;y the mind of the Indian public is filled with 
apprehension, if not with alarm. The machinery of every 
department needs a periodical renewal and re-adjustment. 
The Public Works Department organization is of a highly 
technical and complex nature and no suggestions of value 
towards its improvement or reform can be made except 
aft,er the most careful study and anxious consideration. 
The time given in hours to the public, both official and 
non-official, might with advantage have been given in 
days. The activities of the Industrial Commission have 
been absorbing public attention in great measure, and 
the approaching close of the official year has no doubt 
made the po~ition of official witnesses one of extreme 
difficulty and inconvenience. More than one summer 
must pass before the recommendations of the Committee 
may be expected to bear fruit. A less rapid itinerary 
than that sketched out might perhaps have proved of 
greater value in discussing the problems placed before the. 
public. And in a hurried memorandum like thls a very 
imperfect survey of the fields opened up for discussion is 
all that can be submitted for the Committee's consider
ation. 

1,299. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of the 
execution of works.-Buildings ,and Roads.-In 
order to satisfy the two tests laid down by the Govern
ment of India, ti7., economy and efficiency, it is of the 
utmost importanc(l that a comprehensive and well-con
sidered programme of construction should be maintained 
in each province. Persistent effort has been made in the 
past ten years or so to place the construction programme 
of this province on a satisfactory basis. In spite of the 
rapid mareh of events in recent years and the disturbing 
influences of "scarcity" conditions, actual or appre
hended, a great deal has been achieved in this direction. 
Much, however, still remRins to be done. The ideal to be 
aimed at in the preparation of projects is to ensure their 
being sanctioned, or at any rate their being submitted in 
a well-advanced stage, before the beginning of the official 
year in which they are intended to be carried out. The 
final issue of the budget would thus provide for only 
finally sanctioned works, or for administratively sanc
tioned works detailed plans and estimates for which are 
about to receive final sanction. The annual programme 
of construction outlined in the Pachmarhi Conference 
Xotes hM been a great step forward in thi& direction, but 
it does not go far enough. By the time these notes reach 
the Executive Engineer, the monsoon fairly establishes 
itself, and the rainy season which is the best time for 
preparing estimates cannot be fully utilized for that pur
pose. Sites cannot be selected during the rains out&de 
the headquarters of districts and by the time the question 
of a.ooommodation is definitely settled with the heads of 
departments the Ext<Cutive Engineers and sub·di\'isional 
officers find themselves in the midst of the busiest part 
of the working sea.son, and-estimates for the ensuing yea.r 
e&nnot then be pushed on except under great diffi.cultie~~. 
At the Pachmarhi Conference, Commissioners and Heads 
of Departments should not only settle what new works 
must be carried out in the ooming yea.r, but also indicate 
•·hat new works will have to be taken up the year after, 
That i,$ t.o say, v.·hilo at this ounferenc-e tho budget for the 

next year would be pi:W)tically determined finally, the 
programme of the year following would also at the same 
time be provisionally laid down. For the purposes of 
these provisional lists, Commissioners and Heads of De
partments should obtain from the Superintending En2i
neer or Executive Engineer rough cost in lump-sums, wit-h· 
out calling for any estimates even in Stage L In this wav 
the sc;,!J.eme of construction would be kept well ahead: 
and the chain of operations, both in the office and in 
the field; would remain unbroken from year to year. 

(:!). Suppose in June 1916, while coming to a final deci
sion on the works to be carried out in the year 1917·18 
it were also determined what works would be required ~ 
the y(·a.r 1918-19, then eo far as the programme of 
1918-19 was conct>med--

(i) it would be possible to st>lect sitfs and settle 
other pl'elimin!J.ries before June 1Q17, i.e., be
fore the next conference ; 

(ii) the oonference of June 1917 should then be 
able to say definitely which of these works 
should be finally placed in the budget for 
1918-19; 

(iii) the Public Works Department could then pro· , 
ceed at once with the detailed preparation of 
estimat!f;ls, with the help . of the information 
already gathered, and get them all ·well 
advanced if not actually sanctioned by the 
31st March ~918; and 

(iv) the actual construction could be put in hand on 
the Jet April 1918, the collection of materials 
being pushed on in the preceding months as 
far as practicable, -

To what is known as the first stage of the estimates 
far greater significance must be attached than has hi the~ 
been attempted. Save under exceptional circumstances 
no Stage I estimate must be called for, unless it has been 
accorded a definite place on the programme of construc· 
tion, as indicated above. That ill to say, taking the 
example of 1918-19 assumed in the foregoing paragraph, 
Stage I should come in when the conference of June 1917 
has decided what works are to be definitely taken up in 
~918-19 .. Between June 1916 and June 1917, only prelim. 
mary action would be taken on the provisional lists of 
works for 1918-19 pMsed at the conference of June 1916; 
or in other words, the Commissioner or head of the depart. 
ment would place himself in communication with the local 
?fficers, make up his mind as to the urgency of the pro
J~t and the accommodation to be provided, and get the 
SJtAl selected and inquiries made for its acqui'lition • and 
the Executive Engineer ~ould collect data reg;rding 
foundations, n\aterials, ew., and keep hiiiDlClf ready for 
the actual preparation of plans and estimates. With the 
preliminaries advanced so far the Stage I proposals should 
be far more explicit and a.OOurate than they are at present. 
The Executive Engineer should be able to state definitely 
what the foundations are to be, what materials can be 
obtained locally, what the cartage of materials will COAt, 
et;.c .• and in the case of bridges would bo in a position to 
d~uss the waterway to te provided and the general 
des1gn to be adopted. In this way, the estimated cost 
given in Stage I would not be likely to differ largely from 
t~e final eBtim~tes ; and the Stage II could be got through 
mth comparative ease. In all ordinary cases it would 
merely involve the reproduction of plans and sections a). 
ready " typed " or " standardized,'' or of tholl8 for similar 
works actually carried out before. The passage of Stage 
II estimates from the aub-divisional officer to the high611t 
sanctioning authority would be great!y accelerated and 
the labour involved in their p!'I'Jparation imm;nl!ely 
reduced. And, o~a.rily, tw Stage II ought to be 
treated as the final, l,t., the tLJrd lt&ge, the sanctioning 
authority merely directing that certain instructions migl.t 
~ atte~~;ded to in actual n.ecution, or that e.,rtain oorrec
tions nught be ma.dt ill the r)Ians and Bl!timattW before 
carrying out the work. 

(:l). Road llt.Atm~l.- -Although great care is periodically 
taken in drawing up the road !cheme of a dietrict its 
aeope and limit~~ h~Ave often been peremptorily d~:tennlned 
by the erigenciea of famine. The 1uddou uuJ rapid 
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oha.ngea thus undergone have impaired its stability, if ~ea.litY: known at wh.at stage the avenue planting ends and 
nut its ultimate utility in considerable measure. The 1ts mamtenance begms. And while the extension of road• 
" scarcity " policy of Sir Reginald Craddock; which sue. throughout the provinces is growing apace, our road-side 
ceeded in linking together the mitigation of distress and arboriculture is unhappily falling steadily and hopelessly 
the expansion of the ordinary programme oJ construction behind. A first-class road costs not less than Rs.5,000 to 
has greatly simplified the problem. Nevertheless, the Rs.lO,OOO per mile, and even an "Improved Class III " 
supreme necessity of a famine does not invariably coin. Road" with proper causeways at nullah crossings costs 
cide with the normal needs of a district, and concentra- Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 3,000 per mile, according to the nature 
tion of effort on definite lengths and objects, for an un- of the country. There are no reliable data regarding the 
disturbed period of activity, has not always betm easily cost of avenue planting, but the avesage cost varies from 
practicable. The preservation of old arterial roads, and about Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 per milo. The total cost of 
the provision of really first-class roads passable through· original construction, therefore, would not be consider
out the year have, therefore, not advanced commen- ably exceeded, were it made the rule that arboriculture 
surately with the vast outlay on communications. The must be treated as an essential and obligatory head of 
accomplishment of these objects is being continuously "original works communications." The excess of ex
put back by the demands for opening out new tracts, penditure thus involved would be almost negligible, 
and a halt must be made for some definite period in the whereas the convenience of supervision would be very 
multiplication of new roads, except of the lowest class, great. A special staff is always told off for construction, 
until the improvement of important old lines of commuri· which could very well look after arboriculture as well, 
cation has been substantially achieved. The th10ry that the A new road takes usually two to three years to construct, 
provision of railways within an area puts an end to the im- and with careful attention tree planting could be carried 
portance of the old parallel roads which formerly served - out with ease in three years, so that a definite stage 
that area, may be regarded as having been more or less would be reached when the road as well as its avenue 
completely disproved. The most striking illustration of would pass from th~ " original " to the " repairs " side of 
the loss sustained by this Administration by too rigid an the accounts, and the tending of plants would become an 
adherence to this theory is afforded by 'the history of the integral part of the subsequent maintenance of the road. 

. Khandwa-Mortakka road. This fine old first-class mill· The progress of arboriculture could in this way be placed 
tary road was believed to have been entirely superseded by on more J:msiness-like and economical lines, and road 
the new Rajputana-Malwa railway, and it was accordingly construction and arboriculture would proceed side by 
reduced at once to Class III. Before long it degenerated side, the maintenance of avenues becoming a recurrent 
into a. hopeless cart track and ita subsequent develop· obligatory charge in the same way as the general main
mentis well-known. It was first raised to Class II-B, tenance of the road, at a fixed mileage rate. 
then to Class II-A, and ultimately to Class I; and after (5), AB indicated above, the programme of construction 
ita recognition as a first-class communication, ten years' should aim at concentration rather than at diffusion, in 
close and steady attention had to be devoted towards the order that the results might be duly accelerated and the 
improvement of the road surface before it could be ends of economy fitly served. Improvement is at the 
brought to a state of efficiency at all adequate to the same time necessary in the method of provision of funds 

· • intensity of traffic borne' by it. The condition of the and regulation of expenditure on works. ' With the cease
valuable old arteries, such as the Bombay, Mirzapur, less demand for new works in every department, the 
Jhansi and Samhalpur roads cannot but be regarded as a tendency has been to provide for a large number of works 
disgrace to this province. The so-called Class I pro- at the same time in one year, and either to spread the 
vincial roads, moreover, do not by any means approach expenditure on a given number of works over several 
the standard of efficiency of a really first-class communi· years, or to spread the operations over too vast an are-a, 
cation. And even as they stand they represent a com· Actual experience has been distinctly opposed to this 
paratively small proporlton of the communications of the procedure. The Arang-Khariar road, for instance, had 
province. Before the famine of 1896-97, the total length been lingering on for fifteen years when I submitted pro
of roads was 3,000 miles of which only 27 per cent. was posals for closing the work, and even those propu~a.ls 

""Class I. Each of the two famines of 1896-97 and 1899- after nearly three years' operations hardly brought the 
1900 contributed 1m additional thousand miles, without whole length to a tolerable state of efficiency. The exe
any corresponding increase in the percentage of first-class cution of a work, large or small, should as far as possible 
roads. The subsequent scarcities have brought up the be confined to one working season, or one continuous 
total to somewhere in the neighbourhood of 6,000 miles, series of two or three working seasons, and the centres of 
but the percentage has not attained a much higher level. activity should neither be too many, nor too scattered. 
The need for reconstructing the road programme on more The commercial motto of " quick payment-quick 
profitable lines is, therefore, keenly felt and some means return" might, with propriety, be attached to the coat
nmst be devised for maintaiillng a continuity of policy, of-arms of the Department of Public Works. Rapidity 
in order to ens\J.re its early fulfilment and to secure both of work within reasonable limits of.area and outlay is 
economv and efficiencv in future road constructi<•n. the most essenthl element of economical construction ; it 

(4). .frboricuUurt.-The provision of shade for travellers CJnrentrates effort, minimizes chances of dispute, reduces 
1\long a road is an object the attainment of which ought expenditure on supervising agency and interest on outlay, 
to receive attention simultaneously with the construction secures stability of labour supply, ensures clear ultimate 
of that road. There seems to be no reason why miles profit to the contractor and induces offer of better terms 
upon miles of arterial lines of communication should be of contract. A couple of years ago the Government of 
allowed to remain bare and unattractive, while effort is India drew special attention to the subject of heavy ex
made in other directions. It is most unfortunate that penditure in March, which is undoubtedly wasteful in 
no differentiation is observed between now pla.ntation and some measure. Although in that letter of the Govern· 
subsequent maintenance. This is, indeed, surprising for ment of India the subject was in other respects dealt wit~ 
in all other departmental matters " original works" and in an exhaustive manner, the two root-causes of the ev1l 
u repairs" are rigidly kept apart from each other. The for which a remedy was being sought were left quite 
whole expenditure on original plantation and subsequent untouched. Indeed, a satisfactory solution of the diffi. 
upkeep is treated as "original works'' although the culty will ~ever be found until the date-for closing the 
Public Works Department Code distinctly places new financial year . is altered, or the system of lapses. is abol· 
plantation as one of the main heads of original works, ished. It is a well-known fact that the fi~anmal year 
communications, and its subsequent tertding as a main (April to March) of the Government of India does not 
head of repairs. The result has been tlult in spite of the synchronize with the working season of the Public Works 
expenditure of labour and money in the past twenty-five Department (October to June). Nor is it a secret that 
years, practiool.ly not a single road hus emerged from the the system of lapse tempts local. Governments to dr~w 
" origin&! " head of a.rboricultufl'l and passed on to as largely as possible on the asSignments of the offic1al 
"repa.im ;" and although some effort is made towards year. With say a 60-lakh budget, the amount of lapse 
ditiArentiation in the periodical returns. it i~ never in involved would sometimes approximate to 3 or 4 lakhs 
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of rupees. With thf' rapidly growing needs of the prov
ince pressing upon the Administration in every direc
troo., it could hardly be expected that 1!0 large a sum 
would be relinquished annually, ..-ith alacrity, unless 
I!ODle means were forthcomin~ to effect its recovery after 
the official year had gone by. In the attempts made 
towards finding a cure for the disease, the dominant idea 
au always been to allay the outward symptoms, and to 
Jet the canker inside remain. It must, however, be recog· 
nized that the ~vernment of India have larger interests 
in view than the mere convenience or economy of public 
works, and that a final pause must be made at the close 
of the official year, whlltever the consequences of such a 
step to their subordinate administrations and depart
ments might be. That being eo, the primary causes must 
of course be left unremedied and endeavour has to be 
made to minimize their effects as far as may be practi
cable. The main points to which attention might be 
specially devoted are :-

(i) drawing up of the programme of construction 
and forecasting of requirements sufficiently 
in advance; 

(ii) prompt issue of the budget figures; 
(ill) allotting as large a sum for each work as possible 

at the commencement of the year ; 

(iv) making final allotments of funds, which become 
available, late in the year, towards works in 
progreBB which are sufficiently advanced, with 
as little delay as possible; 

(v) making some arrangement with the Finance De
partment to secure the transfer, wholly or in 
part, of the estimated amo•mt of lapse of an 
official year to the budget statements of the 
next year. 

(6). The advancing prosperity of the province, the exten
sion of railways and roads, the development of resources 
of every district and the advent of civilizing influences 
generally of the modern day, which are visibly at work in 
every town and district, have been accompanied by an 
ever-increasing growth in the demand for labour and 
building materials. While the Public Works Department 
rates have been undergoing changes so swiftly as to render 
the task of revision of schedule rates one of exceptional 
difficulty, those paid by the general public have gradually 
drifted into hopeless uncertainty. Owing to the depletion 
of labour, caused by the frequent visitations of plague 
and famine, and the absorption of nearly all available 
labour on government works and railways and other 

• enterprises, private firms and individuals have been com
pelled to employ the assistance of Public Works Depart
ment contractors and mistris, with the result that the 
margin of difference between Public Works Department 
rates and ordinary bazaar rates has been steadily narrowed 
down and is fast disappearing. In Nimar, for example, 
which is the main centre of commercial activity in the 
Nerbudda Division, the Publio \Vorks Department rates, 
local fund rates, and rates prevailing in mills and ginning 
factories are all identical. In Jubbulpore, wqere both 
public and private construction is rapidly advancing, the 
fusion of public and private rates is becoming a marked 
feature of the division. The representatives of Raja 
Gokuldas's family, who are the principal private builders 
of Jubbulpore, are ('mploying Public Works Depart
ment contractors and submitting t.o Public Works Depart
ment rates. In Mandl&, which has been the most 
backwa.rd district of the Jubbulpore Division, and 
where labour and materials are scarce, the private 
builder is, in reality, payintz more highly than the 
Public Works Department. Some difference there will 
always be l>E-tw~n the Public Works Department and 
private rates, owing to the difference in the standards 
of work and the middleman's profits and supervision 
cha.rges. While, holt'evec-, the Department pays more 
with open eyes to cover the losses sustained by con· 
tractors, arising from non-recovery of advances for labour 1 

and materials and in other ways, private builders are led 
blindly by unscrupulous contractors and rrW!tril to hf¥in 
on hopelessly inadequate estimate&, and they are alm011t 
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invariably called upon, in the end, to pay greatly in 
excess of what they had originlrily bargained for. 

(7). This rise in price3 and wages which is a necessary 
concomitant of the general upward march of prosperity 
all round must, therefore, be regarded as an evil which 
has come to stay. We have on eeveral occasions succese
fully resisted the attempts made by contractors to foree 
up the rates, the most notable instances being the COOv 
struction by departmental agency of the ~ur bridge, 
for which rates 10 to 15 per oont. higher than the schedule 
rates were demanded, and the construction of the Dham· 
tari-Sihawa road. The savings effected in this way, on ~ 
the estimates, for these and other similar works have been 
considerable. Object lessons to contractors such as these 
have greatly contributed to economical working, and more 
substantial results might be obtained by greater decen· 
tratizatidb. of authority and improved methods of working. 
An adequate storage of materials of every-day demand, 
e. g., bricks, tiles, flooring slabs, doors and windows of 
standard sizes, etc., is very necessary. The officers have 
often to rush about from market to market for materials 
at short notice, and if the markets fail or abnormal rains 
destroy the brick and tile kilns, as frequently happens, 
they dare not pause and they do the best they can under 
the circumstances. With a programme of construction 
for two or three years in advance, it should moreover be 
possible to regulate the supply of labour and materials, 
and to limit the cost of works undertaken, specially of 
those in the more outlying and remote corners of a dis
trict, by introducing a system of licensed contract for 
specific periods and spheres of action, and at specified 
rates fixed for the periods and areas covered by such 
cbntracts. There is a limit, however, to what can be 
achieved in this direction. Indeed, in dealing with 
prices and wages, we are confronted with world-factors 
over which neither departmental nor private agency can 
exercise any effective control. In this province both 
minor and major buildings have been uniformly con. 
structed on the most economical lines. Generally speak· 
ing, table-moulded bricks have been replaced by cheap 
hand-made bazaar bricks (so called " /cumhar" bricks); 
walls have been reduced in thickness and height as much 
as pOBSible ; unwrought poles have taken the place of 
sawn rafters; sun-shades are provided only on the 
exposed sides; and plaster is substituted by lime-rubbing 
over non-essential walls. In the minor buildings (e.g., 
jail and police quarters, out-houses of bungalows) the 
descent goes still lower ; the foundations consist largely 
of metal and moorum; the walls are of brick-in-mud, 
except round the door openinga and the tops of walls ; 
the floors are of moorum leaped over with cow-dung; the 
doors are of the cheapest description, and the windows 
are often absent, their place being taken by loop-holes or 
honey-combed brick openings. In the olden days the 
roof of minor buildings often consiated of country tiles 
laid on bamboo battens, as in the case of the cheap bazaar 
structures. But these roofs ~equired frequent rCQewals, 
and the general rule now is to have a single Allahabad 
tiled roof or a wheel tiled roof laid on sawn battens. This 
is a measure dictated by considerations not of mere 
convenience, but of absolute economy. It is, indeed, by 
a rigid adherence to economy in these ways that this 
Administration has achieved a large measure of success 
in combating the growth of expenditure on public works 
necessitated by the rise in prices and wages. 

1,300. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-As· 
suming that an adequate and efficient district council 
staff is employed in each district, the readjustment of 
burden between the district councils and the Public 
Works Department, as regards road construction and 
repair, should be based not merely on the cla.lll oi roads, 
but also on their general importanc-e and the coovenience 
of supervision. The coru;truction and maintenance of 
arterial roads traversing more than one district mu.et be 
a provincial concern ; all other roads of purely local 
importance, including short railway feeders, might with 
adva.ntage be handed over to the district cou.ncila, to 
whom their emv.:me at.d upkeep are of more immediate 
iota-est and importAnce. By this meant~, it would be 
possible to bring iOIJle relief to the over-worked Publio 
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Works Department and to give a fair start to the local 
fund divisional engineers' scheme. Outlying districts 
like Ma.ndla, Betul and Chindwara must lie, for the pre
sent, beyond the province of the local fund divisional 
engineer. The extension of railways, coal-fields and 
mining industries in such districts demands a corres
ponding advance in the way of communications towards 
the accomplishment of which the Public Works Depart
ment cannot look for relief for many years to come. The 
Public Works Department must similarly retain there
sponsibility of all buildings at headquarters of districts, 
and all buildings along the lines of communication in 
charge of the Department. All other buildings might be 
conyeniently handed over to local fund agency, with the 
exception of any outlying police bnildings, the mainten
ance of which the Police Department might wish to keep 
in their hands. When in 1910 I had to draw up a scheme 
on these lines for the second circle of superintendence, 
it was found that the saving in establishment effected 
thereby was not so appreciable as might have appeared 
possible at first sight. An elaborate statement was 
drawn up exhibiting the actual expenditure in the Circle 
during the preceding five years and what the probable 
expenditure would have been, had the proposed changes 
been in force during the same period. The reduction of 
expenditure on the whole worked out to only 9 per cent.; 
to go much further than this would, it was feared, tend 
to impair seriously the organization of the Department. 
It seems clear, moreover, that any re-apportionment of 
labour between the Public Works Department and local 
funds must not over-tax the resources and capabilities of 
the latter. The district,councils of these provinces are 
far from being in a highly-prosperous condition, and they 
depend largely for their existence and utility upon gov
ernment bounty. Any great expansion of their agency 
in the near future is not likely to proP,uce satisfactory 
results without increased grants from the local Admini· 
stration, or transfer of funds from the Public Works 
Department to the local fund budget. It may lead to 
decentralization, but it would not conduce to economy in 
the sense contemplated by the Government of India. It 
would, on the other hand, seriously affect the general 
efficiency of the Department, and weaken its staff in so 
great a measure as to leave the Department unprepared 
for the exigencies of a famine which might overtake the 
province at any moment. 

(2)1 In his evidenct before the Royal Indian Engineering 
College Committee of 1903, Colonel J. W. Ottley, C.I.E., 
R.E., President of that college, stated as follows with 
reference to the comparative conditions of work in 
England and India :-

11 In India you are the contractor as well as the 
engineer, and you have to do everything for 
yourself. From the day you begin to lay out 
your levels you have got to do everything; 
you hav~ got to find your earth and make 
your bricks; you have got to find your lime· 
stone and make your lime; and in many cases 
you have got to teach your men how to do-the 
work. You have got to make your own 
charcoal, and to do every single thing for 
yourself. Here you buy your ma~erials in 
one place or another, or hand the whole job 
over to somebody elsa whose business it is to 
carry it out for you." 

Except in presidency towns like Calcutta and Bombay, 
where European firms of repute are ready to undertake 
large works, the state of private agency in India is no 
better today than that described above. The aid of 
engineering firms of Bombay and C~lcutta. is invoked, an~ 
is available only for the construction of Important saru
tarv works, and for the supply of iron-work and other 
materials which cannot be obtained locally. It would be 
impossible to employ these firms more extensively, without 
ofie.ring attractive rates of work such as would be greatly 
in excess of the current schedule rates. Such a step would 
be fatal to economy, without in any great measure im· 
proving the present degree of efficiency. Great tracts of 
the province are yet wild, and practically closed to the 
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influences of outside civilization ; welcome would be 
warmly .accorded to any private syndicate, were it forth
coming, to help the Department in the improvement of 
these tracts. Indeed, agency such as that contemplated 
by the Government of India is not waiting to be encour- -~. 
aged or developed ; it has to be created. With some few 
honourable exceptions, the Public Works Department 
contractor is generally of a petty class without skill or 
knowledge, and lays the whole burden o£ supervision and 
accounts on the shoulders of the Department. He comes 
and goes, drifts from one place to another, always at the 
mercy of the bunniak who provides him with funds and 
wrests from his unwilling hands the cheques passed in 
payment of work done .. The bunniak himself is often 
cheated by unscrupulous contractors, who have a knack 
of disappearing suddenly after a heavy payment, with 
disastrous results both to the money-lender and to the 
work itself, which is left in a state of complete disorgani
zation. As I had occasion to submit to the Industrial 
Commission, the only visible agency consists of " a host 
of speculators and adventurers, a mere fraction of whom 
are really sound or capable of taking an active part in 
engineering a business with advantage to themselves and 
to the public at large. The majority are profit-seeking, 
but not risk-taking, and cultivate the art of acquiring 
something when they possess nothing. If a census were 
taken of the small industries, such as soda and ice fac
tories, brick and tile manufactures, oil and surkki mills, 
printing and cotton presses, which have appeared and 
vanished in India in the last twenty years, it would 
reveal an appalling record of fraud, failure and ruin. It 
would illustrate why, in the industrial world, capital 
remains shy, effort lies crushed, and talent wanders un
employed." 

(3). Of capital there is plenty, and of talent there is no 
lack, thanks to the training-colleges which government has 
so thoughtfully provided. The great problem is to effect a 
co-ordination of these two resources, the solution of which 
can only be obtained by the co-operation of government 
and the people. The people must cultivate mutual con
fidence and esteem, and learn the value of thrift and sell
reliance ; and government must help and guide the 
people in working together on the basis of co-operation, 
One sometimes hears of the co-operative principle as if 
it were a sort of special dispensation of Heaven for the 
up-lift of agriculture and cottage industry alone. It is 
however, of a far wider application, and its influence is at 
work in numerous fields of European activity. We have 
just heard of a great department of research which is 
being built on the same basis. The establishment of co
operative societies, in every district,Ior the creation and 
encouragement of private contracting agency, would fulfil 
the requirements of the Department in an adequate 
measure, and at the same time afford ample scope for 
the employment of engineers trained at the colleges who 
fail to secme government appointments.· It would; 
moreover, be helpful towards bringing down the rates 
for construction and securing a considerable measure of 
efficiency and economy generally in the operations of the 
Department. Above all, it would bring the people of the 
district in'close touch with their public works, and enrich 
them by providing a standing source of employment for 
the working classes as well as of investment for their 
locked-up capital. The expansion of the co-operative 
movement. is an urgent need of the country and will 
require the most anxious consideration of government 
for its fulfilment. Without active government support 
nothing is practicable ; with that helping hand, private 
effort is sure to raise and develop itself into a permanent 
source of power and public utility. 

1,301. (ill.) Changes in organization.-It seems ne
cessary, at the outset, to expose the falla.cy of the general 
impression that the Public Works Department establish
ment is unduly expensive, and that more or less drastic 
measures are imperative in order to effect a speedy cur
tailment. Indee~, the problem before this Admiuistra· 

. tion is not how to reduce the superior establishment, but 
how to reinforce it. The phenomenal increase in the 
outlay on works, and the poorness and inadequacy of the 
staff, have thrown a.n undue strain on all ranks of the 
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Public Work~ service. Marked attention has occa.sion· 
ally been drawn to the fact tha' facilities for communica.
tion by rail and road have rendered supervision a matter 
of comparative ea.ae. It has to be borne in mind tha.t 
these facilities have themselves brought in their train 
&dded responsibilities and increased outlay. The burdens 
of construction and of preservation have by no means 
bocn lightened; they are growing apace as the sub
joined tables will show. While the outlay on the con-

struction and upkeep of roads and buildings has &dvanced 
four-fold and eight-fold respectively since 1900, the 
length of road maintenance has increased two-and-a-half 
times since 1896. The figures abundantly illustrate tbe 
restless activitv in the midst of which the Public Works 
Department officer has failed to deri>e any substantial 
relief, or alleviation from the improved facilities for com· 
munication, or from any other SOUl'ce whatsoever. 

TABLE NO! I. 

Outlay on Provincial Roads and Buildings since 1900-1901. 

OUTLAY oN RoADs. OUTLAY ON BUILDINGS. 

YEAR. 
- REMARKS. 

Original Repairs. TOTAL. Original Repairs. TOTAL. 
Works. Works. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. R.i. Rs. 

1900-01 1,24,644 5,24,648 6,49,292 1,20,994 1,06,202 2,27,196 Increase in roadq : 4 times 
and in buildings: 8 

1901-02 4,14,490 5,97,528 10,12,018 3,10,944 1,27,926 4,38,870 times. 
·- • 

1903-04 4,55,157 7,73,902 12,29,059 7,67,044 1,34,970 9,02,014 

1904-05 Not available. 

1905-06 4,58,680 7,41,058 11,99,738 11,23,630 1,30,4.26 12,54,056 

1906·07 8,09,470 11,67,413 19,76,883 14,83,117 1,97,659 16,80,776 

1907-08 .. 12,75,588 14,02,521 26,78,109 15,10,505 2,24,991 17,35,496 

1908-09 21,65,971· 15,18,496 36,84,467 10,79,348 2,32,016 13,11,364 

1909-10 14,37,048 13,53,481 27,90,529 12,46,253 2,02,321 14,48,574 

1910-11 9,44,167 14,61,719 24,05,886 14,70,742 2,24,722 16,95,464 

1911-12 8,85,678 15,12,357 23,98,035 15,20,574 2,34,306 17,54,880 -

TABLE NO. II. • 
Length of roadB maintained by the Public Works Department according k:. the road llihemu of the province Iince 

1896. 

Total length 

Road Class I Class II-A Class 11-B Class ill Total in charge of 
the Public R:&MA.RKS. scheme, roads. roads. roads. roads. length. Works 

Department. .. 
Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. 

1896 • 825 
I 

527 1,655 

1899 • 1,188 960 1,850 

1902 • 1,352 1,319 1,635 

I 

1911 • 2,539 
I 

1,700 1,002 

(2). In the second circle of superintendence there were 8 
imperial and 3 pro>incial Executive and Assistant Engi
ne-ers, i.t., 11 permanent engineer officers altogether in 
Docemher 1903. Ten years afterwards, there were only 6 
permanent officers, t'i:., 4 imperial and 2 provincial 
While the expenditure in this circle in 1004..05 was onlv 
Rs. ll.l4.5Ui inclt1ding establishment charges it mounted 
in Hll2-13 up t<l R.s. 26,57,5!4 uclu~·t-e of establishment 
ch:u-ges. That is to say, "'bile the expenditure ha4 

. 3,007 2,153 Increase in length of road 

3,992 3,006 
mainteDII.lloe 21 times. 

.. 
872 5,178 3,945 

838 6,139 4,910 
' I 

grown_ three-fold, the permanent stren~h of the auperior 
~blishment had shrunk to one half. Taking the prov
mce as a whole, the sub-joined table exhibit! the vari· 
ations in the outlay on buildings and roads, and in the 
pe~anent. strength of the superior establishment, ex· 
clu~g OJ.ief and Superintending Engineers, during the 
last :.o years or so (as far as I have l.een able to make 
out). 

x2 
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PERHA.JJENT ENGINEER 
R'DENDITURI! ON ESTABLISIIMENT 01' 

YBAB. 
BUILDINGS AND BUILDINGS AND ROADS 

RoADS (EXCLUDING (EXCLUl)ING C!n:EF AND 
lRRIGAl'ION), SUPERINTENDING ENGIN· 

BEllS). 

, Imperial. Provincial. TOTAL. 

--------
:Bs. 

191)2·93 17,46,205 19 Nil 19 

1898·99 16,47,894 14 3 17 

1004·05 33,34,674 25 5 so 
1910.1] 54,91,980 19 10 29 

1913-1( 67,50,000 12 10 22 

mudgetted) 

1&14-15 70,00,000 .. .. .. 
-

The year 1892-93 marks the position of the province as 
it stood before the amalgamation of Berar ; the figures 
for 1904-05 illustrate the combined positioa of the Central 
Provinces and Berar as regards expenditure and estab· 
lishment in what may be called their inaugural year; and 
the year 1913-14 indicates the depletion of the superior 
staff resulting from the readjustment of establishment 
necessitated by the increasing demands of irrigation. 
The net result has been that while the outlay in the 
B<tildings and Roads Branch has increased four-fold 
during the last 20 years, the permanent strength of the 
engineer establishment has remained practically station· 
ary. Some idea of the extensive areas over which the 
Executive Engineers have to traverse may be formed from 
the figures given below for divisions in the Second circle :-

Public Works Depart. 
mont Division. 

Eastem Division 

Plateau Division 

JubbulporeJ)ivision • 

Hoshangabad Divi-
sion. 

.Bilaspur Special Charge 
(Temporary). 

Mandl& Division 

Area in 
Square 
Miles. 

1\796 

11,663 

10,705 

9,880 

7,269 

8,044 

REMARKs.· 

Raipur and Drug 
districts. 

Seoni, Chhindwara 
and Betul districts. 

Jubbulpore, Saugor 
and Damoh 
districts. 

Hoshangabad, Nar. 
singhpur, and 
Nimar districts. 

Bilaspur district. 

Mandla district. 

The sub-divisions which usually coincide with the civil 
districts are in their way equally extensive and vary from 
3,000 to close upon 5,000 square miles, for example :-

Chhindwara sub-division 
Saugor sub-ilivision 
Nimar sub-division 
Betul sub-division 
Drug sub-division 

· Seoni sub-division 
Damoh sub-division • 

Square miles. 
4,631 
3,962 
3,929 
3,826 
3,807 
3,206 
2,831 

(3). tn considering the suitability or otherwise of the 
Public Works Department organization, there aeems to 

~e ~ gr~wing tenden~y to seek for a model in the English 
mst1tu~ons. The mrcumstances prevailing in the two 
eountr1es are not exactly parallel, and in the comparison 
of the two systems sufficient allowance is not made £01 
the peculiar meteorological phenomena visible in India. 
and their effects on the condition of the people and the • 
con:stitution of the Public Works Department. The 
ma.mtenance of a fully-panoplied standing army is as 
esse~tial for defending the shores of India against a 
foreign enemy as the upkeep of a fully-equipped Public 
Works staff for protecting the country from the ravages 
of famine whose periodical visitation remains one of the 
unsolved problems and mysteries of meteorology. The 
ruinous expen<¥ture of the great famine of 1896-97 was 
not repeated in the unprecedented famine of 1899-1900. 
And the famine policy of Sir Reginald Craddock which 
achieved so large a measure of succes; would perhaps 
not have been contemplated, had it not been for the 
presence of a veteran staff ready to ~follow up and carry 
out that policy. The ever-present apprehension of 
scarcity and distress imposes limits upon the organization , 
of the Public Works establishment which cannot be 
transgressed without perilous consequences. An army of 
men capable of dealing with the difficult and complicated 
situations arising out of a famine cannot be raised at a 
moment's notice. As pointed out above, the phenom
enal increase in the outlay on· works has not been 
accompanied by an increase in the executive staff in a 
corresponding degree. If this economy in the, upkeep 
of staff is to be preserved without destroying either its 
efficiency or its elasticity in times of sore trial, the goal 
is not to be reached by the substitution of private for 
departmental agency to any great extent, but by utilizing 
in considerable measure indigenous in place of foreign , 
agency, the practicability of which has been brought 
about by the beneficent policy of education steadily 
followed by the Government of India. The problem is, 
therefore, one which lay in the domain of the Public 
Services Commission, and it seems unnecessary here to 
repeat the arguments that have been already laid before 
that tribtlnal. 

(4), One of the most lamentable features of the Public 
Works Department organization is· the gradual disa.p· 
pearance of the old type of "mistri." That type has 
been displaced generally by a class which neither possesses 
hereditary skill and knowledge, nor exhibits any keen
ness to learn or to strive for a reputation in practical 
workmanship. This evil ha.~ been the necessary outcome 
of the over."education of the "lower-subordinates." 
Compare the standard prescribed by any engineering iv
stitution for this class of subordinates with that laid 
down in paragraph 186 of Public Works Department 
Code, Volume I, for the higher ranks of upper subordi
nates, and the true cause of the evil will at once become 
apparent. With a somewhat extensive book, knowledge, 
but without any practical instinct or experience, the sub
overseer has often deemed himself immeasurably superior 
to- the poor uneducated " mistri" from whom even 
engineer officers of high repute have in the past learnt 
practical lessons of value. The result has been that the 
place of the real old " mistris " has been usurped by the 
poor relations or proteges of unscrupulous and over
weening petty subordinates. ln this province, there was 
to my knowledge not one really good mistri on whom I 
could lean with the sa.me confidence as I did when I 
worked as an Assistant in Rajputana. The revival of 
that fine type of real work-agent, or the creation of a 
new class of work-agents in the so-called "lower sub. 
ordinate establishment " is a question which urgently 
calls for solution. There are and have been, no doubt, 
many excellent lower subordinates, some of whom have 
risen to the highest rank of sub-engineer. Their place, 
strictly speaking, was from the very outset among the 
" upper subordinates," for which class both by birth and 
education they were truly fitted. 

(5). The numerous memorials submitted to the Govern· 
ment of India by the "upper subordinates," have been 
the outcome of the discontent created not so much by 
any peculiar hardships involved by the conditions of the 
service to which the memorialista l>eJon~, a.s by the 
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•uveriority of position enjoyed by the members of other 
cognate services. The mere improvement of the pay of 
the upper subordinate service, without bringing that 
service into line with other similar services of the prov• 
ince, would leave the eseence of the problem untouched. 
The organization of that service has, indeed, outgrown 
the rudimentary circumstances and stages which brought 
it int.., being; and after the lapse of over fifty years it 
aeema but natural that the need for co-ordinating it to 
other 16l'vices, which have grown up simultaneously, 
should begin to be felt. While the lower end of that 
service presents a. somewhat nebulous body scarcely 
distinguishable from the staff of petty subordinates, 
surveyors and work-agents, its members gradually soar 
higher and higher above th,e subordinate regions until 
they occupy positions of trust and responsibility side by 
side with Assistant ~ngineers of the superior executive 
service. And yet, save in exceptional cases, these men 
do not emerge from the subordinate ranks, even though 
in some instances an honorary embellishment lifts them 
to perhaps a little higher but somewhat dubious position. 
The solution of the difficulty seems to consist in a re
classification of the upper subordinates of the Public 
Works Department, so as to bring them up 1K> the status 
of men of similar functions and qualifications in other 
departments. Let us take the Forest service, for example. 
There are rangers from Rs. 50 to Rs. 150 per month. 
Above this pay the officers are carried at once into the 
superior. provincial service, and they are graded as 
•• officers of the provincial service," with pay ranging 
from Rs. 200. to Rs. 850. Likewise, there are naib 
tahaildars from Rs. 60 to Rs. 100, rising to tahsildars 
from Rs. 150 to Rs. 250, above whom come Extrl 
Assistant pommissioners, who occupy the upper ranks of 
the provincfal civil service, with pay ranging from Rs. 200 
to Rs. 800. It will thus be seen that, whereas men in 
the Public Works Department drawing anything up to 
Rs. 500 and performing the duties of Assistant Engineers 
are classed as " subordinates," men in other departments 
drawing upwards of Rs. 200 are ranked as officers of 
the provincial servioe. Herein lies the sting ; and .what 
the Public Works Department upper subordinate aspires 
to is not better pay 1\nd allowances so much as dignity 
and importance in the eyes of the public. 

(6), In 1907, the Government of India called attention 
to the fact that in course of time the sub-divisional officer 
had become the real executive and the Executive Engineer 
had become in a manner a Superintending Engineer. 
This upward process has followed its logical course with 
the result that the upper subordinate has taken the place 
of the Assistant Engineer, and the lower subordinate has 
usurped that of the upper subordinate, or even of the 
Assistant Engineer, Generally speaking, sub-overseers in
stead of merely helping and carrying out the orders of 
the responsible Assistant Engineer or experienced upper 
subordinate, are in more or less independent charge of 
the management of important and scattered works 
themselves. The remedy for this unfortu~ate state of 
affairs lies in a thorough reorganization of the Public 
Works Department staif, both superior and subordinate, 
and in a suitable readjustment of burden between rank, 
and rank. We must, then, build up from below and 
re-lay the foundations of the subordinate service, before 
proceeding to remodel the superstructure of the superior 
service. In the first place, it is necessary to sub-divide 
sub-overseers into two distinct classes: (a) work-agenl8, 
for the execution and supervision of construction and 
repairs and the upkeep of initial accounts; and (b) 

/ ~urveyors and estifn.afor8, for the preparation of projects 
· inclusive of field and in-door work. The forced union of 

these two functions has been fatal to the best interests 
of the Department ; it has led to over-education, over
efficiency, over-crowding of duties ; it has created dis
content without serving the true ends of economy. The 
training of these men, both theoretical and practical, 
should be just sufficient for the due performance of their 
~ks a.nd no more; their pay &nd emoluments remaining 
J~~t as they were before. Over these would come lUper· 
t'IAWI who would be the sole representatives of the old 
~·upper suborQ.inate" class; they should be capable of 

fulfilling both the functions (a) and (b) and possess higher 
theoretical knowledge and technical skill in order that 
they may exercise a thorough control over the work
agents and surveyors, and at the same time render sub
stantial help to the engineer in charge, Their training 
ought, in fact, to be so regulated that they may prove 
valuable subordinates to engineer officers, and not aim 
at becoming eventually their rivals or confreres. These 
supervisors would b~ on Rs. 60 to Rs. 100 and 
rise up to Rs. 250, and no higher. 

(7). There has been a good deal of misapprehension and 
uncertainty regarding the position of the provincial 
service. It is not clear whether the functions of the 
provincial service are regarded as being equal in quality 
and responsibility to 'those of the imperial service or if 
that service must be recognised as being distinctly inferior. 
The speeches of Sir William Muir of November 1873, 
and of Sir Antony Mac-Donnell of November 1900, 
extracts from which figure so largely in the memorials of 
provincial engineers, have led the students of the Roorkee 
College to believe that the institution has been recognised 
as one which imparts instruction, both theoretical and 
practical, UJ"'to the standard of any similar institution in 
Etirope, and that the late Cooper's Hill College was 
never intended to affect in any degree the relations of 
the Government of India with the former seminary. The 
Government of India Resolution No. 2112-G. of 1892, 
introducing· the provincial engineer service, moreover 
declared that, except in the matter of pay, leave and 
pension, " there shall be no distinction between the 
members of this service and those of the imperial service." 
To quote the words of the Imperial Gazetteer (Volume IV, 
Chapter X, page 320), " its members perform the same 
duties, and can rise to the same position, as their imperial 
confreres, but draw a lower rate of pay in all grades 
except that of Chief Engineer, in view of the permanent 
Indian connection." Not long ago, it was notified that 
an officer recruited from European seminaries should be 
considered fit for the executive charge of a division after 
8 years' service, and that an officer recruited from the 
Indian colleges might be deemed fit for the same respon
sibility after 15 years (or any other longer period). To 
lay down a sharp distinction like this is to brand the 
provincial service as distinctly inferior. It would simplify 
matters if the provincial , service were declared as the 
lower level of superior service, the members of which . 
would perform dutie11 no higher than those of .Assistant 
Engineer. In fact, they might then fitly be claBI!ed as 
" Extra Assistant Engineers," their status being similar 
to that of the provincial civil service. 

(8). It is, indeed, desirable that all superior services 
should, as far as possible, be modelled on the same linea. 
The superior service of the Public Works Department 
may, then, be divided into two branches:- . 

(A) Imperial for the higher executive and adminis· 
trative appointments corresponding to the 
covenanted civil service; 

(B) Provincial for all the other executive appoint
ments corresponding to the provincial civil 
service. 

(9). The imperial engineer will be recruited partly in 
India, and partly in England in the proportion of 2 to 1 
that is to say two-thirds of the number of vacancies in 
every year will be filled by recruitment in India and one
third in England. From the Government of India 
Classified List (corrected up to 30th June 1912), it would 
appear that out of a total of 203 engineers recruited in 
India 100 were Europeans, and 103 Indians. There is no 
likelihood of Indians ll'Wamping the Department as the 
proportion of Indians and Europeans among the local 
recruits will be about equal, and the total European 
element in t.he imperial service, including European 
officers drawn from England as well as those drawn from 
India, will always remain at a high level. The recruit
ment will be by means of an open eompetitive examination, 
which has always been the rule in the Indian college. 
and which was al110 the rule in the Cooper'a Hill Collilge. 

, There should be no nomination or selection in any form, 
There IJlwuld be certain recognised engineering ooll~e. 
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and Universities in Great Britain and Ireland and in the poses of a work, or group of works, would be a legitimate 
Colonies, graduates or superior diploma holders from charge against the works concerned. For this class of 
which (provided they are His Majeaty's subjects), may be staff, there is no reason why a permanent burden should be 
admitted to an open competitive examination held in laid on the public revenues. The" works establishment" 
London every year. Similarly, there should be certain would become quasi-permanent if they were systematic· 
recognised colleges in India graduates from which ally kept on and transferred from one work or district to 4. 

(including subjects of native states) may be anoth-er, according to requirements. Any expenditure 
admitted to an all-India open competitive examination on the •c works establishment'' would thus be debitable 
held in Delhi every year. ·Appointments will be made, to works; its existence, continuance, growth or cessation 
in both cases, from the successful candidates in the order being ent.irely dependent on the works themselves. 
of merit, to the extent of the number of vacancies during (12). The present organization of the Public Works 
the year. The examinations held in London and in Department staff, and the lines on -which it might be 
Delhi need not be exactly simultaneous ; the standard of reconstructed have been already explained above.· It 
both the examinations must be identical, and they should remains now to give some rough idea of the scale of 
be held about the same time. This will practically be a establishment likely to be required in a province like the 
revival, in a modified form, of the old system of recruit- Central Provinces. Each civil--'district will represent the 
ment from Cooper's Hill and Roorkee. In assigning the executive unit of this Department, and the departmental 
age-limits, however, the rules and regulations of Indian charge of superintendence will coincide with the civil 
Universities must be persistently kept in view. There division. The imperial establishment, which will be 
are many instances in which the strict observance of borne on an all-India list, will thus consist of one Chief 
University regulations in the case ~£Indian recruits,' and Engineer, five Executive Engineers and seven Assistant 
the absence of any such rules in the case of European Engineers. The Chief Engineer will also be the Secretary 
recruita have resulted in serious loss of service in the case to the Administration in the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the former. The Indian has to master a foreign lang- and will draw a salary of Rs. 1,750 toRs. 2,000 per month. 
uage to begin with, and if the European, who does not The five Executive Engineers will hold charge of divisions, 
labour under this initial disadvantage, is deemed fit for coterminous with those of the Commissioners. Their func. 
service at a younger age than the Indian, then it is obvious tions and powers will be the same as those exercised by 
that th~t age.Jimit for retirement cannot be made identical Superintending Engineers at present. Their scale of pay 
in both cases without depriving the Indian of the full will be the same as before, with the exception that the 
length of service as well as of the ultimate rewards of maximum limit will be raised from Rs. 1,250 toRs. 1,500. 
higher appointments. Of the seven Assistant Engineers, one senior officer will 

(10). Provincial engineers should be wholly r~cruited in hold the appointment of Under Secretary, which will 
India. Each government will recruit direct from the form the training ground for higher appointments, and · 
engineering college within the province, or, in the absence fQIJr will hold execubive charge of the more importa,pt 
of a local college, from the engineering colleges in the districts, their status bt:'ing exactly the same as that of 
neighbouring provinces, to which local students may be the present Executive Engineers. The remaining two 
encouraged to go, with a :view to compete for the Public Assista.ttt Engineers will be either working as junior Assist. 
Wurks services. Appointmenta should be made, in the ants in one of the executive charges, or placed on special 
orrler of merit, from the successful engineering graduates, duty for the execution of works of particular importance. 
to tho extent of the number of vacancies during the year. Their scale of pay will remain unchanged. 
In order to give an opportunity to the successful candi- (13). The whole of the remaining staff will be on the 
dates of the year to compete in the examination for the provincial list ; thoir appointment and promotion being 
imperial service, the provincial recruitment will take entirely in the hands of the local' Administration. After 
place after the results of the former examination are allotting four districta to imperial engineers, out of the 
declared. The provincial engineers will be placed on the 22 districta iii these provinces, 18 will constitute exocu
sa.me footing as the provincial officers of other depart- tive charges to be held by Extra Assistant Engineers. 
ment-l, and styled Extra Assistant Engineers, similar to They will draw a scale of pay ranging from Rs. 250 to 
the Extra Assistant Commissioners and Extra Assistant Rs. 1,000, the more senior men being placed in charge 
Conscn·ators of Forest&. The present grades of sub-engi- of the more important districts. To each executive 
nears in the Pub]il} Works Department would in this way charge will be allotted one or more supervisors, accord
be entirely abolished, and merge into the class of Extra ~ ing to i_ts importance, together with the necessary 
Assistant Engineers. staff of work-agents and surveyors and estimators, 

(11). In reorganizing thl} staff, on the Jines indicated there being ordinarily not more than two to three of 
above, two main guiding principles must be steadily kept each class of subordinates in a district. Any addi
in view. In the first place, there must -be no promotion tional staff that may be required to cope ·with the 
from class to dass. To further the cause of economy, works sanctioned for the district will be entertained as a 
and to repress all feelings of jealousy and discontent, ch:nge against the works, in the manner already indicate~. 
nothing is more essential than to render the classification In addition t~ these district charges, the need will doubt· 
absolutely rigid and inflex:ihle. Whatever the evils of less arise, from time to time, for special charges for 
the caste system might be, it certainly hM this advantage undertaking extensive works and surveys, beyond the 
that it presents clear-cut spheres of activity and places , normal programme of the province. These charges will 
aims and aspirations with unmistakable preciseness be manned similarly. the requisite staff when in excess of 
before all concerned. No subordinate shall aspire to be the permanent establishment being met from the provi· 
an officer, and no provincial officer shall aspire to be sion for " works establishment " in the sanctioned esti. 
imperial, in the same way as no Sudra shall aspire to be a mates for the works and surveys concerned. 
Bral!.mi~t. The training and equipl!lent of each class must 1302. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
b& so regulated as to banish all idea of advancement branches.-All large sanitary works in these prov
from one class to another. There will be promotion from inces, some of them demanding the highest engineering 
grade to grade, but there shu.ll be no elevation from clas.<~ skill and expert knowledge, have been carried out, and 
to class.. Secondly, in detormining the strength of each are being maintained, by the officers of the Public Works 
class of staff, attention must be exclusively paid to the Department. The success of the schemes is perhaps not 
ptll'm•\nent nt'eds of the Dopartmont, as opposed to those 'lltogether unknown to the Government of India. The 
created solely by the multiplication of works. The pro· difficulty experienced in the past has arisen not from any 
visions of Cooe I, paragraphs 7HJ ·and 796 should be want of skill, or expert knowledge, but from want of a 
amended and amplified, so as to remove unnecessary snffi<'ient number of officers in the ranks of the Public 
ftlStrictions upon the t>mployment of " works establish· Works Department. Th(l special task of investigating, 
ment," and to ensure that any normal expansion of works maturing and executing important sanitary projects has 
mav be mt>t by an adequate provision for the requisite had to be JX'rformcd, in addition t.'J the arduous duties of 
staff in the sanctioned estimat<li! for worh Enginl*'rs . an ordinary executive clivi~ion. Past experience indi· 
and subonlinatea temporarily engaged f()r the sole pur- cates the necessity, not so much of the organizatiop of 1\ 
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special service, a.a of strengthening the existing staff for. l'!' tralization en uncia too by the Govemm~nt of India in 
the purpoRC. X or must it be overlooked that it ill only · · Hlni, and the sub<lequent recommendations .of the J?e
a very fow and very large and wealthy municipalit.iU! centralization C<>mmi~on, ha~ ~u~ed m eflech~g 
who ca.n think of undertaking works on a very exten.~t"l"e much needoo reform m the aduurustrat~on of the Public 
ecale. Such municipal bodies are capable of,Iooking after· Works Department. They have readJusted and sub. 
theDISeJ,,ea and calling in the aid of the requi~ite adrice divided labour more suitably than Wll8 the ca..qe before; 
from Europe, where more than Indian knowledge and and helped to promote unison of offort, with enlarged 
experience is absoluwly nooded. The vast majority of spherea of action, in all ranks of the Department, and to 
tl.e municipalities, however, who are more or less depen- secure a considerable meal!Ure of freedom from non
dt;nt on government support, require less ambitious essential restrictions. In ord€r, however, to bring the 
schemes to supply their much humbler needs. These efficiency of the Department nearer the ideal in view, it 
sm4llor municipalities have to be substantially helped in seems essentially necessary that the· Superintending 
some form or other by government, and the Public Works Engineer should exercise fuller powers in dealing with 
Department is called upon t.o carry out and maintain projects which ha"l"e been administratively sanctioned, or 
works for them, free of charge, in the ordinary course. assigned a definite place in the final issue of the budget 
Moreover, this branch affords abundant .scope for the and in disposing of the funds allottOO for their execution. 
cmpltyment of private agency. There are many dis- He should be subject to less restraint, not only in sanc
tinguished European firms who are _ready at any time not tioning works a!ld accepting contracts, but al11o in grant
only to carry out, but also to furnish designs for large ing funds and reappropriating them from one work t.o 
sanitary undertakings. Several water-works schemes in another, so long as the budgetted programme of the 
these provinces have been successfully carried out by year is not unduly deviated from. In the matter of 
such firms, including the supply of engines, boilers, pipes minor works and repairs, the Executive Engineer should 
and fittings and all other materials and appliances. relieve the Superintending Engineer of all but financial 
'l'hcre does not appear to be any justification, therefore, responsibility. The Executive Engineer should have 
for tho estabJi,;hment, or continuance, of 'any special power to sanction and execute all minor works and repairs 
branch of Public Works, for the design and execution of within the limit.OJ of specific allotments made by tho 
works of this nature. Superintending Engineer for the purpose. The Execu-

(2). These remarks are applicable to architectural and tive Engineer should also be empowered to deal finally 
electrical works as well. Several engineering firms have with the minor works requirements of Commissioners 
made a speciality of electrical engineering and such firnlS and Heads of Departments, in consultation with them, 
have highly-pnid European architects i4l their service, and within the limits of the grants placed by the local 
who prepare suiLtblc plans and estimates for works carried Administration at their disposal. Relief is urgently 
out by them. The offer of substantial premiums, more- caJled for in the disposal of matters connected with 
over, has in many cases secured excellent designs for establishment, and tools and plant. The effects of 
town halls, colh·ges and residences for the richer classes centralization are most felt in this direction and greater 
in the presidency towns and elsewhere. The Canning latitude must be allowed in making appointments and 
College of Lucbow was~ l think, the first institution of promotions, granting leave and allowances, purchasing 
the kind which attracted private talent to this path, and,··· tools and plant and disposing of unserviceable articles, 
if I remember aright, the prize was won by an Indian which u~ually involve a large amount of correspondence 
draughtt;man of Roorkce. Any extension of the Public. often of a petty nature. And the restrictions laid down 
Works sorvicc in these directions would unnecessarily lead regarding tho supply of English stores, except through 
to over-departmentalization, and the multiplication of the India Office, should be removed as early a.s possible. 
heads of expert departments, on a scale of expenditure It may, perhaps, be explained, here, that the amount of 
not warranted by the circumstances. In this respect lapse at the end of the year docs not represent the mere 
one might derive some lessons of value from the Modi· execSI! of grant over expenditure, it affl.lrds in consider-

, cal Department. No one ever thinks of attaching eye able measure a direct indication of the preponderance of 
experts, throat experts and other medical ·specialists savings over excesses on sanctioned estimates and allot
to the Government of India, or to the local Govern· ments. In 'other work!'!, the keener the effort in the coursli 
rnents. They are where they !!hould be, viz., in the of the yoa.r to confine outlay within the limits of sane
Medical College. In Calcutta., for iru:tance, where there tioned estimates and allotments, the greater the accent· 
is ample demand for expert advice and research, the nation of this preponderance. And when these Ravings are 
public at large profits by the presence of medical spread over numerous works, the exact determinatwn of 
specialists in the l\1edical Collrge,. which at the same their amount in each individual instance before the final 
time furnishes abundant training grou11d for the modi· adjustment of accounts becomes one of great difficulty. 
cal students. One often hears of the undesirability of Such eavings do not constitute lapses in the sense that 
locating such training institutions amidst the tempta.- they impose an additional burden on the next year'11 
tious of thickly populated cities. Medical colleges ought budget, and, as they begin to accumulate towards the 
properly to be in the midst of disease, and although the close of the year, they should be at once rt>leased, by 
proximity of objectionable surroundings cannot be reappropriation, fo'r expenditure on other useful object~ 
altogether overlooked, it mnst at the same time be re- during the year. It is for this reason very necessary that 
membered that U10 students enter these colleges after the Superintending Engineer and the Executive Engineer 
fini.!hing their university course. It muRt, indeed, be ilhould be delegated authority to balance minor items of 
reg~rded as a part of their training that they should at short expenditure by increased outlay on other works in 
th1s sta~e realize the existence of evil influences, mastery progress by re-appropriation. Re-appropriation state· 
over wh1ch is otie of the most essential qualities for the menta submittOO to, and sanctioned by, the local Admin
succ!IS8 of their ~uture professional career. The true istration in February and March do not absorb all petty 
artiSt draws his mspirations from undraped life and saring~ which occur late in the year, and this decentra· 
natu~; and the real test of .th~ efficiency of such a.n in· Jization of authority would tend to minimize the Iapsee 
st1tutton must be-whether 1t lS capable of producmg a. at the end of the year, the recurrence of which is the cause 
"SIJf!ng.lli" or & "Lillie Billf··." Similarly, the engi- of so much correspondence and complaint. 
noormg college~ 8hould be in the neighbo~hood of the (::!). The delegation of powers in these respects ha.a 
c<>ntres ~f ac~nty, crea~ by ~he CO·otx:ratlon ~f labour not been on very liberal lines. For example, the Supe1in· 
and cap1tal, m the premter c1hes o~ India, and m touch tending Engineer, 111·hose pay and emoluments amount ro 
11'1th all th~ bustle and squalor lllllt'parable from the something like Rs. 30,000 per annum, is not authoriwd 
We of an engmeer .. A:nd ~ht>ir profe~~ lll~t be. drawn w sanction the construction of roads c011ting more thnn 
fro~ the most distmgui.:;hed spec1alist.l m samtatwn, Rs. 10,000, and the E:xee:uti,·e Engineer ha.s been det1111ed 
a.rchlt.ecture, electrical engineering, ero., whose st1rvi~ unfit to dispose of minor works whose value exceeds hia 
li'Ould thWl be available to government as 111·ell as ·the pay for two months, toi!., Ra. 2,500. If this ia to 1Jo the 
public .•t large.. . . . dflCentralization of the future, we might a.s 'll'tlll return to 

1,303. (V,) Decentral.iu.tion.-The pohcy of decen- the over-centralization of the pat.t. It would be impoMihle 
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for the Public Works Department Re-organization Com
mittee to deal exhaustively with so comprehensive a 
subject, for that wonld involve taking up the Code 
chapter by chapter and examining and amending all its 
detailed provisions. The Decentralization Commission 
laid down the general principle that while the provincial 
governments must be allowed full discretion in delegating 
powers of professional sanction to tht>jr subordinate 
officers, they should bear in mind that the position of a 
Superintending Engineer ought to be that of a local Chief 
Engineer, for most engineering matters within his circle, 
and that the function of tho Chief Engineer of the province 
should be to deal with the estimates of really important 
work<!, and to satisfy himself, by local inspection, that 
tho engineering establishments under his control are 
working economically and efficiently. The Commission, 
moreover, remarked in regard to the Code as a whole, 
that they had received complaints as to the unnecesary 
stringency and complication of a number of its rules, and 
that the Public Works Secretary to the Government of 
India had admitted that a thorough revision of it would 
be desirable, tlrough he said that his Department could 
not at the time spare the staff which would be required 
to carry this out. Nothing has been done since to revise 
the Code and place it on a really business-like and sa tis· 
factory basis. Nor has any decentralization been at
tempted in the accounts rules, which interfere in the 
details of executive. management of works to an extent 
which is often irritating. To quote the words of a high 
authority, " the system is exceedingly elaborate, and 
simplification and devolution seem to be clearly indi
cated.'' It is of the utmost importance, for example, 
that the Executive Engineer should have absolute and 
unrestricted control over his accountant (Code I, para
graph 372). The duties of the accountant are in no sense 
those of an audit officer sitting more or less in judgment 
upon the Executive Engineer and his Assistants. He is 
not there as something detached from the divisional 
machinery ; he forms a component part of that machin· 
ery. Let the Audit Department throw the whole 
responsibility on the Executive Engineer by all means. 
I do not imagine that any Executive Engineer would 
think of shirking his responsibility in the matter of 
accounts, simply because the burden falls partly on the 
shoulders of th6' accountant. In the interests of strict 
discipline in particular, and of good management in 
general, it would be far preferable for the Audit Depart
ment to hold the Executive Engineer himself ·answerable 
for his accounts rather than his accountant ; real and 
effective control can only be secured by dispensing with 
the present duality. The spirit of decentralization must 
permeate every nerve and muscl~t of the Department, in 
order to pull down red-tape from its exalted pedestal 
and to instal, in its place, an all-embracing economy of 
time and labour. 

1,304. (VU.) Education.-We may now pass on to 
the consideration of the ed.\lcational institutions for the 
supply of engineers for the public :tS well a..<~ private 
service. The latest report of the Indian Student's De
partment in England says:-'· It may well be that the 
only permanent solution of the student problem lies in 
building up in Indian Universities industries and insti
tutions adequate to give her sons all the training they 
require." That is not exactly the sort of solution which 
India is waiting for. The people of India have begun to 
realize that there i'l such a thing as over-education. 
The supreme nec&JSity of the hour is, not more education, 
but more employment.. The spectacle of an extensive 
and highly skilful syst~m of canals, without any land for 
irrigation within mt>asurable distance, would not be more 
di$piriting than that presented by the establishment of 
the most elaborate system of education without any 
avenue.s of employment. The engineering colleges of 
India have thoroughly justified their exi5tence, so far as 
tr:lining is concerne-d. That they have failed w be other
wist~ useful is not becaus~'> t-heir organization is defective, 
but because neither government, nl)t private firms, offer 
an adequate fie-ld for the profitable uat'l of all that train
ing. For subordinates, no doubt there is a· fair scope, 
but the more highly-trained engineers have, with few 

exceptions, no chance in the Public Works Department, 
and the great engineering firms do not give them any 
encouragement whatsoever. These colleges are fast losing 
their attractiveness, and the best intellect of the country 
is wandering aimlessly in other directions. Of what ~ 
avail, then, is an institution like the Roorkee College 
which has acquired a world-wide reputation, if there is a 
market for only some four or five of its superior products 
in a year ? One might as well import and establish the 
most up-to-date machinery for m~tnufacturing the finest 
silk creations, Fhen a demand exists only for the coarsest 
jute fabrics. If this unfortunate state of things i~ to 
continue, it wourd serve a more useful purpose to appoint 
a committee similar to the Royal Indian Engineering 
College Committee of 1903, for the abolition of 
the engineering colleges, than w discuss the possi~ility 
of their further improvement,. Let the opportlmities of 
livelihood be thought of first ; everything t>lse will follow 
in its logical course afterwards. It is not by the provi
sion of more and more highly-finisht>d education alone 
that India will learn to spell life with different letters. 

1305. (Vlll.) Practical training.-The imperial 
engineers (proposed above), after appointment, should 
undergo a ~ourse of practical training for two years on 
some large construction works. Those recruited in India 
must spend tho whole period of their training in England, 
and those recruited in England will spend the first year in 
England, and the second in India. The training in 
England may be conducted by a stipendiary Superintend
ent appointed by the Secretary of State, who will act 
under an Advisory Board con8isting of one of the Inrlian 
Members of the India Council as President, and three 
members (all appointed by and receiving an honorarium 
from the Secretary of State) as follows :-

' 

(1). One member of the Council of the Institution of 
Civil Engineers ; 

(2), One ret.ired engineer officer of the Public Works 
Department not below the rank of Superin
tending Engineer ; and 

(3). One engineer officer of the Public Works Depart· 
ment, of not less than 15 years' service, on 
long leave in Engla,nrl. 

It will be the Superintendent's duty to arrange to 
article each recruit under a professional engineer, who 
will afford him every opportunity of training himself on • 
large construction works. The training, in India, for the 
English recruit should be similarly arranged by the Chief 
Engineer of the province to which he may be posted. 
The question of the practical training of Indian engineer 
students in England has been fully dealt with in the Report 
of the Comm\ttee appointed by the Secretary of State to _ 

· inquire into the systoni of State Technical Scholarships 
established by the Government of India in 1904, and the 
remarks and recommendations of this committee are 
already before them. The Indian students in England 
are placed in a most difficult and embarra.~sing position, 
owing to the absence of prop!Jr facilities for acquiring 
practical experience of the methods of construction and 
management of important engineering works. Adequate 
relief in this direction can only be afforded by some such 
Advisory Board as the one suggested above. It would be 
helpful to the Secretary of State, in watching the interests 
of the Indian students and providing them with the 
requisite training. The two measures, indicated by the 
committee (paragraph 54) 11iz., appeal to the patriotism 
of British manufacturers, and pressure upon the firms 
holding contracts from the India Office, could in this way 
be systematically and effectively applied. I would even 
go further than the committee ; it should be possible for 
the Secretary of State not merely to express his desire to 
obtain practical training for Indian students after the 
contracts have been settled. but to make the fulfilment 
of this object a condition of ~uch contracts before they are 
entered into. A good deal of influence could also be 
exercised through those consulting engineers at home 
who have spent part of their professional career out in 
India. Distinguished men like Sir Alexa,nder Binnie 
would probably be only too glad to extend their helping 
hand to the Indian students. Similarly, a:~ regards engi· 
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neer stndenta in India, who fail to obtain got"ernment 
appointment~!, Mr. Brereton's suggestion (paragraph 69) 
to allow engineers of the Public Worka Department t.o 
take a certain number of premium-paying pupils in India 
is a sound one. The State railways, as well as company
owned railway~ and contracting firms in India, moreover, 
should be of great assistance to the Government of India 
in giving suitable training here. The GQvernment of 
India are making every effort to stimulate Indian indus
tri"~ by the purchase of stores of Indian manufacture, and 
all Indian firms should cordially co-operate with them in 
raising a corps of experienced engineers to met the needs 
of private agency. In "ttrder to safeguard the interesta of 
the student~ still further, it may be laid down as a strict 
rule that no firm in India shall be brought on to Schedule 
A (List of firms approved by the Government of India) 
11ide Appendix 30 to Public Works Department Code, 
Volume III, unless that firm gives an undertaking that it 
will allow a Rpecified number of young men the desired 
practical training. Lastly, government might encourage 
the studentll by granting a number of scholarships in 
each province, tenable for two years, until the system of 
practical training is establiRhed in due course on a st.able 
and satisfactory footing. 

1,306. (Conclusion.)-Enough has, I hope, been sub
mitted above to estahlish the importance of retaining the 
individuality of the Public Works Department strong and 
unimpaired. On this ground-work alone could any 
development or reorganization of tho Public Works 
machinery b~ secrtrely based. The Department has borne 
the burden and heat of tho day for a long series of ycat'fl, 
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and its operations bat"e been characterized throug'bout by 
efficiency, economy and adaptability to surrounding 
circumstances. Improvements in its methods are doubt· 
less necessary, but in giving effect to these care must be 
taken not to lower its constitution below the limit of 
security dictatOO by the periodical visitation of famine. 
For the introduction of gre.ater economy in its method~, 
indigenous agt>ney should be substituted largely for 
foreign agency in aU ranks of the Departmt>nt. This is, 
indeed, the eSl!ence of reform in all departments of the 
public service. Wbatever the position of other depart
ment.B may be, certain it is that so far as this Department 

· is concerned, the children of the soil possess •· partly by 
heredity, partly by up-bringing and partly by rducation," 
the knowledge, equipment and ability which are essential 
for the task. The advent of the Committee is fraught 
\lith the weightiest meaning in respect of the future of 
the Department, and of the people alike. And it is 
devoutly hoped that the recommendations· of the {A}ro
mittee will lead to the gravitation of the educat~ classrs 
in the direction of public works, and of supplying material 
for the recruitment of departmental agency as wrll as 
for the establishment of private agency, on co-operative 
principles. The loyal heart of India has been profoundly 
stirred by the speech just. delivered by the Viceroy at the 
Convocation of the Calcutta University. The policy in
dicated in that speech of opening up avenues of employ
ment, and turning the dormant energies of the rising 
generation to the practical good of the people is symbol· 
icaL of the high purpose and spirit of British rule in 
India. 

MR. R. 1\Irru. called and examined. 

1,307. (Pmident.)-The witness stated that he was 
formerly a Superintending Engineer of the Public Works 
Department having retired in February 1915. 

l,:l08. He considered that the working of tho Depart
ment would be much improved if projects were sanc
tioned earlier than was the case at present, as it had been 
his experience that projects were often not sanctioned in 
sufficient time to allow the Public Works Department to 
get out proper plans and estimates. In the Central 
Provinces the -pmgramme of works was sdtled at the 
Pa.chmarhi Conference. One of the rules of the con
ference was that no work should be included in the budget 
which had not received administrative sanction, and this 
meant that plans and estimates ought to have been 
prepared before the works were included in the budget. 
Unless some old sanctioned estimates were available for 
mclusion in the budget tl:tis rule could not be carried out 
in practice, as the programme was not settled sufficiently 
far ahead. He knew of a considerable number of major 
works which had been carried out without plans and 
estimates. 

1,309. He suggested that Stage I estimates should be 
much more carefully considered than they were at pre
E<Cnt. It was due to proper care not being exercised in 
Stage I that revised estimates had to be submitted so 
often, and that the amount of the final estimate often 
varied so largely from the Stage I estim11te. For instance, 
if at Stage I, it was not known what the foundations of a 
building were likely to be the Adl1linistration might, when 
the estimates were finally preparerl, be committed to 
much larger difficulties than originally contemplated. 
That wa.s, however. the fault of the Administratio::1, and 
not of tho Public Works Department, as the latter did 
lll)t get suflicient time to prepare the estimates. The 
otlwr admini~trative departments put an unnece.ssary 
amo.unt of extra work on the Public Works Department 
by not making up tht'ir mind sufficiently far in advance 
l\ll h) what tlwy a.ctually required ; they called for the 
Sta:N I e~timato and then proci."'ded to suggest additions 
and alterations with the result that plans and estimates 
had to be prt'pared again and again. The only remedy 
Wlkl to settl11 the programme of work sufficiently far ahead 
as su;:!l'e~t<xl in his written evidence, and give the Public 
\\'urk~ Dt'partment plenty of tim!'! to examine the matter. 
Oftt•n otlwr dt•partmonts failed to give their requirements 
in ~ufticient detail and !lOmt>tiiD'.lS even the site was not 
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selected. - Sites were supposed to be sole.ctcd by a com· 
mittee which, however, it was very difficult to convene. 
The consequence was that either the head of the depart
ment or the Executive Engineer selected a site, and this 
was accepted by everybody-Plse. As an example, he 
stated that whenever the District. Superintendent of 
Police went out on tour, he marked out certain sitt's for 
his buildings and a memorandum was then drawn up and 
circulated to the m!'mbers of the committee who signed 
and a.cc('ptcd it. The whole difficulty would be solved if 
at the Pachmarhi Conference it were laid down what 
works would be taken up in the year under consider
ation, and w}¥tt wero likely to be taken up in the follow-
ing year. ' · 

1,310. There bad been a great expaDJ!ion of work in 
the province, but the staff had not boon increased cor· 
respondingly. He had pointed out in his written memo
randum that the net result had been that"'·hile the outlay 
in the Buildings and Roads Branch had increased four· 
fold during the last twenty years, the permanent strength 
of the engineer establishment had remained practically· 

. stationary. He considered that the superior staff was 
not sufficient for the amount of work which it was requirlld 
to do, and suggested that it should be strengthened. 

1,311. The witness had been connected with ever, 
famine which had occurred during the last twenty years, 
and considered that the Public Works Department staff 
was insufficient to cope adequately with famine works, 
and that it should be increased .to enable it to deal 
with such contingencies. 

1,312. He contended that the real miBtri class had 
absolutely disappeared. The m~tri8 employed on the 
works were not real mistria. This disappearance he 
attributed to the lower subordinate, who having a good 
deal of theoretical knowledge. and coni!idering himself to 
be a superior class of being, did not want to have a mistri 
who knew :1 great deal more about practical work than he, 
and hence could point out his rniswkCII. The lower 
· subordinat('S generallv managed to gf•t such mistria dis
missed by constantly bringing complaints agaimt thl:'m. 
"hat actually happened was that the snb·OYcrseer went 
to his work tritb a certain amount of theoretical kno'l\
ledgP. and is!!Ued orders; the mi,lri then told him that 
his orders wE're impracticable and that the wurk must be 
done in a different way. The lower subordinat(", who 
wanted to be tbll manager of the whole work would not 

y 
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tolerate such interferenee, and this was the_ rea~on why 
the mistria were dispensed with. The lower subordinate 
he thought, got more theoretical training than wa.~ neces
sary for his work. He had no knowledge of the curri
culum of tho Engineering School at Nagpur, but wus 
acquamted with the Jubbulpore st::hool and ,had conducted 
its examinations for five years. He considered that the 
theoretical training in1parted there was too hi/lh. 

1 ,313. He proposed that the lower subordinate staff 
should be divided intll two classes (1) works-agents, and 
(2) surveyors and estimators. Both classes should be on 
the same rates of pay. There should not be two separate 
branches, but their training and qualifications would be 
different. The works-agents would have to be trained in 
engineering schools, and might be selected from practical 
masons if such were available, about which he had grave 
doubts. In the United Provinces there were certain 
classes of mistria who had been doing this kind of work 
for generations, and it might be possible to find such men 
there. Otherwise, the works-agents would have to be 
recruited' from whatever class might be available, and 
specially trained. They· would also hate to be given a 
c<Jrtain amount of general education as unless they could 
record measurements it would be difficult for the super
visor or sub-divisional officer to check their work. The 
number of works-agents and surveyors and estimators 
would depend on local circumstances in each province, 
but in the Central Provinces the number required of each 
class w<rilld probably be equal. In regard to the objection 
that the mistria who became works-agents would, owing 
to defective education, be much more prone to corruption 
than the present lower subordinates, he thought that 
there would not be much difference in that respect. His 
experience had been rather the contrary, and he had 
known some very honest mistri8. 

1314. He suggested that the prospects and position of 
the upper subordinates should he improved. Their pay 
was adequate, but they were treated as subordinates, and 
he suggested that the higher grades should be classed as 
officers. It was more a question of status than of pay 
that he was aiming at. 

1,315. It was his firm opinion that, so far as economy 
was concerned, the actual cost of construction by the 
Public Works Department was as economical as it was 
possible to be. This opinion was based on the result of a 

· special inquiry held in 19ll-12, and a comparison he 
had then made of the rates of the Public Works Depart-
ment and those paid by private per~ons. ' 

1,3Ht. He was entirely opposed to the suggestion _that 
the maintenance and repair of considerable lengths of 
road might be handrd over to a single contractor, as it 
would be impossible for any contra{)tor to keep a road in 
order for a certain fixed sum. This sum had to be con
stantly changed according to the needs of the particular 
road, and the Superintending Engineer had power to 
vary the cllSt of maintenance on different roads in the 
same district, but if he found that one district was costing 
more than another he had to obtain the sanction of the 
Chief Engineer. It would be impossible to tell, before
hand, what the actual co~t of maintenance would be. 
The rains or a n11llah crllSsing might spoil a road, and thus 
the annual estimates would never be absolutely accurate. 
A good deal of work must, be thought, be done depart
mentally. As a rule consolidation was done by contract, 
materials and a steam roller were supplied and the con
tractor paid at a rate of Rs. 2 or 3 per hundred cubic feet. 
In regard to the suggestion that a length of say twenty 
or twenty-five miles might be given to one contractor 
for a period of years, he explained that, at present, the 
estimate had to be very carefully prepared before it was 
sanctioned for the next year, and that the contractor 
would haYe to do the same, but would not have ~he same 
knowledge as the Executh•e Engineer. Numerous con
tingencies, such as floods or the failure of a quarry, might 
occm, and these rendered it impossible to prepare an 
accurate estimate. / 

1,317. He did not agree with the view that the Public 
Works Department specifications for buildings were un
noces.."&&'ily high, and considered that the Department was 
using as cheap materials as were practicable. Plans for 

school buildings, police buildings and quarters for police 
constables were simple enough. · He instanced a case 
where a department modified the Public Works Depart
ment standard plans, with the result that the building 
collapsed shortly afterwards. 

1,?18. The llitness had drawn up the local fund engi- ~ 
neermg scheme for three divisions. He did not think 
that the experiment had been successful, firstly, because 
the area of t~e charge was too extensive, and, secondly, 
because the nght stamp of man was not forthcoming for 
the post of district engineer ; 1.he latter defect being due 
to the fact that th~ I:ar was not sufficiently attractive. 
There was also mult1phmty of control, and these engineers 
had to work nnder officers who knew nothing about 
technical matters, and hence they could not get things 
done as they wanted. To sum up, the service was un
attractive, the area was too large, and the pay was too 
small. 

1,319. He considered that all arterial roads and main 
lines of communication, and all buildino-s at head
quarters, should remain with the Public W~rks Depru't
nrent, since local fund officers could not look after such 
works satisfactori!Y· .' As a matter of principle all works 
that were of provmmal concern should be in charge of the 
provincial staff, and those that were of local 
concern in charge of the local fund. He did not think 
t.hat this would lead to duplication of staff. , 

1,320. He did pot like the suggestion that there should 
be.only one agency for all the public works in a district 
and considered that there should be two. He did not 
~hi~k that district councils ~~uld be expected to do prov
mclal work, and was of op1ruon that if there were to be 
one agency it should be the Public Works Department. 
In the exi.sting circumstanc~s, however, although a single 
agency m1ght be more effiment, he was not in favour of 
abolishing the local fund staffs, merely desiring that they 
should be improved. He was of opinion that the Public • 
Works Department agency should continue to be ~ain
tained, as the interests of a district officer were naturally 
restricted to a certain limited area, whereas the Public 
yvork~ Depru·tment had the interests of the whole prov
mce m v1ew, and escaped from the grave into which a 
district officer was bound to fall. This difficulty would 
partly be removed by the appointment of a divisional 
engineer in charge of each division with the district 
engineers subordinate to him, but this system would 
merely be the same as the existing Public Works Depart
~ent under a different name. The engineering estab. 
lishment should, he thought, be under government, and 
not under the district councils, as the in'terests of govern
ment and the local fund could not be expected to be 
always identical. If there were a divisional engineer at 
the top un~er the contrCJl ohhe Chief Engineer, to safe
guard the mterests of government and with powers to 
issue orders and instructions to the district engineers, the 
system would be practically the same as that of the 
Public Works Department, but he considered that it 
would be impossible for one man to do both government 
and local works on account of their scattered natme. 
Two men would, therefore, be required in each district, 
and the subordinate staff would also have to be increased. 
It would come tO'·the same thing whether the resulting 
department were calle_d imperial, provincial or local 
fund, and there would be no improvement over the 
existing system, while the difficulty of famine work 
would be greatly increased. 

1,321. He was of opinion that district councils were not 
sufficiently advanced to justify government in handing 
over all the main roads and buildings to them. They 
took no interest in the work and would be nnable to 
control the staff, even if there were a divisional inspector 
of works. If the district engineer were a good man he 
would find it difficult to work in harmony with members 

-<lf the district councils, who had not sufficient know
ledge to enable them to administer a department prop
erly. He did not think it would be advisabl0 to attempt 
to develop their powers of administration in this way. 

1,,322. If instead of direct council administration a 
"Board of Works" were constituted, under the control 
of the Deputy Commissioner, containing representatives 
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of the district councils and municipalities in the district, 
he doubted •·hether it would be possible for the Deputy 
Commissioner to exercise anv real control; if, however, 
such a board were constitut~, it should contain one or 
two enci.neers. 

1,323. He wae in favour of more decentralization in 
the Department, and sugll'e~ted that the powers of E~~
utive Engineers should be increased to about the limit 
at present exercised by Superintending Engineers. He 
fa.oured an increase in the powers of sub-divisional 
officers only in the case of those who were in charge of 
districts, but not in the case of those who were only in 
charge of sub-divisions. In the latter caees the sub
divisions were often very small, and the sub-divisional 
officers might not be men of the right stamp. In regard 
to the purchase of tools and plant, the sanction of the 
Chief Engineer was almost invariably required, and the 
Executive Engineer's powers of sanction were much too 
restricted. 

I ,324. Practically all the disciplinary powers over es
tablishment rested with the Chief Engineer. The witness 
recommended that the Executive Engineer should have 
the power of dismissing lower subordinates, provided 
the former exercised the functions he had suggested for 
him, namely, practically those of a Superintending Engi
neer. If that recommendation were accepted, the Exec
utive Engineer might have the powers over establis)p. 
ment, at present vested in Superintending Engineers. 

· 1,325. The accounts work of the Executive Engineer 
was very heavy, and he had not sufficient time to devote 
himself properly to both the executive and accounts 'l'iork. 
The witness considered that there wae room for consider
able simplification in the accounts, but did not agree with 
the suggestion that the Executive Engineer should be 
relieved entirely from all responsibility for them, and that 
they should be compiled in a separate central office, the 
Executive Engineer being required to submit only his 
cash book vouchers, and any other necessary forms. He 
considered that the Executive Engineer, as the man 
actually concerned with the accounts, should do the work 
and be the responsible officer. Just as the Government of 
India could not be expected to do the provincial accounts, 
so the Superintending Engineer could not with propriety 
do the Executive Engineer's accounts. If such a sugges
tion were given effect to the control of the Executive 
Engineer would be lessened. He did not think that the 
system followed in business concerns was very different 
from the present Public Works Department procedure, ae 
in the Department there was practically a separate 
branch under the accountant, which kept the accounts, 
and was responsible to the Executive Engineer. He wae 
not in favour of making the accountan,t indepoodent, 
considering it essential for the Executive Engineer to 
have full control over his accountant and full respon. 
sibility for the accounts. 

1,326. He admitted he had not worked out in detail 
the cost of the scheme outlined in his memorandum for 
the reorganization of the Department, but believed that it 
would ~not be unfa-vourable. Under his scheme there 
would be, in the Central Province.~, one Chief Engineer and 
five Executive Engineers, the latter exercising the same 
powers as the present Superintending Engineers. The 
Executive Engineers would have larger powere and largt>Z 
pay, and mi~?ht rise to Rs. 1,500. The Chief Engineer, 
and the two Superintending Engineers, as at present con
stituted, were more than were necessary for the work they 
were required to do. The witness had had enough work as 
Superintending Engineer, but this was mainlv due to in
sufficient decentralization and to the fact that the powers 
of Executive Engineers were too restricted. He con
sidered that Executive Engineers were fully competent to 
exercise all the powers now exercised by Superintending 
Engineers, and admittl'd that viewed in that light the pay 
of the Superintending Engineers was at present excessive. 
If hie echeme were adoptl'd, and the works establishment 
Orj.!anited on a proper footing, it would result in great 
f'l'Onomy and incre~'<ed efficiency. 

l,:tn. He 'll>as of opinion that the post of Sanitary 
E.nj.!ineet should be abolished, and did not agree with the 
view which had been expressed before the Committee 
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that tht>Ze was too little ratht>Z than too much specializa.. 
tioo in the Department. Executive Engineers could be 
found capable of preparing big water-works and drainage 
schemes, while, if there was any special sanitary schemes 
which could not safely be entrusted to those officers, an 
expert could be employed for the particular work. There 
wt>Ze firms of sanitary engineers in India who could 
supply the necessary expert agency, or in case of necessity, 
a specialist from outside might be employed. He did not 
consider that at the present stage of development there 
were sufficient large schemes to justify the appointment 
of a Sanitary Engineer, and advocated entrusting the 
work to ordinary engineers. He held the same vil!lls in 
regard to the employment of Architrets. 

1,328. He suggested that the Indian recruits for the 
imperial service of the Public Works Department should 
receive practical training in England so that they might 
be brought into close touch with the actual construction 
and management of works as practised there. For 
exampfe, if a man went to England he could visit water. 
supply and drainage works, and thus gain experience 
which would prove useful on his return to India. He 
did not mean to suggest that there wae not sufficient 
field for training in India, but thought that practical 
training in Engla.nd should be considered as a necessary 
part of the education of an engineer, just as in England 
visits to the Continent were considered a necessary part 
of a gentleman's education. An engineer should go to 
England, see exactly what wae happening there, and 
bring back new ideas. This sort of training would bo 
very useful to imperial engineers. In., regard to the 
suggestion that instead of engineers receiving practical 
training on leaving college they should put in a certain 
number of years' service and then proceed on study leave 
to England, he stated that, as the imperial service would 
be composed of two kinds of men-those recruited from 
England and those recruited from India, the rules for 
both of them should be the same. At pr~ent both of 
of them received their training in India. It would be an 
improvement, he thought, if a recruit from England had 
his practical training in that country before coming out 
to India and then had his Indian training in this country 
and, similarly, if an Indian recruit had training in Ind:ia 
first and then were sent to England for practical 
training there. 

1,329. He suggested that in giving ,contracts the India 
Office should impose a condition that the contracting 
firms should undertake to give practical training to a 
certain number of students. He admitted that the object 
of government wae to get work done as cheaply ae possible 
but wae not prepared to believe, unless the experiment 
were given a trial, that firms would refuse to tender if the 

. condition suggested were inserted in the agreement. 
Similarly, in India, it should be laid down as a strict rule 
that no firm should be brought on to schedule A (list of 
firms approved by the Government of India) unless the 
firm gave an undertaking that it would give practical 
training to a specified number of young men who desired 
to have it. He considered that the imposition of this 
condition would not in any way affect rates, nor cause 
the tl.rms to increase their tenders. 

1330. He considered that all students who passed out 
of the Indian engineering colleges should have some 
practical training, and suggested that the Public Works 
Department might take a certain number of them on 
payment of a premium, the premium being either paid 
to the Executive Engineer or credited to government as 
in the case of fees to government servants when attending 
courts as witnesses. He admitted that Executive Engi· 
neers were already over worked, but contended that, if 
the scheme he had suggeBted were adopted, works would 
be better regulated and the Executive Engineera eorre· 
spondingly relieved. With reference to the objection that 
India~ students were, as a rule, too poor to pay any 
preJWum, and that no students ·would tab practical 
training unle1:111 they were paid a living wage during their 
time of apprenticet~hip, he snggested that, a.a an initial 
step and until the system of practical training wa.a tlll'tab· 
Whed in due coUl'lle on a Jrtable and 111atisfa.ctory footing, 
go\"ernment might encourage students by granting a 

Y2 
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number of scholarships in each province tenable for two 
years. The selection would have to be made by the local 
Governments from among deserving candidates who, 
while ,possibly very good engineers, might be unable to 
pay for their training. He could not say how much 
expenditure would be involved, as he had not gone into 
the details of the scheme, but he thought a living wage 
of Rs. 100 for Assistant Engineers and Rs. 50 for upper 
subordinates would suffice during the period of their 
practical training. 

1,331. (Mr. Cobb.)-He was of opinion that the engi
neering colleges met the needs of India at the present 
time. He did not agree with the view that a large number 
of the students coming out of the colleges were of such 
a type as would never make really good engineers, but 
believed that the right st~mp of man was being turned 
out. He considered that government should take steps 
to find employment for all these students, and, if govern
ment could not do so, the colleges might as well be abol
i~hed. Government could find employment in two ways. 
First of all, if government offered all the provincial 
engineer appointments, and also frds of the appointments 
in the imperial '3ervice, to Indian candidates, employment 
would at once be found for a large ntunber of such engi
neers, and, further, if government showed the way 
engineering firms would follow suit. A little persuasion 
would however be necessary in their case, as they did 
not at present give encouragement to Indian "Students. 
In other words, government should at first find employ· 
ment for all the students who passed ou~ of the Indian 
collt:>,ges until this was no longer necessary owing to 
engineering firms coming forward to utilize some of the 
supply. If government treated their own students well, 
private engineering firms would proba.bly do the same. 

1,332. The lower ,subordinate class should be recruited 
as far as possible from the old mistri class, inquiries 
being made from Public Works Department officers as to 
where they'could be found. There was a class of mistris 
in Agra and Uwalior, some of whom were very good, and 
from whom .the witness himself even had been able to 
learn. 

1,333. He did not accept the general proposition, 
except as regards mistris, that particular classes of 
persons who had naturally a practical trend of mind 
should be obtained. He was empbatically of opinion 
that the men trained in the Poona and other colleges had 
sufficient practical knowledge, and could handle machines 
if occasion arose. The fact was that they were not allowed 
to do so. He was unwilling to discuss the matter further, 
as it involved racial questions, but while admitting that 
there were certain persons who would not do manual 
work, he asserted that the majority would be quite willing 
to take oft their coats and do any sort of work required, , 
if they were given the opportunity. 

1,334. With reference to the remark in his written state
ment that there must be no promotion from class to class, 
and that, in order to further the cause of economy and 

·to repress all feelings of jealousy and discontent, nothing 
was more essential than to render the classification 
absolukly rigid and inflexible, he stated that anybody 
who knew the details of the constitution of the various 
services and was cognizant of the jobbery and favouritism 
that went on in many departments would understand 
what he meant. It was not possible for a man at the 
bottom to rise up to the highest position in the Depart
ment, and he could not contemplate a mistri rising to be 
a Superintending Engineer. 

1,335. He did not think that at present the members 
of district boards were sufficiently capable to have their 
powers extended. To exercise the higher functions the 
gt'ntlemen concerned would have to be more independent 
and more wealthy than they were at present. When a 
man was always thinking of his own bread and of his 
family no one could expect him to-do much for the public 
good. When the proportion of wealthy men in India 
increased, men would be found to take an interest in public 
affairs, and then would be the time to expand their 
powers. The incapacity of the district eouncil members 
was not due so much to want of public spirit as to want 
of public funds. He did not think that an Executive 

[Continued. 

Engineer would get on with the members .of these local 
boar?-s, who were generally lawyers, and often pleaders 
earnmg Rs. 50 or Rs. 100 a month, with large families 
dependent upon them, and hence absorbed in personal 
affairs and with no time to devote to public duties or to ~ 
visiting works. ' · 

1,336. He had proposed that the Chief Engineer should 
be placed in the Secretariat, as that officer would other
wise have very little to do. 

1,337. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.)-'When stating 
that government should find employment for students 
educated in the engineering colleges, he meant genuine 
employment such as would promote the energies and 
.further the general training of the students. 

1,338. He had expressed the opini()h that mistris, as a 
class, had too much practical training, and lower sub
ordinates too little. He wanted the lower subordinate 
class to be divided into two branches, one an executive 
branC'b. which would be responsible for supervision and 
construction, and the other a project branch which 
would prepare ~lans and estimates, lay out roads, etc. 
He did not think that the present mistris had been found 
wanting, but there was too much over-crowding of duties, 
over-education and over-efficiency, and that was why he 
proposed two separate branches for· the two different 
kinds of work. The boys of the craftsman class at 
Nagpur would not, he thought, be able to replace the lower 
subordinates, even if they were given a little more 
English education and a little more knowledge of drawing 
and estimating. In the .central Provinces there were 
always surveys going on, and ample work could be found 
for the two classes of mistris he had proposed. 

1,339. He did not think that the standard plans in the 
Central Provinces were in any way expensive, and con
sidered that they were as economical as any that could 
be made. 

1,340. It was the practice, when there was a building 
to be constructed in an out-of-the-way place, which lay 
near the headquarters of a sub-divisional officer of the 
Irrigation·De}lartment, for the latter to undertake the 
work on behalf of the Buildings and Roads Branch or 
vice versa, debit being raised for the cost of establishment. 

1,341. He was of opinion that the Director-General of 
Stores should be abolished altogether and that purchases 
should be made on strictly commercial lines. 

1,342. He preferred that the provincial service should 
be pensionable, considering that all superior services 
should, as far as possible, be modelled on the same lines. 
He i.nsisted that there should be uniformity, and would 
agree to the substitution of a provident fund for the 
provincial service only if the other services were similarly 
treated. It would not do to make the provincial service 
non-pensionable while the other services were pension· 
able. He would express no opinion on the suggestion 
that an advantage of the provident ~nd would be that a ~ · 
man could leave the service at any time and start in 
private practice. 

1,343. In making the statement in his written memo
randum that all the important sanitary works in the 
Central Plovinces had been designed by members of the 
Public Works Department, he admitted that he did not 
know that the_very first water-works scheme was designed • 
fifty years ago by Mr. Binnie whose services were specially 
entertained for that purpose. 

1,344. He was not in favour of relaxing the existing 
rules so as to allow government engineers to undertake 
private practice, and considered that such practice should 
only te allowed with the permission of the head of the 
d~artment. He did not consider there was any analogy 
between the Public Works Department and the Medical 
Department as there was ouly one Civil Surgeon in a 
district and, generally speaking, he was not over-worked. 
In addition there was the consideration that the Civil 
Surgeon was the only medical officer available for the 
public, and government could not well debar them from 
consulting him. 

1,345. He did not know of any retired engineers who 
would be willing to take up work as contractors. Per· 
sonally, he would not' do so. 
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1,34£. He saw no harm in giving 'OUt contracts for the 
collection_of road metal for a term of five years. 

1347. (Mr . .lfackenzie.)-The engineers and upper 
subordinates turned out of the colleges belonged to the 
same stratum of society, an4 were very often brothers. 
It was not his intention to bar upper subordinates from 
being promoted to the Assistant Engineer grade, his 
proposal being merely that the present grade of sub
engineers should be entirely abolished and merged into 
the class of Extra Assistant Engineers. With reference to 
his remark that the distinction between the classes should 
be inflexibly preserved, he pointed out that there would 
be no necessity to promote from class to class if the De
partment were constituted on the lines suggested by him. 
His intention was that the training of each class should 
be so regulated and the scale of the staff so arranged 
that there should be no necessity for promotion from 
class to cla8s. For instance a mistri should not become 
an Extra Assistant Engineer, and an Extra Assistant Engi· 
neer should not become a Chief Engineer. No subordinate 
should aspire to become an officer, and no provincial 
officer should aspire to be an imperial engineer. This · 
would avoid favouritism. The training of the different 
classes would be entirely different, as it was now in the 
case of provincial and imperial engineers. 

1,348. In regard to recruitment he thought that, if 

[Continued. 

government recruited the majority of their officers from 
the Indian colleges and if it exercised some persuasion, 
private firms would follow its example. As to whether 
these firms did not know their own interests best, he 
replied that a discussion of the point would involve a 
racial question which he was anx)ous to avoid, but he 
pointed out that in practic~ European firms did not 
generally take Indian engineers. Even if these firms did 
not follow the example set by government; govern· 
ment would have done its duty by showing the way and 
by exercising a certain amount of moral influence. With 
the spread of education, and under the influence of the 
government example, the tendency not to take Indians 
would gradually diminish. 

1,349. (Sir Noel Kershaw.)-He did not consider 
that there was any necessity to have a" Board of Works" 
consisting of representatives of municipalities and dis
trict councils, under the Deputy Commissioner. If, 
however, there was to be such a. body, be considered that 
there should be a technical engineer on the board, who 
would have to be superior in qualifications to the divi
sional engineer and be able to control the latter and to 
say where he was wrong. If it was not considered neces
sary to have a technical adviser on the board the neces· 
sity for the board was not, in his opinion, established. 
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Written Statement. 
1,350. The subject matter of paragraph 1 of the Gov

ernment of India resolution may be conveniently 
divided for purposes of discussion into two sub-heads. 

(il. The substitution of private for departmental 
agency and the greater economy to be thereby secured, 
if possible. 

(ii). ThQ entrusting to local bodies the execution of 1 
government works, either through the agency of their 
own staff, or through private agencies. 

1,351. With regard to the substitution of private for 
departmental agency I have to offer the following re
marks:-

(i). This subject in Bengal requires examination from 
two points of view-locality and nature of works. There
are also two classes of works-original works and repair 
works-and the considerations of locality are as between 
the presidency town of Calcutta and the mofussil gene
rally. 

(ii). It is also necessary to consider the character and 
efficiency of the private. agencies through which work 
can be carried out which are at the disposal of govern
ment. There are European firms ·of recognised ability 
and integrity ; there are smaller European firms of whom 
I have very little knowledge, there are Indian firms of 
standing and recognised ability1, and the~e are many 
hundreds of petty contractors. · ' 

1,352. The proposals which I am called upon to dis
cuss have reference to all these classes of engineering 
firms, and I am asked to say if private enterpris,e can!}ot 
be further encouraged by the construction through these 
agencies of much of the work now carried out through 
the agency of the Public Works Department. 

(i). I may first of aU say that tenders are publicly called 
for for all works ; it is open to any contractor whatso
ever to teb.der for the execution of any work. Works, 
except minor repairs, are so rarely carried out by daily 
labour that it may be said that all works arc carried out 
under the contract system in some shape or form, and 
private agencies are encouraged to tender for the execu
tion of these work..<l.. I understand that European firms 
in Calcutta do not tender for execution of public works 
for two reasons, the first being that the supply of steel
work, brick, soorH, lime, doors and windows, is usually 
made from the Public Works stores or through the agency 
of selected artificers, the second being their objection 
to the supervision of their work by Public Works Depart
ment subordinates. With reference to the first of these 
objections, it is natural that both European and Indian 
firms should prefer that the supply may remain in their 
own hands, as they would thereby reap a profit on the 
supply which now goes to the supplier. With reference 
to the S('C()nd of these objections, I can partly under
stand it ; the Public Works specifications are minute 
and rigorous and the supervising subordinates have 

strict orders not to accept any work not carried out -to -
spe~ification. O~e of the arguments brought forward 
agaills~ the !ublic ~orks Department efficiency is the 
necessity which Pubhc Works officers have found essential 
for the employment of a large subordinate establishment 
to exert a close supervision to ensure work being carried 
out correctly, to minimise waste and to control outlav. 
I have before me no proof that such is the case. Wh~t 
Public Works officers have found necessary it is my 
~elief has also been ~ound hecessary by European firms 
ill Calcutta. The difference between , the subordinate 
supervision on public works executed by the Public 
W?rks Department and the works executed through 
prtvate agency for the general public is, I believe, verv 
smalL • 

(ii) .. For the execution by contract of large original 
works ill the town of Calcutta there is, so far as I am able 
to judge, no very keen competition as is evidenced by 
the fact that tenders were invited from five firms only, 
two European 'and three Indian, for the construction 
by contract of a large building estimated to cost about 
6 lakhs of rupees. Upon this fact I lay a certain amount 
of emphasis, a..~ it clearly shows to what extent the general 
public have confidence in the building firms established 
in Calcutta. It is my belief tlpt the standard of work 
maintained by the Public Works Department in the exe
cution of public buildings h:ts a. very beneficial effect in 
maintaining the standard o{ work in Calcutta. It is 
also my belief that the rates for building works in Calcutta 
are controlled more or lcsa by the Public Works Depart
ment rates, and that the abolition of the present system 
of carrying out works in Calcutta under which tho Public 
Works Department has its own brickfield, whence a 
constant supply of bricks can be had, under which tenders 
arc invited from variou11 firms for lime and other materials 
and under which thQ steel-work is imported djrect from 
Europe, would lead in a few years to the general rise in , 
rates. 

1,353. For the execution by contract of large original 
works in the town of Calcutta, I would pot hesitate to 
employ any one of a number of selected private agencies 
under what I would tern1 the superior supervision, i.e., by 
the Executive En¢neer, the Superintending Engineer and 
the Consulting Architect to Government, and in point of 
fact thi~ procedure ha.~ been employed in the past with the 
view to ascertain if Public Works rates are unduly inflated 
or not. Presumably, if this system was introduced on a 
large scale, it would be necessary in the interests of 
government to employ subordinates for the purpose of 
checking and measuring the work dono as well as the 
nocC~~sary superior supervioing establishment. On the 
subject of supervision I have to remark as follows :-

1 have seen numbers of buildings which have been 
erected in Calcutta. bv local firms, and in one or two 
instances I have watched the construction of such build· 
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inll'l! and soon the quality of the supervi~ion exercised. 
In. one Cal'(l I have in mind (11. Vf!rJ large building indeed), 
the supervi~ion waa in my opinion in.adc?uate, and ~r· 
tairily le~ than that given by an efficient Exec~tlve 
Enginoor to any original work of the same magmt~do 
in progreAA in his ~i:isiun. Jn ad~ition t~ the E~ccutlvf.'l 
Enginoor'11 P.upe~IOn the Rupenntendmg Engmoor of 
tlu,- PreFidency Circle frequentl.v anrl very thoroughly 
inr:pectll origin:tl works in progreSil ; the ConRulting 
.Ar<·hitoot to Government iB another officer who fro· 
quently iw•pocts works in progress, and ir. of the ~eatest 
assistance to the engineers-who are entru~ted ·with the 
work of carrving out' hi~ dllsigns. r am strongly of opin
ion, unt.iJ oonvillCt'd to th11 contrar.''• that the superi11r 
supervision through the Public Works agency is much 
closer anrl better than the 1mpcrvision ortiinarily given 
to workll in progre~s through private agencies. 

1,3.51. With regard to the subordinate 11upervision, the 
quality of the supervision in the PubEc Works Depart
ment and that of firms of recogni~ed standing and repute 
in Calcutta is much on a par, the same c!af's of eupervising 
establishment is used and it is my belief that the cost of 
such is not very different. 

1,355. It is in the details of supervision (!{ buildings 
of importance that A~8i~tant EnginecrR, and both upper 
and lower subordinates of the Public Works Department, 
are trained and where they become acquainted with the 
possibilities of the actual work of the Indian artificer 
o~ all kinds. It is here that the EuropP.an Assi~tant 
E1gineor learns to under~tand the Indian workman, 
his good points and his bad ones, and not only workmen 
but his 8ubordinates whom he will have one day to 
control. Do away with thil'l school of practical training, 
and a severe blow is aimed at the whole structure of 
training in the Building!' Branch of the Public Works 
Department. 

I ,356. With regard to Indian firms in the presidency 
town of Calcutta, it i~ largely in the matter of supervision 
charges that they have the advantage over European 
contracto'rs. The suporviRion iR, as a rule, c.arried out 
by the contractor himself with the airl of an Indian 
ci1gineer and a small staff of artificers ; the cost of super· 
vision to the cont.rartor is consequently very small as 
compareri with the same cost to tho Public Works Depart· 
ment or to the European contractor. Indian contractors 
can therefore as a rule tender at the lowest rates. 'fhe 
conclu~ion I draw from these considerations is that it is 
pm;sible to substitute the employment of privato agency 
for departmental for t.he construction of all dasses 
of original works in Calcutta, but to what extent 
any economy can be effected ill to my mind· very 
doubtful. There will be a small decrease in t.hfl cost of 
the building, there will be a small decrease in the cost of 
government supervision and in my opinion no more, 
hut it is l think, an experiment which would require to 
bo introduced with the greatest of caution. Do awav 
with the Public Works syRtem of work, I believe ra~ 
will rise, I believe the quality of work will deteriorate, 
mistakes will be of more frequent oceurrencc and last of 
all the best trttining school in Calcutta in the art of build
ing will no longer exist. 

1,357. In tho foregoing paragraphs I have discussed 
the coMtruction of large building!1 onl:v. It is, however, 
not only large buildings, but small buildings and small 
a.rlditions to existing buildings that the Public Works 
Department have to de!ll with. These works, u a rule, 
a:e dotted about over a large area; they cost compara
tn•ely small sums, and their carrying out involves pro
portwnat~)ly greater expense to the contractor, inasmuch 
a,q the quantity of the work to be done i~ small. There i£1 
c<msidurable competition already under the existing 
systern between Indian contract.Qrs for such works, 
and it i~ in such works that the large majority of Indian 
('(llltractors are employed. To hand over to private 
a~ten(•it":S the constructiCIR of such works, rather than 
through the ll{?Oncy of Public Works Th·partment, will 
nut in my opinion effect anv large eo<'flOOmies. If coon
omit"' ln•ro possihlt', the rus;;ibilitv would I bf.lievo 
fx, apparent frurn th:f rat"" J,!iven in tiu~ knde:S ordinarii; 
roc.:n·l'd for &Ul'b works, inasmuch a.s the oompetition 

amongst contractors for such works is great ; on t.be other 
hand, small works of this nature are not attracti'te to 
European contractors. In thi!o'l question of additions 
or alterations to existing buildings ill invoh·ed another 
qu~tion, '·"·• the preparation of the plans and estimates 
for the cost of such works. It is in this respect more 
particularly that the Public Works Department meets the 
needs of other departments of the administration. Addi. 
tions: anrl alterations ncce.ssitate a considerable amount 
of consultation and co·operation between the officers 
who are entrusted with the work of carrying them out, 
and the officers of other departments interested in the 
additions or alterations. 

l,:l5x. I now tum. to the question of original works in 
the mofussil. It is a verv difficult one to discuss, inas
much as it may generally be stated that firms of recog
nised standing and ability never tender for the execution 
of such works, although thfy might do so if they wish to. 
The general conditions in the mo/ussil, apart from the 
towns of Dacca and Darjeeling, are such as are not attrac· 
tive to firms in Calcutta. The number of engineering 
firms existing outside the town of Calcutta is, so far as I 
know, very small, and their operations where such do 
exist are very limited in extent. I do not believe that 
any economies can be effected by the execution of these 
works by private agencies. European firm!!, so far as I 
know, are r.ot attracted by such works, and the Indian 
contractor is, aa a rule, unwilling to engage in a venture 
where conditions are difficult and financial los8es are 
possible. It is my opinion that the ·best system of the " 
execution of original works in the mofu~sil is through the 
agency of the Puhlic Works Department, both as regards 
quality of work and economy in working. 

1,359. I now tum to the subject of repair works in the 
presidency town. I have not had the time to gather 
figures sho·wing the numbers of b,1ildingr;, or the value 
of the repair works to be done in any one division in 
any financial year. I may briefly Fay that the number of 
buildings is very large and that the buildings are spread 
over a large area, that repairs are usually limited, except 
once in four years, to the pettiest class of work and the 
expenditure on the same is CQmparatively very small, 
It i£1 further essential, inasmuch as the repairs are 
not. executed at one and the sMUe t.ime, that a very 
rigorous and detailed system of accounts !!hall be main
tained to enable repair estimates to be prepared, or the 
annual expenditure correctly arrived at. There are 
further many details which require a reference to the 
officer occupying the building, and these and other details 
can only in my opinion be carried out through the agency 
which has been trained to do the work. Consequently 
it i1c1 my opinion that unless the whole system of Public 
Works accounts is revised and the necessity for main· 
taining a record of repairs to works done and repairs 
executed to each and every building done away with, the· 
execution of repairs through private agencies will neither 
prove successful nor ecpnomical. Further, t.y carrying 
out such works through private agencies, a very large 
number of small contractors will fiqd their occupation 
in life closed to them. I have in my mind a case which 
has recently cGme to my personal knowledge the build· 
ing to be repaired was a ; very large one and tenders were 
called for the execution of what in the Public Works 
Department i£1 called quadrennial repairs. The total 
value of the work to be done was not a .l!lllilll one, on the 
other hand it was not very large. 'To my knowledge 
one European contractor tendered to carry out the work 
(this contractor originally built the building), the other 
tendcrers were, I believe, all Indians, the.Jowest tendert'r 
was a ~mall Indian contractor and the work waa entl'Wlted 
b him. The work was executed under my very eyes, 
and as I saw a large amount of the w~rk done I can 
personally vouch for the fact that the ordinary sped. , 
fications insisted upon in the execution of such WQrks 
were totally ignored. Is it any wonder that the accepted 
wnden were below those of the Europt'.an finn 11hich 
submitted renders, and below Public Works rate8! This 
is what, I believe, would frequently oe<:ur were the 
execution of repairs to govemmr.nt buildings handed 
over til pri,·ate agencies. 
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1,360. Regarding repairs in the mofussil, it is my 
opinion that any attempt to cany them out through 
private agencies, rather than through the agency of the 
Public Works Department, will prove a failure. The 
arguments I have put forward in the previous paragraph 
of this memorandum refer in a greater degree, and with 
greater emphasis, to repair works in the mofussil than to 
similar works in the presidency town of Calcutta. 

1,361. It is in the '1Tto/1t8sil that the Public Works De
partment so completely fulfils the requirements for 
which it was devised. It is W1lll known to government 
how frequently officers of other administrafions ask that 
buildings which have been erected for them, either 
through private or departmental agencies, may be taken 
over and maintained by the Public Works Department. 
The Public Works Department have of late been fre
quently required to report upon buildings which have 
been erected fm: the purposes of education from grants 
given by government. These buildings have mostly 
been erected through private agencies. It would be 
interesting to know in how many cases such reports have 
sl)own either satisfactory progress once the building has 
been started or efficient work. 

1,362. To summarize my conclusions on the question 
of the transfer of the work now done through the agency 
of the Public Works Department to private agencies 
I am of opinion-

(i). That it is possible to carry out the proposals in 
Calcutta, to a limited extent, that any great economy 

• will be dedved thereby is doubtful, 1.hat there is not very 
keen competition in Calcutta among building firms, that 
by abolishing the system of execution of work through 
the agency of the Public Works Department there is 
a possibility: of rates rising very considerably, and that 
there will be an enormous Joss to government in the fact 
that the best training school for buildings in Calcutta 
will no longer exist. 

· (i). Th~ system at present adopted for the execution 
of _civil works both in Calcutta and in the mofussil is most 
SUitable for the purpose for which it was devised although 
economies might be effected by the emplo;ment of 
private agencies in Calcutta and in the big towns of Dacca 
and Darjeeling ; it is not possible that such a system would 
prove either economical or suitable in the mofussil. 

(ii). In so far as Indian private enterprise is concerned, 
I am of opinion that under the existing system it is fully 
encm;raged. As reg~rds European enterprise, I am not 
convmced that there Is any necessity to further encourage 
the ~growth of European enterprise in this respect. The 
number of European agencies through which public 
works might be carried out is not great, and so far as 1 
can see competition between such as do exist is not keen. 
As I have already stated, it is possible to entrust the con
struction of certain classes of public works to agencies 
other than departmental in the town of Calcutta but 
I do not think that such a system would prove suitable 
for the maintenance of any class of building. 

(iii). This question is outside my scope of reference. 
(iv). So far as my own experience shows the answer is 

yes, differences of opinion do arise, but they are few and 
the matter at issue is usually settled satisfactorily by the 
Superintending Engineer. I know of very few instances 
where differences of opinion have been so great as to 
necessitate the orders of government. The relations 
between the variouG sub-divisions of thePublic Works 
Department are, I believe, satisfactory. 

(v). I do not consider it advisable to further decentralize 
in the Public Works Department itself; the powers 
financial, or otherwise, of officers of the Department 
have already been considerably increased, and I do not 
consider further increase at present desirable. 

(vi). I do not consider that the Public Works Depart
ment Code is unduly restrictive. 

(ii). As regards the rM/WJsil, I am of opinion that, per
haps out'lide the large towns of Dacca and Darjceling,·
it will be neither advantageous nor advisable to introduce 
such a system. 

(vii). I regret I am not sufficiently acquainted with the 
system of education in the government engineering 
colleges to be able to offer any opinion upon this question.· 

(viii). Whether the provision is adequate or not must 
depend very largely on the volume and nature of the 
original works in progress. In Bengal, generally, fairly 
adequate provision is made for practical training. on 

1,363. The next point I propose to consider is the 
entrusting of government work to local bodies for exe
cution, either through'the agency of their own staff or 
by private agencies. I tmderstand this point to have 
referenee only to the mofus.sil as apart from C~~clcutta. 
This idea is not a new one ; not onlv is it not new, but it 
was largely given effect t{) by the local G<Jvornment 
some years ago (I have not had the time to look up these 
papers) and was found to be e. total failure. That such 
a proposal if given effect to would stimulate the growth 
of firms of standing in the building an<Lallied trades in 
the mofussil, I do not believe. If such stimulus is want
ing at present, why is it that, so far as I am aware, there 
was no growth in that direction evidenced at the time 
the district board carried out government works ? 

1,364. The next point I propose to touch upon is the 
demand for more highly trained engineers that would 
grow up if the work now don~ by the Public Works 
Department was entrusted to private agencies. As 
circumstances at present exist, I believe I am correct 
in stating that the supply of engineers from graduates 
of the Sibpur Civil Engineering College is greater than 
the demand. If the Public Works Department agency 
is abolished, and unless there is a considerable increase 
in the total amount of work to be done in Bengal, I cannot 
see how the demand for highly trained engineers is 
to incroose. It is not in this direction that the demand 
lies. The demand is for skilled artificers and skilled 
artisans. 

1,365. I~ paragzaph 2 of the Government of India 
resolution the 'particular points which the Cop1mittee 

,are to inquire into are enumerated. In the foregoing 
paragraphs I have discussed the question generally. 
I now propose to answer the questions alluded to seriatim. 

building works: ~ 

1,366. Before closing my memorandum, I would 
draw attention to the fact that in addition to building 
construction many miscellaneous duties are entrusted to 
the officers of the Public Works Department, e.g., the 
maintenance and construction of roads, the manu· 
facture of materials such as bricks and other miscella
neous works. With reference to road construction 
and maintenance, I am convinced that the Public Works 
Department agency cannot be bettered. I have had a 
certain amount of experience in the execution of such · 
works through private agencies, and in the particular 
case which I now have in mind the system proved an 
absolute failure and the work had to be completed 
through ihe agency of the state.-- Not only were the 
specifications disregarded, and the work badly turned 
out, but excessive delays were of frequent occurrence, 
and eventually the work was completed at the con
tractor's request through agency of the state. Similar 
failures of the execution of engineering works are not 

·unknown in Bengal. As an example of the varied nature 
of the work which has to be carried out through the 
agency of the Public Works Department I may quote 
one instance. The Mayo statue in Calcutta had to re 
turned round, this involved the lifting of the statue, a 

· very heavy one, into mid-air and the reconstn1etion of 
the pedestal and re-setting of the statue. The work 
was carried out by df:'partmenta.llabour and executed, EO 

far as I can remember without reference to the papers, 
at about half the cost tendered for carrying out the work 
through private agency. 

M:B. F. A. A. COWLEY called and examined. 

1,367. (Prest'drnl.) The witness stated that he was the 
Chief Engineer for Irrigation in Bengal, and that he was 

in his twenty-seventh year of service. His service had 
been fairly equally divided between the Buildings ana 
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Roadl! &Vd Irrigation Branches, and a r.onsider~ble period 1,374. The three divisions in Calcutta were practically 
of it had been spent on foteign service, roamly m the wholly buildings and roads diruions under the Super· 
former branch. intending Engineer, Presidency Circle. Each o~ thcEe 

· · · · d R d B h divisions had a certain amount of road work, with tho 
1,368. The Imgatwn and Buildmg~ an oe, s ranc es exception of the 2nd Calcutta Division, e.g., the maida" 

of the fublic Works Department m ~en.gal yoe;e ~ot roads in Calcutta, a portion of the Grand Trunk Road 
entirely ~eparated, and there were. no distmct. ~at~on and the Barrackpur and Diamond Harbour prol"incial 
circles. J ndced there was practically no d~Etmc.tion roads 
in Bengal between the two branche~, and each circle 1 3~~ Th . . . lized branches in Bengal 

d 'th b th · · t' d b ildings and • 1 ~· e remammg spec1a 
was entrustc WI ? rr:~ga Ion an .u . were the Electrical Division and the Plumbing Division, 
roads wor~. The Supc~mtendtng an? ~~ecutlve Eng~eers both of v;hich were under the Superintending Engineer, 
attach:d to these crrclcs and dtvisi.ons, respectively, Presidencv Circle. The work of the Electrical Branch was 
superVL~cd bot~ classes ot wor~, b~t .m ~oroe caE~s t~e • confined to Calcutta, and there was a separate establish· 
~x~_utive ~ngmeer had very httl~ IIT~atl~n .work m ~IS roent for electrical work outside. The witness was un· 
diviSIOIL 1 hts arrangement was, 1~ hiS opmiO~, a sa tiS- certain as t() whether there was any government electrical 
~actory one for Bengal,. and he dtd not co~sider th~t !ant in an station other than Calcutta, but be thought 
It could be changed without a very large m?r~ase. m fhat there y . bt be some in Dacca. Electrical plant 
establishment. It was not so much that the rrr~gahon t 'd C I migtt • th h f n Electri·c lnspec•~r · · 1 d' · · t f ffi · t ou si e a cu a was m . e c arge o a .., 
_work m any o~e p~rtlcu ar I~lSI?n. w~~ no ~ su c;~n t who had no c::mnection with the Executive Engineer, 
Importance ~o Just y a separba e Jrrh tga wnldo cer ·r I a Electrical Division. 
the. 8?paratlon of the two ra~c. es w?u. ental arge I 376. The ost of Su erintendent of the Governor's 
add1hons to the p~rscnnel of exiStmg buildmgs and roads E t' t P . t p t · · ll h ld b subor · · · ·r k t b <: d t b ' sa es was an appom men ortgma y e y a · 
divistonR, ~ t~e present wor w.e~e. o e came o~ :Y a dinate officer of the Public W' orks Department, and 
purely buildmgs and roads diVISional staff. Irr~gat10n . d th . te f th t h es 
work in Bengal was very scattered, and this might be the c~roC~ISetta e droBam n:nce 0 d t~ go;er~~n ;u:he 
main reason for not having a separate Irrigation Branch. a dcu dan k arra\;_hpur han eEar ortt~u uEre m· r 

. . groun s an par s. ,, en e was xecu Ive ng ee , 
1,369. Pubhc W'or~s Department officers .11!'. Bengal lst Calcutta Division, the Superintendent of the Govern· 

were borne on one hst and posted to the diviSions for or's Estates was subordinate to the Executive Engineer 
which they were best suited. :For instance, officers who of that division. He was not aware of the present 
h~ special~z~d. in p~rticular irrigation. s~bj~ts were position of the Superintendent, as he had been Chief 
g1ven the divisiOM which had the roo~t !-mgation work Engineer for !Jrigation for the past two and-a-half 
in th~m, and those who had only bu~d~~gs and roads years, during which period the Superintendent had not 
experience were not posted to these dtv!Stons. been subject to his control. 

1,370. The Sanit.ary Engineer to the Government of 1,377. From his experience of building work in Calcutta 
Bengal was not subordinate to the Chief Engineer though he knew of only two reliable firms of contractors, in that 
he ranked as a Superintending Engineer. The witness city, who were capable of undertaking their own work 
was not aware of the reasons for this arrangement. He ab initio with their own staff. These were architectural 
considered, however, that it had proved satisfactory firms, but had not the ~;ame status as similar firms in 
in Bengal, and he had had no cause to consider it other· Bombay. Outside Calcutta there were no reliable firms 
wise. The post of Sanitary Engineer, 'Bengal, was not of contractors or aichitects, not even in Dacca. 
included in the regular cadre of the Public Works Depart- 1,378. A system for the registration of contractors 
ment. It was a special post recruited for separately was in force in the presidency. Under this, each division 
from England, by the Seeretary of State. registered its own contractors as 1st class, 2nd class, 3rd 

1,371. Sanitary projects for drainage which tended to class, or petty contractors. The differentiation in this 
relieve malaria, etc., as distinct from agricultural drainage respect was based on the Executive Engineer's experience 
works, were largely dealt with by the Irrigation Depart· of the individual from year to year, and the classification 
mont, and also projects for the proper and sufficient was revised periodically. 
drainage of large areas surrounded by embankments 1,379. Tenders were invited by the posting up of 
and below the level of surrounding rivers. Municipal printed forms and the insertion of advertisements in the 
and all other town drainage schemes were more within local newspapers. The printed forms were always 
the province of the Sanitary Engineer, who had hitherto, available. Tenders for work were usually called for 
so far as he knew, .ad very little to do with projects piece-meal, but there was no objection to a roan tendering 
for the drainage of large agricultural areas. for an entire work. There wttre certain rules, however,. 

1,372. The local Consulting Architect's post was not under which th~ Department had to issue materials from 
included in the sanctioned cadre of the engineering its own stock, such as bricks and steel-work, the latter 
branch of the Public Works Department, but it might of which was usually obtained from the Director-General 
be advantageous to bring it on to that of a special branch. of Stores, and also other materials, such as lime, which 
It was ·a special appointment recruited for specially. was usually obtained from other contracting firms who 

l ,3i3. The local Consulting Architect had a very great . speeialized in lime. All these materials were handed 
deal to do with the construction of buildings: Though over to the contractor selected for the work. The system 
he was responsible only for designs and not for actual of iRviting tenders for portions of a work instead of a 
construction, he had proved to be of great assistance whole work was a long standing practice, and he under
during construction, and visited buildings in an advisory, stood it was necessitated, more or less, by the fact that 
not in an exeeutive, capacity to see whether they were government maintained its own bri<:kfields, and thereby 
bring constructed according to his designs. The ordinary ensured the quality of the bricks required. This was of 
Public Works Department staff carried out the actual great importance as bricks were thus made available at 
construetion of buildings designed by that officer. His any time and their rates very accurately knowiL Simi. 
exprrience had been that this arrangrroent was eroi- larly, if for a particular class of work a particular clasa 
nently satkfactory. Provided the Architect possessed of lime from a particular firm was needed, this was 
the nece888ry qualifications, he saw no objection t() the bought by government and supplied"'to the contractor. 
proposal that such an officer should be made responsible In regard to steel-work, the orders of the Government 
also for the construction of buildings, _and, in principle, of India. were more or less to the effect that if require
he thought that the Bombay system, under which there menta could be foreseen sufficiently early, steel-work 
was a S<'parate buildings di\'ision in charge ::>f the Arc hi· wast() be obtained through the Direetor-General of Stores, 
!~-..:t, who was not only resporu:iLle for th~ plans of buil~- India Office. He was of opinion, however, provided the 
mgs but had also a. separate construction staff of hiS necessary supervision was exercised, that there was no 
own, would w~rk well in Calcutta. l'nder existing cir- objection, if specifications were drawn up detailing the 
cu~lsta.nct's thiS arrangrmt"nt would, .however~ not be quality of bricks, lime and other materials t() be used, 
~Ultt>d (() Bengal, as the lOC'al C()nsult~ng Architect had to tenders for whole building projecta being invited. .Aa 
a.lready too much w·ork t() handle. an example, he cited the case of the ('haplai.n'a residence 

~n ~ 
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attached to St. John's Church; fOr which the contract 
was given in a lump sum tender, but added that he 
belie\'ed this was done only with the object of finding 
out whether the Public Works Department rates were 
high or low, and how they stood in regard to the open 
market. 

1,380. Go-.-ernment was obliged to have its own brick
field, and to make arrangements f6r the supply of bricks 
to contractors, as bricks were not always available in 
Calcutta. There were large private brickfields, but he 
had known times when good bricks were not procurable. 
He could not say whether, ;f government introduced a 
system of complete tenders for buildings, sufficient 
privately-made bricks would be available, as competi
tion in Calcut~a was in his opinion very poor. OL late 
years he had not compared the cost of materials manu
factured by government with that of materials ~ld in 
the open market, but he believed bricks supplied from 
the government bricklield were, in normal times, cheaper 
than privately-made bricks. 

1,3tll. When he was a Superintending Engineel' he had . 
made a comparison of the cost of government and 
private bricks. With regard to this comparison, he ex
plained that government did not undertake the actual 
manufacture of bricks but leased its brickfield to a con
tractor who did the work under supervision, so that 
the cost of bricks was really the rate t.endercd by the 
contractor and not the actual cost of manufacture. 
Therefore, in making the comparison, he did not take 
into consideration the capital cost of the bricktield, nor 
any sinking-fund for the exhausted brick field, as the brick
fields were neve1· exhausted being filled up by silt every 
year by means of water let in from the river Hooghly 
for this purpose. The cost of the establishment employed 
for the management of the government brickfield was 
in the contractor's hands, but government employed 
a supervisor on the work, the salary of whose post had 
not been taken into consideration when making the 
comparllion referred to. In spite of the exclusion of 
these factors he still considered the Public Works De· 
partment bricks were cheap& .than those ?bta~ed 
in the open market. For works m the 11Wjuss1l br1eks 
were not supplied from Calcutta but were manufactured 
locally. In such cases, the rate for bricks included 
an allowance for the capital cost of 'the brickfield. 

1,382. Government also manufactured lime in the 
mufussil, but this depended upon the size of the work. 
For a small work costing say Rs. 150, for which lime 
could not be bonaht from a contr~Wtor, it was made on 
the spot, and ev"'en for large works it was sometimes 
necessary to burn lime at the site of the work, either 
departm:entally or through the contractor. 
• 1,383. The large building referred to in his written 

nidenee, for whi'Ch tenders were invited from five firms 
only, was not a building erected for government, nor 
for· a private individual, but one required by a p1_1blic 
body. He was of opinion that the system of substitut
ing large private contractors for government agency 
might be feasible in Calcutta and possibly also. in Dacca, 
but did not believe that it would be as econonucal as the 
present arrangement. Economy might be j_udged by 
two methods, either by the actual cost of the work or 
by the value of the complet~ buildin~ ":hen ~onstructed. 
The standard of Public Works bwld.ings m Calcutta 
was very hlg!;. A well-known Chief Engi..;eer, who was 
a.ft~rwards Secretary to the Government of India in the 
Public Works Department, once made this remark and, 
as a general rule, big buildings erected. by the Pu~lic 
Works agencv in Calcutta cost very little for mam
tenance. True economy had reference not so much to 
the initial cost of a stl'Ucture as to its subsequent cost of 
maintenance. The result of a previous comparison 
made bv him of the rates in Calcutta for the same class 
of work executed bv the Public Works Department 
and by private a~en~y respectively, was that the mtes 
of the latter were certainly not lower. They were about . 
the same. He instanced the case of a building "rected 
by a hu-ge firm of contractors in Calc~tta, who f?llowed ' 
the Public Works Department practice of haung the 
floors laid by a separate firm. The rate they paid for 

-this was the same as the Public Works Department paid. 
He had also had occasion to compare the Public Works 
Department rates with those of the Corporation of Cal
cutta, as the rates of this body came before him in evidence 
once or twice when he was a member of the Calcutta 
Improvement Trust Tribunal. He believed their rates 
to be very much the same as those of the Public Works 
Department. The Port Trust rates also were about 
the same. The Public Works Department rat.es were 
the criterion of rates in Calcutta, and, as he mentioned 
in his written evidence, they formed the basis on which 
other public bodies fixed their rates. 

1,381. In making his comparisons of rates he had 
not taken into account the expenditure on establish
ment, as the Public \Yorks Department did not regulate 
its establishment by reference to the units of work, 
e.g., by so many hundred cubic feet of brickwork, etc., 
though the cost of establishment was taken -into con
sideration when a private person erected a building. He 
explained that, when arriving at the Public Works 
Department rates, the estimated cost of labour and 
materials was included and 12! per cent. added to this, 
and that he had personally always followed this principle. 
The allowance of 12~ per cent., he thought, ought to 
cover not only the cost of t.he contractor's establishment, 
but his profit also, 

1,385. Rome saving in supervision might be effected 
if large firms of reliable contractors were employed, 
but this saving would be effected in subordinate super
vision only. He drew this conclusion from the Govern
ment of India'~ resolution from which he understood 
it was the intention that government engineers should 
ultimately resemble the local county board inspectors 
in England Subordinate supervision could not be 
entirely dispensed with, however, and a certain amount 
of it would st.ill be necessary, even if large firms of con
tractors were employed and given the construction of 
complete projects. 

1,886. He did not think the " Direction " charges 
in the Public Works Department were unduly heavy, 
and did not agree with the contention put forward in 
evidence that the fact that out of the total establishment 
charges about 25 per cent. was due to " Direction " 
indicated ext;a:vagance under this head. He did not 
consider it possible to extend a Superintending Engineer's 
charge as it was already very heavy. With regard to 
the contention that the employment of large contractors 
would effect savings in "Accounts," he remarked that 
this depended on what records it was still considered 
necessary to maintain. 

1,387. He khew of no reliable firms of contractors 
outside Calcutta, but considered it.feasible, when large 
works were to be constructed in the 1/Wfussil, for Calcutta 
firms to take them up. In fact such work was, at present, 
open to these firms as bricks were not supplied in the 
mofussil and lime also was only occasionally supplied, 
There was no need for any restrictions, in the 11W{us.~il, 
on the supply of materials from government sources, 
and beyond, possibly, a legacy of bricks remaining on 
stock there was no limitation in regard to the importing 
of material, except in regard to steel-work if the amount 
required was foreseen in time. 

1,388. A separate estimate for the annual repairs to 
each building was prepared in Bengal, and the question 
whether this was necessary or not depended entirely 
on what records were to be kept. Under the" accounts 
rules the Department was forced to keep certain ·records, 
as it was necessary to know what a building had cost 
in repairs over a series of years, and this necessitated 
the preparation of an estimate, for entry in the register 
of works where outlay was recorded by sub-heads. 
On his attention being drawn ta the fact that in one prov
ince no estimate whatever was prepared but that a 
certain percentage was allotted each year for the repairs 
of each particular building and that the expenditure had 
to be kept within that annual allotment, he remarked 
that the suitability or otherwise of this arrangement 
depended very much on the cost of the work, as details 
of works costing less than a certain figure were not entered 
in the register of works, while if they cost above that 
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111m they were entered in detail by 111b-heads. For 
annual repairs t() residential buildings it was necessary 
under Code rulings ro keep a record of the actual cost 
of repairs every year, but for buildings, other than resi
dential buildings, a lump sum might be allotted. Even 
though an account of the actual amount spent on repairs 
ro buildings would still be required he thought it was 
ueces~ary ro prepare estimates, as the budget for repairs 
was based on lump sum estimates a!ld the net rota! of 
these was the amount it was necessa,ry ro look to. In 
order ro ar;·ive at this amount a detailed estimate had ro 
be made of~ hat the act•1al cost was going to he, beca'l'>e 
when the S11perintending Engilleer made allotme:tts 
from his grant for repairs ro buildings, he prob:~.bly 
found that in any oae year one buildiag required more 
than the sum which had been set, aside for it and anothel 
required Jess. It was not possible ro say exactly what a 
certain building was going ro cost. For buildings that 
required only whitewashing and other petty repairs 
there were standard measurement books, and it was the 
practice only ro refer to the quantities, etc., noted in such 
measurement books in preparing t·epair estimates. He 
was not prepared to give an opinio!l on the proposal that 
an Executive Engineer should be given an allotment for 
repairs for all the buildings in his charge, and allowed 
full discretion as to the manner in which he spent the 
money, i.e., that that officer should prepare no estimates, 
but simply keep an account of expenditure, whatever the 
sum might be, on repairs to each individual building. 

1,389, As instances where buildings were taken over 
by the Public Works Department after construction by 
private agency, he cited police buildings, such as a police 
thana, for the constructiolt of which a grant was made 
to the Superintendent of Police and school buildings, 
for the construction of which the Director of Public 
Instruction was given a grant· by government. The 
system of construction of buildings by the administrative 
departments concerned had been followed to a consider. 
able extent in the past, in the belief that such buildings 
might be built cheaper by private agency. In his opinion 
it had proved a failure inasmuch as the officers who had 
charge of the buildings, and had had them erected 
through private agency, had subsequently come to Ree 
that they were not able to maintain them on the ordinary 
amounts which were set apart for maintenance, as the 
original construction was wholly bad. As a result of 
this they applied to have their buildings taken over and 
maintained by the Public Works Department. 

1,390. He was not able ro recall any instance of a 
building being handed over roan admini&trative dnpart.. 
ment for maintenance after it had been constructed by 
tho Publio Works Department, and expressed himself 
as being almost positive that he had never had experience 
of such a case. The difficulties experienced in Bengal 
in getting administrative departments to undertake 
their own building work, or even annual repairs, were so 
very pronounced that he did not think it was feasible, 
in order to relieve Public Works officers of a large amount 
of petty repair work, to introduce a scheme under 
which this work would be transferred to the admiuis. 
trative departments concerned, such as the Education, 
Police, etc. He added that he thought such a question 
could more suitably be answered by officers of the depart
ments concerned, but his own belief was that they would 
prefer the work robe done for them by the Public Works 
Department. 

l,39l. Very occasionally, he thought, the Public Works 
Department were asked ro construct some particular 
building for a local body. The ordinary work which the 
district engineer had to carry out for the district board, 
to whirh that officer was the adviser, had nothing ro do 
with the Public Works Department at all, but the Super. 
intending Eneineer of the circle concerned was sometimes 
asked to ad\'ise. He cited the case of a building in con
nection with the construction of which he was asked 
by the district board of Jessore to ad rise on the founda
tions. l)lans and estimates, however, above a certain 
value which he did not remember, were alwavs sub. 
mitted by local boards ro the Superintending Engineer 
lor l.'(·•·utiny. Such 1eferen~s were not made to the 

Executive Engineer, but only to the Superintending 
Engineer. He was not aware of any charge made by 
the Public Works Department for this scrutiny, nor was 
he aware of any rule under which projects above a certain 
value were to be submitt€d, not merely for scrutiny, 
but also for the preparation of rlans and estimatrs 
by the Public Works Department. 

LS92. Each local body in Bengal maintained 'its own 
engineering staff for its mrn works. He had had expe
rience of the system in force in the nineties, under which 
government transferred its buildin!:S and roads to this 
district staff for maint.el'ance. This system proved a 
failure in workmanship, supervision and the maintenance 
of records; the buildings were not prorerly maintained, 
and in the majority of cases more records were missing 
than available. He did not think all government build· 
ings in the mofusdl were at that time tranderred to the 
local bodies, but the greater proportion of them were, 
even buildings at the headquarters of districts. 

1,393. Roads in Bengal were mostly district board 
or local board roads. Some provincial roads were main· 
tained by government through the agency of the Public 
Works Department and some through the agency of 
district l:oards. As an example of a road maintained 
by government throu,rh the agency of a district board 
he cited the Grand Trunk Road, \\·hich left Calcutta 
on the Howrah side of the river. The first rortion of 
this road was under the 3rd Calcutta. Division, the nrxt 
portion was ur.d· ·r the district e:1.gineer of Hooghly 
and the next portion was under the district engineer 
of Burdwan. Government had taken over a portion 
of this road for repairs through its own agency-the 
Public Works Department. Repairs to provincial roads 
were carried out by two agencies-government agency 
and eistrict board agency. In both cases govet11ment 
{lave the money, but in one case the work was done by 
the Public Works Department and in the other by the 
district board staff under the district engineer. When· 
ever government made over a provincial road for main
tenance by a. district board it provided the funds, and 
in addition to actual maintenance charges it gave the 
board 15 per cent. for establishment. 

1,39·t The Ilrinciple underlying the division of roads 
in Bengal inw provincial roads and district bonrd roads 
was that roads which formed through means of commu· 
nication were termed provincial roads and the rest 
district board roads. The provincial roads in Bengal 
had in the past formed the main avenues of communica· 
tion and were still very important. He was not aware 
of the exact conditions attaching to this differentiation, 
and added that district boards occasionally asked govern
ment ro take over a road as a provincial road. Provincial 
roads maintained by district board agency were very 
few in number and had never been numerous, not evfn 
during the nineties, as at that time there was not much 
road work. He believed the only provincial roads so 
maintained at present were the Grand Trunk Road, 
Diamond Harbour Road, Barrackpur Road and Jessore 
Road. He believed government did lay down condi· 
tions regarding control when it made over its buildings 
and a certain amount of its roads ro district boards 
for maintenance and provided funds for that purpose, 
but he was not able ro furnish these conditions. 

1,395. In respect to decentralization, the Government 
of India had authorized powers of technical sanction 
ro be delegated ro Superintending Engineers in Ber.gal 
up ro Rs. 50,000. This power had been fully delegated 
by the local Government, and all the Superintending 
Engineers with whom he had dealings exercised this power 
of technical ~~anction. An Executive Engineer's powers' 
of technical sanction were limited to Rs. 2,500. '!'hough 
he ha_d stated in his written e,'idence that this power was 
sufficient for an Executive Engineer, he considered that 
selected Executive Engineers might be given greater 
powers. Sub-divisioMl officers in Bengal pollSessed no 
powers of technical sanction. If it ·ns intended ro give 
111b-divisional officers powers of technical sanction, 
he considered that no Assistant Engineer under &even 
yea.rs' servi.:.e should be entitled to thil conceeion, but 

112 
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added that he did not think such a further delegation 
of powers would be worth while. 

1,396. Provided a right of appeal to the Superintending 
Engineer was allowed for, he was in favour of Executive 
Engineers being given certain disciplinary powers over ~ 
their staff. He did not approve of a right. of appeal to an 
authority higher than the Superintending Engineer, 
as was the case at present in the Public Works Depart
ment, and also in the Civil Department, where appeals 
were permissible to the Secretary to Government. 

1,397. The whole of the rules regulating the local 
purchase of stores required complete revision from the 
beginning. He saw no reason why everything should 
J>e obtained from the Director General of Stores. There 
were eminent firms in England who had branches in 
Calcutta, and although these branches might quote even 
lower rates than the Director General of Stores could 
obtain for the supply of a certain article from England, 
it was not possible to purchase such an article locally. 
He advocated the abolition of the rules altogether and 
the abolition to a great extent of the Director General of 
Stores, as very little benefit was derived by buying an 
article through that officer especially when the difference 
of cost to government might be as little as It annas per 
hundredweight, and involved the wastage of a lot of 
time and paper. 

1,398. In regard to the system of audit in Bengal, 
he remarked that this question had been investigated 
very thoroughly some time ago and that he had written 
a memorandum on the subject. This memorandum, 
however, was written more especially with reference to 
the abolition of the public works Examiners of Accounts 
and the amalgamation of these accounts with the civil 
accounts. He had no recommendations to make in 
regard to the present system of accounts, as he had 
not considered the question, but in connection with the 
contention that this system was so complicated and that 
the compilation of accounts was so detailed that it inter
fered with the executive efficiency of the Department, 
he remarked that there must be a certain amount of 
detail involving complication in accounts in order to 
make an Executive Engineer thoroughly understand 
what was being done. No Executive Engineer could be 
said to be thoroughly conversant with all that was going 
on in the division, unless such an officer thoroughly 
examined the register of works. Such ·an examination, 
if carefully made, necessitated going thoroughly into the 
expenditure incurred month by month. One of the 

· complaints of the Accountant-General of practically 
every province in India had reference to the extent of 
expenditure in the month of :March which was said to be 
much tQO large. If this was to be overcome, the Exec· 
utive Engineer ought to be thoroughly conversant 
with what was happening in December, February and 
so on, and in order to effect t~is it was necessary for him 
thoroughly to master the whole register of works. He 
would t,hen have a thorough grasp of what every man 
in the division was doing in the way of working out his 
allotments by the end of March. If there was a simplified 
form of accounts which required only a signature at the 
bottom, he did not think it would have the desired effect. 
His opinion, therefore, was that the present system of 
accounts tended to efficiency, but he admitted that the 
requirements laid down for an Executive Engineer might 
be met by a simplified system if such could be evolved. 

1,399. His experience of the class of student turned 
out by the Sibpur College was considerable. Provided 
an upper subordinate absorbed his training and made 
use of the knowledge he had gained, witness personally 
thought it was clearly proved that the college training 
ginn to this cla..'IS was satisfactory, but added that there 
might be two men who had been through the same 
course at college, and joined work on the same day and 
at the same hour yet, though both were equally qualified 
wht>n they started, one proved a success and the other 
did not. He was not able to express any views on the 
theoreticul training given at the Sibpur College as he did 
not know the curri('ulum of instruction followed there, 
but as upper subordinates were frequently recruited from 
t~~ ranks of the C:alcutt~ Vlliversity B.Es. which. Wl\S ~ 

higher standard of education than was necessary, he 
thought it was the general experience in Bengal that the 
standard of theoretical training given at Sibpur was too 
good, and produced an officer with a much larger know
ledge of the theory of engineering than was required in 
the subordinate grades for the class of work such an 
individual did in the Department. 

1,400. The class of lower subordinate recruited in 
Bengal, however, was not too highly trained, but he added 
that it was very difficult to answer any questions atout 
the lower subordinates, because the efficiency of that 
class depended entirely upon the kind of work they had 
to do, and that this was more or less learnt by routine. 
A portion of the theoretical course given to that class 
might profitably be omitted and more practical subjects 
substituted. If a sufficient number of sons of craftsmen, 
such as artificers and skilled artisans were available, 
he favoured the proposal that a portion of the present 
lower subordinate establishment of the Public Works 
Department might be recruited from that class, but 
remarked that the only master craft~men available in 
Bengal at present were Chinamen, who made the beilt 
master carpenters, and men who worked in wrought iron. 
lor buildings and roads that class would, undoubtedly, 
make useful lower subordinates. 

1,401. The Public Works Department in -Bengal took 
in students from the Sibpur College for practical train
ing, not only those who ultimately entered the Depart· 
ment, but also others. He was under the impression 
that two or three were taken in by the Department for 
training every year. The Superintending Engineer 
of the circle appointed the apprentice to a division and 
was at liberty to employ him on any work considered 
suitable, for instance the student might le given survey 
work, or be put on to learn how a building was erected, 
or to check the rates at which work was carried out. 
They were thus able to acquire knowledge of the cost of 
materials at first hand, the number of masons necessary 
for a particular work, the processes of mixing concrete, 
mortar, etc. They were required to take notes of what 
they had seen, and these notes were examined from time 
to time by the Executive Engineer and sub-divisional 
officer, who advised and taught the students generally. 
The period fixed for this training was about one year. 

1,402. The Public Works Department did not pay 
the apprentices but he believed that these students 
received, from the college, scholarship allowances during 
this period of training. The system might be perfectly 
satisfactory, but that depended mainly on the student -
himself and to a certain extent OJ?. the Executive Engineer 
who undertook the training. An extension of this system 
in Bengal, so as to give training to a larger number of 
men at one time, depended on the quality and quantity 
of the work going on, which in normal times in the Build
ings and Roads Branch was a fairly constant factor. 
He saw no reason, however, why facilities should not be 
given for the training of more students than at present 
in the art of building, and added that if any big irrigation 
schemes came up there would be an enormous field for 
students, and that there were several such schemes 
which the Department hoped to get started some day. 
Selection for government appointments was made after 
this period of practical training by means of a practical 
examination at which the final position of the men was 
decided. A Superintending Engineer was the president 
of the board of examiners, and one of the collt>ge pro· 
fessors and an Executive Engineer were members of the 
board, and the ultimate place of the candidate depended 
on a combination of the results of the practical examina· 
tion and those of the B.E. examination. The age-limit 
up to which students were allowed to Qualify for their 
degree was 24, this being fixed by the University rules. 
He considered that this system worked satisfactorily. 

1,403. (Sir Noel Kershaw). The register of works 
tended to efficiency by drawing an Executive Engineer's 
attention to his position in respect to the outlay on each 
of his works. He was of opinion that this would not be 
the case if this register were not sent monthly to the 
Accountant-General. The result of an Executive Engineer 
omittin~ tQ loQk throu~h apd exi!-mine carefully th~ 
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monthlv form~ which that officet had to submit would 
be thai be would certainly get into trouble. He knew 
of an instance where an Executive Engineer had signed 
a certificate certifying that the accounts were correct, 
and, though they 'might, in that officer's opinion, have 
been absolutely correct, yet it did not strike him that on a 
certain work he ought to have spent Rs. 10,000 whereas 
he actuallv spent only Rs. 5,000. Witness, howevet, 
admitted ti1at such a case was the exception rathet than 
the rule. He was not aware of the fact that certain 
Executive Engineers had stated that they did not examine 
all the accounts they certified, and expressed surprise 
at hearing that this was put forward in evidence. Eight 
hours altogether was the time which he considered that 
an Executive Engineer should devote to a thowugh check 
of the entries in the register of works, excluding the check 
of the day books and accompaniments thereto. 

I ,4()4. The experiment of the nineties previously 
referred to of handing over works to divi~ionallocal bodies 
lasted from 1892 to a little later than 1897. It was in 
1897 that a committee appoinu;d to report on the subject 
recommended that this system should be done away with. 
The bad maintenance of records and bad work performed 
when this system was in force was partly due to want 
of interest on the part of the district engineer and his 
staff. H~ was not able to suggest why there should 
have been this lack of interest on the part of the district 
engineer, but explained that as that officer was not a 
government servant, and was dependent solely on the 
district board for_ his appointment or dismissal, lack of 
interest in government works did not affect his position 
even though extra remuneration was given him by 
government for doing the government portion of the 
work. In other word~, although this officer received 
extra remuneration for doing government work, he did 
not apparently see that his interest lay in continuing 
to do that work. 

1,405. When a contractor undertook to do work for 
the Public Works Department lime was supplied by a 
particular firm. There was no objection to such a system 
so long as a single firm possessed the monopoly for a 
particular kind of lime, such as " ghooting " lime, which 
was used for foundations and which was supplied almost 
entirely by one firm. The particular firm was not speci
fied to the contractor, but only the particular kind of 
lime. 

I ,406. The contractor who undertook to manufacture 
bricks for gvvernment acted as a lessee of government, 
and contracted to make the bricks within a specified 
period. The fact that government confined itself to 
taking bricks from one source did not tend to prevent 
firms from starting their own brickfields. Some private 
firms had very large brick works and were at liberty to 
extend their works. He had known occasions, how
ever, when there had been a shortage of bricks, but could 
not say whether this was due to want of interest on the 
part of the firms. 

1,4()7. In respect to the statement in his written 
nwmorandum that as tenders were invited from only 
five firms for a certain large building there was no very 
keen competition among contracting firms in Calcutta, 
he remarked that his impression was that the practice 
of calling for tenders in the open market, as was usually 
done in India, was the converse of that obtaining in other 
countries where tenders were usually restricted to four 
or five selt>eted firms. 

1,408. (Mr. Mackenzie.) His remark that government 
rat~s f('gulated market rates did not, he explained, mean 
that the latter were Mtuallv limited bv the former as 
gowrnment exercised no ·power wh~tever over 'the 
marht rates. 

1,409. In connection with the rules relating to the 
local purchase of stores he remarked that his experience 
was that officers who, after obtaining technical sanction 
to wor~s, fore>aw what they would require sufficiently 
(•arly, mdt•nted for the articles on the Director General 
of t'tores, India Office, but if the~ were pressed for time 
tlwy puf('ha.sed the articles locally. His impression wa.s 
that the local purchase of sto~WJ in Calcutta had not 
decreased, but had, on the contrary, rather increased 

in amount. Firms which supplied the Director General 
of Stores with materials and which had branches in India 
tende1ed at the same rates in Calcutta for the articles 
as they did in England. The only difficulty experienced 
by purchasing locally was the absence of the test made 
by the Direct<~r General of Stores, which was not avail
able in India but, he added, if an article broke at the first, 
second, or even fifth time of usage, no firm of any stand
ing in Calcutta would hesitate to replaee it. Rule 8 
of the Stores Rules did, he thought, tend to make officers 
write to England for materials instead of purchasing 
them locally as they interpreted the rule to lay down 
that if it wa.:~ foreseen sufficiently early that an article 
was required it should be obtained by indent on the 
Director General of Stores, unless it was manufactured 
and could be bought in India. 

1,410. Public Works Department bricks were cheaper 
than market bricks because an increased demand for 
market bricks sent up prices very largely, and if the 
demand was very great a manufacturer could ask what he 
liked; whereas the cost of government bricks, even if 
the cost, of the brickfield were added, remained fairly 
constant. The cost of this brickfield, however, would 
amount to practically nothing as it had been in use for 
a long period of years-thitty or forty perhaps-and the 
number of bricks turned out was so enom10us that the 
original cost, when added to the rate per thousand bricks, 
would make a very small difference. 

1,411. Every Executive Engineer was troubled with 
the enormous number of objectionable items statements 
prepared by .the Accounts Department. He, personally, 
had been inordinately troubled in this way. He referred 
to his remark in his written evidence where he had men
tioned that when the Public Vi orks system of accounts 
was done away with Executive Engineers felt they hau 
lost a friend in the examiner of accounts.' These Ex
aminers used to visit the offices of Executive Engineers 
and explain what could or could not be done, whereas 
under the present system the Executive Engineer was 
very seldom present when the examination of his accounts 
was held. The Examiner of Accounts was not a peri· 
patetic audit<Jr, but canied out only an annual examina·r 
tion as was at present the system. 

1,412. Under the existing rules he had no objection 
to the promotion of upper subordinates to officer gtades, 
but remarked that it was not necesF.ary on this account 
h.l improve the course of instruction given to this class of 
subordinate, as an upper subordinate was very ra1ely 
promoted to the rank of an Assistant Engineer until he 
had served a considerable number of years. Besides, 
ruch promotion did not pay this class of officer after the 
grade of sub·engineer second grade had been attained, 
although it paid a supervisor to be given the rank of an 
Assistant Engineer. The result of the present rules . 
was that an upper subordinate, promoted to the rank of 
an Assistant Engineer, rarely reached the rank of Execu
tive Engineer. Practical examinations in riding and 
surveying which were regulated by certain definite 
printed rules were necesS~~;ry for this class of officer. 

1,413. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) It would certainly 
tend towards improvement in the construction and super· 
vision of works by local bodies il the engineering staffs 
of di~trict boards were brought on to one cadre, not 
necessarily as a pensionable e~tabli~hment, but under the 
orders of the Superintending Engineer, and not left 
entirely to the control of district boards. _ He was not, 
however, able to state whether the bad work of local 
bodies which he had experienced was due to membei'IJ of 
those bodies interfering too much in the method of 
execution of works. 

1,414. The reason why the government bricks made at 
government kilns were cheaper than market bricks 
might possibly be due to the fact that contractoi'IJ added 
on to the rate for their bricks the intere~,t on their capital 
outlay. The government capital outlay for thia partie· 
ula.r work was however not heavy, as no machinery 
was required. ' 

1,415. Xo inconvenience arose from the fact that 
Superintending and Executive Engineei'IJ in Bengal did 
both irrigation and buildings and roads •·ork. and ye~ 
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were under a separate Chief Engineer for each of these 
two branches of the Department. 

1,416. The Sanitary Engineer to the Government of 
Bengal was under the Sanitary Board and approached 
government through the Municipal and General Depart
ment of government, which had no connection with the 
Public Works Department. This officer did not accord 
technical sanction to sanitary projects. These projects 
were, he thought, sanctioned by the Sanitary Board, 
oi which both the Chief Engineers were members. 

1 ,417. He did not thin.!;: the Consulting Architect 
to the Government of Bengal was invariably consulted, 
as was the case in Bombay, on original works in Bengal 
when they were only small buildings costing about Rs. 
5,000. 

1,418. As it was necessary to keep up tlte standard 
of materials, and also to have one officer responsible for 
them, he approYed of the suggestion that the Director 
General of Store's office might be transferred to Bombay 
or Calcutta. 

1,419. In analysing rates, 12! per cent., which in
cluded contractor's profit and establishment, was 
allowed for. It would prove cheaper, by a small amount, 
if the rule regarding advances to contractors were relaxed 
to a certain extent subject to adequate safeguards and 
if Superintending Engineers were allowed to sanction 
advances to contractors. 

1,420. District boards and municipalities were advised 
by the Public Works Department in regard to sketches 
and designs, but a regular system of giving designs to 
these bodies was not in force. 

1,421. Standard plans in Bengal related chiefly to 
police buildings. There were not many standard plans 
for dak bungalows and tah-sil~. The number of such plans 
had now.a.days been much reduced. He had compared 
the standard plans adopted in Bengal with those of other 
provinces, and had found considerable similarity between 
them. 

1,422. The lower subordinates employed in Bengal 
were recruited from Sibpur and Dacca, not from Roorkee. 
His experience was that, as a class, mistris were of more 
value than sub·overseers on building works. He did 
not desire to improve the character of the mistri, or that 
individual's knowledge of writing or arithmetic, and 
remarked that provided a mistri had the necessary 
practical knowledge, he was far more useful than anybody 
else. If mistris were sufficiently qualified, it might be 
desirable to create a regular establishment for them. 

1,423. (llfr. Cobb.) Ski~Jled artisans and artificers were 
not procurable in any large numbers in Bengal. It was 
not, therefore, possible to secure sufficient in that prov
ince to meet the demand, as the necessary qualifications 
were not possessed by the people of Bengal. He did not 

A'!lean to imply that education would not encourage 
such a class, but his impression was that to get a carpenter 
of the standard of the master carpenter, or a man skilled 
in uought iron work in Bengal, a Chinaman had to be 
chosen. His opinion was that as the Bengali was not an 
artificer by nature nothing would induce him to become 
an artificer, unless a promise of government employment 
\vas held out to him. 

1,424. As an Executive Engineer he found the monthly 
accounts a great nuisance, but they had to be dealt with 
and an officer certainly received a great amount of in
formation from them even though they absorbed a good 
<leal of time, which might have been better employed 
on engineering work. This, however, depended on the 
runount of engineering work which had to be done by 
each particular Executive Engineer. 

1.4~5. The government brickfield was under the 
Public Works Department, who received the rent and the 
ie.ase. from the contractor. He did not think the rent 
was put to the credit of the bricks. Though the market 
price of bricks varied in Calcutta, the price of govern
ment bricks was always nearly constant, so that the 
Public Works Department got no benefit if the price 
of privately·manufactured bricks went down very con· 
siderablv. 

1.426: He was the Secreta.rv to Government in the 
Public Works Department. as ~ell as a Chief Engineer, 

and considered that the combination of the two posts 
was advantageous. He did not think the system was 
disadvantageous to other departments, and remarked 
that no complaints made against the Public Works 
Department on this account had come under his personal J: 

purview nor was it subversive of discipline in any way. 
He remarked that the Chief Engineer was not the final 
authority for an appeal, and that an appeal might be 
submitted to the local Government through the usual 
channel. 

1,427. He was perfectly convinced that the supervision 
exercised by the Public Works Department over build
ings constructed in Calcutta by them was satisfactory. 
Outside Calcutta, he explained, the personal question 
came in and this supervision depended a good deal on 
the men who were responsible for it. 

1,428. (1f'Ir. Green.) He had held the post of Super
intending Engineer, Presidency Circle, before he was 
promoted to the fOSt of Chid Engineer, and also the posts 
of Superintending Engineer, Central Circle, and Insp€ctor 
of Local \Vorks under the Local Self-Government Act, 
and as the last.named he inspected the offices of district 
engineers. In addition, he received estimates from dis
trict engir.eers for scrutiny, and was therefore in a good 
position to compare their rates with those of the Public 
Works Department. There was no great difference 
between the two sets of rates which were practically 
the same. Also as Superintending Engineer he received, 
for scrutiny a number of estimates for grant·in-aid 
works. These estimates were really drawn up by 
contractors, and he found the rates entered to be 
generally slightly in advance of Public Works Depart
mer.t rates. 

1,429. He admitted that hiH statement that the posi
tion of a particular contractor on the Jist of contractors 
depended on the opinion of the Executive Engineer 
was not quite right, because the sanction of the Super
intending Engineer had first to be obtained to the classi· 
fication. 

1,430. At the Akra brickfield government kept a 
large reserve of bricks. This was of great help as bricks 
were thus available at a moment's nQtice for every con
ceivable contingency. 

1,431. Occasionally, in the mofussil, when there was a 
stock of bricks available, a contractor was supplied with 
the bricks he required. It was not, however, the general 
practice to supply bricks to contractors in the mofussil. 
Government bricks were not sold to private persons. 

1,432. Detailed estimates for repair "·ork were sub
mitted by the Executive Engineer's subordinates, not 
by the Executive Engineer himself. It would, un
doubtedly, result in a great waste of money if the pre
paration and submission of these estimates were dis
continued. 

1,433. When government roads were made over to 
district boards in the nineties for maintenance, all gov· 
ernment inte1·est was absolutely ignored and, he thought, 
government lost a considerable number of acres by 
encroachment on the roadside and on government com
pounds during the period this system was in force. 

1,434. (Pre.~Ment.) It was a common experience in 
Bengal that inconvenience was caused to the Public 
Works Department by the present system of obtaining 
administrative sanction to a work, owing to frequent 
changes in the views of administrative departments, 
which in their turn necessitated the repeated revision 
of plans and estimates prepared for them. He added 
that here again the personal element influenced partie· 
ular cases very largely. 

1,435. Minor works in Bengal were those adminis
tratively sanctioned by civil officers, and the money 
limit for these officers varied. For the Director of 
Public Instruction it was Rs. 10,000; for the Board of 
Revenue, Inspector General of Prisons, Inspector-General 
of Police, Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, and Com
mis3ioners of Divisions it was Rs. 5,000, for the Com
missioner of Police, Calcutta, the Qommissioner of Excise 
and Salt and the Directors of Land Records and Agri
culture it was Rs. 2,500 ; for District Judges, and the 
:Military Secretary to His Excellency the Governor it 
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was Rs. 1,000; for the Chief Presidency Magistrate, 
-Calcutta, and District )lagistrate.'! and Collectors it ;;as 
Rs. 500, and for the Principals of Colleges it was Rs. 100. 
Therefore, a major work in one case might amount t<> 
R~. 2,.')00 a~d in another case it might be only. Rs. 150. 
Such a work, however, was not classed as a maJor work 
under the Public \Yorks Department Code, and the classi. 
fication of works in the Accounts Department depended 
not on the administrative sanction, but on the technical 
sanction of the Executive Engineer. 

1,436. He had not considered whether it would be au 
impro~ment if civil officers were given larger powers 
of administrative sanction than they bad at present, , 
and he did not think less trouble would be caused to tbe 
Public Works Department, in preparing plans and esti· 
mates and in executing work11, if works now sanctioned 
by governme!Jt were allowed t<> be administratively 
sanctioned by these civil officers. But he admitted that 
such a scheme might minimise the number of petty 
projects now sent up to the Chief Engineer for scrutiny. 

G. G. DEY, Esq., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. from contractors are called for, a contractor of known 
•1,437. (Gen;ral.)-In the first place, the considera- capability is given the work. Either a piece.work 

tion of the following questions must be looked at from agreement withcut time-limit, or a lump sum contract 
t distinct' stand )Oints :- with t~me-limit h: completi~n, is drawn up ~nd accepted. 
wo I . . . . • l\Iatenals of vanable quality, such as lime, cement, 

(1) that of a. Public Works Department clrcle or divl· paint and iron-work are usually supplied by the Public 
sion in a presidency_ to';n; . . . . Works Department to ensure a superior article being 

(2) that of a Pubhc \\ orks Department circle or divt- used, and the rates at which these are to be issued to 
sion in the rrwfus~il. · the contractor are noted on his agreement, and accepted 

In the first case, the sites of wm·ks are within reason- by him before starting work. The smalle1· class of con
able distance of each other, and one inspecting officer, tractor, which is the class usually available in the mofuasil, 
with a bicycle or motor car, can supervise a number nearly invariably prefers this method, as he usually 
of works without an undue length of time spent in travel- works on borrowed capital carrying interest up to 36 
ling. In the second cas~, which i~ the only one I am per cent. per annum a~d someti~es more, which he 
personally acquainted wtth, works are scattered, and cannot afford to lock up m purchasmg the large amount 
more than half tlie time of an inspecting officer is taken of stores which are often necessary in exeeuting works. 
up in travelling to and from the sites of works. More substantial contractors are allowed to supply 

(2). The Northern circle, of which I am in charge, con- their own materials subject to approval of quality by 
sists normally of three divisions, each held by an Exec- the Public Works Department staff. ' 
utive Engineer, though at present there are four. One (2). The generality of mofual!il contractors ar~ very 
of these is a temporary division, and will eventually be little more than suppliers of labour. Work is laid out 
absorbed by. one of the others. Each Executive Engi· for them, they are usually shown how to do it, and it 
neer has three or four sub-divisions, in charge usually is supervised from start to finish by the Public Works 
of an upper subordinate, but sometimes of a lower sub· Department staff. After completion, provided the local 
ordinate. Public Works Department officer lias worked conscienti-

(3). '!'he Darjeeling Division is a charge comprising one ously, it is known that the work, workmanship and 
civil district, 1,164 square miles in extent, or nearly materials used are the best attainable. 
the l'ize of an average English county. The area is (3). I do not pretend that work done by the Public 
small for a Public Works Department division, but Works Department is as cheap as that done by local 
comprises plains areas of 400 feet elevation, and hill bodies, or by many private firms who are subject to their 
areas up to 12,000 feet elevation, above M. S. level, own supervision only, but there is no comparison be
out into by deep ravines and gorges, which make travel- tween the standard of work in the two cases. Public 
ling from one point to another slow and arduous. This Works Department work is carried out on high class 
charge is divided up into four sub-divisions. specifications, ensuring a standard of excellence and 

(4). The Jalpaiguri Division consists of 4 civil districts, durability which is not reached in cheaper forms of 
and is 9,767 square miles in area, or about the size of construction, and if that standard is to be maintained 
7 English counties. The Public Works Department the supervising authorities must be the Public Works 
work in each district is in charge of a Public Works Department who have the traditions of past years to 
Department subordinate, and at the present time thertl maintain. A complaint I have often heard is that the 
a.re three mo~e sub-divisions for the purpose of super· Public Works Department cannot build a cheap build.' 
vising heavy road and bridge construction work in the ing. In this I differ; they can and do so when required, 
Duars. These sub-divisions will be reduced to two, or but the difficulty is to .do it when another department 
possibly one, when the actual construction work is is the requisitioning autho1ity. Assume that such a. 
fiuished. building has been bnilt, a.ud that the officer who asked 

(5). The Rajshahi Division oonsi~ts of 3 civil districts, for it is satisfied and signs the completion certificate 
8,027 square miles, or about 6 English counties, in area, certifying that the work has been well done, and ful
with a. Public Works Department subordinate in charge fils his requirements. In two years or three years the 
of each district. officer is transferred and his successor calla attention to 

,(6). The. extent of the whole c~cle is 18,958 square the poor workmanship of the Public Works Depart· 
mtles, and lS equal to about one-tb.rrd the area of England ment, because he has known that throughout his service 
and ~\'al.es. The means of tr~ve~in,g are slow, and a certain high standard of workmanship is expected from 
even ~n mstanc~ wher? th~ obJec.ttve can be reached the Public Works Department. Again, buildings con
by rat), long wa1ts at ]Un~t10ns discount ~an~ of the str~cte? by the Public Works Department are usually 
ad,·antages, except to stabons on the mam hoes be- mamtained by them afterwards, and the extra cost of 
tween _Darj~ling and Calcutta which _are served direct repairing a bnilding built of cheap materials is a thing to 
by mall trams. In other c~ long J~urn?ys have ~ be avoided. Such considerations militate against any 
be made by steamer, the servtee of which lS so erratic, but the most durable form of construction and for 
and timing so ill-fitting with train services, that a wait durability good and expensive materials and' workman· 
of 8 or lO hours at a steamer station is nothing unusual. ship are essential. 
In other instances the sites of works such as police (4) In the Despatch No. 12·Public Works dated the 
stations are so inaece.'l&ible that walking_, or tJ:avelling 2nd June 1916, to the Secretary of State,' a p088ible 
by b~Jiock cart, are the only ~ea~~ of mspectmg. solution tending toll ards economy is suggested. It is 

1,-tl_S. (I.) Eco~omy and srutability of meth~ds of proposed to hand over minor Public Works Department 
n:ecuhon of public work:s.-At prese~t •. on receipt of works to local bodies and private practitioners leaving 
wwcuon and allotment of funds f~ a cml work, tenders the larger and more important echem.ee only to be 
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carried out by Public Works agency, and it is suggested of carrying out work now followed by the Public 
that pos.sibly the same procedure as in England could be Works Department. Practically no work is done de
adopted, that is, that the engineers of the Public Works partmentally, the agency employed is nearly invari. 
Department should become supervising engineers equiva· ably contract, and work is carried out under the general 
lent to Local GoveJnment Board inspectors. supervision and instructions of the Public Works De-

I am not sufficiently acquainted with English methods partment staff, who show the contractor how to lay 
to draw an accurate comparison but the position, as out and do his work and help him through every diffi· 
I understand it, is somewhat as follows :- culty when his technical or practical knowledge. is in

Superintending Engineers, drawing pay in India at sufficient. 
£1,200 to £1,600 a year, would be equivalent to Deputy (2). Out of 17 years' service, of which li were spent 
Inspectors drawing £900 to £1,000 in England. on leave, l have been stationed for 7! years on pure 

Executive Engineers, drawing £640 to £1,000 a year, construction and for 4 more years in charge of the Dar
would be equivalent to Inspectors drawing £600 to £800 jeeling Division when construction formed the major 
in England. part of the work of the division. Less than t per cent. 

Sub-divisional "officers or Assistant Engineers of the of the work done was done departmentally and the 
imperial establishment drawing £304 to £600 a year, same applies to repair work, which is borne out by a 
and of the provincial establishment drawing £200 to scrutiny of the items of work for which contract rates 
£380 a year, would be equivalent to clerks of works draw- are entered in the Public Works Department schedule 
ing a. salary which I have no means of ascertaining. of rates. 

(5). In the Northern circle it is usual to have one, and • (3). I do not see how it is possible to encourage private 
sometimes two, imperial service Assistant Engineers in enterprise further and it is well-known throughout 
charge of sub-divisions, though at present there are Bengal that work done by the Public Works Depart. 
none. There are in all 13 sub-divisions in the circle, ment is all open to contract. 
and these are now all in charge of upper or lower sub- There are, however, very few rrwfussil contractors 
ordinates whose pay varies from £32 to £320 a year. \vho are educated up to a standard which would enable 

Sub-divisional officers have under them a class which them to carry out works on any form of contract with
has apparently no equivalent in England, though they . out supe1 vision and constant assistance from trained 
carry out more or less the work done in England by men such as the Public Works Department now pro-
clerks of works; t.hese men are sectional officers drawing vides. . 
£24 to £56 a year ; they are in direct charge of one or It may be argued that, until the education of the 
several works and are directly responsible to their sub· rrwfus.sil contractor is more advanced, private firms 
divisional officers for the quality of contractors' work, in presidency towns could be given rrwfussil work. I 
and adherence to specification. have seen two such instances: the work was given out 

(6). From 'Whittaker's Almanac I s~e thatin England at rates 15 to 20 per cent. above those given to Indian 
the staff for supervising engineering work is:- contractors working alongside, and a time-limit was 

1 Chief Engineering Inspector, imposed. The work done was fairly good, but no better 
2 Deputy Engineering Inspectors, and than that done by the Indian contractors, the time-

16 Engineering Inspectors, limit was exceeded, and when government imposed 
the penalty litigation was only avoided by a lengthy 

under the Local Government Board, and I presume and costly arbitration. 
some clerks of works who find no place in Whittaker. I do not imply that private enterprise should not be 
In addition to these, engineers and surveyors form part encouraged-the Public Works Department do all in 
of the establishment attached to the post office, sur- "'their power to encourage it-but the time has not yet 
veyor's department, works and public buildings and come when works can be handed over to a private tirm 
other government departments, whose work is carried to carry out by means of its own engineering staff 
out in India by Public Works Department officers. without close and constant supervision by government 

In the Northern circle which is about one-third the engineers. I have never yet had experience of such 
size of England and Wales, there is an engineering staff a firm in the rrwfu.ssil. 
of 1 Superintending Engineer and 3 Executive Engineers, (4 ). In paragraph 9 of the Bespatch No. 12-Public 
which is rat.her less than proportionate to the above, Works to the Secretary of State, it is suggested that 
and 13 sub-divisional officers, about whom I can draw all small government works could be undertaken by 
no comparison. local bodies, and only larger and more complicated 

The result is inconclusive, as I cannot complete the enterprises undertaken by government agency. The 
comparison, but it appears that the engineering staff st1ggestion is no new one, and was tried between the 
for supervision in India, though paid at a higher rate years 1892 and 1897 by handing over the maintenance 
as compensation for foreign service, is not as numerous of both imperial and provincial Public Works Depart· 
as in England, call them engineers, engineering inspec· ment buildings in this circle to the various district boards. 
tors, sub.engineers, overseers, clerks of works, or what Owing to the earthquake in 1897 the works in the Raj. 
you will. . . . . shahi Commissionership were resumed by government 

(7). In conclusio::~, my contention ts that the high as heavy special repairs, and in some cases rcconstruc
salaried engineering staff of the Public Works Depart· tion of buildings were necessary. 
ment is diluted with so very large a proportion of lower In 1899 *when it was proposed to retransfer the Public 
salaried staff to effect econQ.ID.y, which latter staff itself Works Department buildings to the district boards 6 
often requires close supervision, that any further reduc- out of II t district boards refused to again take up 
tion in engineers is a doubtful experiment. maintenance, as they considered that the 15 per cent. 

Similarly, as explained in the preface, works are so for supervision ofiered by government was insufficient. 
scattered in a. mofu.ssil circle that any reduction in the The remainder took it up, and during the year 1905 
subordinate staff is impossible, and even if all works the procedure was dropped, as I understand it wa.~ 
wete given out to private firms who could sup!Jly their found that the worlr done was not up to the standard 
own engineering staff, the government engineers woul.d of that done by Public Works Department officers. 
still be responsible for the class of work done. Thts During 1914-15 the cost of works in the Rajshahi and 
supervision could not be carried out ~y a. less numb~r Jalpaiguri Divisions was Rs. 8,89,125, and the cost of 
of men than is now engaged, though 1t nught result m 
reducing the number of " sectional officers,'' provided 
private firms could reach a standard of honesty ~nd 
workmanship which did not require the constant asstst
ance and supt>rvision which is now given by the subordi
nates of the Public Works Department. 

1.439. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-There 
appt>&rS to be some misunderstanding as to the methods 

*'Vitk Bengal Government, Public Works Department, 
Resolution No. 775E., of 22nd March 1899. 

t Rajshahi. Purnea. 
Rangpur. Bogra. 
Bhagalpur. Sonthal Parganas. 
Jalpaiguri. Maida. 
Dinajpur. Monghyr. 
Pubna. 
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MtablU;hment employed, including their travelling allow· 
ances and contingencies and including all office estab
lL>tunent and tools and plant was Rs. 95,964, giving 
a percentage of 11 per cent. on works. In 1913·14 
the establ.illhment percentage was 15 per cent. on the 
coot of work {works Rs. 6,24,9i2, establishment Rs. 
94,080). 

If the giving over of the minor works to local bodies 
entaih an establishment charge of 15 per cent. or more 
on the coRt of those works, 1 do not see that any real 
economv is effected. • 

(5). The works mentioned in paragra~h .9 of the ~es
pa.tch, i.e., non·governn;tent school buildir_lgs, hospttals 
and dispensaries for which government gtves a grant, 
and village and small urban sanitation schemes, are 
nearly all carried out now in Bengal by district boards 
and municipalities or local committees, and there is no 
r~Ja.son why private practitioners should not take over 
the carrying out of such-'Work when they are educated 
up to it, but this change would not aftect the Public 
Works Department. Local bodies, however,, often ask 
the Public Works Depa.rtment to carry out contribu· 
tion works on their behalf in preference to trying local 
contra.ctors, as they ha.ve very little knowledge of deal· 
ing with these men, and in addition are certain of the 
standard of Public Works Department work. 

(6). It is the preparation of estima.tes for, and con· 
struction of, sma.ll buildings and works costing less than 
Rs. 5,000, and estimating for carrying out annual re· 
pairs and pett:y al~rations to numerous buildings which 
takes up the time of the Public Works Department 
staff, the handing over of which would afford relief 
and give opportunity for a reduction in Public Works 
Department establishment. 

In the Northern circle there are 835 main imperial 
and provincial civil buildings, most of which have several 
subsidiary buildings, amounting t.o about 2,000 in the 
case of the Rajshahi Division alone, and estimates for 
maintenance have to be prepared annually for each. 
In the majority of cases the amounts of these estimates 
are less than Rs. 500, and do not require a high order 
of engineering training for their preparation. Yet each 
estimate is handled by every officer from a sectional 
officer up to an Executive Engineer, and in some cases 
final scrutiny and approval by the Superintending Engi· 
neer is necessary. 

Again, needless requisitions are consta.ntly received 
from other administrative departments to prepare esti· 
mates for new work and alterations to buildings, much 
of which there is no possibility of financing or taking 
up for years after. Such estin1ates require considerable 
preliminary work and the use of staff which there would 
otherwise be no need to entertain. 

(7). I have formed no idea of how the reduction of staff 
could be effected. If the work were handed over to 
the district boards, the district engineer's executive and 
oftice establishment would require strengthening by an 
amount which I should roughly estimate at 20 to 25 
pt•r cent. on the cost of works. Government would 
have to find this money and the economy effected would 
be the pensions of such of the Public Works Depart· 
lllt>nt subordinate staff as could be dispensed with owing 
to the change. 

(8). Before advocating that any subordinate Public 
\Yorks Department establishment should be dispensed 
with. I would point out that the reason of the existence 
of such establishment is that the whole of technical 
t>ducation in India. st&rts on a lower footing than in 
England. In India. tradesmen, e.g., carpenters, masons, 
Lla.c ksmith~. etc., though individually skilled in thell' 
01111 a.:tual tradt>, know nothing of its application to 
l·on;;trul'tion. They have been taught w translate 
ordt.'rs in partk·ular cases only and not in a general sense, 
and are tht>rdort> of little or no use in supervision. For 
8llp<·r\'i,ion a trained ~ubordinate is required and under 
t'Xlhtin!o! cirtumstances that trained subordinate, corres· 
pondi1111 t<> a clt>rk of works in Engiand, is a Public Works 
llt·partm.•nt 8ubordinate drawing, I imagine. much the 
NUlle pay as his ~uivalent in England. Before such 
liUI)(mlmatf·~ c:m be dispeniled 1rith technical educa· 

\'OL. II 

tion in India must be so revolutionised and improved 
that the skilled tradesm.a.n, trained to interpret orders 
generally and to supervise works directly, can work 
himself int.o a position to replace them. 

(9). Again, at present the "high salaried officer" of 
the imperial and provincial branches of the Public 
'\\'orks Department must start from the bottom rung 
of the ladder as an Assistant Engineer ; he must be his 
own clerk of works assisted by his government subor· 
dinates only ; show his workmen how to apply their 
trade knowledge, and by constant inspection see that 
his instructions are carried out. In England he would 
have skilled tradesmen to help him, in India he mu8t 
learn every trade connected with his profession and 
apply his knowledge. The training of an Assistant 
Engineer, in addition to acquiring such knowledge, com· 
prises the study of people of a. foreign country, their 
peculiarities, their religion and their prejudices, and 
when he has fulfilled all that can be done in the nine 
years or so of his Assistant Engineership, he is fit to be 
made an Executive Engineer and exercise the same func· 
tions, with rather increased powers, over his Assistant 
Engineers and sub.divisional officers. Instead of &c· 

tually supervising several works minutely and in detail, 
h~ issues his instructions, but nevertheless his inspec· 
tlons must be frequent, and in the case o' indifferent 
sub-divisional officers, or of work of abnormal com
plexity, more than frequent. After . several years as 
Executive Engineer, the fittest are selected a.s Superin
tending Engineers and in due time may become Chief 
Engineers. From the above it follows that the training 
of an Indian engineer is entirely different from his English 
wnfrere. In India the whole engineering profession 
sta.rts on a very practical basis, whereas in England 
the practical pa.rt is done by skilled tradesmen and 
the engineer supervises and often becomes purely a 
consulting engineer. To bring the two into line it will 
be necessary to bring technical education to a high 
pitch to replace the lower subordinates now in govern· 
ment service. Even then government engineers must 
start in service early in life and· study administration, 
and the workmen they ha.ve to deal with, before they 
can be successful in dealing with engineering work in 
India. 

(10). In the latter portion of paragraph 9 of the des
patch it is stated tha.t there are probably districts where 
the. local bodies could at once take in hand their own 
engineering work, but they already do this in practi· 
cally every district in Bengal, and the question of tak· 
ing over minor government works is one which depends 
on funds for works and extra establishment. The 
generality of district engineers, whose work 1 have seen, 
have not sufficient ability to design and carry out large 
schemes such as now fall within the scope of an Ex.ecu· 
tive Engineer's duties, but as it is not proposed to hand · 
over such .work. to local bodies at present the point 
needs no discuss10n under the present head, but it does 
affect the question of recruitment of government engi· 
neers. 

In pa.ragraph 9 of the despatch it is suggested that 
eventually government engineers could be recruited 
from the best of the talent available amongst the engi
neering establishment of local bodies and from amongst 
priva.te practitioners ; I consider that the standard of 
ability now obtaining among cliJ;trict engineers is not 
nearly high enough to fit them for appointments u 
government engineers. With improved education thev 
may, and even now often do, attain the necessary techni· 
cal qualifications, but amongst such of the engineers 
trained in Indian colleges, as I have come acrou 
there is usually a. lack of capacity for administration, 
whtch means so much in engineering work in India. 

(11). One suggeiition for lowering rat68 for 11·ork is to 
give Superintending Engineers the power to make ad· 
V&Qe('S tQ contracU..l1!1 up to a. 8~ified amount. The 
protit.s of fiWfu~sil contracton are largely consumed by 
hf'~vy rates of interest paid on borrowed capital on 
whlch most of them 11mrk. ·Remove thia drawhat·k 
and the rat<:-~ would automatically fall. 
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1,440. (IV.) Relations with other departments and ' ing officers of drawing a comparison between expendi
snb-branehes.-The former part of · the question, it ture .during the last three months of the financial year 
seems to me, is for the other departments of the adminis- and other months. When the expenditure is consider
tration to answer. Also as regards the latter part the ably heavier in January, February and March than 
opinions of the Government Architect, Sanitary Engi- in other months, and it usually is, disparaging remarks . 
neer and Electric Engineer and Inspector are required, amounting to censure are passed on the methods of • 
but my experience has been that the relations are en- carrying out work adopted by the officer whose office 
tirely satisfactory. is being inspected. Such emphasis has been laid on 

(2). I have certainly had complaints from other de- the heinousness of this offence that a review of Public 
partments of the high cost of work done by the Public Works Department work by the Comptroller-General 
Works Department, a11d occasionally of slow progress. of India pointing out the practice kas called forth partie
To the former the answer is that first-class work cannot ular injunctions from the Secretary of State to dis· 
be anything but expensive, and the latter was nearly continue it. 
invariably due to want of energy on the part of the Although I agree entirely that it is highly undesir
Public Works Department subordinate staff, which able to allow a. rush of heavy payments in March, with 
usually requires to be kept up to the mark. a probability of bills being passed and paid without 

1,441. (V.) Decentralization.-1 cannot see that proper check and scrutiny, I absolutely disagree with 
further decentralization is desirable. As regards res• the criterion aimed at by the account officers, which 
ponsibility, the establishment chain from Chief Engineer is that expenditure on public works should be spread 
to sectional officer is clearly defined and could not well out evenly over every month of the year. 
be altered. As :regards powers of sanction to estimates When it is taken into consideration that, apart from 
and acceptance of tenders, the limits imposed on Super- Calcutta where large stocks of bricks and other materials 
intending and Executive Engineers are practicable and are available for work throughout the year, the working 
not irksome. The limits of these powers have been season in the mofussil is clearly. defined as from the 
increased from time to time and are now as wide as 15th October to the 15th June at latest, i.e., the 'dry 
it is safe te extend them, except possibly in individual season, it is impracticable to work up to the desideral1tm 
cases amongst Executive Engineers, but transfers amongst laid down by the .Accounts Department. .Apart from · 
Executive Engineers are too frequent to allow of individ· brick manufacture which can only be started advan
ual officers being exempted from fixed limitations. tageously between the 15th October, after the rain 

1,442. (VI.) Simpliftcation of procedure.-! do not ceases, and the 31st December other materials can only 
consider that the provisions of the Code are unduly be carted to sites of many mofussil works during the 
restrictive. The procedure has been outlined in the cold and hot weather, when the cart tracks leading to 
memorandum prepared for the information of the Com- them are fit for carts to use. 
mittee. · March is a month which happens to fall about the 

(2). The meticulous nature ol the regulations embodied middle of the working season, and i~ is only to be ex
in the Public Works Department Code, which is referred to pected that expenditure will be" heavy when work is 
in paragraph 7 of the despatch, is the natural evolution of heaviest. It is unfortunate that this should coincide 
an attempt to deal with all possible specific cases and with the last month of the financial year, and the only 
provide a rigid solution which admits of no loophole solution I can offer is that, if the objection is of so much 
for misunderstanding. Compare the Public Works importance, the financial year should end, say, in .August. 
Department Code with the Civil Service Regulations, .A possible alternative is that amounts which it is im
or the Civil .Accounts Code, and the same minute de· possible to spend within the year, if surrendered say 
tails are gone into in every one of them. I admit the by the end of January, should be available for reallot
inelasticity of many of the rulings laid down, but it is ment after the 31st March. 
usually the .Accounts Department which insists on a 1,443. (VIn.)' Practical training.-Students ·from 
rigid adherence to such rulings, and I consider that English colleges are now appointed on probation for 
more latitude should be given to executive officers, vho two years, and students from Indian colleges serve a 
could often avoid much correspondence and delay if year's studentship, and a year's apprenticeship in the 
more were left to their discretion. As an Executive Department in addition in the case of an Assistant Engi. 
Engineer I was constantly met by accounts objections neership. Students from England enter the Depart· 
to the most economical and commonsense methods of ment direct and are usually placed under a sub-divi· 
dealing with executive problems. I will mention a sional officer to acquire practical knowledge, or may 
Single instance which is typical of such. objections. In in special cases be put in direct charge of a Public Works 
the Darjeeling district the Public Works Department Department sub-division. 
inspection bungalows are provided with crockery, cutlery Students from Indian colleges are usually put under 
and glass marked with a badge to show that they are a sub-divisional officer, with iiL~tructions to take notes 
the property of government. In Cl!-Se of breakage the in a note t.ook, of which the type is laid down from 
value is paid by the occupant of the bungalow to the time to time by their college authorities. These note 
bungalow chaukidar and credited to gov:ernment revenue. books are scrutinized and commented on bv the Execu
In order to save freight from Calcutta, packing charges tive Engineer, who must certify that the· notes taken 
and delay entailed by purchasing one article at a time are satisfactorv before the student can draw his monthlv 
as breakages occurred, I purchased a. small stock of the stipend. Neither student is as a general rule put i~ 
most breakable artiCles so as to replace breakages qnickly, direct charge of any particular work, and they are usually 
but the procedure was held to be most objectionable posted to any sub-division where there is a chance of 
at the next audit inspection of my office and a cumber· obtaining practical knowledge on construction work. 
some procedure which was not liable to accounts objec· The training they go through is as practical as it is pos
tions was inaugurated. sible to devise. It depends very much on tho class of 

(3). The most serious obstruction to ordinary execu- new work going on to which the student can be posted, 
tive work is the practice followed by all accounts inspect- but I see no way of bettering the present method. 

MR. G. G. DEY called and examined. 

1,4:44. (l',,,id•ll/,) The witness stated that he was a 
Superintending Engineer and had been employed in 
the Public '\forks Department for about seventeen 
years. In the earlier part of his service he had served 
in the Irrigation Branch, but he had been in the Build
ings and Roads Branch for the last eight or nine years. 
Except for Darjet'ling, his experience was mainly limited 
to tho mofu.~.,i/. 

1,445. It was' the practice of the Public Works Depart· 
ment to call for tenders in the case of large contracts, 
usually on the piece-work, and not the lump sum system. 
The latter course was occa,sionally followed in case of 
urgency when a work had to be dono in a hurry and 
within a stipulated period of time. It was not usual 
to split up a project into small portions and call for 
tenders for each, hut generally the whole work was 
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given out on one contract, payment being made on 
aetual meAAuremcnt. Rates were called for for each 
separate iwm, for ma.sonry work, wood work, etc. It 
was usual to give the work to the contractor who sub· 
mitWd the Jo~·est tender, provided the Executife Engi· 
neer waa satisfied that the man was able to do the work 
properly. In the mo{uMil t~ere was a type of contra<;tor 
who submitWd low tenders m order to get work wh1ch, 
however, he could not execute properly. 

1,446. He had had experience of large building works 
in the mo{U8sil, the largest group of buildings he had 
~,onstructed having cost Rs. 6,00,000 or Rs. 7,00,000. 
This waa additions and alterations to Government House 
at Darjeeling, .and the construction of several buildings 
Hubsidiary to the main building, which had had to be 
conHtructed in a very short space of time (between Nov· 
ember and the following March), and in order to ex
pedite the work some portions were given to local con· 
tractors, and certain Calcutta contractors were asked to 
undertake others. 

1,447. It was not the practice in the mofussil to call 
for a single tender for a whole work in the case of large 
works, as there were no contractors big enough to take 
up a large contract, and the Calcutta contractors would 
not leave the presidency town unless special induce· 
menta were offered. The conditions of work in the 
rlistrict were verv difficult as· there were no large firms 
of contractors c~pable of undertaking big works ; there 
were none at least in the witness's circle. He knew of 
one big contractor in Muzaffarpur, in Bihar and Orissa., 
who took up large contracts, 

1,448. Lime, cement etc., were usually supplied by 
the Public Works Department so as to ensure good 
quality, and also because the petty contractors avail
able could not afford to lock up their capital in getting 
stores, as payments for so-called " materials at site •· 
were prohibited. Bricks were usually supplied by the 
('Ontractors and very seldom by the Public Works De
partment. La.rge contractors sometimes supplied lime 
and cement, subject to approval by the Department 

· of the quality. He admitted that the quality offered 
could be settled in the specifications but contended that 
there was nothing to prevent contractors from supplying 
bad material unless they were very carefully super· 
,·ised. 

1,44!1. The Public Works Department rates were not 
so low as those of local bodies and private firms, but 
the Public Works Department standard of work was 
superior. Ho pointed out that though the district 
boards were supposed to work up to the same standard 
of efficiency as the Public Works Department they 
were somewhat slipshod in their methods and their 
supervision was not as good as that of the Public Works 
Department. Their specifications were supposed to be 
the same, but these were not rigidly adhered to. In 
fact, the district boards bad not sufficient staff to exer
cise the same close supervision as the Public Works 
Department. District board rates were approximately 
the samet as those of the Public Works Department, 
but in some cases were slightly lower. 

1,4.">tl. He did not consider that the specifications of 
th~ ~ublic Works Department were unduly high. If 
buildings were to be built for durability, spec-ifications 
must be high. They could be lowered considerably if 
the buildings were required for t~mporary use, or for 
only a limited period of years. He did not think that 
the epedtications for such buildings as police stations, 
ho8pital~, l'chools, and residences for officers, which 
he had to build in his division, were too high and was 
unw1llmg to advocate lowering them. 

1.451. In regard to the system of transfen-ing works 
to local bodie$, which was tried in 1892-1897, and re
ferred roin his writt~n evidence, he could gin! no further 
mformahon M he had had no praetical experience of 
the worku1g of the scheme. Six of the eleven district 
b<lards had rrfused to take up the maintenance of such 
works again '\\hen a similar propoot.l wa.s made later. 
fhe rca.wn gh'en by Oil() of the district boards was that 
tbe lS per, cent: ~or eatabli.shment offered by govem
Dl!!'nt was msuflictent to cover. the co;;t of superfision, 

and a higher percentage was askt'd for. In referring in 
his written memorandum to •Joc:1l bndies " who applied 
to the Public Works Department to take up their works, 
he intended to refer to school committees, road oess com· 
mittees, municipalitiea, etc., and not to district boards. 
Such bodies preferred to get tht-ir work done by the 
Public Works Department in preference to district boards 
presumably becau...qe they considered that the Public 
Works Department turned out better work. Tho per· 
centage charged by the Public Works Department for 
contribution works of this sort was 24l including tools • 
and plant and supervision charges. 

1,452. Provincial roads were constructed and main· 
tained by government and the witness was unable to 
say whether these bad also been transferred to the dis· 
trict boards in 1892-97. Besides these there were other 
roads maintained by the district boards. Classes of 
roads varied from first-class metalled roads to unmetalled 
and unbridged roads, and most of the provincial roada 
were metalled; most of the di'ltrict board roads were un· 
metalled, but bridged throughout except in the case of 
large rivers.' District boards did not usually maintain · 
first-cla.ss metalled roads at the same standard of • 
efficiency as the Public Works Department, but the 
witness had not compared the cost of maintenance 
under the two systems. He did not think that the exist· 
ing system under which the Public Works Department 
and district board staff looked after their own roads 
and buildings led to much duplication of staff. He 
admitted, however, that it entailed two agencies looking 
after works in the same area, and agreed that, provided 
efficiency were ensured, one agency might be substituted. 
He did not thinlt, however, that it would lead to much 
saving in establishment. Nor did he think it proper, 
to make over the maintenance of roads and government 
buildings to district boards, as the experiment bad been 
tried and failed. He bad no practical experience, but 
assumed that the experiment bad not proved a succe1111 
because the roads were not looked after as carefully 
as they should have been. He could not say, however, 
whether this was due to the inadequacy of the staff 
or to what other cause, but remarked that there was a 
limit to the amount of work which could be efficiently 
supervised by one district engineer, 

1,453. It wa.s his experience that considerable time 
was wasted in the preparation of unnecessary plans 
and estimates, which fact was probably due to plane 
and estimates being called for without due consider· 
ation as to whether the works were really necessary and 
could be financed. He had had to prepare plans and 
estimates for buildings C08ting Rs. 10,00,000. In over 
two years less than Rs. 80,000 were spent on these 
works and most of them bad not.. been carried out yet, 
nor was there any likelihood of their being ever carried 
out. Heads of department.'! could call for plans and 
estimates, for any amount, without getting govern· 
ment sw:lction. The only remedy he could suggest 
was that requisitioning departments should certify 
before calling for plans that there were prospecta of the 
work being carried out within a reasonable period, say 
two years. Requisitioning department. also very fre· 
quently changed their views thus necef!Sitating the 
continual recasting of plans and estimates. These 
chang~ were often made even in tho detailed plana 
and estimates, and were often due to changes in the 
per&Onnel of the head!l of department.'!. The different 
stages for the preparation of plans and estimates were 
as follows :-If th,o cost "·as above a certain sum the 
department asked for a rough plan and estimate. These 
were sent to the requisitioning department for adminis
trative sanction. After administrative 8&1lction had 
been obtained, de.tailed plans and estimates were called 
for, provided there were some chances of the work being 
put in hand in the near future. This la.t!t condition 
lns, however, not observed. The detailed plane llld 
estimates \{fre submitted for technical sanction. He 
did not think, however, that it would meet the caae to 

. lay down that the requisitioning department should be 
bound by its first admini!.trative SAflCtion, and not al· 
lowed w make changes a£tenoards, u with 111ch restrir· 

a ... :a 
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tions in force the . building when completed might not 
auit the requirement& of the department. 

1,454. Road repairs were carried out by contract., 
contracts being given for collection of material, con-
30lidation of metal, earthwork, bridge repairs, etc. In 
the hills, but not in the plains, maintenance gangs were 
employed. Repairs were generally executed by con
tract at particular periods of the year but when urgent 
repairs were required petty contractors were asked to 
take them up at once. Separate plans and estimates 

., were not prepared for such repairs, but they were in· 
corporated in the annual estimates. It depended upon 
the particular district whether road construction was 
given to contractors in large lengths or in small sections, 
but usually contractors able to take long lengths of road 
were not available, so that the general practice was 
to give short lengths of from haH a mile to five miles to 
each contractor. They could not take longer lengths as 
they could not raise sufficient funds, and even if it were 
desirable to give out long lengths contractors would 
not be forthcoming to take them up. He instanced 
the case of a road in the Dooa.rs, an unhealthy part of 
the province where it had been extremely difficult to 
get contractors big enough to take any considerable 
length. This was not due entirely to the unhealthiness 
of the district, but also to the fact that contractors in 
the mofussil had in some cases failed to carry out their 
contract& even in the case of short lengths of baH a mile 
or so of road. 

1,455. There was no fixed allotment per mile, even 
in the budget. It varied from year to year. . 

1,456. Repairs to buildings also were generally done 
by contract, and if the work was biet enough tenders 
were called for. The preparation of plans and estimates 
for petty . repairs absorbed a considerable amotmt of 
thp time of the staff, but the witness could not suggest 
how this could be remedied. · He did not think that 
it would be a satisfactory system if an allotment allow· 
ing lump sums for each building were made each year 
to the Executive Engineer for repairs, to be spent at 
his discretion, as without estimates it, would not be 
possible to say whether the money had been properly 
Bpent. Standard measurem~.>nt books (though it had 
been difficult for the establishment to find time to pre· 
pare standard measurements, and the work was one 
which had been shirked by the subordinate staff in the 
witness' circle) had recently betn introduced and were 
of some advantage, but they did not fully meet the 
case, M sometimes the whole of the building was not 
repaired at one time, for inst~mce the painting of doors 
and windows was done in certain rooms only. The 
witness stated that the painting of the whole building 
\VM generally done once in four years, if it were kept 
in proper repair from the beginning. He considered 
that, in addition to the standard measurement books, 
it w.as necessary that there should be some check to 
ensure that the whole of the work had been d4Jne. If 
there were no estimates there would be no means of 

- eeeing whether the money allotted for a particular build· 
lng was for the whole, or part of it only. He admitted 
that standard measurement& had considerably reduced 
the amount of work involved in preparing estimates 
but did not consider that any further simpliiication of 
the procedure was pos.~ible. 

1,457. Superintending Engineers posseSiled powers of 
technical sanction up to Rs. 50,000 and Executive Eugi
net~rs up to Rt~. 2,500. He considered the latter quite 
sufficient and was of opinion that, as a class, Executive 
Engineers could not be given higher powers in spite of 
the fact that the1'6 was so large a difference between 
the powers of the Superintending and Executive Engi· 
netlrs. Selected Executive Engineers might however bt' 
Kh·en somewhat higher powers. 

1,458. Sub-divisional officers had no powers of sane· 
tion, and he did not think that they should be given 
any. Out of fifteen sub-divisional officers he had four 
were simply lower subordinates on Rs. 40 a month. 
These men had probably been selected, as upper subor
dinat6S "'t>re not availabl'.l. As a rule all payments 
were made by the Executive Engineen; and none by the 

sub-divisional officers. The latter could make indivi· 
dual payment& up to Rs. 10 only except for works estab
lishment, and were given imprest6 varying between 
Rs. 50 and Rs. 500. 

1,459. He considered that the accounts work of the 
Executive Engineer took up a very considerable amount 
of his time. Roughly speaking, he had on an average 
to spend about two hours a day on this work. An 
Executive Engineer derived some benefit from attending 
to this accounts work, but it was done at the expense 
of his executive duties. He was greatly in favour of 
the simplification of account&, but could not suggest 
the lines on which it should proceed. He stated tha.t 
the monthly account& took up most of the time, but 
added that their examination helped the Executive 
Engineer to point out mistakes and see if there waH ~tny 
shortage or excess of expenditure. ·That benefit could 
however, perhaps still be derived if the accounts were 
simplified. 

1,460. There was an accountant in the Executive 
F..ngineer's office but he was debarred from correspond· 
ing direct with the Accounts Department, and all such 
correspondence had to be conducted by the Executive 
Engineer .. The witness considered that the accounts 
required some control by the Executive Engineer and 
that there must be something to show the latter that 
his money had been properly spent. Provided, how
l~ver, that the Executive Engineer kept his own cash 
book, vouchers and register of works it would be a great 
relief if the accountant were made independent, and ' 
the compilation of the moJ:!thly returns were done in 
the Accountant General's office; he did not see any 
objection to this course. 

1,461. The witness had had a considerable experience 
of thtr upper subordinates turned out of the Sibpur 
College. As far M their technical qualifications were 
concerned they were suitable. They should, however, 
be given more practical training. He did not think 
that their theoretical training was too high for their 
requirements as sub-divisional officers. In rrgard to 
the lower subordinate!', he thought that they should, 
get less technical, and considerably more practical 
tra..iuing. He was in favour of the employment of men 
of the rnistri class on construction work, in prefcrt'nce 
to sub-overseers, provided they were sufficiently intelli
gent, could read and write, and understand figures 
and orders. If, in addition, they knew survey work 
they would prove more useful than the present lower 
subordinates on practical work.· The formation of 
two classes of lower subordinates, one of mistris and 
the other of surveyors and estimators would, he con· 
sidered, be a' great improvement on the existing system. 
In his division he had one or two mistris whcr were _ 
fit to replace lower subordinates and were as useful 
as sub-overseers, if not more so. The better class of, 
mi<ltris could read and write. These mistris were 
employed on construction works and road making and 
were charged to works establishment. 

1,462. (.Mr. Cobb.) By the sentence "techni~l educa
tion in India starts on a lower footing than in England" 
occurring in his written memorandum, he wished to 
convey that secondary education in India did not reach 
a very high pitch. 

1,463. As to how to get men of the mistri class, the 
witness stated that there was a class of men in the Dar
jeeling district who would, with a little education, make 
very good mistris. These men got their training as 
they went about their work, but it would be still ~etter 
if there were technical schools for them. He considered 
it would be quite possible to start a technical school 
in the Darjeeling district. At present there was o~Jy 
an Anglo-Indian Home at Kalimpong which gave m· 
structi~n in carpentry, etc. He was of opinion that 
indigenous craftsmen made very good mistria and that 
generally with each generation the son was better educated 
than hiB father. If these men were given a little en· 
couragement they would make very useful mistri<l. 

1,464. The witness had very little experience of lo~al 
boards. He did not think there was much genume 
public spirit among the members of district boards, 
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who r.:enerally looked t.o the int~rests of their own dis
trict only. 

1.4().5. Lump sum contracts "'ere n~t generally given 
in the rrwfvssil, as petty contractors did not understan_d 
them, and preferred payment by piece-work. In his 
division, there were two Chinamen who worked on the 
lump sum system and preferred to do 80. The work 
in their case was more economical, but there were not 
many contractors .of this type. 

certain were not obtainable in India. He had no means 
of ascertaining what articles of indigenous m~ufact~e 

• were available in India except from the ordinary list, 
which was perhaps obsolete. 

1,477. (Mr. Green.) His charge extended over the 
whole of Northern Bengal, and in that area there was 
not a single large contractor to whom a liiJ'ge contract 
could be entrusted without departmental supervision. 
This absence of laxge contractors was possibly due to the 
paucity of work obtainable from private sources. I~ a 
district like Rajshahi houses were continually bemg 
built, some of which were of fairly large size, but Indians 
either built their own houses or engaged the same class . 
of contractors which the Public Works Department 
employed. The works of the value of 6 or 7 lakhs of 
rupees to which he had referred consisted of a group 
of buildings aggregating that amount. They had . t.o 
be executed in a hurry and the very process of ca.lling 
for quotatiqns. which was necessary in the case of smgle 
contractors fo~ large contracts, would have entailed 
delav which could not be borne. No single contractor 
could have taken up the whole work which included 
plumbing, electric lighting, water-supply and heating, 
without employing sub-contractors and consequently 
introducing middlemen's profita. No single contractor 
besides could have finished the work in the time without 
an intimate knowledge of materials and labour which 
the Public Works Department staff supplied. 

t,l66. Bricks were very seldom purchased in the 
•pen market as they were usually manufactured by the 
Department through its contractors. The rate for first
cla~s bricks varied from Rs. 16 to Rs. 18 per thousand. 

1,467. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) This r~te was very 
high compared with that of the Punjab which was only 
Rs. 9 per thousand. The increase, however, was due 
to the difference in the cost of labour. 

1,468. An allowance was sometimes made in es~i
mates for works establishment, but not at any parttc· 
ular percentage rate. There was no rule in the Public 
Works Department Code which regulated the amount of 
the allowance. 

1,469. Sub-divisional officers were not permitted to 
keep any drawing accounts. All payments were made 
by the Executive Engineer who drew cheques and passed 
them on to the sub-divisional officer. This arrange· 
ment was not due to the situation of the sub-divisions, 
nor to distrust of sub-divisional officers. It was merely 
in force because there was no necessity to give sub
divisional officers this power. 

1,470. He considered it would be expedient to int.ro· 
duce a system under which inef?cient.s could be wee~ed 
out. and was in favour of a!lowmg good men the opt10n 
of ;·etiring earlier if they desired to take up privatt> 
practice. 

1,471. He believed that some of the men turned out 
by the Sibpur College obtained employm?nt under ~s· 
t.rict boards and that others took to pr1vate practice, 
but could not say definitely whether any set up a.s private 
contractors. He did not know whether any contractor 
in hie division was a passed student of the •college. 

1,4 72. He considered that the margin of 121 per cent. 
usually allowed as profit in addition to the. cost of labour 
and materials, should, as a rule, be suffic1ent t.o attract 
good contractors. 

1,473. The two or three good mistris he had referred 
to w~re not Bengalees but Paharis. He bad not come 
acro8s any good Bengali mistris, but had experience 
of se,·eral Punjabi mistris. These latter were generally 
good workmen. 

1,474. (llfr. Jliackenzie.) Certain stores had to be 
obtained from Europe, but the witness was unable to 
~~ay whether there was any method of ascertaining whe
ther the price and quality were favourable in compari· 
twn with the quotations of the Director General of Stores. 
He had not had frequent occasion to indent for Euro
pean ~tores, and articles were usually obtained in India 
unl!"~s thert' was ample time and it was possible t.o fore
~t>c ~uffi('iently far ahead what stores would be required. 
fiin<'<' the war there had boon difticulty in 1·rgard to the 
purrha8e of steel. 

Ui5. (Sir Soel Kershau•.) His reference to inspecting 
oflict>rs in the prefaee to his written evidence included 
Executive Engineers. He had no personal knowledge of 
the details connected with the transfer of certain works 
to local bodies during the period 1892-1897, but he 
believed the works made over included both construe· 
tion and maintenance. (This was confirmed by Mr. 
(iret>n who explained that all classes of work, irrespective 
of their magnitude and including both construction and 
maintenance were handed over to certain district boards 
in Bengal.) 

U~6. (Rai Bal.adur Ganga Ram.) His expt>dence of 
obtaininr.! &tort's by indent from the India Office was 
,.c>ry limited. The only large indent which he had 
lltnt home was for materials for a bridge which he was 

1,478. The charge of 24! per cent. for contribution 
works was based on a codified rule and had nothing 
whatever to do with local conditions. He could not 
say whether it was based on past actuals. Occasionally, 
private bodies were charged 10 per cent. only. 

1,479. Very little labour was employed for road 
maintenance, and repairs were generally done by oon· 
tract. Separate estimates were fr!lmed for the several 
items, viz., collection of metal, metal consolidation, 
earth-work, etc., and work was not given out at a uni· 
form rate. 

1,480. He stated that under present conditions the 
Executive Engineer was allotted a. large gr~nt for repaira 
to buildings, and that he could utilize this within reason 
as he liked. Repair estimates were prepaxed by sub· 
divisional officers and not by the Executive Engineer. 
They enabled the latter to watch his expenditure and 
were necessary as the Executive Engineer was required 
to exercise an efficient control over his repair grant. 

1,481. Executive Engineers had recently been relieved 
to some extent of the compilation of certain account!!, 
r.g., the "Register of Works" and the "Schedule of 
Expenditure against Budget Grant:B." These were 
formerly prepared in divisional offices, but were now 
compiled in the office of the local Accountant-General. 

L482. (Preaider.t.) By virtue of his appointment as 
Superintending Engineer, he was the Inspector of Works 
of district boards, and plans and estimates amounting 
t.o Rs. 2,500 and over ·were submitted to him for techni· 
cal approval. His estimator checked the actual cal· 
culations, and he himself scrutinised the plans from a. 
teehnical standJ.Joint. At present this did not absorb 
much of his time because district boards had not very 
many building projects in hand. They had several 
road projects but these hardly involved any work for 
a Superintending Engineer. Practically only an arith· 
metical check was necessary, except in the caijC of bridge11 
and culverts, and as a rule this was not attended to by 
the Superintending Engineer. 

1,483. As Inspector of Works he was obliged to iupeet 
the district engineers' offi<.-es once a year, and to inspect 
the 11ork of the district engineer in 11·hose district he 
happened to be on tour, but he could not interfere \\'ith 
the work nor enforce instructions on the district engi· 
neers if he found work wae being improperly executed. 
All he could do waa to refer to the matter in hiJ inspec· 
tion note, a copy of which he forwarded to the Deputy 
Commissioner or C<llleetor of the district, in hie capacity 
as chairman of the board, and to the district engineer 
eoncerned. 
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RAI BAHADUB AMAR NATn DAs, Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department, 

Written Statement. • 
1,484. (l) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The methods adopted at 
present for the execution of civil works outside Calcutta 
are, I consider, economical. Even in Calcutta I con
sider they are economical compared with the system 
proposed. 

(2). I am not in possession of figures for actual outlay 
on works and the actual cost of the establishment em
ployed. The Accountant-General, Bengal's, Finance 
Accounts for 1915-16 shows that the establishment 
charges on imperial civil works was 21·8 per cent. 
on the outlay on works and repairs and the correspond
ing charge for provincial civil works came to 23·3 per 
cent. These charges appear to be very high superfi· 
cially, but examining the details it will be observed the 
establishment charges include items which have nothing 
to do with the " outlay on works," e.g.-

Sanitary Engineer's establishment 
Arboriculture Expert . . . . 
Consulting Architect's establishment 

Rs. 
98,889 
9,713 
34,089, etc 

If these charges are eliminated out of the total of 
Rs. 13,83,557, the percentage would work out to below 20 
per cent. for imperial civil works and below 21 per 
cent. for provincial civil works. 

(3). The charges for direction establishment amount to 
Rs. 3,23,257 out of a total of about 12llakhs on total 
establishment charges on work proper ; this represents 
about 25 per cent. of the total establishment charges 
and would remain the same. If this is eliminated the 
balance of establishment charges left would be about 
15 per cent. on the outlay on works. This is not high 
if it is borne in mind that under the present system 
the Public Works Department has been able to get 
work done at a cheaper rate than it could be done if 
firms ,of high standing or contractors of high profes. 
sional qualifications were employed. It is not possible 
to gauge this with any accuracy, but I would certainly 
think that 10 to 20 per cent. higher rates will have to 
be paid. This would mean that there will be no economy 
in the method proposed whereas there will certainly be 
great loss ot efficiency. 

(4). So far in Bengal there has not been a"large number 
of firms of high standing, the result is that there il! no 
healthy competition and that high rates are dictated 
by such firms. Under the present system of the Public 
Works Department it has been found possible to have 
work done by contractors, who are either ordinary 
business men or engineers and upper subordinates turned 
out from Indian colleges, at reasonable rates. Success 
in this direction has also tended to bring down the rates 
of the few firms of high standing in Calcutta. I am 
glad to find that of late some of these contractors trained 
in the Public Works Department and Railways have 
now also the confidence of the public. This result is, 
I understand, what is desired by government. Until 
there is a sufficiently large number of firms of standing 
in Calcutta, which will tend to keep down rates by a 
healthy competition, the result of the proposed system 
may be exactly contrary to the wishes of the ~overn· 
ment. The men turned out from Indian colleges will 
necessarily be small investors, and it will take no time 
for the few firms of standing to extirpate any competi
tors in their field. A firm of standing employing a 
large number of responsible officers has nothing to lose. 
If bad work is discovered they rectify and remove 
the man in direct charge to some other work, and his 
loss on this work is recouped from profits on other works 
under Public Works Department. An engineer working 
on his mm account on a small scale will perhaps in a 
simil&r case be temoved from the list of contractors, 
and over and above his immediate financial loss, his 
future career will be ruined. U ultimately the dis· 
tributing of contracts resolves itself into a division 'of 

these works to a small number of firms of high standing 
at whatever rates they choose to fix, the result will be 
exactly the reverse of what the intentions of the govern
ment are. 

(5). My experience of buildings works in Calcutta is 
of short duration, but what I found was that firms of 
high standing would not come to submit tenders for the 
smaller Public Works Department works, where such 
tenders were called . for by public advertisements. I 
could only put it down to the fact that they realized 
that the rates paid by the Public Works Department 
were ,low for them. It is only when the number of 
these firms have sufficiently multiplied themselves, and 
professional engineer-contractors from Indian colleges 
have been introduced under the present system, that 
the proposed system· can be adopted with advantage. 
If it is introduced now, I am afraid government will 
have to pay for works 20 to 30 per cent. more than under 
the existing system, and Indian college engineers, instead 
of obtaining the few appointments now in the Public 
Works Department, will be under the employ of the 
few big firms on smaller pay, and the eventual result 
will be a deterioration in the class of recruits to these 
colleges. · 

(6). ln Bengal towns, there has been no growth of 
employment of the engineer as a private practitioner. 
In the premier city of Calcutta there are only a few 
private practitioner engineers and architects. Some 
of these are employed on partition of landed properties 
and some in the employ of the big firms. There is no 
scope for more at present. 'I:hings are however moving 
slowly. Twenty years ago it was only the lawyer who 
could make a decent living on private practice ; the 
medical profession had not much then, but now they 
have. The engineer has not made a fair start, buL 
I think it is just starting. People in Calcutta would 
spend Rs. 10,000 to contest a property worth Rs. 10,000 
even where he is himself doubtful of his claims. They 
would now obtain medical advice at a fair value, though 
they would not be so free in expenditure as in the case 
of law slit. If they would build a house which will 
cost Rs. 50,000 th'ey would not think of employing the 
architect and engineer. They would get hold of the 
modest amateur draughtsman and have a plan drawn 
which is good enough to get through the municipal 
office. Until people have realized the advantages of 
obtaining the best professional advice, there will not 
be field enough for the private practitioner. Govern· 
ment buildings alone can but support a small number. 
Until these conditions are altered, I do not think that 
there will be a growth of private enterprise with advan
tage to government under the proposed system. I am 
however sanguine that these results will be obtained 
if the present system continues for a few years to come 
but am afraid it wiJJ be a retrograde movement if the 
system proposed is introduced prematurely. 

1,485. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-! 
think under the present system private enterprise is 
sufficiently encouraged. The contractor instead of 
employing a temporary upper subordinate is helped 
by the departmental permanent sub-overseer in lining 
out foundations, etc., and insisting on works being done 
properly. He does the work at a lower rate, and it 
leaves him a better profit as his work is not liable to be 
condemned after completion, and he has not to employ 
a temporary hand of doubtful service to him. At the 
present stage it is not possible to leave any class of public 
works to any other agency than departmental for reasons 
already given above. As a first step, however, it would 
be desirable to restrict contract works to qualified men 
borne on a register to be maintained by government, 
under certain conditions of personal inspections. This 
will be an encouragement to the growth of professional 
men. After a certain stage, when we have been able 
to obtain a sufficiently large number of these men, the 
departmental scrutiny of works may be relaxed and 
establishment reduced. 
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1,486. (m) Changes ill organization.-The changes 
rooommended by the Committee, I find, have not been 
made known yet. 

1,487. (IV.) RelatioDJ with other departments and 
sub-branches.-! think the present Public Works De
partment meets the needs of the other civil departments 
of the administration. E~timates are prepared, and 
addce .rendered, fairly to time and works and repairs 
al'e also executed promptly. In the working of the civil 
l'ngineering department, unforeseen delays do occur, and 
cases of inter-departmental friction do arise, but they 
are as rare as the usual differences between officers in 
t.he same branch of service. 

The relation between the several sub-divisions of the 
Public Works Department is satisfactory as far as I 
know. . 

1,488. (V.) Decentralization.-Except in a few petty 
items, I do not think further decentralization is neces· 
sary. 

1,489. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-! do not 
think the reorganizations of maintenance and execution 
of civil works as they now stand is unduly restrictive. 

1,490. (Vll.) Education.-! restrict my remarks only 
to the Sfbpur College. The syllabus as now approved 
I consider is sufficient. The college staff should, how
ever, be strengthened and the college library brought 
up-to-date. An infusion of professors from educational 
institutions from England is necessary. There are no 
demonstrators for the practical works and students are 
left to pick up as best as they can. On all practical 
subjects there should be 1mfficient number of demons· 
trators. The medical institutions in India, I under· 
stand, made a great improvement in this repect during 
the last 20 years, but as far as I am aware no move has 
been made in the engineering colleges. I think the 
f\ibpur College has successfully provided fully-qualified 
engineers and subordinates for local bodies and some 
private contracting firms. 

1,491. (Vni.) Practical training.-The practical train
ing is not satisfactory in all cases, as it has been the 
practice to send out students to certain circles, irres
pective of the fact whether there are any construction 
works of any dimension going on or not. Of late a 
limited number of students who have passed out is 
allowed the opportunity of the practical training in the 
Department. This training should be considered, as 
before. a year of the college cm-riculum, and every student 
should be allowed this opportunity. 

The real practical training now begins in pr~KJtice 

when the student is employed in direct and independent 
charge of a work. This is not afforded at present, and 
is noi possible until there is growth of work done by 
professional men for private pa.rties. 

Generally as regards the lines on which the changes 
are indicated in paragraph 9 of Government of India letter 
No. 12-P.W., dated the 2nd June 1916, I would venture 
to submit that a non-pensionable appointment generally 
draws a recruit of much lower calibre for the same pay 
than if it is pensionable. If there is sufficient work it 
would be desirable to employ permanent officers. 

The method indicated leaves the employment of the 
lower subordinate to the contractor on his own account. 
My experience is that we have in the Publio Works 
Department trained men on much smaller pay, and it 
would not be possible for the contractor obtaining a 
stray job in the Public Works Department to employ 
and train that class of men. 

For repair works it would perhaps be impracticable 
to employ contractors"in the way indicated, i.e., with 
a view t{) reduction of establishment cha.rges. For 
repairs work the estimate. will have to be prepared by 
the local bodies; after the work the measurements will 
have to be verified. This practically is the work devo)v. 
ing on subordinates in departmental work under the 
present method, excepting that dtiring progress of work 
an occasional inspection is necessary to ensure good 
progress and good work. It is only this latter which 
may be done away with, but I am afraid that the speci
fications will have to be elaborate, and additional works, 
found necessary during progress of work, will suffer for 
want of timely orders. Out of Calcutta it would not 
be possible to induce qualified men to take up works 
at reasonable rates, as the sum total of work is little 
and the profits expected will not pay any of these men 
to take up such jobs. ~ · 

For original works, it is possible to employ contract· 
ors who are professional men and of respectability to 
whom the construction and supervision may be dele
gated, but rates charged would be very much higher. 
I know of cases where firms of standing were induced 
to take up work in the Irrigation Branch on the offer 
of very much higher rates, and ultimately even with 
these higher rates there was difficulty in having the 
work completed in time. Difficulties will arise in case 
of changes in specification or in the design while the 
work is in progress. This I mention as it is very fre· 
quent that such changes have to be made at the request 
of the civil officers. 

RAI BAHADUB AMAB N.ATH D.&s called and examined. 

1,492. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
Superintending Engineer of seven months' experience, 
and that he had 20 years' service. 

1,493. He dealt mainly with irrigation matters, but 
had had fourteen months' experience in the Buildings 
and Roads Branch. He had held charge of the 3rd Calcutta 
Division for seven months in the year 1907, and the 
remaining 7 months had been spent as Assistant Engineer 
in the Chota Nagpur Division. 

1,494. In his opinion the employment of large con
tracting firms for irrigation work would be more expen
sive than the present system under which the Public 
Works Department carried out this work, and would 
ltl&d to an increase of 20 per cent. in the existing rates. 
He knew of instances where large contractors had been 
induced to take up irrigation work by an increase of 
:W to 30 per cent. in the rates and from this he deduced 
his conclusion. 

1,495. During the seven months he had held charge 
of the 3rd Calcutta Division, he had not compared the 
government rates with those demanded by private 
lirms. 

1,496. He had pa.rtially constructed two buildings 
111·hen in the 3rd Calcutta Division both of which were 
in the Medical College grounds. The value of one 
'lll'ork done undet' his supervision was, approximately, 
Rs. 80,000, and that of the otl1er Rs. 40,000. He did 
not endeavour to obtain large contzactors for these 

works, nor did he call for tenders, because in one case 
the work was in progress when he took over charge 

·and in the other he had orders to execute only a part 
of the work. In the latter case he had been under the 
impression that he could not get a. sufficiently reliable 
contractor for the foundations. He had had no experi
ence of large contracting firms in the 3rd Calcutta. Divi
sion. 

1,497. There were not a sufficient number of contract
ors in Bengal to produce keen competition and he did 
not think it would induce more contractors to establish 
themselves if government altered its methods and 
threw open all its works in Calcutta to tenderer& for 
lump sum contracts. Such a system would inevit
ably lead to the extirpation of modest contractors from 
the Indian colleges as the result of competition with 
l&·ger firma. For the present encouragement of con. 
tracting firms, he recommended the system of piece
work contl'act now in vogue, but thought that even. 
tually, after Indian college contractors had established 
a re~utation and their numbers had increased and private 
parties employed them, government could cert&inly 
withdraw the piece-work system. -

1,498. For the construction of works of which he had 
held charge in Calcutta. the majority of the materials 
used were purchased by government. GovEI'nment 
bricks '!'ere used an~ thf\ lime wu purchased by govern
ment m the first in.llta.nce. and then supplied to the 
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petty contra.ctor. He thought this was necessary in cal training to all passed students. In fact, even with 
order to ensure that the quality of the lime used was the number receiving such training at present, difficulty 
good enough. Under the present system the .Public was experienced in employing them in any place where 
Works Department was doing work at a low rate and really instructive work was being carried out. Of late 
it had to deal with people on whom no implicit trust years he had not been connected with a11y important 
could be pla.ced, but if the supply of materials from a original irrigation work which would form a good train. 
good firm could be guaranteed a careful examination · ing ground for passed students. 

• of such materials would not be necessary. 1,504. He was opposed to a non-pensionable service. 
1,499. His allusion to private engineers and architects By this he meant the employment of purely temporary 

being employed on cases relating to the partition of engineers. · If a provident fund were substituted for the 
landed property was intended to convey the idea that, present system of pension, he thought it might be 
although they were largely acting as contra.ctors, their accepted and .that it would not make much difference, 
incomes were supplemented by partition work which but, from what he knew of the Bengali instincts, they 
was not contract work, but merely advisory work in would prefer a pensionable service on lower pay to a 
connection with allotments. For this purpose a know- provident fund service on a higher rate of pay, and 
ledge of the valuation of buildings and land was neces- men of the same qualifications would b!l obtained, he 
sary, and these engineers were employed by private thought, by the adoption of the former method. 
persons in this connection as expert valuers. 1,505. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He ratherfeared that if 

1,500. He recommended a system of registration of small works were given out on contract large contract
contracting engineers, i.e., he would restrict contract ors would take them up and that this' would lead to 
work to qualified engineers borne· on a register to be the elimination of smaller contractors. He was of 
maintained by government. He thought that, in the opinion that large contracting firms in Calcutta would 
interests of the majority of contractors, it would be take up a small contract of Rs. 5,000 if they were as
better to restrict contracts to qualified men. sured of a profit of 30 to 50 per cent. Unde1 the pre· 

1,501. He approved of the syllabus of the Sibpur sent system of piece-work, work was being carried 
College, but was of opinion that the college staff should out with a margin of profit of 10 to 12 per cent. and he 
be strengthened. He passed out of the college in 1895 thought that the Indian contractor would accept work 
and had, to a certain extent, kept in touch with it for any figure between 12 and 40 per cent. profit, and 
ever since. He based this opinion on information he that large firms, in order to prevent rivalry, would 
had obtained from later students from whom he had a.ccept something less than 40 per cent. profit. 
certainly expected better reports in respect to the teach· 1,506. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In the mofussil, in order to 
ing staff. The information he had received led him to ensure that specifications were worked up to, he had 
think that the professors and teachers at the college a practical system under .which the subordinates and 
were not up to the mark, and he thought that the staff the engineer advised the contractor from whom to ob
should be strengthened in quality as also in the number tain the particular articles required. The railway receipts 
of demonstrators. The class of students turned out by and the vouchers from the supply firms were examined 
the college, at the present time, was not satisfactory, in order to ascertain whether the contractor had 
and was capable ()£ improvement by the employment actually obtained the materials from approved firms. 
of a better staff of professors. The theoretic.,!l-1 training His guarantee of quality was that he himself either 
of the students, including Assistant Engineers and upper examined the materials required for the construction of 
subordinates, was sufficiently good for the works at the work, or obtained them from a firm in whom he 
present constructed by the Public Works Department, placed implicit trust. 
but he thought an improvement in this training was 1,507. In regard to the registration of contractors, 
also desirable. If a better training were given, better he would admit a contractor who had as his technical 
work would be obtained from these men. He had been adviser a trained engineer, although the contractor 
consulted by the principal of the college with regard himself might not be so trained, as the main desideratum 
to the last syllabus and had made a few suggestions was supervision by a. duly-qualified man. In his opinion 
to that officer. The syllabus framed was quite good, larger contractors would be attracted if allotments were 
but he thought that the students turned out of the more concentrated instead of dissipated, e.g., instead of 
college were not as good as they would be if the syllabus three buildings being erected in three years, .one was 
were fully adhe.red to. done in one year, but he did not know how far the funds 

1,502. An infusion of professors from the educational available would permit of this being done, and possibly 
institutions in England into the staff of the Sibpur the department concerned might object. The funds 
College was necessary in order to raise its standard, allotted were not sufficient to maintain buildings in 
as professors in India did not keep themselves up·to- first-class condition, particularly in the mofussil, and 
date. The college had been rather. unfortunate lately. work had to be curtailed according to the funds avail
in the matter of the recruitment of some of its staff. able. He had had to keep buildings in repair some
Temporru·y engineers who had been brought out to how no matter how little money was at his disposal at 
India had not been kept in the Department as such, the time. " 
but bad been employed as professors in the college al- 1,508. He thought that the amount of work he had 
though they had not any experience of teaching and to attend to in connection with the distribution of water 
were out of touch with certain subjects. Some of these alone would preclude him from attending to buildings 
professors were in charge of the more important sub- and roads work in addition. The Irrigation Brarich in 
jects of engineering such as applied mechanics, etc. the presidency had charge onl}' of buildings in outlying 
He had had very little experience of the students turned places which lay on the lines of navigation and irriga
out of the Roorkee College. tion canals, so for the purposes of inspection it did not 

1,o03. He recommended that the workshop practice entail an extra journey, but it would certainly relieve 
undt-t' the present curriculum of the Sibpur College irrigation officers if these few buildings were taken away 
should be extended and that the work done outside from them. There was one advantage in the retention 
the college should also be improved. Of late years, of these buildings, however, and that was that they 
only a limited number of students who had passed out formed a sort of training ground for sub-overseers. 
of the college were allowed the opportunity of under- 1,509. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The irrigation officers 
going practical tTaining in the Public Works Depart- assessed water rates, but did not collect them. 
ment. Some years ago, every student who passed out 1,510. When he was in charge of the 3rd Calcutta 
of the collt-ge was allowed to undergo one year's practi- Division, he obtained his bricks from the Akra brick
cal training in the Department. This system had been field. The rate had varied from Rs. 11 to Rs. 11-8·0 
di.;;continued, and he did not know the reason whv per thousand of late years. This rate represented the 
of late years only & limited number had been allowed price at the site of the kiln. In Calcutta, bricks were 
the opportunity. There was not sufficient scope, so supplied at the rate of Rs. 18 to Rs. 22 Pt'J.' thousand, 
far as his experience of irrigntion went, for giving practi- the latter figure being the rate three )ears ru:(O The 
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government rate for bricks in Calcutta was Rs. 15-4-0 
per thousand of which Rs. 3-12-0 represented the cost 
of cartage. He did not know the rate at kiln site at 
Calcutta ; this rate varied, and the value of land was 
very high. 

1,511. He thought that large contracting fii'lllB in 
Calcutta would take up work at a profit of 121 per cent. 
to start with, in order to exclude the petty contractor. 
Under the procedure in force in Calcutta for the con
etruction of a. work bricks were always supplied by gov
ernment to contractors, the latter allowing the govern· 
ment rate of bricks to be deducted from tbeir bills. 

1,512. The system at the Sibpur College was much 
the same as that in vogue at Poona. There was only 
one class and the first man on the list obtained the gov· 
ernment appointment. He would split up this class 
into two sections one for Assistant Engineers and the 
other for upper subordinates, but he thought there were 
practical difficulties in the way. Besides, there would 
not be sufficient scope for those who duly qualified. 

1,513. It was his experience in Calcutta that the
upper subordinate was of great help to the Executive 
Engineer. Formerly, that officer had to make all the 
calculations himself, but on account of the heavy work 
at the present time it was only possible to carry on by 
delegating the major portion of such calculations to the 
upper subordinate. 

1,514. The temporary appointment of officers of the 
Public Works Department to the Sibpur College for a 
period of three_years for the teaching of selected sub· 
jects would be a good thing for the students. 

1,515. He was'hot opposed to a provident fund system, 
and personally would accept such a system, but knowing 

the instincts of the Bengali, he thought they would 
value a pension much more than a provident fund. 

1,516. For the weedi:~g-out of bad bargains, he would 
give government the power of compulsory retireml.'tlt, 
and he would also give a man ~e option of retiring 
early, but thought that the latter would not be in the 
best interests of government. 

1,517. (Mr. Cobb.) There had recently beenan enor
mous amount of work, outside government work, carried 
out in Calcutta. When people built houses costing 
about Rs. 50,000 they did not think of employing an 
architect and engineer, but obtained the services of a 
modest amateur draughtsman who drew up a plan good 
enough to pass the municipal office. The municipal 
bye-laws, which were rather elaborate, laid down that 
houses should be well built and their height was regulated 
according to the width of the road, etA::., but the munici· 
pal authorities did not get an assurance that the houses 
were well built and that the quality of the materials 
used was good nor did they want i!UCh an assurance. 
If a larg., contractor took up the construction of a house 
costing Rs. 50,000 and charged very reasonable rates, 
it would result in the extirpation of smaller contractors. 
.He did not know how far large contractors would apply 
commercial principles in such cases. In the case of 
the construction of government work, too, large con· 
tractors would eventually displace the smaller contract
ors and dictate higher prices. He could not recollect 
any instances of this nature which had occurred during 
the past fifteen years, but he knew of cases, outside 
government work, where large contracting firlll8 had 
suddenly cut down their rates to secure particular con· 
tracts. 

At Calcutta, Friday, 2nd February 1917. 

PRESENT: 

,.. F. G. Stv, EsQ., c.s.I., I.c.s. (Preaident). 

Sra NOEL KEBSHAW, :a:. c. B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member :

RAL BAHADUB GANGA RAM, c.I.E., M.v.o. 
A. T. l!ACKENZIE, EsQ. 

The HoN'BLE MB. H. H. GREEN, Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Goverwnent of Bengal, Buildings and Roads 
Branch. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

H. A._ CRoucH, EsQ., F.B..I.B.A., _9onsulting Architect to ijle Government of Bengal, 
' . 

Written Statement. cases of special engineering character, there will be n~ 
1,518. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of need for the inspection of buildings under the archi· 

encutiontof public works.-It would be possible to teet's supervision by any of the engineering establish-
obtain better buildings, if it were practicable for all ment. ' 
the more important buildings to be designed and their 1,521. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
con~truction superintended by trained architects, fol- sub-branches.-Personally, I have always been able 
lowmg the custom of other countries where the archi- to work smoothly with the various sub-divisions 
teet is responsible for design and construction from start of the Buildings and Roads Branch, sanitary, electrical 
to finish, and the building is put under the immediate and -civil engineering, and have invariably met with 
a.nd continual supervision of .an experienced clerk of assistance and a readiness to adopt any suggestions 
works directly responsible to the architect for the quality I hava made. A larger architectuQil establishment is 
of work and for carrying out his instructions accuratelv. necessary, however, to permit of proper inspection of 

1,519. (n.) Encouragement of other agency.-Obhi~- work in progress. The present form of administration 
ing designs from architects in private practice would cost n?cessitates the Architect to Government being subor. 
government much more than the present architectural dioate to the Chief Engineer. This may be expedient 
establishments. at presen~, but I think the system is wrong and it is 

(2). Obtaining designs and estimates from firms of con- desirable, tn order to obtain the best results and to recruit 
tra:tors ca.nnot prove as economical a.s paying for a men of the beat cla.ss, for the Architect to Government to 
des1gn and obtaining competitive tenders for con;;truct- be head of a department and solely responsible to govern· 
ing a .building. C<mtra.ctors who are prepared to submit ment, a~ that h~ ~ition, prospects and pension 
a de&gn must necessarily pay their staff to prepare it, should be lll no way mfenor to those of an engineer. 
tbe~r ratA.\8 for building must thereby be increa-sed and 1,522 .. (V.) Decentralization.-With the developmf1nt 
government w_ould lose the opportunity of getting of architectural control it will be desirable to form 
eompetltlve estunates. architectural circles. 

1.520. em) Chan"""' ill Ot"'""izaUO".-Thi· must 1 5'>3 (trrl') Ed . d nd .. ~ .. - " .. "" • - · .. .u.. ucation.-:Xo satisfa.eWry rrovisioo 
epe on (I). When it is po<..sible to adopt ll), except in is made for teaching arch1tectute. Thill iJ an<'lt dee.irable. 

V()L. n ' 2B 
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MR. H. A. CRouCH called and examined. 

1,524. (Pmident.) The witness stated that he was drawings, 2!- per cent. was charged, this latter was not 
Consulting Architect to the Government of Bengal excessive. This percentage was in accordance with the 
and had seven-and·a·half years' service. His appoint· scale of charges sanctioned by the Royal In~titute of "' 
ment was a temporary one and non-pemionable. He British Architects. Once tenders had been accepted, 
came out to India on a five years' agreement which .had architects were entitled to 3 per cent. and a margin of 2 
been renewed for a further five years. per cent. for supervision, but as numerous full-sized 

1 ,525. His duties were to design any buildings required details were always prepared . dtiring st'lpervision, the 2 
hy the Government of Benga-l and he received instruc- per cent. allowance for supervision was rather mislead· 
tions direct from the Chief Engineer or &uperintending ing. He considered that 1!- and §- per cent. would be 
Engineer. There was, he thought, a general order to the more representative of the charges for supervision, and 
effect that buildings above the value of Rs. 50,000 should the preparation of full-sized details, or .possibly H and 

· be designed by him but this figure was not always abided t per cent., respectively. 
hy. Frequently small works of importance had been 1,530. If he prepared more than one design for a 
designed by him, some gates at Government House, for project, through no fault of his own, he would certainly 
example, which cost Rs. 5,000 only, but which required ·· make an additional charge as was the practice with 
careful treatment. As a matter of fact all designs of private architects. For example, if a client did not like 
buildings costing Rs. 50,000 or more had to be signed the arrangement of some portion of a plan submitted 
by him, and the local Government could request to him and the architect was consequently obliged to 
him to prepare or scrutinize any other designs of ·re-plan the building and provide different accommodation, 
buildings. Cates involving the scrutiny only of designs the latter would treat this modification as a new design. 
had decreased as he had in the past very often found it If an architect had any sense at all he would fint) out 
necessary to entirely remodel them, with the result early the requirements of his client before he put too 
that he was now asked to draw them up in the nrst in· much labour into his design. It had been his experience 
stance. The designing of buildings costing less than that administrative heads of departments did not always 
Rs. 50,000, was sometimes left to the discretion of the make up their minds as to what they really required. 
Superintending Engineer, and apart from the requests Consequently he had had occasionally to recast designs 
made by the Ioca.l Government for actual designs for two or three times for one project. This was also the 
buildings other members of the Public Works Depart· experience of private architects, and the remedy lay in 
ment sent designs to him for scrutiny. His duties had securing, in the first instance, full details signed by the 
been defined in a. circular letter which had been sent officer making the request for a desigJ.l.. He thought the 
round to the various Superintending and Executive Architect rather safeguarded the interests of government 
Engineers in the province. Acting on this circular, in that when he was asked to prepare a scheme he pos· 
Superintending Engineers sent cases direct to him. It sibly knew more about it, and went deeper into it, than 
was drafted some ye!lJ.'S ago, but in practice the orders an engineer who really had not sufficient experience or 
contained therein had not been strictly adhered to ; time for the purpose. As an architect was cognisant of 
his duties had now increased. His duties were not the difficulties to be contended with and the amount of 
confined to the designing of buildings in Calcutta,' but labour which would be required in preparing a design 
embraced the important ones required in the mofus.~il. he thought that an architect could reduce the labour 

1,526. He had no executive power in connection With ·that an engineer might incur .. 
the construction of buildings, even in Calcutta. His 1,531. The charges in his comparative statement 
duties did not include inspections. These were per· included the salaries of his clerks and in fact his entire 
formed· voluntarily in order to ensure that the details 
of his designs were strictly adhered to. He had met 
with a ready response from all engineers in carrying 
out any suggesti.on!! which he had found it necessary 

• to make. His inspection of building work in the mojuB.~il 
was very limited. He would have preferred to do 
more in this connection, but the time at his disposal 
waa insufficient. 

1,521. He was not responsible for the structural 
stability of buildings designed by him, and considered 
that the Consulting Architect shotftd certainly be held 
so responsible. 

1,528. As Consulting Architect to the Government of 
Bengal he had no connection whatever with the Govern· 
meut of India, and he was not required by rule or other
wile to submit for their approval any of his designs or 

- plans. As designs of impmi<ll buildings required the 
sanction of the Government of lrtdia as a matter of 
course, he presumed the design of a custom house w~uld 
have to be submitted for such sanction.- He was requued 
to submit an annual report to the Government of India 

, and that report was published verbatim by the Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India in his annual 
review. The Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India did not supeme his work. 

1,529. The employment of a local Consulting Architect 
tended to economy. The figures in the statement 
he had furnished comparing the cost of his establishment 
with the fees which would ordinarily be charged by pri· 
vate a:rehitects were based on the scale gf fees sane· 
tioned by the Royal Institute of British Arcl't.itects, but 
he was-not aware whether that scale was adopted by 
private architects in Calcutt:\. He presumed so, how· 
ever, and thourrht that their charges might even be 
greater. The ch~rge of t per cent. included in his com· 
parative st.at61Ilent for sketches excluded_ the prep~ra· 
t.ion of building designs for which, including full-sued 

STATEMENT 

. .Cost of eJJtablishment of the Con.sulting Architect. Rs. 
1910-11.-Cost of establishment • • • • 14,968 

Approximate value of fees for the projects 
designed . , , , 56,966 

1911-12.-Cost of establishment • . • • 17,320 
Approximate value of fees for the projects 
designed • , , _,_ • • 54,903 

1912-13.-Cost of establishment • • • • 21,599 
Approximate value of fees for the projects 
designed . • 61,768 

1913·14.-Cost of establishment • • • • 28,926 
Approximate value of fees for the projects 
designed . . _ . • . • 53,34 7 

1914·15.-Cost of establishment . . • • 35,657 
Approximate value of fees for the projects 

1 designed . . 64,320 
1915-16.-Cost of establishment • • . • 37,062 

Approximate value of fees for the projects 
designed 79,164 

• STATEMENT II. 
Indent j(JI' stationery articleJJ of the Consulting Architect to the 

Government of Bengal. 

1911-12 
1912-13 
1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 

Rs. A. P. 
342 11 10 
383 0 1 
400 10 6 
373 8 7 
442 7 2 

ImpreJJt Account (office expenditure) (including rent of tefe· 
phone, registration for special delwelJI of tel~r~ms, dr~un!'g 
instrumenM, subscription.s for fore•gn penod1cals, lwer1es 
for the peOTUJ, gharry hire, oJ!ice furniture, etc. etc.). 

Re., A. P. 

1912-13 
1913-14 
1914·15 
1915-16 

347 5- '8 
723 2 .... 

1,536 3 &. 
487- 8. 3 
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establishment but did not include office rent. The 
other statement he ha.d submitted included all the 
expenses of hiB department, with the exception of trav
elling expen!lell which, in addition to postage, would, 
in the ordinary course of private practice, be recoverable 
from the client. These charges were small and with 
the exception of office rent, the statement afforded a 
reliable comparison. 

1,532. There were five or six qualified private archi
tects in Calcutta who possessed English qualifications. . 
Two of these, however, WE're employed by building firms 
and 'did not practise independently, and one by the 
.Calcutta Corporation. He was disinclined, for obvious . 
reasons, to give an opinion on the desirability of a pro
posal that all designs for government buildings required 
in Calcutta should be thrown open to competition instead 
of being executed by the Government Architect. He 
had had some experience of, and had examined, archi
tectural work constructed by private enterprise in Cal
cutta. It was a trifle cheaper, but not so good as that 
constructed by the Public Works Department. He was 
under the impression that an inquiry in this connection 
had been instituted in Calcutta some years ago by the 
then Chief Engineer, when it had beeri proved conclu
sively that the Public Works Department rates were not 
higher than those of private contractors, but could not 
offer ·a personal opinion in the matter as he possessed 
no executive functions. 

1,533. When he had stated in his written evidence, 
in connection with the submission of designs by con
tractors, that their rates for buildings must thereby be 
increased and government would lose the opportunity 
of getting competitive estimates, he was referring to a 
project being handed over to a building firm to both 
design and build as had been done in the past when a firm 
had been given carte blanche to design and construct a 
building as quickly as possible. This would not apply 
in tho case of a system under which there was a competi
tion for designs only, but it would if tenders were sub
mitted with the designs. 

1,534. If government were to throw open its major 
building projects in Calcutta to competition it might 
induce the establishment of architects in practice, but 
the building field was not, in his opinion, large enough to 
encourage good men. The construction of large govern
ment buildings in Calcutta costing Rs. 3,00,000 or Rs. 
4,00,000 did not ~mount to more than one or two annually 
in normal times, and this number was not sufficient to 
induce men to set up in Calcutta. There might at pre
sent be a sufficient number of architects to make com
petition possible, but, if so, they had sprung up only 
within the last year or so. · 

1,535. He did not see any objection to the giving of 
lump sum contracts for building works in Calcutta based 
on a schedule of rates and he would advise the adoption 
of that system, viz., one contractor being responsible for 
all trades. This system was followed in the south of 
England. 

1,536. Not having been given sufficient executive con
trol, he was not in a position to say whether it was really 
necessary for government to supply its own materials 
for the construction of building works in Calcutta. He 
thought that the government brickfield reduced the 
price of bricks in Calcutta. He was also unable to 
say definitely whether the private supply of bricks 
wa.s i.naJt,quate, and the stocks insufficient, for building 
work in Calcutta. 

employed on road work. He recommended the intro
duction in Calcutta of the system followed in Bombay, 
under ·which the Architect was responsible for both the 
construction and design of his buildings, provided the 
Architect were given the necessary staff, a.ud considered 
that the system, while costing government more in the 
shape of increased establishment by reason of the recruit· 
ment of a larger number of Architects, would lea.d to the 
erection of a better and more suitable cla.'lS of buildings. 
If his recommendation were given effect to, he advised • 
that a civil engineer should be attached to the office of 
the Architect for the first two years, as an Architect 
recruited from En~land would have no experience of 
local conditions. After that period there would be no 
need for the civil engineer except in a case of special 
engineering character. The system he bad advocated 
would not be feasible in_ the mofussil for some time. 
Outside Calcutta there was no building work at prC'sent 
of sufficient importance to justify the employment of an 
Architect with executive functions in preference to a 
civil engineer. Conditions were very different in the 
mojussil, and there were no contract()rs there who were 
capable of carrying out efficiently the construction of 
buildings. The Executive Engineer had to act as builder, 
to a certain extent, and make arrangements for the con· 
tractors. He had also to indent on Calcutta for tl:e 
various materials, but it might be fOssible to induce a 
contractor to undertake the wood-work of a building. 
Hence he thought that the mofussil was not suitable for 
an Architect with executive control at present. 

1,538. He bad two Assistant Architects, one of whom 
had been on military duty for the past two years. His · 
staff consisted of one Assistant Architect-while a second 
Assistant Architect had been recruited for work in con
nection with the J;>acca University. The remainder of 
his establishment consisted of draughtsmen and tracers. 

1,539. He recommended the engagement of a larger 
staff in order to enable him to devote more time to in
spection work. He considered it very desirable that 
buildings constructed in the mofv.ssil by the ordinary 
Executive Engineer should be inspected by the Architect. 

1,540. He thought that the . best method for the 
recruitment of Government Architects was by advertise
ment through the President of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects in England. The field for the recruit· 
ment of Architects in India itself was insufficient at 
present. He was doubtful as to whether government 
should recruit ita Architects for a period of years on a 
temporary basis, or whether they should be recruited 
as permanent officers. The question was a difficult one 
to answer, but he thought that the prospects of Archi· 
tects should be equal to those of engineers. They should 
be made permanent after serving -'for a period of not 
more than three years. He felt personally that a man on 
probation was more or less on his metal, and worked best 
so long as he was kept on probation, in order to emphasize 
his usefulness, and he thought that generally there was 
too much permanency in government service. Having 
carefully weighed these considerations he thought that, 
while in the interests of the men themselves permanency 
was desirable, it was undesirable from an architectural 
standpoint. 

1,541. The position, prospects and pension of the 
Consulting Architect to Government should be in no 
way inferior to those of the engineer as was the case at 
present. Even if government could secure competent 
Architects under the present system, the higher rate of 
pay was justified and would be an inducement to young 
men to come out and look upon India as a field for employ
ment. It might of course be necessary to give lt-er.ial 
Architects even more pay than civil engineers and aa 
concrete cases he cited those of the Architects who were 
designing the New Capital at Delhi. 

1,537. He thought there would be no difficUlty in 
creating a separate Architectural Division in Calcutta 
un<kr an .-\rchitect who would be responsible for the 
construction as well as the design of buildings, provided 
tho Architect wa.s allowed to exercise supervision over 
tho di\'isional establishment. Conditions in Calcutta 
difTt•rt'<l from those in Bo~nbay owing to the art'a of the 
fornwr bdng greak'r than that of the latter. Xormally 
.tlwro '"'ro tlll'\'e Exeeuti\'<" Engint'lt"rs in Calcutta entrustt>d 

' with building work. These w('re fully occupied, a.nd he 
,•. undl"Mood that there was only one Executive Engineer 

in Bombav wl10 did construction work. Two out of the 
thrt"6 Exeeutire Engineers in Calcutta were also largely 

1,542 .. There wa.s no school of architecture in Bengal, 
but there wa.s a course of architectural drawing given at 

· the School of ArUI in Calcutta. That achool turned out 
only draughtm~en and these men were of very little 
use compared Wlth those turned out from Ribpur. There 
wa.s no Bpedalization in architecture in the Rihpur ('f,Jiege. 
During the tl1ird year in the B.E. course the men orly 

2_B 2 
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devoted five hours a week for six months to drawing, 
designing and attending lectures on architecture ; simi· 
iarly, during the fourth year, the men spent one hour 
u week on the above subjects for 6 months. He was of 
opinion that .it was very de~irable that some arrange· 
ments should be made for instruction in architecture, 
and that additional lectures on this subject should be 
given at the Sibpur Collego. But, as architecture was 
so exhaustive a subject, he preferred the irultitution of 
a separate school. He sugge~ted that, for the pre.~ent, 
this school could le attached to the Sihpur College by 
virtue of the fact that a more intelligent class of students 
attended that college, but held thai. in principle, such a 
schor.l should be attached to a school of art, rather than 
to a civil engineering college. 

1,543. He had bad experience of the students turned 
'out from the Sihpur College. The men who h11.d pa..qsed 
the upper subordinate coursr. who came to him were 
generally employed as draughtsmen. He considered 
that t.hey were well trained in theory, one who was at 
present in his employment had been very well trained 
indeed. From af! engineering point of view he thought 
that these men provided useful material, but they were 
not architects in any sense of the word ; they knew 
not.hing about architecture. There were no arrangements 
in Calcutta for the practical training of students in 
architecture and he had not heard of any private firms 
who took a premium from a student for such practical 
training. 

1,544. He had not had any students under training in 
his office, but had an unpaid apprentice draughtsmen 
who was decidedly promising, and he was of the opinion 
that this apprentice would eventually develop into a 
useful draughtsman. Given more roomt and a sufficient 
staft, he thought it would be possible for him to take 
in a limited number of pupils for practical training in 
architecture, and he presumed that private firms in 
Calcutta would be agreeable to do the same. If a student. 
from Roorkee, who had finished his engineering course, 
wanted to specialize in architectiire, it would certainly 

· be possible for the witness to take him into his office and 
give him the necessary instruction if he were given 
sufficient office room. In his present office, however, 
he had not room for the training. of even one studen$, 
and if more room was available he did not think he per· 
sonally would have time adequately to train more than 
one student at a time. If the proposed School of Archi· 
tecture were established in Bengal it would be impossible 
to give all the students of the school practical training 
in his office, though it might be possible to institute 
morning clas~es for such training. 

1,545. The reason for the formation of a separate 
S<lhool of architecture was that the country was rapidly 
developing and would need more architects in the near 
future. When he had stated that ' there were not 
enough architects ' he was speaking of the present. 
If Indian architects were trained, the 'Public demand 
for their services would increase, in fact such demand was 
on the increase at present. Two or three Indian engineers 
with whom he was acquainted had been trying to study 
architecture lately. They had been touring about the 
country, and had called at his office, and picked up bits 
of information whenever they could. They knew very 
little about architecture, but made a praiseworthy 
attempt to learn what they could. If a separate S<lhool 
of architecture were opened in Bengal he was not cer. 
tain that there would be sufficient openings for the 
students to begin with, but they were bound to arise in 
time. One good school in India. was all that was required 
at present. 

1,546. (Mr. Cobb.) The amount of private work in 
Calcutta far exceeded the government work, which was 
only a drop in the ocean compared with the former. 
He could not give the percentage of government to 
private work, but guessed that it was roughly 15 per 
cent. or possibly more. On reconsideration he agreed that 
there was justification for the immediate establishmen& 
of a separate school of architecture in view of the fact 
~hat ~ere won!~ ?ossibly be suJD.cient work for the 

passed students of such a school. The need for its crea· 
tion would make itself felt more and more in the future. 

1,547. His schemes were open to the criticism of the 
Chief Engineer, but the Chief Engirieer seldom criticised 
them. Such schemes, as a rule, came to him in the .r. 
first instance through the Chief Engineer, but some. 
times direct from the heads of departments. In cases 
of the preparation of a building S<lheme the Chief Engineer 
indicated the accommodation required and left the 
architectural treatment entirely to him. If he had to 
design a building, the cost of which was high because 
of its embellishment, .the Chief Engineer could criticise 
it if he thought it unduly extravagant, but the witness' 
own responsibility in the matter would prevent the sub. 
mission of plans open to criticism of this nature. He 
was not only the accredited architect, but acted as an 
adviser to government on building projects, and he would 
be failing in his duty if he prepared a design which put 
government to unnecessary expense. It was true that 
an architect sometimes ran up the cost of a building to 
obtain the effects he desired. 

1,548. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He was not res
ponsible for the sections of steel-work in a building, nor 
was he responsible for the foundations. He did not 
specify the width of foundations, this being left to the 
engineer. , , 

1,549. He was entitled to take up private practice, 
but he could do so only with the previous sanction of 
government. He would certainly not accept lower pay 
if the necessity for obtaining such sanction was removed 
and he was given a free hand to take11p private work. 
He had found it impossible to undertake much private 
work in Calcutta, owing to the enormous amount of 
government work with which he had to deal. If the 
restriction regarding private work were withdrawn, 
and the'• Government Architect had less govPrnment 
work and consequently more time at his disposal, he 
thought the post of Consulting Architect might attract 
good men on lower pay, but he could not see how any 
Government Architect would have much time for private 
practice if he performed his duties conscientiously. 
Some men, however, objected to being tied down solely 
to government work. 

1 ,550. Most Indian engineers called themselves archi· 
toots, and he did not know how many Indian firms who 
called themselves architects there were in Calcutta. 
Anyone could call himself an architect in Calcutta, but 
he imagined that the corporation insisted on a license 
being obtained before a man practised as such. 

1,551. If any additional items were rendered necessary 
during the construction of a work their cost, including 
steel.work, would be decided on the schedule of rates. 

1,552. At present. draughtsmen turned out from the 
School of Art were paid salaries of about Rs. 30 a month, 
rising to Rs. 100 and Rs. 150. The head draughtsman 
in his office was a European, hut he possessed no English 
qualifications. He was a man who had been in several 
Government Architects, and other offices. His pay was 
Rs. 2f0 a month, and he was a very useful man and 
deserved a higher remuneration. 

1,553. When he was called upon to prepare a sketch . 
he generally put up an approximate estimate- preparatory 
to the elaboration Qf the design. 

1,554. Jf government asked a firm of contractors 
for a design and subsequently approved it, the firm would 
undoubtedly expect government to give them the partie· 
ular work. When he stated in his written memorandum 
that ' government would lose the opportunity of_ getting 
competitive e~timates' he meant " competitive tenders." 
If government wanted to obtain designs from architects, 
government should throw the designs open to competi· 
tion and offer a prize, or else pay each man for his 
trouble and expense. Occasionally contractors submitted 
tenders without any guarantee that the lowest tender 
would be accepted, but it was rather a. breach of faith 
not to give work to the lowest man unless there·was. 
some special reason for it. ·: . 

1,555. (Sir Noel Kef'ahaw.) He thought he should he 
allowed to take up private work in the interests of ar.chi· 
tecture, ~ut his remark did not apply to designs for 
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privaw buildings generally as it was undesirable that the 
services of the Government Architect should generally 
be available for mch work.' There wa.s always the danger 
that the taking up of private work would lead to neglect 
of the Government Architect's more legitimaw duties 
as that officer was in receipt of a fixed salary. On the 
other hand, it was desirable that the Government Archi
tect should be allowed to assess architectural cowpeti
tions and act in a. consulting capacity. . 

1,556. If the Public Works Department constructed 
a. building the cost of which was Rs. 4 lakhs it would 

\ employ a sub-overseer, an overseer, a sub-divisional 
officer and an Exooutive Engineer on its actual super
vision, i.e., two men would spend their whole time, and 
two men would spend part of their time, on the mper
vision. In other words, he would engage one overseer 
less and would employ a clerk of works. The great diffi· 
culty lay in finding an efficient clerk of works. Men of 
the class obtainable in England were not available in 
India. 

1,557. He had advocated improvement in the archi
tectural appearance of buildings; this frequently involved 
an increase in their cost and it was a question how far 

·one was justified in increased expenditure. Jt was 
always a question whether, after one bad got to a certain 
standard of proportion, one was justified in elaborating 
the design of government buildings. 

1,558. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He thought it would 
be possible to retain an architect on a fixed salary pltu 
a certain percentage for actual work done, as was the 
practice in the legal profession, but was of the opinion 
that such an arrangement would prove more expensive 
to government, and undesirable in other ways. 

1,559. (Mr. Cobb.) He considered that a trained archi
tect should be consulted in the majority of cases, not 
only to ensure good architectural treatment but also 
for the ~~&ke of the occupants of the buildings and in the 
interests of government. 

1,560. Up to the present there had been no real open· 
ing in India for the training of architects on a large 
flCale, but the witness thought that teaching engineer 
students a smattering of architecture, which was all they 
would get by a course sandwiched in with their engineering 
course, would be better than nothing. It would be a 
good thing to have engineers who had studied the rudi
ments of architecture. 

1,561. (Mr. Gree111.) He desired to have the Executive 
Engineer under his direct control, rather than under that 
of the Superintending Engineer, though such an arrange
ment would take up a great deal of his time. 

1,562. A building erected by an Executive Engineer 
from the design of the Architect was satisfactory from the 
engineer's point of view, but the witness thought it only 
natural that when an engineer carried out an Architect's 
designs, the former could not have so real an interest 
in the building as the Architect. 

1,563. At present, the construction of buildings was 
not good ; plastering v ork, particularly, was very in
ferior in India and this was largely the fault of poor super
vision by the subordinate establishment. Executive 

Engineers did not evince sufficient keenness in making 
the misfri do his work in the right way. In his opinion, 
the former should sometimes labour with his hands to 
show how work should be done. He had done it himself. 

1,564. He had felt the need of additional establish
ment, particularly for inspection work. 

1,565. (Pwident.) He considered that the present 
establishment employed on the construction of buildings 
in Calcutta should be abolished in favour of an archi
tectural establishment and that the present Executive 
Engineers should be gradually replaced by Assistant 
Architects. The subordinates would be employed under 
his Assistant Architects who in turn would be directly 
subordinate to him. It was necessary to retain Execu1ive 
Engineers at present, because they had experience of the 
country, but as soon as the Architect obtained the men 
he wanwd it would lead to a higher standard of building 
in Calcutta. 

1,566. (Jfr. Green.) He thought it would suffice if 
engineers received a preliminary training in architecture 
before they came out to India, i.e., if an architectural 
training of three or four years was included in their college 
course. 

1,567. (Rai Baluulur Ganga. Ram.) Of the two divi
sions and two·Executive Engineers in Bombay, one was 
an Architectural division under an Architect. The other 
division was in charge of an engineer who was not a 
trained architect, but he carried out, satisfactorily, the 
Architect's instructions. If, out of the three Executive 
Engineers' divisions in Calcutta, one was placed under the 
Architect it would pnhaps meet the case, but he would 
then require the services of two or three engineers. One 
would not be sufficient to atwnd to all the work in Cal
cutta which was much grearer than that in Bombay. 

1,568. (President.) The Calcutta Municipality em
ployed an architect of their own. The Calcutta Port 
Trust had no architect, eo far as he was aware, but they 
did not have much building work. He presumed that 
whawver they required was done by privare architects 
in Calcutta. The Calcutta Improvement Trust had no 
architect, but employed an engineer for their building 
work. 

1,569. The only case in which he, as Government 
Architect, had been called upon to prepare designs for 
public bodies had been in connection with the Calcutta 
University. He had designed several hostels for the 
University. , 

1,570. (Mr. Green.) He bad designed a number of 
project.s for the mofu8sil in Dacca, besides the Dacca 
University, some in Darjeeling, in Chitta.gong, Badura, 
Khulna, Midnapore, Pabna, Krishnagar, Barisal, Seram. 
pore, etc., all costing considerably more than Rs. 50,000, 
There were not many projects in the tM/uuil costing more 
than Rs. 50.000, and hence a special Architect was really 
not required for tM/U88il work at present, but the neces
sity for such an officer would arise in time. He, as 
COnsulting Architect, could attend to the requirements 

_of the tMfu8sil at present, but it was desirable to engage 
more architects to enable him to go on inspection duty 
more frequently. 

A. K. TAYLOR, EsQ., A.M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., A.C.G.L.I., Executive Engineer, Electrical Division, Calcutta. 

Written Statement. is awarded to one or more contractors of good standing, 
1,571. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of orders are given to start the work, it is inspected ou 

execution of public works, and (U.) Encouragement of behalf of government during progress, and, finally, it is 
other agency.-The executive Electrical Division was measured up, bills are made out and checked against the 
originally formed to carry out the maintenance of all rates rendered, and paid. 
electrical works, and to specify and supervise all original (3). I presume it is not suggested to do away with the 
electrical works under the Public Works Department in present system of callin~t for renders, but merely to com
Calcutta.. Previously, this was done on the request of pel the contractor to do more-
the civil officer concerned, without any specification (a) inspecting; 
or expert supervision: consequently, the cost was exces- (b) checking of detaile and quantities. 
Bive and the work inferior. When repairs were necessary I do not, however, consider that further responsibiJ. 
the nearest firm was asked to send a mi.slri, and heavy ity in this direction can be given to contractors. 
maintenanef! bills were incurred. · ( 4 ). Asregards maintenance, if ti:tis work were entrusted 

·(2). The prt'Elellt method of carrying out original works to contractors-
• in tl1ie division is as follows:- · (i) sinee contin~enciee will in every ea8e be a laf'Jle 

Pla.ns, spt"<-ifications and S('hedulea of quantities are and variable figure, every contractor will 
prepared, con1petitive tenders are called for. the contract cover himaelf in hie tender; 
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(ii) there will be difficulty in checking any materials 
used; 

(ill) men will always have to be present to attend to 
. any repairs immediately, and some must live 
on the pNmises ; l 

(iv) finally, no contractor is going to advise govern· 
ment to be economical. -

(5). I understand that some forty years ago tb.e East 
Indian Railway decided to maintain their permanent-way 
by contract, but that they eventually found it better and 
more economical to do it themselves. 

1,572. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches and (V) Decentralization.-A3 regards 
this division, the conditions are most unsatisfac· 
tory-

(1). It is under the control of the Superintending 
Engineer, Presidency Circle, who does not 
ordinarily pretend to any electrical knowledge. 

-(2). Though the officer-in-charge is an Executive 
Engineer, he is not allowed to draw the maxi-' 
mum pay of a similar appointment in the 
Buildings Branch. 

(3). He is, of course, subject to all the restrictions 
of the Public Works Code, e.g.l certain fu.nds 
are budgetted for annually for maintenance 
and repairs of electrical work, but he may not 
use such funds to rewire a building, however 
dangerous its condition may be, without 
the sanction of the Superintending Efl.gineer. 
Again, in calling for tenders for large works, 
he is compelled to take earnest money and 
security deposits. There a.re only a few 
electrical contractors in this country who are 
capable of working to a strict specification i 
all of them are firms of good standi.ollg ; only 
such firms are asked to tender ; therefore, 
it is quite superfluous to insist on such security 
being taken in every case, and this only 
increases the office work and puts up con· 
tractors' rates. These matters could very 
well be .}eft to the discretion ot the officer
in-charge. 

(4). It was decided by the Government of India. 
(vide* Bengal Government letter No. 1957·E. 
of the 4th-17th August 1914) "that e}ec • 
trical subordinates are not to be regarded as 
in the same position as Pul)lic Works Depart • .._ 
ment officers", that is to say, the officers in 
the Electrical Division have not equal quaJi. 
fications with those of the Buildings Branch; r 
the result is seen below :-

*Oopy of letter No. 1957-E., dated the 4th-17th August 1914 
from the Secr.ttary to the Government of Be11f1al, Puhli~ ' 
Worh Department, to the Superintendi11f1 Engineer Pr~i-
dency Circle. ' 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
No. 3343, dat~ the 8th June 1914, recommending the grant 
of the followmg allowances to the upper subordinates of 
the Electrical Division:- , 

{1). Presidency allowance, presidency house-rent and 
sub-divisional allowances to Messrs. W. L. 
Stevenson, W. J. Trusler and H. V. Marchant ; 
and 

{2). Presidency house-rent and sub-divisional allow
ances to Babu Satyendra Nath Sen. 

2. As regards p~esidcncy allowances and presidency hous,~
rent, I am to pomt out that the pay of the upper subor
dinates of the Electrical Division, whirh is a special depart· 
ment employed in Calcutta only, was recently fixed with 
special reference to their work at the presidency, where it 
was known from the beginning was \he only place they 
could be employed. 'There is, therefore, no ground whatever 
to grant special allowances to compensate them for being 
employed in Calcutta. 

3. As regards sub-divisional allowances, I am to say that 
as the Government of India have decided that electrical 
subordinates are not to be regarded as in the same position 
as Public Works Department officers, the Public Works 
Department Code does not apply to them. They cannot,' 
therefore, be given snb.divisional allowance on the strength 
of the Public Works Department Code ruling, and for the 
reasons given above . there are no grounds for sanctioning 
any allowances outside the Code. 

The upper subordinates concerned should be informed 
accordingly. 

I - Presidency Sub-divi- Travelling Number of 
House sional buildings Designllltion. Pay. rent. allow-

I ance, 

.. 
Rs. 

\ 
Rs. Rs. 

Assistant Engineer 250-25-475 30 65 
(Buildings). 

Assistant Engineer 350-30-500 .. .. 
(Electrical). I 

I 

Sub-Engineer, 1st grade 400 20 50 
(Buildings). 

Sub.Engineer, 2nd grade, 300 20 50 
{Buildings). 

Sub-Engineer, 3rd grade 250 20 50 
(Buildings). 

Sub-Engineer {Electrical) 250-10-350 .. .. 
Supervisor, 1st grade 200 

I 
10 50 

(Buildings). 
Supervisor, lst grade 200 ! .. .. 

{Electrical). ! ·-
Supervisor 2nd grade 150 I 10 50 

{Buildings). 
I Supervisor, 2nd grade 150 .. .. 

(Electrical). I 
i 

Now (1 ), in a sub-division of the Electrical Branch the 
number of buildings is three or four times as great as in 
one controlled by the Buildings Branch ; 

{2) in tbe Buildings Branch an extra over~ is granted 
for large original \\orks; 

(3) the elootrical officers are compelled to live in the 
presidency, admittedly more expensive than the mufussil ; 

allow· allow- Total. under his ance. ance, charge. 

Rs. R.i. Rs. 

30 30 405-25-630 25-30 

.. 30 350---.\)0-530 Assistant to . Executive 
Engineer 
in head office. 

30 30 530 20-25. 

30 30 430 20-25 

30 30 380 20-25 

.. 30 280-10-380 115 
30 30 320. 20-25 

.. 30 230 100 -

30 30 270 20-21\ 

.. 30 180 75 

I 
(4) all officers in charge of a sub-division in the Build

ings Branch draw sub-divisional allowance. 

Yet for all this-

(1) the maximum pay of a sub-engineer in the Eloo: 
trical Branch is less than that of a lst grade 
sub-engineer in the l3uildings Branch; 

.. 
• 
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(2) in the Electrical Bra.nch no extra overeeer is 
· granted for a.ny original work; . 

(3) tbe electrical staff cannot draw pres1dency allow· 
ance or even house-rent ; 

(4) the electrical sub-engineer, and the two super· 
visors, get no sub-divisiona.l_ allowance, though 
each is in cha.rge of a sub-division. 

One cannot help wondering whether this decision was 
not reached from the hypothesis that an electrical 
engineer is a man who comes round to replace a.n old 
lamp or mend a fan when summoned-in fact a mistri. 
One thinks of the high government official who, wilen 
toli that the cinchona plantations of a presidency re· 
quired • a. chemist' to supervise and direct opera.tions,· 
replied, ' Yes, I suppose a babu on Rs. 50 a month from 
Messrs. So and so' (naming the local druggists). 

(2). It seems to me tha.t a juster method of comparin~ 
the qualifications of these two branches would be k• 
consider how much tra.ining is required for each :- . 

(a) BuildingB Braru;h.-A would-be overseer takes a· 
four years' course at, say, Sibpur (or some similar place); 
this is supplemented by one year's practical tra.ining 
either in, or outside, the college. 

(b) Eledrical Branch.-A candidate until recently 
took a. course of the same length as (a), specializing in 
electrical and mechanical work. [This course has lately 
been reduced from 4 to 3! years, and further specialized ; 
but I now hear that the course for the Buildings Branch 
(a) is to be likewise reduced; thus the two courses will 
again be of the same length.] 

A smaller number of students attend the electrical 
and mechanical course, and are thus able to secure more 
individual attention from their teachers. Thus, at the 
outset of their careers the candidates for (a) and (b) 
ma.y be assumed to possess equal qualifications, but the 
electrica.l student has not the financia.l prospects, and all 
that they imply of the civil student, and this, though 
his work demands no less knowledge, skill and adminis
trative capacity; he is thus penalized for being unwise 
enough to study electrical engineering. The oonse· 
quence might easily have been predicted: men of good 
social standing, a. matter of far greater importance in 
India. than is generally recognized; will not be induced 
to join this depo.rtmeut. 

(3). It is unreasonable to expect that, given such circum· 
stances, the government is going to get the best results. 

.. It is both fallacious and beside the point to compare 
• (as is habitually done) the skill necessary to supervise 

work in either branch on the single basis of capital cost, 
the number of cubic feet of ma.sonry, etc. 

· (4). I would recommend tha.t the Electrical Divhlion 
be made equal in sta.tus to a circle in the Buildings Branch 

·under the Chief Engineer. The result of this would be 
that all executive electrical work in the Public Works 
Department would be brought under one officer. This 
will produce uniformity and economy : the Electrical 
Division has an estimating and drawing staff, with 
·workshop and stores, etc. ; it will get rid of much of the 
cumbrous procedure now necessary, and thus will dimi· 
nish the annoying delays which too often occur. 

(5). At present there is no regular expert control of elec· · 
trical works outside Calcutta, except that of a locat 
supervisor under the Buildings Branch. Only occasion· 
ally is a question referred for decision by the Chief 
Engineer to the Electric Inspector, Bengal. But the 
latter is not an executive officer, and, consequently, has 
no staff (except one man in charge of the Bengallabora· 
tory), so that the work outside the Presidency Circle is 
largely left to take care of itself, 

1,573. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Public 
Works Code is, I consider, unduly restrictive as 
regards electrical work-probably because it was framed 
to deal with buildings and not mechanical and electrical 
engineering works. These restrictions, of course, ~epend 
to -some extent on their interpretation. by the Account
ant-General, Bengal, who, of cqurse, is not an engineer, 
e.g., the. conditions governing the local purohll.S6 of. 
European stores appear to be unnecessary. The present 
limitations are wasteful and cause delay. I£ reliable 
firms knew that government orders would be placed 
with them, lower rates would be obtainable than are 
possible at present : these will, in all probability, be at 
least as low as those obtained by the present method of 
home indent. All responsible firms will guarantee 
their materials, nor need any which are damaged or below 
specification ever be accepted. I£ facilities for local 
purchase had existed before 1914 much of the exas· 
perating delay in obtaining machinery of all kinds in 
this country on the outbreak of war would never have 
occuiTI:'d. It is clearly to the public advantage tha.t 
the government should encourage British engineering 
firms of good standing to establish themselves in the 
country ; and the engineers of these firms will have a 
better knowledge of loca.l conditions and requirements 
than any official in England. 

1,574. (VU.) Education and (VID.) Practical· train
ing.-! consider that the system of education in 
government engineering colleges, as carried out in the 
Civil Engineering College, Sibpur (the only one I know), 
meets generally the needs of government and private 
enterprise. It is a pity that after providing such educa· 
tion, the prospects open to mechanical and electrical 
students in government service are so poor. 

MR. A. K. TAYLOR called and examined. • 

1,575. (President.) The witness stated that he wa.s the 
Executive Engineer in charge of the Electrical Division, 
Calcutta., and that he had had twelve years' service 
undor government. He possessed special qualifications 
as an electrical engineer, and had received a practical 
training of three years at the Central Technical College, 
South Kensington, subsequent to which he had served 
for about two years as an apprentice with Messrs. Elliott 
Brothers in St. Martin's Lane, and the Epstein._ Accu· 
mulator Co. in North Staffordshire. He had been re
cruited in England IUld Mme out originally on a. contract 
for three years, which had been renewed from time to 
time. The post he "held was a permanent non-pension· 
able one. 

1,576. An Assistant Engineer had been sanctioned 
for him, but the appointment wa.s held in abeyance on 
~count of the war. The appointment of Government 
Electric Inspector was altogether separate and the officer 
holding it was in no way subordinate to the Executive 
Engineer of the Electrical Division. 

1,577. His work was confined to Calcutta and to the 
buildings comprised in the Presidency Circle, and thus 
lay within & restrict«~ area.. There wa.s no very definite 
p~ure for the construction of electrical inst&lla.tiona 
out&de Calcutta, but, liO far &.! he was aware, the 

Government Electric · Inspector was coll8ulted in cases 
of differences of !)pinion and allied matters. The present 
salary of the Electric Inspector wa.s about Rs. 1,200 
a month. His own salary was Rs. 1,000 per mensem 
and could not be increased as the pay of the post was 
Rs. 800 rising toRs. 1,000. Though he and the Govern· 
ment Electric Inspector held separate appointments 
they acted for each other on occasions. His own duties 
were mainly of a supervisory character. The division 
of w~ch he held charge had been created chiefiy for the 
maintenance of electrical installations in government 
buildings in the Presidency t'irole. A large number of 
these had been put up by civil officers themselves. He 
wa.s not in charge of any power works, as the energy was 
supplied by private companies. He did not exercise 
directly any statutory powers under the Indian Elec
tricity Act, neither did he conduct any inspections under 
that Act. All he did was to see that new installations 
complied with the regulations under the Act. In the 
event of any dispute, this was referred to the Government 
Electric Inspector who wa.s the administrative officer, 
lll.d in whom all the statutory powera under the Act; 
e..-en in Calcutta., were vested. > 

1.578. The witness only carried out rep&ir work u he 
had no staff for original work. He designed a.nd super· 
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vised original works, however, which were carried out 
through the agency of contracrors. Original works of 
any magnitude were invariably executed by contracrors 
after tenders had beeri called for and only very small 
works, e.g., those costing about Rs. 200 were done depart; 
mentally. 

1,579. There were, approximately, half a dozen 
reliable firms in Calcutta capable of carrying out elec· 
trical work. He had not effected a comparison between 
the quality of the work done by contracrors and through 
departmental agency, as only repair work was executed 
by the Department. A spechl staff was employed ro 
at.tend ro repair work, and whenever there was anything 
beyond their scope outside agency ha~ been invoked. 

1,580. With reference ro the statement in his written 
memol'8Ildum that the system of entrusting the entire 
maintenance work ro private -firms had been tried and 
failed, he explained that the remark did not apply ro 
electrical work in his division. The statement had 
reference ro a case in which a railway handed over its 
permanent-way for maintenance work ro a contracror, 
and had been brought forward to show that the system 
of entrusting maintenance work to private enterprise 
without expert supervision had already been partially 
tried and had resulted in failure. Besides the cost of 
work in such cases was excessive and the workmanship 
inferior. 

1,581. The Superintending Engineer exercised a dis
ciplinary control over him and such control was prac· 
tically confined ·to questions connected with the allot· 
ment of funds. In addition, he submitted certain 
estimates ro the Superintending Engineer who, if the 
amounts were beyond his powers, forwarded them ro 
government. His work was occasionally inspected by 
the Superintending Engineer. 

1,582. The provisions of the Public Works Depart· 
ment Code were unsuitable for electrical work as they 
had not been framed for the requirements of such work. 
One of the drawbacks, from an electrical point of view, 
though not a very important one, was that contracrors 
were required ro furnish security. Reliable firms objected 
,00 it, but they did not go so far as ro refuse ro tend,er 
on that account. Executive Engineers, in his opinion, 
should be allowed to use their discretion in the matter 
and in the event of such discretion being exercised un
wisely the Executive Engineer concerned should be held 
personally responsible. For his own part, he knew the 
Calcutta firms sufficiently well ro judge their capabilities. 
At present, security was taken indiscriminately. (Mr. 
Green here explained that though the codified rules on 
the subject admitted of no discrimination their provisions 
were not always insisted on.) 

1,583. In advocating that service in the Electrical 
Braneh should be on the same footing as in the Public 
Works Department, he was referring generally ro the 
status of the electrical service and not particularly to 
pension.. 'I. 

1,584. He considered that the introduction of a pro
vident fund would be more satisfa.crory than the grant of 
pensions, that the existing rates of pay in the branch 
were unsatisfacrory and that they should be assimilated, 
as far as JlO&lible, ro those given ro other Public Works 
officers, and that all officers whether attached ro the Public 
Works Department proper or ro the Electrica.l Branch 
should be brought on ro one cadre. He also thought that 
the head of the Electrica.l Department should rank as a. 
Superintending Engineer, and be given identical emolu· 
ment& 

1,585. The Electric Inspecror had been acting as, 
and was ro aJl intents and purposes, Electrica.l Engineer 
to the local Government, and was ro that extent an exec
utive officer. His post was virtually only an adminis· 
trative one, as its holder administered the Indian Elec· 
trioity Act. In the circumstances, he considered that 
the work which the Electric Inspecror performed in his 
capacity of Electrical Engineer should be handed over 
ta the Electrical Divisio.a which had a qualified staff, 
and tha.t such an arrangement would result in economy 
and concentration of work. This did not •mean that 
work under the Indian Electricity Act itself should be 

transferred ro his division but that all work other than 
that coming within the Act should be made over. 

1,586. All tho electrical work in Calcutta, but not the 
whole work in the presidency, was under the witness, 
He considered, however, that it "Mmld be an improvement-~_ 
if an electrical circle were formed ro embrace the whole 
of the province. In justification of the appointment 

·of a Superintending Engineer for the Electrical Branch 
he stated that the aggregate capital value of the elec. 
trical installations in Calcutta amounted ro about Rs. 
18,00,000. He had no information regarding the total 
cost of the installations outside Calcutta, but admitted 
that the figure.s could not be compared at present with 
the expenditure in the Buildings and Roads Branch. 
His proposal would secure uniformity of procedure, and 
might even result in savings owing ro the work being 
better executed. On further interrogation, he modified 
his original proposal regarding the status of the head of 
the Electrical Department ro the extent that the local 
El~ctrical Engineer should have the opportunity of rising 
ultimately ro the post of Superintending Engineer. 

1,587. He had been recruited from England, but did 
• not consider that home was necessarily the best field 

for the recruitment of electrical engineers. He was 
quite satisfied with t.he supervisors and Assistant Engi
neers who passed out from the Sibpur College. 

1,588. In explanation of his complaint regarding the 
supply of European stores, he stated that, when he was 
first appointed as Electric Inspecror, he indented for a 
particular class of apparatus, but the Srores Department 
objected ro its supply and substituted one of another 
make; ro this he naturally objected. On the general 
question regarding the suitability of the Stores Rules 
he stated that he could obtain certain electrieal srores 
from the firms with whom he placed contracts. For 
maintenance work, for example, he was permitted ro 
purchase small fittings, bulbs, etc., but there were occa
sions when special apparatus was required which could 
not be purchased locally under the rules, The rules also 
prohibited the purchase of plant above a certain size 
for the generation of· power, other than through the 
Direcror General of Stores, and he did not think this 
restriction was necessary. Broadly speaking, he was 
not, however, ,particularly hampered in the purchase of 
srores. ' 

1,589. In the Sibpur College, there was a special . 
course for electrical engineering combined with mechan· i 
ical engineering. From his experience of passed · ·. 
students of the eollege he was satisfied that they were 
very good, but he considered that their standard of useful· 
ness could be improved by the introduction in the college 
course of more practical training. He thought that the 
theoretical training of the students wasradequate. He 
occasionally took students for practical training but 

- they were disinclined ro serve without pay as the 
posts in the Department ro which they could aspire were 
not sufficiently well-paid ro be attractive. Some of these 
students had joined private firms and others had opened 
businesses of their own, while one of thom had taken up 
work wholly unconnected with engineering. 

1,590. For the execution of repair work· he had a staff 
of electrical foremen and wiremen. T;Hlse men had no 
theoretical knowledge, but possessed fairly good. prac· 
tical experience. Hence they could perform efficient 
work under qualified supervision, 

1,591. He was not aware what tho Sibpur College 
did in the matter of training men of this class, but the 
Bengal Technical Institute did something in that direc· 
tion. The foremen and wiremen employed on his staff 
had practically received their schooling in the Depart· 
ment. 

1,592. There ,was no system of licensing in force, 
and any firm could conduct electrical engineering work 
without obtaining a license. Similarly there was no 
licensing system for foremen and wiremen. 

1,593. The work done by Calcutta firms was, on the 
whole, sa.tisfacrory. . 

1,594. (Sir Neel Kershaw.) He did not mean ro suggest 
the abelition of either of the posts of Electric lnspec.tor 
and Electrical Engineer, in his scheme for tht. coRcen· 
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tr:~tion of work. The Electric In.•pl'dor was appoint('(} 
ll<))<·h· to a<lmini8ter the Indian ElflCtricity Act, and 
inci1ir·ntaJiy had charge of th~' Bmgal t(>~ting laboratQI·y. 
AR thPre ~-a~~ no Elr·~trical EnginN"r t~) the G~n·ernmC'nt 
of Bengal, all e!l'etrical work outside Calcutta had to be 
JY•{r·rre<l to the Electric Inspector, who sometimes had to 
place contract~! and pl"('pare schemes, and all he had 
RllJ!ge~ted was that work of this description should be 
tra.r1~ferred to him. 

1,59::1. He had held, originally, the po11t of Electric 
lnRJJCctor. He had then hill!-self suggested th~ forma~on 
of the Eil'ctrical Di,•ision owmg to the expandmg reqmre· 
mcntR. He did not agrt"l} that there would be no saYing 
by the ('('adjuRtment of duties proposed, and considered 
t};at, e\'Cll if it Jed to no saving in a.ctual expenditure, 
it would result in greater efficiency. His annual cxpen· 
diture on establishment was about Rs. 1,00,000 a year. 

1 596. There was no difficulty in Calcutta in persuading 
firn~s to undertake electrical work, and the exilstence of 
a comparatively large number of electrical firms as eom
par<·d with the number of firms undertaking building 
work might, to some extent, account for the faet that 
the Electrical Branch had, {rom its inception, been in 
the hahit of giving out large contracts instead of execut
ing work departmentally or by petty-contrart. 

1,597. (Jfr. .Mnckenzie.) He exprrienced practically 
no difficulty in obtaining electrK:al stores, but remarked 
that he should be authorized to purchase certain articles 
direct from England, as was now done by the Medical 
Department.. He obtained most of his appa~atus from 
European firms in Calcutta, but the maJonty of the 
articles were not of indigenous manufacture. He believed 
that the power he desired would save delay in urgent 
ca-ses. 

1,598. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Rllm.) His services could 
be terminated by six months' notice on either side. 
He was not, therefore, literally speaking in permanent 
service, though his appointment for all practical pur
poses could be regarded as a permanent non-pensionable 
one. 

1,599. He presumed tho Electric In~pcctor to the 
Goycrnment of BcngaJ carried out the duties of Electrical 
Adviser to Government in addition to his other duties, 
as t.here was no sp<'cially sanctioMd appointment of 
Electrical Adviser. His work was not supervised by the 
'l::loctric Inspector, but cases of dispute between himS('lf 

and the Chief Enlrinrer wrre rdei'IT('(f to the El<'<'tric 
Inspector. (Ur. Groen hrre explainrd that tho El<X'tric 
ln8pcctor wa.s looked upon as the Elrctrical Adviser 
to the local Govrrnm<lnt.) 

1,600. The firms w-hich he rmplorrd for carrying out 
electrical w-ork were emplowd as the result of a c.all for 
tenders. He was of the ~pinion that he w-ould not be 
a hie to !!('Cure a bettrr class of work if he wrre given 
~taff to carry it out departmentally. 

1,601. Askro as to whether there were any special 
reasollR for the appointment of the Elrctrie Inspector 
in Bengal, he remark!.'d that there were two elrctrical 
officers in Bombay. One was designated " Eh.·ctric 
lnspeetor" and the other "Electrical Engineer,'' and 
the latter not only performrd the duties identical with his 
own but also attended to outside work in the mofllssil 
with which he (the witness) was not concerned. 

I ,602. The expenditure on maintenance work i.u his 
division was Rs. l,ll,OOO for the year l!H5-16, and the 
cost of original works, Rs. 1,40,000; the latter figure 
however, varied considerably from year to year. 

I ,603. If there were a large hydraulic scheme under 
contemplation for Calcutta, the Public Works Depart
ment would not refer the matter to the 'llitne..'IS but to the 
Electric Inspector. 

1,604. (Mr. Cobb.) There were about half.a-dozen 
firms, in Calcutta, capable of undertaking el~>ctrical 
work, and there was sufficient competition between 
them. Hence prices were sometimes reduced by 25 or 
30 per cent. 

1,605. (.Mr. Green..) The suggestion that tl:e executive 
duties of the Electric Inspector should devoh·e on him 
would not appreciably increase his work, as there was 
very little work outside Calcutta at present. Outside 
work was confined to Darjcding, Dacca and Chittagong, 
and tho Electric Inspector did not often visit these sta
tions as he could not spare tho time. 

1,606. (Presidenl.) He did not submit any reports 
to the Electrical Adviser to the Government of India, 
nor did the latter insJJCct his work officially, unless he 
was specifically asked to do so by the local Govrrnmcnt. 

1,607. The Electrical Adviser to the Government of 
India had no connection with electrical work in Bengal, 
and the only occasion, perhaps, on which be might be 
askrd for an opinion was in an extreme C3li;<', e.g., a power 
scheme for the whole of the Bengal Presidency, but a 
reference of this nature would be altogether special. 

G. B. Wiw.urs, EsQ., Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Bengal. 

Written Sfl.ltement. 

1,6011. I ha\'1.' hN"n Sanitary Engineer in this province 
for the last eight years. Durin~ that period the methods 
of working in the Sanitar~· Engineer's Department have 
bet>n entirely changed and the department reorganizt>d. 
Tho experience so gained may posbihly help to throw 
some light upon the questions raised in the Vovernment 
of India resolution so far as Bengal is concernrd. 

1 ,609. n hen I was appointed in 1909 the duties of 
the tianitary Engineer, Bengal, were almost entirely 
of an ad,·isory nature. It was apparently i:nt('nded that 
he ~>hould till, as far as was possihle, a. position similar 
to that oeeupied in England by the Chief Engineering 
ln~p<,dor to the Local Govrrnment Board. When 
P.anitar~ rngine<'ring S<'hemes wef(' submitted to govern
ment for faudion he criticised them, and if necessary 
r\'turned them for amendment. He also advised th~ 
~anitary Board, of which he was u-offi('W Se<'retilry, 
with regard to them. He sometitu<.'.i df('W up skekh 
ptojt'Cts or detilils for water-supply schemes, but even 
w ben lw did he took no f('$ponsii.Jility for carryit1g them 
out afh•r th(•\' wt•re sanctioned. 

1.610. The· result of this system was that tht:>re was 
at that timc no progress at all in sanitary enginN"rU\g 
in lkn!!:ll. It was llf'('Css•~·, if it was to be suceei!Sful, 
that th••rt• llhould l>l' qualiried enzim•ers in the emplo~ 
of k•·al authoriti<'t\, or pri\'ate firm~. or enginl:'t'rs who 
rould ad for I<X'al authoritit'S, who rould draw up and 
supt•n·i.."'-' the execution of sanitary engineering scht-mes. 

VOL. D 

This was not the case. At that time thf're were in Bengal 
only two municipal enginet·rs out;;i~e Calcutta \lho 
would have been competent to have preparf'd such schemes •. 
There were no consulting engineers or finns except large 

' engineering contractors, and if there had been, it is 
doubtful if more than a vcry small number of the muni. 
cipalities eould have anorded to employ them or, at any 
r-ate, would have done so. In one district, schemes for 
drainage were prepaf('d by the district engineer, but 
these were not very satisfactory in design nor successful 
when the~ were carried out. I cannot tin'.! that a sir~le 
sanitary euginr('ring scheme was under construction 
in the whole province (excluding Calcutta) during either 
1907 or l \K!8 with the excrption of a few drain;,; in Howrah. 

1,611. It uas obvious that the s\·stem was not a 
success, and, after studying the co~ditions for BOme 
time, I came to the conclu8ion that there waa onlv one 
course open, and that was for the Sanitary Engineer 
to become responsihle for the design and 11upervision 
of construction of almost all the sanitary eu~ineering 
scht•mes in the province. Government conllt'nted to 
the change of policy involved, and the Sanitary Engineer' a 
Department w·as reorganized and the e:~talJ!i . .;hment 
greatly incrt•a'led. foiince then, sanitary cngint*-ring 
S<·hrmes have been prepaJ'(.<f by the department. for 
almost every in1portant town in tht pro,·in(-e, lld.n 
the war, the pro.->~«·t.!' of carrying a numl.lt'r of thMe 
into uecution was fa,·ourable, but the w·ar ha.s reduced 
the comtruction programme to a low ebb. 

2c 
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1,612. The following sums have been spent on new 
coru;truction work each year since 1!)12 :-

l!H2 
1913 
1914 
1915 

Rs. 
6,97,558 

11,32,128 
9,64,571 
7,30,390 

The expenditure in 1916 has not yet been finally 
ascertained. but it was con~idcrabl.v less than in 1915. 

The di~turbance in the financial po.c1ition caused by 
the war began to take eliect in 1914, and bass since had 
~tn ever increasing effect. If the position in the early 
part of 1914 had been maintained, I may safely say that 
by this time there would have been an annual expenditure 
of not less than Rs. 25 or 30 lakhs on sanitary engineering 
works. 

1,613. The supervising stafl employed on construction 
work, although under the general orders of the Sanitary 
Engineer, has been in most cases paid for by the muni
cipalities concerned. Recently an altemative arrange
ment has been sanctioned by government, and the Sani
tary Engineer can now take over the whole engineering 
superrision and control of the construction of schemes 
at fees which vary from 8 per cent. on the tot.al cost of 
the sebemes, in the case of schemes costing less than 
Rs. 20,000, to 3} per cent. in the case of schemes costing 
over· Rs. 10,00,000. I may note in passing that the 
supervhion of small schemes is proportionately much 
more expensive than large ones. Several municipalities 
have availed themselves of this arrangement, and the 
percentage charged has hitherto been found sufficient 
to cover all the heal supervising charges. The per
centages are considerably lower than the corresponding 
charges of the Public Works Department, but in the case 
of the latter Department I understand a considerable 
amount is included for the Secretariat establishment 
charges and no corresponding charge is made in the case 
of the Sanitary Engineer's Department. 

1,614. All works under the Sanitary Engineer's Depart
ment are carried out by contract. TbPre are now a 
number of Calcutta firms accustomed to work to the 
Sanitary Engineer's specifications, and who are to be 
depended upon to do good work if properly supervised. 
In the case of one or two very small contracts the work 
has be€·n carried out by local coutractors. The average 
cost of the work constructed by the Sanitary Engineer's 
Dt:partment does not seem to differ very materially from 
the same class of work carried out bv the Public Works 
Department. With regard to a good deal of the work, 
no comparison is possible, and in those items which it h 
possible t~ compare there h considerable variation, the 
rates being sometimes below and sometimes above the 

· Public Works Department's schedules; on the average, 
however, they would work out to much the same. 

1,615. Hitherto the local authorities have been res· 
ponsible for entering into contracts for sanitary engineer· 
ing works and for all payments made in connection 
with them. The contracts are subject t..the sanction 
of the Sanitary Engineer and payments are made on hffi 
certificate. It cannot be said that thffi svstem has alwavs 
been a succes."- Amongst a large nuuiber of the loc·al 
authorities the S€'nse of corporate responsibility seems 
to be very imperfect. It does not appear to be realized 
at all, by manJ members of municipal bodies, that in the 
ca.,<;e of municipal contract,s there are obligations on 
both sides. Contractors are sometimes treated very 
badly and kept months or even a year ot two for money 
owing to them, and in one or two instances at the enrl of a 
contract a municipality has, in an entirely arbitraty 
fashion, deducted money from the sum due under the 
contract on account of alleged damages sustained through 
non-completion in tin1e, or for some other reason. In 
such a case, the contractor "W"ould ha\"e hh obvions 
ll'lllcd' in the law courts, but t(>spectable firms of con
tl'"l\ctoi-s are wry unwilling to enter into litigativn with 
local authoritiP~ b<>fore the local courts, and generally 
prefer to tntst to pre&·ure brought hy go\"ernment on 
the local authority. .A.ny action on the part of govern-

mcnt takes a long time and is not alwa~·s ehective, and 
in some instances the Sanitary Engineer has been power
le._"S to prevent a contractor suffering considerable loss 
owing to tho vagaries of the local authority concerned. 
In .consequence, contractors have expressed a strong -~, 
demc that these class of works should be carried out 
directly by the Sanitary Engineer's Department so that. 
they may be sure of getting their money, if they do their 
work properly. It is probable that in future some, at 
all events, of the sanitary engineering works will be 
carried out by the Sanitary Engineer's Department as 
contribution works under Public Wv;:ks Department 
rules. 

1,616. It will be seen from the foregoing that with 
regard to the work executed under the Sanitary En· 
ginecr'~ Department the tendency has been the oppo3ite 
of that suggested in the Government of India resolu
tion, and that it has been necessary to centralize more 
and more the control of tho works carried out. This 
has been entirely due to force of circumstance8. It was 
impossible for the sanitary progress of Bengal t.o come 
to a complete standstill, until sufficient sanitary engineers 
were trained to carry it on, and until local authorities 
were prepared to employ them. There has in fact been 
hitherto no demand for such engineers at all, and, judg
ing f10m the strong opposition developed towards the 
appointment even of sanitary inspectors, it will be manv 
years before any but !1 very small number of towns will 
consent to appoint municipal engineers, and those that do 
will pay such low salaries that they will not get highly 
qualified or experienced men. DW"ing the past~ eight 
years several hundred schemes have been worked out 
in my office, and these are now ready to go on with. 
If matters had remained in the state they were eight 
years ago, hardly any of this work would have been done 
at all. 

1,617. So far as my knowledge and experience goes, 
therefore, I should say there was no prospect of sub· 
stituting the engineering staff employed by local bodies 
for the Public \Yorks Department in Bengnl for a number 
of years to come. There are in fact no such engineers 
except the district engineers. The dist.rict engineers, 
I presume, have thPir time generally fully employed 
on their own work. In one or two instances works carried 
out under the' Sanitary Engineer's Department have been 
supervised by district engineers, but this is not an ar· 
rangement I would willingly agree to again if it could be 
avoided. 

1,618. So far as sanitary engineering is concerned, 
~ there is also no prospect of substituting private agency 

for departmental agency for a long time to come. 
1,619. The Sanitary Enr.ineer's Department in Bengal 

is not part ot the Public Works Department, it h an 
independent department undet the Municipal Secretary 
to Government. The relationship between the Sanitary 
Engineer's Department and the Public Works Depart
ment is satisfactory and harmonious. The Sanitary 
Engineer h always c·oru;ulted by the Public '~orks De
~artment in the c~e of any works involvinl\ sanitary 
engineering qu..:stions, and schemes for water-supply, 
drainage and sewerage for public buildings are worked 

· out by him for the Public '' orks Department. , 
1,620. No works have been hitherto carried out by the 

Sanitary Engineer's Department under the Public Works 
Department Code. It ffi probable that they may be in 
future. I have found nothing in the Public Works 
Department Code t·hat would be unduly restrictive in 
the case of such works, except that it would be necessary 
to give the Sanitary Engineer wider powers of accepting 
contracts that is possessed by Superintending Engineers 
under the Code. 

1,621. My knowledge of the system of education in 
government engineering colleges is confined to that at 
Sibpur. I have had a number of young engineers from 
Sib pur in my department. They have been well grounded 
in engineering theory when they arrive. I consider 
their real education only commences wh1 !l they start 
practical work. Any person who cxptdcu ~o get a fully 
qualified engineer from SibpW', or any other college, 
uoul~ undoubtedly be disappointed, but the training 
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the ~tud•~nts haYe recei,·ed there would, so far as I can 
111.-e enaiJie them to take up an.v branch of ci,·il en~ineering 
~nl:w~rpH'ntl\'. In fact several l'x-students of Sibpur 

'1tave b•-com"e ~ccessful and experi!"nced contractors for 
~anitary enginr!ering \YOrk~ 

1 ,ntt. It i.~ not po~;ible for me to say whether the 
Public \1 orks Department could with advantage extend 
the svstem of execution of works by contract under 
departmental supervhion. I was under the impre'!Sion 

that this S) st('m w:t.~ alread.v adopt('d in the ca..~ of 
important works It i;; the only ~~~·etem in the Sanitary 
Engine('r·s Dcpartmt>nt. Beyond this I tail to see that 
any important chang!'s in the dirl'<'tion suggt>sted by the 
Government of. India. resolution are po.s;:iule in the 
preS!'nt conditiltn of Bengal, which out3ide Calcutta 
ana its suburbs i;; in a most backward state from an • 
engin!'ering point of view. 

MR. G. B. \\ILUlllS called and examined. 

1,623. (Prellidenl.) The witness stated that he was 
Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Bengal. He 
had b!'<·n ~<pecially appointed to the post from England, 
and had held it f<>r eight years. 

1,6:21. Before he joined hi.~ present appointment 
he had had eighteen )ears' experience in sanitary 
engineeting, and had been Consulting Engineer to the 
Crown Agents for the Colonies. He had speciali;ed 
for the gn·ater part of his career in sanitary enginePring. 
At the time of his appointment the Sanitary Engineer 
in Bemzal \\'a'J con.<iidered a consulting engineer only 
and his~ duties were mere!-. to . advise on sehemes sub
mitted to him. His predecessor had on one or two 
occasions drawn up projeets for water.supplies himself, 
but bcvond that he had not, so far as he was aware, 
done ~tber than advi.~orv work. Since the witness' 
appointment the proced~e had been changed, and the 
Sanitar) Engineer now not only d<'signed schemes but 
carried them out from start to fini~h. 

J ,625. He designed schemes for the water-~pply 
and drainage of towns at the request of local bodies, 
besides government schemes, e.g., the Riparian water. 
SUPl·ly seheme, which was not under the consideration 
of the local Government. In the ease of government 
schemrs the initiati\'e had usuall) reste<l. with either the 
loeal G ovemmC'nt or the Sanitary Board. In the case 
of the scheme referred to above, he had been a.~ked b" 
the Sanitary Board to draw up the project. That schem.e 
had no connection with the project which was being 
carried out for the improvement of waterways in Ben!;al. 
Most of the ~anitary engineering work carried out, 
hitherto, had been located in the larger toVI n&. · Ques
tion<:>d as to the procedure for th:J construction of sal.it.ary 
\\Orks he ~tated that work usually either came to hin1 
from the loeal bodies them~elves or from outside sonrres, 
e.g., the Sanitary Commis8ioner, whose duty it VI as to 
inspect towns and report on their sanitation. Copies 
of these reports were always sent to the witness and 
sometimes when they were unfavourable he wrote to 
the local body concerned and inquired whethet they 
VI bhed to have a water-supply or drainage ~cheme drawn 
up. On receipt of a r::-ply in thr affirmative he prepared 
a slekh project, free of charge, and this was the first 
sfA:'p. 'l'h<:>se schemes were sonwtimes proceeded with 
and sometime~ abandoned. Generally speaking, !oral 
bodies required a certain amount of pressure betore they 
actually reached the construction ~tage. In the second 
stage the schC'mc was ~ubmitted to th'l local Government 
through the Sanitary Boad, it was then either approved 
or tejected. In the event of acceptance, administrative 
sanrtion was accorded to the scheme, and he then drew 
up the d('tailed project for resubmission through the same 
d1:uuwl for technical sanction. 

I ,621i. Municipalities paid f<-cs for the preparation 
.,f d(·taill'<l sd1enu•s, but tht"se were generally refunded 
later by J!m·ernment. after the scheme had been sueeess· 
fullv rarried out. The fee for detailed estiml\tes VIas 
2 l~'r Ct'nt. on the estimated cost of the work, and for 
rngin<-t•ting works whirh UlYolved tht> preparation of 
rontntd rlrawing-s, specifications and forms of tendt>r, 
the ft'<' was also 2 per ce!lt. In cases in which both the 
d(•tailt'<l e~timates, drawings and contract drawings 
rtr., were preparlxl b) him, an inclcsi\·e fee of 3 per eeut. 
on I~ "as chatgt'C.l. 

l.li:!i. Practically all the sanitarv schemes exeeuted 
during thC' la.>t {,,.,;years in Bengal bad been carried out 
und .. r his ~upervi.-ion. His sur.-rvi.•ing stall was an 
Pntil'\·ly h'ml'orary onl', ·and t"arit'll acC'Oruing to the 

&mount of work he had on hand. He had on his books 
a considerable number t£ men whose qualifications 
he was well acquainted with. They came to him when 
vacancies OC'C'urred, and they were employed as super
vi~ors of 8chemes "ith a staff of o>ersccrs and sub-over· 
t~eers under tht-m. At the pree('nt time very little work 
was bein!( carried uut, and the only temporary stah 
he now employed, in addition to his permanent office 
staft, were three supervisors, an overseer, a sub-overseer 
and a limited number of subordinatPs. The dh•isional 
Executive Engineers of the Public Works Department 
had no concern with the construction of his schemes.. 

1,628. His department was sub-divided into two 
divisions, water-works and drainage. The Assistant 
~anitary Engineer's position was to some entent analo
gous to that of an. Executive Engineer in charge of a 
divi~ion. One Assistant Sanitary Engineer supervised 
water-works schemes and the other drainage and sewerage 
projeets. The municipalities concerned generally had 
no engineering staft of their own. The Howrah and 
Darjeeling Municipalities executed their own work; 
amd the Cbittagong Municipality had had an engineer 
until the commenceml.'nt of the past· year. These were 
the only towns in Bengal which employed reall} good 
en11ineers capable of doing sanitary work. The Burdwan 
Municipality had an engineer who had supervised the 
construction of their drainage echeme, but be would not 
have heen qualified to draw the scheme up. That had 
to be done in witness' office. With the above excep· 
tions the municipalities employed no engineecing stan, 
beyond an overseer whose salary was generally between 
Rs. 30 and Rs. 50 per month. 

1,629. Works under his department were carried out 
by contract. These contracts' were generally split up 
because, in the case of a water-supply scheme, for example, 
the same contractor would not undertake the construe· 
tion of buildings as well as contract for the supply of 
engines and pumps. For a wawr-works scheme the 
contract might be divided up into two or three, or even 
more, contracts, as the buildings were not deRigned 
until the machinery which would be required had been 
decided on. The usual practice was to commcnee wit~ 
the contract. for intake, head-works, mains and reser· 
voirs, etc., then to proceed with that for machinery, 
and fin:tlly with that for the building~ in which the ma
chinerv would be housed. 

l,6:l0. The number of qualified sanitary enginN~ring 
firms in Bengal, capable of taking up a fairly large con· 
tract, depC'nded on the size of the particular work. For 
instance, a contractor who could undertake work up to 
Rs. 1,00,(~)() would probably not be in a position to take 
up a job of Rs. 10,00,(J(JO. For a small draiJmge contract 
of Rs. 20,000 he would probably receive «mders, if the 
work were in the neighbourhood of Calcutta., from fifte(m 
to twenty firms. But for a large project like the Jh•~rria 
coal fit•ld dam knders had b<·en submitted only by 
thr<'e firms. This. was due both to the magnitude and 
complexity of the work which was a large mai!Onry dam, 
and very few contractors in Bencral had had sutfici<·nt 
experience of this class of work. o The systA':m of giving 
out work on contract worked sati.sfactorilv so far as be 
was concerned. He had mentioned, ill' his writu:n 
statement, that it lll'a.'! the only system follo\n·d by him, 
but that was not quite eom'()t,. One small KChl'me was 
at pn·sent being carried out in an out-of-tlw-wav plat•~ 
and a contractor for this work could m1t Le (;Ltained 
except at very high rat~. In this work, therdon~, 
be had r<'sorted to the d(·partmcntal 11yo~t.t·m, i.e., Ly 

2c2 
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employing local C( ntractors, and supplying them with 
the ncc<>ssary pb.nt and fund8, and this was the only 
possible method which could have been adoptt·d in this 
particular case. Difficulty was not generally experienced 
in obtaining contractors for work in towns outside Cal
cutta. ·such works were in nP-arly all eases taken up by 
Calcutta firllli! who knew his methods of work and what 
he wanted. 

1,631. In explanation of the statement in his written 
memorandum that an alternative arrangement had 
recently been sanctioned by government whereby the 
Sanitary Engineer could now take over the whole en
gineering control of the execution of a scheme, he stated 
that, as a matter of fact, tlte arrangement had not yet 
come into force, only the draft rules on the subject having 
so far been notified. The giving out of contracts by local 
bodies had not proved a success. In many cases con
tractors had received unfair treatment with regard to 
their ll'gitimate claims. In fact some of the larger firms 
in Calcutta appeared to be very reluctant to tender at 
all for municipal sanitary engineering work, under 
present conditions, and some of those who had consider
able experience of such contracts had informed him that 
they found it necessary to increase the rates at which 
they tc·ndered to allow for the interest they frequently 
lost through the long delays in the payment of their 
bills. 

1,632. S<r far there had been no opportunity for a. 
local body to agree to hand over to him the construction 
of an entire work, but in the case of the Dacca sewerage 
scheme the' municipality of that town, he understood, 
were anxious that it should be taken over by the Sanitary 
Engineer's Department, and had he believed passed a 
resolution to that effect. The scheme would probably 
be carried out by the Sanitary Engineer when funds were 
available. The municipality would, in the event of the 
work being carried out by his department, have to accept 
the compHion certificate of the Sanitary Engineer. 

I Government were contributing four-fifths of the cost 
of the sch(>mc, so that the municipality was not so hugely 
financially concerned as they might otherwise have been. 

1,633. He advocated the construction of sanitary works 
by a separate temporary establishment, under the Sani
tary Engineer, rathe~ than by the ordinary Public Works 

- Departmenf staff, because, in the first place, he did not 
think the Public Works Department had over evinced 
any anxiety to undertake su.ch work, secondly because 
the Public Works Department officers were men inex
perienced in sanitary engineering, and thirdly, because 
his department was quite capable of doing the work 
and could execute it better than the Public Works De
partment and as economically as, if not more so than 
that Department. He understood that this system 
was opposed to that elsewhere in force, under which the 
Sanitary Engineer merely designed projects and prepared 
detailed plans and estimates, and the construction was 
carried out by the ordinary Public Works Department 
staff, the Sanitary Engineer only inspecting the work 
from time to time to see that it was being properly 
carried out, but the system in vogue in Bengal was in 
his opinion much more satisfactory. The amount of 
dt>tail which had to be decided upon during the construc
tion of any important work was very considerable. 
In the ease of a large scheme hardly a day passed without 
some question being referred to him by the men in charge. 
Such works were frequently inspected from his office. 
In the case of difficult construction once a week or more 
oftt-n. He himscH had sometimes spent two or three 
con..~utive days on a work. He anticipated that, if 
tho Public Works Department had charge of large pro
jet'ts, they might expt•rience considerable difficulty in 
the dil"{'('tions he had indicated. In the Darjeeling 
district, the Public Works Department had carried out 
the K.tU"St>ong water-supply scheme without difficulty, 
but that was a small and straightforward scheme. 

1.634. He ha<:\ had two or thl"{'(' ex}-'<'riences of sanitary 
work ha¥ing been carried out by the district engineer 
after it had bt>en designed Ly the Sanitary Engineer and 
had found that the district Mt~eer either was compelled 
w nt>g!.'Ct some of his legitimate -.ork vr wht're he did 

not do so failPd to devote sufficient time to supervision., 
As a concrete instance, he quoted the case of a small 
addition to an existing water-works where the local 
people desired the supervision to be in the hands of i'Ml 
district engineer. When the latter was asked how-~_ 
much time he could afford to devote to it he replied 
''plenty, at least four visits a month.' That would have 
been in his opinion absolutely inadequate. His idea of · 
supervision was that a competent man must stay on the 
work all the time and see that it was properly done. 

1,635. No mechanical engineer was employed by the 
Gov~mment of Bengal. He generally drew up the speci
ficattons, etc., for the mechanical portions of projects 
himseH, but minor details were not amplified as within 
certain limits it was loft to the contractor to indicate 
what. he desired to put in. In the case of pumping 
machinery he very often supplied alternative specifica
tions of two or three different kinds of machinery. In 
these specifications he indicated how much wo;k the 
pumps would be required to do, the maximum con.~ump
tion of fuel, and that a guarantee would be required of 
the contractor, and made sure, when the contractor 
submitted his tender, that the full details and plans of 
what the latter proposed t~instal were shown. He had 
found that this arrangement proved satisfactory. 

I ,636. He had felt the necessity for a mechanical 
engineer and hoped to get one on the cessation of the 
war. He would like a mechanical engineer attached 
to his department who would not only have charge of 
new machinery contracts but would also inspect the 
machinery at existing water-works and dispose of the 
many mechanical questions which arose in counection 
with these. 

1,637. He had not had experience of any water-supply 
or drainago scheme which had been both deeigned and 
constructed by a private firm in Bengal, and could not 
say whether it had been tho practice at any time prior 
to his appointment for· municipalities to apply direct 
to private firms for the execution of thf'ir sanitary work 
instead of applying to the Sanitary Engineer. During 
his incumbency no case of that kind had occurred and 
he did not consider such an eventuality likely now that 
the Sanitary, Engineer had a sufficient establishment 
to do the work. He knew of several cases in which 
schemes had been prepared by large contractors in Cal
cutta, but these schemes had not actually been carried 
out. In the case of the .1herria coal fidd scheme, the 
municipality had called in a large contractor who drew 
up a project for the water-supply by pumping. When the 
witness examined it he had found it was in a very crude 
state, and it was subsequently abandoned in favour of 
the gravitation supply project which he had prepared 
and which possessed obvious advantages over the pump
ing scheme. On further interrogation ho stated that he 
knew of one or two cases in which municipalities had 
Mked private firms to submit schemes. Present pro
cedure required that these bodies should eventually 
refer all schemes to him, and he scrutinised all designs 
before work was actually started. When consulted by 
local bodies private firms often came to him for advice 
and approval of their ideas. The Sanitary Branch of the 
department was entirely distinct from the Public Works 
Department, and he wa;; not subordinate to the Chief 
F.ngineer. He did not know how this arrangement came 
into force. There was no record in his office but be 
considered that it worked quite satisfactorily. His 
schemes when submitted to government for sanction 
were examined by the Sanitary Board of which both 
the Public Works Department ·Chief Engineers were 
members. Under the rules, the Sanitary Board was not 
responsible for the engineering details of a sch(:me, 
but for the general design only. The responsibility for 
the soundness or otherwise of a project from an engineer
ing point of view devolved on him. 

1,638. He considered that the system in vogue in 
Bengal had proved satisfactory, but he did not know 
that there would have been any great difference in effi· 
ciency if the Sanitary Engineering Branch had been 
actually a branch of the Public Works Department, 
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~ince he pl"f'sumed that the Chi~>f Enginef'r would haYe 
allowNI him to 'lll·ork indcpf'nd!·ntly. 

1,6:!9. There was no ~JX·ciali1...ation in sanitary 
engine!·ring at the Sibpur Coll(·ge. The studenta went 
thr~ugh a 'geJJ!•ral dem!·ntary course of llSnitary t"ngineer
ing, ,;ltich was one of the subjccta for the Bachelor of 
Engineering eourl!(', but he was not quifu sure whether 
it was optional or compulrwry. So far as the needs of 
J<anitary engineering in India were concerned, he thought 
that the students turned out from the Sibpur Co1Iege 
were as satisfactory as could be expected. Their theo
retical training was good, but he did not attach much 
importance, in the case of a man fresh from college, 
to a d(·tailcd knowledge of Ranitary engineering ; he 
would rather have one who knew more about other 
branches of engineering and himself instruct him in the 
deMign of sanitary projects. 

I ,640. Some of the passed students of the Sihpur CQIIege 
had started as contractors a few years after l<·aving 
collrgc, these were men who had passed out of the college 
several years ago and who had not been employed by 
him. He further knew of one or two men who had 
formerly been employed by him and who, having been 
di~misKed owing to the reduction in his establishment, 
had joined firms of contractors as contractors-agents or 
engineers in which work they were doing quiw well. 

1,64i. (Mr. Cobb.) When passed students came to 
him, they received a government scholarship and lived 
on it. After their first year their scholarship terminated 
but until the war broke out, as he ha.d plenty of work on 
!.and. be had m'arly always been able to take them on 
as junior as&istants and start them on a salary of between 
Rs. 100 and R~. 120 a month. 

1,642. He thought it hctwr not to rliscuss the reasons 
for the treatment meted out to contractors by local 
bodies. 

1,643. (Rili Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Before he was 
articled to a civil engineer he had spmt a year in a 
mechanical workshop. He had not ~een to a University, 
but had r<'ccivrrl a very good mathematical training at 
his public school where he was head of the military 
and engineering side. He had thus received practical 
training in mt>chamcal as well as sanitary engiReering. 
He had not taken any degree in civil engineering, but 
he was a Mombcr of the Institution of Civil Engineers. 
He had Executive Engineers under him, in the persons 
of his As~istant Sanitary Engineers, for the purpose of 
executive work. Temporary establishment was em
ployed for each work, but the Assistant Engineers were 
p~rmanent men. 

1,64t If a wat.er-supply scheme wore sanctioned in 
the tnQfussil, tho Assistant Sanitary Engineer of the Water 
Works Division would be the Executive Engineer for that 
sdwme and pay frequent visits to the work though he 
li,•ed in Calcutta, and a temporary man would be em
ployed as resident supervisor. He had worked out, 
roughly, the percentage of establishment to the cost of 
sdwmcs and the figures were contained in his writfun 
memorandum. For a small work, the supervision 
charges worked out to approximatdy 8 per cent. and for 
a big one to about 3 per oont. These charges included 
only the kmporary establishment, and did not include 
the snlaries of oither himself or tho Assistant Sanitarv 
Engitwers. · 

i.645. He had carried out all his work by contract, 
with the !'xccption of the small work, previously men
tioned, whith was situated in a remote locality. Large 
contrat•tors n•qnired just as much suponision as small 
Oll\'8, ('Wn whl'n thry had tlwir own trained engineers. 
Ht• had had a gn•:1t deal of exp;'rience of large contractors 
in En!!land. ~ 

1,646. (J!r. Mal'l·e11Zie.) A Member of the Board of 
Rt·v<·nue was the President of tht> Sanitary Boatd. ·The 
otlit•ial nwmbers wt>re the two Chit>£ Eng.in€'t'rs and the 
~anitarv Commissioner. In addition to these there 
\lt•ro:> ti1n't' non-offit•ial membt'rs, t\IO Indians and one 
Enj!li,hman, makin~r !le\'en in all. ~o d .. lay \\'aS caused 
loy n·ft·n·nre to the Board as it md onre a month, and 
th•• <'('ht'III('S "hit·h came bt.-fore it wt're dealt with very 
promptly. 

[Conlin tud. 

1.64~. (Sir .\.tXl Kcrshatr.) In one or two instanrt-s 
on the termination of a contract, the municipality con
cerned had, in an arbitrarv mannt>r, deducted moncv 
from the sum due to the con.trador on account of all<'gt-d 
damagi.'S sustained through non-completion of tht- con
tract in time or some or other reason. In these eases 
the action of the municipality was highly qui.'Stionable 
even though there was a condition laid -down in tht' 
contract that the works should be compl<'tro within a 
time-limit The Sanitary Engineer was the final arbiter 
according to the conditions of contract. 

1,648. The provincial civil works budget includ<'d the 
supervision charges of his permanent staff ; not that of 
his temporary staff. His works establishment was 
paid for out of a lump sum grant which varied according 
to circumstances. Before the war it had been Rs. 30,000, 
but it had b€'t'n cut dowR. In fixing the f€'t's payable to 
go¥ernmcnt for the supervision work done by his depart
ment he did not take inw account his permanent staff 
at headquarfurs. 1 

1,649. If the coE<t of the latter were all charged to the 
schemes under construction it would make a considerable 
difference in the 3 to 8 per cent. charges previously 
mentioned, in fact it might bring them up to the Public 
\Yorks Department charges of 23~ per cent. 

1,~50. (Pmident.) The question regardin~ the best 
method for the recruitment of Sanit.1.ry Engineers hinged 
on how it was pr~posed to reorganize the Sanitary 
Engineer's Department. If it was to be part of the Public 
Works Department, recruits could be obtained through 
that Devartment, but if it was to form an entirely 
separate service, recruits would have to be obtained 
direct, either from England, or India. The field for the 
direet recruitment of Sanitary Engineer officers in India 
was very limiwd. The only two alternatives he could 
think of were, either to recruit from Europe, or to fill 
the posts by the appointment of suitable officers from the 
Public Works Department, but the former method was 
certainly better under present conditions. 

1,651. He did not agree with the~ suggestions that, 
for sanitary engineering in India, experience of Indian 
conditions was of absolutely vital importance, that the 
conditions were so different from those prevailing in 
western countries that recruitment should not be made 
direct to the post of Sanitary Engineer from England, and 
that it would be preferable to take a civil engineer from 
the ordinary Public Works Department with no sanitary 
engineering qualifications whawver. He explained that 
when he first came out to India the only experience he 
had had of eastern ways of working was obtained in 
East Africa \\here he had spent some time, but that 
experience W_!l-8 by no means great, and he had found 
that he had to unlearn a J.ot of things and learn.jfresh, 
but he soon became acquaiuted with the Indian methods. 
of ~orking. Likewise, one" of his Assistant Sanitary 
Engmeers had had no experience of Indian conditioll.ll 
when he first came out, but after two years he wa~ as 
perfectly competent to deal with any engineering matter 
as a man who had been out in India for ten years. He 
would disapprove of a system under which, for the post 
of t\anitary Engineer, a civil engineer wo.lld be recruited 
from the Public Works Department with no special 
qualifications in sanitary engineering, and would prefer 
to have a man who had had a good training in sanitary 
engineering and who had never been out of England 
to one who had had experience of lndi.a.n conditions 
but no experience of sanitary engineering. He thoughl 
that the specializing of an Indian officer of the Pul.lic .. 
Works Department would not be likely to be Rufficient 
f?r t?e post of Sanitary Engbeer, bccallile such specia· 
lization \\'ould have taken place either a good many 
years previolli'ly, and his knowledge would therefore be 
out of date, or have been acquired hurriedly during leave, 
and the experience which could be 110 obtained would not 
in his opinion be sufficient to qualify him for the post. 

l,6:J2. He had two A.'li!istant Sanitary Engin€'t'r' ont! 
of \\'hom was recruitoo from the imperial Publio 
Work~ Department, and the other direct frum England; 
tLe former WIIB 11. secondt>:i officer. The nunnal method 
of Iecruitmr11t for the post of Sanitary Engioa:r llhould 
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be as far as possible by the promotion of an Assistant 
Sanitary Engineer when a vacancy occurred. For recruit
ment to the post of Assistant Sanitary Engineer he would 
bring out a man a little older than the ordinary Public 
Works Department officer, and would select those who 
had been on first-class engineering works in England. 
If the Sanitary Engineering Department was a part of the 

• Public Works Department it might be an advantage 
to send these men to that department first of all for a 
year or two before employing them as sanitary engineers, 
because they would then obtain,a wider all-round know
ledge of Indian engineering, When once a man came 
to his department he thought, he should stay there, 
because sanitary engineering was of sufficient importance 
to justify a man's making it his life's study, hut the pros
pects in the department should be improved to secure 
that end. 

!,653. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) If he made a mis
take in a calculation in a sanitary project, he was respon
sible. He understood that, in other provinces, schemes 
went before the Chief Engineer and they were checked 

· by that officer as well as by his Under-Secretary. This 

system was, he was informed, followed in the Punjab 
and the United Provinces but he did not recommend it 

. as he thought that the man who designed and carried out 
a work should be held responsible for it, and that, if he 
made a mistake he deserved censure. In Bihar and.t. 
Orissa the system was much the same as in Bengal. 
As regards keeping himself acquainted· with sanitary 
engineering work in other provinces he stated that ho 
had attended the discussions of the sanitary conferences 
up to the year 1914, but that since then there had been 
no conferences. 

1,654. (Mr . . Mackenzie.) There were @anitary institu· 
tions of sotts in England which gave diplomas, but he 
did not think they were of much value. Men who went 

· to England sometimes returned wit.h various letters 
after their names which were not of the sli<rhtest use. 

1,655. He had formulated a scheme for::> the training 
of subordinates in England which the local Government 
had accepted. It would be carried into effect aftet the 
war. Under the scheme each of his Assistants would in 
turn be. sent to England, and put on to large sanitary 
works under a fir8t·class English engineer. 

At Calcutta, Tuesday_, 6th February 1917. 

PREsENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ. c.s.r.,.J.c.s. (Pre.sident). 

StR NoEL KERSHAW, x.c.B. RAI BAHADUR GANOA RAM, C.I.E., M.V.O. 

C. S. CoBB, Esq., M.v.o. A. T. MACKENZIE, F-sQ. 

And the following Co-opted Member:-

The HoN'BLE Mn. H. H. GREEN, Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Buildings and Roads 
Branch. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (SecretanJ). 

The HoN'llLE Mn. F. 0. LECHMERE-OERTEL, A.M.I.C.E., F.R.I.B.A., Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Hon'ble Chief 
Commissioner of Assam. 

Written Statement. 
1,656. The Public Works Department Reorganization 

Committee have already been supplied through the Public 
Works Secret~J,ry to the Government of India with full 
partie~1lars of the system in vogue,for the execution of 
civil works in Assam~ From this they will have seen that 
in some respects we are already working on the lines 
indicated in the Government of India's resolution of 24th 
November 1916, in entrusting less important works for 
execution to local bodies such ·as municipal and local 
boards, civil departments (jails, police and educational), 
cantonment committees, as well as civil officers such as the 
Political Agent at I\Ianipur, the Political Officer of the 
North-East Frontier, and the Deputy Commissioners of 
the Lushai, Naga, Garo, and Khasi Hills .. This latter 
system is perhaps peculiar to Assam, where the roads 
and buildings concerned are often in out-of-the-way 
and wild places, visited only by the local civil officer who 
alone can obtain the necessary labour. 

1,657. Local boards in Assam at present employ their 
own subordinates for their works, and in regard to these 
local works F..xecutive Engineers occupy much the same 
position as Local Government Board Inspectors in Eng. 
land. All Executive En!!'ineers in Assam are ex-officio 
"Inspectors of Local \Yorks" for all local boards within 
their divisions. 

1,658. Special legislation has latt>ly been passed in 
.-\<;sam t-mpowering local boards or groups of local boards 
t.n employ their own engineers, .so that they can carry 
l\Ul all their own works including major works. Except 
in one t>ase, no ad>antage has :so far been taken of this 

• 

special legislation ; but when the war is over and financial 
conditions are more favourable, it is hoped that it will 
lead to considerable decentralization. 

1,659. Some important municipal works are being 
carried out through the agency of large Calcutta engineer
ing firms, directly under the control of the municipalities 
concerned. The works referred to are the water-work~ 
now under construction at Tezpur, Dhubri, Sylhet, and 
Silch~,tr. The Sanitary Engineer inspects and passes 
these works on behalf of the local Administration. 

1,660. The points raised in paragraph 2 of the Gov
ernment of India's resolution of 24th November 1916, 
on which the local Administration's views are invited, 
are noted on seriatim below :- • 

(i), It has long been felt that the present methods 
for the execution of work by the Public Works 
Department are susceptible of improvement in 
the following amongst other direct.ions-(a) by 
the simplification of the procedure and ac
counts rules, (b) by decentralization especially 
in the delegation of greater powers to Execu· 
tive Engineers, and (c) last, but not least, ~y 
the introduction of a more convenient Publio 
Works financial year which does not end in 
the middle of the working season. This last 
reform has often been urged upon the Govern
ment by Public Works Department officers. 
In Assam the hampering effect of the present 
financial year is perhaps more keenly felt than 
in other parts of India, and occasion was taken 
to address the Government of India on the 
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subject. Extracts• of the local Adminis~r~
tion's letter and of the Government of India s 
reply are annexed. 

(ii). Work in Assam is at present executed almost 
exclusivelv through the agency of contractors, 
so that private enterprise is already employed 
to the fullest possible extent. l\Ios~ of the 
works are carried out by petty Indian con
tractors; there are a few larger works, how
ever such as the water-supply schemes for 
Tez~ur, Dhubri, Sylhet, and Silchar, wl~ich ~re 
being carried out by large Calcutta engmeerrng 
firms. There are no large contracting firms, 
employing e11gineers of ~hei~ own, in Assam .. 

(iii). Changes in the orgamzation of the Pubhc 
Works Department staff are desirablr, and 
some suggestions on. this point are made further 

. on. 
(iv). The present Public Works Department system 

seems to meet the needs of other departments 
sufficiently well, as far as large works _are ~on
cerned, but in regard to petty works 1t might 
be advisable to give other departments .a freer 
hand in canying them out under thetr own 
supervision. . . 

The sub-divisions referred to of the BUIIdmgs 
and Roads Branch do not exist in Assam, 
where all kinds of work, not only sanitary, 
architectural, and electrical, but ~lso irriga
tion and military works are camed out by 
the Public Works Department. 

(v). Further decentralization seems ~d.visable, es
pecially in the direction of glYlng greater 
powers to Executive Engineers, who are 
mainly responsible for the execution and ac
counting of civil works. 

(vi). The procedure laid down in the Public Works 
Department Code for the execution a~d ac
counting of works has become so complicated 
that it seriously affects both speed and econ
omy, and requires train~d men to ~nder
stand it. Therefore, even if it be considered 
necessary to retain it in some form for the 
Public Works Department itself, simpler 
rules should be introduced for local boards 
and other outside agencies giving them greater 
freedom of action. In Assam, on account of 
its great distances and want of qnick commu
nications, local civil officers in out-of-the-way 
places have been for a Io~g. time entr~s~d 
with the construct.ion of c1vll works w1thtn 
their districts. This has worked well enough, 
but the cry has been continually for simplifi
cation of procedure. Experience has shown 
that civil officers cannot be expected in such 
cases to follow all the minute regulations 
required of them as Public Works disburE-:s, 
a position analogous to that of an Executive 
Engineer. The enforcement of these rules leads 
to endless audit objections frequently on 
pett.y points. Unless civil works can be en-

. trusted t.o local agencies, without all the 
vexatious restrictions of the Public Works 
Department Code, there is very little gained 
by making them over at all. 

(vii). The government engineering collt>ges in Indi!l' 
were primarily established to educate engl· 
neers for the Public Works Department and, 
as such, they haYe proYed successful. But to 
meet all the needs of private enterprise a 
broader education is necessary. It should 
include, for instance, mechanical, mining, and 
sanitary engineering of a sufficiently high 
standard t() do awav with the necessity for 
sending Indian stude~ts to England w acquire 
knowledge in these special branches of engi
neering. Architecture also should not be lost 

• Not printed. 

sight of. It is a reproach t() India with its 
m'agnificent monuments of the pll$t, both 
Hi~du and ~[uhammadan, that there should 
be 'no schools for the study of Indian architec
ture. If engineering schools are not considered 
the ri)rht places for this purp<>-<~C, opportuni
ties of architectural study should be provided 
at the Schools of Art. 

(viii). Engineers educated in England _get their 
practical training there before commg out to 
India, and they are appointed straight llS 

Assistant Engineers to the Public Works De
partment, but it is the practice to employ 
them during their first year as apprentices on 
large works so as to teach them something of 
Indian methods and workmen. All the engi
neering students from Indian colleges are 
gh·en one year's practical training on govern
ment works, even if not afterwards employed 
in the Department. In the latter case, a 
second year's training might be allowed to 
those who have gained good reports, a.s one 
year is hardly enough to qualify them for 
private employment. 

1,661. The task set to the Reorganization Committee 
appears t.o be of a threefold nature :-

(a). The reorganization of the Buildings and Roads 
Branch of the Public \Vorks Department in
cluding changes in the establishment and pro· 
cedure. 

(b), Gradual substitution, as far as possible, of private 
for departmental agency in the execution of 
public works. 

(c). The improvement of Indian engineering schools 
and colleges to place them in a position to 
turn out the right class of engineers and sub· 
ordinates. 

1,662. Any• changes in the staff of the Public Works 
Department, as the Government of India. have. al.Jady 
pointed out, must be very gradual, so as to avmd hard· 
ship to the existing members of the service and to allow 
for the development of the new conditions aimed at. If 
a higher standard of education is to be exacted frol!" 
Indian engineering colleges and a better class of candi
dates is to be attracted, it is necessary to hold out higher 
inducements, and if the requirements are to be equal to 
those of English colleges, the reward should also be. In 
order to at.tract the right class of Indian candidates to 
the Public Works Department, it is suggested that the 
distinction of " imperial " and " provincial " should be 
abolished and ali appointments made to one service on 
an equal footing for all, whether recruited from England 
or India. Less highly-paid appointments conesponding_ 
to the provincial service might be created for district and 
local board engineers as proposed by the Government of 
India. Only a few of the appointments in the Public 
Works Department should be given direct to men from 
English and Indian colleges, the rest being reserved for 
selected local board engineers and private practitioners. 
The selections of the latter might be made inespective of 
age from the best qualified men, the initial salaries being 
fixed in accordance with their standing and acquirements. 
In order to make this form of recruitment possible, it 
will be advisable to abolish the present system of pensions 
in the Departm11nt and to substitute for it some form of 
subsidised provident fund similar t() the funds existing 
on railways in India, which are .contributed t.o by govern· 
ment or the railway companies, as well as the engineers 
themselves. Such a system would not only remove all 
difficulty in bringing outsiders on the cadre of the Depart
ment, but it would also make it ea.sy to weed out incom· 
petent men from the service. That the present pension
able Public Works Department sen-ice does not afford 
facilities for bringing in outside specialista such as archl-

• Please see in this connection Chief Commiflsioner's note, 
dated the 21st April 1913, submitted to t.he Puboo 8ervicee 
Commissioo. 
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tects, sanitary and elect.rical engineers is acknowledged. 
1'here would be no objection to such a scheme on the part 
of the engineers concerned, inasmuch as it is easy to make 
the value of the governm~nt contributions to the fund 
equal to the value of the present pensions. There might 
be difficulties on the part of the government, as they 
would lose the strong hold over their officers which pen
sions give and there would no doubt be some risk of officers 
leaving the service in order to take up private employ
ment, but as the object of the present inquiry is to en
courage and assist private enterprise in India, this ought 
to be no objection. 

I ,663. The fact that there H a provincial service 
creates an invidious distinction between English and 
Indian trainin~ and as long as this exists, one cannot 
hope for a better class of engineers from Indian colleges. 
Engineering is a practical science learned not from books 
alone, and engineers must be judged by their subsequent 
work, and not by the college from which_ they come. 
What is wanted is not an inferior class of prodncial 
engineers in addition to the imperial engineers, but a 
better stamp of upper subordinatf.'s, and as long as the 
provincial service exists, it is useless attempting to raise 
the standard of the upper subordinate service, as it 
would bring it into collision with the provincial service. 
It has long been felt that there is not room for both these 
services. 

1,664. The English-trained engineer v.ill always have 
an ,advantage over his Indian colleague at the start, 
owing to his being brought up in environments affording 
him an unconscious ;•ractical training from his earliest 
youth up, and which at present is unfortunately almost 
entirely absent in India. In house and street the English 
boy is constantly brought into contact with mechanical 
and elect.ric contrivances of all kinds, while in his toys 
and games he is imbibing practical lessons of engineering 
to an extent unknown in India. No system of subse· 
quent education will quite make up for this want and we 
can only attempt to supply it to some extent in our 

. preparatory schools out her~ by having good ho~tels and 

surroundings for the boys, and by the introduction of 
manual training, carpentry, and practical chemistry. 
Until India has made great strides, industrially and 
scientifically, this difference will exist to the detriment of 
Indian students. At the same time it cannot be con- .,_ 
sidered insuperable. Experience has shown that to the 
better men such obstacles llnly act as incentives urging 
them to greater efforts and eventual success. 

1,665. So far as Assam is concerned, the standard of 
the Indian engineering colleges is quite as high as can be 
aimed at with the present inducements. It is only 
found possible to send Assam stipendiary students to 
flhe Sibpur Engineering College, where the entrance 
qualification is restricted to the F.A. or Intermediate 
Arts and Science examination. No stipend, however, 
will induce students to try for Roorkee, since for that 
college candidates must be Bachelors of Art or Science, 
and in addition must gain a place in a competitive en· 
trance examination. This means that a young man, 
after taking a high university degree, may come out too 
low on the list of competitors for the Roorkee entrance 
examination to be admitted to the college ; and thus, at 
the age of 20, after an expensive and prolonged training, 
may find himself stranded without any definite aim in 
life. 

1,666. This fact was brought to notice when inquiries 
were made into the possibility of sending students from 
Assam to Roorkee, which is at present the main source of 
supply for the recruitment of provincial engineers in 
Assam, since as many as 6 and 7 guaranteed appointments 
are made in alternate years from that college. Every 
year two students are sent from Assam with government 
stipends to the Sibpur College, but as there is only one 
guaranteed appointment' annually from that college, 
and as this is generally gained by one of the Bengali 
students, who are much more numelbus, all that can be 
offered to qualified Alsamese engineers is a possible 
appointment in the upper subordinate service, and even 
for that they will have to put in several years on proba· 
tion. 

The HoN1l3L'E MR. F. 0. LECHMERE·OERTEL called and examined. 

1,667. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Chief Commis
sioner of Assam, and explained that there were two 
circles of superintendence in Assam, held respectively by 
the Chief Engineer and a Superintending Engineer. In 
addition \o his proper duties as Chief he performed those 
of a Superintending Engineer. 

1,668. There were eight executive divhions in Assam, 
which, ~·ith one exception, corresponded with one or more 
civil revenue districts. This exception was Sylhet, 
portions of which district had recently been transferred 
to another division to equalise work. 

1.669. There was at present no specialization in the 
Assam Public Works Department, but proposals for the 
appointment of a Sanitary Engineer had been made to 
the Government of India. So far an As~tant to the 
Chief Engineer was responsible under the lat.ter's orders 
for sanitary engineering work. This Assistant, when 
appointed to the post of Sanitary Engineer, should remain 
subordinate to the Chief Engineer. 

1,670. Normally, the expenditure on public works in 
Assam averaged about Rs. 54,00,000 a year for original 
works and maintenance, inclusive of expenditure on estab
lishment. The expenditure on original works and main· 
tt>nanee aloM, excluding departmental charges, amounted 
to about Rs. 46,00,000. 

1.671. There was no separate Irrigation Branch in 
Assam, nor any neeessity for regular irrigation works, as 
the rainfall in the province was abundant. There were, 
howevt~r, some works classed as irrigation and shown 
undQr the head of" ..\Iinor Works and Navigation" such 
as b1mds and embankments, land reclamation and drain· 
agt:' work. He expressed the hope that a special branch 
would be formt'd in the course of time for dealing with 
naviuation works in Bengal and Assam, such a branch 
being badly required. 

1,672. Tenders were invited in Assam by advertise
ment in the government gazette and in the local papers, 
and by notices posted up in the government offices, not 
only in the district to which the work related, but also 
at headquarters stations in the province. If for instance 
a work was required to be constructed in Gauhati or 
Tezpur, notices calling for tenders for it were also posted 
up in the public offices at Shillong. As a rule tenders 
were invited for entire projects but occasionally where 
a project consisted of distinctly separate items, separate 
tenders for each head were invited, e.g., in the case of 
projects for water-works, machinery was supplied and 
erected by a contractor other than the one engaged for 
building construction. Ordinarily building projects of 
any magnitude were given out as a whole, except in so far 
as they related to the supply of materials, such as bricks, 
lime and timber; these being sometimes su.pplicd by 
government. In special cases, e.g., in the new North. 
East Front.ier station in process of erection at Sadiya, 
estimated t.o cost over Rs. 10,00,000, the Public Works 
Department was collecting its materials beforehand, and 
this alone would take several years. In the case of the 
Sadiya project, a Punjabi contractor was engaged for 
the supply of bricks and labour, and another contractor 
for the supply of timber and lime. He explained that, 
although the supply of materials was ordinarily included 
in the tender for a whole work, it took time in the case of 
large projects to collect a sufficient su~ply of materials 
in an undeveloped country like Assam. The collection 
of bricks at Sadiya for example took a couple of years. 
l\Ioreover the working season in Assam was short and 
months were sometimes occupied in importing the neces· 
sary labour. It was possible that a contractor might 
tender for an entire large project, including the supply of 
materials; but there were no contractors of such standing 
in Assam at present, and such a man if required would 
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have to be imported. For projects of ordinary size such 
as !!Chools and dispensaries it was possible for contractors 
to arrange for the supply of both labour a.~d materials. 

1 ,673. Certain large firms of contractors m Calcutta had 
undertaken the construction of water-works at various 
centres in Assam. The designs for theae !!Chenres were 
prepared in the Chief Enpneer's office with. the help of 
his Banitary Assistant, and contracts were gtven out for 
the actual cons.truction of the work. It was the practice 
to consult reliable firms and to obtain their opinions 
beforehand as to the most suitable types of pumps and 
engines. The firms consulted were requested to submit 
tenders, and each was iPlormed that other firms had also 
been asked to tender. The lowest possible rates were 
thus secured. 

1,674. Ro~d construction was carried out by petty 
contractors, who were mainly suppliers of labour. The 
construction of a long length of road by Jump sum con
tract had been tried in the case of the Lohit Valley Road, 
but the difficulties proved so great that the scheme failed 
though the contractor engaged was a European. With 
the exception of the cart roads to Shillong and :Manipur 
practically all the roads in Assam were unmetalled. As 
kntcha. roads did not require skilled labour, the Public 
Works Department was endeavouring to persuade local 
men, such as tea planters with gardens adjoining the 
roads, to undertake their maintenance, and in this they 
had met with partial success. 

1,675. Subject to Public Works Department supervi· 
sion the repairs of their own buildings by other depart
ments might prove satisfactory in some cases. He had
not had any personal experience of such a system, but 
was of opinion that certain departments, such as the 
Jails and Police, would welcome the change. The practice 
in Assam was that permanent buildings were always 
repaired by the Public Works Department, but tem
porary buildings were sometimes maintained by their 
own departments .. These temporary buildings were 
thatched bamboo and wattle huts known as " ba.sha&," 
a great number of which were in use in Assam owing to 
the want of funds. These he considered could best be 
maintained by the departments concerned. The reten
tion by the Public Works Department of the maintenance 
of important buildings was desirable, as their regular 
repair might otherwise be neglected. He added in con· 
firmation of this view that there had been cases in which 
the Public Works Department had been obliged to take 
back buildings from other departments owing to their 
having been allowed to fall into a state of disrepair, the 
repair grants having been spent on additions or other 
works. 

1,676. Local boards in Assam could not afford an ex· 
pensive engineering staff; they only employed a sub· 
ordinate establishment, usually consisting of one upper 
subordinate and one or two lower subordinates. The 
Local Self Government Act lately introduced empowered 
local boards to employ engineers-but there was little 
prospect of their taking advantage of this at present, as 
owing to war economies their finances were at a low 
ebb. 

1,677. Local boards Jl1 Assam did no government works; 
they attended only to their own Jess important works, 
and made larger works over to the Public Works Depart
ment. No charge was levied by the Public Works De
partment for the works thus executed; on the contrary, 
f!O'·ernment had often to help with funds. The local 
Arhninistration was empowered to do work of this nature 
~ratis, and thouf!h it was permissible for the Public 

'Works Dl'partmt-nt to levy a charge, it was in fact never 
demandl'd. 

1,6~8. With re-gard to the &'heme for the remganiza
tion of the Department by which the bulk of the work 
should be done by diBtrict engineers with a comparatively 
small supt'rior Public Works supervisory staff, he re
marked that this !!Cheme was rather a goal to be aimed 
at tlum- an achievemen(to be immediately accomplished, 
e~Jl<.'<·ially in a ha.ckward pro\..mce like Assam. .More
owr it was not advisable in the interests of persons 
alrt>ady in the J)(>partment to attempt to hurry the 
chan~e. The reorganization of the Department as a 

'\"OL. D 

whole, with greater dooentra.lization, ought to be first 
undertaken. 

1,679. The present system, of which the witness had 
had thirty-four years' experience, was -embodied in the 
Public Works Department Code. This Code was far too 
cumbersome and centralised through an attempt to 
embrace in one set of rules all the varying conditions of a 
vast empire. The Public Works Department owed its in· 
ception to a military man, General Sir Richard Strachey, 
who had rightly earned the title of ' the founder of the 
Public Works Department.' That officer naturally organ
ised the Department on military principles, sacrificing 
everything to disciplinary control and uniformity. As an 
example of such uniformity he quoted the case of military 
barracks where a standard plan and SJ:>ecification were laid 
down for everything, giving the minutest details down to 
the numbers of screws and bolts. Under this system the 
Public Works Department had from its very commence· 
ment been imbued with military ideals, and as a fact, 
the Executive Engineer in northern India was still known 
as 'the barraek-master 8ahib '-a relic of the time when he 
was in dual charge of both civil and military buildings. 
The first manual of spe_cifications, the ":Military Works 
Hand Book," was written by a civil engineer, Mr. Tyndall. 
The attempt to lay down roles, specifications and ~ta.ndard 
plans for every cQP.ceivable contingency, though it might 

. seem to simplify work, deprived officers of all initiative 
and hampered work. Hence the whole of the Public Works 
Department Code should in the witness~ opinion be 
scrapped, and each local Government allowed to draw up 
its own regulations, culling from the existing Code only 
such rules as were suitable to the province. Local 
governments should first be freed from the minute 
control of the Government of India, and then encouraged 
to delegate adequate powers to the local bodies under 
them. The appointment of a committee for the revision 
of the Code might be necessary. 

1,680. The rules for the supply of European stores were 
in his opinion cumbersome and inapplicable to the Build· 
ings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Department, 
as the quantity of European stores used by that branch 
was comparatively small. He therefore advocated for 
this branch the removal of the present restrictions and 
the free purchase in India of all descriptions of stores of 
European manufacture. The rules in their re"'tion to 
railways were on a different footing; their demands were 
on a large scale and could be obtained more economically 
through the India Office. The services of the India Office 
would still be available for special requirements, if desired, 
when theae could not be obtained locally. He added 
that his proposal would act as an encouragement to local 
engineering firms. The quality of the stores obtained 
through the India Office was good ; his complaint chiefly 
related to the delays involved. There would be no 
danger in the concession, since the recognised firms in 
India were already listed and only approved specifications 
would be permitted As an additional precaution arrange
ments could be made for testing stores at centres such as 
Calcutta and Bombay. This proposal did not necessarily 
involve the maintenance of a separate Stores Department 
in India, as the machinery for the purpose was already 
available there and was used for testing local manufac. 
tures, but there was no good reason why its activities 
should be confined to this alone. In Calcutta materials 
were, -witness thought, tested at the Sibpur College. 

1681. The rules for churches and cemeteries were also 
very involved aa.d occasionally led to anomalies. As an 
example he cited the case of the church in Sylhet -which 
had a wooden shingle roof that required renewal. 'l'he 
church itself was a wooden one and if the roof were not 
renewed without delay the whole structure was in danger 
of collapse. With a view to economy and durability, the 
replacement of the wooden shingle roof by corrugated 
iron sheets was suggested. Under the Code rules ttilis 
made it an "original work," and therefore it had to be 
submitted to the Government of India for aanction. 
The more costly repair scheme for repla.cing the wooden 
shingle roof oould have been sa.nctioned at once by the 
local Adminll!tration but the Code barred even the 
~vernment of India from aanctioning the cheaper echerne 
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and it took a whole year of correspondence before the 
objection could be overcome. 

1,682. Powers of technical sanction up to Rs. 15,000 
had been delegated to the Superintending Engineer in 
Assam. These had not been raised to the maximum per
missible limit of Rs. 50,000 as the present incumbent was 
only officiating but hls predecessor held the full amount. 

_ Exe<!utive Engineers in Assam had powet·s of technical 
sanction up to Rs. 2,500, and he considered that their 
powers might be raised to Rs. 25,000. That limit was 
only the cost of an ordinary building, and could appro
priately be vested in the Executive Engineer by reason 
of his being the officer who was mainly responsible for 
building schemes. 

1,683. Sub-divisional officers had no powers of sanc
tion in Assam, they made only petty cash payments 
from their imprests. The system in force in Assam was 
more or less the same as that in Bengal, where the Exec
utive Engineer made all disbursements and issued 
cheques on bills submitted to him by his subordinates. 
There was no reason why sub-divisional officers in Assam 
should not have disb~ng authority and other powers, 
but any change would have to be introduced gradually 
and with caution, as a great deal depended on the per
sonality <If the officer concerned. He was not in favour 
therefore of an indiscriminate extension of their, powers, 
though he would not hesitate to give sub-divisional 
officers of standing, i.e., senior upper subordinates or 
Assistant Engineers, extended poW'ers. 

1,684. Lower subordinates were not, as a rule, placed 
in charge of sub-divisions but where this was the case 
he did not advocate the bestowal of extended powers 
upon them. The grant of further powers, in hls opinion, 
should be confined to trustworthy officers of the classes 
he had indicated. 

1,685. The simplification of accounts hinged entirely 
on the procedure; any simplification in the latter would 
necessarily lead to simplification in the former. The 
accounts system in vogue was certainly complicated, and 
the decentralization he had recommended should result 
not only in a simpler Code, but also in simpler accounts. 

1,686. A "minor work" in Assam was one whlch cost 
less than Rs. 5,000, and a " petty work " less than Rs. 200. 
The ·limit for petty works might, with advantage, be 
raised to Rs. 2,500. Sub-heads of account Vlrere not 
maintained for all minor works. The "register of 
works" might be simplified by the omission of a certain 
amount of detail but as he was more in favour of a root 
and branch simplification of procedure, he was not pre
pared to make further specific recommendations in that 
connection. · 

1,687. He was strongly in favour of an alteration in. 
the present financial year in order to close it at a more 
suitable time for the Indian working season, i.e., at the 
end of June. The present financial year, ending in the 
middle of the working season, resulted in heavy annual 
loss to the government not only in the Public Works 
but also in other departments, such as the Revenue 
and Forest Departments. 

1,688. Adverting to the proposed reorganization of the 
Department the witness said that when he joined the 
service more than 30 years ago he was posted to the United 
Provinces, whlch then had separate district engineers 
subordinate to the district boards and apart from the 
Public Works Department establishment. As that 
system did not prove successful it was replaced by a 
system of district engineers who were sub-divisional 
officers under the Public Works Department and sub
ordinate to the Executive Engineers. The old district 
engineer system might possibly: work well if it were not 
for the cumbersome Code rules, but any attempt to 
require district boards to work according to those rules 
was pre-doomed to. failure. If district boards employed 
their own engineers they might be made responsible for 
government work entrusted to their care. He admitted, 
howeVN, that such an arrangement would lead to a dupli
catio!l of staff, as it was essential that Public Works De
partment inspectors should, at the beginning at least, 
supervise district board work, although ultimately it 

might be possible to hand over public works, both imperial 
and provincial, to district boards. 
. 1,689. The introduction of the proposed reorganiza

tion scheme, would not result in any material reduction 
in the existing Public Works Dcpart'mont cadre, as other 
duties would manifest themselves with the scheme's 
development and make it impossible to effect an' appreci
able decrease in establishment. The eight executive 
divisions in Assam compnS'ed fourteen civil revenue 
districts, and each Executive Engineer held charge of 
several such districts. For instance, the Executive Engi
neer at Gauhati had charge of the Kam~up, Goalpara and 
Garo Hills districts, and it required a great deal of time 
to journey from one end of the division to the other. 
With these enormous beats there would be no excess of 
staff in Assam, whatever system were adopted. 

1,690. The recommendation of the local Administra· 
tion for the substitution of a provident fund in place of 
pensions was made prior to the' receipt of the report of 
the Royal Commission on the Public Services in India. 
As the proposals of the Commissioners were, in the witnes~' 
opinion, quite sound, no change was called for in respfct 
to officers already in the Department ; but for specialists, 
such as Electrical and Savitary Engineers and Archltects 
not included in the Public Works Department cadre, 
the equivalent of a pension might be secured by compul
sory contribution towards a provident fund. 

1,691. In the remote districts of Assam such as the 
Garo, Lushai, Naga and North Cachar Hills and Jlllanipur, 
civil officers acted as agents for the Public Works Depart
ment in the constructi~n of works, but this applied only 
to inaccessible posts where the civil officers were able to 
sec to thls work ea~ily during their tours. Such work 
consisted chiefly of bridle paths, small bridges and tem
porary buildings; the assistance of the Public Works 
Department was invoked for the erection of large bridges. 
The construction of the ordinary permanent buildings in 
the districts he had named was also undertaken by the 
civil officers with the assistance of upper subordinates 
and no departmental supervision was exercised over 
the repair of such buildings. 

1,692. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The average annual ex
penditure of Rs. 46,00,000 he had mentioned included 
both imperial and provincial expenditure. It related to 
fourteen districts, and therefore, averaged about Rs. 
3,30,000 for each district. About two-thlrds of the aver
age of Rs. 46,00,000 was spflnt on major works, but the 
ratio naturally varied according to the amount of work 
on hand. A great deal of road work had recently been 
undertaken in Assam. For instance, the Lohit Valley 
Road alone cost Rs. 26,00,000 to construct. That road 
was not a metalled one, but only a bridle path whlch 
communicated with the frontier districts and led towards 
Chlna. A large work of this description necessarily in-

--creased the average provincial expenditure. The con
struction of major works required a considerable amount 
of engineering skill, and though the Lohit Valley Road 
was merely a bridle path, there was a great deal of difficult 
and important work on it in the shape of suspension 
bridges, etc., whlch could not be entrusted to a man of 
the calibre of the proposed local board engineers. A pro
ject of this magnitude would have been altogether beyond 
the capabilities of a district engineer. Apart from,thls, 
the road ran through a remote frontier district where no 
district board existed. It took a week to get there from 
Sadiya, the headquarters station of the North-East 
Frontier district which was itself under a political officer 
with no district board at all. The introduction of the 
proposed scheme into such a district would be impossible 
for several generations to come. The officer placed in 
immediate charge of the road was, as a. matter of fact, 
entirely cut off from even the adjoining district head
quarters during the rainy season. He did not thlnk that, 
in the circumstances he had indicated the introduction of 
an agency other than that of the Public Works Depart
ment was feasible. 

1,693. (Mr. Mackenzie.) Improvements had been in
troduced in the rules for the local purchase of stores, 
but a provision still existed under whlch the submission 
of reports and explanations was inevitable if articles 
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other than those specified were obtained locally. This, 
the witness thought, was a restriction which co~d ~II 
be abolished. It was possible to effect a compamon m 
the prices of some of the stores obta!nable in England 
and in India from the retu111B of the Railway Department, 
which specified the average prices paid. The Public 
Works Department was guided _b:r ~hose retu111B as a. 
rule and in the absence of tests, 1t msl8ted on the supply 
of ~rticl~ manufactured by certain recognized firms. 
The requirements of the Buildings and R{)ads Branch of 
the Public Works Department in Assam were not com· 
plicated, and if English-made girders of a partic~lar mak~, 
for instance were needed, there would be no difficulty m 
procuring them locally. Rolled stec~ girders were manu
factured in India, but the firm which turned the~ ~ut 
was at present requisitioned for war work. . Th~ e~t~ 
rules for the supply of European stores wt~re m his oplllion 
too cumbrous and involved, with the result that an officer 
sometimes ran counter to one rule when complying witil. 
the requirements of another, and engineers were afraid 
to exercise the discretion given them under the rules. 

1,694. Engineering appointments in Ass:tm were not 
given to men belonging to the provin?e, as ~hey were 
trained at the Sibpur College. He constdered 1t anomal· 
ous that Assam could not appoint its own Sib pur students 
because the Assam appointments were reserved by _the 
Government of India for Roorkee men. Such appomt· 
menta, he thought, ought to be earmarked for natives of 
the province. · 

1 695. He acknowledged however that the men recruited 
fro~ Roorkee were good, and somewhat superior to those 
trained in other engineering colleges. The course of in· 
struction given at Roorkee, including the practical course, 
was an excellent one, as good as that given in English 
colleges ; but the supplementary departmental training 
which was at present given was essential. l\Ien entered 
the Department as apprentices on a year's probation_ on 
a substantive rate of pay; and unless they were guilty 
of something very untoward they were usually confirmed 
in their appointments. The year's practical training 
given at present was not sufficient i_n his opinion, and he 
considered that an extended practwal course of not less 
than two years would be both beneficial and desir~ble. 
During that period, he suggested that government m1ght 
pay the students travelling expenses and a maintenance 
allowance of about Rs, 100 per mensem, and require them 
to submit note bo~ to the heads of their colleges through 
their departmental officers. As an alternative he sug· 
g<"sted a minimum of a year's training for every student, 
and an additional year for those who were well reported 
on. It would be a good thing if students were permitted 
to visit private workshops of firms which were agreeable 
to their doing so but he did not think a. workshop 
training would prove as useful to them as a. course of 
practical training on government works. The payment 
of an honorarium to the foreman who trained the students 
would act as an incentive to that officer to take pains in 
their training but he did not think that it should be 
needed in the case of Public Works Department Executive 
Engineers. When the witness was employed iu the 
Uniwd Provinces there was a system in vogue for the 
pral'!tical training of overseer students by subordinates, 
and a. fee was paid to the subordinates under whom 
students were placed for training. 

1,696.· (Bai Ba.Mdur Ganga Ram.)-The witness stated 
that he was a. Roorkoo engineer and that he had spent 
the major portion of his service in the United Prov
inces. As au Assistant Engineer he went to England and 
qualified as an Associate in architecture. Later on he . 
obtained the degroo of F.R.I.B.A. which wa~ the highest 
diploma. in arehitecture obtainable. In the ordinary 
roul'l!(l of his work he had dl•signed various buildings but 
h!ld ne¥er &dually held the post of Architect to the 
Government. 

l,6n7. The majority of the buildings in Assam were 
made of timb.:or, and briek buildings were compa.ratin•ly 
fl'W O"lling w the pre¥alence of se¥ere earthquakes. 
Outside go¥emment there wa.s very little brick manu. 
fa.cture in the Assam valley, and the public ofren pur-

.. 

chased the inferior bricks rejected by the Public Works 
Department. 

1,698. Witness stated in answer to a. question that if 
the Public Works Department was not required by rule 
to budget year by year for its requirements, it ~ght be 
possible to give out contracts for road coll8truction for a 
stated number of years and thereby enable contractors to 
advance money for labour, but the present restrictions 
regarding lapses di~ not admit of this. . . 

1,699. His expenence of the only European building 
contractor he had to do with in Assam was unfortunate, 
but he added that he could not on this single instance 
pronounce a definite opinion as to the ~~:apabilities of 
European contractors as a. whole. He was not a.verso 
to giving a man of known capabilities a. trial . 

1,700. From a Buildings and Roads point of Vlew there 
wa.s no necessity for a Director General of Stores' office 
located either in Bombay or Calcutta. Executive En~i- ~ 
neers, in his opinion, should be allowed a free hand m 
the ;purchase of stores in India. . He met the contention 
that' as a. result of such power some Executive Engi
neers might possibly give preference to certain firms, by 
stating that an untrustworthy Executive Engineer ought 
to be dismissed. For the speedy execution of work it 
was essential that Executive Engineers should be given • 
adequate power. 

1,701. There were upper subordina~s in Assam un
fitted for sub-divisional charges, but such man were not 
given charge. He assented to the suggestion that govern· 
ment ought to be empowered to weed out the unfit. 

1,702. He had not withdrawn his recommendation for 
a. provident fund, but was willing to accept the recom. 

· mendations of the Public Services Commission in so far 
as they related to officers already in the Department. It 
would be inadvisable to have one set of rules for the 
Buildings and Roads Branch and another for railway 
and irrigation engineers. The provident fund instituted 
for railways applied only to officers in the Traffic Depart· 
ment and not to those in the Engineering Department. 
He was of opinion that all government engineers, in 
whichever branch they were employed, should be treated 
alike, to avoid the possibility of invidious comparisons 
being made. The provident fund system was com
mendable, but the proposals of the Public Services Com
mission were adequate for the existing establishment. 
Both systems had their advantages, but under the pen
sion system proposed by the Public Services Commission 
government would have a greater hold on their staff. 

1,703. He admitted that the grant of authority to 
district boards to appoint their own engineers might 
result in a. repetition of the failure with which the experi
ment had been attended in the United Provinces. He 
added, however, that the failure in the United Provinces 
was largely due to the fact that it was premature. 

1,704. District engineers under local boards would 
not have bright prospects before them, and all that they 
conld look forward to was a transfer from a. smaller to a 
larger district. 

1,705. (Mr. Cobb.) The reorganization scheme could 
not be applied to a. large portion of Assam. It could only 
be introduced in the more advanced and prosperous prov
inces. 

1,706. Tea planters were established all over the prov· 
ince including the more remote portioll8. They often 
formed the most important element in such districts, and 
furnished useful members for district boards. They made 
an excellent agency for road repairs, when they could be 
induced to undertake them, being keenly interested in 
the roads and often their chief users. He considered 
that local boards with plant'ers on their committees could 
be usefully entrusted with the execution of public works. 

1,707. It was difficult to change the present procedure 
under which the Public Works Department laboured in 
respec- to the preparation of projects, a.s the heads of 
other departments were entitled to call upon the Public 
Works Department to prepare estimates of requirementa. 
The practice had resulted in the framing o! an enormous 
number of abortive schemes, and it waa one continuous 
struggle on the part of the Public Works Department to 
restrict the demand for projects to such a.s were likely to 
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be carried out. In his opinion, there was no way of 
complete escape from this difficulty as each ~ad of a 
department gave expression to his then ideas and these 
were often changed afterwards by himself or his successor, 
thus necessitating the preparation of revised schemes. 
But the difficulty of which he complained could be par
tially overcome by a rule that only such schemeil should 
be put forward as had a reasonable prospect that the 
necessary funds would be forthcoming within that year 
or the year following. It might also be a good thing if 
in the annual administration reports credit could be 
given to the Public Works Department for the prepara
tion of projects at 2! per cent. for detailed schemes and 
1 per cent. for rough schemes, thus bringing home in 
actual figures the waste of government money involved 
in the preparation of futile schemes. 

1,708. The Sylhet church case was an isolated one but 
it showed the results of over-codification. He repeated 
that as the Code rules were framed for India as a whole 

• they could not be made applicable to the varying condi
tions in all provinces. A reference to the Code would 
show that every page was crowded with standing orders 
issued in the constant vain effort to overcome this diffi
culty. 

1709. In Assam, owing to climatic conditions and the 
prevalence of earthquakes residences of government 
officials were mostly 'chang' buildings, i.e., wooden 
structures on piles. Buildings of this nature were natur
ally liable to decay and in the course of years required 
attention. Under the present rules the additional outlay 
thus incurred on residences was added to the capital cost 
of the building and a corresponding increase was made in 
its rent. Co\}sequently the occupants complained of 
having to pay more rent for buildings thirty years old 
with rotten timbers and uneven floors than was paid 
when they were new. Questions of this nature were very 
difficult to deal with under the present inelastic rules. 

1,710. The present standard of theoretic instruction at 
Roorkee was adequate, but instruction in certain 
specialized subjects might with advantage be added to 
the course. The class of students at Roorkee had de
teriorated, owing mainly to the introduction of the pro
vincial service and the consequent lowering of the 
status of the engineers recruited from that college. He 
added that if the prospects were lowered the same class 
of candidates could not be expected. The introduction 
of a course of architecture would be a decided advantage 
as some knowledge' of the subject was required in the 
service. 

1,7ll. There were no military engineers in Assam; 
hence all military works were executed by the Public 
Works Department on requisition from the military 

authorities. A similar procedure was in force for the 
construction and repair of other imperial buildings such 
as post and telegraph offices. A charge of 21! per cent. 
was levied for establishment employed on military and 
imperial civil works. 

1,712. (Mr. Green.) Temporary buildings maintained 
by civil departments, such as Jails and Police, were 
erected by the civil departments themselves. As the 
province was poor and undeveloped, and as all these 
buildings were easily maintained and of a perishable 
nature, it was preferable that they should be left in charge 
of the departments concerned. This system also obtained 
in Bengal. 

1,713. The witness here added that one point which he 
would like to emphasize was that if the Public Works • 
Department was to be further decentralized and placed 
under a provincial Chief Engineer on whom the whole 
working of the Department would depend, that officer 
should be allowed a five years' tenure af office. Under 
the present fifty-five years' rule the Department often 
lost Chief Engineers when they were doing their best 
work. He illustrated his meaning by citing a recent case 
in the United Provinces of an irrigation officer who was 
in every way capable of carrying on, and had received 
special praise from the Lieutenant-Governor, but was 
compelled to retire, in the fulness of his experience and 
physical fitness, after little more than one year's service 
as Chief Engineer. Even in that one year he had per
formed excellent work and left his mark on the province. 
Such was the sort of officer, he thought, in whose case 
the 55 yeal,'s' rule might with .advantage be relaxed to 
the extent that such an officer might be allowed to hold 
the office of Chief Engineer for at least five years. 

1,714. He then advocated the freer use -of lump sum 
contracts in the case of smaller works, but where this was 
done, it was necessary to make sure that work had been 
done according to the measurements. A good deal of 
labour might be saved by estimating in detail but giving 
out the work on lump sum contracts instead of repro
ducing the estimate item by item in the tenders and 
bills. There was nothing against the adoption of such 
a practice; it was indeed partially followed already, but 
he considered that it might be followed to a greater 
extent. 

1,715 .. He suggested that supplementary estimates 
might with advantage be substituted for revised estimates. 
At present if there was even a slight excess a rev:ised 
estimate was necessary, and this entailed the preparation 
of a fresh estimate for the entire work and its re-writing. 
If supplementary estimates were more freely accepted 
for such excesses they would lead to a great saving in 
labour. 

J. W. MEARES, EsQ., M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., Electrical Adviser to the Government of India. 

Written Statemene. 

1,716. The standpoint of the present writer.-I am not a 
Coopers Hill engineer like most .9f my contemporaries, 
nor was I selected by the Secretary of State. I came to 
India in 1896, to carry out works for a private firm, 
after a works training, and college course and some years 
of employment in central station and constl'Jlction work. 
In 1898, after 18 months in Calcutta and Darjeeling, I 
was selected by the Bengal Government as their Electrical 
Engineer, and subsequently, in 1904, I was transferred to 
the Government of India as their Electrical Adviser. 

1,717. Experience of administrative and executive 
branches.-Bo far as the main trend of this inquiry goes, 
I am not in a position to speak dogmatically, as I have 
never held either a regular post (such as Under-Secretary) 
in a Secretariat, or an Executive or Superintending 
Engineer's charge dealing with the ordinary routine of 
the Roads and Buildings Branch of the Public Works 
Department. At the same time, on the analogy of the 
onlooker who sees most of the game, I can criticize even 
where I cannot suggest a constructive remedy; for I have 
had close relations with the Secret&ria.t.s of Bengal, the 
Punjab and the Government of India, extending over 

some 18 years, as well as with every grade of the service 
from top to bottom both in Calcutta and elsewhere. I 
have also officiated as Controller of Patents for over a 
year. I will deal with my own branch last. 

1,718. Pe:mmnel of the Public Works Department; 
seniority and selection.-From this detached point of 
view I have been able to see certain defects in the Publio 
Works system. In the first place it necessarily follows, 
when a number of persons are annually selected or ap
pointed in bulk, on a certain scale of pay and with certain 
prospects before them, that some will turn out above 
and some below the average standard required and ob
tained. During their whole service the former will be 

· nnderpaid and the latter overpaid, judging by the 
standard of their profession in civil life. The inefficient 
man, who in private employment would always be looking 
for a job, has only to keep quiet and rise as his seniors 
retire ; occasionally he attains to the rank of Chief Engi
neer of a province, with results which can easily be imag· 
ined. Throughout the whole cadre there is too little 
selection and too much assumption that seniority of 
service is the best criterion of ability. A man may be 
an excellent executive officer but useless in an adminis
trative post. and vice versa. 
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1,719. Busine88 traini719.-The great majority of the 
Public Works Department officers have naturally had 
no business training at alL If they had to earn their 
living in a commercial cap.acity for a year or ~wo, before 
being appointed, the serviCe would benefit 1mmenscly; 
any bu8iness run on the lines of the government ~depart
ments, where the simplest letter takes from .3 ~eeks to 6 
months to answer, would be wound up w1thm a year. 
The head of a large Calcutta. firm will have a score or 
more of btiinesses to control, with large financial inter
ests at stake. Can he be imagined sitting surrounded by 
over 50 huge files, each with a red "Ur~ent" slip, for· 
weeks on end ? Yet this has happened within my ex
perience. Would it pay him to leave all his current 
letters-matters perhaps of a minute or two-while he 
spent day after day on a case that really involved 
lengthy consideration ? Were he certain of a pension 
in a few y<>.ars it would be immaterial ; but not if that 
pension were the one reserved for indigent paupers. 
What is known as the " government stroke," when 
applied to dockyard hands, is by no means unknown in 
the higher walks of government service. I realize that 
it is important that government should act deliberately, 
so as to avoid making blunders ; that it is necessary 
to docket papers very exactly for subsequent refer
ence; that a question affecting more than one depart· 
ment must be examined by each. But I think that in 
many more cases than at present an ad interim reply 
beyond a bare acknowledgment ; or a conditional reply 
subject to confirmation ; or a partial reply, to be sup
plemented later, could be made to business com
munications without endangering the fabric of gov
ernment. The old system of noting, wherein several 
clerks solemnly and successively paraphrased the whole 
letter under consideration, was mitigated some time ago. 
Cannot some· further steps be made in the direction of 
business treatment of correspondence ! 

A business friend recently wrote to me " From a busi
ness point of view an irritating feature of government 
departmental control is the constant change of personnel 
which ensures most thoroughly that the heads of the 
various departments know as little as possible of the 
subjects referred to them. In one big scheme in which 
we are interested there have been no less than 25 separate 
thanges in the head of the particular department during 
the last 18-20 years, with the result that we are really 
not much more advanced to-day than we were in 1898, 
and this is a matter of imperial interest. Unfortunately, 
it is such a big subject that the sole object of the various 
heads of dcpartmen ts before whom it hM come has been 
to delay it until their time was up, and so save themselves 
the trouble of dealing with a very big and. important 
subject." 

1,720. Public Works Department subordinates and minor 
uxwks.-1 have had comparatively little to do with the 
lower subordinate, who is necessarily the pivot on which 
the Public Works Department turns in the matter of 
minor works. It would appear to an outside observer 
that his business is to superintend the contractor who 
looks after the minor sub-contractor ; while the ranks 
above are engaged in looking after him. It is a 
case of "greater fie.as have lesser fieas." I keep in 
touch with a good many engineers in private firms, 
however, and if they will tellllihat they know (which is 
perhaps unlikrly) I think it will be in the direction 
of desiring "au improvement in the class from which 
the subordinates of the Public Works Department are 
drawn." In justice tQ the class, however, it mav cer
tainly be said that the same dMderatum applies to 
subordinates in private firms and companies. Probably 
the rt'mt>dy lies in better educational facilities, but this 
is outside my province. My only experience in that 
matt('r has ~n as a special lecturer at Sibpur College 
on two occasions and as an examiner in electricity . 
to Roorkee some years ago. I saw room for much im
pron•ment. 

l,j:!l. Tht Public Works Codt..-1 have not been 
troul~l~-d much by the Public Works Code personally, but 
1 bd1eve it ranks next in importance to the Bible and the 
Civil &n-ice Regul&tious. The net result is necessarily 

a stem discouragement of common sense in favour of 
action by rule, except in the case of officers of high enough 
standing to insist on business methods. I cannot snggeEt 
a remedy. Where the technical rules I have to admi
nister conflict with common sense I follow the latte1, 
until I can get the rule amended, and take my chance. 
I believe that most of the provisions of the Code are 
totally unsuitable for the work done by government 
Electrical Engineers, in so far as they apply to such matters 
as measurement books, completion reports and pl&ns, 
eW. The provisions of the Code were drawn up for 
works such as buildings and excavation ; and the forms 
and methods of procedure, while suitable for such work, 
cannot properly be used for electrical work. In some 
provinces these forms are not used, but in others the 
Accountant-General insists on them, as being in accord
ance with the orders of the Government of India. I 
recommend that the use of unsuitable forms be discon· 
tinued. 

I have been asked "whether the Accountant.Geberal 
is the result of the Public Works Department Code or 
whether the Code has emanated from the Accountant
General's Department." My correspondent adds :-"It 
is to my mind the Accountant-General who is the paraliz· 
ing influence in every government department, and it 
is quite impossible to strike out in a new line or depart 
from the hoary practices without coming in immediate 
and peculiar conflict with this gentleman." My perSQnal 
experience has been with the Comptroller of India Trea
suries, both as Electrical Adviser and as Controller of 
Patents ; but these remarks apply to that office also, in 
my opinion. 

1,722. ProgreB8ive mdhod8.-It is a truism that pushing 
men with new ideas are " taboo " in government service ; 
they cause trouble to their superiors, and are only suit
able for business. They seldom get on. I remember the 
cry that arose when the installation of telephones in a 
certain Secretariat was suggested ; and I believe that 
typewriters were only introduced into another Secre
tariat when it was found that the then Viceroy, visiting 
that distant province, would not read papers in manu
acript .. I merely cite these as ancient examples of a 
spirit by no means dead. In my profession plant quickly 
becomes antiquated; advances in efficiency have been 
achieved such that, by scrapping machinery only a few 
years old, the money will be saved in fuel economy or 
increased output in a few years. The American engineer 
designs his plant with one eye on this fact : the British 
engineer is now beginning to see that there is something 
in it : but the government department, all the world 
over, prefers to wear out the old before introducing the 
new. As with plant, so with methods. It may be 
palpably false economy, but it shows a budget saving .. 
The whale may be a practical certainty, but the sprat has 
to be paid for. 

1,723. Selection of offiars.-1 have no knowledge as to 
the method of selection of officers for the Public Works 
Department generally. I was, however, once deputed to • 
select, in consultation with the India Office, an Electrical 
Engineer to take charge of a power station. It would 
hardly be wise to commit to paper what I then gathered 
of the method in vogue : I had previously wondered why 
totally unsuitable men had sometimes been sent out to. 
fill posts of importance, but I wondered no longer. In 
the past manufacturers have sometimes sent plant to 
India. which they could not dispose of at home; possibly 
some employers look upon India similarly as a dumping 
ground for unsaleable goods. 

1,724. lnter-deparln1£ntal relatioM.-1 would like, before 
proceeding to deal with the personal side of the Electrical 
Branch of the Public Works Department, to make a few 
remarks on the relations between different department. 
as they strike an outsider who ha.s some inside knowledge. 
In the first place my branch is, I would empha.size, a 
branch of the Pub/it Work& Departm.R.nt, and in no IIMI!Ie 
of the Government of India. The title-and prNumably 
this applies aoo to the other sub-divisions mentioned in 
pa.ra.,ayaph 2, clause (t') of the resolution-implies that 
the officer serves the Got'trnm.R.nt of India; but there 
appear to be some ~ GovernmentAl of India., not one 
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Government of India; as well as some 14local Govern
ments all of whom collectively administer the govern
ment of the real India. Sometimes I cannot help thinking 
of the administration as a solar system in which the central 
force of gravity has weakened to the danger point. That 
blessed word " decentralization " has become a fetish. 
In my own branch of the service there is urgent need 
of greater uniformity of specifications, etc., and of 
action in particular circumstances by the officers con
cerned ; this has been urged upon government and upon 
me, by public bodies and business men, but some local 
Governments and some of their officer!t'decline to see eye 
to eye with the Government of India or myself as the case 
may be, and the Imperial Government has no ID:Ore 
power to enforce its views than I have. Small wonder 
then that the mere business man, with a project in his 
pocket and capital at his back, is puzzled as to how to 
proceed. 

• • * • * • 
1,725. Peroonnel of the Electrical Branch.-Leaving 

questions of general administration, I now come to my 
own branch of thl;l service. This consists of :- . 

(i). The Electrical Adnser to the Government ot 
·India. 

(ii). Electrical Engineers to Government in certain 
, province&. . 

(iii). Electric Inspectors in most major provmces. 
(iv). E~ecutive Electrical Engineers in certain cities. 

The functions of (ii), (iii} and (iv) are sometimes com-
. bined in one officer, whether under a single title or more 
than one. Each of the provincial officers has the duty 
of advising his own government in electrical matters · 
within his particular sphere. They correspond wh~n 
they choose with the Electrical Adviser ; but they are m 
no way bound to follow his advice. Their work, exc~pt 
in the case of executive officers, is mainly concerned with 
the administration of the Indian Electricity Act, 1910, 
and the rules thereunder ; it covers the operations both 
of companies and local authorities licensed (or seeking to 
be licensed) to supply electricity to the public, and also 
those of factory owners and others who have their own 
inst~~.llations. · 

1,726. Electrical legislation.-The Indian Electricity 
Act of 1903 was repealed and re-enacted in 1910, after 
7 years' experience of its working, and th~ Government ?f 
India were then in favour of more centralized control ; m 
this matter they were strongly supported ,by the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce, which had far more experience 
than any other public body in the matter. The Bill 
drafted on these lines was however decisively negatived 
by the Secretary of State, and a modified Bill met the 
same fate. Personally, I am. convinced that the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce was right, and the Indian Mining 
Association, I believe, agreed with that body ; but as 
the matter is reo judicata, and as I ~hould perhaps have 
benefited personally by the change, there is no more to 
be said directly on the subject. This much, however, it 
is necessary to remember in any discussion as to the 
Electrical Branch. 

1,727. Dutieo and functiono of the, Electrical AdLise~ to 
· the Got'tNiment of lndia.-The duties of the Electncal 

Adviser " in relation to the local Governments and Ad
ministrations and public bodies " were recently set forth 
in a revised form, in Circular No. IV-Public Works, 
dated 18th June 1916; with annexed rules as to duties 
and procedure. I have no further comment to make on 
these rules than that they are as satisfactory as the cir
cumstances explained in the previous paragraph admit. 
A copy* is attached to my covering letter. 

(2). With the Government of India, the d~ties of the 
Electrical Adviser are to advise on all electr1caf matters 
which come to the P·ublic Watko Department. These are 
to a considerable extent of a ll:lgal nature, and com
mercial and technical matters make up the balance. As 
already explained in paragraph I , 726, local Governments 
administer nearly all the provisions of the Act, so that 

'Not printed. 

many important matters do not necessarily come to the 
Government of India at all, still less to the Electrical 
Adviser to the Public Works Department. So. far, 
however, as cases which do come to the Government of o~. 
India are concerned there have been great improvements 
within the last year, as the reconsideration of the Elec
trical Adviser's duties enabled him to point out some 
of the defects in the system, and to obtain a hearing 
previously denied to him. 

(3). It would seem desirable, in the interests of the trade 
of India-out of which the Government of India arose, 
and through which it is still chiefly in existence-that 
before proposals of commercial firms dealing with elec
trical projects, and involving large expenditure, are 
negatived, the Electrical Adviser should be consulted. 
So far as the Public Works Department of the Govern. 
ment of India are concerned this is now the case, though 
it has not always been so. ·It is probable however that 
some of these large commercial cases are dealt with by 
the Military Works Department (e.g., in cantonments) 
and by the Commerce and Industry Department. Cer
tainly many of them are dealt with by local Governments. 
In Native States political officers have also had to deal 
with questions such as the value of natural water-power, 
which are hardly within their province. 

1,728. Provincial Electrical Engineers and Electric 
lnopectors.-Attached to this memorandum is a complete 
list* of the officers in charge in the Electrical Branch of the 
Public Works Department, with particulars of their pay 
and conditions of their appointments. Oinitting the 
names in brackets (vide note to Table) the average age on 
appointment is 30 years. Of the provincial officers, 
omitting those in brackets and officers only officiating, 
the average pay is Ininimum Rs. 660 per mensem, maxi
mum Rs. 900 per menoem. 

(2). It will be seen at once that the Electrical Adviser 
was given better terms than any of his colleagues; and 
that the conditions of service of the latter are somewhat 
chaotic. All these officers have in 1915 collectively urged 
on government " that it is desirable that there should be 
uniformity in regard to the conditions of employment of 
the various Electrical Engineers an<J,lnspectors in govern
ment service, ~nd that such conditions should not be less 
favourable than in the case of other officers in imperial 
service." 

(3). It stands to reason that t_here are differences in the 
qualifications, etc., of the officers in the branch, due to 
their education, training, length of experience and natural 
ability; but it is somewhat anomalous that individually 
selected specialists, mostly appointed at a ripe age (from 
25 to 35), should be less favourably situated than the 
corresponding members of a service selected in bulk and 
trained mainly after appointment. Either these 
specialists have been treated according to merit, in which 
case the method of selection must clearly have been 
faulty; or, in the alternative, their lack of cohesion in 
their isolated positions, as a service without a head, must 
have prevented them from getting terms to which by -
analogy they are entitled. 1\Jy own opinion favours the 

' latter alternative, as the pay of the regular Public Works 
Department service has risen greatly in the last 15 years. 

(4). Just as to average people an analytical or agricul
tural chemist is associated with a shop, and an engineer 
with the driving of an engine, so is the, electrical engineer 
confused with the plumber and gasfitter who puts in bell 
wires. Occasionally the comparison is justified, but that 
is the fault of those who select unsuitable men. The 
great majority of Electrical Engineers are of the gazetted 
officer stamp, and in India this is a matter of daily grow· 
ing importance. 

I, 729. Comparioon of electrical otfice1'6 with othero holding 
oimilar appointmento.-The Public Works Comlnittee will 
no doubt have before it particulars of all the special 
services mentioned in the resolution, and presumably of 

-similar services under other departments. I cannot 
obtain full particulars, and I do not wish to ~lect .ca.ses 
that I know are favourable to my argument while om1ttmg 

• Not printed, 
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others that may not be so. I will merely mention, with· 
out any details, such official posts as appear to correspond 
more or less closely with those of my br~nch, ~nd I ask 
the Committee w complete the compansons m resp~t 
00 the detailed columns in my table. I venture w predict 
that there will be found a complete lack of system and 
unifonnity, and that the electrical specialists will be near . 
the tail of the procession. 

PARAl-LEL TO ELECTRICAL ADVISER. 

Government of India-
Agricultural Adviser. . 
Chief Inspecwr of ExploSives. 

, , Mines. 
Consulting Architect. 
Direcwr, Geological Survey. 

Botanical Survey. 
su;rintendent of Stamps and _Stati_onery. 
Chief Engineer, Telegraph Engmeermg. 
Conservators of Forests. 
Directors of Surveys. . 

, And, w a. less degree, Inspectors-General and Directors· 
General. 

Local Governments-
Superintending Engineer, 1st Class (to which class 

E. A. nominally belongs; see paragraph 1,731). 

PARALLEL WITH E~ECTBICAL ENOINEEBS AND INSPECTOBS, 

Senior Inspectors of Mines. 
Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department 

(Seniors). 
Executive Engineers, Public Works Department, lst 

Class (Juniors). 
Sanitary Engineers w loc~l G~vernme~ts. 
Directors, Telegraph Engmeermg (Semora). 
Superintendents, Telegraph Engineering (Juniors). 
Chief Eleotrician, Telegraphs. 
Superintendents, Geological Survey. 
Consulting Architects to local Governments. 
Chief Inspectors of Factories. 
Assistant Director General of Forests. 

1, 730. Working proposals for reorganizing the Electrical 
Branch.-In my opinion, and I think I speak for all my 
coiieagues also, the following conditions should apply w 
the members of the Electrical Branch:-

(i). Service w be on ~ermanent establishme~t, after a 
period of probatwn (say, 3 years), whiCh should 
be allowed to count. Status and pay as in 
succeeding paragraphs. 

(ii). Non-pensionable.-The officers are mostly not 
appointed young enongh to earn a full pension 
under the ordinary rules. 

(iii). Special provident fund.-Similar to that given 
on stat.e railways. A few officers no".' have 

• this ; t'ide table. (The general provident 
fund offers the minimum of advantage.) 

(iv). European leave rules.-For officers trained in 
Europe, whether appointed in England or in 

-India. ("'hen possible it is obviously advan
tageous w appoint, in India, men of home 
training and education, who have already 
some experience of this country and its bui· 
nes.,.) 

(t•), Officers appointed when 6ver 26 (!)years of age 
should be able w claim some furlough after 5 
years' service, instead of after 8 years, espe· 
dally when they have already served in India. 
The Civil Service Regulations, like the Public 
Works Code, were drawn up with one set of 
conditions only in view, namely, for men who 
come out to l~dia to join gov~runent service 
at the beginning of their careers. Men who 
join much later in life should certainly not be 
penalized, as regards furlough, when compared 
"ith men of their own age and length of 
residence in India. 

1,731. Proposed Bfatu.s and pay of Eled~ ..4d~Ver-.
The Electrical Adviser should be appomted w1th the 
status and rank of a Superintending Engineer, as was the 
case with myself; but his minimum pay on appointment 
should also in future be the pay of a Superintending Engi
neer, 3rd class, t'iz., Rs. 1,500. He should receive an 
annual increment of Rs. 50 and the status, precedence 
and rank of Chief Engineer after 15 years' service. His 
pay will then, on this scale, ~e Rs. 2:250; after 20 yea~s' 
service it will be that of Chief Engmeer, 2nd class, tu., 
Rs. 2,500, and this should be the ordinary limit. The 
pay would be consolidated, and without presidency allow
ance, exchange compensation or house rent, as at present. 
The value of these allowances is generally overlooked, I 
notice. 

(2). My own pay only rose w that of a. Superintending 
Engineer, :ird class, after 10 years' service ; it is at the 
maximum now, v·iz., Rs. 1,600. Superintending Engineers, 
2nd. and 1st class, draw Rs. 1,750 and Rs. 2,000. In 
order to make this anomaly perfectly clear I would quote 
sub-head (4) of paragraph 2 of my letter of appointment, 
No. 13-G., dated 5th January 1904, "as his maximum pay 
will correspond to that of a Superintending Engineer, lst 
class, his status will be that of a Superintending Engineer 
and he will be entitled to travelling allowance and pre
cedence of that rank." In the Warrant of Precedence, 
Superintending Engineers, 1st class, come in No. 69; but 
the Electrical Adviser is relegated W ·No. 73, and 
below " Sanitary Engineers, not being Superintending 
Engineers." 

* * * ,. * * 
1, 732. Proposed Btatus and pay of provincial officers.-

In my opinion, and here I speak without personal bias, 
the best arrangement in the remainder of the branch 
would be to have three grades (excluding subordinates). 
The titles will depend on whether the officer's work is 
advisory (Electrical Engineer) or statuwry (Electric 
Inspector) or both. In connection with pay it must be 
remembered that these officers always live in capital 
cities, but do not draw any exchange compensation allow· 
ance, presidency allowance or (1 believe) house rent. 
(For special allowances in certain cases see table.) Being 
non-pensionable, they are directly comparable with men 
of their profession in civil life, but they are much worse 
off. Government should have the pick of specialists, but 
to get this they must pay the market price. 

(a). Electrical Engineer (or lnspecwr), 3rd class, 
appointed on Rs. 700 toRs., 950 according w 

... qualifications, rising by anriual increment~ of 
Rs. 50 w the maximum when appointed on 
any lower pay than the maximum. Status to 
be that of an Executive Engineer. 

(b). Electrical Engineer (or Inspecoor), 2nd class. . 
Officers of the 3rd class to be promoted to this 
class on Rs. 1,000 the year after they arrive 
at Rs. 950. Officers newly appointed to the 
class to begin on Rs. 1,000, rising by annual 
increments of Rs. 50 w Rs. 1,300. Status w 
be that of an Executive Engineer, 1st grade. 

(c). Electrical Engineer (or lnspecwr), lst class. 
Officers of the 2nd class w be promoted w 
this class on Rs. 1,350 the year after they 
arrive at R~. 1,300. Officers would not ordi. 
narily be newly appointed w this class, so far 
as one can foresee, but the pay would begin 
on Rs. 1,350 and rise by annual increments 
of Rs. 50 w Rs. 1,600 maximum. Statns w 
be that of a Superintending Engineer. 

1,7::!3. Further points.-8ome, but not all, of thet~e 
officers are already appointed with a liability w transfer 
w any province ; but at present this seldom occul'!!, 
because there appears w be no way of arranging such 
transfers. One local Government cannot traMfer its 
officers to another prmince ; only the Government of 
India could do this, and it has no power w do it at present. 
There is also no spare officer available, owing w the small. 
ness of the service. To obtain full efficiency it must be 
the ordinary practice w transfer the but officer availab'e 
(not necessarily the senior) to a Yacancy oocurring in a 
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higher class. This should apply to long leave vacancies 
also ; at present these are sometimes filled up by sub
ordinates quite unsuitable for gazetted posts. Some pro'\'· 
inces will, for some years to come, be able to manage 
quite well on a third-class officer. If, however, the officer 
is good enough, he should be transferred elsewhere in a 
higher class, as opportunity offers, and the vacancy 
filled by a new man of the 3rd class. To make this 
system work properly it seems essential that the Govern· 
ment of India should have the power of posting or trans
ferring all these officers, but otherwise they should be 
entirely under the orders of their own local Governments. 

2. I may ~lso add that while I myself and som& others 
come under the ordinary rules of the Civil Service Regu· 
lations as regards private work, the majority of the officers 
concerned are debarred. In my opinion, every officer in 
the Public Works Department should be freely encouraged ~ 
to do private work, so long as it does not interfere with 
his official duties or with private consultants. It would 
keep them in touch with the realities of their profession, 
and thus react to the good of their employers; and it 
would enable government to gauge their real-i.e., their 
commercial-value. 

MB. J. W. 1\fEARES, called and examined . ... 
1,734. (PrMident.)-The witness stated that he was 

the Electrical Adviser to the Government of India, and 
that he joined Government service as Electrical Engineer 
to the Government of Bengal in 1898. He had been 
trained originally for three years at Messrs. Crompton's 
works, and had sandwiched in a year at Universitv 
College, London. He had been employed on vari01is 
works for his film for about three or four years before 
coming out to India, as well as on central station works 
and works connected with the erection of machinery. 
He had taken no university degree, but was a full 
Member of the Institutions of Civil Engineers and of 
Electrical Engineers. 

1,735. He had no statutory functions under the Indian 
Electricity Act, and was purely an advisory officer. 
'When employed in Bengal he had statutory powers, but 
since coming to the Government of India his duties had 
been entirely of an advisory nature except when he had 
officiated as Electric Inspector in the Punjab and in the 
Delhi Province temporarily. He had no statutory powers 
under the Indian Electricity Act, and only advised on 
eases in which he was consulted. There was a provision 
for-appeal to the Government of India under the Act, but 
very few eases had been referred to such authority, as 
local Governments did not like interference from head
quarters. Many cases arising under the Act had been 
submitted to him for advice by local Governments, who 
were allowed to consult him direct, through the medium 
of demi-official correspondence, unless the case was one 
which was likely to require an official ~eferenee to the 
Government of India. Such cases were received both 
from local Govemments and from the local Electrical 
Engineers, except in the case of Bombay the government 
of which presidency had prohibited their Electrical Engi; 
neer from ·corresponding direct with him. He generalfy 
had three or four large cases ·on hand, some of which 
meant weeks of work and long reports, as well as minor 
references. He added that until about two years ago 
his post had been a sinecure. Latterly, however, he had 
had a good deal to do, as a conference of Electric 
Inspectors and Electrical Engineers had been started which 
threw a good deal of work upon him throughout the year. 
All his work was technical and could not be done by 
his clerical establishment, who merely kept records and 
typed. 

1,736. He posseseed no statutory or non-statutory 
funotions under any Act, nor had he any official powers 
connected 'l'lith them. He had kept himself in touch with 
the Chief Inspector of Mine~, who coni;ulted him un
officially in matters involving elc<'to:icity. 

1,737. In the Government of India, till the last three 
or four years, he had only been consulted in projects 
which were received in the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the Public Works Department, and had had nothing 
to do with projects received in other departments, or 
e""en in the Irrigation Branch of the Public \\ orks De
partment. Now, however, most of the cases which were 
l't'ff.'ned to the Government of India in the Public Works 
Department from other df.'partments, and were even 
l't'motely concerned with electricity wf.'re referred to him. 

1,738. There were certain restrictions on the powers 
of local Government~ to sanction electric projects, and in 
certain cases the money limits involved were beyond the 
local Go'l"f.'rl\m('nt's powE.>rs of sanction. Such ca...~s were 
occasionally referred to the Government of India and he 

had been consulted on them. Officialiy speaking, he was 
totally ignorant of commercial projects, and had very 
seldom been consulted by the Government of India in 
such eases until recently ; hence all that he had learnt 
about these was from private sources. They really 
represented a very important branch of his work, l,tow
ever, as it was his endeavour to help such projects 
towards success. 

I, 739. He admitted that the work of his office decreased 
after the appointment of local Electric Inspectors, as 
they had relieved him of much of the work with which he 
used to deal, with the result that for years together until -
the last three years he had had very little work ; but the 
question had then been examined by the Government of 
India at his instance and he had now ~ufficient work 
to do. The increase of work within this time was due to 
the fact that he had kept himself in touch by direct 
correspondence, with Electric Inspectors in other prov
inces. 

1,740. He also went on tours during which he saw con
struction in prog~ss, and commercial works in operation, 
and he took the opportunity to consult the people in
t6rested. When he visited headquarters stations the 
local Governments invariably had some cases pending, 
generally three or four in each province, on which they 
desired to consult him-e.g., a water-power scheme, or 
some other such large project in which a second opinion 
or a consultation was desirable. The real value of his 
office lay in such consulting engineer's work, where ex. 
perience of the whole of India was of great value. His 
tours were not tours of inspection, and in fact he was 
prohibited from making inspections except by. request 
and was only allowed to visit places and advise. He 
could officially inspect a work only at the request of the 
Chief Engineer of the prqvince. He kept his own notes, 
however, and if he discovered that there was. anything 
wrong he was allowed to send a memorandum to the 
Chief Engineer, as distinct from the local Government, 
pointing out the defects noticed. He had been given 
general permission by local Governments to visit all 
provinces, except Bombay, in the ease of which presi
dency he was required to obtain the special permission 
of the local Government before he made a visit. 

1,741. It was part of his duties to advise municipalities 
and local bodies, if they chose to consult him. They, 
however, very seldom did so as most of them were igno· 
rant even of his existence. As to whether he was ever 
consulted by these local bodies in preference to their own 
experts he stated that the Ootacamund and Darjeeling 
municipalities had recently asked his advice on a number 
of rival water-power schemes, but such eases were very 
few, and that it was probably a matter of convenience 
rathe: than preference, or in some cases a matter of a 
second opinion. He had carried out water-power works. 

1,742. He was not prohibited, under the Civil Service 
Regulations, from taking up pri.vate practice, buf"he had 
undertaken very little work of that nature. In his 
younger days he had had a good deal of private work; but 
now he very seldom undertook it. He was on his way to 
Hyderabad where he was going, at the request of the 
N~am's government, to advise on the prospects of an 
electrical company, and the work was of private nature. 
He had had no research or investigation work, and had 
no laboratory for the purpose. 
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1,74:3. He complained of exceSf!ive decentralization in 
the Department, but explained tha.t he was not against 
decentralization in general of whtch he was rather a 
supporter. He con8idered, however, that it had b~n 
carried too far. Electricity was a new industry, whiCh 
was working it~ way up, and he thought it was immensely 
to the advantage of the country that it should be made 
a matter of imperial interest. It was lamentable 
that it had been decentralir.ed, in technical matters, 
in opposition to the expressed public opinion of Calcutta 
businessmen. One of the faults of the present system 
was the lack of uniformity in specifications, interpret
ation of rules, etc. He admitted, however, that spe
cifications should not be rigidly uniform, and that 
8mall differences should be allowM on account of climate ' 
and local conditions. A deputation of contractors had 
attended the electrical conference in Calcutta and had 
brought with them a table showing the diJJerences in 
Flpecifications in three provinces. Not a single alteration 
from the original form appeared necessary, but as a result 
the changes made had led to chaos. The conference had 
agreed that there was absolutely no necessity for most 
of the changes which had been made and agreed which of 
the diYergent forms should be retained. On the other 
hand he realised that there must be slight differences in 
specifications on account of local conditions, e.g., work 
in the hills was quite different from work in the plains, 
and work in the Punjab difterent from work in Bengal. 

1,744. He complained of a lack of uniformity of policy 
in regard to electlicity, and that sufficient encouragement 
had not been given to company undertakings financed by 
private capital. EYery province had its own methods, 
and in some provinces companies were treated as if they 
had been @tarted only to rob the public. He was of 
opinion that technical centralization in the Department 
would greatly encourage such undertakings, and he was 
certain that this was the opinion of the existing companies. 

of Inspector General and the like. If, how~.>ver, he were 
able t<> direct thin~s in the sa':l1e way as. the Director, 
Geological Survey of India, or the Inspector C'n:neral of 
Irrigation, and be in an analogous position, it would be 
much better for India. Asked whcth('r the JX-partment 
should be taken away from the control of the local Admi
nistrations, he stated that he had merely mentioned what 
might have been done originally, but saw no hope of this 
being done now. It was a counsel of perfection to suggest 
upsetting the present arrangement. Even then he justi
fied the giving of the status of Chief Engineer to the Eke· 
trica.l Adviser to the Government of India on tho ground 
that if his advice was worth it, he should be p~id accord-
ingly. There waa work enough for him, but it was not 
always given to him. 

11,747. He considered that if the men in the Electrical 
Branch were satisfactory they should be put either into a. 
special service, or brought on to the Public Works De
partment cadre according to the length of their expf.lri
ence. Asked why govcmmcnt shonld pay more when 
they could recruit satisfactory men on the existing rates 
of pay, he replied that these men had no collective voice, 
and could not make themselves heard, with the result 
that t~ey could be obtained a.t a. lower price. He con
tended that the men recruited for the Elcctricnl Branch 
were mostly of the same stamp as those recruited as civil 
enginiXll'l!. 

1,748. liP- advocated a system under which there should 
be a permanent staff transferable from province to pro
vince. Transfers should, however, not be made unneces
sarily. At present, the drawba<>k waa that when a. 
gazetted officer went on leave a subordinate was put to 
work in his place. This should not be done, and if trans
fors were made from province to province a suitable man 
could he appointed in the vacancy. He admitted that 
there would be a danger if the~o transfers were mado too 
often. The advantage of the system, however, would be 
that' a man transferred from nne province to another 
would be able to sf'c the difference in work in different 
places and thus gain wider experience, rondering him more 
useful later on. .. 

1,745. One of the chief difficulties in this connection 
was in the appointment of men t.o the Electrical Branch., 
Most of the men were temporary, and were kept on as 
such from year to Jear, and being temporary were afraid 
to assume responsibilities. He had constantly received 
cases which showed that the rules under the Indian 
Electricity Act were considered as sacred and were 
enforced where there was not the slightest necessity for 
so doing. He suggested that service in the Electrical 
Department should be made permanent after a. period of 
probation, considering that the appointments oi Electric 
J nspectors in India were all essential and that the necessity 
for each of them had been fully established. In faet, he 
thought that the Detlartment was rather under·staffcd. 
He preferred a provident fund, on the lines of the state 
railway funds, to a·pension, considering that the former 
was infinitdy better than the lnttr:r in every way. 

1,7-!6. Under the pen~ionable system, if a man died 
when he was 56 years olcl, he drew his pension for only 
one y<'ar, whereas if ho wore under a provident fund 
scheme there would be sufficient provision for his widow 
and children. This wa.e, however, his pel'l!onal view and 
he did not ~prak on behalf of his colleagues. Leaving 
himself out of the question ho complained that all the 
men in the Electrical Branch were poorly paid. They 
were among the best men in tho countrv and the best of 
thorn wore as good as any of the civil imgineers. With 
J'()ference to the J'()mark in his written statement that the 
Electrical AdYiser to the Govemment of India should be 
the head of this department and should have the status 
of Chid Eni(ineer, he stated that his intention was 
rather that if the incumbent of the post were a fit person 
he should be able tQ rise t<> the position (Jf Chief Engineer 
because of tho importance of nis work as a consulting 
engineer t<> government. He admitted, however, that 
at th(' prt•scnt junrture the nature of the duties did not 
jtl!<tify the conft>rring of that st<'\tus on the Electrical 
A<h·it'ol'r to th<' Govenmwnt of Jmlia, if the crit"rion taken 
11ras the annual l"xpenditu~ and the magnit•Jrlc of tho 
work.~ 1\lrrit•d tlnt bv a Chid Engint"('r in the Public \\·orks 
J)•partmt•nt ; his ~·ork ho\\-cwr-wa>~ of a totallv differt'nt 
natu~ and th<' Gow·m~wnt of India rreognized its l'alue 
•·hl•n the pNposal wao made t<J abolish a number of posts 

1,749. He had suggested three gradeR of officers rising 
up to a. pay of Rs. 1,600, and explained, with reference 

· tu his suggestion that these men should be given similar 
rates of pay to those of the other members of the Public 
Works Department, that ho had put that proposal before 
the Public Services Commi8sion, and as it had not been 
af!provcd or even referred to in the roport of that body 
he had now put forward an altemativc scheme. It was 
for gon;rnmont to comidor which should be accepted, 
He was of opinion thl't a. capahle Electrical Adviser to a 
local Govemment should be of the same status as a 
Superintending Engineer, provided the officer were fit 
to hold that position, but this status should not be con
ferred as a matter of course. Asked whether there was· 
any appointment of Electrical Engineer under a loral 
Govemment equal in re~ponsibility and work to that of a 
Suprrintending Engineer, he dtl'd the caile of the Electri. 
cal Engineer in Delhi who could rise up to Rs. 1,500. He 
considered that the work that this officer had done was 
as important, from the point of view of the Govrmment 
of India as that of any civil engineer, and that his work 
and responsibilities were no less than those of a Superin
tending Engineer and far more usefnl. He admitted, how. 
ever, that this wa..s a special case and that government 
worked on averages and took its chance, but maintained 
his opinion that government should obtain the best men 
for its work and pay them well. 

VOL. U 

1,750. The maintenance of electrical installations, and 
a great deal of construction work also, ha<t been done 
departmentally in Bombay. In Bengal, however, it had 
b<•i:.n executed through rontractors. In India there \\'ere 
not a. great number of contracting firms whieh could be 
entru~tcd \\ith el(•ctrical work, but none the less in his 
opinion the syst('m of getting df~ctricd work drmo by 
contractors 'llraa the better. Th('re were speeia) rt'asons 
in Bombay for departing from thi~ praetioo, but in CalcuHa 
the contract method was undouiJWJy preferable. He 
admitted it would not be feasible in other places as there 
wore very few electrical contractors outside Calcutta and 
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Bombay. One firm however had a branch at Delhi, and 
some at Madras and Rangoon. 

1,751. The operation of tllfl ntlr.s in regard to the local 
pnrcha~e of stores wa.~ more restrictive in ~he case of the 
Electrical Branch than in that of other /:,ranches, as thP-re 
were electrical firms in India which could supply all that 
was required. He thought it would be infinitely better 
to huy things from local firms representing home firms a.s 
articles could then be tested in the country before pay
ment wM made, and, in tho event of their being unsatis
factory, payment of the bills could be withheld. In 
obtaining Rtoros through the Director General of Stores 
the difficulties lay in the facts that that officer supplied 
what he chose mid that the tests made in England were 
useless. He could say from personal experience that the 
India Office tests ·ll·ere exceedingly perfunctory. 

1,752. The question of having a system of licensing for 
electrical contractors, forel'!len and wiremen had been 
considered a.t the electrical conference. The conference 
had come to tho conclusion that something in the way of 
licensing was necessary, but it was not unanimous as to 
bow it should be done, and contractors did not agree with 
the local electrical officers. Certain fire insurance com
panics had petitioned the Viceroy, through the Govern· 
me1.t of Bombay, that some system of licensing should be 
introduced and the question was now under the consider·. 
ation of the ·Government of India. 

1,753. He h:td had experience of one student of the 
Sibpur College whom he took as an ass~sta~t when he 
was in Bengal. The latter was now m mdcpendent 
charge in Bihar and Orissa. He had not gone fully into 
the system of instruction followed at Sibp.ur, but. ~a.d 
lectured there on occasions; The theoretical trammg 
imparted there was very good, but the main difficulty 
with all tho Indian colleges was that the men could not 
get works training, whiclt was absolutely necess~ry in 
the Electrical Branch, even more so perhaps than m any 
other branch of engineering, except mechanical, as there 
were no nw.uufacturing workshops in India. It was 
essential that this training should be in manufacturing 
works, and he did not think that trainLr1g on olectrical 
installations was 'Of much practical use, preferring training 
in railway workshops to the latter. It would be .host, of 
course, if the students could have both. The mam com· 
plaint was that Indians and country-born Europeans 
were unwilling to work with their hands. 

1,754. (Mr. Cobb.) Thll visits which he had .~~e 
to the provinces were quite volur:tary and had been lDltia· 
ted by himself ; he admitted that he had had a very con· 
siderable amount of leisure in the past. He ran the 
electrical conference and was the leading spirit in it. 
The conference had this year discussed eighty-five ques
tions and did a lot of useful work. He admitted that he 
had had very little to do about three years ago but stated 
that he wa.s now becoming useful again. The conference 
was now a recognized institution and the Government of 
India had agreed to its being held annually for the next 
five years. It enabled the Electrical E_ngineers to ma~e 
their voices heard on technical questwns. The public 
had been invited and their views obt:tined. In this way 
the conference had been doing a useful work which he 
hoped wotlld continue even if he himself left the service. 

1,755. He considered that Electrical Engineers who had 
joined government service wmtld have been better off if 
thev had joined commercial firms. Personally, he thought 
he • had made a great mistake in joining government 
service. He had done so in the belief that he had con
sicrorable prospects before him.· The enginee~ who had 
taken his place in his old firm was now the sernor partner 
in India of that firm. 

1,756. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He had been 
recruitoo in India "1'1-ith the status of Executive Engineer 
for th(l first electrical appointment which was sanctioned, 
but had n(\vcr been in charge of a division. . 

1,757. The ounferenoos were held under the orders of 
Uw Howrument of India, and local Governments and 
Chambers of Comnwrce were invittJd to send represent
ativPs. The functions of the conference might, he 
thought, US6fully be extended to the gr~ting of the 

suggested licenses to wiremen, etc., but he did not favour 
conducting of examinations by it on tho lines of the 
In~titute of Electrical Engineers in England, It would 
be hotter, he thought, to leave that class of work to 
technical institutions and colleges. ~ 

1,758. Indents for the purchase of stores were not sub
mitted through him unless the stores were intended 
for the Govemment of India, a.lthough it was possible · 
tor a department to 'indent for an obeolete instrument, 
Gince electricity was a rapidly developing industry. 

1,7G9. In his opinion, it would not be achisablc at 
present to create an electrical department with officers 
of the status of consulting engineers, giving such officers 
retaining fees and allowing them to take up private 
practice, as he did not think there would be enough 
private work for such men. There were, at present, only 
about twenty or thirt.y licensed electrical undertakings 
for public supply in India. The best class of men was 
required for government works, and the private practice 
available would not be sufficient to attract them. He 
thought it would be a good thing, however, to allow both 
civil and electrical engineers to ta.ko up private practice. 
In some of the mechanical engineering colleges in America 
he believed that the professors wcro liable to dismissal if 
they v.cre not able to earn specified sums by private 
practice. 

1,760. (Sir. Noel Kershaw.) With reference to the 
remark in his written statement that the duties of tho. 
Electrical Adviser wore to a.d"ise on electrical matters 
which came to the Public Works Department and that 
these w~e to a considerable extent of a legal nature, 
he explained that though he had joined the Department 
as an engineer he was now more of a lawyer. He had 
drawn. up both the Indian Electricity Acts and bad 
assisted the Lcaislative Department and the Council in 
putting them ~to final shape. He had also to decide 
questions involving the legal interpretation of that Act, 
with the help of the Government Solicitor, which was a. 
very heavy part of his work, and to deal with agreements 
for water-power, etc. In this way he had had a good deal 
of legal work to attend to. -

I 761. He had to advise municipalities when they chose 
to ~onsult him, but the matter rested entirely with the 
provincial governments. He thought that there should 
be some uniformity in procedure. There had been three 
or four cases lately in which agreements were irregularly 
drawn up by a. legal officer who appeared to have no 
acquaintance with the Indian Electricity Act. He had 
long been aware of these facts, but could not himself ask 
the local Governments to consult him. He had brought 

• the matter to the notice of the Government of India, 
which had only last year written a circular letter to local 
Govemments suggesting that it might be desirable for 
them to consult the Electrical Adviser in such matters. 
There was a " model form of license " appended to 
the rules under the Act which had been used generally 
but sometimes modifications in it were necessary. He 
had drawn attention to this matter, but only lately had 
been able to obtain a hearing. Formerly, he had not 
even been permitted to make a suggestion, and when he 
did so was told that he should only give advice when he 
was consulted, He had, however, persisted in making 
his sugaestions and the circular referred to had been 
issued. "He w~s now in a better position, and could 
submit notes for consideration to the Government of 
India. 

· 1 762. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) When the Indian 
Ele~tricity Act had been drafted, it was circulated to local 
Governments who had forwarded to the Government of 
India the opinions of their technical advisers, which had 
proved of great use. 

1,763. (Mr. Green.) He pointed out that certain 
licenses and agreements were not in proper form and that 
they WOUld create great difficulties after a lapse of J:Cars. 
He thought it would save a great many mistakes if a!l 
such cases were sent up to him. It would be better if 
these were sent to him un-officially, rather than to ~he 
Government of India.. As he had constantly to deal Wlth 
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such questions, he was familiar with all the intricacies 
conMctOO with licenses. In Bengal, however, there was 

at prest'nt an Electrica.J. Adviser v.ho rould deal satisfa.C. 
torily with all the<~e questions. 

J. ZoRAB, EsQ., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 
1,764. (General.) As the main intention of the~ov

ernment of India is to repl:~.Ce departmental by private 
agenr~', I assume that these chang~s will app~y only to 
presidency to111 ns, as competent pnvate agenc1es do not 
exist in the mofWJsil or small towns, and Calcutta firms 
would not undertake ~mall works in the 1M/ussil. 

1,765. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-All civil works arc~at pre
sent carried out in Calcutta in the following way :-The 
plans and estimates are prepared departmentally and the 
work is carried out by contractors at tendered rates. No 
work is done departmentally. The materials supplied b~ 
the Department are (1) bricks from our brickfields at 
Akra; (2) steel-work obtained by indent on the Secre
tary of State or purchased locally ; and (3) sometimes 
cement and paints and turkhi. To help small contractors 
we purchase lime as \\ell. 

(2). In my opinion, the present method could not be 
improved on. The soundness and rapidity of execution 
of government buildings are well known, but some critics 
maintain that they are costly and could be more cheap!~ 
carried out ty large contracting firms. The truth is that 
we do not care 'to erect cheap buildings as we have to 
maintain them and the cost-of maintenance is high. It 
is really cheaper to erect a sound building at a higher cost 
and spend a trifling sum annually on its maintenance. 
Of late years many hostels have been built by private 
firms in Calcutta, and as government grants are made the 
plans and estimates are sent to me for check. I have 
invariably noticed that their rates are higher and that they 
use steel joists of light section resulting in the sag!<,ing of . 
floors. Big firms have their own brickficlds and import 
steel-\\ork, paint, cement, etc., just as we do. As their 
establishment is charged to works, it is natural that their 
rates are higher than ours. Since my transfer to Calcutta 
in 1905 I have seen several partners of a certain firm 
retire on large fortunes ; these fortunes cannot be made 
by doing work at low rates. 

1,766. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-! think 
that, under the present system, private enterprise is 
suftlciently encouraged as there is a great deal of work 
always in hand. We prefer to burn our bricks inlltead 
of handing over a certain sum by way of profit to a con-

tractor. We are always certain of good bricks and have 
a large stock to draw from for emergencies. I think it 
would be a great mistake to hand over the upkeep of 
public buildings to private agencies. The worj{ would be 
m~re costly and inferior. The Official Trustee gives out 
all repair works to private contractors and I am quite 
certain that owners complain of the excessive cost of 
repairs. District engineers are as a rule competent, but 
their stall is not a.s good as the Public Works Department 
staft and would n3Cd strengthening. The construction of 
public buildings is always carried out by contractors as 
explained in my reply to question (i). 

1,767. rm.) Changes in organization.-! cannot 
answer this question without knowing what changes will 
be recommended hy the Committee. 1 

1,768. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches. -Satisfactory. 

1, 769. (V.) Decentralization.-! think further decen
tralization is necessary along the following lines :-

(1 ). Power of sanction of Executive Engineers should 
be raised. 

(2 ). The. Superintending Engineer should decide all 
questions of rent. 

(3). Powers of Superintending Engineers and Execu· 
tive Engineers to sanction local purchase 
should be iMreased. 

1,770. (VL) Simplification of procedure.-! think the 
Code is not undulv restrictive, but the Accountant
General, Bell!!al, acts more accordinf, to the letter than 
the spirit of the Code. We had lrss cotTespondence with 
our former Examiner. 

1,771. (VD.) Education.-! think that the sy~tem of 
education is organised on a sufficiently broad basis and 
that no material improvement could be made unless one 
college is established for the whole of India. It provides 
fully-qualified engineers but does not attract the best men 
for the following reasons :-( l) The distinction made 
'since 1893 between the imperial and provincial services. 

. Engineers doing tlre same work should draw the same 
salary. (2) The restriction in the number of appoint- · 
ments. Law and medicine are more lucrative professions 
and naturaHv attract the best men. 

1,772. (Vll.) Practical training.-Existing provision 
adequate. • 

MR. J. ZoRAB called and examined. 

1,773. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the Superintending Entineer of the Presidency Cirrle and 
that he had had t1reuty-six years' seryice, the first fourteen 
years of which had been spent in the Irrigation Branch. 
Since 1903, on his return from furlough, he had been 
employed in the Buildings and Roads Branch. 

1,774. All the plans and estimates for government 
buildings in Calcutta and the Presidency Circle were pre
pared departmentally. The only plans and estimates 
prepared by private agency of which he knew were those 
for hostels for which government contributed grants-in
aid, and as government assiskd the colleges in their 
building operations the plans and estimates required the 
approval of the Superintending Engineer. He considered 
that. the existing system for the preparation, depart
mentally, of plans and estimates for government buildings 
was thP most ~uitable, and that it was inadvisable to 
dclt.>f<ate that duty to private agency. • 

1,775. t'on8truction work was given out on contract 
and \11 as not undertaken depart men tall). It had been 
the practice to give out \1\ork pieee-meal, t.g., to give 
DHII'Onrv -.ork to one contra.etor, wood-work w another 
and so ~~~. as this had re~ulted in a Letter class of work, 
and he doubted whether a single contractor would be 
urai>IP of unclrr1:1l-itl!! an entire building. Thl"re wt-re a 

few large building contractors in Calcutta, but they. had 
.only commenced submitting tenders for Public Works 
Department works within the past two or three years .. 
Large contractors had tendered for the whole work in 
the new police office building which was then under con
struction, but he had not accepted the tenders as the 
rates demanded had, in some cases, been higher than the 
ordinary rates. He considered the existing system was 
preferable and more economical to that of giving out a 
whole work to one contractor, as such a. contractor would 
eventually sub-let it to others and act himself a.s a middle
man only. He did not think that large contractors did 
the whole work thei!lilelves, and was certain, at lea.st, 
that stone-work was invariably sub-let. 

1,776. The Public Works Department had its own 
brickfield at Akra and supplied its own bricks in order 
to ensure the quality, and there was generally a large 
reserve stock of bricks available. The danger in obtain
ing bricks in the open market lay in the mixing up of 
bricks of the qualiti<.""S required with those of an inferior 
make, and special supervision would be required to emure 
a unifonn supply. 

1,777. The Akra brickfield wu B.ituated in his citde 
but an Exeeutive Engineer was respoxwblt' for itt' m&n<ige: 
ment. Fricks 1111ere manufactured by a contractor who 
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was paid a stipulated rate for outturn at kiln site, and 
was tesponsible for haulage and cartage to the river side, 
from which point another contractor took over the bricks 
for delivery at building sites. Hence the brickfield was 
in reality managed by. the contractors, and the position 
of the Department was that of a proprietor. \The machin
ery and plant belonged to the contractors, and govern· 
ment virtually only owned the land. The advantage in 
having such a brickfield was that the several classes of 
bricks could be sorted there and kept in stock for future 
requirements. It was true that there were numerous 
private-owned brickfields in and about Calcutta, but the 
supply of bricks from such a source would lead to delays 
and entail trouble in their sorting. Although he had held 
charge of the lst Calcutta Division since 1905, he could 
not affirm whether there had been any shortage of bricks 
since that date. 

1,778. In justification of the retention of the supply of 
cement in the hanw of the Department he stated that if 
it were left to the contractors it would possibly result in 
the supply of cements of inferior make. Prior to the 
commencement of the war the witness had obtained 
cement by indent on the India Office, but in cases in 
which the supply had run short be had effected local 
purchases. The advantage in procuring cement through 
the Secretary of State was that it could thus be obtained 
at a cheaper rate than in the open market, but he was 
unable to say whether such S;}'Stem was prejudicial to 
local manufacture. He had not compared English rates 
with those charged for Katni cement. 

1, 779. The statement in his written memorandum that 
the present system was economical was based on the fact 
that the plans and estimates for hostel buildings, which 
nad come to him for check, had shown that the rates for 
masonry were much higher than those of the Department 
for this class of work. He was unable to elucidate the 
point further, as he had not effected an;}' other comparisons 
and was not aware how private firms calculated their 
rates. 

1,780. The Calcutta Municipality entrusted their work 
to private contractors. The muni~ipal projects were 
generally designed by the municipal architect, but in 
some cases tenders had been called for, e.IJ., in the case of 
the Calcutta New Market. He expressed himself as unable 
to aflord any comparison between the rates of the Public 
Works Department and tho3C of the Calcutta Muni
cipalit,y, but mentioned that he did not take into account 
the establishment charges in his comparison of rates for 
hostds and had only considered the rates tendered for by 
contractors, as he presumed that the tendered rates 
included an allowance for supervision charges. 

1,781. He was doubtful whether the employment of 
large contracting firms in Calcutta would lead to appre
ciable savings in supervision charges, as the amount of 
subordinate supervision would remain practically con
stant, except that it might be possible to dispense with 
the service of a work aircar. 

1,782. He advocated an increase in the powers of 
sanction of Executive Engineers to Rs. 5,000 and affir1L1ed 
that such increase would lead to a saving in correspond
ence and thus give the Superintending Engineer more 
time for other work. Although sub-divisional officers in 
the llTigation Braneh were empowered to make disburse
ments the witness did not recommend the bestowal of 
such power on sub-divisional officers in Calcutta, but 
thought that the po\\er might be delegated in remote 
localities as it would save contractors the trouble of going 
to headquarters to reeeive payment of their bills. He was 
not in favour of any other delegations oi power to sub
divisional officer& 

1,783. The Public '\\'orks Department had occasionally 
constructed contribution works in Calcutta, and the 
chapel in the Presidency College Hospital, and the hospital 
attarhed to the School of Tropical Medicine were typical 
instances. In the latter case, the money had been raised 
in Dengal, and though the hospital would be state pro
perty, govt-rument had not contributed towards its 
erection. The que.'tion as to the management ot the 
hospital had not yet b€'Cn settled He could not quote 
l'DY instance in which work had ~n done by the fublic 

Works Department for the Calcutta Municipal Corpor· 
ation, but stated that the Department undertook the 
quadrennial repairs to the Senate House attached to the 
Calcutta University. 

J ,784. He had had considerable experience of passed .z. 
students of the Sibpur College, and affirmed that they 
were very good. The practical training of upper sub
ordinates was quite satisfactory and they were not too 
highly trained for the "ork required of them. Though 
it was not necessary for upper subordinates, who were 
generally those who had failed to secure appointments as 
Assistant Engineers to be trained as engineers, 'et he did 
not consider it a drawback in view of the faet that the 
better trained men were more useful in the Department. 
The lower subordinates werP, in his opinion, good enough 
for the work they performed, and he did not favour the 
Rugg~>stion that a proportion of the lower subordinate 
stall of the Public Works Department should be recruited 
from the mistri class, as 1r.istris could not speak Engli~h, 
which he thought essential for the purpose of drawing up 
measurements, etc., and he considered that a b;tter 
educated and trained man was required for the work 
of a lower subordinate. 

1,785. He had had experience of the students '' ho came 
to him for practical training from the Sibpur College and 
considered that the present system had worked very well. 
The year's praetical training which they received was 
sufficient and fitted them for the charge of a section of a 
work, or of small works. He further considered that the 
practical training received at college was sufficient, even 
for thoEe who did not join government service, and would 
not suggest any longer period of training. ., 

1,786. He did not approve of the formation of an 
Architectural Division in Calcutta, under which proposal 
the Consulting Architect to Government would have a 
subordinate Architect in direct executive charge of the 
construction of buildings, and preferred the exi~ting 
system. In his opinion the proposed change would 
result in failure, as the supervision of the construction 
of a building was es~entially the work of an engineer 
and not of an architect. He expressed Limsdf as doubt
ful whether the formation of an Architectural Division 
would lead to a better standard of buildings and drew 
attention to the fact that as an Architect was not 
familiar with Indian conditions a great deal of his time 
would be spent in the supervision of buildings to the 
detriment of his architectural work proper. 

1,787. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He explained, with re· 
ference to the remark in his written statement that many ' 
hostels had been built by private firms in Calcutta for 
which government grant8-in-aid had been given and tte 
'Plans and estimates checked by him, that the plans to 
which he had alluded had been prepared by the firms who 
were entrusted with the execution of the works and that 
he ouly scrutinised the tenders therefor. He had observed 
that the rates in such tenders were 6 or 7 per cent. higher 
than the Public Works Department rates but admitted 
that after allowing about 2l per cent. for architect's fees 
for plans and 1}. per cent. for quantities, the remaining 2 
per cent. would cover charges for su1;ervision and office 
accommodation which were not included in the Publlc 
Works Department· rates and that hence private rates, 
instead of being higher, were probably a little lower than 
those charged by the Department. 

1,788. He also stated with reference to the remark in 
his written statement that the existing system could not 
ba improved upon that he had not effected a comparison 
of government rates with private and municipal rates, 
but suggested that the standard of work was an important 
factor and that municipal work was generally inferior to 
that done by government. 

1,789. (J~r. Mackenzie.) When he had been a sub· 
divisional officer, he held the rank of Assistant Engineer 
and had a• drawing account, and thought that lower 
subordinates were allowed a drawing account in some 
divisions. 

1,790. He had not come across any mistria who had 
received any training and considered that. even if they 
were given such facility they would not be bct~r t?an 
lower su.b9rdinates~ If mistris were tau~ht est1matm~, 
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IIUrTI')'ing, etc., th~>y would practic~lly reach ~he same 
level M lower subordinat<>fl, but he d1d not consider such 
a COUI'I'(l practicable. On principle, therefore, he was 
opposed to the recruitmrmt of lower subordinares from 
the arti;.;.1n cla.;;s, but added that for a particular class of 
work, 8uch &OJ wood-work, he preferred to employ a 
trained m i!fri. 

1,791. The Calcutb :Municipality recoived tenders and 
design~ by advertising for them and the acceptance of a 
de~ign did not bind them to the acceptance of the render 
&'J well. The amount of the premium was, he thought, 
stated m the advertisement. 

1,792. He did not know of any Indian cements other 
than "Katni '' nor had he seen them advertised. Hence 
he was unaware that there were firms dealing in cement 
in Bombay and the Punjab. 

1,793. (Rai BaluW.ur Ganga Ram.) He did not know 
that there was a rule in the Public Works Code which 
prescribed that each indent submitted to the India. Office 
had to be accompanied by a. certificate to the effect that 
similar articles of local manufacture were not obtainable 
in India.. 

1,794. The existence of a state-owned brick kiln brought 
large works within the purview of petty contractors who 
had no capital of their own, because they did not pay 
aetua.l cash for the bricks supplied but mrrcly had til.~ 
value of the bricks deducted at the time of payment of 
their bills. The witness added that such adjustments did 
away with the necessity for borrowing money on int<'rcst, 
and mentioned that all the works within the past two or 
three yeam had been executrd, without any capital, by 
the rnisfri class of contractor. 

1,795. His proposal regarding the increase in the powers 
of Executive Engineers had reference to technical sanc
tion, 

1,796. All the upprr subordinates in his circle were 
considered fit to hold charge of a sub-division. 

1,797. J!istr~ were very good artisans, but he did not 
con8ider that they would be able to rcplaoo lower sub. 
ordinates unless there were separate m~tris for each item 
of work. In support of the latter view he a.'l.~erted that a. 
carpenter mistri would not be able to do brickwork. 

1,798. The rate for concrete was Rs. 32-12-0 and for 
limo Rs. 49 per hundred cubic feet. In the mortar used 
the proportion of lime and surkhi was one to two, while in 
the finished concrete the proportions were 100 cubic feet 
of ballast, 25 of surkhi and 16j of lime. This was the 
quality used in foundations, 

1,799. (Mr. Cobb.) The existence of a. government 
brickfield was beneficial to small contractom who had 
no capital. Two of the contracting firms in Calcutta had 
their own brickfiolds and the remaining firms had to 
buy their bricks in the open market. For the erection of 
the new police building in Calcutta he had engaged three 
contra.ctors, one for sh:me-work, a. second for brickwork 
with bricb supplied by government and the third for 

.,., wood-work. If the Public Works Department had not 
already a brickfiold of its own it would not open one for 
a particular work. The Calcutta Corporation had no 
briekficld of its own. The existence of a government 
brickfield was an important consideration as it ensuJ'<'d a 
reserve stock of bricks and obviated the danger of not 
be-ing able to procure bricks when they were needed. 

1.800. (J/r. Grun.) The witness had been stationed 
in Calcutt~ since 1905. Five years ago there were no 
oontra~:tom who wrre capable of ra!TJ'ing out a whole 
work, and it had only been ·within the past three or four 
years that such r.ontractors ha.d sprung into being. 

l.SOl. (Preside11t.) The difference between the price 
of governnwnt and private bricks was slight. For the 
m•w police oftirt> building and the hostd for the School of 
Tropiral ~ll-dicine the price had bren Rs. 15-14-0 and 

Rs. 16-12-o per thousand, respectively. Brirks were 110ld 
in the Opt'n market between Rs. 16 and Rs. 18 per thou
sand, and their price had gone up on account of an in· 
crease in ~c ~t of cartage and the shortage of coal, but 
that did not account for the difft>rtmce in the ma..<10nry 
rates of private contractom and the Public Works De· 
partment. In his opinion the Public Works Drpa:rtulent 
paid rather higher for labour tha.n ordinary contractors, 
beca.use it demanded a better class of work. 

1,802. The giving of a whole work to one contracting 
firm would not tend to any material reduction in the 
Public Works Th·partmcnt supervising establishment, 
though it might possibly obviate the ner{'S.~ity for the 
employment of a work sircar. A sub-divisional officer 
would still be required to go round and see that the work 
was properly dono and that officer would bo I'<'Sponsible 
for the accounts, and the chock of measurements drawn 
up by tho contractors. He added that the giving of 
government work wholesale to contractors would possibly 
lead to the inflation of ravs. The Public Works Depart· 
ment and private ratks were m•arly on a par but the · 
latter were a little hight'r, 

1,803. In a case of which he knew a.n entire work had 
been given to a large firm who in tum bad sub.lrt the 
stone-work to a.nother contractor, with the result that it 
had not proved eronomica.l and government could have 
done tho work at a. lower rate. 

1,804. If cement were procured locally the Accountant. 
General insisted that sanction should be obtained to its 
purchase. He was not a.ware of the procedure in l'<'gard 
to the purchase and supply of ·cement direct by con
tractors. 

1,805. He did not recommend any increase in the powem 
of a sub-divisional officer, but it would be an advantage 
in remote localities if that officer were allowed to draw 
cheques up to Rs. 1,000. He himself had drawn cheques 
up to Rs. 500 &.'! a sub-divisional officer. 

1,806. (Mr. Mackemie.) He expressed himself as not 
opposed to the drawing of cheques of unlimited amounts 
by sub-divisional officers, provided such expenditure was 
duly vouched for, but he did not think that government 
would be prepared to confer the power on officers of that 
class. In Bengal a sub-divisional officer's powers in the 
matter of drawing cheques was limited but he did not 
know whether the limitation was due to a codified rule. 

1,807. (Jfr. Green.) Mi.stri& had· proved satisfactory 
for the particular class of work for which they had been 
engaged, but their knowledge was limitrd to their Oll'll 

particular trade. He considered, however, that the sub· 
stitution of mistri.s for work sircar& would be an improve. 
ment, but added that mi.stri& would demand higher 
wages. 

1,808. (Rai Bahailur Ganga. Ram,) The witness 
revised the schedule of rates annually, but without refer. 
ence to market rates which, however, might profitably be 
taken into consideration in this connection. 

1,809 • .AB standard type plans for police stations, etc., 
in Bengal were all prepared by the Chief Engine~r, in 
consultation with the department concerned, he had never, 
been consulted. The variations in specifications in Bengal 
and the Punjab were possibly due to varying conditions. 
He did not think that a comparison of the standard plaru! 
in the different provinces would be of much use in tracing 
the reasons for such differences but added that it might 
throw some light on the matrer and be of some assist· 
ance. 

1,810. He did not allow any particular percentage for• 
works estabfu>hment in preparing estimates and stat(·d 
that there was no rule in Bengal laying down a fixed per. 
centage. Ordinarily, 5 per cent. was allo\l·ed for con
tingencie-s. He had had no experience of the work of 
large contracting firms, either in Calcutta or elsewhere, 

F. Ronms, EsQ., Assista.nt Inspeet~r-G:neral of Police, BengaL 

W rilitn StaU111ent. 
1.811. (G<nrral.) In tht first pla.c-e, building op<·ra

tions in the l'olire Dt.·partmt'nt are at preSt'nt in a w-rv 
llllsettl<.Q stat"iio I give a short history of these opera-

tions in order to ~>how how this situation has arleen and 
also Lt-eause it will be of we in reference to the replies on 
the particular points reft'rred to in the re!Kilution. l'p 
w late ytars the gentral practice bas bten for the .Pf·)ic:c 
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Department to put up its own buildings.· In early days 
these consisted of mud, wood and thatch. The cost was 
extremely small. 1\IateriaJs were easily obtainable from 
jungle and waste land and chaulidars and begdr work 
were freely employed. Entries in the " register of hnds 
and buildings'' kept up in the district offices still show 
that many police stations were erected with the help of 
local zamindars and chaukidars. In later years, with 
the reclamation of waste land and jungle and the great 
advance in prices and style of living, a better class of 
building became ne<'essary not only to keep the men con
tented but also because buildings, constructed with the, 
so to speak, ephemeral materials mentioned above, are 
now-a-days costly to maintain. Type plans were in
troduced and improved from time to time and contractors 
commenced to be employed. Efforts to build without 
such aid were often attended with disastrous results. 
The agency of tho Public Works Department was utilized 
for more important buildings at district and sub-divi-
sional headquarters. · 

(2). At the present time, the type plans are for brick 
and mortar with eorrugated iron roofs for cookshcds, 
etc., as the Eublic Works Department· have advised this 
course in order to reduce the cost of maintenance. The 
standard has advanced beyond the scope of tho police, 
and minor units such as head consflltbles' quarters and 
oooksheds are now tho only type plan buildings which ean 
be constructed within the Rs. 2,500 limit fixed for build
ings put up without Public Works Department agency. 

(3). Efforts are now being made to replace the old kutcha 
structures and to utilize the Public Works Department as 
far as possible, but owing to the lack of funds progress 
has beon very slow in this respect and, generally speaking, 
the police are still housed in inadequate and unhealthy 
buildings which are patched up from time to time by its 
own agency. Any new police stations which may be 
sanctioned are opened in temporary sheds. A complete 
review explaining the present position has been submitted 
to government. A crore and a half of rupees is necessary 
to provide proper aecommodation, and it is hoped that in 
due time the provision of sufficient funds will enable the 
Public Works Department to take over all buildings. 

(4). I have explained above how the standard of accom
modation has progressed beyond the scope of police 
officers. It js I'Ssential also that Superintendents, 
inspectors, and sub-inspeetors should be relieved of 
extraneous work of this nature in order that they may 
devote thoir time to their own legitimate duties. Any 
changes recommended by the-Committee should not bring 
about the retrograde step of involving, in any way, police 
offieers in the responsibility of building operations and 
they should be relieved of all work in this connection. 

1,812. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of execu
tion of public works.-The methods at present in vogue 
for the execution of police buildings by the Public Works 
l){.partment are- suitnb!e. Complaints have been made 
on oecasions that the workmanship is faulty, but this is 
greatly superior to that experienced in the same style of 
buildings put up by tho police. There is a general senti. 
ment that Public Works Department rates are expeni>ive, 
but it is extremely difficult for a layman to say whether 
they should be cheaper or not. Buildinl!s erected by 
the police in the past were cheaper in the first hlstance, 
but do not last as long and cost more in repairs and up· 

, keep. The Public Works Department supervision charges 
as far as they affect this department are not expensive. 
Such charges as find their way into the estimates are for 
temporary works establishment only which consist 
generally of a work si1-car, on Rs. 30 per mensem, and 

sometimes a peon in addition. These charges work out 
at 1 to 2 per.. cent. of the total estimates. The sentiment 
that the work should be done more cheaply must be due, 
therefore, to charges for actual matcriais and labour. I 
have tried to check this by comparing buildings con
structed by (l) Police, (2) Public Works Department 
agency, but it is impossible in the time at my dillposal to 
comraro merits when so many factors vary, such as 
quuhty of mr.terials, accessibility of site, increase of 
prices due to war, etc. I give my views in the next 
paragr;,ph as to whether more economy could be ob
tained by the introduction of a new agency. 

1,813. (II.) Encouragement of other agericy.-Undor 
the existing system private enterprise is sufficiently 
encouraged. Type pl!ms for all units of buildings, both 
single and double storied, and quantity forms have been 
standardized and work is given out to contractors by the 
Public Works Department. The necessity therefore of 
stimulation to private firms does not arise as regards the 
Police Department. 

(2). It is possible that in large towns, especially in 
Calcutta, projects could be safely handed over to eon
tractors, with a government inspecting agency. The 
Bengal Police, however, are concerned but very little with 
large projrcts in large towns. I doubt very much if 
Calcutta firms would contract for such small itnms, com
paratively speaking, as the construction of police stations 
in out-of-the-way places in a district, and police stations 
comprise the great majority of our projects. Small local 
firms with, in the majority of cases, no reputation or 
name to keep up must continue to be the construeting 
agency. · Any other checking agency than the Public 
Works Department would have to be as critical and 
particular and would merely be a substitution for the 
present system. 

(3). The situation in the police at present, however, is 
abnormal., As I have explained above, we require a 
crore and a half of rupees for some hundreds of places. 
District boards and many municipalities have qualified 
engineers, but I do not see how they could be utilized in 
view of this large programme of work. In the review on 
the subject which has been submitted to government it 
has been suggested that it would appear to be advi~able 
to open two or .three special Public Works Department 
works divisions for police buildings only, and thus com
plete the scheme within ·four or' five years. If some 
system of this kind is not adopted it is anticipated that 
the Public Works Department will not be able to spend 

. the money. Even on the arrival of the happy day in 
which the force will be housed in pucca buildings, the up
keep of which should not give much trouble as new con
struction will be required only for newly sanctioned posts, 
the management will be beyond the powers of district and 
municipal engineers. With the existence of the present 
Public Works Department staff in districts, tho impres
sion is abroad that the actual eonstruction should be 
dono more cheaply and in some instances more efficiently,, 
and I do not see that the supervising agency can be mini
mized in any way. A new inspecting agency with but 
occasional supervision would not be sufficient. To sum 
up, contractors are employed by the Public Works De
partment on police projects and no stimulation of private 
firms is necessary in this respect. Any other agency 
would have to be as particular and critical as the present 
system and it is essential that tho Police ·Department 
should be absolved altogether of work in connection 
With buildings. 

1,814. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The Public Works Department meets 
our needs. 

}!B.. F. Ronms called and examined. ' 

1,815. (Pmide-nt.)-The witness stated that he was 
Assistant Inspector-General of Police, Bengal. 

l.Slft Up till about twenty to twenty-five years ago, 
the gtmeral pradice had been for the Police Department 
to construct and maintain their own buildings. Of late 
years, howeV'cr, oontractors had been employed for this 
purpose. Th(l Pu'blic Wor~s D<'partment had con-

structed very few buildings, comparatively speaking. and 
these were mostly at headquarters stations of districts. 
The better class of building now required had advanced 
beyond the scope of the Police Department and this was 
the main reason why the departmental system had been 
given up. Other reasons yore that the style of building 
nvw required took 1\ long time to const"!ct, and that the 
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acconnta took time, in fact altogether too much of th~ 
timll of the officer respollsible for their comtruct!on had 
tQ be devoted to the work. Gem•rally speaking. ·uuti:ide 
hca.dquart~'l'l! station~<, police buildings_ w~re still main
tai:wd hv the Police ])l•partment, but mthm the last four 
or five ,:,.~.1"1'! the Public Works Department h31l tnken 
over a f;~w. There was no hard-and-fast rule under which 
the Public Works and Police Department~ were required 
to con~truct certain buildings, it wa.s merely a question 
of funds. Buildings constructed by the Police Dep:'.rt
ment were more or lcs8 sheds which required no technical 
skill and were capatlo of being constructed even by 
villagers. A~ soon as funds were available it w:t5 hoped 
that the Public Works Department would construct all 
the Police Department buildings. 

1,817. The construction of a bett~r type of police 
building was Mces:;itated now-a-days in order to keep up 
the dignity of government, also because the nvm were 
not satisfied with the old kutcha type of shed which, as 
advised bv the Public Works Department, it was found 
very expc.nsive to maintain. He could not say th.'1t the 
constable had aetually demanded a bett(lr type of build
ing, but the sub-inspector class were cert3inly accustomed, 
at present, to a better class of building than was generally 
given to them. 

1,818. The limit fixed for the construction of buildings 
by the Police Department agency was Rs. 2,500. If the 
buildings in a police station had to be attended to by the 
Public Works Department, that Department would be 
a.~kc-d to undeJ:take the nocessary repairs and also any 
new extensions contemplated in th:tt station, but in 
places where buildings had already been .constructed by 
the Police Department, that department would undertake 
the repairs and extensions. 

1,819. He advocated that the Police Department 
should be entirely relieved of the construction as well as 
the maintenance. of its buildings, so that offic()rs could 
devote more time to their own legitimate duties. 

1,820. He had had no experience in connection with 
the maintenance of buildings by district board engineers, 
but thought that it might be found practicable provided 
that all buildings were -pucca and iu a thoroughly satis
factory condition to hand over the repairs to district 
boards instead of to the Public Works Department. He 
did not anticipate that any objection would be raised to 
such an arrangement by the Police Department. 

I .821. He ha.d found it impo~~ible to effect. a comparison 
of the rates fQr buildings constructed b~· the Public Works 
and Police Department.~. respectively, because of the 
varying factors of t:;-p':\ 1\CCef>sioihty of site. etc. Generally 
sp•laking one cJa..o,g was p1t1XIl and thll other kutcha; the 
quality of materials also differed. 

1,822. (Rai Bahadur Ganja Ram.) The mortar used 
in the type plan buildings 'Was, for some purposes of lime, 
for oth<'rs it was composed of mud. In the construction 
of constables' quarters. for instance, lime mortar was used 
in the important parts of the walls, but the mortar used 
for other purposes was of mud. 

1,823. Given sufficiently high plinths, the shed typo of 
buildings for constables did not affect their health. The 
bet that constables had to live in such buildings might 
have a little influence on recruitment, but it was difficult 
to pronounce a deiinitc opinion. Tho better class of 
building now being constructed for constables would, he 
thought, certainly tend to encourage recruiting, but no 
considerable difficulty was experienced at present in this 
cotmection, as the police force was only some two hundred 
short of its full strength. 

1,824. Kutcha buildings were costly to maintain. 
Figures in this connection had been worked out by the 
Public Works Department some three or four years ago, 
but he could not remember exactly what they were. 

1,825. With rrgard to repairs to police buildings being 
undertaken by the district boards, it was pointed out to 
the witness that, as these buildings were so isolated, the 
travelling allowance granted to the district engineer 
would amount to more than the cost of repairs. The 
witness stated, however, that it seemed to him that the 
important point was to see that the repairs were properly 
done. 

1,826. The Inspector-General of Police had strongly 
objected to the cost of the upkeep of the shed type of 
buildings for constables, and was desirous that the 
Public Works Department should take over all police 
buildings, not only on account of the expense, but also 
on account of the trouble involved in looking alter them. 
As a matter of fact, the Police Department could not 
maintain. their buildings in a. satisfactory condition, and 
had to ask the Public Works Department to take them 
over. This they had done in many instances. 

At Calcutta, Thursday, 8th February 1917. 
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Written StalemV~.l. 
1,827. 'My views are based on my experience a.s 

Collector in the districts of the 24-Parganas, Cuttack, 
};adia and Dacea. from 1908 to 1915, and my experience 
relates to the mo/ul!8il onJv. 

1.828. The first parag~ph of the Re;;olution of the 
(;owrnment of India, Xo. 06-E.A., dated the 2-ith Kowm
ber l\.116, apparently rontemplates a syetem under 
whieh the Public W ot:ks Department-

(a) constructs and repairs buildings and roa.ds other
w·ise than through contractors ; 

(b) undertakes work for district boards and muni· 
cipalities. 
Th~ sytitem does not prevail in Bengal, but it is prob

ably mtended that the following questions should be 
considered, tiz. :-

(a) whtther it is praetieaLle to give contraeta for the 
coru;t~ction and repai;s of go<rernment buildings to 
supwor contractors who will do the work without detailed 
EUpervision by subordinate officials and with only general 
supen"ision by superior officeflj of the Public Worka 
Department ; 
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(b) whether it is practicable to have the construction 
and repairs of government buildings carried out by 
district boards and municipalities. 

1,829. I do not think that the first of these systems 
il practicable in the mofussil because contractors of the 
required standing are not ready to take up small and 
scattered projects, and even if under the system proposed 
they did take them up they would not be able to spare 
the services of competent engineers to supervise such 
work except at a prohil,>itive cost ; still less would they 
be ready to take up petty repair work. 

1,830. The second question, viz., of a more extensive 
use by government of the services of the engineering 
staff of district boards and municipalities is one which 
merits investigation in Bengal. Prima facie it is not an 
economical arrangement under which the Executive 
Engineer and the district engineer arc both required 
to visit an outlying sub-division and to have a subor
dinate officer stationed there, the government officers 
dealing with the sub-divisional office, munsifi, thana and 
sub-registry office, and the district board officers dealing 
with the dispensary buildings, inspection bungalows and 
roads and bridges. It is still more anomalous that the 
Executive Engineer should be required to visit an out
lying thana or sub-registry office in the sub-division 
when the building is under construction or repairs, when 
the district engineer is also· required, to visit. the same 
place to inspect the road leading to it. 

1,831. The arguments which may be used against 
transferring to the district board the duty of constructing 
and maintaining government buildings in the mofussU are

(i) that the district boards would not like to undertake 
the work; 

(ii) that the engineering staff of the district board is 
not competent to carry it out ; 

(iii) that the government could not safely entrust its 
property to an authority over which it had not complete 
control, especially with a possibility of the chairman of 
the di~trict board being a non-official. 

These difficulties may not be insuperable and an en
deavour might be made to meet them on the following 
lines:-

(I). An arrangement should be made with the district 
board for payment to them by government'"of a fixed 
sum annually (subject to r11vision~ at stated periods) for 
the charges for supervision of works of construction and 
repairs, and in particular in fixing the sum it is necessaru 
to provide for the preparation of plans and estimates 
even in cases where no buildiNgs are ultimately con
structed ; this would enable the district board to foresee 
their requirements and resources and to provide suitable 
establishment for the work to be undertaken. The 
system of individual payments to district boards for the 
services of the district engineer for each of several pro· 
jects as in force in the ease of works executed by district 
boards for estates under the Court of Wards is very 
troublesome and the income from this source being 
irregular, the district board cannot increase its perma
nent staff and make proper provision for the extra work, 
with the result that its own work and that of the Wards' 
estates suffer. 

(2). Provision should be made for closer supervision of 
the work of the district engineer by the Superintending 
Engineer. It is possible that the proposed transfer of 
work from tho Public Works Department to the district 
board would relieve the Superintending Engineer of so 
much office work that he would have time for more 
inspection, but it is probable that the number of Superin
tending Engineers would have to be increased. 

1,832. Some experience has been ebtained in Bengal 
of the system of entrusting district boards with the main
temmce of provincial roads. Until a short time ago the 
Grand Trunk Road of which 150 miles lie in the districts 
of Howrah, Hooghly and Burdwan was repaired by the 
district boards concerned ; it was then taken back by 
the Public Works Department. It is desirable that all 
sueh cases of provincial roads should be dealt with on & 

t'onsideration of the cirt'umstanN''li . .Jrhich are most likely 
to ensure tho road being kept in good order ; it was in 
my opinion a mistake to resume the last 50 miles of the 

Grand Trunk Road which used to be repaired by the 
Asansol Local Board under the Burdwan District .Board ; 
the members of the Asansol L::>cal Board use the road 
a great deal and it was kept in excellent order. 

(2). On the other hand, it is obviously desirable that the 
Public Works Department should retain control of the 
provincial roads in Cuttack district, where a large staff 
is necessarily maintained for irrigation work and could 
be economically employed on maintaining the roads. 

(3). The provirlcial roads in the 24-Parganas district 
were in my .Qpinion satisfactorily maintained by the 
district board engineer. 

1,833. Since writing the above, I have examined the 
corre9pondence of 1896, when a committee was appointed 
to consider the results of the scheme in force from 1892 
to 1896, under which provincial works were entrusted to 
district boards. The condemnation of the system by 
the committee follows as a surprise after the reports 
which were submitted to government by Commissioners 
and Superintending Engineers ; these reports were summa
rized in the Secretariat jn the following sentence :-

" The opinions are almost unanimously to the effect 
that the system, as a whole, has been successful, but that 
there are defects in the mam1er in which it has been 
worked, which should be remedied." 

The correspondence shows that the defects in the 
system may l:e briefly classified as- · 

(a) unbusiness-like arrangements between government 
and district boards for remuneration for services, and 

(b) the indefinite character of the control exercised by 
the Superintending Engineer over the district engineer. 

The first class of defects appear to me to be remediable, 
the crux appears to lie i..:1 the second class, and the diffi. 
culties would be largely increased if district boards had 
non-official chairmen. 

1,834. On the whole, as a result of reading the corre
spondence of 1896, my conclusion is that the system 
was then abandoned prematurely, but that to introduce 
it again with a prospect of non-official chairmen of dis
trict boards and a consequent aggravation of the position 
of the district engineer as a servant with two masters, 
and in view of tho very large building pro!lrammes of 
the Police, Education and Registration Departments 
and of the schemes for building new district and sub
divisional headquarters and quarters for circle officers, 
would be the assumption of an unjustifiable risk, and 
that a period during which'" bricks and mortar " con
stitute one of the most pressing needs for improving the 
administration of the p~ovince is 1,10t the right time for 
scrapping the Department of Public Works. A further 
consideration is the fact that the organization of district 
boards is subject at present to a considerable strain on 
account of the increase of their spending powers due to 
the grant of the public works c~>ss : it is desirable that 
the full establishment of the circle system should ulti
mately be followed by a considerable decentralization 
of the work of district boards, and when this has taken 
place and the building programmes have been com
pleted the circumstances will be more favourable for 
entrusting government public works to district boards. 

1,835. Of the particular points into which the Com
mittee will inquire I have further remarks to offer on 
two only, viz. :-

(i) whether the methods at present adopted for the 
execution of civil works are economical and suitable for 
the purpose for which they were devised ' and 

(ii) whether the Public Works Department meets the 
needs of other departments of the Administration. 

These two subjects can be discussed together. 
1,836. I have often heard the opinion expressed that 

the work of the Public Works Department is expensive 
compared with work done by private enterprise. I am 
not convinced that the work is ultimately expensive. 
It is generally held to be good work, and the 11ost of 
repairs to cheap buildings is so high that a comparison of 
the initial cost of two buildings without a comparison 
of the cost of upkeep is fallacious. The existence in the 
Dacca district of cheap buildings for schools, dispensaries 
and police-stations constructed by private or depart. 
mental agency without adequate supervision occasion6d 
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very heavy charges for repairs and renewals, and ~ more 
81'rious conl"equence than these heavy charges IS the 
extent to which the time of all officers concerned is taken 
up with questions of repairs and renewals. 

1,837. Partial explanations of the high rates for work 
done for the Public W' orks Department may be found 
in delay in payment of bills for work done and in the 
frequent practice of getting work dol!-e in a. hurry at ~he 
cnd of the financial year. Delay m payment of bills 
;~ often said to be due to demands for illegal gratification 
by subordinate officials and to want of business-like 
habits in the offices of Executive Engineers. I am not 
in a position to say whether these accusations are well 
founded. 

1 ,838. The practice of getting work done in a hurry 
at the end of the year is one for which the Public Works 
Department is not responsible. I believe it to be attri
butable to the following causes:-

(a). Where the total amount of money available for 
provincial expenditure is variable from year to year it 
is inevitable that the variations should be dealt with by 
regulating the amount spent on public buildings, this being 
the expenditure which can be postponed or accelerated 
with less dislocation of work than other expenditure ; 
in these circumstances no department knows in advance 

•what money will be available for expenditure on its 
building schemes in future years, nor can it frame a 
building programme with any hope of carrying it out. 

(b). In many parts of Bengal a small building project 
like the construction of a police-station or a sub-registry 
office cannot be· carried out satisfactorily within a period 
of 12 months; such a project in Eastern Bengal normally 
contains 3 stages, viz., the acquisition of the land, the 
raising of the site, and the construction of the building. 
Even if the execution" of the work is sanctioned early 
in the financial year, it will very likely be impossible to 
begin construction earlier than February with the result 
that the building will be constructed in a hlfrry. There 
is a tendency to withhold orders for initiating execution 
of a project until it has been decided that the funds 
for completing it are immediately available ; an improve· 
.ment would be effected if, on the approval of a project 
as a whole, land acquisition was undertaken in one 
year (though funds were not available for the whole 
work), and the raising of the site in the second year and 
the construction of the building in the third year. 

1,839. Though the quality of work done by the Public 
Works Department is generally held to be good, it is 
frequently asserted that there is great delay in getting 
plans and estimates and that the amount of the detaill.'d 
estimate oft~n largely exceeds that of the preliminary 
elltimate. The occurredce of this delay and of these 
divergences between preliminary and detailed estimates 
are facts, but they are in my opinion chiefly due to two 
causes for which the Public Works Depa.rtment is not 
responsible ; the first cause is that the requiring officer 
often asks for plans and estimates before he has consid· 
ered to the best of his ability what his requirements 
are ; the second is that after the Executive Engineer has 
prepared a plan to the satisfaction of the requiring officer, 
the latter has frequently been transferred before the 
project can be undertaken, and his successor has other 
ideas and wants to have the plan revised. My ~xperi· 
ence has been that when requirements are definitely 
stated and when-"the requiring officer takes reasonable 
pains to explain them and to get advice, schemes can 
be matured without undue delay ; but expeditious 
results cannot be expected from the Public Works Depart· 
ment or from private agencies if requirements are not 
properly considered before advice is asked for~ 

1,840. I can assert on personal knowledge, and without 
fear of exaggeration, that of the tinie of the officers of 
the Public Works Department in the Dacca district which 
was taken up by the preparation of plans and estimates 
while I was at Dacca from October 1912 to May 1915, 
at least three-fourtlis was taken up in connection with 
schemes which had :rio result during that period nor 
during the subsequent 18 months up to date ; this state
ment would be no exaggeration even if the work done 
on the Dacca University scheme was excluded. I may 
add that as far as I know the whole of this work was done 
in accordance with the orders of authorities who were 
competent to call for it, and that a very considerable 
proportion of it has been abandoned or is likely to be 
abandoned and has not been merely postponed for 
financial reasons. I do not suggest that there were not 
good grounds for calling for the plans and estimates, 
but the point to which I invite attention is that this 
kind of work has to be paid for in some form or another, 
and that the effect of its existence is to raise the establish· 

1'ment charges on work ":hich is actually executed. 

The HoN'BLE :MR. L. BIRLEY called and examined. 

1,841. (President.) The witness stated that he had held 
the post of Collector in Bengal for six years. 

1,842. With regard to the amount of government 
control exercised over district boards he remarked that 
a district board had practically full control over its own 
budget, but that as the Collector was almost always the 
chairman of the district board and the budget was 
sent through him to the Commissioner, it was open to 
the control of both those officers. The Commissioner 
sE>ldom made alterations in a district board's budget. 

1,843. The accounts of district boards were audited 
by government agency, and he thought that government 
had absolute power under the Local Self-Government Act 
to enforce specific instructions of the Audit D~artment 
in the same way that government had powers under 
the Municipal Act. Without a reference to the Local 
::-elf-Government Act, however, he could not state defi
nitdy whether government reserved the right to super
SE'de an inefficient district board by the appointment 
of a government officer for its management, because he 
had never known of such a case or that it was even 

• cont('mplated. 
I ,844. District board works were inspected bv the 

Sup<>rintmding Engint>er, who in this capacity was ·dE"sig
natffi the "lnspt>rtor of Works," and the Executive 
En!,!ineer had no concern with the district boord. The 
Superintending Engint>er, as Inspt>Ctor of Works, had no 
ext'rutive power in regard to district board works, and 
w11s. only rt>quired to inspect works and to offer such 
adnre and criticism as hf' thought fit. A deft>et in the 
exi~ting sptem wa.s that it It'd to duplication of stall 
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in districts, owing to the existence of a government 
Public Works Department staff and a. district board 
engineering staff, both of which performed similar duties 
in the same area, but though he considered the employ· 
ment of a single agency as the ideal to be aimed at, and 
that it was anomalous to have two, as at present, he 
did JlOt think that existing conditions rendered such 
a. course practicable. ..... 

1,84:5. The transfer of government works would place 
at the disposal of district boards larger funds, but he 
could not affirm whether the boards would welcome 
such a transfer, as it might so happen that the services • 
of the district engineer might be required for government 
work at a time when the district board also needed 
him for its own work. In view of the fact that the 
Collector was the chairman of the district board, and that 
in his dual capacity he would be responsible for the 
execution of both classes of work, he did not think that 
this contingency was very likely to cause trouble at 
the present time if government work were immediately 
transferred to the boards. But if the non-official chair· 
men of district boards became numerous, he thought 
that there would be .great likelihood of friction arising 
from the fact that the C<>llecror would require the r,:ervicea 
of the dib1:rict engineer in the interests of government 
when the non-official chairman required them in the 
interests of the district board. Even if government 
made. over the maintenance of all government buildings 
and roads to district boards and made them 110lelv res
ponsible for their upkeep and thm pla.ced the e~ 
under one controlling authority, t'iz., the district board, 

2 ' 
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he considered that the Collector would be the officer plated and partly because district boards had recently 
most interested in getting such work as repairs to gov· had their resources augmented by the transfer to 
ernment buildings done, wherea..s the district board them of the public works cess and had not yet ad
would not be interested in the condition of government justed their organization to cope with the larger ex· 
buildings to the same extent as that officer and other penditure that was possible with the increased funds. 
officers of government were. •He did -not mean to T4e present time, for this reason, was not a favourable 
imply that government buildings could not be properly one for them to take over any additional work. 
maintained by a. district board after their transfer to such Besides, there were some large building schemes pending 
authority, but that the work was not likely to be done in various parts of the province which were quite 
to the satisfaction of government officers, more especially beyond the abilities of district boards owing to their 
if a non-official gentleman happened to be the chairman magnitude. The public works cess was equivalent to 
of the board, whereas such would not be the case, if the road cess which constituted the principal source of 
repairs were attended to by a government officer. income of district boards prior to the handing over to 

1 ,846. He understood that an additional number of them of the public works cess and as the public works cess 
non-official chairmen of district boards was contemplated had been made over to the boards within the past three 
in Bengal, and added that though there had been none years, their income had approximately been doubled 
nntil recently there were..now either one or two such and as a consequence ihey had now considerably more 
chairmen. It Wa.B not feasible for government to exer- work to perform than formerly. He mentioned that 
ci~~e control over district boards in the matter of the government had not decided definitely to make over 
maintenance of government buildings by delegation to the public works cess outright to district boords to 
the Superintending Engineer as Inspector of Works utilize as they desired and that the greater part of it was 
of plenary powers in the matter, as a district board actually spent on public works. When the cess was 
under a non·official chairman would not like to receive under government control it was treated as a receipt 
absolute orders from the Superintending Engineer, even of government, and it was now credited to local funds. 
though the government provided the funds for the There had been discussion on the question of limiting the -
maintenance of these buildings. A transfer to district objects on which the money arising from the cess should · 
boards of government works on such conditions would be spent, but no final decision had been reached. As 
not be welcomed as it would not be a substantial advance a matter of fact the cess was at present generally reserved 
towards local self.government, nor would the boards by district boards for expenditure on public works. 
consider it as such whether they were made responsible 1,849. As the former chairman of a district board he 
to the Inspector of Works for thl\orepair of government thought that such boards carried out their own public 
buildings, or not. works to a fairry good standard of efficiency, but that 

1,8!7. In his opinion there was no great danger in a great deal depended upon the personality of the district 
transferring the repair of provincial roads to district engineer. He knew of one district board at least which 
boards which, at present, undertook the repair of local had an able engineer. ·The present system for the 
roads, and government might allot funds to district execution of district board works was fairly satisfactory 
boards for the purpo3e of such maintenance work. But and he could not suggest how improvements might be 
in effecting such a transfer it would be necessary to effected. 
consider carefully which roads could safely be entrusted 1,850. The relations of the Public Works Department 
to the care of district boards as while one board might with other departments were generally satisfactory. 
be quite capable of maintaining roatls made over to it He had had experience of the erection and maintenance 
to the proper standard of efficiency another might not, of its own buildings by the Police Department, but 
and in some cases it would be preferable to retain the thought that that system had not proved satisfactory. 
roads in the hands of the Public \, orks D:partment Its drawbacks were that such buildings were generally 
which in certain areas by reason 9f its location and other \ not of a permanent nature, and that a great deal of the 
reasons could perform the work more satisfactorily. time of .the police which might otherwise have been 
Of 150 miles of the Grand Trunk Road in Bengal which spent more advantageously on their more legitimate duties 
he had alluded to in his }Vl'itten statement, he considered was under that system utilized on petty questions con
that the la.Bt 50 miles of that road might with advantage cerning estimates for the repair of buildings and the 
be made over to the Asansol Local Board for maintenance provision of funds therefor.· He had not considered 
particularly as it had previously done Jhe work satis- tl::e question of economy in relation to police buildings 
factorily. On the other hand, the remaining portion but mentioned that it was analogous to the erection of 
which was nearer to Calcutta had not been kept up to buildings for schools and dispensaries of which he had 
the required standard of efficiency by the district boards had experience, and that in his opinion such works were 
concerned, and hence he thought that it would be better not economical, because they were of a temporary nature 
to keep this portion in the charge of the Public Works and thus cost a great deal to repair. The demand. of. the 
Department. He did not approve of the duplication of Police Department for a higher standard of buildmgs 
staff in districts and desired the employment of a single was reasonable because the temporary structu~es .at 
agency, if a practicable method could be evolved. The present erected in many places were not fit .to hve .m, 
ca..."6 of the Grand Trunk Road was one of the practical not because they were inferior to those inhabited by 
difficulties with which the proposal was surrounded, but private people, but because ~hey nee?ed more frcqu~nt 
was not one of the flmdamental difficulties, which latter repairs than they got. He did not think that the police 
in his opinion were insurmountable at the present time. resorted Jo any coercion in p~ocuring th~ services of 
· 1,8!8. He had had no practical experience of the village watchmen for the erectwn and mamtenance of 

scheme which was given a trial in the nineties under their own buildings. . . . . 
whkh Cl.'rtain governml.'nt works were transferred to 1,85l._He did not favour the handing over of buildmgs 
di>trict boards for management as that scheme had been to departments for maintenance in order to relieve ~he 
abandoned in the year 1896 and he was not then in the Public Works Department of a great deal of work which 
s.-rvice. The pas..<;ages in his written evidence which was not of a technical nature, e.g., the _tr~nsfer. to .a 
related to this schemt> were, as stated therein, based on Collector for maintenance of all the buildings m h1s 
recorded papers from which he had gathered that the district, became he thought such work woul? occ?PY 
scheme had hardly bet>n givl.'n a fair trial and on the a. great deal of the time of c~vil depa~ments _whwli m1ght 
1.'\""idence of those papers he thought that at that time be better employed otherw1Se, and 1t :was l~~ly ~o lead 
the scheme might well have bi.'Qn given a further trial, to neglect in many instances. In his opm10? It wa8 
with cl.'rtain modifications. This view, he added, had ' advisable to have the special staff of t~e Pubhc Works 
'bet>n entt>rtained by a large number of people who were Departml.'nt to attend even t~ t~e ordinary_ annual. re
consulted at the time. He would not, howewr, advo- pairs of buildings in the whole distnct, e.g., white-washmg, 
C\te the rl.'\""i'l""al of the scheme in selrted districts tile·turning, repairs of broken glas3, etc. 
putly bl.'cause of the fact that the appointment of 1,852. He affirmed that the Public Works Department 
non-official chairmen of district boards wa,s ~OI\tl.'m· was called upon to prepare a great many plans and 
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estimates which never came to fruition, and that it ought 
not to be requi!'itioned hi other departments until they 
had thought out their owri requirements more thoroughly. 
.But he thought that under any system which was dev:Lo.ed 
for the construction of buildings there must necessarily 
be cal!f'_,a where estimates could not be carried int<J exe· 
cution. One of the reasons why the Public Works 
Department was given needless work was that its serrices 
were often requisitioned by local officers of departments 
before they had given sufficient forethought to their 
requirements. 

1,853. He amplified the statement in paragraph 1,8!0 
of his written evidence where he had stated that at least 
three-quarters of the time of the Public Works Depart
ment, when he was in Dacca from October 1912 to ~1ay 
Hll5, was taken up in connection with infructuous 
schemes, with the remark that the assertion would be 
no exaggeration even if the Dacca University scheme 
were excluded. His observation applied to schemes in 
general the majority of which were initiated at the 
instance of government. · 

1,854. In regard to the contention of the Public Works 
Department that plans and estimates had to be revised 
frequently owing to modifications in the views of the 
requisitioning departments and to the suggestion that 
the requisitioning department, after it had signed the 
preliminary plan and estimate, ought to have no further 

-concern with it, i.e., that the requisitioning officer ought 
to decide once and for all on the rough ground plan as to 
what was required and how it was to be provided and 
that once having affixed his signature to that estimate he 
ought to leave all the details solely to the Public Works 
Department for settlement, he remarked that objections 
were not as a rule raised at the time of the preparation 
of the detailed estimates but at the preliminary stage. 
He added that it often happened that the departments 
altered their views at the final stage on occasions where 
there had been changes in the personnel of the depart
ments owing to disagreement betwee:J. the views of the re· 
lieved officer and those of his successor, thus necessitating 

·a complete revision of the estimate. But he doubted 
whether the introduction of a hard and fast rule in this 
connection would be feasible. He ~reed, however, that 
it ought to be made very difficult for an administrative 
officer to insist on additions to a plan once it had been 
approved by him except in cases where undue considera· 
tion had been giyen to the administrative requirements, 
and a refusal to alter a scheme would lead to the erection 
of a building which was really no\ what the administra· 
tive department needed. His experience had been that 
the local officer of an administrati>e department was 
more responsible for the trouble caused by unnecessary 
alterations than the head of the department himself, 
firstly by an insufficient consideration of the require· 
ments, and secondly by changes proposed by his successor. 
He did not recollect any case in which a Commissioner 
had inter>ened unnc~ssarilv, but there were many 
cases where he had done so ~hen the executive offic~r 
had dealt with the details in a perfunctory manner. 
His conclusion therefore was that it should not be made 
impossible for an administrati>e officer t<J criticise a plan 
at the 'detailed stage, though he ought generally to be 
able to effect whatever scrutiny was required of him at 
the initial stage seeing that he was principally concerned 
in examining carefully the accommodation p;oposed with 
a view to sc~ure that it should be sufficit'nt but not 
unduly la>ish. Providt'd a ciril offic·er obtained the 
spa.ee required he saw no reason wh,· the detailed 
e<timates should not be disposed of by the Public 
W' orks Department. 

1,8,)5. (Jlr. Cobb.) There was no rea,;on which pre· 
clud<'d a pa.rticula.r local ci>il oilieer frQilill. settling, before 
the prelunina.ry stage of a pla.n was reached, with the 
ht•ad of his own department wilat wa~ really required 
of the Public "orks Departmt-nt. For instance, if a 
ll<'hool was to be built, therl' '1\"&S no reason whv the head· 
master could not indicate {XlJ..('tly what he required to 
the Education D<'partml'nt, bt-fure application 'll"aB made 
to the PuLlic W' orks Department. .But a really more 
(.'!I«Uve ·ny of meeting the difficulty ..-as for the local 

civil officer to discuss matters personally with the Exoo· 
utrt'e Engineer or sub·divisional officer on the spot, 
in order that he might receh·e suggestions for the improve
ment of his news. The case might then be submitted 
direct t.o the he.a.d of the administrative department as 
eoon as the preliminary plans had been drawn up. inste.a.d 
of through the Superintending Engineer. In this way the 
combined knowledge of three people would be available, 
viz., that of the local civil officer, that of the Executive 
·Engineer or sub-divisional officer of the Public Works 
Department, and, lastly, that of the head of the adminis· 
trative department concerned, and generally no further 
alterations should be permitted after all these were 
agreed. Possibly such a procedure might overcome 
the present difficulties, but the ~\st>ntial point was that' 
the local civil officer ought to COtll>'lllt the Public Works 
Department authority at an early stage, at the site of 
the proposed work. There was one objection, however, 
t<1 the final acceptance of such estimates, viz., that local. 
civil officials sometimes asked for greater accommodation 
than was justified, and he was aware of a case of this 
nature in ~he Revenue Department where the Commis· 
sioner had agreed that the space asked for was excessive. 

1,856. Though members of district boards were per· 
sonally interested in roads, they were not likely to evince 
any gTeat interest in the construction and upkeep of 
the buildings of government departments. ' For this 
rea.son he did not anticipare that roads would be allowed 
to fall into a. state of disrepair in the event of their transfer 
to district boards. He expressed himself as having 
some sympathy with a district board which argued that 
local self-government and compulsion in the erection of 
a. police station were not synonymous. The reason why 
local boards were more interested in the construction 
and repair of schools was that they were under their 
administration. Matters relating to the police were, 
however, not under the control of district boards and it 
was therefore natural that they should not be interested 
in the construction and maintenance of the buildings 
for the police force. 

1,857. (Rai Balwdur Gan'}a Ram.) He was not quite 
certain whether there were one or two nOI'I·official chairmen 
of district boards in Bengal, and mentioned that he had 
only heard within the last few weeks of the appointment 
of one of them. He did not know whether those non· 
official chairmen belonged to the class of pleaders or 
zemindara, and added that they had not been in office 
long enough for cases to arise in Bengal involving the 
replacement of a non-official chairman by an official. 

1,858. He oould not say definitely whether the portion 
of the Grand Trunk P.oad he had referred to as having 
been withdrawn from the district boards for maintenance 
by the Public Works Department was handed over 
owing to the boards' inability to keep it in an efficient 
state of repair, as that section of the road did not lie 
in the district in which he had served at the time and 
he was not aware of the particulars. . , 

1,859. He expressed himself as not bein.; competent 
t<1 expre2s an opinion as to whether Public Works Depart
ment rates were higher than private rates. 

1,860. For the furtherance of local self-government 
he reco~nded that the appointment of district 
engineers, on whose personality the efficiency of district 
board works generally depended, should continue to 
ren with the district boards. These boards would take 
such .great exeeption to the deprivation of their power of 
appomtment and dislll.i.ssal of district engineers that he 
thought such a oourse quite impracticable, though in 
the mterests of efficiency it might be more desirat.le if 
government appointed district engineers. 

1,861. Tenders were invited for a di.-;trict board work 
and were opened by the di•trict engineer 1rho forwarded 
them to the board after re{;ording hill J:t.oeommenda.tion.a. 
The board with this information before them then select
ed a contractor for the execution of the work. It wa.a 
t~~ practice for the chiiirman of the board to pay 
vwts to works under colliitruction in order to .. 'atch 
their progress, but the members of district boardA 
BCldom ruitOO 1rorks outside heM',[Ila.rt.f'rl, U in Boogal 
such members ..-ere ma:.tly pleaders and mul:Uar• 

2J2 
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who by reason of their calling resided at headquarters 
stations. 

1,862. The accommodation in schools was generally 
regulated by the number of pupils that could be accom· 
modated in each room. Most of such primary school 
buildings as were in the charge of the district boards 
were katcha buildings erected on a type plan, but he 
was not sure whether such plan had been drawn up by 
the Public Works Department. He did not think build
ings constructed in Bengal for the Police and Revenue 
Departments were extrav:tgant either in type or struc· 
ture. 

1,863. (Mr. Mackenzie.) AB it was usual, when detailed 
estimates were submitted . for technical sanction, for 
the cost to be in excess of the amount which had been 
administratively sanctioned, it was not possible to limit 
the administrative department to the preliminary plan 
and estimate only and to leave the details to the Public 
Works Department. He added that the department 
which provided the funds ought to have a further voice 
if the detailed estimate exceeded the preliminary esti· 
mate by more than a certain percentage. 

1,864. If primary education was to become universal, 
unless the buildings erected for primary schools were 
katcha ones the cost would be prohibitive. An enormous 
number of primary schools were private-owned buildings, 
and the district boards had no connection with~them. 
There were a limited number of such schools, however, , 
which were constructed by means of grants-in-aid received 
through district boards and in these cases the boards 
attended to their repair, but they formed a very small 
proportion of the total number of such schools. In his 
district, the district board did not utilize any portion of 
the public works cess on education. 

1,865. In explanation of his view tha.t it was impossible 
for district boards to take over the construction and 
maintenance of all government buildings as ·well as 
roads, he stated that in some districts, especially in the 
small ones, where there was no Executive Engineer 
&tationed at the headquarters station and there was only 
a district engineer and a small number of buildings, he 
thought it might be found convenient for the district 
engineer to rep¥t' a government building, provided the 
Collector continued to he chairman of the district board ; 
but if there was uncertainty as to the Collector's tenure 
of office as chairman, he did not think such a course 
would be desirable. Besides, there would never be a 
sufficient number of large works in most districts to 
justify the employment by- district' boards of a suffi
ciently good engineering staff of their own to supervise 
the construction of such works ; hence he was of the 
opinion that it was not practicable to hand over large 
government works to these boards. 

1,866. (Sir Nod Kershaw.) He did not think that the 
preliminary estimate should be prepared before the site 
of a building was selected. He mentioned that he had 
had to deal with two schemes for new sub-divisional 
office buildings for which plans were prepared after the 
location of the sites was known. 

1,867. If the chairman of a district board was a non
official, the Collector would not have a seat on the board. 

1,868. He thought the Public Works Department had 
been represented on the committee appointed in 1896 
which he had referred to in his written evidence (Mr. 
Green here explained that the Chief Engineer of the 
Public Works Department had had a seat on the com
mittee together with three Bengal civilians. The three 
civilians were chairmen of district boards at the time 
the system wa.S given a trial and were cognisant of the 
working of the boards and tq_e scheme had been in opera· 
tion for only four years). , 

1,869. He did not think it would meet the difficulties 
he anticipated if government roads and buildings were 
handed over to district councils on the condition that 
the Collector was appointed to the district board as an 
~;r officio member and chairman of a committee concerned 
with government works' in addition to the non-official 
l'hairman, because he thought that there must be one 
chairman only who must have executive authority to 
decide in what order works should be taken up and issue 

such orders as he deemed expedient to the district 
engineer. Besides it was undesirable that there should 
be two people on the district board, both of whom might 
give orders to the district engineer, and it would not 
be practicable to make the Collector the chairman of the 
district board for only government work. He did not 
think that the members of district boards themselves 
generally wanted to have non-official chairman at present. 
The demand came chiefly from politicians. He believed 
that .the active members of ·district boards were quite 
satisfied with an official chairman. He realized that the 
probability of the eventual appointment of non-official 
chairmen of district boards had to be recognized and 
that once such chairmen were appointed they would 
for all practical purposes be permanent. 

1,870. On reconsideration he withdrew his contention 
that the fact that district boards were now overburdened 
with 'work consequent on the transfer to them of the 
public works cess made the occasion peculiarly un· 
favourable for giving them further additional work 
and admitted that, as an adjustment of establishment 
to, deal with the expenditure of the public works cess 
was imminent, it would be as well to make the adjust· 
ment at one time to provide for increased work under 
both heads, if it was decided that district boards should 
take over government work. He explained that his 
contention had been based on the difficulties that would 
be experienced in connection with the recruitment of , 
additional district board engineering staff. Both his 
remaining arguments, i.e., that against entrusting 
government works to district boards likely to hav~ non
official chairmen, and that based on the absence of 
interest on the part of district boards in government 
works were, he considered, strong enough to outweigh 
the advantage of having a single staff in the districts by 
transferring goVjlrnment buildings and roads to district 
boards, and he added that as no man could serve two 
masters so it was inconceivable that district boards would 
treat government work in the same way as their own. 
District boards, in his opinion, would not regard it as 
a step in the direction of obtaining control over the 
police if they were given police buildings to construct 
and maintain, or as lj. step towards localotSelf-government, 
if they were allowed to build secondary schools in their 
districts. · 

1,871. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The Executive 
Engineer was not an ex-officio member of the district 
board in his district. 

1,872. Tenders were discussed by the members of dis
trict boards at a meeting and their acceptance went by 
the majority of votes. There had sometimes been 
signs in the selection of contractors that canvassing of 
members had taken place. 

1,873. (lJfr. Green.) When informed, with reference to 
the contention in his written evidence that that portion 
of the Grand Trunk Road which was taken over by the 
Public Works Department need not have been transferred 
as it had been well maintained by the Asansol Local 
Board, that the transfer took place only in November 
1915, he remarked that the portion of the road to which 
he had referred was in an exceedingly good condition in 
December 1915, only a month after it was taken over. 

1,874. He did not think the district board establish
ments, as at present constituted, were competent to 
carry out important government works in the mofuasil, 
but if these boards had the assurance that government 
work would be made over to them and received regula\' 
(not intermittent) and adequate remuneration they 
would improve their establishments. 

1,875. When the experiment was last tried the beards 
were not aware of the extent of the operations they 
would be called upon to handle, and attempted to carry 
out the work without any addition to their own staff. 
The present time was not suitable for the transfer of 
~government work to district boards, owing to the many 
large building programmes in contemplation. . . 

1,876. When large projects were under consideratiOn 
they were submitted to the Commissioner by the 
Collegtor, hence the former was cognisant of the details 
from their inception. 
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B. HEATON, Esq., Principal, Ci>il Engineering College, Sibpur. 

Writlen Suuelfl£11/.. 

1,877. Recruiting by gu.:Aranteed po8f&.-Pre.3ellt sy~tem 
of recruiting by guaranteed posts to c~ll~es. . 

As regards the officer grades I a.m of optmon that thlS 
~v~tem may well be changed. 
. The number of posts guaranteed to the engineering 

colleges are as follows :-

Thomason College, Roorkee 6 
Sibpur College ~ 
Madras College 

1 Poona College • . • . • • 
In addition 1 ex-student from each of th? colleges is 
promoted in alternate years from the subordmate grades. 

As far as direct appointments are concerned the 
Thomason College has twice as many as all the other 
three colleges combined. 

The course of training offered at the Thom?Son College 
is in no way superior to that offered at Stbp~. The 
initial educational qualification of the studen~s ~ much 
the same, except that the Thomason College ~lS~ up~n 
candidates passing a simple entrance _exa~mat1on m 
addition to possessing certain other qualificat10ns. 

The Thomason College course lasts three ~ears, that 
at Sibpur is four years and eac~ colleg.e .course lS followc~ 
by a one-year period of practwal trammg b~fore the fu 
college certificate is granted. The possess1on of these 
extra guaranteed posts certainly makes th~ Thomason 
College course more attractive to the guardians of_ s~u
dents, and as the college charges higher ra~s for trammg 
they probably recruit students from a ncher stratum 
of society. . 

The majority of eX-students of the engmeer class. of 
the Thomason College are able to obtain employment 
as office~s, while at Sibpur and I believe at Madras and 
Poona also the majority of the students have to seek 
employment in subordinate positio~. 

This is a state of affairs for whwh these colleges are 
in no way responsible and is one which. has ~een.forced 
upon them. Its exi>tence and contmuat1on lS not 
justified. ' . . . 

1,878. Comparative efficiP-ncy of lnd1.a~ , engane_ertng 
collegea.-In comparing the comparat1ve efficiency 
of other engineering colleges with Roorkee we must, 
to do them justice, not forget what a. very great un~ue 
advantage Roorkee has had by being bolstered up w1th 
~o large a number of guaranteed posts, .while as regards 
Sibpur another factor that has acted disadvantageously 
to us is our history. 

Roorkee was founded in about 1856 and has had an 
uninterrupted career at Roorkee of over 60 years besides 
getting an undue share of government favour. . 

The first Bengal engineering college was founded ~ 
Calcutta in 1858 and was administered by th~ Publ~c 
Works Department ; after 4 or 5 years' expertence 1t 
was handed over to the Education Department and 
amalgamated with the Presidency College, where it lost 
touch with practical engineering. In 1880 only was the 
Sibpur College started, advantage being taken of the 
empty Bishop's College buildings alongside of the large 
workshops that the Public Works Departm~nt were 
then constructing to remove the college here mto close 
touch with the Public Works Department. 

Sibpur as Sibpur has had an existence of only 36 years 
compared with the 60 of Roorkee a~d was never a large 
centre of training for Anglo-Indians. It would be 
strange indeed if, with these advantages, Roorkee could 
not maintain the reputation she got in the early days 
when Sihpur was non-existent and higher engineering 
l"duc·ation entrusted to an Arts college. • 

1,879. Proposed change regarding guaranteed poat&-
1 would like to soo the present system of guaran· 
teed posts done away with as regards definite coll~ges 
and would pl't'fer that it be substituted by a ~~tlon: 

firstly, that when in any province an Indian lS to be 
appointed to the superior service, a native of the prov· 
ince shall get the preference. 

SeronOly, that in making a selection of an Indian for 
the superior service no special preference_ shall be shown 
to the college at which he has ~n tra~ed.. 

The education offered at the Indian engmeertng college.s 
is as good as that at an English college and they should 
7WW be able to stand on their own legs, and be free to 
develop apart from such guarantees. As we are, however, 
turning out too many B. Es. at the four colleges, I am 
in favour of concentrating the higher training at an 
imperial college. - . 

1 880. Co-ordination of Indian coUege&-What lS 
needed in India is some co-ordination between the 
four existing engineering coll~ges-some savin~ of money 
and effort. I believe that if the resources m money, 
staff and equipment of th~fo~ colleges b~ pooled, t~ey 
will be practic?lly ~uite ~c1e~t to p~<lVlde a.. soluhon 
for higher engmeermg trammg m all Ito specml bJ;&n· 
che3:-

Civil (Railways, Irrigation, Sanitation, Architecture). 
Mechanical and Electrical. 
Mining. 

1,881. Central t_echnical University or Federation:-
As to how this should be carried out there may 
be some difference of opinion. '\'\' hether one central 
technical University should be formed, controlling its own 
courses and giving its own degrees, or whether we 
should retain the present engineering colleges in a sort 
of Federation and co-ordinate their studies. 

In this latter case the colleges would recruit their 
students from the same areas as at present. They 
would train them up to a common standard of funda· 
mental essentials of, say, a two-year course after which 
the students would be free to go for further training in 
any one branch, each c~llege specfu}izing in one bra~ch 
and teaching it to a h~gh umversity standard. '\'\' 1th 
such a scheme expansion would be easy. If Burma 
needs an engineering college she need only make arrange· 
ments for the first two years, and the leading Indian 
states could ea~ily join in. 

'\'\' e might have colleges teaching the first two years 
at Roorkee, Poona, Madras, Sib pur, ~angoon, Bangalore, 
Peshawar, feeding higher civil engineering classes at 
Roorkee ; mining at Sibpur or elsewhere in Bengal ; 
mechanical and electrical engineering at Poona. It 
might be necessary to have a second civil engineering 
college at Madras. Roorkee should specialize on irri
gation and municipal and sanitary engineering. Madras 
on, say, railways, roads, buildings and architecture. 

1,882. Future of upper 81.1-bvrdinate clasaea.-Each 
province would retain its own present upper subor
dinate classes which would retain their present function 
of training men of the supervisor class for civil engineer
ing, mechanical and electrical and mining. These are 
badly needed in India. That is, the provincial colleges 
would have a closer connection with industries. 

1,883. Over-prodw:tion of B. Es.-As regards Sibpur, 
there has undoubtedly been an over-production of Bache· 
lors of Engineering. The average number produced 
yearly is 11-5. Only 1 of these receives a guaranteed 
post, or if we allow for those promoted from the subor
dinate grades 1·5 ; the remaining have to look for other 
employment* and they are all a~ous to join ~~e upper 
subordinate grades. Those that fail to do so JO!ll firms 
of contr~tors or district boards, and many, I believe, 
only get occasional work. 

1,884. The training of ooeraeer1 and ltlh·OVtrletri.
As regards the arrangements in the province for 
trainin~ overseers and sub-overseers, please refer to a 
reportt written by me in 1915 entitled: "A note r:m the 
condition of sub-overseer and overseer training cia.sse. 
in Bt-ngal in 1915." This is fairly complete and shows 
how the over-production of B. Es. affects the future 
prospects of students of 1 he other cla.sseP. 

1,885. Tke ela& ofatudenll recruited al Sihpur.
W ith reference to the class of Jrtudenta that are 

• See Table I infra. 
t Not printed. 
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· attracted to the engineering classes I may mention that 
two prominent Bengali gentlemen have recently informed 
me that they wish to send their sons to the college, 
but have stated that they do not care for them to join 
the Bengali boarding establishments. 

The conditions under which the Bengali engineer 
students reside at Sibp-qr are certainly such as make· the 
more well-to-do parents hesitate about sending their 
EOnS here and tend tO force them to Send them home, 

There are these points of view:-
(i). In the barracks students live eight in a room, there 

are no rooms that can be allotted to less than eight 
students. 

(ii). In the mess the engineer students mix with all 
the other students of the college and it is run for the 
benefit of the very poorest. . 

(iii). There is only one me~ with little variety of food. 
~tudents from well-to-do families cannot have separate 

messing arrangements and there are difficulties in the 
way of those, who have adopted European habits of living, 
from living as Europeans or joining the Anglo-Indian 
students' mess. 

(iv). The very smallness of the cost of living at Sibpur 
means that practically every Bengali student can join, 
and as the numbers admitted are very small-about 
20 Hindus yearly (my Hindu students' barrack holds 
only 80 students for a four-year course), I am practically 
bound to fill up with the cleverest boys that I can get. 

This means that unless the sons of the well-to-do are 
amongst the clever ones (which iS by no means always 
the case) they have small chance of selection for admission 
as regular students. , 

It is so important that we should do what we can to 
attract the sons of the well-to-do. They are likely to 
be bettor officers, and oeing accustomed to the control 

The cost of education at Sibpur, excluding residence, 
etc. The fees for tuition only are- ' 

Engineer Department-

First 2 years Rs. 120 per session J 
Second 2 years Rs. 180 per session for regular students. 
Special students pay Rs. 60 more per session. 

The tuition fees for the whole four-year course will 
amount to Rs. 600 only for each regular student=£10 
yearly. 

A large number of scholarships are provided from the 
public funds, government and district boards. 

The following analysis for 1915-16 will be interesting:-

In the Intermediate Course 27 out of 50 J students had 
In the Graduate Course 20 ., 24 h 1 h · 
In the Engineer Department.. , . . sc 0 ars Ips. 

47 74=63 per cent. 

Tuition fees Scholar- Fees exceed 
paid. shlpll. scholal'llhi p. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Intermediate Course 8,200 6,791 1,409 
Graduate Course 5,905 4,276 1,629 

14,105 11,067 3,038 

The average paid during the year for tuition by each 
student amounted to--· 

Intermediate Course 
Graduate Course 

Rs. 
• 28· 
• 68 

of men and money may be more efficient and reliable Beyond this the student has to buy his books and 
when placed in positions of responsibility. · . instruments and pay his university examination fees. 
' I may mention that I have had complaints from my For board and lodging he pays the bare cost. 
Bengali engineer students that, when placed for practical The Apprentice Department.-It is difficult to give 
training in company with Roorkee Bengali students under corresponding figures for the civil engineering, mechanical 
an Executive Engineer, the latter have been accorded and electrical and mining classes separately. Most of 
more social recognition, doubtless because they have the assistance is given in the form of freeships and reduced' 
been regarded by the engineer as being of different social feeships ; there are altogether 70 students on reduced 
standing. How far, this may be due to the greater cost fees, 5 Europeans free, 25 on reduced fees and 40 Indians 
of education at Roorkee or to the arrangements there on reduced fees.' 
that the engineer students shall live in a suitable style From the 1915-16 report I find that-
1 am unable to say. Their arrangements may be justi- I th S b 0v 
fied by the fact that, owing to the greater number of n e u - erseer l were receiving 

classes 37 out of 58 18• tan e as 
guaranteed Assistant Engineer posts Roorkee has, prac- c· il O 22 37 ass c 1v verseer , h 1 or on 
tically all their students get positions of better standing Mini d M h · 1 sc o ars ng an ec amca d ed fee · 
than the Sibpur graduates and that Sibpur lads may be and Electrical34 , 69 re uc · 
more imitable for upper subordinates who have not so 
definite a social position to maintain, but this is a hard 93 , 164 = 57 pe(cent. 
thing to say. It is due to their want of experience of 
better society and to their want of knowledge of English 
as regards expressing themselves in reports. 

We do need to made our engineer students live in a 
better style. We must do what we can to attract the sons 
of the richer men who are engaged in industrial pursuits, 
of capitalists who wish to invest their money in industry. 
It is not right that the conditions at Sibpur are such 
that it is practically only the poorer men who care to 
send their sons there (perhaps attracted by scholar
ships), that is, our lads are mainly those who will be 
employes not masters. 

When last revising the rules of the Engineer Depart
ment seven or eight years ago I had in mind the advisa
bility of attracting the sons of men engaged as contractors 
who might otherwise have to go to England for training, 
and out of 40 admissions government empowered me 
to admit eight such as special students. Up to date 
practically no advantage has been taken of this: in 1909 
two applicants-one scholarship holder was admitted 
from the Hyderabad State, the lad only completed the 
B. E. course, but he failed to qualify; in 1912 one appli
cant, a Madrassi, was admitted who also failed to pass 
the I. E. There is a tendency to regard these vacancies 
as a means for securing the admission, to the college 
of lads who are more properly regular students and who 
would fail to secure admission as such. 

The tuition fees collected amounted to Rs. 3,213 only 
and the assistance given to students was Rs. 14,065, 
that is to say, the assistance exceeded the fee by 
Rs. 10,852 ; or we may say that each student gets free 
tuition and is given about Rs. 68 yearly towards the 
cost of his living at the college, Rs. 7 monthly if we 
calculate the session at 9 months; here again the stud8nt 
has to meet his bill for books and his examination fees. 

After a student has completed his college course and 
has passed his final examination he· has to complete a 
year of practical training in the civil engineering and 
mechanical and electrical engineering cllllses, but not 
in mining. During this period he receives scholarships 
as follows :- , 

In Engineering Department Rs. 50 monthly for Indians, 
Rs. 100 monthly for Europeans ; · 

In Apprentice Department during practical training 
at the college there are 10 scholarships of Rs. 10 and 10 
at Rs. 6 monthly to pay towards the cost of their board. 

These practical training scholarships are not included 
in the above figures. 
Th~ expenditure on such scholarships in the Engineer

ing Department amounted to Rs. 6,480, which is larger 
than the exc§)ls of fees over scholarships during the 
college course. 
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1,886. QIIIJli{icati.on. of 81ulen4 admitt-ed to 1M Enginter 
DeptUfment.-

B. Sc. I 1. Sc. I. I L Sc. 2. ~: ToTAL. 

I 
4 1 11 28 1!~09 • 12 

I 

I 

J9i0 • 4 4 13 6 27 
l!lll • 8 7 ll 2 ! 

28 
HH2. 7 6 13 l 27 
1913 • 12 I 9 ll 32 
1914 • 8 

I 

13 3 24 
1915 • 7 19 26 
1916 • 3 19 3 i 25 

Owing to the want of suitable previous train_ing at 
11chools and colleges it has not been found possible to 
introduce a shorter period of training at Sibpur for 
B. As. or B. Scs. An experiment in this direction 
was made in 1890 to 1900 but was abandoned; the 
results obtained in no way ju8tified the extra strain on 
our teaching staff. 

Age·limil8.-The falling off in the number of B. Scs. 
I am now admitting to Sibpur is not due to any falling 
off in the number of applicants but to the effect that 
the new regulations of the University matriculation have 
in raising the age. of lads on passing the B. Sc. The 
regulation prevents a lad under 16 years of age appearing 
at the matriculation examination. 

It came into force at, the matriculation examination of 
1910. 

Will first affect I. Sc., at the matriculation examination 
ofl912. 

Will first affect B. Sc., a.t the matriculation examination 
of 1914. 

As regards Sibpur- · 

Will affect I. Scs. admitted in 1912 leaving in 1916 
and after. 

Will affect B. Scs. admitted in 1914 leavin~ in 1918 
and after. 

This means that students on completing the full col
lege course of training and obtaining their full college 

• diploma of civil engineer must be at least in case of-

I. Sc .• 
B. Sc .• 

YearB. 

23 
25 

Months. 

9 

9 

that is, presuming that they joined Sibpur as young 11.'1 

possible and that their births had occurred in the most 
favourable month of the year. 

Our present age regulations for admission to Sibpur 
lay down-

21 years on 1st January for an I. Sc. 

23 , a B. Sc. • 

They may take six years in completing the full B. E. 
course and yet be eligible for the Assistant Engineer's 
po<t, adding in the subsequent one year of practical 
trainin~r we lind that an I. Sc. may be 28 years of age, 
11nd a B. Sc. may be 30 years of age on becoming' eligible 
for an Assistant Engineer's po;;t, or actually 28 years 9 
months and 30 rears 9 month~. because we admit in 
Xon•mbl'r and ~ot in March with reference to which 
month the l'nirt'rsity l'aleulat4:'s tht'ir ages. 

The youngt•st Assi 'lant Engim>!'r would be 23 years 
!I monthi\. . 

Tlw old<'~t Assistant Enginl-'tr would be 30 ye&rs 
:1 months. 

For th~> abov!' r.:as.ons (')( ag~> I have advised go¥ern· 
mrnt not w admit any student to the Engin!.'er DE-part. 

.. 
ment of this college as a competitor for government 
employment who__<~e age exce«ls zt yt'ars. The limits 
would then be 23 ¥ears 9 months to 2S years 9 month~ 
Of course anothe; way to prevent Assistant Enginoors 
joining government service at an advanced age would 
be to apply rigid rules as regards age on admission to 
government service, but I don't like this, There is too 
much " age twisting " at present going on in Bengal. 

I made an analysis based on the results of the matri· 
culation examination of 1914 and found that 4:4 per 
cent. of the candidates appearing at that examination 
were declared to have been born in the first quarter of 
the year. The figures being :-

1st quarter • « 
2nd 20 
3rd 20 
4th 16 

TOTAl! 100 

I do not think that medical men can find any physiolog
ical reason for these figures, especially as regards the 
difference between the first and fourth uarters of the 
year. 

Exclusion of B. SCB.-It now becomes of importance 
to estimate the effect upon the efficiency of the college 
if we decide to exclude B. Scs. It is unfortunate 
that a longer interval of time has not pa~sed since the 
new courses were introduced, but from the figures that 
I have I get the results on the following table, from which 
we gather that the extra training a B. He. has had 
before joining Sibpur does not justify us in keeping our 
doors open for B. Scs. 

We may well rule that no student over 20 years of age 
shall be admitted to the college. The greater age of 
the B. Sc. and their longer Arts college training may well 
make them less keen for outdoor exercise aJ¥1 less adapt· 
able. 

A larger proportion of B. Scs. are likely to be married. 

Comparative efficiency of B. Sc. and I. Sc. 

lB. Sc. two 
or more 

Based on examination. years I. Sc. I. I. Sc. 2 
older 
than 
I. Sc. 

Per cent. 

1 

Per:nt. Percent. 

6 (1911-1916) 1st year 97 4{1 
5 (1912-1916) I. E. 60 

I ., 20 
4 (1913-1916) 3rd year 74 86 75 
3 (1914-1916) B. E. 60 63·3 66·6 

I ~ Average all examinations I 73 ~ 
I 

The following fact points to the same conclusion, 
namely, that never once since 1905 has the guuanteed 
p~t ~een won by a R A. or B. Sc. at the practical exa.
mma.tton cond~cted by the Public Work& Department 
on the completion of pra.~ticll training. 

Exa~inatioM.-The college prepares students for the 
. un.ivers1ty examinations which are as follows :-

(1) Intermedhte Engineering at the eud of l!eCond 
yt•a.r. 

(2) Ba(·helor of Engineering at the end of fourth year. 

The examinatioruJ at the end of the fir~t and third 
years are conducted by tho oolleg'!' staff. 
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The following are the schedules (pass marks are shown in brackets):-

College, I Engineering. University I. E. College, III Engineering. University B. E. 

M11thematics. Computations : }1oo 
: J 150 

: J 150 

Computations 

J<oo 
Theory 100 Theories 200 

Science 

Mensuration 
Statics 
Dynamics • 

I Calculus • 
- Plane Geometry 

400 
(160) 

Mensuration 
Statics 
Dynamics 
Applied Mechanics 500 
Analytical Geo-
metry and Cal. 
culus 300 

--
1,200 
(400) 

Chemistry (Theory) 100 Chemistry (Theory) 250 
, (Practical) ,100 , (Practical) 250 

Physics (Theory) • 100 Physics (Theory) • 250 
, (Practical) 100 , (Practical) 250 

400 
(160) 

1,000 
(334) 

Applications 150 
--

250 

Applied-
(100) 

Mechanics I 100 
II 100 

Labo;~tory work 50 
--

250 
(100) 

Metallurgy (Theory) 100 
, (Practical) 100 

Applied Physics 100 
Physics (Practical) 100 
Geology 100 

500 
(200) 

Applications . 300 
-

500 
(167) 

Geology and Minera· 
logy • , • 200 

Metallurgy and Test-
ing Theory . 200 

Applied Physics 200 
Practical Engineer-
ing Physics • · . , ·• 400 

1,000 
(334) -----1·-------- --- ··-~---1---------1---------

Drawing and Drawing (Theory) · 75 Drawing (Theory) 200 Engineering and Drawing (Theory) 
Estimating. , (Practical) 75 I , (Practical) 300 Architecture 100 , (Practical) 

200 
250 
450 

1 Estimating 50 i -- Graphics and Prin· Attested Design 
--, 500 ciple of Design 100 

• (80) 200 
(80) 

900 
(300) 

200 

1

, (167) __ 

-----~-------------- ------------
Engineering , J Engineering·. . 100 I Materials . • 400 

I 
Surveying • 100 Details of Construe- · 400 

-- tion. 
200 Estimating 200 

J 
(80) -

- 1,000 
(334) 

Roads and Buildings 100 Roads and ·Railway 400 
Irrigation 100 Irrigation and Sani-
Engineering and tary Engineering . 400 
Machinery 100 Applied Mathematics 400 

--- Hydraulics 400 
300 Engineering and 

(120) Machinery . 400 

2,000 
(667 

--------l!---------------l~----------------1---------------l---------------) 
Total Theory • 1,200 Surveying 

-- Field Work • 
(480) 

Total Theory 

Workshop Carpentry . 1,000 Carpentry 
--Smithy. 
(500)1 

.200 
300 

--
500 

(167) 

. 4,200 
--
(2,100) 

• 1,000 
• 1,000 
--
2.000 I 

(1,000) 

Session Work 
Drawing 

Field Work • 

Grand Total · 

-

Total • 4,400 
200 

(2,200) 
(100) 

300 Over 2,934, 1st Division. 
- Remainder, 2nd Division. 

(150) 

. 1,950 

The following is an analysis of examination results :-

1ST YEAR. I. E; 3RD YEAR. B. E. 
YEAR. 

Appeared. Passed. Appeared. Passed. Appeared. Passed. Appeared. Passed. 

1911 29 19 33 11 21 21 14 13 
1912 30 23 31 30 14 13 19 16 
1913 30 19 24 11 26 20 16 10 
1914 33 26 28 5 20 10 25 10 
1915 20 17 41 15 8 6 26 , 22 
19ltl 

I 

24 19 35 13 17 16 11 6 

ToTAL 166 I_ 129 192 I 83 106 j 86 lll I 77 

I 
'---v--' '---v----' "--y---' '---v--' 

78 per cent. 43 per cent. 83 per cent. 70-per cent. 

Per cent. 
,...---A---r-. 

The required percentage to f College Examination 40 40 
~atisfy the Examiners at 1.. University Examination 33 50 

.. 
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I prefer the college practice. ~e effect .of. the univer· 
sity practice is that many candidates .fail m the. tot~ 
-hom e:x:aminel'l! consider fit to pass m the pa.rttcular 
branch in which they have been examined. Student8 also 
are inclined to spend time on their strong subject8 to 

score ma.rks to help them in the total, while with a fiat 
rate they will devote themselves to their weak subjerts. 

The following table shows the percentage of failure 
in the various subjects at college and universities :-

Including 1911. L-Engineering. L E. nL-EngioooriDgl B. E. 
~ 

College. Univemty. College. University. 

Percentage of marks required to pass. 
40 per cent. in 33 per cent. in 40 per cent. in 33 per cent. in 

each group. each group. · each group. each group. 
40 per cent. in 50 per cent. in 40 per cent. in 50 per cent. in 

total. total. -totAl. totaL 

Per cent. Peroen\\. Percent. Percent. 

Group-Mathematics . . . . . 14 .. 8 about I 
Applied Mechanic& , . . .. .. 17 .. 
ficience . . . 14 5 .. .. 
Drawing and Estimating 6 .. 2 
Engineering .. 18 6 Eng. & App.aboa' 

1. 
Surveying . . . . . .. l .. .. 
'T'otal , . . .. 55 

' 
.. 30 .. 32 .. 24 Total only . . 

Workshop Carpentry 11 Smithy 12 .. 
I 

.. 

1,887. The value of the connection with tM University.
The connection with the University, as it is at present 
constituted, hlt'l! merely a window dressing value, while it 
has several obvious disadvantages. 
• By ulindow dressing I mean that the fact that we give 
a B. E. degree is a decided attraction to the Indian student 
who thinks more of having an alphabet after his name 
than of being an efficient engineer ; thiS does possibly 
attract a student who has reached a more advanced stage 
in his education ; whether this has a real value is a moot 
r;oint. Statistics of the comparative efficiency from an 
engineering college poirit of view of B. Sc. and I. Sc. 
8tudentil will be found elsewhere ; these show that the 
B. Sc. has no better record. . 

There i~ no university life of any description in connec
tion with the Calcutta University which the Civil En· 
gir.t»eing College can join either for professors or student8. 
}'of· all practifal purposes the Univel't'ity is merely an 
Examining Board. Any other Board of Examiners could 
do the work as well and perhaps more efficiently if they 
were given greater control over the syllabus of instruction 
and scheme of examination. The Calcutta University 
can w:ver obtain the confidence of engineers or other 
employers of our students. _ 

The chief energies of the University are taken up with 
the control of schools and of the a.rts, science and Jaw 
cour8es and t-xaminations. In regard to these the dis
cussions are interminablt> and inconclusi.ve, and I cannot 
imagine any practical man having the necessary time 
and patience t.o five to unirersity business. 

My own experit-nce is that the time I spend at the 
Vniver~ity is absolutely value1ess for all the good the 
college may benefit. I have to give up one or two 
afternoons a wt>ek to Syndicate, Faculty or Senate 
bu6illt>I\S at. which only perhaps 1 item in 1,000 remotely 
concerns engineering. The meetings last from 3 to 4 
bourtl and the time would be to far greater advan~e 
l'pcnt either at the college or in keeping touch \'lith 
practical engint>ers, the future employers of our student& 

It should here be noted that in consequence of a 
difference of opinion regarding the conduct and standard 
of the university examinationB in engineering that 
occurred durin,(! the principalship of Mr. 8. F. Downing, 
the Gon•rnment of Bengal have definitely reserved the 
r~ht to cut off all connection with the University and 
to s'ubstitute an examination conducted by the staff of 
thi.s coll..ge inste.ad of the B. E. in connection with the 
"'ard of the guarant~ post of Assistant Engineer. 

This right lit'S dormant and has never vet bt>en e:xer-
ci"'·•i. ' 

voL. n 

())liege Test. 

1,888. Ptmtical training and employment.-There a.re 
ample opportunities for the suitable practical training 
of Assistant Engineers in India., but the prescribed period 
of one year is too little to enable the student engineer 
to get adequate experience or for the Executive Engineer 
under whom he is placed to form a reliable opinion as 
to the professional capacity. 

Practical training is not confined to the Public Works 
Department. Three B. Es. yearly are taken for training 
by the Sanitary Engineer and students are also posted 
under railways, municipal engineers ·and Calc\ltta port 
extenBion works. The Public Works Department will 
admit to the practical examin.a.tion at the end of prac. 
tical training for the Assistant Engineer guaranteed 
post competition the first si:x: B. E11. who have paased 
within six years of joining college irrespettive of where 
they have received their . practical training. Students 
generally prefer practical training under the Public 
Works Department. 

It is difficult to arrange for a more prolonged period 
than one year. Indian student8 can't afford to remain 
long unemployed ; they are given stipends to provide 
for their maintenance during this period. The present 
practice of appointing student engineers to permanent 
and pensionable positions under government at the end 
of one year complicates the position. In my opinion 
there is no necessity to appoint a man so soon to a per
manent pensionable post. Non-government employers 
pay their men at their market value and engage them 
un a purely temporary baais. There appears to be no 
valid reason "'hy government should both pay their 
Assistant Engineers above their market value and also 
give them a permanent tenure of their post8 at so early 
a stage before they have definitely proved their practical 
capacity. If the selection of ~ant Engineers for 
permanent employment be postponed until th,.r have 
rea.ched the Executive Engineer stage or at Iwt for 
five years, then government could affgrd to engage more. 
Many an upper subordinate is now emplvyed upon work 
that used to be the ~harge of an Assistant Engineer. Per· 
haps in Bengal this may be because about half of the 
upper subordinates have .Assiirtant Engineer quali6catiom, 
but they are treated u subordinates. The number of 
Assistant Engineers ma.y well be increa.tied and more ma.y 
be engaged if they a.re employed on a temporary baais. 

Lads 110 employed will get an extremely useful exper· 
ience; if they are not eventually engaged by government 
on the permanent st.aff, they should find ready employ· 
ment outBide and will be suitable material for employ· 
tnf'nt by dii:trict boards and munitipalit~ 

..... 
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To make such a scheme a success those who show them- abstract problems ; this tendency is perhal>s why he is 
selves unfit either as engineers or for positions of respon- attracted to law. In a civil engineer a very different 
sibility and trust should be weeded out at an early stage. type of man is needed, a man fond of and keen on a 
There is not the same necessity to engage Bengali engineers strenuous outdoor life, a man who has to deal with the 
who are serving in Bengal on the same terms as Europeans, forces oL nature. We have therefore continually to .~. 
who have to be tempted to foreign service, who by accept- accentuate the practical as opposed to the theoretical 
ing it lose their home connection and who if they returned side of our studies. 
from India have to start again at the bottom of the We have to bring the Bengali student from dreams of · 
ladder. the abstract to the practice of the concrete, a complete 

The cry of Indians for increased employment under ·reversal of his nature which we have not even yet accom-
government would make a far stronger case if they plished, for it is said that he still prefers the office chair 
pointed out that they _can afford to accept a lower scale to the saddle, life at his home to life in camp. 
of pay than Europeans, because they are serving in A study of the accompanying analysis of our routine 
their own country and need not send their wives and of work will show the amount of time devoted each 
families to England. year to practical field work conducted under canvas 

during the cold weathers in Purulia, an undulating 
. They can point out that private employers pay them district. Also the time devoted to workshops and to 
less, and that ~he~ education hR!' cost them far less. practical work in the laboratories. The workshop 
Therefore, that 1t m1ght be econom1cal to employ a larger . course is not included in the. University syllabus; it 
number of Indians. has been d.elibe~ately excljlded, because that body has 

1,889. The course of study in the Engineering Depart- no real connection with practical engineering and the 
ment.-In considering the course of .. study one standard of the course has-to be maintained with refer
has to consider first the idiosJ!lcrasies of the student ence to the Public Works Departmen.t practical exam-
Dlaterial we have to work upon."' ~ation held at the end of practical training to deter- , 

The Bengali student is naturally of a dreamy philo- mine the award of the guaranteed Assistant Engineer 
sophical nature, given more to the consideration of post and to fill ~acant posts in the overseer grades. 

1,890. Analysis of routine.- Weeks, 

Hours per week • . 

Session-including field works 
Examination and preparation 
Holidays • , • • 

. 2~1 29 
23 

Total • 52 

MATREMA.TIOS. CEEmSTBY. PRYSIOS, 
Portion of Geology Engines session and CLAss. allotted to Mechanics Min era· and 
field work. Lecture. La bora· Lecture. Laboratory 

work. Lecture. Laboratory logy. Machinery. 
work. tory. -

·. 
lstyear . 1 month 4 1! 4 3 3 3 • .. .. 
2nd, 5 4 3 3 3 .. .. 6 we~ks li 

Metallurgy 
3rd 2 .. 6 

" 
5 1 1 3 3 1 2 

"' 4th .. Nil 2 I .. .. .. 2 3 1. 2 

·-
I 

Cl:vrL ENGINEERING, i WoRKSHoPs. 
I 

TOTAL. 

Electrical 
I Architec. CLAss. Engineer-

I 
Drawing. ~ ture. Section Practical ing. Lecture. ! Project. Carpentry. Smithy. including including 

i 
drawing. project. 

I 

I 

2 I .. 

11 lOt 24 18 htyear .. .. 
I 

.. 
2nd., .. 5 .. I .. 7 .. 7i. 24' 15 
3rd .. 2 4 13 I 1 See Project .. .. 18 20 
4th .. 2 5 19 i 1 See Project .. .. 15 22 

I 

V ieit to warks. 

: } Lime kiln&-Briokfields , 1st year 
2nd .. 
3rd " 
4th .. 

Geological excursion • • • 
Irrigation, Buildings, Railway Bridge 

. J Visit Geological Section of Indian Museum 
, once a month on Saturday afternoon. ~ 

The examination syllabus laid down by the Calcutta 
University to train stutlents for which we have to arrange 

- our course of studv is now under revision. It was devised 
when the Unive!:Sitv was reorganized by Lord Curzon 
in 1905 at the time-.;hen all other courses were also being 
overhauled. As no one could foresee how the other 
coums which are ptefaratory to ours would develop 
or t.he comparative fopularity of the Arts and Science 
C9lmt'S. ~nd it was neces.saxr when ~wing~ up the en~i-

neering courses to provid11 for the admission of students 
after either the Inter Arts or Inter Science examination, 
we prescribed that candidates for admission must take 
English, mathematics and chemistry or physics and in 
addition we held an examination test of our own in 
drs wing. 

The admission of lads who had taken either no chemis
try or no physics meant, since no form of elementary 
science is i:pcluded in the p}atriculation syllabus, tb!).t 
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we had to t~h for most the elementary stage of both 
&Ciences. This threw a lot of work on the college staff. 
On reference to the table showing the qualifications of 
~<tudcnts admitted each year, it will be seen that I have 
for some years been able to confine my admiss.ions to 

' Inter Science lads taking those who have passed m both 
chem1stry and physics and largely those in t~~ fi~ 
division. The college accordingly asked the UJ?1Ver8lty 
to reconsider the examination svllabus so as to enable 
us to recast our ~bing arraniements. Our proposals 
have been accepted and are now before government. 
Shortly they amount to this, · 

(a) to complete the course in chemistry at the I. E. 
stage end of the second year ; 

(b) to complete the course in physics at the end of 
the third year; 

(c) to complete the course in mathamatics at the end 
of the third year ; ' 

which will enable us for the first time to devote the 
fourth or final year of the Bachelor course entirely to 
professional subjects. At the same time we have made 
arrangements to enable students to " unload " some of 
their subjects at the end of the first year and to thus 
lighten the I. E., the marks being carried forward and 
again to unload subjects at the end of the third year 
to lighten the B. E.;marks again being carried forward. 
We hope to receive the sanction of the Government of 
India. to these shortly and to introduce them from 
November 1917, thus first affecting the B. E. of 1~21. 

[Comiruud. 

Students are allowed to take six years to complete 
the four-year B. E. course &nd still to retain their status 
as regular students since the introduction of the new 
B. E. 

One-third of the successful B. Es. have passed through 
the college without .fa.ilum. Of 34 students who had 
not so passed there were-

3 failures in lst year. 19 failures in: 3rd year. 
15 failures in 2nd year~ i 13 at B .. E. ex ami.nation. 
Students are allowed to take six years to complete 

the four-year B. E. course &nd still to retain their status 
as regular students and their right to compete for the 
guaranteed post. This means that in each year we 
find a certain proportion of repeating students. This 
proportion since the introduction of the present course 
is as follows :-

1st year 14 per cent.- I 3rd year 21 per cent. 
2nd , 36 , 4th , 24 ., 
The average time spent by a successful student on the 

four·year course is five years. The repeating students 
do not a.s a rule appear to benefit by the extra time they 
are able to spend on their studies, for the proportion of 
successful students appearing for a .second or subse· 
quent time at an examination is no higher than amongst 
those appearing for the first time. · 

The college histories of the students who have obtained 
the guaranteed post since 1904 and their educational 
qualifications on admissions are shown in the following 
table:- . 

CoUeye hiiMry of .Assistant EngineerB since aP']X>intment 9'TIJ1lk on Purulia examination. 

-- -

1904 • Manindra Nath Deb, B.A. .. . 
1905 • Sailendra Nath Banerji, B.A. 
1906 • H. C. Vieyra, :r.A. 2 
1907 • Khirod Chandra Sen, :r.A. 

1908 • P. H. Barboza., 11' • .&.., 2 (1) 
1909 • Benoy Ranjan Haldar, r.A. 3 (2) 
1910 • Sanat Kumar Roy, r.A. 2 (2) : 
1911 • Adya Nath Bose, :r.A. 2 (1) 
1912 • A. J. King, l!'.A. 2 (1) 
1913 • Probhat Chandra Roy, ll. A. 2 (2) . 
1914 • Kumud Bhusan Roy, LA. 1 (1) • 
1915 • Debendra Nath Sen Gupta, F.A. 1 (2) 
1916 • Suresh Chandra Chatterji, L so. 1 (2) 

. f 
Hari Prasad Barua., :r. A. 2 (2) . 

1917 • 
Ananta Kumar Dutta, I. so. 1 (2) 

-

-
Not unrc. in the last 12 years has the guaranteed post 

ht'fn a~wardcd to a B. A. or B. Sc. This seems to point 
to their want of adaptability. -

1,891. The atcard of the guar~nletd '[1081 of .A88ielant 
E11ginm.-Previous to 1904 the award was decided -
on the pooition of the student on the order of merit 
at the B. E. By Bengal Government Resolution No. 
12J2·E. of 30th May HHO, the procedure was changed. 
The Publir Works D('partment were not satisfied that 
thPy wt>re obtaining the most capable student by an 
namination confined to theorftical subjects and they 
ruled that the award should be made on the result of a 
prnctical examination conducted by thfmselves on the 
tomplt>tion of the one year of practical training. The 
Ntme examination WI!.$ utilized for the award of overseez 
pot>t:>. 

~tudent~ of the Apprentice Department were then 
admitted for the firbt time to the competition for the 

Position \Years to 

I 
at B. E. I complete 

oourse. 
I 

I 

Examination 
in which he 

failed. 
RDU..I!.K.8. 

.. .. 

• i 2-13 3 Nil .[ Admit~ ...... d 

. 

I 
I 1 year. 

2-10 3 Nil • I Ditto. ditto. . 
3-7 4: Nil 
2-9 6 Absent B. E. 

Fa.ilB.E. 
3-14 6 llandiD Fa.il:r.l . 
6-11 4 Nil. 
6-14 4 Nil. 
2-6 4: Nil. 
2-12 4 Nil. 
2-13 5 m. 
1-10 4: Nil. 
4-16 5 m. 
2-10 4 Nil. 
1-21 8 I,ID,B. E. An Assam student. 

and B. E. 
6-21 I 4 Nil . Passed frrst at Purulia 

! exa.mina.tion, no ap• 
I 
I pointment available. 
I 
I 

overseer postB, those who had obtained the full course 
upper subordinate certificate awarded on the satis· 
faetory completion of the practical training that follows 
the overseer ex: amination being posted to the 2nd 
grade of overseers, while those that joined practic&l 
training directly aft er passing the overseer examination 
were posted to the 3rd grade. Under these rules ez. 
s~dentll of the Bill;art School of Engineering were ad. 
n_utted and were eligible for 3rd grade overseer posta 
till 1912, when the status of the school was raised, the 
practical training in their workshop being recognised. 

In 19ll pa81led students of the Dacca School of 
Engineering were first admitted to the competition, the 
status of that school having been raised to the full upper 
subordinate standard in 1909. The Public Works 
De~ent en.mining boa.rd cons1ited of one Superin• 
tending and two Executive Engineers. 

2G2 
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The schedule of marks at this examination for deciding 
both the Assistant Engineer and the overseer posts 
was as follows :-

Assistant 
Engineer 
Schedule. 

Marks. 

Overseer 
Schedule. 

Marks. J. Marks. 
Practical tests

Levelling and survey-

Marks. Practical tests-

ing 0 250 
Engineering 250 
Preparation of mate-

rials 
Accounts o 
Drawing 
Estimating 
Ri~ 

Handicraft 

250 
250 

0 250 
250 
500 

2,000 
1,000 (result of college 

handicraft exam· 
ination). 

GRAND TOTAL 3,000 

The B. E. students being of opinion that they were 

I' 

Levelling and surveying 
Engineering . 
Preparation of materials 
Accounts 
Drawing 
Estimating 
Riding 
Handicraft 

Marks gained in engineering 
subjects at B. E. 

250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 (a) 
500 (b) 

1,000 

3,250 

250 
2"ifl 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 (a) 

1,000 (b) 

2,750 

Assistant Overseer · 
Engineer competition. 

competition . 
(a) Reduced from 500. 
(b) Reduced from 1,000. 

. under a disadvantage in the competition with the upper 
subordinates owing to the latter having had a previous 
period of practical training and it beiag also decided 
to give some value to their theoretical knowledge as 
regards the competition for the Assistant Engineer's 
post, a change was made in 1911 and a new schedule 

· adopted for the award of the Assistant Engineer's post, 
t.he marks being as follows. At the same time it was 
decided to replace one Executive Engineer by a Professor 
of Civil Engineering from Sibpuro 

An analysis of the. results of this examinat.ion will be 
found very interesting. Please see the following tables 
which show the relative position on the order of merit 
of B. Es. and of students of the other classes :-

Upper Subordinate from Sibpur being shown as S 
n , Dacca , D 

, · , , Bankipur , , B 
# 

COMPITJTIOJ ro:a A.SSIS!UllT EJGII!IDJI Al!ll> OVEliSEEB POS'l'S. COMPETITION II'OR OVERSEERS ONLY, 

~_-,-----

190~. 1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. 1909. 1010. 1911. 1912. 1918. 1014. }glfj, 1916. 
1-.:._ -------- - --1-

1 B. E. 8. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. 
2 13. E. s. B. E. B. B. B. E. B. E. s. -D. I B. E. B. E. B. E. B. 
B :B. E. :B. E. B. E. :B. E. s. B. B. B. E. s. B. E. s. s. D. 
4 :B. E. B. E. :B. E. s. B. E. B. E. s. B. E. B. B. E. s. s. B. 
6 s. B. E. 

B.':E. 
B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. D. B. D. B. E. B. E. 

Order of merit 6 s. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E.~ s. B. E. B. E. s. 
at Public Worka 7 B. E. s. B. E. B. E. B. E. s. B. E. B. B. E. D. B. E. B. D. 
Departm(Dt 8 B. E. B. E. s. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. B. E. 8. B. E. s. B. E. s. 
practical ex· 9 8. B. E. s. B. E. s. s. s. D. B. E. D. B. E. s. B. E. 
ami nation. 10 s. B. .. s. s. B. E. B. D. B. E. , B.E. B.E. D • D. 

11 B. s. .. s. .. s. s. s. B. E. Is.:. B. D,' s. 
12 .. .. .. .. .. s. (· B. s. B. B • B. E. 
13 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. D. D. 

I 
.. B. E. D .. B. E. 

u .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
i 

.. D . B. E. .. 

- 0.RJ)El\ 01' DIIIT U B. E. I NEW SOHEDULII FOR ASSISTANT ENGINEER 
POST 

I 

1904. 1905. 11906. 1907. 1908. ! 10~9. 1910. 1911. 11912. ~I~ ,.,;_ ;.~; 
------~-- --~--

,.... u> 1 2 3 

... s """"{' 

2 3 2 2' 6 2 2 2 1 2 
at Public Works I 4 6 4 S 3 I 4 (1) (1) 4 

(1) I • I 3 ' 5 Dtpartment 8 (1) 2 6 4 (1) I (1) 3-' 3 (1) ~ : <pi ~ pract.ital ez. ' 6 1 1 7 2 3 4 a 5 
amination. Ci s 4 3 5 6 5 6 4 I 3 6 5 I 6 I .. 

6 I 6 6 5 (1) 2 6 5 6 .. f) 7 4 J No.1 

! 
I 

I 
J absent. 

Guaranteed posts were as follows :- This method of decid~g the award was adhered to by 
the Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam as regards 
Assistant Engineer posts, in their Public Works Depart· 
ment during the existence of tpat province. Since 1912 
when it ceased to exist and Bihar and Orissa was formed 
the latter province has given the cold shoulder to Sibpur 
and in the Calendar of the Thomason College, Roorkee, 
the following remarks will be found :-

Once, by student· who pas.ed B. E. lst on list of 
merit. 

Eight times by student who passed B. E. 2nd on 'lis 
of merit. 

· Twice by student who passed B. E. 3rd on list of 
merit. 

Once by student who passed B. E. 4th on list of 
merit. 

Once by student who passed B. E. 6th on list of 
int>rit. 

No guarantet>it po-t \HI a-.ailable for compi'tition in 
)916. 

" Recruitment for the Provincial Engineering Service 
in Bihar and Orissa will in future be made from this 
college and students may elect for service in those prov· 
inces. No alteration will be made for the present in 
the annual rat~ of recruitment from this college." 

Bihar and Orissa, however, still ask the Bengal Gov· 
ernment to retain four vaeancies here yearly in the 
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Engineer Department for studenh froiA that province 
and they give a special scholarship for Ooriyas. They 
aliSO co-operate in the conduct of the practical examina· 
tion and send their biudents to it from the Bihar School 
of Engineering. It has not yet been decided whether 
in the event of a Bihar and Orissa B. E. sent here by that 
government heading the list at the Purulia examination, 
the Bihar and Oris~>& Gm·ernment will admit him to 
their provincial Public Works Department or what 
claim he may have as regards the Bengal Public Works 
Department. 

Students from Burma and Assam are also sent here 
to read in the Engine"r Department as regular students 
and to qualify themselves for posts in the Assam and 
Burma Public Works Department. The award to these 
posts is made on the results of the B. E. under the orig
inal orders of the Government of India. It would be 
difficult to conduct a fair examin~tion after· practical 
training in the varying conditions of Assam, Burma, 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. 

In 1915 an Assam student headed the list at the B. E. 
and the Government of India ha,·e decided that no 
guaranteed post is to be awarded on the results of the 
practical examination held on completion of practic-al 
training. This has naturally produced discontent 
among8t the Bengali students who ·would have had 
their chance had the Assam student passed second. or 
in any other place than first. 

Since Bihar and Orissa have decided to recruit from 
Roorkee and the needs of the smaller Bengal as regards 
recruiting are one-half, what was the case when Bengal 
and Eastern Bengal and Assam existed ! Bengal now . 
needs one Assistant Engineer every second year instead 
of one yearly. The Government of India have decided 
in order to safeguard the guarantee that a B. E. shall 
be posted to Railways in the year in which Bengal does 
not take anv. The selflCtion is made on the result of 
the practical. examination at Purulia. 

MB. B. HEATON called and examined. 

' 
1,892. (President.) The witness who was the Principal 

of the Sibpur College stated that, for the engineering 
clas8, he recommended a maximum age-limit of 20 years 
with an intermediate science standard of education, and 
for the upper subordinate class an age-limit of 19 years 
with whatever educational qualifications he could get, 
matriculation or above ; at present he was getting studente 
who had passed the intermediate in science. 

1,893. The age-limit at Roorkee for upper subordinates 
was 22 years. At Sibpur, although the rules laid down · 
17 years, he actually admitted them at the age of 18 
years. The minimum as regulated by the University 
rule~ for the matriculation examination was 16 years. 
He wished to raise the age-limit for his upper subordinate 
clasij to 19 years because he wanted to obtain students 
who had a somewhat better knowledge of mathematics 
than that prescribed by the matriculation. He had a 
large number of matriculation students, but would like 
to be able to give others also a chance of entering the 
college. A very large number of Bengali students did 
not determine what profession they would follow until 
they had passed through the intermediate science stage 
and he thought that selection would be unduly limited 
if these were entirely excluded. The class of students 
he obtained at 18 years of age was not really sufficiently 
good for *e upper subordinate class and from the guar· 
dians' point of view it was rather rough to exclude an 

. int()rmediate science man entirely. He explained that· 
boys went to college and wished to see the intermediate 
~cience course through and it was only then as a rule 
that they began to think what they would eventually 
become ; it was a pity to make them break off in the 
middle of their intermediate science stage. A boy must 
be over 16 years of age when he passed his matriculation. 
By age-limit he meant age last birthday. 

l ,894. There were Sflparate classes at Sibpur for train· 
iug Assistant Engineers and upper subordinates, and one 
annual guaranteed post was attached to ~h class. In 
the ease of the Assistant Engineer class, this took the 
t>hape of an Assistant Engineer's post awarded alternately 
iu the Bengal Public Works Department or on State 
Railwayti. In the case of the upper subordinate class 
li 3rd grade overseer post on State Railways was given, 

• which he believed to be guaranteed. He would prefer 
that upper subordinates !iliould be recruited from the 
upper rmbordinate class because the syllabus of instruo· 
tion in that class was designed for the production of 
upper subordinates, while the Bachelor of Engineering 
<"ills> was designed to produce .Assistant Engineers. He 
l"t)Wded the tilling of upper subordinate \'"acancies by 
II It'll of the engineering class as abnormal; .Assistant 
Engineer~ were not designed for that purpOi'e but un
duuotedly the struggle for a li\'ing now·a·days was 
n·ry bud. The ~ibpur Collo:ge turned out an average 
ol II ll;«:hdors of Engineeri11g annually and they had 
to take up posts as upper subordinates in order to earn 
a liwliliood. Ria impnts:>ion us that the Public \\"orks 

Department took advantage of the situation and entrust· 
ed the upper subordinates with duties which used to be 
undertaken by Assistant Engineers and that 25 to 30 
years ago a large number of sub-divisions, now held by 
subordinates, were held by Assistant Engineers. He 
admitted that the upper subordinate was intended to 
be the regular sub-divisional officer and that the Assistant 
Engineer when holding such a post was merely under· 
going a period of training for the post of Executive 
Engineer, but tl:Mlught none the less that upper subordi
nates were more relied upon than-formerly and that they 
had to do more designing than wa.s the case in the pa~;t, 

1,895. He recommended that the best course for the 
Sibpur College to adopt would be to abolish the lower 
subordinate class altogether. All to the training of 
such men in that event, he explained that there were 
a large number of schools for the purpose, such as those 
at Dacca (where there was also an upper subordinate 
class which con·esponded to the Sibpur class), at Burdwan, 
Rajshahi, Pabna, and Comilla, while classes had also · 
been held at Barisal, Rangpur and Midnapur. Dacca 
was a government school but the remainder were mostly 
district schools under district boards. He used to 
inspect these schools every year, and thought that they 
could be greatly improved and made satisfactory train· 
ing grounds for lower subordinates. He would rather 
see government take over one or two such schoolij and 
make them thoroughly good, thatr is to say centralize 
the training, rather than leave it to district boarch!.. 
Personally he was in favour of the abolition of the dis· 
tinction between upper and lower subordinates and the· 
establishment of a single subordinate service, in which 
event the lower subordinates at present under training 
would find situations with district boards and munici· 
palities. At present the trouble was that if one of his 
students secured an appointment in the lower 11ubor· 
dinate grade of the Public Works Department, he felt 
that he would always remain a lower subordinate. He 
understood that promotions from the lower to the upper 
subordinate grade were not very frequent and that once 
a man accepted a position as a lower subordinate he 
stamped himself as such. He had not lltud.ied the scheme 
outlined by the Public Services Commission . for the 
reorganization of the Public \\' orks Department, but 
explained that Bachelors of Engineering were forced ro 
accept posts as upper subordinates because there were 
not enough posts as Assistant Engineer ava.il.able, and by 
doing so these men aliSO felt that they stamped them· 
selves more or leBS permanently a.s subordinates. 1-:incc 
the creation of the Province of Bihar and Ori&;a. only 
one promotion had been made from the upper subordi· 
nate to the officer grade and this appeared to him to be 
a breach of guarantee. It wa..s only an exceptional man 
who could hope for selection. The ouly outlook these 
men had after 5 years' ~~atisfactory service in the upper 
subordinate grade was that they might po.;t;ibly be • 
.,;elt<:ted for a di'ltrkt engineer's appointment. There 
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were no reasonable prospects of advancement through 
district boards to anyone who had not' influence with 
the board. The selection for district engineers' posts 
was in the hands of members who did not award them, 
he believed, on merit only. -

1,896. The courEe of practical training in connection 
with the Sibpur College course extended over a period 
of one year which was too short either for the students, 
to develop their capabilities, or for the officers to form 
any opinion of them. He recommended that this period 
should be extended to two years. A certain number 
of students at present received practical training on 
the railway and in the Public Works Department. Some 
of his students had also received practical training with 
Me~s. Burn and Company from whom he had received 
very good reports of them. He had posted two students 
to the Calcutta Port Improvement where they were 
working under the contractor. One of his students had 
been working under the Howrah Municipal Engineer, 
and every year the Sanitary Engineer of Bengal took 
three students for practical training. As already stated 
the average number of Bachelors of Engineering produced 
annually by the Sibpur College was 11, while there were 
13 practical training scholarships available, and he found 
no difficulty in obtaining such training for his students, 
nor did he believe that even if the practical course were 
extended to two years there would be any difficulty in 

· finding situations for them. No reports as to the quality 
of the practical training given to graduate students of 
the Engineer Department were submitted to him, but in 
the case of the upper subordinate class students such 

· reports were received. He did not know what the B. E. 
students did nor was there any inspection of their training 
from the college point of view although that training 
was necessary for the college diploma. They had to .be 
trusted implicitly as their work was checked only at the 
end of the training. The college took part in the practical 
training examination held at the end of practical training 
after which the award of the guaranteed post was decided, 
the Professor of Civil Engineering being a member of 
the board of examination, and to that extent the college 
was 'in touch with the students. He was more closely 
in touch with the upper subordinates because ordinarily 
he him~elf was supposed to have their practical training 
carried out in the college, and it was only in exceptional 
circumstances that such students went away for practical 
training. Formerly the year's practical training for 
upper subordinates had always been carried out in the 
college workshops but at present a certain number were 
trained outside. He looked upon outside training as 
rather a privilege and seeing that he remained directly 
responsible for it he insisted that students .should send in 
their monthly note books to him which were sent back 
t() them after criticism. 

1,897. He was of opinion that, in some ways, practical 
training in the college workshops was more suitable than 
outl!ide training, as the ftudents were not separated. 
There was work on a sufficiently large scale fu the college 
workshops for a limited number of students. He had 
always a fair number of schemes under preparation and 
thl'l students, who worked directly under him, were 
employed in his office in drawing up projects. He 
thought a year or six months in the college workshops 
Jollowed by a year or eighteen months on works would 
be an excellent thing. · 

1,898. (Sir Noel Kershaw). One of his students who 
had received practical training with Messrs. Burn and 
Company had, at the conclusion of such training, been 
employed by the firm having proved himself a very 
useful man. The witness had seen his note books which 
wert' absolute models. Another student had received 
practical training with the firm who were constructing 
the harbour works. A third student ~who had proved 
unsatisfactory "·hen undergoing .practical training, and 
who had not been employed at the conclusion thereof, 
had llince disappeared. He thought the employment of 
students would develop in time and that Messrs. Burn 
and Company would undoubtedly employ even more 

IL up to three or four if they were a.ailable. He was 
certainly of opinion that, ultimately, the system of 

appointing men.' who had received practical training with 
large firms, direct to government posts would be adopted. 
Personally he thought such a system would improve the 
class of students as they would know that they would 
first have to prove themselves efficient engineers. He .l. 

did not think it would reduce the number of really capable 
st'O.dents entering the college. 

1,899. (Mr. Mackenzie.) •1\e majority of the e.r· 
students of the engineering class in the Thomason College, 
Roorkee, were able to obtain employment as officers, 
while at Sibpur and he believed at Madras and Poona 
also the majority of the students had to seek employment 
in subordinate positions. He explained that this state 
of affairs was due to the Thomason College having six or 
.seven appointments guaranteed annually while the other 
colleges had one only. Other posts were also given to 
ex·students of the Thomason College but this did not 
limit the number of men who were appointed as Assistant 
Engineers. For each guaranteed appointment two stu· 
dents were sent from Roorkee for practical training one 
.of whom was chosen for a permanent post while the 
other was often taken on as a temporary hand. It was 
seldem that Sibpur B. Es. secured such temporary 
posts. He knew of a case in which a lad posted to the 
Bengal Nagpur Railway for practical training had been 
offered employment by that railway and who eventually 
rose to be an Assistant Engineer ; he added that the 
proportion of Indians turned out from the engineer 
classes at Sibpur was far greater than at Roorkee. 

1,900. He would like to see the present system of 
guaranteed posts done away with as regards definite 
colleges and would prefer that a system should be sub· 
stituted under which when an Indian was to be appointed 
to the superior service in any province a native of the 
province concerned should get the preference. He 
explained that by ' Indian ' he meant statutory Indian. 
He also suggested that in selecting Indians for the superior 
service no special preference should be shown to the 
students of any one college ; he certainly did not wish 
that, b~cause a man had been trained at Sibpur, he must 
therefore be appointed regardless of whether there was 

· a better man available from elsewhere or not. 
1,901. The ~ns of men engaged as contractors did not 

at present enter the college, and he thought that the 
conditions of living there were. to i>me extent responsible 
for it ; something should be done to attract auch men. 
He believed that at Roorkee the students were more or 
less forced to live l.n good style and that the members 
of the staff occasionally dined with them. , As far as 
the engineering class was concerned the college did not 
admit quite so many students as was formerly the case 
when the number was 40 compared with 24 at the pre· 
sent time, but the same average number of students 
passed ~hrough the college. The reason for this was 
due to changes in the barracks whereby fewer sets were 
available for engineer students. The proportion of 
scholarships was of course higher amongst 24 than amongst 
40. He believed that there were more scholarships 
available in Sibpur than in other colleges but a scholar· 
ship was a very good thing for the encouragement of 
poor boys. He thought it would be a sound proposition 
to limit the humber of scholarships to 25 per cent. of 
the students and to raise the fees for tuition. 

1,902. He explained that the apprentice department 
consisted of classes for upper and lower subordinates. 
The apprentice system was in existence at Dehri-on·Sone 
before the Sibpur College was founded, after which these 
apprentices were transferred to 'the latter college. It 
was really only apprentice in name, and indentures were 
not now signed. 

1,903. Owing to the want of suitable previous tr~g 
at schools and colleges it had not been found poss1ble 
to introduce a shorter period of training at Sibpur for 
Bachelors of Engineering and Bachelors of Science. An 
experiment in this direction had been made in 1890 to 
1900 but it had proved a. failure and had had to be 
abandoned. They had tried to include in the first year 
the second year's course in professional subjects but had 
failed to do so. It was the custom in Bengal for student-s 
to be allowed to sit for the Bachelor of Engineering 
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examinations two or three times appearing occasionally 
as a-students, but they could not remain at the college 
for more than three years to complete the last two years 
of the B. E. course': This procedure was, he believed, not 
followed at Roorkee. It was not a good thing because 
boys who were very keen on getting guaranteed posts · 
sometimes gave up in the middle of an exaiil.ination 
and after a year's further work appeared again and eo 
made sure of finally passing the examination in that 
way, and securing a better and higher position than 
those who passed through without such repetition. 

1,904. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ra.m.) He was allowed to 
undertake work in the college workshops provide~ he 
rereived payment for such in advance. 

1,905. An examination in drawing was held for ad· 
mi~sion into the engineering department. There was a 
mistri class in the college workshops for which boys 
were taken at the age of 13 or 14. He had not considered 
the question whether ~rtisements in regard to these 
mi11tris should be circulated with a view to their obtain· 
ing employment in the Public Works Department. 

1,906. Engineers and upper subordinates at the Sibpur 
College messed together, the former living in a. sort of 
double room with eight students in each. There was no 
cubicle system at the college. 

1,907. (Mr. Cobb.) He would draw a definite line 
between subordiliates and the upper service but would 
provide the former with more suitable prospects. He 
did not contemplate giving subordinates a very advanced 

rccm~ flttta. 

training in science or mathematics, and such men would 
have to be uncommonly good to justify their appoint
ment to the upper service. 

1,908. He was not contented with the present organi· 
zation of the classes for the training of sub-ove1'866l'!l. 
The business of co-ordinating the work of these classes 
was entrusted to a Board of Examination. which also 
controlled the syllabus. At the present time a proposal 
was under consideration for the revision of the syllabus 
for upper and lower subordinates., 

' 1,909. (Mr. Green.) He considered that district boards 
~nd municipalities did not offer sufficient prospects to 
mduce upper subordinates to join them. The pay 
offered by these bodies was sometimes as low as Rs. 15 
per month to begin with and hence upper subordinates 
would not apply for such posts. He was considering · · 
the question of the training of sanitary engineers. There 
was a great delll3nd for such men and under rule no one 
could be receiV6d for training as a sanitary inspector 
unless he had passed as a sub-overseer. There was a 
large demand for such inspectors quite apart from the 
Public Works Department. 

1,910. (Pruident.) He thought the.standard of training 
and education in the Bachelor of Engineering course 
at Sibpur was superior to that given at the Roorkee 
college because Sibpur was in closer communication with 
civil engineers. When the new proposals which were 
under clonsideration by the University were sanctioned 
he t~ought that the Sibpur College would be in a positiop · 
to g1ve a very ~xcellent course of training. 

RAI BAHADUR KRISHNA CHANDRA BANEB.TEE, Supt'rintending Engineer, Fublic Works Department (retired), . 

Written Statement. 
1,911. (General.) I entered the Indian Public Works 

Department in 1876, and retired from government service 
in I ~09, as Superintending Engineer, 1st class. For nearly 
30 years I was in the Bengal Public Works Department, 
the greater portion of which was passed in the Buildings 
and Roads Branch of the same. Since my retirement, 
I have been practising in Calcutta as consulting engineer, 
during which the construction of several large buildings 
wM carried out under my supervision, such as the 
Durbhanga Library building, the Hardinge Hostel, etc. 

1,912. (1.) Economy and suitablity of methods of exe
cution of public works, and (U.) Encouragement of 
other agency,-ln my opinion, the methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works are economical 
and suitable for the purpose for which they are devised. 
Under the present system, all important materials are 
Rnpplied by the Department, thus 'ensuring their good 
quality as a rule. Tenders are called for publicly, and 
the work is given out to succe~>hlul tenderers, who are 
practically labour contractors. 

(2). The methods adopted by the big engineering firms 
in Calcutta are exactly the same. In these circumstances, 
it is not possible for these big fi~s to take up Public 
Works Department contracts unless the rates for the 
several items of work are considerably enhanced. It 
is thus manifest that the present svstem is not onlv 
economical, but ensures the execution 'of first-class work, 
as to which there is no question whatever. I will give 
here a. few concrete instances. At present two big 
priYa.te buildings costing about Rs. 3,00,000 are b:ing 
constructed by a firm under my supervision. In the 
I!A'companying statement,• I have taken a few items of 
work from one of the above estimates for the sake of 
'omparison. It will be observed that the total cost 
of these works at Public Works Department rates would 
be Rs. 17,456, whereas at the rates tendered by the 
firm referred to above, the amount would be Rs. 23 417 
or 34 per cent. higher. The rates for items of work for 
•·hich details. are not f?rthcoming, such as mouldings, 

• etc., are certamly very h~gh. -
(3). It is possible that thf' rates of other firms of builders 

in Calcutta may be somewhat less, if not more, but the 

•_Not priDted. 

fac~, remains that it is not possible for any firms except 
ordinary contractors to take up contracts under the 
Public Works Department at the departmental rates 
as the rates would not bring• in much profit to them. 
The margin of profit may be somewhat large, if the 
contracts be for materials as well as labour, but I do 
!lot consider this desirable, having regard to my remarks 
m the sequel. The systems followed by the Calcutta 
~o~ Co~issioners and the Calcutta Corporation are 
sunilar ~ every respect to what are in vogue under 
the Public Works Department. These public bodies 
would not have adopted this s:vstem without due delib. 
eration and consideration from 'every pollit of view. 

(4). I cannot say that under the present ·system private 
enterprise is not sufficiently encouraged. The materials 
supplied by the Public Works Department are the best 
and cheapest to be had in the market. This eaves the 
contractors working under that Department and the 
~pervising staff of .the Public Works Department much 
~une a~d labour wh1ch would otherwise have to be spent. 
m theU" collection and supply, and which they now 
profitably .employ in other ways. There is, however, 
room for unprovement in the acceptance of tenders. 
They are, at present, accepted without any regard to 
the fact as to whether the tenderer is properly qualified 
to look after the works or whether the tenderer ha.a 
properly qualified ··men in hie staff or not. Ordinary 
mistrts who have sufficient labour at their command, 
who are sat~ed with a small margin of profit, or who -
are somehow m the good graces of the officer in charge, 
are generally the successful tenderers. UW.ss the 
Department makes it a rule .that only such contr~Wtors 
who. are sufficiently qualified, or who have sufficientlv 
qualified men under them, should be given contraCt 

1 
works, men who pass out from the Indian colleges, 
cannot have much scope to employ their energies on. 
I do not apprehend any enhancement of rates for this 
reason, as competition.. which is very brisk, would bring 
down the rates suffic1ently low to prevent the Public 
Works Department schedule rates from being exceeded. 

1,913. (m) Changes in orranization.-From mv 
long experience I think I am in a position to aay thAt. 
e~en with these high rates the work done by tbA 
b~g Calcutta fums require& a thorough supervision, by 
reason of the fact that it is sub-let to ordina.rv mistril 
ll'ho Jre not at a rule over-particulu ae to how ·it ia don~ 
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unless they are closely looked after~ Thus it is not 
possible to reduce the staff of the Public Works Depart
ment except at the sacrifice of efficiency, unless the 
Department gives contracts, as suggested above, to 
qualified men who should have licenses granted to them, 
or to contractors who have such men in their service, 
eo that in Calle of bad work they could be held respon
sible. Then only the staff may be reduced to a certain 
extent. 
, (2). It may not be out of place to mention here that 
the Public Works Department establishment is also' 
required for purposes of administration to look after 
the numerous buildings under the Department, and 
to arrange for the carrying out of small additions and 
alterations, and petty repairs to these buildings, for 
which sectional contractors are generally employed, as 
it would not be worth the while of large contractors 
to undertake these petty works. But if these sectional 
contractors be qualified men under a license as suggested 
above, it is possible to reduce the subordinate staff 
considerably. ' 

1,914. (IV.) Relatio~ with other departments and sub
branches.-! would answer this in the affirmative, 
except that I consider that the Government Architect 
should have a larger staff to . see that architectural 
work in a building is properly constructed. At 
present this work is left to be carried out. by the 
ordinary staff of the Department, who have had no 
training in architectural work and are thus liable· to 
make mistakes in the execution of the work. The 
services of the Architectural Department should be 
more largely utilized in this respect to "ensure good and 
satisfactory work. 

1,915. (V.) Decentralization.-! do not think further 
decentralization is desirable. 

1,916. (VI.) Simpllftcation of procedure.-The rules 
of the Public Works Department Code should in my 
opinion be relaxed in regard to the local purchase of stores 
as long as the schedule rates of the Department are not 
exceeded. 

1,917. (VU.) Education.-! am inclined to think that 
the~e. is r()om for improve~ent ~ ~gard to the practical 
trammg of students. Their trammg in estimating and 
designing is not quite up to the mark. "Courses of lectures 
?Y eminently .prac~ical ~en or men of large experience "' 
m the profession, m agriculture, sanitary, electrical and 
civil engineering, should be arranged for. Tours of 
inspection of important and interesting works in pro· 
gress should be extended over a longer period, and 
students should be explained the methods of construe· 
tion of such works, and allowed to take copious notes 
ther~of •. As far as I know, the students of the Sibpur 
Engmeermg College have very few opportunities of 
availing themselves of this useful method .. of education, 
and in this respect the practice followed in the Roork£>e 
Engineering College should in my opinion be adopted. 

(2). I do not think the very best and most suitable 
~en are at present attracted to the college, for the 
slUlple reaso~ that they have far bett~rospects in the 
legal profession. If students be apprenticed under. the 
big engineering firms, after their college training is over 
and those who prove suitable are employed by thes~ 
firms, which they are likely to do with pleasure in case 
they find them to be efficient, better classes of students 
woul<l._ be naturally attracted to the college. This ex" 
plains why Roorkee men are as a rule more successful 
t~an students of . other Indian engineering colleges, 
~liDply because, owmg to seven guaranteed appointments 
m that college students who go to prosecute their studies 
there are generally of a better class. 

1,918. (VUI.) Practical training.-There is at pre· 
sent a provision for the practical training on works of· 
students, but it is not uniformly satisfactory in the case 
of all students. Those sent to the railways generally 
get a far better training than others whose lot is cast 
elsewhere. This I say from personal experience. A far 
better plan would, in my opinion, be to apprentice them 
under some big firms, or place them under officers who 
have charge of important or interesting works, so that 
they may have ampler opportunities of learning their 

,work, and are made much more efficient than at present. 

RAI BAHADUR KRisHNA C'BANDB.A. BANERJEE called and examined. 

1,919. (Pruident). The witness stated that he was a 
retired Superintending Engineer of the Public Works 
Department. Since his retirement he had been working 
in Calcutta. as a consulting engineer, and several private 
buildings had been constructed under his supervision. -

1,920. The present methods of the Public Works 
Department for the execution of civil works were suitable. 
In the- construction of buildings it was necessary for the 
Department to retain the supply of materials in its own 
hands to ensure their quality. He had found that good 
bricks were not always available in Calcutta, and unless 
special arrangements were made for their manufacture, 
supply could not be guaranteed. Generally, the quality 
obtainable in the open market was inferior to that of. 
government bricks, and the quantity was insufficient for 
the number of buildings under construction in Caicutta. 
The government brick, in his opinion, was superior to 
the first-class brick made at private brickfields. Even 
if the class of brick required for the construction of a 
building were entered in the Public Works Department 
specili<ations of contract, he thought it would be necessary 
to engage a supervising staff for passing the bricks, and . 
this would lead to an increase in their present cost. He 
had had experience of bricks manufactured at govern
ment and private-owned brickfields, and had found that 
in the case of first-class bricks the rates for the former 
were lower than those for the latter. He had had actual 
t'Xperience of building work in Calcutta as he had been 
the Executive Engineer of the 2nd Calcutta Divi:<ion for 
six yelll'S, 1892 to 1898, and had subsequently held the 
post of Superintending Engineer of the Presidency Circle 
in 190i. Even so fa.r back as the year 1907 the quality 
of bricks turned out by the government brickfield was 
superior to that of those manufactured by private agency. 
He could not :remember whether he had ever made a 

,romparii<Oil of the rates for bricks manufactured by 

government and private parties. The market rate for 
bricks at present was about Rs. 16 per thousand deliv
ered at the site of the work and, as far as he could 
remember, the government, rate was Rs. 12 per thomand. 
He had lost all touch with the Department since 1909. 

1,921. The present methods of the Public Works 
Department for the construction of buildings were eco· 
nomical. He was satisfied that the items entered in the 
statement* appended to his written evidence could bear 
scrutiny and remarked that he had adopted as the present 
rates of the Public Works Department the figures supplied 
to him by the Superintending Engineer.. From a com· 
parison of the two sets of rates he had arrived at the 
conclusion that private rates were approximately 34 . 
per clmt. higher than those of the Public Works Depart· 
ment. 

1,922. The experiment li:ad been tried in Bengal some 
years ago of handing over to district boards for main· 
tenance, in addition to their own works, certain govern· 
ment buildings and roads. At that time, he held the · • 
post of Executive Engineer, 1st grade, and was the 
Inspector of local works under the Local Self-Govern
ment Act ; he had from time to time also held charge 
of several circles, viz., the Western circle, the Burdwan 
circle, the Eastern Bengal and Assam circles, and the 
Bhagalpur circle. The system then adopted by the 
district boards was similar to that in vogue in the Public 
Works Department, and the boards used to give out 
work as the result of a call for tenders. The standard 
of the work done by the boards at that time depended 
a great deal on the officer in charge-the district engineer. 
In cases where the services of government officers had 
been lent to the boards, the work executed had been 
good ; in other cases, the district engineers had not &1lffi· 

• Not prin~d. 
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cient experience of public works and the work was hence 
not quite up to the required standard. The system was 
eventually abandoned a!! wor~, on the who!~, had ~ot 
been verv satil;facton·, the mam reason for failure bemg 
the emr;loyment of. an inexperienced staff .o~ officers 
and subordinates. He was, however, of op1ruon that, 
with experienced di8trkt engineers, the Bystem would 
work sati~factorily. 

1,923. At the pre~>ent time there w'as duplication of 
e~tabli~hment in Bengal. The Public Works Depart
ment staff t'ngaged in a particular district had to look 
after certain building~ and roads, while the district 
board staff "''as also employed on similar duties in the 
same district, but he did not think it would be feasible 
to abolish the Public Works Department staff in Bengal 
and make over all works to the district boards. From 
his experience of contractors in the m1Jfus8il he considered 
them sati~factory and that no difficulty need be apprehen
ded in this respect, but the execution of the work really 
depepded more on the ability of the district engineer. 

I ,924. As an Inspector of Works, he had submitted his 
inRpcction notes both to the Chief Engineer and to the 
chairman of the district board, for necessary action. 
He had not been empowered to take any action himself. 
Even if he found that a building or mad had been badly 
constructed, he had no powers in the matter ; he was 
merely an inspecting officer. If he had found that work 
was 8till being carried out unsatisfactorily, after he had 
brought its defects to light in his inspection notes, all 
he did was to go on making remarks in that connection 
and nothing more. 

1,925. He would not recommendjhat all government 
buildings and roads in the rrwfussil should be made 
over to district boards, because in many cases the district 
engineers had experience only in roads and bridges. 
Very few building works were carried out Ly the district 
boards, and their engineers would have to be trained 
in building construction during which training building 
works would go wrong. Government had the power 
to dismiss an unsatisfactory district engineer, but they 
generally did not resort to such an extreme measure. 

I ,926. (Mr. Cobb.) If for the construction of a building 
he requirer,ll ,00,000 bricks, and had the option of buying 
either government or prh·ate bricks, the rate for the 
former being Rs. 16·8 and that for the latter being Rs. 16 
per thousand, he would choose the former, because 
government bricks were superior and better sorted. 
In the case of one of the buildings mentioned in his 
written memorandum he had found that the bricks 
used for its construction were not well pugged, and 
that their quality also was not very good. The best 
bricks obtainable in the open market were as good as 
government bricks, but were less well sorted. 

1,927. (Ra.i Baha.dur Ganga Ram.) Even at the time 
when he was an Inspector of local fund works the 
whole of the proYincial works had not been made over 
to the district boards, <tS there was a Superintending 
Engineer of provincial works in the same district. He 
himself however was only in charge of district board 
works. In those davs, sanction to the coiLstruction of 
government works ~·as accorded by government, but 
the estimates for the construction of district board 
"orks were dealt with by the district boards themselves. 
:-uperintending Engineers did not possess the powers 
they now had ; these powers, however, were ~>eldom 
exrrcised. All district engineers were appointed by 
di~trirt boards. He thought it would be an improve
ment if a s\·stem were introduced under which district 
l'll!lineers \\:ere appointed by .,goverument and were 
all brought on to one cadre. 

I .9~. Di>'trict boards accepted tenders by a majority 
of votes, and this lt•d in practice to canvassing. He 
admittt>d that a good dt>al of canvassing for contracts 
did takl' pla<'l'. 

I,H:!~. rudt•r the Ad he had bft'n U·oflicia mt"mber 
of t>\·ery dktri<'t board to which he had been appointed. 

1.\l:kl. He would not have prderrro, t>ven it he had 
h.td the option, to J'(:tirc f."arlier undtr a provident fund 
~y,tcm. 

\'OL. U 

1,931. (Jfr. Mackenzie.) In the first item in the com· 
parative statement* appended to his writt~n 'evidence, 
"earth work in excavation of foundations," the rate of 
RR. 25 per thousand charged by government showed that 
the foundations were rather unusual; if it had been 
simple work, the rare 11rould have been about Rs. 10 pt>r 
thousand. The remaining Rs. 15 pt>r thousand was prob· 
ably due to the discovery of a larger quantit.y of water 
in the foundations than had been expected, necessitating 
extra pumping. There was a large difference between 
the government rat~ of Rs. 25 per thousand and that of 
Rs. 42 per thousand which latter was actually charged 
by the contractor. 

1,932. The difference in the rat~ for brickwork was 
not very great. The increase of 34 per cent. over the 
total cost of Rs. 17,456 mentioned in his comparative 
statement * was chiefly for wood-work, which was taken 
at the rate actually charged by the contractor. Timber 
was bought in the open market by both government 
and the contractor, and the carpenters' work alone was 
not so great as to justify such an enormous differenct\ 
He remarked, however; that brickwork measurements 
atlopted by contractors did not allow for arch openings 
and that this made a great difference. 

1,933. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Brickwork rates 
included one inch of plaster which had to be added to 
the thickness of the walls and no arch openings were 
deducted ; the latter item would make an enormous 
difference in the case of buildings which had many arch 
op('nings. 

1,934. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In the last item in his com· 
parative statement,* "41 terrace roofing," the govern
ment rate was Rs. 40~er cent. whereas the contractor's 
rate was Rs. -48 per cent. He admitted that the difference 
appeared to be great, but the contract rates included 
the cost of establishment and profits, in addition to the 
supervision of the contractor himself. He had received 
a percentage rate for supervising .the construction of 
a private building. 

1,935. In connection with the total increased rate of 
34 per cent. over "the government rates it was pointed 
out to him that government establishment charges 
would have been 21! plus about 5 per cent., for works 
establishment, but he doubted whether that supervision 
could in any case have been dispensed with. 

1,936. The present rates for steel-work were abnormal, 
but not for brickwork. He did not think the contractor 
in question had taken advantage of the market and 
charged very high rates. He had found that if materials 
for the construction of a building were supplied by the 
contractor the latter was usually inclined to economise ; 
that was the main reason why he thought that the 
materials for buildings should be supplied by the ·man 
who took up the work. 

1,937. A certain European firm in Calcutta did employ 
engineering talent, but they sub-let work to ordinary 
mistris who were not over particular as to the quality 
of their work. Supervision in such cases was essentially 
necessary, otherwise work would not be done properly. 
As a rule, however, contractors did not employ their 
own engineers. 

I ,938. He thought, on general grounds, that con· 
tractors should be licensed, and he would make it a 
condition that no eontractor should be employed by 
government unless he employed an engineer to advise 
him. He thought it would be a very good thing if a 
proviso were made in all contracts to the effect that 
they should not be sub-let. , 

1,939, He knew the rules in connection with the pur
chase of European stores very well, and thought that 
11·hen there wa.~; not sufficient time to obtain stores direct 
from England for the construction of buildings they 
should be purcha3ed locally. A good many government 
officers preferred buying their . store& from England u 
materials so bought were of better quality and cheaper. 

1,940. (Sir J:.:oel Kershaw.) The Public Works Depart
ment rates quoted in the statement* appended to hh1 
nitten evidence had reeently been furn.il,hed to him l>y 

• Not priuted.. 
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a Superintending Engineer and were taken from the 
present Public Works Department schedule of rates 
which was periodically revised. The rates, which in
cluded labour, could not be influenced by the war as only 
steel-work had been so affected. He could not say 
whether the rates for labour were the same as those of 
last year or the year before, as he had lost touch with 
the Department. The rates in the schedule could not 
be exceeded without government calling upon the 
officer in charge for an explanation. If a contractor 
tendered above the scheduled rates efforts were made 
to induce him to reduce his tender ; if he would not do 

so, however, special sanction would have to be obtained. 
It sometilnes did happen, but not frequently, that a 
contractor refused to reduce his rates. 

1,941. He thought that architecture and reinforced " 
concrete should be added to the curriculum of the Sibpur 
College, because such work was frequently done now-a
days by men who had had very little training in those 
subjects. 

1,942. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witness did not 
admit that the rates entered in the statement * prepared 
by him were in many cases unreliable. 

At Calcutta, Friday, 9th February 1917. 
.. 
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SIR NOEL KERSHAW, K.C.B. 
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RAI BAHADUR GANGA RAL"\1, c.r.E., M.v.o. 
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The HoN'BLE }IR. H. H. G~EEN, Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Governmen~ of Bengal, Buildings and 
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D. ·G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary) • 
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. .. OswALD MARTIN, EsQ:, Partner, MESSRS. MARTIN & Co., Engineers and Contractors, Calcutta. 

r~ r_. 
Written Statement. 

1,943. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public works.-The methods adopted for 
the execution of civil works are eminently suitable for 
the purpose for which they were devised; but, in our opin
ion, that purpose has been served, in so far as building 
works are concerned, in large centres where master-con
tractors are established and thoroughly competent to carry 
out such works to the standard required by 1 he Public 
Works Department. Having no access to the figures of 
expenditure, we are not in a position to state whether the 
methods employed by the Public Works Department are 
economical, but we suggest that a considerable economy 

'-might be effect~d in establishment charges, both in Eng
land and India, by the employment of master-contractors 
in the large centres above referred to. 

1,9·!4. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under 
the existing system and rules, private enterprise, 
speaking generally, is not encouraged, labour contractors 
only being employed and tenders not being asked for the 
execution of complete units of work. In our opinion it 
is possible and desirable to Pntrust the construction and 
upket'p of certain classes of public works, such aS"large 
public buildings, to established master-contractors who 
would undertake both the construction and upkeep of 
such buildings. The changes in the present procedure 
that we would suggest are : 

(a) that in certain centres such as Calcutta, Bombay, 
Madras and other large towns tenders should be invited 
from master-contractors for all public buildings, and that 
the same procedure should be adopted in any other place 
wht>re large public buildings are to be erected; 

(b) that such buildings should be constructed under the 
supervision of a Public Works officer, who would approve 
of the quality of all work and certify to the quantities to be 
paid for. ' 

1,945. (Ul.) Changes in organization.-Any changes 
in the nature of those abon mentioned, recommended by 
the Committee, would necessitate a considerable reduction 
in the establishment of the Public Works Department, 
more particularly in the subordinate staff in the centres 
where the changes in procl'dure are recommended. Any 
further reduction would be effected gradually and as the 
changes in procedure were extended to other districts and 

centres. The reduction of the home purchasing and in· 
~pecting stafi would also be neces~ary. 

1,946. (VU.) Education.-The system of education in 
government engineering colleges is, we understand, 
already receiving the attention of government. We employ 
a considerable number of civil engineers whose professional 
education was acquired at government engineering colleges 
and we may state that, on the whole, we have found them 
quite competent in relation to the diplomas they held. 

1,947. (VID.) Practical trai.Ding.-In our own case 
such students receive their practical training on our own 
works. 

1,948. (General.) Speaking generally, we think the time 
has come when some changes should be made as regards 
the carrying out of public works. When the Public Works 
Department was first established, there was no existing 
agency for the carrying out of large works, and there was 
no standard as to the class of work to be done. The 
picked body of engineers, composing the Public Works 
Department, have always set and maintained a high 
standard of quality, and at a not excessive cost, and at the 
time when public buildings were being erected in every · 
part of India such a department was necesmry. The 
" dead charges" are, however, necessarily heavy and at 
times when few large works are being done represent a 
more or less unproductive charge. 

(2). In the large towns, above referred to, there are a 
number of master-contractors who have come into exist..
ence for the purpooe of carrying out works other than 
those purely government, that is, for private parties, 
municipal, port trust, etc.,. and there are a sufficient 
number to ensure keen competition. These being already 
in existence and increasing in number, it appears to us, 
that it would h'l an economy to construct public buildings 
by such an agency. ~t present there are, in the same 
town, the Public Works Department to construct govern· 
ment buildings as and when r€quired, and contractors to 
fOnstruct all other building~. and there seems to be no 
reasonable doubt that one or the other agency could do 
both works. In fact, -~hould government decide to modify 
the present procedure of the Public Works Department as 
indicated above, we see no inherent objection to the super
vising Public Works officers being permitted to do the 

• Not ~rinted. 
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same work for buildings outside those purely gol'em
ment. 

(3 ). We think it is generally recognised that corn petition 
promotes economy and lower costs all round. The history 
of every trade a.nd industry confirms this, and the mo~e 
work that can be given out to contract, the more competi
tion there will be. We also believe that a saving of time 
will be effected in construction of buildings avoiding loss 
of interest and increase of " dead charges.'' 

(4). We may here mention that the methods of construc
tion and building adopted by master-contractors are such 
as ensures the lowest cost, inasmuch as it is customary, 
and keenness of competition ensures this, for master
contractors to obtain all their materials at first hand, 
manufacturing all their own bricks, ek., and do not sub
let any portion of the work. 

M&. OswALD MARTIN called and examined. 

1,949. (PreW.ient.) The witness stated that he was a 
partner in the firm of Messrs. :M:artin and Company, and 
that he was a qualified civil engineer. His firm undertook 
every description of contract work in connection with the 
construction of large buildings, and, as regards sanitary 
engineering work, contracted for water-works and 
drainage schemes. 

1,950. The firm employed its own engineers and in 
normal times had two architects, who were Fellows of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects. There were, he 
surmised, about half a dozen good firms in Calcutta 
who employed their own engineers. 

1,951. It was not the present practice for the Public 
\\'orks Department to invite tenders for complete units of 
work, and when calling for tenders it was stipulated that 
the supply of materials such as bricks, Burkhi, etc., to 
contractors would rest with the Department and that 
their value would be deducted from bills for work done. 
Generally, tenders were invited for separate portions of 
work, such as for stone-work, wood-work, etc., but he 
thought that the Department sometimes invited tenders 
for an entire project, on condition that the materials 
would be supplied by the Department. 

1,952. It was certainly not necessary for the Public 
Works Department to supply materials in Calcutta. He 
did not agree with the contention that one of the reasons 
why government maintained its own brickfield, and made 
its own bricks, was that it was compelled to maintain a • 
reserve stock of bricks owing to the liability of the stock 
in private hands in Calcutta running short, and remarked 
that government could quite easily call for tenders for 
the supply of bricks which it needed. The private supply 
of bricks in the open market in Calcutta was normally 
adequate for requirements. There were quite a number 
of brickfields in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, and the 
firms who owned them stocked bricks to meet the de
mand. If the demand increased, there would be a corre
sponding increase in th\ number of brickfields, as in the 
case of other marketable commodities. It was, of course, 
a matter of opinion whether it could be argued that the 
bricks in the open market were not suffiooently good for 
government buildings, but, personally, h~ considered that 
the bricks made by the best manufacturers -were quite 
as good as those made by the Public Works Department. 
He thought sufficiently good bricks might be purchased in 
the open market, and that there was no need to antici
pate difficulty from the fact that bricks in the open market 
were not uniform in quality, and consisted of first-class 
bricks intermixed with those of the second-class thus 
n~essitating their sorting. If the quality of brick re
quired was specified in the contract, there was no good 

· reason why that specification should not be fbllowed in 
~gard to bricks, as in the case of other materials purchased 
11_1 the market. Though it had been maintained for a long 
time that the cost of government bricks ll'as usually 
below that of bricks in the open market, the point was a 
moot one. In his opinion, the Public Works Department 
rate for bricks was a purely fictitious figure. To begin 
with, the Public Works Departmt>nt did not manufacture 
their own bricks, but le.a&:'d the brickfields out on con
tract, and the bricks were brought to the site of work 
and chargl'<i to the contractor at tht> Public \\'orks De
partment rate, in which no allowancE' whatever was made 
lor general charges such as interest on capital, outlav on 
the brirktidd, etc., nor -.·as anv account maintained of the 
cost of Llnd, plant and supe~isory establishmt>nt. His 
l'l'IIUitks •·ere, however, based on hearsav and he was 
open to COI'ti.'Ction. If the itelllll he had alluded to were 

• 
taken into consideration, he believed the bricks in the 
open market would be found to be considerably cheaper 
than the Public Works Department bricks. 

1,953. In regard to lime, the Public Works Department 
insisted on contractors using a particular quality, which 
they themselves supplied. He considered that as specifi· 
cations for buildings generally stated the make of lime to 
be used, such as Sutna lime, or stated that the lime was 
to be of an approved quality to be decided by the engineer 
in charge of the works, there was no reason at all why the 
Department; should purchase the lime. The Department 
might simply specify to the contractor the kind of lime 
required, and allow him to make his own arrangements. 

1,954. He explained his contention that the utilization 
of large contracting firms would econolnise establishment 
in the Public Works Department by remarking that in 
Calcutta for instance there was, at present, a very large 
establishment maintained by the Department. There 
were three divisions with three Executive Engineers and 
several Assistant Engineers, and upper and lower subordi
nates. If his suggestion were accepted, economy lnight 
be effected in the upper and lower subordinate establish· 
ment, and instead of three circles of superintendence 
probably one lnight be sufficient under an Executive 
Engineer, who would simply be a sort of government 
Inspector of Works. It would be necessary to have a. 
superior officer visiting works from time to time, but it 
would not be necessary to entertain any works establish
ment for duty on each work, though it might be advisable 
to employ a clerk of works in connection with each work. 
At present the Public Works Department exercised con
siderably greater supervision, and were practically con. , 
tractors themselves, who sub-let portions of work _to sub
contractors. If his plan were adopted it would not 
result in large contractors leasing out work in a similar 
manner to small contractors, as large contracting firms in 
Calcutta did not sub-let work. They dealt with labour 
contractors, i.e., they arranged with a group of masons 
that they should carry out work on the piece-work 
system, and they paid these masons at a certain rate for 
units of work, instead of by daily wage. It depended on 
circumstances whether a large contractor would sub-let 
stone-work to a stone mason. In the case of Porebunder 
stone, which was cut and wrought by Porebunder masons, 
the practice was frequently to sub-let but in the case of 
ordinary chunar stone, stone-work was done by the con./ 
tractors themselves. 

1,955. He had not effected a. comparison between the 
government and private rates for buildings, as his firm 
had no access to the government figures, but he believed 
that some years ago a comparison was made by the Chief 
Engineer, Bengal, though he was not aware of the result. 
He added that figures for such a comparison would have 
to be gone into v~ry carefully, as it was a difficult matter 
to compare rates of buildings erected by two separate 
agencies. Further, as the Public Works Department cost 
of bricks was, in his opinion, fictitioufl, no comparison 
could be made without seeing the Public Works Depart• 
ment figures in detail. 

1,956. He explained that the term" dead charges," as 
used in his written statement was taken to cover all 
charges for establishment, for example, the Public 
Works Department establishment in Calcutta. coJUisted 
of a. Superintending Engineer in charge ol three divisiona 
with Executive and Assistant Engineers and a etaff of 
upper and lower eubordinatea under him. Unleae work· 
ing at full pressure, a great portion of this establi.8hment 
wa.a not always abiiOlutely neceaaa.ry. The term ·~ dea.d 

2u2 
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charges " also covered all charges for rent, office expenses, 
tools and plant, etc. He added that in comparing the 
cost of buildings constructed by government and private 
agency these items ought to be taken into consideration 
as they formed a. big item in the expenditure of the Public 
Works Department. 

1,957. Though his firm was willing to design water
works and drainage schemes of which they undertook the 
construction, all these works were as a matter of fact 
designed by the Sanitary Engineer of the province con
cerned, as they were nearly always government or muni
cipal works, and none of them wereaprivate works. His 
firm did, however, once prepare a design for such a work, 
but it was unusual, though his firm was quite prepared to 
do so in every case. He recommended that government 
might retain the actual designing of such schemes in their 
hands, but should throw open their construction to 
large contractors who were prepared to tender for entire 
works. His firm had constructed several water and drain
age works, and in fact the majority of the Upper India 
works at Allahabad, Lucknow, Cawnpore, etc., had been 
constructed by his firm. In these particular cases, ten· 
ders were given for the whole work. 

1,958. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) It would be sufficient, for 
the execution by private agency of large works, to employ 
only a. clerk of works whose work would be inspected 
periodically by an Executive Engineer or sub-divisional 
officer. The Public Works Department when constructing 
a large building virtually took the place of a master-con
tractor and engaged more staff than he thought necessary. 
When a large work was constructed by his firm an Assist
ant Engineer instead of a clerk of works, with three or 
four upper and lower subordinates were usually employ
ed. The proportion of upper to lower subordinates varied 
with the size of the work and the establishment available. 
If a work costing Rs. 6,00,000 were constructed by a pri· 
vate firm, it would lead to a considerable saving in estab- · 
lishment. At present, in addition to an Assistant Engi
neer, the Public Works Department probably employed 
three or four subordinates on a work of that size whereas 
hia firm would only engage one subordinate. As a con
crete instance he cited the case of the construction of the 
High Court at Allahabad. That work had been super
vised by a senior Executive Engineer, two Assistant 
Engineers and probably half a dozen subordinates. · As 
far as he was aware the work was the only one in charge 
of that particular Executive Engineer. His firm were 
building a similar High Court at Patna and it was only 
necessary for the Public Works Department to employ 
one Assistant Engineer and one subordinate. 

1,959. 'When a contractor undertook the construction 
of a. private building in Calcutta he generally only em
ployed one clerk_of works for its supervision even if it 
was estimated to cost Rs. 6,00,000. The clerk of works 
might be an engineer or a man with architectural qualifi
cations. He would probably be a whole-time man on a. 
salary of Rs. 200 or Rs. 300, and was not always appointed 
in addition to the architect who designed the building, as 
generally contractors designed the buildings they con· 
structed. If the contractors themselves had not designed 
the buildings, and an architect had been employed, it was 
probable that such an architect would also inspect the 
buildings whilst they were under construction. For con
struction by piece-work more supervision was required 
as there was a tendency on the part of the petty-contract

·ora to do as much as possible within a limited time. 

1,96Q. The distance within which a large contractor in 
Calcutta would be willing to operate would depend on 
the size of a work but he did not think that a master-con
tractor would think it worth while to take up work out· 
side a radius of three hundred miles if it amounted to less 
than Rs. 5,00,000. His firm had recently taken up a 
work so situated and its estimated cost was Rs. 5,00,000. 

1,961. There was no inherent objection, if the present 
system were modified, to the Public Works Department 
officers undertaking the supervision of work other than 
purely government work, in the- same way as architects 
were allowed to take up private practice. He did not 
think such permission would operate against private en-

terprise or lead to competition, as it was only intended 
that such officers should have supervisory duties. 

1,962. (Mr. Mackenzie.) On the presumption that the 
changes 'he had recommended were introduced the re
duct~on in ~stablish~ent in India and in the p~rchasing ., 
and Inspectmg staff 10 England, which was referred to in 
his writ~en statement, would be brought about by the pur
chase dtrect by contractors of the European stores which 
wer? at present obtained by the Department through the 
India Office. It was true that the rules permitted the local 
purchase of stores, and that those rules covered nearly 
everything that was required in India, but the rules were 
very seldom followed as it was very much easier for an 
Executive Engineer to indent for what he needed, inas
much as he was required to furnish reasons for each local 
purch~se ~? effected and ~boulder the responsibility for 
the swtabtlity of the materials. It was not his opinion 
that the Public Works Department considered that the 
materials in India were not good enough, as steel joists of 
well known brands, for instance, could be obtained 
from firms in Calcutta and Bombay, identical to those 
purchased by the India Office in England. It was 
certainly the general impression that stores locally 
purchased were more expensive than those obtained by 
indent on the India Office, but he did not think that 
this was really the case, though he could not prove it. 
His reason for thinking so was that purchases in India 
were made direct and not through an intermediary. 

1,963. He approved of the suggestion that a buyer 
should be appointed either for the whole of India, or 
separately for each province, if such a. scheme were found 
practicable. Personally, he had not considered the point, 
but mentioned that it had been discussed at great length 
by the Indian Engineering Association in whose hands he 
desired toleavethematter. This body had held numerous 
meetings and discussed the matter with the Member for 
the Commerce and Industry Department. In his opinion 
such buyer should be a whole-time government official, 
and it would perhaps be necessary to appoint more than 
one for the whole of India, though- certain provinces 
might be linked up such as Bengal and Bihar and Orissa 
for instance. Probably it would be best to have a buyer 
at each of the important centres, viz., Bombay, Calcutta 
and Madras. . It would not, however, be possible to 
abolish the India Office entirely, as certain indents would 
still have to be sent forward to England for compliance. 

,1,964. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The building which 
his firm were 'constructing in, Dalhousie Square was esti· 
mated to cost a little over Rs. 3,00,000, and that in Lal 
Bazaar about Rs. 6,00,000. As his firm possessed four 
brickfields of its own it had no' need to purchase bricks 
in the open market for these buildings; 

1,965. Mess!'.'!. Martin and Company issued bricks at 
Rs. 11-8 per thousand and the rate included interest on 
capital, rent and, in fact, all other charges. The rate was 
the same as that of the Public Works Department, but 
the latter rate did not include all charges. 

1,966. H,is firm was prepared to undertake the design· 
ing of water-works at a c'harge of 5 per cent. for small 
projects. The firm had undertaken a few small works at 
hill stations and in those cases they supplied their own 
pipes and sometimes also their engines. The pipes were 
passed in India by the Sanitary Engineer, and each pipe 
was tested at the manufactory before the issue of a test • 
certificate. ·. 

1,967. The clerk of works watched progress on behalf 
of a. firm's client, his qualifications varied and depended 
entirely on the magnitude of the work. 

1,968. (Mr. Cobb.) The issue to contractors of depart· 
mental materials did prevent master-contractors from 
tendering for works, as their supply by government pre
cluded the making of any profit on materials, and the 
only persons who were able to tender for Public Works 
Department works were labour contractors, who could 
undertake work for a small profit. If contractors were 
allowed to obtain bricks in the open market it would cer· 
tainly be necessary to exercise close supervision on the 
quality of bricks used on a work. It was rather difficult 
to say whether such supervision would cost government 
more than the reduction of the cost of their own bricks to 
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market rates, but he thought that the contractor's reputa
tion was a sufficient guarantee for the supply of good 
materials, and that he could not afford to supply bad 
bricks, and thus lose both his reputation and the possibil
ity of securing additional work. The accord of permis
sion to contractors to purchase their own bricks would 
lead to an improved class of bricks as the contractors 
would naturally be anxious to please the Public Works 
Department and see personally to the suitability of the 
bri<-ks. Hence government could be sure of a fair return 
for their money, and provided there was sufficient compe
tition in each case, an improvement in the class of bricks. 
If he were a small contractor, without a brickfield, he 
would not necessarily buy the Public Works Department 
bricks in preference to privat-e bricks, but his decision in 
the matter would depend on the class of bricks offered 
b/ the Public Works Department. 

1,969. It was, he thought, very desirable to have the 
Public Works Department buildings designed by private 
architects by throwing out such buildings to open compe
tition, but he could not say whether the time was ripe for 
such an innovation. There were not a sufficient number 
of architects available at present, but he anticipated that 
they would be in the near future. The system of compe
tition would be advantageous as it would give the best 
men a chance, whereas in the Public Works Department, 
as at present constituted, a man received promotion in 
·due course, whether he merited it or not. 

1,970. Asked whether a plastered or a wholly briek 
building was more. expensive to maintain, he replied that 
the latter would be cheaper in the end, though at the 
the commencement such a building would be more expen
sive to erect. Plaster he added cost about the same as 
the pointing of bricks. 

1,971. (Rai Baluulur Ganga Ram.) He did not think 
that a building in Calcutta which was covered with plaster 
was cooler, but was inclined to think that this was the 
case in up-country stations like Allahabad where stone 
lime or glwoting mixed with sand was used. 

1,972. His firm would not be prepared to undertake a 
work the estimate for which was based on the Public 
Works Department schedule of rates and which placed 
bricks at Rs. 11-8 per thousand (the cost price of bricks 
manufactured by his firm), as that figure did not include 
the firm's profit. Ordinarily speaking, as the firm main
tained brickfields for its own works, it could not under
take a government work unless a profit of lO per cent. 
was allowed for. The Public Works Department schedule 
of rates did not allow for contractors' profits on bricks 
but only allowed a profit of 10 per cent. on the labour 
portion of the work and his firm, as he had stated, would 
require a profit of 10 per cent. on materials also which 
were at present supplied by the Public Works Depart
ment. 

1,973. (Mr. Green.) His personal opinion was that 
government were not really able to purchase articles 
cheaper than through the agency of n1aster-contractors, 
but the question was a difficult one to. prove either way. 
A firm could buy materials more cheaply than govern
ment because it was able to purchase at times when it 
suited manufacturers to sell, whereas government ap· 
proached suppliers and middlemen just when they re
quired any particular material and hence had to pay more. 

I 

Besides, a private firm stocked a particular article for use 
and bought it at a cheaper price than government 
because its purchases were made at wholesale and 
cheaper rates. His firm, for example, had a London 
branch which purchased just what manufacturers were 
disposed to sell and shipped the material to Indian 
branches to stock. In the case of steel joists, the firm 
obtained from the manufacturers so many hundred 
joists at a time of stock length, and these were utilized 
in the buildings undertaken by the firm after being 
cut to size in the firm's own yards. As a concrete 
instance, he cited the case of the Patna and Allahabad 
High Courts the plans of which were similar. In the 
case of the former, the rate for fixing the joists 
supplied by his firm was Rs. 8-8 a hundredweight, where
as the Public Works Department estimated rate for the 
Allahabad High Court was Rs. 11 for large sections ll.nd 
Rs. 10 for small sections, and after allowing for the 
differeuce of freight and for duty paid the rates were, 
1\Iartins, Rs. 8-12, Public Works Department, Rs. 11 and 
Rs. 10. The joists for the Allahabad High Court were 
obtained direct from the Director General of Stores, but 
by utilising his firm for tM Patna High Court the Depart
ment saved very considerably. 1\Iirzapur and Porebunder 
stone could also be obtained at cheaper rates than the 
Public Works Department as the firms employed an agent 
who went round the quarries, made bargains on their 
behalf, and despatched the stone. It was true that 
such agent gave advances, but that was the ordinary 
way of doing business. He was aware that the Public 
Works Department could not do so, as they were prohib
ited by rule from granting adv:ances. If a special kind 
of lime such as Katni was specified he admitted that his 
firm would probably not be able to obtain it cheaper than 
the Public Works Department did, but considered that 
the difference between the two rates would be small. 

1,974. If the government Akra brickfield was worked 
more economically, and as a business concern, it would 
probably make a difference of at least one rupee in the 
rate of government bricks. Private firms would be able 
to supply as many as fifteen lakhs of bricks at a time, if 
they were given a season's notice of the number of bricks 
that were required. His firm manufactured bricks as 
economically as possible, and did not add on interest to 
the capital charge of the bricks they stocked. The brick
fields were cleared every year, and if by chance the bricks 
were not used by the firm they were sold. · 

1,975. (Ra& Baluulur Ganga Ram.) He admitted that if 
the Public Works Department brickfields were abolished 
it might possibly lead to the formation of a ring of con
tractors and to an increase in the rates, but such a contin
gency was possible anywhere and in every case. The 
rise and fall of the market rate was governed by the 
excessiveness or otherwise, of the demand. 

1,976. The firm undertook the construction of. the 
Agricultural Research College at Sabour at an estimated 
cost of Rs. 5,00,000. An Assistant Engineer was placed 
in charge of this work, with about three or four subordi
nates, and the resident engineer visited the work from · 
Calcutta. Hiafirm welcomed supervision, and the more 
there was from their clients the better pleased the firm 
were. 

J. C. BaNEBJEE, EsQ., Engineer, Builder and Contractor, Calcutta. 
• 

Written Statem(!ttl. 

1,977. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-{a). At present building works 
are ge1wrally di.-;tributed pie{·e-meal, for instance, mason
r~· works aft> giwn to one, wood-work to another, steel
works to a· third, and so on. I beg to suggest that if a 
l<"IHh•r for the work as a \1 hole is called for and the work 
:li gi,·en to a ~ingle contra<-tor out of the tenderers, econ
omy ean be efft'<'t<'d, for the eontrM·tor while tendt'ring 
for tht• job will caleulate his ratt's at a les.-;er margin of 
profit ~or ea< h item ro that when he gl·ts the ··hole work 
his profit on the- aggl"t'gate would be modest. This kind 
of diStribution of work •·ould not only be an incentive to 

economy on the part of the government but would aho 
help the contractor to train himself up in all particular 
kinds of work, big or small. If, how·ever, work is distrib· 
uted by piece-meal it not only retards the training of the 
contractor and the progress of the work but a.1so tends to 
ir:crea.se the cost 0{ the work in the long run. 

(b). The Public \\'orks Dt-partment should give the 
contractors the option of buying material~~ locally or 
indenting for the same from fortign countries of approvt-d 
quality irultead of buying them at a high price and com
ptlling the contractors to take and pay for them. At the 
same time it should bt' kt'pt in view that good and expen· 
si\"e material and workmanship are absolutely neceasary 
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for construction and durability of a building. To secure 
this end the supervision of the Public Works Department 
is necessary. 

(c). In giving out works the officer who has the distribu· 
tion Rhould select according to the importance of works 
substantial contractors of tried ability and experience 
with some engineering qualification who may be able to 
suggest economy to the supervising officer. One efiect 
of such selection would be the growth of private engineer· 
ng firms aimed at by the Government of India. 

(d). Good and honest work is the passport to promotion. 
If officers of unquestionable ability and possessing ade
quate engineering qualifications and experience are placed 
in charge of works economy is sure to result. -

(e). The existing departmental specifications of work 
should be thoroughly revised and costs of works analysed 
by a body of competent engineers from the Public Works 
Department, Port Trust, Railways and representatives of 
engineering firms. 

1,978. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-The 
execution of works by contractors under the supervision 
of the Public Works Department is done efficiently. Such 
amount of efficiency can hardly be expected of any other 
agency unleJs they have an equally experienced and organ· 
ized staff as maintained by the Public Works Depart· 
ment. In my opinion, the present organization main· 
tained by the Public '\Yorks Department is model and 
ideal. Any young e~ineers working under them as 
contractor, overseer or engineer in the beginning of their 
career gather great knowledge and experience, and I am 
sure this training helps vastly towards the development 
of their future career. :Many instances can be cited about 
men who worked in their early daysin the Public Works 
Department a.nd that have mcceeded well in their profes· 
sion. In the event work is ex.ccuted by other agency its 
aim will be to do the work cheap. If cheapness of works 
be allowed to have more appreciation than quality then 
the high standard of work which is maintained by the 
Public Works Department will be affected. The ideal of 

the Public Works Department works is bei~~ followed by 
private individuals and even by commonest of labourers. 

1,979. (m.) Changes in organization.-(a), The re
duction of the staff will depend on the changes introduced 
by the Committee. It is too early in the day to sugge3t " 
any reduction of staff. 
. (b). It may, however, be suggested in a general way that 
if contractors of the class suggested in paragraph 1977 
are given the work, the personnel of the Public Works 
Department may consist of a Superintending Engineer 
with less office work and more inspection with two or 
more Executive Engineers and under these Assistant 
Engineers or clerks of works. The lower subordinate 
establishment may gradually be reduced, who will find 
employment with }he contractors with better pay. 
The work of the lower subordinate establishment can J:>e 
?one, if it can be man:tged, by passed students of engineer
mg colleges placed under training in the Department. 

1,980. (VIL) Education.-Inadequate. The system 
of education adopted by the government engineering 
colleges is not sufficient to meet the requirements of the 
Public \Yorks Department, local agencies and private 
engineering and contracting firms. They require men of 
more practical training with knowledge of special subjects 
in different engineering branches, such practical training 
can only be had at the government works, works of public 
bodies, railways and private engineering firms and manu
factories. The present system of practical training in the 
Bengal engineering college, especially in the civil branch, 
at the end of their theoretical course is not of much value 
for practical purposes. Further, there is at present no 
arrangement for learning thoroughly architectural, sani
tary and railway engineering essentially necessary for 
engineers. The addition of these departments in the 
colleges would be of great advantage to the students as 
well as to their employer. 

1,981. (Vffi.) Practical training.-The existing pro" 
vision is inadequate, so far as I am aware. 

~1R. J. C. BANERJEE called and examined. 

1,982. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
building contractor in Calcutta, that he had studied for 
three years in the Sibpur Engineering College, and that 
he employed several trained civil engineers from that 
college on his staff. • 

1,983. His main recommendation in the matter of the 
encouragement of private enterprise was that tenders 
should be called for for entire works, and not for the exe· 
cution, by piece-work, of particular sections as was the 
present practice. He considered that the adoption of his 
suggestion would result in economy in that the establish· 
ment charges of a single contractor would probably be 
less than the aggregate cost of the establishments which 
would have to be entertained were several contractors 
employed~ It was not the practice in Calcutta for large 
contractors to sub-let contracts, unless they p~rtained 
purely to the supply of labour. 

1,98·1. He considered that contractors should be allowed 
the option of supplying materials instead of obtaining them 
from the Department as they often had to pay higher rates 
for them than those prevailing in the open market owing 
to the large departmental establishment that was enter
tained, but that it was necessary for government to main
tain its own brickfield in Calcutta on account of the large 
number of government buildings which were always in 
progress. Three or four years ago there had been a 
scarcity of bricks resulting in inflation of the rates. There 
had also been a similar occurrence six years ago, owing 
to the simultaneous construction of a large number of 
private and government buildings. As a sequence, there 
had been a shortage of bricks towards the end of the year 
and the Public Works Department had had to fall back o'\ 
the bricks obtainable in the open market and to pay rates 
higher by Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 per thousand. In his opinion, 
the ordinary market could supply government with bricks 
for any of its large projects provided timely arrange· 
ments were made, but difficulty would probably be ex· 
perienced in obtaining a uniformly good quality or any 

particular class that might be required. Akra bricks were 
generally very good, but occasionally the quality was in· 
ferior owing to the brickfield having been worked for a long 
period. It was necessary to use fresh earth in order to 
secure good bricks. The Bally bricks were very good. 
The question as to whether the quality of government 
bricks was inferior to that obtainable in the open market 
hinged on the particular class of bricks referred to. 
Bricks of inferior as well as of good quality were available 
in the open market. The price of the latter was excessive 
and in the previous year the difference in price as com
pared with the Akra article had fluctuated between 
Rs. l-8 and Rs. 2-4 per thousand. The best first-class 
private bricks were somewhat superior to the Public 
Works Department bricks and dearer by Rs. 2·4·0 per 
thousand. For bricks of the identical quality there was a 
difference of a rupee between the Public Works Depart
ment and private rates, the former being the cheaper of 
the two. It was advantageous to private enterprise 
generally and to small contractors in particular to obtain 
bricks without actual cash payment, and viewed from a 
Jbonetary stand-point, the Public Works Department 
work was rather more attractive than private work. He 
favoured the submission of tenders for an entire project, 
leaving it optional to a c~ntractor to supply his own 
materials _or to obtain them from the Department. This 
would necessitate the submission of alternative tenders, 
but he advocated it in the interests of economy. 

1,985. He did not think that the acceptance of tenders 
for entire projects would lead to departmental savings on 
supervisory establishment, as such establishment would 
still be required for the check of measurements and the 
supervision, generally, of the work. Contractors in such 
cases would, however, have greater responsibility and 
work more efficiently. 

1,986. He did not mean to suggest, in his written 
memorandum, that lower subordinates should be entirely 
abolished, but that their number might gradually be 
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reduced. One method by which such reduction could be 
cffceW was to utilize the services of students (rom the 
ell.j!ineering colleges and thus, while giving them a eourse 
of< practical training. indirectly, get ~hem to reple.ce . 
lower subordinates. The students while so employed 
would receive a good training in supen:Jsing work and 
at the same time set free lower subordmates for other 
work. In his opinion the lower subordinate establish· 
mcnt were not of much use in supervising the erection of 
buildings provided an Ass~Rtant Engineer. paid frequent 
visits of inspection. He did not mean to imply that the 
abolition of lower subordinateA would be profitable to 
contractors but had made his suggestion more with the 
view to op:n out a field for the practical training of engi
neer students. 

1,987. He advocated a revision, by a competent eom· 
mittee of engineers, of the specifications of the Depar~
ment as they were too high in some cases. The margm 
of safety allowed by a large contracting firm .was 3 per 
ce11t. while the Public Works Department took 1t at! per 
cent. 

1,988. In his opinion the present course of practical 
training of students was not satisfactory. It was true 
that they received training in the workshops of the college 
but they were not accorded any ~ra~ning in build~ng 
construction which to his way of thmkmg was essential. 
One and a half years' training in workshops after comple
tion of the theoretical course was not of great value and he 
would, by p;efere~ce, attach students after their theoreti· 
cal course to large government and other works, and 
thus place a better practical training within their reach. 
It would also be an improvement if, inst~d of giving 
students a workshop training, they were attached~ large 
building firms. He had had no experience of railways 
and could not say definitely whether the training they 
afforded would be suitable but he considered that as rail· 
way works were of great magnitude, students might with 
advantage be employed on supervising the~. . . 

1,989. His firm had undertaken the practical tramtng 
of four or five students, and had started them as appren· 
ticcs, eventually placing them in charge of works on their 
proving their competency. The students the firm had 
thus employed were either passed men or those who had 
received a few vears' instruction in the college and failed 
to qualify. su'ch students did not meet the requirements 
of contracting firms when they left college, but they 
became useful after a year's practical training. 

1,990. The theoretical course at the Sibpur College was 
satisfactory, but specialized subjects such as architecture 
and sanitary engineering might be introduced. 

1,991. (.Mr. Cobb.) With regard to his suggestion that 
contractors should be allowed the option of obtaining their 
materials either from government or from private sources 
he admitted that as government bricks were somewhat 
cheaper it would be to the advantage of contractors to 
buv them, but added that there were other materials 
wl{ich could be obtained more cheaply in the open market. 
Bric·kwork usually absorbed 50 per cent. of the building 
materials used hence a contractor supplied with govern
ment bricks would have to content himself, so far as 
materials were concerned, with profit on the remaining 
50 per cent. Large contractors might not approve of the 
departmental supply of bricks, but other contractors 
would be satisfied. If he personally had the choice 
of accepting a. contract with, or without, the supply of 
government bricks, he would take the former. 

1,992. In his opinion workshop training in college wa.s 
a waste of valuable time. If a student could be given an 
o-qtside training on works, for a certain period, during his 
college course he would, in theory, derive benefit from the 
practical training thus afforded, but he doubted whether 
the sandwich system would work satisfactorily in a.ctu811 
practice. 

1,993. {Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He had no brickfield 
of his own, and always obtained his bricks from the Public 
Works Department for Public Works Department build
ings and the best available bricks for private buildings. 
For a large building which he was then constructing in 
Dalhousie Square he had purchase~ bricks at Rs. 18 per 
thousand in the open market. wherea.s government bricks 
would only have cost him Rs. 16 at the site of the work. 
The estimated cost of the building was Rs. 5,20,000, of 
which Rs. 68,000 repre.sented the cost of brickwork only. 
His average rate for brickwork was Rs. 32. He used ten 
inch bricks and consumed about one thousand including 
waRtage in every hundred cubic feet of brickwork. The 
bricks were not pressed, but manufactured in the ordinary, 
manner. They were, however, well pugged and werll 
dearer than government bricks. 

1,994. He did not engage any mistris on the supervi· 
sion of work<~, and this duty wa.s assigned to men who had 
been trained at the 8ibpur College. He employed mistris 
only for the lay out of works under the direction of the 
engineer in charge. 

1,995. The hostel accommodation in Sibpur was fairly 
suitable. 

1,996. (Mr. J!ackenzie.) He expressed himself as unable 
to offer a definite opinion on the question whether govern
ment bricks would be dearer if all charges, including in
terest on sunk capital, were taken into ponsideration. He 
was, however, rather in.clined to the view that the initial 
outlay must already have been recouped as the kilns had 
been in use for a. very long period and their outturn wa.s 
large. Government brickfields were necessary for state 
purposes, as building projects were sometimes sanctioned 
at periods of the year when no good bricks were available. 
Private firms could meet such a difficulty, but they would 
demand higher rates as it involved a larger capital. As 
regards the suggestion that government should only 
retain a. limited reserve, and no more, and indent on the 
open market for any additional requirements, he stated 
that that course would not be feasible as bricks could not 
be stocked for any length of time. 

1,997. (J!r. Green.) The bricks for which he quoted the 
rate of Rs. 18 were first-class bricks, and were all of the -
same class. They corresponded in quality to the Public 
Works Department bricks which were rated at Rs. 16 per 
thousand. 

1,998. He had no idea as to what was the difference 
between the price of steel joists supplied by government, 
those obtained froftl private firms in Calcutta, and those 
imported from England, not being aware what govern
ment paid for such articles owing to the fact that joists 
were issued to contractors and that labour rates only 
were paid. On no occasion were joists made over to 
him at full rates and their value deducted from his bills. 

1,999. The standard of work would probably deteriorate 
if private firms were allowed to execute work without 
departmental supervision, particularly in cases where low 
rates were quoted. , 

I 

J. HARPER, EsQ., General Man •ger, MEssRS. lllUJSHALL, SoNs & Co., Lrn., Calcutta. 

Jl' riUen Statemtnt. 

2.000. My experience in this country extend:! over a 
period of 27 years, during which time I have had busine• 
relations with the Public Works Department and other 
government departments. 

2,001. (V.) Deceatralizatio!l,-lt has long been ad
,·ocated that considerable economy might be effected by 
the various govermuent departments having fuller powers 
to pu~ha.se their re-quirements locally. Some concessions 

in this respect have been made, but in my opinion do not 
go far enough to ensure the real benefitB that might result 
from a more complete organized system. The present 
m'odus o~randi of sending indents through the India 
Office must frequently mean considerable delay, retarding 
important works, and sometimes resulting in engineers 
not having their exact requirements fulfilled. It is also 
believed that a substantial saving would result from the 
introduction of an efficient purchasing department on 
this side. 
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(2). It must be borne in mind that facilities for obtaining 
locally a large portion of the required supplies are yearly 
becoming greater. As examples, I would point to the 
Tata Iron and Steel Works, and the excellent quality 
cement that is now being manufactured in the country, 
so that there would be thejurthet advantage of govern
ment assisting in a marked degr!)e many local industries, 
were some organization, as suggested, brought into be'ng. 

(3). As r~ards road rollers, portable engines, disintegra· 
tors, etc., tvhich are in frequent demand by the Public 
Works Department these could invariably be procured on 
the spot., as most of the leading English makers have 
agents in the leading centres, who, in normal times, 
stock such machinery, and my own Company, who are 
contractors to all departments of the Government of India, 
lay themselves out to keep a varied assortment of such 
machinery at their branches at Calcutta, Bombay, Madras 
and Lahore. 

(4). What is suggested ~ould entail a separate purchas
ing department controlled by a responsible competent 
officer, but the system should enable the departments to 
procure their requirements more economically than by the 
present routine, and avoiding the drawbacks previously 
referred to. · 

( 5 ). I regret time will only permit of my touching upon 
the finger of this important subject, but should any inno
vations, at any time, be contemplated, my humble ser
vices are at the disposal of the authorities. In this case, 
my offices might be considered of some use, as my experi
ence goes back some years, and includes the arranging 
of contracts with the India Office and Indian State Rail
way departments in London, supervising the progress 
of contracts through our works in England, and the tests 
required by the specifications, in the presenpe of the 
inspecting engineers. 

2,002. (Vll.) Education, and (VW.) Practical train· 
ing.-It has long been my opinion that there should 
be an excellent scope in this country for the employment of 
the better class Indians in the engineering profession. I 
refer now more particularly to the mechanical branch, 
which should certainly offer many inducements and 
advantages to the educated and intelligent youth of India, 
if he were willing to submit to the necessary training. 
The over-crowded legal and medical professions, however, 
appear at present to be the most popular career, and, in 
consequence, it must be difficult for many to find suffi
cient.ly remunerative appointm1mts adequately to com
pensate them for the cost and labour of their training. 
Engineering will continue to play a most itpportant part 
in the world's progress, and in this country. with its grad- · 
ual development and immense resources and possibilities, 
the engineering profession should in time offer lucrative 
careers for our youth, that is not now dreamt of. 

(2). From what I have seen and heard of the government 
engineering colleges, the railway and private engineering 
workshops, there should be ample facilities in this country 
,for the adequate training of studenh1, but whether this 
work is made sufficiently alluriiig, I cannot say. I do 
know that there is no lack of intelligence amongst the 
youth of th.is country, and there is probably latent inven-

tive and designing genius that a proper training would 
in many cases bring out and develop. 

. (3). What has to l:e overcome, and it may prove rather 
difficult to commence with, is the objection of the'better " 
class students to manual labour. By many·students, it is 
probably considered infra dig. to work in the shops with 
ordinary mistris, but it should be impressed upon them 
that this is the only way by which they could become 
masters of their profession, and qualify themselves for 
high positions in the engineering world. Further, the 
practical training, which is so necessary, only extends over 
a few years, is a healthy one, and the theoretical studies 
are, or ehould be in most cases, pursued during the same 
time. 

(4). In connection with my works in England, we have 
for many years past instituted theoretical and scien ific 
classes, allied with the South Kensington Institute, 
providing competent teachers and class rooms for the 
benefit of the apprel'J.tices or students who may be ac
quiring their practical training in our workshops. Vi'he· 
ther this advantage is available at any or all of our railway 
workshops I am unable to say, although one would 
imagine it would be so, as it must be considered that the 
railway shops in India, with their up-to-date modern 
plants of machinery, should afford the best of facilities 
for a practical trail'ling. 

(5). It has always bEJen my wish to employ Indians at our 
various branches in this country, in responsible, as well 
as subordinate positions, but, unfortunately it has not 
been possible to procure Indian gentlemen with the 
necessary qualifications. In our business, which is of con· 
siderable ~agnitude, we frequently have to engageassist
ants from England. Owing to their ignorance of the 
country and language, it is naturally many months before 
they are of any real value to us : whereas, a properly 
trained competent Indian should in many eases be able 
to fill certain positions to mutual advantage. . .; · · 

(6). I take it it is the desire of government, as far as 
possible, t.o open up new fields of congenial employment 
for the educated classes in this country. It is with this 
in view that I have ventured upon the above remarks, 
and I respectfully suggest that increased facilities and 
encouragement for the training of engineers would lead 
to a new, or perhaps I ought to say, extended sphere of 
employment, that would not only be of incalculable 
advantage to many Indians, but to government institu· 
tions or private firms employing them. 

(7}. I am not unappreciative of the boon that this country 
has been to my firm in helping to provide employment for 
many of the 5,000 British workmen employed at our works 
in England. I have lived here long enough to value the 
industry, patience and many sterling qualities of the 
fndians, and particularly, at this juncture when their 
loyalty has been put to the test, and proved beyond our 
most sanguine hopes, it is the bounden duty of those of 
us who have lived and prospered in this country to do 
all in our power to assist government, either directly 
or indirectly, in bringing about a more happy condition 
for those who have to work for their living. 

MR. J. HARPER called and examined. 

2,003. (Presidtnl.) The witness stated that he was the 
General Manager of Messrs. Marshall, SonSa.nd Company, 
Limited, a firm of mechanical engineers which had their 
headquarters in Calcutta, and works at Gainsbo ough, 
Lincolnshire, England, and which supplied almost every 
class of motive power for industrial purposes including 
cngin~s and boilers. The firm had specialized in machin
e-:y for tea gardens, and possessed a small workshop 
of its own for repairs to engines and boilers, hut it did not 
manufacture any articles in India. 

2,(04. There was considerable scope in India in the 
mt>ehanical line for fully-trained Indian engineers, and 
ample faeilities existed for the requisite practical training. 
Mechanical engineering firms in India, such as those which 
were establi~hed in Calcutta, were willing to accept 
apprentices to a limited extent, to give them a coune of 
practical training, but they were, at prc~et,t, more in-

clined to help Anglo. Indians than Indians. The difficulty 
in obtaining a larger number of Indian mechanical 
engineers was largely due to their inherent objection to 
manual labour. His firm would be quite prepared to 
engage a limited number of competent Indian mechanical 
engineers, as it was a duty the firm owed to the country. 
Such training should give them confidence in themselves 
and thus equip them to practise independently. The 
witness added that if the Principal of the Sibpur College 
undertook to train a certain number of students as 
!lleehanical engineers, after ascertaining from him what 
qualifications were necessary, he would gladly cons('nt 
to r ive such men a trial in his works. 

2,00.3. From the fact that all the branches of his firm, 
viz., those in Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Lahore, were 
obliged to recruit their employees from England, it was 
his personal impression that the training given in Indian 
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colleges was not up to the required standard. His firm 
had supplied the Sibpur College with its motive power, 
and he had peri!Onally seen a synopsis of the course of 
instruction given at that college, but he had never examin
ed the details &ufficiently well to form an opinion as to 
their merits. ' 

2,006. In his opinion mechanical engineering students 
while apprenticed to firms should receive a. course of 
theoretical instruction somewhat on the lines of the night 
classes held in England. Similar instruction was im
parted to men apprenticed to his firm's works in England, 
for which the firm provided class rooms and teachers for 
the benefit of the apprentices. These classes were allied 
with the South Kensington College, and only conducted 
night work after the day's work was done. He surillised 
that the difference in the climatic conditions of India 
and England might account for the failure of the night 
school system in Bombay, and suggested that the theoreti
cal might be sandwiched into the practical mechanical 
training. Two to three* years' instruction in the two 
courses would be sufficient, but a five years' instruction 
would be preferable as in England. The difficulties ex
perienced at present in arranging for practical training in 
engineering colleges should, he considered, be overcome. 
If it was not possible to sandwich the theoretical into the 
practical mechanical course the practical training should 
be given before the theoretical, and not after. His 
conclusions were that the ideal system would be a sand
wiched course of a year and the next best, a course of 
practical mechanical work before the theoretical. A 
system of practical instruction in mechanical engineering, 
without a theoretical course which would appeal to the 
students, was, in his opinion, the worst form of training. 

2,007. The witness here requested permission to remark 
on the question of the training of ordinary mistri8 and 
this was accorded. He mentioned that there was a great 
deal of intelligence in the mistri who, with improved edu
~ational facilities and environment, could be developed 
mto a very good workman. His comment had reference 
to the ordinary fitter and mechanic engaged in the 
mechanical trades. His firm had had one or two remark· 
able case3 of men who were merely coolis, but who, 
after a year's training in the firm's works, displayed 
extraordinary intelligence and were able to erect engines, 
start them and set right anything that required adjust
ment. There was a large demand for such material in 
~ndia and he thought the supply was available, as his 
fi_rm alo~1e employed about forty in Calcutta, and in addi
t~on .tramed men to work machines in tea. gardens, cotton
gummg factories, etc. He would like to see this class of 
workman given a course of theoretical training, and as 
government always encouraged industrial activity there 
was no reason why such a. summation should not be 
reached seeing that the material was at hand. A prelimin
ary general education ought also to be given to the 
workmen, as the majority of them were ignorant of 
letters. He felt strongly that if his suggestions were 
accepted and put into force a class of workmen would 
s~r~tg into be~ as good as any workmen of othe~; nation· 
ahtles, as lndJ.ans possessed intelligence and were indus· 
trwus. 

2,<J08. The institution of a school and its attachment' 
• to a firm's works would be excellent, as it was desirable 

to obtain workmen at an early age. He had not, however, 
g.1n•n much thought a.s to the manner in which the educa
tion and tra~~g he had advocated might be given. He 
had never vwted the Wc:hnical institutes scattered all 
over lndJ.a where the system he favoured wa.s in force, 
but, ~.~d set;n all the English institutes. Although, when 
he \ ISIU:>d ::i1bp~, ~e d1d not examine the class composed 
ot the oons of nustrJ& who were undergoing training there, 
h<·.~>tated th11.t he was very glad to hear that such a. class 
t•x~;,ted a' th11t coll<-ge. 

• Mr. Il&rper afterwards wrote :-If it would better suit 
the temperament of Indians, for a combined three years' 
OOW'Iil.l 1 ll'ould suggt~.St the first yea.r in the shope followed by 
&Ill: months' theorE>tlC&lstudy, then another twelve months' 
meclanic&l. and b.&lf a year theor~tic&l, and eo on. which 
woull g1ve the student two ye&rs' practical and one yea.r 
~Weal for Ule oomplete i.o.lt.ructiQA of three yeors. 

VOL. ll 

[Contintwl. 

2,009. The rules relating ro the local purchase of stores 
were not strictly adhered to, and, as a. sequence, articles 
were not purchased in India. oo the fullest possible extent. 
He had examined the rules, but was not able ro indic.'\te 
any particular re.strictions from his point of view. He 
asserted, however, that the freer local purchase of stort'.a 
in India would result in a dving in the expenditure in· 
curred on their direct importation. Although he had 
not been resident in England for the past thirty years, 
he thought that similar conditions still prevailed in this 
respect. In his opinion, government could not purchase 
stores cheaper in England than in India because it ha.d, 
perforce, to resort to middlemen. It would be better to 
purchase direct in India such stores as were supplied by . 
his firm to the India Office as the expenses in England 
were very heavy. In his firm's works, for example, he 
did not think there was any department without an in
spector. It was true that the system of direct purchase 
from England ensured good supervision and the efficient 
testing of materials. Such supervision and testing was 
necessary for materials manufactured by some firms, but 
was hardly necessary in the case of firms of high reputation, 
e.g., boiler manufacturers. For India. boilers were made 
by his firm to government specifications and complied with 
the Boiler Commissioners' regulations and rules. These 
rules were really eqnivalent to the Board of Tra.de rules, 
and hence boilers manufactured for India ought to suit 
anybody. 

2,010. The establishment, in India, of a government 
purchasing department was desirable but the head of 
such a department should possess some knowledge of 
mechanical engineering, and might be a high government 
official vested with powers in keeping with the importance 
of his position. The new department would act as an 
ineentive to local industry, and lead to the freer purchase 
of Indian-manufactured articles, and the same tests as 
were in force in England, might be applied to such 
materials as iron and steel, cement, etc. 

2,011. The appointment of a supervisory officer to 
check indents submitted by the Publio Works and other 
departments, and to refuse to forward to the Secretary 
of State indents for articles that might be procurable 
in India would also be an advantage, but purchases from 
England could not be stopped suddenly, and would 
have to be abandoned gradually. A large number of 
articles of equally good quality, at present indented for 
from England, could be obtained in India and depart
mental works were often held up pending the reeeipt of 
an article from England that might probably be obtained 
locally. 

2,012. The increase in the local purchase of stores 
would eventually lead tAJ' the Stores Department of the 
India Office being transferred to India, but this change 
could not be introduced immediately as the cla88C8 of 
materials produced a.t present in India. were comparatively 
small and it was not possible to procure in India every• 
thing that was required. It would, however, be possible 
for a. buyer in India to buy as satisfactorily a.s the Director 
General of Stores, London. The best course to adopt, in 
the circumstances and as a. preliminary step, would be oo 
empower a. competent government official in India to 
purchase such articles of indigenous manufacture as were 
required as also European stores stocked by manufactur
ing firms in India, and to give such an official the necessary 
staff. 

2,013. (Mr. Cobb.) Government ought, he thought, oo 
approach his firm in connection with the practical training 
of students in the Sib pur College, a.s he believed it desired 
oo find work for these young men. He remarked that he 
ha.d resided in India. for a. long while and had, therefore, 
become more sympathetic. In his capacity as manager 
of an extensive business he was anxious oo lend young 
Indians a helping hand, and felt that something ought to 
be done for them. He had never had the opportunity of 
trying a.ny of the Sibpur men as his firm did not recruit 
men in India, but remarked that this wa.e exactly what 
he was striving oo do. l.o. spite of hia earne.st deiire, 
howeTer, he had never attempted the experiment, as it 
w~ only in reeen~ y(,an1 that lndia.ns had taken to 
mechanical engineering. / 

21 
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2,014. AB attenda.nce at the evening classes he had sug· 
gested would not be compulsory, it would not be neces· 
sa.ry for the students to attend every evening. One or 
two ~venings in a. week should suffice, hence he did not 
think that the time would come when employers might 
have to allow apprentices to attend day classes, as was the 
case at present with some firms in England. 

2,015. (Rai Baha.dur Ganga Ram.) His firm had no ex· 
perienee of passed students of either the Sibpur or Lahore 
Colleges. 

2,016. If a. buyer was appointed in India with plenary 
powers, all the large manufacturing firms in England 
would naturally have representatives in India. :Materials 
might be purchased at a cheaper rate in India through 
such representatives, in spite of the fact that the commis· 
sion they would demand would be an addition to the value 
of the materials. Workshops in England were put to a 
great deal of trouble and expense consequent to the visits 
of inspectors and accordingly added a certain percentage 
to the price of materials to cover such expenditure. 

[Continued. 

Firms like his own would be in a position to keep on hand 
a larger amount of stock to meet government demands, 
and t.his would be of advantage to private industries. 
In India his firm usually had about £200,000 to £250,000 
worth of machinery on stock at their various branches ' 
and if a buyer were appointed in India his firm would not 
only be able to supply machinery from this stock, but 
would also maintain a larger stock to the advantage both 
of the country and of the firm itself. 

2,017. (Sir Noel, Kershaw.) He stated that he would be 
pleased to get into communication with the Principal 
of the Sibpur College in regard to !lis scheme, and added 
that he might also visit Lahore. 

2;018 •. There was ample time for his firm's apprentices 
to attend technical classes in England a.'! the works closed 
at 5 o'clock in the evening. No classes were held during 
the summer, b]lt only during winter evenings. These 
classes were advantageous, in that they kept the ap· 
prentices out of mischief. , 

MR. H. G. ToMKINs, c.I.E., F.R.A.s., Accountant-General, Bengal. 

Written Statement. 
(Note.-The views expressed in this note are purely 

personal and are in no way those of the Accounts Depart· 
.. ment.) 

2,019. Prohibition against making payments during 
the last days of a month.-As far as I am aware, there 
is no rule or order of any kind making this prohibition. 
The propounder of the question has not shown why a 
contractor most needs the payments at the end of a month. 
My experience is that many firms have the 15th as a pay· 
ment day, but, in any case, the question need not be 
considered as there is no prohibition as far as I know. 
I presume that a misunderstanding has arisen in the 
mind of the person who made the objection regarding 
a. rule which exists about the closing of accounts and 
be has mixed it up with making payments. In the case 
of sub·divisions at a distance from the headquarters 
of the division it is necessary to close the sub·division 
accounts a few days before the end of the month, usually 
the 26th or 27th, so as to include them in those of the 
division for the month. April's books are therefore closed 
on the 26th or 27th April and the accounts sent in to the 
Executive Engineer, but this has nothing to do with 
payments nor does it prevent a payment being made on 
the 28th or 29th. In thatoilase it would be included 
in the accounts for May. If any prohibition order of the 
kind has been issued in .any province, it is in my opinion 
quite unnecessary and should.. be cancelled; but I am 
inclined to think that the idea has simply arisen from 
ignorance or misunderstanding of the orders. 

2,020. Date prescribed for the submission of divisional 
accounts.-There is a. certain round of account work 
to be performed, and it is approximately the same 
all the year through, except in so far as during the six 
winter months it is probably heavier than in summer, 
but this would not affect the question. The accounts-are 
submitted monthly and they will have to be submitted 
once in the month for one month's transactions every 
month. So that between the two dates, whatever they 
are, one month's transactions will have to be got ready 
and sent in. I do not see, therefore, how the question 
of the particular dat~ can have any effect whatever on 
the executive work as between these two dates. Precisely 
the same amount of work would have to be got through 
as at present. 

•(2). The Public Works accounts are sent to this office 
each month on the 5th of the next, &nd I am unable 
to see how this date can have any bearing at all on the 
executive work. 

(3). The closing of the accounts is the work of the 
Accounts Branch, and not of the Executive Engineer or 
his executive staff, and as a matter of fact paragraph 
1359, Volume I. of the Public Works Department Code 
provides for the submission of the accounts even when 
he is on tour. I am doubtful whether the trouble exists 
in Benga.l at all, but if it does in any place, I am afraid 

it must be due to the accountant neglecting -his work 
during the course of the month, instead of keeping his 
books up-to-date, and therl trying to do a whole month's 
work between the end of the month and the 5th of the 
next month. The proper method, however, is clear, and 
if the transactions were dealt with as they occur and not 
left over, the accounts should not take more than a 
single day to get ready and send in to the Accountant· 
General. Five days therefore is ample time. 

(4). When once the transactions of a division are com· 
pleted on the last day of a month, the executive should 
have no further concern with them nor can they effect 
the progress of the works in any way. If they do it 
points to bad management in the office. 

2,021. Advances to contractors.-This is no account 
matter, but one of Public Works policy which is laid down 
by a Government of India rule. The present policy is 
against advances, but is not against payments on account, 
which are frequently made. Advances pure and simple 
may, howev~r, be given by an Executive Engineer up to 
Rs. 50, or by government for a larger sum ; except in this 
case it is not considered proper to advance money for no 
services or no material rendered, and provided the limit of 
Rs. 50 is sufficient to cover the cases of small contractors, 
I think the precaution is a wise one. It does not seem 
either necessary or desirable for government to advance 
sums of money to large substantial firms before any work 
is done, and it is only necessary in others when they are 
mere men of straw who have to get material for the work 
and cannot pay for it. This only occurs in outlying 
places, and the cases might be considered in order to see 
if the limit is high enough, but the requirements would 
usually be very small. In other cases, the condition 
that work must be done and measured up to enable pay· 
ments on account to be made is a wise one, as it protects 
government from fraud by the contractors and irregular 
payments by Executive Engineers. Even with the rule 
in its present form, it is difficult to prevent most irregular 
payments from being made especially at the end of 
March. The matter however is merely one of policy 
and not of account. 

2,022. Objections raised in audit.-Without instances 
of the objections ref~rred to, or of the errors which 
the engineer thinks exist in audit, it is not possible to 
deal with this point. As regards errors in audit, perhaps 
Executive Engineers are not very competent judges, 
but I may say that, in general, objections arise from the 
failure to carry out sanctioned orders and rules made 
by government, or the Government of India. The ob· 
jections therefore depend first on the rules and orders, 
and secondly on the extent to which they are obeyed or 
not. The conclusion one is driven to is that the executive 
have in the past freely disregarded rules and order.> and 
object to be pulled up. If the objections really interfere 
with the progress of the work then there seems to be a. 
case for the examination of the executive rules, which 
audit has to enforce, and po;;sibly their relaxation. But 
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I do not think the b:ouble' is due to errors in audit, o~ if 
it is then i.rultancee of those errors should have been 
sta.~ to the Committee llO that they could be examined. 
· 2,023. Commencement of the An&ncial rear.-This 

io a J;urely imperial question, but I am una~le to ~ wh~t 
bearing it can possibly have on ~n E~ecuti_ve Engmeer s 
work, unlWJ instead of proceeding With his work as he 
should do and leaving the transactions to come into the 
a.ccounts in normal course as they ought to do, he pro
ceeds to WIYfk his arrangemer!UI to fit hi8 allotmentiJ. And · 
this he does very often, and it is preci'!ely what the 
Government of India objected to during recent years. 
Normally the closing of a year ought not to have the 
smallest effect on an Executive Enginocr's office or work. 
All he has to do is to go on with his operations and send 
in his accounts, precisely as in other month.s. It is 1he 
frantic efforts he·makes to spend all his money, before the 
end of the year, that causes him the trouble. He would 
confer the greatest boon on all concerned if he would 
ceai!C to do this. Whenever t1·e year closed it would be 
no better, and if, say, December 31st were selected as a 
date, it might even be worse. The reason of the com· 
plaint is that the Executive Engineer finds it difficult to 
do both things at once, namely to carry on his ordinary 
work and also to arrange for the spending of money by 
the end of the year, and he thinks if he could put the 
latter operation off till he had less ordinary work to do, 
he would have more time to devote to his allotments, 
or at any rate the latter would not interfere with the 
former as is now perhaps the case. The remedy is for 
the Executive Engineer to cease trying to work up to his 
allotments, and to devote all his attention to his executive 
work, leaving the allotments to take care of themselves 
provided they are not exceeded. I have however a 
suggestion to make about these allotments further on 
which among other things will remove these difficulties. 

accounts: (a) his accounts relating t<~ receipts and pay· 
ments of money, (b) his t«hnical professional account..<~, 
and (r) the accounts which he submits to the Account. 
ant-General. In the first class are included his cash book, 
cheque book, and pass book, bills. contractors' ledger, 
rent regLi:ers, ete.; in the second will be found his works 
register, schedules of rate;:, tostimates, mt'ASIU'ement books, 
and so on; the third class consl~ merely of his vouchers 
and returns for use by the Accountant-General in auditing 
and compiling the accounts of the province. In dealing 
with general suggestions for shortening the accounts, 
therefore, it is necessary to see exactly which class they 
refer to, and how each would be affected and it is not 
as a rule po.ssible or even reliable to mix them up as they • 
differ much, and are for ·various purposes. 

2,024. Payments in March.7 This question indicates 
a complete misunderstanding of "the evil of heavy pay· 
ments" referred to. There is no objection, nor has there 
ever been, t,o heavy payments in March. They are largely 
due to the heavy working season, and are entirely un
objectionable if they are normal results of more work. 
What is wrong, and is open to serious objection, are the 
irregular pr~Wtices continually being adopted by Execu
tive Engineers to prevent grants from lapsing which 
they cannot properly 8pend. Such devices are for 
instance the issue of cheques for work Mt done, the 
cheques being kept in a safe !0r months because they are 
not 1iue; false or improper mea.surements recorded in 
measurement books to enable cheques to issue for work 
not really measured up ; payments to firms of large sums 
of money for which goods have not been received and 
llometin1es not even landed in the country. These are 
what are objected to, and it does not seem to me that 
the budget system needs any change to stop it. When 
money cannot be spent, it must of course lapse, and the 
fact that lapses are frequent and large shows that much 
more money is given t~ the Department than it can prop
erly spend at the rate of progress it is able to make. 

2,027. }lr. Milne's scheme I think, from what he says, 
must refer mainly 'to the third class above, namely the 
accounts submitted to the Accountant-General Now, in 
Bengal, as I have had the advantage of shewing the Pre;i. 
dent and Secretary of the Committee as well as the Chief 
Engineer, Betlllal, these accounts are very small and they 
involve practically no compilation at all. They consist 
merely of bundle of vouchers with the schedule dookets, 
of a few schedules in which are entered transactions 
such as stock transfers and of transfer entries in accounts, 
ete., which are book entries and do not involve cash pay· 
ments {consequently there are no vouchers), and then a 
memorandum of receipts and charges in very simple form 
which brings these together and shews how the Executive 
Engineer stands. Besides this there is a covering list 
or invoice of the vouchers, etc., sent in so as to guard 
against loss of vouchers and that is all. I have a sugges
tion further on which will slightly cut down the number of 
dockets, but I think it may be said that in Bengal we 
have the absolute minimum of accounts which will enable 
the Accountant-General to check and compile the accounts, 

· and the system has also been approved by the executive 
themselves in their committee recently held on certain 
proposals sent to Bengal by the Government of India. 

I have frequentl~noticcd that towards the end of the year 
lakhs of rupees are transferred from education and other 
sources to the Public Works Department which it is quite 
rcrtain at the time of transfer cannot possibly be spent. 
\" et this money is allott.ed and engineers are asked to 
spend it. It is the root cause of the whole trouble and 
~hould I think be st(lpped, money simply being supplied 
as wanW for works that can be actually and properly 
carried out t(l the extent required and no more. I have a 
Rugg!'~tion furth•·r on t~ remedv this defect. 

2,0:."!5. (Gell.fflll.) I now rom~ to .Mr. Milne's sugges
tion for simplif~·ing the Ex!.'Cutiv.~ Engineer's a.ecount 
work, ami ako to general proposals for compilation of 
the &<.·counts in the central office, a l*'pa.rate accounts 
hran<'h in the divi»iona.l officE'$, and l<X'al audit, which 
it will Jx. ronwnient to deal with more or lt"ss twrt>tht"r. 

2,0:!6. In this first pke I thi..ttk it will be desirable 
to m.llke a cl.,ar definition of the accounts which are 
r.•f .. rred to in di\·i,ional oftir! s, as a l<.lOile nse of this term 
i.• ':•·ry li:ille to c·au>'(' misunderstanding and confusion 
of l•h·a.'l, An Ext"Cutive Engineer ha.s tb.roo classes of 

2,028. Now with this minimum, it will not relieve the 
Executive Engineer in any way to have a central office 
under the Superintending Engineer, for if such an office 
were instituted, the Executive Engineer would still have 
to send this minimum of accounts to the Superintending 
Engineer, in the same way a.s he now does to the Account· 
ant-General, unless the Superintending Engineer also took 
over the payment of contractors, etc. This would be clear· 
ly impossible. I think the suggested scheme ha..~ been 
based on the fact that the accounts are still compiled in 
some provinces to a considerable extent in the divisions 
before submission to the Accountant-General, but this 
has long been discontinued in Bengal, and even if the 
Executive Engineer sent his accounts to the Superin· 
tending Engineer, that office would merely be a post office 
and send them to the Accountant-General's central office 
where the compilation is done. I see no point therefore, 
in the suggestion, as far as Bengal is concerned, and it 
could not help the Executive Engineer in any way. I 
have also aMwered in the above, the suggestion (a) about 
the compilation of accounts in the central audit office. 
This is being done in Bengal, and has been done for the 
last five years. This disposes also of Ruggestion (b). 

2,029. A sevarate accounts section in each divisional 
office already ~xists, however, though not to the full 
extent intended by the suggestion, and it is under a sub· 
ordinate accounts officer, namely the accountant, who is 
specially qualified under account rules, and is appointed 
and controlled by the Accounta.nt·General. I think I 
have shewn, as regards the accounts sent to the Account· 
ant-General, that no particular object would be attained 
by the scheme suggested by )lr. Milne. As regards the 
other two classes of accounts I do not see, for practical 
reasons, how either of them could be transferred to the 
Superintending Engineer. The Executive Engineer must 
obvion.sly both pay his own contractors on the spot and 
also keep his o,.'U professional accounts in his own office. 
If he does this, he must render an account of his trallil&c· 
tions, and I have @hewn above how this is done in B~-~ngal, 
and that the suggested alteration would not help him 
in any way. 

2J2 
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2,030. I also think that the suggestion that the Execu· 
tive Engineer be reduced to the position of a sub-divisional 
officer would be a mistake ; and even if this were done, 
it would only result in transferring the present difficulties 
(if there are any) to the Superintending Engineer, and 
would not get rid of them. Further, I think it would be 
highly undesirable to take away the accountant from the 
Executive Engineer,ortoreducehis status. The account
ant is of course a very useful agency for the preparation 
of accounts sent to the Accountant-General, but a glance 
at the classes I have given above will show at once 
that these are by no means his most important work. 

2,031. He is undoubtedly necessary most to the Exec
utive Engineer in connection with the payments of money 
which have to be made, and lhe check of contractors' 
estimates and bills. For this purpose, a well paid J!lan 
is in my opinion essential in order to place him above 
corruption, and I am against removing from the Execu
tive Engineer the assistance which I think is essential to 
him in this matter. Hardly less important are the 
technical accounts, and here again the technical qualifi
cation of the accountant is essential as on these profes
sional accounts and data estimates, rates, plans and all 
manner of other information used in the execution of 
works are based. It is highly desirable, in the interest 
of economy and efficient work, that these should be 
reliable. 

2,032. I am afraid therefore that Mr. Milne's sugges· 
tion would not have the advantages he anticipates as 
far as Bengal is concerned, and I do not think the idea of 
removing the accountant would work. I come now to the 
question of a travelling local audit of all the accounts on 
the spot. This is attractive, and in Bengal we have 
carried it to the practical limit, I think. It would become 
prohibitive, on the score of expense, to adopt the system 
completely, nor would it have any advantage. On the 
toher hand, it would have some serious drawbacks. In 
Bengal, when the accounts were revised by me in 1912, 
two objects were kept in view ( 1) to abolish the submission 
to the Accountant-General of all accounts and returns 
which were not essential to audit and compilation and 
(2) to transfer as much audit as possible to local audit 
on the spot. Local audit was substituted whenever 
copies of documents or registers had hitherto been sub
mitted, as I hold the audit of copies of accounts to be a 
weak form of audit, and it is better in my opinion to audit 
the books themselves on the spot, even though the audit 
may be once a year and not continual. In accordance 
with this the following were brought under local audit 
in place of the old central audit :-

(a) The contractors' ledger. 
(b) Rent returns. 
(c) Stock accounts. ' 
(d) Tools and plant. 
(e) Half-yearly stock return. 

The copies of all the accounts were of course abolished. 
2,033. The following were also abolished under (1) 

above:-
(a) Letters of credit, with all connected forms and 

returns except a very simple resource estimate to 
enable the treasury to supply funds. 

(b) Form 32 0. 
(c) Schedule of establishment charges. 
(d) List of petty works. 
(e) Transfer schedules, which were reduced from 6 to 2. 

2,034. The e.ccount.current was also abolished and 
in its place a simple memorandum of receipts is used. 
Acquittance rolls are retained in the Executive Engineers' 
own offices. They are the personal acquittances to the 
Executive Engineer, and I am unable to understand why 
they were ever sent to the central office (vide Article -63, 
Civil Account Code~ \Vhat we are left with in Bengal, 
tht'rt'fore, are simply the payment vouchers and the book 
t"ntrit'S which come to the Accountant-General, and these 
are original documents and consequently proper to audit. 
Thry., or some substitute for them, would have t~ come 
to the Accountant-General monthly, in any case, to enable 
him to compile the accounts, and there is no object, 
therefore, in not also auditing them in the central office, 

2,035. It will thus be seen that; in Bengal, we have a 
combination of suggestions (a) and (c) and experience 
has shown it to be efficient and economical. It also 
involves the submission by the Executive Engineer of the 
minimum of accounts and returns .to the Accountant. 
General, and he would have to submit them to some one 
whatever scheme might be adopted, as it would other
wise be impossible to compile the accounts at all. I 
should like to say that, from the accounts point of 
view, divisional officers have worked the scheme in a 
practical and satisfactory way, and to this much of its 
success has been due. It met with some opposition for a 
time, as some of the changes were drastic and caused 
a certain amount of alarm, especially in the matter of 
the transfer of accounts to audit on the spot. Similar 
alarm has been expressed also, I think, in some other 
provinces over analogous suggestions, but actual 
experience in Bengal has shown it to be groundless, 
and after a trial of five years I am glad to see that it 
has been accepted by the committee of engineers, 
recently appointed, as satisfactory. I have now 11o 

suggestion to make to the Committee by which I think 
Executive Engineers could be set free from a very large 
amotint of work, worry and needless restriction. It 
is in connection with what are known as allotments. 

2,036. I will first briefly consider the principle of allot. 
ments, as it has a very important bearing on the subject. 
The government of a province in their financial scheme 
for a year provide under Public Works heads for certain 
exper.diture. They do not go into great detail, and 
when the financial programme has been settled they 
hand over to the Chief Engineer (who is also a secretary 
to Government in the special Department of Public 
Works) the whole sum provided for use, leaving it to 
him to distribute the money to the officers under him 
throughout the province. He divides this up among his 
Superintending and Executive Engineers, and this is t.he 
process of allotments. 

2,037. Now, from the fact that Executive Engineers are 
expected to keep within their allotments (and we object 
in audit if they don't), and also from the fact that allot
ments are very often increased and engineers are urged 
to spend them in the year, a popular idea has grown 
up that these a,llotments are a means of controlling ex· 
penditure, and the operations of the Executive Engineer. 
I quite agree that the allotments do often restrict an 
Executive Engineer, and they also cause him much worry 
and needless work. But I do not believe that they really 
control expenditure, in the sense of promoting either econ· 
omy or good work ; in fact, if they are more than an 
engineer can conveniently deal with, they do the reverse. 
My view may perhaps be that of the man in the street, 
but it"lS that control over an engineer's expenditure should 
be exercised by means of (1) evidence of the necessity, 
or otherwise, of the works, (2) by the estit:nates for these 
works, if the latter are necessary at all, and (3) by the 
inspection of the work done. In my opinion the provi· 
sion of funds should not affect this question at all, but 
be completely apart from it. Of course, if there is not 
enough money for a work it should not be sanctioned, 
or should be postponed by the sanctioning authority ; 
and on the other hand if there is money to spare, 
schemes can be taken up which would otherwise have to 
wait ; but the progress of works or repairs should not 
depend on petty allotments or restrictions, as far as 
the Executive Engineer is concerned. These things 
serve no really useful purpose that I can see, and they 
impede progres~ and make work. The object of the allot· 
ments is to distribute money provided for the works actual
ly being undertaken, and this distribution should not be 
carried down ro sums of Rs. 50 or Rs. 100 when the 
amount involved on the whole is lakhs of rupees. An 
excess or deficiency of such small amounts can have no 
practical effect on the whole, and it comes, in my opinion, 
to over-attention to petty detail. 

2,038. The idea, therefore, that an allotment is to be 
a means of control over individual works should be 
strongly discountenanced. Such control should be exer
cised through the estimates, and by inspection of the 
wor~, as well as scrutiny of the actual vayll\ents. T4Q 
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allotments should be merely a means of distributing money 
and of financial administration, and they should not be 
allowed to go beyond their sphere. On this principle, 
I now suggest that allotments be discontinued to E~ecu
tive Engineers altogether, and that they be fr~ enhrely 
from the restrictions and work connected wtth them. 
In other words, the Executive Engineer should satisfy 
himself of the need of a. work, submit his plans and esti
mates to the Superintending Engineer, who Will sanction 
them, and give him-such directions as to beginning the 
work or not or the progress to be made, as he may think 
right. I refer to this further on. This will be the engi
neer's authority (together with administrative sanction) 
for taking up the work, and he will then simply carry 
it out and pay for it by cheques on the treasury, regardless 
of whether there is money provided for it in the budget 
or not. In fact he will have no responsibility or concern 
whatever either with grant or allotment ; he will have 
neither, nor will they appear in his books at all. 

2,039. I come now to the allotments- and financial 
administration of public works. The allotments should 
be carried as far as the Superintending Engineer, and no 
further. The Chief Engineer would divide up his money 
between the circles under him as required, and place the 
whole sum at the disposal of the Superintending Engineer. 
This can be done of course with restrictions, if thought 
necessa.ry. For instance, the sum would be divided 
between irrigation and buildings and roads, even if 
the Superintending Engineer administered both, and he 
would not be allowed to appropriate one to the other. 

2,040. Similarly, the division could be taken further 
and roads separated from buildings, and so on ; but I 
would not carry the divisions too far, and certainly not 
down to works of ordinary size or importance. The 
Superintending Engineer should have a sufficiently large 
lump grant to enable him to administer effectively the 
funds among his divisions. They would be lumped 
together, and he would not allot money to each division 
or work at all, but would keep it in lump, and book 
expenditure against this lump sum, thus avoiding any 
necessity for reappropriations between either divisions or 
works. 

2,041. To enable the Superintending Engineer to carry 
out this work it will be necessary for him to be kept 
fully informed by the Executive Engineer of the progress 
of work, and this will be possible with a slight modification 
of the present progress report, the columns relating 
to grant and allotment being struck out and a column 
for the estimate of expenditure for the next month in
serted. From these reports. the Superintending Engineer 
should be able to regulate his funds. He will not be 
troubled with small sums as in lump &llotments they 
merge and disappear. 

2,042. It will be necessary for him to work to a certain 
extent in collaboration with the Accountant-General ; 
that is to say the Accountant-General will watch the 
progress of expenditure as he does in the Civil Department 
and warn the Superintending Engineer if it is going too 
fast on an average for the time of the year. The Superin
t~nding Engineer will then be able, in time, to examine 
his figures and take what steps he thinks necessary. The 
warning docs not amount to an objection, but is merely 
to put him on his guard. If he is running short of funds 
he will either ask the Chief Engineer for more money 
or else direct his Executive Engineer to slow down ; on 
the other hand if he i.e going too slow, he will sanction 
more work or perhaps expedite progress of existing works. 
He will not however tell the Executive Engineers that 
they must spend this or that sum. The Executive 
Engineer will not be responsible for getting rid of money 
or for saving money, but for doing work. For the same 
l't'a.son the Exooutive Engineer will not be bound to his 
forooa.st in the progress report, though doubtless if he 
were habitually out in his forooa.st, the Superin~nd.iui 
f:nginN:>r would l't'quest him to take more care. 

2,043. To enable the Superintending Engin£>er to· 
ptrform efficiently the work suggeswd, it will be necea
s ary to gi\·e him a rt>liablc a.ccountant, and this will be the 
e ntin" <'t""t of thl' sdwm«'. E\·en if no rffiurtions !'an be 
Jll:JA!e el;;ewhere, the advantages greatly outweigh the 

expense, but I am inclined to think that with the reduc· 
tion which this scheme and other changes have effected or 
may effect in Executive Engineers' offices some decrease: 
in staff may be possible as a set-off against the cost in 
the Superintending Engineer's office. I am not now 
referring to the Executive Engineer's accountant or higher 
staff, but to the lower paid men who are mostly engaged 
in copying and routine. The object of many of the sugges
tions is to cut down routine and if this is done, there is 
likely to be saving. 

The result of the scheme will be--
(1 ). A reduction of detailed work in the Secretariat 

connected with the granting of allotments. Th&e will 
not now be wanted. \ 

(2). A slight increase of work for the Superintending 
Engineer, but with a good acoountant this will be more 
in the shape of responsibility than actual work. The 
Superintending Engineer will not think in small detail but 
in fairly large units and this should not create any great 
mass of work. 

(3). An enormous reduction both in work and worry for 
the Executive Engineer, thus enabling him to devote 
himself entirely to hie professional work. 

( 4 ). A very large'reduction in objections from this office 
and correspondence connected with them. 

Last year these objections in Bengal were 762 in 
number, and the value exceeded 24 lakhs of rupees. 
They will entirely di<!appear. 

(5). The administration of funds in larger units than at 
present, and consequently saving in work to all concerned, 
from the Secretariat downwards. For instance, an excess 
over an allotment of say a hundred rupees now frequently 
involves correspondence asking for sanction to the exc . sa 
andre-granting it. This will disappear all down the line. 

(6). The difficulties referred to in paragra.phs'2,022 to ' 
2,024 above will disappea:. As the Executive Engineer 
will not have any allotment he will not have to make 
effort~ to spend it, or on the other hand to curtail pro
gress for the technical reason of a small excess. 

(7). The whole scheme will make for ela~ticity and 
broader control. Attention which is now devoted to 
petty detail will be given to larger issues, and the Execu
tive Engineer, instead of being a slave to small affairs of 
a few rupees, will be set free to get on with his work in
dependently of the supply of grants while the Superin- ' 
tending Engineer, in administering the grant, will deal 
in large units and broad technical control. 

(8). The time and energy of all officers from the Chief 
Engineer down instead of being taken up, in varying 
degrees, by small and routine sanctions, the reappropria· 
tion grants, objections, and correspondence, will be free 
for application to larger and more important matters, and 
in the ca'le of Executive Engineers probably more inspec· · 
tion and control of the actual works. 

2,044. It will be understood, of course, that the above 
is a skeleton scheme and that details will have to be 
filled in if the principle is accepted. For imtance, among 
other things, it will be necessary to decide with the local 
Government and Chief Engineer whether the grant to the 
Superintendin_g Engineer should be in lump, or,· if not, 
what division should be made. Also fo"ms for th"l Super
intending Engineer would have to be dwised to enable him 
to administer hi3 grants, and arrangements will also 
have to be made between this office and both the Chief 
Engineer and the Superintending Engineer about the 
alteration in present audit procedure and grant controL 
These are, however, details and I suggest the scheme 
in outline for the present. 

2,045. I have also a second suggestion which i1 a much 
smaller matter than the above. It is the custom now 
to have separate estimates for repairs to each building, etc. 
I suggest that these might with advan~e be lumped 
togethe~. at any rate for different d~partment!\ Thus, 
all the police buildings could go together, and so on. This 
will reduce a number of schedule dockets, and also the 
covering list of vouchers now aent to this offi~.e. thus 
slightly cutting down the work in the division, and it 
would also reduce dt"tail in the Executive Engineer'11 
books. 
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11'1R. H. G. ToMKINs, called and examined. 

(Note.-The views expressed below are purely personal and are in no way those of the Accounts Department.) 

2,046. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Accountant-General for Bengal, and as such was in charge 
of the Public Works Department accounts in the same 
manner as the Examiner of public works accounts used 
to be before the amalgamation of those accounts with the 
civil accounts. 

2,047. As far as he was aware, there was no prohibition 
in the accounts· rules against making payments during 
the last few days of a month, and there was absolutely no 
necessity as far as he could see for the practice if it ob
tained in any province. 

2,048. He did not know of any province in which pay
ments were not allowed between the date on which the 
accounts of divisions were closed and the beginning of 
the following month. The date fixed for the closing of 
divisional accounts was never intended to prohibit 
these payments, had no connection with the payment 
work at all, and was only intended to draw a dividing 
line between the accounts of two succeeding months. 
The same rule existed in respect to sub-treasuries all 
over Bengal, and as far as he knew, all over India, and 
payments after the prescribed date were not prohibited. 
The specified closing date in Bengal was the 25th, as it 
was found convenient, and after that date the first trans
action for the succeeding month could take place on the 
26th. At the end of March, however, latitude was allowed 
in April to Executive Engineers in Bengal to enable 
them to include all their March figures. 

2,049. In his opinion the 25th, as the date fixed for the 
submission of accounts, should not make any difference 
in the matter of the submission of the accounts of divi-

·• sions, and there was no reason why such submission should 
be difficult on this account, as was contended in several 
provinces, where sub-divisional officers, as disbursing 
officers, were said to be unable to submit their accounts 
to the Executive Engineer on this date, and required two 
or three additional days for the purpose. There was 
also no good reason for fixing an earlier date. The 25th 
had been fixed as a matter of convenience, but in the case 
of some divisions which were in a near sub-division the 
28th had been chosen, while in cases of others situated in 

, •a far away sub-division sometimes the 21st or 22nd had 
been fixed. It was possible for the Executive Engineer 
to prepare the monthly accounts of the division before the 
receipt of the sub-divisional accounts, but such a proce
dure, he remarked, would certainly not commend itself. 
Therefore, in order to avoid congestion of work, which 
would necessarily result from too short a period between 
tb.e date on which the Executive Engineer received the 
sub-divisional accounts and that on which that officer had 
to submit the monthly accounts of the division to the 
audit office, it should be arranged that the sub-divisional 
accounts should be sent in in such a way that they might 
be in the Executive Engineer's office on the last day of the 
month. This was the reason for fixing the 25th in Bengal. 
The divisional office accounts would by then be well 
advanced, and the Executive Engineer ought to be able 
to submit them to the audit office by the date fixed, 
t'iz., the 5th of the following month, as he considered, the 
period between the end of a month and the 5th of the 
following month was ample. · 

2,0.30. The difficulty anticipated in fixing a later date 
than the 5th for the submission of the divisional monthly 
accounts was that these accounts would require to be 
audited after posting, and that was a serious objection. 
The reason why the lOth was chosen in other provinces, 
and was considered too short a period for the purpose, 
1ras probably that in those provinces a certain amount 
of compilation was done in the executive office, whereas 
in.Bengal all the compilation was done in the Accountant
General's office and none in the division. All that an 
E:<ocutive Engin('(>.r had to do in Bengal was to bundle up 
his vouchers, make up covering lists with the n:cessary 
memoranda and ~nd them in to the Accounts Depa.!i;
ment. This work he thou~ht might be done in twenty
four hours. Before the amalgamation of thE.> civil with 

the public works accounts, the date fixed for the sub
mission of the divisional accounts had been the 20th, 
and accounts submitted on that date were closed by the 
late Examiner on the 20th of the month following. The 
present speeding-up by the change from the 20th to the 
5th was necessary because the Accountant-General's office 
itself had been speeded up by a whole month and sub
mitted provincial figures, accounts and budgets to govern
ment one month earlier than was the case under the 
old system. He deprecated any extension of the date 
beyond the 5th, firstly, on the ground that it would give 
the accounts office insufficient time, and secondly, that 
it would dislocate accounts work and reduce its effi
ciency. It was necessary for his office to go through all 
the vouchers received, and it would rush accounts work 
very much indeed, his office having not only to compile, 
but also to audit the monthly accounts. He was of 
opinion that if the Bengal system were adopted the divi· 
sional monthly accounts might easily be submitted 
on the 2nd, if it was assumed that the sub-divisional 
accounts were received on the lst, and that compilation 
of these accounts ought not to be undertaken in executive 
offices in other provinces. The 5th thtrefore gave ample 
time and was actually in force in Bengal. 

2,051. With reference to the contention that paragraph 
779 of the Public Works Code, which prohibited advances 
to contractors, hampered to a certain extent work which 
might be carried out more cheaply and expeditiously 
if larger advances than Rs. 50 (paragraph 780) were 
allowed for material and other outlay incurred before work 
started, he remarked that there was no accounts principle 
involved in this prohibition of advances. It was merely a 
matter of policy, and the only question which affected the 
Accounts Department would be the liability !Jf fraud. 
From an accounts point of view advances were un· 
desirable because they required watching. It was not a 
very serious matter, however, as there were always a 
large number of advances outstanding in the , civil 
accounts, and a similar state of affairs in regard to the 
public works acceunts would not make much difference. 
If advances were permitted, he considered that from 
an accounts point of view they ought not to be so 
unduly large as would make them figure under the 
name of • dangerous financing.' Large advances to 
contractors who were not part of government might 
lead to this. He did not see any objection, however, 
to the principle of small advances, and mentioned th!l't 
the prohibition in the Code was simply a Govern· 
ment of India restriction. Further, if government 
were to finance small contractors in the mofussil, 
who were at present financed by money-lenders, he 
agreed it might result in cheaper work, and mentioned 
that during his eleven years' experience of petty con
tractors, in connection with the audit of local boards 
and, municipalities, he had found that generally it was 
necessary to advance small sums of money, and that when 
this was not done no contractor could be secured to do 
the work. He would, however, draw the line at 
the grant of advances to recognised firms of standing, 
e.g., a. large Calcutta firm which was capable of under
taking a contract for a telegraph office or other large 
public building, as he considered that such a firm should 
not be accorded the concession. 

2,052. The second of the three heads into which he 
had divided accounts in his written evidence, viz., technical 
accounts were, he explained, those accounts of the Public 
Works Department which were kept for its own inform· 
ation, and a justification for keeping details of works by 
various sub-heads in the register of works was that the 
Executive Engineer might through this medium possess 
full information regarding the progress of work~. In res· 
pect to this register he remarked that, speakmg as an 
accountant and looking through the register of wo~ks as 
the man in the street would do, it did seem to b1m to 
be elaborate, and he had always thought some of the 
heads in it might be cut down, but it was difficult for him 
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Excesae.9 over estimates • 
Expenditure incurred without any 

It. ... 
4:,49,000 

to· expre88 an opinion when experts e~ted who said that 
they wanted these detailed registers. This was really 
not a question that interested the Accounts Department 
at all, and though the registers appeared to him to be large 
books, which, he thought, would be the better i£ they " 
were smaller, he was not prepared to state, against the 
opinion of an expert engineer, that only certain sub-heads 
which would enable an engineer to watch the progress of 
works were wanted. The report sent in by every Execu
tive Engineer, to the Superintending Engineer, showing 

appropriation • • • 17,02,000 
Excesses over appropriations • 3,29,000 

He added that if the general scheme outlined in his 
note were introduced, and &llotments were abolished 
as he had suggested, the number of objections would be 
reduced to nearly half, and the percentage to 22 instead 
of 44·4, i.e., expenditure to the extent of Rs. 14,00,000 
would be removed from audit objection. The objections 
related mainly to estimates and appropriations, and the 
number of grave irregularities was very small. In re
gard to the complaint that accounts officers unnecessarily 
objected to variations between the rates shown in esti
mates and the schedule rates, and called for explanations 
as to the reasons for the differences, he remarked that in 
the central audit office in Bengal neither estimates nor 
rates were audited, as neither the one nor the other were 
submitted to the Accounts Department. 

the latter how each particular work was progressing, was 
known as the "Progress Report." • This report did not 
contain a mass of detailed sub-heads, but only a total, and 
consisted of one line for each work. It would not be 
desirable for a sub·divisional officer to submit similar re
ports to an Executive Engineer, as the latter was the 
man technically responsible for each work and naturally 
desired full information regarding details to be furnished. 
As the Accounts Department were not concerned or 
interested at all in these sub-heads in the register of works, 
there was not the least objection, from an accounts point 
of view, to the suggestion that sub· heads might be abol
ished for the majority of minor works, and kept only 
for works exceeding Rs. 10,000 and not, as at present, for 
works exceeding Rs. 2,500. 

2,053. The compilation of accounts in Bengal had 
been reduced to practically four forms, •m:z., the schedule 
docket:, vouchers of payments, the schedule containing a 
list of vouchers and simple money accounts and the 
schedule for large transactions. That number was the 
minimum of forms to which compilation might be reduced. 
though the schedule docket might perhaps be cut down 
to a further extent. The new system of compilation had 
been in force since the lst of Aprill912, and as far as 
Bengal was concerned it had worked absolutely satisfac
torily. It was unnecessary, he thought, from an accounts 
point of view; for Executive Engineers in other provinces 
to submit about twenty-three forms with every set of 
monthly accounts, as no difficulty was ever experienced 
in Bengal after the abolition of the greater number of 
these statements. In regard to the abolition of Form 
No. 32-0 the Accounts Department, Bengal, and Execu
tive Engineers sometimes differed as t.o its utility. The 
former considered it a useless form for the purpose of 
accounts, but some executive officers found it very 
handy and convenient. Form No. 32-0 had not been 
in use in Bengal for the past five years. The existing 
scheme for the compilation of accounts in Bengal was 
drawn up by him in communication with certain 
Executive Engineers and other officers, and was drafted 
with the help of an able Public Works officer. Since 
its introduction one or two modifications had been 
made in it. It had been introduced by a circular letter 
issued by him, and was not connect!'d with any general 
scheme at all. The Comptroller-General at that time 
desired t.o extend the scheme to other provinces, and had 
circulated copies of circulars and reports and requested 
other provinces to take up the matter. Owing to the 
opposition it met with and other causes, various modifica
tions were made and .so a different procedure came into 
being in nearly every province in India. Later on a 
conference of accounts officers, under the chairmanship 
of the Comptroller-General, was held in 1914 to consider 
details for a. unified syst.em of accounts for all provinces 
and the result of this conference was that a scheme had 
been recommended, which was largely a compromise of 
the VaJ:ious provincial schemes. The report had been 
submitted to the Government of India, who he thought 
had circulated it to local Governments and' Administra: 
tiona for opinion, but he did not know the present stage 
of the case. He understood that Bengal did not want 
any change at all in its system. 

2,054. The net amount of expenditure on buildings 
and roads placed under audit objection in 1915-16 was 
&. 28,72,000, and the percentage that these objections 
bore to the tot&! expenditure was 4-H. The objections 
comprised-

Rs. 
Works cMried out without any eati· 
m.&te • • 15,53,000 

2,055. Tests, for the information of the local Govern· 
mont, were applied in connection with the local audit 
c.arried out in Bengal, i.e., it was seen that various re· 
quirements of government were complied with according 
to rules, and this was reported on in ari audit note. This 
note included criticisms of rates and was an advantage 
from the accounts point of view, as otherwise he did not 
see how the local Government would know whether 
its rules regarding rates were being adhered to. If, 
however, the local Government did not want this done, 
it might be dropped as it was only done for the informa.· 
tion of the administration. If it was found in the course 
of local audit that, for instance, the schedule rate for 
masonry was exceeded in an estimate, this would not 
necessarily be a reasonable ground for an audit objection, 
but in certain circumstances it might be. If it was 
simple petty increase, no objection ought to be taken to ; 
it, but the Accounts Department invariably brought to 
notice a. really serious excess over an e;~timated rate, 
e.g., i£ for a. large work involving a. large sum of money 
an Executive Engineer, without the prior sanction of the 
Superintending Engineer or government, accepted a 
considerably higher rate than that laid down in the ached· 
ulc of rates, an accounts officer would certainly hold 
that such a case should be referred to the Superintending 
Engineer or to government, as the case might be, for 
sanction and approval. Although the schedule of ra.te!J 
was only a. general guide, it required the approval of the 
Superintending Engineer. He added that except in caBCI 
where it was anticipated that government stood to lose 
and the rates had a tendency to rise and vary considerably 
from the schedule rates, discretion was largely exercised 
at present by audit officers. A particular rate in a. partie· 
ular estimate might be objected to if that rate involved· 
a large sum of money, but i£ on the other hand it did not 
involve very much expenditure it would not be objected 
to. For instance, i£ an estimate for Rs. 40 worth of 
white-washing varied by a. couple of a.nnas the accounts 
officer would ignore it, but i£ for a large office building 
the variation in the rate made a. difference of Rs. 10,000 
or Rs. 15,000, this ought certainly to be objected 
to. 

2,056. Local audit in Bengal was carried out once a 
year on an average, unless it wa.s found necessary to 
r~peat it for a. particular division, and covered totally 
ditf~rent gro~d to .the monthly audit. The monthly 
audit was earned a little further in some C&se8 and such 
matters as salary and travelling allowance bills were 
examined with a yie'Y tQ see that none of the prescribed 
rules had been infnnged. But local audit concerned 
itself \lith matters which could not be looked into by 
reference to the documents submitted to the account. 
office, such aa the contractors' ledger, the rent retlll'lla 
and the stock ~nd tools and plant returns. Those docu· 
menta were formerly submitted to the central accounts 
office, but their submission to that office ha.d been d.it· 
continued. 

2,057. He wa.s not in favour of the introduction of a 
peripatetic audit system with a view to the reduction of. 
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audit objections as such a scheme would, in the first place, 
be extremely expensive and as secondly, as far as Bengal 
was concerned, it would not relieve the Executive Engi
neer. He met the contention that such a. system would 
lead to the removal of a.la.rge number of audit objections 
with the remark that he doubted whether the proposed 
system would even result in the partial reduction of the 
number of objectionable items as objections were recorded 
in writing and could not be settled orally without record. 
Practical experience had shown that it was impossible 
to settle objections without record as they frequently 
remained unremedied if this were done and the fact th_at 
they had been raised was often subsequently contradicted. 
Objections were, therefore, placed on record and, as the 
volume of actual writing would be the same, the chief 
difference that would result would be the saying in 
postage. Then again, the expenditure on the travelling 
allowances of tbe auditors would probably double the 
cost of audit and amount to a high sum. Local audit 
was a good form of audit as by it a great deal more could 
be learnt than by a. central audit, but it was nevertheless 
very expensive. The local municipal audit done in 
Bengal afforded testimony of its efficiency. In the 
circumstances, he was opposed to the system of peri
patetic audit suggested by the Comptroller of the 
Central Provinces, and added that the present annual 
inspection was practically a form of local audit. A 
monthly travelling audit scheme would be more 
expensive, and would necessit.ate the employment of more 
officers and about three times as many clerks as were 
engaged at present. In addition to this, the travelling 
allowances of the additional establishment would lead 
to extra expenditure. Further, local audit carried out 
by a travelling staff, as a regular scheme would be more 
difficult than that carried out in the central accounts 
office, because bulky registers of accounts were main
tained for the posting of expenditure and noting of grants, 
etc., and these books would require duplication which in 
its turn would involve a. large amount of labour. The 
entire scheme in his opinion was cumbrous and the only 
advantage that might be gained was a. very slight 
but problematical reduction in the number of objec-
tions. . 

2,058. He suggested a scheme which involved the aboli
tion of allotments to Executive Engineers, and mentioned 
that its introduction would undoubtedly give very great 
elasticity to those officers, who would not be bou~d down 
to specific allotments for works under comtruct10n, but 
would be responsible only for their execution. As t~e 
Executive Engineer would have a free hand under hiS 
scheme to expedite the completion of works the 
necessary check on divisional outlay-since the . a~ount 
available for expenditure in the. budg~t was l~xmted-:
might be exercised by the Supermtendmg Engmeer, m 
whose office a capable accountant could be placed to 
assist in the maintenance of the necessary accounts and 
books. Such an arrangement would enable the Superin
tending Engineer to scrutinise, at any moment, the 
progress of the expen~iture in ~is circle as compared 
with the allotment ass~gned to hun by government for 
his circle and thus regulate his sanctions to new 
estimates. Further, the Superintending Engineer might 
be given the list of estimates on which the regular 
budget was prepared, and authorized to order the com
mencement of work. The proposed system would, 
in practice, then do away with the allocation of fun~s 
to particular works, and automati~~y remove a.ud1t 
objections relating to the reappropnat10n of funds as 
work would be. done to a. total allotment instead of to a 
large number of individual allotments. As his proposal 
gave 1 he Superintending Engineer an absolutely free ~and 
in deciding the respective degrees of urgency of proJects 
without consulting the wishes of administrative depart
ments, there was a possibility of the Superintending 
Engineer exercising that ?lscretion unwise}~, For 
instclnce if two roads, each w1th an allotment ass~gned to 
it in th~ budget, were under construction for an adminis
trative department, and the one of greater urgency h~d 
a larger allotment assigned to it than the other ~he Superm
tending Engineer with his plenary power.> might for the 

convenience of his work, stop the construction of the 
former and give a. larger allotment for the latter; but 
such a contingency could be obviated by the submission 
to the Chief Engineer of a return of important works 
showing their progress. There was no need to watch the ~ 
progress of works by allotments assigned to each. A list 
of works for each circle with no appropriations attached 
to individual items would serve the purpose, and if it 
were found therefrom that a Superintending Engineer was 
giving preference to one work at the expense of others it 
could be brought J,o his notice. There was no us(), he 
considered, in exercising administrative control by res
tricting everybody from top to bottom by allotments and 
reappropriations. Many present objections would adjust 
themselves automatically under the new scheme and 
questions of reappropriation of budget grants which usu
ally occupied a long time in settlement would disappear. 
Speaking from an administrative stand-point, he re
marked that in practice the giving of allotments for each 
individual work before its commencement was not really 
done, and that if it were attempted to enforce the rule 
that an Executive Engineer wM in no circumstances 
to start a work until funds for it had been allotted, works 
would in many cases be at a standstill. 

2,059. In regard to the contention that delay in the 
progress of works was sometimes due to late sanctions 
to allotments, he stated that there might be a rule in 
Bengal permitting an Executive Engineer to incur 
expenditure without allotment in the months of April 
and May, but he did not think that that was the case. 
He added that the point was exactly what his scheme 
ensured, as it avoided marking time in the first few 
months of a year till budget allotments were made 
known, and compelling an Executive Engineer to wait 
till their receipt. If Executive Engineers were per
mitted to incur expenditure during these months they 
would be acting as he had proposed, with the difference 
that his scheme referred to all the months in the year 
and not only to April and May. 

2,060. With reference to the argument that it was not 
possible to arrange for new works before the rainy season 
as the programme of new works with the allotments 
assigned to e~ch \\-as not received in divisional offices 
till some time after an official year had started, he stated 
that the date of publication of the Public Works Depart· 
ment budget varied. As the budget was not actually 
communicated to Executive Engineers till May or J11ne, 
those officers were without budgets during the first month 
of the year. The position was the same in the Civil 
Department, but if the givh)g of allotments were dis
continued the disabilities complained of would disappear 
automatically and it would be immaterial to Executive 
Engineers whether allotments were sanctioned in the 
months of May or June, or not at all, as the budget grant 
for the year would suffice to cover the anticipated ex. 
penditure during the year if the Superintending Engineer 
took care to ensure that the grant placed at his disposal 
was not very much less than what he had asked for in his 
schedule of demands. (Mr. Green here mentioned that 
the budget was published in Bengal about the 15th of 
May when it was officia~y ~ommunicated to ~xec~tive 
Engineers and that ordmarily he wrote demt-officially 
to Superintending Engineers a. month previous to the pass· 
ing of the budget inform~g them of the re~renchments 
made and the sums they m~ght expect to receive and that 
this practice was not in force formerly. He added J hat 
Superintendin" Engineers were authorized to proceed 
with work fr~m the date they received orders for its 
commencement from the Chief Engineer and Secretary 
to Government. The witness here interposed with the 
remark that the budget was pas-ed finally during the last 
ten days of March, and Mr. Green ob.served. that by. com
municating official orders to Supermtendmg Engmeers 
early in April, Executive Engineers were not now ham· 
pered in their work.) 

2,061. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The witness did ~ot know 
the accounts procedure in force in other provmces and 
he believed his scheme had not been completely adopted 
in any one of them. He wa.s not aware of any reason why 
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it should not be considered suitable for other proYinces, 
but admitted that local difficulties of which he was 
not cognisant m~ht impede the introduction of the 
&ngal scheme. Pcrwnally he attributed the variations 
between the systems followed in provinces largely to 
sentiment, as one of the results of the amalgamation of 
the CiYil and Public Works Accounts Departments was 
that the Public Works executive officers came under the 
audit of the Civil Accountant-General and those officers 
had not always taken kindly to the arrangement. The 
Public Works Department officers had proved very 
conservative owing to the drastic changes the scheme 
involved. 

2,062. The conference he had previously referred to 
was convened to consider the question of the unification 
of accounts, and met in Calcutta in March 1914, after 
his scheme had been in operation in Bengal for about two 
years. It was a purely departmental committee com
posed of accounts officers, and no oral evidence was taken. 
Eaeh province had been requested to record their objec
tions to the scheme, and these were printed up and pla.ced 
before the committee, so that Executive Engineers had 
an opportunity to voice their views, which they did, 
probably after di~cussion with their own accounts offi
cers. He could not say definitely how a homogenous 
system might be secured, and thought the best and only 
way to attain uniformity was to ride rough-shod where 
necessary. If, however, an accounts officer was deputed 
to discu~s local difficulties with the officers concerned, 
it might remove some of the existing prejudices against 
the Bengal scheme, but there were always some officers
doubtless, very few-whom no amount of discussion would 
convince, and in their case compulsion was the only form 
of suasion. The five years that had elapsed since the 
introduction of the Bengal scheme had effected a good 
deal in its favour in Bengal and difficulties had now 
disappeared, He did not favour the appointment of a 
committee before which one or two Executive Engineers 
from each province might be summoned, with a view 
to the formulation of a homogenous scheme, but was of 
opinion that the best means of securing this end was for 
an accOUJlts officer to go round to the different provinces 
to look personally into matters and make sure that the 
persons who required convincing understood where the 
difficulties lay. Personally, if he had to go round in such 
a way he would select, in preference to a committee, an 
able Public Works officer to go round with him and dis
cuss matters personally and locally. 

2,063. The objections raised in local audit in respect 
to rates, and the questions whether government money 
had been spent in the interests of the public service 
were of a general nature, and the Executive Engineer's 
explanation to an objection was accepted by the central 
accounts office provided the sum involved was not 
very large and it was within the competence of the 
Superintending Engineer to pass. There had been a 
diminution in the number of objections, under the local 
audit system in force in Bengal, but this system could 
not be applied to the JM)counts audited in the central 
office. He was oppo&od to the oral settlement of objec
tions as the practices they involved might be continued 
and there would be no record to show they had been 
brought to notice on a previous occasion. His view did 
not apply only to a particular class of officer, but to the 
sen·ice generally. The practice was analogous to that 
followed in the Civil Department in which department 
it had been found that when questions had been settled 
orally the Accounts Department were sometimes in
formed subsequently that it had not raised the objection 
previously. 

2,~64. The distinction in the Appropriation Report 
hl'tw~>en frauds and irregularities Wall that e. fraud com
prised loss of money or material, whereas a.n irregularity 
~·a.s anything short of this. For instance, if an inspect
mg otti<'er \1rhilst conducting an inspection noticed that 
a large number of bills had been paid during the month 
of March for which meallurements had ost~nsibly been 
made, and on further examination found that the measure
ments could not p06Sibly have been taken by the ofheer 
concerned owing to his absence at the time from the 

VOL. U 

station, it would con...;titute a serious irregularity,· but 
not a fraud.* . 

2,065. It was unnecessary for an Execut.l~e Engineer 
to sign all the forms submitted with his monthly accounts, · 
and it would suffice if only a covering memorandum were 
submitted stating that all the forms included ":ere passed 
by him. The fact that an Executive Engineer had or had 
not signed did not make any great difference as every 
officer was responsible for what issued from his office. 
His signature afforded testimony to his general approval 
of its contents, and correctness of the form signed, but a 
covering memorandum would also indicate this.. He would 
like to give the matter some thought, however, before 
deciding definitely whether there was re&ly any force 
in the objection to the signing of accounts document" 
by executive officers, but added that the matter was a 
small one in Bengal in which province only five or six 
signatures were necessary and where probably Executive 
Engineers might for their personal satisfaction prefer to 
examine and sign these few forms before their submis
sion to the Accountant-General's office. As the divi
sional accountant was not a ga.zetlt\ld officer and not in 
sole charge of the accounts of the division, he did not 
favour that officer being allowed to sign the monthly . 
accounts forms. 

2,066. (Mr. Mackenzie.) As the majority of objections 
did not relate to frauds and serious irregularities most of 
them were remedied at an early date, but a great deal 
depended on the class of objection. Under his scheme, 
the Superintending Engineer would not make specific 
allotments for individual works from the funds placed 
at his disposal and as a result of this about half the 
number of objections would be removed and the remain
ing 22 per cent. would then relate to works for which no 
estimates had been sanctioned, and excesses over esti
mates. Of the objections raised in the year 1915-16, 
items aggregating Rs. 15,50,000 were due to want of 
sanctioned estimates or appropriations. The figure of 
Rs. 15,50,000 included cases in which no appropriatioll8 
had been sanctioned and allotments had been exceeded. 
The excesses over appropriations aggregated Rs. 3,00,000 
and the remainder of the items referred to expenditure 
which had been incurred without a sanctioned estimate 
or appropriation. If the allotment for a new work 
were exceeded the actual excess over allotment would 
not be objected to, but the entire expenditure on the 
work. The reason for this was that the accounts office 
received no intimation as to the grant actually allotted. 
The term "appropriation" signified that a specif(ed 
sum of money had been set apart by competent authority 
for expenditure on a definite object. As an illustration 
he referred to the recent Dacca University building on 
which expenditure had been incurred without an allot
ment, or appropriation, and the whole expenditure had 
been placed under audit objection. The reasoll8 for the 
continuance of a·· work might be excellent, but the 
accounts office were obliged, in such cases, to place 
expenditure under objection until it was regularized. He 
was not sure whether, if a sanctioned estimate for a 
work" was a.s much as halfacroreofrupeesand this was 
exceeded by Rs. 100, the entire expenditure would be 
objected to in audit. 

2,067. With reference to the head "objectionable 
for want of sanctioned estimates" he agreed that as a 

. general rule it was not pel'Illissible to start such works 
without a sanctioned estimate but added that sometimes 
such a course was unavoidable, e.g., in the ca.;e of a large 
project, estimates could not be sanctioned in sectioll8, 
but had to be grouped together ; the preparation of all 
the ~stimates for such a project occupied a great deal 
of tune and hence there would be undut~ retardation 
of work if sanction to the whole project had to be awaited. 
Be did not think an accounts objection a.ceelerated the 
obtainment ot sanction,· without due con&deration of 
the estimates, all estimates were genera.Uy carefully drawn 

• Mr. Tomkins aft.enra.rdi! wrote, in a letter da.ted the 
23rd February 1917, that from a reference to the recorda 
he ha.d learnt there were no a.ct.u&l e&lllll af fraud in 1915.16 
which inl'olved lou of money to gonmmen,, 
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up; He was against the accumulation in offices of mt>nt would be an advance within the meaning of the 
estima.~ which there WM no prospect of commencing Code rules prohibiting such advances, which only per· 
in the near 'future a> there was a probability that the mitted of payments for actual work done. Hence the 
rates ·&nd scales of accommodation provided therein sanction of the Government of India would have to be 
might require modification with the flux of time thus obtained for such a payment. 
necessitating the revision of the ,estimates. Rates 2,075. The Executive Engineer was ultimately res
only came under objection when they were likely to ponsible for all accounts in the divisional office whether 
involve a substantial increased cost to government. he signed his name or not to forms of accounts sub· 

2,068. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The compilation mitted to the accounts office. By" ultimately respon
and audit of the divisional aecounts were both carried sible," he did not mean to imply that the Executive 
out in the central accounts office by the one accountant, Engineer would be held pecuniarily responsible for losses 
and the books in the audit office were so devised that but that that officer was responsible for the work in the 
practically the two processes were simultaneous. The divisional office in the same way as he himself as Account
compilation of divisional accounts at the head office ant-General was responsible for the work in his own office. 
ought to have reduced the charges for accounts establish- 2,076. The divisional accountant might be regarded 
ment in the divisional offices. as an assistant to the Executive Engineer and his adviser 

2,069. The chief duties of the divisional accountant in matters relating to accounts procedure, but he ought 
were to safeguard the Executive Engineer in making not to be made responsible for the accounts. 
payments and in his dealings with contractors and to 2,077. There was no multiplicity of audit objections as 
attend generally to the accounts proper of the division. each objection was raised once and for all and was not 
It was essential that an Executive Engineer should have entered in the monthly list as a new item. The actual 
a competent and well-paid man as his accountant, in figures for objectionable items were indeed startling, 
order to maintain an efficient record of his accounts but as he had already explained they related chiefly to 
and thus obviate possible losses to government arising excesses over appropriations and outlay incurred with· 
from fraud committed by contractors, the negligence of out allotments. The Dacca University buildings were 
individuals, etc. included in the aggregate of the objectionable items in 

2,070. In his opinion his scheme would lead to a the year 1915-16, and accounted for Rs. 7,50,000. At 
saving in the lower grades of the divisional accounts the stage when the 'estimate for that work had not 
establishment. received sanction the whole .... of the expenditure on 

2,071. Whenever part payments were made measure· it was placed under objection. This he admitted did 
ments had to be recorded on the bills, but it was a ques- swell the total, and two or three similar large works 
tion whether a reliable Executive Engineer might not made a vast difference. The percentage of the ob
be allowed to pay, say, one-third of the amount due for a jectionable items expenditure as shown in the AP, 
building of which he had seen half erected before measure· propriation Report for 1915-16 was 44·4 per cent., and 
ments were taken owing to the time involved in taking the ._ the year previous the percentage amounted to 34·4. 
measurements. The Accounts Department would cer- The difference between the two figures was due 
ta.inly accept such a concession if the Code rules permitted entirely to the fact that two large projects were 
it, as the duties of audit in such matters were governed under construction in the former year. His conclusion 
by the departmental rules. It was not the present therefore was that Jarge works increased the percentage 
practice for Executive Engineers to take measurements by 6, 7 and sometimes 8 per cent. The figures for objec
themselves, and this duty was assigned to sub-overseers tionable item~ did not indicate that the Executive 
and overseers. He stated in this connection that he Engineer, or the Public Works Department, were guilty in 
knew of cases where travelling allowance bills had been any way of grave irregular~ties, but merely showed that 
submitted by certain sub-overseers for journeys alleged works were in progress for which sanction had not been 
to have been performed for the purpose of measuring received and for which sanction was to be looked for, 
up works at particular places, and investigation had though there might be departmental reasons why they 
proved that they could not actually have undertaken had been commenced prior to the receipt, of such sane· 
the journeys. · tion. The Audit Department was not satisfied with 

2,072. The schedule of rates was examined during 'partial sanctions, e.g., a sanction to the construction of 
the annual inspection with the view to ascertain whether tlie foundations and plinth of a building only, and re
it had been properly maintained. In his opinion it quired sanctions for complete projects. There was no 
was easy for an audit officer to judge of this from the necessity for convening a committee composed of the 
works abstracts and tenders filed in the diviSional office. Accountant-General and certain executive and adminis-

2,073. There was no letter of credit for Executive trative .officers of the Public Works Department to 
Engineers in Bengal and those officers signed cheques, consider which objections could be removed as 99 per 
presented them for encashment at treasuries and then cent. of them were based on administrative rules of 
pa.id the contractors. The Executive Engineer was the Department. The witness here referre~ to the 
given unlimited credit and trusted implicitly. second clause of paragraph 275 of the Pubhc Works 

2,074. (Mr. Green.) Personally he would have no objec- Department Code which was a. typical instance of the 
tion to advancing to a contractor the amount spent in class of objection he referred to. In that rule Executive 
purchasing coal, if the latter was employed on the con- Engineers were enjoined "invariably" to submit the 
struction of a small building in the mofussil for which "works slip," and the use of that word precluded the 
he had to burn the necessary bricks and had actually Accounts Department from exercising any discretion 
incurred the expenditure, but he added that such a pay· in the ma.tte,r. 
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At Madras, Friday, 16th February 1917. 

;. 
PRESENT: "· 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.J., I.c.s. (President). ' 
(Prmm for first I C. S. CoBB, EsQ., K.v.o. 

A. T. llicumm, ·EsQ. 
Sm NoEL KEBSRAW, x:.c.B. 
u:itnus only). 

And the following Co-opted Member :
W. J. J. HowLEY, EsQ., A.:r.t:.I.C.B., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. H..ul.BIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

J. M. LAcEY, EsQ., A.M.I.C.B., Superinteryling Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Sftliement. , 
2,078. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works, and (ll.) Encouragement of other 
agency.-Except for the two Chief Engineers and their 
offices, there is no separate " Buildings and Roads 
Branch " and " Irrigation Branch " in the Public 
Works Department of the Madras Presidency. All works, 
i.e., irrigation and civil buildings, in a Public Works 
Department division are carried out by the Executive 
Engineer in charge of that division, even in the large 
deltaic irrigation divisions, so that except in the case 
of the presidency divisions, which will be dealt with later 
on, no e.conomy is likely to result by the civil works in a 
mofussil Public Works Department division being car
ried out by agency other than the Department. The 
maps• of the two districts Chingleput and Nellore in the 
5th Circle of superintendence, which I have submitted to 
the Chief Engineer, show the scattered nature of these 
civil works and their proximity to irrigation works in 
charge of the Executive Engineers of those divisions. 

(2). Apart from the above fact, there are no skilled con
tra,etors to whom these works could be entrusted 
entirely. It would not pay any large contracting firm 
to take them up. The so-called contra,etors whom we 
employ, owing to the limited staff of a division, are local 
men, who by being able to supply materials and labour, 
the latter by advances in money or grain, are able to get 
some return for their capital expended : often the reverse. 
They are, as" one Executive Engineer states, generally 
optimistic regarding increase in rates. All setting out, 
supervision (skilled and petty) and the preparation of 
bills is carried out by the Public Works Department. 

(3). The Public Works Department staff in a mofU&sil 
division is generally under-manned. There is much to be 
done, particularly in the investigation of possible sup
plies from surface and ground water and the further 
development of irrigation and water supplies, to bring the 
country in line with what is being done in other arid 
countriea. It is only a government can undertake 
such works. No private agency can afford such investi
gations without prospect of some return. The backbone 
of India and its people is agriculture. It is possible that 
the proxin1ity of the presidency towns obscure the view 
of district conditions so that a. certain amount of credence 
is given to irresponsible persons, journalists and else, 
who \\Tite on conditions in India, development of indus
tries and so forth. The districts depend on agriculture 
and the mass of the population have no idea of co-opera
tion or self-government ; they budget their income in 
pice and they have no labour unions. This being so, the 
prosperity of such a country mnst depend largely on the 
efficiency of its irrigation works and the condition of its 
comruunications. It seems, therefore, common sense to 
place all such works under a trained organized depart
ment, instead of allowing a portion of such works to be 
controlled by amateurs. Assuming the definition of a 
civil engineer to be that given in the Charter of the Insti
tute of Civil Engineers, the most useful man in a district 
is the Executive or civil engineer. With rl.'gard to the 
district boards relieving the Department of civil works, an 
engillt"t·r ni ting on the roorganiza tion of . the engineer-

• Not printed. 

ing department. of a municipal corporation describes 
the procedure adopted by that body as " Gilbert and 
Sullivan engineering " ; this remark may be aptly ap· 
plied to procedure, rules, and restrictions laid down by 
some district boards to control their engineering estab
lishment. No good or loyal work can be expected from 
such rules, and I am confident that better results will be 
obtained and greater efficiency secured by placing all 
roads and minor irrigation works in the charge of the 
Executive Engineer in whose division they lie. The 
district board staff and minor irrigation staff · wou1d 
merge into the Public Works Department. ' 

( 4 ). Turning to the presidency town, there are two 
Public Works divisions and one electrical sub-division 
which are employed entirely on civil buildings. The ex
penditure a year in both divisions is about Rs. 12 lakhs 
against Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 lakh.s in the WJ/ussil. There are 
no " general contractors " to whom the construction of a 
whole " work " could be given. There are firms with 
trained men for a particular class of work, such as, 
drainage and sanitary fittings, installation of electric 
lights and fans, girder bridges and various patent floors 
and roof coverings. Their rates are high and must be -
so as the services of sliilled assistants have to be paid !or 
and the firms have to allow for their own profit and pos
sible fluctuations in the price of labour and materials. 
An attempt was made some years ago to place a large 
work in the hands of a general contractor without success. 
A general contractor would be welcome if we could get 
one, but I doubt if any great reduction in the supervising 
staff of the Department could thereby be obtained. 
Under the Public Works Department Code, Volume I, 
Chapter VIII, paragraph 773, the engineer is still res
ponsible for the manner and time in which a work is done. 
A " general contracting " firm could ·not carry out 
works at our schedule of rates. The so-called building 
contra,etors whom we employ, owing to lack of estab
lishment, .are sinlilar to those employed in the WJjussii 
with perhaps in some cases a little more skill. There is 
this difference, however, that the chief building materials 
~ the city are supplied by government, i.e., stock bricks, 
lime, and structural steel as the " contractors " are not 
able to supply them of the quality and at the eost that 
government can manufa,eture or procure them. In all 
cases the works have to be set out, supervised (both 
skilled and petty) and billed for by the Department. 
Three large works are, under orders of the Chief Engineer, 
being carried out departmentally with a reduction in our 
schedule of rates and with a knowledge that good work is 
being put in. There is also the consideration that altera
tion and modifications often found necessary in working 
out a large building scheme do not involve government in 
possible liabilities as would be the case if the work waa 
being done by contract. Penonally, I consider that there 
is no better or more efficient method of carrying out work 
than the departmental system of the Public Works 
Department, if rules are strictly observed. 

2,079. (In.) Changes in organization.-With reference 
to any proposed change or modifications in the 
?rganization of the Department, the time given to me 
18 ~ small to past! any definite opinion oo 10 large a 
quest10n. I may sa.y, however, that men muat be re- r 

cruited yo~ .ud " grown up " in t1e Department if 

2.J~ 
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one may use such a phrase. It is only thus that an there should be a Chief Engineer for sanitary works with 
uprit de curp8 can be obtained. I am not in favour of similar powers to that possessed by the Chief Engineers, 
recruitment . bt-ing made from private practitioners or . Buildings and Roads and Irrigation. I would not disso· 

' engineers froili local firms. The former will give you men ciate it from the Public Works Department. The Chief 
who wiltgiTe loyal work to the Department, irrespective Engineer for sanitary works would be responsible for the ,, 
of whether they have to spend years in isolated drawing up and designing of sanitary works, and the 
places or in unhealthy districts, knowing that their pros- execution would still be carried out by the Executive 
pects are secure. The latter may lead to job hunting. Engineer in whose division the work lies, or if the work 

(2). Regarding the subordinates in the Department, so is of any magnitude a separate division should be formed. 
far as this presidency is concerned the class of men Such works would be under the control of the Superin· 
employed are equal in social standing and in general tending Engineer in whose circle they lie, and they 
education to the similar class in any other government would be directly administered by the Chief Engineer for 
department. The majority· of them are capable sanitary works. 
practical men, good organizers and are the backbone of (d), The sanitary works are chiery concerned with the 
the Department. A good subordinate is a very valu- drainage and water-supply of mofussil municipalities. It 
able man. , Something should be done to increase their would be quite possible for these municipalities to carry 

, prospects and I would fix for limits the salaries ; upper out their own scl!emes, but they are either unable or un
su'bordinates from Rs. 100 toRs. 700, and lower subor- willing to pay for an engineer competent to carry out and 
dinates from Rs. 50 toRs. 150. · It pays to get good men. supervise their works. Moreover, funds for such works, 
Also, I would suggest that when a man enters the subor· i.e., water-supply and drainage ~re granted or advanced 
dinate service he starts at the lowest grade and his by government, and the Executive Engineer with a 
future promotion should depend on his work and not on knowledge of local conditions would probably be better 
the examinations he has passed. y.ble to construct such works than a so-dalled expert with 

2,080. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sutJ.. no local knowledge. 
branches.-The question whether the Department meets (e). Besides the above-mentioned works, the Chief 
the requirements of other departments can best be Sanitary Engineer would be responsible for engineering 
answered by members of the other government operations against malaria, a very vital question, and 
services. I do not think there are any serious causes for other works for the general improvement of the sanitary 
complaints. Sometimes there are delays due to the conditions of the presidency ; works which can only be 
necessity of obtaining sanction for a work or funds. undertaken by government. It is not possible with the 
With a view to keeping government informed of the limited time at my disposal to go into further detail on 
progress in the preparation of estimates for civil works this point: Large and important works-no matter of 
which have been administratively approved an arrears what branch- would be considered by a full boarrl of 
list is submitt.ed periodically by the Superintending the three Chief Engineers. 
Engineer to the Chief Engineer. There are certain 2,081. (V.) Decentralization.-! do not see what 
officers who· constantly require alterations and changes further decentralization is possible. It would be absurd 

.made in a work during its construction, forgetting that for several ex~;cutive officers, independent of each other, 
the designs are approved by the l}dministrative heads of to be working in the same area. There is not enough 
their departments and that such changes cannot be work for so many and interests aresure to clash. 
tarried out without formal sanction by competent. 2,082. (VI). Simplification of procedure.-If the 
authority. spirit of the principles set forth in the Public Works 

Regarding the relation inter se of the various sections Department Code, Volume Il, paragraphs 1922 to 1924, 
of the Buildings and Roads Branch:- regarding the sanction of works, and paragraphs 781-783 

(a), ElectricaJ, works are comparatively very small and regarding execution, and paragraphs 1,125, 1,126 and 
are confined chiefly to the installation of lights and 1,127 regarding accounts are kept in view by executive 
fans in buildings in the city of Madras, and there is not and audit officers there should be no undue restrictions in 
likely to be very great development for years. Such getting work done. An Executive Engineer may be given 
works being connected with buildings shotild be under certain powers to increase his responsibility and to avoid 
the charge of the Executive Engineer of the division in petty references to higher authorities. The following 
which they may be. At present the electrical works in the minor points are brought to notice : Code, paragraphs 
oity are under a sub-divisional officer working directly 321, 322. The· powers of sanction to original works as 
under the Superintending Engineer. This is a temporary laid down th!l.rein have been curtailed by the interpre
arrangement owing to present conditions. I consider tation that those powers are only for technical sanction 
that each Executive Engineer of the Presidency Division and the Executive Engineer has thus no powers of ad
should have a sub-divisional officer .for the -charge of ministrative sanction for original works. He should be 
electrical work in his division, so as to make the chain of allowed the powers of administrative sanction to the 
responsibility complete both in regard t() works and amounts· stated in the Code. 
accounts, so as to be in accordance with the spirit of G. Paragraph 757.-An Executive Engineer should be 
0. No. 851W. of the 14th August 1909. I have no wish allowed increased limits in accepting contracts. I would 
to cast any reflection on the work of the present " Elec- fix these limits from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 10,000. 
trio 11 sub-division. The sub-divisional officers who Paragraph 908, as amended, empowers the local 
hold, and held charge of it during the two years I have Government to delegate their ~owers for the sale or dis
boon in Madras have rendered able and willing service in mant.ling of permanent public buildings to Executive 
the difficult and trying conditions they have to work in. Engineers. In the case of temporary buildings their 
The work in the city in being carried out by firms with sale or dismantling can only be sanctioned by the Super· 
trained men, and no difficulty has been experienced in intending Engineer. This paragraph should not apply 
getting work done. to work-sheds, and I understand that the temporary 

(b). Architectural works are small compared with the buildings mentioned in the Code refer to temporary 
total work of the Department and are confined chiefly to offices, residences, etc., built during the construction of a 
large buildings in the city. Type designs for residences, project work and which will not be required when the 
offices, laluq katcheries, police quarters, etc., are drawn project works are completed. If the monetary limits of 
up in the Consulting Architect's office. The construction an Executive Engineer are fixed so as to allow him
should be carried out by the Executive Engineer in charge ( l) to incur expenditure solely on his own responsibiJity 
of the division in which the work lies. The Consulting for original works-(2) to sanction dismantling and sale 
Architoot is not gE'nerally acquainted with local condi· of buildings, sheds, stock, unserviceable materials, etc., 
tions and an architect is not an engineer. .-up to certain limits-(3) to enter into agreemeuts and 

(c). Rt-garding sanitary engineering, this is a very im- contracts up to certain limits without reference to a 
porta.nt branch of the Public Works Department and higher authority- a good deal of unnecessary, useless 
should increase in importance. The time has come for a and. hair-splitting audit objections would disappear. 
JUOre efficient despatch of business and l co~~Sider that There is a good deal of purposeless challenging of item11 
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in the accounts of Executive Engineers on purely 
technical grounds which have no real value and are 
vexatious. 

Advances should not be made to contractors except 
in very special cases. If a contractor undertakes a 
work presumably he has funds to carry it out.. . 

2,083. (VU.) Education and (VIU.) Practical ~
ing.-The education given in the College of. En~
neering, Madras, is sufficiently advanced for civil eng1· 
neRrs for government appointment. A good deal de
pends whether a man, afte~ he has co~pleted h~ theore~· 
ical training, has any aptitude for h18 profess10n~ or 18 
only an arm-chair theorist. He will have to be mured 
to hard out-door work and to be capable of handling 
subordinatt>s and labour if he hopes for any success in his 
profession. To quote the words o~ a president of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers" nothmg can take the place 
of experience and actual contact with difficulties." 

(2). With regard to practical training, I do" not know 
why the one year's practical training in the workshops is, 
now omitted. This is essential for both enginw>r and 
subordinate students, whether mechanical or civil engi~ . 
neers. It is true that, for efficiency in mechanical engi·. • 
neering, several years should be spent in a workshop;. 
but the year spent by the civil engineering students 
would be invaluable to them in after-life. They should 
be made to do actual work in the several branches of the 
shops, so as to gain an idea of what constitutes bad and 
what good work and the value of work for money spent. 
College workshops are toy-shops. The second year of a 
civil engineer student should as now be spent on large 
works. The training received in this year depends on 
where the student is sent. Young Assistant Engineers 
on arrival from England are now put in charge of 
light overseer sections so as to gain a knowledge of the 
rudiments of their work. 

MR. J. M. LAcEY called and examined. 

2,084. (PreBident.) The witness stated that he was a 
Superintending Engineer of 26 years' service, all of which 
had been spent in the Madras Presidency. 

2,085. There were no distinct Irrigation and Build
ings and Roads Branches in Madras but each had a Chief 
Engineer. The question whether irrigation works in the 
presidency were generally scattered, or in compact areas, 
was rather difficult to decide. They were closely situated 
in the northern deltaic districts, but tanks in other parts 
of the presidency "were scattered. Except for the Stores 
Division and two buildings and roads divisions in Madras 
itself, there were no divisions situated outside the irri
gation area and these latter divisions were entrusted 
with a large amount of irrigation work. A division had 
been formed within the past two years mainly for build
ings and roads work, but he was not sure whether it had 
any irrigation works. 

2,086. In addition to the irrigation major works there 
were minor irrigation works under the charge of the Col
lector who was given a supervisor and sub-overseer for 
their supervision, the estimates for the works being scrut
inised by the Executive Engineer. He did not know 
why these works had been entrusted to the Revenue 
Department, but presumed it was chiefly on account of 
their insignificance. .AI; a general rule, only tanks which 
were less than 200 acres in extent were handed over to 
the Civil Department, but this did not apply to railway
affected tanks. The tanks so made over were scattered 
and were sometimes to be found in the same neighbour
hood as the larger irrigation tanks ; very often they were 
also connected with the same group. He was not in 
favour of the system and was of opinion that an Execu
tive Engineer was able to supervise minor irrigation 
works also. 

2,087. There were certain roads in the presidency 
which were under the control of the Public Works De
partment but he could not specify their names. There 
were no roads in his circle. .AI; he was not directly con
cerned with roads, he was not aware of the principles 
which governed their transfer to district boards. He 
was also not aware as to the mileage of roads under 
the Public Works Department and district boards,. 
re~pectively. 

2,088. All state buildings were under the control of 
government and he was not aware of the principles which 
re~tula.t.ed the transfer of minor government buildings, 
w district board>\ AU governme;.t buildings, including 
those of the Police Department were in charge of the· 
Public Works Department, and none of the civil depart
ments except the Forest Department either constructed 
or maintained its own buildings. 

2,08tl. He was emphatically opposed-tq the proposal 
that pure)y buildings and roads divisions should be 
})ll\('rd under the executi,·e control of Archit€Cts. In his 
opinion the main duties of an architect were to design 
buildings and to attend to their symmetry, while con· 
struetion was rsst>ntially a matter for the engineer. He 
di!Tt•l't•d from the view that an architect could be held 
responsible for t<.'ehnical engineer~ detlills as well, a.s 

an architect, to his mind, was an artist and not a builder. 
Besides Public Works Department officers with their 
experience of local rates and conditions were in a far 
better position to supervise construction than an archi· 
teet. Under the present procedure the Consulting Archi
tect was purely an advisory officer and had no authority 
over construction. He occasionally inspected building~~ 
during their construction, and supplied engineers with all 
the necessary details. Hence the engineer was respon
sible for the structural stability of buildings designed by 
the architect, and not the architect. He could not, by 
reason of his limited experience in Madras city, express 
an opinion on the question whether the Consulting 
Architect should be placed in charge of a separate archi
tectural sub-division, but remarked that it had already 
been discussed by a late Chief Engineer. He added that 
the construction of all buildings in Madras was originally 
carried out under the supervision of the Consulting 
Architect, but the practice was abandoned as it had been 
decided that the Consulting Architect was really more an 
advisory than an executive officer. . 

2,090. District boards carried out their own works 
with the aid of an engineering staff employed for the 
purpose. Estimates in excess of a certain sum were 
submitted to the Superintending Engineer for scrutiny, 
and those over another amount were likewise submitted 
to the Chief Engineer. The Public Works Department 
had no connection with the actual construction of dis· 
trict board works, but the Superintending Engineer was 
required to submit a report to the president of the board 
on the work of the district engineer. This he did as a 
result of his annual inspection of the district board engi
neer's office when he reported generally on the efficiency 
of the staff and the work of the district engineer. The · 
Superintending Engineer was not concerned with the 
appointment of district engineers, but the Chief Engineer 
probably advised in the matter. Neither the Superin· 
tending nor the Executive Engineer possessed power in 
regard to district board works such as that exercised in 
England by an Inspector of Works. The Superintending 
Engineer did not inspect works in progress under the 
district board, nor did he report on the state of such 
works. 

2,091. The Public Works Department was not con-
• cerned with municipal works, except those which related 

to drainage and water-supply, and these were constructed 
by the Departme~~ as_none of the municipalities, except 
the Madras Mumctpahty, had an efficient staff for the 
purpose. Estimates for municipal works were not sub
mitted to the Superintending Engineer for approval as 
in the ~ase of district board works, but the estim~tes 
for samtary works were submitted t<> the Sanitary Engi· 
neer. 

. 2,~92. He advocated that all minor irrigation and 
district board works should be transferred to the Public 
Works Department in order to effect centralization and 
to obviate duplication of staff, and he comidered that the 
!""'angement ~·ould lead to economy and greater efficiency 
masmuch as 1t would admit of the &arne establishment 
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·attending to large and small works simultaneously, and 
avoid.th:e necessity for the employment. of two separate 
establishments for these two classes of work in cases 

'where a,·Iarge·work as well as a small one were both in 
:hand. The divisional establishments, he added, would 
naturally have to be augmented, but his proposal would 
do away with the necessity of having three sets of men 
working within the same area. In his opinion the 
Public Works Department and district board rates were 
practically on a par, and the former were certainly not 
higher. He had not compared the cost of the Public 
W arks Department and district board establishments 
but believed that a slight increase in the divisional staff 
would be found necessary if district board work was 
taken over by the Department. He could not say 
whether the percentage for establishment was higher in. 
the Public Works Department than in the case of district 
boards as he had not examined the question. He added 
that he had not examined his proposal from a political, 
but from a departmental point of view. 

2,093. He did not consider that the 25 per cent. rate 
for establishment was excessive in view of the fact that it 
included both direction and construction establishment, 
and included charges for the scrutiny of district board
estimates, whereas in the case of district boards only 
construction establishment was allowed for. The :Madras 
percentage was higher than that of other provinces, 
where it was 15 per cent., as it included irrigation estab
lishment, who were employed on irrigation major works 
and the distribution of water. On interrogation he ad
mitted, however, that a large portion of the staff was not 
engaged on the distribution of water, and that acoordingly 
the percentage was not materially affected thereby ; in 
fact that he could not account for the low rate of 15 per 
cent. 

have started their own brickfield if they had b~en able to 
obtain the class of brick they required. He added that, 
as a matter of fact, government had to manufacture 
their own bricks even in the mofussil because of the dearth 
of a supply of good bricks. 

2,098. The Stores Division stocked girders, iron plates, 
structural steel, nuts, screws etc., for departmental re
quirements. There was a separate Workshop division 
and the accounts were audited by the Accountant-General. 

2,099. He had never effected a comparison between 
the Public Works Department and private rates, but 
had compared the former with those of municipalities 
and found that the latter were higher . He thought that 
the Port Trust rates were similar to those of the Public 
Works Department but could not say so with certainty. 
Railway rates were probably a bit higher, and he was 
under the impression that private rates also were not 
cheaper than Public Works Department rates. In one 
case he had, however, examined the rates for the con
struction of a private dwelling and found that there was 
not much difference in the rates. He admitted that he 
had not taken into consideration the cost of supervision in 
such examination and stated that it would not have made 
any difference in the particular case he had referred to 
as the construction of the building was supervised by a 
person other than the contractor. 

2,100. Work executed by petty-contract was set out, 
and levelled by the Department, and the amount of 
departmental supervision varied according to the size and 
importance of the work. As a rule a mistri, whose pay 
was charged to works, remained at the site of each work 
to see that it was properly carried out and _his work was 
supervised by a sub-overseer or overseer, also by the sub
divisional officer, Executive Engineer and Superintending 
Engineer. The employment on a work of whole-time 
subordinates and the frequency of inspections by the 
superior. officers of the Department, however, hinged 
entirely on the location and magnitude of the work. 

2,094. The expenditure in the executive divisions in 
the presidency varied. In the year 1915-16 the expen
diture in the north presidency was Rs. 9,82,000 whereas 
it &mounted to Rs. 5,00,000 only in the south. In 

. Chingleput, on the other hand, it amounted toRs. 2,40,000 2,101. The Electric Inspector was purely an advi-
for irrigation, and Rs. 75,000 for buildings, and in Nellore sory officer and electrical work was executed by a tem
Rs. 1,78,000· for irrigation, and Rs. 66,000 for buildings. porary sub-division directly under the orders of the 

2,095. Works in :Madras city were usually constructed Superintending Engineer. In his opinion each Executiye 
by petty-contract, subject to departmental supervision, Engineer should have an electrical sub-division under hi~ 
as large building contractors were not available. The control ~nd be made responsible for both the liuildings 
supply of materials, e.g., structural steel and table-moulded and the electrical fittings in them. He did not approve of 
bricks, was retained in the hands of government, and there the Bengal and Bombay systems under which the Electric 
was a clause to this effect in the agreement, as the con- Inspector was directly responsible for electrical installa
tractors were merely suppliers of labour. Recently some tions and the fittings in buildings. He added that as the 
large buildings had been erected departmentally as they Electric Inspector in :Madras administered the Indian 
were of a complicated nature. Electricity Act, he could not be placed in independent 

2,096. He had effected a c·omparison between the rates charge in view of the fact that he might be called upon 
.for government and private bricks and found the former to arbitrate in cases of dispute. There wer~ no govern
varied between Rs. 10-14-0 to Rs. 12 per thousand, as ment power houses in Madras, and the only work done at 
compared with Rs. 14-15-0 the private rate .. As far -present was the installation of lights and fans in govern
as he was aware all charges were debited to both accounts, ment buildings. He was averse to the formation of an 
but private manufacturers were obliged to take into ac- electrical division as the annual expenditure was only 
eount additional items such as land, and allowances for Rs. 60,000 to Rs. 70,000. He considered, however, that 
profit and fluctuations of prices, and this tended to in- as the electrical work increased electrical sub-divisions 
erease the private rate. The bricks manufactured. by might, as he had suggested, be formed and made subor
government were table-moulded and those available in dinate to Executive Engineers. 
the open market were ordinary, and the latter were pos- 2,102. The w~rk undertaken by electrical firms in 
sibly more freely used. He was only aware of one firm of :Madras had been done satisfactorily, but he did not 
brick manufacturers in Madras, but he stated that there know why they had succeeded where building contract
might be more. · ors had failed. It might be due to the greater demand 

• 2,097. Structural steel was obtained by direct indent • for electricity owing to its being a new industry, and this 
on the Secretary of State as the supply from this source doubtless was the reason why electrical firms could 
was found to be cheaper and better. The conditions at afford to employ trained electricians. He added that if 
present were e-xceptional, but he could produce figures government executed electrical work departmentally it 
in support of his assertion. .None of the firms in Madras would prove more economical. 
manufactured structural steel and it had been his expe- 2,103. The Sanitary Engineer designed water-works 
rience that he had always been obliged to pay at a higher -and drainage projects, the construction of which was 
rate when he had run short of requirements and had pur· carried out by the Executive Engineers of divisions, unless 
chased steel in the open market. He admitted, however, the work was of sufficient importance to justify the 
that if the ordinary requirements of the Department creation of a special sub-division. The few works he had 
'\\·ere supplied by firms, that the rates would possibly be supervised were given out on regular contracts, the 
reduced, but even then they would be subject to great pumping plant only being obtained ftom the India Office 
fluctuation. No contractors were available who could be and erected by the agents of the supplying firms. He 
trustNi to supply materials up to specification, and as a added that pipe laying had been done departmentally on 
proof of this he mentionf:'d that government. would not one or two occasions. 
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2 104. As th~re were no sanitary engineering firms in 
M.adras which were capable of undertaking a large sani
tary I!Cheme, the Calcutta system of g~~ing out such '!l·ork 
to contracting firms, under the superVlSIOn of the Santtary 

4 Engineer, could not be followed in Madras. 
2~,l(l5. He advocated the creation of a separate Sani

tary Branch subordinate to the Chief Engineer and that 
the con8truction of sanitary works might, as at present, 
be undertaken by Executive Engineers subject to in
spections by the Chief and Sanitary Engineers. I~ his 
opinion the time had arrived for bringing the San1~ry 
Branch into line with the Buildings and Roads and Irnga
tion Branches, but he did not approve of the execution of 
sanitary work by a staff wlrk.ing under the direct orders 
of the Sanitary :Engineer as he anticipated that it would 
lead to friction between the sanitary and executive staffs 
owing to their working in the same area. He added that 
Executive Engineers had greater experience of local 
conditions and that the special knowledge possessed by 
a Sanitary Engineer was confined to designs, the work of 
construction being essentially an engineering matter. 

2,106. A Superintending Engineer's powers of adminis
trative sanction were Rs. 2,500, and his powers of techni
cal sanction Rs. 50,000. In his opinion these were quite 
adequate. He did not think any advantage would be 
gained by increasing a Superintending Engineer's powers 
of administrative sanction, but if it was intended to 
increase them he proposed that they might be raised to 
Rs. 5,000. The preparation of plans and estimates for 
works costing less.than Rs. 50,000 rested with Superin
tending Engineers, but for sums in excess of that amount 
was open to the Chief Engineer either to prepare plans 
and estimates in his office or to instruct Superintending 
Engineers to do so. As a matter of fact, all large works 
were dealt with in the Chief Engineer's office, and were 
designed by the Consulting Architect. A Superintending 
Engineer's powers of sanction in the matter of repairs 
were limited only by the budget allotment. 

2,107. Executive Engineers possessed no powers of ad
ministrative sanction, but he recommended that they 
should be empowered to accord administrative sanction. 
to estimates for original works amounting to Rs. 200, or 
Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 · in the case of selected officers. 
An Executive Engineer's powers of technical sanction 
were limited to Rs. 2,500 and he proposed that this limit 
should be increased to Rs. 10,000 in the case of senior 
officers, and to Rs. 5,000 in the case of junior officers. 

2,108. Executive Engineers were empowered to appoint 
and dismiss temporary clerks subject to the approval of 
the Superintending Engineer, and they had full powers 
over the menial and works establishments. Superin
tending Engineers likewise had full powers in regard to 
clerks and sub-overseers, and he was not in favour of a 
delegation of these powers to Executive Engineers, as such 
men were liable to transfer. The objection to the dele
gation was that it would empower a particular Executive 
Engineer to find fault with a man who had done really 
good work under another Executive Engineer and dis
miss him without his obtaining any redress. A similar 
objection would apply in the matter of the delegation to 
Superintending Engineers of the power to dismiss upper 
subordinates. In his opinion the fact that a man's 
record would go with him and be a guide to the officer 
passing final orders would not be a sufficient safeguard 
a.gainst the abuse of the power. 

2,109. Detailed estimates were framed for annual re
pairs to all government buildings and there were stand· 
ard measurements for certain of the items, e.g., white
washing, colour-washing, etc., As he had not studied 
the question, he preferred not to express an opinion on 
the proposal that their preparation be 11-bolished and 
l'l"pa.ir expenditure regulated by percentage allotments 
calculated with reference to the capital value of build
ings. 

2,110. He did not think that the accounts work of an 
Executive Enginecr absorbOO an undue amount of time 
but the literal interpretation of rules by audit officers 
often It'd to a deal of unnecessary work. The compila
~on of the monthly &ccount8 was done in divisional 
offiooa IJld he considered this necessa.ry. 

- ' ' 
2,lll. The majority of audit objections were minl:!r 

. and uunecessarv. For instance he knew of a ca..'lC in whilih •· 
a rat-e slightly higher than that shown in the sched~le of 
rates was paid for turfing, an<l it w~ objected to by the , 
Accountant-General, though the sum involved waa . 
Rs. 20 only. In his opinion que~tions connected with 
rates were essentially of an executive nature and wholly· 
outside the province of the audit officer. 

2,112. He was opposed to the grant of advances to 
contractors, and was of opinion that only contractors 
with capit-al should be encouraged, and explained that if 
a contractor borrowed money his rates would necessarily 
include both his profit and the -interest payable -on the 
loan and thus be higher. He was more inclined to the 
view that only men with capital should be selected for 
the execution of work, even if their tenders we.re more 
than those of men without capital, as the rates of the 
latter would necessarily be such that it was impossible 
for them to execute the works at the rates quoted. 

2,ll3. The class of upper subordinates trained at the 
Madras Engineering College was satisfactory and met the 
needs of the Department, and the training accorded to 
them was not higher than was really necessary as some 
of the men eventually received promotion in the Depart
ment. It was true that some of the upper subordinates 
were recruited from students who had passed the engi
neering course and that it was not necessary that upper 
subordinates should have as high a standard of education 
as engineers, but the practice of recruiting engineers who 
had failed to secure guaranteed appointments as upper 
subordinates had its advantages as well as disadvant· 
ages. The entire upper subordinate establishment was " 

·not recruited in this way, but only a portion of it. 
2,114. He could not say on the spur of the moment 

whether there were any upper subordinates in his circle 
who were considered unfit to hold sub·divisional charge, but 
it was his general experience that there were a number-of 
UppE'r subordinates in the Department who had been pa.iiSed 
over merely because they were unable to control men. 

2,115. Be could not pronounce a definite opinion on 
the work of lower subordinates as a whole, and he had 
had both good and bad men of that class. Lower sub
ordinates were recruited from students who had passed 
the lower subordinate test in the engineering college and 
occasionally from mistris who had been trained in tech
nical schools. Three or four mistris had been so ap· 
pointed during the past five years. He was unable to 
express an opinion on the suggestion that a certain pro· 
portion_ of lower subordinates instead of being wholly 
recruited from colleges might be recruited from men who 
knew surveying and estimating, and that the balance 
might be recruited from the mistri class who would be 
placed in immediate charge of works. He remarked, 
however, that the initial pay of a lower subordinate in 
Madras was the same as that of a really good mistri, and 
that no serious difficulty had been experienced under 
present conditions on account of the lack of practical 
knowledge in sub-overseers. On the whole, he was in
clined to the view that there was rea.lly no necessity for the 
proposed change. 

2,116. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) With reference to the 
statement in hiS written memorandum that there was no 
better or more efficient method of carr)ing out works 
than the departmental system of the Public Works 
Department, if the rules were strictly observed, he ex
plained that this remark had general application and did 
not refer only to buildings. His experience had been 
that all work could be executed more satisfactorily and 
economically through departmental agency, than by 
contract. He admitted, however, that he had consid· 
ered the question purely from the engineering point of 
view and not from a political standpoint. He had not 
seen the report of the Public Services Commission, but 
considered that they had viewed the question chitfiy 
with a view to the encouragement of private enterprise. 
He had not looked at the question in this light also, as hia 
duty as an engineer was to get work done for government 
in the most efficient and economical manner. 

2,117. He was not aware of the proportion of printe to 
governmen\ work in Ma.dra.s, but presumed that the 
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latter· witS possibly" somewhat greater ; and did not 
think that the monopoly the Public Works Department 
had of government work affected the execution of private 
wotks in any way. 

2,118. 'l'he energy for electrical installations in govern· 
ment buildings was supplied by the Madras Electric 

J)upply Corporation, who did not contract with private 
consumers for the repair of their installations as well as 
the supply of electricity. 

2,119. With reference to the remarks in his written 
statement on the responsibility of architects for the 
construction of buildings, he explained that he was not 
aware whether, in Europe, an architect was held res
ponsible for the structural stability of the buildings he 
designed, but that he believed that the architect was 
originally a. designer and not a. builder. His comments 
did not have reference to any particular case, but to the 
desirability generally of -.:etaining construction in the 
hands of an engineer, who by his training and expe· 
rience of local conditions wa;. in a better position to 
supervise the erection of buildings. .Aa a matter of fact 
the whole question had already been considered in Madras 
where the construction of buildings was formerly carried 
out by the Consulting Architect. The system had, 
however, been found defective, and as a result the Archi· 
tect was now merely_an advisory officer. 

2,120. With reference to the difference in the cost of the 
Public Works Department and district board establish· 
ments, he repeated that this was due to the inclusion by 
the latter of construction establishment only. His whole 
point was that the Public Works Department rate was as 
high as it was because of the fact that the advice they gave 
to local bodies and other departments was not taken into 
consideration in the calculation, and that if it was the 
percentage would be appreciably reduced. 

2,121. He was not of opinion that there was too much~ 
supervision by the Department in the matter of district 
board works. The Department only executed such 
important work on their behalf as the president of the 
board desired them to take up. The limit in excess of 

·which estimates had to be submitted to the Public Works 
Department for approval had been fixed for purposes 
of government control, and he was not aware when the 
rule had been framed. 

2,122. (Mr. Mackenzie.) From an engineering point of 
view the execution of district board works by the Depart· 
ment would lead to greater efficiency and economy, but 
he could not say whether such a. practice was expe· 
dient politically. 

2,123. He was not aware whether the 5 per cent. levied 
for the revenue collected on irrigation works was set off 
against the expenditure on the Public Works Depart· 
ment establishment, but admitted that the _control by 
the Public Works Department of roads in other provinces 
possibly influenced the percentage rate for establishment, 
inasmuch as no additional establishment was required for 
their upkeep whereas the expenditure on them tended to 

'. reduce the charges for supervision. Interest and direc
, tion charges were not debited to bricks and steel pur· 

chased from England which were kept in stock. 
2 12!. Under the rules articles could only be indented 

for ~hen they were not procurable in India, and inquiries 
were always made as to the local rates of supply prior 
to the despatch of an indent. In cases where steel had 
been purchased loca.lly it had been found uneconomical. 
The quality, however, was good. 

2,125. No contractors to whom the construction• of 
large buildings could be entrusted were available. One of 
the1a.rgest private buildings in Madras city had, however, 
been erected by a local contractor, the stone-work being 
done by a Bomb&v contractor. 

2,126. An allowance of 12! per cent. was made, in 
fixing rates, for contractors' profits. 

2,127. He agroed that if engineers underwent a year's 
training in workshops 1t would be beneficial. He thought, 
however, that they should receive this training in regu· 
lar workshops and not in those attached to colleges. 

2,128. (.llr. Cobb.) He had recommended a training in 
re!!ular workshops as he considered the students frittered 
,.;,.1 their time in the college workshops,. The latter 

might be regarde~ ~s useful for the purpose of imparting 
an elementary tratntng, but were not adapted to give the 
higher training which \\!'as obtainable in regular workshops. 
He admitted that students were somewhat advanced in 
~ears by the time they had completed their college train- , 
mg and recommended that the standard for admisson be 
lowered to either the intermediate ol' matriculation 
examination so as to ensure their admission at an earlier 
age and thus pave thE~_ way for a practical workshop 
training at the close of their theoretical course. In his 
opinion if both the theoretical and practical training 
were completed at the age of 25 it would be quite 
sufficient. He adcl.ed that students who had passed the 
examinations he had mentioned had a sufficient know
ledge of English to enable them to follow the instruction 
and lectures given in engineering colleges. 

2,129. He considered it was essential that an architect 
should be assisted by an engineer in the construction of a 
building. 

2,130. He did not agree with the argument that a busi· 
ness firm could purchase stores cheaper as they pur
chased articles when the market was most favourable 
whereas the Departm~t effected purchases only when 
articles were needed and accordingly had to pay what
ever price was demanded, as he considered the fact that 
the Department purchased stores in greater bulk enabled 
them to obtain them cheaper: Tl;le Stores Division in 
Madras stocked a considerble quantity of stores for 
departmental requirements, and the amount of the re
serve limit was fixed by government. 

2,131. He was very much opposed to the Audit Depart
ment questioning small differences in the scheduled rates 
and urged that the practice be discontinued. He was also 
not in favour of the suggestion that whenever there were 
differences in rates the reasons therefor might be explained 
on the bills before their transmission to the Audit Depart
ment, and· mentioned that the reasons for large excesses 
were invariably explained in revised estimates and that a 
copy of the explanation was forwarded to the Account
ant-General. 

2,132. The inefficiency among subordinates was not so 
great as to justify an amendment o.f the rules regarding 
the punishment, dismissal, etc., of subordinates, nor was 
the procedure for obtaining sanction to the dismissal of 
a subordinate so elaborate as to deter an Executive 
Engineer from reporting an incompetent person. The 
fact that there had been cases where men had been dis
missed from the Department in no way indicated that 
such cases were frequent. In his opinion if the charges 
against an offender were clearly and carefully drawn up 
there was no difficulty under the present rules in getting 
rid of inefficient men. 

2,133. (Mr. Howley.) He had compared the district 
board and Public Works Department rates and found 
that they were practically equal. The Public Works 
Department standard of work was perhaps a little sup
erior, but he could not definitely say so. 

2,134. In his opinion, the supervision of roads required 
a smaller establishment than that required for the super· 
vision of detached buildings, and this was one of the 
reasons why the establishment percentage in Madras was 
higher than that of other provinces which entrusted 
roads to the control of the Public Works Department. 
Another reason was the large n~mber of projects, for 
which designs had been prepared, which never came to 
fruition and there had been many such within the past 
1jen years. Even in the case of other works designs had , 
frequently to be r~cast sometimes as many as three or 
four times and the departmental system was more 
advantageous in such cases, as under a. regular contract 
the modifications would involve government in liabilities. 

2,135. The proposal for the creation of a separate 
electrical division had been dropped as there was not 
enough work at present ~or a separ~te .el~trical staff. 
The expenditure for electncal works m hlS ciTcle for the 
previous official year was Rs. 64,000. . . 

2,136. Plans and estimates prepared by the Consult· 
ing Architeet were scrut~ised in the Chief En~ineer'a 
office and Executive Engmeers were held responsible for 
the structural stability of the buildings they constructed. 
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2,137. The delegation to Executive Engineers of powers 
of technical sanction up to Rs. 5,000 would not le~ to 
increases in the divisional staffs as plans were chiefly 
prepared in the offices of Superintending Engineers. 

2,139. Sub-overseers were occasionally placed in charge 
of sections, and in such cases they practically performed 
the work of upper subordinates. H? could .not say d~fi· 
nitely whether difficulty was exper1enced m prom?tmg 
miMris to the lower subordinate and upper subordmate 
grades. Personally, he had secured exemption in these 

2 138. The monthly accounts should not be rushed and 
nea~ly all the men in a divisional office impressed to 
complete the work if the oocounts had not been neglected , cases without any difficulty. 
or allowed to fall into arrear during the month. 

• R.u SAHIB R. A. SBINIV ABA A:IYENGAB .AVL., Executive Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Swtef'fU!:II1. 

2 140. (General.) The Public Works Department is the 
bra~ch of government entrusted ·with the design and 
construction of roads, buildings, irrigation and sanitary 
works water-supply and drainage of towns and other 
publi; works. In the Madras Presidency, a greater por· 
tion of the roads and smaller public buildings have- been 
transferred to the local boards and municipalities, and 
the Public Works Department is cgi~B;v o~ncerned. with 
the design and .construction of afi liTtgatlon •. s~wtary, 
water-supply and drainage works and the buildings re· 
quired for the various departments of governihent and 
only a very few roads are in its charge. 

(2). The work of the Department is broadly divided ~to 
two branches (I) irrigation, dealing with matters relatmg 
to irrigation, and (2) general, or roads ~nd building~, 
dealing with those relating to all ot~er kinds of pubhc 
works and in some of the provinces such as the Punjab, 
and the United Provinces, the twa- branches work in· 
dependently of each other and in others, such as Madras, 
the same officers look after the work of both the branches. 

(3). The present inquiry relates only to the Buildings 
and Roads Branch and its scope is to find out how far the 
present method of work is economical and whether it is 
not possible to secure greater economy and efficiency by 
reorganizing the Department and substituting private for 
departmental agency. The Irrigation Branch is left out 
of the inquiry a~~o its work is revenue producing and as 
such cannot be entrusted to private agency. In the 
provinces where the operation of the two branches are 
quite distinct, the substitution of private for departmental 
agency may perhaps tend to some economy and it has to 
be seen how far such a step will be economical in those 
provinces where the two branches are not separate. 

2,141. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exew 
cution of public works.-So far as Madras is concerned, 
the work of the Department is mostly irrigation and 
occasionally there are a few buildings which are carried 
out by the same establishment. Except in the presi
dency towns and the headqua.rWs of the newly-formed 
districts, no extensive building operations are carried out 
and as there are no roads worth the name, it may be said 
that the activities of the Department are confined to 
irrigation and no relief can be expected by"'tha substi· 
tution of private for departmental agency. 

(2), The inquiry has been started on the presumption 
that the present methods adopted by the Department in 
the execution of it..J works are not conducive to economy._ 
that the works are very expensive and that there is 
wa~te of public money. It is also presumed that in 
the execution of works departmental agency is largely 
employed and that by substitution of private for depart
mental agency great~r economy and better results can be 
secured. It is necessary, therefore, to describe in some 
detail the present system of execution of works in order to 
understand how far these presumptions are justified. 

(3). There are three methods by which works are car· 
ried out, (l) departmental, (2) petty-contract and (3) 
contr~t. The first mentioned method consists in pre· 
paring or buying materials and employing labour on 
monthly or daily wages and carrying out the works under 
dt'partmental supervision. The system when employed 
rt~~ults in good substantial work at cheaper cost. But as 
l'On~tant ~uperviilion is required and the establishment 
ill not 8Uftieient to allow of this supervision, only a few 
works can be so carried out. 

(4), The second method is to employ on each work a 
hriltl number of petty contr~t~rs who are the heads of 
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gangs of workmen, and the third one is to employ large 
contrd.ctors who get the work done by petty contractors 
or by employing labourers on monthly or daily wages. 
Even these large contractors are, in no sense of the term, 
the large controotors as known on the continent of Europe 
where they are expected to have a large professional 
establishment in their employ who will prepare plans and 
estimates and supervise the execution of works, and all 
that the government or the employer has to do is to 
employ a suitable staff of technically qua~ified men who 
will inspect and pass the works. In India, the govern· 
ment at present occupies the position of these contract· 
ors and the professional agency employed by it takes 
the place of the establishment that has to be employed 
by them for the execution of works, and also the extra 
establishment required for the supervision and the pas• 
sing of the works executed by them. By handing over 
the works to large contractors the establishment cannot 
appreciably be reduced, as it is still required for the super• 
vision of works. When a. large contractor undertakes a. 
work, he pays for all the establishment employed by him 
and then charges the employer not only the cost of th~s 
establishment, but also a certain percentage on this 
for his advancing the money and for his personal labour. 
There are a good many attractions in government service 
such as leave, pension, etc., which make it possible for 
it to get the men required at a cheaper rate than the 
contractor and the actual cost that it will have to incur 
for the sake of establishment will, in case the works are 
given to large contractors, be considerably more than 
what it would have to pay otherwise and it cannot, at the 
same time, dispense 'With any of the establishment' it has 
to employ for the supervision of the works. It has already 
been pointed out that the establishment maintained is 
just sufficient for the execution of works by contract and 
that none of it can be dispensed with if works are trans· 
ferred to large contractors. The net result of such a. 
transfer would be that the government will have to pay 
for the establishment twice and something more in addi· 
tion for the contractor's labour. 

(5). Further, these large contractors will utilize the local 
petty contractors by sub-letting the works to them and . 
would naturally expect a large percentage as profit on 
what the works thus cost them actually. The govern· 
ment by directly dealing with these contractors is not 
paying the middlemen's profits now, and is consequently 
doing its works far cheaper than it would do had they 
been entrusted to large contractors. Thus on the score 
of economy and cheapness the present system is pre· 
ferable to the one proposed to be introduced. 

(6) • .Another point that has to be considered in this 
connection is that an impression has been created that 
the present Public Works Department establishment is 
more than what is required for the satisfactory execu· 
tion of tlre works, and that a considerable reduction might 
be effected if the works were entrusted to large con• 
tractors as on the continent. This is an erroneous im· 
pression inasmuch as the works are not, at present, wholly 
carried out by departmental agency and the present 
establishment is just sufficient for carrying out the works 
on contract, and any change in the present system is 
not likely to be effective with any reduced establishment. 
The government has further to look after its irrigation 
sources and the establishment that is at present employed 
for the work of both the branches is just sufficient for the 
work of that branch alone, even if there were no build· 
ings and roads to be looked after. 

(7). Another point that we have to coMider in this con· 
nection is th11t the state of things in India is not 1111ffi· 

2L 
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ciently advanced for it to be possible to entrust large 
works generally to Indian agencies. If the system is to 
be introduced at all, the large works will have to be en· 
trusted ·to large contractors' firms having their head
quarters outside India. Although such large firms may 
have strong financial backing large quantities of suitable 
plant and a. trained staff, they cannot always be entirely 
sa.tisfactory, as they have little experience of the class of 
labour that they have to employ, while their methods are 
strange to Indian labour and the supervising agency they 
can obtain in India. Under the present circumstances 
it is therefore not possible nor is it desirable to modify 
the existing system. · 

(8). The system of introducing non-Indian contractors 
has another serious disadvantage which also requires 
serious consideration. . In a short time they will have 
established their position firmly in all the districts and, 
the Indian contractor being unable to compete with them, 
there will be every possibility of their forming a ring 
among themselves and raising the cost of the works. 
Such a development is very likely, as even in England, 
where public opinion is stronger, there have been such 
rings. In fact, whenever a. few firms or individuals have 
the monopoly, there is every possibility of their combin
ing together to make the best possible profits. 

(9). There is yet another consideration. The field of 
work in India is so restricted that no firms whose opera
tions ar!'l entirely confined to India would find it financially 
possible successfully to undertake the occasional work 
that might be obtained. Although some la.rge firms 
may take up work at the presidency towns and the head
quarters of the districts, they cannot take up works in 
the mofussil except p.t exhorbitant rates, and their em
ployment is consequently out of the question in those 
cases which are by far the most important. · 

(10). From the foregoing remarks, it will be seen that the 
methods at present adopted for the execution of civil 
works are economical and suitable for the purpose for 
which they were devised, and that under the present 
system private enterprise is sufficiently encouraged and 
that no change is, at present, desirable. 

(11 ), There is one obstacle at present for the free en· 
oouragement of private enterprise,• which is also the 
cause of delay complained of in various cases, and this is 
the restriction regarding the local purchase of ·certain 
articles. Under the present rules, even though a con· 
tractor may undertake to do the whole of a work on 
contract, he is precluded from buying and supplying 
certain materials locally unless he happens to be one of 
the firms approved by the Government of India. If he 
does not happen to be one of such firms the materials 
have to be bought by the officers, whose powers are 
restricted. The rules should be. so modified that he may 
be allowed to buy the materials locally, so long as he gets 
them from one of the firmsapproved bygovernmentand 
the materials satisfy the current specifications and lists 
prescribed by the Government of India. 

2,142. (n) Encouragement of other agency, and 
(m.) Changes in organization • ...:..The question whether 
it is possible or desirable to entrust the construction and 
upkeep of certain classes of public works to agencies 
other than departmental, and if so on what line such a 
change has to be effected has next to be considered. In 
order satisfactorily to answer this question it is necessary 
to describe the agency at present employed for the super
vision of all public works in this presidency whether 
belonging to government, or public bodies and then to 
see what changes are desirable. There are three sets of 
engineering establishment employed (l) the Public Works 
Department staff employed on the construction and 
maintenance of all works in charge of government except 
minor irrigation works, (2) the minor irrigation staff for 
looking a.fter minor irrigation works, and (3) the local 
board and municipal engineer establishment for the 
maintenance of roads and buildings in charge of the local 
bodit>s. This system of employing three sets of separate 
establishment is to a certain extent a source of waste, 
as they have very often to go over the same ground to 
rM.Ch tht>ir various spht>res of work. For instance, an 
engint't'r offiet>r of the- Public Works Department goes 

over a large portion of a road before he can reach his 
irrigation work and there is no reason whatever why he 
should not look after the road as well. A certain amount 
of economy can be secured if the following system is 
adopted. Each district may be divided into two or three 
local boards which may be entrusted with the construc· 
tion and upkeep of ordinary roads, minor buildings up to 
a. certain limit of cost and smaller irrigation WO{ks not 
requiring high professional skill. The government and 
the district boards concerned may then contribute to these 
boards the cost of such works as ahould have been con· 
structed or maintained by them 'and make the boards 
responsible for their upkeep. These local boards may 
then have a staff of trained engineers and subordinates 
who need not possess such high qualifications as are 
required for the engineers employed by the government 
for looking after the major works. The staff employed by 
these boards may be placed under the control of th.e 
government engineers and technical scrutiny of their 
estimates. Having divested itself to the control of minor 

.roads, buildings and irrigation works, the government 
may then look after the more important roads, buildings, 
and irrigation works by' employing highly trained 
engineers and carry out its work on such methods as 
would ensure economy and efficiency. There is one 
great advantage in the formation of such small boards. 
All the works in the jurisdiction of this board being with
in a small sphere may be entrusted to one contractor 
which would stimulate the growth of private engineering 
enterprise and form the nucleus of large contracting 
firms. 

2,143.- (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-The Department has been and is even now / 
meeting the demands of other departments and there 
have not been any serious complaints from them on 
this score. The present arrangement regarding the 
division of the service into various branches cannot be 
considered to be satisfactory as it does not give room to 
any one to specialize in any one of the branches and the 
haphazard way in which the engineers are at pre8ent 
employed is mainly responsible for this want of specializa
tion. When first employed, the engineer is considered to 
be a jack-of.all-trades and his evolution as a specialist is 
a matter of chance. On first entering the Department, 
he is posted to a district in which his duty is to familarize 
himself with the work in all its branches, such as canals 
and other irrigation workR, roads, bridges, buildings, 
etc. His subsequent employment also makes him a 
good all-round man, but does not tend to specialization. 
Although an all-round man may be highly desirable it is 
absolutely necessary that men should specialize in some 
branches in order that they may be really useful. More 
will be said on this subject when dealing with the subject 
of instruction in the engineering colleges. 

2,144. (V.) Decentralization.-The Executive Engineers 
have at present no administrative powers and much time 
is spent in correspondence in such matters. They are 
the responsible heads of districts so far as the engineering 
ope_rations are concerned, and may safely be entrusted 
with some powers of administrative approval of small 
original works in irrigation and the buildings relating to 
the Public Works Department. 

(2). The powers of the Superintending Engineer with 
regard to administrative approval and technical sanction 
in regard to original works in the Irrigation Branch may 
be increased. As the major or productive works are 
carried out from borrowed funds and as any unnecessary 
expenditure on them is likely to increase the liability to 
annual recurring expenditure in the shape of interest, 
the government may reserve all the powers that they 
have now. At the same time a Superintending Engineer 
who generally attains the rank after a service of 19 years 
.Qan be expected to have acquired sufficient professional 
knowledge to sanction a. petty plan for a tank, sluice, or 
weir costing more than Rs. 2,500. 

(3). The following are some of the directions in which 
further decentralization may be effected. 

(a), Greater latitude may be given to Executive Engi. 
neers in the disposal of unserviceable tools and plant and of 
materials from demolished buildings or irrigation work~. 
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(b). Greater disciplinary powers of control to the 
Executive Engineer, OYer the clerical, lower and upper 
subordinates employed under him. The appointments 
of clerks and lower subordinates may be l?ft in the ha~ds 
of the Executive Engineers and the promot~on of dese~ 
lower 1ubordin&tes to the upper subordinate establish
ment and the appointment of overseers may be left to 
the S~perinwnding Engineers and ~he Chie~ E~eer may 
have the appointment of sub-engme~rs w1th .him. . 

(c). Greater powers to the Execut1ve Engmeers w1th 
regard to the a.cceptance of co~tr~ts. In fact, the~ 
seems no necessity to place any l1m1t so long as the estl· 
mates are sanctioned by the Superintending Engineer and 
the government and the rates in ~hem ~e ~ot e~ceeded. 
There is also another safeguard m this direct10n and 
that is that the schedule of rates is sanctioned every year, 
and that any raw in excess of those en~ered ~the sched~e 
has to be sa.nctioned by the Supermtending and Chief 
Engineers. The Executive Engineers are at present sad· 
dled with a lot of office work and have to divide their 
attention between it and their professional work, and any 
improvement in the direction of reduction of such office 
work is highly desirable. , . 

(d). Greater powers to th? Executi~e ~ngineers in sa~c
tioning estimates for reparrs to buildings the necess1ty 
for which has been agreed to both by the officer occupy· 
ing the buildings and the Executive Engine?r. The 
present restriction of 2 per cent. of the cap1tal cost 
increases the number of estimates that have to go up 
and thus the office' work. 

(e). Powers may be given to an Executive Engineer to 
transfer funds from lump sum grants under the same 
major head. 

2 145. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-As already 
stated under the head decentralization, the provision 
in the Code paragraphs 757 and 761 regarding the letting 
out of works on contract may as well be relaxed leaving 
the Executive Engineer free to enter into contra.cts at 
raws not exceeding those in the sanctioned estimate. 
The provisions of paragraph 761 requiring copies of pro· 
posed advertisements for tenders to be submitted to the 
Superintending Engineer and the Chief Engineer do not 
eeem to serve any useful purpose and are likely to cause 
delay and may therefore be relaxed. 

(2). The rules regarding non-payment for materials 
when the contract is for finished work are working a 
eerious hardship and have been in some cases the cause 
of excessive cost of works. Large quantities of materials 
ha.ve to be collected for large works before they can be 
started and if pa.ymeut is prohibited for these materials 
till they are actually used on the work, a large amount of 
money will have to be sunk as dead capital and the con
tractor will naturally recoup his loss by charging higher 
rates. Another point is that there are certain seasons 
when the materials required for a work such as bricks, 
etc., can be cheaply manufactured, and if advantage is 
not taken of such opportunities there may not be enough 
material to proceed vigorously with the work, a state 
of things which would not occur if materials were paid for 
as soon as they are collected. It is therefore necessary in · 
the interest of economy and good progress to relax the 
rule regarding the payment for materials. 

(3). The rules regarding the execution of repa.i.rs are 
unduly restrictive. Xo useful object is served in clas
~.~ifying them under the heads of all1lual and special 
repairt!, and in closing the former estimates at the end of 
every year. All repairs necessary for the proper upkeep 
of a. work, be they all1lual or special, have to be carried 
out, and it is quite unnecessary that they should be car
ried out within a certain period. A restriction may be 
imposed that there should be only one estimate for repa.irs 
at one time. The present rules regarding the closing of 
annual repair estimates at the close of the year make it 
neces.<.ary to prepare fr&ih estimates for such items of 
work in the old e~timaw as have not been carried out 
before the lapse of the year and thWl inerea.se office work. 

(4). The present budget system requires some modifica· 
tion. According to it the unspent balances lapse with the 
end of the financial year for which the grants were given 
and thh sometimh retards works. The budget is gen~'r-

ally prepared eight months in advance !'f the year and pro· 
vi&on made for carrying out such works as far as can be 
foreseen and if by any accident one's forecast cannot be 
worked up to we shall be in a. fix. Let us take for instance 
a work costing Rs. 3,00,000 on which we propo..oe to spend 
one lakh in the first, Illakhs in the second, and half a lakh 
in the third year. If by any unforeseen accident we are 
able to spend only half a lakh in the first year, we call1lot 
spend the two lakhs in the second year even though we 
may be able to do so. It should be more conducive to 
speedy progress on a work if the grant required for the 
completion of the work is given once for all, leaving it to 
the officer to spend the amount within a cert&i.n period, 
spending more or less according to circumstances. 

2,146. (VU.) Education.-The system of instruction 
in the colleges is now organized on a sufficiently broad 
basis to meet the needs of the government and the local 
bodies, and of SU:ch private agency as exists in the country. 
But it must be &.dmitted that, at present, there is hardly 
any private agency and as for some time the men educa· 
ted in these colleges have to depend on government 
service, the supply follows the demand and the question 
whether suitable candidates arb attracted to the colleges is 
dependent on the prospects of employment of such men. 
It must be stated that the prospects of the Indian-trained 
men are not as bright as they ought to be on account of 
the following :-( 1) only a few appointments are guaran• 
teed every year, (2) restrictions placed regarding the 
selection in England of natives of India for the higher 
appointments in government service, (3) the division of 
the service into imperial and provincial and the lower pay 
given to the latter which has branded it as an inferior 
service, and (4) the closing (partial if not whole) of the 
door for entrance to other departments such as Revenue, 
Survey, Salt and Abkari, Trigonometrical Survey, Rail· 
ways, and Telegraphs. 

(2). The system of recruitment followed by government 
requires to be changed to make these colleges more 
popular. The recruitment in England should be open to 
Indian-trained men, and the selection must be based 
on the result of a competitive examination in engineering 
and allied subjects with special reference to the require· 
ments of India.. The number of appointments made in 
India should be increased and the distinction between 
the two services should be given up. If these changes are 
introduced and if locally·trained men are introduced 
freely into other departments of service, the Indian col· 
leges will attra.ct a better class of men and when in course 
of time there are opportunities for the springing up of 
private agency, there will be men for employment by such 
agency. 

(3). In Madras the practice was till recently to appoint 
as engineer the student who stood first in the fina.I exa· 
mination held by an independent board of examiners, 
provided he successfully passed through the practical 
course. But recently the system was changed, and the 
rules provide for a selection by the Principal and the 
Chief Engineer from among the students of the engineer 
class who pass the final examination held by the college 
staff. The latter system is likely to lead to undesirable 
results and a reversion to the older system is recom• 
mended. 

( 4). The Engineering College at Madras should be 
strengthened by the appointment of professors in sani· 
tary and electrical engineering in order that proper in• 
struction may be given in these subjects. 

2,147. (VW.) Practical training.-The practical training 
at present given to the Indian enginetrs is not sufficient ; 
the theoretical course in the college may be cut down to 
two ye~ or two years and a half and more time (say two 
years) m1ght be spent on pradical training. It is at the 
time of this practical training that the student should be 
made t{) specialize in some of the branches of engineer• 
ing, and ample opportunities should be afforded for such 
s~~ization. At present there is scope for practical 
tra.1Dlllg for men in mechanical engineering in government 
workshops and in civil engineering on govtrlllllent 
works. There is not much scope for training on rail· 
ways and tdegraphs and the Indian railway companies 
must be made to take a few men for practical training in 

2 L2 
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railway constructfoh and maintenance and opportunities 
should also be given in the government Telegraph De
partment for training in telegraph engineering. 

2,148. Prohibition against making payments during the 
last days of the month.-There is no such prohibition 
so far a.s Madras is concerned except as regards making 
payments in the last days of March and no inconveni· 
ence has been felt in this presidency. 

2,149. Early date prescribed for the submission of the 
monthly accounts.-The dates prescribed for the sub
mission of accounts in this presidency vary from the 
14th to 20th of every month and there have been no com
plaints of this interfering with executive work. In 
fact, the accounts are prepared in the office from the cash 
books and other vouchers relating to the payments in the 
month, and I cannot see how it"interferes with the exec
utive work. The accountant prepare.s the accounts 
and submits them signed "by order " to the Accountant· 
General, if the Executive Engineer happens to be away 
from headquarters and the latter officer goes through 
them after his return to headquarters and accepts his 
responsibility. This does not, in any way, interfere with 
his executive work. 

2,150. Prohibitio:J against making advances to 
oontractors.-The provision in the Code prohibiting 
adVances to contractors is salutary and no inconvenience 
has been felt from it. ' 

2,151. Excessiveness of audit objections.-The com· 
plaint regarding the excessive number of objections 
is true, but it is not. due to errors in the system of 
audit but to the audit officers taking up matters which 
are entirely within the scope of executive officers. A 
few examples of the kind are noted in Annexure A. 

2,152. Unsuitability of financial year.-Some incon· 
venience is, no doubt, felt on this score and it would 
be more convenient if the financial year ended with the 
calendar year when the work would be slack so far as 
Madras is concerned. But this would require a rearrange
ment in all other departments, and the· inconvenience 
does not seem .to be so great as to necesitate such a 
thorough revolution. 

ment at the sub· treasuries in the case of payments to be 
made to the establishment employed away from the 
headquarters of the Executive Engineer. In the case of 
changes affecting the salary or travelling allowance 
notified after the preparation of the main bill, a number 
of supplementary bills has to be prepared as these sup
plementary claims cannot be preferred as arrears in the 
next month's bills. Another direction in which the work 
has increased is in the number of disallowance lists pro
portionate to the number of bills prepared. Thus the 
work is nearly increased tenfold and there is a. large 
expenditure on stationery . and printing without any 
corresponding advantage. Another point that has to be 
considered in this connection is the room at present 
existing for defalcation or temporary misappropriation 
of the amounts drawn from the treasury on the salary or 
travelling allowance bills. ·No accounts are kept of the 
moneys so received as they cannot pass through the Exec· 
utive Engineer's cash books, and it is very difficult to 
check what balance there should be. In order to facili· 
tate check, unauthorized accounts have to be kept. There 
are now four kinds of moneys that are in the hands of an 
Executive Engineer (I) his proper cash balance accounted 
for in his cash book, (2) his contingent balance accounted 
for in his contingent register, (3) the unpaid amounts of 
the salary bills, and (4) moneys received from civil and 
criminal courts as subsistence allowances or batta, on 
behalf of the members of the Department who are cited 
as witnesses in those courts for which no accounts are 
authorized and their amounts have to be kept separately 
and to test the correctness of the actual balance four sets 
of accounts to be gone through. Whereas, according to 
the previous system, all moneys passing through the 
Executive Engineer's hands were accounted for in his 
cash book and there was only one balance and one account 
to be gone through. A reversion to the old system is 
recommended. 

ANNEXURE A. 

Extract from audit notes of all items in which the Accountant. 
General pa.68ed remarks on items which are purely of 
an executive nat~tre. 

2,153. Changes in budget system.-The experience 
of the past few years has shown that if proper arrange· 
menta are made and such of the grants as cannot be November191p.-ScheduleDocketNo.I21, Voucher No. 
spent surrendered in time, we can avoid heavy payments 44-H, Sluice No. I. Demolishing old masonry and earth· 
in March a.nd in some divisions payments in March have work excavation. A remark " found necessary during 
been less than those in any other month. The rules _ excavation as the lump sum provision was found insuffi
rega.rding the lapse of unspent balances is likely to retard cient " has been made against the abo':e items in the 
the progress of works in some cases. As I pointed out voucher. Please state whether the agreement provides 
above, some inconvenience may arise by works having to only a lump sum provision for these and if so how much, 
be stopped for want of additional allotments. Funds are and why higher rates should be allowed to the con· 
generally granted for incomplete works, but sometimes tractor. The reason for increasing the rate for excava· 
it is found difficult to do so on account of want of provi- ting earthwork from Rs. 4-10-0 to Rs. 5-10-0 in this bill 
sion in the current year's budget, and works may have to should also be explained. 

'be stopped till funds are available. December 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 4, Cash Book 
2,154. (General.) There is another point which has not Voucher No. 48· T., Rs. 254·15·2. Painting with chocolate 

been referred to by the Committee, but which has caused 2 coats. This item of work has been paid for at Rs. 3 per 
serious inconvenience by increasing the office work in an unit in this bill while only Rs. 2·11·0 per unit was allowed 
Executive Engineer's office. I have already poirited out in the bill paid as voucher No. 13, (c) Schedule Docket 
that a.s an Executive Engineer is an executive officer he No. 3. Please explain the difference in rates. 
should have a.s little of office work as possible, so that he December 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 7, Cash Book 
may devote his time to his professional work, and any Voucher No. 32-T., Rs. 592-6-II. Pointing with Burki 
arrangement which increases such work is to be depre- mortar and white-washing Rs. 282-2-0. It was remarked 
ca.ted. The point that I wish to bring to the notice of against this item that the excess was due to the walls 
the Committee is the increase in office work caused by having been raised one foot higher than is provided for 
the introduction of the new system of drawing salaries in the estimate. If the contractor did the extra work 
and travelling allowances from the treasuries introduced on his own responsibility inquires why he should be paid 
after the amalgamation of the civil and public works for the same. 
accounts. When the public works system of accounts December 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 5, Cash Book 
was in force the salary or travelling allowance of the Voucher No. 4-M., Rs. 3,277-15-0. From this item it is 
whole establishment working under the Executive seen that the contractor's agreement is for finished work. 
Engineer could be drawn in one consolidated bill and the If so, please state the necessity for the purchase of 
payments accounted for in his cash book. Even arrears scantlings departmentally and recovering the cost thereof 
of salary and travelling allowances could be drawn in the from the contractor. If it WM a condition in the agree
same bills and the work was confined to two such bills ment that the materials should be supplied departmentally 
every month one for salary and the other for travelling then an agreement for labour only might have been taken. 
allowance. According to the present system a. number However please furnish data for the rate of Rs. 25. 
of bills has to be prepared one for each section of audit. January 1916.-Schedule Docket No. 60, Cash Book 
Besides the number of main bills thus prepared, a number Voucher No. 13-D: Clearing silt and depositi~g ?n th.e 
of extracts from sueh bills has to be prepared for encash- berms has been paid at the rate of Rs. 9 per umt In this 
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l"oucher, whereas the same item was paid for at the rate 
of R& 5 in Ca..~h Book Voucher Ko. 48-D-55 and at Rs. 
6-0-0 in C..sh Book Voucher Ko. 43-D-56. Please explain 
the necessity for the difference in the rates. • 

June 1916.--Schedule Docket Ko. 36,. Cash Book 
Voucher ~o. 58-N. Inquires whether there i.e an agree~ 
ment with the contractor for this work and why no deduc
tion i.e made from hie bill towards security. If there is 
no agreement, it may please be stated why the work bali 
been started and payment made without one. 

Au.gU8t 1916.--Schedule Docket No. 5, Cash Book 
Voucher No. 81·M. for Rs.1,7i8-14-10. Gates and Gate 
pilla.rs. For teak-wood gates rates of Rs. 1·12·0 and Rs. 
1·2·0 have been allowed. Please state why different rates 
have been allowed for the same kind of work. 

FehrMry 1916.-Some of the items are stated to have 
been paid with reference to rates approved in workslips 
and as per schedule of rates. Please say if these items 
are not provided for in the agreement, and if so, why they 
should not be paid at those rates. 

April 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 30, Cash Book 
Voucher No. 27·D. 1,200 gunny bags Rs. 289-0. Please 
state the purpose for which gunnies were used in con· 
nection with revetment. 

Rs. A. P. 
Sheds for establishment, etc. • 150 11 7 

66 0 2 

Inquires how the sheds were, or will be disposed of, the 
work having been completed. 

April 1915.--..~hedule Docket No. 47, Ca.sh Book 
Voucher No. 30-D. Inquires whether it would not have 
been more economical if the silt clea.red had once for all 
been removed beyond the banks instead of its being 
deposited on the berms in the first instance and then re· 
moved beyond the banks and if so, why the latter 
system has been adopted. 

May 1915.-ScheduleDocket No. 38, Cash Book 
Voucher No. 2·D. The necessity for the items: rough 
stone-work, earthwork for foundations, levelling site, etc., 
is not understood in connection with planting ca.surina 
plants. Please explain. 

May 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 160, Cash Book 
Voucher No. 42-D.-

(1) Clearing prickly pear and destroying 0-10·0 per 
100 sq. ft.. 

(2) Turfing o.to.o pet 100 sq. ft. 
Inquires why such high rates were allowed in this bill, 

the usual rate being 0-4-0 for ea.oh of the items including 
also watering in' the case of item 2. Vide Voucher No. 
12-M, Schedule Docket Nos. 152 and 11-M, Schedule 
Docket No. 131. 

June 1915.-Schedule Docket No. 10, Cash Book 
Voucher No. 2l·M. Please state the distances within · 
which the four tank works to which the pay of the mistrt 
F. Subbaraya Mudaliar is charged are situated. 

RAI SAHIB SRINIVASA !IYENGAR called and examined. 

2,155. (President.) The witness stated that he was au 
Executive E'ngineer, that he had had 31 years' govern~ 
ment service and that he had acquired his experience 
chiefly in the mofussil districts of the Madras Presi· 
dency. 

2,156. 'fenders were invited for entire large building 
and irrigation works, but though the works he had 
executed did not cost more than Rs. 50,000, contractors 
had not come forward. lie had constructed a building 
which cost Rs. 1,00,000, but this was erected depart· 
mentally owing to its being situated at headquarters 
where work was done better departmentally than by 
contract. The supply of materials in this case was 
entrusted to a contractor. In his opinion the depart· 
mental system of construction was superior to the con· 
tract system for works of magnitude as the contractors 
a'\'ailable in the rrwfussil were ordinarily only petty 
contractors who had not sufficient capital or establish· 
mcnt to enable them to undertake large schemes. 

2,157. He had seen some buildings erected by private 
individuals and they had in a few instances been erected 
at cheaper rates than those of the Public Works Depart· 
ment but he had found that the quality of the work 
was not satisfactory. Such work in fact had been badly 
carried out. The district board rates were scrutinised 
by the Public Works Department, and were practically 
the same as those of the Public Works Department. 

2,158. There were no government roads h1 the division 
to which he was at present attached and hie knowledge 
of roads was small. When he was employed in the 
South Arcot district he had charge of about 5 to 10 
miles of metalled road and 60 miles of non-metalled 
roads, and these roads were maintained by government 
and not by the district boards as they were chiefly con· 
nected with irrigation works. The roads had not, how· 
ever, been constructed wholly for the benefit of irriga· 
tion but were also intended for u~ by the public as they 
communicated with certain large towns. 

2,159. He had had experience of district board works 
in his present division in his capacity as a member. It 
was not always the practice for government to appoint 
the Executive Engineer an u:-otficio member of a. die· 
trict board and they used their discretion in the matter. 
'fhe works carried out by the boards were, in hie opinion, 
fairly eatisfactory but he could not say that they were 
11·holly 80, District board work was given out a.fter 
tendens had been invited, and the selection of the con· 
tractor was ldt to the president of the board (the Collec· 
tor of the dLmict) who was ad¥ised in the matter by 

the district board engineer, and an accepted tender 
was not placed before the members of the board. 

2,160. Public works were at present entrusted to 
three distinct staffs in a district, viz., tho Public Works 
Department staff, the district board staff and the minor 
irrigation staff. As such an organization led to un
necessary duplication of staff he suggested that all 
minor works might be handed over to the district boards 
or preferably to the taluk boards, of which there were 
one or two in each district, because the amount of work 
would be too great for a single board's staff. His object 
in making the suggestion was merely to effect concen· 
tration of work, and he did not anticipate that the district 
funds would be insufficient for the provision of an ado· 
quate enginet~ring staff for the purpose for each of the 
taluk boards, as the Ja.tter would not require an engi· 
neeri:ng staff of a high standard. In his opinion, a salary 
of Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 a month ought to prove HUffi· 

ciently attra.otive for the class of work they would be 
called upon to perform. In effect hie proposal was to 
entrust the construction and maintenance of la.rge build· 
ings and important roads and irrigation works only to 
the Public Works Department who were better able to· 
undertake 111ch works. It was true that duplication of 
staff would still remain, but he remarked that it could 
not 'altogether be avoided, and added that only a few 
la.rge works would come within the purview of the im· 
portant works he recommended. He anticipated no 
opposition from district boards in the event of hie pro· 
posal being put into operation, J_>wing to the fact that 
tho district boards would then be attending to two 
classes of work, viz., government work and their own, as 
the boards were already under quasi-government control . ...-

2,161. If all government buildings and roads were 
handed over to district boards, and the Public Works 
Department entrusted only with irrigation works, the 
board would require a more efficient staff for the pur· 
pose. It was true that, in some districts, the dietrict 
engineer was fairly well paid and ·was given a salary 
which 80metimea amounted to as much as Rs. 1,000 a. 
month, but the majority of the boards only paid their 
engineers between Rs. 300 and Rs. 500 per mel.l;lem. 
The former class of district engineers might be able to 
take over all government buildings and roads work in 
a district, but if such a transfer were made the other 
districts would be obliged to employ an equally com· 
petent staff. 

2,162. He agreed that it would be necedSary, if govern· 
meut made over its buildings and roads work to dilitrict 
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boards, for government to retain certain powers of for all residential buildings and these consisted of revenue 
control over the boards in order to ensure proper main· accounts, capital accounts and repair accounts. He 

._ tenance. ~lso did not think that under the suggested procedure 
2,163. He was aware that the appointment and dis~ 1t ~ould be possible for a subordinate to bill for repair 

missal of a district engineer were subject to the approval work which had not actually been done, as officers were 
of government, but did not know whether government expected to check bills for amounts above Rs. 500 and 
could dismiss such an officer. such check was possible without a detailed estimate. 

2,164. The irrlga.tion works in his division consisted He considered, however, that an Executive Engineer's 
of tanks, river channels, reservoirs, etc., and were scat- 11ower~ of .sanct~oll: mig~t be more limited for repairs 
tered. to res1dent1al buildmgs, m order to restrict the expendi· 

2,165. He considered that the rules for the local pur- ture on such buildings as far as possible. At present 
chase of stores should be relaxed so as to admit of a local unnecessary expenditure was sometimes incurred on 
contractor, whose firm was not included in the list of residentid' buildings owing to the divergency of opinion 
approved firms, purchasing materials from one of the among civil officers as to the standard to which a resi· 
recognized firms. dance ought to be maintained, and the Executive Engi-

2,166. As an Executive Engineer he was competent to neer concerned was generally obliged to incur the in· 
1!8Jl0tion estimates for buildings and roads works up to creased expenditure. 
Rs. 1,000 in the case of original works, but for repairs - 2,170. He believed the amalgamation of the public 
~ residential buildings_ he w~ not emp~wered to sane- works !1-nd civil accounts took place about 1910, and 
tton even a Rs. 10 estimate 1f the cap1tal cost of the from his experience of the preparation of accounts before 
building was Rs. 500 or more. He therefore recom· and after the amalgamation he considered that the 
mended that Executive Engineers might be given larger present system had led to an increase in an Executive 
powers of technical sanction and suggested a limit of Engineer's work. He had referred to the matter in his 
Rs. 2,500, or even Rs. 5,000, for ordinary buildings, memorandum which dealt mainly with the incon. 
since the buildings usually constructed were built to venience caused to Executive Engineers in the prepara• 
type designs. There was no reason, however, for limit- tion of salary and travelling allowance bills. The 
ing an Executive Engineer's powers of technical sanction monthly accounts system had not as yet been altered 
to the amounts he had suggested, or why a larger and brought into strict conformity. with the civil 
figure could not be fixed for buildings constructed to accounts, but he understood the earlier submission of 
standard plans. Executive Engineers possessed powers the accounts was under contemplation though no orders 
np to Rs. 1,000 for the purchase and disposal of tools and had as yet been received on the subject. The date 
plant· and all he advocated in this connection was an fixed for the submission of the divisional accounts was 
increase in limit for the disposal of unserviceable tools the 20th, but it was the 14th in the case of the more 
and plant. remote divisions in the presidency. He was not aware 

2,167. The' disciplinary powers of an Executive. Engi· exactly what.. number of forms had to be submitted 
neer were minor and that officer could not appoint or with the monthly accounts, but thought there were 
even fine a. clerk or sub-overseer. He was only per- about 30 such forms. All. compilation work was done 
mitted to grant privilege leaye to clerks and to exer?ise "in the Executive Engineer's office, with the exception of 
a. limited control over the temporary works establish· the works abstracts which were prepared in the sub· 
ment. Lower subordinates and temporary clerks were divisional office. If the staff did their work regularly 
appointed by the Superintending Engineer and upper the compilation of accounts generally occupied. them 
subordinates by the Chief Engineer and this arrangement throughout the month as they were obliged to commence 
was prejudicial to efficiency, since every small matter had with the following month's accounts after the 20th of 
to be submitted by Executive Engineers to a higher each month. The accounts staff had to be supplemented 
authority. The procedure necessary for the dismissal, by men from the correspondence branch of his office 
transfer or punishment of an inefficient subordinate whenever fair copies of accounts documents were re· 
entailed such a. waste of time that Executive Engineers quired. 
were usually loathe to take any action. An effect of 2,171. A certain amount of time. was spent by Execu· 
this had been that there were at present in the upper tive Engineers in disposing of frivolous audit objections, 
subordinate staff· of the Public Works Department a and he had furnished some instances of these in the 
large number of inefficients, and he personally had had Annexure to his memorandum. 
about half-a-dozen men dismissed during his service for 2,172. As civil departments did not, at present, freely 
inefficiency. · . employ engineering students he suggested that such 

2,168. He considered that no limit ought to be imposed men might by virtue of their educational attainments 
in the matter of the acceptance of tenders bf Executive be employed in the Salt, Abkari, Revenue Survey, 
Engineers. Trigonometrical Survey and Telegraph Engineering 

2,169. He did not approve of the limit fixed in the Departments. He was not aware of the rules on the 
matter of- an Executive Engineer's powers of sanction to subject, but was cognisant that engineer students were 
repair estimates. This limit had been fixed by the not employed in the departments to which he had re
Government of India at 2 per cent. of the capital cost £erred to the extent that was possible. As far as he 
of a. building irrespectiye of its nature and Executive knew only one or two had been recruited to the Revenue 
Engineers were competent to sanction repair estimates Survey, and about half-a-dozen for the Salt and Abkari 
provided they did not exceed 2 per tent. of the capital Departments. 
value of the building and they were not in excess of 2,173. The practical training given in the Madras 
Rs. 1,000. Repair estimates were prepared annually Engineering College required to be extended. The 
by Executive Engineers and included every item of repair present course was a four years' one supplemen~ed by a 
work, except standard items, e.g., white washing, for year's practical training, and he considered th~t 1t should 
which details were omitted owing to their having already be reduced to two or two and a half years m order tQ 
been recorded in standard measurement books. In the admit of the students receiving a longer period of pra~· . 
case of standard measurements it was only necessary tical training. His suggestion applied to both the engt· 
to refer to the number and page of the measurement neer and upper subordinate classes tra~ed in t~e college. 
book in which the detailed measurements were recorded He added that there was no necess1ty to g1ve lower 
and to enter only the total quantity in the repair esti- subordinates the high theoretical training they at pre· 
mate. As the procedure involved a great deal of time, sent received, as it was not essential for the class of work 
he recommended that repair estimates be abolished they were required to perform. . 
and lump sum gra.ntsallotted for the repair of buildings.. 2,174. He approved of the propo~l to recrrut a. pro· 
He did not agree with the contention that if such lump portion of miBtris as lower subordinates and thought 
sum grants were given it would not be possible to check that they would be more useful to the Department 
the amounts tha.t were actually spent on repairs to build- than the present lower subor~ates. ~~ ~lso agret;d 
ings, ainoe Executive Engineers kept annual accounts that it would be necessary t<l gtve such rm.s.ns a. certam 
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amount of spooia.l training in 8tll'Veying, estimating, etc., 
and added that rni8tri8 on promotion were, at present, 
given a training in 8tll'Veying, levelling, etc. 

2,175. He disapproved of the present rules under 
which the appointments in Madras we.re ~rved e~-

• clusivelv for Madra.ssis, and men tramed m certam 
engineering echoo~ in Mysore were not e~ible for ap
pointment.~ as engmeers or sub-overseers m the Madras 
Public Works Department. . 

• 2,li6. (Mr. Cobb). In his opini~n audit raised obJ~· 
tiona in matters which were ent~rely of an execut1ve 
nature, and he thought that objections of .the nature 
he had cited in his written evidence, regarding the de· 
molition of old masonry and earth·work excavat~on, 
ought to be discontinued. He also contended tha~ obJec· 
tions to the payment of difierent rates when difierent 
ll:'ngths of cartage were involved should not be ra~d 
aR the rates were invariably approved by the Supenn· 
tending Engineer and really did not conce~ the .audit 
officer. It was possible to prepare a classified list of 
objections which related entirely to executive matters, 
but its preparation weuld occupy a considerable amount 
of time. 

2,177. With reference to the instance mentioned in 
his written evidence where he was asked to explain 
" whether it would not have been more economical to 
have the silt cleared out once for all by removing it 
beyond the banks instead of its being deposited on the 
berms, in the first instance and then removed beyond 
the banks, and if so why the latter system had been 
adopted," he remarked that this was purely an execu· 
tive matter. The silt had to be removed from under 
3 feet of water and it was therefore found necessary, 

. in order to facilitate further removal, to dry it by placing 
it on the benns in the first instance, and the case was 
typical of the ignorance of audit in such mat~rs. The 
remedy, to his mind, was to confine the Audit Depart
ment to cases involving a loss to government. 

2,178. The procedure for getting rid of inefficients 
was a very troublesome one and he personally freed 
himself of them by asking for their transfer. He ad· 
mitwd, however, that such a practice was not commend· 
able for the service as a whole but pleaded that he could 
not avoid it. 

2,179. The work of district boards was controlled by 
the Collector, as president of the board, and the dis
trict engineer and the members of boards knew very 
little about their inner working. Schemes were not 
discussed at board meetings and estimates were simply 
placed on an agenda paper and passed. As he had 
not studied the question he was not able to suggest 
how district boards could best be given greater respon
sibility. 

2,180. (Mr. Mackenzie). He did not agree that all 
municipalities were inefficient in that they were con· 
t.inually being deprived of their powers by government, 
and mentioned that he knew of some that were well 
managed. In his opinion municipalities were better 
able to control their own affairs than district boards 
as tlwy did not have as many officials on their com
mittees. Though not one district board in a hundred 
in the Madras Presidency had a non-official chairman 
certain taluk boards had such chairmen. He agreed, 
however, that such district boards and municipalities 
as were competent to undertake their own works satis
factorily might be given enlarged powers. 

2,181. He did not think that the audit officer was 
obliged, whenever there was an apparent increase in 
rates, to call for an explanation. It was then explained 
to him that it had been stated in evidence that the 
main reason why audit officers raised objections was 
that the Code allowed them no discretion in the 
mattt>r, and he held that audit officers ought to be 
accorded such a privilege. 

2,182. He agreed with the suggestion that an audit 
officer should confine his examination of the aooounta 
to totals and not concern himself with rates so long u 
the totala pro-rided in sanctioned estimates were not 
nceedfod. 

2,183. With rega.rd to the remark in his written 
evidence that " there are a good many attraetions in 
government service, such as leave, pension, etc., which 
make it possible for it to get the men required at a 
cheaper rate than the contractor," he admitted that 
in making a comparison between the cost of a govern· 
ment and a contractor's establishment, the expense 
incurred by government on account of leave and pen· 
sions ought to be added to the cost of its establishment. 
By the remark that " the actual cost it (government) 
will have to incur for the sake of establishment will, in 
ease the works are given to large contractors, be con
siderably more than what it would have to pay other· 
wise as it cannot at the same time dispense with any 
of the establishment it has to employ for the supervi
sion of works," he meant that the Public Works Depart· 
ment establishment in the various divisions in the Madras 
Presidency was just sufficient to supervise works irres
pootive of whether large or small contractors executed 
them, Hence, even if contracts were given to large 
contractors, it was not possible to reduce the existing 
strength of the Public Works Department establjsh· 
ment. 

2,184.- He admitted that the remark in his written 
evidence that " all the works in the jurisdiction of this 
board being within a sniall sphere may be entrusted 
to one contractor which would stimulate the growth 
of private engineering enterprise and form the nucleus 
of large contracting firms," might be interpreted as a 
suggestion for an absolute monopoly, but added that 
what he had in mind was that works in a. particular 
locality might be given out yearly, and that if there 
was an attempt on the part of a contractor to secure all 
the works in that locality he would probably be nnderbid 
by another contractor. He considered his proposal 
feasible, and thought that contractors would aocept 
yearly contracts. 

2,185. He was not prepared to indicate what " un
desirable results" he considered would be brought 
about by the recent change in the system of the selec· 
tion of students from the Madras Engineering College 
for appointments as engineers, under which selection 
was made by the Principal and Chief Engineer from 
among the students who passed the final examination 
held by the college. ' 

2,186. (Mr. Howley). Prior to the amalgamation it 
Wll.'l only necessary to prepare a single salary bill for 
the whole division for submission to the Examiner. 
Against this a cheque was drawn for the amount required 
for the entire headquarters staff including himself, and 
sub-divisional officers drew cheques for the respootive 
amounts required for the payment of the salaries of 
their own staffs. Four such bills, were, however, now. 
necessary, one for the engineer establishment, one for 
the upper subordinate establishment, one for the divi
sional establishment and one_lor the menial establish· 
ment and these bills were forwarded to the Accountant
General after extracts had been taken from them for 
the preparation of separate bills for payments at various 
sub-treasuries. He wll.'l thus required to sign his name 
about fifty times each month on bills for the payment 
of salaries, whereas under the old system it was only 
necessary for him to sign his name three times. The 
present system thus involved a. considerable lose of 
time. 

2,187. He admitted that it was necessary, as in other 
department.~, to prepare a written statement of the 
charges against an inefficient officer and for the Execu· 
tive Engineer to record his finding thereon after obtain
ing the accused officer's explanation before submitting 
the case for the orders of the Superintending Engineer. 
But he explained that difficulty Wll.'l experienced under 
the procedure from the fact that some Superintending 
Engineers were prone to be too lenient and not view 
the case in the same light a.s the Executive Engineer. 

2,188. His vie'WII in connection with the disciplinary 
powers of Executive Engineers were not baaed excluaively 
on h:is desire for powers of dismissal and appointment. 
He admitted that even a Superintending Engineer wae 
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not able to dismiss a permanent subordinate for ineffi. 
ciency. 

2,189. The preparation of plans and estimates for 
ordinary works was carried out in the office of the Execu
tive Engineer, and only those for a few large works were 
prepared in that of the Superintending Engineer. He 
was not aware of any money limit that determined 
what plans ought to be prepared by the Superintending 
and Executive Engineers respectively. 

• 2,190. Under the existing system of accounts, when 
pay was drawn for a clerk who was not present to receive 

it, it was not ~redited.i~ ~he Executive Engineer's cash 
book, but lay m the dlVlsiOnal office. A similar remark 
applied to money received in the divisional office which 
represented the subsistence allowance granted to mem· 
bers of the establishment when they were cited as wit. 
nesses in court. It was not the duty of the cashier irf' 
the divisional office to enter such sums in the cash book · 
as the cash book was intended forp ayments on account 
of works, and no entries relating to'establishment were 
under rule, permitted in the divisional accounts. ' • 

W. HuTTON, EsQ., A.M.t.C.E., Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Madras. 

Written Statement. 
2,191. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works.-The engineering methods of the 
Public Works Department are economical and generally 
suitable for the purpose for which they were devised. 

2,192. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-The 
execution of public buildings and roads and the system 
adopted at present of entrusting the execution to con
tractors, under which contractors send in reasonable 
tenders in reply to an invitation to do so, shows that 
sufficient encouragement is given to private enterprise. 
But the present system of employing private agency 
to contract for the erection of European store articles, 
which articles have been obtained from the Director 
General of Stores by the Public Works Department 
should be modified to permit of the supply of these 
articles in India by private ag~ncy. 

(2). In the matter of the construction of water-works 
or other important sanitary works, the present practice 
in the Madras Presidency is for the Public Works De· 
partment division concerned to supervise the work, 
the execution being done by private agency for the work -
of buildings and earthwork and the laying of pipes. 
The pumping plant, water pipes and other materials, 
are obtained by the. Sanitary Engineer to Governmenf 
on indent from the Director General of Stores, under 
the existing rules, and are not supplied by the private 
agency. They should be supplied by private agency, 
and this same or other private agency should be employed, 
as a ~we, to erect the plant and to lay the pipes, under 
the general inspection of the Public Works Department 
engineer concerned. Only in this manner do I consider 
any modification of the system of execution of works 
by the Public Works Department desirable, and the 
modification is required because the existing system 
was founded before the execution of sanitary works, 
on a modem scale, was introduced into India. ·The pres· 
ent system, it seems to me, subject to the above suggested 
modification, has grown up as the result of years of ex· 
perience, and no radical alteration is necessary or ad· 
visable. . 

(3}. It might be urged that change in the Public Works 
Department system, which has grown up as the result. 
of years of experience, is probably desirable to meet 
modem conditions, but this does not seem to me to be 
applicable to the Public Works Department as criticism 
of its work and methods have been freely made, o.s 
might be expected of work which is visible in its results 
to all. Errors and omissions, in my opinion, have been 
magnified, and too little recognition has been accorded 
to the many successes, which apparently have been 
accepted as a matter of course. 

(4). So far as sanitary works are concerned, it is not 
advisable to entrust their upkeep to private agency, 
nor can I recall any place where this is done. 

(5). If the sugg£>stion refers to a proposal to give private 
firms a concession to construct and maintain and run 
as a profit-making concern anv work which is required 
by a town, such as water-works or drainage work or 
electric lighting or tramway, I am against such a Policy 
being adopted in India, as these works should, in my 
opinion, be constructed and maintained solely for the 
public good by th£>ir representatives. 

2,193. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-lt is for the departments of the ad
Jllinistration to say whether the Public Works Depart· 

ment meets their needs, and for the Committee to decide 
wh~ther the replies of the departments can be accepted. 
It 1s suggested that before the Committee decide the 
question, it would be well to obtain the views of the 
Public Works Department on the replies. The rela
tions of the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public 
Works Department and the Sanitary Branch are satis· 
factory. 

2,194. (V.) Decentralization.-The Sanitary Branch 
has now become of sufficient importance to be considered 
an actual branch of the Public Works Department and 
considering the great want of sanitary works in the 
Madras Presidency, and that the increasing public demand 
will be complied wjth more readily aft.er the war, it is 
advisable to decentralize the Sanitary Branch from the 
Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Depart· 
ment and form for it, as far as advisable at present, a 
separate organization within the Public Works Depart· 
ment. 

(2). I have already, some years ago, recommended to 
Jl:OVernment that the present position warranted the 
creation of 6 or 7 Public Works Department sanitary 
divisions in the Madras Presidency, that is, one division 
under each Superintending Engineer of a circle. The 
principal objection to this proposal is probably the 
financial one that more than a certain grant cannot be 
given each year from revenue for sanitary works and 
this grant, being limited, does not warrant the increase 
of establishment required by my proposal. But if it is 
remembered that only some 25 municipalities in this 
Presidency of Madras have obtained protected piped 
water-supplies up-to-date, and that while these towns 
have thus achieved protection against cholera epidemics 
there still remain some 50 other towns without this 
essential protection, the possibilities of a more vigorous 
sanitary policy become self-evident. In addition to 
these 50 municipalities there are hundreds of other 
towns approaching the municipal stage of importance 
which have also to be considered. It is hardly, I ven· 
ture to submit, sufficiently realized that the number -
of deaths from cholera in a year in the Madras Presi· 
dency amounts to an enormous total-

16,888 in 1905, 
1,42,811 in 1906, 
1,41,970 in 1908, 

and 30,098 in 1915. 
It has been established as a fact that the introduction 
of protected piped water-supply schemes in the Madras 
Presidency prevents an epidemic of cholera in a town 
and the recent examples of Salem, Chidambaram, Nega· 
patam, Vizianagram and Berhampore in addition to 
the older installations can be quoted.· A change in the 
present financial policy of limiting the construction 
of protected wat£>r-supplies by that amount of annual 
revenue which can be spared is not beyond realization, 
and the introduction of a policy of construction based 
on funds from an imperial loan is, I venture to say, 
desirable. 

(3). To revert to details of my proposals, each sanitary 
division was to design and execute, with the help of 
private agency, all the important sanitary works with· 
in the existing Public Works Department circle, under 
the general directions of the Superintending Engineer 
of the circle, who would have suitable powers of sane· 
tion for these sanitary works, and for sanitary works . 
contemplated by local bodies. These Superintending 
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Engineers were oo be under the orders, so far as the 
Sanitary Branch was concerned, of a ~ief _Engineer, 
Sanitary Works, who would tak~ up the. direehon_of. the 
Kanit.ary Branch from the Chtef Engmeer, Buildings 
and Roads Branch. If this proposal resulted in too 
much work for the Superintending Engineers, then the 
provisions of the Public Works Department C<lde which 
lays down rules for the increase of the cadre of Superin
t~nding Engineers when found necessary should be 
followed. 

(4). The staff of the sanitary div_isions _would be r~
cruited in the first place from engmeers m the Public 
Works Department who have had experience or h~ 
shewn interest in t~anitary works, and future recrwt
ment would be from Assistant Engineers from England, 
who had had at least 3 years' experience on sanitary 
works in Great Britain. The sanitary staff would be 
imperial and liable oo transfer from one province oo 
another, so that the experience gained in different prov
inces could be utilized oo the best,.advantage of the 
state, and would gradually become by expansion a dis
tinctly separate branch of the Public Works Depart· 
ment. 

2,195. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Pub· 
lie Works Department C<lde is unduly restrictive 
especially in the two important points of-

(i) the obtaining of Europeans stores through the 
India Store Department, London ; and 

(ii) the elaborate system of account and audit rules. 
In regard oo the obtaining of European stores through 

the India Store Department, London, I venture oo 
suggest that this results in delay in the execution of 
works and therefore extra expense. The stores obtained 
from the India Store Department, London, are excellent 
in quality, in my opinion, and no complaint can be 
made on that score. They are also cheaper, as a rule, 
than stores Qbtained in India and consequently in every 
way more satisfactory. But firms in India could un
doubtedlv by their system of code telegram obtain stores 
frl'm the. manufacturers much more quickly than they 
can be obtained now under the system of indenting on 
the India Store Department. With suitable precautions 
such as insisting on only stores of British manufacture 
being obtained from local firms, and standard speci
fications with necessary testing centres (one at Madras), 
it would be desirable in the interests of industrial growth 
in India oo permit the Public Works Department oo 
obtain all stores in India from local fir1ns, while at the 
same time the India Store Department might be main
tained, at any rate for some years, 00 enable Public 
Works Department engineers oo obtain stores from the 
India Store Department. London, if circu1nstances made 
this at any time necessary or desirable. Jn other words 
1 would venture oo suggest that instead of Public Works 
Department engineers being obliged by strict rules oo 
obtain European stores from the India St()re Depart
ment, and under certain special circumstances from 
local firms, the rules should be reversed making it possible 
for Public Works Department engineers to obtain gener· 
ally all stores of British manufactuR! from local firms 
in India, with the option of indenting on the India Store 
Department in exceptional circumstances. This sugges
tion if carried out would not, I think, result ultimately 
in increased cost of stores, as local firms would soon 
realize that if their prices were unsatisfactory the con· 
tract would be lost to them and indent placed with 
the India t::ltore Department, London. The adoption of 
this policy would result in the keeping of a minimum 
stock by the Public Works Stores, Madras, and other 
Public \Yorks stores, and the consequent saving of 
interest ch&rges and depreciation on stock and surplus 
stores. It would in all cases be advisable for these 
Public Works stores to keep i1;1 stock, for imml'diate 
use, cngirws and pumps and other construction plant, 
with the n€'Cessary workshops fur repair purposes, for 
L<.sue as at present to the Department or to private 
a.gt•ncit's undertaking work on contrlll't. 

(:.!). In the matter of auJit restrictions these have been 
I think complained of by all Public Works engineers 
throughout India. Apparently the restrictions are 
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increasing and not decreasing, and undoubtedly such 
restrictions have a blighting effect on the execution 
of works by the Public Works Department. The question 
of whether the restricti\"e nature of the Public Works 
Dl'putment C<lde rules and the system of accounts and 
audit prevailing at present results in any actual saving to 
government, when the cost of the establishment nect"S· 
sa.ry for these purposes is taken into account, is one which 
should receive, in my opinion, careful consideration from 
any future Committee appointed to consider inquiries 
into the working of the Public Works Department. If I 
understand aright, the references to private agency 
in the resolution appointing the present Committee. 
it seems that proposals are under consideration for the 
execution of public works by private agency, and to 
enable this to be done the Public Works Department Code 
rules on execution and audit are both intended to be 
relaxed. It seems to me that, as it is generally the rnso 
that such Code rules 11.re restrictive on Public Works 
engineers, these rules should be relaxed in the first place 
for Public Works engineers, and it should be seen what 
effect this relaxation has on the speed and economy of 
execution of works under the present Public _works 
Department system, before a change is made in the 
system of execution. Apparently, it is intended to give 
private agency special advantages; should not then these 
special advantages be given to government officers of 
the Public Works Department in the first instance ? 
And should this large question of the restrictive nature 
of the existing rules not be made the subject of an exhaus
tive inquiry and a new Public Works Department Code 
embodying less restrictive rules issued by government ? 

2,196. (VD.) Education.-I have always noticed, since 
the beginning of my service in India in 1892, that the 
theoretical knowledge of the men, especially in irrigation 
questions and also in surveying, who have been trained in 
the College of Engineering, Madras, has been very good, 
and consequently I consider that the training in this 
college meets · the requirements of government and 
also of private agency. I do not think any change is 
required except increased study of sanitary engineering, 
and perhaps of architecture, which two subjects during 
the last 25 years have become prominent in the Presi
dency of Madras. 

(2). The course of study for engineers is four years in 
the college, and one year on practical work. The syl
labus should be arranged to give more study to sanitary 
engineering special subjects which might embrace the 
equivalent of 6 months' study of this subject, and more 
study, possibly 3 months, of architecture. Also, I am 
not in favour of the division of the engineer students 
into two branches-civil and mechanical, but consider 
that all students should take the same course and qualify 
in mathematics, science, civil, mechanical and sanitary 
engineering and architecture. The length of the time· 
spent in the college, four years, should not be extended 
and consequently the syllabus should be re-arranged .. 

2,197. (VID.) Practical training.-The training of 
t.he students of the Engineering College, Madras, on 
practical work, in a Public Works Department division 
Ot'·workshop for one year, is satisfactory, but 'it should 
be extended by 9 months to include 6 months' training 
on s&nitary works, such as execution of water-supply 
or drainage work and 3 months' inspection of works 
throughout the Presidency of Madras, so as to widen 
thb local views of works in the minds of the students. 
In the case of students trained at English collegeP, I 
venture to say that they should receive the usual training 
in England following the theoretical training, and subse
quent training in India should be during actual employ
ment on works. 

2,198. (General). The following statement is made in 
the resolution appointing the Public Works Department 
Reorgat;tization Committee :-" lluch work of a simple 
and unrmportant character which is now undertaken 
and supervised by highly salaried officers of (;overn. 
ment could. it has been suggl'sted, be carried out at 
reduced cost under contract subject to (;oyernment 
inspection." In my experience such 1rork if o' a 
11rmpla and unimportan~ r,haracter is BUperviaed by 

2x 
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subordinate officers of government, who are not paid 
high salaries but salaries in proportion to the work 
they. supervise. Also it is not, in my opinion, correct 
to say that if such work were cal.ll'ied out under 
contract it would be done "at a reduced cost." I ven· 
ture to submit that the suggested change would result 
in increased cost to government. It should also not 
be overlooked, in considering the statement in the reso
lution, that such works are already carried out under 
contract, and in exceptional cases by departmental 
agency when contractors are not forthcoming or are 
unreasonable in their tendered rates. 

(2). The second point in the resolution is:-" It is 
urged that, if the local bodies are encouraged and 
enabled to arrange more extensively than at present 
for the execution by their own staff or by private agency 
of their works, it will not only be a further step in the 
direction of decentralization but also would stimulate 
the growth of firms of standing in the building and allied 
trades and so encourage further industrial activity." 
The extent to which local bodies could carry out the 
terms of this proposal depends entirely on the compe· 
tence of their engineering staff. In the case of district 
boards in this presidency who employ engineers, the 
competence of these engineers is not usually equal to 
that of Executive Engineers of the Public Works Depart
ment, and consequently the powers of technical sane· 
tion to estimates should not exceed the powers granted 
to the Executive Engineers of the Public Works Depart
ment. I£ the works proposed to be-undertaken by 
district boards, as suggested in the resolution, were of 
any magnitude, it would be necessary for the district 
board to employ temporarily special engineers to super
vise them, and judging from the type of applicant seeking 
employment it is thought that this method of 'executing 
important works would not be satisfactory to the dis
trict board. At present such works are executed by 
the local Public Works division with its chain of 

responsibility complete from the Executive Engineer 
through the Superintending Engineer to the Chief Engi. 
neer. An officer of the Public Works Departmey.t on 
completion of an important work in one district can be 
posted to another in an adjoining district, but as each 
district board is independent of the next this transfer 
could not be carried out by a district board, and the 
employment of temporary engineers by district boards, 
to supervise the private agency executing important 
works, would not be advisable. It is also considered 
that a district board engineer has quite sufficient work 
at present in looking after repairs to roads and buildings 
and in executing with his staff the l~ss important works 
carried out by district boards. The district board in 
this presidency is too small an unit to permit of the em
ployment of the requisite superior staff that would be 
required if the suggestion in the resolution were adopted. 

(3). As regards the suggestion that the proposal in the 
resolution would encourage the growth of firms of 
standing in the building and allied trades and so en· 
courage industrial activity, it seems to me, and I b,ave 
stated this in reply to other questions, that the growtli 
of firms· of contractor,s is encouraged in every way at 
present, except in the supply of European stores, but 
it might be suggested that government in the Public 
Works Department might especially encourage men 
(engineers) who are likely to make good contractors, 
by financing these men for a term of years, say fjve, 
to enable them to establish themselves as successful 
contractors. Under the present system a man. must 
either have capital himself or raise it among his friends 
and too often the deficiency in amount has to be made 
up by recourse to money-lenders at rates of interest 
which must eat up the profit due to the contractor's • 
exertions. The men selected should, I venture to sub
mit, be selected from the officers and subordinates of 
the Public Works Department with the i requisite ex· 
perience. ' 

MR. W. HuTTON called ancl examined. 

2,199. (Pre.sident.) The witness stated that he had 
been the Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Madras 
since the year 1903. He was a Coopers Hill Engineer 
and had been posted to the regular Public Works Depart
ment establishment in 1891, as an Assistant Engineer. 
The special qualifications he possessed for the post of 
Sanitary Engineer were that during his practical course 
after leaving college he had been on the Manchester 
water· works, and that he had subsequently, during a 
period of 2! years' furlough, studied sanitary engineer-

. ing, visited several water and drainage works and passed 
an examination in sanitary engineering conducted by 
the Municipal and County Engineers of London. Hence 
he had really specialized in sanitary engineering after 
joining the Department. 

2,200. Designs for sanitary projects were prepared 
either by himself or his deputy, and their construction · 
was carried out by the executive division of the Public 
Works Department within whose charge the work was 
situated. He was only consulted durin~ construction 
by the Executive and Superintending Engineers if such 
officers thought a reference to him was necessary, but 
it was optional to him to conduct inspections and to 
forward copies of an inspection note, dealing with points 
noticed, to the Superintending and Chief Engineers. 
The sanitary work~ generally undertaken were on behalf 
of municipalit~es, but a few district boards had con· 
structed small. works after his approval to the plans 
and estimates. All the large municipal works, however, 
had been executed by the Public Works Department 
and not by the municipalities. 

2,201. He was not directly connected with the Madras 
Corporation, but government consulted him on its 
schemes. That corporation employed its own civil 
engineer in addition to a special engineer for water. 
supply and drainage. No other town in the presidency 
had any special sanitary engineering establishment of 
its own. They had engineers of inferior calibre, but 
no fully-qualified engineer. 

2,202. Sanitary works were usually carried out by 
the Public Works Department either on the piece· work 
system, or departmentally, because large contractors 
were not procurable. The Department had, Cloubtless, 
endeavoured to give work to such contractors, and 
found that they would not come forward unless they 
were allowed to provide both labour and materials. 
Even if private agency were available, he thought that 
the Department would prefer the system at present 
in vogue. He was aware that sanitary works were 
carried out by large contractors in Bengal, but explained 
that the reason for this was that some provinces, e,g., 
the United Provinces and Bengal, did not place a strict 
interpretation on the Code rule on the subject and held 
that the rule authorized the employment of large con· 
tractors in such cases, and apparently also the supply 
of cast iron pipes and pumping plant. In Madras, on 
the other hand, i• was held that the rule prohibited 
the employment' of large contractors in cases in which 
the work included the supply of European stores. He 
thought, however, that the practice adopted in some 
of the other provinces would work well in the Madras 
Presidency, and that it would be quite feasible to execute 
sanitary projects by private agency if permission. were 
accorded. It would, however, prove more expensive as 
the Madras Public Works Department erected their 
works at a minimum cost. There were no firms in Madras 
which were capable of undertaking large sanitary pro· 
jects, but some of the Calcutta and Bombay firms had 
agencies in the city and would be prepared to undertake 
such work. 

2,203. In the matter of the local purchase of European 
stores, he was of opinion that the existing rules should 
be revised so as to empower an engineer to purchase 
locally imported articles of European ~anufactur~ if he 
considered such a course more economical. He did not 
agree that there was any force in the contention ~hat 
such permission would place the local officer entrrely 
in the hands of local firms and thought. that his positiQll 
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would be no worse than it was now. In his opinion, 
sanitary appliances could be purchased. loca.lly at a 
reasonable price, though perhaps not qw~ as cheaply 
as in England, but in view of the expeditl?us ma~er 
in which they could be obtained, he deemed 1t expedient 

00 permit their local purchase. 
2,20!. He advocated the reorganizatior;t o.f the S~ni~ar:y 

Branch and its separation from the enstmg Buildings 
nd !Wads Branch of the Public Works Department 

:wl proposed that the sanitary ~stablis~ent in M~a.s 
should consist of a Sanitary Chief Engmeer an~ s1x or 
seven Executive Engineers, i.e., one for each circle. of 
superinwndence. For the commencement the Executive 
Engineers he propoeed wo~d work ~ectly under the 
present Superinwnding En~meers of circle~, b:Ut whe.n 
they were ultimarely seruor eno~h to JU~tify their 
promotion he thought that they IIDght be r~lBed to the 
rank of Superint.,ending Engineer. by the creati~n of three 
such appointments. He adlllitred that hlB_ sche~e 
suffered from the disadvantage that the Supermknding 
Engineers would be subordinare to t~ee insre~ of to 
two Chief Engineers, but he had adVlBedly retamed the 
Superinrending Engineer in the link of procedure as that 
~fhcer had a smaller area to superinrend than the Chief 
Engineer, and would thus ~e in a better position ~o. super· 
vise works. All the samtary works, he ant1c1pared, 
would be too scattered for one officer to control. 

2,205. He next recommended tha.:,~ for a start ,the 
Executive Engineers he proposed m~ght be recru1ted 
from amongst those Executive E~ineers in the D~p~rt· 
ment who had received some tratrung under the ex1Bt1ng 
sy~rem on warer and drainage works. The difficulty 
in immediate recruitment from England would be that 
men so obtained would be inexperienced in Indian 

'conditions. His proposal in effect was that a certain 
number of Assistant Engineers should be recruited from 
England and be attache~ to the ~rdin~ry_ work of th.e 
Department, until su<Ul time as their semortty and quali· 
fications fitted them for the charge of executive sanitary 
divisions. _ 

2 206. He considered that the sanitary service he had 
proposed should be an imperial one and that it~ offi~ers 
should be liable to transfer to any part of India, tnen· 
nially so that the experience gained in one province 
might prove usefu~ on tr~nsfer ~ another ~rovin?e. 
A sanitary Executtve Engmeer w1th 12 years serVlce 
would thus have had experience of three provinces and 

."by the time he attained the rank of Superinrending 
Engineer he would probably have been posred to four 
diiferent provinces if his services had been retained for 
five years in each province. They could then be posted 
as Superinrending Engineers to provinces where they 
had served previously and thus combine their local 
knowledge with the experiences gain~d in other. pro~nces. 
He did not think that the expend1ture entailed m the 
acquisition of such local knowledge could be considered 
expensive when weighed against its numerous advan· 
ta;2;es. He added that his scheme was somewhat analog· 
ous to that followed in the Railway Department where 
inspectors were Jiabl~: to transfer from one province to 
another. 

2,207. He quite agreed with the general trend of 
opinion that too much of an engineer's time was occupied 

• in the examination of accounts documents which were 
really not essential for purposes of audit. His views 
wen~ ba:>ed on his experiences as an Executive and Sani· 
tarv Engineer. He admitred, however, that as a Superin· 
tm.ding Engineer and Sanitary Engineer to Government 
he had practically no concern with accounts and that 
his experiences of audit objedions were confined to the 
time when he held executive rank. 

2,208. He proposed that every student should, under 
the present methods of execution of works, receive practi· 
cal training on sanitary works for six months in addition 
to the one year's training which they already received 
on other works, and he considered that all civil engineers 
~hould undergo a course of training on sanitary works 
undt•r }ll'\'sent conditions. 

~.209. The normal annual expenditure on sanitary 
works in the Madras Presidency varied between 

Rs. 12,00,000 and Rs. 20,00,000, and he earnest!)' hoped 
that the sanitary ·grants would be largely augmented 
as he believed that sanitary works Wl're a first charge 
on the public revenues in any movements for improve· 
ment of the country's resourc .. s. B~des drawing up 
the details connecred with this expenditure he had a 
-great deal of mainrenanee work and was required to 
advise local bodies free of charge. As an indication of 
the exwnt of such work he stared that in 1914 he scruti· 
nised plans and estimates for works prepared by local 
bodies the cost of which came to about Rs. 29,40,000. 
He did not as a rule inspect local sanitary works whilst 
they were under construction and he, or his assistant, 
only advised local boards before estimates were pre· 
pared as to how they should be drawn up. 

2,210. He had two Deputy and four Assistant Sanitary 
Engineers under him. The Deputy Sanitary Engineers 
ranked as Executive Engineers and were paid Rs. 700 
a month, and the Assistants ranked as Assistant Engineers 
and were on a scale of Rs. 300-Rs. 500 a month. Their 
duties consiswd of the preparation of plans and estimates 
under his general supervision, and the inspection of 
existing warer.works and no charges were levied for 
such inspections either by himself or by the officers 
under him. The senior boiler inspector was also placed 
under him and that officer inspecred wakr·works pump· 
ing stations and advised as to their repairs, but in his 
case a special charge was made as his inspection was a 
detailed one. Neither the Sanitary Engineer nor. his 
Assistants were empowered to issue any orders to local 
bodies but they could bring defects to notice through 
the medium of inspection notes, and if they were not 
remedied within three months of the receipt by the 
local body of the inspection note a reference was made 
to the local Government which enforced immediate 
action. He did not know whether the local Govern· 
ment possessed statutory powers in this direction, but 
explained that all the local Government did was to 
write to the local board stating that it noted with dis· 
pleasure that a particular work had not been properly 
maintained and that it was desirable that the necessary 
repairs should be effecred within three months, and the 
request generally had the desired effect. 

2,211. (Mr. Cobb.) If he were given the full complc· 
ment of staff which he had asked for he could spend 
Rs. 40,00,000 to Rs. 50,00,000 a. year in the Madras 
Presidency . 

2,212. The Madras Corporation had its own special 
sanitary engineer, and he was not its consulting engineer 
though as Sanitary Engineer to Government certain 
municipal matters were referred to him for opinion. 

2,213. In his opinion the restrictions in the matter 
of the local purchase of Euoopean stores should be re· 
moved even if their purchase in India was somewhat 
more expensive, but it was advisable if the concession 
were granred ~o rule that no article which was dearer 
by more than 5 per cent. should be so procured. .An 
alwrnative provision authorising the submission o! 
indents to England when necessary would help to keep 
down prices in India. 

2,214. He proposed that a commitree consisting of 
three engineers and two accounts officers should be 
appoinred to examine and report on the question of the 
reduction of audit objections, such report being sub
mitred to government in due course for its consid~:ra
tion. As a minor remedy he suggested the abolition of 
the present system under which audit notes were com
piled by clerks in the A<lcountant·General's office in 
which he believed a clerk was not considered competent 
U:nless he bro~ght to notice a number of audit objec
twns. He believed that the objections raised in conse
quence were so numerous that the Assistant .Accountant. 
General had not the time to examine them and forwarded 
them as prepared by the clerks to the Executive Engi· 
nee~. He therefore proposed that the Deputy or 
AsSlStant Accountant-General should, in future, look · 
more closely into audit notes and objectionable items 
starements. 
. 2~215. (Mr. Macken~ie.) 1\Iadras had a sanitary board 

similar to the board m Calcutta. The Sanitary Engi. 

2H2 
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neer in Madras was directly under the Chief Engineer, 
while in Calcutta he was under the sanitary board on 
which the Chief Engineer had a seat and he preferred 
the latter> system. The Chief Engineer of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch in Madras was also president of the 
sanitary board, but the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Branch, 
had not a seat on the board. 

2,216. He did not approve of the proposal to transfer 
the office of the Director General of Stores to India as 
he thought the Department would continue to labour 
under the same difficulties. Nor did he approve of the 
suggestion to appoint an official buyer in the capital of 
each province. He added that if it was intended to 
encourage Indian industries, the best and simplest course, 
in his opinion, was to abolish the European stores rules 
altogether. ' -
. 2,217. If large contractors were employed on sanitary 
works they would execute them on the piece· work system 

and the works would prove more expensive. He had 
proposed the execution of such work by large contract· 
ors as efficient petty contractors were not available. 

2,218. Works were debited with a charge for the 
tools and plant used on them, but under recent orderSL 
no charge was made when the tools were not actually 
used nor was interest charged on the capital thus locked 
up. 

2,219. He stated that the committees which considered 
the syllabus of the Madras Engineering College did not 
giv~ du~ regard to the need for instruction in sanitary 
engmeermg, and that they had not to his ·knowledge 
consulted the Sanitary Engineer in the matter. 

2,220. In his- opinion there should be a practical 
course of two years instead of one, part of .which migllt 
be spent on sanitary works, even if the extended practi· 
cal course necessitated the curtailment of the theoreti
cal course. 

E. J. B. GREENWOOD, EsQ., A.M.l.E.E., Electri(l Inspector to the Government of Madras. 

Written Statement. 

2,221. (Qualifications.) An electrical engineer by train· 
ing. Appointed in London to the present post in January 
1913 by the Seoretary of State, after an eight years' 
mechanical and electrical works training and three 
years University course. A B.Sc., with Honours in 
Electrical Engineering, raised to M.Sc. in 1916, of 
the University of Leeds. An Associate Member of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers. Original agreement 
period of three years extepded in February 1916 by 
another period of three years. 

2,222. (Duties). Statutory under the Indian Elec· 
tricity Act, 1910, and advisory as Electrical Engineer to 
Government. 

2,223. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted in this province for the execution of electrical 
works while not being uneconomical and unsuitable for 
the purpose for which they were devi~ed could be im· 
proved in certain directions. The directions in which 
improvement can be made are :-(a) administration, 
(b) working facilities, (c) establishment. 

(a). Administration.-The system of execution of works 
in this presidency is that the Superintending Engineer 
is in administrative charge, with an electrical sub-divi· 
sional officer for the presidency town ; in the mofu.ssil 
there is no special electrical officer the work being carried 
out by the Executive Engineers. The Electric Inspector 
has no executive office and is practically a consulting 
engineer ; nevertheless as the principal electrical officer, 
government look to him as responsible. As electrical 
works are gradually increasing and involve considerable 
capital expenditure it would be in the best interests 
of government that both the erection and maintenance 
of these works should be controlled by the principal 
electrical officer. The Electric Inspector makes regular 
inspectionS''&nd tests of government installations and 
forwards his report to the Superintending Engineers for 
such attention as they may receive. The Superin
tending Engineers and Executive Engineers can call on 
the Electric Inspector for advice and assistance. This 
system of working has not proved satisfactory, the 
reason being the indirectness and small control of the 
Electric Inspector and especially in mofussil work the 
absence of electrically-trained supervision. A system of 
administration by which a civil engineer is placed in 
charge of electrical works and the principal electrical 
officer has only an advisory voice can never prove satis· 
bctory. 

The defects have shown themselves in the following 
directions :-

(i) the maintenance of electrical installations is not 
satisfactory as the Electric Inspector has no control 
aft.er his report has been submitted; 

(ii) the execution of new works is carried out in the 
presidency town by the electrical sub-divisional officer 
a fully.qualified man but of junior experience; in the 

mofussil little new work has been carried out but that 
little could be inspected by the Electric Inspector 
only a few times during execution; such few inspections, 
however, are not sufficient to ensure that the whole of 
the workmanship and hidden details. are satisfactory. 

It is pointed out that only as recently as May 1916 
was the electrical sub-divisional officer a qualified elec· 
trical engineer, and the defects of previous adminis
tration are now being put right. 

(b). Working facilities.-The purchase of electrical 
materials cannot be made in large quantities owing to 
the absence of store room. It should be possible to, 
obtain the advantage of buying in large quantities at 
correspondingly cheap rates all the usual materials 
required for the maintenance of electrical installations 
and to have a suitable central store for which distribu
tion as required may be made. The Public Works 
stores would still stock the ordinary articles such as 
oils, small stores, etc., but the stock of electrical materials 
would be kept by the executive electrical officer. 

In Madras there are 69 ele.ctrlcal installations with 
a capital cost of approximately nine lakhs of ru_pees 
and apart from the actual cost of current consumption 
approximately Rs. 44,000 were spent on their main- · 
tenance during the last year. The repair o£ small elec
trical apparatus cannot be economically and conven~ 
ently carried out by outside agency, a small repair shop 
is an essential in the maintenance of electrical instaiJa. 
tions. 

(c). Establishment.-At present the Superintending 
Engineer, a civil engineer, controls the selection and 
appointment of the subordinate electrical establishment; 
in my opinion this is not sound and in practice has proved 
unsatisfactory: The principal electrical officer would be 
a more suitable man for such important work. 

2,224. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-
Private enterprise in so far as the construction of new 

· 'electrical works is concerned is in my opinion sufficiently 
encouraged. With the exception of small repair work 
which represents possibly 2 per cent. of the total all 
work is carried out by outside agency. It would be 
neither economical nor convenient that petty repair 
work should be so carried out. In the case of a repair 
work of large magnitude tenders are obtained and the 
work carried out by outside agency. 

(2). Unless the firms obtain a very much better super
visory and working staff than at present it would not 
be possible to entrust the upkeep of electrical installations 
to them. The maintenance of an electrical installation 
consists of attention to such a large number of details 
that the supervision of the firms to whom- the main· 
tenance had been entrusted would require practically 
the same departmental supervisory staff as at present 
employed. It is possible, however, that some such 
upkeep arrangement might be made, but I doubt whe· 
ther it would prove satisfactory and economical. The 
average working man employed by local firms is a very 
poorly·skilled man and usually learns his trade on govern· 
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ment or other work. I recommend therefore that no 
chan~e be made in this matter. 

2,225. (W.) Changes in organization.-! would re
commend that an electrical section corresponding to 
the l!anitary section of the Public Works ?epartment 
be made. At its head should be an expenenced Elec· 
trical Engineer ranking as Superintending Engineer and 
rc~ponsible for all electrical work in the presidency. 
.For the carrying out and maintenance of works an 
executive Electrical Engineer would be required and 
one would suffice at present ; the presidency would be 
divided into two sub-divisions, the presidency town and 
the mofussil. each in charge of a qualified sub-divisional 
officer. 

(2). The duttes of Electric Inspector under the Indian 
Electricity Act, 1910, require the services of a qualified 
Electrical Engineer ; and experience has shown the in· 
advisability of the Electric Inspector being also the 
executive officer for electrical work. It is desirable 
therefore that the Electric Inspector should be a 
Superintending Electrical Engineer and not an executive 
officer, and until there is sufficient work to warrant the 
employment of any additional electrical officer, one 
officer should and may hold out both offices of Superin
tending Electrical Engineer and Electric Inspector. 
When the statutory work increases additional Electric 
In~pectors would be required, the Superintending Elec
trical Engineer becoming ex-officio the Chief Electric 
Inspector for the province. 

(3). In this con.nection I would bring before the Com
mittee the aubject of the pay, status, etc., of the Elec
trical Engineers in government employ. The attached 
sheet (Annexure A) shows the whole list of such officers 
and it will be seen that the conditions of service, pay, 
status, etc., differ very considerably in the different 
provinces. The only explanation possible is the com· 
parative isola.tion of the various officers, for the work 
{or which they are appointed is practically the same 
throughout India. The status of the Electric Inspector, 
Madras, has never been defined ; in pay, he is an Assis
tant Engineer although he may have 14 years' engineer
ing experience as in my case, in travelling allowance 
he is a first-class officer, and in correspondence he deals 
direct with the Chief Engineer. The stigmas of ' tern-

. porary ' and ' attached to the Public Works Depart
ment ' deprive him of any definite status. 

( 4). There seems no reason why an Electric Inspector 
should not be graded pari passu with corresponding 
oflicers of the imperial branch of the Public Works 
Department and rise with them. In all cases an Elec· 
tric Inspector starts his service in India later in life 
than the Assistant Engineers of the Public Works Depart
ment and it would only be fair to add at least five years 
to his service in grading him. , 

(5). Apart from pay and status, an Electrical Engineer 
should be given European Service Leave Rules, and 
either a pension or a special provident fund similar to 
that on state railways. It would make the electrical 
service much more attractive and ..-ould give the elec· 
trica.l specialists a more varied experience, thus increasing 
their value to government, • if there were some system 
of transfers from a junior province to one of greater 
cledrical importance; all new men should commence 
their srrvice in a province of small electrical import· 
ance. The Government of India should be given powers 
to make these transfers. 

2.226. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branehes.-The Public Works Department does 
uwct the n~ds of other departments of the ad
ministration, but for some inexplicable reason such 
rlt>partmeuts do not make full use of the Public "·orks 
D··pa.rtment. For example the Medical, the Industries, 
the Survey and the Press Dep~Utments spend consider
able sums of money on electrical apparatus without 
t•uusulting government's electrical officer. Such ap· 
paratus is oft~n neither suitable for its work nor for 
the climate and in general the money is not spent to 
the best advantage. The relations betw~n the Elec
tri~al au~ other branches of the Department are in my 
opmton m general satisfactory. 

.. 
2,227. (V.) Decentralization.-Forther decentraliza-

tion in the matter of granting administrati•e sanction 
to estimates for new electrical work is required. At 
present the power to accord administrative sanction to 
proposals for electrical installations in government build· 
ings rests only with government. The absence of any 
authority in selected heads of departments to accord 
administrative sanction to electrical estimates results in 
an avoidable increa..."() of correspondence. As an ex
ample, the installation of one additional wall plug costing 
say Rs. 23 requires submission to government and 
the time occupied in obtaining sanction is usually three or 
four months. Under the existing procedure large clerieal 
work is unavoidable as every proposal however small 
has to be submitted to government before it can be 
technically sanctioned by the Superintending Engineer, 
I submit that Superintending Engineers and other heads 
of departments who exerci~e large powers of eanction 
in other directions may sl:lfely be invested with authority 
to accord administrative sanction to electrical works up 
to a certain limit.. I propose that small estimates should 
be administratively sanctioned by heads of departments 
within their powers of sanction and technically sanc
tioMd by the Electric Inspector ; and that large esti· 
mates of value exceeding the powers of heads of de_part
ments be .administra~ively sanctioned by government, 
and techlll(:ally sanctioned by the Electric Inspector 
for works not exceeding Rs. 20,000 and by the Chief 
Engineer for larger workE. 

2,228. (VI.) Simplification of proeedure.-When the 
Public Works Code was originally prepared electrical 
works were of course not contemplated, the first elec
trical work in this presidency being dated 1905. Not· 
withstanding this the PuUic Works Depmtment Code is 
not unduly restrictive in the execution and maintenance 
of electrical works ; a few standard forms not suitable ~ 
for electrical works have been modified. 

2,229. (VU.) Education.-The local engineering college 
has only- recently, some 16 months ago, seriou~Jy 
taken up the teaching of electrictl engineering. For the 
last three years the mechanical engineer students of the 
engineer grade, as distinct from the lower subordinate 
and upper subordinate gra,des, have been given some 
small instruction in i.lectrical engineering, but none of 
such students have as yet been employed on the elec· 
trical side of the Public Works Department. 

(2)· No facilities exist for .instruction in electrical engi· 
ncermg of a standard to smt the post of electrical over· 
seer in the Department ; at present the Victoria Technical 
Institute of Bombay provides prMtically all the trained 
electrical men above the wiremen grade that are em
ployed by the private firms and by government. 

(3). There is a real demand here for instruction similar 
to that provided at the institute in Bombay; and ! 
would suggest that the existing technical institutes in 
this presidency be encouraged to offer higher instruc· · 
tion, leaving the engineering college to provide the 
highest class of instruction. 

(4). It is interesting to note that there is a movement 
under consideration to start at the local trades school 
an electrical wiremen's class of iiJJltruction. 

2,230. (VID.) Practical training.-To the electrical 
sub-divisional office each year• two passed students of 
the engineering college are posted for a six months 
training. After that time they are posted to the civil 
engin~ring side of the Public \\'orks Department for 
another period of six months ; and at the end of the 
year are set free of the Department and wait for a 
~acall:cy .. 'l'his period pf six months electrical training 
1s qmte madequate and for all practical purposes is a 
wa.sre of t1me ; such men are quite unsuitable to take 
up any .electrical. charge such as overseer. During the 
two penods of s1x months these men are p.w.t a Yery 
small salary, Rs. 20 or R11. 25 per mensem but if the ap· 
prentic:eship spirit is to be fostered th;y Ehould "ork 
fr~. Further the period of apprenticeEhip or training 

, should be three years, but there is no necessity to bind 
the students by a legal agreement. 



ANNEXURE A. 

Table of Electrical Branch of tke Public Works Department, Imperial atul Provincial. 
f 

Status in Public 
I 

Permanent Works Department Pensionable or Province. Appointment. Incumbent. or for purpose of ·Provident Fund. Consolidated pay. Leave Rules. 
'. Temporary. , Travelling Allow-

ance. 

- ~-------- -------. Rs. 

India Electrical Adviser. J. W.l\'Ieares, M.I.E.E. Permanent. Superintending Engi- Pensionable. 1,000-50-1,600 European. 
(a) M.I.C.E. neer, 1st class. 

Madras Electritl Inspector. E. J. B. Greenwood, Temporary. 1st class officer. Non-pensionable. 650-50-750 Paragraph 395, P. W. D. 
M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. (b). Code, Volume I. 

Bombay Electrica.l engineer. W. F. Stuart-Menteth, Do. Do. Do. 1,000-50-1,200 Paragraph 396, P. W. D. 
A.M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., 

\ Code, Volume I. 
A.C.G.I. (a). 

Do. Electric Inspector. F. w. Wilson, A.M., Do. Do. Do. 800-50-1,000 European. 
I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E. (b). Special Provident Draws Bombay House 

Fund. Allowance. 
Do. Electric Inspector. ·W. L. Stevenson (a). Do.· Not known. Not known. 450-20-550 Not known. 

(Sind). 
Bengal Electric Inspector. R. J. Browne, M.I. Permanent. 1st class officer. Non-pensionable 600-40-1,000 European. 

C. E., M.I.E.E. (a); Special Provident Emoluments personal 
Fund. to Mr. Browne. . Rs. 1,100 . 

Do. Executive Engineer, A. K. Taylor, A.M. Do. Executive Engineer: Non-pensionable 600-40-1,000 Do 
Electrical Division. I.C.E., M.I.E.E., Special Provident I 880-40-1,000 

A.C.G.I. (b). Fund. (personal to Mr .. Taylor) 
United Provinces Electric Inspector. H. C. G. Tufnell * (b) Temporary. 1st class officer. Non-pensionable. 700-800 Paragraph 395, P. W. D. 

On military duty. Code, Volume I. 
Do. Do. w. Bell, A.I.E.E. (a) Do~ Not known. Do. 800 Not known. 

Officiating. 
Punjab Electrical Engineer c. c. T. Eastgate, Do. Executive Engineer. Do. 800 Paragraph 395, P. W. D. 

and Electric Inspector. M.I.E.E.* (b). General Provident Code, Volume I. 

R Raikes* (b). 1 
Fund. 

Burma Electric Inspector. Permanent. 1st class officer. Non-pensionable 600-40-1,000 European. 
Special Provident plus local allowance ' Fund. of Rs. 100 while serv-

ing in Burma. . Bihar and Orissa Do. A. N. 1\fcintyre, A.M. Temporary. Executive Engineer. Non-pensionable 600-50-800 Iridian. 
I.E.E.* (a). Special Provident 

.Fund. 
Central Provinces Do. c. M. B. Mersh, A.M., Do. Do. Not known. 500-40-700 Not known. 

I.E.E. (a). 
Delhi Electrical Enginoc and J. S. Pitkeathly, C.V. Permanent. lst class officer. Non-pensionable 1,000-50-1,500 European. 

Electric Inspector. 0 .• A.M.I.E.E., A.M. Special Provident 
I.M.E., M.S.W.M.I.* Fund. 
(a). 

* Liable to serve in any part of Ind1a. (a) Recru1ted m India. (b) Recrwted m England. 
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M:a. E. J. B. GBEESWOOD called and ex.amined. 

2 231. (Pruidtnt.) The witness stated that he was the 
Ele::tric Inspecwr to the Government of Madras and 
that he had held that post, which was his first govern··· 
mcnt appointment, for four years. He had been re
cruited in England. 

2,232. His functions were of two classes, . statutory 
and advisory. The percentage of cases commg . under 
the former category amounted to about 50 or 60 per 
cent., and were connected with the administration of 
the Indian Electricity Act, and those under the latter 
about 4{) per cent. There were si;s:ty-five government 
electrical installations in Madras C'lty ; there were also 
ten government lighting plants in the mofWisil ; these 
were all small and their capacity varied between 8 and 
so horse power. The number of statutory installations 
with plant in the mofU8sil which had to be inspected 
was a hundred and seven, but that number did not 
include many smaller installations. Lastly, there was a 
very large government military installation in thti 
cordite factory at Aravankadu which he visited in his 
capacity as Electric Inspector to Government, but not 
as an electrical engineer, 

2,233. He inspected government installations perio~c· 
ally and forwarded his inspection note_s to the S~perm· 
tending Engineer. He had no executive power m t.he 
matter of such installations, but merely tendered adVIce 
as the result of ~is inspections~ Such a position was 
undoubtedly unsatisfactory, and he desired to have 
4lXecutive charge of these electrical installations in place 
of the Executive Engineer, but unfortunately the statu
tory and executive duties could not be worked. in con· 
junction as the Electric Inspector had sometimes to 
act as arbiter in disputes between the government and 
private parties, e.g., if a dispute had arisen in the ca:se 
of service lines, or as to whether the supply was satJ.S· 
factory or not, or as to whether the fault was on the 
government or contracting side, he would be called 
upon to arbitrate. 

2,234. In his opinion, the Electrical Engineer in Bombay 
did not perform all his (the witness's) duties, as in the 
Bombay Presidency there was also an Electric Inspector 
subordinate to the Electrical Engineer who was the final 
authority in electrical matters. In certain cases which 
had arisen in Madras the Electric Inspector had per
formed both the judicial and executive duties and the 
local electric supply company had approached govern· 
ment with a request for two electrical officers, and he 
recommended that two such officers should be employed. 

2,235: The repair work of government electrical 
install&tions was unsatisfactory and the proper standard 
of work had not been maintained though it had lately 
improved. The reason for this was that the workman· 
ship of the wiremen and fitters was very poor. 

2,236. He advocated the creation of a separate elec· 
trical department under an Electric Inspector with tq,e 
status of a Superintending Engineer, and proposed that 
that officer should be given a staff of one electrical Execu· 
tive Engineer and two sub-divisional officers for wholly 
executive duties. The statutory work he explained 
would under his proposal continue to be performed by 
tho Electric Inspector until the increase in the work 
justified the employment of two officers. He was not 
in favour of the entertainment at present of an Electric 
Inspector in a..ddition to the staff he had proposed and 
rt·marked that although the Electrio Inspector and the 

, Electrical Executive Engineer would work independently 
under his scheme it did not matter if one was subordinate 
to the other as such an arrangement had worked well 
in Bombav. 

2,237. The capital value of the government installa· 
tions in the Madras Presidency amounted to Rs. 9,00,000 
and the annual expenditure on their maintenance to 
Rs. 1,50,000. Very little expenditure ha..d be~n incurred 
on new works during the last few years. Estimates 
aggregating Rs. 3,00,000 or Rs. 4,00,000 ha..d been 
framed for lighting but he did not anticipate that the 
average &nnual expenditure on this account would 

amount to more than Rs. 1,00,000 for the next five 
years. 

2,238. The Electric Inspector would be liable to 
transfer from one province to another, under his scheme. 

2,239. He drew attention to the fact that although 
there was an electrical staff at present ita advice was 
not obtained in connection with the electrical work of 
other branches of government, and illustrated his re· 
mark by stating that though he was consulted regarding 
the installation of fans and lights in a medical laboratory 
he was not consulted regarding the electrical apparatus 
in the laboratory itself apparently because such apparatus 
had to fulfil certain medical tests and was therefore 
regarded as more within the province of the medical 
authorities. Nevertheless he recommended that no 
purchases of electrical apparatus should be_ effected 
without first obtr.ining his advice as the practice led to 
wasteful expenditure from the public revenues. · 

2,24{). He had visited the Madras Engineering College 
and discussed the new syllabus of instruction then under 
preparation. The present course for mechanical and 
electrical engineering was a combined one and the ne\v 
course which was a five year one provided for the study 
of mechanical and electrical engineering for the first 
three years, special subjects in the fourth year and 
electrical engineering exclusively in the fifth year. He 
had expressed his disapproval of the new course as he 
considered fivl) years was much too long a period seeing ,. 
that a man when he entered the college had already 
received a fairly high standard of general education and 
was required to tmdergo further practical training at 
the close of his college course, e.g., a man after two years' 
study at an Arts college would, on entering the Madras 
Engineering College, be required to study for five years 
at the end of which he would probably be required to 
undergo two years' practical training thus making nine 
years altogether. In his opinion the. new college course _ 
should be of three years' duration, and an additional 
three years should be devoted to practical training. 

2,241. Students received elootrica.l training at the 
Chinga Raj Technical Institution in Vepery, but he 
had no experience of the course having only once visited 
the institution. It trained wiremen who were capable 
of performing the duties assigned to them and his ex· 
perience of such men had been satisfactory. The local 
trades school in Madras had a plumbing and mechanical 
engineering class and it was proposed to include a class 

· for wiremen. 
2,242. Two students from the Madras Engineering 

College•had been sent to the electrical sub-division office 
for six months' training, but he had had no connection 
with them. In his opinion, six months' training W81! 

hardly of much value as usually students undergoing such· 
training frittered away their time. In some cases tht 
students had a slight electrical knowledge, and tb•., 
benefit derived from their practical training in elec
tricity depended a great deal on the students theu•· 
selves. 

2,243. He was in favour of the licensing of wiremun 
prior to their practising as such, but he thought ttae 
introduction of such a system would be a very difficult 
matter although there were enough men and the public 
would favour it. The men who received a technical 
training easily found employment bu~ a sufficient num· 
ber of men were not so trained. Hence firms employed 
a number of untrained men and this he considered li"&S 

a mistake. 
2,244.. (Mr. Cobb.) The technical classes did not train 

enough men and they were capable of increasing their 
output. .He was not aware from what sources the 
students for such classes were drawn, but many young 
men went direct to the institutions from ordinary 11Chools 
to learn wiremen's work. Pupils had to pay fees for 
their training at such classes, and this operated again11t 
their free recruitment. Hence he advocated the creation 
of a 11Choolwhere men could be trained as wiremen for
a small fee, such fee being paid back at the conclusion 
of the course. 
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2,245. (Mr. Howley.) The licensing system for wiremen 2,246. (President.) There were fQur European firms in 
had recently been introduced in Mysore. He asserted Madras who were competent to undertake electrical 
t~at it ~ad been :'rls exper.ience that government was work, but none of the Indian firms were reliable. The 
dilato:y m accordmg sanction to proposals, and that it former were not capable of undertaking all the govern· 
some~1mes took three or four months to get a proposal ment electrical repair work in Madras and all the work . 
sancboned. ~e h~d not ac~ually pre~ared a statement ~ they actually did required close supervision. ' 
to s~pport this VIew, and 1t was pomted out to him ~.247. He· advocated the esta.blishment in Madras of 
that m twenty-.four proposals, selected at ra~dom, which a government workshop for the repair of electrical 
had been subm1tted to g~vernment for sanct10n between articles as it was neither economical nor convenient to 
the months of March 19lu and August 1916, the average have such work done by firm~. 
worked out to twenty-three days. 

1 
At Madras, Monday, 19th February 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.r., r.c.s. (President}. 
SIR NOEL KERSHAW, X.C.B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member :-

I ' A. T. ~CKENZIE, EsQ. 

W. J. J. Ho\'i'LEY, EsQ., A.M.I.C.E., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

G. F. 'PADDISON, EsQ., I.c.s., Collector of Madura. 

W ritt.en Statement. 1 

2,248. (I.) Economy and suitability_ of methods of 
execution of public works.-It must be premised to 
start with that I have very little experience to draw 
upon for an opinion on the points raised in the Govern· 
ment of India's resolution. Two years in the Agency 
Tracts where most of the roads and buildings are in charge 
of tho agency officers, ten or eleven years on settlement 
work and other special duty leave only three years in 
which I have actually had to deal with the problems, 
one year M Collector of Anantapur, a poor and backward 
Telegu district in the Deccan, three months as Collector 
of Bellary and two years in Madura, a rich and progressive 
tehsil district, containing the great Periyar system of 
irrigation and the largest mofussil city pf the presidency. 
I was also for some months in charge of Bezwada sub· 
division, the heooqua.rters of the Kistna Delta irrigation. 

(2}. One of the main suggestions raised in the resolution, 
viz., that local bodies should be encouraged to arrange for 
the execution by their own staff, or by private agency; 
of works such as buildings and roads had already been 
put int() practice in this presidency. Pra<'tically all the 
roads, bridges, school-buildings, hospitals, dispensaries, 
drains and other miscellaneous civil works are in charge 
of local bodies and are erected and maintained by them 
from their own funds or from government grants for the 
purpose and this arrangement is in my opinion econom
ical and suitable for the purpose of which it is devised. 
The exceptions are chiefly government offices and resi
dences and large buildings or other works in municipai 
towns which require greater technical skill and knowledge 
than the municipal engineering staff can afford. In 
this district I would instance the water-works at Periya
kulam, Dindigul and Kodaikanal all smalJ municipalities 
and the hospital in Periyakulam ; these municipalities 
have no engineering staff and someone from outside 
must do the work or at all events must supervise it.. It 
would not be desirable for the district board engineering 
staff to do this work, as they have quite enough to do at 
present, and to lE'nd the services of the officers of one 
local body to another may give rise to friction and diffi
culties. As an instance of large schemes in the bigger 
municipalities, I might mention the drainage works in 
Madura which are being carried out at an expense of 
Rs. 20 or 30 lakbs by the Public Works Department, 
the municipality providing half and the governihent half 
of the funds. Here again the work would certainly be 
beyond the competence of the limit~d engineering staff 
at the disposal of the municipality. On the other hand, 

very large bridge works are carried out by the district 
board engineering staff, e.g., the bridges over the Vaigai 
at Kunnur, the Varabanadhi, the Pam bar and the Shan· 
muganadhi and the causewa;1 at Melakkal across the 
Vaigai have all been completed in recent years at the 

· cost noted below from district board funds and gov
ernment. grants under the supervision of the district 
board engineer. The estimates are scrutinized by the 
Superintending Engineer or J!igh engineering authority 
in each case and he is always ready to assist with his 
advice if difficulties arise. I have also received very 
valuable information and advice on the condition and 
repair of the roads from the Superintending Engineers 
after their to1;1rs. 

· Rs. 
Kunnur . 
V arahanadhi 
Pambar . , 

~ Shanmuganadhi . 
Melakkal causeway 

64,000 
72,000 
38,000 

1,05,000 
53,000 

(3}. I consider that the present arrangements work 
very well on the whole. I gather that it is not ,p!ioposed, 
nor do I consider it drsirable, that the execution and 
maintenance of government irrigation works should 
pe interfered with in any way. If this be so, in all dis
tricts or group of districts it is necessary to maintain 
a government engineering staff, and this staff can look 
after the buildings and other works which I have referred 
tO above. If government offices and still more govern-. 
ment residences were put in charge of district board 
agency, there would, I consider, be a great deal of fric
tion. There are complaints now about government 
bungalows from discontented occupants, but the Public 
Works Department executive officer, if be is in the right, 
has the weight of a government department at his back. 
It would be a. different matter for the district board 
engineer and the president, district board. On the 
other hand, it is for consideration whether some of the 
main through communications should not be in the bands 
of the Public Works Department. For one thing I 
think that the Public Works Department find less diffi
culty in procuring the necessary funds. The Kodaikanal 
Ghaut Road has been constructed by the Public Works 
Department and it is feared will shortly be handed 
over to the district board for maintenance. This is 
only to a. small extent a " district. " road and is largely 
used by visitors from all over the southern part of the 
presidency. I am afraid that the district board will 
find it almost impossible to provid~ funds for its proper 
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upkeep ,N~d I think that the Chief Engineer would be 
more like'fv to be able to persuade government to pro· 
vide fund~ than the president, district board.. 'J?le 
difficulty of maintaining the thro~h commUlllcatlon 
is, however, not nearly so great in a place l~e. Mad~ 
as in the more backward and unpopular ~~~tncts J?>e 
Anantapur. Even in l\la.dura. I .find cons1~erable d1ffi· 
culty in obtaining a trained AssiStant Engmeer on. Rs. 
150 to Rs. 200. In Anantapur it is almost imposstble. 
ThP engint>er who wa.s in charge of Anantapur roa?s, 
just before I took charge, built bridges and schools which 
immediately fell down. His successor wa.s a very com· 
petent man, young, keen and intelligent, but, a.s I f~r~, 
he left on promotion il'l about a year. A provmcml 
department like the Public Works Depart~ent, on the 
other hand, can insist on competent men gomg to such 
unpopular places and staying t~ere tho~h ~ven t~ey 
find that the sickness among relatives enta1ling tmmediate 
leave or a transfer to such a place is remarkable. The 

· district is very pqor and yet it is expected to maintain 
many miles of the main military roa.d from Secunderaba.d 
to Bangalore, a road which is perhaps not one of the most . 
important from a district point of view. I consider 
that works of this kind should be entrusted to the Pub
lic Works Department who would gi~e. to the work 
adequate hmds and adequate supervlSton. 

2,249. (ll.) Encouragement ol other agency.-As 
regards the second main po~t .whethe~ under the 
exil!ting system private enterpr1SC lS sufficiently encour· 
aged, I believe that both the Public Works Departm~nt 
and the local bodies are ready to entrust the execubon 
of work to private contractors in so far as they are avail· 

, able. The two largest works recently completed in this 
' district are the new Collector's office at Madura, recently 

completed for nearly Rs. 4 lakhs and the ghaut road 
to Kodaikanal which cost about Rs. 7 lakhs. The exe·. 
cution of the first was originally entrusted to a private 
Engli~h firm, but resulted in a law-suit. This wa.s before 
my time and the Superintending Engineer who is being 
examined will be better able to explain the details than I. 
The work was entirely completed by departmental 
agedcy at a cost, I understand, lower than the rates 
asked for by the private firm although the war ha.d inter
vened. The result is a magnificent building admirably 
executed. The ghaut Road to Kodaikanal was carried 
out by a. Muhammadan contractor under the supervision 
of the Public Works Department and is a very difficult 
work very well carried out. On the local fund side the 
maintenance and repair of the roads are almost entirely 
carried out by small contractors who each take up a few 
miles of the roa.d. 

(2). Tenders are called for after the estimates have been 
passed by the district and taluk boards. Only in 
out-of-the-way places, \\'here no contractor is willing 
to come forward, is the wotk done departmentally. 
It has been suggested that the whole of the roads of a 
district or large stretches of them might be entrusted 
to a private firm who would employ regular gangs of 
coolia and supervise the work, provide steam rollers, 
tools, plant and so on. There is nothing in the rules 
against this being done and if contractors were available 
I think the system would be tried in some dil!tricts. I 
am told that this was done in Malabar, but have, not 
heard whether it was a success. The advantage of 
contract work is that the private man can often procure 
labour more easily and hu a more personal interest in 
getting his work done quickly as he wants to turn over 
his capital as quickly as possible. The difficulty is to 
find contractors with both capital and bll8iness know· 
led!(e. I may instance the St. George's Homes, a private 
institution in this district who proposed to build largely 
at Kodaikanal, but could not obtain tenders within 

25 per cent. of the estimates which had been • framed 
in consultation with the Public Works Department. 

(3). I 8hould also mention here the "A" system of 
contract which is I!Ometimes used in this di<nrict. The 
main principle on which this is based is that it is to the 
interest of those who use the road to maintain it in good 
order and to spend money on it of their own. Accord· 
ingly, in out-of-the·way places where it is difficult to 
supervise work departmentally or in other places where 
the local board cannot afford money to put the road 
in proper order, the maintenance of a road is handed 
over to a private party who receives a small but admit· 
tedly inadequate grant for the purpose so long as he 
maintains the road in decent ordl'r. This is done in this 
district in the c~ of the bridle path from Bodi Mettu 
on the Travaucore Hills to Bodinayakkanur and was 
started on a road through the Kannivadi zemindari in 
this district, the grant being made over to the manager, 
an educated Indian in the employ of a Bengal company. 
This had to be given up as the _company lost the title 
to the zemindari in a law-suit. A similar system is in 
force with the Public Works Department for the road 
from the foot of the ropeway from the Travancore hills, 
a grant being made to the Travancore planters for the 
purpose. A certain number of roads are also maintained 
very cheaply by the Forest Department and grants are 
made to them from local funds for the portions of the 
roads which are useful to the public on the plains. 

2,250. (ID.) Changes in organization.-! do not 
consider that any modification of the staff of the Public 
Works Department is necessary for the .present. If at 
any time private contractors are found ready to under
take a. larger share in the execution and maintenance 
of works, it may be possible to dispe11Se with the services 
of some of the subordinate staff who would then be avail· 
able for employment under the contractors and whose 
knowledge and experience would be of great value. As 
a small instance of this, I find in the Madura ?tlunici
pality it was the custom to spread all metal department· 
ally. This is said to have been slow and inefficient. 
The mistri who formerly did the work departmentally 
now does a good deal as a petty contractor. Under the 
stimulus of personal profit, he is said to turn out better 
and quicker work. 

2,251. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-! coll8ider that the Public Works 
Department adequately meets the needs of the other 
branches of the adminil!tration. I know nothing of the 
relations intff Be of the various branches of the Public 
Works Department. 

2,252. (V.) Decentralization and (VI.) Simplification 
of procednre.-These are departmental matters with 
which I have no concern. 

2,253. (Vll.) Education, and (VUI.) Practical 
training.-With reference to this question I speak with 
even greater diffidence than on the other matters which 
I have discussed. I do not know in what the curriculum 
at the engineering college consists or what is the nature 
of the practical training which is given there. I 
should, however, say that speaking generally the appli· 
cants for the posts of local fund Assistant Engineers, 
however brilliant their qualificatioll8, have not enough 
experience of practical work in connection with roads, 
bridges and buildings. Not seldom candidates receive 
such practical training at our expense and then leave 
with a view to better their prospects just when they are 
becoming useful What iii wanted is a man who can 
check and supervise subordi11ates or contractors, extract 
work from them and gain their confidence. This can onlv 
be done by a man who can actually do the work himself, 
and it is to gain this end that I would like to see the prac
tical training of our future local fund engineers devoted. . 

M.a. G. F. P ADDISON called and examined. 

2,25-l. (Prtaidtnt.) The witness stated that he was a 
Colll'('tor of three years standing in the Madras Presidency. 

2,2.).:>. Each district board employed an engineer and 
Assistant Engin~r. The appointment of the former was 
not pensionable, but its incumbent subscribed towards 

VOL. n 

a provident fund. Endeavour wu being made to create 
a regular cadre for district board engineer& as a "'hole 
and to regulate promotion therebv and the boards had 
been askOO. to forward expressionS of their views in this 
connection. A seniority list has also been circulated 

2x 
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to the 'boards with the request that the senior man in ~ot enforce any of h~s re?ommend~tions, exs.ept those 
the list might be selected on the occurrence of a vacancy m regard to the mod1ficat10n of estimates, because his 
but no definite conclusions had been arrived at, and the duties were purely advisory. 
whole subject was in an incipient stage. 2,264. The pay of district board Assistant Engineers 

2,256. District engineers were appointed on the ap· averaged about Rs. 250 a month; that of overseers Rs. 80 .Ji 

proval by government of the nomination made by the to Rs. 100 and of sub-overseers about Rs. 60 a month. 
president of the board, and the members of the district The Madura District Board was a large one and it had 
board were not concerned with such nomination. Candi. constructed several large bridges within its jurisdiction. 
dates were required to possess certain engineering quali· 2,265. A large proportion of the expenditure on district 
fications, but these were not always insisted upon. He board works had, in the past, been met by government. 
had known cases in which certain inefficient men had For instance, if a district board was prepared to provide 
been recommended for such appointments, and the half the cost of the construction of a particular building 
president had been requested by government to make it would usually apply to government for a grant-in-aid 
another selection if men with the requisite qualifications of the balance and this request was generally acceded to. 
'Were available. As a rule the construction of a large bridge was beyond 

2,257. The president of a district board could dismiss the resources of a district board and had to be erected 
an incompetent district engineer but an appeal against by means of a special grant obtained from government. 
such a decision had to be submitted to government 2,266. After estimates of works had been approved 
through the members of the district board. by the Superintending Engineer and sanctioned by the 

2,258. Estinlates in excess of a certain amount required board, the contracts therefor were given out by the 
the approval of the Superintending Engineer prior to president of the board in consultation with the district 
their being sanctioned by the district board and pro- engineer and the members of the district board were not 
vision had to be made for all estinlates in the budget concerned in the matter. 
subject to the general approval of government. For 2,267. The district board of Madura had charge of 
instance, if a district board decided to build a bridge practically all the roads in their jurisdiction with the 
the estinlated cost of which was Rs. 50,000 a resolution exception of the Kodaikanal Ghaut Road and the road 
in its favour would have to be passed by the member ip leading to Travancore, and roads involving technical 
whom the power to accord sanction to estimates was difficulties in their construction were constructed by the 
vested. A~ allowance for it would then be made in Public Works Department and occasionally handed over 
the budget and the estimate forwart\ed to the Super- to the district board after completion, for maintenance. -
intending Engineer for scrutiny after which the board The two roads he had referred to were zig-zag ghaut roads 
sanctioned it with the modifi9ations, if any, suggested which required special engineering skill, and the Public 
by that officer. He added that district boards possessed Works Department maintained them on account of their 
certain powers of reappropriation in the matter of the special nature although the district board had subscribed 
construction of non-budget works, but he did not think towards the cost of their construction. The district 
they could reappropriate money provided for hospitals board was not anxious to take over the maintenance 
for utilization on roads. of the two roads, partly on account of the large expen-

2,259. He had never known of a case in which govern- diture that was required for their maintenance and 
ment had attempted to interfere in connection with partly because of the technical difficulties involved. 
projects for the construction of roads and did not think In the circumstances he was of opinion that it was prefer· 
that they could negative a resolution passed bylt-district able to entrust the two roads to the Public Works De
board sanctioning the construction of a road the estinlated partment, particularly as it could more easily obtain a 
cost of which was Rs. 50,000 as he believed that they larger maintenance grant than the district board. 
had no statutory powers to negative a particular reso- 2,268. From his experience of the roads in the :Madura 
luti~n passed by a district board. He was not quite district he thought they were efficiently maintained 
certain whether government had the power to insist but added that the standard of maintenance depended 
on the construction of a bridge by a district board, if the largely on the personality of the district engineer. Larger 
latter were opposed to such construction and did not' grants were allotted for main communications maintained 
think government had the power to supersede a district'"- by the district board than for talv.lc board roads which 
board in the event of its having neglected its duties. affected purely local interests; hence the talulc boards 

2.260. Each district was sub-divided into a number invariably urged that they could not maintain their 
of taluks each of which submitted estimates for public communications to the required standard owing to the 
works in excess of Rs. 2,500 to the district board to insufficiency of their grants. He attributed the varia
whom they were subordinate for sanction. tions in the condition of the roads of the several districts 

2,261. Taluk boards did not maintain a separate to the varied degrees of competency of the engineering 
engineering staff of their own, but the question of their establishments and to the grants allotted for their main
doing so was under consideration. At present district tenance and explained that the sum available for the 
boards employed a district and an Assistant Engineer, purpose was in proportion to the land cess, which latter 
but the jurisdiction of the latter was not coterminous was based on the amount of wet land in a district. In 
with that of the taluk boards. In the Madura district, his opinion this system was disadvantageous in the 
one enaineer was in charge of slightly more than two taluks, Anantapur district which was poor in wet lands, though 

2,262. The approval of the Superintending Engineer it was advantageous in the Madura district because of 
to district board estimates in excess of a certain amount its possessing large irrigated areas, and he explained that 
was purely of a professional nature. For instance, the theory on which the cess had been based was that 
that officer could not advise as to the necessity for a the smaller irrigated areas had less traffic. He drew 
work, as he was only required to examine estinlates from attention to the fact that the Anantapur District Board 
a technical standpoint. He did not think government was required to maintain a military road which traversed 
charged a peroentage for such professional advice. it, and recommended that its maintenance should be 

2,263. The Executive Engineer was, as a rule, a undertaken by government on account of its being a 
nominated member of the district board and did not purely military communication. 
inspect district board works but it was open to the Super· 2,269. The grant made by government to district 
intending Engineer, in the course of his tours, to do so boards was in proportion to the amount of their general 
and to report on their condition, and he knew of a case, revenue, i.e., their land cess, but the district of Malabar 
that of the construction of a bridge the estinlated cost of had recently levied a higher cess and received a corre
which was Rs. 1,00,000, where that officer had advised spondingly larger grant from government, thus giving 
on a t('('hnical difficultv. The Superintending Engineer rise to complaints by other district boards. In addition 
was required to submit confidential reports to govern- to the annual grant government provided half the cost 
mE>nt, through the president of the board, on the work of special works constructed in a district. 
of district board engineers but he had no statutory powers 2,270. By " government " in his suggestion that 
whatever as an inspector of district board works and could government should maintain military roads in a district, 
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he meant go\'ernment in the Public WorkB Department.-,: required ~ompa.ratively very little professi?nal attention. 
He thought that the maintenance of military co~unica- T~e teMildars, he tho~ht, had greater influence over 
tions by di~trict boards subject tQ th~ prons10n by raty~ts than the Public W orkB De~ment. and c~uld 
government of grants equivalent ro thetr average c.ost ?b~m. more work out of ~hem. Certam ~epall'S ro mmor 
of maintenance would not adequately meet the reqmre- li'l'lgilhon tanks were ~amed out by the ratyat.s themselves 
ment~. becau;;e he anticip&tcd that the boards would not but the removal of Jung~y ~owt~ was generally d~ne 
be able to secure as large an appropriation for the pur- by t~e ~pie of ~he <futric~ ~t~ou~ remuneration. 
por;e as the Public Works Department. A further draw· Certam mmor repairS to maJor l.ITlgatton tanks were 
back was that district board subordinates could not also executed by the same agency. 
bt~ compelled to stay at unpopular t'Jiaces such as Ananta- 2,27_5. There. W61'6 three in~eiM:ndent Pub.lic "~or~s • 
pur, whereas the Public Works Department could post establishments m the Madur_a ~trict_all worJ?ng ":ithm 
their subordinates wherever they chose. the same area and performmg identical duties, VIZ., a 

2,271. The district board of Madura was responsible Public Works Department staff which was responsible 
for the construction of all works pertaining ro its own for irrigation major works and all government buildings, 
requirements, but had no connection with the construe· a district board establishment which was entrusted with 
tion and maintenance of government buildings. He th~ c?nstru~ti~n ~nd. m~in~e~ance of ce~in f?a~ ~nd 
did not approve of the suggestion that the latter class of buildings Within Its JuriSdictiOn, and a mmor Irrigation 
work should be transferred to district boards in the same staff under the Collecror, which wa.s responsible for minor 
way as roads had been made over to them, because al· irrigation works. The position wa.s anomalous and led 
though extra grants of money would be given for the ro redundanc;r in the supervis?ry establis~ent. but. he 
purpose, it would entail heavier work, and .open the had not considered the. ~uest10n. of t~e . s~plification 
door to allegations of unsatisfa.ctory work which would of the present pr~edure m its relation to 1IT1gat10n "!'or~ 
be more difficult for the boards to meet than for the He was emphatiCally opposed ro the transfer to diStrict 
Public Works Department. He did not think the presi· boards of all the scattered irrigation workB with the 
dents of district boards would welcome the change as it exception of the larger canal projects, subject to the 
would add considerably to the duties of the board and ~rovision by government of funds for their maintenance, 
the district engineer ; the time of the latter was already because the responsibility for them would devolve on 
fully occupied. In his opinion if work was to be trans- Collectors of districts, by virtue of the fa.ct that they were 
ferred to district boards, both buildings and irrigation presidents of the district boards, and these officers were 
works should b.e handed over, and not only one of the already overburdened with work. He was also not in 
heads. He admitted, however, that irrigation works, favour of the converse proposal, viz., that all the roads 
consisting as they did mainly of tanks, were necessarily and building work in districts should be transferred 00 
very scattered, and that it would be impossible 00 con- the Public Works Department, with a view to the reduc· 
centrate a government staff even in a particular loco.lit.y tion, wherever possible, of the three staffs a.t present 
lea.ving the remainder to the district board for main· engaged. In his opinion the district board was con· 
tenance. ' cerned only with its own roads and buildings, and there 

2,272. Pra.ctically all the police buildings in the Madras was no good reason why it should be. burdened with 
Presidency were government property. Police lines and government work. 
offices were formerly constructed by the Police Depart- 2,276. District boards evinced p.o interest in the main· 
ment, but they were now erected by the Public Works tenancc of their irrigation tanks as the revenue derived 
Department. therefrom was credited to government, but he considered 

2,273. Madura was a fairly large town with a popula· that they might do so if they were paid a percentage of 
tion of 150,000 to 200,000 and its municipality employed the revenue collected in their respective jurisdictions. 
an engineer on Rs. 300 a month and a few overseers. 2,277. There had been a marked improvement during 
The construction of municipal drainage and water-work! the past ten or fifteen years in the amount of interest 
was carried out by the Public Works Department, on taken by members in the work of district boards. 
account of the deficiency and inefficiency of the muni· 2,278. As far as he was aware, a resolution had been 
cipal staff, and handed over, after their completion, to proposed in the Madras Legislative Council in favour 
the municipality for maintenance. A large drainage of the appointment of non·official presidents of district 
scheme was at present under construction at Madura. boards, but this had not yet received the approval of 
by the Public Works Department and its estimated cost government. 
was R~. 7,00,000. There were four small municipalities 2,279. Taluk boards were subordinate tQ district 
in the Madura district, namely, Dindigul, Periyakulam, boards, and some districts had non-official vice presi· 
Kodaikanal a.nd Bodinayakanur, all of which employed dents. The work of district boards was not conducted 
a small engineering establishment for the construction by a secretary. The president wa.s virtually the a.dmin-

. of schools and hospitals. The large hospital at Dindigul istrative officer and he received the assistance of the 
had been constructed by government agency, and the vice president. The office of a. district board was housed 
hospital at Periyakulam was being rebuilt by govern· in the same building as that of the Collector, but there 
ment as the municipal staff were inadequate for the was no reason why it should not be located elsewhere. 
purpose. In his opimon, it was not possible for muni- He could not suggest improvements for the execution of 
cipal.ities to extend their sphere of work. The Madura public works in his district, and considered that the pre
dl8trlct board would have to employ a. larger engineering sent system did not require any change except that talul: 
staff when the ~ad~~ drain~e works wer~ completed, boards might be allowed to employ Assistant Engineertl. 
but small murucipahtles havmg a populatton of about In support of his recommendation he stated that taluk 
10,000 to. 15,000 inhabitants could not afford to take up boards at present constructed a large number of schools, 
s?ch. ~amtenance work. . It ~ould not repay muni· hospitals, and minor roads under the general direction 
clpalit1es to e~ploy an ~ngmeermg staff of their own for of the district engineer and that they had no qualified 
the con~tructlon of thetr few large works, nor would it officer under their control, who was responsible for their 
be possll.>le for a number of municipalities to combine execution. Talulc and district board roads were com· 
with the object of employing a permanent engineering paratively speaking, analogous to major and 'minor 
11taff between. the1_11 for the purpo~ as such an arrange· irrigation workB, and he did not think it would lead to a 
mt>nt would mentably lead to friction. ma~rial improvement if the latter works were re-trans-

2,27 4. He wa.s re~pons~bl~ f~r the maintenance of a {erred tQ the Public Works Department. In his opinion, 
large number of. mmor ~Igabon wo~kB. for 1rhich he both the district board and the Public Works Department 
employed a spec.ial estabhshment conslStlng of a super· t>stal:.lishments were needed in a district but he admitted 
nwr and a certam number of overseers and sub-overseers, that such a system wa.s not economical and could not 
and th18 staff wu St'pa~ate fro~ that of the _Pub~c ·"' o~ks sugge$t an~ efficacious remedy. 
Department. The mmor, like ~e maJor IUigaUon 2,280. (Str ]\'Otl Ker8llaw.) District board estimate&, 
"·orks, were !!('littered all over the dil!trict, and the former in excess of a certain sum, including the plani therefor 
\\ere under the control of the Collect.Jr because theJ required the approval of the SuperiDtending Engineer. ' 

2H2 
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2,281. The Public Works Department maintained its 
roads in a better condition than the district board, but 
for the encouragement of local self-government and in 
view of the local interest evinced in roads, he thought 
it would be advantageous if they were under the control 
of district boards, particularly as the difference in the 
respective cost of their maintenance, by the two agencies, 
was slight. 

2,282. He admitted that the existence, in the Fame area, 
of the district board and Public Works Department estab
lishment was uneconomical to a limited extent, but wa,; 
of opinion that the district board could not take over any 
government work with the exception of a few irrigation 
works, in which event, however, they would not be so 
well maintained. The district board would IlDt be keen 
on taking over the construction and repair of government 
buildings unless it was made worth their while, but on 
the assumption that -they did accept a limited number, 
he did not think that the members of the board would 
look upon such a transfer as the prelude to the eventual 
transfer to them of a larger number of works, nor did he 
think that such a prospect would appeal to them. 

2,283. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He was not aware of the 
actual number of minor irrigation works in the district 
as compared with that of major works, but thought tha~ 
the percentage would perhaps be fifty to one. 

2,284. The question of the supervision of tanks was 
governed more by their accessibility than by their mag
nitude and tehsildars had more frequent opportunities 
of inspecting works than Executive Engineers. The 
latter fact might perhaps have been one of the reasons 
why minor irrigation works had been entrusted to the 
Revenue Department. The Collector was vitally inter· 
ested in irrigation major works, although they were 
under the · charge of the Public Works Department, 
because they created revenue and prosperity in a dis
trict. It would· be a step in the right direction to grad
ua.lly entrust district boards with the collection of 
revenue, but if major works were transferred to district 
boards, the Executive Engineer would suffer from the 
handicap that he would be subordinate to the Collector 
as president of the district board and its members as 
well as to the Collector in his official capacity as a govern
ment servant. In regard to the subordination of the 
Executive Engineer of the Public Works Department 
to the Collector he stated that the present arrangement 
was satisfactory and that he had no cause for complaint. 
He, as head of the district, would naturally prefer to 
exercise entire control over the district, but the question 
had been discussed some years ago by the Collectors' 
conference and it had been decided that the existing 
arrangement for the execution of public works, in its 
relation to the Collector, did not call for any modification. 

2,285. He favoured the system in vogue in certain 
parts of Southern India, which was a minor form of local 
self-government, under which major and minor irrigation 
tanks were handed over for maintenance to dust-bunders 
on the understanding that they would be entitled to 
receive 10 per cent. of the revenue derived therefrom, 
and expressed the view that it would be advantageous 
if the local boards made over to their members certain 

.portions of revenue derived from tanks for their main
tenance. The district engineering staff were not, as a 
rule, capable of maintaining major works and an increase 
in their emoluments would not affect the position. 

2,286. The principal work of municipalities was the 
maint-enance of roads, and construction of buildings. 
He could not say what number of men were actually 
employed on these two classes of municipal work, but 
thought that the pay of the Municipal Engineer, Madura, 
should be largely increasea. Material progress in India 
demanded the expansion of municipal engineering work 
and the eneertainment of a. more highly-skilled engineer
ing staff for supervision, but he doubted whether sma.ller 

municipalities with their slender resources could keep 
pace with the times. 
2,~87 .. About 80 per cent. of the ~ngineering subordinates 

of d1stnct and taluk boards were Brahmins and this made 
it difficult to secure men for inaccessible' places as they 
naturally gravitated to stations where there were numer
ous men of their own caste. To overcome the difficulty 
he suggested the encouragement of sub-overseers of 
lower caste by the reduction of the educational standard. 

2,288. (Mr. Cobb.) The Superintending Engineer 
scrutinised estimates for minor irrigation works in excess 
of Rs. 2,500 but these estimates were very few and far 
between. In fact, only one such estimate had been 
submitted to the Superintending Engineer during his 
tenure of the office of Collector of Madura. 

2,289. (Pre8ident.) The repair of a serious breach in a 
minor irrigation tank would be undertaken by his staff. 
. 2,290. JHi.nor irrigation works were, he presumed, orig
mally under the control of the Public Works Depart
me~t and he thought ~hat the dual system of supervision 
wh1ch was at present m vogue for minor and major irri
gation tanks originated owing to the fact that it had 
proved to be more economical and to the time which was 
occupied by an Executive Engineer in touring all over 
his district. · 

2,291. (Mr. Cobb.) A marked improvement had re
cently taken place in the amount of interest evinced by 
members of district boards in their work. 

2,292. The district board budget was framed by a 
committee specially convened for the purpose, on which 
the taluk boards were represented. The committee 
decided as to the distribution of the resources as between 
the several works contemplated, and laid the result of . 
their discussions before the board, who did not embark 
on a lengthy discussion of the det.ails though modifica
tions were sometimes made owing to members considering 
the interests of certain areas had been overlooked. The 
final recommendations of the board were then forwarded 
to government who, as a rule, accepted the proposals. 

2,293. (Mr. Howley.) The district engineer was ap
pointed by the president with the approval of govern
ment and the district board members were not concerned 
with his appointment. The other engineering staff 
were, he understood, under the orders of the president 
in the matter of punishment, but not as regards appoint
ment. He was not certain what authority could dismiss 
a district engineer, but if the president punished a subor
dinate he would have a right of appeal to the board. 

2,294. The discussion of the budget sub-committee 
in connection with the allocation of funds for the ensuing 
year was practically equivalent to administrative sanc
tion, and when the several allotments had been sanc
tioned in the budget the technical estimates for build
ings were submitted to the board for sanction and such 
estimates were merely subjected to a· check as regards 
rates before sanction to them was accorded. 

2,295. Though the district board would not object 
to handing over a few o£ their principal roads to the Public 
Works Department they would not welcome the transfer 
of all their roads to that Department. 

2,296. (President.) The repairs to minor irrigation 
works were executed by teh.rildars subject to the advice 
of the district engineering staff, and in such cases the 
estimates were prepared by the latter agency and checked 
by the former. 

2,207. Repair work was usually entrusted to contract· 
ors and supervised by the engineering staff. The relative 
position of the overseer to the tehsildar was analogous 
to that of a district engineer to the president of the dis· 
trict board. 

2,298. He had had no experience of the conditions in 
any other part of India, outside the Madras Presidency, 
except Poona, where he had been on deputation in con· 
nection with the Forest Committee. 

C. S. SCHMIDT, EsQ., District Board Engineer, Madura. 

Written Stattmenl. 

2,299. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
aecution of public works.-The methods adopted 

at present are satisfactory although not economical ; 
for instance taking a district in the Madras Presidency 
(l) there are Superintending Engineers, Executive 
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Engineers, Assistant Engineers or suh·eD¥in~rs, super· 
visors overt;eers and sub-overse{'rs and m~rUI under the 
Publi~ Works Department ; while under the district 
board, there are diotrict engineers, Assistant Engineers, 
over~rs and sub-overseers. The ranges of the officers 
of the two departments are generally common and 
therefore by bringing both the buildings and roads under 
one head there will be economy. 

2 300. (ll.) Encouragement of other agencr.-Private 
ent~rprise is sufficiently encouraged, but defective owing 
to want of education. It may be possible to entrust 
the con~truction of large buildings requiring technical 
skill and costing more than Rs. 75,000 to firms, but I do 
not think it will be economical. The firms will require 
exorbitant rates without any corresponding advantage 
in the way of giving instruction to the local engineers 
and subordinates. These firms usually employ highly 
paid engineers trom the continent, and use expensive 
machinery for works which naturally increase their cost, 
and consequently it will not be paying to them unless 
they are paid about 10 or 15 per cent. above our usual 
estimate rates. I suggest therefore what, in my opin
ion, is the most economical and effective method of 
carrying out the works which will suit the present con
dition and will give instruction and stimulus to activity 
on the part of local engineers. I would divide a. large 
building or project work into several items such as, (1) 
foundation, (2) superstructure, (3) wood-work, ( 4) iron
work, (5) painting, etc., and entrust each of these to 
private contractors who have under them passed engineers 
and subordinates or to contractors who are themselves 
such. This system will give scope for many contractors 
and thus encourage healthy competition and will give 
opportunity for them to specialize in each of these items. 
This automatically will be an incentive to industrial 
enterp'rise in other directions al5o. I have in my next 
suggestion recommended the removal or reduction of 
the subordinate staff in the Public Works Department; 
this proposal allows a good opening for entertaining 
them. The students, in this method, will not depend 
for their employment solely on government service and 
will, of necessity, have to spend their time usefully in 
their own instruction so that their employment may be 
profitable to contractors. In case . they themselves 
desire to become contractors the necessity for instrue· 
tion is all the greater and they cannot afford to lose the 
opportunity of receiving instruction thinking that they 
could procure some post or other under government. 
It will be sufficient if these contractors are allowed the 
5 per cent. 'usually alloVI'ed in estimates for supervision 
to compensate them for entertaining passed men. Works 
under Rs. 75,000 may be constructed and maintained 
by the district boards. 

2,301. (m) Changes in organization.-1\Iodification of 
the staff is necessary. Owing to the entrusting of the 
construction and upkeep of buildings up to Rs. 75,000 

~Continued, 

to the district boards, the Public Works Department 
staff may be reduced to a Chief Engineer and Secretary 
to Government, a Deputy Chief Engineer to be in charge 
of the technical branch for the preparation of designs, 
a Consulting Architect, an Electrical Engineer and a. 
Sanitary Engineer for the presidency, an Executive 
Engineer for one or more districts according to the 
number of major works to be constructed in each year 
and Assietant Engineers to assist them. 

(2). The district board will have a district engineer 
, with a personal assistant, Assistant Engineers, overseers, 

sub-overseers and mistris. Of course the status and 
qualifications of the district board engineer should be 
that corresponding with the Executive Engineers of the 
Public Works Department, and an Indian-trained 
engineer should have at least 10 to 12 years service as a.n 
Assistant Engineer, or equivalent, before he can be put 
in charge of a district, and the status of the subordi
nates improved correspondingly. 

2,302. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 
branches.-As there are special engineerg concentrated 
in the Chief Engineer's office for the<~e various branches, 
no further special department is necessary. 

2,303. (V.) Decentralization.-The Executive~Engineers 
who are the direct sttbordinates of the Chief Engineer 
may be entrusted with the powers now exercised by 
Superintending Engineers. 

2,304. (VI.) Simpliftcation of procedure.-Necessa.ry 
alterations to suit the above proposals may have to be 
made in the Code. 

2,305. (Vll.) Education.-The theoretical education 
given in the college is fairly satisfactory, but may be 
improved by inviting special experts in the various 
branches such as sa'nitary, electrical, marine, and mining 
engineering, to deliver a course of lectures to the students 
in place of some of the subjects which may be deleted 
such as chemistry, heat, and'the vernaculars, as suffi· 
cient knowledge of these is obtained during their school 
course. 

2,306. (VIn.) Practical training.-Both the recruits 
from the English and the Indian colleges may be 
given two years' practical training-six months under 
the Chief Engineer in the preparation of designs, six 
months on building works, six months on sanitary works 
and the remaining period on irrigation works during 
which periods they should be given proper training ' 
by placing them in places of some responsibility and 
made to work in the same way as paid men. 

2,307. (General.) Finally, I desire to offer some sugges· 
tions on the Irrigation Branch so as to make my pro
posals complete. Here also I would divide it into two 
heads: (1) completed projects and investigations and 
construction of works over Rs. 75,000 under the Public 
Works Department, and (2) minor irrigation tanks, 
etc., under the district boards. 

M:a. C. S. SCHMIDT called and examined. 

2,308. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
district board engineer of Madura and that' he had had 
12 years' service on railways and 16 years' service with 
district boards. His knowledge of engineering work 
had been acquired in the school of practical experience. 
He had therefore not attended an engineering college 
and consequently possessed no recognised diplomas. 

2,309. The appointment of district engineer was 
made by the president of the board subject to the ap
proval of government. The power of dismissal of such 
an officer, he thought, also rested with the president 
of the board, and was also subject to the approval of 
government. The procedure in such cases was for the 
presidt'nt to pa.ss orders and place his final decision before 
the board, and he knew of two cases which had been 
disposed of in this manner. Both the cases were pro· 
ductive of a.n a.ppea.l to government, but government 
rart>ly, if ever, interfered. 

2,3l0. His a.verage a.nnual expenditure on works for 
the wt four yea.rs had been about Rs. 5,00,000 and these 
works consisted of roa.ds, buildings, sanitation, schools 

and hospitals. He added that of the sum of Rs. 5,00,000 
about Rs. 2,00,000 were spent in equal proportions, 
on public works buildings and roads. 

2,311. The percentage that the cost of the establish· 
ment in his district bore to the cost of works was about 
10 or 11 per cent., but that figure included only the cost 
of the perm~nent staff and not that of the temporary 
works estabhshment. He had not had any experience 
of the percentage rat6 in other district boards. 

2,312. He was required to submit estimates for build· 
ings to the Superintending Engineer for professional 
approval if they exceeded Rs. 2,500 but no limit had 
been fixed for expenditure on roads and the district 
board were competent to sanction road estimates ines
pective of the amonnt of the expenditure involved. 
In the case of a bridge, however, the limit of Re. 2 500 
applied. ' , 

. 2,3.13. The Superinte:'l~g Engineer could inspect 
distr1ct board works while m progress if he chose to do 
80, and it had been ruled that he should inspect such 

. works when passing through the district on a tour of 
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inspection and write an inspection note on the points 
he had noticed. These instructionS' were fully complied 
with and the Superintending Engineer was informed 
when this had been done. He could not refuse to com
ply with any alterations or suggestions made by the 
Superintending Engineer in his inspection note unless 
he could furnish good reasons for doing so. 

2,314. Works in his district were executed by contract 
and tenders for entire projects were invariably invited 
both for the district, as well as the taluk board works, 
except in the case of bridges when it was optional to 
the engineer to decide whether one or more contractors 
should be employed. Personally, he preferred to employ 
one contractor for-large works and to entrust the steel' 
work to a firm recognised by government. Materials 
were. very rarely supplied by the Madura District Board 
to the contractors they engaged, but, if a particular 
class of materials such as cement was required for a 
large work, he preferred to buy the cement himself and 
supply it to the contractor. His reason for this was 
that contractors did not, as a rule, obtain suitable cement, 
and it was not possible for the engineer to effect constant 
supervision. He preferred the practice of supplying 
cement to contractors even ji a particular class of cement 
were specified in the contract, unless there was very good 
supervision. Lump sum tenders were not called for 
but tenders on a percentage above or below current 
rates. 

2,315. For the past five or six years the rates of the 
Madura District Board had been practically the same 
as those of the Public Works Department. The schedule 
of rates in use by the board was approved by the Super
intending Engineer after due scrutiny. ·The board's 
estimates were generally pitched at about 2 to 5 per 
cent. in excess of the scheduled rate in order to provide 
for supervision and contingent charges, 'but each 
individual rate contained an allowance for the con· 
tractor's profit. For example, if the rate for concrete 
worked up to about Rs. 14 per cent. cubic feet, a rupee 
was added and the rate fixed at Rs. 15 per cent. cubic 
feet to meet the contractor's profit. In this manner 
a contractor received a small profit on each item of work, 

2,316. The suggestion in his written statement that 
private enterprise migh~ be encouraged to a larger extent 
by the giving out of piece-meal estimates was, he ex· 
plained, made with the object of ensuring specialization. 
At present an entire project was entrusted to a single 
contractor, who perhaps might only be an ironmonger 
and thus have no knowledge of masonry. 

2,317. He suggested that the present duplication of 
staff caused by the presence ih the districts of a Public 
Works Department and district board staff could be 
obviated by the transfer to local boards of all buildings 
costing less than Rs. 75,000 for construction and main· 
tenance and met the contention that district boards 
might not welcome such a transfer owing to their dis· 
interestedness in government buildings with the remark 
that it rested with government to compel the boards 
to accept this additional work, and that from his personal 
experience he did not anticipate opposition, provided 
the boards were given a grant-in-aid by government to 
cover the cost, including a percentage rate on account 
of supervision. As the transfer would necessitate the 
employment of a larger staff by the district board to 
cope with the additional work he did not think any 
practical difficulties would arise. Nor did he anticipate 
any friction consequent on the head of a department 
utilizing the services of the district engineer simulta
neously with the district board, and thus giving cause 
for the complaint that the district engineer showed more 
concern for government buildings than his own legit
imate work. He emphasized that work ought to be 
centralized by being entrusted to one agency, whether 
such agency was to be the Public Works Department 
or the district boards, thus securing greater economy. 

2,318. District boards, in his opinion, would gladly 
take over the maintenance of all minor irrigation works 

·in the presidency from the C<lllectors, who at present 
maintained these works with the aid of the local revenue 

men under a supervisory overseer, in spite of the fact 
that the revenue derived from such works was credited 
to the government treasury. 
· 2,319. He did not agree with the .suggestion that 
the Public Works Department Irrigation Branch sholl'ld 
be entrusted with the care of government buildings 
inasmuch as the additional charge would cause prac
tically no extra expense owing to its establishment being 
already employed in the districts, and stated that the 
main difficulty which had been experienced in super
vising the repairs to government buildings was due to 
the fact that they were often situated in places where 
there were no irrigation works, and thus necessitated 
special arrangements being made for their repair. He 
added that it was not always the case, as was contended, 
that the Public Works Department staff had to travel 
all over the district to supervise its irrigation works, 
and expressed the opinion that there were no irrigation 
works under this staff in the major portion of the Madras 
Presidency, and that the majority of government build
ings were thus really situated in inaccessible places. 
He modified his latter assertion with the admission that 
small tanks were scattered all over the district, but 
adhered to his view that large irrigation works were 
confined to particular areas. 

2,320. (Mr. Cobb.) The minor irrigation works which 
were spread over the district were not in the charge of the 
Public Works Department, but in that of the Collector, 
who carried out the work with the aid of the local tehsil
dar and a supervisor. The Public Works Department 
supervised the irrigation major works which were, he 
believed, few, not only in his own particular district 
but also in the whole presidency. He added that he 
had served in three districts of the Madras Presi· 
dency. The Public Works Department had charge of 
the Periyar system of irrigation in the Madura district 
and al~o certain large tanks, as to the number of which 
he was uncertain. Under the present arrangement the 
staff which supervised the irrigation work were not 
responsible for the maintenance of the tanks as a special 
establishment under an Executive Engineer, whose head
quarters were at Trichinopoly, had charge of the tanks 
in the Madura and certain other districts. He stated 
that the Pub1ic Works Department would require a very 
much smaller staff to maintain their irrigation major 
works if the maintenance of buildings were taken .away 
from it, but was·unable to say whether the present staff 
could be reduced to the extent of one half. 

2,321. The prospects of district contractors were good 
and several tenders for works under his board were sub· 
mitted when called for. He added that if contractors 
engaged for road work in a particular--year performed 
their work satisfactorily, it was customary to re-eng~ge 
them in the following year. Though tenders were In· 

vited for each work, precedence was given to men who 
had previously given satisfaction. 

2,322. In his opinion, the majority of district board 
members were not anxious to have more work thrust on 
them. He did not think they were interested even in 
their present work, and added that out of a board of 
about twenty members, probably only about five evinced 
any interest in public works. Hence a great deal. of 
responsibility devolved on the district engineer and 
chairman of the board. His statement was based on his 
personal experiences, and he did not agree with the vi~w 
put forward in evidence that there had been a. raptd 
improvement in the interest displayed by district board 
members in public works. He added that the majority 
of the members accepted seats on the board merely for 
the honour they received, and that they never did any 
useful work at the board's meetings. He even believed 
that some of them were not cognisant of the proceedings 
of meetings, and that perhaps abou~ five only studied 
the budget proposals. · . . 

2,323. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He had never tned split· 
ting up contracts by engaging separate contractors for 
the sub-heads of work in a building, and remarked that 
the system was open to the objection that failure on the 
part of one contractor J?ight entail c~nsiderab~e loss to 
another. For instance, if the foundatiOns put In by one 
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contractor were found faulty another contractor, whose 
work was right, would lose and hence there might be 
difficulties. 

2,324. He adhered to the statement in his written 
evidence that large private firms usu~lly empl_oyed 
highly paid engineers_ and used exp~nstve machmery 
which, though useful m a. way, w~re m ot~er r_espects 
a waste, and explained that the 1mportat10~ of s~ch 
machinery was made under the erroneous 1mpress1on 
that buch a. procedure would prove profitable, but the 
firms found from actual experience that such was not the 
ca~~. In his opinion, firms generally lost by entertain
ing great ideas. 

2,325. The Madura District Board's permanent estab
lishment charges amounted to between 10 _and 11 per 
cent., inclusive of contingencies and supervlSory e~t~b
lishment. The amount added for the superviSlon 
exercised by mistria and overseers was 2! per cent., and 
hence the total establishment charges amounted to 13 

. or 14 per cent. 
2,326. (Jfr. ,Howley.) He stated that the Executive 

Engineer who was stationed in Trichinopoly and w~o was 
responsible for the maintenance of large. tanks m !he 
Madura district, was primarily employed m conneo;:hon 
with the Tank Restoration Scheme, and was informed 
that this officer had no connection with the maintenance• 
of these tanks, but was employed purely on investiga
tion work. He replied that he did not know what the 
duties of that officer were, but that he met the latter 
very often. (Mr. Howley here explained th_at t~e~e 
was in the Madras Presidency a Tank Restoration dlVl
sion, engaged solely in investigating old tanks which 
from time to time had been ruined, and added that the 
staff had no connection with the maintenance and exe-

. cution of irrigation works.) 
2,327. He admitted that there were a good many 

tanks, in the charge of the Public Works Department, 

scattered over the districts of the presidency, and that 
there were also a good many railway-affected t.anks, i.e., 
tanks that were liable to damage a railway, if breached, 
but on being informed that tanks had to be inspected 
at least once a year by the Executive Engineer and sub
divisional officer he stated that he was not aware of the 
rules on the subject. 

2,328. He explained that the 10 or 11 per cent. estab- . 
lishment charges referred to previously included also the 
cost of the temporary establishment sanctioned from 
time to time for works, and that this establishment was 
distinct from the temporary "works establishment." 

2,329. For lengths of road less than a mile patch
repair work wa.q done departmentally, but if spreading 
of metal was necessary for lengths of over a mile the work 
was given out on contract by mile lengths. For patch
repair work the district board employed a mistri for 
every 10 miles of road and a gang of coclis, and except 
on the two or three main roads in the district, such 
mistri8 were employed only for four or five months in 
each year. Mistris employed on main roads were 
engaged for seven months in each year. The remaining 
months were devoted to the collection of road metal. 
The Madura District Board did not employ permanent 
road-gangs as it was not in a position tO do so. • 

2,330. The appointment of district engineer was not 
a pensionable one, and this officer contributed towards 
a provident fund. With the exception of men who were 
recruited a considerable number of years ago, and who 
were on a pensionable basis, all the engineering staff in 
his district also subscribed towards a provident fund. 
The engineering ptaff employed by the Madura District 
Board, exclusive of his own appointment, consisted of 3 
Assistant Engineers on Rs. 150-250, 2 overseers on 
Rs. 100, about 7 sub-ov(:"lrseers (one for each taluk) on 
Rs. 40-60-75, besides temporary establishment which 
was engaged from time to time for the execution of special 
work. 

M. R. Rv. V. GoPALA AYYAR AVL., District .Board Engineer, Guntur. 

Written Statement. 
2,331. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works, and (II.) Encouragement 
of other agency.-The methods at present adopted 
by the Public Works Department for the execution 
of civil works are in one of the two ways noted 
below;-

(a) by contract agency (under Public Works Depart
ment supervision) selected after inviting tenders ; 

(b) by departmental system under closer supervision 
of the departmental staff. 

The latter agency is em ployea generally only when 
the former agency is not available, either on accoWlt 
of the rates not being paying or on account of con
tractQrs with the necessary knowledge of materials 
and labour not being available. I am of opinion that 
the works are being executed as economically as 
possible. 

(2). If by the term" private enterprise " is meant the 
large contracting and engineering firms as exist in the 
rich countries of Europe and other continents, such 
firms. do not exist in this presidency except probably 
in the presidency town. There is no scope for them 
here. The coWltry is poor ; and is mainly agricultural. 
There are no private works on which they can depend. 
They will h:tve to rely solely on government works, 
which will be sea ttered throughout the presidency. 
As such firms will have to employ a costly agency govern· 
ment will have to pay at considerably higher rates for the 
works. If economy were the object, the encouragement 
of such firms cannot achieve it. 

(3). The rates of the Public Works Department leave 
very little margin for profit. It is only those con
tractors who have local knowledge of materials and 
labour, and who can at the same time pay personal at
tentinn to the work, that are al,le to eke out their exis
tence as contractors. Such men are not available now 
even in many wid centres. This local contracting 

agency can be developed, if technical education is en· 
couraged by starting more engineering schools to train 
lower subordinates. · 

(4). It is only in cases where such contractors are not 
available that the departmental system of work is gener· 
ally resorted to. The work done under this system is 
no doubt better in quality than what is turned out by the 
contract system. But I am not in a position to state 
if any and what extra expenditure is incurred on account 
of closer supervision, and whether there are any corre· 
sponding savings on work. In case there is any extra ex· 
penditure on account of departmental work, private 
enterprise of local contractors may be developed. In 
many places, there are not even trained artisans. Cap
able men for purposes of petty supervision it is also 
difficult to get. I would suggest the opening of tech· 
nical schools and artisans' classes, one in each district, 
and of engineering schools to train lower subordinates 
at least one in each Public Works Department circle. 
I would prefer the latter schools to be in charge of the 
Public Works Department. There will be no necessity 
then to train lower subordinates in the engineering 
college at Madras. _ 

(5). The Public Works agency now employed by local 
boards is no doubt a well-trained one, as the district 
board engineers and their assistants are now being 
mostly recruited from passed engineers of the Madras 
college. The execution of works may be entrusted to 
that agency. But the subordinate staff of overseers 
and sub-overseers may require improving and strength
ening in case the importance and magnitude of the 
work are such as cannot be managed by them, who are 
mostly recruited from lower subordinates. Passed upper 
subordinates have at present no prospects in the local 
fWld, as they cannot hope to get more than Rs. 100 
while in the Public Works Department they can rise up 
toRs. 500 as sub-engineers. 1st grade. If they are made 
eligible for the post of local fund AI!Sistant Engineeu 
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after 10 years' approved service, upper subordinates will 
enter the local fund service as overseers. 

(6). The methods at present adopted are as economical 
as possible. If further economy were desired, the only 
way to attain it seems to be by reducing the expenditure 
under establishment. This may to a certain extent be 
attained by entrusting the civil works to local boards, 
agency for execution. But another fact has to be con
sidered in this connection. Though the Chief Engineers 
for irrigation and buildings are separate; the whole staff 
from Superintending Engineer downwards are at present 
looking after irrigation works as well as buildings. Even 
if the building works are entrusted to other agency, 
there will still be required some staff t() look after the 
irrigation works. It is therefore a matter for considera
tion whether the savings effected by reduction of staff 
consequent on the handing over of civil works to the 
local .boards will be material, seeing that the local 
boards will also have to be paid some percentage on 
the works entrusted to them. 

2,332. (m.) Changes in organization.-Both the 
imperial and provincial engineers were getting the same 
scale of pay till about 1896. The reduced scale of pay 
for the latter came into force subsequently. If economy 
were the object, it can, I think, be effected by increasing 
the number of provincial engineers to three-fourths 
of the total number or more and abolishing or reducing 
the imperial engineers and getting special men with 
special salaries for doing special work. The present 
proportion of , provincial engineers seems to be only 
about one-third. 

2,333. (VU.) Educatio11, and (Vlll.) Practical train
mg.-There is at present only one appointment of 
Assistant Engineer in the Public , Works Department 
that is guaranteed to the passed engineers of the college. 
Assistant Engineers' places under the local boards are 
open to them, but the number depends on the vacancies 
that may occur. Railway engineers' places are prac
tically closed to the Indians. There are no other private 
employments available. All except the one lucky man 
have to enter the Public Works Department as temporary 
upper subordinates, and their position is not very much 
better than that of passed upper subordinates. If 
this were the prospect after five years' professional 
training, the college cannot attract the best men avail
able. Only one or two of the best men who can hope 
for the guaranteed place come in. There are the other 
professions, such as law and medicine, where capable 
men can thrive better. If the best men are to be 
attracted, better prospects should be held out. ~" 

(2). Secondly, admission is not regulated by the results 
of anv entrance examination in which the subjects 
usefui for the course play any part. It is now purely 
a matter of selection. 

(3). Thirdly, the examination is conductec:l by th? col
lege staff and not by an independent board of exammers. 
The appointment is not given to the man who comes 
first in the examination. In several years, the men 
taking up mechanical engineering and passin~ o~t as 
mechanical engineers have been selected. Th1s IS an 
anomalous arrangement as an Assistant Engineer in the 
Public Works Department is concerned almost entirely 
with civil engineering. These minor defects also have 
to be remedied, if the college is to attract the best men. . 

(4). The curriculum of studies in the 1\ladr~s college Is 
a.s high as that of other. colleges ~n the c~ntm~nt. But 
the system of instruction reqwres modification. 

(5). The college course was or~inally 2 years (only 
theoretical). It was subsequently mcreased to 5 years, 
3 vears theoretical and 2 practical. The practical was 
afterwards reduced t() one year, making a t()tal of four 

years. The theoretical course is now incr~ased from 3 to 
4 years, the practical course being 1 year, making a total 
of 5 years. I think the theoretical course can be reduced 
to 3 years and that the practical course should be 
increased to 2 years. · 

(6). The pay of the principal and professorial staff 
should be increased considerably. The minimum pay 
of the professorial staff should not be less than that of the 
Executive Engineer-(Imperial) and should rise up to 
the minimum salary of a Superintending Engineer. The 
principal should get the same pay as a Superintend
ing Engineer. Unless the pay is increased the service 
cannot attract the best men of the profession from Eng
land. The professors should consist of men who as in 
Europe or Germany or America have passed with dis
tinction and have achieved some distinction by original 
work. It is mainly in the poor teaching staff that the 
chief difference between training in India and in England 
consists. At least t.wo men from the Public Works 
Department of the rank of Executive Engineers (the 
best men available} should in addition be employed so 
that the practical side of training to suit Indian condi· 
tions may not be neglected. 

(7). About 8 months to 1 year should be devoted to 
the investigation and preparation of estimates for pro· 
.jects under (a) irrigation works, (b) railways and road~, 
(c) water-supply and drainage. This course may be 
given either while the students are und~rgoing t~e the~
rctical course, or after they complete 1t. I thmk thie 
course will be very useful. I understand that in Roorkee 
each class of engineers takes up a project, and does the 
field work, estimating, plan drawing, etc., for it. 

(8}. During the remaining period out of the two years 
of the practical course, the students should be attached 
to the Public Works or other divisions where big and im· 
portant works are in progress. A stay of two or three 
months on each work may do. They should be made to 
inspect as many big works as possible. Definite course 
should be laid down for the practical training of students. 
This should include practical instruction in the use of 
contractor's machinery and .. management of labour, 
materials, etc. They should be made to write out a 
clear rep01;t on each work to which they are pos~ed. on 
the lines to be laid down. There can be no ob]ect10n 
to posti~g more than one student to a particular work. 
Under pnseat conditions the student ~ posted to any 
district at ra.ndom ; there may be no IIDportant work 
at all in that division and the student gets no benefit. 
Students should be posted to large works even outside 
the province, if necessary.* 

* Mr. Ayyar afterwards wrote on the 11th Aprill917. 
In my written memorandum, I made no remarks abo~t 

irrigation works, as no remarks had bee~ called fo~ on 1t. 
The subject having cropped up at the time of. takmg oral 
evidence I now add a few remarks on the subject. There 
is now a' separate minor irrigation establishment unde~ the 
direct control of the Collector, with a staff of supervisors, 
overseers and sub-overseers for all non-deltaic portions 
whose duty it is to execute the repairs to minor irrigation 
tanks. 

There is in addition a separate establishment under the 
Public Works Department for Tank Resto_ration Survey 
works with one Executive Engineer for each circle and many 
sub-divisional officers, overseers and sub-overseers. The 
expenditure on this establishment is very large. It can be 
entirely avoided if the mino~ irrigation staff und~r the Col
lector is strengthened and theu pay and status are 1m proved. 
Repairs to buildings may to some ex~ent .be. als? executed 
by this staff. If so required, the mmor 1mgat10n h~ad. of 
the district may be placed under the contr?l of the ?1str1ct 
board engineer. Such an arrangement will result m con· 
siderable savings under establishment. 

M. R. RY. GoP ALA. AYYAR called and examined. 

2,334. (Presidt11t.) The witness stated that he was the 
district board engineer of Guntur and that he had 
takt>n the Madras University B. E. degree. 

2,335. The total annual expt>nditure on works in his 

district was approximately Rs. 4,,00,000 toRs. 5,00,000. 
Of this only about Rs. 50,000 was for buil.dings and ~he 
remainder was utilized for the construction and mam· 
ten.a.nce of roads. The percentage of establishment to 
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works probably amounted to about 15 per cent. but he 
ha.d not worked* it out. His staff consistoo of 4 Assist
ant Engineers (one in the first grade, Rs. 250-Rs. 300 
a month, one in the second grade, Rs. 200-250, and two 
in the third gradeRs. 150-200 per mensem) three over
seers, and 8 or 9 sub-overseers. 

2,336. All work wa.e executed by contract. Such 
contracta were given for the entire work, except in cases 
where the contractor was unable to supply the materials 
or about the quality of which there was any doubt, e.g., 
cement, jarrah wood, etc., which were supplied to the 
contractors, but bricks ·were manufac~red locally by 
the contractors themselves. It was necessary to retain, 
the supply of cement in the hands of the board as itl 
was more economical and there was a danger of the 
supply of an inferior make. In cases where contractors 
were supplied by the district board with the materials 
only labour charges were paid them. The major portion 
of the expenditure of the board was on the maintenance 
of roads and the syst-em adopted was to give out short 
lengths of road of tent, fifteen miles to one contractor. 
Separate contracts were not drawn up for the collection 
and spreading and consolidation of metal, and it was 
the practice to combine the two in a. single contract. 
Petty repairs were also executed by contract, except in 

* Mr. Ayyar afterwards submitted the following state· 
ment. 
Percentnge of the cost of local fund engineering 

utablishl'l'l£nt to outlay on tvork& executed by it. 

Percent· 
Years. age for 

Guntur . 
district. 

1915·1916 13·3 

1914-1915 16·9 

1913-1914 19·9 

1912-1913 12·5 

Percent-
age for 

.the whole 
presi· 
dency. 

12-1 

11-1 

11-4 

11·5 

REMARKS. 

Vide page 114 of No. 
204 of Government 
(lf Madras letter to 
the India Govern
ment on the work· 
ing of local boards 
G. 0. No. 205-L., 
dated 8th February 
1917. 

Vide page 242 of 
Madras Government 
letter to Govern. 
ment of India, 

'No. 149-L., on the 
working of local 
boards and Madras 
Government's G. 0. 
No. 150-L., dated 
lst February 1916. 

Vide page 241 of 
Madras Govern
ment's letter to Gov. 
ernment of India, 
No. 73-L., also 
Madras Govern
ment's <i 0. No. 
73-A. L., dated 19th 
January 1915. 

Vide page 238 of 
Government of 
Madras letter No. 
28-L., dated 5th 
January 1914; also 
Madras Government 
G. 0. No. 29-L., 
dated 5th January 
1914. 

the ease of the more important roads 'lfhich were main. 
tained departmentally, but there was' very little work 
of this nature. The Guntur District Board did not repair 
ita roads during the open season and repairs were gener
ally carried out in the rainy se.a.son. At some pointa 
of his district there were road dams, and if these were 
washed away during the rains they were repaired de· 
partmentally or by contract, a.s was found convenient. 

2,337. From his experience of three or four districta, 
besides Guntur, as assistant and district engineer, he 
thought that a satisfactory class of miBtri was not obtain· 
able, and advocated the establishment of technical 
schools for the training of mistri& to teach them the read· 
ing of plans and the preparation of the details of a. build· 
ing project. He did not mean to imply that such miB· 
tris should be able to survey, but that they ought to be 
able to estimate petty works., At the technical schools 
he had suggeste~, he proposed that concrete laying, 
setting up of buildings, the compositions of mortar, 
and elementary principles of oogineering should be 
taught and that the men should have some general know· 
ledge. He would leave admission to the school open to all 
classes, but considered it would be preferable if men of 
the artisan class were obtained. In his opinion, people 
of the latter class would avail themselves of the oppor· 
tunity thus afforded and join the schools, if instituted. 
MiBtriA and lower subordinates could be trained in the 
same institution but it would be better not to amalga· 
mate the two, particularly as lower subordinates would 
be of better social standing and have some knowledge of 
mathematics. There was a school for lower subordinates 
at present in Madras, but it was insufficient for the require· 
ments, as it did not train a sufficient number of such 
rn•'IU. During the past two years he had experienced 
great difficulty in obtaining suitab1e sub-overseers, but 
lately there had been an improvement. 

2,338. It was difficult to recruit upper subordinates 
~s they wer~ poorly paid. Similar difficulties prevailed 
m the recrmtment of lower subordinates as there was 
ample scope for them in the municipalities and the 
deman~ was larger than the supply. Very few upper 

· subordmates took up service under district boards as 
the prospects were not good. Assistant Engineers were 
available and in his opinion their number was not greater 
than the demand. He subsequently admitted, how· 
ever, that some Assistant Eagineers accepted appoint. 
ments as upper subordinates in the Public Works De· 
partment, b~t added that as there was no scope for them 
m the Pubhc ~orks Department itself many preferred 
to serve as AsslBtant Engineers under district boards to 
acce~ting appointments as upper subordinates in the 
Public Works Department, because of the better initial 
·pay offered by district boards. 

2,339. Ther? ~ere some irrigation major works in 
the Guntur distnct and also a few minor works under 
the Collector, but he had no connection with them. 
The district boards might be willing to take over some of 
those works, if it was made worth while and the only· 
condition on which he would be prepared'to accept such 
works would be that the actual expenditure on them 
would be defrayed by government. In his opinion it 
wopld not be poss~ble for the boards to take over such 
works on the basiS of a grant-in-aid .calculated with 
reference to the average actual expenditure during a 
certain number of years. Hence he thought that the 
c~lculation should be based on the actual annual expen· 
diture. P_lus departmen~l charges. 

1 
He did not express 

an opm10n as to ~hl'l swtability of the system proposed, 
but thought that if government desired to ent.rust work 
to the boards they might be prepared to take them over 

1911-1912 10·4 12-6 

VOL, U 

Vide page 236 of 
Madras Govern
ment's letwr to Gov. 
emment of India, 
No. 88-L., also 
G. 0. No. 89-L., 
da.ted l.'itb January 
1913, of the Madras 
Government. 

on the above understanding. , 
2,340. The maintenance of government buildings 

could be transfe11ed to district boards but he thought 
that such a transfer was likely to result in friction be
~ween .the boards and the Executi're Engineers, in ca.sea 
m. ~·h1ch. the Public Works Department retaintd ad· 
mmllltra.tlve control of the buildings, owing to allegation• 
to the e~ec~ that work waa done unsati.ifa.etorily. The 
same ~b]_eehon would however not apply to petty repair• 
to buildings as there waa hardly any likelihood of an 

2 0 
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acrimonious note being struck in the case of such work. 
He could not affirm whether the.boards would welcome 
the transfer as he had not discussed the question with 
them. 

2,341. He did not approve of the present system of 
selection for government appointments, as he thought 
that it did not always secure the individual who was 
most qualified. To his mind competition was the best 
method of recruitment and should be the recognifoled 
system in all the services, the appointments could then 
be given in the order of the results of the examination. 
He knew of cases where men had been selected for a civil 
engineer's appointment although their profession was 
mechanical engineering. 

2,342. In place of the present four years' theoretical 
and one year's practical course in civil engineering he 
recommended the substitution of a three years' theo
retical and two yeara' practical course, as he thought 
that students should devote a larger amount of time to 
the investigation of <Schemes and the preparation of 
estimates. The practical training he advocated might 
be given by the Public Works Department, but if there 
were any large works under construction by private 
firms there was no objection to the students being 
attached to such works. If 

2,343. He also advocated the appointment, to the 
teaching staffs of engineering colleges, of experienced 
Executive Engineers as he considered that they could 
give the students better u.na more practical instruction. 
He emphasized, however, th:tt the officers so deputed 
should be of the very best and not those who had proved 
failures as engineers. 

2,344. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He did not agree with the 
view tliat a good engineer might prove a bad teacher, 
and was of opinion that anybody could become a teacher. 

2,345. The transfer to district boards of the construc
tion and maintenance of buildings costing not more than 
Rs. 75,000 would result in a considerable increase in 
the work of the boards, and lead to inadequacy of staff 
and a considerable augmentation as well as improved 
rates of pay would be necessary in order to cope with 
the increased work and to attract the better class of men. 

2,346. The only difficulty in the calculation of estab
lishment charges would be in the case of large buildings 
costing Rs. 50,000 or thereabouts. A whole-time clerk 

' 

of works or overseer would have to be placed in charge 
in such oases but in order. to obviate any refinements 
in calculation he thought that if government paid a 
percentage of 15 to 20 per cent. to the district boards, 
for work done by their establishments the boards would 
be able to cope with government works ~osting not • 
more than Rs. 75,000. 

2,347. (Mr. Cobb.) Provided district boards did not 
stand to lose .by the transfer to them for construction 
and maintenance of all the government buildings in the 
district, and were given adequate grants-in-aid therefor, 
he did not think they would oppose such transfer. 

2,348. The members of the boards evinced a consider• 
able amount of interest in the budget, and some of them 
also watched t.he actual construction of works by paying 
them occasional visits. He could not say definitely, 
however, what proportion of the members did so. 

2,349. He did not think that the retention in the hands 
of "the district board of the supply of materials to con
tractors hampered them in any way. On the contrary 
he was inclined to the view that it was of great help; 
them. 

, 2,350. (Mr. Howley.) The district board engineer was 
not generally a member of the board, but some boards 
invited that officer to attend their meetings. He him
self had received such an invitation and had attended 
the meetings of the board ever since. 

2,351. He suggested the substituton as instructors 
of Executive Engineers in engineering college~ in place 
of upper subordinates as the latter, who were at present 
employed, were not sufficiently qualified to teacli engi
neering. 

2,352. In his opinion, the establishment charges on 
-buildings would be greater tha.n on roads, as the former 
required more supervision, especially if the buildings 
were scattered. 

2,353. In deltaic portions nearly Rs. 400 to Rs. 500 
per mile were spent on the maintenance of roads. No 
fixed system was followed as tore-metalling, but gener· 
ally roads were re-metalled every 6th or 7th year. 

2,354. The Superintending Engineer scrutinised, free 
of charge, the larger estimates and plans prepared by 
the district engineer. If on such scrutiny he found them 
unsuitable he had them revised and this resulted in their 
re-submission a numb~r of times. 

N. MAcllliClUEL, EsQ., I.O.s., Colleotor of Ganjam. 

Written Statement. 

2,355. (1) Economy and suitability of methods of exe· 
cntion of publie works, and (U.) Encouragement of 
other agency.-Speaking generally, I am of opinion 
that the methods at present adopted for the execution 
qf civil works are economical and suitable. Con
tractors who wish to take up works have every 
opportunit-y for doing so. It is not lack of opportunity 
but the fact that it does not pay contractors of standing 
to take up small works in out-of-the·way districts that 
prevents them from coming forward. In the district 
with which I am familiar, large works costing over a 
lakh of rupees are very unusual. It may pay a large 
firm to take up such a work as the construction of a 
Collector's office, but it will not pay a firm to keep a 
staff in a district to carry out the ordinary repairs to 
government· buildings which are constantly found neces
sary. If such works were entrusted to firms of standing 
the important question of supervision by government 
during the carrying out of the works would arise. The 
firms are out to make a profit and unless careful super
vision is exercised the work will be scamped, if not by 
the firm itself, by subordinates. It seems possible that 
in large cities like Madras the carrying out of large works 
by contractors might be more economical. My impres
sion is that. more could be done to encourage private 
enterprise by relaxing the pressnt rules about the local 
plll\':ha.se of engineering stores and materials. 

~). The district board employs a skilled engineering 
establishment and all its works are at present executed 
by its own staff or by private agency. The only road in 

this district (Ganjam) now maintained by the Puplic 
Works Department is a short piece of ghaut road between 
Russellkonda and Balliguda, which lies outside the juris
diction of the district boatd. The maintenance of this 
road could without inconvenience be looked after by the 
engineering establishment of the district board. None 
of the municipalities in the district employ a skilled 
Public Works agency, and it would be out of the question 
for them to attempt to carry out any of the works now 
executed by the Public Works Department. 

(3). It would be possible to entrust the upkeep of govern· 
ment buildings to the district board, but I do not think 
it is desirable to do so. The district board engineering 
staff has got quite enough work to do as it is. A more 
serious objection would be the question of government 
inspection, sooner or later it would be certain to lead to 
undesirable friction between the district board engineer 
and the government officials, The position of the 
president, district board, would not be enviable, and I 
think very few presidents would agree to the arrange· · 
ment .• 

2,356. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches-I believe the Public Works Department 
generally meets the needs of other departments. One 
minor matter in which I think improvement is pos· 
sible is the maintenance and repair of government 
residences. The painting, white-washing, etc., are at 
present done by untrained coolia and the work is usually 
unsatisfactory and causes a good deal of quiet discomfort 
to the tenants. It might,. I think, be found possible 
to maintain a small trained establishment to attend to 
sv.ch work. 
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MR. N. lUCMICHA.EL called and examined. 

2,357. (President) The witness stated that he was the 
Collector of the Ganjam district. 

2,358. There were three municipalities in the district 
and the largest, that of Berhampur, contained between 
30,000 and 4(),000 inhabitants while the other two con
tained about 20,000 inhabitants. 

2,359. The engineering staff of each of these muni
cipalities comprised only a sub-overseer who attended 
to ordinary road repairs and the maiiltenance of build· 
ings, also the construction of elementary schools and 
other small buildings. He could Ol!lY recall one instance 
of the construction of a large work by the Public Works 
Department during the past nine years. It related to a 
water-works scheme in Berha.mpur and was almost 
completed. Hence the question of the agency for ita 
maintenance had not arisen, but he thought the inten· 
tion was to entrust it to the municipal council. 

2,360. The district board of Ganjam employed ita 
own engineer at a salary of Rs. 500--20--700 a month. 

2,361. The average annual expenditure on works by 
that district board was approximately Rs. 4,00,000, 
and the percentage of the cost of establishment to 
works which varied, was generally about 12 per cent. 

2,362. The district board of Ganjam maintained its 
roads in a satisfactory condition except a small stretch 
of ghaut road, between Russellkonda and Balliguda, 
which was maintained by the Public Works Department. 
It was undesirable-to entrust the maintenance of govern· 
ment buildings to district boards, as it would lead to 
friction owing to the. supervision, which he presumed 
would be necessary, of the Public Works Department, 
to ensure the proper execution of work. By this he 
meant that a time would come when an Executive Engi· 
neer or the officer responsible for such inspection work 
would repor,t that work had not been satisfactorily exe· 
cuted by the district board engineer, and the Collector, 
as president <?f the district board, would be placed in an 
invidious position. The status of the district board 
engineer besides was not equivalent to that of an Exec· 
utive Engineer ; and furthermore every official, of 

·whom there were a large number in Ganjam, would 
frequently approach the Collector in connection with 
repairs to their residences ; an Executive Engineer could 
better defend his actions on such occasions. Apart 
from this he, as president of the district board, would 
not be in a position to deal with such complaints as his 
time was already fully occupied. The district board 
engineer also was kept sufficiently busy and, even if 
non-residential buildings were transferred to the district 
board for maintenance, a. larger and better paid staff 
would have to be employed. He failed, however, to 
see the advantage of such an arrangement, as the Public 
Works Department. would still have to maintain an 
establishment for the construction and maintenance 
of irrigation works scattered all o,vcr the district. 

2,363. He had zemindari work in a. part of his district 
and in those areas the Public Works Department had 
no irrigation work to attend to. There were, however, 
a few government and police offices in the zemindari 
areas and the repairs to these could be specially 
arranged for, ()therwise, as the major portion of repair 
work was situated within the same areas as the 
irrigation works, the Public Works Department, Irriga
tion Branch, could generally speaking execute the repairs 
to such buildings without any material addition to ita 
duties. His opinion in the matter was, of course, that of 
a non-professional man. 

2.364. He had charge of a number of minor irrigation 
works which cost between Rs. 40,000 and Rs. 50,000 
per annum to maintain. Tha establisbmentl.'mployed 
for this maintenance work was under his direct control 
and consisted of a supervisor whose pay was Rs. 125 to 
Rs. 150 a month, hro overseers on an incremental pay 
of Rs. 60 to Rs. 100, and five sub-overseers on a salarv 
of Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 a month. Their duties were confine'd 
to the preparation of estimates and the supervision and 
mea.suremt•nt of works, which latt<'r were generally 
undt•rtakt>n by C'ontr&etors. The district board minor 

irrigation-works':" were situated within the same are.a 
as the Public Works Department irrigation major works, 
but he did not know why the employment_ of two dis· 
trict irrigation establishments in the same area and 
performing practically identical duties was justified 
nor could he explain why certain minor irrigation works 
should be entrusted to the Collector, rather than to the 
Public Works Department Irrigation Branch. The only 
reason he could think of was that such works were 
supposed not to require much professional attention and 
that they were perhaps maintained more economically 
through the agency of the Civil Department. He was 
inclined to this opinion because the rates for the repair 
by the Civil Department of minor irrigation works were, 
in some cases, cheaper than those of the Public Works 
Department for the repair of major irrigation works. 
The Civil Department had a separate scale of charges 
for minor irrigation works, ~nd this did not exceed the 
Public Works Department scale. On the contrary, 
rates were sometimes lower. 
· 2,365. There was very little kudi maramat, that is 
work done by the people themselves in connection with 
the repair of minor irrigation works, in the Ganja.m 
district. The reason for this was that the practice had 
not been enforced. He could not recall any instances " 
in which the Public Works Department had endeavoured 
to obtain unpaid labour for the repair of irrigation major 
works, but thought there was some force in the argument 
that as the repairs to minor irrigation works were trivial 
the Public Works Department would have considerable 
difficulty in obtaining labour for such work just when it 
was required, whereas the revenue staff were much 
better circumstanced in this respect. Should a. breach 
occur in a canal during the rains, he thought that the 
people living in the locality would be asked to assist 
in its repair, but such labour would not be procured 
for ordinary annual repairs. 

2,366. He did not approve of the present system in 
force in his district, under which there were three distinct 
establishments for the execution of public works, viz., 
an establishment for irrigation major works and govern. 
ment buildings, a district board establishment for local 
roads and buildings, and a. small irrigation establishment 
for the maintenance of minor irrigation works, and speak· 
ing for himself he would be glad to be relieved of the res· 
ponsibility for minor irrigation works as the arrange· 
ment was unsatisfactory from a. Collector's point of view. 
The permanent establishment he employed for these 
works was very small and he experienced difficulty in 
recruitment on account of the poor prospects offered. 
The men were not borne on a. general cadre, and were 
not transferred from district to district according to . 
requirements and consequently this made it all the more 
difficult to obtain suitable men to fill the vacancies. 
The sub:overseers employed were not fully qualified, 
and consequently the tehsildars, who checked measure
ments of works, had to look for professional advice to 
either the supervisor or the overseers. He was not 
aware of the date from which the establishplents for 
major and minor irrigation works were split up. 

2,367. The Superintending Engineer very rarely in
spected the work of district boards, and was required to 
submit to the Collector an annual report on the work 
and qualifications of the district board engineer. It 
was not the pradice for the Superintending Engineer 
to inspect .the office of the district board engineer, and 
he did not suggest alterations to works in progress in 
his inspection notes. 

2,368. (Mr. Cobb.) He desired to be relieved of the 
minor irrigation works under his charge, not because 
such works were not within the sphere of his legitimate 
duties, but because the Revenue Department was not 
a professional department and he, as an officer of that de
partment, pos~sse~ ~o technical knowledge of engineering 

2,369. In hlS opm10n, the efficiency of the engineering 
staff of a. district did not interest the members of ita 
board who, as a matter of fact, treated the passing of 
estimates for the maintenance of roads as purely routine 

2 0 2 
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matter, but they evinced greater interest in original 
works, e.g., the building of a bridge over a river. A 
member who was in possession of a motor oar, however, 
would probably be: anxious that those portions of road 
which were used by him should be kept in good repair 
and hence indirectly the public who also made use of 
those roads was beuefited. The members, on the 
other hand, were interested in administrative questions 
such as the construction of schools and roads in partic
ular localities. As an example of this he stated that in 
one of the talukB in Ganjam the construction of . wells 

and schools was carried out by the village panchayat.<J, 
a mem~er of the taluk board being placed in charge for 
superviSory purposes, and added that most of these 
village panchayats took a considerable interest in work 
of that nature, but the question whether such interest' 
would increase with the flux of time depended on the 
personality of the pretident for the time being of the 
taluk board. In other words the scheme he had outlined 
~nly worked well in cases where the president took a 
hvely and personal interest in the executive and ad
ministrative work of the board. 

R. SRINIVASSA AYYAR, EsQ., M.A., Deputy Accountant·~eral, Madras. 

Written Statement. intending Engineer a monthly statement of expenditure 
(N.B.-The views expressed in this note are purely without or in excess of sanctions. The Executive Engi

personal and are in no way those of the Accounts neer may be relieved of all direct payments. 
Department.) 2,374. Unsuitability of financial year.-This is a: 

2,370. Prohibition against making payments during general question affecting the whole government 
the last days of the month.-So far as Madras is accounting, and must be settled with reference to the 
concerned, there has been no prohibition against making methods and requirements of other departments as well. 
payments during the last days of the month.- As a matter of fact, however, it is seen that the expen-

2,371. Date ftxed for the submission of the monthly dituwe in April and May is generally very low as com. 
accounts.-The monthly accounts of Executive Engineers pared with other months of the year. This would 
are submitted by the 20th of the next month. So far hardly be the case if the financial year, closing in March, 
as is known, this is the date that has been observed , really ends in the middle of the working season. 
in the Department for the last 36 years. In any case, 2,375. Changes in budget system.-The budget pro. 
it is difficult to see how the date of the submission of cedure in regard to the Public Works Department has 
accounts should at all interfere with executive work. now been brought into line with that in force for other 
The compilation of the accounts is left enwely to the departments. Steps have been taken to. obtain very 
accountant in the Executive Engineer's office, and it is early forecasts of the estimated revenue 'and expenditure 
,never necessary for an Executive 'Engineer to be at of the year so as to ensure timely surrender or addition 
headquarters for the purpose or even to sign the of grants as the case may be. 
accounts submitted for audit. 2,376. (I.) (General.) It is understood that this in-

2,372. Prohibition against making advances to quiry does not relate to irrigation works. 
contractors.-Advances to contractors, are, as a rule, (a). Two Annexures A and B are appended showing 
prohibited, but local Governments may always sanction the expenditure on works and on establishment in Mad· 
advances. The prohibition does not also apply to ras for the three years, 1913-14, 1914-15 and 1915-16. 
advances up to Rs. 50. Contractors, moreover, are The percentage of establishment charges to the works ex· 
paid on the security of materials which they have brought penditure, works out to 27 to 30. Now if the expenditure 
to work site and these payments are subsequently ad- on buildings and roads is completely left out, the conse
justed in the work-bills of those contractors. Any quent saving in establishment will not be proportionate 
further relaxation of the rules might entail loss to govern- to the saving in the total works expenditure carried out 
ment and would not be of help to any contractors except by the Department. Although there will be some reduc· 
those absolutely without capital or credit. The rules tion of establishment, the reduction will, as indicated 
on the subject will be found in paragraphs 777 to 780 in Annexure A, not be proportionate to the reduction 
of Volume I, Public Works Department Code. in the total expenditure caused by the exclusion of the 

2,373. Excessiveness of audit objections.-The rules expenditure on buildings and roads, so that the ratio 
pf audit require that all work payments without sane- between the establishment charges and the remaining 
tioned estimates or in excess of sanctioned estimates works expenditure will be higher than 27 or 30 per cent. 
should be objected to. The number of objections there- mentioned above, while the new agency to whom the 
fore depends on the number of such works. An increase buildings and roads may be transferred, will, if it happens 
in the number of these objections reflects on the efficiency to be a private one, add their supervision charges and 

1
of the executive, rather than on that of audit. The profit to the works expenditure. In Bengal, district 
objections, however, never as a matter of fact, impede boards used to have charge of all the buildings and roads 
the progress of works. It is possible nevertheless to in the mofussil. The district boards used to receive 
sin1plify audit in the following manner:- 15 per cent. on account of establishment and tools and 

The audit of Public Works expenditure consists of plant. Since government now incur over 27 per cent. 
the check of the work-bill with the entries in the measure- for establishment alone, it would certainly be economical 
ment book and with the estimate and the agreement. if a similar arrangement could be made here. Almost 
The pay order and the payee's receipt appear on the all the roads in the province are already in charge of 
bill itself. Most of the payments, if not all, are made district boards, and district board engineers are nearly 
by sub-divisional officers and the above audit is con·, as highly paid as government Execlftive Engineers. 
ducted by the accountant in the divisional office. This Large municipalities may also take over the construction 
audit will be complete if the divisional accountant cer- and repair of government buildings in those towns. 
tifies that the claims in the bill are supported by the (b). In the Public Works Department temporary 
measurement book, the estimate and the agreement. establishments are engaged so as to admit of establish· 
Any items not in the estimate or agreement and any ment being increased or reduced as works in any year 
rates or quantities in excess of those provided in the happen to increase or decrease. As a matter of fact, 
estimate or agreement should be claimed in a separate however, it is seen that temporary establishment (if it 
bill and specially sanctioned by the Executive Engineer does not increase), continues the same from year to year, 
or higher authorities as the case may be. If thi'l pro- reaardless of the works expenditure of the year (Public 
eedure is adopted there would be no necessity for any W~rks Department Code, Volume I, paragraph 109). 
elaborate monthly audit in a central office such as obtains This is largely true of works establishment as well (Public 
at present. The change will involve larger powers;. Works Department Code, Volume I, paragraph 796). 
and responsibility being given to the divisional account· Qualified and experienced men, whether they are engi· 
ant, who is at present merely a glorified clerk. In that neers, subordinates or mislris, have to be kept on and 
case the test check of the divisional accountant's work it is also difficult to get rid of establishment of any 
conducted at the yearly inspections will be quite suffi- kind, especially the costly ones1 o:qce they have been 
9ient. Th~ accountant should submit to the Super· entertaine<l, ' 
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(c). Estimates are at present prepared by the overseer 
and submitted to the Executive Engineer thJ:ough the 
sub·divisional officer. The sanction to these estimates 
is regulated by Public Works Department Code, VoL I, 
paragraphs 283 and 321. The limitations laid down 
under these rules in regard to individual officers may 
be removed. So long a.s officers are entrusted with the 
duties of an Executive Engineer or Superintending 
Engineer it appears to be invidious to make further 
distinctions between individual officers of those ranks. 
The removal of these limitations would simplify proce
dure and prevent confusion. 

(d). It will also greatly relieve Executive Engineers if 
\ all works of petty construction and repairs of buildings 

occupied by civil officers are carried out a.s contingent 
expenditure of the Civil Department as is already 
allowed under Public Works Department Code, Volume 
II, paragraph 1779 and Civil Account Code, Volume I, 

[Conlinutd. 

The reserve stock is often utilized for the transfer 
of materials purchased for works in excess of or in 
the absence of requirements. The stock purchased 
a.s reserve stock often deteriorates or becomes sur
plus. 

II. (a), At present almost all the works are carried 
out by contractors or piece-workers. Annexure E shows 
the payments for March 1916 in five typical divisions of 
the presidency. The larger payments for labour in the 
irrigation divisions are on account of canal establish· 
ments. 

(b). The execution of works divides itself into (1) the 
supply of labour and (2) the supply of materials. Large 
firms are now resorted to only for the supply of mate
rials. It is not nataral that large firms with their head· 

Appendix BBBB (u). ( 
(e). In my opinion economy should also be exercised 

by reducing the number of works undertaken by govern· 
ment. Government should withhold for example the 
construction of residential buildings. It is not the duty 
of the state to provide quarters for all its officers, much 
less to provide them free, or at great loss to the state .. 
The concession was perhaps necessary 50 years ago, 
but it should become less and less necessary year after 
year. It is certainly not desirable to extend the conces
sion to officers who had never enjoyed it before. The 
capital spent on residential buildings in the presidency 
to end of 1913-14: (vide Annexure C) was Rs. 40,4:9,557. 
The rents received, excluding repair charges of the year, 
amounted to only Rs. 72,722 or to 1-8 per cent. on the 
capital outlay. Again the outlay on the construction 
of police quarters in 1900-01 was Rs. 39;600. In 1915-16 
it was Rs. 13,37,906. Out of a total expenditure on 
provincial civil works original works, buildings, of Rs. 
34,19,689 in 1915-16, the outlay on new police quarters 

quarters in the chief towns of the country can have 
greater facilities for the supply of labour. It is not 
likely that the cost of supervision by the agents of the 

. alone was Rs. 13,37,906. Annexure Dgives the expen· 
diture on this head for the years from 1900·01 to 1915-16. 
The omission of this item in the programme will be a · 
substantial relief as it forms more than a third of the 
total outlay. 

(f). Further, if all payments are made by sub-divisional 
officers, Executive Engineers may easily have larger 
executive charges than at present. 

(g). The maintenance of existing irrigation works does 
not require high professional skill, as the charges generally 
consist of canal establishment, silt clearance and repair 
of bunds. These duties can be carried out by com
paratively junior and less costly sub-divisional officers, 
while senior and more costly officers, who should be 
few in number, should be employed on original works 
of improvement of irrigation. 

(h). A large economy may be effected in this province 
by the abolition of reserve stock. This has been done in 
Bombay where all materials are purchased for definite 
works. It should be increasingly possible in every 
province a.s communications increase and become more 
and more expeditious. There should thus be a. gradual 
decrease in the extent of reserve stock. On the other 
hand, reserve stock in the province has increased vear 
after year. This is specially the case in the Stores Ilivi
sion. There is no separate Stores Division in any other 
province such a.s there is in Madras. Stock in this 
division was about Rs. 3! lakhs in 1912-13; now it is 
over Rs. 8 lakhs. 

The reserve stock for the last 5 years have been as 
follows)- • 

1912-13 • 
1913-14 
191-l-15 • 
1915·16 
31-l2-l6 • 

Stock balance of Stock in the 
the province. Public Works 

Rs. 
7,70,125 
8,08,647 
8,75,458 
9,72,419 

12,80,857 

Stores Division, 

R&. 
3,26,428 
3,42,817 
4,15,952' 
5,91,484 
8,18,758 

firms and the profit which the firms would require would 
be less than the possible saving in establishment caused 
by the arrangement. The only establishment now 
employed when a work is done by a contractor is the 
overseer who takes the mea.surements of work done. 
This overseer will continue to be employed for measur: 
ing or checking measurements on behaH of government, 
even if the work is done by a large firm employing ifs 
own overseers. Should government dispense with its 
own officer for taking measurements and accept the 
measurement!! of the overseer employed by the firm, 
the pay of the firm's overseer will still be included in 
the firm's bill and will come back to be paid by govern· 
ment in the end. I am also doubtful whether the officers 
of the Department are as yet able to hold their own in 
any dispute or litigation between themselves and the 
firms. There has been only one instance in recent years 
of a building work given out on contract to a. large firm • 
The work was eRtimated to cost Rs. 3! lakhs and was 
started in July 1909, but disputes soon arose between the 
firm and the government regarding the specification and 
rates and the firm stopped work in Aprill911 and claimed 
damages. The High Court decided in favour of the 
firm and an appeal is now pending before the Privy 

, CounciL 

Numerous instances have been noticed of works car· 
ried out without agreements. There is no trouble so 
long a.s the contractors are petty contractors who are 
content with small profits, whose resouroes are limited, 
who live solely on these contracts, and whose interest 
would therefore be to abide by the orders and directions 
of Public Works officers without insisting upon their 
own legal rights. Another difficulty in entrusting the . 
execution of building works to large firms is that the 
works are scattered. It is, moreover, only small works 
costing Rs. 1,000 or less that are the most numerous. 
In 1915-16 for example there were 4:,736 original works 
and repairs costing Rs. 1,000 or less while there were 
only 1,4:94 works costing over Rs. 1,000. 

(c). The execution of public works of all kinds in this 
presidency is very dilatory, and the first estimates of 
large works is seldom worked to, but the remedy for 
these defects is a more efficient executive rather than a 
change in the agency through which the works are carried 
out. Executive Engineers who are responsible for the 
de~iled estimates, specifications and workinl plans 
of 1D1portant works should also be entrusted with their 
e~ecution. They should be held individually respon. 
Slble for prompt and economical execution and in accord
ance with the estimates, and plans and specifications. 
They should not be hampered with restrictions regard· 
ing the acceptance of contracta or the purchase of 
stores. The responsibility should not become divided 
by the transfer of these engineen before the works are 
completed. · 



ANNEXURE A. 

Skowmg tke total percentage of tke cost of establishment to tke expenditure on works in tke Madras Presidency for tke triennium ending 1915-16. . . . 

1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16. 
I 

1913-14. 1914-15. I 1915-16. 

.... ~ 

= CQ 

I 
.... 

-co ..... 
~ "1:1 --- g 

t-'1 
CoNSTRUCTION CoNSTRUCTION CoNSTRUCTION DIRECTION DIRECTION DIRECTION 

EsTABLISHMENT. EsTABLISHMENT. EsTABLISHMENT. EsTABLISHMENT. ESTABLISHMENT, ESTABLISHMENT. 
Outlay on Outlay on 
works and ·---- --- --------- works a.nd Outlay on works and repairs. rep a. irs. repa.irs. -

-0 

~ 
0 
:;:d 
>':! 
{/l 

Perma- Tempo- Perma• Tempo- Permo.- Tempo- Perma- Tempo- Perma- Tempo- Perm a.- Tempo· 
nent. rary. nent. rary. nent. ra.ry. nent. rary. nent. ra.ry. nent. rary. 

I -

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs •. Rs. I Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1,14,25,022 21,31,470 4,46,420 1,26,52,462 23,52,806 4,55.368 1,15,14,668 22,76,063 4,48,173 I 5,39,470 59,888 5,85,900 58,742 6,12,297 58,539 

~----.-...,. ,I ,I ....._______,.___, 
~--y---.J y---..J '-""-----y----..J : 

' 
Total construction esta.blishment 25,77,890 28,08,174 

I 

27,24,236 Total direc- 5,99,358 

t 
6,44,642 6,70,836 

tion esta.b-
lishment. 

~dd direction establishment 5,99,358 6,44,642 1 6,70,836 

I 
I Total esta.blishment excluding 31,77,248 34,52,816 ; 3?,95,072 -

audit establishment in the 
Accountant-General's office. 

~ 
t%j 
"1:1 

~ > 
:;:d 
>-3 

~ ~ 
00 t:1 
~ z 
~ 

>-3 

=--
:;:d 

til tr:l 
[: 0 

:;:d 
b> Q 

·~ > 
~ ~· 

N 
> 
>-3 ..... 
0 z 
0 
0 
~ 
~ 

Percentage of above establish- 27·8 27·3 I 29·4 
ment to works outlay. ' I 

->-3 
>-3 
t:1 
l.oQ 

NoTE.-This percentage will rise by •8 in each case if audit establishment is also included, a.s the Public Works share of cost of the Accountant-General's office would amount to about Rs. 1lakh a 
year. · , · • 1 • 
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.ANNEXURE B. 

81wwing tJt.e. upenditure incurred 11/tuler 1M sevemlfund8 and major head8 in 1M Public Woru Department during 1M lrien· 
' nium ending 1915-16. - _ 

-

1913-14. 1914-15. 

Ra. 
I 

Ra. Rs. Ra. 

ol5. Imperial Civil Works • . 1,56,760 I 2,24,850 
56,24,423 I 65,74,874 46. Provincial Civil Works ---- 57,81,183 67,99,724 

Local District Funds • 38,663 80,077 
Local Port and Marine 3,75,913 3,18,037 
Contributiotll 7,98,644 4,78,341 

12,13,220 8,76,~5 

35. Irrigation Works • • • 2,95,354 1,63,971 
42. Major Works Working Expenses 13,42,798 -,14,98,473 
ol3. Capital Works • - 1,63,734 2,09,571 
43. Revenue Works • 3,03,614 3,42,709 
43. Not kept Works 14,49,271 15,60,232 
43. Agricultural Works 5,90,334 7,05,556 
49. Capital Works • 2,83,118 4,92,922 

2,396 2,849 Local Irrigation Cess 
44,30,619 . 49,76,283 

TOTAL 1,14,25,022 ' 1,26,52,462 

• NorE.~l) The expenditure on Original Works-Civil buildings alone was 
Ded'lld expenditure on Original Works in Government House • • 
Net expenditure on Original Works-Civil buildings 

I 
1915-16. 

Rs. Rs. 

. 3,22,025 
46,40,508 

49,62,533 (a)• 
82,284 

1,96,485 
18,06,410 

20,85,179 (b) 
3,18,317 

12,46,942 
2,03,048 
2,65,546 

13,43,533 
5,44,490 
5,41,511 

3,563 
4:4,66,956 (c) 

1,15,14,668 (d) 

Rs. 
34,93,620 

73,931 

34,19,689 --
NorE.~2) Taking the figures for 1915-16 if buildings and roads are transferred to some other agency, the Public Works 

Department will cease to deal with (a) in the adjacent column. Local funds, port authorities, etc., will make their own arrange· 
menta as regards (b);nd the Public Works Department will have to deal only with (c). The outlay on works carried out by 
the Public Works Department will now be about Rs. 45lakhs (c) instead of Rs, 115lakhs (d). The reduction in establishment. 
possible by the arrangement will be roughly as follows :-out of the 36 divisions, it will not be possible to effect any reduc· 
tion in the following divisions-9 Delta divisions, 1 stores divisions, 1 workshop division, 2 special project divisions, 1 
Chingleput division and 3 Tank Restoration Survey divisions or 17 divisions in all. Two divisions, namely, the North and ' 
the South Presidency divisions may be abolished. With regard to the remaining 17 divisions it will not be feasible to reduce 
more than e. third of the establishment of those divisions. If we take this reduction to be the establishment of 7 divisions, 
the establishment that could be dispensed with altogether will be that of 9 divisions in aiL The total cost of establishment 
during 1915-16 for 36 divisions was about Rs. 34 lakhs. It will bet of 34 or Rs, 25! la.khs for the total irrigation works 
outlay of Rs, 45 la.khs as stated above. In other words the ratio of establishment charges to works outlay will be over 55 
per cent. instead of 27 or 30 per cent. · 

ANNEXURE C. 

Showing the percentage of net receipt& on the capital co8t of re.sidential buildingi'at end of the years 1913-14, 1914-15 and 
. 1915-16. 

CAPITAL COST TO END Oll'- RECEIPTS DURING- MAINTENA!rOB CJUBGBS 
DURING-

-
• 

1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16. 1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16. 1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16. 

- - ---
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Ra. Re. Rs. Ra. 

Tot&! cla.sses 1 and II 40,49,557 37,21,894 38,16,545 
quarters. 

1,47,452 1,41,885 1,52,655 74,730 67,955 72,831 

Dulvd repairs '. .. .. .. 74,730 67,955 72,837 .. .. .. 
Net reoeipte , .. .. .. 72,722 73,930 79,818 .. .. . . 
Percentage on capital cost .. .. .. 1-8 1·99 2·09 .. .. .. 

Nou.-The capital o~tlay in 1914-15 and 1915·16 excludes buildings.whose capital cost is Rs. 5,000 or Jess. The capita.! 
outlay to end of 1913·14 grven above excludes only quarters whose ca.pital cost is Rs. 1 000 or leas. 

The number of qu&r«!rs iD 1913-14 wa.e 334. · ' 
Ditto 1914-15 , 249 due kt the omission of quarters costing Rs. 5 000 &lld lese 
Ditto 1915-16 " 263. ' 

• 
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ANNEXURE D. 

Showing the expenditure on police works for 16 years ending 1915-16. 

1900-01 
- 1901-02 

1902-03 
1903-04 
1904-05 
1905-06 
1906-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
1911-12 
1912-13 
1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 

·. ... 

ANNEXURE E. 

Outlay on 
original works. 

R~. 

39,600 
41,020 

1,37,921 
1,32,297 
1,51,314 
2,96,033 
3,69,255 
4,25,208 
3,84,790 
4,61,371 
6,15,932 
6,50,065 
9,80,759 

13,29,292 
13,35,791 
13,37,906 

Showing cash payments on the several Public _Works Department Forms for .March 1916. 

ON NOMI· 
ON FoRM No. 14. ON FoRMS Nos. 15 NAL OTHER 

AND 16. MuSTER· PAYMENTS, , DIVISION. ROLL, 

. No. Amount. No. Amount. Amount. Amount. 

V izagapatam. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Below Rs. 200 38 2,887 46 2,959l 1,912 5,420 Above , 200 .• 23 13,068 9 3,256 I 

TOTAL 61 15,955 55 ~,215 1,912 5,420 

Godavari, Northern. 
Below Rs. 200 37 2,994 19 975J 3,946 1,882 Above ., 200 24 • 14,615 4- 1,428 

ToTAL 61 17,608 23 2,403 3,946 1,882 

North Presidency Division. 
Below Rs. 200 • 11 939 27 2,3981 5,057 7,678 Above ,. 200 23 42,765 15 7,943 

ToTAL 34 43,704 42 10,341 5,057 7,678 

Cauvery Diviaion. 
Below Ra. 200 . 38 3,380 47 3,379 { 4,581 

I 
5,199 Above ,. 200 14 7,490 5 1,256) 

ToTAL 52 10,870 52 4,635 4,581 I 5,199 

Coimbalore Division. I - . 
Below Rs. 200 . 37 3,541 103 8,4901 8,844 I tl,898 Above ., 200 37 16,681 20 7,866; 

I 

I 
-

ToTAL ' . 74 20,222 123 I 16,356 8,844 .) 9,898 

MR. R. SRINIVASA AYYA:R called and examined. 

[Continued. 

Total cash 
payments • 

Rs. 
.. 

·29,502 

.. 
25,839 

.. 
66,780 

25,285 

25,285 

55,320 

55,320 

(N.B.-The views expre..<lSed are purely personal and 2,378. The divisional monthly accounts in Madras 
Are in no way those of the Accounts Department.) were still compiled in the office of the Executive Engineer 

2,377. (President.) The witness stated that he was and submitted to the accounts office on the 20th of each 
Deputy Accountant-General, Madras, and that at the month, as was the practice prior to the amalgamation, 
time of the amalgamation .of the public works and _ but during September to January they were, for budget 
civil accounts he had held the post of Examiner of purposes, submitted by the 15th or 18th. The schedules 
Accounts. He had therefore had experience of both submitted with the accounts· consisted of a schedule 
systems of accounts. ' of transfer transactions, a schedule of expenditure, a 

• 
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schedule of rent and a schedule of revenue, and the 
Executive Engineer was required to sign between fifteen 
to twenty forms when submitting his monthly accounts. 

2,379. He had had two years' experience of the sysrem 
which had been introduced in Bengal four or five years 
ago by the Accountant-General of that province, under 
which the compilation of the monthly accounts was 
carried out in the central accounts office, instead of 
in the Executive Engineer's office and did not think it 
reduced work to any marerial exrent. It was claimed 
that the abolition of the submission of numerous state
ments had reduced the work of Executive Engineers 
in Bengal considerably, in that that officer had to submit;. 
only a statement of receipts and expen~ture w.ith dockets 
supporting the several Items shown m the hst, but he 
doubted whether that contention was valid. For in
stance the combination of the schedules of debit and 
credit 'transactions had resulted in a numerical reduc
tion, but in no reduction of actual labour since the 

· number of items, their detailed description for purposes 
of classification, and the time occupied in their writing 
remained unchanged. Similarly, the compilation under 
sub-heads in the Accountant-General's office did not 
effect any appre<:iable saving of time in the divis!onal 
office, as divisional accountants were well acquamted 
with the specified heads for each transaction. 

2 380. The date on which an Executive Engineer was 
req~ired to submit his mo~thly accounts did not infl~ence 
his work in any way, smce the Code rules permitted 
of the accounts being signed by the divisional account
ant.. It had been argued that it was not possible to 
compile the divisional accounts until the .r~.eipt of t~e 
sub-divisional accounts, and that the feas1bil1ty of their 
compilation depended on the interval between the receipt 
of the latter and that fixed for the submission of the 
former but the difficulty could be overcome by insisting 
on the earlier. closing of the sub-divisional accounts. 
He did not agree with the contention brought forward 
in evidence that the whole of the Executive Engineer's 
staff had to be impressed for the compilation of the 
monthly accounts, as such a procedure would only be 
rendered necessary in cases where the divisional account
ant had not had the accounts posted and compiled daily, 
but suggesred that the sub-divisional accounts could be 
closed on the 2:ith of each month and transactions after 
that date incorporat.ed in the accounts of the succeeding 
month. His general conclusion therefore was that while 
the Bengal scheme effecred a slight saving of labour to 
the Executive Engineer, it resulted in no substantial 
saving in the actual work of his office* establishment. 

2,381. In certain cases payments were permissible, 
and had actually been made, to contractors for the 
supply of materials. But in the case of a contract for 
the supply of bricks only, no payment could be made 
to the contractor until the bricks were actually delivered, 
in spite of the fact that the contractor might have in
curred considerable outlay on coal for burning the bricks. 
He added, however, that. government invariably sanc
tioned advances whenever such a. course was necessary. 
It was true that the procedure in such cases was circum
locutory, but applications for advances had to be made 
through the usual official channel as they could only 
be sanctioned by government. If marerials, e.g., fire
wood, were colloored at the sire of a. kiln, audit would 
not raise auy objection to the grant of an advance there-

' l'llr. Ayyar afterwards wrote:-
The point is that there is no reduction of work taking 

both the Exocuti\'e Engineer's office and the audit office 
togtJher. In Bengal the classification has been merely 
tran8Jerrtd from the Exocutive Engineer's office to the 
audit office. The cffoot of this is, that while this saving of 
labour in the Executive Engineer's office is not large enough 
to J:'l"'iuce the e;;tablishment by & single clerk, the compila
tion of all the Exocutive Euginecns' offices now falling on 
the audit office entails work for at le.a.st 3 or ' additional 
clerks in thl' audit office. In ~ladr&s, moreovl'r, the tre&
aury account8 also are submitted COtiiJlihd by the tre&Bury 
othct•rs. rhWI the provincial aeeount in Ms.draa ean go 
out e&rlicr than in other provinces. 

voL. n 
• 

[Cominued. 

for as the local Government had permitred payments on 
aecount in the case of manufacturing operations. . 

2,382. The percentage of Public Works expend1t~, 
in both branches, which had been placed under obJec• 
tion by the Madras Audit Department in the last ~ppro· 
priation Report amounted to 39 per cent. for buildm~s 
and roads and 23 per cent. for irrigatio~ wotk.s. Thts 
high figure mainly referred to expenditure meurre~ 
without sanctioned estinlates, and excesses over cli'tl· 
mare& . 

2,383. The objections did not refer to the ent.u-e 
expenditure on a work, but only to the sums by wb.'h 
the estimates had been exceeded. With regard to the 
complaint that the Audit Department raised unnerem~ory 
objections to rates which were more the concern of the 
executive than of the accounts officer, hl,l remarked that 
the accounts office generally did not object to raws 
except when they observed difierences in the sa~e local· 
ity, e.IJ., if it were found that the rare for bnckwork 
in a particular locality. station or work was Rs. 24 and 
that fu. 30 was paid, the Executive Engineer was asked 
to explain the reason for the difierence in the rate and 
such an objection in liis opinion was a legitinlate one. 
He added, however, that it .:was outside the province 
of the Audit Department to raise objections of any other 
nature and that the accounts office only brought difier
ences in raws to notice when the circumstances pointed 
to unnecessary expenditure from the public revenues. 
He was then apprised of a few frivolous audit objlj.Ctions 
which had at tinles been raised, and explained that it was 
the practice for accounts officers to eliminate all frivolous 
objections before their transmission to divisional officers 
and that· possibly the stray instances which had been 
brought to his notice had escaped the notice of the officers. 
He added that he, personally, always delered unneces· 
sary objections. 

2,384. He suggesred that the divisional accountant 
should certify to the correctness of entries in bills after 
comparing them with the measurement books, etc., ~ 
this procedure would decrease the number of audit 
objections and indicare that the accountant had satisfied 
himself that irems in each bill tallied with the agreements 
and quantities, and reduce the actual work of audit 
in this respect. The procedure would, in effect, not be 
tantamount to the accountant doing the audit of bills 
insread of the audit officer, as neither the agreement 
nor the estinlate were at present available in the audit 
office, whereas both documents w~re on record in the 
divisional office. He further suggested that the divi
sional accountant might incorporate in one bill all the 
irems which were supported by the agreement and 
estimares and exhibit the remainder in a second bill, 
which latrer the accounts office need only examine, 
and added that as the comparison of a bill with the esti
mare and agreement was already the work of the divi· 
sional accountant, his suggestion would not entail addi· 
tional work for that flfficer. 

2,385. There was no £~ysrem of periparetic audit in the 
Madras Presidency, and' only an annual inspection of 
the accounts of divisional offices was undertaken. The 
suggestion to introduce a system of travelling audit was 
considered by the accounts committee of 1888-1889, 
and negatived on the ground that it was expensive, 
unsatisfactory and incomplete. He wiiB stationed in 
Bombay when the sysrem was abolished after it waa 
given a. trial. 

2,386. He was not in favour of an alteration in the 
dare which was at present fixed for the commencement 
of the financial year, as payments in the months of April 
and May were generally small, owing, he believed, to 
Executive Engineers being overworked in March. The 
reason forthe small payments in April was not because 
of an insufficiency of funds. The budget in Madras 
was usually sanctioned in March and communicated 
to Executive Engineers by the middle of )lay, but this 
did not constitute a reason for the low payments in April 
as Executive Engineers had e\·ery facility for making 
payments particularly as they frequently made payment& 
without sanction, and usually knew beforehand "·hat 
provkion had been made in the budget for their works, 

2 r 
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Besides, they were allowed to carry on any works during 
the first three months of the year without a specific 
provision of funds and to incur expenditure up to ,Rs. 
500 on works in progress without an appropriation, 
irrespective of the size of the work. He added that the 
Rs. 500 limit did not deter an Executive Engineer from 
spending very much more than that sum on a. large. 
work costing Rs. 10,00,000 or Rll. 14,00,080, as that 
officer knew that the objection that would consequently be 
raised by the audit officer would ultimately remedy itself. 

2,387. The scheme he had put forward in his written 
evidence was based on the understanding that if build
ings and roads were transferred to some other agency a 
still larger proportion of establishment charges would 
be incurred, and was purely an expression of his personal 
views. It could in no sense be regarded as an 
authorized scheme and had not been framed in consul
tation with officers of the Public. Works Department. 
He added that even if it were accepted, it would be found 
difficult to reduce the establishments employed in the 
deltaic divisions. 

2,388. As there was a rule in the Civil Accounts Code 
to the effect that works of petty construction and repair 
might be carried out by the Civil Department and debited 
as contingent expenditure, he considered that it should 
be enforced, thus saving the Public \Yorks Department 
the preparation of plans and estimates for such works. 

- The rule in the Civil Account Code to which he had 
refel.'l'ed was not made full use of at present as civil 
departments were under the belief that the construction 
and maintenance of buildings was more the duty of the 
Public Works Department. He thought that the Public 
Works Department should not undertake minor work 
of this nature, particularly as civil officers, in his opinion, 
were competent to undertake it. 
li: 2,38'tl. The construction of residences for government 
officials had proved unremunerative. In the year 1913-
14 the return had amounted to 1·8 per cent. only as 
compared with the 3! per cent. the ordinary rate of 
interest. The causes which had contributed to the 
small return were the grant of rent-free quarters, the 
recovery, in some cases, of 10 per cent. of the occupant's 
salary, and the fact that certain quarters had remained 
unoccupied, and though the return would be increased 
by the elimination of the capital value of buildings in 
cases where the grant of rent-free quarters was recog
nized, he could not, on the spur of the moment, state 
exactly what the efiect of their deletion would be but in 
any case he thought the receipts would be considerably 
less than 3l per cent. A further reason, m his opinion, 
for the small return on government residences was the 
construction of quarters for officers who were really not 
entitled to them. It was here pointed out to him that 
this matter was one really for government to decide and 
not an accounts officer , and he promised to furnish a* 

• Mr. Ayya.r afterwards submitted the following state
ment. 

Statemmt shou>ing the perceniWJe of net receipts on the 
capital cost of residential buildings (excluding rent-free 
buildings) let out 11t the end of the year 1913-14. 

Capital 
Mainte-

Receipts . nance 
-- cost to during charges 

end of 
1913.14, 

1913-14. during 
1913-14 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Total Classes I and II 32,29,508 1,47,062 64,09 4 

ucluding rent-free 
buildings. 

Ded!Kl Repairs .. 64,094 

Net Receipts .. 82,968 

Percentage on Capital .. 2·57 
Cost. 

~on.-Thi.S cap1tal outlay statement excludes quarters 
whose capital co't is Rs. 1,000 or less. 

statement exhibiting from· an accounts point of view 
his objection rolely on grounds of public economy to 
the small percentage return which at present accrued to 
government on their outlay on residential buildings. 

2,390. The Madras Stores Division had been in exist1. 
cnce for a long period, practically from the inception 
of the Public Works Department in fact, and its accounts 
were audited by the Accounts Department. Jt main
tained no depreciation or profit and loss account with the 
result that very often stores which were really unservice
able were shown for years in the reserve stock accounts. 
As an instance of this he cited a case where 1,200 tins of 

• sensitized photographic paper had been purchased 
from England, and only 200 tins were issued during a 
space of two years, and consequently the remaining 
1,000 tins had to be written off owing to the paper having 
deteriorated. Another defect was that articles were 
often transferred from works to stock when they were in 
excess of requirements and the results of this system 
led to a portion of the stock continuing unused for years, 
thus connoting that the amount maintained was too 
large. The whole matter had been brought to notice 
by the Accounts Department and was at present under 
consideration. 

2,391. The system for the payment of salary and 
travelling allowance bills of the Public Works Depart
ment establishments had been altered so as to assimilate 
it with the procedure in force in the Civil Department, 
and he did not think the objections raised in this con
nection by Public Works Department officers were 
valid, particularly as civil officers had no cause for com
plaint. 

2,392. No separate account was maintained by Exec
utive-Engineers for expenditure and receipts other than 
that connected with the execution of work proper. 
Acquittance rolls, as in other departments, were pre
pared by the divisional cashier or an accounts clerk. 

2,393. (Sir Noel Ker8haw.) He was only concerned 
with the audit of Public Works accounts, and had no 
connection with local fund audit. 

2,394. The figures in his written statement showing 
for the past five years the provincial stock balances 
and those of the Stores Division represented generally 
the cost prices of the articles, and this applied also to 
such .articles as ha.d deteriorated, or become surplus, 
until such time as they were formally reported as unser
viceable and sanction to their write-off obtained. 

2,395. No interest was charged either on the value 
of the stock in the Stores Division or on the capital 
cost of a government brickfield. Further, no charges 
for supervision, storage, or establishment were included 
in the book value of stock. 'l'here was a special Stores 
Division which cost about Rs. 34,000 a year and this 
expenditure also was excluded from the book value of 
the stock. 

2,396. Reserve stock was maintained to obviate delay 
in the execution of work. consequent on the loss of time 
that might be involved in procuring materials in the 
open market, and all he objected to was the practice of 
accumulating more articles than could be utilized, within 
a reasonable time, on works. Stock was not maintained 
with a view to the making of profit and the articles were 
kept only for the benefit of works. Hence no profit and 
loss accounts were maintained. · 

2,397. (Mr. Mackenzie.) It was no longer the practice 
to admit engineer officers into the Accounts Department. 

2,398. In his opinion, audit objections did not impede 
the progress of work as, even after an objection to certain 
expenditure was raised, further expenditure on the same 
item was incll.rred. He could not say whether Exec· 
utive Engineers were afraid of audit objections • 

2,399. He stated that the statement " if the expendi
ture on buildings and roads, is completely left out, the 
consequent saving in establishment will not be propor· 
tionate to the saving in the total works expenditure 
carried out by the Department," had been explained 
in Annexure " B " attached to his written evidence, 
and that it was purely a personal opinion. 
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2,400. In his opinion, Executi-re Engineers could 
easily be given larger charges than they had at present, 
if all payments were entrusted to sub-divisional officers, 
u a great deal of their time '\\'as at pre~nt absorbed 
in the pwing of bills. Sub-divisional _officers made 
payments in a few diribions. 

2,4()1. The remark that "the maintenance of existing 
irrigation works does not require high professional skill " 
wh1ch was made by him in his written statement, re
ferred to canal establiF.hments and to euch work 11..'1 silt 
cleatar.ce and repairs to bunds, the supervision of which, 
in his opinion, did not require technical skill. 

shown ii..s t!erviceable and it was not within the province 
of an audit offirer to question the classification of a partic
ular article as unserviceable, or otherwise. He was 
concerned only "ith the facts as presented to him and 
was not empowered to take notice o~ unserviceable stock 
until he received the Executive Engineer's certificate. 

2,404. He used his discretion in respect to audit 
objections raised by junior clerks in his office, but it was, 
impossible for an accounts officer unless he possessed 
a technical knowlet!ge of engineering to exercise a really 
intelligent criticism of the accounts of a dirision. 

2,402. One of the reasons why the stock in the Stores 
Division had doubled itself in about four or five years 
was the general practice of transferring to stock mate
rials which could not be utilized on works after their 
purchase, and he considered the stock limit might be 
reduced in order to check this tendency. He was not 
empowered to question the receipts placed before him 
during his annual inspection, unless he was positive 
that articles specified in a receipt had been purchased 
for a particular work. 

2,4()3, (Mr. Cobb.) An Executive Engineer was re· 
quired to certify annually that all th$) articles in stock 
w~re in serviceable condition and that action had been 
taken in the matter of those stores which had at the 
time of their examination been found to be unservice
able. For the past two years and more the photographic 
sensitized paper he had previously referred to had been 

2,405. (Mr. Hotcley.) He admitted that no practical 
benefit had been derived from the new svstem for the 
preparation of salary bills. • 

2,406. The rates of the articles ·stocked in the Stores 
Divi•ion were only revised on occn.<lions when it was 
necessary to see that they corresponded with actuals. 
The Executive Engineer was not required to certify half
yearly that the ar~icles were above or below cost price, 
but that they were in good order and priced below market 
rates. 

2,407. The large stock of sensitized paper he had 
referred to was not transferred from the ~tationery Office, 
but obtained direct from England by the Public Works 
Department. 

2,408. In his opinion, the questi<111. whether payments 
should be made by Executive Engineers or by sub-divi· 
sional officers was one with which the Superintending 
Engineer was more concerned. 

At Madras, Tuesday, 20th February 1917., 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EEq., c.s.I., r.c.s. (President). 

SIR NOEL KERSHAW, K.C.B. A. T. MACKENZIE, Esq. 

C. ~. CoBB, Esq., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member:-

W. J. J. HoWLEY, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. HARRIS, Esq. (&cntary). 

The Hon'ble SIR FRANCIS J. E. SPruNG, K.C.I.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., MEM. AM. ~oc. C.E., Chief Engineer and Chairman, 
Madras Port Trust. 

Written Statement. 

2,409. Has not the time arrived for reducing the number 
of official$ in the Public Works Department by the device of 
gflltng c011tractors to carry out most of the work that is flOW 

tkme d£parlmentally ? It seems to me as if the setting 
of this question may have been instigated by somebody in 
Delhi, Calcutta or Bombay with little or no real knowledge 
of every-day practical Indian nwfussil conditions. Doubt
le~s it would be a good thing to employ a contractor of 
substance and of repute to carry out a work from start to 
finish according to specification, provided sue h a contractor 
could be trusted to employ perfectly honest and reliable 
supervising agents who in their turn could be trusted to 
prevent the scamping, ~>krimshanking and jerry-building 
in which, through innate laziness or through yielding to 
immemorial Indian custom, the local workman or petty 
contractor, if unruperv~d, is absolutely certain to 
indulge. But where are such reliable firms of contractors 
to be found t We all know of two or three of them, 
but 11·ill they operate outside their present sphere of 
l('tion f India is a big country and if such firms conEent 
so to operate, must not they tell ofT, for the supervi~ion 
of mof•wil work entrusted to them, just such skilled 
}lrofessional 8U~lervil:iop 11J1 is pow provided by the Public 

Works Department itself, charging of course for all that in 
their prices. It seems to me to come to pretty much 
the same thing, so far as cost of supervision is concerned, 
whether you do it one way or the other way. Personally 
I would never dream of working through any such firm 
of contractors. I can claim to know quite as much 
and probably a great deal more of Indian conditions 
of labour and materials than is known to any reliable 
agents whose services could be secured by such contract
ors. When I work departmentally (as it is called) I 
am at full liberty to change my plans from time to time 
as may be dictated by inevitable changes of condition 
or of better knowledge of conditions without being 
fought by contractors for their greatly valued "extras.". 
I am quite convinced, when I look back on three or foUl' 
of the heavy works that I have carried out under my 
own execution and personal supervision-works of from 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 60 lakhs in value and expenditure running 
from a quarter to one cr.ore of rupees per annum-that I 
could never have carried them to completion in anything 
like the time I did or within 25 per cent. of my actual 
COE'ts and rates, had I been hampered by the intervention, 
between me and my workmen, of a "big contractor," 
whether on a lump sum contract, or on a piece-work 
agreement. 

2 p 2 
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(2). The petty-contractor is quite a different person 
from the big contractor just referred to. I make use of 
him continually for parts and sections of my work, whether 
it be the supply of stone in wagons at the quarry, the 
setting of stone in the works, the supply of bricks, of 
lime or of aurkhi, the setting of brick masonry with or 
without ~he above materials in his rates, the erection and 
rivetting of girders and other steel-work, and so on and 
so on. But there are certain classes of work on which I 
would never dream of employing even· the petty contract
or, for the simple reason that I know far better than he 
doe<~ how to do it, with the available labour, and..moreover, 
I can get the labour from the part of India where I know, 
and he doesn't, that it is to be got. For ordinarily he 
only knows of and can deal with the labour within ten 
miles of him, whereas my range may be 2,000 ·miles. 
In dealing with the petty contractor I never give him so 
many cu. ft. or so many tons to do. I inform him that 
about so many will. have to be done and that for the doing 
of so many of them as I may see fit to let him do before 
I see fit to stop him he will get the rate agreed between 
him and me per so many feet or tons. Needless to say, 
no " big contractor " could work to such conditions, and 
so, if I employ him, I place a. barrier between me and the 
best interests of my work, and may at a critical moment 
either be unable to make, or have to pay a high price for 
making, a change that il in the interests of the work. 
I could quot9 a case of a sudden change necessitated 
from brick to stone, and another of a complete change 
of design that would have cost me sums running into 
lakhs of rupees had a big contractor been in it. And 
yet in both these cases, as well as in many others that 
I could refer to, the change was absolutely essential 
in the intere3ts of the work. 

2,410. Will it not be better to leave it to private enter
prise in India to aupply to the Public Works Department 
most of the storea whick they now obtain from England 
through the India Office Stores Department? It seems 
to me that so long as the India Office Stores Department 
has got to be kept up-and I am convinced that the time 
has not come for abolishing it-the busier it is kept the 
better. Moreover, if you abolish it you are absolutely 
bound, in order to avoid disastrous failure of materials, 
to keep up testing and inspecting agencies in India of 
at least equal efficiency, and probably in at least folir 
separate centres. If I require a bar of steel, to lift a 
33-ton concrete block and to go on doing it a hundred 
times withQut risk of killing my best diver or my best 
foreman, I don't go into an Indian shop and buy that. 
bar. I go to the India Office Stores Department, or to 
my own and equally reliable London Agency, and say 
plaiuly what I need the bar for, or 100 of them, and am 
quite certain that I shall get what I want. I do not want 
to tell tales out of school, but I know absolutely what 
I am talking about in this matter. If I am in a hurry I 
go to the nearest Public Works Department stock depot 
and chose my bars-if they will part with them from 
their India Office heap. And the' same with most things 
of importance. By all means start a similar agency in 
India and le-t them pick and choose and test fr'om the 
stocks in the yards of the firms operating in India. But 
I must have what I want and I must be certain of getting 
it. All the same I am still of the opinion, to which I have 
given strong expression off and on in the last quarter of a 
century, that we ought to try, as a matter of general 
poliry, to deal directly, more and more as years go on, 

[Continued. 

with Indian firms of repute and reliability-as indeed 
we are doing all the time. But we shall not be justified 
in so doing if such a policy costs us more than a fair 
percentage over and above corresponding English prices, 
say 5 per cept., not 25 per cent., which is I think no'lf· 
a-days what such an altruistic policy is mostly apt to 
cost us. I do not know who the people are, who started 
this inqu.iry, but I rather suspect that they are the sort 
of people who think that anything spelt " steel," or 
~cement " is steel or is cement, which, as every prac· 
tical engineer knows is very far from being the case. 
And the worst of it is the practical engineer in the mofussil 
will usually _not have access to the means of knowing 
whether what he buys is or is not the thing that he 
wants to buy. 

2,411. Is the engineering education now offered at the 
Indian colleges conducted on suitable linea ?-In reply I 
should say, on the whole, yes. But I would like to 
see special provision made, not in the professional 
colleges but. in schools ad hoc, for teaching elementary 
mechanical drawing to artisans' sons, and teaching them 
to read a simple drawing when given one. At present . 
not one in ten thousand of them can make or read the 
easiest drawing of the simplest article-let alone a drawing 
of an engine or of a machine. As for the Indian-educated 
professional engineer, I am quite satisfied with his colle· 
giate course of instruction, only I would like to see more 
manual work put into it.. Taken in the lump he is an 
unhandy creature. Should his level go out of adjust· 
ment he will prefer any day to go on working with it 
until he can get it overhauled in a shop rather than to 
face the fearsome job of pulling it to pieces. The average 
Indian boy of the " literate " class would any day rather 
lose the blade of his penknife than put a new rivet into 
it. Also rather than put a new pane of glass into his 
window he would prefer to go without. He knows 
nothing at all about the stich in time and-of course 
with exceptions-is altogether an untidy and a sloppy 
person, as compared with the boy of corresponding class 
in Europe. He has, all the same, many virtues and 
personally I am quite content to work with him, with all his 
disabilities. But somebody must impress on him that 
he had got to learn to be thorough and practical and 
that his stoFe depot was never meant really to be a " glory· 
hole." 

• * • • 
* • * * * 
* * * • • 

For clerks of works and overseers we are dependent 
largely on the colleges who really are now-a·days turning 
out quite good men-men who, when sympathetically 
handled and encouraged, often in my experience prove 
quite honourable and trustworthy which was not always 
the case. Government might, if it liked, do a great deal 
to encourage young Indians to go through a training 
in an engineering college by recognizing what I claim to 
be the fact that a man who has been taught survey 
scientifically fl.lld something of the principles of the 
flow of irrigational water, and of the making of roads, 
buildings and culverts is likely to make at least as good 
a tehsildar as a plain B. A., is likely to make-! claim, 
indeed, a great deal better. But the average civilian 
administrator is likely, I fear, to miss-and anyhow 
mostly has missed-this point. In this matter Mysore 
has given all India a lead in its Dewan. 

The HoN'BLE Sm FRANCIS J, E. SPRING called and examined. 

• 2,412. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
engint"t'r-chairman of the Madras Port Trust and had 
worked as an engineer and as an administrator of railways 
and of other works in India for 46 years. 

2,413. The two original breakwater arms forming 
Madras harbour had not been constructed by him, but 
in the past el€'ven or twelve years he had carried out 
the whole of the re-construction of the harbour from its 
original to its present form, as well as the designing and 
construction of its internal equipment on modern lines. 

~,-11-1. During that time he hl\d expe11ded appro:xi· 

mately a million pounds sterling in Madras, but had had 
no experience of large contractors during his Indian career. 
Prior to his arrival in Madras he had had considerable 
experience of important works in other parts of India, 
but even there he had not employed large contractors, 
as he found it best, in the light of his local knowledge, 
to carry out works through the medium of petty con· 
tractors who were practically little more than suppliers 
of materials and of labour. This system may or may 
not have been followed by him because there were no 
large contractors avl\ilable; in f11.ct with the exception of 
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a few firms, contractors such as those available i~ England 
were non-existent in India at the present t1me. The 
point which he wished to mak~ was t_hat he himself ~nd 
manv encrineers of like expenence, mstead of wasting 
theii ve;y exte.nsive local knowledge ~f men a~d of 
m'*rials acquired through years of practical exper1~nce, 
preferred to give the benefit of that knowledge drrect 
to the state or to local governing bodies, in place of 
rulegating themselves to positions in which such 'know· 
ledg'c must be comparatively of little value. 

2,415. Indian conditions being what they were, and 
familiar with those conditions as he was, he would not 
call for tenders for the complete construction of a large 
work in India. Certainly the construction of large 
works in other Indian harbours may have been carried 
out by big English contractors, but he ventured to 
believe that the Madras Port Trust works were construct· 
ed at a very much cheaper cost per unit of structure 
through the agency of petty contractors and by daily 
labour. (The witness here handed in for the information 
of the Committee a form of advertisement specifying the 
class of materials required in connection with certain 
of his works and also a form of tender for work to be 
done under a piece-work agrel!ment. He explained that 
the tender was, ordina~ily, filled in in consultation with 
the Port Trust engineers or with himself, and that when 
he had agreed to all the items he signed the t.ender as 
accepted.) 

2,416. In addition to the main Madras harbour works, 
he had construct~d a large number of smaller works 
in connection with that port, e.g., transit sheds, mer· 
chants' warehouses, powerhouse, workshops, offices and 
so on, the value of which may have aggregated a quarter 
of a million pounds sterling, and those works had also 
been constructed under piece-work agreements. He 
did not employ large contractors for tbe purpose as he 
preferred not -to be met with disputes at every turn and 
perhaps frequently to have to attend in court. for their 
settlement. 

2,417. In reply to questions on the subject of bricks, 
the witness said that it was rather difficult for him to 
effect a comparison between the lora! market rates for 
bricks in Madras and the rates for bricks made by the 
Public Works Department. Throughout his long career 
on railway work he could not remember ever having 
succ·eeded in making brickwork fit for the vibration of 
trains at less than Rs. 40 to Rs. 45 per 100 cubic feet. 
But on his arrival in Madras, he was surprised to find 
that the recognised rate for brickwork, considered locally 
to be good enough for most purposes, varied between 
Rs. 23 and Rs. 28 per 100 cubic feet. He had naturally 
been inclined to be sceptical at first of the quality of such 
brickwork, and consequently, for a particular building 
in the harbour, exposed to vibration of machinery, he had 
taken pains to secure special bricks from the government 
brirkfield with the result that the construction of his 
first building cost considerably llll.ore than was locally 
considered usual. He had found ultimately, however, 
that the common, thin Madras bricks combined with the 
super-excellent shell lime available locall~ were quite good 
enough for use in the construction of ordinary buildings. 

2,418. The extent to which petty contractors supplied 
him with materials depended on hi$ requirements, but 
ordinarily the local contractors' tenders covered the 
supply by them of their own bricks. As already stated, 
the bricks available in the open market in Madras were 
not of the same quality as those manufactured at the 
govermnent brickyard, but, except a few years ago, 
for a certain powerhouse referred to above, he had had 
no oerasion to use Public Works bricks, as country· 
made bricks were cheap and abundant and suitable for 
his purpoSI'S. He added that such bricks combined with 
the lime above reft>rred to were qwite suitable for the 
eroction of most buildings, except large public buildings 
snd railway work. 

2,41~. Just as bricks were covered by the pt'tty con· 
tr~~.etor s rat~ for masonry, so also the supply of lime was 
covered. Madras had been the first loc:·ality in India 
"bE>re he had allowed this procedure, as the supply there 
was both plentiful and excellent. His experience in the 

Punjab was that the supply of lime under a masonry 
contract could not ordinarily be relied on, as it was 
difficult to ensure its not being tampered with, because 
of its comparative dearness. 

2,420. Cement up t() the "British standard specifica
tion" was made now-a-days in a factory at Madras 
from which he had for many years obtained as 
much as the makers were able. to give him up to that 
specification. The question whether it was necessary 
in these circumstances for the Madras Public Works 
Department to obtain cement from Europe hinged on the 
quantity of standard cement the Madras firm, or others 
like them in other parts of India, could supply. He was 
obliged to be very particular regarding the class of cement 
he used, because his works were largely marine works 
which would be likely to disintegrate unless the Brit~h . 
standard specifications were worked to very strictly. 
'fhe firm referred to had been able to supply him with 
about 7,500 tons of cement, up to the British standard 
specification, during the course of about 12 years, but 
the amount he required in excess of this was obtained 
from Europe. Muc.h of the output of the firm went, he 
believed, to the Public Works Department. 

2,421. The decision whether to import European 
Etores or to purchase them locally for the Port Trust works, 
was made according as to which of the two courses was 
more economical and met his requirements in the matter 
of time of supply and so on. For instance he had obtained 
about 1,000 tons of steel well-curbs from firms in Madras, 
Bombay and Calcutta. On the other hand, he required 
a cou pie of thousand tons of steel for some new warehouses 
under construction and had endeavoured to indue& 
Indian construction firms to tender for Tata's steel, in the 
hope of thereby helping a nascen! Indian industry. 
But the firms in question failed to quote within 25 per 
cent. of the price at which he actually obtained the 
structural steel in question delivered at Madras from 
England. He had, from time to time, purchased struc
tural steel-work from three firms in Madras who stocked 
the unmade-up material and, as above stated, had con· 
structed certain work for him, under his supervision. 

2,422. He was not well acquainted with the Public 
Works stock depot in Madras, but had known similar 
stores, and especially Tailwar stores in different parts of 
India fairly well at 001e time or another. He had recently 
endeavoured to obtain some 300 tons of steel, for a caisson 
needed in his cyclone reconstrllction work, from local 
firms but entirely failed to do a deal, because, owing to 
the war, the local prices of scrap plates had gone up to 
Rs. 900 per ton. This was 50 per cent. more than the 
rate at which he had as a fact, later, obtained steel from 
England for the very same purpose. 

2,423. With regard to the suggestion that as stores 
were purchased largely by Public Works officers by 
indent on the Secretary of State, such stores could equally · 

- well be purchased through the representatives in India. of 
practically the same firms from which they were at 
present obtained from home, he was of opinion that 
there were advantages in employing only a single pur· 
chasing agency, as at preEent, instead of several. 

2,424. He wa.s inclined to the belief that too large a 
stock was kept in the Public WorkB Department's depots, 
and that it could be reduced, thus paving the way 
for the freer local purchase of stores. One of the 
complaints of the engineermg firms in Calcutta, which 
was perhaps justified to a certain extent, was that, owing 
to the India Office being indented on for certain classes 
of stores, firms in India were handicapped in respect to 
the importation of such stores, and that if the practice 
of indenting through the India Office were cfucontinued, 
these firms could expand their business and indeed 
perhaps manufacture some of such materials. As regards 
thi_s ~omplai!lt he felt that he had a right to express an 
optll1on, haVIng personally been connected 111ith the initial 
movemt>nt which had resulted in the placing of larger 
o~ders for t~e local manufacture in India of small railway 
grrders not m excess of 150 feet in length, as well as 
of railway wagons. Indeed he had himself drafted the 
letter from a certain firm to the Govt>rnment of India 
which had led to its obtaining large additional ordera 
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for the manufacture of railway girder work. Ordinarily 
speaking, however, he would not hope to obtain as cheap 
and as good materials from Indian firms as he could 

.obtain by indent on England. Manufacturing firms in 
India stocking large tonnages of bars and plates, not 
necessarily manufactured to the India Office specification, 
could scarcely be expected to inform their constitue~ts 
of the inferiority of their p1aterials, and it was not every 
Public Works engineer who was in a position to get 
reliable testing done, perhaps 1,000 miles a)Vay from. his 
work. 

2,425. He was in favour of the appointment in India 
of an official buyer for the purchase of all materials procur· 
able in the 'country at suitable rates, and that indents 
on the Secretary of State should only go forward for 
such materials as were not thus available. He under-

. stood that the testing laboratory at Alipore was mainly 
concerned with railway work. For the usual needs of 
the Public Works engineer in the matter of the testing 
and inspection of materials, the India Office was as good 
as could be desired. He added that for works of any 
importance the testing of materials was most es~ential. 

2,426. He was opposed to the suggestion that, before 
being forwarded to the Secretary of State, alUndents for 
stores should be scrutinised by a government official who 
would be empowered to disallow such items as could 
be obtained· in India. Such a scrutinizer would be 
apt to think of the u·ritten name of the thing and not 
of the actual thing. Thus, take the petty item sealing 
wax. There is sealing wax that burns to a cinder· before 
it melts and drops, and there is other sealing wax that 
melts and drops before it burns. But to the suggested 
scrutinizer-meaning really one of his babus-both are 
" sealing wax " all right. Only the former is made in 
India and the latte'r in England, and according to orders 
the former must have the preference. 

2,427. He considered that an Executive Engineer 
should make it. his business to be aware of the sources 
of supply of .materials. He did not agree with the con· 
tention that although local purchase of indigenous articles 
was permissible in India, yet, for lack of a catalogue or 
handbook containing the necessary information, it was 
not possible to a~certain what materials were really 
manufactured locally or from where they were procurable. 

2,428. So far as he was aware there were only two 
methods of execution of public works in Madras, viz., 
by petty contractors, who supplied the necessary labour 
and certain of the materials, and by departmental agency. 
These two systems were, he thought, the only practicable 
method~ under which, at present, it was possible to 
execute work satisfactorily, owing to the fact that the 
out-and-out construction of a large work could not be 
entrusted to a single big contractor, because there weren't 
any such men at present-that is any men who could 
be trusted to work fairly to specification without very 
close departmental supervision. 

2,429. There were no electrical works in the. Madras 
harbQur although a good deal of electricity was used there 
one way or another, obtained from the public suppliers. 
His electrical stores were purchased locally, as there 
was no advantage in direct purchase from England 
owing to the existence, in Madras, of certain good 
electrical firms, or their representatives. · 

2,430. There were a certain number of small firms 
in Madras who doubtless, if properly supervised, could 
be entrusted with the construction of a bungalow and 
even with that of a. large building but close supervision 
of their work would be necessary and as at present con~ti. 
tuted none of such firms, so far as he knew, possessed 
the requisite reliable supervising skill, or would care to 
burden themselves with the c01>"t of it. 

2,-l31. He had had no experience of sanitary works in 
towns. 

2,-l32. He W&S not personally conversant with the 
Madras Public Works Department's methods of carrying 
out the construction of their buildings, but he thought 
thry employed petty contractors for the supply of labour 
and possibly a portion of the materials required, and 
also constructrd some of their buildings by departmental 
ll\boll.J'. from his experience i.p the Port Trust, he was 

quite certain that these methods could not be improved 
upon under existing local conditions. 

2,433. He could not definitely state the ratio of the 
government buildi.J!gs in the city of Madras to the private 
buildings, but he thought that the amount of the formez 
class of work was somewhat larger than that of the latter 
-at least if the better class of work was referred to. 

2,434. Some of the small contractors engaged by him 
were ho believed in the habit of building houses for the 
public, but he'did not think that the quality of the mate
rials a.nd of the workmanship used in their construction 
was such as an engineer with a reputation would accept. 
There were a good many fairly large commercial buildings 
in Madras, but the supervision of their construction had, 
he thought, been carried. out by an experienced architect 
or engineer. Indeed he was under the impression that a 
retired Chief Engineer of the Public Works Department 
now-a· days undertook the design and SUfervision of most 
of the better kind of architectural work in Madras. 

2,435. He thought it probable that if government 
~hrew open their building work in Madras to big contract· 
ors, the amount of money available would not be suffi. 
ciently attractive to induce reliable firms to establi~h 
them~elves. But if a firm of the standing of at least two 
certain Calcutta firms should ever establish itself in 
Madras, he advocated tenders being called for for all the 
Public Works Department works from such a firm. 
Under existing-conditions, however, he considered that 
the present methods were the most suitable. He added 
that he did not know of anybody in the south of India 
who was prepared to stat"t an engineering firm on a 
large scale in the city of Madras. 

2,436. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He was of opinion that the 
demand would not create a supply of big contractors 
within a few year~. It would take a long time to create a 
supply of efficient contractors in Ma,dras, and the proce~s 
would necessarily have to be a gradual Qne. In process 
of time a firm of the standing of the Calcutta firms he 
had referred to might spring up, and a beginning could 
then be made by entrusting it with a certain amount 
of government w.ork and gradually increasing it. Person· 
ally he felt confident of being able, ordinarily, to build 
more economically than a big contractor could, because 
he managed p.is own labour and his own petty contractors 
and did not require a profit of 20 per cent. The best 
evidence of this was the cost and rates of the Rs. 30-
lakh west quay of Madras harbour which, except for the 
getting of stone from the r1uarry, which was done by 'a 
small contractor, had practically been constructed en. 
.tirely by daily labour. 

2,437. The construction of private buildings would 
probably enable a petty contractor gradually to develop 
into a big lump-sum contractor, and, as soon as such a 
man had reached a certain statu~t, he could of course 
be employed on government building work, but the 
Public Works Department could not afford to wait till 
contractors made themselves efficient, as meanwhile works 
had to be constructed and it would not do to have them 
badly erected. :Furthermore, the question of the letting· 
out of government work on large contracts depended 
very much on the trained supervision which such con· 
tractors could procure. All of them would not be able 
personally to supervise efficiently the construction of the 
building work that might be given to them. 

2,438. He thought that the Madras College of Engi· 
neering turned out students who were quite fitted to begin 
their practical out-door training. When they left college 
they were not of course engineers by any means, or even 
overseers, and their true training really commenced on 
their leaving the college when they were not worth more 
than Rs. 100 a month. He was quite content to employ 
engineers trained in Indian colleges though of course 
they had their limibtions and certain defects due less 
to their book·training than to their up-bringing and 
associations. Amongst such defects, slovenliness, lack 
of accuracy and inability to " make a finished job " 
bulked very large. He did not think that, before being 
granted a diploma, such men should be given a practical 
training of two years, at the end of their college course. 
He had for three years been on the Council of the Institu· 
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tion of Civil EJ'ijrineers, and had had some experienre in 
the way of adviF."ing the Coun.cil in regard to the products 
of Indian engineering colleges. The institution was 
very much in favour of a two, a.nd preferably a three, 
years' cour8e for its associate me.mbeu~ip,_or A.li~I.C._E., 
diploma, which was the hall-mark of JUroor engmoermg 
competence. A college diploma by itself did not make 
a youth an engineer. 

2,43!), As regards the theoretical training of upper 
subordinates, or men of the clerk of works class, he could 
only judge by the college syllabus and text books from 
which he gathered that the course was not too advanced 
a one. 'fhey r.equire t only such general knowledge of 
engineering principles all "' man who hoped to rise to a. 
position worth Rs. 300 or Rs. 400 a month might reason
ably be expected to possess. Simply becauEe they had 
perforce to earn a living, a large number of men who had 
passed the full professional engineering course at the 
di!lerent colleges found themselves obliged to accept 
appointments as upper subordinates,-that is, what in 
England would be called foremen, or clerks of works. 
But he would not give such men the advanced training 
they had received if it could be foreseen that they would 
never rise above the upper subordinate level. Many 
of them, however, emerged later into the professional 
grades so that their training was justified. 

2,440. He understood that the training of lower sub
ordinates at the Indian engineering colleges cost very 
little, in fact that government paid for nearly all their 
requirements. When an artisan's son had attained the 
age of about fourteen years he was expected, by hi'!l 
father, to add to the family income, and youths of this 
class, he thought, would make better lower subordinates 
and overseers, if only suitable training were open to them, 
than the bhadralog class who were at present principally 
trained as such. Seven or eight years ago hn had in his 
employment a promising youth of the artiMn class, who 
was still with him and now earned perhaps Rs. 70 a 
month. He had taken a certain a,mount of interest in 
this youth, and had taught him drawing for half aJl hour 
each morning, in which subject the lad made good pro· 
gress. Thinking, therefore, that he might be capable of 
doing something better than manual labour, he asked the~ 
Madras Engineering College if they could give him an 
elementary drawing training, but the then principal 
refused to do so, on the ground that the lad had not 
passed his first p,rts-or perhaps it was his matriculation 
examination. As a matter of fact, the youth in question 
was not capable of rising to this educational standard 
and there ought to be classes to meet such cases.- ' 

2,441. He would ccrt.ainly not reduce the educational 
standard in order to secure the admission to engineering 
colleges of the artisan class, but he would give the artie an's 
son an opportunity of being taught elementary engineer
ing drawing, and of earning a scholarship, and would teach 
the literary class the dignity of using their hands. 

2,442. He advocated the establishment in :Madras 
of a testing labor~tory similar to the one at Ali pore. At 
present, the Madras Engineering College tested materials, 
but he ~nderstood that such testing was n,ot conducted in 
an organized manner for the outside public. The testing 
of materials in Madras should certainly be carried out 
officially-indeed for all he knew t<> the contrary perhaps 
it was so-exactly as it was carried out for railway mate
rials at. Ali pore. 

2,443. The question whet.her it would be expedient to 
attach, to the office of the Director of Industries, an official 
huyer who would be able to judge of the relative prices 
of materials depended on the personality of the Director • 
of Industries for the time being. That offic·er would 
probably have very little real knowledge of the work of 

the official buyer, but he would-or at lea.st ought to-be 
cogni<>ant of the capabilitiea of Indian firms and of the 
suitability of the classes of materials they manufactured. 
Except at :Messrs. Tata's works at ~akchi no firms in 
India now manufactured steel from the ore. They 
imported plates and bars and put th~ together; lut 
it might be worth government's while, for the sake 
of industrial development, to pay a little more for 
their steel-work, made from the ore in India. He 
added that tb:e Ministry of My.nitions had recently 
permitted him to arrange for the me.nufacture in 
England and the i111fortation of some 300 or 400 tons 
of steel in the fotm of a caisson for his harbour work at 
Madras. He had first' endeavoured to obtain the material 
for this structure locallv, but failed to do so on account 
of the high prices de~anded. Fortunately, the Public . 
Works Department, who had a stock of a few hundred 
tons of the sort of plates he required, got him out of the 
difficulty by placing the whole of their steel plates at 
his dispoEal, and allowing him to take as many of them 
as he required. However, becau~e of the priorit.y given in 
England by the Ministry of Munitions, he hoped not to 
havt;~ to me t.hese plates. 

2,444. (Mr. Cobb.) With regard to the deduction 
that seemed derivable from his evidence that he claimed 
to have a better hold over his petty contractors than the 
Public Works Department over theirs. it was suggested 
that this might perhaps be due to his work being concen· 
trated. and that of the Department scattered. To this 
the witness replied that he was suggesting nothing of 
the sort. His preference for the employment of large 
numbers of petty contractors instead of one big contractor 
was based largely on his own personal experience 
of 500 miles of railway work, where he had eight or ten 
Executive Engineers u~der him each of whom had two 
or three asF.istants, and he did not think that that work 
could be regarded as concentrated by any means. 

2,445. (President.) He admitted that the Port Trust 
work was more concentrated, and therefore easier to 
control, than the work of the Public Works Department . 
which was scattered over a district. But, anyhow, his 
experience of many years of work conducted under very 
varying conditions favoured the employment of petty 
rather than of large contractore-provided always that 
the engineer knew his business and was not above 
doing it. 

2,446. (Mr. Howley.) A Committee, of which he had 
been a member, had been appointed a few years ago to 
consider certain new educational courEes proposed in the 
Madras Engineering College, but, Eo far as his recollection 
went, that committee had recommended that· the matter 
should be held in abeyance till the completion of the 
new coliege buildings at Guindy. 

2,447. (President.) Though he was not at present 
connected with the :Madras Engineering College he had 
been so indirectly for a good number of years, as a Fellow 
of the University and off and on prtts1dent of the Engi· 
neering Faculty and Member of the Syndicate. 

2,448. With rcglird to the suggestion that the mechan· 
ical engineering sec·tion of the :Madras Engineering 
College might as well be abolished owing to there being 
no demand for mechanical engineers in Madras, he ex· 
plained that the demand for such men existed right 
enough, but could not be supplied owing to the abhorrence 
of the student class to manual labour. As a matter of 
fact, there was plenty of scope in Madras for mechanical 
engineers with a good knowldge of English. He himself 
was an employer of between seventy and eighty 
Anglo-Indians-mostly mechanical artisans or in control 
of mechanical operations. 

The HoN'BLE M.R. GORDON FRASER. Chairman, Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 

W ritt~n StatcmenL 
2,449. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution ol public works, and (ll.) Encouragement of 
other agency.-The members of the Madras Chamber 
of l'ommeree have had little experience in regard to the 
c:laaa of worke undertaken by the Public Works Depart-

ruent, and under the circumstances I am afraid the 
Chamber is not in a position to give evidence which will 
be of material assistance to the Committee. It is state( 
in the resolution that the object of the Committee is to 
decide "hether the Public \\' orks Department can be 
improved and rendered more economical and efficient. 
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It is urged that one method of attaining this object would 
be to entrust to private agency much of the work 
at present carried out by the Public Works Department. 
It is difficult for the Chamber to give an opinion on 
this point. At the present moment the firms connected 
with the Chamber are not equipped to carry out large 
public works~ and to undertake this business would mean a 
heavy outlay of capital. Under present conditions 
the Public Works Department haVje their staff of graded 
officers and subordinates to supervise the work of their 
sub-contractors. 

(2). The Chamber is sufficiently conversant with build
ing work to realize that the closest supervision by respon
sible officers is necessary in this country if the results are 
to be satisfactory, and unless the works were taken in 
hand on a large scale it would not pay firms to engage 
highly salaried officers for the business. The Chamber 
has no information on which to base an opinion as to 
whether public works could be carried out more eco
nomically and efficiently by private firms than by the 
present organised Public Works Department. In ex
pressing this opinion it is understood that the statement 
refers to firms who would take over complete contracts, 
and not simply to small sub-contractors who would con-

. tract to do one particular work only and would supervise 
this work themselves. 

(3). The suggestion to make greater use of local bodies, · 
some of which at present employ a skilled public works 
agency, is in thttopinion of the Chamber worth considera
tion, but in regard to this the Chamber cannot write from 
experience. It is possible that work of a simple and 
unimportant character might be carried out at a reduced 
cost under contracts, subject to gov:ernment inspection, 
but in this case also the Chamber has no evidence that 
a reduction in cost would resul\. Private firms under
taking the work would expect to make a profit on·the 
transaction and they would require experienced officers 
to supervise in exactly the same manner as in the case 
of government ; also firms undertaking the work, 
if subject to government inspection, would require such 
inspection to be carried out by government officials of 
standing and not to be left in the hands of subordinates. 
Should government decide to entrust more work to 
private agency, irrespective of the question of econ· 
omy, the Chamber is of opinion that such action 
would certaiuly encourage fu·ms of standing to interest 
themselves in the building and allied trades, and so 
encourage further industrial activity. In the long run 

this could not be other than conducive to the benefit of 
the country, and in the course of time the Chamber is of 
opinion that the work done by such firms would be equal 
to the standard of, and compare favourably in regard 
to economy with, the work now done by the Public 
Works Department. 

(4). As stated in the resolution mentio~ed above this 
development of activity in the building and allied trades 
would tend automatically to react upon the educational 
system of the country by initiating a demand for 
highly trained engineers in private employ. 

· (5). In conclusion the Chamber ~egrets that it cannot 
give more definite evidence on the subject-matter of the 
inquiry, and can only express a general opinion in fa'i"'ur 
of the suggestion to entrust as far as practicable to private 
agency some of the work at present carried out by the 
Public Works Department. . That this will result in 
immediate economy the Chamber has no reason to expect 
alsg as regards efficiency no improvement may result in 
the immediate future, but undoubtedly such action 
on the part of government would, in the long run, be to 
the benefit of the country from an industrial point of 
view. A large department established throughout India, 
such as the Public Works Department, monopolizing the 
work of the building and allied trades, cannot fail to tend 
to strangle the growth of private enterpri<e. The work • 
of those connected with the Public Works Department is 
confined to public works carried out by government and 
under the cirr-umstanccs there is no scope of initiative 
in other directions. The encouragement of firms interest
ing themselves in works for the Department of Public 
Works would have a far-reaching effect as their efforts 
would extend in many directions and would promote 
the initiation of building and engineering work other 
than on behalf of government. ~ 

(6)._ In connection with the letting of contracts on a 
brge scale to private firms, the Chamber would emphasize 
the necessity of such contracts being drawn up carefully 
and specifically by qualined architects and quantity 
surveyors. The work of the Public Works Department 
covers such wide ground and such a variety of subjects 
that it seems to the Chamber the danger may exist of the 
work not being sufficiently specialized, and officials may 
be called upon to deal with matt.ers for which they have 
not had special training, particularly in respect to those 
requiring a high degree of architectural and constructive 
knowledge. 

The HoN'BLE MR. GORDON FRASER called and examined. 

2,450. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the chairman of the Madras Chamber of Commerce 
which was connected to a. small extent with certain 
sanitary engineering and mercantile firms, and that only 
a. few of such firms were manufacturers. 

2,451. There was only one architect in Madras and 
three engineering firms, besides numerous firms which 
chiefly stocked engineering stores. His own firm had a 
small workshop in Pondicherry for repair work, and 
were interested in rolling material, but he thought that 
a larger number of firms would evince greater interest if 
they had better inducements. Only two firms in Madras 
were interested in sanitary engineering. 

2,452. There were two electrical firms in Madras, but 
neither of these was connected with the Chamber. One 
of them had been bought up by his own firm about eight 
months previously, and the latter was now working it in 
Madras. His firm were electrical engineers only in the • 
sense that they were the present proprietors of the firm 
they had bought. In his opinion there was great deal 
of scope for electrical engineering in Madras. 

2,4:.33. He supported the contention put forward in 
the memorandum submitted by the Chamber that the 
~tty-eont.ract and departmental systems seriously 
prejudiced the growth of private enterprise in Madras, 
as he ronsidered they prerluded firms connected with 
the Chamber from interesting themselves in such work. 
Firms like his own, which did not employ architects to 
tu~rvise construction, could not enter into competition 

with petty contractors since the latter more or less made 
such work a family concern. He also considered that 
the present system prejudiced the construction of private 
houses in Madras. 

2,454. He believed that the amount of government 
building work in Madras was far in excess of that done 
privately, and added that there was very little private 
work under construction in George Town, which was 
the largest centre in Madras. The new National Bank 
had been built by a single Indian contractor in accordance 
with a London architect's plans. Very little supervision 
was available in Madras for the erection of private build· 
ings, and he only knew of one person who undertook 
supervising work. He did not think it would be possible 
for private firms to construct work more economically 
than government as the Public Works Department were 
able to reduce expenditure to a minimum whereas the 
former would have to import their supervisory staff 
from England. It was true that private firms possessed 
the advantage of having a freer hand, but though they 
might eventually be able to construct work more economi· 
cally it would be difficult for them to do so at the start. 

2,455. He stated that the retention of the supply 
of materials, e.g., bricks, in the hands of government had 
been justified, but that its necessity might eventually 
be removed by the rapidly changing industrial conditions 
in India. The manufacture of bricks and tiles was a pay
ing industry, and as there was a large opening in this 
direction for private firms, he advocated that govern· 
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ment should obtain their requinnents from private 
sources. 

2,4.56. He knew very little regarding the Public Works 
Department Stores Division in Madras, but contended 
that the Department ought to purchase freely all articles 
of indigenous manufacture, provided they were suitable, 
as wel(a.s imported materials st.ocked in India by private 
firms. The importation of European stores was at 
pr~ent restricted by the European stores rules inasmuch . 
as they allowed only for the purchase in India of such 
articles as were actually available in the country, and 
firms could not stock a larger quantity and variety of 
materials unless they were certain of receiving order!! 
from government at all times, and not only when govern· 
ment had run out of of stock of certain materials. 

2,457. Electrical work had been given an impetus in 
:M"adras by the representatives of English firms. These 
representatives knew their work thoroughly and were 
probably better qualified than the Public Works Depart
ment electrical engineers, and this, he thought, accounted 
for their having secured nearly all the electrical work in 
Madras. He was not cognisant of the duties of the 
Electric Inspector to the Government of Madras. 

2,458. He was no\ aware of any sanitary engineering 
firm in Madras which was capable of undertaking the 
con~truction of large water and drainage works. 

2,459. Contractors would welcome further encourage
ment from government, and many of them would prob· 
ably employ their own architects if they were assured 
of the receipt of contracts on a large scale. Private 
firms at present onty constructed buildings for their own 
require•ents as there was no demand for private work. 
He did not think the time was ripe for the invitation of 
tenders for both large and small):mildings, but suggested 
that a small beginning might be made in this direction. 
He admitted, however, that difficulty would be experi· 
enced in securing the necessary architects, if this were 
done. 

2,460. He was unable to suggest how the establishment 
of reliable firms of building contractors might be en
couraged in Madras, in view of the paucity of such firms 
at present. He was also unable to suggest means for the 
encouragement of private enterprise in other directions, 
but he thought that government should do something 
in the matter. 

2,461. (.lJ!r. Oobb.) He was not aware of any large 
industrial sources which could be developed in Madras. 
He was of opinion, however, that it was possible to en
courage some small industries e.g., brick manufacture, 
leather making, and oil pressing. 

2,462. By the words' large scale' in hil:! suggestion that 
unless works were taken in hand by private firms on a , 
large scale it would not pay them to engage highly 
salaried architects, he meant a scale which would justify 
t.he employment of a qualified architect and his staff 
from England. He added that there were several archi· 
t~cts in Hongkong who employed their own staff ar.d 
that he believed these architeets undertook the supervi
sion of government build1ngs. On the other hand, when 
his own firm required the services of a mill architect, it 
had boon necessary to secure one from Lancasb,ire. The 
construction of the National Bank was•supervised by 
an Enghsh architect. .... 

[Oomintted. 

2,463. He did not think that a government depart· 
ment would be in as favourable a position to buy stores 
as an ordinary business finn, because the latter had a 
freer hand and were able to select their market, and he 
stated that he thought government could buy as cheaply 
from Indian importers as by direct indent. Indian 

. merchants were keen competit()l'S and he had never 
known, during the past twenty-two years, of any attempt 
on the part of Indian merchants to combine with the 
object of increasing rates. On the contrary, they 
reduced prices in an extraordinary degree, and accepted 
work for a profit of only 1 or 2 per cent. 

2,464. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He did not advocate an 
immediate closure of the Stores Department as govern· 
ment could not under present conditions be sure of secur· 
ing all the stores they required locally. He considered, 
however, that government should make their require· 
menta known in order to enable private firms to stock the 
necesary articles and renew them from time to time. 

2,465. (Sir Noel Kersh6w.) The fact that the major 
portion of the building work in Madras was at present 
government work did not connote that the scope for the 
manufacture of private bricks was small, · as the Public 
Works Department :were large buyers of bricks and tiles 
manufactured on the west coast which also supplied the 
Kolar Gold Fields with a large nu,mber of bricks. West 
coast bricks and tiles were exported to stations perhaps 
three or four hundred miles distant, and were utilized in 
Madras itself. He was of opinion that there was a large 
market for the sale of manuflljltured bricks and tiles, 
independent of the demand from the Public Works De· 
partment. He advocated the establishment of a factory 
and did not anticipate it would have to compete with the 
Public Works Department ; and he agreed that it was 
very necessary to debit all legitimate charges to the 
manufacture account in the case of bricks manufactured 
by the Public Works Department, and considered that 
many items we~ excluded by the Department which 
would be included by business firms. The point, to his 
mind, was a very important one. ' 

2,466. He considered that the announcement by gov· 
ernment of their intention to give out work on a large seale 
to private enterprise would cause firms to see whether 
it would be worth their while to take up government work, 
but as he was not aware of how the Public Works Depart· . 
~ent were working at present he could not state whether 
the announcement would lead to an increase in expendi
ture by government. In any case, the employment 
by firms of highly paid officers for supervision would 
be necessary in view of the conditions prevalent in India.' 

2,467. (J/r. Howley.) Although no firm in Madras em
ployed its own architect, he thought that several of those 
who employed engineers would take up contract work 
with their, present staff. By his suggestion that govern
ment should throw open more work to private enterprise, 
he did not mean to imply that in doing so they should pay 
appreciably higher rates. His suggestion referred only to: 
large works, as he thought .that no large firm would 
undertake the construction of small government works 
at the Public Works Department rates, without a profit 
commensurate with their trouble. He recommended 
that government might try the experiment at Public 
Works :pepartment rates and watch the result, as he 
had not sufficient knowledge to express a definite opinion. 

RAo SAHIB T. NAMBERUMAL CBETrY, Contractor, Madras. 

WriUen Statement. 

2,468. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-1 consider the methods 
adopted at. presen~ for the execution of works are certainly 
~he mos~ ~conozmcal. Any change that may be made 
tn the extstlng methods adopted for the execution of work 
will not I think enable the supervising staff to be reduced, 
bN'aU!I(l from my own experience, which extends over a 
period of over 25 years during which I have executed 
many large works for government, I have always found 
tht staff ~mployed .by government and the contractors 
to superviSe the work to be the minimum for the purpose 

VOL. n 

of getting good work done. The cost of the staff 
employed by government is I understand 23 per cent. 
and the co!ltractor may expect to make 15 per cent. 
profit on hts outlay, though with the present increased 
cost o~ l~bour a~d materials the profit may not be so 
large, 1t 18 certainly much smaller than in former years. 
This makes a total of 38 per cent. If a firm of contractors 
is to keep up an efficientstafi to replace the Public Works 
Department officers they could not do so for 23 per cent. 
of .the value of work done. .I have had occasion to employ 
pnvate firms for the execution of work of a special nature 
in buildings in 11·hich I have been engaged and I have 
good reason to believe they hne charged me 100 per cent. 

2 Q 
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and more on the cost of the work for their supervision. on their works. As long as government continues to 
The cost of staff for supervising mere straightforward employ such men, contractors of standing with capital 
building work would probably not be quite so high, but will not take up work; it is not worth their while. For 
no firm could possibly afford to keep-up an efficient staff this reason I have, for som,e years, entirely given up 
of engineers, architects, dranghtsmen, estimators, clerks, undertaking government work. I.doubt whether thes,.e 
etc., and charge only 23 per cent. But assuming that contractors I have referred to would be capable of under
works were carried out by private enterprise, I presume taking any work without the guidance of the Public 
government would still employ persons constantly on Works Department staff. If rates are increased, a better 
the work to watch their interests and see that work was • class of contractors will be encouraged to take up work. 
executed according to specification. Occasional h1·- 2,470. (VII.) Education, aud (VIll.) Practical train
spection would not, I think, suffice; the progress of t~e ing.-The engineers who pass out of the engineering 
work should be constantly watched if government is colleges are of little or no use to a contractor, as they 
to get the same quality of work as they are now getting. lack practical experience. What a contractor wants is a 
The best of contractors may inadvertently carry out work man who can find material and labour at a reasonable 
not quite up to specification and government supervision price and who can get a full day's work out of the labour 
would, I think, be very desirable. employed. It is not until these engineers have had 

2,469. (IT.) Encouragement of other agency.-The year~ of experience, if ever, that they acquire such 
rates for which government expect work to be done knowledge. If government discontinued supplying con· 
are certainly not sufficiently high to encourage private tractors with plans, estimates, etc., then perhaps these 
enterprise. The contractors of the Madras Presidency men might profitably be employed by a large firm in 
are, with few exceptions, men with practically no capital, designing, estimating, etc., and they could gradually be 
who have started life in a very small way. Many of these trained on works so as to be useful in the manner I have 
men have themselves been workmen on quite small pay indicated, but it would take time. I have personal 
and are consequently content with a very small margin experience of such men and I must confess the results were 
of profit. They employ practically no supervising staff disappointing. 

RAo SAmB T. NAMBERUMAL CHE'ITY, called and examined. 

2,471. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
building contractor and teak-wood supplier. He held 
no engineering diploma and did not employ a trained 
engineer on his staff, as supervision was exercised by the 
Public Works Department in the Cll$6 of government 
buildings and an engineer was always engaged to watch 
the interests of the owner for the construction of private 
buildings. He had abandoned Public Works Depart
ment work because of his advancing years and as the 
profits were inadequate and mentioned that he had also 
practically given up private contracts simultaneously. 

2,472. Private and Public Works Department rates 
were practically on a par except in the case of some special 
items in which the Department were somewhat more 
liberal. Nevertheless, profits in the case of departmental 
work were smaller as in their case contractors had to 
-wait a long time before receiving instructions, whereas 
in private work there was invariably somebody on the 
spot who immediately solved difficulties and thus en· 
abled work to proceed. -

2,473. Until very recently table-moulded bricks were 
not available in the open market and the public were 
obliged to obtain their supply from government by 
paying nearly 20 per cent. in excess of the rate at which 
they were issued to government works. The rate at 
which table-moulded bricks were now available in the 
open market was Rs. 15 or Rs. 16 per thousand, as com
pared with Rs. 13, the government rate, and the private 
supply was always dearer. 

2,474. There were only about thirty or forty contract
ors in Madras. Government supplied nearly all the 
materials for its works, e.g., bricks, chunam and lime, and 
a contractor had only to find money for minor items such 
as wood-work in doors and windows. Contractors were 
paid once a month for all work, and the only capital 
required for government work was the amount of the 
\veekly wages of the labour employed. For private 
work, however, more capital was essential. 

2,475. A superior quality of lime was available in the 
open market, but goverJ1illlent retained the supply of 
lime in its own hands to obviate the use of inferior quality, 
and did not leave the supply of such optional to contract· 
ors. The procedure was not very disadvll:ntageous to 
contractors, as it saved them the expense of purchasing 
their own lime. The amount of profit lost thereby on the 
supply of materials was slight. . 

2,4i6. He advocated that the manufacture of bricks 
and the supply of lime should be entrusted to contractors 
in order to encourage the growth of private enterprise 
and stated in support of his recommendation that the 
present class of Public Works Department contractors 
were mistri& or clerks who had formerly been in the 

Department, wh~ were content with small profits and the 
supply of material by government. No firm of standing 
would be prepared to undertake government work on 
such conditions. • 

2,477. He did not anticipate that government would 
su.fier loss if they discontinued the manufacture of their 
own bricks and entrusted the same to .contractors. ·It 
was true that the private rate was Rs. 15 per thousand 
against the government rate of Rs. 13, but in his opinion 
the true rate for government bricks was much greater 
by reason of the fact that the present rate did not include 
departmental and other charges. A similar remark 
was applicable to the rate for- lime. 

2,478. The former practice in inviting tenders was to 
allow intending contractor$ to scrutinize the sanctioned 
estimate and to allow for their profit by the addition of 
a percentage to the estimated rates. This procedure 
had, however, been abandoned and contractors were now 
furnished only with the plans, quantities, and amount of 
the sanctioned estimate and requested to quote their 
own rates in tenders, and the lowest tender was usually 
accepted. Entire works were invariably given to one 
contractor in Madras itself and he was not aware of the 
practice in the 'mofussil. Excl;lpt in the case of the 
construction of the High Court at Madras, for which 
work he was one of the-thirty or forty contractors engaged, 
all building work had been executed by a single con
tractor, on the piece·work system, and this had led to 
the making of bargains by Executive Engineers in the 
giving out of work. He illustrated his meaning by 
stating that in a case where three contractors had ten
dered the lowest rates for wood-work, masonry and 
earthwork, respectively, one of them was selected and 
persuaded. to reduce his rates for the other two items, in 
view of the fact that lower quotations had been received 
from two other parties ; and con~equently, if a contract· 
or was anxious to take up the work, he would do so at 
lower rates than his original tender. 

2,479. Some of the private 'buildings in Madras had 
been constructed by retired Public Works Department 
officers and subordinates, many of whom were employed 
in the preparation of designs. There had only been o~e 
private engineer in Madras who took up work of th1s 
nature, and he was no longer resident there. . . 

2,480. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) It had been the practiCe, 
till the last three or four years, for the Public Works 
Department to sell table.moulded bricks to the public on 
payment of an additional charge of about 20 per cent. 
in excess of the departmental rate of Rs. 13 per cent., 
and it was discontinued from the date table·moulded 
bricks were manufactured privately, on the ground 
that the supply was just sufficent for the requirements 
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of government. In his opinion, government could. no 
longer sell its bricks ~t the rate f~r~erly charged omng 
to the existence of pnvate compet1t10n. 

2 485. Table-moulded bricks had been utilized on 
poi~ted work for the past thirty years. Such bricks 
were not manufactured by government for sale and it 
wa.s only in extreme cases, e.g., the construct~on of a 
public building, that they were sold to the public. 

2,481. Government table·moulded bricks were not 
used at the beginning for ornament~! wo~k, and .most 
government buildings had been built w1th ordmary 
countrv bricks, plastered over. Government used table
moulded bricks for pointed work only as they were of a 
special quality. The bricks sold to the public were of 
two classes, table-moulded and oil-moulded, the for~er 
being about Rs. 2 per thousand dear~r. The su~enor 
quality was used externally and was s~t.able for _pomted 
work whereas the inferior make was utihzed for mternal 
and ~lastering work only, because of their edges not being 
perfectly moulded. 

2,482. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The government rate for 
bricks would be a little in excess of the private rates, if 
the cost of the Public Works Department establishment 
were added to the cost of actual outturn, and such an 
increase would lead to a reduction in the private rate. 
In his opinion, private brick manufacturers only made a 
profit of 10 to 15 per cent. 

2,483. (Mr. Cobb.) He admitted that the purchase 
by contractors of their own materials would lead to an 
increase in the rates, owing to the fact that the open market 
rate '\las 'dearer by Rs. 2 per cent. · 

2,484. (Mr. Howley). Notices inviting tenders :were 
inserted in the local newspapers and contractors subm1tted 
quotatiops on their publication. -

2,486. Of the two classes of buildings he had referred 
to, viz., those built with country bricks and plastered, 
and those erected with moulded bricks which were pointed 
he considered that the former was cheaper by about 4 or 
5 per cent., and that their respective cost of maintenance 
was practically the same. Plastering required renewal 
every four years, but not pointing, so the latter could 
only be. repaired when its falling off was detected. On 
the other hand, if plaster fell off and was not instantly 
repaired both country and table-moulded bricks would 
deteriorate. 

2,487. (Presitknt.) The construction of large buildings 
was formerly entrusted to a single c~ntractor who was 
given contracts worth two or three lakhs of rupees. 
Recently, however, the Public Works Department had 
taken to constructing it~ large buildings departmentally 
and the terms offered were not sufficiently attractive to 
large contractors. The Civil Engineering College and 
the Kennedy Royapuram Hospital were being construct
ed departmentally, but all other work up toRs. 20,000 
or Rs. 30,000 was given to one contractor. The largest 
building that he had constructed was the National 
Bank and its cost was approximately Rs. 5,00,000. 

S. D. PEARS, Esq., Chief Engineer, Public Works Department (retired). . 

W riUen Statement. 
2,488. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

, execution of public works.-I think the methods at 
present adopted for the execution of civil works economical 
and suitable on the whole. They are doubtless suscep· 
tible of improvement in detail, but do not seem to me 
to require any important modification. 

2,489. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-.As 
, between execution by contract and execution by 

departmental agency 1 am, in theory, altogether in 
favour of the latter. For practically all works of an 
ordinary nature, the average Public Works Department 
upper subordinate is fully competent to fulfil all the 
functions of a contractor, viz., to negotiate with suppliers 
of labour (or with the labourers themselves) and with 
suppliers or manufacturers of materials, and to supervise 
work. And by so using the subordinate the contractor's 
profits are saved, the conflict of interests inherent in 
every contract is avoided, and your executing agent's 
interests become one with your own instead of being 
diametrically opposed to them ; far greater liberty is 
secured to the employer to import any deviations he 
pleases ; bad work more seldom occurs and can far more 
ea.sily be pulled down when it does; and finally all trouble 
from law-suits or disput..s is abolished. My own belief 
is, further, that the departmental method makes corrup
tion more difficult, since it is more difficult, more risky, 
and more painful to self-respect for an overseer or super
visor to take a number of small gratuities from a number 
of small suppliers or labourers than from a single con
tractor. 

(2). In favour of the contract method it is urged that the 
contractor relieves government of risks. But the risks 
taken ordinarily by a contractor are, in the first place, 
in practice, intinitesimal; for whatever unforeseen con
tingency may arise in the way of war-prices, unexpected 
rains, unexpected· water in foundations, unexpectedly 
long lead to a further quarry owing to obstruction from 
the owner of a nearer one, and the like, the contractor 
seldom or never fails to petition-and almost invariably 
with suecess-that government shall accept such acci
dents. And even if the contract is so carefully drawn 
as to affix all risks rigidly on to the contractor it is quite 
certain that he will quote sufficient or more than sufficient 
rates to cover the risk, and government has to pay after 
all. 

(3). A second and much stronger argument again!lt the 
departmental method is that it is more trouble. It is, 
to some extent, a lazy argument, for if, as I believe, 
better quality and less expense are secured by the depart· 
mental method, it is well worth while, within limits, to 
face the extra. trouble. It is also, to some extent, an 
illusory argument, for though the direct trouble-of 
accounting, bargaining, supervising, etc.-is no doubt 
greater under the departmental method, some deduction 
must be applied on account of the trouble saved in the 
way of calling for tenders, placing the contract, possibly 
cancelling and transferring it, disputes during progress 
and on final bills, and other such vexations. 

(4). The" more trouble" argument is, however, to some 
extent true. It has also a corollary which is undoubted
ly of great weight in practice, viz., that, being more 
txouble, it requires a more numerous and more competent 
staff of upper subordinates to carry out the departmental 
method. Consequently, where there are a. large number 
of small works scattered over a large area-a very common 
condition in this presidency-it may be quite impossible 
to post enough upper subordinates to carry them all out 
departmentally, and there is nothing for it but to carry 
them out by contract. But wherever there is a. large 
work, or a group of works, for which a whole.time-or 
nearly whole-time-Overseer ·can be made available, I 
should always advocate strongly the departmental 
method of execution in this presidency ; and I should 
urge the Committee, so far from putting pressure on the 
Department to extend the use of private agency, to 
apply precisely the opposite pressure, viz., to limit 
strictly the use of private agency to those cases where it is 
quite impossible to use departmental agency. 

(5). It ha.s been suggested to me that by the term 
" private agency" the Government of India have in view . 
the introduction of a system under which a few large ' 
contractors-very much larger than those usually em
ployed in this presidency- would undertake, to some 
considerable extent, the functions of the Public Works 
Department. If that is the intention, I can only say 
that my experience of large-scale private agency has been 
uniformly unfortunate. The only half-dor.en or so of 
large·scale contracts (amounting in each case to several 
lakb.s) that I have known of in this presidency, have all 
ended either in exorbitant expense, or in prolonged and 
eevere trouble, or both. I may add that, as a. " private 
agent" myself, I should not dream of undertaking &DJ 

2 Q 2 
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large work or group of works except at rates far exceeding 
those at which government could work by s~all contract 
or departmentally. 

2,490. (m.) Changes in organization.-If the Com· 
mit tee decide to recommend extension of the departmental 
method, it follows that an increase in the cadre of upper 
subordinates-and possibly also, to some small extent, 
of gazetted officers-will be necessary. Such increase 
would, no doubt, discount, in some decree, the financial 
advantage of the departmental method, but not, in 
my opinion, sufficiently to neutralise even the financial 
advantage. And the other advantages of the depart
mental method would remain. 

2,491. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The answer to the first clause of this 
question should perhaps be sought rather from the 
" other Departments of the Administration " than from 
any Public Works Department officer, past or present. 
As regards the relations inter se, the answer is in the 
affirmative, all the sub-divisions named being under one 
head and one roof. 

2,492. (vm.) Practical training.-! propose to offer 
three remarks bearing specially on English students. 

First, that I should strongly urge far greater insistence 
on proficiency in the vernaculars, as an essential part 
of the practical course. Second, that a student should 
be given responsibility from the outset. And third 
that for his practical course he should be attached to .. ~ 
seni~r an officer as possible-preferably a Superintending 
Engmeer,-from whom he will be more likely to imbibe 
something of the wisdom and sympathy that should 
mar~ the good officer ~r subordinate than he is likely to 
acqurre from a youth little older than himself. 

2,493. (General.) With regard to the suggestion of the 
Government of India that the execution of unimportant 
works might be devolved on local bodies, I can under
stand that in provinces where the roads and buildings 
form a department distinct and separate from irrigation 
a good deal of travelling and time and establishment 
might be saved by getting rid of minor buildings-both 
original and repairs-to local bodies. But in this presi
dency there would be practically no such saving, and the 
principal result would be that as such works would be 
carried out by less efficient agency they would be carried 
out with less real economy and with less satisfaction to 
the occupying departments concerned. 

MR. S. D. PEARS, called and examined. 

2,494. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 2,499. There were several water·works and drainage 
retired Chief Engineer of the Madras Public Works schemes under construction when he was Chief Engineer 
Department. of the Madras Public Works Department but his personal 

2,495. Afte~ retirement he had taken up private knowledge of them was limited. They were not, as far 
practice as a consulting architectural engirieer and had as he could remember, given to large but to small con-

, during that period had considerable experience in the tractors ; in fact, 99 per cent. had been constructed by 
construction of private buildings, some of which had the latter. It was here pointed out to the witness that 
been erected by contractors and others under 'his general the Sanitary Engineer had stated that sanitary works had 
supervision, as consulting architect, with his own clerk · been constructed by large contractors and that only the 
of works. engines required therefor had been supplied by a partic-

2,496. The percentage of his establishment to works ular firm and he replied that, if the Sanitary Engineer 
worked out to about 10 or 12 per cent., including the had definitely made that statement, it was probably 
cost of his own office·, designing and supervision. He true in some cases. He did not agree with the suggestion 
could not state why the cost of establishment in the that, provided it was permissible under the Code, the 
Pp.blic Works Department, Madras, was as much as 27 most satisfactory method of carrying out sanitary works 
to 29 per cent., and stated that it was a. matter which in the province would be by entrusting the entire work 
had always puzzled him when in government service. to an indiv,idual firm. In support of his argument he 
He had not, during his service with government, cited the case of a large sanitary work he had constructed 
visited other provinces in order to examine the ques- departmentally fifteen years previously, which had proved 
tion. quite satisfactory. 

2,497. In his opinion the departmental system of 2,500. Hecouldnotrememberwhetherany government 
construction was the most economical and suitable for electrical work had been executed by electrical con· 
the conditions of Madras city, as well as for those of the tractors, but was under the impression that a great deal 
presidency. He had recently completed two fairly large of such work had always been executed departmentally 
works by the departmental system at an approximate and was still being so carried 0ut. There were two 
cost of Rs. 40,000 to·Rs. 50,000 each and was commencing reliable firms in Madras through whose agency he carried 
the construction of another in the same manner the out electrical work and two others who carried out 
estimated cost of •which was between Rs. 50,000 and sanitary work. He thought that the reason why reliable 
Rs. 60,000. He preferred to construct private buildings European contractors were not obtainable for the building 
always by that means provided he had a suitable clerk portion of his works was that they could not enter into 
of works. The salary of the clerks of works he had competition with Indian contractors who could work at 
employed for the supervision of the two .c.ompleted much cheaper rates. As a matter of fact the European 
works he had referred to was Rs. 125-200 a month sub- contractor was generally only a middle-man who employed 
ject to a month's notice. Under the clerk of works was a petty contractors to carry out the building work. 
mistri clerk, and the 10 per cent. allowance for establish· 2,501. Generally speaking the rates paid by private 
ment charges included the pay of both these men. owners for building work were slightly higher than those 

2,498. He had had some of experience of large contract- paid by the Public Works Department ; indeed he himself 
ors in connection with the construction of a few large sometimes found that his rates were very much higher 
works, one of which cost approximately Rs. 8,00,000 than departmental rates. Striking an average, however, 
and two others about Rs. 4,00,000 each. Such contract· he thought that the private rates were roughly 5 per 
ors proved unsatisfactory in that they expected the cent. higher than those of the Public works Depart· 
rates, which were more or less Public Works Department ment. 
rates, to yield about Rs. 1,500 or Rs. 2,000 a month to 2,502. For the private building work he had supervised 
each member ·of their staff, which was unreasonable. in Madras, the contractor engaged generally supplied 
They took up the contracts on tender and they had to his own materials, including bricks and lime, but ex
underbid, or at any rate not much overdo, the rates eluding electrical and sanitary fittings. He thought 
of the local contractors in order to secure the work. this was a. satisfactory method, but not as satisfactory 
Their rates and those of the local contractors were very as dealing direct with brick and lime manufacturers. 
much the same, yet they expected them to yield an 2,503. He considered it was necessary, in Madras, for 
unreasonably large profit. Furthermore, such con- government to manufacture their own bricks and burn 
tractors usually submitt~d long bills for " extras " and their own lime as it had a very healthy effect on the 
demanded exorbitant rates for them iu order to secure private rate. The government rate for bricks in Madras 
their profit. · was always lower than the market rate, and had govern· 
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ment not had their own brickfield, such bricks a.s 
they would have been obliged to obtain from outside 
sources would have been more expensive. He did not 
quite agree with the contention that it ~as possible to 
obtain m the open market a.s good bncks a:s those 
made by government if not better. The difference 
between the two rates was slight but he thought that 
private bricks of the same quality were consi~erably 
wore expensive. The government rate f~r bncks at 
present was Rs. 13 per thousand and took mto account 
works establishment and supervision as well as, he be· 
lieved, the interest on money lying idle, and he expressed 
himself a.s doubtful whether it was possible to obtain 
private bricks of the same quality for even Rs. 15 or Rs.l6 
per thousand. 

2,504. With regard to the comparative efficiency of 
the Public Works Department officer in the manage· 
ment of labour, and that of the contractor who had 
greater experience in that direction, he did not think 
that he had ever met a .Madras contractor who was accus· 
tomed to the handling of labour of any magnitude. It 
was a fact that a regular class of contractors did not 
exist in the Madras Presidency as there were very few 
people who made contracting a profession. Sometimes 
a retired accountant, overseer, or other departmental 
subordinate would enter into partnership with people . 
who possessed money, or the retired accountant would 
be the financier and enter into partnership with a retired 
mistri and take up contracting work, but neither had 
any ripe experience_in the matter nor did either partner 
persevere with contracting for very long. He did not think 
that a building contracting firm would be able to pur· 
chase and arrange for the supply of materials any better 
than a Public WorkR Department officer. There were 
very few men in Madras city who could point to a career 
as contractors of 10 years' standing. He had recently 
asked a man to take up a contract for one of his buildings, 
but the individual he approached had actually given 
up contracting work as he considered it was not worth 
the trouble, and he knew of several other individuals who 
were of the same opinion. A considerable number of 
buildings in Madras had in the past been constructed 
by individual contractors, but there were no satisfactory 
contractors available at the present time. For example, 
for the construction of two large buildings, one a hospital 
in Royapuram, and the other a stationery store, at an 
estimated cost of about Rs. 5,00,000 each, tenders were 
called for, but as those received were not promising he 
could not accept them. Consequently, he decided to 
construct the buildings departmentally and this had 
been done quite satisfactorily. He advocated the depart· 
mental system for the construction of buildings in Madras 
because he considered it was best. He did not know 
whether this system was followed in other countries. 

2,505. He was opposed to the extension of the em. 
ployment of local board agency because he considered 
it would be less efficient in respect to the construction of 
buildings than the Public \Vorks Department. It was 
true that the staff of the latter were better paid than that 
of the former, that a large proportion of the work of 
the Public Works Department in connection with the 
construction of buildings in the presidency was petty 
from a.n engineerin~ stand-point, that it was work which 
in fact did not really require an efficient engineering staff, 
and that the qualifications of the district board staff 
were sufficient to enable them to deal with all ordinary 
buildings and roads work in the district. But the objec· 
tion to handing over additional government buildings to 
that staff was that they would not be maintained to the 
sati~faction of the occupying department owing to the 
staff of the district board being less competent than that 
of the Publir \Yorks Department. It would also add to 
duplication of travelling since the Public Works Depart· 
ment ofticers, m the course of their other duties, had con
stantly to pass through the towns and villages in which 
surh works were situated and it was at present a very 
sll!o(ht addition to their duties to have to look afrer them. 

2,5()6. He waa under the impression that the justifica.
tion for the employment by Collf.'('tors of districts of 
Bt'p&rate establishments of low calibre for the main-

tenance of minor irrigation tanks was that these tanks, 
and other small irrigation works, required only such 
establishments to look after them. The system involved 
a certain amount of duplication, and was in fact faulty 
in that the tanks were not economically maintained, 
but he was not able to suggest a better one. 

2,507. It was very difficult to state the proportion of 
government to private buildings in Madras, because of 
the numerous small buildings being erected in the city 
and the fact that government activity varied greatly 
from year to year. H~ thought, however, that the 
proportion of government buildings was perhaps smaller 
than that of private buildings, if the Stationery Stores, 
and the Engineering College which were outside the city 
were not taken into account and that if they were that the 
proportion of government buildings would be increased 
thereby. 

2,508. He did not think that if in the interests of the 
government the Public Works Department followed the 
departmental system of constructing tuildings, it would 
prejudicially affect private requirements. For instance, 
it would not handicap a private individual who desired 
to construct a house. His impression was that the 
private owner employed a small contractor, that is, a 
man who was probably merely a supplier of bricks and 
who would arrange for the execution of the work. If the 
departmental system were universally introduced through· 
out Madras, he thought that the private owner who 
intended to construct a house might possibly be handi· 
capped, but he did not consider the universal introduction 
of the system was feasible.. His recommendation in 
the matter had reference only to the larger buildings and 
hence a good deal would be left for construction by other 
agency. If reliable firms had been availabfe in Madras, 
he would have been able to carry out work more easily ar.d 
efficiently, but their absence was not the result of the 
introduction of the departmental system. As a matter 
of fact the converse was the case, as he had introduced 
the departmental system in Madras because there were 
no contractors available. Prior to the introduction 
of the departmental system, the bulk of the public works 
in Madras were entrusted to small contractors who, 
even at the, present time, were carrying out most of the 
building work in the city, and the main reasons for the 
absence of reliable contract~;,rs in Madras was that the 
Public Works Department rates were not sufficiently 
attractive, and that the Public Works Department 
procedure was intricate, cumbersome and dilatory. · 

2,509. For the construction of government buildings 
government insisted on contractors using their bricks 
and lime only to the extent that those materials were 
available. Re had found that the quantity of govern· 
ment bricks was not sufficient for requirements and that 
consequently a certain proportion had to be purchased 
in the open market. 

2,510. In his opinion, government had not encouraged 
the growth of reliable contracting firms as they might have 
done and had not accorded them sympathetic treatment. 
The competition amongst contractors in Madras was 
very keen. For example, for the construction of a build· 
ing costing Rs. 15,000, between five to twenty tenders 
would be received out of which probably ten would not 
quote rates at all, but simply intimate that they were 
prepared to undertake the work for 10 per cent. less 
than the other tenderers, and tenders of this description 
were, of course, never accepted. As a result profits were 
cut down to a minimum and compelled men to abandon 
the trade as unprofitable. Small contractors ot the retired 
mistri class and others were constantly springing up. • 
As an example he quoted a recent case in which a lar11:e 
contract had been given to a retired accountant "ho 
knew nothing whatever of building and stated thnt he 
probably had the work done by a. mistri whom he financed. 

2,5ll. (Sir Noel KersluJw.) The Public Works Depart· 
ment schedule of rates was, on the whole, too low, and 
was not prepared with sufficient care ; it was also not 
up-to-date. There was no Bt'hedule of rates for the 
entire presidency, but 30 or 40, n·z., one for each division 
each of which sometimes related to three •or four sub: 
di~ons. 
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2,512. He had not, when in government service, 
considered the question of the establishment charges of 
the Public Works Department, and could not suggest any 
means for their reduction though it had occurred to 
him from time to time that they were high. He had 
also not considered the question since his retirement 
but could see the difference between the Public Works 
Depertment establishment charges and his own. Tb..ere 
could be no doubt that, if he were obliged to deal with 
many scattered works, it would increase his 10 per cent. 
rate, but as a matter of fact .Ire had some works in P.ro
gress in different parts of the presidency which had 
been taken into account when calculating the percentage. 

2,513. His building works were fairly large, but were 
works of the second rather than of the first magnitude. 
If instead of such works he was obliged to construct a 
·number of small scattered ones, he would have to engage 
a larger establishment, For his present needs, however, 
a supervisor for every one or two works and some mistris 
were sufficient. 

2,514. In explanation of the rate of Rs. 34 per 100 cubic 
feet charged for coursed rubble masonty in the construc
tion of the Bank of Madras, Coimbatore, as compared with 

• the rate of Rs. 17 per 100 cubic feet shown in the Public 
Works Department schedule of rates for a similar class of 
work, he stated that the departmental schedule was not 
always reliable and differences frequently arose. The 
difference of 50 per cent. between the two rates could not 
·have been due to a misprint in the schedule because there 
were other similar items which were equally unreliable. 
Cases frequently arose in which the schedule of rates 
and the facts did not coincide, and therefore one could 
not be entirely guided by the schedule, When he was in 
government service it was rather the exception to have 

. excesses but those which did occur referred principally 
to estimates for establishment and surveys and accord
ingly had no reference to the schedule of rates. 

2,515. The witness claimed that by resort to the depart-_ 
mental system bad work very seldom occurred and could 
be more easily pulled down when it did. It was also the 
case that under this system work which had to be re
done, for reasons other than bad workmanship, would 
be debitable to the owner. On the other hand the cost 
of reconstruction of bad work by 3 contractor woul'd 
be met by the contractor. 

2,516. With reference to the statement in paragraph 
2,489 of his written evidence in connection with the risks 
taken by 3 contractor that he 'seldom or never fails to 
petition and almost invariably with success ' he explain
ed that the authority to whom the contractor petitioned 
varied according to circumstances. If, for instance, it 
was an important matter the case would be submitted 
to a. high official, but minor petitions were submitted to 
either the Executive Engineer or sub-divisional officer, 
who generally out of pity and sympathy would uphold 
the contractor. The guiding factor to his mind in cases 
of this kind was that the contractor should carry out a 
contract in the way he interpretM it, that it was not fair 
to place him in a position which might result in heavy 
losses or his bankruptcy. 

2,517. He thought that corruptibility could be pur
chased by the payment of a sufiiciently high price, but 
it would take a very high price indeed to root it out 
altogether. He did not think that if subordinates were 
given a better wage the actual cost of works would 
be less. Incorruptibility did not appreciably effect the 
total expenditure on a work, but it was extremely easy 
to get a. low-paid subordinate to pass bad work. 

2,518. (Mr • .Mackenzie.) In cases in which he designed 
a. building for a client and supervised jts construction 
he employed a clerk of works, but neither this man nor 
the contractor engaged attended to the technical details. 
As a matter of fact, none of the contractors he had dealt 
with in Madras employed their _gwn engineers, and in the 

construction of dock works contractors were obliged 
to leave the technical details to trained engineers. 

2,519. He thought it would be useful if the Accounts 
Depa~ment and the public were informed how the superior 
establishment was employed, but he did not think 
engineers were very much interested in the matter, and 
he was not at all sure whether the Accounts Department 
would be able to.underst_and it. All the Accounts Depart
ment were furnished w1th was a return showing that a 
certain s~m of money had been spent, but they had not 
the least 1dea, nor could they have, whether it had been 
spent on actual work, or, for instance, on surveying. 

2,520. He did not think that, if government bricks 
were sold to the public, they would charge the latter an 
additional 25 per cent. ln his opinion people should 
be m~de aware when they were being charged extra , 
for br1cks, but _they could not knowt unless somebody dis
closed the details. It would be beneficial if the Accounts 
Department attended more to its legitimate duties than to · 
the pointing out of trivial mistakes, but the question was 
one more for the consideration of that department. 

2,521. The rates for stores in stock had been known to 
be more than double the erdinary rates, and the Examiner 
who noticed this could not assign any reason for it; it 
would certainly· be a good thing for the Examiner to 
find out the cause which, as a matter of fact, was part of 
his duty. 

2,522. (Mr. Cobb.) In cases where a considerable 
excess was incurred over the original estimates,· a large 
portion of the excess was sometimes due to a change in 
the rates. The Public Works Department constructed 
buildings according to their schedule of rates and portions 
of the extra cost would thus be due to excesses over 
the scheduled rates. _ The statement explaining the 
reasons for excesses was rarely looked into by the Chief 
Engineer for want of time and generally contained more 
plausible than well-founded reasons for excesses. Hence 
it was not possible to ascertain from it exactly to what 
extent rates had been exceeded. From his expelience 
he -thought that the large contractor offended most 
in the matter of exceeding his rates and was also more 
persistent in demanding concessions than the small con· 
tractor. 

2,523. (Mr. Howley.) The .Public Works Department 
schedule- of rates required revision each year, .but such 
revision was not always carried out. The schedules had 
to be submitted to the office of the Chief Engineer but 
this was merely for the Chief Engineer~s information and 
it was the Superintending Engineer who really fixed the ' 
schedule rates. There was no tendency to keep the 
rates in the schedule below the actual cost of construc
tion because the schedules were not properly revised, 
In fact sufficient attention was not paid to the schedule of 
rates which, however, was not a document of very much 
importance. The items in an estimate which were 
habitually below the average actual rate amounted to 
about 3 or 4 per cent. 

2,524. As a general rule the Public Works Department 
rates on the whole were too low to be attractive to con
tractors, and this accounted to a certain extent for the 
high percentage for departmental charges. 

2,525. It was rather difficult to say whether the expen· 
diture of, say, Rs. 50,000 on the maintenance of a road 
would require as much supervision as the expenditure 
of a similar amount on a number of scattered buildings. 
The chief expenditure in the case of a road was the collec
tion of road metal which, however, did not require very 
much supervision. 

2,526. (President.) Ire did not agree with the state· 
ment that in Bombay the percentage of establishment 
charges was high because it included a large expenditure 
on reads on which supervision charges must necessarily 
be high ; nor that the Madras establishment charges were 
high because they included buildings and excluded roads. 

HoRMUSJI NoWBOJI, Esq., A.M.LC.E., Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Madras (retired), 

Written Stattmenl. 

2,527. (L) EconoiDJ and suitability of methods of 
uecution of public worts. and (U.) Encouragement 

of other agency.-The comments and suggestions 
contained in this statement are with reference to condi· 
tions prevailing in the Madras Presidency. 
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(2). :udch of the work executed by the Public_ Works 
Department i.a at present done departmentally vnth the 
help of petty contract{)rs for the supply of materials. 
l:'iece-work contractors are also employed w execute small 
works and also larger works in parts. Thi.a m~thod of 
executing works is more ~uited for contractors \\1.th s~all 
rapitaL It enables a. large number of contractors bemg 
employed on a single work. ~ayments are mo_re _frequent 
llJld much quicker than lS the case w1th regular 
rontrarts, which permit of payments being made only 
for completed work. The petty and piece-work con
tractors do not incur any responsibility for the soundness 
of the work as the regular contractors do. All iron
work, machinery and building materials of foreign manU· 
facture which the Department requires are obtained by 
indent on the Director-General of Stores, India Office. 

(3). The method of executing works described above has 
its advantages as well a!l its drawbacks, but it was no 
doubt devised or shaped itself suitably to the conditions 
which existed when the Department was first formed. 
There were no civil engineers in private practice. There 
was a lack of suitable contractors for the construction of 
works,-eontractors of sufficient knowledge and experi
ence and the requisite capital,-a.nd there were not many 
firms engaged in the manufacture or importation of iron· 
work, machinery and of such building materials as are 
unobtainable in India. Under these conditions "\'I"'rks 
had to be carried out departmentally and machinery 
and materials had to be obtained from England through 
the India Office. 

(4). Conditions have changed to a considerable extent 
within the past quarter of a century. Much of the 
construction work on railways is now done by, contractors. 
Contractors are also employed to an appreciable extent 
throughout India in the construction of buildings con· 
nccted with industries of all descriptions and even in the 
erection of private residences. With regard to civil 
works executed by the Department there is one circum
stance which is opposed to the possibility of private 
enterprise ever supplanting departmental work wholly. 
Most of the workR executed by the Department are of 
small value individually and are scattered over an enor· 
mously large area. A contractor, employed on a small 
section of a railway under construction or in the erection 
of a large building for a. cotton mill or mercantile office, 
has sufficient work to absorb his activities and resources. 
But in the case of works under the Public Works Depart· 
ment a contractor would have to spread his operations 
over a very large area., and the work would not pay him 
unless he was given higher rates. 

(.5). Forreasons given above the departmental system is 
economical and suitable for the execution of small works, 
to which most of the expenditure in the Department is 
devoted. 

(6). The contract syst.em has much to recommend it in 
the case of large works, the advantages accruing therefrom 
being rapidity and quickness of execution and the respon-
8ibility of the contractor for the soundness of the work. 
A con,;mon complaint against departmental work is that 
it is slow as compared with work executed by contractors 
on railways and for private employers. A quality which 
is essential in the execution of works is organizing capac
ity. A contractor who has learnt his trade by employ· 
mcnt on the construction of works from his youth acquires 
the quality of or~anization more than a man trained in 
an engin~ring college. A successful contractor of high 
reputation whom I knew bad risen from the position 
of a mistri. When contractors having the necessary 
experience and standing are available, the work done 
i~ of a quality comparable with that turned out by the 
Department. I have been associated in one way or 
another with the de"i~n and construction of large water
works in this presidency, including thoge of Madras, 
~fadura, Trichinopoly, Tanjore, Conjeevt>ram, t"t<'. These 
works Wt"re carried out by contractors. a work costing 
ru~s 3 or • lakhs being often C'arried out by a single 
contractor. The quality and soundne-ss of these works 
dot'S not sufl't'r by comparison with wate-r-works executed 
latte-rly by the Public Works De-partment. It is idle 
to ex(X"Ct a contra.ct(}r to do good work unless his rates 

are fair, and will allow of a margin of profit witlt honeEt 
work. If fair rates are given, contractors with the neces
sary experience and capital would be forthcoming. A 
large railway contractor, a Parsi whom I knew, was himself 
an engineer and a Member of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, who employed ~ large qualified staff under 
him and prepared hi.a ~wn working drawings. Not 
infrequently a. contractor is merely an enterprising capit. 
alist with no previous experience of the work. It is the 
unsatisfactory work of such contractors which has brought 
di.l!credit to the contract system in the Department. The 
matter could be remedied if it were invariably stipula. 
ted as a term of the agreement that the contractor 
ehould himself possess a knowledge of engineering 
or employ an assistant with engineering qualifications. 
The contractor would be able to secure such men from 
the retired officers of the Department. Retired men 
of the Department have found employment in such 
e&.r>acities before this. Retired officers of the Department 
woU:d al~o be willing to undertake contract work, but 
their 115fficulty is very often the want of the necessary 
capital. My sug&estion is that government should 
advance the money if they are satisfied as regards the 
capacity of the officer to undertake the work. The 
pension of the officer would be the security. 

(7). A more extensive adoption of the contract system 
would stimulate private enterprise, would give more 
scope for men who pass out of the local engineering 
colleges, would foster a. spirit of self-help and indepen
dence in a class of men who now look solely to govern
ment employment for their livelihood, and thereby raise 
the_ prestige and dignity of the profession in India. In 
Bombay a good number of men trained in the Poona 
Civil Engineering CQllege have set themselves tip in 
private practice as architects, engineers and builders 
and are doing profitable business. In Madras people 
are also beginning to realize the advantage of employing 
engineers to design and supervise the construction of 
private buildings including dwelling houses. By a 
more extensive adoption of the contract system govern· 
ment would be widening the field of activity for engineers 
engaged in private works. 

2,528. (V.) Decentralization.-Another change by 
which private enterprise can be encouraged is the relaxa
tion of the rule prohibiting the local purchase of foreign
manufactured articles. The conditions of supply of 
such articles in India have changed. Several English 
manufacturers of machinery and engineering requisites 
have opened branches in India; others are represented 
by local engineering firms. The time has arrived for 
some change in the rules which govern the purchase in 
India of articles of English manufacture. Under the 
existing rules no such article, however small its value, 
may be ordered out from England either direct from the 
manufacturer or through local agents by any officers of the 
Department . without the sanction of government. 
Articles of English manufacture available in India may 
be purchased only in an emergency, when the work is 
likely to be seriously delayed by their ab~ence, subject 
to the limitation that no article of a value exceeding 
Rs. 2,500 may be purc~ased without the sanction of the 
loeal Government. 

(2). I would increase the Superintending Engineer's 
powers of sanction with regard to articles of Englieh 
manufacture from Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 10,000, and do 
away with the distinction now observed between articles 
in stock in India. and articles not in stock in India at 
the time of ordering. It not infrequently happe118 that, 
though merchants usually stock the article, they are 
out of stock at the moment of receiving the order. My 
experience is that articles of stock pattern can usuallv 
be obtained more quickly and at less cost from the loc~l 
branches and agents than through the India Office. 
There is also freedom from risks of damage and break· 
age during transit in the former case, and there would 
be less difficulty in returning a defective article or one 
not according to the specification. In the ease of large 
orders for machinery and materials \\'hich have to he 
made for some special purpoee and a.eeording to a special 
dt'sign or specification and have to be examined and 
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tested before shipment there are obvious reasons . for 
obtaining them through the India Office. 

2,529. (Vll.) Education, and (VIn,) Practical train
ing.-A common complaint . against locally-trained 
engineers is that, though well up in theory, they are 
deficient in practical knowledge .. The imputation is not 
groundless, but the deficiency in practical knowledge is 
not due to any inherent inaptitude of the. Indian. It 
is largely due to the inadequate system of education 
and training for engineers in India. Some valuable 
suggestions for the improvement of the education and 
training for engineers may be gleaned from a report. 
by a committee appointed by the Institution of Civil 
Engineers in 1903 to consider and report ori the 
subject. The committee has emphasized the value 
and importance of practical training to the engineer. 
The committee consider that a boy intended for the 
engineering profession should have a preparatory 
education best suited and most helpful to him in his 
studies for the profession at the engineering college and 
such preparatory education .should include geometrical 
and free-hand drawing and work in the nature of 
handicraft such as carpentry, turning and fitting, that 
engineering colleges should be fully equipped with work· 
shops and laboratories for the demonstration of the 
scientific and technical instruction which students receive, 
and that the college course should be followed by 
practical training under commercial conditions and by a 
considerable period of apprenticeship in engineering 
offices, workshops and on works under execution. In this 
respect the training in the local college of engineering is 
deficient. It is not practicable to make provision in 
Indian schools for the preparatory course indicated 
above, owing to the small number of students entering 
the engineering college. 

(2). In the recommendations I make for the better 
education and training of students and for improving 
the usefulness of the local college, the chief considerations 
have been that it was necessary to devote more time 
and attention to practical training, that it was undesirable 
to impart instruction in any branch of engineering for 
which the college was not fully equipped and that it was 
necessary that the curriculum be devised suitably to the 
nature of the work engineers have to do in India. In 
the Madras College of Engineering there are two sections 
(1) civil, (2) mechanical. The course of instruction 
in mechanical engineering as a separate section should be 
abolished, as it has been of no utility to the students 
who have gone through it. Though this course was 
introduced as far back as 1890, hardly any of those who 
have gone through it have devoted themselves to mech· 
anical engineering after passing out of the college. As a 
matter of fact nearly all of those who have obtained 
diplomas in mechanical engineering are now engaged 
in· civil engineering, and are doing identically the same 
work as the diplomaed civil engineers. To employ men 
in a capacity for which they were not trained is a most 
anomalous state of things, and detrimental alike to the 
interests of the Department which employs them and 
the men themselves who have been deluded into taking 
the course in mechanical engineering. 

(3). Students who enter the college now realize that the 
study of mechanical engineering is of no practical value 
to them and consequently only a few of the students 
take up the subject, as will be seen from the following 
statement of engineers· who obtained diplomas from 
1911 to 1914. 

1911. 1912. 1913. 1914. 

--------------~--~r---1-~---------

Civil engineers 

Mechanical engineers 

15 

5 

14 15 13 

2 2 

A large ~taft is employed at the college in teaching 
mechanical engineuing. Under the circumstances stated 
above this is a useless expenditure of money. The 
mechanical t'ngineer is essentially, a product of the work· 

shop. Four years at the college and one year in a work. 
shop is not the right way of training mechanical engi
neers. The college is not well equipped for the adequate 
training of mechanica! engineers. In the present con. 
dition . of the industrial development of the country 
there IS not much field for the employment of scienti
fically trained mechanical engineers. If ever a demand 
for such men arises, their education and training will 
have to be on lines altogether different from that 
followed at the college. 

(4). While on the subject of mechanical engineering I 
might say that some knowledge of it is useful even to the 
civil engineer, and the subject should be taught to this 
extent ; but a separate independent course for training 
mechanical engineers is not justified. The instruction 
and training at the college in civil engineering should 
be on broader lines than the present curriculum. More ' 
importance should be given to the study of the ' . 
technic of engineering which to the ordinary engineer is. 
more useful in practice, than a high proficiency in {lb
stract sciences like mathematics, physics, chemistry, 
geology, etc. I do not underrate the value of such sciences 
to the engineer, but it is a mistake to devote much time to 
these subjects at the expense of more practical subjects, 
as is the tendency now-a-days. The instruction at the 
collegt- should be of a more varied character and of wider 
scope, so as to include all branches of civil engineering, 
problems which the Indian engineer may have to deal 
with in his professional career, such as municipal and 
sanitary engineering, harbour and river navigation, 
railways, etc., in addition to the subjects now taught at 
the college. I have already referred to the need of some 
knowledge of mechanical engineering to the civil engineer. 
The students should be required to attend all these 
special courses which need not be very extensive. 

(5). In India conditions are not favourable for specializ. 
ing and devoting oneself to one particular branch of 
engineering, except in very rare cases. The work of the 
Public Works Department engineer is very varied in 
character. He may at one time be engaged on irrigation 
work, at another in charge of a workshop, next perhaps 
designing and executing drainage and water-works or 
investigating harbour and river navigation problems. 
The civil engineer in India must possess a general know· 
ledge of all branches ~f engineering in which his 'II ork 
may lie. I would lay much stress on the necessity of a 
special course of instruction in municipal and sanitary 
engineering. It may any day devolve on a locally· 
trained engineer, whether he is employed in the Public 
Works Department or in a municipality or under a 
district board or railway department, to design and 
execute works of a s,anitary nature. There is much 
activity at the present day in the provision of work&,for 
the amelioration of health and sanitation. The value of 
the larger of such schemes designed by the Sanitary 
Engineer to Government, Madras, during 1915, amounted 
to Rs. 40 lakhs, and the value of minor works designed 
by the officers of local bodies totalled Rs. 20 lakhs. 

(6). The'foundation of the practical training should be 
laid at the college. As regards the time relation between 
practical . training and theoretical instruction, I am of 
opinion that the best arrangement will be to undertake 
both concurrently, the mornings being devoted to prac
tical work and tho afternoons to class work. After the 
student leaves the college he should devote one year 
exclusively to practical work as at present. The prac
tical instruction in mechanical engineering should 
commence with carpentry and fitting work, and then 
proceed to more important work in the college workshop. 
The practical knowledge of other branches o£ civil engi
neering should be acquired by spending two or three 
mornings a week on works under construction. 

(7). It may be urged that it is not possible to teach 
more subjects and do more practical work at the college 
'than at present, and, that if more were attempted, the 
students would have a more diffused knowledge with less 
perfect attainments in individual subjects. Judging from 
my own experience at the college when the course was of a. 
two years' duration, I think the subjects of study in a four 
years' course, with a well-planned system of instruction 
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aud cflidcut tea.<;hing ~>ta.ff, can be increa..sed without any 
'detrimental results. The number and variety of subjeds 
t>tudied and the amount of practical knowledge acquired 
by Indian engineers wh_o have studie~ 'in England in a 
cour~ of 3 or 4 years 1s Yery extensive. . 

(!;). The lecturertl and inotructor~ at th~ colleg~ m 
engineering ~uLjects should be engmeers w1th consider· 

• able Indiun ex~rien?e· A_ young man w~o has .just _left 
un English uruver~tty w1th a degree Ill engmeermg, 
however high his credentials, is not the right sort to be 
a profet~~;or in an Indian college of eng~eering. A 
~;ufticiently large number of competent engme~rs, both 
European and Indian, who are compelled to retu:e under 
the age rule, could be fouuu to take up professorial work 
at the college for a term of 5 years. Others may be 
willing to retire even before. they attained the age of . 55 
to take up an appointment m the college. By adoptmg 
thir; course the students will have the benefit of tuition1 
from engineer~:! of ripe experience, and the change of 
professors every five years would render instruction 
more up-to-date than it is with professors with small 
engineering experience which does not improve with 
age as long as they remain at t~e college. . 
· (9)f There is one more sugges~10n ~have t~ make, which 

is not irrelevant to the present mqwry. It 1S a matter of 
common observation and one of regret that the vast 
knowledge and experience which engineers in India 

po51;ess does not benefit the younger generati~n of 
engineers. It runs as if it were to wa1;te after the engmeer 
retires. In European countries there are Eocieties for the 
promotion of the knowledge of engineering, at which 
papers on professional subjects are read and discussed, 
thereby enabling the members to help one another to 
enlarge. their knowledge and experience. The papell> 
and the discussions which follow find a permanent 
record in the organs and publications of the societies 
which become a valuable store·house of knowledge. 
To the rising generation of engineers this record 
and experience of the work of their elders is of 
countless value. I think government ntight take 
steps to induce and encourage the formation of such 
societies in all the provinces. The chief obstacle in the 
creation of such societies is a monetary one. It is suggest· 
ed that government should help the societies with 
money grants. Any measure which is calculated to 
improve the knowledge and experience of the engineer 
is in the interest of thl government. Government 
should also encourage the publication of works on Indian 
engineering by publishing the first edition of an approved 
work at government cost. The profit, if any, on the sale 
of the works should be given to ~e author, and he should 
be at liberty to print and publish the subsequent editions 
elsewhere, if he desires to do so. 

MR. HoBMUSJI NowBOJI called and examined. 

2,530. (Pre8ident.)"The .. witness stated that he had 
received his engineering education in the Madras Engi· 
neering College, that he had retired from the Public 
Works Department after a service of 26 years, and that 
he was in receipt of a pension. 

2,531. Towards the latter part of his service he under· 
went a specialized training on sanitary works in England 
for a period of two years. After three on four years' 
service on the Madra8 drainage works he was appointed 
Asbi$tant Sanitary Engineer to Government. 

2,532. He considered that departmental construction 
was most suitable in the case of small scattered works 
but though he did not think the contra<'t system was the 
best method of construction for large works at present, 
he anticipated that its encouragement might eventually 
prove it to be the best. He added that the departmental 
construction which he advocated for small works could be 
carried out by petty contractors or departmental labour, 
and did not think that the Department would experience 
difficulty in carrying out small scattered works depart· 
mentally as such works were at present executed either 
by such agency or by petty or piece-work contractors. 

2,533. The llladras Sanitary Department was created 
in the year 1890, and up to the year 1907 the Sanitary 
Eugiueer constructed as well as designed all sanitary 
works, when the construction of such works was trans· 
!erred to the Public Works Department. When . the 
construction of sanitary works was in the hands of the 
Sanitary Engineer, large contractors were asked to 
~ubmit tenders for each work. As instances of such 
c~~.~;es he cited (1) the Trichinopoly water-works, the con· 
t>truction of which cost about Rs. 6,00,000 and was en· 
trusted to a. Coimbatore contractor who, except for 
the iron·work, executed everything else, e.g., the 
head-works, river works, engine house, etc., and (2) the 
construction of the Madras water-works where a single 
local contractor did masonry work for about Rs. 8,00,000 
or Rs. 9,00,000. In his opinion large contractors executed 
work sati~factorily and at a. rea.:>onable cost. 

2,534. In explanation of the reason ~r the transfer of 
t-auitary works to the Public \\' ork~ Department, he 
11uoted the words of the Chief Engineer for the time 
being, t·i::., "even with the best will in the world, he 
(the Sanitary Engineer) wa~; not able to supervise tho 
ron:;truction of a large number of works ~SCattered over a 
lu.rge area of the presidency •·, and added that at that 
time there was only one Sanitary Engineer with a Sanitary 
A:>:>ktant, which latter post he had held. He admitted, 
however, that this establi>hwent W&b indirectly supple. 
meut.:u by the employment of temporary executi\'e 

VOL. n 

officers on various works, but remarked that such lnetl 
ranked as Assistant Engineers only and were employed 
temporarily for the execution of each work, and govern· 
ment considered they were left too much to themselves. 
A further reason for the transfer was that Public Works 
Department officers were unwilling to be attached to the 
Sanitary Engineer's office as they thought they would lose 
touch with their own department and thus prejudice 
their prospects, and though the Sanitary Engineer fre· 
quently endeavoured to secure the services of such men, 
the latter were always unwilling to accept appointments 
in the Sanitary Department. Hence the system under· 
went a change and thereafter the Sanitary Engineer 
became only the designer of schemes, their actual execu· 
t~on being carried out by the Public Works Department. 
Under the changed conditions it was not even necessary 
for the Sanitary Engineer to do inspection work and he 
only did such work when he was asked to do so by an 
Executive Engineer who was in difficulty. 

2,535. So far as he was aware large contractors had not 
been engaged f~r the construction of sanitary works since 
the year 190i, the date of transfer of these works to the 
Public Works Department. It was his pers6nal experi• 
ence that large contractors were competent to construct 
such works and that they were capable of doing as good 
work as was done under the departmental system. He 
based his statement on the fact that he had employed 
large contractors for the construction of about seven 
water·works. 

2,536. He was resident in Madras, but had not taken 
up private practice since his retirement though he had been 
offered two or three private works. 

2,537. He considered that there was no longer any 
need to retain the supply of materials, e.g., bricks and 
lime, in the hands of government as many private persons 
had taken to manulacturing bricks during the past five 
or six years; among them was a European firm which had 
a brickiield of its own. 

2,538. He had found that the rules for the supply of 
European stores hampered him considerably when he 
was Sanitary Engineer particularly .in cases where an 
article wa.s needed very urgently, and considered that 
an article such as a IO horse-power engine could be 
obtained more cheaply and quickly locally, but that for 
Iarg.e indents, e.g ... an indent for 500 tons of pi pee, or an 
engme for a large water-works, the India. Office was the 
best source of supply. The reason for the latter recom• 
mendation was that special engines were required for 
large water.wodu, and that they were not at present 
manufactured in I.ndi.l!. He added that no benefit 

2 :a 
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would be derived if large orders were placed with Indian 
firms a.s the profits would be absorbed by middlemen. 

2,539. There were . no firms of sanitary engineers in 
Madras, and a branch of a Bombay firm of sanitary 
engineers saw to the sanitary fittings in the Legislative 
Council Chamber building at Fort St. George. There 
were, however, private firms who supplied sanitary 
materials. 

2,540. He acknowledged that the criticism in his 
written statement against the engineering education 
imparted in India. was largely influenced by his belief 
that the general standard of educatioiJ. in India was 
unsound, inasmuch as the secondary and high schools 
were~much too literary, with the result that engineers 
did not obtain sufficient practical training, · He desired 
the removal of this diSability, but realized that it was 
unfortunately not possible to alter school curricula to 
suit the needs of the few men who took to engineering. 
The qualification at present laid down for admission to 
the Madras Engineering College was the intermediate 

• arts examination and he considered that this might be. 
lowered so as to admit of students commencing their 
study of engineering at an earlier period of life, and that 
an elementary course in . engineering might take the 
place of the two years at present occupied in preparation 
for the intermediate arts examination. With this in 
view he suggested that admission to tjle college might 
be made permissible to those who had passed the matric· 
ulation, and the substitution of a course of five or six 
years for the present four year one, and the giving of a 
concurrent theoretical and practical training. Judging 
from his own experience he considered that a. feasible 
and satisfactory method of giving students practical 
instruction, along with their theoretical training, would 
be to allow them to devote their mornings to the in· 
spection of works and their afternoons to book-work, and 
he expressed a preference for this method to a theoretical 
training of six months in the year followed by continuous 
practical instruction for the remaining half of the 
year. He adhered to the contention in his· written state· 
ment that too much science was prescribed in the present 
course .and suggested that it might be modified in this 
respect a.nd a fair amount of instruction in municipal 
and sa.nitary engineering included, as the present course 
did not embrace even the elements of these subjects. 

2,541. He did not a.pprove of the present method of 
recruiting professors for the Ma.dra.s Engineering College 
from England, as, in his opinion, the teaching staff ought 
to possess Indian experience. He suggested their replace· 
ment j,by .... retired Public Works Department engineers 
who, though not adapted as a. class for teaching, had 
more practical experience than the present professors. 
In his opi.D.ion, many retired officials were fitted for 
work a.fter the age of 55, and government should profit 
by giving them the opportunity of imparting the know· 
ledge they had acquired in goverument service to the 
students in a college even though there would then 

be the disadvantage of a great di;parity in age between 
the students and their teachers. In t)J.e event of retired 
officials not coming forward he advocated the deputation 
to colleges of efficient Executive Engineers from the 
ordinary Public Works Department. It was true that 
the latter arrangement might lead to a.n attempt ob 
the part of the Public Works Department to thus free 
itself of inefficient Executive Engineers but there was 
little likelihood of such a contingency as the Director 
of Public Instruction would watch the interests of the 
collegea. He presumed that even an Executive Engineer 
who was keen on his work would be willing to devote 
five years of his service to educational needs, from the 
fact that, at present, there were occasional appointments 
of Public Works Department men. In conclusion he 
recommended that the pay of professorial appointments 

-should be raised, and proposed that professors who were 
drawing Rs. 700 a. month might be paid Rs. 1,250 
a. month. 

2,542. He advocated the formation of an engineering 
society in Madras as the presidency did not at present 
possess either a civil or provincial engineers' association, 
and considered that government should .,Provide the 
funds for its inception as it was not possible to obtain Qt • 

sufficiently large numbe!' of members to start such an 
association, or even to establish a library for engineer· 
ing publications, owing to the lack of interest evinced by 
engineers, in Madras, in the movement. The obtainment 
of suitable publications he thought could be ensured by 
the appointment of a committee of publications or by 
leaving the selection to the Chj.e~.Engineer. He admitted, 
however, that if his suggestion took definite shape govern· 
ment would suffer all the loss sustained, while others 
would reap the benefits. 

2,543. (Mr. Oobb.) It was not impossible to obtain 
a suitable teacher for an engineering college who was 
55 years of age. Teachers for ordinary high schools in 
India. had to undergo a. training, but he did not think it 
was as difficult to teach students .of engineering colleges 
as it was to train teachers for high schools, as engineering 
students were, in his opinion, a more intelligent class and 
were ~not puerile in their ideas. He expressed himself 
as in favour of the appointment of teachers who were 
about 50 years of age. 

2,544.-The expression "if fair rates were given to 
contractors " was used in his written statement as it 
was generally known that the Public Works Department 
rates were too low, and he personally was of the same 
opinion after a comparison of the rates with those of 
railways. When once engaged on a water-works scheme 
he tired to secure a. large railway contractor from 
Bombay for the work and that man when he was shown 
the Public Works Department rates had remarked that 
they were too low. In the circumstances he considered 
that the Public Works Department rates should be 
increased and brought up to the same level as railway 
rates. 

At Madras, Thursday, 22nd February 1917 . 
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irrigation departments under the Revenue Department, 
and Public Works Department divisions submit these 
schedules annually to the Superintending Engineer for 
approval. In the sixth circle of which I am in charge, 
the scheduled ntes are now practically the same for all 
these services in the same place. Thi.s means that all 
govemment and public bodies pay contractors the 
same rates, §O Public Works Department work is not 
more expensive than that of other departments and local 
bodies. In my opinion, Public Works Department work 
is better than that of any other local bodies, probably 
due to their supervising staff which is larger and better 
paid. 

2,548. Experience shows that establishment cost de
creases as the size of work increases. For example, in 
a. Rs. 58·4 lakh dam being built departmentally in Hy
~derabad State, a.nd with which I was recently connected, 
the cost of the engineering establishment is under 11! per 
cent. , of the cost of works and only 8 per cent. of the 
gross cost of the finished reservoir. If the medical 
establishment, including hospital and sanitary staff and 
police guards are included, the whole staff cost 13! per 

'(lent. of the cost of works and 9! per cent. of the com-
pleted reservoir. These percentages cannot be con· 
sidered high. (In the reservoir in question such item 
as land compensation, machinery, tram-line and rollin., 
stock are included in the gross cost of the dam but are 
not included in the cost of works which only amounted 
to Rs. 39·7 lakhs.) 

2,547. On important t'Oads and in large deltas where 
maintenance is nearly continuous throughout the year 
and supervision easy the cost of the supervising stl~ff 
is also fairly low. Even the short Public Works Depart
ment ghat road to Kodaikanal does not cost 25 per 
cent. for all forms of Public Works Department estab· 
lishment, so district board roads are not expensive in 
staff employed. 

2,548. The establishing of district boards in this 
presidency took away from the Public Works Department 
most roads and a certain number of minor buildings 
such as cattle pounds, schools and dispensaries but it left 
the Department with all its most isolated and least 
accessible works, that is to say the smaller irrigation 
works scattered all over the country and only access
ible by unbridged and unmetalled cart tracks. Even 
to inspect such a work, take levels, and prepare an es
timate may cost in the occupied time of the subordinate, 
his survey lascars, and his sub-divisional officer (i. e., 
in pay and travelling allowance) an amount equal to the 
estimate when framed, and it is possible that when it 
is submitted the estimate may never be sanctioned 
on some ground of general policy. The cost of the estab
lishment so employed is divided among works which 
are constructed and is not quite fair to them. The 
majority of Public Works Department works in Madras 
a.re of thi.s small class. 

2,549. Further, the Public Works Depa.rtment services 
are often given free to district boards· and other bodies. 
In the past few months I and my staff have investigated 
the provision for waterway!! in the estimates of two pro
posed district board railways where some of the drainage 
ba.sins were in unsurveyed zemin tracts, also we have 
cheeked and revised plans and estimates of several impor
tant road bridges, causeways, schools, ehattrams and done 
similar work for the minor Irrigation Department which 
works under the Revenue Department. We have check· 
ed all municipal and other rates schedules and we are 
building a dharamsaht at Rameswaram from money con
tribut~d by a wealthy Northern Indian free of estab
lishment cost. If the cost of our time so spent were 
charged to the public body concerned (as might be con· 
sidert'd reasonable enough) our establishment charges 
would be much reduced. 

2,550. Thert'fore the fact that the Public Works De- .. 
partment establishment costs about 25 per cent. of the 
value of the works thev construct is an arithmetical 
C'alrulation from which "other inference should not be 
drawn. Paragraph 7 of the despatch suggests that 
Public Works D!>partment work is expensive which I 
cannot. admit. 

2,551. The rates for labour all over the ll"orld are 
rising fast while the salaries of the professional cla&es 
are stationary or rising only very ~>lowly. It follows 
from this that the cost of establishment relative to works 
will fall. In 1908 the pay of the higher grades of the 
Public Works Department was raised very consider
ably, but the relative cost of establishment now is not 
greater than it was 15 years ago so far as I know, that 
is to say that but for thi.s raising of pay the establishment 
charges would have fallen already as they are bound 
to do in future. 

2,552. It has always seemed to me that the accounts 
kept by the Public Works Department are maintained 
in unnecessary detail. The audit office tends to insist 
on absolute accuracy at whatever cost where relative 
accuracy at a far cheaper cost would suffice. If others 
also hold this opinion it seems worth while to engage 
a special committee compoEed of government account· 
ants, chartered accountants, and accountants of one or 
two well-known business or contracting firms to examine • 
the present system and recommend simplifications 
where necessary. Detailed aocounts are presumably kept 
because unfortunately there is a certain amount of dis· 
honesty, as witnessed by reports in the newspapers of 
two Indian Executive Engineers aismissed (in Northern 
India and Mysore) in the last 6 months; it is the absence 
of moral education in ordinary Indian schools that is 
probably to blame, but there might be mort~ selection for 
government appointments, since examination results 
are not the sole test of suitability for any service, more 
especially where there are numerous money transactions. 

2,553. In existing circumstances the Public Works 
DepartUJ.ent is a constructing and not a surervising 
department. The engineering grounding given in the 
Madras Engineering College is more suitable for a Local
Govemment Board Inspector or county surveyor than 
for a contractor. While the present Public Works 
Department system obtains it is desirable to give the 
engineering classes more practical work than they 
now get, as they do all the work in India that a cot:· , 
tractor's engineering assistants do at home. 

2,554. Conversely, the subordinate classes might be 
given less technical education as it is not needed. A 
lower subordinate need only know survey and levelling 
and enough drawing to read & plan and set out a buildh.g-, 
He should be trained in the· small practical details 
he is constantly meeting, such as rope lashings for 
scaffolding, erecting derricks, loading and unloading 
heavy weights into carts or railway wagons, the uEe 
of boring tools, setting up a mortar mill, etc., and 
must know how to make good lime and bricks and 
distinguish between good and bad materials, and all 
the requirements of house building, road making, etc. 
It is quite unnecessary for him to know any hydraulicP, 
geometry, or mensuration. 

2,555. The engineer classes are at present too ignorant 
of the use of their hands, they should be able to get up 
steam, stoke and drive an ordinary portable steam e~ine, 
drive an oil engine, erect derricks, and pile drivers, work 
a boring plant, etc. In a special class for municipal 
engineers the practical work would include pipe laying, 
making and unmaking lead and other joints, tapping 
pipes under pressure, repairing bursts, fixing and readir.g 
meters, etc. 

2,556. The chief defect of the men trained in the 
. local college is exhibited in their official correspondence 
where they are constantly instructing their subordintes 
to " push on " or " take steps to show better progress, " 
etc., etc., but no inkling is given as to how this should 
be done and no practical suggestions are offered, 

2,557. Only a few years ago the president of the 
Institute of Civil Engineers in England, who is also 
Chief Engineer of the London County Council, was one 
of several employees of a firm of contractors at home .. 
At the same time in the Northern Circars the bigge~t of 
our Madras contractors knew no more of writing than 
how to sign hi.s name, and the highest paid agent of 11uch 
contractor is now only a clerk or time kreper on R11, 12 
to Rs. 30 who takes hi.s orders from the Public W orb · 
Department subordinatf',- ThP ordinary ron tractor. in 
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Southern India is usually a person with little or no general 
education, still less has he any technical education, so 
he cannot read a plan nor set out a work and the Public 
Works Department do this for him. He often has no 
capital and borrows money from a money-lender on the 
poor security of an accepted tender, and in such cases 
his profits are extremely small. He keeps no plant or 
machinery and the Public Works Department have to 
stock this and keep large stores. He seldom has 
business instincts ; only last week I received a tender 
for a fairly large work in these terms " Rs. 50 below 
the next lowest tender ;" a new contractor usually 
tenders below market rates and trusts to the engineers 
to see that he does not lose by his folly, although if they 
do prevent him losing they will be unfair to the more 
business-like tenderers. It follows that the conditions 
in India and at home are not comparable, and the sug· 
gestion in paragraph 9 of the despatch that the Public 
Works Department could be replaced by a few Local Gov· 
ernment Board Inspectors will not be possible for many 
decades, three at least. 

2,558. Similarly, there is· much leeway in education 
to make up before reliable contractors, who must also be 
skilled engineers, are available. Paragraph 10 of the des· 
patch appears to me to overlook the fact that engineer 
contractors will have to charge far higher rates to pay 
for their engineer staff, also that they will expect a 
much larger percentage of profit than is now normal. 
The net result of such a change is that the con· 
tractor's staff is paid instead of the engineer's, and 
consequently .the cost of the engineer's establishment 
will then apppear low. So far as economy is concern· 
ed there would be no benefit from the change, and in 
the abstract it would appear better to pay the engineer's 
staff which is not materially interested in increasing the 
profits and the consequent cost. This is not mere theo· 
rizing. In my circle a few years ago a large building 
contract was let to a well-known British firm at the rates 
then current. After one year's work they asked for an 
advance of rates that amounted to over 40 per cent ; 
there 'was a lot of dispute and the contract was closed 
and work shut down. Subsequently the work was 
finished departmentally, and although prices had been 
rising during the whole period no item of work cost as 
much as the revised rates tendered by the company. 

2,559. If contractors were to keep machinery, plant, 
tram-lines and trucks, then because of the compara· 
tively few works in India requiring such plant they 
would have to be bigger capitalists than in England 
because of the much longer 11eriods their machinery 
would be lying idle and obtaining no profit. This would 
increase the cost of work as compared with the present 
svstem. 
• 2,560. The easiest way to start establishing private 

practioners would be for government to issue notice 
now that after say five years hence they will undertake 
no work for municipalities. In the meanwhile the local 
engineering college should start a special class for 
municipal engineers so that there will be students coming 
on who will be able to undertake such work. If this is 
found satisfactory a similar notice can be issued later 
about district boards and other contribution works, 
Private practitioners must specialize if they are to get 
employment. 

2,561. Government undertakes important municipal 
work all over Madras. In Madura town alone the water· 
works and drainage works under construction by the 
Public Works Department now will cost over Rs. 25 
la.khs and the Director General of Stores buys the pipes 
and pumping plant. I believe the introduction of my 
above proposal will not tend to cheapen works. The 
Director General of Stores is such an enormous buying 
agency that he can obtain materials cheaper than any 
individual or small body like a municipality, so that 
even materials will cost local bodies more. Messrs. -
have many branches in India but they do not sell their 
portable engines in this country at anything like so low 
a cost a-~ we can obtain their engines through the 
l)il't'('tor General, 

2,562. I believe the substitution of private for Public 
Works Department work will be more expensive, conse
quently it can only be advocated on grounds of general 
policy and I do not recommend it at all. 

2,563. Some defects of our pr1!8ent Byatem. Land acquisi
tion.-( a). To acquire land takes many months; whether 
due to defect in the law or dilatoriness in the Revenue 
Department might be inquired into. 

(b), The Revenue Department's estimates of land 
values are very faulty. Two years ago the compound of 
the Collector's residence at Trichinopoly was acquired. 
By a High Court decision 3 months ago over Rs. 4,000 
more has been paid the late proprietor besides legal 
expenses. .About the same time a plot of land for a 
dharamsala was acquired by mistake in Rameswaram 
and the price paid was over Rs. 1,000 ; when attempts 
were made to sell it about a year ago no one would offer 
one quarter of the purchase price. 

(c). The method of notification is wrong. If land 
for a new irrigation canal is notified and some years later 
the land for distributaries is notified the price of land 
is found to have risen by reason of publication of the 
first notice. All land under a project should be declared · · 
at one time even if not occupied for several years,, 
because the price to be paid depends on date of notifica·· • 
tion and not date of acquisition. This method will• 
cheapen ]and a little. · 

2,564. I nconvenierwe of pr1!8ent oflicial year.-Many · 
foundations and most irriga.tiol)o. works must be carried 
out in the dry season, and it is therefore our busiest 
construction time. The lightest construction time is from 
September to November when most labour is in the 
fields during the busiest part of the agricultural season. 
During our busy constructio~ time all subordinates and 
many officers should be-out on inspection and super· 
vision duties, but the end of the financial year makes 
their presence in their respective headquarters imperative 
when they are most wanted on works. If the financial 
year of the Public Works Department stopped in 
September or October there would be least interference 
with our works while the staff are adjusting their pay· 
ments to suit the aunual grants. 

2,565. Late issue of budget (a).-The ordinary public 
on hearing· of the sanction of a work expects to see it 
start at once. They forget that funds have to be 
arranged, contract drawings and specification drawn out, 
tenders advertised for and compared after submission, 
and an agreement obtained from the successful bidder. 
The contractor has then to build sheds for perishable 
materials and watchers before he collects his labour and 
materials. Work can now start, but no payment is 
possible till a month later when a bill has been made 
out for work done. The Indian contractor being no 
hustler the first payment is not likely to be due till, at 
least 4 months after tenders were advertized for. 

(b). The wet season is the time when tenders should be 
called for so that work may be in full swing all the dry 
season. If the period of our financial year were altered 
the delay at such a season would not be of so much 
consequence. If the financial year cannot be altered 
it would be very advisable to have a special preliminary 
issue of the budget for new works early in October. The 
preliminary issue is now made early in February and 
reaches Executive Engineers late in February, the final 
issue usually comes out in May. The budget is sent 
to Executive Engineers· through the Superintending 
Engineer and it would save a few days if they are posted 
direct to Executive Engineers from Madras. Anything 
we can devise for speeding up work means a saving of 
interest on capital and !lhould be recommended. 

2,566. Advarwl!8 not payable to contractora.-The only 
two advances sanctioned by government with which I , 
have been connected were both to firms who could 
well have afforded to do without, but their tenders 
included these terms. For the pumping plant at Divi, 
I had to pay Messrs. --about Rs. ll lakhs before 
their machinery arrived at site or had been seen by 
any Public Works Department staff. For a big road 
bridge on the Trichinopoly-Coimbatore boundary now 
under construction Messrs. -- have been paid large 
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advances on the certificate of their managing direcwr 
that it had been put on rail at Calcutta. 

A contractor constructing a large teak-roofed build
ing gets all his wood for doors, windows, and roof simulta
neously, but he may not get paid for the \l"ood in the roof 
for a year or more after his outlay. The rule is un. 
necessarily severe. 

In the ophthalmic hospital in Madras a few years ago, 
while closing a contractor's accounts and checking ma
terials for taking over, a dealer came to the work and 

• started removing materials on the ground that the con
tractor had never paid him for them. If government 
soliciwrs can find a way out of such difficulties in such a 
manner as to safeguard governmen~ against loss the 
restriction could bJl removed to the great benefit of our 
contractors and their work. 
• 2,567. Pou:er& o1 Executive Engineers too low.-1 have 
already suggested that the Executive Engineer's 
accounts are probably unnecessarily elaborate and might 
perhaps be capable of simplification. Each Executive 
Engineer spends from one w five lakhs of rupees a year 
and has powers of sanctioning estimates up to some 

.... }).undreds of rupees. Yet he cannot authorize the sale of 
; .a temporary thatched shed that he puts up on a work 
, ·for storing materials and that is probably not worth more 
' than a few rupees at the time work closes (see Code, para
: graph 908), Also he cannot write off the accounts the 

''broken measuring glass of a raingauge (see Code, para
graph 1219). In these and· probably other matters his 
powers may be enlarged with advantage to business. 

2,568. Recruitment of engineer&-With the growing 
rates for labour the prospect of the far greater use of 
mechanical means draws nearer, If one or two of our • 
big projects are sanctioned a tremendous quantity of 
mechanism will be used because as many labourers as 
required could not be got into the confined space in 
which we must work. There is not much ~pportunity 
for persons trained in this country to get an insight 
into the management of large works of great diversity, 
and the training in foresight connected with the lay
out and in resourcefulness and responsibility is there
fore lacking in the Indian-trained engineer. 

The man from home with the A.M.I.C.E. qual
ification, ipso facto according w the present rules of the 
Institute, has had an apprenticeship besides his college 
course, and is therefore better equipped for the Public 
Works Department and should draw higher pay and pen
sion. 

It is, however, desirable that the India Office should 
specify the kind of apprenticeship that will be considered 
the best for their appointees. In the Hyderabad State is 
an officer 'in the Irrigation Department who was appren
ticed w an engineer who specialized in metallurgy ; we 
want to avoid that sort of thing. Other trades like ship. 
building, railway, and harbour engineering might 
perhaps equally be excluded for our use, but spe· 
cializing in water or drainage works or hydraulic or road 
engineering should be encouraged. 

Architects, like poets, are born not made and should 
a.lways be nominated to the Department. 

MR. C. T. MuLLINGS called and examined. 

2,569. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
in the permanent employ of the Public Works Depart
ment, that he was officiating as a Superintending 
Engineer and that he had been trained at Cooper's Hill. 

2,570. The system followed in the Madras Public Works 
Department in inviting tenders was to post up figures 
showing the quantities of work to be done on notice boards 
in the offices of Executive Engineers and to leave it to 
contractors to furnish their own quotations. The ques
tion whether tenders were invited for a whole work or 
for separate portions of it depended entirely on the mag· 
nitude of the work and the Public Works Department 
occasionally supplied the materials irrespective of the 
course adopted. Tenders were invited for piece-work 
a~ well as regular contracts, but the former system was 
more in favour as it facilitated getting rid of inefficient 
contractors. It was not so much that contractors were 
not allowed to tender for a11 entire project, but that the 
class who usually tendered were not financially capable 
of undertaking it. In the circumstances, tenders for 
entire projects were seldom received. Apart from this 
contractors specialized more or less in particular sub
heads of work, e.g., brickwork and wood-work, thus 
making it all the more difficult for them to take up a whole 
F~Cheme. The lowest rates tendered for each sub.head 
of work were usually acoepted. 

2,571. The government and local board rates were 
approximately on a par, and contractors in the Madras 
presftlency generally tendered for local boa.rd works at the 
rates shown in the Public Works Department' schedule 
which was revised each year and prepared more or les~ 
with reference to the rates at which work had been 
executed during the previous year. Each division had its 
schedule of rates embracing the rates for all localities in 
its jurisdiction but a separate schedule was not prepared 
for each sub-division, irrespective of its situation. Rates 
differed in the several sub-divisions, and occasionally 
also in different portions of the same sub-division, and 
he expressed himself as unable to agree with the con
tention put forward in evidence that between a quarter 
to one-third of the rates shown in the schedule were 
unreliable, && he considered that the schedule was com. 
piled && accurately as was possible. 

2,572. He considered that the Public Works Depart
ment w:as not a ~ore expensive agency than a local body 
a.~ theU' respecttYe ra.tes were practically similar. He 
thought the co~t of establishment in the Public Works 

Department was about 25 per cent. but on being informed 
that it was 27 per cent. he remarked that this latter 
figure might be correct. He . did not know what the 
percentage was in the case of district boards, but men
tioned that the Public Works Department did a lot of 
work for local boards. He was then informed that the 
percentage in the case of district boards varied from 
10 to 14 per cent. and explained that by his statement 
that the two rates were practically on a par he meant to 
convey the idea that both agencies were doing identically 
the same work for the same price. He admitted, how. 
ever, that if establishment charges were taken into con. 
sideration there would be a difference in favour of the 
district boards. 

2,573. One of the reasons in his opinion for the high 
establishment charges in the Public Works Department 
as compared with those of district boards was that th~ 
former agency was entrusted with all the isolated and least 
accessible smaller irrigation tanks which were scattered 
all over the presidency. It was true that most of the 
minor irrigation works were maintained by Collectors of 
districts ; but in the Periyar system of irrigation the 
Public Works Department had charge of all the tanks 
irrespective 9f their size, because they maintained th; 
main canals which fed these particular tanks. He added 
that only the smaller tanks, viz., those which irrigated au 
area of less than 200 acres bad been made over to the 
Collector, and considered that under the present arrange
ment the two agencies had satisfactorily executed work 
in the past, He had no recomendations w make on the 
subject of the Public Works Department establishment 
charges, and he did not consider these charges were 
excessive in view of the labour involved in the prepara. 
tion of estimates which sometimes cost considerably more 
than the actual work itself. He admitted that if the 
smaller Public Works Department worksawere handed 
over to the Collecwr for maintenance the charges 
for departmental establishment might be reduced 
but was doubtful whether the Collector would in such 
a case be able w have the work satisfacwrily done 
a.s even the small irrigation tanks that were at preseni 
under his control were maintained in a bad condition 
in tha.t the bunds of several of them were too low and 
the weirs short. Further, though these small tanh 
served their purpose fairly well, they were liable to breach, 
and when this occurred the large tanks under the Public 
Works Department were also breached on aocount of 
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the sudden inrush of water which it wa.s not po&~ible 
to allow fur. He thought, in fact, that owing to the 
inefficient maintenance of minor irrigation works by 
Collectors the Public Works Department were obliged 
to incur additional expenditure on the tanks under 
their charge. 

2,57 4. With reference to the statement in his written 
evidence that "even to inspect (a very unimportant 
small irrigation work), take levels and prepare an esti
mate may cost in the occupied time of the subordinate, his 
survey lascars and his sub-divisional officer (i. e., in pay 
and travelling allowance) an amount equal to the estimate 
when framed," he explained that such cases did occur 
'occ!'lrlonally and remarked that what he had stated 
was a fact and not a supposition. For instance, if there 
were a number of small pipes in a channel, a man had 
to take the level of the fields, and ascertain the area, 
and though a subordinate might be competent to do this, 
it was necessary for the sub-divisional officer to go round 
and see that the work was satisfactorily done to obviate 
certain persons being served from two sources instead 
of one. 

2,575. An additional reason for the high cost of the 
Public Works Department establishment was that the 
work done free of charge by government for local bodies 
increased the percentage, but, except in respect to his 
own *circle, he could not say how much work govern
ment actually did free of charge for local bodies. He 
was not able, however, to furnish figures showing the 
cost of establishment in his own circle, but mentioned 
that the Public Works Department were at present 
engaged in the investigation of two district board railways 
in his circle to ascertain whether there were a suffi. 
cient number of waterways, and this work entailed a con
siderable amount of time owing to their being a great 
deal of zemirulan land to survey. The particular railway 
concerned in this instance was the South Indian. Its en
gineers had prepared the estimates for the district board 
and the Public Works Department were required to 
satisfy themselves that a sufficient number of waterways 
bridges, level-crossings, etc., had been provided. He 
thought the estimates had been submitted by the district 
board to government who had passed them on to the 
Public Works Department, and this procedure really 
connoted that the survey of a competent railway engineer 
was submitted to a local investigation by a Public 
Works Department engineer, but it was necessary as 
railway engineers were not conversant with irrigation 
waterways, etc. Though he admitted that the amount 
of actual construction work done free of charge by govern. 
ment for local bodies was exceedingly small, he was not 
able to say without seeing the figures whether such 
amount effected, even by a decimal point; the Public 
Works Department percentage charges but he added 
that he thought the establishment charges were increased 
on this account. 

2,576. The technical scrutiny of plans and estimates 
in excess of Rs. 2,500 was also done free of charge for 
district boards by the Superintending Engineer. In 
his opinion a Superintending Engineer devoted about 
one-eighth of his time to such work, and other work, e.g., 
mission buildings, schools, etc., and before he could 
approve these estimates every detail in the plans and 
estimates had to be scrutinized very carefully owing 
to the incompetency of the district board engineers. 
For the latter reason, and as the results of the Superin. 
tending Engineer's scrutiny revealed numerous errors 
and necessitated the revision of estimates, he considered 
the prior sulmission of -hese estimates to the Superin
tending Engineer for professional approval very neces
sary, and added that very often district boards did not 
secw:e an engineer who was _ competent to prepare 
plans and estimates for buildings costing more than Rs. 
~.500, even on a salary of Rs, 1,000 per mensem. 

* Mr. Mulling11 afterwards wrote that Rs. 9 lakbs of esti· 
mates had been che<:ked in his circle during the calendar year 
1916 for municipalities, local funds, missions, courts of 
Yard, minor irrigation (Revenue Department), besides ordi
aary Public Works Departmenj; work, and that this was 
rather larger than usual. 

2,577. The building he had referred to in his written 
statement, for which a contract was given to a British 
firm, which, however, gave up the work after partial 
construction, was the Madura district lcatcheri, and 
as that contract was given out six years previously the 
work. was not then in his charge though he had co~ple
ted 1t departmentally last December. This case was 
first submitted to arbitration, but as the contractor was 
not satisfied with the award it led to litigation. The 
High Court's first decision was in favour of the Public 
Works Department and an appeal by the contractor · 
resulted in the latter obtaining a decree in _his favour. 
A further appeal had, however, since been made by 
government to the Privy Council, the result of which 
was awaited. The reason for the dispute was that the 
contractor desired the rates increased by 40 per cent. 
at an advanced stage of the work. Construction was 
completed departmentally after an interval of two years, 
during which the rates had risen with the result that 
some of them amounted to about 30 per cent. more than 
the' original rates.· No item of the work, however, cost 
as much as the contractor's revised rates. His personal 
opinion was that the demand of the contractor for an addi
tional 40 per cent. was unreasonable, as after the lapse ~ 
of six years, i. e., from the date of sanction to the original 
estimate to the date the Department completed the 
work, the schedule of rates for work in the locality had 
only increased by about 12! per cent. 

2,578. For the encouragement of private enterprise 
he proposed that government should announce that 
in five years' time municipal works could be undertaken 
by suitable private agencies, and that the Municipal 
Act should be amended so as to provide for their 
works being given to qualified engineers only. It was 
pointed out to him here that the amount of municipal 
work in the presidency was small, but he did not 
agree that this was so as the Public Works Depart
ment were at present constructing a work worth 
Rs. 25,00,000 for the municipality in Madura. He 
admitted, however, that as this work related to large 
water-supply and drainage works it might be re
garded as an exceptional case. He was then informed 
that the ~anitary Engineer had expressed the opinion 
in evidence that sanitary works were better executed 
by large contracting firms than by the executive staff 
of· the Public Works Department. To this he replied 
that his suggestion also referred to the general buildings 
and roads work of municipalities. Further, that as 
municipal works were small and easily supervised, and 
as it was possible that municipal commissioners and 
other people attached to the municipality might help 
by inspecting them, a start might be made with muni· 
cipal works rather than government works. He added 
that the professional supervision that would then be 
necessary could be provided for in the Municipal Act by 
allowing for a municipal engineer for each municipality. 

2,579. The preliminary edition of the budget \\as 
usually received about the middle of February, and 
though he was authorized to start works in anticipation of 
grants for them being allotted, such works were stopped if 
no provision was made for them in the final budget. He 
considered the middle of February much too late a date 
for the proper regulation of work, and that the commence
ment of the financial year ought to be so fixed that the 
wdget could be forwarded to Superintending Ene,ineers 
in October, which was the period of the year when it 
was most difficult to secure labour owing to the harvest 
being in full swing. All arrangements to commence work 
could then be settled by about the middle of February, 
the beginning of the working season, which lasted up to 
June, the time for ploughing. 

2,580. He stated that payments could only be made to 
contractors for the supply of materials on completion of 
work. He was then informed that an accounts officer had 
stated that such payments could be, and were actually, 
made and replied that this particular officer always 
objected to such a. practice and held that it was an 
advance prohibited by Code rules. He also did not agree 
with this officer's statement that there was no need to 
grant advanc·e~. His Hperience had be~n that tb«:. 
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Public Work~ Department did not pay for materials 
unless the contractor happened to be a pi.ece·worker. 

2,581. In his opinion, the chief reason for. the high 
raUl of 27 per cent. in the establ~h~en~ charges m ~1adras 
was the exishlnce of scatwred UTigatlon works, whereas 
the low expenditure of an Ex~ut~ve Enginet;r in Madras, 
as compared with that of a similar officer many other 
province in India, was due to the larger area the former 
had to control and also to the inadequare raws preva· 
lent in the presidency as compared with those of other 
presidencies. .. 

2,582. He did not know why there were on an average 
~ as many as eleven upper subordinares in each division 

in Madras, as compared with three or four in the divisions 
of other provinces, but thought that this also might 
be due to the larger area contained in each of the Madras 
divisions. 

2,583. (Sir Noel Kers/w,w,) With reference to his stahl· 
ment regarding the revision of estimares by the Superin· 
rending Engineer, he cihld a case of a mistake made by a 
district engineer, who was a B.A., and B. E., in designing 
a road bridge worth about Rs. 1,00,000 but admitted 
that the number of bridges worth that sum, under a dis· 
trict board, was very small. It wa.s not the case, however, 
that only about one such bridge was erected in an inrerval 
of 10 years, as the Public Works Department had about 
three in the previous year in his own circle worth about 
Rs. 94,000 each, and he thought the average was about 
o.ne a year in a circle which in the Madras Presiden•y 
comprised from four to five districts. The mistakes he· 
had referred to were. not due to ignorance of engineering 
but rather to carelessness. ' 

2,584. He agreed that the bulk of the estimarel! recei· 
ved from district boards did not refer to works worth 

"about Rs. 1,00,000, but rather to small works costing 
between Rs. 2,500 and Rs. 5,000. He added that u:; 
the majority of these did not exceed Rs. 2,500, they 
were not submitted to the Superintending Engineer. 
With reference to the estimates for district board schools 
he explained that primary schools usually cost less 
than five thousand rupees whereas high schools were 
much more expensive. The former class of estimares 
therefore were not as a rule, submitred to him for 
approval. In respect to high schools he had during 
the previous month received an estimate for one 
costing about Rs. 60,000. 

2,585. He adhered to the statement in his writwn 
evidence that " a contractor constructing a. large teak· 
roofed building gets all his wood for doors, windows 
and r?ofs simultaneously, but he may not get paid for 
the wood in the roof for a year or more after his outlay," 
but did not-agree that the same might be applied to 
the Public Works Department as he considered the 
lathlr were a much larger buying agency and more 
likely to buy wak when they required it. He admitred, 
however, that as it took some time to manufacture 
doors and windows such items would have to be seen 
to in advance and that by this procedure either the 
Public Works Department or the contractor might be 
put out of pocket for a limited period. The latter, how· 
ever, would be at a grearer disadvantage as owing to 
contractors in Madras not allowing for interest in their 
tenders he was likt>ly to lose his profit. 

2,586. In respect . to the statement in his \\Titten 
evidence that "it was desirable that the India Office 
~hould specify the kind of apprenticeship that will 
be considered the best for their a ppoinree. In the 
Hyderabad State is an officer in the Irrigation Depart· 
lllent who was apprenticed to an engineer who specialized 
in met11llurgy; we want to avoid that sort of thing. Other 
trade~ like-ship-building, railway, and harbour engineering 
might perhaps equally be excluded for our use " he ad· 
mitted that a training as a railway engineer was bene· 
tidal, but considered that such a training wa, unsuit. 
able for irrigation officers in the Madras Presidency 
where the major portion of the work was irriga~ion. 

2,587. (Mr. Mackenzie.) A railway-affected tank was 
on(' that was liable to damage a railway if it breached, 
and such a tank was often one in a chain of numerous 
other tank~ Mmetirues amounting to as many as a hun-

dred. All the tanks in the chain had certain data. at· 
tached to them showing the catchment areas, the weirs, 
sluices, etc., in addition to the bunds, and the details were 
in the possession of the Public Works Department. 
Hence the designs of railway engineers had to be checked 
by the engineers of the Public Works Department. 

2,588. (Mr. Cobb.) Though he thought that the Public 
Works Department found it easier to work with petty 
contractors than with a. single contractor who had 
undertaken an entire work, he did not think that of 
these two classes of contractors the petty contractor 
was always preferred and remarked that he personally 
preferred, and would readily accept, the services of a 
single contractor "ho tendered for an entire project 
provided it wa.s a large one. He added that though 
the employment of a single contractor on the Madura 
district katcheri building had proved a failure, he was 
at present endeavouring to secure the services of a single 
contractor for the construction of a district court which 
was estimated to co~t Rs. 1,75,000. 

2,589. Only a schedule of quantities was furnished 
when notices of works were put up in Public Works 
Department offices as the schedule of rates was not a 
public document, but he admitted that the rates 
were probably known to contractors though they were 
not included in the notices. Contractors never actually 
rendered at rates given in the schedule of raws, but simply 
made a statement to the effect that they would under· 
take work at a certain percentage above or below those 
rates. As he believed the Public Works Department 
were capable of executing work on their SGhedule of 
rates, he did not agree that it was tmfair to contractors 
that they should be obliged to carry out work at the 
same rates. 

2,590. He was not certain whether the expenditure 
on all tools was charged to the work under the main head 
of the estimare, viz., "Tools, plant and machinery" 
in the case of a large work. He was then informed 
that it had been put forward in evidence that tools were 
not charged to the work, but only large plant, and he 
agreed that if this was the ca.se it would be rather hard 
on a contractor who wished to tender for a particular 
work because the schedule rate would not include iremtl 
of considerable importance as a set-off against such 
expenditure. Ordinarily, estimates for works costing 
up to Rs. 20,000 did not allow anything for tools and 
plant. (Mr. Howley here stated that -he thought that 
tools required in the course of execution of a particular 
work were frequently purchased and charged to the 
work and that, in all divisions, accounts were always 
kept of the expenditure on tools charged to works.) The 
witness thereupon remarked that tools were not alway!! 
provided by the Stores Division on payment of their hire 
charges paid by the Public Works Department. In all 
other cases a separate tools account was maintained. 
He was not aware that there was a.s much as Rs. 40,00,000 
worth of tools and plant in the Stores Division, and wa5 
unable to furnish an explanation as to why it was con· 
sidered necessary to maintain so large a reserve stock. 

2,591. Though he admitted the extent of irrigation 
works under Collectors might be on the ascendant he did 
not think their actual number had also increased. 

2,592. From his experience of district boards and 
municipalities he preferred the latter to t4e forlfier as 
they were more business-like, and thought that of the 
two a municipality was the betrer agency for the e~cution 
of works owing to its smaller area, as compared with 
that of a district board which occasionally amounred 
to as much as seven or eight thousand square miles. 
In the eircum8tances, he did not favour the handing 
over of additional work to district boards. 

2,593. The actual construction of a. work could not 
be commenced on receipt of the preliminary budget, 
but tenders could be invired and a contractor sclecwd 
and requesred to proceed with the collection of material~. 
It was not permis.-oible, however, to spend a large sum of 
money until the receipt of the final budget, and if the 
grant for & work w &a not allotred a. emall grant was 
made for the payment of such preliminary outlay all had 
been incurred prior to the receipt of the tina! budget. 
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2,594. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In fixing a specific rate for 
entry in the schedule of rates allowance was made for 
the contractor's profit, but no provision was made for 
expenditure on tools. " · 

2,595. (Mr. Howley.) In the case of a building worth 
about Rs. 30,000 or Rs. 40,000 the value of the tools 
used for which no rent was paid to the Stores Division 
would be less than Rs. 300, and this was appro~ately 
the amount which had been debited on this account 
to the estimate for the Madura district katcheri. The 
item was usually a small one as many of the piece-workers 
used their own tools. 

2,596. The schedule of rates specified only initial 
rates for a particular district, or part of a district, and did 
not indicate the. rates at which a particular wor~ had 
been carried out. 

2,597. It was true that, owing to a rise in rates' 
during the past five years, the Public Works Department 
were obliged, on the decision of an arbitrator, to take 
over the large quantity of materials collected by the 

contractor who started the Madura district katclieri 
at a much higher rate than they might have purchased 
them from petty contractors. 

2,598. When materials were brought to the site of 
work by a contractor and a payment was made he thought 
the Accountant-General invariably challenged it on the 
ground that the agreement was for finished work only. 
(Mr. Howley remarked that though this was not what 
the Deputy Accountant-General had put forward in 
evidence it was a fact.) 

. 2,599. He agreed .that there was usually very little 
tune to start a work m many Madras divisions as it was 
only possible . to manufacture bricks economically in 
January, February and March owing to the periods of 
the two monsoons. 

2,600. There was no delay in the construction of wo1·ks 
in progress even if the budget was received late as ex
penditure on such works was invariably allowed for 
in framing the budget. 

W. H. JAMES, EsQ., M. Sc., M.LM:.E., A.M.I.c.E., Principal, College of Engineering, Madras. 

Written Statement. 
2,601. The points raised in the resolution bearing in 

particular on the educational aspect of the question 
appear to be the follo:yving :-

(a). Whether the system of education in government 
engineering colleges is organized on a sufficiently broad 
basis to meet the demands of private agency as well as 
of government. 

(b). Whether the colleges attract suitable candidates. 
(c). Whether the standard of instruction is sufficiently 

advanced to provide fully qualified civil engineers for 
employment by government, local bodies, and private 
engineering and contracting firms. 

(d). Whether adequate provision is made for the practi· 
cal training on works of students who have received 
their scientific education in English or Indian colleges. 

These are taken .seriatim, the remarks having reference 
more especially ~o the conditions prevailing in Southern 
India. ' 

2,602. (a). The suggestion that the system of education 
in government colleges is not organized on a sufficiently 
broad basis has reference possibly to the existing regula· 
tions governing admission to and prosecution of courses 
of study being considered somewhat rigid and that it 
might be advisable to provide more alternatives in the 
way of courses of study and to make the rules of admis· 
sion to the higher courses more elastic. 

(2}. The policy of government up to the present has 
presumably been influenced by the needs of the country 
and the ruling factor has been the provision of qualified 
men for the public service, and whatever changes may 
be introduced it is questionable whether the time is 
ripe for the removal of most of the present restrictions. 
With circumstances as they are, a fairly high standard 
of general education is very essential as a condition 
precedent to admission, and much freedom in connection 
with the courses of study that may be pursued is hardly 

·possible when a college diploma is regarded as a guaran· 
tee that the holder can be relied on to perform the varied 
duties that often fall to the lot of the young engineer 
in India. · 

(3). In other and technically more advanced countries 
it is virtually possible for any youth who desires, provided 
he possesses the necessary preliminary qualifica.tions and 
can afford it, to enter on a course of engineering study, 
and he sometimes has certain freedom in choice of sub· 
joots, but he realises his sole responsibility in the matter 
and does not consider that the posl!ession of a diploma 
places him in the po~tion of having exclusive or even 
prior claim on any class of appointment, ·hut only that 
it may help him in obtaining a very moderate start. 

(!). The very different conditions in some ways that 
obta.in in this country it is hardly necessary to dwell 
on and presumably the reason for government placing 
a limit on the number o! admissions to the engineer class 
bas been the knowledge that appointmentll are not avail· 

able in. public or private service foD large numbers of 
men w1th comparatively high technical qualifications. 
. (?)· I~ reg~rd t~ the organiza~ion of c~urses of study in 

c1vil engmeermg, It may be said that, m general, either 
of 'two systems may be adopted ; in the one, the idea 
~ to provide a fairly thorough general training extend· 
mg ?V~r t~e ·whole period of the ordinary course, with 
spemahzat10n following later, and in the other, an 
atte~~t is ma~e. within the ordinary period to give a 
specialiZed trammg based on .what must necessarily 
be a narrower foundation of general knowledge. 

(6). The first method is followed here and our existing 
courses are intended to give, so far as the time will al
lo~, an efficien~ grounding in .the elements of engineering 
SCience, and while no attempt Is made at early specializa· 
tion all the more important branches are touched upou 
to a greater or less exte11,t. Very few of our student~ 
have any definite ideas as to what they are going to do 
after completing the college course, but with a sound 
preliminary training there should be no difficulty what· 
ever in working up the knowledge required for any 
specialized branch of engineering. It cannot be empha
SIZed too strongly that, except to a limited extent, it is only 
general principles and not practical engineering that can 
be taught in a college, and in any case the student going 
out into the woria now-a-days finds that all branches 
of engineering tend to become more and more specialized 
and that if he wishes to make headway in his selected 
line he must rely on his own efforts to a very great extent. 

(7). A college, however, when working on the line~ 
indicated could be of considerable assistance in connec• 
tion with specialization by providing, from time to time 
if there is sufficient demand, courses of instruction in 
special branches quite apart from but possibly to some 
extent in continuation of the ordinary college work. 
It might also help in some directions if persons not 
desirous of taking the diploma but specially interested 

.,in particular subjects were allowed to attend such 
special lectures and demonstrations, but this should 
be subject to the condition that they would not be given 
any hall-mark of qualification by granting them a certi· 
ficate except for attendance. Proposals on this basis 
have been submitted to the Government of Madras, 
but I gather the matter is being held over until we move 
to our new premises and have ample accommodation 
for such purposes. 

(8). The second system necessitates the provision of 
such special courses as it may be considered are called 
for with a corresponding increase in the number of 
classes and staff, and unless these classes are well filled 
all this connotes waste of energy which the end in view 
may not justify, quite apart from what is considered 
by some the questionable policy of encouraging students 
to pursue somewhat inadequate courses. 

(9). The precise system however which in the long run 
it will be found expedient to adopt will naturally depend 
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on the particular local conditions and the prospects of 
employment for passed students. In technically ad· 
vanced countries the students joining colleges have 
usually a better instinctive knowledge of engineering 
and are accordingly more fit for early specialization, and 
also openings for such men are far more numerous than 
in relatively more backward countries. India can only 
be regarded just now as coming under the latter category 
and what is wanted in Southern India at any rate is 
not the institution of many specialized courses or much 
modification of existing regulations, but more opportuni
ties for the men turned out of the college at present. 
During the last ten years, engineer diplomas have been 
granted to 158 students and of these about 40 per cent. 
have obtained what may be considered as engineer 
appointments in the Public Works Departments of 
Madras and the native states and under the local fund 
and district boa,rds, and the remaining 60 per cent, 
have had little choice but to accept upper subordinate 
appointments in the Madras Public Works Department. 

2,603. (b). The reply to this query will depend on the 
interpretation to be placed on the word "suitable." 

(2). Candidates may be considered with reference either 
to the position of the parents or guardians or in respect 
to the adaptability of the youths themselves for engineer· 
ing work. 

(3). During the last ten years, 245 students have been 
admitted by selection based almost wholly on the results 
of the University examinations, and the following are 
the approximate pe_rcentages relative to the financial 
status and occupation of the father or guardian, and the 
communities to which they belong : 

According to-
Wealth

Richer classes 
•.. Middle , . 

Poor , . 
Occupation-

Officials 
Landholders 
Traders, etc. • 

Class of community : 
Hindus :-Brahmins 
Hindua-Non-Brahmins • 
Indian Christians 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians • 
Muhammadans 

5 per cent. 
• 92 

3 " 
62 " 34 , 
4 

" 
79 .. 
10 " 8 , 
2 , 
1 " 

Our engineer class is shown by the foregoing to be 
mainly drawn from the Brahmin community, who con
stitute the larger part of the official and landholder class 
in Southern India. The particular genius of this com· 
munity in the past has not been of the type embracing 
manual dexterity of the kind called for in engineering, 
but although some students are clumsy and obviously 
lacking in mechanical instinct, it cannot be said on the 
whole that Brahmins compare unfavourably in this.respect 
with other classes, and it is not evident from what other 
communities more suitable candidates can to any extent 
be drawn. 

(4). Intellectually our students are at least on a. par 
with those entering ordinary government employ or 
proceeding with their studies in other directions, but 
the prospects of our passed students are circumscribed 
and until the time comes when engineering as a earee; 
can offer prizes comparable to those that are to be 
gained in the practice of law and general administration 
work, it must be the case that many of the best and most 
promising students of the University will aim at joining 
the legal profession. The very limited opportunity 
of advancement and remunerative employment must 
have deterred many a.n able and ambitious youth from 
taking up engineering, and the gradual throwing open 
of. further avenues of employment would undoubtedly 
raJSC the status of the engineering · profession in this 
country and help to attract the very best class of men 
to engineering work. 

2,604. (c_). TJ:le sta~da.rd of instruction in engineering 
th~t obtams m thiS college is sufficiently advanced 
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for all that is ordinarily demanded of civil engineers, 
whether in government or private employ, as will be 
evident from a perusl\lof the syllabuses of the course of 
instruction and the examination papt>rs. 

(2). Architectural work is not usually l't'garded as coming 
within the scope of the engineer and no provision is 
made here for teaching in that branch of knowledge, 
but it undoubtedly is the case that the design of buildings 
has often to be undertaken by the more technical pro
fessional man in this country, and instruction in archi
tecture could be made a. branch of college work if it is 
considered desirable. 

(3). It will be observed from the calendar that the 
course extends over five years-four in college ·followed 
by one year's practical training on works. The syllabuses 
cover much the Eame ground as in technical colleges of 
the front rank in Great Britain and it can · safely be 
asserted that the theoretical treatment of the Vt~J'ious · 
subjects is quite a~ extended. Just now our courses 
of instruction are not quite as efficient as they might be 
for want of full laboratory accommodation and equip· 
ment, but this fact was fully appreciated by the Govern
ment of Madras some years back when it was decided 
that the <'ollege should be moved from its present some
what confined situation to a site extending over about 
200 acres at Guindy just outside the southern boundary 
of Madras city, where it will also be fully residential. Con
struction work was started in 1913 and it is expected that 
the buildings will be ready for occupation in about two 
years' time. The sanctioned estimate amounts to about 
R.s. 17! lakhs and adequate provision is being made in 

'the way of buildings and equipment for teaching pur· 
poses in the three main branches of engineering-civil, 
mechanical and electricaL For civil engineering in partic
ular two separate laboratories are being erected for 
investigatory and demonstration work relating to the 
strength of materials and hydraulic engineering respect
ively. The strength of materials laboratory will afford 
accommodation for the machines we have at present and 
the others that are necessary to form a complete equip
ment for the testing of materials of construction, including 
mortars, cements and reinforced work, and the hydraulic 
laboratory will have all that is required for work bearing 
on the flow of water along pipes and channels, through 
valves, orifices, and notches, and also a complete install&· 
tion of standard types of pumps and turbines suitably 
arranged with overhead and underground tanks for carry• 
ing out tests under conditions approximating to those met 
with in practice. In connection with this laboratory also 
the scheme embraces proposals for the construction of 
small out-door works relating especially to irrigation and 
sanitary engineering, mch as gauging tanks, channel 
drops, sluices, pipe lines, etc., which cannot conveniently 
be accommodated in buildings. 

(4). Our course in surveying, the other main general 
subject of civil engineering, is at present sufficiently 
thorough for ordinary requirements and with our very 
complete stock of surveying instruments-comprising 
64 theodolites, 86 levels, with compasses, plane-tables, 
etc. in proportion - we are able to give our students 
ample opportunities for field manipulation in term-time 
and particularly during the special annual period of about 
four weeks devoted wholly to survey camp and project 
practice. 

(5). With all the buildings completed and the equipment 
already sanctioned in working order, the courses will 
be quite up-to-date and should bear comparison with 
those of any first rank technical college. Full and detailed 
information regarding the new college and the courses of 
instruction will be placed before the Committee. 

2,605. (d). Satisfactory provision is made in connection 
with this college for .the practical training of students. 
It has ~een stated that the last year of the five years' 
course 1s spent by the students on works, the intention 
ht;ing to give them so~e .opportunity of becoming familiar 
With the actual condit10ns of practice and of gaining 
knowledge an~ ~o~ation as to the methods of cafl'Ying 
out work. Civil engmeer students are posted according 
to their desire either to executive divisions in the Public 
Works Departme~tt or to the Madras Corporation water 
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and drainage works. In the latter a fee of Rs. 200 has 
to be paid, half of which is refunded by Government 
if the student makes satisfactorurogress. All students 
are given subsistence allowances and travelling allowances 
for .joining and for journeys made in connection with 
their training. Reports are made periodically to the 
Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, and to the 
Principal of the college regarding the work on which 
they are engaged and their progress, and if the latter 
is not satisfactory the diploma of the student is withheld 
pending receipt of a sufficiently favourable verdict on 
his efforts during an extension which he has to take 
without allowances. The system of practical training 
in continuation of the theoretical course has been in 
existence in connection with the college for both engineer 
and upper subordinate students for about 30 years and 
is a very valuable feature of our courses. Apart from 
other obvious advantages it gives the student a chance 
of realising how he stand.s in relation to practical work, 
which is an important consideration in this country 

/ 

where circumstances sometimes demand that a student 
directly on completing his training shall take over 
responsible practic'al duties. 

(2). With a view to improving their efficiency for district 
work, during this period the students attend during the 
morning hours for about six weeks the equitation school 
of His Excellency the Governor's Bodyguard for a course 
of instruction in riding. 

(3). In the matter of the practical training of students 
who have received their education abroad the recommenda
tion has recently been made to the Government of Madras 
that such students belonging to this presidency should 
be treated on all fours with our own college students, 

(4). It is perhaps well to emphasize that there is no 
suggestion that with this one year's training the young 
engineer is to be regarded as fully qualified for practical 
work, and it would be of advantage if the necessity for 
a sort of probationary period, tacitly accepted in one 
form or another elsewhere, could be recognized in this 
country. 

MR. W. H. JAMES called and examined. 
\ 

2,606. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the Principal of the Madras Engineering College and 
that he had held that appointment for about ten years. 
He was not recruited direct from England for this post 
but had joined the college as professor of engineering 
in 1901. 

2,607. Students were admitted into the college in 
two classes, one the so-called engineer class and the. 
other the probationary subordinate class. The course 
for the engineer class extended over four years and was 
followed by a year on works. For the first two years 
the courses were common to all engineering students 
but thereafter they bifurcated and the students elected, 
at that point whether they would take civil or mechanical 
engineering in the special courses which formed the las~ 
tlwo years of th~ training. The course for the probationary 
subordinate class lasted two years, and 90 students were 
generally admitted. 30 of these students were selected 
for promotion to the upper subordinate class where they 
took a further two years' course followed by a year on 
works. The remaining 60 took only one year's further 
course without any practical training and therewith 
qualified as lower subordinates. The period of training 
both for engineers and upper subordinates was five years, 
four years' theoretical followed by a year's practical 
training. 

2,608. Under the rules the selection of students for 
admission rested with the principal. The educational 
qualification required for the engineer class was the 
intermediate examination of the Madras University in 
group I which covered mathematics, physics, chemistry 
and English. For the probationary class the educational 
standard laid down was the matriculation or the school 
final certificate. There was no minimum age limit but the 
maximum was 20 years for both classes. The principal 
had a certain amount of discretion as to the number -of 
students to be admitted to each class but the applications' 
for admission were always in excess of the numbers that 
were admitted, for instance last year the number of 
applicants for admission to the engineer class was 168 
out of whom only 30 were admitted. 

2,609. The reason why there was a great demand for 
admission into the engineering college was that a man who 
could get a certificate was more or less settled for life. 
He admitted that there was only one guaranteed 
appointment for engineers but pointed out that the 
others could secure local fund appointments and even 
if they could not get engineer appointments were at 
least sure of getting employment as upper subordinates 
in the Public Works Department where they had better 
chances of promotion than the ordinary upper sub· 
ordinat,es. No student had ever told the witness that 
he joined with the object of settling as an architect or 
as a contractor and their sole object was to seek govern
ment, native state, municipal or district board service. 

2,610. The present age-limit for admission. to the 
qolle-ge was quit~ satisfactory. The principal had 

absolute freedom in that respect and was not tied down 
by any rules. He had sometimes admitted students at 
the age of 16 or 17 years. Last year the average age of 
students admitted to the engineer class was 18 years, 
9 months, 6 days, the year before it was 18 years, 10 
months, 6 days, the year before that it was 19 years, 2 
months and in the year procedfug phat it wasl8 years, 
9 months while the average age for admission to the 
probationary class was 18 years, 9 months and 10 days 
though the minimum ecJ.ucational qualifications for 
students joining that class were less than those for students 
joining the enginel)l' class. This was due to the fact 
that the best men joined the engineer class. If a man 
had obtained a school final certificate at 16 years of 
age he went in for the University course and then joined 
the engineer class. If however, he could not get the 
school final certificate till he was 18 it was too late for 
him to take a two years' course in the University and 
he therefore joined the probationary class. In certain 
oases the witness had made an exception and admitted 
students who were over age on account of special 
circumstances. The majority of the students could not 
get their school final certificates before they were 18 
years of age, but the witness could not state definitely 
the average age at whit::h they passed that examination. 
He admitted that the main justification which could be 
urged for admitting students at a higher age was that 
students at a lower age were not available, and that it was 
possible that if some of the elder men had not applied for 
admission, younger men would have been selected. He 
did not think there was any great need to get men for the 
probationary class at a younger age. As matters stood 
these men even at 18 were not at all too highly qualified 
for the requirements of that class. He did not support 
the suggestion that the maximum age for admission to 
the engineering college should be fixed at 17 because he 
could not get good candidates at that age and if it had 
to be lowered preferred fixing it at 18. 

2,611. He was not in favour of the proposal that the 
educational standard for admission into the engineer 
and probationary classes should be lowered and a longer

1 

course, including a certain amount of general education, 
given in the engineering colleges, considering it preferable 
that general education should be given in the Arts colleges 
rather than in a technical college. As far as the cm~ 
riculum was concerned he did not think there was any· 
thing wrong in group I of the Madras University inter
mediate course from the point of view of students join
ing the engineering college nor did he think it was sus· 
ceptible of much improvement in any way. He pointed 
out, however, that the success of the course depended 
entirely on the teaching staff. 

2,612. The courses for civil and mechanical engineer
ing students bifurcated after two years, and this he con· 
sidered was a very good arrangement, the bifurcation 
taking place at the right stage. He was not in favour 
of bifurcation at any earlier or later stage as the 
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course during the first two years was a general one 
and it was he thought proper that a civil engineer should 
know a little of machinll drawing, etc., and the mechani
cal engineer should know a little of building drawing. 

2,613. The course for mechanical engineers was intro
duced in 1908 and this year l4 students had been admit
ted into the class. The average number of students 
joining the class since 1908 had generally been between 
4 and 6, the small numbers being due to the fact that 
it w11,e ouly last year that the college had obtained a 
good electrical engineering laboratory. He did not 
agree that there was no demand for mechanical engineers 
in Madras and was of opinion that the small numbers 
joining were entirely due to the fact stated above. He 
was of opinion that mechanical engineering was the 
fundamental basis of all engineering and that the ideal 
thing would be to make all civil engineers take a. course 
in mechanical engineering. The mere fact that a man 
who took up mechanical engineering afterwards accepted 
appointment aa. an upper subordinate did not affect 
the question of the importance of mechanical engineering. 
The knowledge these men had acquired gave them better 
chances of becoming good civil engineers, and he had 
gathered from the Public Works Department authori
ties that they were prepared to take such men and had 
not the least objection to their training. The one 
appointment annually guaranteed was open both to 
civil and mechanical engineers and that he considered 
to be the proper system, as he did not think that one 
class of engineers _should be penalised for the sake of 
another. He did not think that the selection of a. mechani
cal engineer in place of a. civil engineer was in any way 
detrimental to the interests of government, as apart from 
the value of the training there was always a certain 
amount of mechanical work which such a man could 
perform very ilfficiently. He did not think that the 
mere fact of a man being a mechanical engineer was 
any drawback. The men who went through that course 
of mechanical engineering were also eligible for appoint
ments as upper subordinates in the Public Works Depart
ment, but he admitted that civil engineers would pro
bably be selected in preference to mechanical engineers 
for local bodies and municipalities and that a mechanical 
engineer could only hope to get employment with such 
bodies in connection with mechanical work. 'Mechanical 
engineers were much han.dicapped owing to the dearth 
of industries but the witness hoped that with the steady 
development of industries in the future there would be 
openings for them and that students would take up that 
line. 

2,614. There had been a technical class for mistris 
in the Madras college some 18 years ago, before the witness 
joined, but it had been abolished and he could not give 
any information about it. He believed there was a day 
class in Vepery which provided instruction for mistris 
but did not know of any night class for that purpose in 
Madras. · 

2,615. In regard to ihe theoretical st.andard in the 
Madras college he stated that the course extended over 4 
years instead of three yt'ars o~y as at Roorkee and Poona, 
which enabled the students to carry on their studies a 
little further. Judging by the syllabus of studies he 
thought that the theoretical training in all the college3 
was practically the same. As compared with colleges 
at home he thought the syllabus was quite as high as 
that of an ordinary English engineering college. 

the men turned out as engineers accepted appointml'nts 
as upper subordinates. These men had better prospe<>ts 
as they had more adl"anced training than the ordinary 
upper Subordinates all of whom, however, got.appoi.nt
ments either under government or other public bodies. 
He admitted therefore that1mong the upper subordinates 
there was one class which had received training as engi· 
neers and another which had received training only as 
upper subordinates, but considered that it was impossible 
to devise a system under which just the number of engi· 
neers that were required could be turned out. He 
thought it would be hard to lay down that students who 
had passed out of the engineer class should be debarred 
from accepting appointments as upper subordinates and 
that the latter should only be recruited from the students 
who had passed the upper subordinate examination. 
He did not think that as far as Madras was concerned 
it did entail any extra expense to government even 
although a. numbEr of men were trained as engineers 
some of whom eventually became upper subordinates, 
nor did he think that it would be feasible to have one 
engineering college for the whole of India as among 
other reasons tM classes there would be too large and 
one professor could not teach more than a limited number 
of students. 

2,617. The fee for the engineering course was Rs. 140 
or nine instalments of Rs. 18. The average expenses of a 
student including fees, books, living, ete., were between 
Rs. 35 and Rs. 40 a. month as a. minimum. Ia all there 
were 30 scholarships for the engineer class spread over 
four years. At present 16 were government scholarships, 
9 were from the native states, one was from Hyderaba.d 
and 4 were University scholarships. All the students 
who came from Mysore received scholarships throughout 
their course. The ordinary government scholarship was 
worth Rs. 15 per mensem, the Mysore scholarship Rs. 30, 

·the Hyderabad one Rs. 75 and the University scholarships 
from Rs. 20 to Rs. 28. Government had also recently 
sanctioned three scholarships annually of Rs. 30 for 
4 students who took up· electrical engineering. 

2,618. The expenses of the students in the probationary 
course were not very much less and amounted probably 
to about Rs. 30 a month including fees, books, clothing, 
etc. Their fees 4lnly were less. For the upper sub
ordinate class the fees were Rs. 70 and for the lower 
subordinate Rs. 40 per annum. 

2,616. He did not agree with the criticism that the 
theoretical training imparte<i to the subordinates was too 
high for the class of work they were required to do. It 
was ~ little high no doubt, but the college aimed at turning 
out men qualified to undertake any work to which they 
might be put and not to do exactly the amount of work 
ordinarily requir<'d of a subordinate. He did not think 
howe\'t>r that it was very much higher than was necessary 
to llll'l't thf' average requirements. Ht> admitted that 
tho~ ~tudent~ of thf' t>ngineer class who failPd to get 
t•ngmt..,r appomtments under gol"ermnent, local boards 
or municipalitif's &C'cPpted appointments as upper sub
ordinate~ but ('Ontendt-d that urh mt>n tunwd out bf.'.tter 
work than ordinary upp<>r ~ubordinateil. Roughly half 

2,619. The system of having mixed classes for upper 
and lower subordinates was introduced when ·the educa
tional qualification for the upper subordinates was 
the first arts and for the lower subordinates the matric
ulation examination. It was then found that some 
of the upper subo_rdinates would not make good subordi
nate engineers, but that on the other hand there were 
among the lower subordinates men who showed promise 
of becoming very useful in the subordinate rank!!. . 
The system of having mixed classes was then introduced 
eo that selection could be made of men who gave promise 
of proving suitable for appointments as upper sub· 
ordinates. He could say from experience that the 
system was quite satisfactory. He did not agree 
with the suggestion that the lower subordinate class 
should be abolished and that facilities for the train
ing of this class of men should be afforded in technical 
schools. It would be an advantage from the point of 
view o"t the upper subordinates as the superior staff 
would be able to give their undivided attention to them 
but from the point of view of the lower subordinate~ 
it ~oul~ be very ~ad as they learnt a good deal by 
commg m touch w1th men of the upper subordinate 
class. He admitted, however, that a drawback of the 
present system was that the students of the college, 
some of whom were to be officers and others who were 
to be their subordinates, li\"ed and messed together 
on terms o~ int.imacy, but stated that/this was being 
guarded agamst m the :Madras college to a certain extent 

• by providing separate hostels for students of tbe engineer 
and tmbordinate classt's. 

2,620. The year set apart for practical-training was 
ordinarily spent in a Puhlic Works Departn1ent division. 
'!here 111ere no private works which could proviJe practical 
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training to. students of the college except the Madras 
Corporation with which arrangements had been made 
to enable certain students to spend a year with them. 
It was however a disadvantage that neither the Corpora,. 
tion nor the Port Trust would take a student without 
the payment of fees. Form(ll'ly a very heavy premium 
had had to be paid to the Madras railway also but this 
had lately been cut down. Half of the fees in such cases 
were refunded by government. Diiring this period 
of training a subsistence allowance of Rs. 25 for students 
of the engineer class and Rs. 20 a month for students 
of the upper subordinate class was granted by the 
college. The University did not confer the degree of 
B. E. until the passed candidate had put in a year on 
works. Apart from the University degree there ~as a 
college diploma also. The students were given marks for 
their work-theoretical as well as practical-throughout 
their course and the conferring of the college diploma 
depended on the marks thus obtained The college 
diploma was therefore rather a guarantee of training 
than of the mere passing of an examination. This 
diploma was more common than the University degree 
as students of average ability could get it, it being a 
more different matter to obtain the University degree 

, which in a way also conferred a higher status. 
2,621. Except for the course in mechanical engineering 

there was no arrangement for specialization in the Madras 
Engineering College. The witness had made proposals 
for specialized courses but a committee after considering 
the question had come to the conclusion that it would 
not. be proper to permit early specialization in any partic
ular branch of civil engineering, since it could hardly 
fail to be detrimental to the general theoretical training 
of students. He agreed with the committee and sug
gested that the proper thing would be to have post· 
collegiate courses in special subjects either directly or 
sometime after the students had passed the college 
course. Such special courses, although really intended 
for men who had a proper grounding obtained in the 
ordinary engineering course, might also be open to other 
persons who might desire to join. He stated that there 
was no arrangement for teaching architecture in the 
Madras college. The ordinary college course at present 
included some elementary training in municipal ·and 
sanitary engineering and he contemplated a specialized 
course for that purpose. 

2,622. When the witness became principal of the college 
ten years ago the subordinate staff was very poor. The 
men themselves had had little practical experience, and 
had absolutely no prospects before them, and were dis
contented as they were drawing only Rs. 60, 80 or 100 a 
month. He had then made proposals, based on the 
recommendations of a reorganization committee approved 
by government to consider matters relating to the college, 
that the subordinate staff of the college should be placed 
on the cadre of the Public Works Department and that 
the college should draw men from that Department for 
periods of three years whenever they were required. 
This had been ·sanctioned and was the system now in 
vogue. If a. particular man were foul!d unsatisfactory 
he was reverted to the Public Works Department, but 
he saw no objection to keeping a man longer thP.n three 
years if he wrre extraordinarily good unless the man 

himself. obj~cted through fear of losing his chances of 
promotion lll the Department. He considered this to 
be not only the most satisfactory method of recruit
ment but the only possible one whieh he could think of 
under existing conditions in the Madras Presidency. 
He admitted that, if assistant instructors with good 
practicrt-1 experience were available and he could pay 
them what he pleased and get rid of them as he liked, 
that would be a better system of recruitment but he 
explained that sucg men were not available. He laid 
great stress on the importance of practical experience 
for the teaching staff and thought that that was the 
most pressing of all considerations. He suggested that 
a certain proportion of the superior college staff should 
also be similarly recruited from the Public Works Depart
~ent and .th~t men. with special qualifications as irriga· 
tion or building engmeers might be brought on to the 
college staff for a period of five years. He did not how
ever suggest that all the professors should be recruited 
in this way. 

2,623. He thought that, when the new college building 
at Guindy was completed, sufficiently large workshops 
would be available for the practical training of students 
so far as that was possible in a college. 

2,624. (Mr. Cobb.) He admitted about 30 students 
every year to the engineer class though the rule confined 
the number ordinarily to 20. It was possible for students 

, who failed to get admission into the engineer class to 
join the probationary class but this was not very often 
the case and generally such students took up some other 
profession. Out of the 168 studants who had applied 
for admission to the engineer class last year 100 only 
were really eligible for selection, the others not being 
properly qualified Out of the 100 only 30 had been~ 
admitted. As far as engineers were concerned he con
sidered that there was a sufficient field for selection as 
the number of students admitted was generally twice 
the number of men required for employment in the Public 
Works Department. 

2,625. He did not agree with the view that in order 
to get younger men into the college the students should 
receive their general education in the engineering rather 
than in the .Arts colleges and was of opinion that genl:lral 
education should be completed in the Arts colleges. 

2,626. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) If it were proposed to 
educate a class of contractor§ it would, he thought, be 
possible to give them some instruction in the college. 
They would have to be given a sort of mixed training
ordinary training as lower subordinates combined with 
accounts and practical instruction. The college could 
arrange to give instruction in regard to the prices of 
materials and to the methods of buying. He doubted, 
very much however whether the real practical training 
that was so essential could be arranged for by placing 
such men as apprentices with big contractors. He did 
not think that the average contracting firms in India 
would, even on the payment of premia, instruct other 
people in their methods of work. He admitted that he 
did not know much about these firms as there were no 

·such firms in the Madras Presidency, but he knew that 
it was difficult in England to get firms to give such in· 
struction. • 

M. R. RY. T. R. VENKATESA .AIY.AR, B.A., Engineer and:Architect, Madras. 

Written Statement. 
2.627. (Qualifications.) (1). Graduate of the :Madras 

Universitv. 
· (2); HOlds the engineer subordinate diploma. of the 

Madras Engineering College and was the medallist of 
his set. 

(3). Served in the Public Works Department as a per· 
manent upper subordinate for about 4 years in ~he Mopad 
Project Division in the Godavary and Kistna Deltas tq 
the Rivt'r Conservancy Division, Godava.ry. 

f4). Served in the Madras Engineering College for 
ahout 3 yt'&r'S. as an assistant instructor. 

(5). Resigned service in the beginning of 1912, 

(6). Set up private pracyce and opened an office as 
R. S. Manian & Co., engineers and contractors. 

(7). Engaged in preparing schemes for light railways 
in the Nellore district; the Godavary light railway 
scheme for Messrs. McLeod & Co. of Calcutta. Engaged 
in preparing scheme for the Tanjore-Tiruvadi petrol 
tramway scheme for Messrs. Shaw Wallace & Co., Madras. 

Constructed the Ashonam talulc office and other 
smaller works both in and out of Madras. 

Engaged in consulting work for a few firms in Madras 
and other private individuals. 

(8). "Editor and Proprietor" of the Indian Engineer, 
a JX10Uthly Journal devoted to ep~jpeerin~ sciep.ce !l!ld 
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industry, being mn for the past 15 months with a fair be public property and not a secret. Before estimates 
circulation all over lndi&. are sanctioned the quantities and specifications may 

2,628. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of be circulated among the licensed or privileged and 
eJ:ecution of public works.-Tbe methoM adopted at recognized contractors, who may give their quotations. 
present for the execution of civil works are only The officers may send up the estimate for sanction with 
apparently economical and not suitable for the purpose the name of the firm, at their discretion. .As it is a set 
for which they were devised. The whole Department of officials in a hurry and half-informed manner get up 
depends for all initial reports and correctness of material estimates and put down their own figures and then hunt 
used and the due execution of works a.s per specification after contractors that would be prepared to execute 
upon the mistri who is invariably in the secret pay of the them for their figures. Generally the engineers are at 
contractor and the present-day controotor generally the mercy of their subordinates, who Jorce them under 
knows absolutely nothing about the class and nature the circumstances to accept any class of work. 
of work entrusted to him. The whole lot of higher 2,630. (ID.) Changes in · organization.-There is 
officials depend upon the endorsements and reports and necessity for modifying the organization of the staff of 
ma~y the papers.. The overseers represen~ a class of the Public Works Department. 
offic1als who are neither office~ no~ subordln&~s. All (a). The number of subordinates ought to be consider· 
the. schedule of rates and sp~ific~t10ns are bemg used-ably reduced. 
agamst ~ontractors who are not m the good graces of (b). The engineer establishment must be strengthened. 
the engmeer. officers of the Department. If the gov· (c). The sub-engineer service ought to be abolished and 
emment offic1als say that the departmental methods of reorganized. 
construction are far superior to those of work done by . . . 
contractors, the whole fabric falls to the ground, when you In. f~t this !B the b~st f&ld department so far. as the 
see from the final figures for works executed department· pro~mc~al In~an service Is concerned. Along "It~ the 
ally, that there is not a proportionate saving, which the AssiStant Engmeer the~ should .be a clas~ of eng.neers 
contractor is expected to get as profit, in the usual course. kno~n as Extr~ Ass1stant Engm~ers a.s m the For~st 

2,629. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.- I servtce. Subordinates may be paid a.s per scale, nz.., 
Under the existing system private enterprise of an Rs. 50--5 (annual)-150. 
organized kind, far from being encouraged, is systema- (2). All engineer establishment must be started as pro· 
tically boycotted and kept down, particularly in this bationers on Rs. 150 and confirmed on Rs. 200. When 
province. It is absQlutely to the interest of government ,they are absorbed in the full list, they may be ranked 
and the public to encourage private enterprise of an as 'Extra Assistant Engineers' with pay Rs. 250-15-~ 
organized kind by entrusting to them the execution of 550. Such of the probationers a.s distinguish themselves 
a certain class of public works. If proper recognition well may be made Assistant Engineers, who alone will 
is given to such private agency, surely a number of be eligible for the administrative ranks. 
respectable firms will be prepared to take up such works (3). The last recognized individual pught to be a man 
and the .government need not even strain themselves of education (both general and technical) and good 
much in -iMlY direction. Such change should be effected character. None below the rank of 'En<"ineer' should 
on the following lines :- have any status and the responsibilities a~d duties must 

(a). In the same way as the law courts maintain a class be more clearly defined. 
of lawyers, the engineering department ought .to maintain (4). Under the proposed system a large number of the 
a cl~ss o~ controotors. They should .Pr~sc;nbe a set of subordinates, who now repreeent the dead weight and 
~ualificat~ons to enable firms. and mdiVIduals to be mass of the Department preventing progress and im· 
mclu~ed ~ the departmental l1S~s. .The .A. M. L C •. E. proveme~, will have no work. Much of the present· 
ex~mm~t10n or a degre~ ex~mmatlOn of an Indian day paper work will be avoided by not having too many 
u~Iversi~Y or an apprenticeship for a. fe~ years coup~ed people to supervise and report and none to actually 
w.tt~ a d1ploma may .be made the qualifymg test for m· execute and interest himself responsibly with the work. 
dlVlduals to be regiStered as contractors. . . 

(b). They must be ranked oooording to their financial 2,631. (IV.) Relations ~th . other dep~rtments ~d 
worth, i.e., say works up to Rs. 10,000 to be tendered for sub-branches.-The relationship between the . Public ... 
by a class of contractors with a certain set of qualifications W ~rks Depart~ent and other departments 18 not 
and financial worth of a particular class. The financial satisfactory. N~ gov~rnment d~partment can aff~rd 
worth is the most important factor. The set of present. to ~e u~-to-date m sarutary, architectural and electncal 
day contractors are almost invariably men borrowing engmeermg all;d so these depa~ments must be. left. to 
at usurious rates of interest and depending entirely upon a larg~ extent m the hands of pnvate firms, as 18 being 
the BOwcar. So, no individual or firm without a registered done m Bengal. ' 
name ought to be recognized, and its initial financial (2). The Madras Sanitary Engineer's work ill a standing 
stability must be a matter of public knowledge. monument of such failure. The engineers in these depart-

(c). Paym£nts. The system of payments for work done ments should have no direct execution at alL It is 
by contractors and firms in vogue at preEent in the the tendency of these people invariably to try to get 
Public Works Department and other departments is execution also, in the false hope 6f power. There must 
very unsatisfactory and the officers feel very little be more of thinkers and examiners of designs and schemes 
responsibility. This is due to their lack of training in submitted ·by competing private firms. No estimaU, 
large firms and works where they deal with banks and that has not been publicly oriticised ought to be accepted 
know what money means in the real sense of the term. by government, The present-day secrecy is the chief 
The system of issuing cheques ought to be discontinued. reason for the proverbial corruption of the Department, 
The bills must be payable on presentation at the treasury. which at times reaches even the engineer section. 
The treasury officers may be advised not to honour 2,632. (V.) Decentralization.-There is absoluu 
the bills which are over-dated. The bills must have necessity for immediate decentralization within the 
supe~ribed on them "not valid after so many days." Public Works Department. The system ought to be 
There lS already the rule that the interval of time between made to coincide with what takes place in the railways 
the date of meas~ment and date of preparation of bill The railways are able to spend large sums of money and 
and date of .Pas~ll~g and payment thereof oug~t not to deal with big and respectable firms and have a good iciea 
exceed certam hmtt!>, Thes:e ~ules ma.y be r~VIsed. of the commercial aspect of the parties concerned. The 

(d). Schedule of ratu. Th1S 18 a record whiCh acts as system prevailing on the state railways may with some 
a ro~ round th~ neck of the contractor. The official~ as slight modifications be introduced everywhere. 
a cla.ss shut thecr eyes completely to the value and tm• (2), The Chief Engineer, as it is, is lost in the mid.at. of 
portsn<'e of this d~~~ent. ~ comparative study of the clerical work and he is more a Secretary to Go'ternment 
~hed~le of two divmons will show. the ab~d way than a Chief Engint>,~r. This anomaly muf!t he rtmoved. 
m wh1ch thl";:e a.re prepared and the 1rrespons1ble way (3). Tht> Secret&Iy to Government must be a distinct 
~her are mamtamed. The schedule of rates ought to man like the Agent on the railways. 
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(a). Secretary. 

! 
1. Roads and Bridges. 
2. Railways. 

Chief Engineers or Consult- 3. Buildings. 
ing Engineers. l4. Sanitary works. 

5. Electrical works. 
6. .Architectural works. 

These should have nothing to do with actual execution. 
(b). The class of 'Superintending Engineers' ought to 

be reclassified as-
Engineers-in-Chief for construction. 

The Assistant Engineer or Extra Assistant Engineer 
ought to be the man-responsible to government for works 
and payments. . The class. of ' Executive Engineers ' 
ought to be abolished and such an elaborate office is 
unnecessary and redundant. The accounts staff may 
be attached to the treasury. The offices of the Superin
tending Engineer and Assistant Engineer may be streng
thened considerably. The Executive Engineers may be 
called Deputy Engineers-in-Chief for construction and 
must be attached personally to the office of the Superin· 
tending Engineers. They may spend their time mainly 
inspecting works and helping the Superintending Engi· 
neers or Engineers-in-Chief. There should be more cen· 
tralization of offices and decentralization of power~ of 
officers. There are at present too many offices and no 
adequate powers. 

(Compare the powers of the other departmental officers 
of similar grade and pay.) 

2,633. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Publiet 
Works Department Code will get naturally changed 
and the Code is so ante-dated that the changes will so 
far alter it, that it would be safer to compile a new Code. 
This will have to be done in conjunction with the officers 
of the Accounts Department and an amicable understand· 
ing come to regarding accounts. The rest can be easily 
adjusted. Almost all the forms now in use will need 
revision. 

2,634. (VD.) Education.-The engineering college at 
Madras is being run on the most narrow lines possible 
and it has no basis at all. It fails to meet even the needs 
of the main departments, and is turning out a clas~ of 
butterfly subordinates, who keep humming al\. over and 
the engineers are to be seen nowhere. It does not attract 
suitable candidates, it does not help private enter
pris~, the standard of instruction is most elementary 
and under the cloak of practical instruction a good deal 
of precious time is actually wasted. The fact that the 
engineers turned out- are not quite good will be seen 
from the records of the Indian engineers appointed. 

(2~ The college courses must be revised. Civil engi
neering must be separated from the other subjects like 
electrical and mechanical engineering. The new engi
neering college at Guindy must have nothing to do with 
civil engineering. That must develop into an institute 
for mechanical and electrical and technological subjects. 

(3). The existing buildings are enough for teaching civil 
engineering in all its branches and are beautifully centrally 
situated both for the University offices and Public Works 
Department offices. The class for subordinates ought 
to be removed from this institution and schools under 
the management of the Chief Engineer opened at suitable 
places. This will remove much of the corruption due 
to non-local men filling in small salaried posts as sub
ordinates. The engineering college must have only 
one class of men to train, viz., engineers and engineers 
alone.. 

(4). Graduates may be admitted and if necessary even 
intermediate men. The theoretical course can be easily 
gone through in two years. Much of the time at present is 

· absolutely wasted in the college, mainly in going through 
subjects which the student has already learnt. The 
students who thus have a good. grasp of the theory 
may be made to specialize in any one branch of civil 
engineering if they want to qualify for administrative 
work. In ail cases the practical· course should be for 
about three years. Specialists must be asked to deliver 
lectures in their special branches. Students must 
be freely allowed to sdect their own masters for receiving 
p~tical training. Engineers in private firms also 

must be selected for delivering a course of lectures. The 
college must on no account be made a field for specula
tion either for the stu~ent or the professor. 

(5). A list of firms both in Madras and outside ought 
to be maintained, where students may receive practicAl 
training. For practical training there should be no 
provincial limit and all India must be the sphere, because 
engineering is not a local science or laboratory work. 

(6). There should be an examination at the end of the 
three years' training and this must qualify him for an 
honour's degree. At the end of two years' practical 
training there should be a pass examination for students 
who wish to qualify for general engineering work. There 
should be no age-limit; engineering education as imparted 
now is more a drug administered to a sick patient in 
doses rather than a food for a growing man. In this 
respect correlation with the medical studies and courses 
will be ample and relieve much of the existing heart
burning and remove all the evils of the engineering 
college life. The college authorities 11hould only grant 
certificates of attendance and not marks as is being 
done now. 

(7). The guaranteed appointment system ought to be 
abolished. The Chief Engineer must select from his 
probationers, by competitive examination, on the nomina· 
tions made by the Superintending Engineers. As it 
is, the Chief Engineer has no adequate scope for com· 
paring the merits of men recommended by the various 
Superintending Engineers. 

(8). No man without proper technical qualifications 
ought to be promoted to administrative rank, i.e., .to 
the rank of Executive Engineer. There should be profes
sional examinations of a better kind for Assistant Engineers 
before they are made Executive Engineers. Most of the 
present-day Executive Engineers do not possess enough 
engineering or accounts knowledge. They consequently 
depend upon their office and the result is delay and con-
fusion and waste of time. • 

2,635. (vni.) Practical training.-The practical train: 
ing afforded by the Public Works Department, as the 
sole maiilter, is quite inefficient and is more a curse 
on the student. The students are treated like sub
ordinates and full work is extracted from them. So, 
during practical training, they must be under the pro· 
fessors of the college and private firms and engineers 
ma;y take apprentices, whose progress must be checked 
by the professors. The Public V~ orks Department should 
not take so many students. The students should be 

-attache4 to the offices of the Superintending Engineers 
and not to district engineers. The Superintending 
Engineer may know better how long a student should 
stay at a place and at a work. Further, complete records 
are available only in that office. 

(2). The government guaranteed appointment must be 
immediately removed or nominations must be made, 
before the training is given, to a few capable men and 
they must be made to undergo a course, as in the Police 
and Forest services, and not a course and then nomination. 

2,636. (General.) In general, so far as roads and 
buildings are concerned, the state of affairs is most 
deplorable. A variety of agencies are executing works, 
viz., Public Works Department, Local Fund, Taluk 
Boards, Police and Forest Departments, Municipalities 
and private agencies like planters and mill owners. 
This means dissipation and no progress can be expected 
and there should be a better system and organization. 

(2). The district board engineer should not be under 
the I. C. S. presidents. This is essential since large 
grants are given to district boards by government. 
Until the day when the district board president will be 
an enginee,r, as in the Port Trusts and River Commissions, 
all public works must be concentrated in a Chief Engineer 
for roads and buildings essentially or preferably a 
Royal Engineer officer, who must be only Chief Engineer 
and nothing more. The district board engineers ought 
to be under him and there should be no special service 
distinct from ' the Public Works Department. The 
scales and rates of pay must be uniform with those 
of th~ Public Works Department and only the salary 
must be debitable to the various heads. 
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(3). Until the engineering establis~ent ?f the ~istrict 
boa.rda is reorganized and brought mto hne w1th the 
Public Works Department no material improvement in 
the roa.da will come, as they control all the roads. The 
Ul.lWhinery for execution of works must be of uniform 
capacity in all departments. The Chief Engineers for 
roa.da and bridges and sanitation may work under the 
Secretary for the Loea.l and Municipal Department if 
necessary. No Chief Engineer should be a Secretary to 
Government and that post must be held by an L C. S. 
man or of equal status and capacity. 

(4). The main reason for the above change is the 
incapacity of the men recrnited for the engineering 
department to deal with general subjects, and the Chief 
Engineers are not already able to cope with their office 
work and any number of Deputy Secretaries cannot 
improve the tone and capacity of the office, and as such 
immediate action is necessary if the Department is to 
serve really the purpose for which it is maintained by 
the state. 

(5). No doubt, a body of aristocratic engineers and a 
set of illiterate and non-self-respecting contractors may 
get on well for some time. But when the collapse comes 
under stress of new conditions inlposed by the new 
expanded and expanding Councils of the various gov
ernments, it may become impossible to mend the machin
ery, and it may be a.sked already whether it is not a 
matter for doubt if the proposed overhauling will really 
make the mactinery up-to-date. 

(6). The changes proposed by me will, it is hoped, infuse 
really better life into the Department, and any initial 
extra expenditure will be amply repaid in the next few 
years only and on the other hand, if the Committee should 
acqniesee in the self-complacent view cr.f the officials, 
whose vision is naturally dim and who have an unnatural 
fear that their present position will be shaken, the 
government may always labour under a difficulty, if 
an emergency should arise demanding better talent and 
more concentrated action such as the present war ha.s 
called forth from all concerned. ' 

M. R. RY. T. R. VENKATESA .AIYAR called and examined. 

2,637. (Presid~nt.) The witness Rtated that he had 
been employed in the Public Works Department and that 
he had resigned his appointment in the year 1912. He had 
received a training in the Madra.s Engineering College 
a.s a sub-engineer, an appointment which corresponded to 
that of the present Public Worfs Department upper 
subordinate, and had since his resignation taken up 
private practice as an engineer .and architect. 

2,638. He was at present employed by a roup of 
financiers as their engineer and agent for the survey 
and promotion of light railways, and his experience 
of bulhling contracting work was acquired in the 
mo/UI!sil. He had not taken up building work in Madras 
city itself as the Executive Engineers had not registered 
his name as a contractor although he made the request no 
less than three times. His name had been registered in 
a division in the mofussil in which he had formerly served 
but he had failed to secure registration in the other 
divisions. The system of registering contractors wa.s a 
relic of the days when it was necessary to have on 
record the na,mes of contractors whose financial worth, 
capabilities and character were known, and it was then 
the practice to divide these into three groups, the 
first for all works; the second for ordinary works and 
the thi'd for petty works, and to regulate promotion from 
one group to another by the quality of the work actually 
done. As far ~s he wa.s aware the present list of con
tractors, however, did not maintain this distinction. 

2,639. He recommended that contractors might be 
registered with reference to their financial position and 
engineering qualifications, and added that a man's finan
cial capacity could be gauged from his bank references 

• as was done in the commercial line. A man with a 
capital of Rs. 5,000, for instance, might be considered 
a~ possessing financial support. It was true that the 
majority of the present contractors- were financed pri
vately, but in such cases they usually paid as much as 24 
per cent. interest for the accommodation. Puhlic Work11 
Department works costing less than Rs. 1,000 were 
entrusted only to registered contractors. 

2,640. In his opinion a great deal of the practical 
knowledge gained at present by contractors durmg the 
course of construction of work~ was not made full use of 
and was lost not only to India, but also to generations 
yet unborn. The rea..."'n for this was that, except in the 
case of & few large works, no details were published in 
periodicals, and hence little of what was being done in 
the country was left on record. The omission from 
periodicals of the smaller details connected with works 
wa.s, he considered, due to the absence of an engineering 
knowledge on the part of contractors. For these rea.sons 
he suggested that no contractor ought to be employed 
by the Public Works Department unless he possessed 
110me engineering qualifications. Under the present 
svsrem the Public Works Department subordinates did 
I. lot of & contra.ct<>r's work in tha.t they prepared the 
latter's bill::., but this would not be DN-es&l.ry if educated 

contractors were employed. No man, he considered, 
ought to be allowed to practise as a contractor unless 
he possessed either the A.M.I.C.E., or B.E. degree and 
had receiv~d a course of practical training. He modified 
his recommendation so a.s to include upper subordinates 
who had obtained the diploma of ~he Madras Engineering 
College but was strongly opposed to the -inclusion of 
lower subordinates. He here complained that the Public 
Works Department preferred to accept tenders of illit
erate, rather than literate contractors, and suggested 
that literate contractors should be paid at higher rates 
than illiterate ones. 

2,641. In support of his contention that the Public 
Works •Department schedule of rates operated against 
contractors, he stated that the schedule was usually 
prepared about February when it was submitted to the 
Chief Bngineer lor sanction who returned it to the divi· 
sional office about the 1st of April There was thus the 
possibility of a fluctuation of prices in the interim and, 
though representations were sometimes made, in the 
absence of a regular agreement no more than the 
schedule rate was allowed. It was true that the agree· 
ment was intended to cover all items, but sometimes 
important items were 9mitted. In his opinion the 
schedule of rates was detrimental to contractors, in view 
of the fact that all works were not given out on contract. 
He was also opposed to work be.ing given out piece-meal.' 

2,642. He advocated the discontinuance of the prac· 
tice of making payments to contractors by cheques and 
urged that payments might in future be made by the 
treasury, as he had found from persona,l experience that 
the payment of contractors' bills was delayed unneces-
sarily, and they could obtain no redress., . • 

2,643. He suggested that the Secretary to Government 
in the Public Worka ... Department might be an officer 
unconnected with the Public Works Department as was 
the case at present on railways, and that Chief Engineers 
and Superintending Engineers might in future be desig· 
nated Engineers-in-Chief and Engineers for Construction. 
In support of hi8 latter recommendation he added that 
the activities of the Public Works Department were at 
present practically confined to construction work, and 
that maintenance work was undertaken chiefly by district 
boa.rda. 

2,644. He also advocated that the district boarda' 
engineering stafl should be transferred to government 
and placed under the control of the Public Works Depart· 
ment in order that the status of a district engineer might 
be regarded as that of an adviser rather than a gqbordinate, 
and stated that his suggestion was ba.stld on the fact that 
there were already in districts advisers to the district 
board in the education, sanitary and other depart· 
ments. His proposal, however, did not include talul: 
boa.rda which, he considered, might employ their own 
engineers. 

2,645. The quality of buildings erected by the aeveral 
district boards in the presidency was poor, and their 
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life was short owing to durable materials not being 
utilized~ consequent on the boards not being prepared 
to spend sufficient money on their buildings. 

2,646. He suggested the abolition of Executive Engi
neers and their replacement by Assistant Engineers with 
three or four subordinates under them as was done on 
railways which were the largest spending agency in 
India. In his opinion sub-engineers ought also to be 
abolished as they formed a heterogenous mass of indi
viduals with varying degrees of intelligence, inasmuch 
as they comprised engineer B.E. students and upper 
subordinates. He added that the subordinate establish
ment would automatically tJe reduced to the extent of 
two-thirds if the system suggested by him of giving WOfk 
to engineer contractors were adopted. 

2,647. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The only two Public 
Works Department contracts he had undertaken were 
a large taluk office which cost about Rs. 30,000, and a 
portion of another such office. valued at about Rs. 4,000. 
He made no profit on either work and as far as he was 
aware no complaint was made with regard to his work. 
He had only taken to consulting work because he did 
not desire to accept further work from the Public Works 
Department. He had not made any profit on the Public 
Works Department contracts he had undertaken because 
he had tendered at too low a rate and the specifications 
were not shown to him till after he had signed the agree· 
ments. 

2,648. He considered the Public Works Department 
schedule of rates to be 'a rope round the neck of the 
contractor' because Public Works Department sub· 
ordinates, in order to induce a particular contractor to 
undertake a work, generally promised to secure him a 
specified rate. The work would tlten be proceeded with 
without the signing of an agreement by the contractor, and 
on its completion he would be told that only the rate 
allowed in the schedule was permissible. He attributed 
this practice to the fact that too much favour was bestowed 
in the Public Works Department, and questioned the 
necessity for keeping the Public Works Department 
schedule of rates confidential. His past failures, he 
added, were not due to the fact that he had been unfor
tunate in the receipt of favour. 

2,649. (Mr. Mackenzie.) With reference to his statement 
that the specification for the taluk office erected by him 
was not shown to him till some time after he had signed 
the agreement, he mentioned that when it was eventually 
shown to him he found it to be a special specification 
and more difficult than he had anticipated. He added 
that had he known that the specification was a special 
one he might, in the first instance, have tendered for 

higher rates. It was his experience that for Public Works 
Department works specifications were not laid down, and 
only a set of type plans were ostensibly attached to the 
agreement. In practice, however, these plans were really 
never attached, and in. addition the specifications varied io 
the quantity of brickwork, and in the proportion of lime. 

2,650. (Mr. Cobb.) The Public Works Department 
rates were not at all reasonable as they did not allow 
for setting out, supervision and night watchmen. Besides 
wastage was allowed for in some divisions while in others 
it was not ... Everybody coW,d not ascertain~the schedule 
rates as they were kept confidential. 

2,651. (Mr. Howley.) In support of his statement that 
works were started without the contractor having been 
shown a complete set of plans, he remarked that personally 
he had never been able to secure a copy of the plan and 
specification which it was alleged was available to the 
contractor in the sub-divisional office. He therefore 
urged that complete tenders accompanied by plans and 
specifications should be sold to intending tenderers rather 
than be shown to them nominally in the office, as 
was the procedure in the Madras Corporation. He added 
that the necel!l!ity for the supply of plans to contractors 
was not removed by their ignorance of English as though 
they might not be able to read an estimate, it was quite 
probable they could understand a plan. · 

2,652. He had not complained that the main items of 
an estimate were frequently omitted in an agreement 
but that additional items were often introduced and 
mentioned that in a certain work a particular rate had 
been added after its commencement. He added that 
though such a practice might work well with illiterate 
men literate men would not tolerate it. 

2,653. He admitted that if his suggestion for the aboli· 
tion of two-thirds of the present subordinate establish· 
ment were put into force it might not be possible for 
the remaining one-third to undertake alL measuring work. 
He therefore suggested that the engineer contractors 
he had proposed might 'hemselves measure works and 
submit their own bills. This he considered would involve 
only a day's inspection of works by the Executive Engi
neer instead of the present prolonged inspections of 
two or three individuals during the course of about 
fifteen days., 

2,654. (President.) When he WM a.n assistant instruct
or in the Madras EngineerinLCollege he endeavoured to 
induce students to take to contracting by pointing out 
its advantages, but he bad not been able to convince any , 
of them. As far as he was aware ha was the o:~ly passed 
engineer in the Madras Presidency who had taken up 
Public Works Department contracts. 
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Officials and non-officiaL! in Bombay, the Central Provinces, Bengal and Madras who furnished written evidence 
to the Public Works Department Reorganization Committee in COWlection with their inquiry but who were not 
orally examined_, _ , 

Bombay. 
1, F. C. Taraporvala, Esq., C.I.E., Superintending 7. H. J. M. Cousens, Esq., B.Sc., Executive Engineer, 

Engineer, Public Works Department (retired). Bombay. 
2. 0. H. L. Napier, Esq., Conservator of Forests, Central 8. T. S. Pipe, Esq., B.So., A.M.I.C.E., Executive 

• Circle, Poona. Engineer on Special Duty, Karwar, Kana.ra. 
3. Rao Bahadur R. C. Artal, I.S.O., District Deputy 9. The Hon'ble Mr. G. H. Thiselton-Dyer, M.A., 

Collector (retired), Belgaum. A.M.I.C.E., ·Mechanical Engineer to Government, 
4. Sarda.r Khan Bahadur Rustomji Jehangirjee, Vakil, Poona. 

Ahmedabad. 10. R. B. Joyner, Esq., C.I.E., 'M.I.C.E., Superintending 
5. E. lf. Duggan, Esq\, B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., Executive Engineer, Public Works Department (retired). 

Engineer and Under Secretary to the Government of_ 11. H. G. Jassing, Esq., B.E., lf.R.S.I., (Hon.), 
India, Public Works Department. Shikarpur (Sind). 

6. J. H. Advani, Esq., Professor, G>llege of Engineering, 12. Messrs. Phata.k and Walcha.nd, Ltd., Engineers and 
Poona. Contractors, 158 Foras Road, Bomba-y. 

Central Pr()VinteB. 
13. Khan Baha.dur 

Nagpur. 
Byramjee Pestonjee, Contractor, 17. C. A. Cla.rke,•Esq., I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, 

14. E. A. Lugard, Esq., Executive Engineer, Jubbul
pore South Division. 

Nagpur. 
18. The Hon'ble Mr. M. B. Da.dubhoy, C.I.E., Barrister

at-Law, Nagpur. 
15. C. 111. B. Mersh, Esq., A.M.I.E.E., Electric 

spector, Central Provinces. 
In· 19. P. Hira Lall, Esq., Divisional Engineer, Nerbudda. 

16. P. Davies, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., Executive Engineer, 
Central Provinces. 

Division. 

I) 
Bengal. 

20. The Hon'ble Mr. W. W. Hornell, M.R.A.S., M.A., 
Director of Public Instruction, Bengal. 

21. Rai Bahadur Kumudini Kanta Banerji, M.A., Princi· 
pal, Rajshahi College, Rajshahi. 

22. Messrs. Kar & Co., Engineers and Contractors, 
Calcutta. 

23. Bengal National Chamber .of Commerce, Calcutta. 
24. Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta.. 
25. Rao Sahib Pandit Matadin Sukul, M.A., Executive 

Engineer, Nadia Rivers Division. 
26. R J. Browne, Esq., M.I.E.E., Electric Inspector 

for Bengal and Assam. 
27. H. C. Vieyra, Esq., B.E., Executive Engineer, 

Burdwan Division. 
' 28. A. Mellor, Esq., I.C.S., District Judge, Khulna. 

2!1. N. N. Rakshit, Esq., Messrs. Sikda.r & Co., 5 
Hastings Street, Calcutta. 

39, S. G. Roberts, Esq., I.C.S., District and Sessions 
Judge, South Arcot, Cuddalore. 

40. Rao Bahadur Dr. C. B. Rama. Ra.o Avl, M.D., 
V.H.A.S., District Medical and Sanitary Officer, 
Tanjore. 

41. W. Stokes; Esq., M..B., C.M., Superintendent, 
Government Lunatic Asylum, Ce.licut. 

VOL. II 

30. A. C. Mukerji, Esq., B.A., C.E., Private Engineer, 
82 Ha.ris Mukerji Road, Calcutta. 

31. S. lf. Ghatak, Esq., Contractor, Tangail. 
32. C. K. Sa.rka.r, Esq., C.E., M.S.A., M.S.E., Consulting 

Engineer and Architect, 10 Hastings Street, 
Calcutta. 

33. N. K. Sarkar, Esq., Contractor, 5 Hastings Street, 
Calcutta. 

34. A. C. Banerji, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., M.R.S.I., Assistant, 
Messrs. Jessop & Co., Engineers, Calcutta. 

35. H. H. Jellett, Esq., B.A., B.A.I., T.C.D., M.I.C.E.~ 
Chief Engineer, Bengal Nagpur Railway, Calcutta. 

36. P. C. Bhattacharya., Esq., B.A., B.E., District 
Engineer, Bogra. 

37. The Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, LW., 
Calcutta. 

38. The Hon'ble Dr. Deva Proaad Sa.rvadhika.ry, C.I.E., 
Vice-Cha.noellor, Calcutta University. 

42. H. T. Reilly, Esq., Sub-Collector, Dindigul 
43. lL R. Ry. A. V. Rama.chandra Ayyar, A. Can. 
• Soc. C.E., Architect and Engineer, Madura. 
44. The Secretary, Lower Subordinate Association, 

Madras. 
45. A. Newmarch, Esq., Accountant-General, Madras. 
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APP:BNDIX II. 

APPENDIX II. 

Memorandum prepared by the Government of Bombay. 

(i). Whether the metlwd8 adopted for t'lie ezecution of eiviZ 
worlc8 are economical and auitable for the purpose for 
which they were devised. 
1. All the Engineers in the department who have been 

consulted are agreed that the methods at present adopted 
for the execution of civil works are in all respects econom
ical and suitable for the purpose for which they were 
devised. · 

· In ~ind, c~vil works are carried 'out by contr..a.ct
otherwtse pnvate agency-under strict Government 
supervision. In special cases · where highly technical 
or new forms of construction are employed such as the 
use of re-inforced concrete departmental agency in con-

• struction is obligatory because of the total lack of techni
cal kmlwledge on the part of the contractors. These 
contractors are merely suppliers of labour and materials 
and nothing else, and the present methods are the most 
suitable for Sind for an indefinite period to come. · 

Most of the work in Sind is irrigation work and with the . 
exception of Karachi Buildings district where an Exec
utive Engineer will always be required, the Irrigation 
Engineers look after the Roads and Buildings work as 
well. 

. 2. In the Deccan and Gujaral as much as possible of the 
work is carried out by ilontract. Endeavour is .always 
made to obtain contractors as far as possible. No 
Executive Engineer wishes to carry out work by depart
mental agency or petty piece-work if he can obtain a 
contractor who will do it at reasonable rates as depart
mental and petty piece-work methods give the depar~
ment a great deal of extra trouble and labour in measure
ments, accounts, etc., which it is the aim to reduce to · 
the minimum possible. Large contractors at present 
are difficult to obtain as a rule outside the bigger cities 
and the department has to fall back to a large extent 
on petty contractors and piece-workers. Much of the 
Jninor works in a. district such as repairs to buildings 
and roads must be done by departmental work as the 
quantities iii many cases are not easily determinable 

. and measureable. The contractors in the Deccan and 
Guja.rat are, like those in Sind, generally only suppliers 
of labour and materials, relying on the officers and 
subordinates of the Public Works Department for proper 
supervision, advice and guidance in the execution of 
the works. 

3. The. fact that departmental agency and piece
work has to be employed very largely is the natural 
outcome of the great scarcity of contractors in the 
country and that scarcity makes it necessary to retain 
the power of departmental work as a defence against 
contractor rings and to secure economy in constntction. 
The methods employed by the department for the exe
cution of civil works are based upon the accumulated 
experience of years, as best suited to prevailing con
ditions, and are not per se inefficient and out of date. 
That they are not the methods adopted in Europe and 
other more advanced countries is well known but Indian 
conditions are widely different from those obtaining 
in Europe and America. where high rates of wages make 
the extensive use of all sorts of labour saving devices 
an absolute necessity if works are to be executed at 
reasonable cost. and capital attracted to finance them. 

Until recent years the pay of the Indian labourer 
has been so low that he has been able to compete success
fully with machinery. But the economic conditions 
in India are changing rapidly and this must react_in the 
direction of the more extensive use of modern plant and 
me~hods. In the big cities such development is already 
taking place and much of the work which a decade ago 
was undertaken by hand is now performed by machinery. 

No doubt the young engineer when he first joins the -
~e~ent, and the representatives of big engineering 
~rms m the eo~try who have plant of all kinds for 

sale, are apt to denounce the slow and to them anti. 
quated methods of the East, but their views, particularly 
those of the former, usually undergo a remarkable change 
nuder the burden of responsibility when they come into 
close daily contact with the inertia of Indian labour and 
the difficulties in the way of getting things done, 

4. To ascertain whether work is being done economi
cally or otherwise examination must be made of the 
.c?s~ of the Architect's or Engineer's work and his super
VISion, and of the rates for work and material ; another 
factor which may also have to be taken into account 
is celerity in execution. 

It is believed that Railway Companies as a rule pay 
much higher rates than the Public Works Department 
though there is little difference in the quality of the 
work done. On Railway works time is usually a factor 
of great importance and the higher rates they pay may 
be justified by the need of economy in time. 

In their letter No. 903-A.G., dated 3rd September 
1912, the Government of India invited a discussion of 
possible economies in carrying out Public Works Depart· 
ment work. A copy of this Government's reply No. 
A.-366, dated 13th January 1914, Public Works Depart· 
ment, is attached (Annexure I). A comparison made 
at that time of rates paid for work and materials by ' 
certain architects and mil1-o~ers m Bombay and 
Ahmedabad with the rates paid by the Public Works 
Department disclosed little difference between the two 
and though it was conceded that private persons might 
get individual piecelil. of work done more cheaply than 
Government, it was considered probable that the work 
would not be of the same quality and that private work 
might not prove :more economical if it were on a larger 
scale and carried out, not in favourable conditions only, 
,but also in unfavourable. The Public Works Depart· 
ment do the best quality of work at comparatively low 
rates. With the advent of the Consulting Architect 
and the continued expansion of his field of work a great 
improvement has been effected in the design of buildings. · 
This improvement. naturally costs money ; but it is 
money well spent. 

5. lt is sometimes urged that the style of building 
preferred by the Public ·Works Department is more 
solid and substantial than need be and that on this 
account their work is not economical. But this high 
standard is not an inherent defect in the organization .. 
The standard may be raised or lowered according to the 
policy approved. It must be borne in mind, however, 
that the poorer the class of construction used the more 
money must be spent on future yearly repairs and it 
can be shown that it is true economy in the long run to 
put up the best class of work. It is well known that 
Public Works Department work is infinitely superior 
to the bulk of the work carried out by private agency 
even in a place like Bombay where so much building 
work is done, 

6. The incidence of establishment charges is illustrated 
in the attached statements and diagrams, vide Annexure 
II (a) to*(g) inclusive. These have been tprepared for 
work done in the Roads and Buildings Branch only. 
A more complete view would be obtained if all work 
done by the Public Works Department were included. 
Figures for all the work including irrigation, are given in 
the statement marked Annexure II (e). In studying 
the effect of the Roads and Buildings figures several 
importaht points have to be considered. In the first 
place the bulk of the work done by the Department for 
local bodies, and of contribution works is done by the 
Roads and Buildings Branch and as the charge made 
on local bodies on account of establishment is 10 per 
cent. and for contribution works may be less or nothing 
at all the deficit between recoveries and actual cost of 

• Annexuree II (j) and (g) not printe<!. 
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cr>t.abliahment on these works goes to raise the percentage 
on Government 'll·ork. Secondly no est-ablishment is 
charged against famine work. Another point of 
particular importance is that on acoount of the un· 
certainty of the rainfall, years of financial stringency 
recur not infrequently. In these years the grant for 
Roads and Buildings is the first to be reduced in order 
to secure the enforced reduction of public e>.:penditure. 
Thus while the expenditure on Irrigation either remains 
consW.nt or is slowly expanding or slowly contracting, 
that under Roads and Buildings is liable to sudden 
fluctuation and in a year of diminished activity following 
on & year of great activity the establishment percentage 
necessarily works out to a comparatively high figure. 
Lastly the cost of establishment covers much work done 
in the investigation and preparation of schemes. Taking 
these points into consideration and bearing in mind 
that the work is scattered over a wide area the figures 
do not disclose any strong ground for holding that for 
the work done the machinery is unnecessarily expensive •• 
Curve C in Annexure II* (g) shows the percentage which 
establishment charges bear to the cost of the work, 
excluding the cost of establishment and omitting the 
cost of direction and accounts. In 1913-14 the per· 
centage was 11. . Whatever system might be adopted 
the expenditure for direction and accounts must remain 
and if another agency is employed a{lcount will have to 
be taken of the cost of the Government inspecting staff. 

7 •. Where a waste of energy and therefore of money 
does occur is in the ·close supervision which has to be 
exercised over the subordinate staff. It is a general 
complaint that the subordinate staff are apt to be lacking 
in alertness and intelligence if left to themselves, and 
there is evidence that, subjected as they are to great 
temptations, there is among them an undesirable amount 
of ~orruption. This may be got rid of by improving 
thetr pay and prospects, by increasing the mobility of 
the supervising staff and by such a decentralization as 
will give the Executive Engineer and the Superintending 
Engineer more control over their subordinates. In any 
case it is hardly correct to say that the close control 
which is necessary is abnormal. Looking to the con· 
ditions prevailing in this country such a state of things 
is not abnormal and is not confined to the Public Works 
~apartment. ~he same close control would be necessary 
if work was bemg done by any other agency and im· 
provement in the matter is not likely to be slower or 
more difficult under Government than under private or 
local board agency. 

(ii~. Whetl~r under the existing system private enterprise 
18 8'utfi~~enlly encouraged, and whether it is possible 
and destrable to entrust tlul con.struction and upkeep of 
certain classes of public works to agency other than 
departmental, and, if so, upon wltat lines suck changes 
should be eff ecte.d. . 

1. ~here are sev_eral suggestions underlying this 
queshon. ~~e. first 1s that the length to which Depart
mental actl\'ltles extend seriously restricts the field 
(lpen to private enterprise and thereby prevents the 
normal ?evelopmt.'nt of engineering enterprise among 
~he ~ub~o generally. There is undoubtedly some truth 
In tlus VJ.ew. Th~ Department found no private engineers 
competent to de&gn and construct buildings in a work· 
manlike manner and consequently had t.o make their 
own arrangements. They have &!ways been ready to 
hand over as much of the worlt as possible to private 
agency but that agency has been represented almost 
enttrely by contratt<Jrs who can do no more than collect 
and orgax~ze the ~abour a.nd arrange for the supply of 
the ruatt>nal. It 18 ouly m recent years that a higher 
cl~.of a.gency has beguu to make ita appearance. The 
po&tion 1li correctly de~(·ribed in the following extract, 
from a letter from the Commissioner in Sind :-

.. In so fa~ as the great majority of public works are 
~Y. earned out through private contractors, private 
enterpnll6 may be said to be sufficiently encouraged. 

• Not printed. 

It must be recognised that private enterprise in the 
building trade is still in ·the initial st.ages of its growth. 
It is only necessary to compare the public buildings 
which Government have erected, with the ordinary 
style of buildings erected by the inhabitants of the 
neighbouring towns, (leaving out of consideration the 
palaces and temples which were constructed ip bygone 
days regardless of cost), in order to perceive that British 
rule has inaugurated a totally new era. The growth 
of public wealth and the growth of public confidence 
in the justice of the State have led private citizens within 
quite recent years to construct their private residences 
in accordance with a wholly new standard of comfort 
and convenience and to a great extent with new materials, 
stone and marble replacing brick, and brick replacing 
mud. These signs which may be observed in every 
part of India,'betoken the establishment of a new industry · 
and profession. 

Speaking generally, as yet this industry is in the hands 
of the old type of mistry ; an uneducated contractor who 
does not know how to take levels or calculate strains, 
but who has a practical acquaintance with materials and 
the handling of men. Except in a few cases in such 
cities as Bombay, the young Engineer trained in the 
Government Engineering College has not yet entered 
this field as a contractor ; nor has he been able to secure 
the confidence of the old-fashioned contractor, who 
seldom or never employs an L. C. E. on his staff. How· 
ever, there can be no doubt that the building art has · 
rapidly improved in recent years, and is improving ; 
and the credit for this improvement is undoubtedly 
due to the J.>ublio Works Department alone. It must 
not be forgotten that the Public Works Department 
has only been in eristence for some 40 years, and that 
it began in a very humble way ; even in 1890 there were 
less than ~ hundred trained Engineers in the Bombay 
Presidency to prac(;ise and teach their art to a popula.· 
tion of 20 millions. 

H these premises are correct, the conclusion stands 
evident that the policy of Government should be patience ; 
that there should be no hasty upheaval of a system 
whose achievements have been remarkable and that 
all that is required is the strengthening of weak points 
and the reform of doubtful tendencies." 

2. The conclusions which that officer draws are un· 
doubtedly sound. A private demand has arisen, those 
who have come forward to meet it have been stimulated 
by the .Architectural work done by the Department and 
in Bombay, by the City Improvement Trust also, and 
it seems desirable that Government should make a call 
on this ne~ pr~fession ~ order. to stimulate its develop· 
~en~. This will not be unmediately economical because 
1t.will be long before the employment of private agency 
will permit of an appreciable reduction in the Depart• 
mental staff but the object in view is_ worth some saori· 
fice. The main difficulty ahead is that Indian firms 
very rarely pay the proper value for honesty in their 
employ~s.. H the control and influence exercised by 
the .Architects and Surveyors' Institutes are beneficial 
at home, such control and influence are·still more necea· 
sary in India, 
. 3. In the field of. road and bridge engineering, there 
lB less scope for pnvate enterprise and where the dis
tances are so,great and the need of good roads so im· 
po~t,. it is ~stinctly ~ad~able to make any chango 
which Dllght bnng a decline m the standard of efficiency 
already attained. - · 

4. The second suggestion underlying the question i.e 
that a portion or the whole of the work done by the 
Department might be transferred to local bodies. It 
is urged that if local bodies are encouraged and enabled 
to an~ge more . extensively than at present for the 
execution by thell' own staff or by private agency of 
their "1\ork.s it will not only be a further stepjn the diroo· 
tion of decentralization but also would stimulate the 
growth of firms of standing in the building and- allied 
trades and en~our~ge further indllStri.al activity. So far aa 
the latter ObJect lB concerned the facilities for the devel· 
opment of indllStria.l activity can be afforded in an 
equal degree wllether the works are controlled by Govern. 
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ment or by local bodies. As regards decentralization, 
Municipalities in this Presidency make their own arrange
ments for their roads and buildings and it is only in the . 
case of large works of sanitation or water supply, towards 
which ~vernment have given a contribution, that they 
are required to entrust construction to the Public 
Works Department. ~here are outstanding examples 
of good municipal management in the matter-of road
making, building and large engineering enterprise, but 
aa a rule in the mofuasiZ municipalities the average 
standard of engineering work, particularly as regards 
road-making and road maintenance, is distinctly low. 

5. As municipalities have a large ·measure of inde
pendence the suggestion must refer chiefly to local boards. 
None but the most ardent optimist will look for any 
immediate economy or increased efficiencl II.'! a result 
of the transfer of Govel1Unent works to local boards. 
The question is whether it is desirable to sacrifice some· 
thing of efficiency in order to foster the capacity for 
Local Self-~vernment. In this Presidency we should 
have to make an entirely new departure for the local 
boards have no engineering staff worthy of the name 
and many of them have not of their own a sufficiency 
of work on which a competent staff could be profitably , 
employed. There would be more scope for local board 
engineering staff if Government transferred to the boards 
the maintenance and improvement of Provincial roads 
and the construction and repair of ~vernment buildings, 
together with the funds necessary for these services. 
Their work for many years to come would hav~ to be 
arranged for on the same lines M in the Public Works 
Department at present. The ~vernment of Bombay 

·· have recently been devoting much attention to the 
possibility of a more progressive policy in the matter 
of local boards. The preliminary steps have been taken. 
The constitution' of the boards is being liberalized while 
from some the official element has been eliminated and 
steps are being taken to provide an efficient executive 
to do the. work formerly done by the official members. 
Further development depends on. the solution of certain 
questions regarding the control to be exercised by a 
oentra.l authority. Some suoh eontrol is considered 
necessary for the State is ultimately responsible for 
the proper expenditure of funds raised by local taxation 
and still more so if it hands over part of the public 
revenues for expenditlll'8 by a loooJ. body. The local 
boards at present receive substantial grants from public 
iunds and as their own resources are small and slow of 
growth, the eubventions will have to be increased if 
progress is to be made. Pending the settlement of this 
larger question, the ~vernment of Bombay are not 
prepared to put loea.l boards in funds in order that they 
may maintain their own engine.ering staff. There is 
not room for two agencies, ~vernment and local board, 
and after all the object in view, namely, the furthering 
of Local SeH-~vernment, does not depend on the partic
ular agency employed in carrying out work. It depends 
rather on freedom to determine questions of policy and 
to deoide what schemes should be taken up. Further 
as there is nothing that hastens the development of rural 
area.s so much as an efficient system of communications 
the ~vernment of Bombay would be entirely opposed 
to any change in the agency fot: the maintenance and 
improvement of provincial roads unless the new agency 
is oortain to give at lea.st as good results as the Public 
Works Department have done in the past. They are 
inclined to believe that ultimately the most satisfactory 
arrangement will be to provincialise all local board 
roads of any importance and entirely relieve the local 
boards of all expenditure in connection with them. 

6. The Public Works Department has a large number 
of irrigation and road projects both ready and under 
preparation which are well suited for the employment 
of famine labour. 

Famines in this Presidency, particularly in the Deccan 
districts, have been of common occurrence and though 
the increase of trade and industry has greatly dimin
ished the danger the contingency cannot be disregarded. 
The machinery of the Public Works Department from 
long experience in handling labour and a knowledge of 

the country is well adapted to ·cope with the task of 
organising and carrying out measures of famine relief. 

With the abolition of the present machinery and the 
substitution of the contract system it would not be 
easy to cope with a serious famine except at very great 
expense, and the hurried employment of a supervising 
agency quite inexperienced in such work. 

(iii). Whethe:r any change8 recommended by the Committee 
•ne.ce8sitate any modifioo,tion of the organisation of the 
$1aff of the Publia WorkB Department, and, if so, what. 
No reply can be given to this point until the changes 

recommended by the Committee are known. 

(iv). Whether the Public Works Department meets the 
needs of other Departments of the Administration, and 
whether the relations inter se of the various sub-divisions 
of the Buildings and Roads Bran.ch, Sanitary, Architect. 
ural, Electrical and Oivil Engineering, are satisfactory. 
As to whether the Public Works Department meets 

the needs of other Departments of the Administration 
can only be judged by a reference to those departments, 
but from the replies received to this question from pro
minent members of the Civil Service it may be answered 
in the affirmative. 

One Commissioner states that he has found the rela· 
tionship between the Public Works Department and 
other Departments excellent throughout his service 
and has never failed to obtain advice and assistance 
whenever he has asked for it. He points out that at 
the moment of writing, an Executive Engineer is devoting 
all his spare time to constructing a system of drainage 
for a Municipality. Executive Engineers are expected 
to and do give other officers all the assistance in their I 

power. , 
2. Relations inter &e of the various sub-divisiolll! of 

the Buildin~ and Roads Branch, Sanitary, Architectural, 
Electrical and Civil Engineering are satisfactory. 

(v). Whether further decentralization within the Public 
Works Department itself is de8irable, and, if so, to what 
extent and in what direction.s. 
It is iui.possible to give a full reply to this rather 

intricate question in the short time available. 
A substantial amount of decentralisation has been 

introduced in recent years and at present, conditions 
appear fairly satisfactory. A few matters which now 
seem to ·call for further decentralisation are noted on 
below. , 

2. All Superintending Engineers may be given power 
to accept tenders up to Rs. 50,000, and be allowed to 
sanction engineering details of works costing up to 
Rs. 50,000, instead of the figure being restricted to 
Rs. 20,000. The powers at present enjoyed in this 
respect by Superintending Engineers are shown in 
Annexure III. 

3. Executive Engineers are at present empowered 
to grant technical .sanction to works costing up 
to Rs. 2,500. It is thought that this limit may be 
increased to Rs. 5,000. Their power to accept tenders 
at present is Rs. 5,000, and this may be increased to 
R& 10,000. 

4. Executive Engineers have no power at present 
to sanction estimates for Tools and Plant. It is thought 
that they should have this power up toRs. 1,000. 

5. The power of Executive Engineers to grant 
administrative approval for Provincial Works other 
than residential buildings and those in connection with 
~vernment houses and Ecclesiastical buildings may 
be raised from Rs. 2,500, to Rs. 5,000. Powers of ad
ministrative approval at present delegated to different 
officers are shown in Annexure III. 

6. Executive Engineers may be given greater powerij 
regarding sanctioning excesses on sub-heads of estimates. 
The extent to which this may be given would require 
to be considered carefully. This ~vernment has not 
had time to look into this matter. 

7. The powel'8 of Public Worke Department Officers 
rega~·ding purchase of stores are laid do~ in Appendix 
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30 of Public Works Department Cooe, Volume III. 
, It is considered the limiU! laid down might be safely 
increaaed to the figures shown below :-

ment of India in 1914 and this has been referred to the 
Local Governments for their consideration after selected 
officers of the Public Works Department, both of ad
mini.strative and executive rank, had examined and 
reported on the proposals. This Government's reply 
to the Government of India. is about to be despatched. 
The intention is that while securing efficiency and reason
able simplicity and economy of work on the accounts 
and audit side, full regard should be paid to consider&• 
tions of administrative convenience. At present that 
part of an Executive Engineer's duties occupies an 
undue proportion of his time. If the proposals now 
under consideration are adopted, there will be a sub
stantial reduction in the amount of accounts work. 

Executive Engineer or 
Assistant Engineer hold
ing charge of a District 
Superintending Engineet • 
Local Government 

For 
purcha.se& 

under 
Rule 3(a:). 

Rs. 

For 
purchases 

under 
Rule 5. 

Rs. 
' 

500 1,000 
5,000 10,000 

50,000 Full powers. 

It would be a great convenience also if the stores rules 
- were so modified as to allow of a great deal morQ local 

purchase, seeing there are so many firms, branches of 
firms and agents now in India who can quote very reason
able rates for the articles in which they deal. 

8. Appointments of persons to the temporary Upper 
and Lower Subordinate establishment may be left to 
the Executive Engineer, provided the appointment 
and scale of pay has been sanctioned by higher authority. 
The power of dismissing these persons should rest with 
the Executive Engineer. 

9. The Executive Engineer should have full power to 
make appointments against vacancies in the permanent 
and temporary staff of his office, subject to the rules 
regarding admissibility of applicants for appointment 
being complied with. 

10. Selected Upper Subordinates in charge of Sub
divisions may be allowed to make cash payments up to 
Rs. 200 on bills for work done on running account. 

11. Sub-divisional Officers may be empowered to 
enter into contracts up to Rs. 200, provided tho rates 
are within the general rates sanctioned by the Executive 
Engineer. This limit may be increased to Rs. 500 in 
the case of Assistant Engineers holding charge of a. · 
Sub-division who are over 2 years standing. 

12. Sub-divisional Officers who are Upper Subordinates 
may be allowed to sanction rates for and purchase 
materials up toRs. 100 in value without reference to the 
Executive Engineer, provided the value is covered by 
provision in the sanctioned estimate· and the rates are 
within the general rates sanctioned by the Executive 
Engineer also provided the purchases comply with code 
rules. 

13. Sub-divisional officers may be given more powers 
with respect to carrying out current repairs to buildings. 
It should be left to them to a great extent to carry out 
rt-pairs after consulting the officers in charge of the 
different buildings and the Executive Engineer can 
have a useful check if they maintain a concise record 
of the work actually executed kept up to date and avail
able when called for. If this were maintained and 
copied monthly in the Executive Engineer's office and the 
~xecutive Engi~eer's expenditure noted in both copies, 
1t would be poss1ble to do away with the register of works, 
work abstracts a.nd monthly progress reports for these 
works. At present estimates for these repair works 
are prepared annually by Sub-divisional officers and 
checked by Executive Engineers. There is a large 
number of these works. These estimates are never 
adhered to except as regards the total expenditure on 
repairs. It is Wlder consideration to do away with 
them and substitute a much simpler and suitable arrange
ment. 

15. It is possible that Executive Engineers and Sub
divisional officers could be _saved a good deal of office 
work by a reduction in the number of returns they have 
to submit. .. The question requires careful examination 
before any recommendations can be made. 

(vi). Whether the Public w'cirks Department Code which 
regulate8 the execution. a?Ul maintenana of Civil Works •. 
is unduly restrictive, and, if 80, in. what direction. change 
is desirable. 

The general opinion of officers consulted in the Public 
Works Department is that the Public Works Depart· 
ment Code is not unduly restrictive. 

2. Several points in this counection• are dealt with 
under point (v) which concern the Public Works Depart· 
ment Code, such for example, as increased powers to 
Public Works Department Officers there proposed. .. 

One argument for increasing the powers of sanction 
to plans and estimates is that there has been a consider. 
able rise in the cost of carrying out work of late years 
in India.. 

3. The present regulations governing the accommoda.· 
tion to be provided in officers' bungalows should be 
altered. The cost is regulated in proportion to the 
occupant's pay, regardless of the fact that the cost of 
building may be considerably greater in one district 
than another. This could be improved by laying down 
definite areas of accommodation for different grades 
of pay and thereby saving a good deal of labour and 
time in discussion as to the accommodation to be pro· 
vided. 

4. Particular attention is invited to the Stores Rules 
noted on in the reply to point (v). It would be a great 
benefit if the powers permitting local purchase of materials 
imported into the country were extended ,p.nd greater 
freedom allowed in placing orders with local agents 
instead of having to indent on the Stores Department. 
It would encourage firms in this country and local 
~ranches and agents f~r Home firms to keep stocks 
m the country and to brmg samples of new or improved · 
goods to the notice of possible buyers. One of the 
difficulties in this country is to keep up tQ date with 
modem fittings and appliances. At Home agents re· 
gularly lay all the improvements their firms bring out 
before people interested in the building trades, but in 
India there is at present very little inducement for them 
to do so. 

(vii). Whether the system of edU«ltwn. in Gover11ment 
Engineuing Colleges is organized on. a 8Utfwiently broad 
baaiB to meet tM. 'fi.W.is of private agency as well as of 
Government, wM.ther . it attracts 1uitablt ca1Ulidak8, 
and whether the ~tandiJrd of inatructwn. is lutficie-ntly 
advanu.d to provide fully ql14li.fid, civil engi'IIW's for 
em~wy~nt by Government, local bodies, and primte 
e1~11u;enng and contracting (it"1TT8, and, if not, in. what 
dtrectwl'llt and to what eomnt improvement is required. 

14. About six years ago, the Civil and Public Works 
AccounUI ])epartments were amalgamated. Hitherto-
discrt!tion has been given to Loca.l Governments to 
introduce local variations in accordance with the orders 
l'ontained in the lejter from the Government of India 
Finance Departm~t, Ko. 2866-A., dated 30th AprU 
11.112. The Government of india now consider that 
sufticient time has elapsed for experience to have been 
gamed of such changes as haye been introduced tenta
tively and that so far u may be practicable a uniform 
system of ~ounts should now be l~~oid down applicable 

The Engineering Colleges in this Pre&denoy are the 
following :-

to all pronnN:'~. With this object the Comptroller 
and Auditor u~nl'talsubwitt(-(} a sch~me to the GoYern-

(1) College of Engineering, Poona. 
(2) Dayaram Jethma.l Sind College in Ka.ra.cbi. 

The College of Engineering at Poona is under the 
control of a Principal who is subordinate to the Director 
of Public Instru<'tion. Selected studenta who have 
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studied for at least one year in an Arts College affiliated 
to the Bombay University are educated through the 
medium of the English language for the University 
degrees of Bachelor of Engineering (Civil), and Bachelor 
of Engineering (Mechanical). A school for Engineering 
apprentices is attached to the College. There is a general 
course lasting for two years, and the third year men 
on passing the prescribed examination can join one of 
the three following classes :-

(a) Sub-Overseer class. 
(b) Mechanical Engineer class. 
(c) Electrical Engineer class. 

The number of students admitted to the College yearly 
at present is approximately :- ' 

Civil Engineering course •. 
Mechanical Engineering 

From 
Bombay 

Presidency. 
42 

From 
other 

presidencies. 
8 

course 8, 2 
Sub-Overseers course . about 32 about 8 

Government at present guarantee the following appoint· 
ments:-

. One Apprentice Engineer who becomes a Provincial 
Assistant Engineer after 1 year. 
Three Overseers. 

it. At present the majority of Graduates have to be 
content with Overseers' posts. It is hoped it will be 
possible to give better instruction to a small class of a 
dozen or so than to the present classes of fifty and over. 
· A copy of the proposed 3 years' diploma course for o~. 
Overseers is also attached as Annexure V."' This contains 
more workshop practice and other practical work than 
the present B. E. course. It is thought that the men 
who j;!,;tve been through thi$ course will be better Over-
seers than those who have gone through the present 
B. E. course. 
, The Sub-Overseers' course is not proposed to be altered. 
It has recently been revised. 

2. The general opinion of officers of the Public Works 
Department is that the education imparted at the College 
of Engineering, Poona, is of a high order and is sufficient 
to· turn out Civil Engineers capable of making their 
mark in the professional world. It has been stated 
the college laboratory is larger and better fitted out 
than the Engineering laboratory at Cambridge University. 

The B. E. degree of the Bombay University is not yet 
recognised by the Institution of Civil Engineers as 
sufficient to exempt those holding it from passing the 
examination for Associate Membership. It is hoped 
that when the new four years' course is introduced that 
recognition will be accorded. It is understood that no 
Engineering College or University degree in India is as 
yet so recognised a fact which may be taken to indicate 
the standard of education in Engineering is not yet 

· up to European requirements. TJ!e defect may be due 
The three years University course leading to the degree to the lack of practical training, a subject which is dealt 
of B. E. (Civil) will be fgund on pages 27 to 30 of the with later on. 
College Ce.lendara.nd the so-called Sub-Overseer (Civil) 3. The' Dayarani Jethmal Sind College: has an 

Three Sub-Overseers. 

course on pages 59 to 60. Engineering branch attached to the College, the full 
An Advisory Committee for the College was appointed course of instruction in Civil and Mechanical Engineering 

by the Bombay Government a few years ago whose extending over ~ years ; the proficiency of the students 
functions are to advise Government on questions of is t.ested annually by examinations conducted by the 
policy, organization, s.taff: building equipme~t, the Public Works Department and the eertifi.cates are granted 
formation and reconstitution of cla!!ses, curriculum, on the results of these examinations, but it iB not proposed 
etc., and also to take the initiative in suggesting improve· at present to prepare students for the degree in Engineer
menta and reforms in respect of any of the above items. ing of the University of Bombay. A special grant is 
The Advisory Committee has on its board the Chief made by Gover~nt in aid of the&e classes and four 
Engineer and Secretary to Government, Public Works appointments, viz., 1 Overseer and 3 Sub-Overseers, in 
Department, · and other practical Engineers (officials the Public Wbrks Department are granted .to students 
and non-officials). holding the full certificate. 

The course of studies, as laid down by the Bombay The Chief Engineer in Sind remarks as follows about 
University, extends over three years, but .while the this College :-
general body of students present themselves for the " The Dayaram J ethmal Sind Arts College is the 
final degree examination in the year succeeding that only institution in Sind which teaches Engineering 
in which they pass the. second year's examination, and as the teachers are men of no particular professional 
such of the students as wish to make their studies as standing it is quite impossible for them to turn out fully 
t.horoughly complete as possible, with a view to having qualified engineers and architects. The direction and 
a better chance for the guaranteed appointment of extent of improvement is obvious in this case," 
As~.>istant Engineer, invariably spend an additional 4. For the lower paid posts the education imparted 
yea.r before they appear for the final examination on the at the Poona College of Engineering is possibly on too 
results of which the selection for this appointment broad a basis, and by men who will never rise beyond 
depends. The unsuccessful students have either to the grade of Overseer the. time might be spent more 
find private employment as Engineers or subordinates profitably on practical engineering, such as levelling, 
if they do not accept the guaranteed Overseer's post. , . survey, classification of materials, measuring work, simple 
Many of the next best men do aecept these as they prefer specification work, and the like, instead of in cramming 
Government posts to others even though they have theoretical knowledge out of books which they are 
to start on the lowest pay of the Upper Subordinate unable to apply in practice. , 
establishment. · 

Further information on the College course -v~ill be (viii). Whether adequate prwision is made for the prac• 
found in the memoranda prepared for the Public Services tical training on works of students who have received their 
Commission which are incorporated in* this. scientific educatwn in EnglMh or Indian CollegeB. 

The Advisory Committee . has drawn up a proposed 
four years' course which is now being considered by the The present position is best illustrated by a reference 
Bombay University. A copy of this is attached as to correspondence noted below:-
Annexure IV. • The extra time is mainly devoted to The Government of India in their Department of 
·workshop practice and other practical work. There Education letter No. 2226, dated 27th September 1912, 
is a certain amount of revision in the lecture courses, stated that it seemed to them that the time had come 
but it iB not intended to make them more difficult than to endeavour to connect educational institutions more 
at present. It is proposed to limit the ntunber of ad- closely with business fums, railways and other em· 
missions to this course as the number of openings ployers of labour to enquire how the former can 
for mE>n with an Engineer's training in this Presidency better meet the requirements of the latter, and to point 
and the surrounding States is not large. The limit out the way to further employment of Indians in them. 
will require to be expanded as circumstances necessitate For this Colonel Atkinson and Mr. Dawson 

• Not prin~d. • Not printed. 



were selected as having special practical experience on Experience shows that Indian students, 88 soon 88 they 
the subject. terminate their college course, are actuated by one idea 

The Government of India asked for the views of the only, namely, that of placing themselves at the earliest 
local Governments on the recommendations contained possible opportunity in a position where they can earn 
in the report submitted by those officers. Amongst a living, and, unless their certificates are withheld until 
the general recommendations were the following :- they have served the desired term of apprenticeship, 

it is extremely doubtful whether a system of appren· 
(1). That errery student passing out of a civil ticeships could successfully be imposed upon them to 

engineering college should be given an apprenticeship any general extent. The question arises accordingly 
for one year on practical work in the Public Works whether, in the case of the students of the Poona College 
Department. of Engineering who proceed to the B. E. degree of the 

(2). That an inspecting and advisory officer should be .·Bombay University, t~at body would consent to wi~h· 
appointed for all technical institutions in India. and hold their certificates until they had passed a penod 
that an employment bureau should be established under of apprenticeship in the PubliCI' Works Department. 
his supervision and control. The Governor_ in Council does ,not believe that the 

(3). That the course of Civil Engineerfug at the Poona University w?uld ever acquiesce in such a ~roposal 
College of Engineering should include a term of appren· inasmuch .as 1t would have the effect of me.~ the 
ticeshi under some competent officer. award. of 1t~ B. E. degree dependent on the certificate 

p . of the Public Works Department and would therefore 
(4). That the courses then prescnbed at the Co~ege be regarded as an attempt to subordinate the University 

for the apprentic~ classes of Sub-Overseers, Mecha~cal to a Government Department. 
Engineers and Electrical Engineers should be reviSed 
with a view to specialisation in the several branches 8. The advantages of a system of apprenticeship for 
at the earlier stage of the course. civil engineer students are, however, so patent that, even 

(5) That the course of !lfechan1cal and Electrical admitting that it is not possible to apply it universally, 
Engi~eering should include a term of two years' appren· - it is worth while making the experiment of introducing 
ticeship in works it partially and on a voluntary basis. The officers of the 

. ' . Public Works Department who have been consulted 
The VIews of the local Gover~?n,t ~ere commuru- consider that for ordinary engineering work a year's 

cated t~ the Gov~rnment of India m this Government training would, in the first instance, be sufficient, and 
EducatiOnal Departm'ent letter ~o. 1?85, dat?d 27th propose that a subsistence allowance of ·Rs. 30 per 
May 1915. Paragraphs 6 to 10 mcluslve of t~s. letter mensem, with travelling allowance for actual travelling, 
rela~e t~ the Public Works Department tr~lrung -of should be given to each student undergoing apprentice. 
Engmeermg stude_nts a~d are quoted below m full as ship. Tha annual expenditure entailed in training 25 
they deal fully With this matter. The Government of men on these terms is estimated at Rs. 15 000 or more 
India have not yet sent their reply. according to the amount of travelling ~tually done. 

"6. With regard to recommendation (1), the Governor by .the apprentices. The system advocated by Colonel 
in Council is of opinion that it would undoubtedly be Atkinson and Mr. Dawson is the one in force for the 
conducive to efficiency if every student passing . out training of apprentice overseers passing out of the Civil 
of the College of Engineering at Poona could be g1ven Engineering College at Roorkee. It is understood that 
an apprenticeship for a year in the Public Works Depart- at this institution a stipend of Rs. 40 per mensem is 
ment. From the narrower point of view of the immediate paid to each Indian apprentice, and that, where absolutely 
interests of that Department it may, it is true, be ques· necessary, rent for quarters and an allowance for the 
tioned whether it should be burdened with the task upkeep of a horse are granted in addition. The travelling 
of training the considerable body of young men who expenses incurred by the apprentices are also apparently 
annually complete their course of study at the C~lle~e, paid by the College. A further feature of the Roorkee 
These number about forty, and for the great ma3onty system is the payment-of an honorarium to the Public 
of them permanent employment could not be found, Works Department officer under whom an apprentice 
so that they would necessarily leave to seek employment is placed for practical instruction. If only in the in· 
elsewhere and would thus cease to be of use to the Depart· terests of the apprentices, it appears undesirable that 

~ ment. But aga.inst this it is necessary to take into the work of training students should be added to the 
· acc~unt the wider considera~ions to . which ~olonel ordinary duties of the subordinate officers of the Public 

Atkinson and Mr. Dawson· r1ghtly g~ve promme~ce. Wor~s Department without some provision for the 
A large percentage of the men turned out from In~a~ payment of extra remuneration, and it is accordingly 
engineering colleges obtain employment under muruCI· proposed to adopt the rates of honorarium allowed in 
palities, district bo~rds, railway~ and. contrac~ors, .but the case of Roorkee, viz., Re. 1 per diem for the first 
the excellent mater1al thus obtamed 1s oft~n 1mp~~ed apprentice and eight annas each for any additional 
in its efficiency through the want of that practwal trammg apprentices. The expenditure involved on this account 
which ca~ be obtained only in the vari?us ~ranc~es. of would not exceed Rs. 9,000 per annum. The proposals 
tho Public Works Department and which, m enstmg of the officers of the Public Works Department, which 
conditions, is seldom or never given except in .the case follow generally the lines of the system in operation at 
of men who have secured guaranteed appomtments Roorkee commend themselves to the Governor in 
under Government. On this aspect of the case it may Council ' · 
well be contended that the cost to Government of grantfug 
a year's apprenticeship in practical work to every man 
passed out of an engineering college would be amply 
.-epaid by the general benefit which such a measure 
would confer on the country at large professionally and 
financially. In nearly all cases the interests of the 
ultimate employer of every grade of civil engineer are 
closely related in some way or other to the interests 
of the State, and consequently the State will be a con· 
fliderable gainer if the general standard of efficiency 
in the engineering profession is raised by means of a 
univel'41&1 &eheme of apprenticeship such as is contem· 
plated. 

7. While this more liberal view of the question cannot 
fail to commend iblelf on grounds of general policy and 
expediency, it baa at the same time to be ~ed 
that the proposal is open w certain practical difficulties. 

9. At the same time a scheme has Leen formulated 
for the practical training which is to be given to the 
apprentices on the works of the Public Works Depart
ment. It provides that they shall, as far as poi!Sible, 
be given both irrigation work and roods and building 
work, each kind of work occupying six months. During 
one or two. months of the year of apprenticeship the 
students will also be required to devote some time to 
the work of management. Each ,apprentice will be 
required to submit at the end of every month to the 
Executive Engineer concerned, notes on the. linea of 
those which were formerly required of the student• at 
Coopers Hill College. Superintending Engineers will 
be expected to examine the apprentices occasionally 
in the following subjects :-

Construction (including nature of mateli.a.l.e), 
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Management of labour with special regard to

Supply of materiils. 

Actual construction. 

Discipline. 

Collecting labour. 

Payment and accounts including-:

Calling for contracts. 

Piece-work. 

Departmental work. 

10. The scheme outlined above, which will in due 
course be worked out in greater detail, also follows 
generally the lines of the system in force at Roorkee, 
and the Governor in Council, on learning that it meets 
with the approval of the Government of India, will be 
prepared to bring it into force on a voluntary basis 
as soon as the financial r· ation admits. With regard 
to the question of its ac eptability to civil engineering 
students, generally, I a to observe that appointing 
agencies are likely to prefer applicants for employment 
who have undergone a pr!Wtical training to those who 
have had no such experience and that this consideration, 
combined with the proposed payment of subsistence 
and travelling allowances, may be expected to afford 
a fairly strong inducement to the students to take up 
the proposed course of apprenticeship, more especially 
if an announcement is made that only those who are so 
t.rained will in future be employed by Governinent." 

Al~NEXURE I. 

Letter from H. F. Beale, Esq., M. butt. O.E., Secretary 
to the Government of Bombay, P'Ublic ·work& Depart. 
ment, to the Secretary to the Government of India, 
P'Uhlic Works Department, No • .A.-366, dated the 
13th January 1914. 

I am directed to reply to your letter No. 903 A. G., 
dated 3rd September 1912, on the subject of possible 
economies in the scale of expenditure on unremunera· 
tive public works, and to say that this question has 
frequently engaged the attention of the Government 
of Bombay. All projects submitted are carefully 1scru· 
tinized as to the class of work and rates adopted, and 
a standard book of specifications (termed Marryat's) has 
been published, in which are described all the classes of 
work which may be used in this Presidency. 

2. In Sind, mud masonry is used a good deal for the 
superstructure of buildings, but in the Presidency proper, 
it is mostly confined to buildings of a temporary nature. 
Everywhere efforts have been made to substitute some 
cheaper form of wood for Burma teak. At one time 
Jharrah looked promising, but that, like all the other 
<woods, is very readily attacked by white ants. Yet, 
with the a.id of :preservatives, ma.ny of the cheaper woods 
have been brought into use in districts where they are 
readily obtainable, I am to say that no hope can be 
hE~ld out of further economies for the reasons detailed 
bt.>low. 

3. So far from anticipating any reduction of rates, 
I am to show that it is far more probable that the rates 
will continue to rise. Able-bodied coolies are now 
receiving from 5 to 8 anna.s a day in places where 20 
yt>ars ago they received fro'm 3 to 5 anna.s ; the rise 
in the co.;t of food and the facilities for travel, which 
tmable them to repair to the most favourable market 

for labour, are the causes for this increase. The com. 
petition for labour amongst employers is now very 
great in this Presidency. As the prosperity of the , 
country increases, the demand for new works must con. 
tinue to grow. At the present moment great activityor 
prevails in the construction of dock works, railway ex
tensions, electrical projects, large irrigation schemes, 
and many important buildings at the various large 
centres in this Presidency. Unless the prosperity of 
the country receives a serious set-back, there is no reason 
to anticipate any great reduction in this activity in the 
near future ; but on the completion of these works, 
especially the irrigation schemes, great benefit will 
accrue to the working population, and the demand for 
a higher standard of living must necessarily follow. 

4. A comparison has been mad,e in Bombay and 
Ahmadabad between the rates paid for work and materials 
by the Public Works Department and by certain archi· 
tects and mill·owners. There is little difference to be 
found in the figures reported, but it may be conceded 
that private persons can very frequently get work done 
more cheaply than Government, and there are several 
good reasons to account for this. In Government work 
the system of advances, which is universal with private 
employers, is objected to. Also Public Works Depart. 
ment Officers pay special attention to secure materials 
and work of the quality required, while many private 
employers care little about specifications and know 
nothing of the rules for sound construction. The better 
supervision referred to involves a charge for establish· 
ment. These are the main. reasons for higher rates, 
but there are others, such as building in out of the way 
places, or when the market is uniavourable, etc. 

5. In reference to the suggestion that a less durable 
and cheaper form of construction may be advisable 
for certain buildings, I am to say that the Government 

- of Bombay has, as explained in paragraph 2 above, 
already adopted this principle as far as it is considered 
advisable. It has been ascertained that the ·repairs 
of kutcha buildings amount to 3 .per cent. on their capital 
cost, and of pucca buildings to I! per cent. only. It 
follows tha~ about 27 per cent. more may be spent on 
the latter in capital cost, and these buildings are more 
sanitary and satisfactory. White ants are the great 
enellly both of mud walls and cheap wood work, while 
in many places in Sind the creep of damp kalar is another 
objection to work of inferior quality, 

6. The third query in your letter under reply is in 
connection with the possibility of reducing the superior 
establishment by extending charges of supervision. I 
am to state that this Government has already given its 
opinion that the Public Works Department in the Bombay 
Presidency is undermanned, A letter* was addressed 
to the Government of India· asking for an increase in 
, the cadre of permanent Engineers, because the pro. 
portion of temporary men on the establishment is con· 
sidered too great. The answer of the Government 
of India was unfavourable, and the question is being 
studied again in the light of the remarks made by them 
in their Public Works Department letter No. 2309-E., 
dated the 31st October 1913. The Government of 
Bombay is now about to request the Government of 
India to sanction an increase of 54 men to the existing 
cadre of 249 Upper Subordinates. Hence it is evident 
that no reduction can be recommended as possible. 
With reference to the facilities for travelling brought 
about by the construction of good roads and railways 
I am to remark that the railways are seldom of any 
use to an Executive Engineer in his District, and that, 
without a. motor vehicle, which only a. few can afford 
to buy, the rate of travelling is not appreciably faster 
now than it was 10 or 15 years ago. 

* No. E.-4418, dated 23rd Apri11913. 
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M-.~"EXURE IT(a). 

Actual.,&xpenditure incu"ed in PUblic Work$ Department from the year 1889-1890 to the year 1915-1916-Road.s and 
Buildings Branch. 

I Deduct 
Total gross Outlay on Balance on 

45-Civll Outlay on which whieh Establish-
Imperial Imperial Famine. Works Local. Contribu· Works and Establish· Establish· ment Year. Military. Clvll. Provinci~. 

tlon. Repairs, ment ment Cba.rges. 
- Buildings Charges are is charged. and Roads. not admis· 

sible. · 

Includes 
Famine. 

Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. :Bs. :Bs. . :Bs. Rs . Ri. 

181l9·90 10,77,528 1,35,961 .... 26,73,172 8,11,077 4,32,735 61,30,473 8,24,953 48,05,520 11,93,389 
1890·91 1,61,789 1,99,965 .... 30,80,975 8,55,729 7,61,792 50,60,250 8,21,454 42,38,796 11,13,670 
1891·02 1,77,908 2,42,490 .... 30,37,688 10,55,158 7,68,331 52,61,525 6,83,509 45,78,016 11,32,860 
1892-93 1,46,738 2,12,260 .... 24,68,747 11,24,551 5,41,443 44,93,739 3,57,295 41,36,444 11,52,732 
1893·94 1,49,562 3,86,828 .... 28,55,933 10,70,246 8,19,141 42,31,710 2,98,408 39,33,302 11,54,486 
1804·95 1,57,718 35,927 .... 23,74,924 12,81,85il 3,81,592 42,32,017 4,22,115 31'!,09,902 11,33,768 
18~6-96 1,83,862 1,80,393 24,32,428 13,16,511 6,78,370 47,91,564 6,42,022 .41,49,642 11,40,371 
1896-97 1,51,326 1, 70,397 26,'4s,eeo 22,48,278 12,98,562 7,32,694 71,49,917 30,85,415 41,64,502 11,12,032 
1897-98 2,30,101 1,06,210 58,84,957 18,14,106 9,89,204 6,30,423 96,55,001 63,26,043 33,28,958 9,91,283 
1898-99 1,68,600 1,79,078 1,84,679 18,77,725 9,75,021 2,35,388 36,20,491 4,47,932 21,72,559 10,19,9« 
1899·1900 1,32,91\7 1,69,217 85,23,346 17,54,206 8,82,3M 1,27,518 1,15,89,620 87,58,368 28,31,252 9,64,686 
1900·01 1,18,827 2,02,630 1, 79,28,857 18,48,097 7,30,678 2,62,484 2,10,91,573 1,83,52,049 27,39,524 9,37,228 
1901-02 1,20,139 4,22,564 44,42,894 24,85,952 7,60,337 2,13,991 84,45,877 49,30,323 35,15,554 10,70,175 

1902-03 { 1,16,070 2,65,004 } 21,47,383 { 32,57,419 \8,85,950 1,17,756 67,89,582 } 4,07,496 ~7,89,582 . 10,95,999 
6,005 1,11,364 1,67,749 68,934 1,53,444 4,07,496 

1908·04 { 1,45,622 2,66,613 } { 33,05,300 9,75,216 2,83,732 49,76,483 l 9,60,599 49,76,483 11,37,826 17,972 2,72,540 .... 5,40,124 85,356 44,607 9,60,599 

1904-05 { 1,32,317 2,49,564 } 19,096 { 32,99,862 10,14,168 1,97,915 49,12,922 } 6,65,531 49,12,922 11,97,576 14,122 3,55,876 1,77,227 63,820 54,486 6,65,531 

1905·06 { 71,219 4,04,572 } 97,426 { 29,11,765 13,50,859 2,68,955 51,04,796 } 7,83,766 ·51,04,796 ·12,64,869 6,544 76,374 5,07,083 95,401 99,363 7,83,765 

1906-07 . { 69,652 5,76,809 } 4,82,884 { 45,79,167 11,19,474 3,59,755 71,87,241 } 9,35,851 71,87,241 13,49,569 4,766 1,76,673 4,01,126 1,77,204 1,76,082 9,35,851 
1907·08 65,825 7,91,915 3 61,60,416 15,61,072 2,74,922 88,54,153 7,92,844 ,80,61,309 13,59,300 
1908·09 73,873 8,54,766 .... 58,00,009 17.32,163 2,47,821 87,08,632 6,78,121 81,30,511 13,71,395 
1909·10 66,119 8,2>,814 .... 64,84,84:~ 19,96,190 2,65,976 86,38,941 7,86,256 .78,52,685 14,51,671 
1910·11 65,072 9,41,967 

4,'4'4,1180 
59,37,219 14,40,142 6,98,301 .90,82,701 12,75,888 78,06,813 14,40,922 

1911-12 65,855 8,03,736 64,19,730 16,99,096 12,37,966 1,06,71,063 24,47,060 82,24,003 12,39,277 
1912·13 60,666 3,39,401 5,69,963 68,72,838 16,83,000 13;09,719 1,08,36,577 19,07,981 89,28,596 13,82,309 
1913·14 67,112 7,18,513 147 85,95,411 15,88,339 13,93,737 1,23,53,259 21,93,242 1,01,60,017 14,97,764 
1914-15 75,015 10,28,948 .... 86,21,990 16,77,495 11,85,879 1,25,89,327 18,36,700 1,07,52,627 16,76,759 
1915-16 55,166 8,97,846 , .. , 54,32,012 17,28,357 17,36,482 98,44,863 17,47,760 80,97,113 18,20,81? 

.: 

ANNEXURE Il(b). 

Detail of EstabliBhment Charges from the year 1889-1890 to 1915-1916.-Roada and Buildings Branch. 

Year. 

1889-90 
1S~0·9l 
tsn-92 
1892-93 
1R93-94 
1R94·05 
~~~5·96 
1896-97 
1Sil7·~S 
1~98·99 • 
1~\19·1900 
1~00·01 
1\l'll-02 
1~02-03 
)\1(13.0~ 

l\Wl4-05 
1\105-06 
l\lll6·07 
l\>\!7·08 
11108-09 
19e9-10 
1\l!0-11 
)\lll-12 
l\112-1:! 
IHI3-a 
1~14-15 
llll:i-ld 

Imperial Imperio.! 
Military. Civil. 

Rs. 
2,88,251 

36,611 
40,975 
31,020 
33,928 
22,659 
35.369 
30,538 
29,654 
32,24\l 
24,7171 
22,665 ' 
23,468 
27,143 
34,027 
81,628 
16,825 
16,586 
13,9()9 
15,458 
H,l76 
14,331 
H.37Q 
12.\1\J:l 
13.~(11 

lf>,t>&3 
11,051 

- R!. 

26,263 
40,130 
50,268 
47,813 
52,388 
23,056 
36,082 
36,119 
21,552 
35,709 
28,932 
84,724 
58,03'!1 
66,015 
65;S:i2 
66,3~7 
99,886 

1,86,127 
1,58,661 
1,83.182 
1,87,283 
1.50,1~5 
1,73,!\llS 

60.@75 
1,44,7311 
1.90,i3fl ' 
1,60,712 I 

VOL. II 

Famine. 

Rs. 

49,567 
1,74,183 

4,436 
96,368 

8,92,921 
1,25,041 

34,415 

• '7n2 
2,580 

30,567 
945 
574 

lll,480 
5£.7~4 

81 

45-Civil 

~r~~- Local. 
cia!. 

Contrlbu· 
tion. 

Total as 
per 

Finance 
Accounts 
Buildings 

and 
Roads 
Branch, 

Ded~ I I Charges , 

~r;'h~~~t Net Ell· \ 
speCially tablish· Direction.' Accounts. 1 Cont,~otnruc· engaged n1ent , 

1 
• 

particular I f 
for any Chargtli. I I 
work. j 

--i-----1---1-- --~-r----
Rs. :Bs. Rs. ll.s. Rs. ll.s. Rs. 1 Rs., Rs. 

8,49,807 92,068 26,840 12,32,729 39,340 11,93,889 1,79,675 1 1,25,6111 8,88,091'! 
9,31.990 1,10,425 35,339 11,54,495 40,825 11,13,670 1,68,809 I 1,22,787 8,22.074 
9,09,820 1,30,092 44,232 11,75,387 43,027 11,32,360 1,64,726 1,29,744 8,37,390 
9,27,194 1,39,894 45,296 11,90,717 37,985 11,52,732 1,68,6n 1,06,618 8,77,417 
9,42,853 1,27,587 31,601 11,88,357 33,871 11,54.,486 1,81,325 1,02,208 8,70,953 
9,48,121 1,~9,246 23,454 11,56,536 22,783 11,33,753 1,81,3:l9 1,07,794. 8,H,620 

, 9,M,962 1,47,064 42,342 11,67,819 27,448 11,40,371 1,86,288 I 1,14,16~ 8,39,920 
8,41,6!6 1,47,415 84,054 11,39,319 27,237 11,12,032 1,76,296 I ·1,08,172 I 8,27,564 
8,38,048 96,892 22,825 11,83,154 1,91,871 9,91,283 1,62,721 

1 
1,12,137 7,Hl,425 

8,47,52a 1,10,237 23,423 10,5~.577 33,633 10,19,944 1,65,702 1,15,es4 1.38,558 
8,39,459 1,01,974 13,675 11,05,125 1,40,439 9,64,686 1,f.(l,043 1,17,111 6,81.532 
8,34,789 86,036 6,15! 13,77,289 4,40,066 9,37,223 1,77,350 ' 1,14,022 6,45,851 
9,27,606 91,621 8,170 12,33,94i l,G3,769 10,70,175 l,B8.905 1,21,914 7,59,a56 
1!,57,576 1,06,650 5,949 11,97,748 1,01,749 10,95,999 l,St\,21\1 1,22,457 7,87,2ill 
9,70,878 1,16,104 15,136 12.01.997 64,172 11,37,825 2,00,573 1,23,434 8,13,818 

10,40,122 l,23,n64 10,750 12,72,643 75,067 11,97,571\ 2,19,135 1,24,576 8,53.866 
10,64,995 1,59,120 10,775 13,53,t81 88,812 12,64,869 3,03,417 1,18,414 8,43,038 
11,37,656 1,34,100 19,141 14,7UI\3 1,24,614 13,49,569 3,21,064 1,13,1'159 9,14,646 
11,10.593 1,72,343 18,743 14,75,191 1,15,894 13,59,300 2,87,865 1,22,529 1),48,!KI6 
11,26,965 1,70,035 13,1~8 15,09,384 1,37,P89 13,71,395 3,18,774 1,30,374 9,22,247 
12.15.~79 1,74,348 26,780 16,18,461 1,66,790 14,51,671 3,64.322 1.~2.958 9,54,3111 
12,82,509 1,40,85R 47,800 16,85,713 1,94,7g1 14,40,922 ~.40,632 1,41,567 9,58.7:13 
9.99,483 1,67,352 1,11,378 14,85,575 2,46,298 12,39,277 3.22.291 .. 9,16,1186 

12,fiR.543 1,4l3.6a9 99,155 16,66,929 2,84,620 13,82,309 3,56.322 .. 10,2.S,U1<7 
14.78,39;; 1,52.8:!11 24,986 1S,H,281 3,1~,467 14,97,764 3,f;ll,&26 .. 11,3~~.~3!1 
14,8&,161\ 1,6b,3~1 00,100 19,51,018 2,74,259 16,76,759 3,:>0,911 .. 13,25.!148 
15,77,060 1,55,127 73,913 19,77,923 1,57,600 1t<,20,317 3,54,367 .. l4,c.!.,ii~O 

2u 
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1896-97 

1897·98 

1898·99 'I 

1899-1900 

1900-01 • 

1901-02 • 

1902-03 • 

1903..()4 

190£..()6 • 

1905·06 • 

1906-07 

1907..()8 

1908..()1! 

1909·10 

1910.11 • 

1911·12 • 

1912-18 

11119-U 

1914-16 

1911-16 

Year. 

. / 

. 

. 

. . 

Net cost of 
works on 
which 

&tal•lish
ment is 
charged, 

(This does 
not include 

famine ,, 
outlay.) 

Al'PBNDIX P:-i:ontinued. 

ANNEXURE ll(c). 

Statement of expenditure on Famine Relief Work8. -
Year. 

. 

. . 

. . 

. 

Cost o! 
famine 
work 

carried ont 
by Roads 

ll!ld 
Buildin!!B 
nraucli 
only. 

. 

Total of 
columns 
2 and 3. 

. 

Famlne Relief Works Famine Relief Works 
Actual Roads and <1. 

carried out by the Jluilding!l, Famine 
Roads and Buildings carried out by the Establishment 

Branch. Irrigation Branch. charges from 
finance accounts. 

Rs. Rs. R.q, . 26,59,222 85,781 49,567 

46,78,948 12,06,0o9 1,68,208 

,. 18,794 1,65,885 8,338 

62,36,686 22,86,660 17,553 

1,20,39,505 58,89,852 3,23,887 

1 20,44,610 23,118,284 88,341 

1,97,788 20,45,800 82,650 

.. .. .. 

.. 24,660 .. 
117,468 41,811 886 . ·- .2,90,931 1,96,120 24,267 

1 - 1145 .. .. 
.. .. 574 ., .. .. 
.. .. .. 
1,46,901 2,117,779 " 19,480 . . 1,04,812 "65,151 49,175 . .. .. 81 

. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. 

ANNEXURE ll(d). 
RoADS AND BuDJDINGS BRANCH, 

Public Work& Department. 
Establishment Percentages: 

Estab· 
li~hment 
charges 

incurred 
N~t Estab- R~s 
blishment and 
charges. Build· 

ings 
Famine 
Works 
only. 

Totlll of 
columns 
6 and 6. 

Total of 
oolumns 

4 and 7= 
total cost 
of work 

including 
Establish· 

ment. 

g Establi,h-11 g ' g::: 
c- ment "" ,., r:t 

construe- "" ""a 
!il !il tion r:t r:t = 
~ ; charges Column 4 8 8 "t, 

.... -o ... '0 nl pl l i:i ii .. 
"'

0 
"'

0 °Flmin~ cl!u':n o'g ~'8-i.~ 
g:,<li g:,.o Establish· 11. ~<11 ~..,. m 
.S!i! $1'1 ment $1'! ,Sr:t-

8:g ~8 oolumn6. ~g ~~l.l 
~~ ~~ c~~~es I u u~ 

---1----1----1---+----1---11--- ---- -------
2 8 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 --:1---1---""--1--1--·l----"---1-1---1----1--

Rs, Rs. Rs. R!. Rs. Rs. &. Rs. Rs. 

thODSII!ld5 
4S,05,520 .. 48,05,520 11,98,889 .. 11,93,3'<9 69,98,909 24•8 19'9 8,81!,098 56,93 18'5 15·4! 1889-911 

1890-91 • 
1891·92 
1892-93 • 
1893·94 
1894·95 .: I 1895-96 
18116-97 
1897·98 • 
1898·99 • 
11!99·19:!1) 
190(}.(11 • 
1901..()2 • 
1902..()3 • 
1903..()4 • 
1904-06 
1905..()6 
1906-07 • 
1907-08 
1908..()9 • 
1909-10 • 
1910.11 • 
1911-12 • 
1~12·13 
1~1S·I' 
l!HH5 
191;;..16 

42,38,796 .. 42,38,796 11,18,670 •• 11,1~,670 53,52,466 26•4 20•8 8,22,074 50,60 19'4 16•2 
45,78,016 • • 45,78,016 11,32,360 • . 11,32,360 67,10,376 24•7 19'9 8,37,890 54,16 18'3 15'4 
41,36,444 • • 41,36,444 11,52,732 • . 11,1\2,732 52,89,176 27·9 21•8 8,77,417 60,14 21'2 17•5 
39,33,302 .. 39,33,302 11,54,486 .. 11,54,486 50,87,788 29•4 22'7 !!,70,953 48,04 22•2 18•1 
38,09,902 .. 38,09,902 U,33,753 .. . 11,33,753 49,43,656 29·8 23·0 8,44,620 46,54 22·2 18'1 
41,49,542 • • 41,49,542 11,40,371 . . ,11,40,371 52,89,913 27•5 21•6 8,39,920 49,1\9 20•2 16•8 
4l,M,502 26,58,222 68,22,724 11,12,')32 49,5117 11,61,608 79,84,332 17·0 14'5 !1,77,131 77,00 12'8 11•4 
S3,28,9:i8 46,78,948 80,07,90€ 9,91,283 1,53,203 11,44,486 91,52,392 14·3 12·5 8,69,628 88,77 10·8 9'8 
31,72,559 18,794 31,91,353 10,19,944 3,338 10,23,282 42,14,635 32•1 24•3 7,41,896 39,33 23'2 18•9 
211,31,252 62,36,686 91l,67,938 9,64,686 77,553 10,42,2R9 1,01,lll,l77 11'5 10'3 7,~9,085 98,27 8•4 7•7 
27,39,524 1,20,39,506 1,47,79,029 9,37,223 3,23,837 12,61,060 1,60,40,089 8•6 7'8 9,69,688 1,57,49 6'6 6'1 
35,15,554 20,44,610 65,60,164 10,70,175 83,341 11,53,516 67,13,680 20•8 17'2 8,42,697 64,03 16'1 13•1 
67,89,582 1,97,788 69,87,370 10,95,999 62,650 11,5~,649 81,46,019 16•6 14'2 8,49,931 78,37 12'2 10•9 
49,75,483 ". 49,76,483 11,37,825 .. 11,37,825 61,14,308 22'8 18•6 8,13,818 57,90 16'4 14'1 
49,12,922 • • 49,12,922 1197 576 1197 576 61,10,(98 24'4 19'6 ' 8,63,866 57,67 17'4 14•8 
&1,04,796 57,468 51,62,259 1~64;869 '8so 12:6&;755 1!4,28,014 24·5 19·7 i 8,43,!124 -60,06 1o·s 13·9 
71,87,241 2,90,931 74,78,172 13,49,~69 24,267 13,73,836 88,62,008 18'4 ]5•5 . 9,38,913 84,17 12•6 11'1 
80,61,309 .. 80,61,309 13,59,300 945 13,60,245 94,21,554 16"9 lN '1 9,49,951 90,11 11'8 10·5 
81,80,511 .. 81,80,511 13,71,395 574 13,71,969 95,02,4!l0 16'9 14•4 1 0,22,821 90,53 11•3 10·2 
78,52,685 • • 711,52,685 14,51,671 • • 14,51,671 93,04,356 18'5 11~:66 I ~ •• 

5
5
8
4,,8

7
9
23
1 88,07 12·1 n·s 

78,06,8!3 78,06,8!3 14,40,922 , ; 14,40,922 92,47,735 18'5 - r 87,M 12•8 10'9 
82,24,003 1,46,901 83,70,904 12,39,277 19,480 I 12,58,757 06,29,661 16'0 13'1 i 9,36,466 93,07 11'2 10·1 
89,28,596 1,04,812 oo,8S,408 13,82,309 43,175

1

14,25,484 1,04,58,1\92 15'8 11~:18 ·1 11o1 .,63~ •• o161~ 1,01,os n·s 10·0 
1,01,60,017 • " 1,01,60,017 14,97,764 81 14,97,845 1,16,57,862 14'7 - ~ " 1,12,94 10"2 10•0 
1,07,52,627 .. 1,07,52,627 16,76,759 .. 16,76,759 1,24,29,386 15·6 13'5[13,25,848 1,20,78 118~s1 1 u·o 
so,97,ns .. • so,97,us 18,20,su .. 1s,2o,311 99,17,430 22·0 18·s t4,65,95o 95,63 I 15·a 
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.ANNEXURE II(e).* 

Stalfmenl 81wwing percentageB of eatablishment chargea on total value of 'WO'fkB including irrigation e:recuted by tM Boozbay 
Public W orkB Department. 

:NET TOTAL OUTLAY OJ! WOJ!.Jt8, 
:NET TOTAL ESUBLISIDI1!J!T CIIJ.BGES PltB.CEJ!T!GI AND 'ES!AB• 

IliOLUDll!lG DIEEOTlOJ! AND AOCOIJ'J!TS. LISUBJ!T TO WORKS. 

Year. Pereentage Pereentag& 
Buildings Buildings Irrigation 

and Roads Irrigation Total. and Roads Total. of column of column 

Branch. Bre.nch. Bra.nch. Branch. 7 on column 7 to COllllll1ll 

'· H7. 

-
1 2 8 ' 6 6 7 8 9 

}la. Rs. B.s. }la, B.s. B.s. 

1889-90 4c8,05,520 20,117,812 69,03,332 11,93,389 6,01,378 17,114,767 26·0 20·6 
1890..91 42,38,796 20,37,415 62,76,211 11,13,670 6,92,366 17,06,035 2H 21·8 
1891·92 45,78,016 17,14,736 62,92,752 11,32,360 • 6,15,210 16,47,570 26-1 20·7 
1892-93 41,36,444 18,02,617 69,39,061 11,52,732 6,48,654 17,01,886 28·6 22·2 
1893·94 ,. 39,33,302 22,62,652 61,95,954 11,54,486 6,38,429 17,92,915 28·9 22-4 
1894-95 38,09,902 26,01,345 64,11,247 11,33,753 7,91,090 19,24,1l43 so·o 23·0 
1896-96 41,49,542 28,74,463 70,24,005 11,40,371 7,85,639 19,26,910 2N 21-6 
1896-97 41,64,502 35,10,703 76,75,205 11,12,032 8,42,811 19,54,843 25·4 20·3 
1897·98 33,28 968 33,63,290 66,92,248 9,91,283 8,53,535 18,44,818 27·6 

I 
21'6 

1898·99 31,72,559 31,55,712 63,28,271 10,19,944 8,36,827 18,56,771 211·3 22·6 
1899·1900 28,31,252 35,79,836 64,11,088 9,64,686 9,02,206 18,66,892 29·1 22·6 
1900·01 27,39,524 40,73,309 68,12,833 9,37,223 10,09,825 19,47,048 28·5 22·2 
1901·02 35,15,554 35,47,151 70,62,705 10,70,175 9,60,435 20,80,610 28·7 22·8 
1902-03 67,89,582 45,40,5!0 1,13,30,092 10,95,999 9,38,712 20,84,711 17·9 16·2 
1903-04 49,76,483 36,41,740 86,18,223 11,37,825 9,24,141 20,61,966 23·9 19·8 
1904·05 49,12,922 34,69,450 83,82,372 11,97,676 9,83,617 21,81,193 26·0 20·6 
1~05·06 61,04,796 31,84,334 82,89,130 12,64,81\9 9,70,659 22,86,628 26·9 21·2 
1ll06·07 .71,87,241 31,16,638 1,03,03,879 13,49,669 10,06,952 28,56,521 22·8 18·6 
1907·08 80,61,309 38,88,530 1,19,49,839 13,59,300 10,02,190 23,61,490 19·7 16·5 
1908-09 81,30,511 42,96,891 1,24,27,402 13,71,891> 11,52,4.64 26,23,849 20·3 16·8 
190g·10 78,52,685 50,74,707 1,29,27,392 14,51,671 12,13,018 26,6*,689 20·6 lH 
11110·11 78,06,813 48,54,295 1,26,61,108 14,40,922 12,63,569 27,04,491 21-S 17·6 
1911-12 82,24,003 61,01,118 1,33,25,121 12,39,277 12,88,479 25,27, 756 18·9 16·9 
1912-13 89,28,596 ' 64,00,622 1,48,29,218 13,82,309 13,65,229 27,47,638 19•1 16'1 
1913·14 1,01,60,0171 68,04,677 1,69,64,694 14,97,764 15,35,245 80,33,0011 17'8 16•1 
1914·16 1,07,52,627 72,88,959 1,80,36,686 16,76,759 15,87,865 82,14,624 17'8 15'1 
1915·16 80,97,113 64,06,111 1,46,02,224 18,20,317 16,09,149 84,29,466 23•6 19'1 

• Annexurea II (/) and (g) not pnnted. 

ANNEXURE m.t 
Powers of adminiBtrative Banction in connection with Provincial Major and Minor Worb up to the amounts mentioned 

againBt eac'h. 

Designation of officer. 

Commissioner in Sind 

Commissioners of Divisions • • , • 
Commissioner of Customs, Salt, Opium and Abka.ri , 
Director of Agriculture • • • , • , 
Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land Records 
Inspector-General of Registration • 
Co~issioner of Income Tax, Bombay 
Supermtendent of Stamps, Bombay , 
Collector of Bombay • • • • • 
Surgeon-General with the Government of Bombay 
Director of Public Instruction • • , 
Inspector-General of Police 

Commissioner of Police, Bombay 
Inspector-General of Prisons • 
Agent to the Governor, Kathia.war , 
Political Resident, Aden • 
Chief Engineer in Sind • • • 
~Superintending Engineers of Divisions 
Sanit&ry Engineer to Government • 
Executive Engineers 

Provincial ~r Works in connection 
with residential buildings, the total 

capital cost of which with the 
additions and alterations does not 

exceed the limits below and other than 
those connected with Government 

Houses and Eoolesia.stical 
Buildings. 

Rs. 2,000, and as regards Police Sub· 
Inspectors' quarters as per Govern
ment Resolution No. C. W.-240, 
dated 11th Janua.ry 1913. 

Rs. 2,000 
" 2,000 
.. 2,000 
•• 2,()p() 
.. 2,000 
.. 2,000 
, 2,000 
" 2,000 
.. 2,000 
" 2,000 

Rs. 2,000, and as regards Police Sub· 
Inspectors' quarters as per Govern· 
ment Resolution No. C. W.-4564, 
dated 26th April1913. 

Rs. 2,000 
" 2,000 
Nil 
Nil 

Rs. 2,000 
.. 2,000 
,, 2,000 
Nil 

t Annexuree (I\) and (V) not printed. 

Provincial 
Works other 

than residential 
buildings and 

those in 
connection with 

Government 
Houses and 
Eccleaia.stieal 

Buildings. 

Rs. 
10,000 

10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 

10,000 
10,000 
5,000 
5,000 

10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
2,500 

2 u 2 
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Al'FBNDIX II-concluded • 

.ANNEXURE In-concluded. 

Power a of certain Superintending Engineers to sanction estimates for works and to accept tenders. .. 

• Officers. 
Power to sanction 

Engineering 
details of works. 

Power to accept 
tenders. 

Mr. Ali Akbar, M. Inst. C. E., Superintending Engineer • • • • 
Mr. F. St. J. Gebbie, Superintending Engineer, Indus Right Bank,Division • 
Mr. F. Wright, Superintending Engineer, Southern Division • 

Rs. 
50,000' 
20,000 
20,000 

Rs. 
50,000 
20,000 
20,000 

~· .~· J. Kent, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., Superintending Engineer, Central 
DtVlBton , , • , , • • , 20,000 

20,000 Major F. M. Westropp, R.E., Superintending Engineer 
20,000 
20,000 

APPENDIX m. 
Note by the Hon'ble the Chief Commissioner of the Central_ Provinces. 

In the note below. I shall record my general opinion 
on certain of the matters referred to the Committee. 
I regret that I have had no time to work up the subject 
in the way that I should have liked, as I have been very 
busy and the reports of the officers who have been con
sulted reached me only a day or two ago. 

2. In the Central Provinces we have, besides the 
Public Works organisation, a Divisional Local Fund 
Engineer establishment for carrying out work for local 
bodies. There are thus two agencies existing side by 
side, and a considerable body of opinion exists that this .. 
is uneconomical and should not be continued. This 
forms the chief question of reorganisation for decision 
in this Provinlle, for it is admitted on all sides that con
sidering local ,conditions there can be practically no 
change in existing method8 of work and that no system 
of private enterprise can take the place of departmental 
agency for many years to come. On the latter point 
evidence will be given by the officers of Government 
who will be exatnined by the Committee, and I need not 
enlarge on the subject here, beyond saying that any 
attempts that have been made in the past to employ 
local men as large contractors for important public works 
have proved a failure. Instances in point are the new 
Seoretariat and the Po.!!t Office at Nagpur and in the 
Irrigation:-Branch the Ramtek and Tendula Canal Head· 
work~ Contracting firms in Calcutta and Bom~ay 
lnight i:J.o doubt be employed, but the general concluSion 
is that the rates of the Public Works Department are 
not a sufficient inducement to them to undertake works 
in these Provinces. I am at' present considering the 
question of giving some building work in connection 
with schools to Messrs. , the engineers 
who are carrying out th Works, but 
the matter has not yet got beyond the sugges
tion stage. T~ experiment, which would be made 
by the employment of an agency of standing and pro· 
fessional capacity, may show that with existing rates 
large contractors will come forward to undertake our 
works. But the agency will be from outside the Prov· 
ince ; in view of past experience we can hardly expect 
to obtain indigenous agency of a quality that will enable 
any saving to be made in the way of reduction of super· 
vision and management of works. 

3. The contractors at present employed are for the 
most part small men;· they are mere suppliers of labour 
and to some extent of tpaterials. The only labour they 
can obtain is generally inefficient and the materials 
they supply require the closest supervision. I believe 
that, as a matter of fact, our petty contractors make 
little more than a bare living ; many of ,them have to 
work on borrowed money, and the question was raised. 
some time ago of introducing a system of iiovernment 
advances to approved men, so as to get contractors to 
come forward more readily and do better work. The 
idea, was, however, given up as imprarticable. 

4. If it is accepted that our existing system must 
remain, we have to face the fact that a strong supervising 
agency is necessary, and this being so it can scarcely 

• be said that present methods are uneconomical or unsuit
able. One frequently hears the view expressed that the 
Public Works Department is extravagant, and I shall 
below give some reasons which tend to produce this 
impression, for which there is something to be said. But 
the methods of working can hardly be gainsaid, as there 
is nothing else to replace them. . 

5. As regards the Public Works Department organisa
tion criticism is possible in respect of the following 
matters:- · 

(a). The service is not in such close touch with the 
general administrative officers, Commissioners and 
Deputy Commissioners, as are practically all the other · 
departmental services. It is a specialist department, 
which goes on its own lines and is not responsive to 
criticism. I quote the following remarks made on this 
point in replies which have been received :-

Mr. Marten, Deputy Commissioner, Saugor :-: · 
"As we cannot have the system in force in Engl~tnd of 

employing private firms we. must have a Public Works 
Department and,. admitting the great value of the 
work done by the present Public Works Department, 
there are certain defects which are, I think, patent. 
The Public Works Department originated as a body 
of expert Engineers employed to execute works rc· 
quired for the various branches of the Civil Adminis
tration. It has developed into an enormous depart· 
mental organisation running on parallel lines with 
the Civil Department, in many respects entirely 
independent and with a large power of control and 
allotment of funds. Though a parallel organisation 
the various charges do not coincide with the Civil 
charges and many districts have no resident Executive 
Engineer but are only visiting charges. This fact 
combined with a highly developed departmental 
spirit and a feeling of exclusiveness, which is perhaps 
natpral in the expert in respect of technical work, 
tends to create an impression that the department 
is not responsive to criticism or even readily receptive 
of suggestion by the layman, However much the 
Deputy Commissioner may be interested in the Civil 
works of his district, the state of the roads, the pro· 
gress of buildings, etc., he has, I think, a feeling that 
they are beyond his reach and outside his jurisdic~ion, 
as indeed they are, inasmuch as he has no direct 
control over them. He feels that only by protracted 
and perhaps acrimonious correspondence through 
devious channels can he make his opinions felt or 
bring home his criticisms, and that even then there 
is little chance of enforcing individual responsibility 
in respect of matters which may have been d~alt 
with by numerous individuals and are susceptible 
of endless technical explanations. I mention these 
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matters not in a bitter spirit but because I h.>lieve 
that they illustrate wha.t is the principal defect of the 
Public Works Department in over departmentalisa
tion, too much internal organisation and too little 
control from without, resulting in want of individual 
responsibility, too much sticking to a groove and want 
of CloRe sympathy with the departments directly 
concerned with the works being executed." 

Jfr. Wills, Deputy Commissioner, Betul :-
"The Public Works Department is in district adminis

tration somewhat of an "imperium in imperio." It is 
largely independent of control by District officers and is 
correspondingly indifferent to their criticism." 

I believe that this aloofness from the general adminis
trative machine and independence of outside control 
and criticism is largely responsible for what I consider 
to be the case, viz., that the Department as a whole 
is not up to the standard in point of view of all-round 
efficiency of other branches of the public service in 
India. 

(b). I notice amongst some of the opinions sent in 
by Public Works Department officers themselves re
cognition that the personnel of the Department is not 
up to the mark. Mr. Thomson mentions the prevalence 
of inefficiency in the ranks of the Public Works Depart
ment. He speaks of the young Assistant Engineer who, 
finding himself relegated to measuring up stacks of 
metal and paying cooliu, loses interest in his profession 
and adopts an atti~ude of carrying on to the detriment 
of his efficiency and capacity for higher posts. He 
further condemns the incremental system of promotion 
as being a narcotic which tends to kill competition and 
encourages a spirit of minimum effort. My personal 
opinion, as already stated, is that the Department ha.s 
more bad bargains than should be the case. There 
is not the keenness amongst many men to make the best 
job of their work. There is a tendency to get into a. 
groove and carry on. The way in which road-side trees 
will be planted and provided with tree-guards according 
to the book and then left to live or die, is an instance 
in point : on many roads in this Province money has 
been thrown away time and again through slackness 
in this particular. I shall not enlarge on the subject 
further, but I feel bound to state that all is not well 
in the Department. 

(c). The subordinate establishment is frequently of 
poor quality and has not got the best of reputations 
for honesty. It may almost certainly be said)hat this 
touchlls the difficulty which is frequently experienced 
in getting contractors, a point that is often brought 
forward. If the f)Ontractor has to pay commission, he 
must make it good somehow, and scamped work is in
evitable. 

(d). The Public Works Department is blamed for its 
fonrlness for the "solid and substantial ,,.in the matter 
of construction. This is not a defect in organisation, 
and the Department can say that it is for the officers 
gi\·ing administrative sanction-to works to object. But 
it. is probable that closer touch with the general adminis
trative side would make it easier for such objection to 
bo t~ ken and would result in a partial measure of economy 
in thi~ respect. . 

((). Departmental criticism of the organisation of the 
Department raises the question of the unsuitability 
of many of the provisions of the Code-a view for which 
I understand there is much foundation-and the further 
question of far too much of the time of the professional 
agency being occupied with accounts. I believe there 
i~ a great deal in this latter criticism and it is a matter 
whith deserves investigation. I would add my further 
opinion that there is too muflh niting work in the offices 
of Executive Engineers and their subordinates. In 
ral't'S which have come before me I have noticed the use 
of forma.! corree:pondence about matters of the most 
trifling detaiL I ha'l'e tried to drop on this, but I beliPve 
the evil is still very pronounced. In a sla.ckly run office 
tbtl R\bu al"·ays gl:'ts the upper hand and makes work 
for more dt'rk~ and still morr. .\ thorough pnrgt> iR 
wanted here. 

• 

6. I have referred to these criticisms which are . 
generally made regarding the Department, a.s they 
certainly affect the ecooomy of the Department although 
they hardly affect the metlwd8 of carrying out works 
except indirectly. It must be understood that I do not 
condemn every individual ma.n in the Engineer service 
nor every individual subordinate employe. There are 
excellent men in the Public Works Department, but 
there are more than there should be who are indifferent 
bargains to the State, and there is not always manifest 
that keenness to get the best out of the money that is 
spent that one would like to see. 

7. There is a further question which bears on economy, 
viz., that of the high rates of pay drawn by officers of 
the Imperial Service for doing the ordinary work of a 
Public Works Department division. This is a matter 
which I can best refer to when I come to make sugges
tions for a different organisation for the carrying out 
of ordinary works. • 

8. Side by side with the Public Works Department 
we have in these Provinces what is known as the Divi
sional Local Fund Engineer scheme for doing the work 
of local bodies. A separate note is being prepared 
dealing with this scheme, and witnesses will also speak 
regarding it. The District Councils .of the Central 
Provinces (I exclude for the present Berar) are too poor 
to maintain a suitable establishment for their own works ; 
and certain Provincial works have been transferred 
to the Divisional Local Fund Engineer, on which Govern· 
ment pays to the District* Councils the usual supervi· 
sion charges, in order that with the help of the latter 
the Councils may be able to finance the scheme. In 
Berar the District Boards have hitherto run an arrange
ment of this kind from their own resources. Recently 
approval has been given to the appointment of two 
Local Fund Engineers for Berar, and it is being suggested 
that certain Government works should be made over 
to them partly to provide funds for the two posts and 
partly as, on account of the depletion of the Public 
Works Department cadre because of the war, the Public 
Works Department Executive Engineers in Berar are 
overburdened with work. -

9. In the Central Provinces the arrangement ha.s not 
been successfuL The charge of a Division.a.l Local Fund 
Engineer-a Commissioner's division-is too large for one 
man ; the District Councils have inefficient subordinate 
staffs-they cannot afford to pay for better-and too 
much devolves on the Local Fund Engineer : the latter 
has really the position and responsibilities of an Executive 
Engineer and cannot undertake them. In Berar the 
District Boards have fairly well-paid Supervisors, who 
are really the Executive Engineers of the districts, and 
the Local Fund Engineer is more a Superintending 
Engineer. The Commissioner of Berar is satisfied with 
this arrangement ; he thinks it is on the whole working 
well and holds out the prospect of considerable expansion 
on existing lines. The general conclusion may be stated 
that in the Central Provinces we must adopt a similar 
arrangement and abandon the scheme on the lines which 
are at present followe.d, i.e., the Divisional Local Fund 
Engineer should be a.n inspecting, and not an executive 
agency, and a well-paid Supervisor must be appointed 
in each district for the execution of works. This, 
however, involves heavy subsidies being paid from 
Government revenues to the District Councils and the 
transfer of more works. The District Councils are in 
most districts very badly off and theit programme of 
works is a limited one. 

10. The Divisional Local Fund Engineer is not under 
the District Councils in either the Central Provinces or 
Berar, but under the Commissioner. The position with 
regard to his staff, district supervisors and sub-over· 
seers, in the Central Provinces is somewhat anomalous. 
The District Council.a regard them a.s theit own serYants, 
but the staff take theit orders from the Local Fund 
Engineer and are really outside the control of the Councils. 
In Berar the supervisors and sub-overseers are under 

• .\"ok-In the Central Provinres we have Dilltrict Council a. 
In Berar l)lljtrict Board:i. 
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, the District Boards. Mr. Walker, Commissioner' of 
the Nerbudda. Division, will explain the position in the 
Central Provinces more fully to the Committee and 
will also tell how the present· position has. arisen and 
what has been the past history of the execution of District 
Council works. 

11. The main question which we have to deal with 
is, as I have stated at the beginxilng of this note, whether 
we should ha.ve two separate agencies for the execution 
of works in the districts, t:iz.:-

(1). The regular Public Works Department establish
ment. 

(2). The so-caJled Divisional Local Fund Engineer 
establishment (based on the Berar model, which it will 
be necessary to adopt, if the system is to be continued). 
The system I would advocate is that we should employ 

·only one agency and have a staff of District Engineers, 
to do the ordinary work both of Government and of the 
local bodies. Mr. Walker in his note has strongly 
pressed for this change and the same conclusion has been 
arrived at by Mr. Thomson, Superintending Engineer. 

12. The main reason for the change is that it is the 
most economical that can be devised. The present 
arrangement is wasteful, more especially in the Central 
Provinces where District Councils have not enough work 
to provide an adequate staff and where over-lapping 
results. The other day at the headquarters of a tahsil 
I found a Public Works Department Sub-Ovarseer and 
a Local Fund Sub-Overseer, both posted to the same 
place, and both doing work which constantly crossed. 
.Again it cannot be cienied that much of the work in an 
ordinary Public Works Department division does not 
require a highly paid man to look after it. We find men 
drawing Rs. 1,250 a month in charge of works which 
oould be quite efficiently ri.lll by a man on half the pay 
or even less. There is extravagance in this respect in 
the present organisation of the Public Works Depart
ment. 

13. If a system of District Engineers is adopted, 
the service should be akin to the present Public Works 
Department Provincial Service. It might be entirely 
recruited in India, where, by the time it is fully brought 
into force even if there is not at present, there will be 
ample material for the purpose. The Public Works 
Department service proper would then consist of a few 
superior and specialist posts under a. Chief Engineer on 
the lines put forward by Mr. Thomson. In the Central 
Provinces for some time to come there are some districts 
which would not give sufficient work-Government and 
District Council combined-for one Engineer ; in such 
.oases it would be necessary to create an independent 
sub-division under an Assistant Engineer. It would also 
not be necessary to have a Superintending Engineer for 
each Commissioner's Division as Mr. Thomson suggests 
two for the Central Provinces and one for Berar would 
suffice. · · 

14. The Superintending Engineers of this service 
would be associated with the Commissioner of the Divi· 
sion administratively, and the Executive Engineer with 
the Deputy Commissioner of the district. I hold that by 
bringing the Public Works service thus into direct touch 
with the administra.tive side, there would be much 
advantage to be gained ; I need only refer to my remarks 
on this subject in paragraph 5(a) and (b) above. There 
would also be a check on the tendency to make works too 
expensive for the purpose they have to serve, see para· 
graph 5(tl). Professiona.lly the control wou~d rest with 
the Chief Engineer as at present, as the serVIce would be 
a Government service, but administratively the Superin· 
tending Engineers and Executive Engineers would be 
the co-adjutors of Commissioners and Deputy Commi~
sioners, as is the case in~ther branches of the pu.blic 
servioe, where this light and elastic form of subordina· 
tion works exceedingly well and without friction. . 

15. The one great practical obstacle to the adoption 
of this plan is that District Councils and Boards would 
cease to be responsible for the carrying out of their own 
works. They weuld merely propose schemes and provide 
money-paying their share of th~ e:q~enses of the estab· 
lishment either by a direct contr1but1on or by a system 

of regulated supervision charges, and there their function 
would practically cease. In the Central Provinces 
District Councils have never been invested with powers. 

~t~ cru;ry out works, except of a petty nature, so that 
histortcally they can make no claim that their powel'll 
are being interfered with. But in practice the Councils 
have come to consider themselves masters of the staffs 
they entertain and pay for, and this is one of the 
complaints made against the Divisional Local Fund 
Engineer scheme, t'iz., that it derogates from their 
powers. And when so much is· being said and written 
about the advancement of local self-government, there 
is hardly a doubt that the proposal to put the work of 
the Councils under a Government District Engineer will 
not be well received. In Berar, there will be a distinct 
breach with existing practice in this respect, where the 
District Boards have control over their works staff 
the Divisional Local Jrund Engineer being merely an 
inspecting officer, with power to prepare or pass estimates 
professionally. 

16. In my opinion we can hardly expect a proposal 
such as has been made to be carried through unless we 
provide some way of connecting local bodies with the 
scheme, Mr. Standen, the Commissioner of Berar, 
whom I have consulted would hold on:t for the existing 
Berar system of two separate agencies, side by side.; 
and in the circumstances of Berar there is room for 
these two agencies, although one of them, the Publio 
Works Department, can perhaps be considered ovE>r· 
expensive. But we should, if possible, have a uniform 
scheme, and the District Engineer proposal should hold 
the field. The suggestion I have to make is that there 
should be a district " board of works " of which the 
Deputy Commissioner would be the chairman and to 
which there would be appointed, say two members to 
represent District Councils ·or Boards and two to re· 
present municipalities. The "board of works" could 
find work to do in the way of advising on road schemes, 
on the provision which is advisable for the proper up· 
keep of roads, on standard designs for buildings and 
the like. I think that in this way a place might be 
found for such a board in the district administrative 
machine. We should have to make it clear to local 
bodies that ·the District Engineer scheme is put forward 
on grounds of all-round economy if the service is re· 
oruited in India, this will be an additional paJliative
that it must, to be efficient, be subject to single control, 
and that by means of the "works board " the District 
Councils will be able to bring forward their views and 
give expression to their opinions in the actual running 
of the scheme. 

17. I put forward this pr~posal as one which I believe 
to be both practical and economical. The only ob· 
jection is that we are taking a backward step in the 
way of excluding the people from the management of 
their own affairs, whereas we should endeavour to bring 
them on and educate them in this respect. In practice 
it is well known that in connection with a practical 
matter such as the execution of works a body like a 
District Council is beset with difficulties; in its corporate 
capacity it cannot take prompt action and deal with 
every day problems in a business-like manner. The 
Commissioner of Berar admits that the e~ystem of carrying 
out works there is rendered possible only because at each 
district headquarters there is a vice-chairman, generally 
a pleader, who disposes of the work of the Board with 
comparative expedition. Why not bring this represent&· 
tive of the local body on the suggested" board of works"? 
It mav not be altogether the same thing in theory ; but 
in praetice it gives the District Board recognition. .And 
with this, for the sake of economy and expedition in the 
carrying out of its works, the loca.l body would have to 
be content. 

18. It may be also that, as time goes on, ~he District 
Engineer organisation may be placed exclus1vely un~er 
the District Boards. This is a. development which 
cannot be thought of for many years to come, but it is 
a. possible evolution. 

19. The above is the main practical suggestion which 
I have to lay before the Committee. If it is considered 



that action is possible on these linea, it hardly seems 
necessary to go into the whole of the points which the 
Committee ha.ve to consider, and which afiect mainly 
the working of the Public Works Department as at 
present organised. I ha.v? said t~at the prese~t ~rgani
sation is unsatisfactory m certa.m respects, 1t 18 too 
centralised and it is too expensive for the greater part 
of the work it has to do. Let us look for a system which 
will be as free as possible of these defects, let there be 
more decentralisation and let us try to have better 
business methods in the office and accounts work of the 
engineers. On these lines, and not by an attempt en
tirely to change the methods of actual execution of works 
-a. change of which there is no possibility in these Prov
inces at the present time-appears to me to lie the way 
to reform. 

20. If the proposal above put forward should find 
acceptance, I would advocate that there should no 
longer be a separate Public Works Department Secretary 
to the Local Administration, at any rate in connection 
with Roads and Buildings. The Chief Engineer should 
remain the professional and departmental head of the 
service, but tlie Secretaryship should be combined with 
that of the Local and Municipal Department. There 
should be no departure in this respect from the system 
which is followed with regard to other departments 
of the administration. The Rtlad of a · Province 
requires as a Secretary a. man with a talent for this partie· 

nla.r kind of work. It is not to be expected that he 
will find it in every Chief Engineer ; a good man pro
fessionally may be a very indifferent Secretary indeed. 
Further it is of advantage to have the questions which 
are snbmitted for the orders of the Government examined 
independently of the head of the department who puts 

. them forward. The head of the department will be 
called into counsel, as is the custom followed at present 
with other departments, when a matter comes up on 
which further advice is required or in regard to which 
there is a division of opinion. A member of the Public 
Works Department should be eligible for appointment 
as Secretary to Government for the branch of the ad
ministration in which Public Works are included in the 
Secretariat. If, as I have snggested, the Secretaryship 
for Local and Municipal afia.irs is combined with Public 
Works, an Engineer under the scheme already set forth 
wonld have sufficient experience of dealings with District 
Councils and Municipalities to make a reasonably efficient 
Secretary, if he were otherwise tmited for the post. 

21. One other matter I should like to mention and 
that is the difficulty created by the financial year ending 
in April the middle of the working season. So far as 
concerns the Public Works, the date is about the worst 
that could be chosen. It may not be possible to efiect 
any alteration, but if a change is ever to be made the 
Public Works point of view should be strongly pressed. 

APPENDIX IV. 

Memorandum prepared by the Administration of the Central Province& 

The Public Works Department in the Central Prov- · pares Water-works and Drainage Projects for various 
inces is divided into two branches, namely, Irrigation Municipalities and supervises their construction which. 
and Roads and Buildings. The Superior stafi of both as a rnle, is carried out by the Executive Engineers of 
branches is on a combined cadre, but although in the the Roads and Buildings Branch in addition to their 
earlier years of the existence of the Irrigation Depart- ordinary work, though in certain cases special Sub
ment, which was only organized in 1902, transfers from Divisions ha.ve been opened. A few of the more im· 
the Roads and Buildings Branch to the Irrigation Branch . portant Drainage Projects, notably tha.t of Na.gpur 
were frequent as the latter dev<:lloped such transfers Town have been designed and a.re being executed by 
are now exceptional, and the intention is to keep the ~ Messrs. , under the general 
stafi of the two branches completely separate so far supervision of the Sanitary Engineer. Since the 1st of 
as is practicable. January the appointment of Sanitary Engineer has been 

2. The Roads and Buildings Branch is administered -placed in abeyance, as on account of the fina.nciaJ string
by a Chief Engineer who is also Secretary to the Local ency it is impossible to take up projects on a large scale. 
Administration, and two Superintending Engineers The few works in progress have been made over to the 
with headquarters at Nagpur and Jubbnlpore, res- ordinary Roads and Buildings stafi. 
pectively. Other administrative posts are that of Under The appointment of Electrical Inspector is a temporary 
Secretary to the Administration and that of Assistant one, the pay of the post being Rs. 5()0......40-700 per 
Secretary, the former being held by an Executive Engineer mensem. In all professiona.l matters the Electrical 
and the latter by an officer usually promoted from the Inspector ranks as an Executive Engineer and takes 
subordinate clerical establishment. At the beginning of his orders direct from the Chief Engineer, the accounts 
the current financial year the total number of divisional of his office, however, are embodied in those of the Exec
charges was 11, of which 1 has since been held in abeyance, utive Engineer, Nagpur 'No. II Division, and all esti· 
due to causes connected with the war. (In addition mates prepared by him are submitted for sanction through 
to. t~~ above ~here were in the previous year 2 temporary the Executive Engineer, a similar procedure being 
DlVlslOns which were closed on account of the war.) followed in the case of all contracts proposed to be 
The number of Sub-divisiona.l charges was 44. Of the entered into by him. · 
Divisional charges, 7 were held by Imperial Engineers, An Assistant Architect was appointed for the Central 
and 4 by Provincial Engineers. Of the Sub-divisional Provinces in 1912, but the officer selected for the post 
c~a~es, 3 '!ere held by Imperial Enginee.rs, 5 by Pro- was ~ttached for training to the office of the Consulting 
vmcial EngJ»eers, 4 by Temporary Engmeers, 28 by Architect to the Government of India. The services 
t:pper Subor~tes and 4 by Lower Subordinates. of the officer in question ha.ve been lent to the Military 
· 3. In addition to the above, the following specialist Department, and although the Government of India have 

appointments have been sanctioned:- agreed to the appointment of a substitute as a temporary 
(a) Sanitary Engineer measure, no suitable officer was available for the purposo 
(b): Electrical Inspec~, and and it has b~n decided to leave the appointment in 
(c) .Assistant Architect abeyance until the end of the war. 

· · 4. The Provincial Engineer Service is ordinarily 
The appointment of Sanitary Engineer is equivalent recruited from two sourcee :-(a) by the appointment 

to that of a Superintending Engineer, and it has hitherto every year of a selected student from Roorkee Coll~e. 
boon filled by an officer of the Roads and Buildings or and (b) from the Up~ Subordinate esta.bli.llhment 
Irrigation Branch; the question of obtaining an officer L&tterly, some recruitment has also been made from 
with special qua.lifications for the post will have to be the ranks of the 1'emporary Engineers of the Province. 
cODSidered after the war. The Sanitary Engineer pre. As regards the recruitment from Roorkee College, tnt 
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appointment is usually made annually ; two students 
are appointed to the Province for a year's practical 
training, and the better of the two is selected to fill the 
appointment. 

5. The Subordinate establishment is generally recruit
ed from passed students of Roorkee College, appoint· 
ments bemg usually made in the first place on the Tem
porary Establishment, selected men being promoted 
to the permanent establishment as vacancies occur. 
One· permanent appointment of Upper Subordinate is 
guaranteed in alternate years for a student of the Roorkee 
College, preference being given to a native of the Central 
Provinces. It has been recently decided to guarantee 
annually two permanent appointments of Sub-Overseer 
third grade, for students of the Engineering School of 
Nagpur. The number has been limited to two, as the 
number of students attending the school is at present 
very small. It is intended substantially to increase the 
number of such guaranteed appointments as the class 
grows. · , 

6. One scholarship of Rs. 10 per mensem is given from 
the Armstrong Endowment Fund. It is tenable for 
two years, and is open to any native of the Central Prov
!nces who. desires to qualify for a Sub-Overseership 
m the Public Works Department of the Central Provinces, 
and may be held at the Thomason College, Roorkee, the 
Civil Engineering College, Sib pur, the College of Science, 
Poona., or the Engineering School, Nagpur. The election 
is in the hands of the Chiel Engineer, and where there 
is more than one candidate the scholarship is awarded 
to the one who possesses the highest educational qualifica
tions. Particulars of certain scholarships at the Engineer
ing School,, Nagpur, are given in the prospectus of the 
school, a copy* of which is attached to this Jllemo
randum, and the attached extracts from the Central Prov· 
inces Education Manual give general particulars of all 
the scholarships at various Engineering institutions. 
(Annexure A.) . 

7. As regards practical training of subordinates, the 
Upper Subordinate from Roorkee appointed to the 
permanent establishment, vide paragraph 5 above, 
is placed on a year's probation, during which he is placed 
under a selected Upper Subordinate for training, in 
accordance with the rules laid down in the Public Works 
.Department Code. Arrangements have recently been 
made for the whole of the students of the Civil Engineering 
course at the Nagpur School to receive six months' 
practical training on works under selected Subordinates 

. three months in the Irrigation Branch and three in the 
Roads and Buildings Branch. 

•. 8. The following statements are attached to this 
memorandum :-

(i). Showing the areas of Circles and Divisional charges 
in the Central Provinces, and the average expenditure 
in each for the past three years. (Annexure B.) 

(ii). Showing the total expenditure incurred under 
various heads on works and establishment during each 
of the past five years. (Annexure C.) 

(iii). Showing the grants for major and minor works 
during the last five years. (Annexure D.) 

(iv). Showing the powers of Administrative and 
Technical sanction delegated by the Local Administra
tion to Heads of Departments and Superintending and 
Executive Engineers. (Annexure E.) 

ANNEXURE A. 

Extract from the Central Provinces Education Manual 
regarding the grant of ScholarShips. 

VoLUME I. 
211. Thirteen College scholarships-senior-are 

awarded annually, on the result 
Number, method . of of the First Arts or Intermediate 

:;:uJ.laee and perto<l Examination of the Calcutta and 
Allahabad Universities. Of these 

• Not printed. 

11 are tenable for two years in any College of Arts in 
the ~en~al Provinces, ?r in any College of Medicine or 
Engmeermg or Super1or School of Art outside the 
Central Provinces. The remaining two are tenable in 
any Coll~ge of Medi?ine only for two years. All thel!e 
sc~olarships may, With the express sanction of the 
puector,, be extended for such further period as may, 
m the CU'cumstances of the particular case, be desir· 
able to enable the scholarship-holder to complete his 
course of study. 

N:~·-1£ both the scholarships reserved as above for 
Me~cme .are no~ taken up, one of them may be awarded for 
Engmeermg or m the School of Art. 

- 212. College scholarships-senior-are of the value 
of Rs. 1~ and ~s. 1.5 per mensem each. A scholarship· 
~older. Will ~ece1ve, if each joins an institution in a town · 
m which his parents or guardians reside, Rs. 10 per 
mensem, otherwise Rs. 15 per mensem. 

(2). Roorlcee, Sib pur and Poona Engineering Scholarships. 
239. Two scholarships of the value of Rs. 40 and Rs. 20, 

resp~ctively, tenabltl for three years, the former in the 
Engmeer and Telegraph class, the latter in the Upper 
Sub.ordina.t.e class of the Thomason College, Roorkee, 
o~ m eqwvalent classes o~ Civil Engineering College, 
S1bpur, or the College of Smence, Poona, will be offered 
to candidates from these Provinces who compete success
fully in the Entrance Examination of those institutions. 
These scholarships will be tenable on the same condi
tions as scholarships awarded by the Thomason College, 
Roorkee, or the Civil Engineering College, Sibpur. 

247. (1). Three scholarships will be awarded annually 
to students of the Central Provinces and Berar who 
wish to take a course of Technical training in Textile 
Industries or Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. 
Candidates must have been resident in the- Central Prov· 
inces or Berar for not less than three years. , 

(2). Candidates must have passed the Matriculation 
examination of the Allahabad University (from a school 
in Central Provinces or Berar), lint preference will be 
given to such as have passed the Intermediate or Bachelor 
of Science examination. 

(3)., The value of each scholarship will be Rs. 30 per 
mensem for those who have passed the Bachelor of 
Science examination and Rs. 25 for those who have 
passed the Matriculation or Intermediate examination. 
In the case of Europeans or Eurasians these scholarships 
will be increased by Rs. 5 in each case. 

(4). These scholarships will ordinarily be tenable for 
three years, but may be extended to a fourth year if 
necessary. 

(5). Every application must be accompanied by the 
following papers :-

(a). Certificate of moral character. 
(b). Health certificate. 
(c). A statement giving the fullest information available 

as to the applicant's qualifications, physique and antect'· 
dents. 

(6). Scholarships are liable to be withdrawn for failure 
to pass the usual examinations or misconduct. 

(7). Applications must reach the Director of Public 
Instruction, Central Provinces, by the 1st November 
in each year. 

The Balaram Daa Technical Scholarship. 
252. One Technical Scholarship of Rs. 12 per mensem 

tenable for two years at the Engineering Class, Nagpur, 
or for three years at the Agricultural College, Nagpur, 
or for four years at the Victoria Jubilee Technical Insti
tute, Bombay, or Medical School, Patna, will be awarded 
when it falls vacant to a pupil of the Rajnandgaon 
High School who has passed the Matriculation examina· 
tion of the Allahabad University. The scholarship 
was originally founded by Raja Bahadur Mahant Balram 
Das,~Feudatory Chief of ... Nandgaon State. 
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The Meckenzie SclwW.rship. scholarships of-Rs. 10 per mensem each or of such other 
254. The scholarship is tenable for four yea.rs in a.ny sum as the income may . pr~uce._ The schol~rships 

College of Arts, Medicine or Engineering by the Hindu - are open to students of Neil 0ty High Sch~ol, Na.gpur, 
student of the Neil City High School, Nagpur, who passes and are tenable fo! .one year ~ anr r~ogm~~d Collt'~e 
highest in the first Matriculation examination that may of Arts, Law, l\Iedicme or Engmeermg m BntiSh India. -
occur after the scholarship is vaeant. It is of the value 
of Rs. 7-8-0 per mensem. , 

The Browning Sclwlarships. 

2:"i5. These scholarships are a.s below :.-

VoLUME 11 

Il.--'Special. 

(a). The Browning scholarship of Rs. 20 per mensem 
·tenable for two years in any College of Arts or Law in 
the Central Provinces or in any recognised institution 
of College of Engineering, Medicine, Agriculture, or Art 
in British India. 

. 104. The following scholarships have been instituted 
to commemorate th~Jubilee of the Nagpur Volunteer 
Rifles:-

• * * * 
The Wiggins Sclwlarship. 

(1). The scholarships shall be known as "The Nagpur 
Volunteer Rifles Scholarships." They shall comprise:-

* * * * 

258. This scholarship is of_ the value of Rs. 2-4:-0 per 
mensem, is open to any native student of the Saugor 
High School who passes the Entrance or School Final 
examination, and wishes to join a College of Arts or the 
Engineering Class, Nagpur. 

(c). One schola'tship tenable for tliree years of Rs. 15 
per mensem for the first and second years and Rs. 20 
per mensem for the third year, to be held in the Civil 
Engineering Class of the Engineering School, Nagpur. 

(d). One scholarship tenable for three years of Rs. 15 
per mensem for the first and second year, Rs. 20 per 
mensem for the third year and Rs. 25 per mensem for 
the fourth year to be held in the Mechanical Engineer
ing Class of the Engineering School when established 

The Ramhaji Rao Sclwlarship. 
263. The income accruing from Pro~is~ory Notes of 

of the value of Rs. 9,000 is applied in founding three at Nagpur. ' 

ANNEXURE B. 

Statement showing the numb~r .of A~miniBtrat~v~, .Divisional and Sub- Divisional Charges on the 1st April1916, and approxi· 
mate area· of each Admm~stratwe and Dmts,onal Charge and the average annual outlay (in round figures) for the pre-
ceding three years in Circle and Divisions. · 

NUMBER OF 

I 
CHIEF SUPERINTENDING ENGINEERSHIP. DIVISIONAL CHARGES. EN GINgER· 
SlllP. 

PEllMA!.'ENT. Number of J 

PERMANENT. Sub-Divi· 
Average e~~~~. I RE.!!ARKS, 
annual 

e a:U~~,t;a~~t· sion. ) Permanent. Approximate outlay tor Approximat 
Name nf Circle. area in preceding 

Name of Divi· area in lay for i squaro three years. 
sion. square 

Ereooding mile~<. miles. t ree years. I 
1 2 3 ' 5 6 7 8 I 9 

I ---· 
lls. lls. 

.I 

First 4{),443 37,22,000 Nagpur No. I • 3,090 9,87,000 4 
N a;rpur No. IT • 3,178 5,79,000 3 
Bhandara 7,097 2,78,000 2 
Ea.•t Berar 9.938 4,95,000 5 
WC'\t Berar .7,828 6,21,000 4 
Chanda • 9,312 4,80,000 3 Since amalgamated 

with Bhandara on 

• account of the War • 

Second 59,380 28,58,000 Jubbulpore . I 10,690 7,90,000 5 1 Mandla • ., 5,057 2,76,000 a Now called the .Tub-
bulpore South Divi· 
sion with Head-

I I quarters at Jubbul· 
pore. -

Hoshangabad • 7,909 5,47,000 - 6 Plateau • 11,709 4,89,000 3 
Eastern • 22,039 7,56,000 4 

Sanitary Circle. I .. .. .. .. .. 3 Special St•b·Dh·i· 
I siolll! for Sanitary 

works only. Ordi· 
nary Roa.dll and 

I BuildinVJJ Sub-
Divisions al~o carry 
out Sanitary workti. 

Average 49,912 I 32,90,000 - 8,895 5,72,546 I 
VOL. U 2x 
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ANNEXURE C. 

Expenditure incurred by the Central Province$, Public W ork8 Departrrumt, Buildings and Road,s Branch, between the years 
· . 1911-12 and 1915-16 (including that for Local Bodies), _ 

CIVIL BUILDINGS. COMMUNICATIONS. PUilJ.lC IMPROVE· .ESTABLISHMENT CH.\RGES. PERC ENrAGE 
MENTS, Total 

Years. 

·1]\[ISCF.LLANEOUS 

f----;----1-------:·---..,.---1 (columns 1----:-----,----1------·-

1 

2 to 7). I I Original Original R irs Original . . Construe• Of Of 
works. Repairs. work•. epa . works. Repam. Direction. tion Total. columns columns 

• 10 to 8., 11 to 8. 

__ 2 ___ a__ 4 __ s__ 6 7 s 9 --1-o- 11 71 13 

R~. Rs. Rs. Rio. 

1911·12 16,41,660 2,51,241 9,25,452 15,25,293 

1912·13 23,00,957 . 2,91,874 11,56,353 16,42,150 

1913-14 29,79,688 3,24,775 12,42,213 16,64,895 

1914-15 32,46,197 3,36,384 14,21,858 16,76,621 

1915·16 24,19,437 3,36,524 12,21,743 16,33,397 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

4,25,345 2,23,490 49,92,481 

4,49,484 2,16,192 60,57,010 

4,14,893 -62,865 65,63,599 

7,48,680 18,956 74,48,696 

6, 73,149 16,587 6~,00~37 

Rs. 

2,35,250 

2,68,102 

2,92,734 

2,72,150 

2,78,690 

Ra. Rs. Per cent. Per cent. 

7,43,916 9,79,166 

7,30,510 9,98,612 

7,46,108 10,38,842 

8,37,475111,09,625 

8,55,229 11,33,919 

14'90 

12·06 

11·36 

11<24 

13·57 

19·61 

16-49 

15·82 

14·89 

17·91! 

E:ependiture incurred by fke Pu~lic Works Department for Lxal Bodies. 
~ 

1911-12 ~~I i77 39,350 12,9_36 3,94,350 9,291 5,49,970 .. .. .. .. .. 
1912-13 77,850 12 31,688 22,316 4,21,292 11,120 5,64,278 .. .. .. .. .. 

.... 
1913-14 2,44,402 . 414 50,418 33,701 4,01,001 12,844 7,32,780 .. .. .. '"' .. 
1914-15 2,31,528 . 278 33,693 15,562 7,22,334 14,828 10,18,223 .. .. .. .. .. 
1915·16 2,66,617 60 18,248 13,335 6,78,040 11,835 9,88,125 .. .. .. .. .. 

ANNEXURE D. 

Grants for Civil Works. 

CIVIL BUILDINGS. COMMUNICATIONS. 
MISCELLANEOUS PcllLIC TOTAL, 

IMPROVE~IENTS. GRAND 
Y~ars. TOTAL. 

Major: Minor. Major. Minor. Major. Minor. Major. Minor. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 !) 10 

IMPERIAL. 

I I 
-

Rs. Rs. ' Rs. Rs. Rs. R.~. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1911-12 20,000 17,970 .. .. .. .. I 20,000 17,970 37,970 

1912-13 1,02,100 26,498 .. I 1,02,000 26,498 1,28,598 .. .. .. 
! 1913-14 2,63,788 28,398 .. .. .. .. 2,63,788 28,398 2,92,186 
I 

1914-15 2,10,839 2~.006 .. 
I 

.. .. .. I 2,10,839 29,006 2,39,845 

' 
1915·16 1,56,208 20,890 .. .. .. .. I 1,56,208 20,890 1,77,098 

1 

I ' PRO.VINCIAL. 

1911-12 ·I 12,43,048 3,58,944 7,13,222 1,95,426 27,511 

I 

10,771 19,83,781 5,65,141 25,48,922 

1912-13 :I 17.19,635 4,48,873 9,31,347 1,27,339 2a,s6~ 4,693 26,74,549 5,80,905 32,55,454 

1913·14 20,61,162 4,14,226 9,70,241 2,25,671 6,601 12,821 30,38,004 6,52,718 36,90,722 

1914-15 .I 23,46,450 4,16,763 11,43,795 2,31,487 19,041 9,266 35,09,286 6,57,516 41,66,802 

1915-16 ·I 15,67,268 4,32,628 10,48,628 1,84,434 " 
12,531 26,15,996 6,29,593 32,45,589 

Total of Imperial and Provincial . 

.. 
27,511 10,771 20,03,781 5,83,111 25,86,892 

1911-12 12,63,048 3,76,914 7,13,222 1,95,426 

1912·13 18,21,735 4,75,371 9,31,347 1.27,339 23,567 4,693 27,76,649 6,07,403 33,84,052 

1913·14 ;- 23,24,950 4,42,624 9,70,241 2,25,671 6,601 12,821 33,01,792 6;81,116 39,82.908 

1914-15 25,57,289 4,45,769 11,43,796 2,31,487 19,041 9,266 37,20,125 

I 
6,86,522 44,06,647 

1915-16 17,23,576 4,53,518 ,. 10,48,628 1,84,434 .. 12,531 27,72,201. 6,50,483 34,22,687 

' 
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"' PowERS OF SANCTION DELEGATED IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

Administrative Sanction. 

Heads of Departments. 

Commissioners of Divisions and Heads of Departments 

IN: CONNECTION WITH PRoVINCIAL 
Ml:NoB WoBK.s. 

Residential 
buildings. 

Ntl 

Other works. 

Rs. 

5,000 

NoTE.-Depa.rtmenta.l buildings for the Public Works Department are sanctioned by the Commissioners of Divisions. 

Technical Sanction and ContractB. 

Powers to sanction detailed Estimates. Limit fixed. 

Superintending Engineers-
Original works Civil Buildings on standard designs 

, not on standard plans 
, , Communications, 

Acceptance of Contracts . 
Estimates for Tools and Plant 
Estimates for Office Furniture 

Purchase of Tents 

Contributional works 

•. 

' .. 
I 

. I 
Rs. 

50,000 
25,000. 
10,000 
50,000 
5,000 

/ ' 200 
(in each case.) 

1,000 
-(for each Estimate.) 

10,000 

Executit~e Enginfl!-t's- • · · ·· · 
Estimates for Original Works and Special Repairs (exclusive of Circuit Houses, Dak and Inspe~
tion Bungalow furniture). 

2,500 

5,000 
Full power11. 

500 

Acceptance of Contracts . . . . • • • . , , 
Ordinary repairs to buildings and roads within the limit of Budget allotments 
Estimates for the supply and repairs of Tools and Plant 

(in each case exclu. 
sive of office furni
ture and live-stock.) 

200 Contribution Works , 

APPENDIX V. 

Note by the Administration of 1he Central P;ovinceB on the system a<Wpted in the Central ProvinceB for the execution o/ 
public works by local bodieB. ' 

In letter No. 1709-VII-8-90, dated the 7th November 
1888, Commissioners of Divisions were addressed re
garding the inefficiency and waste which attended the 
execution of local works by District Councils. Under 
the system then in force the execution of works was 
entrusted to unqualified or partially qualified subordinates 
on salaries varying from Rs. 15 to Rs. 80. The Councils, 
it was said, had had thrust on them a burden of executive 
detail which their constitution rendered them unfit 
to sustain efficiently, while their funds were too limited 
to enable them to employ competent paid staffs. The 
credit of the Local Administration Wll.'l bound up with 
that of the Councils and the Local Administration must 
provide the executive agency which the Councils them· 
selves were unable to supply. The Councils would 
retain all their powers of initiation and financial control, 
but important works would be executed by the Public 
Works Department, while for works not requiring pro· 
fessional skill the Deputy Commissioner with his subor· 
dinate staff of all grades would be the responsible exe
cutive agency. One great advantage of the system 
would be that the Chief Commissioner would be able 
to make grants-in-aid of roads from Provincial funds 
with more freedom than had hitherto been possible.-

2. At the same time it Wll.'l explained that there was 
every intention of utilizing the services of individual 
members of Local Boards in the supervision of minor 
works. The Local Boards would also advise the C<>uncils. 
The position of the Councils would be that of consulting 

bodies regarding the requirements of the district, deciding 
on the works to be undertaken and on the financial 
provision required. 
, 3. These orders, which were issued with the approval 
of the Government of India, referred only to District 
Councils, but_ there was no objection, it was said, to 
including the works of Municipalities in the arrangement. 
But as a general rule, the ordinary repairs of town roads 
and the like could be undertaken by ahy Municipal 
Committee which could afford to pay for an overseer, 

4. This letter was followed by a resolution No. 64-1840, 
dated the 6th March 1889. This resolution included " 
the following orders :-

The construction of all new roads and the raising 
in class of all roads were to be done by the Public Works 
Department. The Public Works Department would 
also maintain all roads of Classes I and II. The main
tenance of roads of Classes III-A and III-B wa.s en
trusted to Deputy Commissioners. Other works costing 
Rs. 1,500 a.nd over would be undertaken by the Public 
W<!rks Department. · Works costing less than that sum 
would be carried out by Deputy Comm1ssionerll. 

5. It was said that the Councils would find that their 
responsibilitiet~ and dignities were in no way impaired 
by their surrender of executive duties which their con
stitution rendered them mca.pable of fulfilling with 
efficiency. 

6. Although the execution of minor works wa.S en· 
trusted to Deputy"' CoUlmi.ssioners, the Councils were 

2x2 
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permitted to engage their own subordinate staff if this 
was considered necessary and in practice the Councils 
did engage overseers and sub-overseers. 

7. In 1909 Mr. Laurie, Commissioner, Nerbudda. 
Division, represented that, as the Local Bodies had 
subordinate staffs, the Local Boards might be entrusted 
with the execution of minor works. After certain corre
spondence Sir Reginald Craddock transferred from the 
Deputy Commissioner to the District Councils and Local 
Boards in the Central Provinces the maintenance of 
roads of Class :IJI and the execution of works, other 
than roads, estimated to cost less than Rs. 1,500. 

8. Previous to this Sir Reginald Craddock, as Com
missioner of the Nagpur Division, had started hls scheme 
for a Divisional Local Fund Engineer for that Division. 
His proposals were contained in a note dated the 4th 
January 1906. He pointed out that as regards petty 
works, though the help of the Executive Engineer could 
be asked for, that officer had too much work to do to 
comply, .or at least to comply promptly.~ The system of 
making over large works and the money for them to the 
Public Works Department was unsatisfactory, as it was 
practically impossible to watch or criticise the Publio 
Works Department. The Provincial Government might 
just as well appropriate the road cess and undertake th'e 

.whole work of road construction and maintenance. 
Petty works could not be supervised by the Executive 
Engineer, and consequently, the Deputy Commissioner 
had to sign bills without any expert ltssistance. Even 
an overseer on Rs. 60 a month would not be sufficient. 

9. Sir Reginald Craddock therefore proposed the 
appointment of a. divisional local fund engineer. It 
was not possible, he thought, to have district engineers 
as there would not be enough work for them to do. He 
suggested that a good many provincial roads might be 
handed over to the engineer. He also proposed that 
municipalities should contribute small sums. Sir John 
Miller permitted the introduction of the scheme in the 
Nagpur Division. In 1910 Sir Reginald Craddock 
decided to extend the scheme to all divisions in the 
Province. He decided (1) that every division should 
employ an engineer ; (2) that every district should have 
a proper subordinate staff consisting of a district overseer 
with such subordinates under him as might be neces
sary; and (3) that such district roads at present pro
vincial as could be maintained by their staffs , should 
be handed over to the Councils with grants necessary 
for their maintenance. He directed the Chief Engineer 
and Commissioners to work out how this could be done 
and to discuss and determine a common line of action. 
As regards municipal contributions he thought that 
these should be oltwo kinds (a) a retaining fee entitling 
to advice and general inspection and (b) a. percentage 
on works actually executed. He wished the scheme 
to be started by the 1st of April 19ll. 

10. Superintending Engineers then submitted their 
proposals for the transfer of roads and these were noted 
on by Mr. Harriot, the Chief Engineer, but nothing 
definite appears to have been done although in pursuance 
of Sir Reginald Craddock's orders divisional local fund 
engineers were actually appointed. Finally in the 
Administration's letter No. 889, dated the 18th July 
1913>, Sir Benjamin Robertson gave orders for the full 
introduction of the scheme. Transfers of roads were 
to be effected and in addition to maintenance grants 
there was to be a. contribution of llt per cent. for tools 
and plant from the Public Works Department. In 
future years budget provision for the transferred works, 
including the extra. lll per cent. would be made under 
the head "Civil works in charge of Civil officers" and 
not under the head" Civil works-Public Works Depart
ment." Similar orders were issued regarding the transfer 
of buildings, e.g., Police Stations, Excise buildings and 
Girls' Schools. All transfers of roads and buildings 
were to be completed by the 1st Aprill914. As regards 
supervision by the Public Works Department it was 
remarked that this was impossible, as_,the Public Works 
Department staff was fully employed, but where a. 
Superintending Engineer in th~ourse of his tours found 
anything to re~afk on in the case of a transferred work, 

he should send his criticisms to the Deputy Commis
sioner. It was also said that when the full scheme had 
been g<;~t into working order a report should be submitted 
showing for each district (1) the amount of expenditure 
undertaken by the new establishment ; (2) the cost-~. 
of the establishment ; and. (3) the manner in which 
it was being fifianced. It was added that the whole 
position should be reviewed so as to render possible a 
decision whether any alterations in the scheme were 
desirable. 

11. Reports, varying in the degree of their complete
ness, have been received from all divisions. The report 

• from the Nagpur Division has only just been received ; 
the other reports, besides being incomplete in some 
cases are already largely out of date, so no attempt is 
made to summarize them. 

12. Annexure A.-A statement is appended showing 
the amount spent by District Councils in each division 
during 1915-16 on works. Information of the amounts 
(included in those sums) representing money spent 
on transferred Provincial roads and buildings is not 
available. Nor is information available regarding works 
executed for municipalities by the divisional and 
district fund establishments. 

13. Annexure B.-A statement . is also appended, 
showing the establishment, with its pay, employed 
under the scheme. 1 • 

14. The extent.. to which the functions of the divi
sional engineer are executive or consultative and super
visory appears to vary from division to division. The 
extremes seem to be the Nagpur Division on the one 
hand, where the engineer 'is very largely an executive 
officer, and the Berar Division on the other where he has 
no executive functions. In Berar the Commissioner 
says, " the control of their works staff is in the hands 
of. the Boards, and the divisional engineer is treated 
purelY as an advisory and inspecting officer without 
executive funotions." The Commissioner of Nagpur 
in his report just received, says:-" Whatever. the 
original intention was, I am afraid that it must now 
be confessed that the scheme has evolved into a measure 
of centralization which is most unsatisfactory to the 
local bodies concerned, and that it does not even possess 
the merit o£ efficiency, because the work expected of 
the divisional engineer is far more than he can accom
plish." This result. appears to me to be entirely due 
to the fact that the " rules* regarding the control and 
proper working of the Divisional Local Fund Engineer's 
scheme for the Nagpur Dinsion " were framed on radi
cally wrong lines. The very first rule is that the divi
sional lora! fund engineer will be in executive charge 
of works under the new scheme. The staff of super
visors and sub-overseers was placed under hill direct 
orders. For all works costing over Rs. 500 the divi
sional local fund engineer was to select and appoint 
contractors and enter 1 into the necessary agreements. 
The appointment, promotion and dismissal of super
visors was vested in the Commissioner and of sub-over
seers in the Deputy Commissioner, but all recommenda
tions in this connection were to be submitted by the 
divisional local fund engineer. The diaries of the super
visors~were to be submitted to the divisional local fund 
engineer who would return them to the supervisor. 
The divisional engineer was to countersign all travelling 
allowance bills, and to grant casual leave and privilege 
lea~e to sub-overseers and supervisors, though in the 
case of privilege leave he had first to consult the local 
bodies. It is true that the local bodies were left with 
the power to sanction works under Rs. 500, under rule 
4 the Chairman was required to sign completion certifi
cates, and under rule· 7 the diaries of the sub-overseers 
had to be submitted to the Chairman for perusal. For 
the rest, the powers of the local bodies were entirely 
eliminated and it is not surprising that it should now 

. be reported that they have ceased to take any interest 
in works. • • • • • 

*The Commissioner is here referring to rules issued in 1914 
apparently by one of his predecessors. 

' 
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A1\".~i.EXURE A. 
Expenditure incurred by District Councils and Boards on tc!Jrks in 1915-16. 

' 
Expendi-
ture on' 

Name of Division. 
Expenditure 

on Civil establish- Tot.al. REMARKS. 

works. ment, tools .... 
and plant. 

1 2 3 4 5 
- -~-

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Nagpur Division 3,31,431 62,069 3,93,500 

Jubbulpore " 
2,22,858 36,886 2,59,744 

Nerbudda. " 
1,84,335 41,715 2,26,050 

Chb.a.ttisgarh .. . 2,59,388 .23,530 2,82,918 

Bera.r " 
5,50,034 85,857 6,35,891 

I TOTAL 15,48,0461 2,50,057 17,98,103 

N OTE.-In Berar no roads have as yet been traruderred to D1stnct Boards for mamtenance. 

ANNEXURE B. 

Details of pay, etc., of Divisional Local Fund Engineer Staff and District Fund Public Works Staff in Central Provinces 
and Berar. · 

Name of District 
Council. 

DrnstONAL MeAt Fmm 
ENOINERR AlfD STAFF• 

Clerks, 
Divisional (jraftsmen 

Local Fund and 
Engineer. tracers. 

Peons, 
etc. 

DISTRICT ESTABLISHMENT. 

Supervi-
sors Horse 

(and over- allow- Clerks. 
$eel'!l in ance. 
Berar). 

PA.HSIL ESTABT.ISll'MEN'l\ 

I Peons. Sub-over
seers. 

Horse 
allow- Peons. 
anr.e. 

-------·-----1-----1---1-----1---1---- i---:- ---·----1-~1·----

N AOPUil DIVISION 

Nagpur • 
Chanda • 
Bhandara 
Balaahat 
Wardha.. 

1 (350-550) 1 (80), 1 (15)(11) 
1 (6()..70), 1 (8) 
1 (50·60), 2 (7) 

3 ( 40), 1 (35 ), 1 (7)(b) 
1 caO), 1 (25), 1 (2)(r) 

JunnJJLPORE DmsiO~ 1 (300·600) 1 (50), 1 ( 40), 
I 1 (25) 

s (7) 

Jubbulpore 

1

1(12s-150l 
1 (150) 

1 (80-100) 
1 (150) 
1 (150) 

1 (125) 1 (25) 

'i (40) 
1 (40) 
1 (30) 
1 (40) 
1 (40) 

t'b> 
1 (7) 
1 (7) 
1 (7) 
1 (7) 

Saugor 

Damob 

Seoni 
llandia 

1 (100) 1 (25) .. 

1 (40) 1 (7) 

1 (35) 1 (7) 

1 (35) 1 (7) 

NEI!JlUDDA DIVISION 

Ho«han~abad • 
Nimar 

Chhindwara 

Betul 

N~rsinghpur 

CHHATTISOAI\H DIV!· 
810111. 

Raipur 

Biia'!)lur. 

Drug 

IIEI\41 DIVI~IOM 

Amraoti. 

A kola 

Bult!ana • 

Yeotmal. 

1 (400-600) 

••. I 

1 (60-70) 8 (7) 
1 (40-50) 1 (7)(e) 
1 (25-30) 1 (2)(1) 
1 (24-30) 

1 (800-400) 1160), 1 (45), 3 (7) 

1(400·600) 
(I:) 

1 (500 aver
age). 

1 (30), 1 (25) 

1 (50-60), 
1 (40-50), 
1 (25·35), 
1 (20-30) 

informa
tion not 
available 

S(S) 

1 (100) 1 (25) 

1 (80) 1 (25) 
1 (80) 1 (25) 

1 (90-120) 1 (25) 
1 (90-120) 1 (25) 

1 (70-90) 1 (25) 

1 (7()..90) 1 (25) 

] (70-90) 1 (25) 

1 (125·150) 1 (25) 

1 (100-125) 1 (25) 

1 (80-100) 1 (25) 

1 (150·200), •• 
1 (80), 1 (60) •• 

(~) ~ 
1 (150·200), I H 
1 (80), 1 (60) 

(g) 

1 (100·120), 
1 (t\O)(g) 

1 (100-120). 
1 (60-70)(q) 

( R) Dttatls are not av-ailable. . 

1 (30) 
1 (30) 

1 ;;o-35) 11t·<~> 1 (30-35) 1 (7) 

1 (25·30) 1 (7) 

1 (25-30) 1 (7) 

•t (25-30) 1 (7) 

1 (30) 1 (7) 

1 (30) 1 (7) 

1 (3o> 1 (7J I 

.. I 

.. I 

B H 

Nora.-Tile Nagpur Divliion flgul'fll have been obtained from the Com:misl!loner's Oflioo. 

• • 4 (50) 4 (is) 
1 (50) 4 (15) 

3 (50), 1 (SO)( d) 4 (ln) 
3 (50) 3 (15) 

2 (50), 1 (40) 3 (15) 

4'(7) 
4 (7) 
3 (7) 
3 (7) 
3 (7) 

1 (50), 2(40), 
1(30) 

1 (50), 1 ( 40), 
2(30) 

1 (50), 1 (40), 
2(40) 

1 (50); 1 ( 40) 

4 (40-50) 
2 (40-50) 
1 (35-45) 
1 (40.50) 
2 (35·45) 
1 (40-50) 
1 (35-45) 
1 (30-40) 
1 (40-50) 
1 (35·45) 

1 (60), 1 (50), 
2 (40), 1 (35), 
1 (50), 2 ( 40), 

1(35) 
1 (50), 2 (40), 

1 (35) 

4 (15) ·4 (7) 

4 (15) 4 (7) 

2(15) _2 (7) 

2 (15) 2 (7) 
2 (15) 2 (7) 

4 (15) 4 (7) 
3 (15) 3 (7) 

3 (15) 3 (7) 

3 (15) 3 (7) 

:;::11':"' 
4(15) .. 

4(15) .. 

2 cso), s !40l, n H 
1 (~0) 

2 (50), 4 (40) 11 
1 (3(1) • 

2 (50), 3 ( 40), 
1 (30) 

2 (50), 3 ( 40), 
1 (30) 

B 

(11). Dattr\. 

(b). ChowTcidar. 
(c). Sweeper. 

(d). Mi1trv. 

(f). CkouTMar. 
(/). Faralh. 

(q), Overseers. 
(k). Exact pay 
of the appoint
ment is not 
available. 
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Letter from the Hon'b~e Mr. H.,Jl. Green, Secretary to the GO'Vernment of Bengal Public ~ ks D t h 
tary, Publ~c Works Department Reorganization Oommittee, Nc. 492-E.. dated th:'z9th J::~a~;nJ9~.t e Secre-

I am directed to refer to Mr. Rose's letter No. 555 possible to propose any dr t' h · h J_ 

E. A., dated the 15th November 1916, on the subject the Public Works D :sIC ~ anges m t e staff ?f 
of the proposed reorganization of the Public Works Council 11-nticipates ho;:~e~e:~~t Jhe Gover~or m 
~epartment: and to state briefly what are. the present entrusted to mast~r contra~tors in tre prOJects be 
VIews of this Government. At the same time I am to reliable firms will d 11 . a cutta new and 
say that His Excellency in Council would have preferred willing- of undertaki:rga wuoarky 

1
.nsprtmhg up,1 caplableWhand 

t t hi '-· til h h d . . e mu1assa . en o pos ~~ne s ·~emarJU~ un e a an opporturuty this comes about a gradual reor a · t' . 
of perusi~~ the eVIdence and the report of the Committee. of the Public Works Departmet! :~;~~and reducbo~ 
Such O~llllon as-he ~a! now express should therefore sary sequence. · ow as a neces 
be considered as prOVISional and as subject to revision 
hereafter in the light of the evidence and the report. 5. The next point is whether the Public Works Depart· 

2. The first point on which the views of the Local men_t meetS the needs of othe~ departments of the Adminis· 
Government are desired is whether the methods at presen! tratwn, and whether the relations inter se of the various 
adopted for the execution of civil works are economical sub-d!visions of the Buildings and Roads Branch, Sanitary, 
and suitable for the purpose for which they were devised. Arch~tectttral, Electrical and Civil Engineering are satis
In this connection I am to refer to the Local Govern- factory. In' reply, I am to say that while officers of 
ment's letter No. 91 T.-A.,* dated the 16th May other departments frequently indulge in more or less 
1914. The Governor in Council has not seen any reason severe criticisms of the Public Works Department just 
to modify the opinions which he then expressed, nor has as they indulge. in similar criticisms of the Accountant
the Hon'ble Nawab Sir Syed Shams-ul-Huda seen any General and his .staff, yet, on the whole, the relations 
reason to modify his note of dissent. The present between the Pub~1c Works Department and other depar.t
opinion of the majority of the Council may therefore _ me~ts ~e. cordial. Those who are most forward m 
be taken to be that, on the whole, the existing system is their cntwtsms ar~ often the first. to ac~nowledge th~t 
fairly economical and fairly suitable. - they have not ~tudied the problem m deta1l and to admit 

' · t~at the Public Works Department has very special 
3. The second · point for consideration is whether difficulties to meet and that it does its best to meet 

under the existing system, private enterprise is sufficiently them. As regards the-relations inter se of the various 
encouraged, and whether it is possible and desirable to sub-divisions of the Roads and Buildings Branch of the 
entrust the construction and upkeep of certain classes of Public Works Department, I am to say that in this 
public works to agency other than-departmental, and, if province they are generally satisfactory. Incidentally 
so, upon what lines such change should be effected. On the Governor in Council would warmly welcome an 
this question I am to say that in Bengal the Public Works increase in the Architectural staff of the province. He 
Department does very little work on a purely depart- is much impressed by the present insufficiency of trained . 
mental basis. Practically all work is given out to con- architects. __ 
tractors, large or small, closely supervised by the officers 
of the Public Works Department. Except in small 6. As to whether further decentralization within the 
works it is customary for different portions of the work Public Works Department itself is desirable, and, if so, 
to be entrusted- to different contractors. In Calcutta to u.hat extent and in what directions, the opinion of the 
there are several large firms of "master contractors." Governor in Council is that further decentralization is 
Those firms are generally unwilling to take up work desirable, particularly in the direction of giving larger 
in the mufassal, unless the work be on a large scale, powers to Superintending Engineers. -
such as the buildings at Dacca. As regards petty con· -7: The next point is whether the Public Works Depart· 
tractors, they exist in large numbers, both in Calcutta ment Code, which regulates the execution and maintenance 
and in the mufassal. They are generally men of small of civil works, is unduly restrictive and, if so, in what 
capital a.nd an easy standard of integrity. Their work direction change is desirable. On this point I am to say 
requires constant supervision at every stage. On the that the opinion of the Governor in Council is decidedly 
whole, the Governor in Council is of opinion that·private in the affirmativ,e. The co~ditions vary so greatly in 
enterprise, large and small, is at present receiving reason· different provinces that the Governor in Council would
able encouragement in this province. He is, however, like to see much less in an'' all-India" Code and much 
quite prepared to entrust moi:A} work to reliable firms more left to the discretion of Local Governments. As 
of master contractors, not only in Calcutta, but .also an outstanding example of the defects of the present 
(if and when they are prepared to undertake it) in the system, I am to allude to the hard-and-fast rules re
mufassal.. He recognises that the work of such master garding residential buildings, the admissible outlay 
contractors,as already have. earned a reputation for upon the same, and the rent which the occupants have 
reliable work requires less supervision than the work of to pay to the State. It is not too much to say that, 
petty contracto~. He also recognises that those master for no fault on the part of the Public Works officers in 
contractors have a right to expect that entire projects Bengal, the Government officials in this province live, 
will -be entrusted to them, and that they will not be as a whole, ..in unsuitable houses, with meagre com· 
asked to tender for specific portions of the work. One pounds and excessive rents. 
advantage in "entrusting a whole project to a reliable 8. The next question is large and difficult, and is 
master contractor is that once his tender has been formulated thus : whether the system of education in 
made and accepted, the ultimate cost of the project is Government Engineering Colleges is organized on a sufti
definitely known. Under the present system, on the ciently broad basis to meet the needs of private agency as 
other hand, it is inevitable that sanctioned estimates well as of GO'IIernment, whether it attracts suitable candidates 
will sometimes be exoeeded. and whether the standard of instruction is sufficiently 

4. As regards the next point, namely, whether any advanced to provide fully qualified Civil Engineers for 
\ changes recommended by the Oommittee necessitate any employment by Government, local bodies, and primte 

modification of the organization of the staff of the Public engineering contracting firms, and, if not, in what directions 
Works Department and, if so, what, the opinion of the and to what extent improvement is required. Without 
Governor in Council may be briefly expressed by saying going into details, which will be placed before the Com
that so long as the master contractors mentioned above mittee in the evidence of :Mr. Heaton, I am to say that 

-are unwilling to do work in the mufassal it is not on the whole the Civil Engineering College at Sibpur 
meets the needs of private agency as well as of Govern· 
ment, and that it attracts suitable candidates who 

• Annexure A. afterwards reflect credit upon it. There is, however, 
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one aspect of the instiwtion whic~ ~h? Governor in 
Council cannot regard without nusgmng. Although 
the majority of the people of Bengal are M~hamm~dans 
and although Muhammadans have ~ spec1al aptltude 
for engineering (as witnessed by therr ma~ked success 
as practical engineers both on shore an~ m steamers) 
yet the students in Sibpur are almo~t ~ntrrel;r composed 
o{ Hindus and Anglo-Indians. This IS mamly due ~a 
the poverty of Muhammadan students and to . therr 
desire to earn a livelihood by the elieapest and qwckest 
means. As a result, Bengal is now turning out practi
cally no Muhammadans_, not o~y in the higher ~a~ 
of engineering but also m the high?r ranks ?f me~cme. 
The problem is receiving the anxwus cO?Sider~twn of 
His Excellency in CounciL In eonncctwn ~th the 
present state . of efficiency ~n ~ib~ur College, 1t must 
be borne in mind that the mshtutwn ha.s been greatly 
hampered for many years by schemes for its ~emo:val 
to Ranchi and for the establishment of an Engmeermg 
College at Dacca and a Technological Institute. in 
Calcutta. The existence of these schemes-which, 
for various reasons have not borne fruit-has undoubtedly 
prejudiced the development of Si~pur College partly by 
the restriction of capital expcnd1ture and partly by the 
general feeling of uncertainty. 

9. The last point is w'Mtlter adequate provision is made 
for th£ practical trainmg on works of students w!to ltave 
received t'Mir scientific education in English or Indian 
Colleges, The Governor in Council ~understands that 
the question relates to Civil Engineering and therein 
mainly to Indian students. Th?se who ~ave passed 
through Sibpur College have rece1ved, as arready men
tioned, a good scientific training and also, as far as 
possible, a good practical training. But, in order to be 
thoroughly efficient, they undoubtedly require a further 
practical training on actual works. The few who are 
selected for the"higher ranks of the Public Works Depart
ment receive such a systematic training and the large 
contractors in Calcutta (particularly the Indian firms) 
can and ·do give such a training to those who enter their 
service. The Governor in Council would welcome a more 
general readiness on the part of European firms to give 
practical training on works to the passed students of 
Sibpur, with a view to their ultimate employment in 
responsible positions under those firms. It cannot, how
ever, be denied that there are faults on both sides, and 
it is reported that some of the passed students of Sibpur 
appear to think that they have nothing further to learn. 

10. In conclusion, I am to revert to the second subject 
in the resolution particularly in so far as it affects local 
bodies. In this province the Public Works Department 
does not carry out works for local bodies. . The Calcutta 
Corporation hrs, of course, its o~ staff of highly trained 
engineers, which carries out all its works. The mu/assal 
municipalities engage engineers of the overseer and 
sub-overseer class, who carry out their own works, 
generally of an unimportant nature. The District 
Boards, on the other hand, all employ more or less- com
petent "District Engineers" with subordinate staffs 
below them. I am to annex a statement* showing the 
necessary qualifications for District Engineers and the 
actual qualifications and rates of pay of the present 
incumbents of those posts. An experiment was tried in 
the "Nineties" of entrusting District Boards (through 
their District Engineers) with carrying out Government 
works in addition to the works of the Board. The ex
periment met ·with varying success in different districts, 
but was finally condemned and abandoned. • On the 
whole, the Governor in Council is not in. fav{)ur of 
rrnewing the experiment, . although it has undoubtedly 
some attractive features, particularly from the point 
of view of the District Officer. The reasons which weigh 
with the Governor in Council in not recommending a 
n·newal of the experiment are that those District Boards 
which can afford a first-rate District Engineer have so 
much work of their own that the District Engineer 
cannot take up Government work in addition to his 

• Annexure B. 

• 

primary duties; that no·.man can serve two masters 
without the danger of const.ant friction; and, lastly, that 
if the system of non-o.fficial Chairmen be introduced 
in District Boards, it will be impossible to ask the 
Boards to place their engineering establishment under 
the partial control of Government in the Public Works 
Department. 

ll. For the assistance of the Committee I am to annext 
a note drawn up by the Chief Engineer showing the 
existing organization and methods followed in the exe
'"-'ution of works in Bengal. 

ANNEXURE A. 

Letter from the Hon'ble J!r. H. H. Green, Secretary to the 
Government of Bengal, Pu~lie Works Department, to the 
Secretary to the. fJovernment of India, Public Works 
Department, No. 91-T-A., dated" the 16th May 1914. 
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter No. 904-A.G., dated the 3rd September 1912, on 
the subject of possible economies in the scale of expendi
ture on unremunerative public . works. In that Iotter 
the Government of India point out that, provided proper 
economy is observed in regard to the scale of accommoda
tion provided for public and administrative offices and 
buildings, any further economy must lie (a) in the re
duction of the rates for various classes of work and 
material;; if this is possible, and (b) in the adoption in 
the case of minor buildings of a less durable and cheaper 
class of construction. · 

2. The Government of India as~ with regard to (a) 
that investigation may. b~ made into the suggestion 
that the rates which are paid by the Public Works Depart- , 
ment to contractor& for materials and work are generally 
in excess of those which are paid by the general public, 
and with regard to (b), whether available .records will 
permit of a comparison of the initial cost of minor build
ings, plus the cost of repairs and renewals, in the case 

' of kutclta construction, with similar expenditure in the 
case of p?tcca construction for the same class of buildings, 
and whether in the opinion of this Government economy 
can be obtained by a reversion to the old policy of a 
cheaper type of construction for such minor buildings. 

3. The Government of India further ask this Govern-, 
ment to consider the possibility of reducing the superior 
establishment by extending charges of supervision in 
consequence of the general improvement in recent years 
in facilities for communication by rail andJOad. 

4. As to the reduction of rates for various classes 
of work and materials, I am to say that enquiries have 
been made in the matter of the rat.es paid for several 
large buildings in Calcutta by private firms, and those 
rates have been compared with the Publtc Works Depart
ment rates for the same class of work, From a com
parison of this sort, it is extremely difficult to a.mve at 
a definite result, as so much dependq on the specifica
tion for each class of work, on the details of the con
s~ruction and the preparation of the various materids 
used during the construction, which can only be accurately 
ascertained by supervision of the work while in progress. 
A fairly clear indication of the actual facts has, however, 
been secured through a comparison of the cost of work 
done on the Commerce and Industry building in Council · 
House Street, Calcutta, which was built by the P.ublic 
Works Department, and on the------building 
built by Messrs. ,a well-known firm of 
Calcutta contractors. Both of tnese buildings have 
been constructed during the last. three years. From 
the accompanying statement (marked A) of the cost 
of the chief items of work, viz., (1) concrete, (2) brick-in
lime, (3) steel work, (4) terracing (5) Indian patent
stone and (6) doors and windows, it" will be seen that 
the actual cost of this work in th building, 
had it been constructed by the Public Works Depart
ment at the rates on which the work on the Commerce 
and Industry building was carried out, would have 

t Annexure C • 
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been Rs. 1,962 more 6n a total of Rs. 98,624, i.e., about 
2 per cent. more. It has also been ascertained that 
----------paid for supervision of their 
building Rs. 300 a month, while-. the Public Works Depart
ment charges for the work establishment directly 
employed in the construction of the Commerce and 
Industry building amounted to Rs. 370 a month. The 
total cost of the building was Rs. 2,15,331 
against Rs. 10,04,194, the cost of the Commerce and 
Industry building, a much larger building, while the 
monthly cost of establishment for the former was Rs. 300 
and for the latter Rs. 370 or ·14 per cev.t. in the former 
case and ·037 per cent. in the latter. It may be argued 
that, in addition to the establishment employed direct
ly upon the Commerce and Industry building there is 
a large controlling establishment of Executive Engineers, 
Superintending Engineers and Chief Engineers, but 
whether buildings are carried out by the Public Works 

• Department as they are now or if they be made over alto
gether to large contractors without any mpervision of 

' the details of the work, this controlling establishment 
will be necessary, unless departmental officers ara found 
to be competent to inspect works while in progress to 
check the quality of the work and to take measurements 
of the work done for payment. Recent cases, however, 
have shown how impossible departmental officers find · 
it to arrange for and carry out building works without 
the aid of the Public Works Department. As a matter 
of fact, it would also still be necessary h5 employ a 
portion of the establishment now considered as directly 
chargeable to t~ work, and in the case of the Commerce 
and Industry, building it would 'have been necessary 
to employ a clerk of works or Sub·divisional Officer 
at Rs. 200 a month, together with a sub-overseer to 
assist him in measurement at Rs. 50 a month, and a 
sub-divisional clerk at Rs. 35 a month. Thus the saving, 
in establishment by making the work over wholesale 
to a contractor would have been very small-about 
Rs. 85 a 'Inonth. ' 

5. In this connection I am also to forward herewith 
a statement showing the cost of the same building, if con. 
structed at rates actua1ly paid by the Public Works 
Department in the Government Telegraph Bffice exten
sion, Calcutta (recently completed). The statement 
shows that had the · building been 
constructed by the Public Works Department at the 
rates paid in the Telegraph Office extension there would 
have been a saving of Rs. 1,220 on the amount paid .to 
Messrs.-------. 

6. Further •omparisons have been made with the 
rates entered in e1timates which have been prepared 
at different times by firms of building contractors for 
buildings constructed by them for private educational 
institutions in Calcutta. The results obtained by these 
comparisons show that the rates paid for different items 
of work on these buildings differed but slightly from 
those entered in the Public Works Department schedule 
of· rates for similar items of work. 

7. When comparing rates entered in an estimate 
prepared by a private firm with those entered in the 
Public Works Department schedule of rates, it has to be 
remembered thll.t in some items, such as wood work and 
steel work allowance has been made in the Public Works 
Department schedule rates for fluctuations in the market 

' rate of the materials, and that the actual rates paid 
are frequently less than those scheduled. At the same 
time the Governor in Council recognises that it is desir· 
able to give out large works from time to time to a-pproved 
c:mtractors to assist Government in checking the rates 
paid and the work done in the department and this 
policy will be continued. 

8. For works in the m~t/ass'1l investigations have 
been made by the Superintending Engineers, Northern 
and Eastern Circles, and the information ('Ollected by 
them shows that the Public Works Department rates 

, in the Northern Circle are not in excess of, and are in 
some instances lower than, those paid by private firms, 
while the Public Works Department work is believed 
to be superior In the Eastern Circle the Public Works 
Department rates are in some cases rather in excess of 

thos~ paid by private parties..,but it is claim~d that the 
Public Works Department work here also 1s superior. 
The official residences at Dacca, for which Messrs. 
-----tendered at Rs. 8-8 per square foot, were 
constructed by the Public Works Department, and 
it will be seen from the statement attached (marked B) 
that the actual average cost per square foot of plinth 

o6rea was Rs. 8-8, which is the same as the rate tendered 
for these building> by Messrs. , 

9. The comparison in statement attached (marked C) 
of the rates paid by this department in 1909 with those' 
paid in 1882 (27 years before) shows how little rates 
in Calcutta have increased in spite of the large increase 
in general wages. 

10. The Public Works Department in this province 
does practically no work by daily labour ; all the work 
is done by contract, and it is open to any contractor, 
large or small, to tender. It doubtless would pay firms of 
contractors of good standing to take up large buildings 
in Calcutta, and possibly also in some mufassal stations, 
as they would thus keep in their own hands all the profits 
arising out of the imported materials, such as steel beams, 
tees, etc. They would also secure the supply of bricks, 
lime, soorki, doors and windows, and the profit now 
distributed among the suppliers of these materials would 
accrue to them, and they could with a small establish
ment keep efficient control over large works situated 
in one place. The difficulty which would arise would 

' be in arranging for the repairs and the construction 
of buildings scattered all over the province ; some of 
them costing not more than two or three thousand 
rupees, for which materials have to be collected and 
brought from great distances. For such works it will 
be necessary to retain a large subordinate establishment 
in the Public Works Department, who would not have 
the excellent trainirl:g they get at present on large build
ings . carried out in the various headquarters towns. 
Further, the abolition of the present system of work 
in Calcutta under which the Public Works Department 
has its own brick-fields where a constant supply of bricks 
can be had at the same price, under which tenders are 
invited from various firms for lime and other materials, 
and under which the steel work is imported direct from 
Europe, W!Juld lead in a few years to a general rise in 
rates, as at present the rates in Calcutta are controlled 
more or less by the Public Works Department rates. 

The Public Works Department insists on a l1igh 
standard of work, but it is doubtful whether there is 
sufficient competition among building contractors in 
Calcutta to maintain that high standard should the 
present Public Works Department system of doing 
work be abolished. 

11. In the circumstances set forth above, the Governor 
in Council does not consider that the rates paid by the 
Public Works Department are high as,compared with 
the rates paid by private people, taking the quality 
of the work done into consideration, and does not con
sider that it is possible to make any material reduction 
in the rates for various ·classes of work and materials 
as now paid by the department. I am, however, directed 
to suggest that if the Government of India desire that 
further investigation should be made in this matter, 
a small committee may be appointed to examine the 
figures and contentions given in this letter and test' 
them further. Such a committee should consist of 
Public Works Departme~t officers and non-official 
members, the latter to be engineers employed by publit:! 
bodies or railways. It would not be advisable to have 
on the committee persons interested in the building 
trade although such persons might properly be examined 
as witnesses before the committee. 

12. As regards the adoption in the case of minor 
buildings of a less durable and cheaper class of con
struction this Government has made some enquiries, 
but is not prepared as yet to express a final opinion. 
The evidence obtained hitherto does not encourage 
the view that economy would actually. result from such 
a change, but further enquiries are being made. 

13. Regarding the possibility of reducing the superior 
establishment by extending charges of supervision. I 

• 
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am to state that the charges of superior establishment 
in Bengal have only recently come under examination, 
on the recent rearrangement of the province, and in 
the opinion of this Government no reduction is possible ; 
in fact, vrith the increasing amount of work now being 
undertaken by the department, a larger establishment 
will be required in the near future. 

14. I am to enclose for the information of the Govern· 
mPnt of India a note of dissent which has been recorded 
by the Hon'ble Nawab Syed Shams-ul·Huda regarding 

the conclusions which have been embodied in the first 
part of this letter. The Hon'ble Nawab is of opinion 
that in comparing the cost of construction by the Public 
Works Department with the cost of construction by 

·private firms, the pay of the superior establishment of 
the Public Works Department should be included and 
not excluded. His Excellency recognises that the point 
is arguable, but the conclusion set out in paragraph 
4 of this letter represents the opinion . of the majmity 
of the Coundl. 

A 
Statement slwwing the difjcrence of cosl for the proposed new building at--for as per Messrs. 's 
rate, ordinary Public Works Department schedule rate, and the rate adually paid in Commerce and Industry Secretariat. 

DESCRIPTION Of WORK, 

·1 l\I:ESSRS,-'8 COST AT ORDINARY COST AT RATE ACTUALLY PAID IN COMMERCE AND 
Quantity. ---.,-ES_T_n_IA-T-.1!,----1----S-C-:-HE-D-U_L_E_R_A:-TE-·---J---1-N_D_U_ST'R'Y __ S_E_CR_E"""'T_A_RI_A_T. __ _ 

I I j Rate. Unit. Cost. Rate. Unit. Cost. Rnte. Unit. Cost. 

---~--- --- --,-- ---- -------- ---- ----

Concrete • • , . 
Brick-in-lime in floor and plinth 

Ditto in !!fOund Ooor • 
Ditto in ftrst 
Ditt,o in second 11 

Ditto in third 11 

Dl.tto in fourth , 

Rolled sWel joists 
Steel tees 

Roofing tcrracin~ ftfth floor 
Ditt.o fourth 
Ditto third 
Ditto second 11 

Ditto first 11 

Ditto mezzanine 
1" Indian pateut'stone 
Venetian sash~s and frames 
!'wing doors and frames 
Panel ditto . , 
Batten ditto . 
FanU~ht and frames 

TOTAL 

Rest of the Items 

Total cost of work 

Dedttct-If sand, 100r.W and lime is 
used instead of 1oorkl and lime as 
was done by Messi'!I.--

GRAND TOTAL 

c. ft. Rs. A, 

14,908 
13,510 
26,941 
16,258 
]3,488 
10.as1 
7,089 

Cwt. 
2,570 

921 
s. ft, 

1,798 
8,645 
9,0i9 
8,515 
8,335 
2,134 

30,705 
3,925 

200 
1,907 
1,114 
.1,199 

30 
31 
32 

0 Per oent, 
0 

- 33 
34 
35 
36 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7 0 
7 8 

33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
26 0 
2 10 
1 12 
1 12 
1 6 
1 8 

Cwt. 

Per oent, 

" .. 
" 

8'. ft. 

II .. 

Rs. Rs. A. P. 

4,472 
4,207 
8,621 
5,36() 
4,586 

. 3,693 
2,552 

17,990 
6,909 

593 
2,853 
2,996 
2,810 
2,751 

71)4 
7,982 

10,302 
350 

3 .. 3:38 
1,532 

_l,i99 

91!,405 

1,18,926 

~15,331 

32 5 0 
34 14 0 
33 H 0 
35 6 0 
36 14 0 
38 6 0 
39 14 0 

7 8 0 
8 8 0 

36 0 0 
35 0 0 
34 0 0 
33 0 0 
32 0 0 
32 0 0 
25 0 0 
3 2 0 
1 11 6 
1 11 6 
1 6 0 
1 10 6 

Per oent. .. .. 
" ,. 
II 

Cwt. 

Per oent. 
,. 
II 

II .. 
II 

II 

" .. .. 

Rs. Rs. A. 1'. 

4,817 
4,7;13 
9,126 
5,751 
4,974 
4,049 
2,827 

19.275 
7,828 

647 
3,026 
3,087 
2,810 
2,6G7 

683 
7,676 

12,263 
344 

3,278 
1,532 
1,986 

1,03,382 

1,18,926 

2,22,308 

33 14 0 
35 13 8 
36 7 0 
36 7 0. 
36 7 0 
36 0 0 
40 0 0 

6 5 0 
5 11 5 

33 0 0 
33 0 0 
33 0 0 
33 0 0 
33 0 0 
33 0 0 
26 0 0 
3 1 9 
1 11' 6 
1 11 6 
1 6 0 
1 9 2 

Per cent. 

" 
II 

" 
" 
II .. 
Cwt. 

Rs. 

5,050 
4,865 
9,817 
5,924 
4,915 
3,798 
2,836 

16,224 
5,262 

Per cent. 593 
2,853 
2,996 
2,810 
2,751 

II .. 
" .. 
s: ft. 

.. .. .. 

704 
7,982 

12.,204 
344 

3,278 
1,532 
1,886 

.. 118,624 

1,18,926 

2,17,550 

257 

1--;:;,;; 
Statement slwwing the cost of the '[fi'Oposed new building at---for---if constructed at rates actually paid in 

the Government Telegraph Office extension. 

Rate a.q 
Item 
No. Description of work. Quantity. actually paid Cost. in Telegraph 

0 ffice extension. 

- c. ft. Rs. A,P. R~. 
1 Concrete-in-lime 
2 Bmk-m-hme in found~tion ~nd piinth 

14,908 33 14 0 5,050 
13,570 34 14 0 4,733 

3 D1tto m ground ftoor • 26,941 33 14 0 9,126 

' Ditto in first " 16,258 34 14 0 1\,670 
C. Ditto in second 
6 Ditto in third 

II 13,488 85 14 0 4,839 

7 Ditto in fourth " and pnripet 
10,551 36 14 0 3,891 .. 7,089 37 14 0 2,685 
Cwt. 

8 Rolled steel joists 2,570 6 s 0 15,460 
II Steel tees • • .. 921 511 5 1">,262 

10 Rooting terracing over 18" tiles, fifth floor 
8. ft. 

1,798 33 0 0 1\93 
11 D1tto ditto fourth floor , • 8,645 33 0 0 2,853 
12 Ditto ditt.o third 11 9,079 33 0 0 2,996 
13 Ditto ditto second , , 8,515 33 0 0 2,810 
u Ditto ditto first 11 
15 Rootlnfl terracing over mezzanine 

8,335 33 0 0 2,751 

16 1" Indian patent-stone • 
2,134 33 0 0 704 

17 V ~nctian sa;;hes and frames 
80,705 24 1 0 7,3ii8 

18 1-lwinlt doors and frames 
3,925 2 15 3 11,591 

111 Panel ditto 
200 111 6 344 

20 Batt~n ditto 
1,907 111 6 3,278 

21 Fl\lllight and frRmt"'l 
1,114 1 6 0 I 1,532 
1,1119 1 II 2 1,886 

Rest of the items 
.. 

I 
. ... 

I 
95 442 I .. .... l,t3,1126 --Total cO!It of work 

I 
! 

~.14,3611 
Total cost a.s CO!llltructed by )!e&n.--

.. .... I .. ·- ~,l!i,a:fll 

Saving if eoDStcucted by Public Works Department over Messrs.--- .. I ..... I 963 
.d.dd-Dilference in s{Jl:cillc.ation ' .. . .... I 257 

GRAND TOTAL .. I . ... I 
! 

1,220 

VOL. Il fy . 
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B 

Statement showing the actual cost and plinth area of 19 official residences at Dacca constructed by the Public Works Depart· 
ment for which Messrs. tendered an average rate of Rs. 8-8 per square foot. 

-4 

As construe-
ted by 
Public 
Works 

Department. 

Residence of
Accountant-General 
Deputy Accountant·Gen~ral 
Commissioner • . • 
First Member, Board of Revenue 
Second ditto • • 
Secretary, Board of Revenue 
Legal Remembrancer • 
Director of Land Records , 

Do. of Public Instruction 
Principal, Dacca College 
District Judge • • 
Joint-Magistrate , 
ProfMSors, Dacca College , , 
Inspector-General of Police • • 
Deputy In~peetor-General of Police 
Superintendent of Police • 
Deputy Sanitary Commissioner 
Superintending Engineer 

-. E.Jecutive Bugineer • 

'TOTAL 

Rate per square foot 

c 

lPllnth area. ,Cost. 

lSq. feet. Rs. 

6,170 4(329 
2,180 21,246 
7,625 60,766 
6,743 63,978 
7,625 65,943 
3,747 83,194 
4,435 42,646 
2,656" 23,978 
3,521 23,410 
3,600 37,096 
6,170 44,271 
2,334 21,945 • 
4,733 32,464 
3,856 32,630 
3,412 28,407 
2,334 21,525 
2,316 21,032 
4,205 33,953 
2,302 22,742 

77,964 6,63,555 

Jls, .&. 
6,63,655 

---=8 8 
7i,064 

State'TIUJnt showing diUerences of rates in the years 1882 and 1909. 

I CALCUTTA. I CUHACK. lt.!.!!CBI. MUZ.I.FIIARPUR. 

tlESCRil'TIO!'I OP WORK. I 
1882. 1909. Differ·l1882 1909. Differ· 1882. 1909. Differ- 1882. 1909. Differ· 

ence. · ence, ence. ence. 

----.,- f- f--

Its. A. Its. A. P. Ra. A, P. Its A. Its, A. Its, A, Its. A. Its. A. P. Its. A. P. Its. A. Its. A. Its. A. 

1. Brick concrete (In· 24 10 (a)27 12 0 s 2 0 15 8 18 0 2 8 16 12 20 0 0 3 4 o, 18 15 18 0 0 ·, 15 
ciuding filling). 

. 
2. New work with 30 6 (b)30 8 0 0 20 16 0 21 0 5 0 19 0 27 0 0 8 0 0 18 14 22 0 3 2 

burnt bricks-in- to to 
limo mortar In 23 0 7 0 
foundation and 
plinth (with bullock 
mill for mixing 
mortar\, 

s. New work with 32 0 (c)32 4 0 0 4 0 17 0 22 o I 6 0 20 8 29 8 0 9 0 0 19 14 23 0 3 2 
burnt bricks· in- to to 
lime mortar from 24 0 7 0 
foundation up to I 

height of 24' above 
ground. 

4. New work with 32 0 (d)33 12 0 1 12 0 .. 24 0 .. 22 8 31 5 0 8 13 0 21 3 26 0 4 13 
burnt bricks-in- to 
lime mortar from 26 0 
24' to 45' above 

-&round. 

6. Teakwood scantling s ' 4 80 1 4 0 .. .. .. 6 0 5 0 0 .. 4 0 4 0 .. 
in door· frames fitted 
and lb:ed. 

6. SAl wood scantlin!l 3 8 s 8 0 .. .. 
I 

28 .. 110 4 0 0 2 6 0 s 0 3 8 0 8 
in door frames lltted to 
and fixed. 3 0 

7. W teak venetian 014 1 26 0 4 6 .. .. .. 1 4 1 2 3 0 1 .9 1 5 1 5 .. 
doors. 

tl. lf teak panel doors 014 1 40 0 6 0. .. .. . . 1' 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 1 5 0 2 

9.ll" teak glazed 0 14 0 14 6 0 0 6! .. .. .. 1 2 0 14 9 0 3 s 1 0 11 0 1 
doors. I 

lci.W teak batten 0 13 0140 0 1 0 .. .. .. 1 0 1 0. 0 .. 1 0 1 0 .. 
dOO!!l. i 

u. a· t~ak f glazed 014 0 15 D 0 1 0 .. .. .. 1 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 5 0 s 
and t panel. i 

--- - -

\ 

RF.)IAI!KS, 

(a) Its. 30·14 
is for en· 
gine mixed 
with slaked 
ghooting lime • 

(b) Rs. 32·12 
js . for engine 
mtxed with 
stone lime, 

(c) Its. 33 is 
for engine 
mixed with 
stone lime, 

(d) Rs. 84·8 is 
lor engine 
mixed witb 
stone lime. 
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Note of dissent. 
I '!'JUNK a case has been made out for an enquiry re· 

ga.rding the pos9ibility of reduction in the Public Works 
Department rates for the various classes of work and 
materials. In accepting the contrary view, a. great 
deal of reliance has been placed on a statement showing 
the cost of the ----building as per Messrs.--·- 's 
estimate, and the cost according to the rate actually paid 
for the Commerce and Industry Secretariat _built under 
the supervision of the Public Works Department. The 
difference in the two rates is shown in the annexed state· 
ment. It will be seen that according to Messrs.--
--'s estimates the total costs work out at Rs. 2,15,331, 
and according to the Commerce and Industry building 
rates it is Rs. 2,17 ,293. At first sight the difference 
appears to be small, but it must be remembered that 
the Public Works Department rates do not cover the 
cost of supervision which according to :Mr •. Finnimore 
amounts to about 10 per cent. in Calcutta and 17 per 
cent. in the whole province. The cost to Government 
would therefore be represented by-

Rs. 

2,17,293 
21,729 

2,39,022 

On the other han~, :Messrs.----'s estimate re· 

Description of work. 

present a. considerable margin of profit besides supervi
sion charges. Taking the profit to be about 10 per cent. 
the actual cost to :Messrs. including super· 
vision and establishment charges must have been about 
Rs. 1,93,798. Thus the cost to Government according 
to the Public Works Department rates are roughly 
about 23 per cent. higher. It may, however, be noted 
that the cheaper rates and smaller weights for steel 
joists and tees have led to a reduction of Public Works 
Department 'estimates by Rs. 3,413. This reduction 
in the price of imported articles is probably due to a. 
fluctuation of the metal market which is more or less · 
a matter of chance. If this differi:mce is taken out of 
consideration, the rates payable by Government for the -
Commerce and Industry building would be found nea.rly 
25 per cent. higher than the rates actually paid by Messrs. 
----. The possibility of economy, therefore, 
seems to be well established. It is possible that I have 
over-estimated the margin of profit included in the rates 
of Messrs. ; but as to this we have no 

-alternative but to speculate. If an enquiry were held 
these could b~ cleared up, and I would strongly suggest 
such an enqutry. It should also be remembered that the 
10 per cent. additional cost of supervision to Govern· 
ment does not include the pay of the Secretariat estab 
lishment of t~e Public Works Department. 

The 11th May 1914. 

I

I Messrs.-'s 
rate. 

s. HUDA.. 

Rate p;~ld in Com· 
merce and 

Industry 1'\ecre
tariat. 

Difference 
·between 
eolnmllS 2 

and 3. 

---------------------~----~ 
I 2 4 

------~---------~--------------------:·---------l---~-----1------

Concrete , • , • 
Brick-in·Ume in ftoor and plinth 

, in ground floor • 
., In first , 
11 in second , 
., in t.hird ,. 
., in fourth ,. 

!Wiled steel joists • 
Steel te~ • • • • 
Roofing terracing fifth door • 

Ditto fourt,b ,. 
Ditto third ,. 
Ditto s~cond 11 

Ditto first 11 
Ditto mezzanine 

1" Indian patent·stone . 
Venetian sashes and frames 
Swing doors and frames 
l'anel ditto • 
Batten ditto • 
~'anlight and frames 

ANNEXURE~. 

Qualifications of candidates for employment as Distrkt 
E11gineers, Bengal. 

Rule 2.-A candidate for first employment as District 
Engineer must be qualified in one of the manners following 
that is to say, he must- · 

(a) be ~t the time of seeking the employment, or 
haYe preYlously been,. a member of the permanent estab
hsh_!llent ?£ the Pu?hc Works Department in the grade 
of Executive or Ass1stant Engineer or Sub-Engineer or 
Supervisor ; · · 

(b) ~old .the degree of Bachelor of Engineering ~r 
be a Lu~entlate of Engineering of the Calcutta University, 
or have pastied the fi~al. exam.ination of the Engineering 
Department of the Civil Engmeering College at Sibpur, 

Rs. A, 
I 

30 0 ver eent. 
31 00 II 
32 II 

:: g ;; 
f 3l) 0 II 

36 0 
7 0 pei' cwt. 
7 8 

aa o per 'eent. 
33 0 II 

sa o ., 
33 0 " 
33 0 •• 
33 0 .. 
26 0 .. 
2 10 per s. ft. 

~ ~~ .. 
1 6 :: 
1 8 

Rs. A. P. 

33 14 0 per cent. 
35 13 
36 7 
36 7 
36 7 
36 0 
40 0 
6 5 
511 

.. 33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
33 0 
26 0 
3 1 
111 

I p~ 
i 1 9 

g ·:. 
~ :: 
g .. 
0 pet cwt. 
5 
0 per ~eot, 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 " 
0 II 

0 .. 
0 .. 
9 per s. ft. 
6 
6 
0 
2 

Rs • .4.. 1'. 

3 14 0 
4 13 8 
4 7 0 
3 'I 0 
2 7 0 

l g g I 
0 11 0 
1 12 7 

o"7 9 
0 0 6 
0 0 6 

0 1 2 

or the final examination of the Engineering Department 
of the Colleges of Engineering of Roorkee, Madras or 
Poona; 

(c) have served an apprenticeship of not less than 
three yea~s_in the. United ~ngdom with some recognized 
firm of C1vil Engmeers .of high standing; or 

( ~) have . passed satisfact?rily through a. full course 
of mstruct10n at a recogmzed School of Engineering 
in the United Kingdom: 

Provided that in all cases the candidate must have 
held charge of important works for not less than five 
years.and m~st produce a certificate from his immediate 
super1or durmg s~ch employment that his conduct 
and work were satisfactory. The candidate must also 
produce evidence that his knowledge of the vernacular 
18 ~ch as to qualify him for employment a.a a Distric~ 
Eng moor. 

2Y2 
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APPENDIX VI-rontinued. 

District Engineers in Bengal. 

District, Class. Grade. Names. Pay., 

13akarganj 
Bankura 
Birbhum 
Bogra . 
Burel wan 

I lRt H. O'Brien, C.l!'., :l!.S.E. • 

Rs. 

600-25-800 
250-10-300 
250-10-300 
250-10-300 
500-20-600 
600-25-800 

III 5th S urcsh Chandra Chatarji, B.C .E. 
III 5th Saradindu Roy, B.E. . • • • 
III 5th Purna Chandra Bhattacharji, M.A., B.E .• 

I 2nrl J atindra N nth M1llli~k, B.E. • , • 
I 1st F. H. Hodgkins • . . Chittngong • • 

Chittagong Hill Tracts 
Dacca • 

··•• G •• A. Bell . • . • 
I 1st R. B. lllcGormack, C.E., O.II. 
I 2nd .Tamini Kanta Sen Gupta, B.E. 

200-300 
600-2&--~00 
600-20-600 
400-20-500 

Dinajpur 
Faridpur 
Hooghly 

II 4th Nani Gopal ~lukharji . • . . • • , • 
II 3rd Sukhendra Nath Ghosh, ll.A., n.sc. (Glasgow), M.R •. SAN. 1. 

(London) . • • , , -" • , • 400-20-500 
350 Howrah III 5th Gyanendra Nath Ganguli, L.E. ,· 

J alpaiguri I 2nd A. D. Hickley . . • 
Jes~ore , 11 4th Kshiti Nath Ghosh, B.A., B.E. 
Khulna II 4th Rasik T.alllui, B.A., B.E. , , 

600 
300-20-400 
400-20-500 
250-10-300 
500-20-600 
300-20-400 
600-25-800 

:Maida . III 5th Surendra Nath Banarji, B.A:, B.E .. 
lllidnapore . I 2nd N. N. Bose, A.M.t.C.E., J!,R.S.I. 
Murshidabad • II 4th L. C. Sen Gupt-a, B.E .. 
r.Iymensingh , I 1st R. K. Coxe . • • 
Nadia . III 5th Sat ish Chandra Chatarji, B.E. 
Naokhali II 4th Aswini Kumar Sen • . • , , . . • 

400 
300-20-400 
250-10-300 

500 
Pahnn . III 5th J. K. Dass Gupta, B.SC. (Glasgow), UI.!.C.E., A..!I.I., ?tiECH. E. 
Raj.~hahi II 3rd Prankumar Gupta • · • • • , • • , 
Rangpur I 1st S. K. Dutta, B.So. (Viet.), C.E., !II.~.E. • 
Tippera li 4th Pyari Charan Gupta, L,F., • , • 

625 
300-20-400 

24-Parganas I 1st Karuna Kumar Dutta Gupta, :ll.A., B.E. 600-2&--800 

All districts in which the Local Self-Government Act is in force are divided into three cl~'!Ses·-

Class. Grade 

I{ 1st 
2nd 

n{ 3rd 
4th 

III 5th 

ANNEXURE C. 

Note by the Chief Engineer explaining the existing organ
ization and m~thods followed in the execution of works in 
Bengal. ' 

1. The memorandum prepared by the Government 
of India gives full information of a general character 
on the ~ganization and procedure of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch of the Public Works Department 
in India. The following note therefore deals only with 
the existing organization and methods of the Public 
Works Department in the Buildings and Roads Branch 
in Bengal, · 

2. Existing org(mization.-A tabular statement (No. 
I) has been prepared showing the number of Imperial 
and Provincial officers now employed in the province. 
The superior staff of the Irrigation Department are 
entered in bold type. 

The sanctioned cadre is 49 officers, viz. :-
Chief Engineers 2 
Superintending Engineers 5 
Executive Engineers 22 
Assistant Engineers 20' 

TOTAL 49 

Of the Executive Engineers, two hold the posts of Under
Secretary, one in the Roads and Buildings Branch and 
one in the Irrigation Branch. Of the Assistants, one 
is employed under the Sanitary Engineer's Department 
and one under the District Board of Burdwan as District 
Engineer. 

Superintending Engineers perform the duties of In
spectors of Local Works under the Bengal Local Self
Government Act, III of 1885. In addition to the above 
regular establishment, the following special officers 
are employed whose salaries and those of their establish
ment a.re charged against the provision for establishment 
made in the yearly Public Works Department Budget :-

(a) Sanitary Engineer and two assistants. 
(b) Electric Inspector. 
(c) Electrical Engineer. 
(d) Consulting Architect and two assistants. 

(e) Plumbing Expert. 
(f) Superintendent of Governor's Estates. 

Rs. 

600-2&--800 
500-20-600 
400-20-500 
300-20-400 
250-10-300 

All sanitation work is done under the administration 
of the General Department, and such work is carried 
out under the supervision of the Sanitary Engineer 
and his establishment. The Public Works Department 
has no connection with such work except in the rare 

. cases when a work of this class is entrusted to them. In 
such a case the work is treated as a contribution work. 

The Electric Inspector carries out the duties necessary 
under the Electricity Act, IX of 1910. He also acts 
as adviser to the Local Government when advice is 
required on proposals for electrical installations outside 
Calcutta. He is not otherwise concerned with work 
carried on by the Public Works Department. 

The other special officers are intimately connected 
with the preparation and construction of projects under· 
taken by the department and form an integral part 
of the department. 

There are five circles consisting of 16 divisions, con
taining 65 sub-divisions. Sub-divisions are nearly all 
held by members of the Upper Subordinate Service. 
Statement No. II shows the constitution of the circles 
and divisions and the extent of. each. 
· 3. The Buildings and Roads Branch deals with all 

matters connected with buildings and roads only, but 
there are very few roads in charge of the Public Works 
Department. - Certain buildings and roads are under. 
the charge of divisions which are Qonsidered to be " Irri- ·.' 
gation Divisions." For the supervision of work on such 
the Irrigation Department is credited ,with 18 per cent. 
of the outlay on the works. 

4. Method employed in the execution of worka.-The 
procedure to be followed before the construction of a 
work is commenced, and the various rules on the- subject 
are detailed in Chapter VII of Volume I, Public Works 
Department Code, and summarised in the Government 
of India memorandum. On receipt of final or technical 
sanction to an original work, the Executive Engineer 
invites tenders for the work either through the medium of 
the press in the case of important works or from well
known contractors. In the case of works of minor 
importance, the work is given out to local contractors, 
a list of whom in Calcutta is kept by each Executiv~ 
Engineer. In the mu/aaaal, notices inviting tenders for 
such works are put up in the local courts or in the offices 
of local bodies. A similar procedure is followed in the 
case of repairs. All works are then carried out through 
contractors and none by actual departmental agency. 

To ensure that only the best materials are used on 
works, bricks are in many instances manufactured by 
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c 
contractors for the department and issued to the building 
ontractor. In Calcutta there i8 a. Government brick

fit>ld, in which bricks are manufactured under contract 
allowing for a. large reserve to be kept in order to be 
prepared to commence work immediately a. work is 
sanctioned. The department also, in the past, largely 
obtained steel joists and sections from England. By 
the~e means it has been possible to keep rates down. 
Statement No. III shows the total outlay incurred on 
works and on establishment and the percentage of the -
cost of the establishment to the outlay incurred during 
the period 1906 to 1916. 

5. Conditions ·under which work is done.-In Calcutta 
there is no difficulty in obtaining suitable contractors, 

but in the mu/as8al there is the greatest difficulty in 
many places. Local labour, especially in Eastern Be:tgal 
is not obtainable, and contral)tors have to dPpond on 
imported labour. In Eastern Bengal communications, 
except by water, are either non-existent or very in
efficient, so that carriage of materials is difficult. The 
execution of work under such conditions requires constant 
and close supervision and is necessarily more expensive 
than in large towns, such as Calcutta, Dacca and Chitta· 
gong. 1 

Accompaniments. 
Three statements. 

H. H. GREEN. 

STATEME};"T No. L 

Statement showiTUJ the constitution of the Public Works Dcpart111£nt, Bengal. 

!PI'OINTUENT. 

Chief Engineer 
. 

Superintending Enl(ineers 

Executive Engineers 

Assistant .. .. 
TOTAL 

Upper Subordinates 

lower " 
TOTAL 

ORAND TOTAL 

• One Armenian. 

CIRCLE. 

-
1 

----

Presidency . . 

Northern 

Ea.stern • . 
Central r. . . 

' • 
South-W est~rn. . 

llrPERIAL. I PROVINCIAL, 
\ 

Sanctioned Roads and 
scale. Europeans From From Promot.ed lluildings. Irrigation. 

from Indian Indian Upper 
England. Colleges. Colleges. Subordi· 

nates • 

2 2 .. .. .. 1 1 

6 5* 2 (olfg.) .. .. 3 B 

22 12 7 3 1 15 8 

20 lOt .. 6 a: 11 '1 
-

49 29 7 9 4 80 I 18 

71 .. .. 71 .. 48 

I 
23 

153 .. .. 158 .. 73 80 
-

224 .. .. 224 .. 121 I 103 

273 29 7 233 4 151 I 121 

t Includes Mr. Subarwal: t One seconded. 

STATEME:t\TT No. II. 

Distribution list of Public Works Oircles i~ Berigal. 

Name. 

DIVISION, 

Area in square 
miles. 

Number of sub
divisioM. 

~~--------1----------~----------
2 

{ '"'' c•ruiU Second .. 
Third .. 
Electrical 

f 
Darjeeling 
Jalpai~uri 
Rajshahi 
Duars Road 

{ 
Dacea 
Chitt.ago~g 
Bakarganj • • 
Chittagong Bill Traets 

{ Burdnn 
Nadia Riven: 

f 
Cossye • 
~orthern Dr~ina~ and Em: 
bankment. 

Circular and Ea.stern Canals 

Presidency town of Calcutta. 
Presidency town of Calcutta 
including Alipore and :Barrack: 
pore 

Presidency town of Calcutta 
including Howrah. 

1,164 
7,750 
8,415 
1,906 

19,1B2 
6.635 
7,218 
5,138 

11,177 
12,301 

6.884 
10,985 

19,752 

3 Under an Elect.rlcal F.ngfneer. 

' 4 
4 
3 Colll'truction. 

3 
3 
2 

Under a District Engineer. 

6 
7 

6l 
: j Irrigation • 
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STATEME1TT No. III. 

Statement Blwuing the percentage of outlay on eBtablishment to the outlay irw~trred on all works carried out by sMCh 'estab. 
lishment in Bengal during the years1906-07 to 1915-16, indusive. 

I COST OF ESTARLISH,!ENT AS IN SCHEDULE c OF THE l!'IN!NCl! ACCOUNT~ OF THE I YEAR PREPARED r:y ACCOUNTANT·OENER!L, BENGAL, EX01UD!NG ACCOUNTS, 

Outlay on SANITARY ENGINE~R AND ELECTRIC lNHE~TOR. 

YEAR. works and RE~!!RK~. 
repairs. 

I I P~r· -""·I ·~ I Total of Per· 
I 

Toolq Per-
.'>irectton. cent- tion cent· column&. cent• and cent· I · age. . age. 3 and 5. age. 

I 
plant. age. ! ___ ,_ 

~5~-~J --J 'a 4 
I 

1 2 7 8 
I 

9 10 11 

-----
Ra. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1906·07 82,02,409 3,28,107 4·00 8,10,077 9·98 11,47,184 13·98 1,60,033 1·95 l 1907·08 83,07,576 3,38,713 4-07 9,2S,753 11-18 12,67,466 15·25 88,458 1-06 
1908·09 . 64,62,872 3,74,611 5·79 8,60,375 13·31 12.~4,983 19·10 97,526 1-50 
1909·10 50,75,647 3,98,510 7-85 7,90,070 15·56 11,88,580 23-41 46,417 ·91 
1910·11 ~ 55,62,961 3,31,238 5·95 6,87,924 12·37 10,19,162 18·32 77,310 1·3i! rlnchtding Mili~ry 
1911-12 65,77,231 3,13,053 4-75 8,39,749 12·77 11,52,802 17-52 63,161 ·~6 Works. 
1912·13 67,21,700 3,14,121 4-67 8,27,091 12·30 11,41,212 ""I 66,598 ·99 
1913·14 80,60,403 3,31,990 4-12 8,08,770 10·03 11,40,760 14-15 1,01,856 1·26 

J 1914-15 98,04,137 3,50,529 3·57 8,89,899 -9·08 12,40,428 12·65 1,44,076 H7 
1915-16 63,48,393 3,57,346 5·03 8,92,963 14·06 12,50,309 . 19·69 80,777 1-27 -

34,38,2181 . 11-731 1,17,82,8891 

---
TOTAL 7,11,23,329 4-83 83,44,671 16·561 9,26,212 1·30 

APPENDIX VIL 

Memorandum prepared by the Government of Madras. 

The Government of India have furnished with their of 20 la.khs provides ,for only four Superintending 
letter No. 555-E.A., dated 15th November 1916, copies Engineers, whereas five ma.y more probably b~ required. 
of a draft resolution and of despatches to and from the However whether the number be 4 or 5, there would -
Secretary of State relating to the execution of Civil be left for the supervision of all Civil Works anly-3 or 
Works in British India, and have requested that a 2 Superintending Engineers (as the case may be), a 
memorandum embodying the views of the local Govern- number certainly inadequate. In regard to Executive 
ment on the points referred to may be forwarded to the Engineers, the number of those employed· on the large 
Committee by the middle of December. With a subse- . delta systems could not be reduced, even if works other 
quent letter, No. 588-KA., dated 29th November 1916, than irrigation were taken away from them; and it 
a revised resolution bearing No. 06-E.A., dated 24th follows that additional officers for these other works would 
November 1916, was received, and ordered to be sub- have to be appointed. The same result would follow 
stituted for the original draft resolution. In the following in all other grades of the service. In non-deltaic areas 
paragraphs, only the revised resolution is referred to. also any division of the staff as suggested would lead 

2. Before dealing with the specific points referred to extra cost, in consequence of the scattered nature 
to in paragraph 2 of the resolution, His Excellency of the works, both Irrigation and Buildings, in this Pres
the Governor in Council would make the following pre- idency; so that the present system of giving an officer 
liminary remarks. charge of all public works in his division is more economi-

3. The proposed reorganization is to he confined to cal both of men and money than any scheme of water
the Buildings and Roads Branch, and the system under tight sub-departments. Any such change would also 
which irrigation .works are at present carried out and lead to waste of energy, in that two officers instead of 
maintained is not to be affected. Now in the Madras one would be covering the same ground. An irrigation 
Presidency (as aloo in several other proviri.ces of British officer would have no concern with buildings and other 
India), there is no separation of the Engineering staff civil works that may lie in the neighbourhood of his 
of the Public Works Department into Buildings and irrigation works$ while the officer in charge of buildings 
Roads, and Irrigation Branches, except in the case of in the same area would do no inspection of irrigation 
the Chief Engineer for Irrigation and his staff in the works. The fact that the proposal is not to create a 
Secretariat. The Superintending Engineers, Executive separate Buildings and Roads Branch; but to hand over 
Engineers, Sub-Divisional Officers and subordinate staff the works of that branch to other agencies, does not 
aJ1 deal with the execution and maintenance both of affect the argument ; for the new agencies, assuming 
irrigation works and of miScellaneous c_ivil works. The that they could be found, would doubtless charge Govern· 
Public Works Department Engineering staff could no ment for the efficient supervision of buildings and roads 
doubt be divided into two branches (i) Irrigation and works a considerable sum, which could hardly be less 
(ii) Buildings and Roads ; but, so far as this Presidency than the cost of maintaining a separate Buildings and 
is concerned, this division would involve considerable Roads Branch. The extra expense would presumably 
extra cost and waste of energy. A detailed estimate fall in great measure on Provincial funds, which could 
of the staff that would be required for irrigation works not afford it. His Excellency in Council therefore 
alone has been made with refereuce to the number and considers the proposal to reorganise the Buildings antl 
importance of the existing irrigation works. It shows Roads Branch alone, in the manner proposed, leaving 
that the requirements of the Irrigation Branch would be, out of account the Irrigation Branch, to be unsuitable 
besides the Chief Engineer, at least 4 circles, 24 divisions, and unsound as regards this Presidency. • 
62 sub-divisions and 141 sections. A staff (suitably 4. Mor~over, several of the evils which the Govern· . 
graded and providing for absentees) to man these charges ment of India seek. to removet have no application to 
would cost 19·81 la.khs, or say 20 la.khs as compared the conditions obtaining in this Presidency. For ex
with the present total staff costing 34·29 lakhs, exclusive • ample, in paragraph 9 of their despatch to the Secre· 
in each case of the contribution from irrigation revenue, ' tary of State, the Government of India suggest tho 
which at present amounts to 9·4 lakhs. This estimate reorganization of the Buildings and Roads Branch with 
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.. . 
a view to the execution of work entirely paid for by 6. As regards the cost of superior supervision not 
local bodies being arranged for by the local bodies con- charged to works, represented by th~ salaries, tra.v
cerned. This is what already obtains in Madras both ~>lling allowane~>s, etc., of the regular establishment 
in the case of Municipalities and of District and Taluk ranging from the sub-overseer up to the Chief Engineer, 
Boards, except in the case of very large and important there is probably room for difference of opinion. The 
works. Again, it is suggested in the same paragraph Government of India seem to consider that there might 
that, after the proposed reorganisation, contribution be more economy, and that simple and unimportant 
works such as non-Government school buildings, hospitals works which are now undertaken and supervised by 
and .dispensaries for which Government give a grant, highly salaried officers of Government could, if private 
village and small urban sanitation schemes carried out - agency were ·available, be carried out a.t reduced cost 
partly or wholly from Government funds, might be under contract by that agency, subject to the supervi· 
designed and carried out by private practitioners. This sion of Inspectors. It may, however, be observed that 
is also what is already being done in this Presidency ; the Public Works officers have always aimed at the 
and if the Public Works Department had to deal with gradual extension of the system of regular contracts to 
all such pettv works (as presumably must be the case the fullest possible extent, as by so doing the accounts 
in some other provinces that the Government of India. kept by disbursing officers are shortened and simplified. 
had in mind when drawing up the despatch) an increased But the so-called "contractors" in this Presidency, 
establishment would be necessary. In all cases where with possibly one or two exceptions in the Presidency 
a. Government grant is given, the designs are first passed town, are little more tha.n providers of labour and suppliers 
by a Government officer as suitable, as suggested by of materials. Their work requires close supervision, 
the Government of India. In the above respocts no and they have to be instructed at every stage. .A large 
reorganisation is necessary in this Presidency. number of Government mai.stri€8 and ~ubordinates are 

5. Coming now to the particular points referred to therefore necessary, and the work of these men them· 
in paragraph 2 of the Government of India Resolution, selves requires close supervision, as mentioned in para· 
clause (i) asks whether the methods at present adopted graph 7 of the Government of India letter to the Secre
for the execution of civil works are economical and tary of State. Accounting is also more than ordinarily ... 
suitable for the purpose for which they were devised. complicated, owing to the contractors being mostly 
Ail regard eoonoiny, His Excellency in Council considers comparatively-poor men with small capital, who require 
that the methods at present adopted are suitable, and to be paid frequently to keep them going.- The adminis· 

•· that any such cha.nge as that contemplated by the Govern- trative duties incidental to a large department are also 
' ment of India must result in greater expenditure for responsible and heavy. Under the circumstances it 

the same class of work or in inferior work for the same does not appear that there is redundant supervision or 
outlay. The question whether the actual rates for that effective supervision could be secured with a lesser 
works (on which schedule rates are based) are not them· number of officers. 
selves unduly high has recently been examined more than 7. The present methods, which are the outcome of 
once. The Government of India raised the question gradual development and long experience, have been 

in 1912 and Mr. S. D. Pears,* found to be quite suitable for the execution and main-
Vide papers with lette<r d ted · II t · t f G ks 

419 A.W ., 21st Februa.ry was epu speeta y o m- enance o overnment wor . 
1ou. vestigate the matter. The in· 8. In clause (ii) of their Resolution the Government 

•La~e Chief Engiaeer, vestigation showed that there of India_ enquire whether under the existing system 
Public Works Department.. was nothing extravagant or private enterprise is sufficiently .encouraged. His Ex-
unreasonable in the building practice in this Presidency ; cellency the Governor in Council considers that private 
that the cheaper kinds of materials, such as brick-in- enterprise is given every opportunity of undertaking 
mud, country wood, etc., -were being used for minor contracts, but that large contractors are probably deterred 
buildings ; and that estimates prepared by non-govern- from entering on the field by the fact that Madras rates 
ment agency for educational buildings, which came are not sufficiently tempting. Tenders are invited 
before the Chief Engineer for scrutiny, showed that the for most works, large and small, and suitable contractors 
rates allowed in those estimates were very much the are always welcome ; but contractors, properly so 
same as those which obtained in the Public Works termed, that is to say firms or individuals having 
Department. Sundry cases where the cost of ccn· their own technical staff and plant, and. competent to 
struction by a private body seemed to be markedly low work from plans and specifications without constant 
have· also been investigated from time to time. For guidance from Public Works officers and subordinates, 
instance, -al\fission Church at --had been erected at are practically non-existent in this Presidency. The 
an exceptionally low cost; but upon enquiry it was great majority of Madras contractors are merely petty. 
found that tho building was structurally unsound owing piece-workers with a. moderate command of capital and 
to insufficient foundations, that almoet all the materials labour and no professional qualifications. The absence 
used, concrete, sand, stone and wood, were of very of large contractors may of course be partly due to the 
inferior quality, and that the mission had found it presence of the Public Works Department, but works 
possible to engage coolieB for this work at a very low ~arried out by them, would in the opinion of this Govern
rate. A" comparison between the schedules of rates ment cost considerably more than under the present 
of the Public Works Department and of the Southern system. Private Civil Engineering enterprise and larger 
Mahratta Railway Company was also made in December contractors are not likely to be attracted to this Pres
and January last, and it was found that the Public Works idency unless the rates for work are increased with 
Department rates compared favourably with the rail- this specific object. Such increase of rates would have 
way rates. The Committee :wm perhaps have data to be substantial, say, 15 to 20 per cent. and even then 
which will enable ~ome comparison of M~~ ra~ with the desired result is not likely to be obtained for many 
those of other pr?vmces. to be made ; b~t 1t will obVIously years, during which period an unnecessary addition 
be difficult to differentla~e between higher rates due to will be made to the profits of existing contractors, or 
unsuitable or uneconormcal methods, and those due of the money-lenders who finance them. With increased 
to higher market rates for materials or other conditio~ rates, it is possible that in the course of years qualified 
b~>yond c.ontrol. In 1907, the Government of. In~a men or firms may set up in this Presidency, with their 
stated-t•tde letter from the Government of India No. own Engineering staff and their own plant and work· 
985 B..' ~at-ed 27th June 1907-tha~ the Madras rates shops, but there is no sign of such a result under existing 
for bmldinga were low compared With those of other conditions, and it seems premature to consider radical 
province~, and ~h~re a.re no ground~ for supposing that changes in organisation _that depend essentially upon 
the relattve pos1tlon has changed smce then. Another the establishment of such a class of oontracwrs. As 
indication that Madr~ Public Works Department ra~s already mentioned the fiut and most important step , 
aro not un!'Conormcal1S afforded by the fact that b1g necessary for attainment of the desired end will be to 
enginl>eriug firms have not been attracted to Madras, increase all rates and make the execution of contract 
by the prospect of large profits to be made. works more proiltable than at present. The next step 
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will be to discourage small contractors by grouping 
works as far as pos~ible into large contracts, by with
holding the financial assistance now given to small 
piece-workers (by frequent payments on account, for 
example), by requiring more rapid execution under 
heavy penalty, and perhaps by insisting upon the pro
vision and use of plant and machinery that no smaJl 
contractor could afford to obtain. 

Against these increased charges, the only set-off would 
be the savings due to any reduction of the Public Works 
Department staff that it might be found possible to 
effect. . 

9. In the second portion of clause (ii) of their resolu
tion, the Government of India direct enquiry as to whether 
it is possible and desirable to entrust the construction 
and upkeep of certain classes of Public Works to agency 
other than departmental, and, if so, upon what lines
such che.nge should be effected. The only agency avail
able at present is the Local Fund Engineering establish
ment; but this establishment would have to be very 
largely increased, if it were to take over any appreciable 
number of Pul:lic Works, seeing that, as a general rule, 
the time of the District Board Engineering staff is so. 
fully occupied with their legitimate duties that employ
ment on Government work would very seldom be prac
ticable. Local boards certainly would not provide 
from their own funds for thi'l increased staff, and the 
cost would have to be met by Government. Moreover 
there would probably be constant trouble and delay 
due to the Engineers having to carry out ordinary Govern
ment works in addition to works for the local bodies 
under whom they were serving. Local boards would 
not favour the change, as they would lose their present 
full control over the District Board Engineer and his 
staff, and would be apprehensive that he might give 
undue preference to Government works, to the detriment 
of local fund works. From the District Board Engineer's 
point of view also, the position would be unsatisfactory, 
as he would have to serve two masters. For the above 
reasons, this Government considers it undesirable to 
entrust the execution of Governm1111t works to the local 
boards' engineering staff. . 

There is, however, no objection to local boe.rds heing 
required to carry out buildings and bridges with their 
own agency to a larger extent than hitherto. The pre
paration of schemes for major sanitary works is a matter 
which requires special training and which cannot at pres
ent be undertaken by the engineering staff of local 
bodies. But this designing work is now ordinarily 
done by the Sanitary Engineer and his subordinates, 

, and the execution of the sanctioned schemes might 
more frequently be entrusted in tl:e case .of rural areas 
to the agency employed by locaJ boards. The major 
sanitary schemes, however, have generally to be carried 
out in municipal areas by the Public Works Department 
as the prospects of municipal service are not sufficiently 
tempting to attract men of the same calibre and quali
fications as in the local fund service. Municipalities 
would have to employ in such cases special temporary 
engineers, if the execution is no longer to be entrusted to 
the Public Works Department. 

In this connection, it may be noted that the observa
tions of the Government of India in paragraph 9 of 
their letter to the Secretary of State regarding the quali
fications of the engineering staff of local bodies, have 
no application to this Presidency. Several District 
Board Engineers who are Indians have been promoted 
from. the rank of Assistant Engineer in the local mnd 
service, and are men with high professional qualifications, 
belonging to the same class from · which Executive 
Engineers of the Provincial branch of the Public Works. 
Department are recr.uited .. 

10. The question whether the Public Works Depart
ment meets the needs of other departments of the ad
ministration, ra.L'lE!d in clause (iv) of the resolution, 
is being investigated ; but so far as information has been 
received the needs of other departments a-ppear to be 
fully and satisfactorily met. M. regards the second 
portion of paragraph 2 (iv) of the resolution it is con
~jdered tha.~ the relations inter s~: of the various s"\ll!· 

divisions of the Buildings and Roads Branch are satis
factory. The Sanitary Engineer, Consulting Architect 
anrl Electrical Inspector to Government, are in this 
Pr~si~ency all technical assistants to the Chief Engineer, 
Buildmgs and Roads Branch, and have no executive.~, 
duties. 

11. Clause (v) of the Resolution.-The question of 
further decentralisation within the Public Works Depart
ment itself may be considered under three different 
heads:- ' 

(1) powers of technica~ sanction to detailed estimates, 
(2) powers to enter mto contract agreements, and 
(3) powers to reappropriate funds. 

As regards (1) Superintending Engineers have po~ers 
of technical sanction of original works up to Rs. 
20,000 generally and to Rs. 50,000 in certain cases, 
while under " Repairs " there is no limit imposed. 
These powers of technical sanction are considered suffi
cient. Executive Engineers as a class are authorised 
to accord technical sanction to detailed estimates for 
original works, or special repairs not exceeding Rs. 200, 
while certain selected officers exercise such powers up 
toRs. 500, and others up toRs. 1,000. Under ordinary 
repairs, all Executive Engineers can exercise such powers 
up to Rs. 200 and selected officers within the limit of 
budget,~llotments; but in the case of buildings a further 
limit is imposed of 2 per cent. on the capital cost of 
each building, and in the case of roads to a. sum per 
mile fixed by the Superintending Engineer. Executive ~ 
Engineers have, however, no powers of administrativ111 
sanction, and it is under consideration whether this class 
of officers may· not be granted these powers up to a 
certain limit, and increased powers of technical sanction. 

12. Powers to enter into contract agreements.-These 
powers are governed by paragraph 757 of the Public 
Works. Department Code. Superintending Engineers 
may accept tenders up to the limit of their powers of 
technical· sanction (Rs 20,000 or Rs. 50,000 as the 
case may be) and. Executive Engineers up to Rs. 
5,000. These powers are considered sufficient. 

13. Powers to reappropriate fund8 from one wcrrk to 
another.-This is a question more of administration 
than of execution, and it is held. undesirable to delegate 
to Superintending Engineers any greater powers than 
they at present possess. 

14. Clause (vi) of the Re..solution.-The provisions of 
the Public Works Department Code are in some respects 
unduly restrictive, but this is more with regard to ac
counts audit than to actual execution. There has not 
been time to obtain full particulars from officers of the 
department, but the officers selected to give or~.tl evi
dence before the Committee are being asked to give 
details in their written memoranda. It seems absurd, 
for example, that an Executive Engineer should have 
to obtain the sanction of the Superintend.ittg Engineer 
(vide paragraph 908 of the Public Works Department 
Code), to auction a temporary shed put up during the 
construction of a new work, which has to be removed 
when clearing the site. As regards the actual execution 
and maintenance of civil works the Code, if interpreted 
by audit officers in a reasonably liberal spirit, does not 
appear to be unduly restrictive. 

15. As regards clause (vii) of the resolution, a note 
by Mr. James, Principal of the Madras Engineering 
College, on the system of education in that college is 
attached* and his conclusions are accepted by this Govern. 
ment. M. pointed out by him it does not appflar that 
any alteration in the system of engineering education 
at the Madras college would have the effect of attracting 
a different or a superior class of students. We already 
get students of average ability, and if we want the very 
best they must be attracted by the prospects of an im· 
proved career, which of course connotes. higher pay 
for those who take up appointments under Government, 
under local bodies, and higher rates for work, so as to 
provide increased profits, for those who may take up 
the profession of engineering contractors. This increased 
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outlay on civil works of all kinds would p~bably have 
to be continued for many years before havmg any per
manent effect, and it is hardly likely that the eventual 
saving in Public Works Department establishment 
charges would compeneate for it. The position in this 
country is, moreover, entirely different from that in 
England. There the youngster starts from the bottom 
and rises by sheer merit ; if he has no merit, he remains 
in the subordinate ranks for the whole of his life. Here 
in India the young Indi;m thinks ~anuallabour ~ene~th 
his dignity, and commences his study of engmeermg 
with his colleae training. On completing that training 
he is put into a position of considerable trust before his 
superiors can judge of his capacity for the work. If 
private firms come into the field, they will have to take 
their Indian assistants from the same class and are likely 
to treat the failures with much less compunction than 
Government do. The probable effect on Indian public 
sentiment deserves cons:deration. 

16. As regards provision for practical training on 
works referred to in clause (viii) of the resolution, ade
quate provision is ma.de for the practical training on 
works of students who have passed through the Madras 
College of Engineering, and they are required to com
plete satisfactorily a year's course of practical training 
before receiving the college diploma. During this 
practical training they receive subsistence • allowance. 
Provision is also made for practical training at: (1) the 
Railway Workshops at Perambur, (2) the Electric Supply 
Corporation, (3) the Madras Harbour Works and (4) 
the Madras Water-supply and Drainage Works. In 
the case of (1) and (2) the premium payable is Rs. 250 
per student for the one year's course, and in the case 
of (3) and (4) Rs. 200. The premia are paid by the 
students themselves in the first instance, but 50 per 
cent. thereof is refunded to them if the reports of their 
progress while under training are satisfactory. N'o fees 
are charged for any training under the Public Works 
Department. There is no provision at present made 
for the practical training of students who have received 
their scientific education in Engtsh colleges but as 
the number of such students will always be limited, there 
would be little difficulty in arranging for their training 
on public works. A similar question was referred to 
this Government by the Government of India in Novem
ber 1913 and a reply was sent in April 1914 (vide 
letter No. 834 W., dated 20th April 1914) that the 
Madras Government would be prepared to allow Execu
tive Engineers to take selected Indian engineer students 
of English Universities, for practical training under 
them on payment of premia. It was suggested that 
Rs. 600 per annum would be a reasonable sum, and that 
this might be made payable in the first instance to Govern
ment, to be passed on eventually in the form of a monthly 
allowance to the engineer who actually gives the in. 
struction. The Local Government considered that the 
demand of a premium was essential in order to ensure, 
on the one hand, that those who are selected, are properly 
looked after, and on the other that those who are not in 
earnest about learning their profession are kept Jilllt. 
They also considered that the students were hardly 
likely to object to the payment of th~ premia, since 
nowhere else could they get similar training without 
payment. 

ANN'EXURE A. 

l.'ote by Mr. W. H. James, B.Sc., Principal, College of 
EngiruJering, Madras. 

The policy of the several Governments in regard to 
the Engineering Col~e-ges under their control has, it 
seen1s to me, been mfiuenced naturally by the needs 
of the country, and up to now the main object has been 
the provision of qualified men for Government service 
but I am inclined to agree with the suggestion that th; 
time ha.s now come when it is advisable to consider 
11'hether the whole system of technical education, partic
ularly in its higher branches, may not be opened out 
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gradually and placed on a broader basis, and this speci. 
allv in so far as admissions to colleges are concerned. 

in other and technically more advanced countries it is 
possible for any youth who desire.s, provided he possesses 
the necessary preliminary educational qualification::>, to 
enter on a course of engineering study, but he realises 
he does so on his own responsibility and does not con· 
sider that the possession of a diploma places him in a. 
position of having exceptional claim on any class of 
appointment and most certainly not Government service 
and when he gets employment, it is to start with hardly 
ever on a living wage. 

The very different conditions in some ways that obtain 
in this country I need not emphasize and I assume the 
reason for Government placing restrictions on the number 
of admissions to the engineer classes bas been the know
ledge that appointments are not available in Govern. 
ment or private service for large numbers of men with 
high techriical q~Aalifications, an attitude that can fttl!y 
be justified by the fact that roughly about hal.f the 
students who pass through our Engineer course htwe 
latterly taken Upper Subordinate appointments in the 
Public Works Department. 

If more appointments are available, it obviously 
follows that the number of admissions may be increased 
but the country is far from ripe for doing away altogether 
with restrictions of this kind, though the normal line 
of progress points in that dirootion. 

With reference to educational matters iri particular 
the statements are made that-

(a) the better class of Indians is not attracted to 
Civil Engineering as a profession; 

(b) the foregoing is due possibly to the system of 
education in Government Colleges not being organized 
on a sufficiently broad basis ; 

(c) the system further is inadeqoote possibly to pro. 
vide qualified engineers to whom works could be en.• 
trusted by local bodies, etc.; _ 
and I offer a few remarks on these " seriatim." 

(a). A great deal depends on what precise meaning 
is to be attached to the description "better class," 
but in any case I do not think the statement caf\ 
be accepted without qualification in so far as it 
applies -to this Presidency. Our Engineer students 
come from much the same classes as, and intellectually 
are at least on a par with, the average of those who enter 
ordinary Government employ or join the Law College, 
but until the time when engineering as a career can offer 
prizes comparable to those that are to be gained in the 
practice of law, it must be the case that the great majority 
of the best and most promising students of the University 
will aim at joining the legal profession. The very limited 
prospects of remunerative employment must have deter. 
red many an ambitions and able youth from entering the. 
Engineering profession. 

(b). This possibly has reference to the rules governing · 
admission to and prosecution of the courses being some· 
what rigid, but much freedom in this connection is im· 
possible when a college diploma is regarded a.s a guarantee 
that the holder can be relied on as qualified in definite 
respects. In my experience further, there have been 
no demands from students worth considering for any. 
thing but a complete course but this I admit it is quite 
possible may be due to their knowledge of what is ad· 
missible under the rules. 

I do not think that restrictions compelling students 
to take particular and specified courses have in any 
way affected the class of student attached to the college. 
Better the prospects of students after completing a 
course and the standard of the student desiring admis· 
sion is at once raised correspondingly ! 

(c). This institution can and does train men fully 
qualified to take in hand works of the kind under con
sideration, so far as that is possible in a college. For 
architectural training there is no provision. Apart 
from the obvious advantage we have of familiarity with 
Indian conditions, materials, methods of working and 
requirements, I have no hesitation in saying that the 
~tand~rd on the theoretical side here in Civil Engineering 
111 qmte up to the level of colleges in Great Britain, aa 

2z 
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can amply be evidenced by a. perusal of the syllabuses 
of the courses of instruction, time tables, and papers 
set in College and University Examinations. 

The inadequacy of our provision for laboratory work 
has long been fully appreciated by Government and we 
shall have all that is wanted at Guindy. 

The steps taken by Government in connection with 
the development and improvement of the efficiency of -
the college are all clearly set forth in the various Govern
ment Orders relating to the institution. 

For the purposes of the memorandum perhaps, it 
will be convenient to deal with matters under the follow
ing heads:-

(a). Courses of instruction. -
(b). Staff. _ 
(c). Accommodation and equipment. 

Courses of instruction.-These were fully considered 
by the committee which was appointed in G.O. No. 723, 
Educational, dated 12th December 1904, " to consider 
the r<>vision of studies and the curriculum," and on whose 
report final orders were passed in G.O. No. 657, Educa
tional, dated lOth October 1906. From that and the 
previous connected G.O. No. 655, Educational, dated 
3rd October 1905, it will be seen that very radical changes 
were made, and of considerable importance was the 
institution of separate courses for Civil and Mechanical 
Engineering, the latter covering also some instruction 
in Electrical Engineering. 

Important modifications since futroduced have re
ference chiefly to the formation of the Probationary 
Subordinate class, the change in the general education 
standard for admission, and the increase in, the duration 
of the Engineer· and Upper Subordinate courses from 
three to four years, regarding which reference may be 
made to G.O. No. 451, Educational, dated 8th July 19ll. 

An important feature of our cotll'ses is the attention 
devoted to and the stress laid on practical training in 
drawing office, laboratory and field, and· this, apart 
from its inherent value as a method of teaching, is very 
necessary owing to the somewhat considerable demands 
made on young students completing the training directly 
they enter employment, which are greater than is usually 
the case in other countries. · 

Referring more particularly to the courses for the 
Engineer classes, the underlying idea of the committee 
was to provide a thorough grounding it(general Engineer
ing science on which afterwards could be based any 
desired specialisation. It should be appreciated that 
the majority of the students come to the college, for 
no fault of their own, with little or no notion of engineer
ing, and the difference in this respect should not be lost 
sight of in connection with proposals for specialized 
courses based on what is being done in other countries 
under conditions which in other cognate matters also 
are very dissimilar. 

It may be pointed out that these syllabuses were very 
carefully considered comparatively recently by the 
University Board of Studies in Engineering-a body ~f 
~ngineers familiar and closely in touch with the theory 
and practice of engineering both in this country and in 
Europe-and on their recommendation were adopted 

practically in their entirety by 
Vida G.O. 1442, Educa- the Senate at its meeting on 

lloual, lSth December 19H. November 18th, 1914, for incor-
poration in the revised regulations for the B.E. degree, 
which come into force next year for the University 
examinations. 

A st~dent after taking the college diploma is for the 
rest of his career as an engineer in much the position 
of post-graduate student, and after his training in both 
arts and professional colleges, should find no insuperable 
"difficulty in taking up the study of and adapting him
self for specialized work. , It is conceded, however, that 
the provision of courses dealing with specialized branches 
of engineering practice might be of considerable assistance, 
and proposals in this connection were made by the com
mittee whose recommendations are recorded in G.O. 
No. 1224, Education, dated 2nd November 1914, on the 

lines of which it is hoped something will be done when 
we II!OVe to Guindy. 
. Devclopme~ts in futur~ s~ould, in my opinion, proceed 
m the direc!10n of proVIding such specialized courses. 
The rules g?verning admission to the courses, while 
not encouragmg students to depart from the sound policy '· 
of getting a thorough initial grounding in the elements of 
engineering and the connected sciences, should be 
sufficiently elastic to permit of the attendance of persons 
who may not b? q~alified ~y the possession of a diploma, 
but whose desrre 1S to gam what knowledge they can· 
by taking the course. • 

Electrical engineering will later on call for more atten
tion but just at present the post-collegiate course wbJch 
the college can now offer seems to me sufficient. A 
sound. and thorough training in mechanical engineering 
is in. any case absolutely essential as a preliminary to 
entering on advanced studies in electrical engineering, 
and the demand for the highly trained electrical engineer 
being very small in this country, what ordinary appoint
ments are available can very well be filled by our mechani. 
cal engineering students, who devote a fair portion of 
their time to electrical engineering. 

Staff.-It is hardly necessary to remark that syllabuses 
of courses of study may mean much or comparatively 
little : what is of vital importance is the manner they 
are dealt with, in other words, the teaching agency. 

It is a truism that it is impossible to turn out an engineer 
by -only college training. The most that can be attempted 
is to give a sound groundwork of knowledge based on 
which experience of actual work will enable the young 
engineer to attain a fair measure of professional skill. 

It is, however, essential, in view of what is demanded 
of students when they leave, to carry on tlieir training 
in as close relation to practical conditions as possible, 
and one way of effecting this is to have practical men , 
as their teachers. This end was to a very considerable 
.extent achieved by the decision of Government, G.O. 
No. 414, Educational, dated 29th June 1911, and G.O. 
No. 55 W., dated 12th January 1912, that the staff of 
the College other &an the Principal and Professors 
should be supplied from the cadre of the Public Works 
Department. The college junior appointments are ac
cordingly now filled by sub-engmeers, supervisors and 
overseers of the Public Works Department, and as our 
principle ordinarily is to retain no subordinate more than 
about three years, we have a staff always fresh from 
contact with actual work. 

With the progressive increase in the number of students, 
Government have added to the number of assistants 
from time to time, and now we have twenty as com· 
pared with twelve less than tel,!. years ago. 

The most important addition to the staff within recent 
years was the appointment last year of a Professor of 
Electrical Engineering together with an Electrical Labo
ratory Assistant, G.O. No. 1052, Educational, dated 
24th September 1915, which has greatly improved the 
efficiency of that department of college work and has 
made it possible for the Professor of Mechanical Engineer
ing to devote hi'3 whole time to his particular branch 
of e1gineering. 

The staff we have at present is adequate for the conduct 
of the classes under our existinprrangements, which 

. mean that the whole time of the professors is taken up 
with direct teaching work_, but on the transfer to Guindy 
and the provision there of adequate laboratory equip· 
ment, it will be expected that they will take advantage 
of the facilities afforded to undertake investigational 
work of a varied nature. If anything of this sort is to 
be possible, and its importance and necessity hardly 
needs emphasizing, it will be essential to have another 
professor to take over part of the work of the civil 
engineering department, and to make a new appoint
ment of Professor of Engineering Chemistry. 

For specialized courses, outside engineers ~th the . 
necessary special experience must to a. cons1derable 
extent be relied on, if the courses are to serve a. really 
useful purpose. 

Accommodation and Equipment.-The inadequacy o{ 
our laboratory accommodation and equipment was 
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.rooognized by Government as far back as 1906 (G.O. 
No. 657, Educational, dated lOth October 1906, page 
6, pa•agraph 2), when it was decided that plans and 
estimates should be prepared for new buildings to be 
located at Saida.pet. Some time afterwards there were 
further developments based on proposals emanating in the 
first place from the Oota.ca.mund Industrial Conference 
of September 1908, the acceptance of which in principle 
meant a substantial advance on what was intended at ' 
.Sa.idapet and calling for more space than that site pro. 
-vided. It was finally decided to locate the. new college 

at Guindy (G.O. No. 132, Educational, dated 8th :March 
1909) and plans worked out in detail for that site were 
finally approved and work commenced in 1914. 

The estimate of expenditure comes to about 
Rs. 17,75,000 and a note giving a fairly full description 
of what is intended goes with G.O. No. 1878 W., dated 
23rd September 1913, from which can be taken what 
is required. If detailed figures of cost are quoted, some 
revision may be called for in connection with the estimate 
for the power house in view of the larger scheme now 
being prepared in the Public Works Department. 
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